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ffe can, of course, agree that bonibing will not tixrn defeat

into victory, or vice versa; but it is not a question of

wiiether aircraft could turn defeat into victory, but of

preventing defeat from developing into disaster; nor of

turning victory into defeat, but of converting an
inconclusive offensive into a real break through.

»

'Air Power and Armies '

W/Cdr. J. C. Slessor (1936)
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.. (xxiii)INTRODUCTICN

The Importance of Malta - Operation Hercules ~ The Axis

Air Forces' Failure to Support Rommel - Rommel's Change
of Plans - The Strain of the Axis Air War on Tliree

Fronts - The Possibility of a Quarrel Between the Enemy
Army and Air Commander - Summary.

PART I

EL ALAMEIN - THE FIRST PHASE - STABILISATION

OP THE EIGHTH ARM! AT EL ALAIvIEIN

(1 to 6 JULY 1942)

CHAPTER 1. THE GENERAL SITUATICN

Section I. THE SITUAITCN ON LAND

The Condition of the Eighth Array - The El Alamein Defensive
Position - General Auchinleck's Task - The Enemy Plan for
the Advance on Suez - The Characteristics of the Fighting -

The Dd.sposition of the Eighth Army.

6Section n. THE AIR SITUATION ,
Close Support to the Eightli Army - The Battle of Supplies «

The Location of the Opposing Air Forces - The Enemy Air
Strength in the Mediterranean - The Enemy Failure to
Concentrate Air Power in North Africa - The Strength of
the Royal Air Force in the Middle East - The Importance
of the R.A.F. Pool of Aircraft in Store or Undergoing
Repair - The Comparative Obsolescence of R.A.F. Fighter
Aircraft - The Threat to the Delta Area - Summary.

CHAPTER 2. THE EIGHTH ARlvIY CaiSOLIDATES ITS POSITION AT

EL ALAMEIN

The British System of Command in the Middle East  - The

Battle Headquarters - Co-operation Between Army and R.A.F# -
The Role of the R.A.F. Almost Entirely Tactical in Scope -
The Three Major Problems Presented to the R.A.F. in Giving
Support to the Eighth Army - Meteorological Conditions During
July 1942 - The Serious Effect of the Loss of Deir el Shein,
1 July - Medium-Bomber Effort Night I/2 July - Rommel's
Renewed Offensive on 2 July Failed to Develop - The
Importance of Round-the-Clook Bombing - The Main German
Offensive Resmed at I5OO hours 2 July - Heavy Scale of
R.A.F. Attacks over the Battle Area Afternoon 2 July -

Rommel's Confidence Still Unshaken - Night 2/3 July the
R.A.F. Medim-Bomber Effort Again Tactical in Scope —

Rommel's Reverse on 3 July - The Outstanding Effort Made
by Aircraft of the W.D.A.F. on 3 July - The Adverse
Effect of Night-and-Day Bombing on the Moreile of Enemy
Troops - Rommel's Main Offensive on 3 July Directed
Against the Ruweisat Ridge - The Enemy Operation Order
of 30 June for the Axis Air Forces to Give Close Support
to the Panzer Army Put into Operation on 3 July - A
Comparison of Enemy and R.A.F. Activity 3 July — Rommel's
Request for Air Reinforcements Because of the Fighting
Condition of the Troops - The Night-Bojabing Programme
3/4 July Limited by XIII Corps' Advance - Enemy Air
Activity Night 3/4 July — The Enemy Ccmmander-in-Chief's
Conference 4 July - Morning of 4 July, the W.D.A.F.'s
Concentrated attacks in Support of the Eighth Army - The
Acute Weakness of Rommel's Peuizer Army Afternoon  4 July —
The W.D.A.F. Bomber Effort Diverted frora the Battle Area
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to the Coast Road and Landing Grounds - No. XIII Corps•
Advance from the South - Fighter Activity on i+ July -

Plans for an Advance by the Eighth ilrmy and the W.D.A.P. -
The Allocation of Duties Betvreen the German and Italian

Air Forces - The Afrika Korps War Diary’s Last Entry for
4 July - The Prime Minister's Message to the Royal Air
Force - Medium Bomber Operations Night 4/5 July - 'The
Only Effective Weapon Is Our Air Striking Force',
General Auchinleck - Light-Bomber Effort 5 July - The
Adverse Effect of Preparations for an Advance on the
Operational Efficiency of Certain Fighter Squadrons -
Eighth Army Delays in Transmission of the Bcrab-line -

The Afrika Korps War Diary for 5 July - The Afrika Korps
Situation Report for 5 July 'The Troops Are Exhausted
and Strained to the Limit’ - Night 5/b July; A Change of
Policy for the Night Bombing - The Situation on Land
S July - A Shortage of Targets for the Light Bombers -
Fighter Activity on 6 July - The Importance of the Attacks
by Beaufighters on Enemy Transport - The Afrika Korps
Vfar Diary 6 July - The Duce's Conference S July  - A
Comparison Between the Available Fighter Force in the
Middle East Command and the United Kingdom July 1942 -
Comparison Between Enemy and R.A.F. Losses 1-6 July -
Enemy Air Activity - Summary and Conclusions.

PART II

EL ALAlffilN - THE SECOND PHASE. PROM THE STABILISATION

OP THE EIGHTH ilRfvCT AT EL AlAIffilN TO THE END OP
THE BATTLE OP .ALAIvI EL HALPA

(7 JUT-jI to 7 SEPTEIVBER 1942)

CHAPTER 5. REINFORCEMENT .AND REORGANISATION
The Reorganisation, Training and Resting of the W.d7a.p7 -
Defence of the Delta - Tlie Formation of No. 7 (S.A.A.P.)
Wing - The Reorganisation of Single-Engined Fighter
Squadrons and Certain Maintenance Units - Defensive and
Offensive Preparations - Defence Against Airborne Troops -
Airfield Construction by the Royal Engineers - Improved
Methods for Array Co-operation.

...99

CHAPTER 4. THE BATTLES AT TELL EL EISA, TELL EL l^tAKH KHAD
AND THE RIW/EISAT RIDGE

The Tactical Battle Now of Secondary LmportanGe - The
Eighth Amg^ Strongpoint at Bab el Qattara Occupied by 21st
Panzer Division 9 Jtily - The Engagements at Tell el Eisa
in the North and Ruweisat Ridge in the Central Sector
10 to 12 July - Air Activity in the Battle .Area  7 to
12 July - The Poor Quality of Targets ~ Heightened
Fighter-Bomber Activity - Attacks on Enemy Landing
Grounds - Night Bombing in the Battle Area - Actions
at El Alamein and Ruweisat Ridge 13 to 20 July - Air
Activity Over.the Battle Area - Increased Activity of
the Light Bombers - Night Bombing in the Battle Zone
13 to 20 July - Enemy Air Activity - The Action in the
Central Sector (Ruvreisat Ridge) and in the North (Tell
el Eisa)' 21 to 28 July - Air .Action in Support of the
Eighth A.rmy Offensive - Reduced Air Activity 23 to 26 Jvily -
Air Operations in Support of the Eighth Array Offensive
26 July - The Eighth Army on the Defensive - General
Auchinleck's Appreciation of the Situation 27 July -
The Position on Land August 1942 - Change of Army
Commanders Mid-August 1942 - Air Operations in the
Western Desert August - Reduction of Light Boinbers on
Porv/ard Landing Grounds - Day and Night Attacks Against
Enemy Landing Grounds - Night Bombing in the Battle Area -
Enemy Air Activity August 1942.

.111
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THE STRATEGIC AIR OFPEMSIVE AGuA^ST ROM\ffiL*S

LINES OP CamiNICATION (JULY AND AUGUST 19A^)
Raiimel's Growing realisation of his Supply Difficulties -

The German Air Transport Fleet in the Mediterranean -

Enemy Shipping Losses (Month of Julv "1942) - The August
Convoy to Malta (Operation Pedestal; Ronmel's Optimistic
Situation Report of Mid-August - Enemy Shipping Losses
(August 1942) - Action Against Enemy Transport Aircraft -
The War Against Enemy Coastal Shipping.

CHAPTER 5.
137

CHAPTER 6. THE BATTLE OP ALAM EL HAIFA (3I AUGUST TO
6 sEPMffiER 1942). :

The Enemy Plan - The Axis Air Plan - Tactical Surprise
Impossible Owing to W.D.A.F. Air Superiority - The
Combined British Army and Air Force Plan - Comparative
Air Strengths - The Enemy Fuel Situation - The Pre-battle
Air Offensive - Formation of the Enemy's Battle Line
(25 to 30 August) - The Attack Begins: Ground and
Air Operations Night 30/3i Ai:igust - Rommel's Decision to
Modify his Original Plan Morning 31 August - The Enemy
A.ir Forces' Failure to Support Their Ground Forces'
Attack Night 30/3I August - Strategical Bombing by
A.ircraft of No. 205 Group Night 30/31 August - Air
Policy for the Battle - Light-Bomber Programme 31 August
Curtailed by Dust-storms - Message from the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief - Ground A.ctivity 31 August  - Enemy
Air Activity 31 August - Operations by Twin-Engined
Fighters - Air Operations Night 31 August to 1 September -

Ground Operations Night 31 August - Panzer Attack on
Alam el Haifa Ridge Resumed Morning 1 September-The
Enemy Tanks Break off the Attack on Alam el Haifa Owing
to Shortage of Fuel (Afternoon of 1 September) - Light-
Boniber Operations 1 September - Operation Bulimba -

Enemy Air Activity 1 September: the Decline of the
Stulca Force .- Beaufighter Successes against Enemy Lines

of Corammication 1 September - First Operation by
Hurricane Aircraft Carrying 'Jeffrey's' Bombs - Enemy
Report of 1 September on Shortage of Fuel and Effects of .

Day-and-Night Bombing - Increased Weight of Night-
Bombing Programme l/2 September - Enemy Report on Night
Raids as 'An Effective Battle Technique* - Successful
Strategic Air Operations Night l/2 September: Loss of
Picci Fascio and Abruzzi - Roimel's Decision to Vfithdraw

159

Morning 2 September - The Gromd Situation 2 September -

The Light Bonibers Set up a New Record on 2 Septemlaer -•

Intensive Fighter Activity 2 September - Rommel's
Situation Report of 2 September to O.K.H. - Bombing of

the EneiBy Reaches a Climax Night 2/3 September - Enemy
Air Operations Night 2/3 September - Enemy Withdrawal
‘ffestvyards 3 September - The Light Bombers Break All

Records 3 September - Message frcam G.O.C. Eighth Army
to the A.O.C., Y4D.A.F. - Mediuom-Bamber Operations Night
3/4 September - Night Raid on Tobriik by Heavy Bombers
3/4 September - The Sinking of the Enemy Tankers David^
Bianchi and Padenna 3/4 September - Operation Beresford
(Attack on Night 3/4 September by XIII Cozps to Close
Gap in British Minefields) - Renewed Dust Storms Hamper
Air Activity 4 September - Enemy Air Operations
4 September - Enemy Report of 4 September - Night
Bombing of Enemy Concentrations in Munassib Area 4/5
September - Enemy Night-bombing Activity 4/5 September -
A Depleted W.D.A.F. Fighter Force on the Defensive
5 September - The Enemy Commander-in-Chief' s Conference
5 September - liarshal Cavallero's Comments on the Battle

of Alam el Haifa 5 September - ilir Operations by No. 205
Group Night 5/6 September - Ground and Air Operations
6 September - Comparative British and Axis Air Losses
Battle of Alam el Haifa - Enemy Views on the Defeat of '

the Axis Panzer Army at Alam el Haifa - Summary -
Conclusions.
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VART III

EL AL.'IMEIN - IHE THIRD PHASE

THE BATTLE OP EL .Tu/il/iEIM

Page
CHAPTER 7. THE PREPARATORY PERIOD AND BUILD-UP BEFORE THE

BATTLE OP EL .ALAMEIH (8 SEPTEMBER - 23 OCTOBER 1942) 223
Air Policy xAfter the Battle of Alam el Haifa - Absorp
tion of the American Squadrons - Reorganisation of the

Fighter Force - Defence of the Delta: Resting and
Training of Squadrons - Fighter Reinforcement - Formation
of No. 232 Light Bomber Yifing - Employment of the Light-
Boniber Force - Question of the Withdrawal of the Albacore
Squadrons - Shortage of Vfellington Aircraft - Medium and

Heavy Bomber Operations 8 September to 23 October -
i\nti-Shipping Operations - Operations Agreement and
Bigan^y 13/14 September - Operation Agreement - Operation
Bigamy - Munassib Operation 30 September 1 October -

Coninghain’s Opportunist ’Weather Blitz'9 October -
Attacks on Enemy Positions - Reconnaissance - Enemy
Air Activity - Malta’s Increasingly Critical Fuel
Situation - Offensive Policy - Pinal Axis Air Offensive
Against Malta (l1 to 19 October) - Pre-Battle Air
Offensive (19 to 23 October) - Enemy Air Operations
(19 to 23 October).

THE BATTLE OP EL ALAMEIN (23 OCTOBER TO
4 NOVEMBER 1 942) I

Factors Governing the Timing of the Eighth Armj’- Offensive -

The Enemy's Elaborate Defensive System - The Enemy Plan
for the Use of Armovir in a Defensive Battle - The

A,0,C,-in-C.'s Appreciation of the Situation in the
Mediterranean, Mid-October, 1942 - The Eighth .Army
Commander's Views on Co-operation with the Royal Air
Force - The Eighth Army Plan for Ox^eration Lightfoot -

The A.O.C.-in-C.'s Comments on the G.O.C. Eighth Army's
Plan - Operation Bertram: The Eighth Army Cover Plan -

The R.A.P, Contribution to the Eighth /irmy Cover Plan -

'Tlie Present Situation': Memorandum by S.A.3.0.,
W.D.A.F, - The Air Plan for the Battle of El Alamein -

The A.ir Plan for the Pursuit Considered as an Integral
Part of the Air Plan for the Battle of El Alamein -

Tactical Support from Nos. 201 and 205 Groups - General
Plan for the Use of the Field Fighter Force - The
Condition of the Axis Air Forces on the Eve of the

Battle - At Opening of Offensive German Long-Range Bomber
Force in Sicily - The Strength of the Axis A.ir Forces
on the Eve of the Battle - The Strength of the Allied
Air Forces in the Western Desert and Egypt on
19 October 1942 - R.A.P. Preparations for the Offensive -

Operations Grapeshot and Snapper - The Enemy's Critical
Supply Situation - The Pre-Battle Air Offensive -

Enemy's Conflicting Views on LiJcelihood of an Eighth
Army Offensive - The Army Commander's Pinal Plan for
Operation Lightfoot - British and Enemy Dispositions on
23 October, 1942 - Air Operations on 23 October to
Dominate the Enemy Air Forces and Prevent Enemy Reconnais
sance - 'The Fourth Libyan Campaign Has Commenced':
W.D.A.P. War Diary - Eighth Army Progress Night 23/24
October - The Afrika Korps' Account of Operations on
the Night of 23/24 October - The Arraj^ Commander's Plan
and the Air Policy Laid Down for 24 October - Intensive
Air Operations on the First Day of the Battle (24 October) -
The Intense Enemy A.A. Gunfire Causes Considerable
Damage to the Light Bombers - The Enemy's Forward L.G.s
Patrolled by W.D.A.P. Fighters 24 October - Dust Curtails
the Fighter Effort - No. 6 Squadron and No. 7 Squadron
(S.A.A.P.) 'Tankbusters' Annihilate an Entire Company

CHAPTER 8.
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of the Kiel Group - Raids on Enemy L.G. s. 21+ October -

Analysis of Bonb Weights Night 23/24 and Day 24 October -
Enerry Report on the Air and Supply Situation 24 October ->

Death of General Stumme, the Enemy Commander-in-Chief
24 October - Night-Bomber Attacks Concentrated I'lTholly
Against 15th Panzer Division Night 24/25 October -
Success of Enemy Night-Bonibing Activity 24/25 October -
25 October a Critical Day; Three-Quarters of 15th
Panzer Division Tanks Lost in Fruitless Counter-Attacks -

Air Policy for 25 October to Prevent Enemy Spearhead from
Concentrating - No. 208 Squadron Reconnaissance Plights
Made Without Escort - Successful Interception of
Ju. 52 Transports by Beaufighters of No. 272 Squadron -

The German Fighter Force Temporarily Reduced to
20 Serviceable Aircraft 25 October - Enemy Appreciation
of the Situation on the Evening of 25 October - Night-
Bombing Operations 25/26 October - Patrols over the
Battle Area by Night-Flying Hurricanes of No. 73 Squadron
Night 25/26 October - Northwards Thrust by the 26th
Australian Brigade Night 25/26 October - Air Policy for
26 October Still Primarily to Prevent Enemy Counter-
Attacks - Weight of Bomber Effort Night 25/26 October and
Day 26 October - Long-Range Fighter Patrols by Aircraft
of No. 450 R.A.A.P. Squadron - Further Successes Scored
on the XIII Corps Front by No. 6 Squadron and No. 7
Squadron (S.A.A.P.) - Increased Enemy Air Activity in
the Battle Area 26 October - The Sinking of the Tanker
Proserpina (4870 tons) and the S.S. Tergestea (5890 tons)
off Tobruk 26 October - The Eighth Army Commander’s
Decision to Regroup 26 October - Rommel Concentrates
his Armour and Mobile Reserves 26 October - Move of

21st Panzer Division ’Badly Hampered by the Continual
Bombing Attacks’ by No. 205 Group Yfellingtons - Activity
of No. 73 Squadron Night-Flying Hurricanes Night
26/27 October - Ground Operation Night 26/27 October -
Dawn Tac/R by No. 208 Squadron Locates the Main Enemy
Tank Concentrations 27 October - Concentrated Bombing
Attacks Against the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions
27 October - Rommel’s Ftll-Scale Armoured Counter-Attack

on 27 October a Failure - Raids Against Enemy Forward
Landing Grounds 27 October - Enemy Report on the
Failure of 21st Paaizer Division’s Coiuiter Attack - The

Panzer Army’s Situation ’Grave in the Extreme
27 October - Medium-Bomber Operations Night 27/28 October
Directed Against Northern Sector - Eighth Army Reorganisa
tion Continues for Operation Supercharge Night 27/28
October - Rommel’s Large-Scale ’Old Style’ Armoured
Counter-Attack Smashed by R.A.P. Bombing 28 October -

The Sinking of the Enemy Tanker Luisiano (2,500 tons)
Night 28/29 October - Vfide Dispersal of Enemy M.T.
Provides Poor Targets for Night Bomber 28/29 October -

Attack by the 9th Australian Division Night 28/29 October:
the ’Cocked-Thtimb ’ Salient - High Level of Fighter-
Bomber Activity 29 October - Attacks in the Enemy Rear
by Long-Range Kittyhawks of No, 250 Squadron - Enemy
Air Operations 29 October: the Eclipse of the Dive-
Boiriber - A Static Phase in the Land Battle 29 and

30 October - Medium-Bomber Operations Night 29/30 October;
Enemy M.T. Less WTell Dispersed - Main Air Effort
30 October in Close Support of the Australians - Attack
by Beaufighters of No. 252 Squadron on Ju, 52’s at
El Adem 30 October - Low Level of Enemy Air Activity
30 October - Slight Lnprovement in the Enemy Petrol
Supply Position 30 October - Rommel Orders a Second
Line of Defence to be Reconnoitred at Fxika 30 October -

The Australians Continue Their Attack Northwards Towards

the Coast Night 30/31 October - Heavy Vfellington Attack
Against L.G, I4 (Maaten Bagush) Night 30/31 October -

f
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Rommel’s Decision to Relieve the 125th Panzer Grenadiers
31 October - Close Support and Fighter Protection Given
to the 9th A.ustralian Division 31 October - Medium-Bomber

Attacks on the Battle Area and on L.G. 14 Night 31 October -

The Sinking of the S.S, Tripolino (1,464 tons) Carrying
Petrol and Ammunition to the Panzer Army Night 31 October -

Rommel’s Renewed Attempt to Relieve 125th Panzer Grenadier
Regiment 1 November - Dislocation of Enemy Counter-Attack
by the Interception of Stukas 1 November - Fighter-
Bomber Activity 1 November - Rommel’s Decision to Prepare
a Second Line of Defence at Fuka - The Sinking of the
Emergency Supply Ships Zara and Brioni 1 and 2 November -

The Final Offensive; Operation Supercharge Night
1/2 November - No. 205 Group’s Night Bombing Dislocates
the Enemy’s Communications Night l/2 November - The
y/.D.A.F. Fly One Thousand Sorties in Close Support of
Operation Supercharge Night l/2 and 2 November - Romimel’s
Decision to Retreat to a New Line at Fuka 2 November -

The Enemy Air and Supply Situation 2 November - The
Heavy Weight of Night-Bombing Attack Continued Night
2/3 November - The Peak Air Effort of the Battle of
El Alamein Reached on 3 November - Enemy Air Activity
on 3 November Slight — No. 6 Squadron ’Tankbusters’
Given a Free Hand in the Southern Sector - The Fuehrer’s
’Victory or Death’ Message - The General Situation
According to Enemy Reports 3 November - Heavy Wellington
and Albacore Attacks on the Coast Road Night 3/4 November -
The Pinal Break Through at El Alamein 4 November  - Rommel’s
Request to the Fuehrer for Permission to Retreat ’to a New
Position Running South from Pulca’ - Air Operations on the
Last Day of the Battle 4 November - Some Enemy Comments
on the Battle of El Alamein - Comparative Enemy and Allied
Aircraft Losses During the Battle of El Alamein — Simmary —
Conclusions.

PART IV

THE PURSUIT FRQJL EL ALAJVIEIN

(4 NOVEMBER 1 942 • TO 12 MY 1 943)

CHAPTER 9. THE EiOTLSICNOF THE ENEMY FORCES FRCM EGYPT
(4 to 10 NOVEVIBERI942)

Operation Buster:
Factors'Governing
Force (Force ’A’)

The Plan for an Advance from El A
361

lamein -
the Composition of the Air Pursuit

- The Inadequacy of No. 216 Group’s
Fleet of Transport Aircraft - Plans for Advance
Influenced by Malta’s Desperate Supply Position - The
Importance of Landing Ground Construction - The Composi
tion of Force ’A’ the Yf.D.A.P. Air Pursuit Force  - The
General Situation at the Beginning of the Pursuit -
The Eighth Army Commander’s Plan for the Pursuit  - The
A.O.C.-in-C.’s Despatch of 5 November to C.A.S. « The
Enemy Retreat to Fulca on 5 November - On First Day of
Pursuit Main Task of Fighter Force to Protect Forward
Troops - Enemy Decision to Abandon Fuka 5 November -
The Tactical Use of Heavy Bombers Night 5/6 November —
No. 73 Squadron’s ’Gala Night’ 5/6 November - ’Rain
and 8/l0ths Cloud from Fuka to Sidi Barrani* 6 November -
Panic Among the Afrika Karps at Mersa Matruh 6 November -
The Enemy’s Critical Supply Position 6 November -
Rommel’s intention to Make a Temporary Stand at Matruh -
Intact Eneiiiy Aircraft Abandoned on L.G.s at Daba - Night-
Boaibing Operations 6/7 November - Fighters Continue
Protective Role Over Forward Troops 7 November - The
Pursuit is Brought to A Temporary Halt by the Rains
7 November - Rommel's Decision to Evacuate Matruh -
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Night Bombing Attacks Concentrated on Area ^Local to
Halfaya and. Solium Passes' Night 7/8 November - The
Passes at Halfaya and Solium Blocked by Air Action
8 November - The R.A.P.’s Transport and Supply Difficulties -
The Occupation of Mersa Matruh 8 November - The Invasion

of French North-'ffest Africa - Enemy Reports of 'Severe
Losses' at Solium and Halfaya Passes Night 8/9 November -
Improved Weather Condi.tions Enables X Corps to Accelerate
Pursuit 9 November - The Afrika Korps Heavily Bombed as
They Finally Withdraw Over the Passes into Cyrenaica
Night 9/10 November - 7th Armoured Division Cross the
Frontier at Maddalena 10 November - Low Scale of Enemy Air
Activity 4 to 10 November - Tactical Reconnaissance -

No. 6 'Tankbuster' Squadron Left in Rean - The Work of
No. 201 Group -* Failure to Use No. 216 Group Transport
Aircraft to Capacity During Enemy's Retreat to the
Frontier - The Pall in the W.D.A.P. Bombing Operations
After the Battle of El Alamein - Summary.

CHAPTER 10. THE CAPTURE OP CYRENAICA AND THE ACTION AT

EL AGHEILA (IO NOVEIViBER TO 13 DECE1'/£BER 1942)
The Enemy Decision to Evacuate Cyrenaica and Retreat to

Prepared Positions at Marsa Brega — Main Weight of Night
Bombing Diverted to Tobruk Night IO/II November - The
Enemy's Pinal Evacuation of Egypt and the Capture of
Halfaya Pass 11 November - No. 205 Group Bombers
Attack Enemy M.T. Betvreen Gazala and Tobruk Night 11-12
November - The Enemy Evacuation of Tobruk 12 November -

W.D.A.F. Air Activity 12 November Almost Wholly Confined
to Ground Attacks - No. 205 Group Night-Bombing
Operations a Pailtire Night I2/13 November - The Occupation
of Tobruk 13 November 1942 - Operation by Hurricanes of
Nos. 213 and 238 Squadrons from an Advanced Desert
Landing Ground (L.G. 125) 12 to I6 Noveiiiber - Operation
Stoneage: the East-to-V/est Convoy to Malta I6 to
20 November - The A.O.C.-in-C.'s offer to the G.O.C.

Eighth Arraj to Assist an Outflanking Movement Across
the Jebel el Akhdar with an Air Transport Fleet -
Ground and Air Operations from the Pall of Tobruk to the

Capture of Benghazi (l3 to 20 November 1942) - The
Retreating Enemy Forces Brought to a Standstill for Lack
of Petrol 17 and 19 November - Clearance of Mines from

Captured Landing Grounds Given High Priority by Eighth
Army - Heavy and Effective Liberator Attacks on Tripoli
21, 24, 26, 28 and 29 November - Hitler's Pe2?mission
Given to Roiimel for Evacuation of the Marsa Brega
Position and Retreat to Buerat 29 November - The Eighth
Army Commander's Decision to Halt at Marsa Brega and
Prepare for a Major Offensive in Mid-December - The

A.O.C.-in-C.'s Criticism of the G.O.C. Eighth Army for
Not Giving the YiT.D.A.P. Stifficiently High Priority for
Maintenance - Preparations for the Action at Marsa
Brega - Airlift of 130,000 Gallons of Petrol to Advanced
L.G.s in Cyrenaica by Dakotas of No. 316 Group U.S.A.A.P.
December 1942 - Air Operations Prior to the Attack on

Marsa Brega (23 November to 12 December 1942) - The
Action at Marsa Brega (l3 December) - The Enemy Again
Temporarily Immobilised for Lack of Petrol 15 December -

Pailuxe of New Zealand Division to Report Their Positions
on 16 December Causes W.D.A.P. to mss excellent Targets.

CHAPTER 11. THE ADVANCE TO TRIPOLI (14 DECEiYfflER 1942 TO
23 JANUARY 1943)

The Occupation of the Marble Arch Landing-Ground by Air
18 December - The Panzer Army's Retreat to Buerat -
Enemy Decision to Evacuate Tripolitania and Retreat to

a New Line in Tunisia 31 December - The Eighth Amy
Commander's Preparations for a Battle at Buerat - Air
Operations Prior to the Advance to Tripoli

SEGRCr(84234)9
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(18 December 1942 to 16 January 1943) - The Action at
Buerat 15 January 1945 - The Capture of Tiripoli
25 January - Reconnaissance Operations by No. 285
Reconnaissance Wing.

CHAPTER 12. FROM THE P.Mi OP TRIPOLI TO THE PINAL VICTORY IN

TUNIS LA (23 JiWUARY TO 12 llkY 1943)-

Section I:
469

Unification of Air Corarnand in the Mediterranean -

Reorganisation of German Air Command - The G.O.C. Eighth
Army and the A.O.C. Tactical Air Force on Army/Air Co
operation,

Section II;.
The Advance of the Eighth Army into Tunisia (23 January
to 5 February 1943) - Air Operations Between the Pall
of Tripoli and Eighth Army Reaching the Tunisian
Frontier (23 January to 4 February 1943) - The Withdrawal
of the Panzer .Amy to Mareth - The Advance from the
Tunisian Frontier to Mareth (4 to 21 February 1943) -
Reasons for Low Level of W.D.A.P. Operations During
Eighth Armey’s Approach March from Tripoli to Mareth -
Further Reorganisation: Formation of No. 210 Group
(8 February 1943) - Decision to Bring No. 6 'Tahkbuster'
Squadron Forward - Rommel's Attack in Central Tunisia and

ToY/ards Medenine - The Battle of Medenine (6 Iferch 1943) -
Kie Attack on the Fighting French at Ksar Rhilane
(10 March 1943) - Air Operations 11 to 20 March -
Developments in Combined Bomber .and Fighter Training
and Airfield Construction - The Battles of the Mareth
Line (20 to 2?' March 1943) - The First Battle of the
Mareth Line (Operation Pugilist 20 to 22 March 1943) -
Planning for Operation Supercharge the Second Mareth
Battle - No. 6 Squadron's 'Tankbusting' Operation
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Enemy Shipping - The Pinal Assault, May 1943,

481
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Operation ’Hercules* German plan for the invasion of Malta.

Operation *0.3* Italian plan for the invasion of Malta.

Operation ’Exalted’ Eighth Army’s plan for an advance prepared in
early July 1942.

Rommel’s offensive at Gazala on 26 May 1942.

General Auchinleck’s last offensive in the
Western Desert 26 July 1942.

On 11 August 1942 Spitfire reinforcements
were flown off the aircraft carrier Furious
during Operation ’Pedestal*,
carrier Eagle was lost during this operation.

The aircraft

Operation 'Theseus’

Operation ’Manhood’

Operation 'Bellows’

Operation ’Pedestal’ The August convoy to Malta (l1 to 15 August
1942). Out of 14 MV. s nine were sunk

together with an aircraft carrier, a cruiser,
an anti-aircraft ship and a destroyer sunk and
an aircraft carrier and two cruisers damaged.

’Gamebirds’ Eighth Army code-word to bring forces to
readiness at the Battle of Alam el Haifa
night 30/31 August 1942.

Attack during Battle of Alam el Haifa by
9th Australian Division on night 31 August.

Attempt during Battle of Alam el Haifa
(night 3/4 September 1942) to close gap in
British minefields as enemy retreated.

Raid on Tobrulc night 13 September 1942.

Raid on Benghazi night 14 September 1942,

Battle of El Alamein launched 23 October 1942.

The Eighth Army cover plan for the Battle of
El Alamein.

Operation ’Bulimba’

Operation ’Beresford'

Operation ’Agreement'

Operation 'Bigamy

Operation 'Lightfoot'

Operation 'Bertram'

»

Operation 'Buster' The vTestern Desert Air Force’s plan for the
Battle of El Alamein and for the pinrsuit.

Plan to capture Tobruk,
did not taJce place.

Plan for the occupation of L.G, 122 in the
Maddalena anea to cut the enemy’s air transport
of supplies,
place.

This operation

This operation did not take

Operation 'Grapeshot'

Operation 'Snapper'

Operation 'Supercharge* The second El Alamein offensive by the Eighth
jirmy launched at 01,05 hours on 2 November 1942.

Anglo-American landings in French North-
West Africa 8 November 1942.

Plan for the occupation of Tripolitania and
for the action at Marsa Brega 13 December 1942.

Western Desert Air Force Air Staff plan for
the advance to Tripoli,

Operation 'Torch'

Operation 'Guillotine f

Operation 'Fireater'
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The Casahlanca Conference held at Anfa,
French Morocco, on 15 January 1943»

Roinmel’s opportunist attack on American
Iliid Corps in Central Timisia on
14 February 1943*

Eighth Army plan for the attack on the
Mareth Line vdiich began on 20 .March 1943*

1
Operation 'Symbol

I
Operation 'Morning Breeze

Operation 'Pugilist'

Code-name for the enemy's defended position
across the f\mnel-shaped valley leading
to the village of El Hamma.

The second Mareth battle launched by the
Eighth Army and Western Desert Air Force
on 26 March 1943.

'Plum'

tOperation 'Supercharge

Operation 'ScipioI
Attack on the Wadi Akarit positions on
6 April 1943 by the Eighth Army,
offensive failed.

The

Oneration 'Vulcan' Pinal offensive in North Africa on

6 May 1943.
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CHRONOLOGY

B U

Date Events in Mediterranean Events in Other Theatres

1942

26 May Rammel’s offensive at Gazala
(Operation ^Theseus*)

30/31 May First 1j000 bomber raid
on Cologne

4 June
Battle of Midway Island

10 June Pall of Bir Hacheitn

13-16 June Convoys ’Harpoon’ and
Vigorous’ to Malta

I

15 June Eighth Army withdrawal from
Gazala

21 Jme Pall of Tobruk Germans drive wedge into
Sevastopol defences.
Arnold-Tower s-Por tal

Agreement on the alloca
tion of aircraft.

25 June General Auchinleck assumes

command of Eighth.iirmy

Beginning of ’round-the-
clock’ bombing of the enemy.

Enemy capture Mersa Matruh

25-26 June

29 June

29-30 June Eighth Army withdrawal to
El Alamein line

1 July

1/2 July

Captttre of Deir el She in Germans capture Sevastopol

No. 205 Group night-bombers
drop 100 tons of bombs on
enemy concentrations in
battle area,

supply columns blown up.
RoiTimel' s

1/8 July Malta ’blitz’.

2 July Failure of Rommel’s renewed
offensive on Alamein line

4 July Rcmmel's decision to go over
to the defensive

U. S.A.A.P. first offensive

against Germans, raiding
airfields in Holland

26 July Operation Manhood, General
Auchinleck’s last offensive
in the Western Desert.

30 July General Auchinleck's decision

to go over to the defensive

11-15 August Operation Pedestal, the
August convoy to Malta

12 August First Moscow Conference

(84234)19
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Events in Other TheatresEvents in MediterraneanDate

Appointment of Genaral Sir
Harold Alexander as

Gommander-in-Gliief, Middle
East Forces and General

Sir B. L. Montgomery as
General Officer Gommanding

the Eighth Army

■] 5 Axogust

Dieppe raidBeginning of air offensive
prior to Battle of Alam
el Haifa

19 August

Germans cross the Don
in force

OJ August

Dielpi (1,527 tons) carrying
urgently-needed supplies to
Panzer ^hnry sunk by R.A.P,

Istria (5,41*3 tons) sunk by
R.A.F. Carrying fuel and
aramunition

27 August

27/28 August

San Andrea a tanlcer of

5,077 tons sunk by R.A.F.
Carrying 2,285 tons of fuel
for Panzer Army

50 August

30/31 August Rommel lauirches final
offensive in Egypt at 22.00
hours (Battle of Alam el
Haifa)

Direct hit scored by Welling'
ton on Afrika Korps H.Q.
Gonmanding General vrounded
and several Staff Officers

31 August

1/2 Septeitber Sinking of supply ships Picci
Fascio (2,800 tons) and
Abruzzi danaged and beached

Davide Bianchi (1,500 tons)
and Padenna (,1,600 tons)
sunk by R.A.F,

2 September

6 September

13/14 September

End of Battle of Alam el Haifa

Operations Agi’cement .and
Bigamy to seize temporarily
ports of Tobruk and Benghazi

30 Septeiriber/
1 October

Munassib operation by Eiciith
Army

5/eather Blitz’ on enemy
flooded airfields round Daba

9 October

Final Axis Ain Offensive

against Malta
11-19 Octobisr

18/19 October Panuco vfith 2,600 tons of
fuel damaged and beached.
Kesselring asked to fly
petrol across to North Africa

(81^234) 20
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(xix)
Date Events in Mediterranean Events in Other Theatres

19-23 October Pre-battle air offensive by
R.A.P,

23/24 October Operation Lightfoot, the
Battle of El Alamein,
laimched at 21.40 hours

24 October Death of General Stumme,
enemy Commander-in Chief

25 October Ranmel returns from Germany
to North Africa and re

assumes command of the

Panzer Ariioy

26 October Sinking■of tanker Proserpina
(4,870 tons) and Tergestea
(5,890 tons) off Tobruk
by R.A.P.

28 October R.A..P. breaks up Panzer
Army's counter-attack

The tanlcer Luisiano (2,550
tons) carrying 1,500 tons
of petrol, sunlc by R.A.P.

28/29 October 9th Australian Division
attack northwards towards

coast and gain 'cocked-
thunib ’ salient

30 October Rommel orders a second line
of defence to be recon
noitred at Puka

Sinlcing of Tripolino (l ,4^4
tons) carrying petrol and
ammmition to Panzer Army
by R.A.P.

31 October/
1 November

Auxiliary naval ship Zara
(1,976 tons) sunk by R.A.P.

2 November Auxiliary naval ship Brioni
destroyed in bombing of
Tobrulc by U. S.A.A.P.

Operation Supercharge
launched at 01.05 hours by
Eighth Army

Heaviest night-bombing
attacks of the battle by
No. 205 Group,
of all enemy telephone
communications

Breakdown

R.A.P. fly 1,000 sorties in
direct support of Operation
Supercharge

Rommel's decision to retreat
to a new line at Puka
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Events in Other TheatresEvents in MediterraneanDate

2 November (Contd) Battle of Tell el Aqqaqir
involving 9th Armoured
Brigade and Paiizer Divisions

3 November Peak air effort of battle.

Eleven hvindred effective

sorties flown and 3^4 tons-
of bombs dropped

Hitler's 'Victory or Death'
message received by Rommel
at 13*30 hours and all
orders for withdrawal

cancelled

4 November The final break-through by
Eighth Army's X Corps,
of the Battle of El Alamein‘

End

5/6 November Heavy bombers (Halifax II)
used tactically in support
of Eighth Army for first

.  time

6 November 'Rain and 8/l0ths cloud from
PuJca to Sida Barrani*

Tanker Portofino (6,424 tons)
and Mars (369 tons) sunk by
U.S.A.A.P. bombers at Benghazi
and Etiopia (2,153 tons) at
Tobruk

7 November Pursuit brought to halt by
the rains

8 November Mersa Matruh recaptured

Allied landing in French North-

West Africa COpe^ation
Toi-ch)

10 November 7th Amioured Division cross

Egyptian frontier into
C37renaica

11 November Capture of Halfaya Pass German troops enter
Unoccupied Prance

12 to 16
November

Operation from Desert landing-
ground (L.G-. 125) of
Hurricanes of Nos. 213 and
238 Squadrons

13 November Occupation of Tobruk

16 to 20
Ntvember

Operation Stoneage, the east
to west convoy to Malta

17 to 19
November

Enemy troops imob'ilised for
lack of petrol

17 to 29
November

Air attack accounts for

40,000 tons of enemy shipping,
29,000 tons on supply route
to North Africa and 11,000
tons in Tripoli harbour
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(xxi)
Date Events in Mediterranean Events in Other Theatres

22 November Stalingrad coimter-
offensive

27 Novemher French warships scuttled
in Toulon harbour.

13 December Action at Mansa Brega

18 December Occupation of Marble Arch
L.G. s by air-lift

24 December Admiral Darlan assas

sinated in Algiers

1943

15 January The action at Buerat

The Casablanca Conference

(Operation Symbol)

23 January The Eighth Array enters Tripoli

30 January Adana Conference

14 February Rommel’s offensive in Central

Tunisia (Operation Morning
Breeze)

Eighth Array occupies Medenine17 February

Reorganisation of Air Command
in the Mediterranean.

Chief Marshal Tedder assumes
command of Mediterranean Air

Command as Air Coramander-in-

Chief, Mediterranean.
East Command placed under
coram^d of Air Chief Marshal

Sholto Douglas

Air

Middle

23 February The Vfestern Desert Air Force

placed under the control of
H.Q. North-West African

Tactical Air Force formed

at Constantine, with effect

from same date, Air Vice-
Mhrshal Coningham the Air
Officer Commanding

6 March Battle at Medenine. Rommel’s

last offensive in North Africa

8 March Rommel hands over command of

Army Group to von Arnim

9 March Rommel leaves North ilfrica.

10 March Operations by No. o Squadron
Tankbusters’ in support of
the Fighting French at Ksar
Shilane

I

Battle of Mareth (Operation
Pugilist)

20 March
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Date Events in Mediterranean Events in Other Theatres

Battle of El Hainma (Operation
Superchange )*
Group night-bombers drop
400 tons of bombs and, in
close support of the New
Zealanders, 26 squadrons of
74D.A.F. carry out low-
level attacks on the enemy
positions over a period of
2-g- hours

No. 205

26 March

28 March Mareth Occupied

5 April Destruction of 43 transport
aircraft and 32 damaged by
bombers and fighters of
U.S.A.A.P.

6 April Battle of Vifadi ibkarit

(Operation Scipio)

U.S.A.A.P. fighters of
Vf.D.A.P, escorted by Spit
fires destroy 33 Ju.52
transport aircraft and
damage 6.

18 April

20 April Battle of Enfidaville

22 April Fourteen giant Me.323 six-
engined transport aircraft
destroyed by W.D.A.F. fighters.
(Final figures for the month of
April 157 transport aircraft
destroyed or damaged)

26 April IXth U.S. Air Force's raid on
Bari air base with 62 Liber
ators when 105 German aircraft

destroyed (46 of them P.W,
190 and 39 Me. 109s) and 4^
damaged.

6 May Ihe final assault in Tunisia

(Operation Vulcan).
Concentrated air offensive,
and 2,154 sorties flown by
Allied air forces

7 May Tunis and Bizerta captured

12 May All organised resistance by
Germans in Tunisia ends.
General von Arnim taken

prisoner

13 May Marshal Messe with 1st Italian
End ofAriny surrenders,

the campaigns in North Africa.
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Introduction

The summer of 1942 was a period of acute crisis in the

fortunes of both the opposing forces in the Mediterranean,
in which the struggle for air bases, the problems of supply
and reinforcement as influenced by the balance of air power,
and the retention of ouir island base of Malta, played an
increasingly vital strategic role. Although attention was
mainly centred on the actual field of battle, where the
pattern of traditional land warfare could be easily under
stood, more often than not the solution to the unexpected
failure, or success, of one side or the other on land was
loltimately to be traced to air action whose real significance
at the time, was often concealed even from those responsible
for the conduct of the operation. Intimately linked, also,
with the battles in the Libyan Desert at that time,
particularly from the point of view of air reinforcement,
was the close relationship that existed between the
campaigns in which the enemy was engaged simultaneously in
the Mediterranean and on the Russian front.

During Rommel's eastward drive, from Cyrenaica into
Egyp'tj which began at Gazala on 26 May 1942, the Germans
were developing their offensive in South Russia with an

attack on Sevastopol, in the Crimea, and a thrust towards
the Caucasian oilfields. On 21 June, the day the Tobruk
garrison surrendered, involving the Eighth Army in the loss
of 28,000 men and a vast store of material, the Germans had
managed to drive a .v/edge into the Sevastopol defences.
By 30 June, when the Afrika Korps had reached the vicinity of
the El Alamein position-a mere sixty miles along the coast
from Alexandria - Sevastopol had fallen.

The Importance of Malta

At that time, the immediate prospect for the Imperial
forces in North Africa was indeed a grim one, From 26 May,
when Rommel began his offensive against the Eighth Army
positions at Gazala, to 30 June when the spearhead of his
Panzer Army had reached El Alamein, ouir situation had

Pour hundred miles of strategically
important coastline, with its vital airfields and the ports
of Tobruik and Mersa Matruh, had been surrendered. Between
Gibraltar and this untried and still inconplete defensive
position at El Alamein, a distance of over 2,000 miles, the
minute land area of Malta was our only base. This, an
'unsinicable aircraft carrier', anchored a mere sixty miles
due south of the important Axis air base of Sicily, had
withstood the concentrated assault of more than 300 enemy
aircraft. Time after time, it had been effectively
'neutralised' to use the expression favoured by the enemy,
and yet, like the legendary phoenix, it had risen again from
its ashes.

deteriorated alarmingly.

'German Air

Force Activ

ities in the

Mediterranean'

8th Abt, Trans,
A.H.B./VIV11

Operation "Hercules

Ironically enough, the unexpected success of Rommel's
Ivlay offensive, y/hich recalled the pace his 7th Panzer
Division had maintained in Prance, in 1940, had averted the
fxill-scale invasion of Malta, known by the German code-name
of Cperation 'Herc\ales' and, to the Italians by the prophetic
title of Operation *0.3,' The projected invasion of Malta
was delayed for variotis reasons and finally postponed, on
23 June, at the request of Rommel who, two days after the
fall of Tobruk, reached out with justifiable optimism for
v/hat seemed to be the more immediate prizes of the Nile
Delta and Suez. Once this enterprise had been acconplished,
and the Mediterranean l^d become virtually Mare Nostrinn, the

'The Plan for the
Invasion of Malta'.
Trans, A.H.B,/VI1/47
Page 13.

Rommel signal to OKW
Operations staff,

Trans, A.H,B./VII/80,
P.9.
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surrender of Malta in its isolation would, it seemed, be

merely a matter of time.

This posi^onement was one of the most fatefvd. decisions
After eliminating the strongpoints of Birof the war.

Hacheim, Gazala, Tobruk and Mersa Matruh, in accordance vdth
orthodox military tactics, Rommel was still outflanked along
his lines of communication by the air and naval base of

Malta, ■ Tenpted by the prospect of a catastrophic defeat of

the Eighth Army, Rommel chose not only to ignore the threat of

Mailta, but, what is even more s\irprising, to advance into
Egypt in the face of an opposing Air Force which still
managed to dominate his own, in spite of all the adverse
conditions under which it operated*

The Axis Air Forces* Failure to Support Rommel

By the time elements of Rommel's Panzer Army were in
contact with the Eighth Army at El Alamein, at the end of

June 1942, the pattern of air power in the Mediterranean
presented some stremgely paradoxical features,
a retreat of 400 miles, involving almost daily changes of

bases for the forward tinits, and very heavy losses in air

craft and personnel, the Royal Air Force in the Middle East
still managed to retain superiority over the field of battle.

There were other surprising features,
and bomber sorties flown by the Western Desert Air Force

rose from 2,4'l4 dirring the first week of the campaign, from

26 May to 2 June, to 4,245 during the week from 1 July to
7 July, when the Eighth Army was stabilising its position at
El Alamein.

In spite of

The total of fighter

The percentage of serviceability to strength,

•Report on
R.A.F, Opera
tions in the

Battle for

Egypt.
A.H.B./IIJI/
108. Appendix.
A.H.B, Monograph,
Maintenance

(C,D,1131)

I

instead of showing a decline, rose from 67^ during the fitst
week of the can^iaign to 75*3 per cent, in the sixth week.''/

By contrast, as the tempo of Rommel’s pursuit into
Egypt increased, so the support given to his Panzer Army
declined, until the jjoint was reached, soon after the fall of

Tobruk, on 21 J-une, when the enemy ground forces were left

without major air support,
situation of a whole modem motorised army, in retreat,
packing a narrow ribbon of coast road, for days on end, the
Axis Air Forces had nevertheless failed to deliver the con

centrated air attacks which might have converted the defeat

of the Eighth Army into complete disaster.(2)

The reason for this unique situation in which an air
force supporting a beaten and rapidly retreating army

Presented with the text-book

Grp. Gapt, Beamldi*a
Report, A.H.B./
IIJIM59/I9.
Part IV, page 1,

(1) <Vhen It Is remembered that in modern warfare supplies decide the battle,
it is easy to see how the clouds of disaster were gathering for my armj'.
The British, on the other hand, were sparing no effort to master the

situation. They organised the move of fresh troops into the Alamein line
with admirable speed. Their leading men had clearly realised that the
next battle in Africa would determine the situation for a long time to
come, and were looking at things very cool-headedly. The peril of the
hour moved the British to tremendous exertions, just as always in a moment
of extreme danger things can be done which had previously been thought
Impossible, Mortal danger Is an effective antidote for fixed Ideas,!
!lhe Rommel Papers',
* It Is In the Pursuit against an already broken eheiry that the supreme
opportunity for assault action will arise
the last months of the Great V6ir turned a new page in military history.
In Palestine.,, the annihilation of the Turitl^ Seventh and El^th Armies.
In the pursuit from Meglddo
on the Macedonian front a similar fate befell the 2nd Bulgarian Army,
Finally on the Italian front, the sequel to Vittorio Veneto was another
and equally ghastly example of the terrible potentialities of air pursuit.I
«Alr Power and Armies' by W/Cdr, Slessor, pps, 102 and 103*

On three different fronts• « •

Actually on the same day (31 Sept, 1918)• ••

• •

(2)
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nevertheless managed to maintain air superiority cannot he
attributed to any single cause, but rather to a series of
complex factors. The losses of first-line aircraft

inflicted on the enemy over this period, although lower than
our own, y/ere very high proportionately, bearing in mind
the lower state of serviceability, which was estimated to be
in the region of 50 per cent for the Luftwaffe and 60 per
cent for the Italian Air Force, and the fact that, although
the total strength of enemy aircraft in the Mediterranean
was considerably higher than ours, the force the enemy was
able to concentrate in North Africa was saialler. During
the nine days of the attacks on Bir Hacheim alone, when the
enemy flew 1,500 sorties against this single strongpoint,
18 per cent of the total Luffr.vaffe bomber force in North

Africa v/as dissipated. Attacks on enemy landing-groimds,
particialarly the Ivlartuba-Derna group, commencing 20 May, in
which Air Vice-Marshal Coningham anticipated the enemy
offensive, and at Gazala, on 17 June, caused serious
disorganisation and losses to the Axis Air Forces,

The ceaseless war waged against the enemy s\:5)ply routes,
both by land and sea, contributed very vitally tov/ards
wealiening the enemy air effort. Sinkings of Axis supply
ships in the Mediterranean, for instance, rose sharply from
5 per cent in May 1942j to 55 per cent in June 1942, This
not only denied the enemy essential supplies, but drew off
an irportant proportion of his aircraft, from the battle in
Libya, for the protection of his convoys. The concentrated
attacks on Malta during the three months preceeding Rommel’s
Gazala offensive had involved the enemy Air Forces in a
costly effort that had a direct effect on their fighting
efficiency, during the land battles in North Africa, in
this period. There was also the attempt to run two convoys
through to Malta, from east and west, which diverted a high
proportion of the available enemy fighter and bomber force,
during the 14 to the 16 June, from the field of battle,
and at a very critical time when the enemy, even less than
ourselves, could ill afford the extra effort and losses
entailed.

A,H.B. 6

8th, Abteilung
Report A.H.B,
Trans, No, VIl/
11 A,H.B,6.

Beamish Report,
A,H.B,/IIJ1/159
/19.

A.H,B, Monograph,
Maintenance

(C.D.1151),

•Rise and Fall

of the German

Air Force ’ page
154. (A.M.P,248)

Von Rintelen to

Army General
Staff, A.H.B./
Trans, No.

VIl/80,

The acute shortage of motor transport and petrol which
resulted not only from our successf-ul attacks by land and
sea, but also from other contributary causes that will be
noted later, played a very important part in thiming out the
enemy air effort and thus enabling otjt Air Force to dominate
the enemy in the air. It must also be remembered that, as
the Eighth Army retreated on to their bases, the enemy supply
lines Yrere correspondingly lengthened; and, whereas the
Western Desert Air Force who, on 17 June, put into execution
their previously prepared plans for withdrawal, whereby the
squadrons which had already been reduced, as far as possible,
to their operational nucleus, fell back on to landing-grounds
previously stocked with fuel and bombs, the enemy advanced
to bases that had been stri
Air Force in their retreat.

on

^^^d clean by the Western Desert

Beamish Report
A.H.B./1IJI/159/
19 Part III

page 2,

(1) formations were being repeatedly assailed by heavy R.A.P, bomber
attacks. Our own Luftwaffe was regrouping at the time and could not pit
up any fighters. The Afrlica Korps, with Its 50 remaining tanks was the
most frequent target of the R.A.F.ts attacks.’ Extract from *1116 Rommel
Papers’ for the period 2it-26 June,
• German ground organisation and supplies for the Luftmffe had not been
able to keep pace with the Panzer Anny’s rapid advance because of
Inadequate motor transport, and British air strength Improved as the front
approached the central stronghold of Egypt, Despite losses, the R,A,P,
was still greatly superior In numbers.’ Vice-Admiral Ebeihard Welchold
v4io was German Admiral In Rome from June until March 1910 In his
study ’Axis Naval Policy and Operations In the Mediterranean I939 to

1910’.
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Roinmel*s Change of Plans

Other factors virhich contributed vitally to this unusual
spectacle of an Air Force in retreat yet managing to dominate

the enemy in the air, maintain an increasing v/eight of air
assault on his advancing forces, and at the same time
provide effective cover for the withdrawal of their ovai armay,
were the changes Eomrael made in his original plans for the
Gazala offensive and the strain of the enemy air war on

three frontso

The outstanding feature of Rommel’s original plan which
was evolved by the Duce, v/ho often showed himself to be a

more sound stra.tegist than the Germans, was the wa.y in v/hich
it was intended that it should link up vn.th Operation
'Hercules', Briefly, the plan was as follows:-

(a) Attack and destroy the British mobile forces to
the west of Tobruk

(b) Capture Tobruk

(c) Advance to the Egyptian frontier and halt there,
when a diversion of air and naval forces Tvas to have

been made for Operation ’HerciHes'.

The timiaag of the offensive was most important. The
destruction of the British forces to the west of Tobnlc,
together with the capture of the port, of Tobruk itself, v/ere

to have been accomplished by about the, sixth day of the

offensive, or 1 June, The Egyptian .frontier was to have

been rea.ched by 20 June and a halt called to any further
advance to enable Operation 'Hercules’. to talce place.

*{I},gh Lovel Report-s
and Dlrsntives'

Trans, KOo VI1/80
page 6, etc.

Rommel to

Italian G,H,Q, In
North Africa

Idem page /u

In this plan, the /ocis Air Forces were set the two
main tasks of eliminating their opponents in the air and of

providing direct support for ground operations against the

British army in the field.
Commander-in-Chief South, agreed to the transfer of
considerable reinforcements, for the duration of the
Cyrenaican operation, to reinforce the Luftwaffe.
important to note that fuel supplies for only tvrenty days
were accumulated for these air operations in North Africa.

Preparations for the projected invasion of Malta involved
the accumulation of considerable stocks of fuel in Sicily
and Italy and, together writh the British action against the

enemy's lines of communication and the fixed time-table set

for Roromel's offensive, limited very drastically the fuel

available, both to the Air Forces in North Africa and also
to the Afrilca Korps.

Field I'/Iarshal Kesselring, the

It is

Ibid p,

Ibid, p, 7,

The Gaaala offensive began on 26 May 1942,
Eighth /irmy’s resistance - particularly the 201st Brigade of
Guards at 'Knightsbridge' and General Koenig's isolated
garrison of Free French at Eir Eacheim - quickly put Rommel's

Already by 3 June, or the tenth day

The

timetable out of gear,
of the offensive, Yon Rintelen was adopting a defensive
attitude to the German. General Staff over the failure of the

Ibid page 7«

Afrika Ko?cps to 'a.chieve the planned encirclement and

destruction of the British forces', making his excuse 'the
difficulties inherent in such an extensive desert terrain.'

On 10 June, Yon Rintelen stated that Operation 'Hercules'
would ha.ve to be postponed from three to four weeks, ov/ing
to the prolongation of the battle in.Libya.

Paid page 8,

Bir Hacheim fell on 10 June, after a struggle which,
coribined with the resistance around Gazala, ha.d delayed the

enemy .advance for nine days when, for this preliminary pliase
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of the battle, he had allowed but two.
days' gain for the enemy,' says a report piAlished by 8th
Abteilung, the German Historical Section, 'and for our .—
and air force, nine days of losses in material, personnel,
aircraft and petrol,

i/yith the fall of Bir Hacheim, Eighth Army positions in
Cyrenaica became untenable, and by 15 June it was falling
back all along the line# Two days later, the ■withdrawal
plan prepared by the Admin' Staff of Air Headq-uarters
Western Desert Air Force was put into operation. Tobruk
fell on 21 June, the enemy capturing lairge quantities of

j  _ petrol, transport, food and other stores, after
The Rise and trated air at'tack involving 400 enemy sorties and the

Pall of the whole of the German divebomber force,
German Air

Force' page Nevertheless, on 22 June, Von Rintelen reported to
142# (A,M,P,248) 0,1474 Operations Staff that the Duce still held to his

original plan in which the Axis advance was to be halted at
the Egyptian frontier and the speedy transfer of air forces,
for Operation 'Hercioles' was to be ensured. On that same
day, however, Rommel sent a signal to the Comando Supremo
requesting the 'suspension of former limitations on freedom
of movement, ’ On receiving the news of the Axis victory,
the Fuehrer pronomced oracularly that 'the historic moment
has now come to conquer Egypt and must be exploited,
Duce agreed guardedly, in an 'interim answer', but added
that difficulties 'after the collapse of the British
Eighth Army lay less in the battle on the ground than in
the transport situation at sea. Owing to Malta's active
revival, simply of the Panzer Army in Africa ha.s
entered a critical stage. In his (the Duce's) opinion it is
absolutely essential to neutralise Malta, as it is not
possible at the moment to commence the at'tack to conquer the
island once and for all, ' On 23 June, nevertheless the
enemy plan for Operation 'Hercules' was postponed until the
beginning of September and Rommel's p'ursuit into Egypt ■was

8th Abteilung
Report, A,H,B,
Trans. No. VTI

'This meant a nine

army/11.
Those nine days were irrecoverable. f

A.H.Q.74D,
Report,

a concen-

A,H,B, Trans,
No. VIl/80
page 9,

Idem p, 10,
I The

once more

on.

After the fall of Tobruk - almost three weeks after
the date assigned by Rommel in his original plan and at the
limit, it will be noted, of the operational preparedness of
the Axis Air Forces in North Africa - the Afrika Korps
outran their major air support as the German and Italian
Air Forces were only able to move forward in small numbers#
It was during this phase of Roumiel's ad'vance, from 21 June
until the end of the month, that the failure of the enemy
Air Forces to support the Afrika Korps was most dramatically
e-vident, thus enabling the Eighth Army to reach the
El Alamein position, 'virtually unscathed by enemy air
attack’#

A.H.Q.W.D.
Report, Part IV,
p# 1, A.H, B.y'
IIJ1/159/19.

On 26 June, Rommel tried to remedy his mistake,
went to the length of ordering that motor transport was to
be taken away from the Italian infantry, in order to assist
his Air Forces to push forward more quickly, thereby
conpelling the Italians to march through -the Libyan desert
in midsummer# But it was already too late.

He

In spite of

Trans, A,H,B,/
VIl/80 p.II.

severe losses and Rommel's attempts to encircle and destroy
them, the Eighth Army was not only still intact as a fighting
force, but supported by an Air Force which showed increased,
rather than decreased, fighting efficiency as it fell back
on to its bases.

The enemy Air Forces had failed in the "tasks set them
of eliminating their opponents in the air and giving si5>port
to Rommel in his advance, when presented ■with an almost
mparalleled opportunity. At the root of this failure,
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however, was Eoinmel himself,
mobile force directly -under his own eyes.
Field Marshal Ale:cander in his dispatch, 'he -was liable to

over-exploit immediate success, -vd-thout sufficient thought
for the future.

Happiest when controllingI

t

t

a
■wroteAlexander

Dispatch
p. io.

The Strain of the Axis Air War on Three Fronts

Beyond the inimediate tactical problems of the -war in
the Mediterranean, lay other broader strategic issues which
had an important influence on the air war in North Africa at
this time,

the Anglo-American convoys in the far north and o-ur bomber
and fighter effort in the v/est in con-taining enemy aircraft,
personnel and essential supplies which might otherwise have
been diverted to auigment Luftflotte II in the Mediterranean,

These v/ere the effect of the Russian campaign.
'The Rise and
Fall of the
German Mr
Force, '
(A.M.P. 248)

Throughout Roninel's drive to .the east at this time,
operations by the Gern-)ans in the Crimea and the Caucasus
were regarded by the enemy as being of paramount inpor-tance.
The North African campaign was considered to be only a
secondary theatre of operations and complaints were made of
'the poor iiaan's war' which the enemy were forced to wage .
there,
already drawn off Kesselring's 'crack' Luftflotte II. which
had been employed in the Battle of Britain in 1940, from -the
I&3SCOVI/- front, and no further diversion of air strei-]gth to
that theatre from Russia could be conterrplatedo
'the reverse v/as true, for on the conclusion of the air
offensive against Malta, in May, and prior to Rommel's attack,
a part of the force used against Ii/Ialta was diverted to
Russia.
38 aircraft were sent during the whole of this period to
Russia from the Mediterranean,

In December 1941, the vra.r in North Africa had

In fact,

Enemy records show, however, that a total of only

Indeed, the ease -with which

'The CeriBan
Air Force'
A.P.3038 p. 16.

The Rise and
Pall of the
German Air

Force', p, I76.
(A.LI.P. 248)

A.H.B. 6.

these movements of enemy aircraft could be made and rein
forcements switched from one theatre to another was a
constant threat to our own Air Force in the Middle East whose

own supply and reinforcement routes were so difficult and
circuitous.

The Possibility of a Quarrel Be-tween the Enemy Mr and Army
Commianders

A factor which may have had some bearing on the enemy
Air Forces' failure to malce the most of the opportunities
presented to them, at this time, of converting the defeat of
the Eighth Army into a rout was the possibility of friction
between the enemy air and lend forces reaching such a pitch
that air support v/as deliberately -withheld.

There is no concrete evidence available, however, that
a quarrel between such well-disciplined forces as the
Luif-bwaffe and Rommel's Mrika Korps was carried to such
extremes, although bitter criticism -was levelled at the Axis
Air Forces for their inability to give the army the necessary
air support and air protection, especially during the latter
ploase of Rommel's ad-vance,
personalities as Roiranel and Kesselring, and Rommel's lack of
appreciation of the difficulties peculiar to an air force
(and in which he was by no means unique among Army commanders)
certainly did not make for the most harmonious relations.
It 1ms been established that Roimel's overbearing trea-tment
of Generalmajor Froelich, the FIiegerfuehrer Afrika, had
caused the latter to avoid him which must have EadTsome
adverse effect on the necessary close co-operation between
the enemy air and land forces,
however, been replaced by General Von Waldau who was
sufficiently high in the Nazi hierarchy to refuse to be

The conflict of such strong

By March, 1942,Proelich had.

No, 211 Group
Int, Report,
A.H.B,/IIJ1/
122/73 (E).

'Rise and Pall
of the German
Air Force '
page 140
(A.M.P, 248)
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browbeaten by Eoimnel, and co-operation between the two
Forces had, in consequence, to some extent improved by the
time Rommel had begun his Gazala offensive»

There is little doubt that, within the limitations
outlined in this Chapter, the Luiftvm.ffe gave of their best
when following the traditional role assigned to them during
this period of giving close support to the forces on land,
Ifp^in the process, they were consistently outfought by
their opiDonents, nevertheless the way in which squadrons on
both sides were decimated to an extent that had not happened
since the days of the Battle of Britain demonstrates the

bitterness of the fighting and the quality of the
operation that the Luftwaffe gave to the Afrika Korps, when
circumstances permitted them to do soo

Summary

CO'

During the advance of Eomm.el' s forces from Cyrenaica
into Egypt, the Axis Air Forces failed in the main tasks
allotted to them, of eliminating their opponents in the air
and giving close support to the Afrika Korps virhen invading
Egypt,

By midsuimaer, 194-2, the air war on three fronts  - in
North Africa, Russia and in the West - had stretched the
enemy Air Forces to the limit. In the Mediterranean, under
the impact of the Western Desert Air Force’s constant

struggle for air supremacy, the bombing of enemy landing
gi’ounds, the war v/aged against eneray supplies and transport,
together vd.tli the extensive adva.nce into Egypt, for v/hich
the enemy Air Forces were unprepared and which had not
formed a part of the original plan for tiie Gazala offensive,
the operational efficiency of the German and Italian Air
Forces dropped to such an extent that their land forces were
left without major air support, during the la.st and most
vital phase of the advance.

V/lien RoEBiiel altered the original plan, which vra.s to
advance to the Egyptian frontier and halt there for the
invasion of Ivlalta, he took an opportianist's risk,
gambled on malcing such a quick advance that o\ar bases in
Egypt would De overrun and our Forces — naval, army and air —
neutralised at source^ At the time, with the Eighth Army in
fu].l retreat, the risk seemed amply justified,
prospect of the Mediterranean being converted into an Axis
lalce by the victory on land, the surrender of Ivialta from
the cutting off of food and militaTyr supplies appeared to be
inevj.table® Nevertheless, the enemy appreciation of the
situation which seemed richly to justify such optimism,
failed to give full consideration to the increasing strength
of the Western Desert Air Force, as they fell back on to
their bases, the precairiousness of Rommel's lines of
communication in the face of an enemy who continued,
retreat, to maintain air superiority, the recuperative
powers of the Eighth Army, and the importance of I&dta in
the strategic pattern of war in the Mediterranean,

He

With the

even in
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.THE GENEIL^L SITUATION AT EL AMJvIEIM DURING JULY AND AUGUST 19h2

SECTION I

THE SITUATION ON T.AND

The fourth of July 1942 vra.s a significant date in the
history of the fighting in North Africa at this time. On
that day, Romel reported to the General Staff of the
Wehrmaoht that he must temporarily suspend further attacks
against the Eighth Army and go over to the defensive, for
approximately two weeks, in order to bring up men and
supplies and regroup units.

Only two days before, on 2 July, still sustained by
the high flush of optimism that had impelled Rommel to
postpone C^Deration Hercules and strike at Egypt instead, a
plan for the Afrika Korps to advance on Alexandria and
reach Cairo and the Suez Canal, by way of Wadi el Natrun and
Cairo, had been announced. Although it was not until after
the Battle of Alam el Haifa, two months later, that the
Eighth Army's position, at El Alamein, could be said to be
really ■‘Secure, by 4 July, on the enemy Commander's own
admission, the reiiaarlcable six weeks' advance that had taken
his Panzer Army over 330 iitiiles across the Libyan Desert to
the last line of defence before the Nile Valley,
virtually spent, (“1 )

dhe Condition of the Eighth Army

The losses inflicted on the Eighth Army, during their
rapid withdrawal from Cyrenaica into Egypt, had been most
grievous oneso The initial force of some 125,000 men that
had confronted Rommel at Gazala, on 26 May 1942, had been
reduced, by the end of the following month, by the loss of
some 65,000 killed, wounded or missing, or by approximately
one half of its original front-line strength,
quantity of booty had been captured by the enemy,
had been able to make good 50 per cent of his losses of
vehicles alone. It was this accession of captured material
which had enabled his Afrika Korps to continue 'punching
forward" to EgyjDt's last line of defence, at El Alamein.

y/as

A great
Rommel

'High Level
Reports and
Directives'
A,H,B, 6. Trans,
lix/dO

Idem page I3,

"Situation
Reviews’

AOC/14

(1) The successful British resistance to the onslaught of the Italo-German
a^ in the fighting viiilch took place during I-3 juily 1942? stemmed the
tide of tme victorious Axis advance and saved Egypt, the Suez Canal and
perhaps even the vhole of the Middle East. This battle must therefore
be regarded as the turning point In the great Axis offensive In the
Mediterranean 'Rie cause of failure was one of tactics. The German and
Italian troops, exhausted by weeks of heavy fighting under most arduous
climatiG conditions^ weakened by losses and the wear and tear of equlpaentj
were unable to prevail against an adversary resolved on stubborn resistance
and encouraged by the advantage of a natural stronghold, Mille the
German and Italian troops suffered from the lack of transport to bring up
reserves and supplies quickly from their now far-distant storage depots in
Cyrenaioa, the British had their ovm supply base, with Its greater
potential of men and material, a short distance behind the front line.
In addition t-o this change In the relative strengths of the opposing
armies, there was the ascendancy of the Royal Air Force, The Germans
had Insufficient fighters to oppose the furious British air attacks.
Hence the scales during battle Inevitably swung to the disadvantage of
the Axis,' Admiral Welchold 'Axis Naval Policy and Operations In the
Mediterranean I939 to May 1943.'
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* I believe, wrote General Auchinleck to the Prime

that practically without exception the troops inMinister,
the Eighth Army are as determined to beat the enemy as ever
they were which is saying much, and that their spirit is
unimpaired
army and use it on the battlefield at the same time,

are catching up, but have NOT caught up yet,
can NOT win battles in the desert so long as the enemy has
superiority in armoinr and nothing can be said or done to
cliange this fact,

to give them and their supply organisation local protection
are what is needed,
guns and armour, *

Staff from the Commanders-in-Chief, '’It must always be
realised that all three fighting services in the Middle East
suffer from a chronic shortage of material and personnel.
In fact, we live from hand to mouth and at critical periods
are expected to reinforce other theatres

But as you know, we are trying to train an• • • •

We

Infantry• • •

Guns and armour and just enou^ infantry

Masses of infantry are no use without
And again, in a report for the Chiefs of

The only tank

A,0o C,/11
Western Desert

Operations
Part, IV.

P/A.0.C./1
Chiefs of

Staff Papers

capable of meeting the German tanks on anything approaching
equal terms is the Grant.
320 Mark III and IV* s.

0 o « •

We deployed 138 Grants against
All other tanks, Crusader, Stuart,

Valentine, Matilda now hardly count in battle for lack of
more powerful weapon than the two-poimder. The two~pounder
anti-tank gun does not penetrate German frontal armour and
German tactics ensured that their AFV's did not present
vulnerable flanks, '(l)

The El Alamein Defensive Position

Some sixty miles along the coast, south-east from
Mexandria, and in the vicinity of the small railv/ay halt of
El Alamein, the desert narrows to the semblance of
isthmus or pass, between the waters of Arabs Gulf, to the
north, and a vast fault in the limestone formations of the
Libyan Plateau, to the south, known as the Qattara Depression,
It is one of those curious aberrations of geography in which
natural features seem to conspire together to form a ready
made defensive position. It extends in what may be roughly
described as a huge leai*-shaped area, with the stalk-end
pointing due east towards Cairo and Suez and the

an

main body
of the Depression falling away in a southwesterly direction
towards the SiTra. Casis, some 15C miles away,
the depression, which was formerly an inland sea, is mainly
salt-marsh and quicksands, and is thus quite impassable
to a modern mechanised army.

The bed of
Alexander.

Despatch.

Cn the Depression's northern edge is a rim of
precipitous cliffs running from a height of over 6DC feet

CO ■'Ivjy troops had at all times given of their best,
it had repeatedly been the superiority of certain German
weapons over the British equivalents that had been our

■ salvation.

But

Now there were already signs, in the new
British tanlcs and anti-tank guns, of a coming
qualitative superiority of British material,
were achieved, it would clearly mean the end for us.
For that reason alone, therefore, it was essential to
do everything possible to bring about a British collapse
in the Near East before any considerable shipments of
arms could arrive from Britain or the United States,
And so there followed during July a series of violent
and bloody battles in front of El Alamein, the main
feature of which was continuous round-the clock bombing
by the R,A.P,' 'The Rommel Papers,'

If this
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above to more than 200 feet below sea-level,
easterly tip of the stalk-like end approaches to ivithin
40 miles of the coast, forming, as Rommel himself pointed
out, 'the most favourable defensive position in the eastern
part of North Africa,'

The value of El Alamein, as a defensive position in
the event of an invasion of Egypt from the west, had long
been realised* General Auchinleck's foresight had caused
its military potentialities to be developed, in 1941, by the
construction of four defensive localities or 'boxes'.
These ran roughly in a south-easterly direction from
El Alamein itself, on the coast road and on which the whole
system hinged, tlirough Deir el Shein and Qaret el Abd
(Bab el Qattara) in the centre, and so to the Taqa plateau,
on the fringe of the Qattara Depression. Incomplete as
they then were, in the early days of July 1942, and based on
the already outmoded system of 'boxes' , whose main weakness
that of den;/ing manoeuvre to the defenders and the development

/ of what might be termed a 'box psychology' had already been
fully demonstrated in the desert, this fortified position
comprising minefields, wire entanglements and gun positions
with fixed fields of fire, nevertheless offered the last
defence against Rommel
reached the rich Delta

General Auchinleck's Task

The most

invading forces, before theys

area.

A, H,B, Trans,

No. VI1/80
page 25.

Alexander

Despatch.

C. —in—C.

Operational
Memoranda

Enc, 5^* A. H. B.
IIJ1/122/71

General Auchinleck, Commander-in-Chief Middle East
Forces, had talcen over personal coiTimand of the Eighth Army
from General Ritchie on 25 June, On his shoiUders, there
fore, in this dual capacity had rested the burden of
checking the Eighth Army in its retreat and of turning it
about on a fixed line,
view tliat is

The Fuehrer expressed a point of
a military commonplace and yet is too easily

'Hitler

Conferences'

A, H, B. Trans, overlooked when surveying the history of this period. 'Once
an army is^in flight,' he told General Jodi, when discussing
ohe situation in North Africa, 'only iron discipline can
prevent the bonds of law and order from breaJcing, It is
much easier to send an army forward to victory than it is to
make an orderly retreat after a setback or defeat.'
in the words of General Auchinleck, 'Except for the
permnent fortifications around El Alamein itself,
positions were still weak, disconnected and lacking in depth.
Moreover, there was a serious shortage of troops to hold
such an extended front,'

Also,
semi-

our
AuchiixLeck

Despatch,

It ms here, therefore, on a forty-mile front, extending
from El Alamein on the coast road, in the north, to the edge
of the Qattara Depression, in the south, that
General Auchdnleck had decided to turn the Eighth Army about
for a 'last ditch stand' and endeavour to halt Roimnel's
advance towards the Delta area and the Suez Canal.
Eighth Army, tired.

Tliat the

'baffled' and enormously depleted in
strength after its long retreat was finally able to do so is
an achievement that must ranlc higher, from some military
aspects, than the Battle of El Alamein itself.

There is no doubt, too, as the Arnay Commander himself
was the first to admit, tlrnt the role the Royal Air Force
played, at this time, vfas of decisive importance in saving
the Imperial Forces in the Middle East from a disaster that
wouad have affected vitally the whole future course of the
war. 'Throughout this first phase of the battle for Egypt
General Auchinleck wrote, in his despatch, 'our air forces
could not have done more than they did to help and sustain

SECRET

Auchinleck

Despatch
page 98.
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the Eighth Arrny in its struggle,
tinuous ,hy day and night and the effect on the enemy was
tranendous.

Their effort was con-

I ajii certain that, had it not been for their
devoted and exceptional efforts, we should not have been able

to stop the enemy on the El Alamein position.'

The Enemy Plan for 'die Advance on Suez

The enemy plan to isolate Alexandria and then advance
by way of vVadi Nation and Cairo to Suez was in no sense

cancelled, but merely delayed by Rommel’s decision, of if July,
to go over to the defensive for two weeks, in order to

regroup his units and bring up supplies and reinforcements.
During the whole of ■l±Le struggle at El Alamein until the
enemy was finally driven out of Egypt, this remained Rommel's
basic plan of campaign and ambition and, certainly until his
defeat at Alam el Haifa, this was the threat that the Imperial
forces in the Middle East were called upon to counter. This
was the master plan vifhich governed the enemy strategy for
this period and in terms of which the fighting must be
reviev/ed.

'High Level
Reports and
Directives'
A,H,B. Trans,
VIl/80 pages 12
and 15,

Once Suez had been captured, a change in the direction
of the enemy's thrust from east to north was to have taken
the invading forces to Ismailia, and thence along the Suez
Canal to Port Said. This typical enveloping movement to
the south, followed by a drive to the north, would not only
have outflanlced Alexandria, but the whole of the Delta area,
leaving the Eighth Anny the choice of surrendering its bases,
or else of fighting a ''last ditch' stand with their backs to
the sea. In spite of its lack of originality, for it
followed the pattern of Rommel's 'right hook' to the coast
tliat had been the outstanding feature of his tactics in the
desert, it had bid fair to succeed by virtue of its very
boldness and simplicity,
deep in Egypt and the Eighth Army back on its bases, the
successful completion of these tactics promised another
Dunkirk, or else the virtual annihilation of General
Auchinleck's forces.

This time, with the Afrika Korps

The Characteristics of the Fighting

During this period of stabilisation at El Alamein, the
main characteristic of the fighting on land was that it still
retained the fluidity and mobility of desert warfare, and
only gradually did'it coalesce into a battle of fixed
positions. Under the stress and strain of the lor^g retreat,
the basic structure of the Eighth Army, with its divisional
formations, laad tended to break down into improvised battle
groups and 'Jock Columns' to deal with the immediate em.ergency.
The fighting, too, was confused and complex, consisting in the
main of small but none the less important engagements in
vAiich, with the vital assistance of the Royal Air Force, the
Iirperial Forces managed to retrieve a desperate position and
gradually wrest the taotical initiative from the enemy.

Churchill

Speech to the
House

2 Jtay 19^^2

The El Alamein defended localities, or 'boxes' , were
sited for the most part on dominating ground in a barren
desert terrain whose rocky eroded ridges, intersected by sand-
filled depressions, offered some of the worst going in the
desert. The salient geographical features of this broken,
hilly country and which conditioned to a large extent the
cliaracter of the fighting were, in the northern sector, the
Iliteirrya Ridge (I90 feet) which comnanded the ground to the
north east, with Tell el Eisa (the 'Hill of Jesus' ), a low
hill some 80 feet in height, a few miles to the north-east

'Record of
Operations
A.H,Q.¥.D.'-
A.ri.B./lIJl/
12iy69_(A)
(a!i-2i4) 36
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from the main El Alamein fortifications along the coast
road. In the centre, the Rmveisat Ridge (200 feet),
some 12 miles south of the coast, extended due east athwart
the British position as far as Alam el Haifa (430 feet).
This^Ruvreisat Ridge was of outstanding tactical importance,
for it dominated the El Alamein fortifications and its
summit provided a narrow corridor of reasonably good going
for armoured vehicles leading almost due east towards the
Delta, It was around this ridge that some of the bitterest
fighting centred. In the southern sector the country was
very broken and difficult, as it approached the steep
escarpment which formed the northern edge of the Qattara
Depression. This area was controlled by the 'box' on the
Taqa Plateau (720 feet) which was flanked, to the east,
by another coimanding feature loiown as the Qaret el Himeimat,

The Deir el Shein 'box' , a little to the east of
Ruweisat Ridge, had already, been overrun by the enemy on
1 July and a serious gap had been opened in the British
line, but by 4 July the position had been partly retrieved
and the Eighth Ixrmy had not only mnaged to regain the
tactical initiative, but had succeeded in inflicting an
importajit reverse on the enemy,
reverse that had forced Rommel to report that he must go
over to the defensive, and the fact that the enemy had
started digging in on an extensive scale at this time made
it obvious that his initial drive tliat had taken liim aJmiost

400 miles to the east, in six vreeks, had been temporarily
checked.

It was partly this

Alexander

Despatch.

XIII Corps
War Diary

The Disposition of the Eighth Array

The main disposition of the Eighth Army at this time
was that XXX Corps, under Lieut,-G-eneral Norrie (who was
succeeded by ilajor-General Ramsden on 7 July) concentrated
on the defence of the northern sector and especiaJ-ly the
El Alaiein fortifications. They were reinforced by the

Auchinleck

Despatch.

Australian 9th Division, fresh from a period of rest and
training in Palestine, between 5 and 7 July, under
Lieut.-General Morshead, The defence of the southern half

of this El Alaraein—Qattara Depression line was entrusted
to XIII Corpjs, under Lieut.-General Horrocks.
German Armoured Forces were some twelve miles to the south
west of the El Alamein 'box' , in the central sector, with
the British Armoured Forces due east of them and also to the
south east.

The main

Rommel followed what has been described

his 'corset' policy of alternating, as far as possible,
German with the wealcer Italian formations, in order to
strengthen them. There v^as little stability in the
disposition of the forces on either side, however, and
troops Trere being constantly moved to strengthen  a thrust
or to reinforce a weakness that had shown itself in v/hat
proved to be for both armies a very extended line.

as

Broadljr speaking, the main tactics Rommel employed at
this time followed his time-honoured formula of a right
hook to the coast in ord.er to outfla.nl{: and isolate the
greater part of XXX Corps in the El Alamein 'box'.
order to carry out this plan, possession of the vital
Ruvreisat Ridge was essential. General Auchinleck, in turn,
countered this outflanking movement on 2 July with a left-
hook by }[III Corps from their position in the south which
direatened Rommel' s rear and his lines of communication
and supplemented this attack with another by XXX Corps in
the north. At one time. General Auchinleck had hoped that
XIII Corp's advance would succeed in rolling up the enemy's

SECRET
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War Diany
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line, but as he had no reserves and in the face of increasing
enemy oj>position the advance gradually came to a standstilln

Section II

The Air Situation

Close Support to the Eighth Army

The pattern of air action at this time and which will
be dealt with in detail later on was conditioned in the main

Beamish by the enemy armour being forced, both by the natui’e of the
Report A.H,Bo/ ground and for tactical reasons, to concentrate in order to
IIJI/122/69 (a) lamch an attack, and those concentrations being bonbed so

heavily and so consistently, both by day and night, that

dispersal was forced on them for self-protection. Time
after time, enemy attacks failed to deliver the necessary
'punch' and momentum because of the debilitating effect of

our bonbing which not only caused widespread material damage,
but had a serious effect on the morale of the troops involved.

In certain cases, after the preliminary concentrations of
armoured vehicles had been dispersed by air action, the

attack failed to develop at all. The enemy axmour was
most vulnerable to air attack when refuelling with the

result that they were often.forced to retire in order to do

so which meant that the impetus of an attack was lost at a

very critical moment of the battlco

Numerous refei'ences were found in captured diaries to

the effect of this 'round-the-clock' bonbing which was

enclianced by the rocky terrain, giving the bombs  a terrifying
explosive force, 'The enemy air force is bothering us a

lot," read one entry for A July, ' 'Prom five until eleven
o'clock it was over us more than five or six times - the

least of the bombings we hado Night and day it seems to

go on without interruption, and there‘s not a moment's peace.
We are becoming like potatoes - always underground,' An

Italian officer's diary contained the following entries:
'3 July, Air supremacy belongs to the enemy. During the

day we had eight raids, 1+ Jifiy, Since early morning,
the sky above us has been invested by squadrons of eighteen
to twenty bombers, escorted by about ten fighters,'
Another 'wrote, "Prom five o'clock onwards there has been no
action on either side. But we're still to stay underground,
so as not to be seen by the enemy air force. We come out

of our holes at night to talce the air, otherwise we ai-e

buried all day, aiid with a slit trench as deep and narrow as
mine is it's no fun. There are two of us in mine (1) and
when we want to turn round it's agony, as we are as tightly
packed as anchovies in a tin,' Also, according to a
German prisoner of,war, Italian ■fcroops near the sea abandoned
their, positions on the approach of the Royal Air Porce and
hurried down to the sea. Another prisoner of war, an
Italian, stated that his unit did not do this: his unit
being ten kilometres, from the sea.

XIII and XXX

Coi’ps' Yfar
Diaries*

XIII Corps
Intelligence
S-'jmmary,

(1) It was midsummer. Italian morale, rarely of a high
order, bad also been severely affected by their
enforced march across the Libyan desert when their
transport had been taken away from them in order to
hasten the advance of the enemy Air Porces,

Ton Rintelen
to 0,Z. W,
AoH,B. Trans,
^711/80

(8423A)38
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The Battle of S-upplies

Supplementary to these operations over the immediate
battle area were the attacks on the enemy's lines of
communication both by land and sea. Aircraft ranged far

behind the lines seeking out concentrations of M. T. and other

soft-skinned vehicles and causing heavy c3amage and casualties.

Other aircraft of Middle East Gorflmand, filling  a strategic
role, attacked the ports of departure of Africa-bomd convoys,
the convoys themselves when at sea, and on their arrival at

Benghazi, Tobruk or Mersa Matruh, During what
General Auchinleck termed 'this major emergency' -vdiilst the

Eighth Army's grip on the El Alai'nein position was still most
precarious, these broader strategic conceptions were
necessarily subordinated to the task of providing close-
support to the army. Later, however, as the Eighth Army
were able to consolidate their position, the Air Force of

Middle East Command concentrated increasingly on the battle

of supplies. Just as the attacks on the spearhead of the

enemy armour contributed vitally in bringing the Panzer Army
to a lialt at El Alamein in July, so the steady interdiction
of supplies became the most in^Jortant factor in the dramiatic

failure of Rommel's last offensive in Egypt, at the Battle of

Alam el Haifa, at the end of xlugust.

Beamish

Report, A,H,B./
IIJ1/122/
69 (A)

Von Rintelen

To Army General
Staff A.H.B.

Trans. \ll/
CO, page 24.

In the handling of this force which had already taken
shape as a tlxree-pronged weapon, with the tactical force of

the Yfestern Desert field striking force of fighters, fighter-
bombers and light bombers, the strategical force of No. 205
.Group's heavy and medium bombers and No, 201 Group's coastal

force of medium bombers, the greatest flexibility was shown

by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Air Chief Marshal
Sir Arthur TedderCO, and it was this wide conception of an
Air Force as a separate air axm, on terms of equality with

the other tv/o services, which later served, as a prototype
for iHlied air effort for the remainder of the wax.

Tedder

Despatch

The Location of the Opposing Air Forces

During this period of stabilisation at El Alamein, the

field fighter force was based in the Delta area, near
Heliopolis, at Helwan, and at a point ten miles south-west of

Cairo, with the forward operational bases near El Amiriya,
to the east of Alexandria. The light bombers were based on

the Suez Canal Zone, with their advanced landing-grounds to

the south-west of El Amiriya. For lack of space, the force

of medi-um bombers was forced to move to Palestine, with their

operational bases located in the Suez Canal Zone, while the

simll force of heavy bombers, including the handful of

U.S.AoA,Co aircraft, were located entirely in Palestine,

Table of

Operations.
A.H.B. IIJ1/
31/1

Tedder

Despatch,

The enemy air forces, as they managed to move forward,
gradually established themselves with the German Air Force

at PuJ<a. and using the Daba group of landing-gro\mds as
advanced bases,

Luiftwaffe with an advanced base in the Fuka area and the

greater part of their air forces engaged in defensive
commitments from Tripoli onwards,
bo.mber base on the Eighth Amy's flank from which  a 'shuttle-
service' was flown to North Africa,

important staging post in the enemy transport route from

Italy, when Rommel was exjperiencing increasing difficulties

The Italians followed in the wake of the

Crete was also used as a

It was also an

'Record of

Operations
A.H. QoTAD.'
A,H.B./IIJ1/
122/69 (A)

A.H.B.6.

'The German

Air B’orce'

A.P.3058.

(1) The promotion of Air Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder to Air
Chief Marshal was Gazetted on 3 July 1942.

SECRET(8Z^234)39
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Y/ith sea-borne supplies,
point of the attacks on Ivlalta which were renewed at the

beginning of July,

To the west, Sicily was the focal

The Enemy Air Strength in the Mediterranean

The. strength of the Axis Air Forces in North Africa on
30 June 1942 has been established from various German and

Italian documentary sources as totalling some 6OO front-line
aircraft, or approximately one fifth of the 3,000 operational
aircraft available to the enemy in the Mediterranean,(1)

North Africa

German Air Force Italian, Air ForO'ia

A.H,B. 6./
Cor/l63

Close Recce 23

Bomb ers 11 Bcnibers 29

Dive Bombers 85 Torpedo Bonlbers 32

S,E. Fighters 104 Fighters 282

36T,E. Fighters

Total 259 Totaa

Serviceability was approximately 50 per cent for the
German Air Force and 60 per cent for the Italian.

,  , These figures for 30 June show a falling off in the
strength of. the German Air Force of some 17 per cent in
operational aircraft in North Africa, compared with the
total at the beginning of tiie offensive, on 26 May. The
strength of single-engined fighters had dropped by 23 per
cent, tvYin-engined fighters by 35 per cent, but surprisingly
enough, dive-bombers, in spite of their heavy losses during
the advance, had risen by 20 per cent. The force of long-
range recce aircraft, of which, there had been 13 in North

Africa at the beginning of the Gazala offensive, had been
diverted to other parts of the Mediterranean,

A contemporary British intelligence estimate for  7 July
put the effective force of Fliegerfuehrer Afrika at as low
a figure as 25 per cent of the total strength at the
beginning of the campaign,
attributed in part -to the acute difficulties the enemy were
experiencing in bringing forward their Air Forces, and also
tliat the serviceability, as shoYvn by German records, was
actually 50 per cent and not the 33';j per cent given in this

■ contenporary estimate, ;

343

This discrepancy can be

A.H.B„6/
Oor/174

Middle East

Tfeekly Int,
Sui,Hilary No,
107,

According to enemy records, the total front-line Axis
aircraft in the Mediterranean theatre, on 30 June, numbered
no less than 3,300 They were located in North Africa,
Sicil.y, Italy and the Aegean,

(1) As Italian aircraft ai'e included in this figure of
3,000 a proportion must be discounted oiwing to Latin
exuberance. .

(81,234)40
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Luftflotte 2 Italian Air Feree

161Bombers

Dive Bombers 85

156S.E, Eighters .

T.Eo Eighters 56 Bombers 732

28Night Eighters Fighters 1294

376Close Recce 23 Land Recce

Long Range Recce 27851 See Recce

48Coa.stal Seaplanes 30

608Total Total 2710

The Enemy Eailirre to Concentrate Air Power in North Africa

It is a fact difficult of sirrple explanation that^
T/hile the Air Officer~in-Chief Middle East Command concen

trated almost the whole of his available striking force to

meet the grave emergency that had arisen in the Yfestem
Desert, owing to the collapse of the Eighth Army at Gasala,
Field Marshal Kesselring, faced with an mparalleled
opportimity for assisting the Afrika Korps to destroy the

Eighth Army, and with a potential force of over 3>000
operational aircraft at his disposal, only managed to con

centrate approximately 20 per cent of the total strength
in North Africa*

'Record of

Operations
A.H.Q,W.D.'

A.H.B*/IIJ1/
122/69 (A)

One of the most serious effects of the onslaught which
the Royal Air Force and the Navy Y/ere waging against the

enemy's supply lines was not merely the v/ay in which it
starved his existing land and air forces there, but the
definite limitations it placed on the size of the force that

could be effectively operated in direct si:ipport of the land
battle. There was a chronic shortage of supplies and of

'High Level
Reports and
Directives'

A..H.B, Trans,

VIl/80,

ships in which to carry them, so that stores that were
urgently needed in North Africa were piling up in Axis
controlled ports on the Mediterranean's northern littoral.

Above all, the Axis Commanders were ceaselessly preoccupied
with the shortage of petrol and of tanlcers, (1)
had to be Biade to the hopelessly uneconomic and wastefilL
expedient of air transport.

Recourse

Rommel's quick change of plan from Operation 'Hercioles'
in favour of an invasion of Egypt had certainly resulted in
a grave lack of balance in the geographical and strategical
deployment of the enemy Air Forces, and this had been
aggravated by the increased activity of Malta-based aircraft
which made a renewed assault on that island imperative, in
early JilLy»

Air Forces for the protection of their shipping, ports.
The occupation of Crete had

given the enemy a valuable base on our flank, comparable with
Malta in the west, but it was never adequately exploited.

There was also a constant drain on the Axis

a.erodromes and other bases.

'The Decline

and Fall of

the German

Air Force'"

(1) 111 an interrogation, a P/W stated that Rommel put the
whole blame for his failure at this time on the
Luftwaffe. His constant complaint, expressed in broad
SY/abian dialect, was, 'Per Keschelring schikt m.er
Schprit.' ( 'Kesselring won’t send me any petrol,'”}
No. 2'M Group Int. Sum. A.H.B./lIJl/l22/73/ (e).

SECRET(84234)41
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After due consideration has been given to the muddled and

conflicting air strategy which was pursued by the enemy
the Mediterranean, other factors influencing the efficient
use of Crete as an air base were the poor road and rail

facilities through the Balkans, the Royal Air Force attacks
on aerodromes and ports there, and the fact that the battle
area and also our bases vrere out of range of escorted oay
bombers. The failure of the Germans to train personnel and

equip aircraft for night bonibing in sufficient ntmibers for
concentrated night attacks was a deficiency whose repercus
sions were v/ide spread.

In a sense it may be said, too, in this connection that
geography had come to the help of the Royal Air Force, in

their struggle against the enemy in the Mediterranean, just
as T^as happening to a much greater extent, at that time, in
Russia, The conception of military success in terms of
advance, and of defeat -in terms of retreat, still held good
in its essentials^ but while valuable and strategically
important air bases had been surrendered, not only in North
Africa but in Greece and Crete, the advantage to the enem,y
had been largely offset by the tremendously increased length
of his lines of communication and the extensive liability of
the vulnerable coastline and hinterland of territory that
had to be safegioardcd. The Duce undoubtedly thought
primarily in tenns of Italian metropolitan security and
prestige, and such considera’bions as these, as General von
Thoraa inplied in a frank statement he made to an interrogating
officer after his capture at El Alamein, affected quite ■

considerably not only the disposition of enemy Air Forces in
the Mediterranean, but also their strategic employment,
V.Tien asked why the German Air Force dispersed i’ts bombing
effort in the Mediterranean area, instead of concentrating
on Suez and the arrival of British convoys, and was this

the policy of Kesselri^ or greatly influenced by Rommel?
General von Thome replied, -’Air policy in Africa was never
influenced by Rommel, but was laid down entirely by
Kesselring who did not, however, have a free hand, as
decisioias of major strategy were always subject to the
approval or disapproval of ” political gentlemen'" (the
I’talians), And Tviien asked why the Luftwaffe did not make
fuller use of.the aircraft at its disposal? his reply was,
"I do not know, but one reason was certainly that we were so
short of petrol,'

Luftflotte II was a single, homogeneous force, under
Field—Iviarshal Kesselring, who was also Commander-in-Chief
South, and the German Air Force Chain of Command in the
Mediterranean was expressly designed to facilitate strategic
mobility and quick reinforcement,

Luftflotte II - Generalfeldmarschall Kesselring

xn

'The Gorman

Air Force in

Maps and
Diagi'ams'
A,P,3038

'The Geri:Qan

Air Force'

\^Cdr, Asher ■
Lee.

'The.Rise and
Fall of the

German Air

Force,'

(A.M.P.248).

A, 0, C, -in*“G,

Correspondence
Part V. .

A,Ii,B.6.

Fliegerkorps II - General
der Flieger Loerzer (^. Med')

Fliegerkorps X - General der
Flieger Geizler (S. Med')

Fliegerfuehrer Afrika
Generalleutenant von Y/aldau

In spite of this organisation, however, it was precisely in
this policy of concentration which, as Slessor pointed out.

(84234)42
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'in air warfare, even more them, on land, is the fomdation
and corner-stone of sound strategy' that the enemy failed*

The Strength of the Royal Air Force in the Middle East

The State of Aircraft, on 1 Jioly, for the whole of the
Royal Air Eorce in the Ivliddle East, including the Western
Desert, Egypt, Ivlalta, the Levant and Aden, gives the
follovdng figures of front-line aircraft in operationaJ. and
other flying units, including O.T.U,s.

H, Q.M*E.

Strength
Retvirns.

Bombers 552

T.E. Fighters 92

463S.E. Fighters

G.R, Types 40

Total 1147

of which 765 were considered serviceable.

The strength of the Western Desert Air Force field
striking force may be assessed as a total of some 470 air

craft, but bearing in mind the policy of tactical mobility
A.H,B./lIJl/3l/l followed by the Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief  and his

Subordinate Commanders in which part of the fighter force
would be svdtched over from the field of battle to the

defence of Egjpjt and bombers from the attack on strategic
targets to tactical night bombing in the desert, the actual

sti'ength of the field striking force was subject to
considerable fluctuation.

Table of

Operations.

The Importance of tlie R.A.F, Pool of Aircraft in Store or

Undergoing Repair,

A fi-irther I369 operational aircraft were held, on
1 July, in store and undergoing repair, of which 111 were
immediately serviceable, and 268 were judged serviceable
within seven days. Receipts of new aircraft for the month

of June 1942, totalled 347> of which 6l were issued.

Vdien it is realised that, during a month that saw a
loss of over 100 per cent in some fighter squadrons only
61 new aircraft were issued to units the strategic advantage
of the retreat on to the Delta bases, the importance of this

great pool of aircraft in store and mdergoing repair, and
the invaluable services rendered by the Middle East Isiainten-

ance and Supply Organisation, under Air Vice-Marshal Dawrson

can be fully appreciated. Without this efficient organisa
tion backing up the efforts of the Royal Air Force, during

n.Q.M.E,

Strength
Returns,

(1) The one essential lesson which all air force oomumiders

must constantly hold in the forefront of their minds is

this principle of concentration,

every available aeroplane at the decisive point, against
the smallest possible number of targets, and for really
adequate periods, then modern air bombardment, against
railways or any other class of targets, may well have
decisive results.

If we concentrate

But if we neglect this principle
our bombers will be a nuisance to the enemy,..but they
Y/ill be no tiling more,
and Armies' , 1936.

W/Cdr, J.C. Slessor 'Air Power

(81^234)43 SECRET
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this period, in which such heavy losses of aircraft were

sustained, air superiority would have been ultimately trans

ferred to the enemy, and the Eighth Army could never have
halted Roimnel at El Alamein.

The Comparative Obsolescence of R,A, F, Fighter Aircraft

Out of the total strength of Royal Air Force fighter
aircraft in the Middle East at this time, only 21 of those

serviceable were Spitfires. During the retreat from Gazala,
there were only six Spitfires available on the battlefront.
At a time when the Imperial forces in the Middle East, in
actual physical contact with the elite of the German Army,
were fighting to stave off disaster, they had at their
disposal in N. Africa this handful of the most modern front

line type fighters whilst the Fighter Command in Great
Britain disposed of a force of over 800 Spitfires alone

A. 0. C. -in-C,

Correspond-
ance Part V

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief was increasingly
perturbed by the comparative obsolescence of his fighter
force v/hich was outclassed in range, speed and armament by
the German M.E. 109F and G, and the Italian Ifecchi 202 and
205. 'One of our major handicaps in all respects,' the Air

A.O,0.I Part II Officer Commanding-in-Chief wrote to Group Captain Bilney of
the Ministry of Aircraft Production, 'is that whereas the Hun
sends his most modern types of aircraft and equipment out

here, we, for one reason and another, have to do with
second-best (sometimes scarcely even second-best).'

Indeed, a very dangerous situation had arisen in the
desert at this time in which, owing to the superior
performance and armament of the enemy fighters, the air
superiority which the Vfestern Desert Air Force had won at

such high cost vra.s being threatened, as our heavy casiJialty
figures in fighters revealed,
the nuraber of enemy fighters, especially of the Focke-Wulf
190 which v/as soon to make its appeanance in the
Mediterranean, could have brought about a complete reversal
of oior fortunes such as took place in the Spring of 1917 by
the introduction, by the Germans, in the autLum of 19.16 of the
Albatros D IV (1)

The Threat to the Delta Area

Any considerable increase in

War in the Middle East theatre had crystallised, by
this time, into a battle of supplies which, in turn, was
largely a struggle for air bases. Whereas the enemy, with
the exception of the hazards of the Mediterranean crossing,
VTOrked on couparatively safe internal lines of reinforcement,
those of the Air Forces in the Middle East involved the

external lines of conmunication of the long sea-haul around
the Cape, a distance of some 14,000 miles, or else the

(1). 'In a war of any duration,
subject to a succession of remarkable - even violent
variations, such as those which marked the war in the
air on the Western Front

the air situation may be

And it was to a great
extent the appearance on the German side of a very
superior of fighter in the spring of 1917 that
occasioned, perhaps, the most notable reversal of
British fortunes in' the air,, to the extent that within
nine months of o\xr attack on the Soiimie, v/e had almost
coi:q)letely lost the air superiority we enjoyed in that

’  ' 'Air Power and Armies' by Wing Commander

o • •

battle.

J. C. Slessor, 1936.
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A.H.B.

Monograph,
Riaintenance

(C.D,1131)~

sliipping of aircraft to Takoradi, on the v/est coast of

Africa, and the flight across some Ay000 miles of tropical
swanp and desert, to the Egyptian bases,
as a refuelling base for long-range aircraft, 'en route’ to

largely nullified by enemy attacks on the
island and the acute shortage of petrol at this time, 

'

time-lag in the reinforcement of the fighter force which

v/as mainly Anerican in origin was further increased by the
fact that sources of supply were located in the United States

and was affected by changes in Allied policy,
virtually, tiiat the Ai
point of view of aircraft reinforcement was fighting a war
several months in arrears.

The use of Malta

The

This meant.
Force in the Middle East from the

Although the added strength which liad accrued to the
Imperial forces by this withdrawal on to their main bases,
together ’with a corresponding lengthening of the enemy’s
lines of conmimication, vrere later to become fully evident,
at the time it seemed that these advantages were more than

off-set by the,threat that the enemy Air Forces presented
to the Nile Valley and the Canal Zone.
Alexandria had shown clearly the native population's
instability under air bombardment,
danger that a' series of heavy bor±>ing attacks, especially if

accompanied by a brealethrough to the east by Romnel's Panzer

Army, would brir^ about a repetition of the panic conditions
among the civilian population that had been such  a decisive

factor in the German invasion of Prance, in 19A0,
to air defences were weak and practically the whole of our

fighter force was -.employed in the battle area.
Sir Henry Harwood,' the Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean, was

gravely perturbed by the threat to the Fleet at Alexandria,
novi^ that the loss of Egyptian aerodromes had brought that

port vd-thin reach of escorted day bombers.

Earlier raids on

There was a very read.

Ground

Admiral

Meeting of
Middle East

Ti/ar Council

No, 55

Beamish

Report, A,H.B,/
IIJ1/12/69 (a)

Meeting of
iiiiddle East

Defence Com’
In Egjrpt, then, the German and Italian Air Forces were

offered the most vital and concentrated aggregate of
targets since the Gerimn advance to the Channel coast, in
19A0.

tremendous disorganisation and mterial damage by intensive
air attacks on ports, bases, aerodromes and other instaJLla-
tions wliich might have had a decisive effect on the land

operations then in progress,
bore a close resenAlance to the days in
of Britain was being fought,(l)

Summary

Theirs was the signal opportunity for causing

In many ways, the sit-uation
1940 when the Battle

By 4 July 1942, the enemy's advance into Egypt, in
pm-suit of a defeated and decimated Eighth Army, had received
its first check, and Rommel was forced temporarily to go over
to the defensive.

Force had contributed vitally to this situation in which a
victorious Panzer /Irmy, mder "round-the-clock" bombing and
the onslaught on its lines of communication, was gradually
brought to a halt at El Alamein.

The offensive spirit of the Royal Air

(1) 'Prrom every qi;iarter the reports come in of the effect
of the vital part which your officers and men are
playing in the Homeric struggle for the Nile Valley.
The days of the Battle of Britain are being repeated
far from home,' Ch-urchill to A. 0, C, -in-C, 4 Jul.y 19ih2,
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Nevertheless, Rommel's plan for an advance on Cairo and

the Suez Canal still held good. Even after six weeks' of

fighting a strenuous rear-guard action, with a constant
change of hasesj there was little promise of a lull, in the

operational intensity of the air fighting. Although the

i'd,ghth Army had managed to regain the tactical initiative
with ,XIII Corps' offensive of 2 July, their depleted forces
were stretched to the limit in holding the forty-mile line

"between the Qattara Depression and the sea. Also, the enemy
were within escorted day-bombing range of the most vital and

concentrated aggregate of targets since the Battle of Britain,

They held, too, a numerically superior force in the
Mediterranean theatre, and the positional advantage, with
practically all the airfields of the Libyan and Egyptian
coastline, and of Italy, G-reece and Crete,

inherent in this extensive copnitment, however, was the
root of the enemy's failure to concentrate their air attacks
in an incisive and systematic policy, , In the meantime,
whilst the Royal Air Force policy was essentially offensive
in close support of the Army to enable them to counter
Rommel's tl'irusts to the east and stabilise their iDosition at
El Alamein, they had to be prepared to act on the defensive
to guard the important Egj'ptian bases and the pipeline for
supplies tlirough the Suez Canal,

Finally, in keeping the Royal Air Force up.to a high
state of operational preparedness in which still further heavy
losses of aircraft could be met, at a time when reinforcements
to squadrons were slow in arriving, the Middle East
feintenance Organisation played-a crucial parte
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CiiAPTEE 2

THE EIGI-3TH ARm CONSOLIDATES ITS POSITION AT EL ALi^J/EDT

The British System of Conmiand in the IvUddle East

TMs period of the fi^tiag in North Africa was so
essentially dependent on the measure and quality of the

co-operation achieved between the three Services, and in

particular betv/een the Army , and the Air Force, that it is

necessary at this stage to outline the system of Command in

the Middle East whereby this co-operation v/as achieved.
In this connection, Slessor'in his ‘Air Power and Armies
made some observations which foreshadowed subsequent altera

tions in the system of command which lie outside the sco]pe
of this narra,tive and yet were implicit in the situation in
the Mddle East at this time.

(1)

‘that in the near future.'It may •'..'ell be,
as the size and relative iiiportance of the aar expeditionary
force increases, we shall find one Commander-in-Chief, v/ho

may be a soldier or an airman, served by a small, specially
selected, combined staff, iai supreme command of tvro contin
gents of co-equal status, the air and the land forces, each
with its oT/m. subordinate commander.

he ¥.rote,

This is a question of

real importance, and we should talce care to secure an

amicable and reasonable settlement, in the leisured atmos

phere of peace, of any differences of opinion which may lead
to rancour and misunderstanding betT/'een commanders in war.»..

It is not an easy problem; the system of "two Kings in

Israel", of co-operation as opposed to command, is never

very satisfactory,
bad: to the old idea tliat any and all air forces in the field

should be automatically under the command of the General
commanding a small l,and expeditionary force of foLir or five
divisions,

sense and our national capacity for connromise will find a

satisfactory solution.

we cannot goIt is certain that e • •

Nevertheless it is a problem for v/hich common

I

two Kings in Israel' during this period
The British system

There were not

of the Middle East Campaign, but three,
of command there consisted of a triumvirate of the three

A-aO,C»-in-C, Service Chiefs in which the Coimander-in-Chief Middle East

Defence Comiiiittee Forces, .General Sir Claude J, E, Auchinledc Tra.s the dominant
Papers Part III, partner. Joint Command was exercised from a combined
Enc, 157, Headquarters in Cairo,

In an area as complex politically and racially as the
Balkans, the post of Minister of State in Cairo -which was

held at that time by the Eight Honourable R, G, Casey, was

of particular significance, Althou^ a member of the
Yfar Cabin.et, the Minister of State was in no Tiny responsible
for the conduct of operation
guidance to the Commanders-in-Chief and relieve them of the

many political and economic problems which arose#
received, a Directive from the Chiefs of Staff in London,

the Comiiianders-in-Chief prepared Jointly agreed instructions
\/hich -were then issued to their respective Commanders
particular, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Cliief decentralised
the responsibility for the preparation of the operational
plan in so far as it involved the Field Strilcing Force to

His function was to provideO©

Having

In

AOC/VA
Conf erence

Minutes Part II

15,7.42,

A,O.C,-in-C,

Defence .

Coim-ni'btee

Pape;s:\s Part III.
Enc, 157*

(i) 'Air Power and Armies' by Wing Commander J. C, Slessor,
1936, page 87.
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the Air Officer Comnianding Western Desert Air Force,
-Air Vice-Marshal Coningham who, together with a naval
liaison officer appointed by the Comniander-in-Chief
Mediterrane;

Eighth Army'

A predominant partner in each phase of the Campaign
was agreed betv/een the three Comiiianders-iji-Ohief. In

practice it vjas not found necessary for* any one Service
Chief to be placed under the operational control of another,
so tliat the Air Force, under its Air Officer Commanding,
functioned as an independent air arm on terms of equality
with the other tvro Services, though naturally subordinated
■to the requirements of the Campaign as a -vihole which were
mainly, at this particular tiitie, in close support of the
land forces# This independent status of the Air Force
which ms established at a time when both the Army and the
Navy y/ere in a subordinate position to the Air Force in
terms of military success was still not generally acknov.’'-
ledged# On 7 July 1942, a Member of Parliament asked the
Prime Minister 'Whether the aircraft allocated to General
Auchinleck for the campaign being fought in the Ivliddle East
were under his direct command' # In reply, the
Prime Minister said, *0n October 7 1941, before the winter
battle in Libya, I gave a ruling on this subject as follows:
"Upon the Military Commanders-in-Chief in the Middle East
annouiicing that a ba.ttle is in prospect, the Air Officer
Commanding-in~Chief v/ill give him all possible aid, irres
pective of other targets, hovrever attractive# The Array
Commander-in-Chief v/ill specify to the Air Officer

. Conunanding-in-Chief the targets and tasks y/hich he requires
to be performed, both in the preparatory attack on the rear-
T/ard installations of the enemy and for air action during
the progress of the battle. It y/ill be for the Air Officer

■Comraanding-in-Chief to use his maximum force for these
objects in the manner most effective. This applies not
only to any Squadrons assigned to Army Co-operation
permanently, but alLso’ to the y«hole air force available in
the theatre#

normally lived alongside the Commander,
in a Coilbined Headquarters in the field#

II I

Churchill * s

Speeches,

Western Desert
Operations
Part IV
A#0#C,-’in-C to
V,C#A.#S# 9.7.42#

In July 1942, certain .Aanerican observers found it
difficult to believe that effective co-operation could be
achieved and a common purpose assured in a campaign unless
one Commaiider yvas .supreme# To this criticism the
A.ir Officer Commanding-in-Chief replied, 'The, respective
Cormmnders are normally reasonable men who have the same
purpose at heart, i#e# the defeat of the enemy, and if these
conditions are met, there is no difficulty in practice in
assuring that the operations of available forces are properly
directed to the coiiimon aia# ' Nevertheless, that there were
difficulties inherent in this system of 'three Kings in
Israel* cannot be denied# The solution arrived at was one
that befitted, in Slessor's v/ords, 'the national capacity for
compromise', but y/hich might have been subjected to acute

(1) For a period, ydnilst General Auchinleck was acting in
and GoO#C#the dual capacity of C,-in-C# M#E

Eighth, Array, the Roi'i.#F# and Ar.ray Advanced Headquarters
were separated,
in Aug’Ust and General Montgomery assumed command of
the Eighth Atrmy, the Eighth Army Headquarters v/as
moved back to Burg el Arab and sited alongside
i'ldvanced Air Headquarters Western Desert#

When General Alexander becaiTie C«-in-C.
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strain had there "been any wide divergence in ten^erament or
outlook between the three Commanders-in-Chief* .

Except for a generous supply of American equipment, the"
actual fitting in North Africa until the invasion of French
North-West Africa in November 1942 was almost -VTiiolly Inperial

It was this homogeneity wliich made the Britishin character,

system- of command in the Middle East by a triumvirate of the

three Commanders-in-Ghief• at all practicable,
participation in the Middle East Campaign been greater, then

the appointment of a Stipreme Coramander( 1) must have been the
inevitable and, indeed, the only logical solution, in order

to knit together all those divergencies in outlook that are
inseparable from differences in national origin.

Had American

The ^Battle* Headquarters

It Y/as impossible to have a forv/ard operational
Headquarters combining the Staffs of both Army and R.A.P

and so the splitting of the Army and Air Headquarters into

an Advanced and Rear became necessary. The Amor and the

Royal Air Force shared the Advanced or ’Battle* Headquarters
in which the GoOgC. Ei^th Army and the Air Officer
Commanding Western Desert Air Force were located. For part
of the time, when General Auchinleck was acting as G.OoC.
Ei^th Aimy, as well as Commandei>»in-Chief Middle East, and

personally conducting the fitting Whilst the Ei^th Aimy
endeavoured to stabilise its position at El Alamein, he

preferred to site his Headquarters much further forward from

Ajdvanced Air Headquarters Western Desert, with the result

that there was a decline in the organisation for the neces

sary close co-operation between the Army and the
Royal Air Force. Normally, however, there was a combined
Headquarters and the Senior Officers also shared the same

Mess. This system ensiored as far as possible the closest
co-ordination of plans. Further, in order to enable the

Air Officer Commanding Western Desert Air Force to exercise
immediate and direct control over the Field Fighter Force

under his command, the location of the Advanced Air
Headquarters was kept with in five to ten miles of the forward

operational aerodromes and close to a landing ground for its

own use. This position, some forty to sixty miles behind
the front line, was one that usually suited the Army; the
siting of the Advance Army and Air Headquarters was there
fore a compromise to suit both.

• Memorandum on

the organisa
tion of the

W.D.AoF. for

co-operation
with the

Ei^th ArnQr.
July 1942.
Air Cdre.

T. W. Elmhirst.

(l) In this connection, it is interesting to note
Admiral Y/eichold*s observations on a similar situa-,

tion vdiich had arisen on the enemy side, *The third
■ phase of the Mediterranean war, extending rou^ily over
1942, ̂ has been the period of the great Axis offensive,
made possible by the support •^•diich Germany sent on land,

,  at sea and in the air. But still there was no unified
Axis command of operations. This v/as the most serious
error in the Axis Powers conduct of the Mediterranean

war. The lack of a supreme commander and staff drawn
from- both Axis nations seriously affected the planning
and conduct of operations, and was the cause of much
indecision and wavering. The friendly agreement con
cluded between F/m Kesselring and the Italians proved to
be no real substitute for a unified command and joint
responsibility in the conduct of operations.

!
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Cto-operation Between the Angy and

A«O.C«-in-C* During the retreat from Gazala in Jime 1942, and the
correspondence preliminaiy phase of the stablisation at the Eighth Army*s
v.'ith Prime position at El Alamein in the first week of July 1942, cont-
Minister etc*j plaints were often made by the R.A.P, of the lack of
Part V» information that was being received from the Army#
AoO.C.-dn-C# to doubt this resulted, to a very large extent, from the dis-
Chief of Air Staff organisation produced by the rapid retreat in vdiich the
12.7*42. Army Staff v/ere themselves often ignorant of the disposi

tion of their own forces and

an air support point of view#
from the Araiy during the last two weeks of June 1942, when

No

also their requirements, from
(v Requests to the R#A#P#

Report on Visit
to Middle East by the Ei^th Army were withdrawing to El Alamein and their
AoOoC#-in-C# Army requirements for support from the R#A#P# were at their
Co-op. Command#
Paragraph 36# .

hipest numbered a mere twelve# This could easily have
led to catastrophic results had the R#A#P# not made use

■

of

its own system of tactical reconnaissance developed mainly
from information brou^t back by aircraft \ihen returning
from operational missions. Also, the bomb-lines set by the
Army tended to be either so conservative, for fear of having
their own troops bombed, or else there was so much delay in
their transmissionV^) that the bombing effort was often

(l) The extent to vdiich the machinery for co-operation
between the Army and the Royal Air Force had broken'
dom by the end of the retreat from Geizala is exeaipli-
fied by this exceipt taken from written ansvrers to

■ questions given by Air Commodore G. R# Beamish, S.A.S.O#
Western Desert Air Force, in August 1942, during the
Ei^th Army Court of Enquiry iiito Operations in. the
Western Desert during the. period . 27 May ‘• 2 July 1942#
*8th Question. On 1 July, the I8th Indian
Infantry Brigade was overrun in the El Alamein defen
sive system, and for a period was isolated# Was any 

'

direct air support contemplated or asked for?
Answer; On 1 J\ily, an enemy attack in some

strength was anticipated# The intention for the
R.A.F# v/as to concentrate against enemy supply columns
in the immediate rear of his fitting forces, with
particular reference to the Panzer Divisions# There
was no doubt as to the Sector the enemy would select
and, consequently, early information Viras vital to the

R#A.F# if support at a particular point was required#
No air support v/as requested for this Brigade on
1 July# Information from ground sources, as a whole,
vfas particularly scanty on this dajj despite the fact
that information was requested from all imits, and
particularly 1st, South. African Division# During the
day, 102 bomber sorties v^ere made against targets in

the ALamein area, \iiiile filter bomber and filter
activity was continued at maximum intensity# There
fore, althou^ air support was not asked for, it was

■ undertaken in full measure# *

* Report of Court of Enquiry# Operations in the
Western Desert 27 May - 2 July 1942#* Vol# II, pages
192/3# Cabinet Archives'Box No# 2#

(2) One formation submitted a bomb-line in cypher throiagh
normal signals channels at 07*10 hours which was
received at approximately 15.50 hours#
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AOC/ii/A Minutes
of Commanders'

Conferences and

Fo. 3 S.A.A.x^.

Fing 0«RoB,

wasted arid on occasion the enemy forces olitained sanctuary

. between the bomb-line and the Eighth Army. A ney/ system
T/as adopted at the beginning of July 1942 - prompted, ironic

ally enough, by the bombing of the 1st South African Division

in the Alamein 'box' by a combined i-Io, 12 South African and

No, 223 Squaidrcn raid on 4 July - whereby the Eighth Ajrray
gave the position of their most' fprv/ard troops for the next

two hours, making it an Army responsibility to notify any
changes in position. Using this inforriiation, the R,A.,P.
themselves fixed the bomb-line. This resulted in the Army

obtaining far more accirrate and heliDful close-sup]port.

It was not, liowever, until August 19^i2, when Eighth Army
Advanced Headquarters joined up again i¥ith Advanced Air

Headquarters at Burg El Arab that co-operation b etween the

Army and Air Force reached the necessary high standard of

efficiency. By the end of Au^yist 1942, \.hen the Battle of

Alam el Haifa took place, co-operation betw'een the Army and
the Royal Air Force reached a very high level indeed.

A

The Role of the Royal Air Force Almost- Entirely

Tactical in Scope

The tasks set the Royal Air.Force at this time were
not ney/ and were ones in yiiich the3r were well versed,
the pressure of events, long-term strategic needs were
temporarily ignored for the short-term tactical requirements
of the field of battle.

Unde

In this, the Royal Air Force T»as

r

balanced in rivalry against its chief opponents, the
Germian Air Force, who had alwajrs maintained their traditional

role in close support of the Welirmacht, 'The German Air
Force wns essentially the air arm of the German Army,
The function of its bombers and dive-bombers Viras that of

A,H.B,/lIJl/22/
73(e)
No, 211 Group
Opsui'iis,

long-range artillery - to blast a way for Infantry and Armour,
and to break up defences and supply lines. The fun.ction of

its fi^iters was singly to protect them from interference
Here was the kind of y/ar for wiaich the G,.A,F, v/as built and

train.ed, yet the G„A,P, v/as once more decisively defeated -

this time on its "home-ground”, so to speak, ' Everjrfching,
the dangerous state of operational fatigue of the British
aircrev/s, losses of experienced flying personnel, the
continued heavy wastage of aircraft of Western Desert Air

Force Squadrons which had already been badly depleted during
six vreeks of intensive air operations, even the training
prograiTimes .ere all subordinated to the immediate problem of
stopping the Panzer Army at El Alamein, and giving the inaxi-
muiri support possible to the Eighth Army in their acute
difficulties.

9 0 0

The Three Major Problems Presented to the Ro.yal Air Force

3n.: Giving Support to the Eighth Army,

The tactical role 'which the pressure of events caused
the Roiral Air Force to adopt to the exclusion of almost every
other consideration, in the early thys of July 19L.2 presented
times major iDroblems for solution. The first was how best

to v/ealcen the enemy on the field of battle and in particular
the sjpearhead of his armour, by direct assault from the air

and so give close support, in its most limited sense, to the

Eighth Army, The second was the problem of isolating the

enemy's field fighting force from its sources of supply and

reinfoi-cement. The third, problem presented wras hoTv best to

Piiaintain air superiority over the field of battle, thus
enabling our own aircraft to operate vd-th maximum efficiency
in support of its owwi land forces and deny this same liberty
to the enemy.
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Apart from the protection which the Axis fighters coTjild
give to theii:- o\m troops, ?/hich vra.s severely linlted at this

time, reliance was chiefly on anti-aircraft gunfjjre, dis
persal and cafliouflage,
Germans reached a high standard of efficiency and, except
under favo\rrahle conditions, prevented air attack from a

low altitude, limiting especially the enployraent of aircraft

Discipline was good and in many

Ground to air defence with the

roxe»

Report on Visit
to the Middle

East hy
AcO,C«-in-G. Army dn a *Tank-buster*
Co-operation
Command

cases, instead of taking cover, German infantry vrould lie on
their backs and fire at loTif-fl3dng aircraft*
units vdiose duty it rra.B to protect convoys or other vulner

able targets from attack would disperse to left and riglat
of them and bring cross-fire to bear on low-flying aircraft*

il/here the attackers were flying at a hi^er altitude, no

aim Ym.s talcen, relying instead on the volume of fire creat

ing a protective curtain above the threatened target*
Dispersal and camouflage were conparat ively qasy in an open
sandy terrain in which obstacles to movement such as escarp
ments and deep sand were not numerous, where dust made its

0¥/n protective covering and, particularly -with movements of

AoP.V’s enveloped them in a natural smoke screen*

Those 'flak’

Attacks by day on enemy motorised columns, both Panzer
and infantry, on the field of battle 'were conplicated by the
enemy's efficiency in ground to air defence and the passive
defence of mobility and dispersal which they exploited to

the full,

attacking or being attadced by ground forces and v/ere forced

to concentrate that really good targets vrere offered to

the iiir Porce*(l)

It ¥/as only, therefore, when the enemy were

The use of the word 'concentration' which it is diffi

cult to avoid can be most misleading,
are made, both by the Air Force and the Army, especially in

reconnaissance reports, to 'concentrations’ of M«Tc amounting
to several thousands of enemy vehicles,
obtained by the use of the word in this context is of a vast

car park presenting a vronderful target for air bombardment.
The term is, hov/ever, merely relative and aerial photograpiis
talcen at the time give very much the iirpression of coarse

grains of sand scattered loosely over a plate,
reports of concentrations of as many as three thousand M,T,

vehicles ̂ ihich v.'ere observed in assembly areas to the rear

of the front-line troops and tank formations certainly
px’esented targets, but often conparatively unproductive ones, ,
especially for.night bombing, each vehicle being perhaps
fifty to one h'unch’ed yards from its nei^bour and, in the

aggregate, possibly covering several square miles of open,
more or less featureless desert*

Frequent references

The impression

These

It was a target, in fact,
as large perhaps as a fair-sized tovn in which the individual

houses were no bigger than the average truck and dispersed
one to a block. f

Even in scientific pattern or 'carpet
bombing the mesh was often pi^oved to be too vri.de.

The iDaradox thus arises that whilst these inpressive
'concentrations’ of enemy M.T, were reported inland, in the

battle area, they sometimes appeared to be comparatively
Ignored, especially at ni^t, in favour of attacks along

■the coast road, in.the north* This area undoubtedly

(1) An additional conplication \ra.s presented by the large
nunber of captured Eighth Army vehicles and tanlcs
which the enemy were using vri.thout any alteration in
the camouflage*
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provided the most productive aggregate of targets. It v/as

there that the enemy were canalised by the coast road and

Yviiere congestion was most frequent. These thirty miles of
coast road betYveen Alamein and Gasala \Yere the last staiges
in the essential 'pipe-line', for supplies and reinforce
ments for the Panzer ibrrny. There, also, ivas located the

desert rail\/ay stretching back through Ivihtruh for nearly
three hiinclred and fifty miles as far west as the port of
Tobrulc, At Daba and Puka, too, were sited the main series

of advanced enemy landing-grounds. Often, therefore, in a
single night raid attacks YYould be launched on convoys and

suioply diiiips along the road, on trains along the track or in

sidings and finally on dispersed aircraft and tentage arovmd
enemy landing-grounds.

These factors, therefore, set the main pattern for
Air Force policy at, this particular stage of the desert
Ganrpaign, Close support for the Eighth Army, in its
narrowest sense, wa.s provided primarily by dayli^t attacks

by light bombers and fighter bombers on enemy forces in the
actual battle area, their efficiency being in direct pro-
,portion to the concentration forced on the enemy by tactical

considerations on the gro\md. These attacks on the enemy,
groimd forces Yiere supplemented at ni,^t by attacks by the
medium bombers. Isolation of the enemy's forward troops
from their sources of supply and reinforcement, as a tactical
probleiB, v/as a task mainly assigned to the force of medium

bombers of No, 205. Group in their night attacks on the lines

of communication along the coast road and the railv/ay.
The field fighter force of the Western Desert Air Force was

primarily responsible for the maintenance of air superiority
over the battle area, a task in v/hich they were assisted by
attacks both by night and day on enemy landing-grounds.

Meteorological Conditions During July 1942

The weather on 2 July 'iSk2 is worthy of mention as,
vd.th some variation, it followed a pattern of meteorological
-conditions that remained fairly constant throughout the
month and which had necessarily a marked influence on air

operations. Generally' speaking, in the early morning,
cloud of strato-cumulus type vd.th a base of one to two
thousand feet v/as frequently encountered. By about
0990.hours to 1000 hours, this cloud ha.s usually dispersed
along the coast, but scattered cloud remained over inland

areas and la.sted througliout the day to disappear altogether
at ni^.t, . Dust storms often vrorked up in the afternoon
and abated in the evening about 1800 hours. These dust
storms v/ere usually quite local in character, affecting
merely a proportion of the landing grounds, so that whilst
aircraft were grounded in one place, others mi^t be able to
operate a, few miles away. Ground mists were quite comiiaon
at night, but these dispersed completely vhen the sun was

. ■ilPj t>y about 0700 hours. Generally speaking the weather
Y/as hot during the day, v/ith cool evenings and ni^ts.
Except on rare occasions, Yhen fc he v/ind veered round to the
south, Y'hen conditions Yvere hot, hunid. and generally
unpleasant, the prevailing north - to north-Yvesterly winds for
this period made the weather quite toleraole.

No, 223
Squadron
0,R.E,

The Serious Effects of the'Loss of Deir el Shein  - 1 July

The enemy success at last light on the evening of
1 Jiily in overrunning the l8th Indian Infantry Brigade, at
Deir el Shein, some eight miles to the southv/est of the
Eighth Army's mdin defensive position at El Alaiiiein, and in
line with thd vital Ruv/eisat Ridge, had opened a serious
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breach in the El Alamein defensive system on which
General Auchinleck liras relying to halt Rommel's advance
toiiyards the Delta, A report from XIII Corps described ho-w,
after a full-scale attack by German armour on Deir el Shein,
the position there became untenable and it was decided to
evacuate eastwards# 'a small band ofIn spite of this,

XIII Corps
War Diary,

Diperial forces decided to remain and were last seen, in

fading light, firing at oncoming infantry at 100 yards range.'

This resistance of the 18th Indian Brigade Group, which
continued for five hours, was by no means wasted. It
gained valuable tiine for the organisation of the El Alamiein

line generally. The position, hovrever, was an extremely
grave one. The loss of Deir el Shein had opened a gap in

the Alaraein line in v/hat was tactically its most important
area, leaving Rommel in a most advantageous position for

outflanking the main 'box* at El Alamein, on the coast road,
and opening the way to the Delta, It was anticipated that

the enemy Commander vrould lose no time, on the follovring
day, in exploiting fully this important success by forcing
a way through the gap and cutting the road to the east of

Alamein with another of his 'ri^t hooks to' the coast' which

had paid him such extremely good dividends in the past.

C,I,G,S, from
General

Auchinleck,

(CS/1372),
The capture of Deir el Shein \ms noted on 1 July with

satisfaction in the AGrilca Korps War Diary and v/as followed

with comments about the activity of the Royal Air Force and

the general supply position, both of which v/ere portents of

increasing difficulties.

'Tv/elve himdred prisoners were talcen at
Deir el Shein and large numbers of guns put out of
action. In spite of difficulties which have arisen,
the German Afrika Korps has -wrested great success from

an enemy built into strongholds. The activity of the
enemy air force during this day has again been notice
ably lively, Ifeny bombing attacks were successful.
The enemy is also attaclcing on into the night with night
bombers. Activity of our ovm air force was very minor.
The supply position, with regard to amraumition and fuel

is ti^tening. Replenishments ixrgently needed,'

Afrika Koips
Y/ar Diary,,,
A,H,B,6 Trans

The critical weakness of the Eighth Army, hovrever, vi/as

'Except for theall too apparent to its Commander-in-Chief,
semi-peri'flanent fortification round El Alamein itself.
General Auchinleck virote in his despatch, * our positions vrere

still weak, disconnected and lacking in depth,
there was a serious shortage of troops to hold our extended

front, and the defence of the all-important Ruweisat Ridge
had had to be entrusted to battle groups vteak in infantry,
backed by what remained of our armoured troops,
period of acute crisis, -vlth the Eighth Army .depleted and

disorganised and the line which it had so recently reached

and was trying so hard to consolidate already breached, the

role of the Air Force was of outstaiiding importance.

I

Moreover,

I Di this

Medium-Bomber Effort Night 1/2 July

A Tac/R at last liglit on the evening of 1 July had sho^vn
the main concentration of eneiiy armour, most probably repre
senting the vdiole of the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions,
together wdth supporting M,T
29th northing grids on an axis stretching east through
Abar el Mukheisin to the Deir el Shein locality, from v/hich

the main atte-.ck on the folloT;ing day, ivith the intention of
isolating the El Mamein 'box', was expected,
self has described the attack as having been made '-v’/ith the

assembled between the 28th and• >

Rommel him:-

Corps Int.
Sum,
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object of brealcing through to the coast road and thus closin.g
in the Alamein fortress and either destroying its garrison or

forcing it to break out,’

During the night 1/2 July, the main effort of the medium
bomber force viith its ¥ellin.gtons, Blenheims and borroy/ed

Albacores \vas directed towards exerting the maximum possible
pressure on the enemy, the primary, target being the coast
road area to the v/est of El A3.amein, Subsidiary to this,

as a target, were enemy concentrations to the south west of

El Alamein, in the important Deir el Shein sector, and also
attacks on enemy forward landing-groiinds at Daba and Folca,

Air Support Control reported in their War Diaxy, *a
heavy Yfellington and Albacore effort vra.s planned and W'-as
most s'uccessful on concentrations near bombline seen by

No, 37 Squadron last-light Tac/R, ’ The bombline yvas the desert track run
ning from six miles to the west of El Alamein dotm. to

Naqb Abu Dweis, in the extreme south of the front,
to be expected, a number of good targets yrere foiond in the

eneip^ arniovur, transport and troops concentrations behind the

battle front, in the central sector, but the best yrere
located along the supply route, in the north. By the time

A,HoB,/ the No, 205 Group bombers had returned to their bases

toYirards daYci, thejr had carried out over one hundred sorties
and had unloaded a hundred tons of bombs and expended many
thousands of rounds of ammunition on the enemy. Among the

most spectacular successes in these raids were those of air

craft of Nos, 37, ZfO, 70 and 10A Squadrons Ydiose Wellingtons
left behind a trail of fires, exploding aiiimunition trucks
and bomb-blasted lorries. Some aircrait increased fires

p>reviously started by aircraft of other squadrons, Betvreen

No, 2f0 Squadron Galal and Puica, along the coast road, one of the tvirelve

Wellingtons of No, 40 Squadron dropped a stick of bombs the

length of a large convoy- moving east of vliich, in addition

to fires, it Y/as claimed that eighteen vehicles \7ere over

turned., After very successful bombing attacks on transport
in the battle area and along the coast road, aircraft of

No, 104 Squadron No,-104 Squadron shot up M,T, from as Iot/ as one hundned
feet, causing a number of explosions and fires. The desert
railway stations of Sidi Abd el Rahman, Ghazal, El Daba and

Galal together Y/ith rolling stock in sidings and along the

track were bombed, as were dispersed aircraft and tentage at

Daba and Puka satellite landing grounds. It can be assumed

that targets on the aiir-fields were bombed 'vYith some satis

faction, as certain of these had been the home landing-
grounds of the attacking aircraft but, a short time before®
The Albacores of the Fleet Air -Arm which acconpanied the

Wellingtons on the raid not only performed their usual task

of flare-dropping, but dive-bombed the enemy, wrecking
vehicles and causing a considerable number of fires.

OeRaBo
As was

Table of Opera
tions,

IIJ1/31/1.

0,R,B,

0,R,B,

For the most panb little anti-aircraft gunfire was
encountered and the enemy night fighters, do not appear to

The two Y/ellingtons v/hich were losthave been in evidence,

possibly fell victims to venturesomeness and may have been

caught by Ioyt anti-aircraft gun fire when attacking from a

low altitude.

Attacks on road convoys during the night of l/2 July
are too nmierous to describe in d.etail and individually are

impossible to assess, but Rommel’s Forces v/ere extremely?'
shoi-'t of vital supplies especially of anmiunition, and it was

und.oubtedly the damage inflicted on these convoys Y/hich

contributed very largely to the dislocation of the German

Coimnanders’ plans for an offensive on the follov/ing day,
'In the night', says the Afriica Korps Yfar Diary,
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'continuous ‘bombing raids met vd.th success. The supply
columns v/ere blown up and an improvement in the supply situa
tion did not materialise'. The primary policy of this
bombing in disrupting lines of communication and helping to
isolate the enemy on the field of battle from supplies and
reinforcements was thus being fulfilled.

In contrast, the enemy's power of retaliation in kind
was negligible. In the course of this night viien Royal Air
Force medixmi bomber squadrons were operating over one hundred
aircraft in the battle area to such good effect, three enemy
bombers attacked the port of Alexandria and seven policemen
vrere injured,

Rommel's Renewed Offensive on 2 July Failed to Develop

Afrika Korps
War Diary
A.H.B.6.
Translation,

The early morning tactical reconnaissance at 06,15 hours
on 2 July showed that the enemy dispositions had been rela

tively unchanged since the preceding evening, and very heavy
bomber effort was arranged on German concentrations in the

A.HoB,/ expected area of attack betireen 28 and 29 Worthing grids,
'The enemy is concentrating opposite 1st South African Div'',
reported XXX Corps War Diary, 'with intention of attacking
early with bulk of his forces,
to cut off El Alamein.

Enemy's probable intention'
They were bombed all last niglit by ..

Air Support
Control War

Diary,
IIJ1/122/80.

large forces of bembers and hoped will be sliort of sleep*.

The enemy infantry were massed romd the TOst and south
west areas of the El Alamein position Tdiile the Gerinan armour
consisting of the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions was in

square 8628, in the. central sector, in tactically the most
favourable iDosition to continue the drive eastwards along the
Ruweisat Ridge. The Pavia Division had been moved up to
Consolidate the captured 'box' at Deir el Shein v/ith the

Brescia Division in their support to the v/est, while the
Sabratha Division was moved forivard from the Daba area to

assist the Trento Division to the west of El.Alamein, The

enployment of the Ariete and Littorio Divisions v/as con

sidered by the Eighth Army as being indicative that Romnel
\^aLS about to stake everything on this big attempt to reach'
the Delta,

XIII Corps
Int, Sum,

The' Importance of 'Round-the-Clock' Bombing

The term 'round-the-clock' bombing was of particular
significance during this period -vdien the Eighth Army v/as
trying to stabilise its position at El Alamein and regroup
its disorganised and seriously depleted forces. As has been

revealed in Rommel's despatch to OKW of 6 July and which will

be studied in detail later in relation to the fi^iting at
this time, this systematic bombing by night and day, merely
from its cumulative effects on the morale and the fighting
efficiency of battle-vreary troops, had an outstandingly
important effect in bringing the victorious Panzer Army to a
halt at El Alamein,

High Level '
Reports and
Directives,

AoHoBc Transla

tion No. VIl/80,

A matter of an hour or two after the last of the medium

bomber force had returned to their bases in the Canal Zone

after a most successful series of night operations, light
bombers and fighter bombers,' with fighter escort, were rang
ing the 'vdiole of the battle area and y/ell into the rear,
attacking eneiiay motorised infantry columns. Panzer formations
and their, supporting transport. As soon as the sun was up,
the full weight of the bomber effort of the Field Striking
Force v/as directed to the task of halting a further offensive
by the Panzer Army .Tiiich, after its success at Deir el Shein
the previous evening, threatened to roll up the so recently
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stabilised Eightli -Army defensive position at El Alatnein, from
the centre to the north,

the Coiximander-in-Chief,' 'lest a sudden and concentrated
attack should brealc through our defences and repeat \vhat had
occurred at Matruh.',

'I was still very anxious, ' varoteAuchinleck

despatch
Page 93. •

Before severe duststorms and thick cloud closed down all

flying in the early afternoon of 2 July for nearly five hours,
Tfestern Desert Air Force activity \7as intense,
10,00 hours Bostons alone flevir sixty-ei^t sorties and., in
spite of the adverse -v/eather conditions, one himdred and

tv/enty~eight during the day, and Kittybombers one hundred and

In the first hour of dayligl'it fifty bomber sorties
were nia.de by Bostons, Kittybombei’S and Baltiiriores, excluding,
of course, supporting fighter sorties on escort and patrol
work.

Before

SIX,

A,HoB./lIJl/3l/l
HsQo Mddle East
Table of

Operations•

There is little doubt that this incessant air bombard

ment of the enemy forces on the field of ba.ttle and on his

lines of communication tliroughout the night of l/2 July and
resumed at daym on 2 July, caused the enemy to falter and

lose the momentum of the previous day's success.
Eighth Army reported significantly enough, on 2 July, 'despite
success against one of our d.efensive positions in the Alamein

line, the eneny has not been able to push on and, in fact,
our armoured fo.rce reports that enemy attacks did not show
their usual initiative,

attributed directly to the effects of air atta.cks in aggrava
ting the acutely difficult supply position, particularly of

ammunition, on the battle field and hreaking up enemy con

centrations before they could attack.

This lack of initiative must be

The enemy had shown

XIII Coi-ps War
Diary.

no y/ealcness yvhen over-iunning the defensive locality of

Deir el Shein, and beai'ing in imind Rommel's opportunist
teiiperament and the optimism of, his despatches, it is signi~
ficant that this change of heart should have taken place
between last light on 1 July when Deir el Shein was captured
and the next dny, during which time no clash between the

rival armoured forces took place.

The Main G-eririan Offensive Resumed at 15,00 hours 2 July 1942

The rising duststorms and overcast, hovrever, which closed

down flying almost coupletely for some five hours during the

afternoon of 2 July, did give the enemy a most necessary and

Cositrep No, A35 valuable respite from air attack. By 15.00 houtrs, heavy
C.-in-C, to War shelling of the El Alamein 'box' "was reported Tdiich, so the
Office. Hist (b) Commander-in-Ghief thought, presaged the anticipated attack,

jTvo Stulca raids -were also launched, one on the railway
station at El Alaiiiein and aiiother in the south, in the

Bab el Qattara area. These comprised the only bombijig
operations the enemy '<ere able to undertake tlrroughout the

whole of 2 July, so that whilst the Afrika Korps sustained
Very heavy bombing attacks, the Eighth Army were able to

pTxrsue their essential task of reorganisation and consolida

tion on its recently attained defensive position at El Alamein

almost mihindered by interference from the Axis Air Forces,

(Crusader) 4
(Final),

Heavy Scale of R,A,F. Attacks over the Battle Area -

Afternoon 2 July,

Owing to severe duststorms and. dense cloud, only one
raid was made bety/een rnid-day and late afternoon by the

At 14.37 hours, six Blenheims ofYfestem Desert Air Force,

No, 14 Squadron unloaded tv/enty-fouir 250 lb, G,P, bombs on

dispersed M,T, along the coast road,
permitted flying to be resumed, reconna.issance aircraft
reported significant movement of enemy mobile forces

As soon as conditions
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east'i/vards, from their assembly areas, in the centraJ. sector#
It was obvious that the main enemy attack had begun to get
under v/ay. Squadroiis which had been standing by all the

afternoon, waiting for the severe duststorms sweeping their

Isjiding-grounds to die down, hurriedly serviced their air

craft, freeing them from the all-pervasive sand, and v/ent
into the attack again.

Shortly before 17«00 houirs, nine Kittybombers of No, 3
R,A.A,F, Squadron were first out over the battle area.
They dropped seven. 250 lb, and two 500 lb, bombs on troop
concentrations and eneray M,T, in the Mulcheisin area, to the

west of Deir el Shein, and reported two large fires.
Shortly afterwards, the same target was visited by nine

Bostons of No, 12 S,A,A,F, Squadr'on and eighteen of No, 21f
SoA.A.F, Squadron which dropped over one hundred 250 lb,
G-.P, bombs, scoring at least seven direct hits on enemy M,T.
At the same time, Baltimores of No, 225 Squadron were out
over the same area of the battlefield and dropped nine

,  ,.250 lb, and six 500 lb, bombs on enemy armour and transport
, concentrations, starting seven fires.

By 18,00 hours, bombing attacks by the light bombers
v/ere at their height. Within a fev^ minutes of one-another,
thirty-three Bostons, Kittyhawks and Baltimores of
Nos, 12 S,A,A,F,, 3 R#A,A,F,, 112 Squadron and 223 Squadron

■ had dropped ninety-two 250 lb, and seven 500 lb, bombs,
A..H.B./IIJI/31/I •. Returning from a raid at Irst light, Bostons of No, 12

S,A,A,F, Squadron reported that the eneiiy in this area were
making a well-dispersed general movement v/est and north west,

Rommel's eastward advance had been checked, at least for the
time-being, In the short space , of time remarining to them,
before daylight fs.ded, eight raids coriq^rising 74 Bostons,
Bs-ltimores and Kittyha^vdcs dropped over thluty tons of bombs
on the enemy armoured and motorised columns.

HoQ.MoE,
Table of

Operations,

In the face of this renev/ed air bombardment. Eighth
Army reported that the German 90th Light Division of

The Afrika Korps
, War Diary for 2 July, records that 'the Army communicates its
fresh intention of attacl.cing towards the east in order to
make a tlirust later ii the di'-ection of the coast.

Chief of the General Staff, 1^0 is in command of the Army,
brings the order for attack by -vrord of mouth,
ai-e to attack next 7 kilometres towards the coast and then

pivot to\7ards the north in order to include the eneny's
strong point at El Alamein,
the advance tov/ards the north is the 21st Panzer Division
vdiich have to surroimd the sand dunes near Alam el Onsol

(to the north-east of the Ru'weisat Ridge),
Division is to move up towards the 21st Panzer Division,
The opening of the attack at 15, 00 horurs, however, is soon
brought to a halt on account of the great vehicle massing.
At the approach of darleness, ' the War Diary records, 'at
18 ,35. hours , in spite of all efforts, the attack has got
no further for-wai-d than 3 to 6 kilometres beyond the starting
point,
once again successful,
way extensive.

The

The Divisions

Decisive for the direction of

The 15th Panzer

During the wiaole of the day, heavy air raids were
Our own fighter defence was in no

The Amy communicates that, in the coming

.  motorised infantry 'never got going*.

xifrika Korps
'War Diary,

night, figliters will be brought into action. The supply
situation is again tense and ammunition is especially short.

Talcing the bomber effort of the R.A.F, over the battle ■

area,' from dusk on 1 July when Deir el. She in had been

captured_until last light on 2 July, throughout these
vitally impor-tant 24 hours, .and including medium, light and
fighter bombers in a single programme devoted almost
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entirely to close support of the Ei^th -Army, an aggregate
of some 180 tons of bombs was dropped»

Rommel's Confidence Still Unshaken

It was on this day, 2 July 1942, that the Germans
interrupted their broadcasting to ajinoimce that El Alamein

had been taicen and that the Eighth Army vras again in full

retreat. This announcement most probably derived from
Romniel's success the pi'evious evening at Deir el She in.
It wa.s on this day, also that Rommel's general plan for the
Parser Army’s advance on Cairo and the Suez Canal via
¥adi el Natrun was notified to the Geraian Army General Staff*

Bearing these facts in mind, it is obvioi.iS that Rommel
regarded the check he had received at El Alamein on that

day— the first that had occurred since the battles of

Knight sbridge and Sir Hacheim - as nothing more than a vari

ation in an unparalleled military success which had talcen

his forces deep into Egypt, It appeared tliat nothing more
than the teiipo of his advance had slackened. The objectives
remained the same and seemed just fis certarln of attainment.

Von Rintelen to

Army G-eneral
Staff Operations
Division

2 July 1942

AoHoB.b.

Translation

No, VIl/30.

During the night 2/3 July, the task set the Axis Air
Forces, during the last lap of the advance on Cairo and

Suez of minelaying in Alexan.dria Harbour and in the
Suez Canal v/as put into operation,
sent on 2 July from Kesselring to Fliegeiicorps X, Hitler
himself had ordered 'the immediate heavy mining of the
Suez Canal and Suez Harbour',

According to an order

It should be noted, however,
that this a.ir operation was subsidiary to the main task,
outlined in the Despatch of 30 June to 0K¥, of 'support of
troops fighting on the ground by covering them against enemy
air attack snd by attacks against st.rong enemy concentra
tions and on retreating troops',
had groimided almost the y/hole of the Western Desert Air Force

during the afternoon of 2 July had prevented the German
Air Force from providing close support to the Panzer Army on
that day, apart from the tv/o Stulca raids already mentioned.

This main effort v/as reserved for'3 JV-ly»

Yfeather conditions which

R,A,F. Mddle

East Weekly
Intelligence
Suanary No* 107

In fulfilment of Hitler's instructions to Kesselring,
bombers of Luftflotte II, mainly draTm from the force of

'Crete and Greece-based aircraft of Fliegerkorps X, under

took ail ambitious programme of minelaying, mth the object
of sealing off Egypt from reinforcement s and x^reventing the

escape of shipping, should Egypt fall. In all, a force
estimated at some fifty enemy aircraft operated over the

Delta, Area and the Suez Canal on the night of 2/3 July with
what must have seemed very disappointing results. Out of

tvi'enty-six mines dropped over the Suez Canal only ten fell

in the Canal itself, mainly oyring to the heavy concentration
of A,A, fire. All these mines were subsequently taken up
and no vessels were lost. Delays to shipping plying up
and d.own the Canal were not great, in spite of this and

subsequent raids during the month. Attacks were also made

on landing grounds in the ibnirya area viiich, "v-dth its com

plex system of landing-grounds stretching both sides of the

Cairo - Alexandria road offered a most attractive target,
but damage 'v/as slight.

AcHoB,/lIJl/l
R,A,F, Mddle

East Weekly
Int elligence
Summary'" No, 287

The port of Sues which experienced just a light raid
offered a superlative target at this tiiae,
port of disembarkation where thousands of troops ¥/ere being
landed daily from transports, together Tidth vast quantities
of motorised equipment and other stores, and the port T/as
congested ¥dth craft of all kinds and sizes,
vreight of effort directed on this crowded port, as a target.

It \/as the main

The same
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together m-th landing-grounds and dutip area.s in  a systematic
policy of night bombing v/ith the vdiole of the enemy bomber

forces then available in Crete, Greece and North iifrica could

not Y/ell have failed to have had a most damaging effect on

the fort-unes of the Eighth Army during this most critical
period of the battle,('^)

Night 2/3 JifLy, The Royal Air Force Medj-um Bomber Effort
Again Tactical in Scope

The two. outstanding targets for the medium-bomber effort

arranged for the night 2/3 July were again the enemy concen
trations spread over the inland desert area to the south west

of El Alamein and the latter part of the enemy supply routs

along the coast road and railmy, ruaming roughly north west
to Daba and Euka.

sance on 2 July made by No, 208 Army Co-operation Squadron
had revealed enemy concentrations of some 3j500 M.T, as being
spread over a triangular area covering approximately

■ 15 square miles of desert (Map reference 8o0293  - 865280 -
87A292) some 7 miles to the east and north east of
Deir el Shein and to the Vi/est of the El Alamein-Naqb Abu ]>//eis
track ■’Miich was used as the bomb-line,
Y/hich was the largest reported during this period, most pro
bably represented the Tdiole of the armoured fighting vehicles
and supporting M.T, including amnMnition, petrol, food, vfater
and trooj) carrier’s for the German 15th and 21st Panzer
Divisions, in preparation for their drive east tov/-ards the
RuTreisat Ridge in the morning and the German 90th Light
Division for their supporting attack on the El Alamein ’box'.
It is also noY;- known that Rommel's Battle Headquarters was
sited, at Deir el Abyad which v/as rou^rly the locality
covered by this triangplar area.

The late afternoon tactical reconnais-

This concentration

No. 208
Squadron
0,R,B,

Arfrika Korps
liar Diary

It does not appear that .any esjpecial significance v;as
attached to this, outstanding item.of air intelligence and
there is no evidence that the information obtained by this
Army Co-operation Squadron \Yas ever passed on to the R,A»P,
If it -vra-s, then no specific reference v?as made in No. 205
Group's briefing of the medium bomber force for the night of
2/3 July, which read,
destroy by bombing and machine gunning enemy units in the
area Yfest of a track given by the intersection of Grid 88 and
Grid 30, joined by Grid 85 and Grid 25, and North of Grid 25
North'.

f aircraft ... are to attack and• • •

This was the already familiar track which roughly

No, 205 Group
O.R.B.
A_ppendices
B.10A

bisected the battle front from El Alamein in the north to

Naqb Abu Dv.eis, on the edge of the Qattara Depression, in
the extreme south,
17 and 18.

'Alternative target Landing Grounds I6,
It is most inpoi’tant that the primary target

(1) According to enen-jy sources, the total strength in
bombers of Luftflotte II in the Mediterranean Thea.tre at
the beginning of July 'iSh2 was 246 bombers i^oi’ which
85 were dive-bombers) Y'ri.th a serviceability of 50 per
cent. The Italian bomber strength, including those

A.H.B.6.

in Metropolitan Italy, coiqprised 732 aircraft reputed
to have a 60 per cent, serviceability,
Crete and Greece for strs.tegic bombing of the Delta and
Suez Canal areas been adequately planned and exploited
to the fvll, then it is reasonable to assume that the
combined Axis Air Forces could have put out a. ni^t
bomber effort to conpar.e favourably with the
80-100 sorties a night made by the Royal Air Force
medim; bombers.

Had the use of
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should be attaclced if foiind'. No, 205 Group's Operational
Instruction xA.,865 dated 2 July continued v/ith its generali
sation, ’to attack and destroy by bombing and machine-
gunning enemy Units wherever found in the Battle aj-ea
Albacores Tri.ll be illiuninating the above area continually
from 0001 hours LoT, They -will drop their flares from
6,000 feet to light at 3,000 feet. Any particular target
the A.lbacores see will be signalled by firing a red Verey
light,’ Excludjn.g the lines of coimnunication in the north

and giving the battle area to the vrest of the bomb-line a

depth of 5 miles, this target area covered something like

200 square nD.les of desert, T/hereas reconnaissance had
revealed that the ma.in German forces could be pinpointed to

something less than one tenth of this area. It is tanta
lising to speculate what would have been the effect on the

fighting efficiency of the Panzer Army the folloTving day had
the full weight of the mediun bomber effort been directed
specifically on this target. It was knoTWi to Aarmy
Intelligence that Rommel had, at most, a total of some
2)j0 tan]cs('i) as 'runners’ at this particular date, the loss
of any high proportion of ydiich would have crippled his
offensive.

o • •

XXX Corps
Intelligency
Summary

It is pertinent, at this juncture, to quote the entry
for 2 July as noted in the Air Support Control War Diary,
’After much incitement and a signal from B.G.S, tentacles
responded and tllree targets were called for in the after

noon and evening,
the bomb-line during the day and for the night-bombing
attack o-wing to the fact that Tac, Army were trying to lay
doT/n the bomb-line in addition to or counter to lower forma

tions, Finally, for the ni^it, a coiipromise was arrived at

with the Air Staff, and it is to be hoped that no acci6.ents
occurred,

get, after a certain success that ground troops had today,
to b>e bombed by our oT.m aircraft tonight would have the worst

possible moral effect.

There was a great deal of confusion over

Though risks must be taken to attack a good tar-

j

A,H,B./IIJ1/
122/80 Record
of Operations
Air Support
Control War

Diary

There is no doubt that under the strain and confusion

attending the retrea.t the organisation for the close inte

gration of the Army and Air Force on the field of battle had
broken doTiOi. On a day of major significance such as 2 July
only ’after much inciteiient and a signal from B,G,S, were

these three calls made for air support by the Army,
Air Officer Coim-aanding-in-Chief was v/orried intensely by
this problem.

1 The

'I am very far from being satisfied over the
vrorking of wiiat is knoTci as air support, ' he Tinrote to the

Chief of the Air Staff on 12 July. ’We still lack Army

Conin^iamsupport and Army co-operation
in order to get the necessary infoimiation to give effective

support.has had to rely almost entirely on his own sources

The Array ,still (do not Icnow) the positions
The ’bomb line' given

by Corps, if adhered to, hrould aigain and again have
.  'completely hamstrung our ability to give effective helj) in

Coningham has had to arrange his own Tac. R.

0 o• o o o o e e

of information

and movements of their oTm forces.

the battle,

throughout the day .in or-der to be able usefully to direct

his fighter bombers and bombers,
and fighter bombers have become quite expert at this,
are now trying to arrange that p>osition reports given by

Incident all3’-, figliters
W

A.0,Cc"in“C Part V.

CcrrospondenoG

Prima Ministerj,
Seorstary cf Slate and
Chief of Staff,

e

(1) The D.A.K, War Diary records on 2 July 19A2, 'T^c
situation is again bad. There are only 37 vehicles
ready for action.’
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subordinate Army formations are received direct by A.H.Q.
Auchinleck fully appreciates the situation.

I

At this stage of the fighting, there was also room for

closer liaison between the Arnay and the Royal Air Force

whereby key personnel of squadrons, Y/ithout prejudice to

security, could have been given a much more accurate picture
of the tactical pattern of the land battle, thus enabling
them to obtain an intelligent appreciation of wiiat part
their oTm efforts was playing in the land fighting,
most fnastrating paid: of this episode of the Battle,

.  diarist of a Boston Squadron recorded, on 3 July, 'is the

Air Force lack of l<nowledge of Tdiat is happening on the

¥e see the bombline moving backwards and forvirards

'The
I
one

ground,

No. 3. S,A.AaF.
Wing 0oR,B,

and up and about, and tend to let our spirits follow it,
though rarely, and then only.generally does it bear any
relation to the tactical situation,'

In spite of this question of closer specification of
targets for the mediu'a bomber force for the night of

2/3 July, the operation in v^hich eighty-seven Wellingtons
AoH,B,/lIJl/3V'! fourteen Alba.cores took part and in the course of which
Table of

Operations
nearly I40 tons of H.E. and incendiaries vrere dropped, must

be judged outstandingly successful, especially bearing in

mind Roimmel's acute shortage of supplies, particularly of
ammunition and fuel. With the exception of a fev/ isolated
bombing runs over targets in the battle area and also over

the secondary targets of enemy advanced landing grounds,
the whole of this heavy vreight of explosives was dropped on

enemy M,T, trains and dumps in the vicinity of the coast

road and the railTYay,
varied targets and in some cases most spectacular,
sortie Ydiich involved Y/ellington aircraft No, Z, 8990,
captained by Pilot Officer S, J, Thorne is Yrorthy of indivi

dual mention for the heavy loss of either fuel or ammunition
it entailed to the enemy at a tiine Yvhen aii acute shoi'tage
of these supplies was crippling the fighting efficiency of

Rommel's Panzer Army, and also for a tragic accident in

which the captain of the aircraft was involved, after \ihat
must be accounted one of the most successful single raids of

the campaign,
artificial-looking sand dunes at Ras Q-ibeisa, a fe?/ miles

behind the enemy front line troops in the El Alamein sector.

These were bombed in two sticks, obtaining direct hits on
tv*o of the sand duies.

Successes were numerous on these

One

Pilot Officer Thorne noticed eight

The result was a most violent

No, 37 Squadron
OfR.B,

explosion with a fierce red glare covering the entire area,
followed by a cloud of black smoke reacliing to five thousand

feet. The ajjrcraft vdiich v-as cau^it in this terrific blast

vfas badly damaged and limped back to base Yidth one engine
faiuLty, the bomb-aimer's Perspex shatterd and the entrance

hatch blo'vm open. Just after crossing the lakes at
Wadi el Natrui the starboard airscrew fell off and the

engine caught fire, Yih.ez’eupon the Captain ordered the crevY

to bale out, 'He left the controls to open the bulkhead
door for the front gumer' No. 37 Squadron OoR.B, records
and as the escape hs-tch was mserviceahle, he must have

fallen tlirough on his return , The Captain's parachute \/as

found unojpened on the ground, unattached to the body.
The harness was also found near the body, broken.

1

t

In the course of these raids vdiich caused great havoc
among enemy M,T» ajid stores, particularly in the Daba area,
along the coast and railviray, the Fleet Air Arm Albacores of

Nos, 821 and 826 Squadrons assisted by dropping flares and

also dive-bombing and machine-gunning,
of No, 826 Squadron Y/hich hit an anmunition train, near
Daba station, YYhich not only depleted still furthei' Rommel's

It Yvas an Albacore
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slender stocks of ammunition, but provided a very useful
illumina.tion of the area for subsequent bombing by captains
of other aircraft. Aircraft of Nos, 37, 4-0, 70, 104, 148
and 162 Squadrons took ̂ aart in these raids on ■vih.ich the
AfrUca Korps ¥ar Diary commented, ’In the night, British air
activity was again very intense. The continual raids by
day and night are seriously hindering the troops. Our own
fi^iter defence is not to be seen,'

Afrika Korps
War Diary

For the most part, anti-aircraft gunfire opposition over
the targets y/as light,
cloud was encountered, but over the targets themselves this
had mainly cleared and visibility was quite good,
T/ellingtons failed to return from these raids, while Pilot
Officer Thorne’s aircraft crashed near Wadi el Watrun and yra.s
a total loss,
medium-bomber raids vrere taking jplace, four Tfellingtons of
No, 38 Squadron laid mines from a height of ten to fifty feet
at the entrance to Tobruk harbour and at other spots along
the coast,
three Liberators of U,S,A,A,C, unloaded 6 tons of bombs on
the.port, starting one large spreading fire in the dock area.
Three others jettisoned their bombs due, it was reported, to
engine trouble and failure to locate their target.

En route to the target area much

Two

That saiTie night, v/hilst these most successful

Tobruk v/as also visited again that night yihen

No. 38
Squadron
0,R.B,

Roimnel’s Reverse on 3 July 1942,

Prom the point of view of battle honoiars, 3 July 1942,
has little to distinguish it, for there were only tyro engage
ments between ±he opposing land forces on that day and both
are nameless,w Nevertheless, 3 July is an iiiiportant date in
the history .of the fighting in North Africa, for it y;as then
that Field liarshal Rormael staJoed all that y/as left of liis
Panzer iVnmy’s strength, after his six weeks’ victorious cam
paign, in trying to repeat his previous spectacular successes
at G-azala, Bir Hacheim, Tobrulc, Mersa IVIatruh and, most
recently, at Deir el Shein. A conviction that the seriously
■v/eakened forces londer General Auchinleck could not resist him

■iiMch longer and continue to bar his victorious Afrika Korps
from entry into the rich Delta area still sustained him and
his forces. All that was needed, it seemed, vras a renewal
of the momentum that had carried them for nearly four hundred
miles, from Cyrenaica to i?ithln seventy miles of the port of
Alexandria, thus enabling him to thrust forward through the
gap in the El Alamein line easty/ards, from Deir el She in.
The high hoj)es he entertained on 3 July are evident in the
first entry in the Afrika Koips War Diary on that day,
arm;^'' orders the continuing of the attack for 3 July at
09,00 hours,
German /ifrika Korps on the right wing and is to hold itself
in preparation for a later overhauling pursuit tov/ards
the N,E.

’The

Recce Unit 3 is follot-dng • the attack of the

I

(1) The Importance of this phase of the fi^itlng at El Alamein Is borne out by
this extract from Admiral Welchold's essay on > Axis Naval Policy and
Operations In the Mediterranean I939 to May 19t3’.
mentioned, Vice-Admiral Eberhard Welohold was German Admiral In Rome from
June 19t0 until March 19i|.3» ’Some German and Italian airborne regiments
vhlch had been standing by for the Invasion of Malta were among the forces
rushed to Egypt to prevent a collapse of the front. This meant that the
Malta plan would have to be postponed indefinitely. On 7th July the
ComnEnch Supremo abandoned the project, and a week later the Germans did
likewise
sacrifice the airborne operation in order to go to the assistance of the
Axis troops In Egypt shows how serious the plight of the Panzer Army had
become. It also proves that General Auchinleck's victory was not merely
a local tactical success but a victory v*ilch had far-reaching strate
gical effects on the entire Mediterranean war,'

has already been

llie fact that the German and Italian authorities had to• « •
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The outstanding tactical inportance of the Ruvreisat
A,H.B,/lIJl/22/8 Eid.ge ',/as recognised, by Rommel from the momenc his forces
Operations began their exploratory thrusts in the El Alamein area,
11 June to His efforts to gain control of this vital rid.ge governed.
18 July 1942 the pattern of the fighting, at this time, to the exclusion

of almost every other consideration. It wa.s a fixed idea
from which Rommel could not escape and in pursuit of vdiich,
time after time, he expended his weary troops,
could gain possession of this Ridge, he kne\T that the main
El Alamein '"’box* on which the whole Eighth Army system of
defences depended for its security, would be outflanked and

prove untenable. He was confident that this familiar plan
of a ’right hook to the coast', if successful, would be

bound to bring the Eighth Army's tanks to battle and,
depleted as they were and vdth the superior armament and
protection of his own outstandingly efficient Mark III and
Mark IV tanlcs, he knew that, he could defeat them. Once
this hard core of the Eighth Array' had been broken, there

would remain no effective weapon in the possession of the

Eighth Army to hinder him in his drive towards the Delta
and Suez,

Once he

It was the Royal Air Force, in their ceaseless attacks
on Rommel's forces in the field, by day, and on his lines

of communication liiiere they debouched into the main battle

area, by night, that vra.s foiling him and to which he had no
effective retort. As at sea, viiere it had been proved
decisively that ships could not operate effectively mthin
range of hostile shore-based aircraft, so on land, with the
Western Desert Air Force dominating the skies, air power
and not armies not even tanks - was being proved the
ultimate deciding factor, ■ The folly of pressing on deep
into Egypt, \ri.th the British air and naval base of Malta
still unreduced on his flank, and in the face of an Air

Force which, contrary to all expectations, had inproved in
efficiency and fitting pov/er as the army it supported had

he course of the

For even though
T/eakened vra.s to be impressed on him in t
next twelve hours' critical fighting,

the enemy Commander put his pi,an. of 30 June into operation,
vAiereby' the Axis Air Force Squadrons v/hich had managed to

forward were called upon to make a supreme effort to
support the Panzer Army on the field of battle, v/hipping
serviceable aircraft to an.average of four sorties a day,

he still failed to force a decision in his own favoi^,
YiTith the prize of all this hard caapaigning in the Y/estem
Desert before his eyes, all Ms previous successes which
had provided his forces T/ith enough battle honours for a

vdiole war, appeared more and more in the nature of Dead Sea
fruit, and it v/as this ascendancy which the Royal Air Force
had won over the German and Italian Air Forces wMch was

denying him and his Army the rev/ards of victory in the field.
The realisation was to come to him, not with the traditional

moveA.H.B. 6
Document

Afrika Korps Diary 21 June 1942 'Divisions Mil rest
1-2 days in this area and.wait for Luft~waffe units to

be brought forward.' 22 June 1942. 'As opposed to
original plans, the Army has ordered the Afrika Korps
to be ready to move at 17.00 hrs... The enemy is M
full retreat towards the east and must be left no time

Units will therefore continue theirto re-organise,

(1)

advance eastwards, and days set aside for rest are
The advance must begin at 19»30 hrs.cancelled

iiTespective of vihether all units have been brought up
supply meastires fully carried out,'

• • •

or
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turn of fortuiie of a battle vidth a grandiloquent-sounding
name, but on a day of minor and seemingly inconclusive
engagements between the tvro armies, that it vms possible to

T/in battles on land, and yet be robbed of victory by the
stricture and slow strangulation resulting from innumerable
anonymous air operations.

The Outstanding Effort Made by Aircraft of the Western
Desert Air Force on 5 July

On 3 July, the weather gave the enemy ground forces no

respite from bombing by the Royal Air Force such as had been

afforded on the previous day. Attacks by light bombers and

fighter bombers continued vathout intermission for the full

tvrelve hours of daylight. It T/as a superb achievement of

A,HoB,/lIJl/2fl/l well co-ordinated corporate activity, during which 15b light
bomber and 624 fighter and fighter>-bomber sorties were flown
and some 80 tons of bombs yrere dropped on the enemy jji the

battle area. By the evening of 3 July, one diarist was able

to record, v/ith a certain subdued contentment,
end of another busy day and am sure that the enemy must be

*bomb happy* by now, as formation after formation sv/ept the

skies over them,' By 10,00 hours,, approximately one hundred

Bostons, Baltirnores and Kittybombers had attacked targets in
the battle area, and this steady average of twenty-five li^t
bomber and fighter bomber sorties an hour yvas maintained,
yvithout remission, throu^out the vAiole of the day, Supple-

A,H,B./lIJl/ifl/l mentary and to a large extent complementary to the battle on
land 1/as the battle in the air, in vihich fighter aircraft of
the 'Western Desert Air Force v/ere ceaselessly engaged in

'keeping the enemy heads down' which raised the total opera
tional sorties flown on 3 July to seven hundred and eightj'-,
or an average of over one a minute,

'This was about the best day for Air Support Control
A,H,B,/lIJl/l22/ that we have had, 'the Air Support Control ¥/ar Diary, Advanced
80 Air Support Air Headquarters Western Desert recorded on that day.
Control War *156 bomber and 524^/

targets were good ones,
betv/een 87 and 88 grid above 280 grid and to the West of the
Alamein 'box',

every one of the few Stuka raids was intercepted,
improved very considerably in reporting and giving informa

tion, some forty-ei^t messages being received from them,
including many reports of enemy air activity and several close

support calls, A very heavy Yfellington effort was put out
at night. Landmark for night 3/4 'vra-S arranged ivith 1 S,A, Div,
but L,0, responsible became a casuadty,'(2)

Table of

Operations

'This is theNo. 12 S.A,A,F,

0,R,B,

Table of

Operations

fighter sorties i/ere flown and all
The effort all day v/as concentratedDiary

Nearly 30 enemy aircraft were destroyed and
Formations

0) The Table of Operations
This total of

This figure of 524 is an error«
gives the correct total of 624 sorties,
624 fighter sorties was a record for the canpaign to
date,

the W.D.A.F. figure of 26? for the first day of Ronmel's
offensive, on 26 May,
A combination of bad visibility and this accident to the

L,0, Yvas most probably responsible for the bombing of

3 S,A, Brigade by aircraft of No, 12 S.A.A.F, Squadron
at 19c24 hours that evening.

After six weeks of fighting it more than doubled

Fortunately there were

(2)

no casualties.
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General Auchinleck still held to his previous day's
orders which were for XXX Corps to hold fast in the north

and for XIII Corps to press north and north west to disrupt
the eneiny's rear and protect the left flank of XXX Corps,
An enerny movement south from the central, sector to ward off
this threat to their flank and rear hy XIII Corps had been

noted by No, 2k S,A,A,P, Bostons v/hilst retixming from a

close-support raid late the previous evening. The enemy

XIII Corps
War Diary

Commander, not thinlcing that this threatened enveloping
movement by XIII Corps had sufficient to sustain it, and

being unwilling to be deflected from his set purpose of

attacking the Ruweisat Ridge with the full strength of his

German Panzer Army, had despatched the Italian Ariete
Division, Rommel underrated the povrer of the Nev/ Zealand

These Italian reinforcements attacked
Ibid

troops to hit back,
the Ney/ Zealanders on Alam Nayil Ridge (Map Reference 882270)
and by 10,00 hours had been completely routed by them,
'It has turned out,' as a depressed-sounding entry in the

Afrika Korps War Diary records, 'that the Ariete has lost
almost the v/hole of its artillery and tank strength from

the enemy attack in the early morning, '

Afrika Korps
War Diary

The Adverse Effect of Night-and-Day Bombing on the Morale of

Enemy Troops

Although this particiilar Division, The Ariete, had
given the Geniians staunch support in the past, it was the

Italians who were to prove the truth of the dictum tliat

'the strength of a chain is that of its vreakest link'. If

not altogether 'bomb happy', in the telling phrase quoted
above, their morale and value as fitting-troops had been
severely affected by the weight■of 'round-the-clock' bombing
to which they had been subjected,
bothering us a lot,
entered in his, diary, on k July, the follov/ing day,
5 to 11 o'clock It, Yfas over us .more than five or six times.
Night and day it seems to go on mthout interruption, and
there's not a moment's peace, Tfe are becoming lilce

Also, in order to acceler-

'The enemy air force is
an officer of an Italian artillery -unit

'Prom

xDotatoes - alv/ays underground,

Eighth Army
Intelligence
Summary No, 263

ate the forward movement of the German and Italian Air Forces
vdiich had been greatly iripeded by the shortage of transport
caused by these aliftost ceaseless air attacks, Rommel, by his
order of 26 • June, ■ iiad taken transport a-way from the Italian
infantry and forced them to march for several days through
the Libyan Desert, in the height of the . .summer,
were being received from prisoners of vrar of the acute dis
location to their supply system - even ordinarily precarious
in a desert terrain - that had resulted from constant air
attack, and units, particularly in the south, \v'ere fre
quently short of supplies not merely of ammunition and fuel,
but even of food and water.

Reports

Von Rintelen

to Arniy General
Staff. A,H.B,6
Translation
No. VIl/80
page 12

Thus the repercussions of the Royal Air Force day and
ni^t offensive mounted, until eventiially they were to swamp

Rommel was beginning to findall other considerations,
that even members of the German Afrika Korps, picked as they

from among the finest cadres of the Yfehrmacht, were
'It must be borne in

•r/ere

subject to average liuman limitations,
mind, ' says a revealing qntry for 3 J'lily 'the Afrika Korps
War Diary, 'that action has been going on for days, mbroken
by day and by night, and signs of fatigue must tell on
officers and men, ' It i«as on these vital reserves of
energy, then, perhaps more them anything else, that the pres-

of the Royal Air Force offensive preyed, bringing the
troops of this victorious anny to a point of exliaustion.
sure

Afrika Korps
War Diary
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Roffliael’s Main Offensive on 3 July» Directed Against the
Ru\teisat Ridge

XXK Co2rps
Intelligence
Summary No, 120

At 10.25 hours on 3 July, soon after the New Zealanders
had scored their morning success against the Ariete Division,
Rommel's main offensive involving the German 15th and 21st
Armoured Divisions was launched, against the Ruueisat Ridge,
with strong field and medium artillery support,
north, a frontal attack v/as made against the south-west
perimeter of the El Alamein 'box’ by the German 90th Light
Division \7hich at first v;as attended by some slight
and then came to a halt.

Further

success

The armoured attacks against the
Ruweisat Ridge, backed up by artillery fire from the
Deir el Shein 'box', continued intermittently until last
light and involved the whole of the German tank strength.
By 18,00 hours the enemy seemed to be within reasonable hope
of reaching their objective, ivith thirty tanks having
worked their round to the east of the Ruweisat Ridge,
and were able to report that Point 79, Alam Baoshaza, due
south of the most easterly part of the El Alamein perimeter,
had been reached,

to date could not be sustained and by 20,25 hours  a fru
strated enemy v/as seen to be withdravidng westwards, under
cover of smoke. Eighth Army sources were able to report,
'Probably the most successful day over the Tdiole front since
the end of May,'

But this, Rommel's most easterly advance

Afrika Korps
T/ar Diary

Cositrep 4.36
Hist, (b)
(Crusader)
4 (Pinal)

'Our Air Force has again been most active and had good
targets,' the Commander-in-Chief, Middle East signalled to
the War Office,

until dusk, bombers and filter bombers uere over the
assembly areas and refuelling points for the 15th and 21st
Panzer Divisions which extended along a lateral axis east
wards from A-bar el Mukheisin, through Deir el Shein to the
root of the Ruvreisat Ridge, Gun pits in the captured 'box'
at Deir el Sheii, from which the enemy were directing heavy
shelling in support of their armoimr, were also repeatedly
bombed. The Boston and Baltimore Squadrons s-uipassed them
selves and alone made one hundred and fifty-six bombing runs
on a shuttle service, backvirards and forwards from their

landing-grounds to this area, and which was only made pos
sible by the high state of serviceability of their aircraft.
Frequent allusions to the efficacy of these 'Balbos', or
Boston-cum-Baltimore raids, which ran with the frequency
and regularity of a suburban train service, v/ere made by
the enemy. In this central area alone two hundred and

seventy-two bombing attacks were made by Bostons, Baltimores,
Kittybombers and Hixrribombers of the Western Desert Air

Force, in the course of which six hundred and seventy 250 lb,
and fifty-six 500 lb, bombs were dropped, making  a total of
nearly 90 tons of high explosives.

The Enemy Operation Order of 30 June for the Axis Air Forces

to Give Close Support to the Panzer Army Put into Operation
on 3 July

Army is most appreciative.I From davm

A.H.B./IIJI/4I/I
Table of

Operations

Having begun the previous night v/ith an operation for

the systema.tic mining of the Suez Canal and its approaches,
the most important phase of the enemy air programme ?;as

put into effect on the morning of 3 July 1942, which v/as
the 'support of troops fighting on the ground by covering
them against enemy air attacks and by attacks against strong
enemy concentrations and on retreating troops,
of the Western Desert Air Force accepted the challenge in
the spirit of a contemporary description of the Junkers
Ju, 87 which states, 'This aircraft is usually hailed with
delight by fighter pilots and is attacked from quarter

t
Fighters

High Level
Reports and
Directives

dealing i/Tith
the North

African

Campaign,
A.H.B.6,
Translantion

No, VIl/80
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A.H.B./IIJ6/69
(

Burns very easily if hit in the
Normal attack-

astern to dead astern • c a •

A) vidng roots or underneath Between the Tidngs*
ing distances’ have Been 150 yards coming in to point Blank

Short Bursts are essential, as he usually has arange,

Analysis of 360
Fighter
Victories

By 90 Tfestern
Desert Pilots

fighter escort somewhere handy. I

The success attending No, 1 So^uadron S,A,A,P. *Stuka
Party’ of 3 Jiily merits a verbatim extract from the Squadron
0,R,B, 'During the afternoon, the Squadron v/as informed by
211 Group of a very insert ant job for it in the eveningo
These are critical da.ys, and the spearhead of the attack is

Being directed against a Bulge,., in the Alamein line.
This line, across the Bottle-neck, is ovir last line of

defence... Our job is straightfor^vi/ard. We are at all costs

to prevent the Stukas from dive-Bombing our troops. Top
cover T/ill Be provided By another Squadron (No, 203 Squadron),
No, 1 is to disorganise the Stukas regardless of their
fighter escort
the Squadron has carried out for some months,
the first real operation in which owe new pilots have ever

taken part
off to Bomb,

This is the first Big operation which
It is also

• e •

The Squadron arrived as the Stukas peeled
The 0,0, tallyhoed and the Squadron T/ent into

N0.I Squadron
S.A.A.P. O.R.B.

it, making a starboard Beam attack. The Major \ras the first

to draw Blood, The Stulai which he attacked exploded, and

Sinclair had to dodge pieces of it, as he flew throu^ the
spot where it had Been, The results of the operation are

13 Ju, 87B's destroyed, 3 damaged and 1 Me, 109F destroyed
and 1 damaged
had confirmed 9 of the Stulcas as having crashed
ground crews have worked magnificently. Our machines are

old and worn, and it is due to the untiring efforts of the

ground crev^rs that they have Been kept serviceable,' The

advantage, however, Viras not altogether on the side of

fighter pilots of the ITestem Desert Air Force faced with

German 'Stukas', There must have Been times when enemy
pilots of Me, 109's must have 'hailed vri.th delict' the
sight of small formations of the obsolescent Hurricane. In

the course of ty/o offensive sv/eeps over the northern sector

of the line. Hurricanes of No, 213 Squadron were 'jurrped' By
a total of seventeen Me, 109F's with the result that four

Hurricanes were destroyed and 3 damaged for one Me, 109F

damaged, 'The Me,109F's yjere out in force, ' one Squadron
diarist observed, 'and, with their superior speed and climb,
gave the Hurricane a gruelling time,' Out of foixrteen
fighters destroyed or dainaged By eneany action on 3 July,
eleven -were Hurricane Mark II. (1)

O © ®

YiTithin half an hour of landing, the Army0 0 0®

The• o o •

No, 1 Squadron
S®A,A*F, 0,R,B,

A.H,B./IIJ1/
102/18
Diary of R,A,F.
Operations
in the M,E,

'Nevermiore must the ground troops expect, as a matter
of course, to Be protected against the air By aircraft. If

this can Be done, it must only Be as a happy make-weight and

a piece of good luck,' Tdiether 'happy malce-v/eight' or *a

piece of good luck', the Eighth Army was given a full
measure of protection from enemy dive-bombers in the co\n?se

of this day. Front-line troops -v/ere heax'tened By the sight
of so many enemy aircraft Being shot dov/n before their eyes.
It meant that the tragedy of Tobruk when Stukas dive-bombed
the defences v/ith conparative inpunity was not to Be repeated
and, in fact, in the course of the next fejf days' fighting in

(1) According to enemy records their losses in North Africa
on 3 July amounted to five dive-bombers, two Me, 109's
and one Me, 110, They claimed foiorteen victories.

The R,A,F, lost nine filters, ei^t of y/hich vyero
Hurricanes,
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It meant also that the rolethe air, was to be revenged.
Field Marshal Rorimel had assigned to the Axis Air Forces and
v/hich he. had seen used v/ith such success in France in 1940,
tliat of airborne artillery, T/as to be proved ineffective in

face of a resolute enemy Tiho held, and \rere determined to

maintain, local air superiority over the field of battle.

A Comparison of Enemy and R.A.F. Activity - 3 July

German sources state tha.t the total sorties made on

3 July 1942, excluding reconnaissance, were tvro hundred and

three of \diich one hundred and tv/enty-six were fighter,
sixty-one Stuka and sixteen heavy fighter. The serviceable
aircraft consisted of twenty-six fighters, twenty-one Stukas

and ei^t heavy filters, so that each aircraft made, on an

average, four sorties. The G.A.F. strength in North Africa

was given on 1 July 1942 as eleven bombers, eighty-five dive-

bombers, one himdred and four S.E, filters, and thirty-six
T.E. filters, ulth an approximate serviceability of
50 per cent. From this it may be deduced that less than a

quarter of the G.A.F. strength in North Africa was available

to talce part in the battle.

A.H.B.6

Fliegerfuehrer
Afrika DocuiTient

A.K.B.6.
Records

In the twenty-four hour period, from dusk 2 July to dusk

3 July 1942, the Royal Air Force effort in support of the

Ei^th Army involved approximately one thousand operational
sorties by Middle East bombers and fighters in which over

220 tons of bombs were dropped, almost exclusively in the
battle area and the coast road in the north. There are no

figures for the weigjht of bombs dropped by the German Air

Force, but their total sorties over this period amounted to

approximately tvro hundred and fifty. Using operational
sorties as a yardstick, then the support the German Air Force

was able to give to the Panzer Army during these crucial
tvrenty-four hours of the fighting in North Africa, when so

much was at stalce, was 25 per cent of that obtained by the
Ei^th -Army, In addition, the attacks made by German
bombers were either dive-bombing attacks on fixed positions
or else a few sporadic nigjit raids and the mine-laying opera
tions already recounted, so that Eighth Army troop movements,
their assembly areas and base depots were kept free from
molestation.

Ibid

Rommel’s Request for Air Reinforcement 'Because of the

Fighting Condition of the Troops'

A.H.B.6

Fliegerf u elir er
Afrilca Document

A Fliegerfuelnrer Afrilca diary entry for 3 July shov/s to

what extent Rommel was alarmed by the ascendancy which the

Royal Air' Force had vron over the Axis Air Forces and which
threatened the whole future of German arms in North Africa,

In reply to a signal from Rommel requesting increased G.A.F.
support 'because of the fitting condition of the troops',
the Fliegerfuehrer Afrika said that it v/as not possible to

increase Luftwaffe operations, unless he received reinforce
ments. He accordingly made an urgent request to
Field Marshal Kesselring, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
South, for bomber reinforcements to be sent from Crete and

fighters from Sicily.
Field Marshal Kesselring acceded to this request, and it was

most improbable that he was, in fact, able to do so.
Already, considerable diversions of fighters from Sicily to

North Africa and to Russia had taken place about the time of

Roimnel's Gazala offensive in late May, and over one quarter
of the total bomber force based on Crete and Greece had been

There is no evidence tl'iat

A.H.B.6

Records

transferred to North Africa between 19- and 23 June.
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The precarious supply position in North Africa, alone,
made the logistical-problem of' supporting a considerable
increase of aircraft strength in North Africa out of the

question, Kesselring's complaint that he v/as nothing but

a glorified quartermaster had a basis in fact. The task of

protecting his supply lines and ensuring that the forces in

North Africa v/ere kept adequately reinforced and equipped
under the pressixce of the R,AoP, policy of interdiction of

supplies was his main preoccupation. The phoenix of Malta

was beginning to rise again from its ashes; it could almost

be said that it had risen and vra.s nearly fully fledged.
After expending h'undreds of aircraft and crews on its

neutralisation in the spring of 1942 with a prodigality
that had seriously depleted the Axis Air Force strength in

the Mediterranean, at a time Ydien it was most needed to

reinforce Romrael's forces, the active employment of this

island base for air and naval forces by the British had

again become a serious menace, causing such heavy losses on

the Yifestem Mediterranean supply route that diversions had
had to be made to the eastern Mediterranean for YThich,
again, extra aircraft v/ere required for escort duties. In

addition, the German Mediterranean fleet of transport air

craft and even U-boats Yvere pressed into service for the

uneconomic task of transporting reinforcements, urgent
supplies and fuel to North Africa, A decision had had to

be made to atteirpt yet again to neutralise Malta, the air

offensive being scheduled for'4, July, the day folloYidng
Fliegerfuehrer Afrika*s request for the despatch of Sicily-
based fighters to Africa., ‘

Thus it Yvill be seen hoYV> under pressure from Rommel
Yvhose mind v/as obsessed by tactical considerations on the

groYxnd, the German Air Force and partici-Tlarly its bomber

strength Yvas being frittered aYray in close support of the

Army y/hen concentrated night bombing of the Delta area and

Canal Zone, target by target, along sound strategic lines,
offered a far more economic return for effort expended.

Instead of y?hich, even y/hen the bombers vrere used in a

strategic role, mines y/ere dropped in and around the Canal

and collected the next day Yyith as little effect, almost,
as if they had been left in their dunps in Greece and not

carried fruitlessly, y/ith considerable expenditure of effort

and fuel, across some four h'undred miles of the Eastern
Ifedit erranean.

The Night Bombing Prograimne 3/4 Joily Limited by XIII Corps ’
Advance,

The advance of XIII Corps from their positions in the
South, in a YYide encircling movement to the north west,
Yvith the object of threatening Rommel's flank and rear,
hoYvever encotraging from the Array Commander's point of viey/,
had the unfortunate effect of itiposing severe limitations
on the night-bombing programme of 3/4 July,

The 4th and 5th Neyy Zealand Brigades and the
5th Indian Division, pressing forward during 3 July, had

reached the line of 272 Northing Grid, to the south of

Deir el Shein, ' ydrile one Ncyy Zealand patrol had penetrated
as far Yvest as Point 72 (Map Reference 858279), over tyrenty
miles to the rear of the enemy's, forYYard troops in the

Ruyreisat Ridge area,
■these units of XIII Corps, which y/ere, operating so far to
the yrest of the main Eighth Anay forces, being bombed by
friendly aircraft, the bombline set for No, 205 Group's
medium bomber operations for the night of 3/4 July Yvas
pushed back, in the inland battle area, to 86 Grid,

In order to avert the possibility of

XIII Corps
War Diary

A.H.B. im/
B205/1A
Appendices to
No.205 Gp.O.R.B.
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This meant that the main body of the enemy forces, including
the Panzer Army, located to the east of 86 Grid, were thus
completely exenipt from night-bombing attacks.

Fortunately, during the raids on the night of 3/h- July»
almost the whole of the bomber effort was concentrated on

the supply route to the north, Tiiiiere past experience had
shown that good targets vrere assured along the coast road

and rail\-i/ay. In all, ' over I30 tons of bombs, mostly
AoH,B./UJl/3l/l 250 lb, G»P, bombs fitted with extension rods, were dropped
'Table of

Operations,'
by the 85 aircraft, of wh.ich seventy-one ̂ vere Wellingtons,
five Blenheims, seven Albacores and two Fortresses, The
main action centred around Daba and Ghazal Stations, viiere
dumps and motor transport were hit. Again, the numerous
fires and explosions showed that a heavy toll was being
taicen of enemy transport and supplies.

A specific mission was assigned to twelve aircraft of

No, 40 Squadron for an attack on a tank-repair ¥/orkshop to

the east of Matruh (Map Reference 726352), A lov/ building,
most probably a repair shed, \?as demolished and fires were

started from vdiich clouds of smoke rose to 1,000 feet.
Heavy anti-aircraft gunfire and searchlights were encountered
and one Wellington failed to return. The majority of the

aircraft involved in the raid appear to have missed the

primary target, the vrorkshop, and attacked the fairly
numerous concentrations of M,T, in the area.

Noo 40 Squadron
0,R,B,

The first waves of Yfellingtons to arrive over the
enemy's northern supply route found that a hi^ standard of
illumination had already been provided by the Fleet Air Arm
Albacores, for the most part to the west of El Daba,
Wo, 70 Squadron reported considerable cloud on the vray out,
but over the target area visibility was clear, A big fire
was started among large vehicles, believed to be tanlcs, and

hits were registered among trucks in a siding. Other con
centrations of eneiay vehicles were attaclced and in one case

a vivid orange-red fire was started. The most profitable,
result of the bombing by sixteen Wellingtons of

No, 104 Squadron No, I04 Squadron was to set fire to a train ii Daba Station,
This proved to be an ammunition train vdiich, as the fires
burned and the explosions increased, attracted many other
aircraft to the locality. Buildings, huts, tents and trans
port were also successfully attacked by Wellingtons of this
Squadron, The loss of ammunition occasioned to the enemy
in the course of the medium-bomber operations for the ni^t
3/4 July was to have serious repercussions on the following
day ¥/hen, as was logged in the Afrika Koips War Diary,
batteries T/ere reduced to ten rounds, Rommel 'was also

intensely yrorried by the my in niiich the steady drain on
his reserves of transport vehicles, which may be attributed
almost entirely to the effects of air action, was having on
the ability of the Axis Air Forces to move forvTard in si:q)-
port of the Panzer A_rmy,

No, 70 Squadron
0,R,B,

0,R,B,

Other attacks by Yfellingtons of Nos, 37, IO8 and l62
Squadrons and Albacores of No. 321 Squadron (P.A.A.)
which covered this vital sector of the enemy supply route as

far east as Matruh, in which sidings, dumps, concentrations
of motor transport and convoys were bombed, augmented still

A.,H,Bo/lIJl/3l/l fixrther the losses inflicted on the enemy, on the ni^t of
3/4 July, One Tifellington aircraft was lost in the course
of these operations, A Blenheim bomber of No, 14- Squadron
also failed to retirrn from an attack on Bagush main and

satellite landing grounds \iiiere a ground haze prevented any
assessment of the results of'the bombing,
of the U,S,A,A,F, had little to report as a result of

O.R,B,s &

Table of

Operations

Two Fortresses
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dropping sixteen 500 lb, bombs from a height of between
8,500 and 10,000 feet on targets between Daba and ijatruh.
Bursts were seen and a cluster of lights T/hich had been
noticed before the bombing were extinguished.

An enemy convoy bound for the port of Benghazi from
Greece and consisting of three merchant vessels with naval
escorts were the object of an inportant operation by
Liberators of No. 159 Squadron and the U.S.A.A.P, Halverson
Detachment, Thirteen of these heavy bombers were briefed

No, 205 Group
0.R,B,

for the attack which was to take place early on the morning
of 4 July, Only three aircraft, hoTirever, all of
No, 159 Squadron, v/ere able to locate the convoy. In their
case the bombs overshot and no claims were made, although
it was believed tliat one vessel was damaged.

Enemy Air Activity, Night 3/4 July

A total of some t-vTenty-five enemy bombers, operating
from Crete, continued to try to implement Hitler's instruc
tions to close the Suez Canal by mining,
sporad-ic raids were also made in the course of which bombs

Y/ere dropped on the ports of Suez, el Qantara and Port Said,
all with negligible results.

The Enemy Coimiiander-in-Chief's Conference Morning 4 July

A number ofA.H.B./IIJ6/8
A,A,H,Q, .
\7.D, Int,

Summary.

At a coi'iference the. next morning as was logged in the
Afrika Corps War Diary for 4 July, Rommel ordered that the
Afrilca Panzer Army should go oyer to the defensive,
'4 July 1942, considerable, enemy flying activity again
during,the night.

'0900 hours. At the Corps Battle Headquarters confer
ence mth the C.-in-C is talcing place; also talcing part are
G,0,C, X Army Corps, G,0,C, XX Army Corps, 0,C. Littorio
Division and the Operation Officer of the 90th Light
Division, After an explanation of the situation the

War Diary of
Afrilca Corps
A,H,B,6 Trans,

No. VIl/87
Page 7 C,-in-C, orders that Panzer Army Afrika is to go over to

the defensive' in order to ,ease the difficult supply situation
and to alloTY the nqn-motorised units to keep up but this
v/ill not caij^e other attacks to be abandoned. next

operation vd-ll probably be tov/ards the south or south-east
to wipe out the New.-Zealand Division, I

After the optimistic declaration of but ty/o days
earlier of his plan to advance on Cairo, it vra.s plain that
Rommel's gamble to push foryvard in advance of Luftwaffe sup
port and 'irrespective of v/hether all Units had been brought
up or supply measiores fully carried out ’ had failed in the
face of constant air attacks and the stiffening resistance
of the Eighth Armj'-. Up to the time of the fall of
Deir el Sheiia on the evening of 1 July Rommel's optimism
had seemed fully justified, , His inability to exploit the
gap he had forced in the Alanein line, leading to  a condi
tion of stalemate on 2 July and a definite reverse on 3 July,
meant that the days of easy victories were finished, at
least for the time,being.

As a result of this C,-in-C's conference the folio-',ding
message v/as sent to Army General Staff Operations Division,

'On the morning of 4 July Field klarshal Rommel reported
that he must temporarily suspend further attacks and go
to the defensive, , Regarding this Comando Supremo informed
Italian G.HoQ, in. North Africa ?that the Duce shares the
opinion of the Panzer Army that a temporary suspension of

over
High level reports
and directives

dealing with the N,
African campaign
I9ii2. A. !!.P, S Trans.
No. VII/80
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operations is necessary to regroup units and to bring up
reinforcements and equipment,
attached to these reinforcements being brought up,
Comando Supremo T/ill, for its part, attend to the matter in
Italy,
of the German and Italian Panzer Army which must report to
G,H,Q, North Africa.

’The Panzer Army has reiDorted that it must go over to

the defensive for approximately two weeks in order to bring
up men and supplies to regroup units,

(Signed)

Special inportance must be

The duration of this lull is left to the discretion

«

von Rintelen,

The heavy and sustained weight of attacks both by night
and day of the Royal Air Force were primarily responsible
for this situation in \TAiich Rommel’s forces found themselves,
Tf/hereby through shortage of supplies and sheer fatigue they
\7ere forced to call a halt to hopes of a quickened settle

ment of the main Eighth Army forces at El Alamein and advance
to the Nile and Suez, In this context, two diary entries of
the German 90th Light Division are of interest.
The attack is halted

’2 July,
there is nothing to indicate

On the contrary, the impres-that the enemy is withdrai/'/ing,
sion is created that he intends to halt the assault of the

Italian German African Army in front of the Alamein line with

all the forces at his disposal. The German units badly
exhausted through the heavy fighting and the hardships suf

fered (day and night marches) deiring the preceding days and
weeks, do not seem able to take this last fortress of the

English in front of the Nile Delta with the available forces.

The enemy throv/s all the air force at his disposal into the

battle against the attacking Africa Army, Every 20 or

30 minutes, 15, 18 or sometimes even 20 bombers with adequate
fighter protection launched their attacks. Although the

visible success of this heavy and continuous bombing and Iotit

flying attacks is negligible owing to the disposition of

the fighting and supply units, the morale effect on the
troops is so much more important. Everyone prays for German

fighter protection knowing only too well that the German
Africa A,ir Force cannot advance so very quickly. Sometimes
German fighters appear singly greeted by the roaring applause
of the troops, but naturally they are not in a position to

attack such heavy bomber formations. The last hope that
remains is the Italian divisions which so far Imve seen very
little action and are therefore more fit. However, from

such comrades there is little to be hoped.

War Diary
of German

90th Light
Division

’3 July. With all the vireapons at his disposal the
enemy drives to prevent a further advance of GeriiBn forces
to the east,

and heavy infantry fire from S,Ps,
fighter formations noticeably
the forces of the division,’(1)

For this purpose strong enemy artillery fire
Strong enemy bomber and

/eaken vAiat still remains of

(1) The entry on 2 July v^ioh states that the visible effect of these constant
air attacks wxs negligible Is hardly borne out by the subsequent entry for
3 July nor by Rommelfs own despatches. For the most part, as far as can
be established from enemy records, casualties to personnel from air attack,
especially In the open desert, were comparatively light. Nevertheless,
the cumulative effect on enemy transport and armour - apart from the morale
of the troops - ms undoubtedly considerable. Rommel himself estimated
the loss of vehicles from air attack alone during this period as 30 a day.
Special Instructions for the protection of stationary tanlcs by the building
of blast-proof walls also had to be glvea
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The note of disillusionment, almost despair, vdiich
creeps into enemy \var diaries at this period reflects the

utter weariness of the troops,
made to the superiority enjoyed by the Royal Air Force, the
inability of the Luftwaffe to protect them from air attacks

and the consequent shortage of supplies,
these pessimistic enemy reioorts is the remarkable wave of

optimism that surged throu^ the forces under the command of
General Auchinleck,

of defeat and the long retreat came a conviction that Rommel

had overreached himself and that for the Eighth Army vdiich,
after the loss of Deir el Shein, had successfully vidthstood
the further assaults on the El Alamein line, there was a

possibility of the limited counter attack of XIII Corps from

the south developing into an advance along the whole front.

Constant references are

Counter balancing

After the bewilderment and frustration

The operational order issued to XIII Corps on
4 July 1942, sxAmmarised the position as follov/s  - 'the enemy
are endeavouring to penetrate the El Alamein position by
thrusting south of El Alamein directly eastyirards toy/ards the
coast road. These thrusts have been held so far and the

enemy has been strongly attacked from the south and east.

The situation may arise vdien the enemy is exhausted and

endeavoirrs to y/ithdray/» In this case XIII Corps are carry

ing out pursuit, partly to, but south of coast road towards

850 Grid and R,A,P, are paying particular attention to area

betvreen coast road and railway, XIII Corps -vd-ll carry out
indirect pursuit directed on (a) Daba and (b) the escarpment
six miles west of Pulca,'

the T/estem Desert Air Force'sMorning of 4 July 1942;

Concentrated Attacks in Support of the Eighth Army

The fourth of July 1942, came near to being a disaster
for German arms in North Africa,

tlirou^ a combination of German ability in defence, ruthless

ness in checking troops from surrendering, a failtrre on the

part of the Eighth Array to e:q)loit the very favourable
situation viiich had arisen throu^ the y/eakness of the

Afrika Korps, and a diversion in the afternoon of air
support from the field of battle to secondary targets along
the coast road.

The day v/as only saved

The Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, rr&a fully avTare
of the trend that events ‘were taking. At davm, on 4 July,
in a signal to the War Office, he outlined his 'Plan for

To-day',

'Hold fast on the north and press hard from the south
with Neyy Zealand and 5th Indian Division Battle Groups,
also 7th Motor Brigade Group, 1st Armoured Division,
watching enemy armour ready to engage on favovirable

Estimated 500 25-po\mders in action.opportunity.

Hist, (b)
(Crusader)
4 (Pinal)
No, 87,

Leading Brigade Group 9th Australian Division due
arrive behind 1st South African Division to-day.

Divisional Commander here at XXX Corps Headquarters,

Air Force yesterday night attacked enemy transport
on road very heavily and bombed tank workshop Ifetruh

They are continuing the good work this
Had conference with Gott and Norrie here

good effect,
morning,
last ni^t.and gave orders for piorsuit if enemy starts
to crack,- No sign yet ofIt vlll be relentless,

enemy going and he is still likely, in my opinion, to

try to adhere to his plan of breaking throiigh.
Closest ivatch is being kept on him and there is no
coinplacency or slackening of effort, '
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What T/as subsequently missed, hovrever, in the course of

the day’s fighting, on if July, was the fact that  a signifi
cant defeat was inflicted on the enemy v/hich was not
correctly evaluated at the time, so that no concentration of

all arms at the decisive point aiid at the correct moment,
ever took place. Although the German reports reveal a state

of confusion, amounting almost to demoralisation, in their

forces, it does not appear that any especial significance was

attributed by Eighth Anny sources to the outcome of the day's
fighting.

The main battle area, on A July, still continued to be

In the vicinity of the Ruweisat Ridge, some ten miles to the

south of El Alamein Station vdiere, through continued offensive

operations, Rommel hoped to outflank the El Alamein 'box'.
Subsidiary to this was the front established by XIII Coips in
their advance from the south, with the intention of threaten

ing Roiraael's flank and rear. The enemy's nervousness of
this flanlc Tvas evident as all three Stuka attacks made during

the morning v/ere directed against these coliamns.
XXX Corps
War Diary,

Although, as has been seen from the enemy Commander-in-
Chief's morning conference, the governing policy of the enemy
Tiias to be a defensive one, precipitated mainly by an acutely
difficult supply position and the exhaustion of his troops,
it had nevertheless been Rommel's decision that 'further

attack operations Td.ll not be desisted from,'
light, reconnaissance had shoT/n that the enemy's main con

centration, consisting of some 3»000 vehicles, vra.s still

centred at Map Reference 880280, in the Ruweisat Ridge sector.
The battle was joined soon afterwards when enemy tanks
advancing east-srards were met by the anmoxjir of the

By 10,30 hours, as Tijas recorded in

At first

1st Armoured Division,War Diary of
the German

Afrika Korps,
A.H.B.o Trans,

No, VIl/87.

the 'War Diary of the German Afrika Koips, 'the tank battle in
the 15th Panzer Division area is, at a standstill.

Division's ammunition situation is still very grave;
are only ten rounds available to each battery,
13.00 hours the position was one of such urgency that the

General Officer Commanding was himself on the field of battle.

This crisis was precipitated not, as might be eapected, by a
v/eakness in a part of the battle-front for which the Itadians

were responsible, but in the most vital of all sectors to

which the crack German f omiiat ions, the 15th Panzer Division

and the 90th Light Division, were assigned.

The

there
I

By

As its contribution to the land-battle, throughout the

morning of A July, the Western Desert Air Force countered
Td.th a series of light bomber and fighter bomber attacks
which were outstanding not only because of their weight, but

for the T/ay in Tdiich they followed the principle o.f concen

tration - a principle, moreover, which had not alTra.ys been

observed as closely as the situation warranted, during this

period. Within five hours, from 07*30 hours to 12,30 hours,
aircraft comprising Bostons of Nos, 12 and 21+ Squadrons
(S,A,A,F,), Baltimores of Nos, 223 and 55 Squadrons, together

A,H,B,/lIJl/3l/lo T/ith fighter-bombers of escorting aircraft, dropped almost
90 tons of bombs on the spearhead of the enemy armour, its

supporting transport and on battery positions in an area some

five miles square, in the Deir el Shein, Abar el Mukheisin
and Ruweisat Ridge areas. It was some of the most concen
trated bombing, in close support of the Eighth Army, that the
Western Desert had seen. Numerous fires, direct hits and

explosions were reported and some of the fires vrere visible

for as much as forty miles. Enemy fighters were out in

strength, the anti-aircraft gunfire was heavy and accurate
and a tendency for the enemy to adopt measures for a v/ider
dispersal of their M,T, and tanks were noted. It was
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evident that the enemy were reacting violently to this
intense bombardment from the air,

these attacks, ' reads an entry in the Commander-in-Chief,
lliddle East’s Cositrep to the V/ar Office, 'contributed to
enemy i-idthdrawal to the north west in the afternoon'.

Unhappily, these intensive bombing operations Y/hich
took place on the morning of 4 July, T/ere marred by two
serious incidents,

of thirty-six Bostons and Baltimores of No, 3 Yfing (S,A.A,P,)
bombed the 3rd South African Brigade Tiho v/ere located in the
defensive position at El Alamein,

'On 09,25 hours, 3 S,A, Bde, report that
■  18 bombers, thought to be Bostons, dropped bombs in Bn,
and Coy, areas, at 883290,
No casualties, but considerable damage to vehicles and
equipment.

'Damage inflicted by

Tvro major raids v/hich involved a total

Number of bombs not knovm.

Hist, (B)
Crusader

4 (Pinal),
No, 92,

0,R,Bo

Appendices

3 Wing (S,A,A.Po)
Reported Cases of
No, 3 Wing
Aircraft Bombing
Our Own Troops', Comments; VYing records shov/ that at 09,21 hours, nine

Bostons and nine Baltimores (Lt.-Col, Martin) attacked
bety/een 878285 and 874295, on a course of 315 degrees.
One direct hit on trenchy/ork and four fires reported.
On h/'7/'k2-, at 18,57 hours, 3. S.A, Bde, report that Bn,
area y;as bombed by twelve Bostons, escorted by four
fighters, Approximately twenty-five bombs \yere
dropped, most of which fell in Bn, H,Q, area, at
88429O0 No casualties, one y/oimded and three trucks
immobilised.

Comments; 3 Wing Records sho\y that at 11,10 hours,
twelve Bostons and six Baltimores (Lt., Davis) bombed
along grid 288 from 876 to 858, on a course of
280 degrees,
fires started,'

Bombs fell•astride track. Pour plus

Within ty/o days, these were the fifth and sixth
incidents respectively in y/hich Bostons and Baltimores of

No, 3 Y/ing (S,A,A,P,) bombed the 3nd South African Brigade,
making a total of ninety-one aircraft. After these experi
ences, it is not surprising that the Eighth Army tended to

mistrust the efficacy of close-support bombing and that as

a precaution, as the day yvore on and the fighting became
more and more confused, the bomber force y/as sy?itched av/ay
from the inland battle area to safer but less important
secondary targets in the north.

The Acute Wealoiess of Rommel's Panzer Army,
4 July

Afternoon of

The shortage of supplies, particularly of ammunition,
together yri.th the steady enfeeblement of the troops y;hich,
as has already been noted, y/ere the main reasons for the

failure of the Panzer Army to exploit their success at

Deir el Shein on the evening of 1 July 1942, reached a
climax on 4 July viien as was logged in the Afrilca Corps V/ar
Diary, only 10 rounds yrere available to each battery. By
1300 hours the yyeakness of the enem;/ forces, particularly of
the 15th Panzer Division, Yi/as such that the G,0,C, of the

Afrika Korps himself y/as on the field of battle directing
operations. An hoyir later an enemy infantry attack began
at Map reference 885278 ydiich failed so completely that it
looked like developing into a general surrender until the

movement was checked with customary German ruthlessness.

Some 600 Germans of 115th Lorried Infantry Regiment drove for
ward making signs of surrender, British light tanks
advanced to receive their surrender but yrere fired on by

XIII Coips
War Diary
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enemy 88inn. guns. At the same thiie the enemy ajrtillery
opened fire on the Y/ould-he prisoners of \7ar and, assisted
by our orm artillery, caused very severe casualtie
them. Only very few prisoners coixLd be taken,(“I)

s among

Weary and harassed from air attack and short of supplies
as they i/ere the whole enemy position v/as in acute danger of
crumbling. There were signs of a general T/ithdrawal of the
enemy tanks and infantry Y.restwards along the Ruweisat Eidge
in late afternoon, British taxihs began to move up but

Rommel with his customary speed and skill in defence, put i:ip
a screen of field and anti-tank guns on a line ruiming south
west from the Ruweisat Ridge to Alam el Dihmaniya,

Afternoon A July 1942; the Yf,D,A»F, Bomber Effort Diverted

from the Battle Area to the Coast Road and Landing Grounds

The conteiiporary account of the action on 4 July, con

tained in the Air Support War Diary, is of particular
interest.

’To-day was very much a repetition of yesterday,
successful heavy bomber and filter effort against enemy
gnomd and air,

air attack fell on the wrong side of the bomb line, in
the A-lamein 'box’,

of the ’box’ and later, when fighting there became con
fused, the centre of attack 'vTas moved north-west of the
’box’ and on to the road,

increased scale and 29 reports Yrere sent in by tentacles.
Several good targets ¥/ere offered in the early part of

the day,
taken prisoner and there appeared to be the beginning of
a movement north-west,

and xDinrsuit west>/ard,’(2)

Most

Unfortunately, a certain amoimt of our

Targets %/ere attacked first south

Enemy air attack ivas on an

In the afternoon a number of Germans %yere

Plans were made for o%ar attack

A.H.B,/lU-i/l22/
80 ’Record of

Operations- ■
Withdrafra.1

from

C^enaica, ’

It Y/as most unfort-unate, at a stage in the battle Tivhen

the morale and fighting condition of the enemy troops %7ere at

such a loTiT ebb, that air support ?/as Y/ithdra¥/n from the field

of battle, in the afternoon, and diverted to attacks on

landing grouiids and supply routes, to the north and north
west. The War Diary of the German Afrika Korps records atA,HcB.6 Trans,

No, VIl/87. 14*15 hours how, ’Because of the critical position of the

15th Panzer Division, it is out of the question for the G,0,C.
to leave the field of combat,' By 15,00 hours,’ the position .
of the 15th Panzer Division remains as grave as ever
There are no forces to reinforce 15th Panzer Division at the

disposal either, of Panzer Army Afrika or the Afrika Korps
About 40 tanlcs have broken through and overcome units of

« e o

• 09

(1) This version of the attempted surrender of the
600 Germans %7aLS later altered in official despatcihes
and interpreted as a laise. The earlier version, ho-w-
ever, does appear to be borne out by German sources
%7hich make allusion to the fact that British tanks had

broken throu^ and had overcome units of the motorised
Infantry Regiment 115, This took place at a very
critical stage in the battle %vhen the German 90th Light
Infantry Division had begun to shov/ definite signs of

demoralisation.

According to Rommel, this %yas the 21st Panzer Division
■vid-thdrawn from the front for reorganisation and refit.
It %/as this regrouping %Yhich gave the Eighth .Array the
iiiapression that Rommel had decided to retreat,

SECRET
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I There seeiios every likeli-Motorised Infantry Regiment 115.
hood that the additional confusion and losses caused by a

renevval of close-support air attacks on a scale comparable
T/ith the morning's efforts would have involved the enemy
forces in a decisive defeat.

The reasons for this diversion of air effort, at such a

critical time in the fortunes of the land battle, ?/ere com

plex. In the battle area, the vrea,ther deteriorated during
the afternoon and not only hampered operations but stopped
them congpletely for two hours. Then the enemy withdrawal
was interpreted as being the initial stages of a fioll-scale
retreat, and it v/as part of the combined army-air plan for
the air attacks to be concentrated on the coast road. The

main reason, however, appears to have been the one put for
ward in the Air Support Control ¥ar Diary, Fitting in the
afternoon had become confused and the Eighth Army were afraid

of having their own forces bombed. As has already been
seen, this nervousness was considerably strengthened by the
heavy bombing attacks made by aircraft of No, 3 Wing
(S.A.A.F,) on the 3rd South African Brigade in the Alamein
'box'.

The afternoon sorties, directed as they \vere against
the enemy's supply route and landing grounds, did, however,
cause further interruption to the arrival of urgently-needed
supplies to the battle area. They also helped to reduce the

eneny air activity, particularly of dive-bombers, directed
against XIII Corps in their successful drive towards the

north. At 13*40 hours, twelve Bostons of No, 24 Squadron
(S,A,A,P,) bombed an enemy concentration of some five
hundred I/UT, located along the road and betv/een the road and

the railway-line, from a point just north of Tell el Eisa to
the rail\/ay station at Sidi Abd el Rahman, Ei^t fires ivere

reported, one explosion and nine direct hits, including one
on a tank.

Sortie

Report
No, 24 Squadron
(S.A.A,P,)

That afternoon, also, Beaufighters of Nos, 252 and
272 Squadrons ranged the vdiole stretch of coast road, between

Sidi Bari'ani and Tobruk, and v/ere highly successful in their

attacks on enenay motor transport, consisting mainly of troop-
cairriers bringing reinforcements to the battle front.
Claims were made of over fifty vehicles either destroyed or

damaged by these lo\T-level attacks, and many casualties among
troops. One Beaufighter of No, 252 Squadron \vas lost.

Nos, 252 and

272 Squadron
0,R,B,s.

Attacks by figjiters and fighter-bombers of Nos, 112,
250, 3 (R.AoA.P,) and 450 (R,A,A,P,) Squadrons vrere also made
against enemy landing grounds in the El Daba area,
results of these attacks were believed to be good, but no

claims were made except for one Me, 110 v/hich was destroyed in
the air,

eighteen Bostons of No, 24 Squadron (S,A,A,P,) dropped
seventy-two 250 lb, bombs on concentrations of enemy transport
between Sidi Abd el Rahman and El Daba,

aind near-misses were seen and one large fire was started with

smoke rising to 2,000 feet.

No, XIII Corps' Advance from the South

The

The last raid of the day \7as at 19,00 hours, when

Many direct hits . .

A.H.B./IIJI/
31/1 H.Q,
Middle East

'Record of

Operations'

In the south, XEII Corps' enveloping movement continued
unchecked until the 5th Ne?/ Zealand Brigade reached the

El Mireir area, a few miles to the south v/est of the
Deir el Shein position, \^ere the 18th Indian Brigade had
been overrun on the evening of 1 July, There the

XIII Corps
War Diary
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New Zealanders were halted in the coiorse of the afternoon by
heavy artillery fire from astride the El Alamein-Abu IHveis
track.

In their attempt.to check this threat from the south,
the enemy reverted to Stuka attacks v/hich caused casualties
among the NeT/ Zealanders, In the late afternoon, in the
course of an offensive sweep by twelve Hurricanes of
No, 80 Squadron Tdth six Hurricanes of No, 1 S,A,A,P, Squadron
acting as top cover, one of these raids consisting of twenty
Stukas escorted by tvrelve Me, 109's Tra.s intercepted. Claims
were made of three enemy dive-bombers shot down for the loss

An hour ;later, another raid of

A.H,B,/lU6/8
Report on
'Operations',

.  of three Hurricanes,

escorted dive-bombers was broken up by Kittyhawks of Nos, 250
and 112 Squadrons in the course of which one Ju, 8? was pro
bably destroyed#

Fighter Activity on 4 July

An analysis of the sorties flown by fighter aircraft
on 4 July gives a total of 1+67 sorties, of which 378 were
over the actual battle zone. Of these 378 sorties,
47 per cent ¥/ere made by figliters engaged on offensive
sweeps, 28 per cent by fighter bombers, 22 per cent were on
bomber escort and 3 per cent ground attack by fighters.

Enemy records state that the Luftwaffe losses were one

dive-bomber, one single-engined filter and one short-range
recce aircraft destroyed. If these enemy figures of losses
are accepted, then the results achieved by this intense
activity on fighter sweeps, T/hich absorbed almost half of
the total fighter effort on 4 July, appear very meagre,
Doiring this critical period, however, vdien the Eighth Army
v/as stabilising its position at El Alamein, it was most
important to give them the fullest measure of protection pos
sible from enemy air attack. Had the enemy been able to

concentrate the full wei^t of their bombing on the
Eighth Army's depleted forces to synchronise with the attacks
by their arraoirr, then the break-throu^ for which Rommel v/as

trying so desperately might have been effected.

A.H.B./IIJ1/31/1
'Table of

Operations'

A,H,B,8,

Figures,

As a corollary to this protection of the Ei^th Army
provided by the 'air unbrella' of the..YKestem Desert
Air Force wa.s the way in which General Auchinleck was able

not only to alter the disposition of his troops, unhampered
by enemy air attack, but also to bring forr^ard powerful
reinforcements in complete safety. On 4 July, a most
important movement, of fresh troops from the rear areas to

the front was effected without the loss of a single casualty
from hostile air attack. An. Operation Order issued by
XXX Corps stated that 'the 9th A.ustralian Division, commanded
by Lt, Gen, Morshead, is joining the Eighth Army and has been

placed under the Command of XXX Corps, , Although the enemy
air has been dominated by our own RoA.P,, some interference
is possible on the w&y up,* As it so happened, this very
considerable and important movement of reinforcements which

vrere to play such an outstanding part in later battles on

the El Alamein line was made in complete safety.

XXX Corps
Tifar Diary

Plans for .an advance by the Eighth Army and the Yfestern
Desert Air Force

Plans were made by Air Headquarters Western Desert for

an imminent advance involving the move of the advance parties
After theof certain squadrons to forward landing grounds,

retreat from Gazala to El A-lamein vdiich had ended so

recently - Mersa Matruh had fallen to the enemy only the
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preceding vreek and Deir el Shein but three days before - it

was not su^rising that the news of this change in fortune
was treated vidth a certain amoijnt of scepticism. ’At
1530 hours’, recorded one diarist, ’there ¥/as jubilation;
the Hun v/as on the move and 6OO Germans had walked in vd-th

their hands up and s^urrendered. ’Bomb happy’ v/as the ver
dict of the wing* They are nov/ tallcing of a move forward
on the 6th though it is difficult to see why Rommel, Tidth
the prize of Egypt before his eyes, should give up after
little effort,’

so

No, 3 TiTing
S,A,A,E* 0,R,B,

In preparation for this hoped-for advance, and in order
to achieve the maximum mobility, all domestic tentage was
;vithdrawn from certaim squadrons and personnel nere compelled
to sleep in the open air for the most part in slit trenches.
No personal equipment other than two blankets v/as permitted,
and in one v/ing even shaving was forbidden. These regula
tions, in order to ensure the maximum mobility and conserve
space for the carrying of fuel and bombs, vrere accepted for
the most part in a spirit of cynical resignation by the
personnel involved, ’The Army is still confident’, one
wrote ’and advise that they have the initiative at
El Alamein,

experience that such advice usually precedes a movement in
the wrong direction. It is hoped that Jerry has fully
extended himself and that the prospective move vd.ll be the
exception and that vre will be doing the chasing for a changeg

It is questionable whether such asceticism inposed on
both air and ground crev/s who had been subjected to intense
nervous strain for the past 6 weeks, was justified. Life
in the desert, v/ith its sand, flies and midsummer heat, could
be sufficiently austere and unpleasant. Moreover, such con
ditions contrasted unfavourably with the high level of
comfort, which Cairo .provided.

The Allocation of Duties Betvreen the Gennan and Italian
Air Forces

Unfortunately, we have learnt by recent

I

Record of

Operations
A.H.Q. ¥,D.

With the rapid advance into.Egypt of the Afrika Korps,
the operational commitments .of the Axis Air Forces had been

greatly increased. The German Air Force gradually
established themselves at Fuka, using the Daba group of

lading-groionds as advance bases. In this they fulfilled a
role directly Conparable to that of the Western Desert
Air Force, that is to say the field striking force. The
Italians, on the other hand, followed in the v/ake of the
Luftwaffe and had an advance base in the Puka area with the
major part of their air force allocated to defensive com

mitments from Tripoli eastwards. This division of responsi
bility was expressly designed to suit the fighting
potentialities of both the German and the Italian Air Forces,

Rommel’s exorbitant demands on the Luftvi^affe to provide
close support bombing for the Afrika Korps and the amount of
opposition vdiich these operations encountered from the
Western Desert Air Force soon upset this general allocation
of duties. Fliegerfuehrer Afrika found that the Luftwaffe

alone could no longer support the intense strain, and
reported on 4 July, ’That German fighters are stretched to

the limit of their capacity in providing escort for bombers
in accordance with the demands of the Panzer Army,
Subjected to the strain of constant bombing, both by day and
ni^it, the condition of the enemy troops was such that orders

were given by the Fliegerfuehrer Afrilca on this date, through
Liaison Officers, that Italian aircraft were to fly con
tinuous fighter patrols oyer the Panzer Army and the

fA,H.B, 6

’G,A,F, opera
tions in

North Africa

17 June to

7 July 1942, ’
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90th Light Division, Although from squadron 0,R,B,s it is
evident that the Italians ̂ 7ere much more in evidence than of

l8.te over the battle area, this continuity of Italian fighter
patrols ¥/as never realised, Italian aircraft, the Cr, 1+2
viras also used in the role of a dive bomber usually escorted

by German fighter aircraft. They did not prove successfiil
and their presence viras only rarely noted.

The Afrika Korps Yfar Diary - The Last Entry for July

Y/ar Diary of
The German

Afrika Korps
July 1942,
A,H,B,6 Trans,

No, VIl/87

The German who maintained the official diary of the

Afrika Korps made his last entry on L+ July ¥/ith  a sense of

relief, almost amounting to surprise, that it had been pos
sible for the enemy to hold their positions, and that the

Eighth Army had not been able to piarsue its initial advantage.
Of the German Panzer Army, the 21st Panzer Division alone had
been able to hold its own. The 15th Panzer Division had

been reduced to such straits, in the coxrrse of the day's
fighting, that it could no longer be considered as operating
as an efficient armoured force, vAiile the German 90th Li^t
Division, in the course of the day, had shown definite signs
of demoralisation.

'22,15 hours';
Division there is movement even in the darkness,

noise of tanks is also to be heard,

expecting an attack and requests the bringing up of
guns and the support of units of the Army Artillery,
The Afrilca Korps is unable to help.

Befoi-e the front of the 15th Panzer
The

The Division is

In spite of considerab^Le enemy attacks the front
The fitting strength of the troopshas been held,

diminishes,, hovrever, more and more quidcly every day,
A T/ithdra''Aral of units in order to give them a few days
rest is not possible in the critical situation of the
moment.

The enemy is again developing'intense activity in
the air by day and in the night.

The supply situation with regard to ammunition
becomes even worse, although' some small sullies came
through in the course of the afternoon,'(lj

The Prime Minister's Message to the Royal Air Force

Hist, (B) (Crusader)
h (Final) A,!!, to
Middle East. No, 89

It was on this day, 1+ July 1942, that the Prime Minister
sent his historic message of appreciatiom and encouragement
to,the Air.Force in the Middle East,

'Signal 0Z,647 (4/7) folloMong from Prime Minister to
I'linister to Air Chief Marshal Tedder;

Here at home we are all watching v/ith enthusiasm
the brilliant, supreme:exertions of the Royal Air Force

(1)’> i'

Although the YYestem Desert Air Force bombing activity
had been diverted to the lines of communication in .the

north on the afternoon of 4 July it did not evidently
disrupt all supplies from arriving in the battle area.
During the day-time it appears that disruption of sup
plies, T/as more effective v/hen bombing attacks vrere kept
concentrated in the immediate battle zone as had

happened throughout the morning of 4 July.
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in the. battle now proceeding in Egypt,
quarter the reports come in of the effect of the vital
part which your officers- and men pre playing in this
Homeric struggle for the Wile Valley,
Battle of Britain are being repeated far from home,
Vife are sure you mil be -to our glorious Army the friend
that endureth to the end,*

Prom every

The days of the

It was true in effect that the days of the Battle of
Britain v/ero being repeated far from home but T/ith a vital
difference. It was no longer an air battle being fought in
the skies over home territory, Iiaportant as the role,of
the field fighter force ms in maintaining local air
superiority over the enemy air force, that part of the defen
sive battle had already been won. The Royal Air Rorce so
soon after the long retreat was now mging a bitter offen
sive war over territory occupied by the enemy ground forces
and in support of an'Army on the field of battle. Important
though the fighters were in the overall pattern of air opera
tions at this time the day really belonged to the force of
medium^ light and fighter bombers that struck at the enemy
by night and day.

Medium Bomber Operations - Wight 4/5 July

No, 205 Group
0,R,B, Appen
dices Enc

B, 192,
«»

Operations for the medium bomber force of Wo, 205 Group
on the night of Z|/5 July were directed against enemy
squadrons and their lines of communication in the battle
area v/est of the oblique track running south-’viest from
El Alamein to Naqb Abu Dweis on the most easterly tip of the
Qattara Depression, A special mission was assigned to ten
aircraft of No, 38 Squadron to attack concentrations of enemy
M,T, and troops y/hich v/ere knovai to be in the Dallal -

Daba area. For this particular raid, vreather conditions
v/ere reported as being perfect and no difficulty v/as experi
enced in locating the target area qs it had already been
well illuminated by flares dropped by Fleet Air Arm Albacores,
Fires were already burning v/hen the aircraft arrived and big
explosions and further fires were caused. Enemy Ju, 88s
were in evidence in the role of night fighters and two
attacks, v/ere carried out by them in . the course of which one
Wellington was slightly dajiiaged.

The main force of the mediimi bombers attacked a varied

assortment of targets in the northern coastal area, mainly
in the vicinity of Daba, Targets were reported as good,
A,A, defences were not unduly troublesome, but again a number
of enemy ni^t fighters r/ere encountered. Of the fii*teen
aircraft belonging to No, 70 Squadron detailed for the'
operation thirteen found targets which consisted mainly of
enemy concentrations of M,T, to the south-east of Daba,

The high standard of the illuminations provided by the
Albacores of the Fleet Air Arm (Nos, 821 and 826 Squadrons)
was commented on by pilots. The combination of good visi
bility, illumination of targets and lack of opposition
resulted in excellent bombing in v/hich many fires were
started. Although a number of night filters were in
evidence and some vrere seen with their nose lights
attacks materialised.

on, no

No, 70 Squadron
0,R,B,

No, 40 Squadron
O.R,B,

A. total of sixteen aircraft of Wo, 40 Squadron found a
vd.de assortment of targets along the coast road, mainly
around Daba station and Ghazal,

stationary motor transport which had been, parked to the
south of the road, causing a large explosion vdth smoke
rising to 5,000 feet, and adso a n\amber of small explosions.
A fire was started at Daba Station, taJ^s were bombed

One aircraft bombed
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causing a fire, attacks on M.T» rmre numerous and successful
while one aircraft ■v/hich aimed a "salvo of five 250 lb, bombs
on small fires from 6,000 feet caused a terrific explosion
which lifted the aircraft violently and damaged the airscrew.
There vrere tvro reports of attacks by enemy ni^t fighters and
one Y/ellington was damaged.

Nos, 37 and 108
Squadron O.R.B.s out by twelve Wellingtons of No, 37 Squadron operating from

Many fires were reported among trucks, dumps and
Direct hits on

Another very successfiil series of attacks was carried

Abu Sueir,
buildings at Daba and further to the east,
railYjay trucks were also claimed,
particular attention and the fire from one explosion was
visible for over 25 miles,
also reported fires among concentrations of M«T, aroiind Daba,
Tvro trains, one of them an ammunition train, were success
fully bombed.

Ajnmunition dumps received

Nine aircraft of No, 108 Squadron

Nos, 104, 148
and 162 Squadron by a total of ten aircraft of No, 104 Squadron,
0.R,B,s

Targets aroinad Daba and Sidi Abd el Rahman were attacked
Large fires

and explosions were seen at Daba and a landing-ground in the
same area, Tfellingtons of two other squadrons, Nos. I48 and
162, attacked targets in the Ghazal area, thus adding to the
destruction caused by other raids on M,T, and an ammunition
train, Blenheims of No, I4 Squadron which set out to attack
concentrations of enemy M,T, along the coast road were unable
to locate satisfactory targets. They therefore turned their
attention to Bagush main and satellite landing-grounds where
lights and movement could be seen. The results of these
attacks, however, vrere unobserved,' One Blenheim failed to
return from this operation.

This detailed accomt of the operations that took place
on the night of 4/5 Jvily gives an idea' of the destruc
tive nature of these night raids by the mediuim bomber force
of Wellingtons, Blenheims and Albacores vdiich played such a
vital part at this time in stopping Romiael's further progress
towards the Delta from sheer inability to maintain the neces
sary even flow of supplies to the front line and in lovroring
the morale.of his troops. In the last stage of the journey,
vdiich in many cases had begun in German factories almost
2,000 miles away after the hazards of the Mediterranean cross
ing had been sixmounted, these war stores* so imperatively
needed by Rommel's forces in the battle area, were destroyed
in the course of this and similar ni^its of air bombardment
along the coast road and the railway,

*0ur Only Effective Vfeapon is our Air Striking Force* -
General Auchinleck

No, 14 Squadron
0,R,B, , .

In a signal for the Chief - of the Imperial General Staff
on the morning of -5 July 1942 General Auchinleck concluded
with this shrewd analysis of the situation on Land:

*Y/e have regained measure of initiative by forcing enemy
to move troops to south and extend his flank westv^-ards
and by making him, temporarily at any rate, abandon his
offensive plans. His condition seems to be deteriora-
ing and is now compelled to use his Italians in the open
exposed to our action, which has not happened hitherto.
His communications are open to attack if we can spare
the forces to strike at them; as yet, however, there
are no concrete signs of his intention to vd.thdraw. Do
not propose therefore to make any detachment from my main
force, but to keep it concentrated at the decisive point,
which is v/herever his •German troops are. Am ready at
once to pursue and cut off enemy if and when he starts

SECRET
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to go. Propose therefore continue to press round enemy
south-west flank and rear rd-th aim of forcing him hack
on El Alamein position and'coast,’

The actual task' set the Eighth J\rmy by
General Auchinleck was' still much what it had been for the

last few days. In the North, XXX Corps vrere to prevent the
enejay from operating any further to'ward? the east. They
were also to attack as the■opportunity-offered. In the
south XIII Coips were to continue their drive towards the
north and north-west vdth the object of dismpting the
enemy's rear and his lines of communication. During the
ni^t of V5 July 1942 an attack by the 5th New Zealand
Brigade on the Brescia Division atDeir el Shein (Map
Reference 875280) had proved successful,
had been inflicted on the enemy and prisoners had been taken
at the location of the El Alamein strongpoint which had been
the scene of the Eighth Army's last serious reverse on the
night of 1 July,

Heavy casualties

Tac, H,Q,
8th Army
V/ar Diary,

In spite of this success, however, 5 July saw but little
change in the situation on land. It v/as described by
Eighth Army sources as a day of 'little general activity
Tidth both sides given a respite after the strenuous activity
of the last two days,' In the north, the enemy continued
to dig in and strengthen their defensive position around the
El Alamein 'box', Meahishile, in the south, the threat from
XIII Corps was slowly developing and forcing the enemy to
shift some units to the west in order to prevent his communi
cations with El Daba from beihg^ cut. The Ruv/eisat Ridge
area (Point 880280) continued to be the centre of the
Afrika Korp's main concentration with a flank guard facing
south composed of Italians, vri.th the Trieste Division
finrthest east, Pavia in the centre and Brescia to the West,
At first li^t the enemy screen of infantiy and guns was
seen to be still in position on a line running south-west
from the Ruweisat Ridge to Alam el Dihmaniya (iViap References
885280 and 880275),

XIII Corps Y/ar
Diary

One of the most serious problems thrown up by this
period of confused fighting on land for General Auchinleck
was the lack of precise information on the condition of the
enemy ground forces.

'Personal and secret from C,-in-C, to Corps, Div, and
Bde, Comdrs. Reports from' front line troops are still
lacking in accuracy and very often too optimistic regarding
enemy losses and movements. This must stop. On this
information depends my control of the battle and the ulti
mate defeat of the enemy. Inaccurate news wastes time and
energy and may ^well lead to disaster, I rely on your
active help in this matter,'

Tac. H,Q.
8th Army
Yfar Diary

This message v/as followed by another signal on the
following day:

'To XIII and XXX Corps, Prisoners -urgently required
all parts of front to assess enemy state of supplies ^
and morale. Corps will operate actively ni^t and day
;-/ith strong fighting' patrols for this purpose. Parti
cular informatinn required of nature and distribution
of enemy o|)posite El Alamein and south to 280 Grid, t

Mention of this lack of reliable intelligence from
Eighth Army Sources appears superficially to b e remote from
matters of air interest,
it affected very considerably the handling and, strangely

On this particular date, hovrever.
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enough, even the operational efficiency, of the air force*
Instead of concentrating on weakening still further Rommel’s

forces in the battle area, attention vra.s diverted to what
can only be considered as targets of secondary importance*
Also, the first stage of a plan for an advance vra.s put into
operation prematurely at a tine v/hen the enemy’s ground
forces had certainly begun to crack, but had not been forced
to give. These premature moves undoubtedly resulted in a

decline in operational efficiency in the squadrons involved.

The general position on land, therefore, was one of
temporary stalemate betvreen the opposing armies, Rommel,
because of the exhaustion of his troops and the shortage of

supplies Y/hich had been mainly forced on him by the
■ Royal Air Force policy of night and day attacks, together
Y/ith the unexpected resilience of the Ei^th Army, vra.s con
strained to shelter behind a screen of field and anti-tank

guns and hastily-constructed defences. General Auchinleck,
on the other hand, being Y/ithout reserves to reinforce
XIII Corps, and in the face of rapidly stiffening opposition
and hampered by incomplete intelligence on the condition of

the enemy, y®.s unable, to pursue the military advantage
already gained.

As the pace slackened on the groiond, so the emphasis
tended to shift to the activities of the respective air

forces. In spite of recent heavy losses, particularly in

dive-bombers, the LuftY/affe was called upon by Rommel to

fresh efforts in close support of the Panzer Army and to

make good, as far as possible, the generail \7eakness of the

Afrika Korps, particularly j_n an attempt to frustrate
XIII Corps’ outflanking movement. On the other hand, the
Yfestern Desert Air Force continued their bombing of enemy
concentrations and lines of communication and coimtered the

renewed enemy activity in the air iYith almost continuous
fighter sv/eeps over the battle area and attacks on his

advanced landing-grounds. Again, the position was very
much as described by G-eneral .Auchinleck in a personal tele

gram to the Chief of the Imperial General Staff a v/eek
earlier, ’We cannot resume the offensive on land,  * he said,
’until we have rebuilt our armoured forces to the required
strength, MeanYdiile, our only offensive Y/eapon is our air

strking force which it is essential to maintain at the

maximum possible strength, as it alone enables us to retain
any semblance of the initiative. '

Hist, (b)
(Crusader)
4- (Final)
No. A5.

Light Bomber Effort - 5 July

A deterioration in the v/eather conditions on 5 July
served to hamper air ojperations, particularly by the light-
bomber force of Bostons and Baltiraores, In the early part

of the day, conditions Yrere particularly bad for direct air
support. There was a heavy ground mist over many parts of

the battle area and much cloud. Although, as was usual,
both cloud and mist dispersed as the day progressed and the

sun became more powerful, dust-storms were prevalent over

the battle zone in the afternoon causing visibility to

become so bad that, in the last raid of the day, the
3rd South .African Brigade in the El Alamein ’box’ Yrere again
bombed by aircraft of No, 3 S.A.A.F, Wing.

A.H,Q. W.D,
O.R,B.

Appendices

The first light bomber raid of the day was made as
soon as weather conditions permitted at 10.00 hours by
tvrelve Bostons of No, 12 S.A.A.F, which dropped forty-foixr
250 lb, bombs on a concentration of some five hundred M,T,

in the area along the coast road betvreen El Daba and
Sidi Abd el Rahman, Among the fires caused one was

Nos. 12 S.A.A.P.,
Nos, 55 and 223
Squadron O.R.B.S,
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especially big and was doubtless due to. petrol. Half-an-.
hour later, six Baltimores of No, 223 Squadron together with
six from No, 55 Squadron carried out their first independent
close-support raid, brealcing the traditional 'Balbo*
Boston-cum-Baltimore formation for which the enemy had been
taught a very healthy respect,
night’s hammering by the medium-bombers of enemy concentra
tions in the Ghazal—El Daba area, along the coast road,
long low wooden building, possibly a German N,A,A,P.I,
hit and set on fire. Several fires were started among
enemy M,T, on the road, including a petrol-bov/ser. Seventy-
two 250 lb, bombs vrere dropped in the course of this raid.

or

The raid continued the

A

was

Approximately one hour later, at 12,37 hotirs, the
attention of the light bombers ?ra.s diverted from the coast
road to the battle area v/hen fifteen Bostons of
No, 24 Squadron S,A,A,P, attacked various scattered groups
of M.T, in a vri.de area to the south-west of El Alamein,
By^now it was evident that the quality of the targets had
dvrindled through dispersal and the huge concentrations of
enemy 11,T, which were seen at the beginning of Rommel’s
onslaught on the El Alamein line were no longer apparent.
In spite of this measure of dispersal forced on the enemy,
the bombing of the S,A.,A,E, Bostons in this raid was good,
A number of fires were caused one of which was reported as
being visible for fifty miles. The enemy reaction to these
persistent bombing attacks v/as further in evidence during
the course of this raid. It was noted that the enemy
A/A gunfire vra.s particularly heavy and accurate and enemy
filters tried repeatedly to break up the bomber formation.
Two Me, 109’s did succeed in piercing the fighter
a conparatively rare occurrence - but were eventually driven
off by the escorting Kittyhav/ks, aided by defensive fire
from the Boston gunners. This operation v/as further
livened by Eighth Army gunners viio opened fire on the forma
tion dviring their return joinmey, at Ivlap Reference 88128,
Tactical Headquarters. Eighth Army record the receipt of a
brusque signal,from Air;Support Control, Main Eighth Army
because of this incident.

The next raid v/as at 14»47 hours and was made by
ei^iteen Bostons of No, 12 Squadron S.A.A.P, It was a\
high-level attack from over 9,000 feet on between tv/o to
three hundred well-dispersed M,T, in the Deir el Shein-
Abar el Mukheisin area, to the rear of the Afrika Korps main
concentration around Map Reference 880280, No claims
excei^t for near-misses were made. The poverty of the tar
gets v/as obvious in this raid, although further to the east,
in the actual fighting area, large concentrations of M,T,
could still be seen.

At 17., 20 hours, the C.O. of No, 223 Squadron led a box
of six Baltimores, of which five were from No, 55 Squa^on,
in a medium-level attack on four , hundred enemy M.T, in the
battle-area at 874287, slightly to the north of Deir el Abyad
vAiere the Afrika Korps Headquarters are now known to have
been located,

of the bombing,
17.20 hours v/hen twelve-Bostons of No, 24 S.A.A.P, Squadron
acconpanied six Baltimores of No, 223 Squadron carried out
attacks on five hundred M,T. and troop-carriers travelling
north-west in badly dispersed columns to the south and \vest
of Bir el Makh-Khad (lap Reference 870295). All bombs fell
in the target area and many direct hits were scored.

The last light-bomber raid of the day v/as made at
18,54 hours v/hen failing light and the dust-storms v/hich had

screen -

Only near misses were observed as a result
The ’Balbo’ formation v/as resumed at

No, 24 S,A,A,P,
0,R,B,

Tac. H,Q,
8th, An^
War Diary

12th S.A,A,P,
0oR,B,

No, 223 and

55 Squadron
O.R.B, s

No, 24

(S.A.A.P,)
and 223 Sqn,
O.R.B,s.
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been raging intermittently all day severely affected visi

bility, The aircraft involved in v/hat ultimately proved to

have been an attack on the South African 5nd Brigade, holding
the El Alamein ’box*, v/as led by six Bostons of No, 12

S,A,A,P. Squadron who were acconpanied by the same number of

Baltimores from Wo, 223 Squadron, The Sortie Report of

No, 12 S,A,A,P, for this raid states; ’Visibility poor ovdng
to duststorm over target area. High level attack from
7,300 feet, 22f x 250 lb, bombs. All bombs fell in target
area. Several near misses were obtained. No further

results could be observed due to duststorm over target.

The O.R.B, for No, 223 Squadron records an 'attack on enemy
transport pp, 875295, Bombs fell among well-dispersed tanks

and M,T, causing one big red yellow flash and greyish vifhite
smoke in mushroom form, '

t

No, 12

(S,A,A,P,)
and 223 Sqdn,
0,R*B,s,

This was the sixth incident of its kind reported by the

3rd South African Brigade since 3 July 1942, It appears
that on all these occasions the 3^'d South AJ’rican Brigade
were the only ones who sxiffered,

'Case VI, On 5/7/'42 at 18,57 hours 3 S,A, Bde, report
that Bn, area was .bombed by 12 Bostons escorted by
4 fighters, . Approximately 25 bombs were dropped, most
of Tirhich fell in Bn, H,Q, area at 884290,

I

No, 3 S.A,A,P,

Ring App.
to 0,R,B,

'AB'

The contemporary account of the light bomber activities
vdthfor 5 July 19i)-2 contained in No, 3 S,A«A,P, Wing 0,R,B

its allusion to this unfortunate incident, is so valuable
that it justifies a verbatim extract.

•>

'July 5th, The aim to-day wa.s to turn the enemy's
withdrawal into a retreat. Unfortunately there v;as an

early morning ground mist and the operation planned for

12 Squadron, who were to have rendezvoused vdth the
fighters at 06,30, suffered successive postponements
until G9.45« Tdth this raid and the next, which were
directed against enemy M,T, on the road Daba-Alamein,
it became clear that last night's optimism had been
somewhat premat-ure. There ?/as no general movement
along the road, no great concentrations of transport
such as had been expected and no indication of any haste

by the enemy to be gone from the area where he had
bunped his nose on the Alamein line. The bomb-line
which, with the advance of the New Zealanders yesterday,
had begun to move round tov/ards the coast, was this
morning viieeling back again, and the Bostons settled
down to a day of ding-dong' bombing against the enemy
forces massed in the centre.

'There was an unfortunate accident in the evening,
A combined 12 and 223 Squadron raid Tifas reported to have

bombed S,A, positions in the Alamein box. The miracle
is that this has not happened before, Cperations have
been so fluid that there is an inevitable time-lag

between the need for a change and the receipt by the
wring of the change itself. In addition, the desert is

so featureless, and what features there are are so
frequently obscured by dust-haze, that it is difficult
for observers to pin-point their positions T/ith any
certainty, the question of recognition of individual
vehicles from 7/10,000 ft, is insoluble, particularly
noviT T/hen the enemy is using so much of our captured
transport. The difficulties are increased by the fact
that frequently the bomb-line weaves such a devious
course.
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*July 6th. Photographs shov/ conclusively that
12 and 225 Squadrons did bomb the Alamein Box last
night.
General Auchinleck or the A,0,0, (sic'), indeed the
C,-in-C, has so much confidence in the bombers that as

Not soThe observers are very upset.

from tomorrow the old system of bomb-line, laid do-v/n
by the Army, will be abandoned,
main disadvantages; there Viras always a time-lag and a

too great emphasis on safety, T/ith the result that
many a promising target escaped its just punishment,
and it was not always drawn with any appreciation of
the capabilities of a bomber formation, so that at
times the line suffered too many dents and bulges.
The new scheme is that the Army should give the
Air Force the position of our most forward troops and
that the Air Force (and not the Army) should decide
what the bomb-line should be.

That system had tv/o

In addition, arrange
ments are being made for oxar ground forces to put out

letters 20 yards v/ide, so tliat the bombers will be
able to pinpoint them.

'As a result of last ni^t's affair, consideration
In thealso had to be given to the bombing tactics,

early days, the bombers were briefed to do pattern
bombing, all the aircraft bombing on the leader.
Then it v/as felt that they vrere not getting sxofficient
spread of bombs, observers v/ere to bomb on the leader,
but to bomb at discretion,

certain amount of discretion for broad targets.
Squadron VIC was the formation used for narrow line-
astem,

fined and there is a fear of bombing our own troops,
the Wing may have to remove from the formation
leader's discretion questiohs such as run-in and forma
tion, and to lay these down and to prescribe a
definite time period, after the bomb-doors are opened
by the leading aircraft, during which the bombs must
be dropped.'

The leader was allowed a

Now, where the target is in an area so con-

Morning of 5 July 1942; Attacks by Fighter Bombers Mainly

Directed against Enemy Forward L.G.s•

The Axis Air Forces, Tdiich had been outpaced during the

advance into Egypt by the Afrika Korps, had meanwhile been

making strenuous efforts to advance. It has already been
seen how the Italians had been ordered forward in order to

take a more active part in the struggle over the battle
area, while Fliegerfuhrer Afrika was constantly bein,
goaded by Rommel into giving the Panzer Army increased
support and protection. Help to the sorely strained enemy
ground forces mainly took the form of Stuka attacks on the

XIII Corps columns which, isolated as they had become from

the main body of the Eighth Army, were most vulnerable to

this form of air attack. There was also an attenpt by the
Axis Air Forces to emulate the Western Desert Air Forces

and form a protective 'umbrella' over their ground forces
with the aid of fighters on offensive sweeps in the battle
zone.

A,H.B,6

Including the Crete-based bomber force xvhich was using
landing-grounds in North Africa as advanced bases for close-

support work over the battle area, the German Air Force was

estimated at this time to have reached an average of some

seventy or eighty bomber sorties in day and night attacks
against targets in the Western Desert and Egypt,
sortie rate of German fighter aircraft had risen to approxi
mately one hundred a day, supplemented by a further thirty

The
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sorties a day by Italian fighte^s,
Italians, as Allies, could take an ironical t¥/ist,
entry in the Afrika Korps War Diary for'5 July contains this

exasperated eomment?’' 'The Luftv/affe is very active again
Entirely needlessly, moreover, another Italian

Collaboration with the

An

to-day,
bombing raid met Tidth success against our own troops, 

'

The Yfestern Desert Air Force's reply to this increased
activity on the part of the Axis Air Forces v/as  a series of

fighter and filter-bomber attacks on the enemy's advanced
airfields, for the most part on the Daba area, I'Mcing use

of the cloud which was hampering the light bomber operations
inland, some forty Kittyhawks, almost half of ¥/hich carried

either a 500 lb, or 250 lb, bomb, carried out a series of

destructive raids which proved, from a scrutiny of enemy
documents, far more successful than the contemporary estimate.

In the course of the first raid by Kittyha¥¥ks of Nos,
Nos, A50 and 5 R,A,A,F, Squadrons, soon after 08,00 hours,
a Ju, 88 was destroyed in the air by a pilot of
No, A50 Squadron, as it came in to land, and seven other

Junkers aircraft and a Me, 109 ¥/ere clairaed as damaged, mainly
by the lo¥/-level machine-gunning attacks which follov/ed the

bombing,
Rommel ¥iho was kno¥m to travel around the battle area by
Fieseler Storch,

craft by a pilot of No, 450 Squadron R,A,A,F, and the des
truction of a staff car ¥7ith a red band across the bonnet

¥/ere therefore given special mention.

Pilots ¥/ere constantly on the alert for signs of

The destruction of one of these light air-

450 & 3No• 0

R.A,A,F,

Squadron
0,R,B,s,

An ho\rr later, six Kittyha¥/ks of No, 250 Squadron and

six of No, 112 Squadron bombed enemy aircraft on L,G, 21 j
to the west of El Daba, .Because of their lov/ serviceability
due to the operational pressure of the past few weeks, these

two squadrons ¥vere workiig together as one and providing six

aircraft each. They S¥/ept in from the sea, shooting do¥vn

one Me, 109 over its o¥/n landing-ground and damaging another.

Owing to the speed ¥/ith ¥/hich the attack ¥ra.s carried out the

effects of the bombing could not be observed. After machine-

gunning a Tsdreless station and setting a petrol bowser on

fire, they escaped east along the escarpment. At much the ■

same time as this raid ¥vas being carried out, more., kittyhawks
of -Nos, 450 and 3 Squadrons (R,A,A,F,) attacked'a total of
twenty Me, 's on L.G, 106, A claim Yjas made of five of the

enemy fighters damaged. During this raid, very intense and

accurate anti-aircraft gunfire ¥/as encountered, causing the
loss of t¥/o aircraft shot dovm and of a third which ¥/as forced

to crash-land.

Nos. 250 &

112 Squadron
0,R,B,s,

Enemy records sho¥7 that eleven of their aircraft ¥/ere
destroyed in North Africa, on 5 July, and a further nine

¥rere badly damaged. This figure ¥/as not to be reached
again until Coningham's 'v/eather blitz' or 'opportunist attack'
of 9 October on enemy aircraft ¥/hich had been grounded by a
heavy but localised rainstorm, when a total of t¥/enty-one
enemy aircraft ¥/ere either destroyed or badly damaged.
Although it is impossible to establish'¥ri.th accuracy the num

ber actually destroyed on the grouind, as opposed to those

destroyed in combat, it can be Safely assumed that the
heaviest losses of German aircraft on these t¥/o dates ¥irere

inflicted in this ¥ira.y.

The Adverse Effect of Preparations for an Advance on the

Operational Efficiency of Certain Fighter Squadrons

Compared Yvith. the 624 fighter sorties flo¥m on  3 July,
a day of maximum fighter activity in the Western Desert for

SECRET
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this period, the total of 419 for 5 July was not high,
these Zf.”!? sorties, however, 183'v/ere flown in the course of
offensive sweeps over the battle area.

Of

This was the highest
figure yet reached during this period of stabilisation at
El Alamein in which by far the greater ni.imber of sorties had
hitherto been expended on bomber escort and ground attack by
fighters and fighter-bombers,
in the weather and a falling off in the quality of targets
for bombers T/hich affected the overall sortie rate for the

field filter force, on 5 July, a number of the fighter
squadrons were to some extent preoccupied on this, and suc
ceeding days, in making preparations for an advance.

Apart from the deterioration

On 3 July 1942, an Eighth Army Operation Order was
published in anticipation of an early retreat being forced
on Rommel’s forces. The codename chosen for this operation
vdiich vran not to materialise for another foin? months
’Exalted’,

was

There is a certain irony in the choice of this
title which gives a clue to the frarae of mind in trfiich it
was prepared, just as' tlie'Italian najue ’Operation 0,3’ for
the projected invasion of Malta, in the summer of 19Zf2, had
proved an even more unfortunate'and ill-omened title.

On the following day, Z). July, Advanced Air Headquarters
Western Desert published their Operation Instruction 2J,
Together with the Administrative Plan, it gave precise and
detailed instructions for the projected advance, should the
Eighth Army Operation ’Exalted’ be carried out. The

preamble shovred a sound appreciation of the factors governing
such an advance, especially from the point of view of the
use of air pov/er on a retreating enemy.

’In the event of the enemy being driven back from
in front, of the Alamein positions, his withdrawal to
the West is IHcely to be rapid.

The ability of our land forceb to remain in contact
T/ith the. enemy and complete'his defeat will be governed
by the speed TO.th ,v/hich their supplies can be brought
forward.

A.H.B,/IIJ1/
1Zf9/7 A.H.Q,
TZ,D, Air Staff

Operation
Order Wo, 2J

Dated z/7/’42.
It 'vnill be open, to our air-forces, with their

ability to strike far ahead of our o-wn advancing troops,
to turn an enemy v/ithdrav/al into a rout,
to which vie can take advaaitage of such an opportunity
will depend on the rapidity with which we can get our
imits and supplies forward to L,G,s as they become
available, and operate as an organised force.

The extent

A primary role of the Army vrill be to secure for
ward landing grounds, the Daba group b elng the first

The Haneish group may be secured soon.objective,
after\7ards»

INTENTION! To keep our air forces -vidthin the most
effective striking distance possible dinring an enemy
vd-thdrawal, ’

During Zj. and 5 July 19Zf2, a number of the filter
squadrons under the control of No, 211 Group, moved their ’A'
Parties to more advanced landing grounds. By 7 July it had
become obvious that the Eighth Army hopes for a quick advance
were prema;ture and, the majority of these advanced detachments
had been recalled to their original stations. How far these
moves affected the operational efficiency of the fighter
squadrons concerned it is impossible to assess. It is

significant that the sortie rate for fighter aircraft, which
(84234)90
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A.H.B./IIJ1/
31/1 H.Q.R.A.P.
M.E. Table of

Operations

had risen to 624 on 3 July showed a decline to k&~l on 4 July,
to 419 on 5 July, to 4'! 6 on 6 July and then rose by over one
hundred to 532 on 7 July. References to these abortive
moves are frequent in squadron O.R.B.s and indicate a certain

inevitable disorganisation in squadron routine and efficiency.

Extracts from No. 450 R.A.A.E. Squadron O.R.B.

*4/7/1942. At 16.45 hours an order was received from
H.Q. 239 Wing that "A" Party was to move forthwith to
L.G. 39

5/7/1942. At L.G. 39 Col. 'fheeler, O.C. 42nd. Light
A.A. Regt. advised that the "A" Parties of 239 Wing
Squadrons were to move to L.G. IO6, accompanied by the
A.A. Regt. for protection. Accordingly, the various
"A" Parties dispersed away from the L.G. and awaited
the order to move. Col. Eustace Smith, O.C. 15th
Light A.A. Regt. is similarly to escort "A" Parties of
243 Wing forward. Col. Smith produced the Movement
Order incorporating the Army-Air Force move and advised
that probably direct orders to the squadrons would be
received from No. 211 Group. On contacting Group
again it was found that they had received no orders as
yet. At 12.00 hours aircraft
40 hourly inspection.
"A" Party is unable to do this inspection and the pilot
was ordered to return to L.G. 91 by air
the morning, two officers from 239 Wing Operations
arrived at this L.G. and advised that the Party will
not move to-day and all squadrons are released and have
permission to go for a swim during the afternoon.
The whole party moved to the beach and a swiirming
parade was held for 2^ hours, after which the party
returned to the camp area and dispersed for the night.
^/7/l942. 239 Wing Operations (Adv.) advised that
211 Group had issued no further orders and that the

"A" Party is still to stand by. At 13.00 hrs.
Wing Operations advised that the squadron "A" Parties
were to return to L.G. 9I and the convoy left at
15*50 hours and proceeding without incident arrived
at L.G. 91 at 15*30 hours,

and took up their old positions.

• • •

no n

arrived requiring a
In the present circumstances

D

During# • « •

Vehicles were dispersed
I

No. 450 R.A.A.P.

Squadron O.R.B, ,

The Army Commander-in-Chief's lack of adequate intelli-
gence on the condition of the enemy troops, therefore, set
in motion a peculiar chain of circumstances which helped to
dislocate the momentum of the air offensive at a time when,
according to reports by members of Rommel's own staff, the
Afrika Korps had reached a condition of almost intolerable
strain. Still, this very miscalculation in timing whereby
A.H.Q, Western Desert Air Force 'jumped the gun' and which
served to hinder rather than help the air offensive, was an
aspect of the very prevision which had made the fighting
retreat from Gazala possible. It is also very much open
to question whether, if the Afrika Korps had been forced to
retreat, the Eighth Army and the Western Desert Air Force
would have been in a fit condition to sustain the strain of

The Eighth Army was still very weak after the
losses sustained during the retreat, while the service ability’-
of motor transport in the Desert Air Force had dropped to
such an extent that a number of the squadrons could
longer be considered as being mobile. In addition, such an
advance, had it taken place, would have deprived both the
arn\y and air force of the great advantages which had been
gained from a retreat on to their bases and the extension of
the enemy's lines of communication.

an advance.

no
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of the Bomb-line
Eighth Army Del&jys in Transmission

A respite was also needed from the pressure of
tious in order to improve the system of communication between
the Eighth Am^y and the vfestern Desert Air Force on 

which
co-operation between the tv/o services v/as based,
in the Air Support Control War Diary for 5 July f
difficulties the Royal Air Force weare encountering
lishing the position of the Eighth Army's forward troops.

The entry

»5 JulVr Recce and bombing hampered early by mist,
■  Good targets most of the day against the ene^ pocket

South of Alamein and against the area East of ̂ aba.
A fighter recce gave a report of a large enany fore
the South, This v/as easily confirmed as
troops by the tentacle and led to an order being
that formations would give line of f ^^T^vs of^
over A.S.C. links. This goes back to the ^ f
tentacle officers when our situation map was alw^s 

a

good tv/o or three hoiors more up-to-date
Corps H.Q. It is impossible to fi^t air battle,
a matter of half hours, with information
troops based on Corps or Army information which my 

be
many hours cat of date. A ®hort-circuiting of the
si^al channels has been accepted for f
also be accepted for information if judgment bombing
to be a success. Unfortunately one formation^again
bombed the South African 'box' in the evening.

ownA,H.B,IIJ1/
122/80 Record
of Operations.

The Afrika Kdrps War Diary for 5 July

The unexpected lull in the land battle, on 5 ^
reflected in the German Afrika _ to tSke
Commander's main preoccupation, on this date, was t
full advantage of the Eighth Army's failure to press hom^
the advantage gained on 4 July by a
position for defence, a quick regrouping of forces,
arrangements to inprove the increasingly precarious supply
position of both army and air forces.

the area of theThirteen Corps' break through in -a r, ^
Quattara Track, during the ni^t of 4/5 July, ^
aside as being of little significance, for the
been quickly restored by German rei^orcements.
weaicness of the Italians and also of iTe^cedDivision was met by a redistribution of forces which placed

even heavier burden on the 21st

Pavia Division were relieved by the Panzer ̂ d were
given the task of building up strong?omts behind the
15th Panzer Division front. But this and other regroupmgs
planned by the enemy Commander-in-Chief were only
?d.th the greatest difficulty. ‘After the
fighting, Motorised Infantry Regiment 115 consists
2 Companies,M Operational strengths have popped sh^ly
duri^ the last few days and no Afrika Ko^s Unit exceeds
50 per cent of its established operational strength.

The
an

The enemy positions still, extended along a line r^ing
rou^Wa-ua and v,ast athvmrt tha EL Alamain position at
28 Northing Grid, from the Ruweisat Ridge in the east.

Lorried Infantry Regiment which had been
in the incident of the attenpted

(1) This \vas the
involved, on A July,
surrender.
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throu^ the Deir el Shein area and Abar el Mukheisin to the

Littorio Division’s new position north east of Munqar Wahla,
in the west.

At 19«45 hours, on 5 July, the following entry vifas
recorded in the War Diary of the German Afrika Korps;

'No further changes have occurred in the Afrika Koipis
action. The divisions are notified that effective

defence demands the construction of fortifications,
without consideration for the probable duration of the

operation.
Extensive mining is ordered to increase the strength of
the defence.

In order to fill the positions T/here troops are lacking,
reinforcements are being floTi/n over from Italy to
Tobruk, Transport from there must be effected by
troop-carrying vehicles. For this piorpose, each divi
sion is to supply 25 lorries viiich Td.ll be continuously
used in the immediate future by Panzer Army Africa on

the Tobruk - El Daba stretch.

Each division, moreover, is to supply 50 lorries for
the Luftwaffe; this'consignment will cause consider
able hardship, as the troop-carrying vehicles are
already in large measure employed in bringing up
plies, mines and personnel reinforcements. Individual
units are only to a limited extent mobile# In
addition, the Afrilca Korp)S must make Infantry Regiment
392 mobile to a certain extent. On these grounds,
Panzer Army Africa is postponing the carrying out of
the order lohtil later, '

This entry is significant for the emphasis placed on
defensive, as opposed to offensive preparations,
revealed the urgent need of reinforcement, and the shortage
of transport vehicles which, in spite of the large number of

British vehicles captured at Tobruk, vr&s one of main reasons

why the Luftwaffe had failed so lamentably in their attempts
to keep up with the advance of the enemy's ground forces.
Motor transport had long been recognised by the A,0,C,-in-C,
as the Achilles heel of a mechanized force operating in the

Western Desert, and it v/as on this v/eak spot that the

Royal Air Force policy of day and night attacks had shovm
some of its best results,

good 50 per cent of his losses of MiT, at Tobruk, together
iTith a huge supply of fuel, there is no doubt that he could

On the other hand, it was

It

Had Rommel not been able to make

not have advanced into Egypt,

Rommel to

OKVif Opera
tions Staff,

21/7
A.H.B06, Trans,

Wo, VIl/80

this tremendous booty which encouraged him to make his

greatest tactical blunder of advancing with ever-extending
lines of communication in the face of a beaten force which

nevertheless continued to maintain a surprising degree of

air superiority.

A most interesting sidelight on this question of the
provision of fifty lorries for the Luftwaffe is contained
in the War Diary of the 21st Panzer Division for the next

day, 6 July,

6/7. The (21st Panzer) Division mil detach
50 trucks T/ith drivers to the Luftwaffe for the trans

port of Luftwaffe equipment to the forward area. The
Division refxxses to do so,'

f21st Panzer Div,

Y/ar Diary,
Cabinet

Offices,

Although the 21st Panzer Division, like all German
units at this time, were loud in their conrolaints about the

failure of the German air force to support them and the
instruction for the detachment of the motor transport to the

SECRET(8423 A) 93
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Luftwaffe had come from Rommel himself, they v/ere so short
of trucks that they vrere forced to ignore the order,
fact is all the more significant when it is realised hov;
close was the reliance of the German armoiired divisions on

the dive-bomber - a co-operation v/hich had been worked out
On a number of occasions it is

This

v/ith a meticulous technique,
recorded hov/ an attack by enemy armour had to be counter
manded because of the Luftwaffe's inability to provide the
necessary dive-bombing attack as a prelude to an advance by
the tanks.

The AFrika Korps I
Situatiom Report for 5 July;

Are Exhausted and strained to the Limit'
'The Troops

On 5 July, a conference v/as held in the Panzer Army
district between the Axis army and air force Commanders,
a result of which the follovidng inportant account of the
situation in North Africa \7as sent to the enemy Hi^ Command.

as

Von Rintelen

to Army General
Staff 6/7
A.H.B. 6 Trans.
No. VIl/80.

'1. The situation of the Panzer Army is as follows:
The enemy on the eastern front of the Panzer Army

is relatively inactive, but he is attempting to attack
the Panzer Army from the south.

Division, which has not shown much spirit as yet, has
been reinforced by movement of forces from the east
front.

The 2nd New Zealand

It appears that the plan is to take the
Field Marshal RommelPanzer Army in flank and. rear,

has therefore decided to relieve the German divisions

on the ea;st front by X Army Corps, and to prepare the
German Afrika Korps and the 90th Light Infantry Division
behind his right flank for defence against this attempt
at encirclement. As soon as the condition of the

troops permits, he vdll go over to the counter-attack on
The German and Italian Air Forcesthe southern wing,

have weakened the enemy group, in the south by several
dive-bomber attacks.

'2. Condition of the Troops:
Six weeks of fighting and marching in desert terrain

and great heat has lowered the fighting strength of the
troops, who are exhausted and strained to the limit.
General Cause gives the fighting strength of the German
divisions as approximately 1,200 men, and that of the
Italian divisions is at present'even lower,
of German tanlcs 'amounts to . about 40; the Italians have
about 6o.

The number

Even if the German-Italian Air Force is

superior to the British as regards combat performance,
the latter possesses great numerical superiority,
especially in filters, and is causing uneasiness and
losses among the troops by frequent day and night
strafing and bombing attacks.

*'3» As soon as the troops pause in their victorious
advance it is necessary to send up reinforcements as
quickly as possible to enable them to repulse enemy
attacks and resume the offensive,

measures, among others, have been talcen regarding this:

*(a) The German effort: Up to 5th July, 2,250 men
have already been flovm over to To.oruk.
6th July, transport of the reinforced infantry
regiment from Crete to Greece to Mersa Matruh will

begin, at the approximate rate of 1,000 men daily.
Ammunition and equipment are being brought up.

The following

On
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’(b) The Italian effort; 7 battalions, If artillery
detachments, tanlcs, armoured reconnaissance cars
and guns on self-propelled mountings are being
brought for the Ariete, Trento, Pavia and Brescia
Divisions. Reinforcements are being brought from

Italy, troops by air, and tanks in motor barges,

*(c) The German and Italian Air Forces aire making
every effort to assist ground troops in their
defensive operations, but are hindered from lack
of vehicles to bring up sufficient supplies. By
detailing vehicles from the Panzer Army and -with
the assistance of the Italian G,H,Q,, every effort
will be nade to relieve this deficiency.

Marshal Cavallero and l(’') y/ill fly back to Rome

on 6th July to speed up supplies and transport from
Italy to Africa, Before taking off on the morning of
the 6th I. was ordered to confer with the Duoe,
Apparently the Duce has no immediate intention of
returning to Italy, f

From this report, it .is evident that Rommel’s abrogation
of the original plan for the Gazala offensive, vdiich was to
advance to the Egyptian frontier and halt there until
Operation ’Hercules’ had been carried out had resulted in

administrative difficulties which he was poyrerless to sur
mount in the face of the Eighth Army’s unexpectedly resolute

defence of the Alamein positions, and, in particular, of a
hostile air force which had worn dovm the morale of his

troops, depleted his reserves of vehicles to a dangerous
level and prevented the free flow of supplies and reinforce
ments to the front, , It is apparent, too, that the enemy
found it difficult to accept the cold realities of their

situation, after the optimistic despa.tch of but three days
before, when an easy conquest of the Delta area seemed

The statement that ’as soon as the condition ofassured,

the troops permits, (Roimnel) will go over to the counter
attack’ conflicts entirely vdth ’as soon as the troops pause
in their victorious advance,’

Another point which requires simplification is the
■ allusion, in paragraph 2, to the superiority of the Axis

Air Forces in combat performance and their numerical
inferiority in fighter aircraft, conpared v/ith the Vfestem

Desert Mr Force, In spite of a smaller force in
North Africa, the Axis Air Forces did inflict disproportion
ate losses on the Desert Air Force, Basically, the reason

for this disparity was due to the inferiority in performance
of the greater part of the R,A,F, fighter force, conpared
with the Me, 109 and the Macchi 202, As for the question
of the numerical superiority of the Western Desert Mr Force

over the combined Axis Air Forces, especially in filter
aircraft, although this was true in the battle area, the
potential force available to the Axis in the Mediterranean

theatre as a whole was much greater. The essential factor

of an air strilcing force lies in its extreme mobility.
The Germans had been quick to recognise and develop this

aspect of air power. An illustration of this is provided
in the quick moves made by short-range flying xmits on the

Russian front, during the Battle of France, in 1940 and the

quick concentration of units from as far afield as

•The German Air Force

In Maps and
Diagrams,' Air Pub,
No, 3038 Maps 19*
21 and 25,

(l) General von Rintalen,
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North Norv/ay to thg' 'Mediterranean, at the time of the Allied
landings in North Africa,, in November 1942.
in the Mediterranean ¥/as governed primarily, at this time,
by one factor,

sacrificed long-term strategic gains for the sake- of immedi
ate tactical advantages,
7 September 1942, *that the battle in the Mediterranean area
consisted of tvro parts - the battle at sea and the battle on
land,

quent battle on Egyptian soil could not be carried through.

The situation

In his advance into Egypt, Rommel had

'The Duce declared,' on

The battle at sea had been lost, so that the subse-
I

'High Level
Reports &
Directives'

Page 25.

It is interesting to conpare the tone of the enemy
Commander’s pessimistic report v/ith the confident optimism
of a letter which the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief sent
to the Chief of Air Staff after he had made a tour of the

Western Desert Squadrons, This long semi-official despatch
also contains valuable comment on air suioport and the com
parative performance of the R,A,P, and enemy fighter aircraft,

'I came back from the Desert p,m. on the 6th having had
a most stimulating stay v/ith.Mary Coningham's force,
I saw all the squadrons at least once. They have all
been at full stretch for six weeks and more and the

squadrons as a whole vroiiLd be tired if they would admit

it, -viiich they iTon't, The strain, particularly of the
last three weeks, has been pretty intense, but the
question I was most frequently asked in the Squadrons
was, 'When are we going to start getting the Hun on the

run so that, we can really get at him?' Fighter
squadrons, in particular, are stretched tp the barest
necessities so that they can move forv/ard with the
minimum of delay• • •

A,0,C,-in-C,

Corr esp ondence
vdth Prime

Minister,
Secretary of
State, Chief of
Air Staff,

Part V,

I am very far from being satisfied over the working
of T/hat is. known as air support. Me still lack Army
support and Army co-operation to quite a deplorable
extent, Coningham ...in order to get the necessary
information, to give effective support has had to rely
almost entirely on his own sources of information.
The Army still seem to be quite, incapable of knovri.ng
the positions and movements of their own forces. The
bomb-line given by Corps, if adhered to, would again
and again have completely hamstrung our ability to give
effective help in the battle
arrange his ovm Tac, R, throughout the day, in order to

be able usefully to direct his filter-bombers and
bombers, Incidenta3.1y, fighters and fighter-bombers
have now become quite e3<pert at this. We are now try
ing to arrange that position reports by the subordinate
Army formations are-received direct by A,H.Q. Auchinleck
fully appreciates the position
the most important things is to ensure that the bombing
effort continues both day and ni^t, I think the
tvrenty-four hour service against the enemy during our

retreat and the fact that, in consequence, he had no
rest day or night was probably one of the most import
ant factors in bringing him to a standstill
regards fighters, there is no doubt the real answer is

Spitfires; the Kittyha-vdcs being mainly used as
fighter-bombers. With Kittyhawks and Hurricanes it is

almost impossible for our fighters to break through
heavy escorts of the enemy Stukas, etc,, unless they
happen to be lucky. The Squadrons are, I think, doing
marvellously m.th their Hurricanes and Kittyha'vdcs, but
the basic fact remains that, owing to the inferior per
formance, they rarely if ever have the initiative.

Coninghara has had to• « • •

I feel that one of• • • •

As• • • •
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I do hope it vd.ll he possible to give us at least a

fair proportion of our best first-line types*
iority in performance is an incessant handicap in every

Infer-

f
way.

In the opinion of experienced Western Desert pilots,
this comparative inferiority in performance of the Kittyhawk
and the Hurricane was to a certain extent outweighed by a

superiority in the skill of their pilots, the tactics they
employed and in the greater manoeuvrability of their machines*

The fighter victories of some ninety Western Desert Pieter
pilots were analysed and they themselves questioned with a

viev/ to establishing the principles underlying their success.
Some of their comments are of particular interest and value*

A.H.B./IIJ/
69(A) Analysis
of 360 Pieter
Victories by
90 Yfestem
Desert Pilots

with Training
and Combat

Hints Suggested
by them.

'Me, 109 P* & G-,; Best of Axis fighters in Western
Desert* Spearhead of enemy fighter attack* Ovd.ng
to structural weakness of the ailerons cannot turn

quickly at hi^ speed in a dive# Tactics dictated by
its strong points - always use speedy dive and ability
to climb quickly, but are not keen on mixing it, owing
to inferior manoeuvrability* Turns more easily to the
left than to right
being very high on the stabiliser, elevator and
ailerons, at a high speed in a dive "rough movement of
the aileron controls and especially when recovering
will cause a crash" - the vrords in quotes are a trans
lation from the official German handbook - the controls

Owing probably to the loading• 000Idem Annexure

»C

become heavy in a dive,. Por these reasons, the
Me, 109 pilot probably has a conplex about a sudden
turn in a dive, so that a quick turn to avoid him once
he is committed to his dive is NOT likely to-be fol
lowed, if the avoiding turn is so sudden and well-
judged
pilots on sweeps or scrambles were observed not to
adliere. to any fonmtion, but rather straggled across
the sky,
single attacks
poor* They usually open up fire at 500-800 yards and

,  break off - unless they are certain of a victim  - at

about 200 -300 yards, , It is generally accepted that
the majority of German Pighter pilots in the Western
Desert are either inexperienced or poorly trained
It is considered that they (Macchi 202 aircraft) have
the same rate of climb and speed as the Me, 109P, but
are more manoeuvrable

At the beginning of July, Me, 109 P*• • • •

lYhen attacking, they made unco-ordinated
The firing of German pilots is• • • •

• • • •

Shooting is v/ild and we
have not kno-wn an Italian pilot to press an attack.
They are good aerobatic pilots,'

• • • •

Severe flying losses during June and July when it was
not uncommon for fighter squadrons to lose the whole of

their aircraft vri.thin a month meant that ovdng to heavy
casualties among the more experienced pilots, the quality
of the performance of certain of the Squadrons showed a
marked deterioration. During an investigation into this
matter, the folloving conclusions were established;-

'(a) Insixfficient air-firing training at P,T,S, and
0.T,U, before joining the Squadrons, Some Kittyhawk
replacement pilots first fired their guns on that type
in action and the consequent shock made them believe
they were being attacked from behind*

(b) Insufficient training after joining the squadron*

(c) Not enough interest taken in air firing. Think
all-inportant thing is being able to fly*

Idem Annexixre

»L‘
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(d) mny new Squadrons, especially Kittyhawks
many nevf pilots that only about 1 in 10 knovirs •
is talking about and wrong ideas on shooting £
likely to get around unchecked,

(e) Chief reasons for missing enemy aircraft

(i) Faulty knovrledge of deflection shoot

(ii) Faulty Icnovirledge of the principles o
ing through,

,(iii) Firing at too great a range,

(iv) Taking ’squirts* at impossible angle
of waiting for a decent opportunity,

(v) Loss of head due to excitement,•

A Change of Policy for Might

ead

Night 5/6 July.

During the period of crisis in the fighting.on land,
whilst the Eighth Army had been trying desperately to stabi
lise its i^ositions on the El Alamein line, almost the whole
of the R,A,F, medium-bomber force had been concentrated on

targets in the battle zone. Virtually it meant that that
the meditim bombers had become part' of the field striking
force used in a tactical role in support of the Ei^th Army,
On the night of 5/6 July, this policy was modified and almost
one third of a total' force of some- ninety ni^t bombers was
directed against strategic targets - shipping in the ports
of Tobruk and Matruhb

A.H.B./IIM/B205/1a
Appendices to
No,. 2D5 Group O.R^B,

The raid on the port of -Tobruk which, up to a fortni^t
before had been such an important British base, w/as planned
to be the heaviest it had experienced,
Tfellingtons detailed for the operation by No, 205 Group, one
belonging to No, 38 Squadron was to drop flares, seven from
No, 24jO Squadron and one from No, 38 Squadron wrere to attack

gun and searchli^t positions, as a diversionary measure,
while five aircraft of No, 38 Squadron mined the port and
five from No, AO Squadron attacked docks and petrol
installations.

Of the nineteen

Owidng to cloud over the target and generally poor
visibility this involved operation turned out to be an

almost coiqplete fiasco. The Y/ellington briefed to drop
flares failed to locate the target, so that there wrere no

illuminations. Only two mines wrere laid off the harbour,
the others being brought back. The remaining Wellingtons
either bombed Tobrhk - quite ineffectually - or else directed

their efforts against a mixture of alternative targets, such

as tents and M,T«, along the coast road,

A raid by eight Albacores of No, 821 Squadron against
small shipping which wra.s using Matruh harbour proved more

successful. They bombed from the comparatively low height
of 1,500-2,000 feet and claimed at least one hit on shipping
and several near misses.

No, 38 Squadron
0.R.B,

A,H.B./nJl/
31/1
•Table of

Operations'

The battle area for the main operation by fifty-one
YiTellingtons and nine Albacores, for the night of 5/6 July,
w>;as defined in No, 205 Group's Operation Order as 'West of
a line draw/n through the follo-vwing points: 860280, 850270
and 850250.

far assigned to the night bombing force.

'This w/as the most conservative bombline so

Except for the

H,Q. 205 Group
Op, Order
No. A.880,
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coastal area in the north, the v/hole of the enemy forces in

the battle area obtained sanctuary from air attack that ni^t.

The enemy had learnt their lesson from previous raids*
Captains of aircraft reported, on their return that enemy
transport vra-s imusually i/ell dispersed, resulting in a

noticeable thinning out of good targets. No indication of

a T/estward movement of the eneny along the coast road was

seen* Opposition from the ground was very much increased,
particularly in the Daba area, T/here a number of searchli^ts
and batteries of heavy A«A, guns were noted. Night-fighter
defence had also been considerably strengthened and, in

addition to Ju, 88 aircraft, single-engined aircraft vrere
also reported for the first time. It wa.s evident that
Rommel was seriously perturbed about the security of his

supply-lines along the coast road, in the north, and the

adverse effect the constant drain of these night bombing
attacks were having on his forces in the field.

Squadron
0,R,B,s,

In spite of this marked improvement in the eneny
defences and the reduction of the number of aircraft involved,
ovdng to the attack on Tobruk, the meditun-bomber operations

the night of 5/6 July proved most effective. The violent

fires resxalting from these raids were visible for a distance

of over sixty miles and fires were left blazing on both sides

of the railvra,y track in the sidings at Daba, Aircraft of

No, 148 Squadron were responsible for some fifteen fires
among enemy transport, rolling stock and dunips. The illumi

nations provided by the Fleet Air Army Albacores were reported
as having been ’of the greatest assistance’. Of the twelve
aircraft of No, JO Squadron involved in the raid, five bombed

M,T, in the Daba area, also setting fire to a train in a

siding there, Tfiiiile the remainder attacked transport to the
south of Ghazal station and started a number of fires.

Pilots of the Nine Tfellingtons from No, 108 Squadron claimed

direct hits on M,T, concentrations, near the coast, and also
commented on the excellent illuminations provided by the

Albacores, One Yfellington from this squadron was badly
damaged by a Ju, 88 and crash-landed at Abu Sueir, The

three Tfellingtons from No, 162 Squadron which operated over

the Daba and Ghazal areas reported a particularly violent
explosion which folloi/ed the bombing of Ghazal railv/ay
station and also direct hits on enemy M.T, Ten aircraft of

No, 104 Squadron scored a number of successes against enemy
transport which they located along the beach and the coast
road. Six of the eight Wellingtons of No, 37 Squadron
involved in the raid attacked M,T, to the south of Ghazal,
causing fires, while tvro others bombed rolling stock in the

sidings at Daba, Besides acting as pathfinders, nine
Albacores of No, 826 Squadron dive-bombed isolated groups of
enemy M.T, in the battle area, starting a number of fires.
They reported having seen five enemy night filters, A

raid by five Blenheims of No, I4 Squadron, which was carried

out further to the east of the main Wellington effort on a

convoy dispersed off the road near Pulca, caused  a fire.

Finding a shortage of suitable targets along the road, they
diverted their attention to Fuka main landing ground, but

observed no results of their bombing. One Blenheim was

lost on this operation.

on

No,148 Squadron
O.R.B,

No, 70 Squadron
O.R.B,

No, 108 Squadron
0,R,B,

No, 162 Squadron
O.R.B,

No, 104 Squadron
0,R,B,

Summary of

Operations
A.H.B,/UJ1/
31/1

The Situation of Land, 6 July

By 6 July, it was obvious that the enemy advance, which
had started with the launching of Operation Theseus
26 May, had dragged to a standstill. The onslau^t on the
Ei^th Army’s defensive positions at El Alamein, which had

begun so promsingly for Rommel \Tdth the fall of Deir el Shein

SECRET
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on the evening' of 1 July, had been decisively checked*
■  Vdiatever the enemy Commander-in-Ghief s hopes had been of
turning the tables on the Eighth Army, the salient fact to
emerge from the fighting of the past few days v/as that the
Eighth Army had managed to stabilise its front on the
El Alamein-Qattara Depression line and that the Axis plans
for a quick thrust to the Canal Zone had been thwarted, at
least for the time beingo Eighth Army sources reported,
’On the v/hole a very quiet day, except for coimter-battery

Both sides v/ere preoccupied VTith measures for
improving their positions and making adjustments in the
tactical disposition of their forces. The enemy, skilled
in deception, ordered the installation of duimuy guns,
the enemy is especially afraid of oinr 8,8-cm. A,A, guns,'
A strengthening of the v/estern end of the enemy's southern
flank Ivath 88-mm,. guns, of ?/hich seven vrere in the area
8427 during the afternoon and moving north-west' was duly
reported by the Eighth Army.

A Shortage of Targets for the Light. Bombers

’"inc

Afrilca KorpG Vbr Diary fire '.
A,h,B#6 Trans,
No. VI1/87

e

Cositrep l^l^O of 7/7
Hist, (B) (Crusader)
4 (final).

Prom the air point of view, a most not
had taken place in the general situation*
were signs that the Afrika Korps had been foj' jed over to the
defensive*

-c>;able change
O.'i all sides

The protective measures which the constant air
offensive of the past few days had compelled them to adopt
had resulted in a widespread dispersal of the ericmy armour
and their supporting vehicles*

Afrika Korps Y/ar Diary for 12,00 hours 6 July 1942

'In order to disperse the large concentrations of
vehicles, Panzer Army Africa orders that all vehicles
v/hich can be dispensed with should be moved into the

The divisions

more detailed

allocation of the area is to be made by the leader of

the battle echelon of the Afrika Korps, vdiich is in
action to the south of them,'

area to the vrest of Deir el Abyad,
receive orders for moving the vehicles;

Afrika Korps ■

Y/ar Diary
A.H.B.6

Trans, VIl/87
If the quality of the targets presented to the ■  ■ •

Western Desert air striking force had shown a decline, this
meant a corresponding failure of the enemy ground forces to

sustain the offensive* Although it was not logged until 
■

7 July, this comment which is contained in No, 3 Wing 0,R,B*
vra.s equally true of the situation on the preceding day;

'There wsls an air of quiet on the front to-day.
major activity is in progress, or seems to be impending*
The battle had dragged to a standstill for the first
time since Hacheim v/as overrun* '

No

The sense of urgency and tension which had characterised
many of the entries in Squadron O.R.B.s for weeks past had

been dissipated* It was obvious, from reports brou^t back
by piilots and observers, that the pattern of the land-
fitting had shown a dramatic’change, and that the battle
which the Eighth Anay had been waging so desperately, in
order to stabilise its position at El Alamein, had been v/on,

'Last night, A,H,Q, had taken pity on the Bostons and
made their stand-by from 08,00 hours this morning and
not the 6 o'clock to which they had become accustomed*
24 Squadron had the first raid off at 08,35* They
found no suitable target in the -area they had been
given and so bombed L*G, 025 on v/hich up to 20 aircraft

No, 3 Win

(S,A,A.,P ,
O.RoB,,
111^03/1

a.h.b,/
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vere dispersed. They claim a fire and near misses

among these, 12 Squadron, also short of Army targets,
folloT/ed suit,,.. To-day, the Wing's effort was not
on the same scale as on the previous days, and rising
dust cancelled the last planned operation. f

Among the twenty enemy aircraft observed on L,G, 025 by
Bostons of No, ,24 S,A,A,P, Squadron in the first light-bomber
raid of the day, three \rere identified as Ju» 52*s.

Wo, 24 Squadron belonged to the considerable fleet of Greece and Crete-based
(S,A,A,P,)
0,R.B,

These

transport aircraft on which Rommel v/as relying, novir that the
sea-routes were again msafe, for the ferrying of urgently-
needed supplies and reinforcements. Bombing was carried
out from 10,000 feet. Many near-misses were registered and
one fire, was started, A camp adjacent to the L,G, ms
also bombed. The original briefing for this raid v/-as to
bomb enemy concentrations to the vrest of El Alaamein, A
conplaint y/as registered on the Sortie Report that the
•bombline was too far West,•

A raid by eleven Bostons of No, 12 S,A,A,P, Squadron
No, 12 Squadron followed half-an-hour later in the course of which claims
(S,A,A,P,) v/ere made of a direct hit on one aircraft and tvro others
0,R,B, left smoking from near-misses, Althou^ the No, 24 Squadron

attack reported the A,A, gunfire as being ’slight* and that
no enemy aircraft was seen, the second raid was subjected to
heavy anti-aircraft gi.tnfire and repeated attacks \7ere made
on the escort by enemy fighters. Whatever measure of sur
prise was achieved on the first raid was therefore lost on

the second, as the defences had been put on the alert* The
most successful light-bomber raid of the day took place soon
after mid-day on between 150 to 200 tightly-packed M.T, at
map reference 85728? to the north-east of A.bar el Mukheisin,
These were most probably part of the Italian reinforcements
sent by Rommel to bolster up the most v/esterly part of his
defensive flank against XIII Corps* outflanking movement,
from the south. Aerial reconnaissance on the following day
revealed the success of this raid from the large number of
derelict vehicles seen in the area.

Panzer Army Africa's order that all M,T, surplus to
immediate requirements in the forward area should be moved

'to the Y/est of Deir el Abyad* was not altogether fortixnate.
The next target for eleven Bostons of No, 12 S,A,A,P, was

against enemy transport in this very area where a number of
direct hits on vehicles and several near-misses were
observed. It also meant that attention v/as draYm to a

stretch of the battle-front in which the Afrika Korps* ovm
forvifard headquarters was located. That the enemy vra.s most
sensitive to this air attack is obvious from the unusually
heavy volume of anti-aircraft gunfire encountered and the
fact that enemy fighters pursued the Bostons practically the
whole vra.y back to their base.

No, 12

(S,A,A,P,)
OoR,B« &

Sortie Report

A morning raid by twelve Baltimores, nine from
No, 223 Squadron and three from No, 55 Squadron, briefed to
attack enemy transport moving south along the
Sidi Abd el Rahman track had proved unsuccessful, owing to

poor visibility and v/ide dispersal. The yreather, v/hich had
been poor ovdng to the nijmber of dust-storms in the battle

area, had Y/orsened so much by late afternoon that an attack

by tY/elve Bostons of No, 24 Squadron (S,A,A,P,) on sixty
Y/ell-dispersed M.T, at Map Reference 872286, in the
Deir el Abyad area only registered one direct hit and tr/o

near misses and YYas judged 'most disappointing,' The last

light bomber raid of the day Yvas cancelled. In the coxrrse
of these raids, frequent reports were brought back of
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concentrations of as rnany as one thousand MoT. lying to the

east, mainly in the battle zone around the El EuT/eisat Ridge
sector, but on the safe side of the bomb-line.

Fighter Activity on 6 July

A logical development in the general character of the
air operations at this time was the way in v/hich ’light
bomber attacks on objectives in the battle area gradually
gave way to fighter bombers with the steady deterioration in

targets, through dispersal,
of the proportion of fighters of the Yfestern Desert Air Force

employed on- fighter sweeps and in ground attack by fighter
bombers. The number of filter aircraft engaged on fighter
sweeps in the battle area which had risen to a peak of

183 sorties, for this particular period, on 5 July, dropped
by approximately half, or 95 sorties, on 6 July, Yi/hereas
there was a sudden doubling of the number of groimd attacks

by fighter bombers from 66 sorties on 5 July to 129 on
6 July, This fighter-bomber effort was directed, in roughly
equal proportions, against enemy landing-grounds and close-

support targets. It is noticeable that there was an
increasing tendency for the fighter-bombers to work up close
to the. actual battle front, the wei^t cf attack being shifted
forward from the enemy support columns, in t'no rear, on to

the actual spearheads of the enemy armour.

I This resulted in an alteration

Group Capt,
Beamish

'Report on
Operations',
A,H.B,/IIJ1/
122/69 (A)

A.H.B./IIJ1/
31/1 Table of
Operations

The two Australian Kittyhawk Squadrons, Nc.::, 350 and

3, were kept- particularly yirell-employed on this day,
first raid'T/as an armed recce' '

The

of L,G,s 20 and 21, to the
Nos, 3 &

1+50 Squadron
(r,a,a,f, )
0,R,B,s,

west of Daba, Eight aircraft of No, 3 Squadron gave top
cover to ei^t of No, A50. They came in north to south over

the target, dropping from 7>500 to 2,000 feet when bombs were

released, after v/hich' tTro aircraft machine-gunned enemy air
craft from as low as thirty feet. Claims Were made of

damage to a Me, ilO and Me, 109.' The next raid, another
■ armed recce', this time by aircraft of Nos, 250 and
11'2 Squadrons bombed' aircraft on L*G,' io6, but did not
observe the result of the bombing. Two aircraft, identified
as Heinkel III,- vrere the targets for the next operation by
aircraft of Nos, 450 and 3 Squadrons (R.A,A,F,). They were
located on an air strip in the open desert at j/lap Reference
865283, One was destroyed by a dii-ect hit, and the other

was most probably damaged.

Nos, 250 and

112 Squadron
0,R,B,s.

No. 6 Squadron^ the 'Tank-busters', their Hurricane
IID aircraft fitted with two 40-m.m cannon or 'S' guns,
carried out their first operation since June, ¥/hen they had
achieved spectacular results from low-level attacks on enemy
tanks and transport, during the retreat from Gazala, These

specialised aircraft could only be used effectively against
small, isolated groups of tanks v/hen the risk of encounter
ing 'flalc' of hi^ density xvas reduced. During the early
part of the fighting on the El Alamein line, v/hen the enemy
Panzer Army was massed for its assaults, the necessary-
conditions for the use of these aircraft were absent.

Unfortunately, in this case, the target for the 'Tank-
busters' could not be located. Accompanying Kittybombers
of Nos, 250 Squadron and 3 and 450 R,A,A,F. Sq-uadrons
attacked dispersed M»T, at Map Reference 870273 to the
north of Bab el Qattara, This was in all lilcelihood a

patrol from the 21st Panzer Division known to be operating
in this southern sector and which later, very much to the

enemy's surprise, was to announce the evacuation of the
Bab el Qattara 'box' by the Eighth Army, precisely at a time
when enemy morale appeared to be at its lovrest ebb, __ _In the

No, 6 Squadron
O.R.B,
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course of this operation, some of the fighter-bombers "were
forced to jettison their bombs oT/ing to an attack by
enemy fighters.

The next raid, between 15.45 hours and 16,45 hours,
comprising a total of eighteen Kittybombers from Nos. 250,
112 and 450 Squadrons, was to have been directed against
the main enemy Panzer formation in the Ruweisat Ridge area
noted earlier in the day by Boston pilots. This large con

Squadron
O.R.B.s,

centration of enemy tanks and vehicles was, however, missed
and bombs were dropped on the south east tip of another enemy
concentration to the v/est, A separate mission by eight
fighter-bombers of No, 3 R,A,A,P, Squadron attacked the
target. It ivas followed by another raid by eight
Kittybombers of No, 3 R.AoA.P, towards 18,00 hours when
'excellent results' and 'much damage done' were reported.
The last fighter-bomber raid of the day T/as carried out under
conditions of extremely bad visibility v/hen nineteen
Kittybombers of Nos, 112 Squadron, 250 Squadron and
450 R,A,A,P, Squadron returned to bomb the same Panzer
formation. Dust haze ¥/as reported as high as 6,000 feet.
In spite of this the bombs were reported to have landed in
the target area ?/ith good effect.

same

As has already been noted, the sortie rate for
l//estern Desert Air Force fighters employed on offensive
sweeps over the battle area fell to about half of the peak
figure reached the previous day. Only one small enemy
'Stuka' force of three Junkers aircraft, escorted by three

No, o01 Squadron M,E, 109's v/as intercepted. Pour Spitfires of
0,R,B, No, 601 Squadron, on an offensive sweep in the El Daba area

engaged this formation ivith most disappointing results.
Two Spitfires v/ere lost for one Ju, 88 claimed as damaged.
These v/ere the first casualties sustained by No, 601 Squadron
which had only been operational in the Nestem Desert for

Until it had obtained battle-e3(perience
in the conditions peculiar to the Yfestem Desert, this
Squadron's performance in action v/as considered to be
unsatisfactory and they were consequently withdrawn,
31 July, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief wrote to the
Vice-Chief of Air Staff as follows;

less than a T/eek,

On

'The allocation of our Spitfires has not been and is
not going to be at all easy, I have equipped two of
the home Spitfire Squadrons, firstly 145, and now 6oi,
the pilots of which fought in Malta for nearly tv/o
months, 'Je have done our best to help them to Desert
wisdom and to acclimatise them to the type of fighting
here, but the results have been really somewhat
disappointing. There is no doubt it takes a very
siderable time for a ne?/ lonit to get acclimatised.
There is also no doubt that there are great differences
between fitting under air defence conditions and
fighting imder the catch-as-catch-can conditions which
prevail over a land battle, 601 in particular have
been very disappointing, so much so that I have with
drawn them to serve on Delta defence until they can be
made up to full strength and given tactical training.
It is interesting to note that the moment they
back to defence, they began to get kills in the shape
of reconnaissance Huns,'

con-

came

Ao0,C,-in-C,

Correspondence
v/ith V,C,A,S,
Enc, 227 B,

It T/ould be most vmjust to No, 601 Squadron, which
later was to attain a high level of operational efficiency

No, 601 Squadron after it rejoined the field fighter force at the time of
the battle of Alam el Haifa, tov/ards the latter part of
August, not to apportion part of the responsibility for the
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Squadron’s lack of operational preparedness to the
Middle East authorites themselves,

and ten other pilots who were posted to Malta provisionally,
the Squadron coinprising many nev/- arrivals left RoA.P.
Station, Digby on 10 April 19U2 and did not reach the
Middle East until two months later, at the beginning of

After spending some time in the Middle East

Apart from the C.O.

June 1942.

Pool they were posted for defence duties to R.AoP. I\!iariut
on 14 Jime,
from Ivialta,

duties at R,AoP, Mariut on 26 Jtine and arrived at their new

base, L.G* 154, on 30 June when the camp yjsls opened up.
The next day, 1 July, the Squadron was operational v/ithout

any preliminary training or, it seems, any steps being taken
to familiarize them with battle conditions in the

On 23 June the C.O. and eight pilots arrived
The Squadron was relieved of their defence

Admittedly this was a time of crisis v/hen. Western Desert,

’ every operational aircraft was being pulled in to the battle,
but it is nevertheless not surprising that, training and

fighting at the same time, the standard of performance of

the Squadron was ’really somewhat disappointing’.

The Importance of the Attacks by Beaufighters on Enemy
Transport

It has already been seen hoT/ the shortage of transport
was one of the main reasons why the Axis air forces had

failed to keep pace with the Afrilca Korps as d,t .advanced
into Egypt, An urgent request for the allocat--on of fifty
lorries from each of the two Panzer Divisions having been

flatly refused by them, the demand v/as vAiittled down, on

5 July, to t-virenty trucks. Such was the shortage of M.T,,
however, in spite of the large numbers that had been cap
tured from the Eighth Army during the retreat - total esti

mated losses by. destruction or capture amormted to 7,500
load carrying and 1500 teclmical vehicles - that even this

modified request \ms tiurned down, ,

’Afrilca Korps War Diary for 18,00 hours 6 July 1942:
The enquiry whether at least 20 lorries cannot be
assigned for' the Luf.twaffe is answered in the negative

The reasons are the same as

A,H.B.6

Trans. VIl/87
'■ by both Divisions,

already given in the report.

This shortage of M.T, y/hioh was to have such repercus
sions on the Axis Air' Forces and,. in tiorn, on the Panzer
Army can be attributed; almost ■vAidlly- - at least, where
losses from operational causes are concerned - to action
by the Royal Air Force,

’Rommel, C,-in-G, Panz.er Army Afrika to Oberkommando der
Yfehrmacht, 21 July 1942: Estimate of the Situation and
of the condition of Panzer Army Afrika,
Vehiclesg 50 per cent of vehicle losses were replaced
by captured material, Ovring to lack of spare parts
for these and continual enemy air attacks (daily losses
average 30 vehicles), increasing shortage of captured
vehicles must be expected,’

An operation carried out by tvro Beaufighters of
No, 272 Squadron on 6 July, therefore, produced results
quite out of proportion to the number of aircraft concerned,

’Set off from Edku and flew v/estwards, making a land
fall at Taifa Rocks,
dunes and damaged it
along the road and isolated lorries only seen at first,
heading in both directions and no attacks TOre made on

Attacked a signals lorry on the
Commenced to strafe eastv/ards• • • •

’High Level
Reports and
Directives
A,H.B,6 Trans,

No, VI3/80.
Page 18,

I

No, 272 Squadron
0,R,B,
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them, pending the sitting of higger game. Eventually
came upon tvra closely-packed convoys of betT/een 10 and

15 lorries each, heading west. Attacked and set on
fire a petrol lorry and caused great chaos, lorries col
liding and going off the road in all directions. Pilots
considered that probably half of the total lorries were

destroyed and others damaged. Casualties v/ere also
inflicted, although few troops were seen.

The hazards attending these low-level attacks are exen^slified
in an attack made later by two Beaufi^ters of No, 252 Squadron
on M,T, along the road between Bu Amud and Port Cappuzzo,
One vehicle was destroyed and two others damaged, but one of

the attacking aircraft was hit by li^t A,A, from  a gun on the
back of one of the lorries and crashed with the loss of both

members of the crew.

The Air Support Control War Diary, 6 July 1942

The Air Support Control ¥ar Diary for 6 July 1942, was
wholly concerned with the location of the bombline, about
Vi/hich so many complaints had been received.

A.H,B,/IIJ1/
122/80

’Bomber effort all day on v/est of enemy posts, allegedly
because army bombline v/as too secure. In fact, 1
Armoured Division gave target south El Alamein and the

target area was defined by 12,00 hours, Pieter bombers
attacked in that area all day. It has noYr been estab
lished that general bombline laid down by higher H,Q,
prevents R,A,P, getting close targets aind the bombline
is defined for the present as the predicted line of
fora^ard troops during next two hours. The R,A,P, must
then decide to what degree of accuracy they are pre
pared to bomb. Landmarks were arranged on ground,
rotind enemy salient, W,, X, Y, and Z, by formations
20 yards long. Night landmark was also laid out by
N, Z, Division, If this becomes common practice it
should be of great assistance in semi-static positions,*

The Afrika Korps ¥ar Diary, 6 July

Again, as on the preceding day, there is noticeable an

atmosphere of relief, in the entries in the Afrika Korps
War Diary for 6 July, that the inaction of the Eighth Army -
apart from heavy guni’ire - had given the enemy Commander-in-
Chief time to regroup his forces and inprove their defensive
position. There are frequent references to the activity of

the Royal Air Porce,

•Until bombing attacks and heavy gunfire began, the night
T/as passed quietly. The tank situation is inproving
gradually. In the past f e\7 days, as well, our casual
ties have been far less than the losses inflicted on the

enemy.,,. In the forenoon, nothing of note to report
until some intense flying activity and lively gunfire
The enemy puts out feelers, in the afternoon, with about
15 tanlcs

Nothing of note to report up till the approach of dark
ness, and also until midnight.... In the night, heavy
gunfire again and intense flying activity.

The Puce’s Conference, 6 July 1942

However, no attack has followed yet.,..« • • •

I

AcH.B.b Trans,

No, VIl/87

Before Von Rintelen and liarshal Cavallero flew to Rome

on 6 July, in order to hasten the arrival of supplies and

reinforcements to North Africa, the Duce held a conference
in his quarters. The main subject under discussion v/as the
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May in which the new tactical situation, ov/ing to what -vms

was felt to be the temporary weakness of his forces, had

affected the original plans for a sv/ift advance to Suez#

The realities of the situation \vhich were governed almost

entirely by the v/eakness of the M*rika Korps* extended lines

of communication and the dominance of the Royal Air Force

over the Axis Air Forces were conveniently ignoredo

Trans,

No, VIl/80

The Duce pointed out that the delay of betvreen 10 to

12f days which, according to Rommel's optimistic estimate,
was all he required to regroup and reinforce his army meant
that 'the situation vdll have altered to such an extent that

the element of surprise will be lost,' and that, 'a quick
advance •with ■v'/eak forces to the Suez Canal via Cairo vdll no

longer be possible, as the British will have time to organise
the defence of the Canal,' He therefore proposed that the
plan of operation of 2 July should be altered and that,
instead of the projected advance to Suez, in v/hich the port
of Alexandria v/as merely to be isolated, the capture of
Alexandria should be made their immedia'fce objective,
is a serious element- of doubt that the original plan for the
capture of Suez might miscarry discernable in the Duce's
statement that, 'Even if this objective (Suez) is not
reached, vre,..will have gained a very important position in
Alexandria v/hich T/ill make an impression on the rest of the
world,' ■

There

The ¥/ay in which the Duce overawed the senior Commanders
Tdio were present at the • Conference is evident in the v/ay in
which both Marshal Cavallero and Von Rintelen, although they
disagreed -with the Duce's decision, both kept silent. After
the conference, in a pri"vate discussion, both Cavellero and

,  Von Rintelen Mere of the opinion that difficult thou^ it
would be, 'the Canal and the area south of Cairo would have
to be occupied, ' for 'Alexandria alone v/ould be of little
use, as it could hardly be exploited as a harbour if the air
fields as far as the Canal Zone were not occupied,
more serious was the fact that although the Duce, at the
beginning of the Conference, had grandiloquently 'ordered the
Italian Air Force to be reinforced and moved forward to be in

a position to oppose the R,A,F, whose strength is continually
. increasing, ' Marshal Cavallero and General Fougier told

Von Rintelen' privately that this 'plan had miscarried ov/ing
to the Italian Air Force's lack of fuel and that, ov/ing to
other tasks, such as convoy escort, the fight against sub
marines and reconnaissance over the Mediterranean, transport

. flints had been" abandoned.

In this spiritless conference in which both the German
and Italian Commanders chose to conceal "the true facts from
the Duce v/as implicit the ultimate failure of the
Afrika Korps and their expiilsion from the Mddle East,
Whatever victories had been won by Rommel in a truly specta
cular advance, they were denied military significance whilst
the Royal Air Force sustained an equally remarkable ascend
ancy over the combined enemy Air Force and corroded the gilt
on every successful land-battle so far gained against the
Eighth Army. From now on, it was not to be so much a
question of land-battles, but of the relative rate of rein
forcement of the opposing forces, in which air power and to
a much more limited extent naval pov/er were to decide the
fate of armies. It was a struggle viiich, the pattern
having been set in the Mediterranean theatre by 6 July •with
the Ei^th Army stabilised at El Alamein, the British were
bound to T/in. Land battles v/ere merely to set the seal on
and finalise the struggle that had already been won in the
air.

I Still

t
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Thus, the defeat of Rommel at Alam el Haifa which marked
Rommel's last desperate throw in Egypt and the Battle of

El Alamein,. ̂ vhen the Imperial Armies Broke throu^ the crust

of Rommel's defence, vrere already the 'writing on the wall'
at this meeting of the enemy Commanders, Then, if ever,
v/ith a frank appraisal of a situation stripped of the last

shred of optimism iivhich Tobruk had induced, a decision might
have been arrived at whereby Rommel still stood a chance of

victory in the Middle East with a strategic withdrawal to the

Egyptian frontier and a return to the original plan Operation
'Hercules', for the invasion of Malta, Instead, the military
tradition of assessing success in terms of advance and defeat

in terms of retreat proved too strong. The decision to stand

at El Alamein, after the failxjre to break through this defen

sive position, T/as the equivalent of restoring to the

Eighth Army all that they had lost during the retreat and all

that Rommel had thereby gained, 7/hilst the Eighth Army was
still in being, their main bases and supply routes untouched

and air superiority on their side, the miles of desert for
which his army had fought so hard ?/ere an incubus - just as
was happening in Russia, T/here vast territorial gains were

beginning to exhaust the enemy even more than the skill and

tenacity of the defence.

A Comparison Betvreen the Available Fighter Force in the

Middle East Command and the United Kingdom

On 3 July 1942, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
signalled to the Chief of Air Staff at Air Ministry, 'Have

been able to build up S,S, filter strength in Western Desert

Force, which this morning was 209 serviceable«
of serviceable Spitfires vra.s under thirty,
had an average daily availability of approximately one

thousand single-engined fighter aircraft, with cre\i/s, out of

a total strength of some thirteen hundred fighter aircraft,
of vdiich over eight hundred v/ere Spitfires,

I The strengt

Personal to

C,A,S, from

Tedder 3/7
Hist, (B)
Crusader

4 (Pinal)
AMWD Weekly
Statistical

Analysis No, h

h
Fighter Command

Analysis of the operational sorties flown by Egypt
based fighter aircraft between 1 and 6 July gives the follow
ing figures;

3  4 5 6July 1 2

217 432 563 386 379 371
51 57 61 81 40 44

M.E, Table

of Operations
A.H.B./CIJ1/

Offensive

Defensive

268 489 624 467 419 41531/1

2682Total;

It is instructive to compare these figures, after
intensive operations lasting five vreeks and a vd.thdrawal of

some four hundred miles, with the fighter sortie rate for the

first six days of Rommel's offensive at Gazala;

June 26 27 28 29 30 31

124 202 196 230 207 164
143 152 133 120 118 51

Idem Offensive

Defensive

267 354 329 350 325 215

1840Total;

In the United Kingdom, due partly to adverse vreather
conditions, it w'as a period of abnormally low operational
activity. Bety/een 1 and 6 July, only eight sorties
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classified under the heading of offensive operations were
flovm. As early as February 1942, over the controversial
quesjtion of the qualtiy of fighter pilots sent overseas
compared ?/ith those retained in the United Kingdom, the
Vice-Chief of Air Staff had written to the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Chief, Filter Command;

*It. is most in^jortant that the Par East and the
Middle East should not be palmed off with their second
and third-rate people, at the present, time, as the
centres of pressure have moved from this country to
those places and for the time-being, I suppose, it is

not very far from the truth to say that in a great
many v/ays yoxor Command, with its O.T.Us, must be
regarded as being the training ground and nursery for
fighter i^ilots who are bearing the brunt of the present
fighting and also that of the future
tial that we get the right stijff, even if it means
pulling back teeth out of your Command vdiich you can
ill afford#•

Although this fact that the centre of presstore had
moved from Great Britain was thus explicitly stated five

months earlier, the situation had nevertheless arisen
whereby, at .a time of acute crisis in the Mddle East, only
tv/o squadrons of Spitfires v/ere available for the fighting
in North Africa#

in-Chief's forthright statement at the July meeting of the

Middle East Defence Committee is pertinent:

It is essen-• • •

In this connection, the Nava?.. Commander-

TJSD/S#87 Quality
of Fighter
Pilots for

Overseas Enc.la#

'Sir Henry Har\70od suggested that further pres
sure should be brought to bear on the Chiefs of Staff
to send out more reinforcements, particularly of air
craft# As he saw, it, v/hen a crisis arose, a flood of
reinforcements fra.s immediately sent, but these always
arrived long after the crisis was over#’

A#0,C#-in-C#

Papers of
Defence

Committee.

Part III

Acrimonious controversy had arisen over the question
of the quality Of fighter pilots sent to the I'/Iiddle East,
T/ith particular reference to the reinforcement of Ifelta,

One of the squadrons under dispute was
No# 601, TiTliich at this time constituted one half of the
Yfestem Desert Air Force’s Spitfire strength, and \Yhich
later v/ithdrawn for defensive duties.

some months back#

\7as

Following’

Regret quality of Spitfire
’Personal for C.A#So from Tedder,

received from Lloyd 25/4*
pilots from Operations '’Calendar" is not up to that of

•  ■ those -from previous operations# In 601 Squadron,
7 out of 23 pilots have had no operational experience
and further 4 have under 25 hours flying on Spitfires#’

A.O#C. 617
To Air Ministry
from R#A,FoM.E#

Prom V.C.A.S;#' to A.O,C#-in-C# Fighter Command 26/4/’42

’I understand that 601 Squadron have not been
operational since October, 1941. They were equipped
with Airocobpas mtil March of 1942, at which time

Thethey started to get their first Spitfires,
Squadron Commander had, therefore, only fourteen days
in which to get the Squadron used to Spitfires, and
out of this period he had to allov/ overseas leave to

his pilots. Only eight of his squadron had had, at
that time, any operational experience v/hatsoever and
the majority of them had never flown Spitfires ’• • • •

The quality of the Spitfire pilots sent to Malta did,
subsequently, show a marked improvement and, as has already
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been mentioned. No, 601 Squadron later proved their value
v/hen brought back into the Air Striking Force before the
Battle of Alam El Haifa,

Comparison Between Enemy and R,A,F, Losses 1-6 July 1942

No detailed figures are available for the Italian
Air Force losses over this period.

A comparison between the Luftv^affe and R,A,P, operational
aircraft losses in North Africa during this period of stabi
lisation at El Alamein gives the following figures;

G,A,F, Losses Established from Enemy Records

July S,E, FigJ.-iters T,E, Filters Bombers

A.H,B,6
Fighters

1

2

3 1 1 5
4 2 1

5 3 53
6 1 2

7 4 13

Total 24 aircraft

R,A.F. Losses from Eneiiy Action

S,Ec FightersJuly T.E, Fighters Bombers

1 2 2

2 1 1

8H,Q,M,E, Table

of Operations
A,H,B,/IIJ1./31/1

3
14 2 2

5 7
6 2 1 1

621 3

30 aircraftTotal

G.AoP, Losses from R.A«F, Claims

M.E, Int,

Sums, Tol, 8.
July S,E, Fighters T,E, Fighters Bombers

1 3 1 4
2

3 1611 1

4 7 1 4
5 1 2 7
6 3 1

25 5 32

62 aircraftTotal

The tvrenty-one single-engined fighters v/hich the
Western Desert Air Force lost by enemy action conprised ten
Hurricanes Iviarks I and II, seven Kittyhawks and four
Spitfires, The seven single-engined fighters lost by the
German Air Force were all Me, 109’s, The Germans lost

thirteen bombers for three bombers lost by the Royal Air

Force, The high standard of protection afforded the
Bostons and Baltiinores is evident in the fact that in the

course of over seven hundred light-bomber sorties flo-vm by
SECRET(84234)109
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the small li^t-bomber force, which alone equalled the acti
vity of the Tiiole of Bomber Command, in U,K
peripd, not one of these aircraft was lost from enemy action*
The disparity in the number of single-engined fighters lost
by the German Air Force and the Royal Air Force is clearly
related to the fact that whilst the enemy enployed their
most modern types of aircraft in the desert fighting, by far
the greater proportion of the Western Desert Air Force
fighter aircraft vrere conparatively obsolescent# The
aggressive policy pursued by the field fighter force com
pared with the mainly opportunist tactics of the enemy, in
which they picked off stragglers, also helped to account for
the disproportion in the casuaity rate. The enemy fighter
force can be said to have failed completely in affording the
Afrika Korps protection from bombing and vdiich vra.s 

'

undoubtedly their main task during this period.

The total number of aircraft of Middle East Command

destroyed or damaged (Cat. Il) by enemy action or from
accidents during the period 1-6 Jtily amounted to one hundred
and five aircraft, of v/hich sixty-five \7ere fighters - a
high percentage of the available serviceable aircraft.
Aircraft reinforcement figures are not available for this

limited period, but from 1 to 1A July a total of 60 S.E.
fighters arrived, of which two vrere Spitfires, while during
this same period of fourteen days one hundred and fifty-six
S.E. fighters v/ere destroyed or damaged (Cat, II) from all
causes. It is'understandable that the Air Officer

Conmianding-in-Chief v/as perturbed at the rate of replacement,
and liad it not been for the outstanding efforts of
Middle East Maintenance Command, air superiority might
easily have been transferred to the enemy

This heavy rate of t/astage, particularly in fighter
aircraft, and the meagre reinforcement had a marked effect
on policy. Faced by a thirty per cent, wastage of fighter
aircraft destroyed or seriously damaged, in six days, it is
obvious that no great risks could be run. Criticism had

been levelled at the air force policy at this time for not
employing the low-level filter-bomber tactics which were

later used with such good effect. Under the circumstances,
a,reluctance to undertake operations involving a still
hii^ier aircraft casualty rate can be readily imderstood,
when aircraft vrere not being replaced, many experienced
pilots had been lost and a iiumber of the Kittyhawk squadrons
had suffered a one himdred per cent, loss in aircraft during
the past four weeks of intensive operations.

during this• >

H.Q.R.A.F,

M,C, Table

of Ops,

Idem

A.O,C,-in-C,

Correspondence

vm.th (PoM. and
C.A.S.)

Enemy Air Activity

The failure of the Axis Air Forces to protect the
Afrilca Koxps and their lines of communication during this

most vital phase, v/hen Rommel was striving to reap the

re^vards of six vreeks' arduous and successful campaigning, is
as surprising in its way as was the failure to make the most

of the opportmities presented to them during the retreat of
the Eighth Army,
fulfilled,

backed by Hitler - to exploit the collapse of the Eighth Army
and advance into Egypt with ever-ext ending lines of comm-uni-
cation and in the face of an air force which maintained a

high degree of air superiority.

None of the tasks set the lAiftyraffe was

At the root of the matter v/as Ronunel's decision-

For instance, the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief concentrated every available

front-line aircraft for use in a tactical role, for the

Planning was bad and piecemeal.
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During these vital sixperiod of the emergency on lend,
days, hovever, Y/hen the enemy ’-vere expected to fling every
aircraft into the battle, in order to force a break-through
to the east, a major operation for the neutralisation of
Malta \yas undertaken,

of a considerable proportion of the Axis air strength to Yiiat

T/as virtually a strategic target, could have had no immediate

impact on.the battle then being \vaged in North Africa and

which, in a number of respects, was of crucial importance to

the whole subsequent history of the war#

However successful, this diversion

German Air Force

Activities in

the Mediterran

ean,

lung. A,H,B,6
Trans, VIl/lI

8th Abtei-

Planning for the handling of the Luftv/affe against
strategic targets was equally bankrupt. The occupation by the
enemy of f orv/ard landing-grounds at Daba and Puka had brou^t
a threat of concentrated raids against ports and bases. On

Crete, comparable Y/ith Malta in inportance as a base, v/as the
main Luftwaffe bomber force. The native population of Egypt,
on vdiich the British forces in the Middle Edst depended so

largely - the R,A,F, alone employed twenty-six thousand -

were notoriously unstable under bombing. Yet no programme
for the systematic bombing of these Egyptian bases and ports
was undertaken. Hitler ordered the •immediate and heavy
mining of the Suez Canal and harbour'. The mines caused
comparatively minor dislocation to the movement of shipping,
and were collected Yd.th what must have seemed to the enemy a

most irritating facility, v/hen the same quantity of H,E,

bombs Y/ould have Yrought tremendous confusion on ports
croY/ded Y/ith shipping.

Defence

Committee

Papers

Operations by Units
of Fllegerkorps X
Based on Crete and
Greece.

Trans,

A.H.B,6

According to General von Thoma, it was 'the political
gentlemen' (i,e, the Italians) Y/ho were responsible for the

This is borne out by the directive issuedlost opportunity,

Interview with
General Ritter von

Thona

on 30 June;

General von

Rintelen to

OKW Staff

'Y/ith reference to relations Y/ith the Egyptian State',
the Duce has decided the folloYdng; our relations with
the population must be friendly, and likev/ise vidth the

Egyptian authorities, if they prove themselves worthy
of it.

This order must be complied with, especially by the
Air Force, Y/hich must avoid attacking any non-military
target in Egypt,

Nevertheless, the order still does not account for the fact

that enemy air attacks on military targets were both light
and sporadic. For this there would appear to have been a

number of contributory factors, among v/hich the following
are the most important. There v/as the waste of effort
entailed in implementing Hitler's instructions for the mining
of the Suez Canal; Rommel's insistence that the LuftY/affe
should fulfil its traditional German role of providing the

army vidth close-support; the way in which the Panzer Army
had outrun their air support; the diversion of air strength
to Sicily for the neutralisation of Malta and, finally, the

way in vdiich their opponents consistently maintained air

superiority and forestalled all attempts by the Luftvraffe to

develop an incisive and coherent air policy. Hitler,
Ivkissolini and. Rommel all interpreted the way in Ydiich the

German and Italian Air. Forces should be employed quite dif

ferently, v/hile the Fliegerfuehrer Afrika was left protesting
against the strain being put on his force in trying to fulfil
the instmactions of his various masterp. The result was a

weary, frustrated air force, never in a position to develop
a firm, constructive policy along sound air lines, and used

merely as adjuncts to the Wehrmacht or as a tool in the hands

of 'the political gentlemen,'

SECRET
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Summary amd Conclusions

The General Situation, 1 July 1942

On 30 June 1942, advanced elements of the German
Panzer Army had begun to reconnoitre the El Alamein posi
tions which ran across the narrov/ isthmus of land, from

Arabs Gulf in the north to the tip of the Qattara Depression
in the south and to .which the Eighth Army had retreated.
By the evening of 1 July, the defended locality of
Deir el Shein, one of the four 'boxes* on which the
El Mamein line depended for its security had been captured,
opening a great gap in the Alam'ein line, as planned'i The

last line of defence before the Nile Delta had been broached

at a point considerably less than one hundred miles from
Alexandria,

I

O184/1575/M0I
(Records)

Alexander Despatch
P, Ut

The enemy Commander-in-Chief, Field Marshal
On the morning of 2 July,Eirdn Rommel, had chosen well,

his armoured force was massed in a most advantageous posi
tion, By dn advance along theRuweisat Ridge, not only
YTOuld' the main Eighth Army defensive position at El Alamein

be outflanked, but a hard surface suitable for tanks led in
an easterly direction towards his ultimate objectives, Suez
and the Red Sea,

The events leading up to this acute crisis in the
iliddle East v/ere basically simple, ’As you know,
General Auchinleck Yvrote to the Prime Minister, on 24- June,
during the retreat from Gazala, ’vre are trying to train an

army and use it on the battlefield, at the same time
Infantry can NOT vrin battles in the desert so long as the

enemy has superiority in. armour, ’ A study prepared by the
Foreign Armies .(Yifestem) Intelligence Department of the
General Staff of the German Army and Tcritten in 1942 makes

this comment, 'On the'vdiole we may say that all through the
war the British forces, in the Ivliddle East have alv/ays been

too v/eak to make the most of any. opportunity. Supply dif-

■  ficulties, or he’v, demands in other theatres, have constantly
arisen. The British, decision to make the Middle East the

centre of operations was, for example, immediately followed
by Japan's unexpected entr^- .into the war.

I

• « * •

I

I

t&r Cabinet Records,
Hist, (B) (Crusader)
U(Flnal)

The Middle East

Situation In
AJ1,b»6, Trans,
NO, VII/IS.

On 26 May,', Rommel had'launched Operation 'Theseus' -

an operation' in v/hich he, had.been set important but limited

The'plan, as, originally devisbd, had been toobjectives,
High Level
Reports and
Directives,

A,H,B,6, Trans,

No. VII/8O0

capt'ure the port of Tobruk, advance as far as the Egyptian
frontier, and halt there whilst Operation 'Hercules', for

Once the threat of thisthe capture of Mal^a, took place,
British air and naval base to his lines of communication

had been removed, then the second phase of the plan, the

invasion of Egypt in the autumn of 194-2, would be undertaken.

On 21 Jiane, ‘Tobruk T/as captured, 'For the loss of
one hundred dead we captured. thirty thousand prisoners and

one hundred tanks, ' states a study prepared by
8th Abteilung, the German Air Historical Section, This
tremendous success convinced the enemy that, 'the histori
cal moment has come to capture Egypt and mst be exploited.
On 23 June, Rommel signalled the Oberkommando Wehrmacht,
'the first objective of the Panzer Army in Africa to defeat

the enemy army in the field and take Tobruk has been
attained.,,. Request the Duce to effect the suspension of
former limitations on freedom of movement, ' This was

the pursuit of the Eighth Amny into Egypt, withagreed;

Idem.
I

the occupation of the Delta area and axi advajice as far as
the Suez Canal and the Red Sea, as objectives, was on.
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At this ]period in the T/ar, midsninmer 1942, the Allied
On 21 June, the dayposition v/as one of acute crisis.

Tobruk fell, the Germans had driven a wedge into the
Sevastopol defences. By 1 July, when Deir el Shein was

captured, this most in^jortant Russian port' and base in the
Crimea had fallen to the enemy. The Americans, who had only
been directly involved in the war for imder seven months, had

not had time to gear their production or mobilise their man-

poviTer to anything like the fullest extent. In any case,
they T/ere mainly preoccupied with the war in the Par East and,
apart from valuable contributions in equipment and a handful
of American personnel, had left the Middle East theatre as a

British responsibility. At this critical point in the
history of the war, the CommonTrealth forces stood alone in
the Middle East,

In the course of the fighting at Gazala and the long
retreat, in Tirhich they had covered some 330 miles in twelve
days, the Eighth Army had suffered grievous losses,
initial force which had met the enemy onslaugjit at Gazala

had been reduced, within the space of five y/eeks, by over
one half and vast quantities of stores and equipment had

fallen to the invading forces,
loss as 65,000 men,
load-carrying and 1,500 technical vehicles, together with

7,500 tons cf supplies. The armoured divisions had suffered
particularly heavily. Out of an initial force of 138 Grant
tanks - the only tank able to meet the enemy Mark III and

Mark IV on anything approaching terms of equality  - only
approximately a score yyere left by 4 July.
Division y/as virtually the only effective mobile strild-ng
force Virhich General Auchinleck had at his disposal. In

addition, under the stress of the retreat, the Eighth Army
had become disorganised. The divisional formations had

largely broken doyvn and had been replaced by l;jprovised
battle groups and ’Jock columns’.

Under the circumstances, therefore, it is not surprising
that there was general uncertainty that the Eighth Army could
be turned at El Alamein, On 28 June, the Minister of State

at Cairo wrote to the Prime Mnister, ’If it is humanly pos
sible, the enemy y/ill be kept out of the Delta, but I feel
that you should appreciate the fact that his reaching the

Delta is not an impossibility...,
worst and this happens, it is Auchinleck’s intention, of

course, to fight him all the way back to the Delta and in the

Delta, preparations to this end are being pushed forvyard as
rapidly as possible. ’ To viiich the Prime Mnister replied,
’I y/onder how Roimel’s tanks v/ill get on among the irriga
tion canals,

bombers. Admiral Haryrood, the Commander-in-Chief
Mediterranean, had decided to move the fleet from Alexandria,
The Russians, viho had been ’watching y/ith some concern
developments in the military situation in Egypt’ and yyere

perturbed by this ney/ threat to their southern flank,
offered ’three Polish Divisions, in order to fill the gaps

caused by the recent severe fighting*

In this period of extreme danger, in which the y/hole
structure of British poy/er to continue waging the y/ar in the
Middle East was threatened v/ith collapse, the most reass-uring
factor was the way in which the Royal Air Force, far from

having been weakened by the enemy success on land, seemed to
have gained added strength by a retreat on to their main
bases and the resultant shortening of their lines of communi

cation,

had been 1,845 for the first week of the enemy offensive at

SECRET
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General Corbett assessed the

3-^ million gallons of petrol, 7,500

The 1st Armoured

If the v/orst comes to the

By 30 June, owing to the threat from escorted«

I

The sortie rate for the field fighter force, ydiich

Appreciations and
Notes. AOC/lt,
Troopers Signal
CS/1t05.

COS (M.E.) 276 2it/6

For C,I.G,S. from

C.-in-C, (2)292 5/7)

For P,M, from
Minister of

State

(IZ707 28/6)

Yfer Cabinet

Papers,
O.Z, 601 29/6.
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Table of Operations
A.H.B./IIJ1/31/1.

Report on R.A.F,
Operations In the
Battle for Egypt,

Gazala had still been maintained at during the fifth
week and rose to 2,615 during the. sijcth week. The percent
age of serviceability to strength, instead of shomng a
decline, rose from 67 per cent during the first vreek of the
cairpaign to 75 per cent in the sixth week.

The enemy air forces, on the other hand, weakened by
the spring offensive against Malta and the heavy demands
made by Rommel during the reduction of Sir Hacheim and

Tobruk and against the June convoy, unprejoared for opera
tions lasting more than tv/enty days, when the full weight of
enemy air operations was to have been sv/itched to the attack

on Malta, their supplies lov;, transport and aviation spirit
particularly short, had been unable to keep pace v/ith the

Afrika Koi-ps' rapid advance. In addition, working to a
prepared plan, the Western Desert Air Force had retired to
landing-grounds stocked v/ith fuel and bombs and cleared up
behind them so thorouglily that the advancing enemy air

forces were forced to occupy bases denuded of everything
which might have facilitated their advance. The Royal Air

Force, in fact, far from being a beaten force was intact,
v/ith morale particularly high, and secure in the knov/ledge
that, in spite of the disaster which had overtaken the

ground forces, it still had the measure of the enemy air
forces.

Idem,

•We cannot resume the offensive on land,’ the Commander-
in-Chief Middle East Forces signalled to the Y/ar Office, on

28 June, 'until we have rebuilt our armoirred forces to the

required strength. Meanwhile, our only offensive weapon is

our air striking force, which it is essential to maintain at

the maximum possible strength, as it alone enables us to

retain any sesiblance of the initiative.
I

For C,I,G,S,
from General

Auchinleck,

The task v/hich now devolved on the air force v/as pre
eminently tactical in scope. It was to stop Rommel’s
advance and help the Eighth Army to stablilise their posi
tions at El Alamein, obtaining a pause during which they
could reorganise their remaining forces and hold fast for

the arrival of strong reinforcements which were already on

the way. As during the Battle of Britain, the air force
was again to play a primary role. Besides giving close-
support to the Eighth Army and also protecting them, in turn,
from enemy air attack, there was the added responsibility of

shielding the bases in Egypt -v/hich, ov/ing to the shortage of
anti-aircraft guns and the proximity of the enemy’s advanced

landing-groundsj were now particularly vulnerable to attack.
Also, the air war, a long-drawn-out affair, still had to be

fought. At once, the Royal Air Force was called upon to

wage a defensive and offensive battle, failure in any one

aspect of which might lead to military disaster involving
all three services in the Middle East,

The enemy, at this time, v/ere supremely optimistic about

the outcome of events in the Middle East, The Duce, alone,
knovidng intimately the problems involved in the
Mediterranean, terrpered optimism v/ith caution. Even when

the /\xis forces were flushed with victory, directly after

the fall of Tobruk, the Duce stated that, ’difficulties after

the collapse of the British Ei^th Army lay less in the

battle on the ground than in the transport situation at

sea.' Rommel, however, saw the struggle in North Africa
almost vdiolly in terms of military success on the field of

battle. Outstanding battle honours had been v/on. The
superiority of his Panzer Army in both equipment and
technique was so patent and reassuring that the complete
defeat of the Eighth Army seemed imminent. On 30 June, he

A,H,B,6 Trans

VIl/80 p, 10.
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informed the Oberkommando Rehrmacht, ’the position in the

pass betvv'een the Qattara Depression and ilrabs Gulf appears to
be. only i'/-eakly consolidated. It cannot be ascertained yet
whether the enemy will offer decisive resistance there, but

this is considered improbable,* On the same day, 30 June,
an annomicement was made which had a far-reaching effect on

the trend of Axis air strategy, Mussolini, v/ho had arrived

at Derna airfield at 20,00 horn’s the preceding day, in anti

cipation of a victory march through the streets of Cairo,
lost no time in issuing the folloTOJig order;

To 0K\Y Opera
tions Staff

idem p, 12.

30 June 1942'To;- OKW Operations Staff

On 29 June, Comando Supremo issued the folloiving order
to G.H.Q, North Africa and C.-in-C, South;-Idem, .

Yifith reference to relations Y/ith the Egyptian State,
the Duce has decided the following; our relations Ydth
the population must be friendly, and likeiYise with the

Egyptian authorities, if they prove themselves worthy
of it.

1.

This order must be complied ¥/ith, especially by the
Air Force, -which must avoid attaclcing any non-military
target in Egypt,

2.

For political reasons, therefore, no doubt T/ith  a view to

extending Italian influence in Africa and the Middle East, a
most powerful v/eapon for causing disorganisation and collapse
in the rear of the Eighth Army, by concentrated air attack,
Y/as neglected.

At the beginning of July 1942, therefore, the vdiole
balance of success of the North African campaign appeared to

be heavily v/eighted in favour of the Axis forces. After a

long retreat in which they had sixPfered catastrophic losses

a Y/eakened and disorganised Eighth Army had reached the

El Alamein defensive position. The enemy held the posi
tional advantage, with air bases in Sicily, Italy, Greece,
Crete and along the North African littoral as far east as

El Daba from -v^hich, by the exercise of air poYrer, they could
control ali-iiost the vtAloIc of the Mediterranean, Implicit in

this victorious advance, hov/ever, v/as a -\/eakness panalleled
in Russia, v/here extended lines of coimnunication attenuated

the striking pov/-er of the invading forces.
Force, although involved in the disaster that had overtaken
the Eighth Army, still managed to dominate the enemy in the
air. It remained the Commander-in-Chief's 'only offensive
\Yeapon’ Yo.th which to counter the enemy's thrusts and exploit
the advantage of the Middle East Forces' retreat on to their

bases, but which nevertheless, in turn, Yrere gravely-
threatened by the proximity of the enemy air bases, Yilhilst

protecting the Eighth Army and the Egyptian bases from enemy
air attack, maintaining an offensive against the spearhead of

the German armour and the front-line troops, in the hope of
weakening them still f-urther, after their arduous campaigning
in a North African summer, there remained the problem of

inpeding, as far as possible, the even flov/- of supplies and
reinforcements to the enemy in the field, in order to prevent
them from sustaining their offensive.

The Royal Air

■ The force available to the Air Officer Commanding-in-

Chief, Middle East Command, in the eastern Mediterranean,
conprised three main com]ponents; the tactical or field
strilcing force of the YYestern Desert Air Force's fighters,
fighter-bombers and light bombers, the strategical force of

medi-um bombers, supplemented by a small number of heavy
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bombers, and a mixed coastal force of aircraft employed on

shipping strikes, convoy escort and sea-reconnaissance vrork.

There T/as also a small force, under AoH.Q, Egypt, for defen

sive duties. This Y^as broadly the basic structiire of tac

tical, strategic and coastal air forces, not yet strictly
defined, Y/hich was to play such an important part in later

phases of the Yrar.

During this period of crisis in the land battle, the
three conponents, but particularly the tactical and strate

gical ones, tended to coalesce, and Y/ere enployed in close-

supjport of the Eighth Army, For example, the medium
bombers of No, 205 Group vrere used almost exclusively, dur

ing this time, in night attacks on the enemy supply route

along the coast road, in the north, supplemented by raids

on enemy laagers in the actual battle area and on their
advanced landing gromds. The tv/o Fleet Air Arm Squadrons
of Albacores, Nos.' 821 and 826, v/ere engaged on 'pathfinder’
duties with the Wellingtons, Y/hile the tY/o coastal
Beauifighter Squadrons, Nos, 252 and 2?2, v/ere sY/itched to

attacks on enemy road convoys and airfields. The small
heavy bomber force, Y/hich included the U.S.A.A.C, Halpro
Detachment, v/as assigned strategical tasks, but duiring this

particular period met vdth little success.

The Western Desert Air Force Y/as composed of thirty
squadrons of aircraft, Tv/enty vrere single-engined
fighters, KittyhaY/k, Hurricane, TomahaY/ks and Spitfire, a

Table of

Operations,
A,H,B,/IIJ1/31/1 proportion of which could be employed as fighter-bombers,
Order of Battle five light bomber squadrons, Boston, Baltimore and Blenheim,

the two Beaufighter Squadrons borrowed from No, 201 Group,
tY/o Army Co-operation Sc|uadrons of mixed Hurricane and
TomahaY/k and various reconnaissance aircraft comprising

apppoximatelj'’ one Squa^on, Although serviceability was

relatively high, a number of the squadrons, particularly
the Kittyhavics, had been severely depleted in strength, in
the course of five Yreeks of intensive operations. No, 205

Group consisted of seven Squadrons ' of Wellingtons and a

number of heavy bombers, including the detachment of
-i\merican-manned Liberators, The Naval Co-operation Group,

No, 201, Y/as a mixed force of five squadrons of Blenheims,
Marylands, Hudsons and' Beauforts. The two squadrons of

Beauf ighters YTere under'the control of A.H.Q, Yfestem Desert,
Two squadrons of Albacores of the-- Fleet Air Arm, on loan

from the Navy, were at tliis' time an integral part of the
medium bomber force of Wellingtons, for whom they did
exceptionally valuable Yrork as ’pathfinders’.

Of the Western Desert Air Force’s tY/enty single-

engined fighter squadrons, ten Y/ere Hurricanes, six
Kittyhav/ks, one TomahaYdc, one mixed Tomahawk and KittyhaY/k
and t'lio \rere Spitfires, With the exception of the two

Spitfire squadrons, all the single-engined filters vrere

obsolescent in performance coitqjared Yidth the Me, 105 an<3.
even the klacchi 202, Of the two Spitfire Squadrons, one

had only become available for offensive operations on 1 July
and, oYring to a lack of experience of desert fighting
requirements, had later to be withdraYn for p\orely defen
sive duties.

Chief Yarote to the Chief of Air Staff, ’it Ydll be possible
to give us at least a proportion of our best first line

types,
cap in every Yra.y,
Staff,
the scale of obsolescence..,. Hurricanes, KittyhaY/ks have

done magnificent Y/ork, but it is inescapable that they are

’I do hope, ’ the Air Officer Commanding-in-

Inferiority in performance is an incessant handi-
And agsiin, to the Vice-Chief of Air

'I am concerned lest we are left still further doYm

Chiefs of

Staff Papers
d/aOC/I, Prom
Cominander s - in-

Chief to Chiefs

of Staff.

A. 0, C*—in—C.

Correspondence
Y/ith V.C,A.S,

Enc. 226a,
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relatively obsolescent and there is the prospect that even

our Spits may be outclassed.

■Whilst the total number of serviceable Spitfires avail
able for operations in the desert, during this period of
crisis, numbered,less than thirty, Pieter Command Yidth its
fifty-seven operational Spitfire squadrons held over eight
hundred.
Command (excluding tialta) fie^7 2682 operational sorties, of
which 224.9 vrere offensive in character, and lost thirty
single-engined fighter aircraft by enemy action,
course of the same six days, aircraft of Fighter Command, in
UoK
of which under sixty vrere classified as being on offensive
operations and suffered no losses of fighter aircraft by
enemy action,
filter bombers, flev/ twice as many operational sorties,
during this period, as the vdiole of Bomber Command,

The total strength of operational aircraft available in
the Middle East on 1 July 194-2 amounted to approximately
eleven hundred of which one half were single and tiP/in-
engined fighters and the remainder bombers,
eleven hundred aircraft some seven hundred and fifty were
serviceable.

According to enemy records, the total front-line
strength of the combined Axis air forces in the Mediterranean
at this time comprised some three thousand aircraft of which
some fifteen hundred were filters and one thousand bombers.
One of the most serious effects on the v/ar v/hich the R,A,P,
and the Royal Navy vrere v/aging against the enemy’s supply
lines v/as not merely the way in which it starved his land
and air forces in North Africa, but the stringent limita
tions it set on the size of the air force that could be

effectively operated in direct support of the Panzer Army,
Only one fifth of this considerable force of enemy front
line aircraft, some two hundred and fifty German and three
hundred and fifty Italian were concentrated in North Africa,
These vrere supplemented by the main German bomber force of
about one hundred and tvrenty long-range bombers mainly based
in Crete,
Axis air force vr8,s between fifty and sixty per cent,
salient fact arises, therefore, that whereas the combined
Axis air forces enjoyed, a considerable numerical superiority
in the Mediterranean theatre as a xvhole, the size of the
force they were able to concentrate in North Africa, in
support of their land forces, was disproportionately small.
This was offset to some extent by the fa-ct that, as the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief expressed it, ’One of our
major handicaps in all respects is that whereas the Hun
sends his most modem types of aircraft and equipment out
here, we, for one reason and another, have to do with second-
best (sometimes scarcely even second-best),
also had at their disposal a very considerable fleet of
some one hundred and fifty aircraft for transport purposes,
a strong and homogeneous force vdiich v/as to .prove invaluable
to Rommel in this and later periods of the 'fitting in
North Africa and v/ith ivhich the Royal Air Force, v/ith their
Bofflbays and Lodestars had nothing to conpare either in size
or in conception for strategical purposes.

t

Between 1-6 July, fighter aircraft of Ivliddle East

In the

flew a total of 1,4.60 day and353 night fighter sorties.<•»

Bombers of Middle East Command, excluding

Of these

The overall serviceability of this combined
The

The enemy

A,M.V/,D, Weekly
Statistical
Analysis Ho, 54-

H,Q, Middle East
Strength Returns

A.H,B.6/Cor/l63

Idem

Air Ministry
Miscellaneous
AOC/1 Part, II
Enc, 218b,

A.H,B,6.

One, perhaps inevitable, result of the long and speedy
retreat was that the organisation for the necessary close

-operation between the army and the air force had been
gravely inpaired and yet at no time had the Eighth Army’s

Fortmately, the

CO

need for air support been more urgent.

Alp Support ContSTol
Vfer Diary, Report on
Operations In the
Battle for Egypt, etc.
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Air Officer Commanding the Western Desert Air Force had

evolved a system whereby reports brought back by pilots on
their return from operational missions v/ere utilised for

target selection. This is not meant to in^^ly that the

essential spirit for co-operation between the Eighth Army
and the Western Desert Air Force had declined. It was

sir:ply that the actual mechanism for co-operation between
the two services had broken down under the strain and con

fusion of a long retreat and in which army ijnits vrere wholly
preoccupied by their immediate problems. The situation was

not helped by the fact that the Eighth Army Tactical
Headquarters were sited at a considerable distance from the

Advanced Air Headquarters of the Western Desert Air Force,
with all the attendant difficulties of communication in a

desert terrain, when it v/as imperative for the two Head

quarters to vrork side by side, in a single Battle
Headquarters, There is also evidence that an appreciation
of the full value and inportance of air support v/as lacking
among certain of the Commander-in-C!hief • s subordinate
Commanders•

AAHQWD/11/Alr Close
Support Policy,
Part III. Enc, 22c

A.H.B.IIJ1/122/7(C)

The position at El Alamein, in what Rommel termed
*the pass between Arabs Gulf and the Qattara Depression*,
with the enemy’s supply route canalized along the coast road

and railv/ay, along which were sited his forward landing
grounds, together with bases and dumps, and his main forces

concentrated along 28 Grid, some ten miles to the south and

south ■west of the El Alamein ’box’, fixed the basic pattern
of air operations against the enemy during these six vital
days. After five T/eeks of strenuous campaigning in
North African midsummer v/eather and vri.th rapidly lengthen
ing lines of communication, the enemy’s forces had been
‘strained to the utmost’ ani were short of supplies.

1 and 1/2 July ^^k2

On 1 July, the opening battle on the Alamein line began
v/ith a full-scale armoured attack by the enemy aigainst
Deir el Shein, This fortified position, some ten miles to
the south-west of the main El Alamein ’box’ and in line v/ith
the vital Ruweisat Ridge, had lately been established by
General Norrie, the Commander of XXX Corps, to fill the
sixteen mile gap betv/een El Alamein and Qaret el Abd viiich,
together vdth Naqb abu Dweis on the edge of the Qattara
Depression formed the fo-ur ’-boxes’ of the El Alamein defen
sive system,
reserves that the key strongpoint of Deir el Shein was held
by the l8th Indian Brigade v/hich had only left Iraq some
tvro ■weeks earlier.

Such was General Auchinleck’s v/eakness in

In spite of requests by the Royal Air Force, no demands
for air support v/ere made by the army, although there was no
doubt as to the sector the enemy would select for their
attack, Hov/ever, air support was undertaken in full
measure, in spite of the limitations set on it by dust
storms which raged intermittently throughout the day, and
one hundred and ninety-three light bomber and fighter
bomber and two hundred and twelve fighter sorties v/ere made.
The activity by the Yifestem Desert Air Force pronpted an
entry in the 21st Panzer Division’s Y/ar Diary, ’the enemy
launches a colossal bombing attack,’ This was supple
mented by the statement in the Afrilca Korps War Diary,
’the activity of the enemy Air Force during this day has
again been noticeably lively. Many bombing attacks -were-
successful. The enemy is also attacking on into the ni^t
v/ith ni^it-bombers, The activity of the Luftwaffe was

Report of Coxirt
of Enquiry,
Operations in
the YYestern
Desert 27 May -
2 July 19A2.
Vol, II Page 192

A,H,B,6,

War Diary of the
German Afrlka Korps
A.H.B,6 Trans*
No, VI1/87,
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The supply position v/ith regard to ammunition
Replenishment is urgently needed,’

very slight,
and fuel is vrorsening.

By last light on 1 July, Deir el Shein had been overrun.
The El Alamein line had been breached at vhat v;as tacticaily

its most vital point, Rrom an appraisal of the situation
on the evening of 1 July, there seemed every likelihood that

Rommel would bring to a climax, on the follovring day, the

SiDectacular series of victories begun at Gazala less than a

month earlier by exploiting the cai^t-ure of Deir el Shein and

bringing about the complete disintegration of the Eighth Army
defensive system at El Alamein,

Throughout the night of l/2 July, however, a force of
nearly one hundred Tfellington and Albacore aircraft concen

trated almost the whole weight of their attack on the enemy
supply route along the coast road, in the north, with what

proved to be outstanding success. It v/as an inspired
decision vdrich had the result of disorganizing Rommel's
supply organisation - already sufficiently precarious - so
that the momentum of his advance T/as lost, 'In the night,
the Afrika Korps War Diary recorded, 'continuous bombing
raids met mth success and the supply colirrnns were blown up.
There was no improvement in the supply position,' In the
21st Panzer Division 'War Diary was noted 'Continued bombing
attacks during the night, but othen/ise no contact with the

enemy. The supply columns have been scattered or dispersed.
There can be no doubt that these medium bomber raids, on the

night of 1/2 July, combined T/ith the heavy scale of air
attack on 2 July were a decisive factor in stopping Rommel
at El Alamein at a crucial moment viien there was  a very real

danger of the whole line collapsing, as had happened at
Gazala,

f

t

2 and 2/3 July 1942,

Nevertheless, on 2 July, the mood of the Axis Commanders
in North Africa was one of supreme optimism,
strength of the capture of the strongpoint at Deir el Shein,
the radio announcement that Alamein had fallen and that the

The Axis

On the• •

Eighth Army were again in full retreat was made,
plan for the Panzer Army to isolate Alexandria and reach

Cairo and the Suez Canal, by ¥/ay of Wadi el Natrun, was also
circulated.

High Level
Reports and
Directives

Dealing v/ith the eastwards.
North African

Cajnpaign A,H,B,6 mining of the Suez Canal and harbour' v/ith the intention of
Trans. No, VIl/ isolating the Mediterranean and bottling up the fleet.

It was obvious that Rormnel was prepared to
stake everything on a resumption of his sv/eeping advance

Hitler, convinced that 'the historic moment has
come to captiire Egypt*, ordered the ♦immediate and heavy

80.
At first light on 2 July, the main Panzer force was

seen to be located in square 8628 but concentrated chiefly
along the laterial axis of 28 northing grid where they were
in the most advantageous position for exploiting the break
through at Deir el Shein the previous evening,
davm, light bombers and filter bombers of the Western
Desert Air Force resumed the attacks Virhere the night bombers
had left off, choosing as their targets the enemy motorised
infantry columns. Panzer formations and their supporting
transport,
Baltii'aores and Kittybombers were attacking enemy concentra
tions at the rate of one a minute, ivith the intention of
halting a further offensive by the Panzer Army,
infantry of the German 90th Light and the Italian Trento
Divisions, supported by ty/enty tanks, launched an attack in
the morning, but yyith nothing like the anticipated power or
'elan'.

Soon after

In the first hour of daylight, Bostons,

Lorried

'Despite their success against one of our defensiv
XIII Corps
¥iTar Diary

(84234)119
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positions,

able to push on and, -in'fact, our armoured force reports
that the enemy attacks did not show their usual initiative.*

ighth Army reported, 'the enemy has not been

In the course of the afternoon, given a respite from
aerial bombardment ov/ing to widespread duststorms, the enemy
reorgaaiised their forces and launched another attack,
an imi^rovement in the weather, flying was resumed on the same
intense scale as in the morning and again the Eighth ;\rmy
^7as able to repulse the enemy attacks. V/hereas some fifty
to sixty enemy tanks were used in the reduction of
Deir el Shein, never more than tv/enty v/ere ertployed in the
vital battle of 2 July, aimed at gaining possession of the
Ruvireisat Ridge and outflanking the enemy-^.s main position at
El Alamein.

force of the enemy armour can only be attributed to a

shortage of essential supplies, such as fuel and ammunition,
and general disorganisation caused by the heavy bombing
attacks, as no night engagements between the opposing armies
took place,
Korps Vifar Diary, part of v/hich has already been quoted*

'In the night (l/2 July) continuous bombing attacks met
■VTith success and the supply columns were blo\m upj
there was no Improvement in the supply position,
advance is intended, after replenishment of fuel stocks.
During the day there were once again heavy air raids.
Our oTiwi fighter defence was not nearly sufficient.
Panzer Army Africa reports that in the coming night,
night fighters roll be brought into action,
situation is again difficult; ammunition is especially
short.

With

This considerable reduction in the striking

This is borne out by an entry in the Afrika

An

The supply

I

A.H.B,6 Trans,
No, VIl/87.

Di spite of the adverse weather conditions on 2 July
which stopped almost the T/hole of the flying activity during
five hours over the inland battle area, the Western Desert
Air Force flew over two hundred light bomber and fighter
bomber and nearly five hundred fighter sorties. With this
unusually high measure of fighter protection,
General Auchinleck was able to develop the tactical initia
tive on the afternoon of 2 July and launch an attack v/ith
XIII Corps with the intention of, in turn, outflanking
Rommel's forces and threatening his lines of communication.
After a disastrous retreat, the Eighth Army were shov/ing a
remarkable resilience. Supported by the air force they had
been ena.bled not only to concentrate their forces on the
Alamein line and repel the enemy attacks, but also to go over
to the offensive, on admittedly a limited scale.

During the night 2/3 July, an opportunity vra.s missed for
malcing a concentrated night-bombing attack on the enemy tank
laagers, known from reconnaissance reports to be concentrated
in a conparatively restricted area inland. By this time the
German tank force had declined to some forty serviceable
runners' and the results of such localised bombing mi^t

have been decisive. The Eighth Army Commander, however, vra.s
unwilling to run the risk of having his o\m troops bombed
■which, imder the circumstances, might have been follo^wed by
the most disastrous consequences. It is debatable, also,
whether night bombing of targets, under the extremely diffi
cult conditions of desert terrain, would have achieved the
desired results. Again, therefore, during the night of
2/3 July, the medium* bomber force of some one hundred
Wellingtons and.Albacores struck at the enemy supply route in
the north, mth their advanced landing grounds as secondary
targets.

t

A.H.B,/IIJ1/
31/1.

XIII Corps
War Diary.,,

XXX Corps Int
Summary,

Squadron
O.R.B,s.

(84232f)l20
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In the coxirse of the night, a most si.gnificant entry
was imde in the ¥ar Diary of the Afrika Koips;

•in the night, British air activity has again been very
iiitense#

seriously hindering the troops;
is not to be seen,•

The continual raids, by night and day, are

our om filter defence
AoHoB,6 Trans,

No, VIl/87.

3 and 3A July -1942

Unfortunately for the enemy Commander-in-Chief, the
battle of 3 July, on vdiich there vra.s so much at stake, was
fought in excellent flying vreather,
day's fighting, the Tfestem Desert Air Force flew over nine

hundred sorties, of which nearly three hmdred vrere made by
the light bombers and filter bombers, and more than six

hundred by the fighters.
The field fighter force, on 3 July, comprised just over tv/o

hundred serviceable aircraft, so that on the average there
was a sortie rate of three for the whole of the force.

In the course of the

It T/as a record for the campaign.Personal to

C,A.S, from

Tedder,

5690 3/7.

Althou^ Romael called on the Axis Air Forces to make a

supreme effort to support the Panzer Army 'owing to the con

dition of the troops*, their fighters were neither able to

protect the ground forces from constant bombing nor maintain

the pattern of close co-operation betv/een the Stukas and the

Panzer formations, on which the latter relied so extensively.
In spite of the critical nature of the battle, the combined

German and Italian Air Forces v/ere only able to give the

Ad’rika Korps about one quarter of the air support which the

Western Desert Air Force v/&s able to give to the Eighth Army,
The German Stijka formations paid a particularly high price
for their intervention in the battle,

per cent of their serviceable aircraft knovm, to be operating
in the fonvvard areas on this date.

They lost tv/enty-five

Operations by
Units of

Fliegerfuehrer
Africa.

A,H,B,6.

A.H.B,6
Records,

Rommel's mistake in advancing without adequate air sup
port in pursuit of a beaten army Vi/hose air force nevertheless

maintained an unusually high degree of air superiority over

his own was by now alarmingly evident,
1/as fast nullifying a spectacular series of victories on land.

In addition, with the resurgence of Malta as an. air and naval

base for offensive operations on his flank, he was being
forced to rely more and more on reinforcement of both men and

supplies by the hopelessly uneconomic and precarious expedient
of air and submarine transport.

Tfeakness in the air

The pattern of the fitting on land on 3 July followed
the one set on the previous day, v/ith XXX Corps holding fast

in the north against the Panzer Army's attempts to thrust

eastwards along the Ruweisat Ridge, and XIII Corps continu

ing their outflanking movement from the south,
attacks in the Riw/eisat Ridge sector, against which Rommel

flung every available tank in his Panzer Army, were beaten

off, while the Nev/ Zealanders of XIII Corps inflicted an

inportant reverse on the Italian Ariete Division' in v/hich
they captured some four hundred prisoners and either cap
tured or destroyed the whole of the Ariete's artillery.
The day's fighting reveals that Rommel y/as unv/illing to be

deflected from his primary objective ivhich y/as to exploit
the capture of Deir el Shein by outflanking the El Alamein
'box' and relied on a combination of Luftwaffe Stukas and the

Italians to stop XIII Corps' threat to his rear: neither ivas

successful; the fighters of the Western Desert Air Force
deci'nated the Stulcas and the New Zealanders routed the

Italians,

All the

'Probably the most successful day over the whole

XIII & XXX

Corps War
Diaries,
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front since the end of May, ' said an Ei^th Array comraunique.
The Afrika Korps Y/ar Diary recorded as its last entry;

'Panzer Army Africa order is transmitted; the divisions
are to go over to the defensive. The day's objective
has not been reached again to-day
bomber and bomber raids vere successful again to-day.
The supply situation has become even v/orse; the most
serious shortage is of ammunition,♦

On 3 July, the follov/iiig entry was noted in the War
Diary of the 21st Panzer Division;

Several fighter-• • • •

A,H,B,6 Trans,
Wo, VIl/87

Cabinet Offices
Ref, AL 917/8

'Very strong activity of the enemy air force during the
whole day, v/ith continual bombing attacks on the rear
ward positions of the Division,'

An unexpected result of XIII Corps' advance in an out-
flaiiking movement tov/ards the north and north-west was to
impose severe limitations on the night-bombing programme of
3/if July, The bombline in the central sector was pushed
back as much as tyrenty miles behind the enemy's foriyard dis
positions in order to avoid the possibility of advanced
elements of XIII Corps being bombed. It \/as also appeirent
from the briefing that ni^t-bomber crev/s were not being
given anything like a true working picture of what was hap
pening on the gromd, yvith battle areas defined in such a
loose \vay that it could have resulted in an almost conq)lete
waste of effort, Portixnately, the medium bombers concen
trated their attention on the coastal strip in the north,
¥/here targets of high quality Virere still assured. Bearing
in mind the critical shortage of ammunition which Rommel's
forces V7ere experiencing in the battle area, the blowing up '
of an ammunition train in a siding at El Daba was of parti
cular value to the Eighth Army, On the follo^ving day enemy
batteries were reduced to a mere ten rounds of ammunition,
A special operation carried out by twelve Wellingtons against
a tank repair depot at Matruh proved, in the main, disap
pointing, although a repair shed was blown up and vehicle
parks in the neighbourhood v/ere bombed,

4 and 4/5 July 1942

No, 205 Group
0,R,B,

High Level
Reports and
Directives,

At a conference held by Rommel on the morning of  4 July,
it v/as decided that the Panzer Army 'must go over to the
defensive in order to ease the difficult supply situation and
to allow the non-motorised units to keep up, but this will
not cause other attacks to be abandoned,'
press forward, Rommel had issued an order, on 26 June, 'in
order that the Germian and Italian Air Forces may have motor
transport at their disposal, Italian infantry divisions, with
the exception of artillery, have been instructed to proceed
on foot,'

In his haste to

Idem,

In spite of this grave decision which meant virtually
that it was no longer a question of further gains for the
enemy forces, but of retaining ¥hat they had already vron,
Rommel could not face the fact that the ingjetus of his
advance had been lost within sight of his goal. Everything
for which the Afrika Korps had been fighting was at stalce.
Soon after dawn- on the morning of 4 July, an attack was
launched by an enfeebled Panzer Army which, had the situa
tion been fully exploited by the opposing forces, might
easily have led to disaster. The offensive v/as met v/ith
strong resistance by Eighth Array, tanks and guns v/ith close
support afforded by the light bombers and fighter bombers of
the Tifestem Desert Air Force vdiich v/as outstanding not only

(84234)122
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for the weight of the attacks but the way in which they fol-
loT/ed the principle of concentration. Within five hours,
some 90 tons of bombs v/ere dropped on the spearhead of the

enemy attack, the 21st and 15th Panzer Divisions and the

90th Light, and on their supporting columns. Unfortunately,
these operations on the morning of 4 July v/ere marred by two
incidents when Bostons and Baltimores of No, 3 S,A,A,P, Wing

bombed 3rd S,A,A,P, Brigade in their positions in the
El Alamein 'box’, The following was noted in the Afrika Korps
Vfar Diary;

M, Table of

Operations,
A.H.B./CIJ1/
51/1

Appendices to
Wo, 3 S,A,A,P,

Wing 0,R,B,

'Considerable flying activity again during the night
The tank battle in the 15th Panzer Division area is still

at a standstill,

is still very grave;
for each battery.

« • • •

The division's ammunition situation

there are only ten romds available
f

A,H,B,6 Trans,

Wo, VIl/87.

By 13,00 hours, the position had become so critical that

the whole of the enemy position was in acute danger of

crumbling and Rommel himself was on the field of battle trying
to retrieve the situation, A combination of fear that T/ith

the confused nature of the fighting in the afternoon the

Eighth Array might be bombed by their supporting aircraft, as

had happened in the morning, a deterioration in the weather

conditions inland and a hope that the Afrika Korps might be
con^ielled to retreat, when they v/ould be forced to use the

coast road, prompted the decision to switch bombing operations
from the centre of the battle activity, inland, to the north.
It was a most uni’ortunate choice which gave the enemy in the

field a respite from air attack at a time when fiirther con

centrated attacks might easily have brought about the complete
collapse of the enemy resistance. Almost wholly hidden from

sight of the ground forces, it is most probable that the

Eighth Anny Commander himself had no adequate conception of

the importance to the success of the land operations of the

constant hammering the enemy army and their supply lines were

receiving from the air. Certainly, among a number of his
subordinate Commanders there was a failure to grasp the

supreme value of air force operations, at this time, in pre
venting defeat from developing into disaster. An entry made

in the Afrika Korps War Diary, at the end of the day, shows
clearly the strain to which the enemy forces had been sub

jected, by these constant air attacks,

'In spite of considerable enemy attacks the front has
been held. The fighting strength of the troops dimi
nishes, however, more and more quickly every day, A
•y/ithdrawal of units in order to give them a few days
rest is not possible, in the critical situation of the
moment.

t

Idenu

A,A,H.Q,Y/,D,

Close Support
Policy,
A,H,B,/IIJ1/
122/7(c)

A,HoBo6 Trans,

No, VIl/87,

The enemy is again developing intense activity in the air

by day and in the ni^t.*, •

The s"upply situation, v/ith regard to ammunition, becomes

even worse, although some small supplies came through in
the course of the afternoon,'

On A July, an important success was scored by
Beaufighters of Nos, 272 and 252 Squadrons against enen^y
si;ipply and troop-carrying convoys when some fifty vehicles

were either destroyed or damaged,
for the sloTvness of the Luftwaffe in moving forward in sup
port of the Afrika Korps was an acute shortage of M,T,
These, and other raids made by Beaufighters against enemy
convoys in daylight, made a contribution to the battle quite
disproportionate to the number of aircraft involved,

SECRET

One of the min reasons'

Nos. 272 & 252

Squadron
0,R,B,s,
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A total of 114 light boniber, 63 fighter bomber and
467 fighter sorties v/ere made on 4 July^ There v/ere
181 filter aircraft engaged on offensive svreeps. Although
the Stuka formations which repeated the former day*s tactics

of attacking advanced elements of XIII Corps were broken up,
the high proportion of fighter effort involved did not

appear to have justified the results. According to enemy
records, only one dive-bomber was shot dorm on 4 July, No

doubt this intense activity on offensive s?/eeps served its

purpose and provided the Eighth Army with the protection
from hostile air attack which v/as so essential during this

period of their consolidation on the El Alamein line. It
was also of invaluable service to General Auchinleck enabling
him to move forward the- newly arrived 9th Australian Division

to reinforce XXX Coi-ps and bolster up what had hitherto been

a thinly protected sector, in the El Alamein *box*, and one
which Rommel curiously enough never seriously threatened with

a frontal attack dinring a period when it had been compara
tively weakly defended.

Table of

Operations,
A.H.B./IU1/
31/1

A.H,B.6.

XXX Corps
Yfer Diary

On 4 July, also, the air aspect of the Eighth Army plan
'Exalted* was put into operation. It entailed moving cer
tain fighter squadrons to forward landing grounds in antici

pation of the' enemy’s collapse and withdrawal to the west.
There is evidence that these moves tended to dislocate the

momentum of the Tfestern Desert Air Force operations at this

time. Being more in the nature of intelligent anticipation
rather than bad timing, it failed because of the Ei^th Army's
inability to sustain the offensive and press home the
advantages won in the course of the day's fighting, on

4 July, Lastly, on this day, the Fliegerfuehrer Afrika v/as

forced to protest to- Rommel that the Luftv/affe were
'stretched to the limit of their capacity in providing escort

for bombers, in accordance v/ith the demands of the
Panzer Army.

I

O.R.B.s,

A.H.B.6
Records

During the night of 4/5 July, the force of Wellingtons
and Albacores, some ninety in all, resumed their attacks,
concentrating again on the supply route in the north.
Vfeather conditions vrere perfect and the successes of the pre
vious nights* operations were repeated. The excellent
illuminations provided by the Fleet Air Arm Albacores were

remarked on v/ith appreciation throughout the Vfellington
Squadron O.R.B.s, Althou^ the Luftvraffe night-fighters
were out seemingly in force their success in limiting the

night operations of No, 205- Group was negligible, A special
No, 38 Squadron mission vra.s assigned to ten aircraft of No, 38 Squadron to
O.R.B. - ■

No, 205 Group
0,R,B.

attack especially heavy concentrations of enemy M,T, and

troops known to be- in the Daba area. The Yfellingtons car

ried one thousand pound bombs which caused considerable
destruction. This ¥/as augmented T/hen the main force of

Wellingtons arrived. There is evexy probability that these

were enemy reinforcements for vAiich Rommel was clamouring
and which had been flown over to Tobruk by transport aircraft

very recently,- ■ The night of 4/5 July was the last of this
period in' which the -viiiole of the night bomber force, with

very minor exceptions, T/as used in a purely tactical role,

Afterv7ards, vm.th the tension on land relaxing, they were

diverted in increasing numbers to what may be termed strate

gical targets, attacks on ports and sea convoys, Enemy
records reveal adequately the outstanding value of these

night attacks in disrupting- the necessary even flow of sup
plies and reinforcements to the battle area, v/hich completely
hamstrung Rommel's efforts to prosecute a vigorous offensive

and had a very adverse effect on-the morale of his troops.
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5 and 5/6 July 1942

During the night, the New Zealanders of XIII Corps scored
another success against the Italians, In-spite of this
increased threat to Rommel's rear virhich XIII Corps were deve
loping from the south and the marked weakness revealed in the

Panzer Army the previous day, 5 July was described by an
Eighth Army source as 'a day of little general activity, vd.th
both sides given a respite after the strenuous activity of

the last tv;o days, ' A condition of temporary stalemate had
been reached between the opposing armies, Rommel, con
strained to shelter his shattered Panzer divisions behind a

screen of anti-tank guns, was thankful for the respite
afforded and preoccupied with measures for defence.
General Auchinleck on the other hand, in spite of having
regained the tactical initiative the first time since May and
having scored a remarkable series of successes, was unable to
pursue his advantage owing to a general weakness in reserves.

XIII Corps
Int, Sum.

C,-in-C,s

Despatch,

Prom the air point of viev/, it 'was obvious that the
character of current operations had begun to shov/ a radical
change#

days had forced the enemy to adopt dispersal as a protection,
Rommel ̂ vas on the horns of a dilemma, ■ Without an adequate
measixre of concentration of his armour- he could not attack.

Having concentrated, his forces vrere immediately subjected to
heavy bombing, against which the LuftY/affe Y/as able to afford
little or no protection,
the fighting during this period that out of over seven
hundred operational sorties made by the light bombers,
equalling more than the whole of those made by Bomber Command,
not a single Boston or Baltimore aircraft Yira.s shot doYm,
although their formations, in suitable YYeather, had been
YYorking Yidth the precision and regularity of a suburban train
service.

The intensive bombing programme of the past few

It is an outstanding feature of

It vas also, obvious that, v/ithout the threat of a
counter offensive by the Eighth Army Tihich v/ould force the

enemy to concentrate to meet the attack, the quality of the
targets presented to the light bombers YYOuld shov/ a pro
gressive decline.

Mist over the inland areas and a paucity of targets
hampered air operations on the morning of 5 July,
alternative, and p-ursuing the policy of 'keeping the enemy's
heads doYm', five filter-bomber and fighter attacks Yvere
made against enemy. forY/ard landing-grounds in the Daba area
Y/hen one enemy bomber Y/as claimed as destroyed,
records it appears that these raids Y/ere far more successful

The losses inflicted on

As an

Prom enemy

than Y/as considered at the thne,

A.H,B,6.
Records,

enemy aircraft Y/as a record to date and Y/as not to be reached

again until Air Vice Marshal Coningham's 'v/eather blitz
opportunist attack', some three months later which did so

much to dislocate enemy air. operations just before the battle
of El Alamein,

f
or

I

In the afternoon, Y/eather conditions itiproved, aJLlowing
close support operations to be carried out. An outstanding
feature of the day's air activity Y/as the Y/ay.in Yvhich both
li^t bombers and fighter bombers attacked the enemy rein

forcements moving south, on Rommel's instructions, to counter
XIII Corps advance. On this day, 3 July, the two squadrons
of Bostons, Nos, 12 and 24 S,A,A,P,, passed the six hundred
sortie mark since 1 July, a truly impressive performance for
two squadrons and v/hich equalled the total of operational
sorties made by the thirty-five squadrons of Bomber Command
for the same period.
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The total of sorties flov/n by aircrai’t of the T(7estern
Desert Air Force shovred a decline on the figures for the pre
ceding day. They comprised 101 light bomber, 55 filter
bomber and 4'19 fighter sorties.

It had been a matter of considerable concern to the

Air Officer Commanding-in-Ghief and the Air Officer
Commanding Western Desert Air Force that the consei^v'ative
bombline set by the ariny had permitted the enemy's main

forces, on occasion, to find sanctuary from air attack, the

bombline having been fixed too far to the v/est,
the policy for fixing the bombline was altered,
laying down the bombline for the Royal Air Force, the amny
were to give the predicted line of their forward troops for

the next two hours and the responsibility v/as laid on the

Royal Air Force to use their judgement and work as close in

to the forward troops of the Eighth Army as vra,s considered
safe.

On 5 July,
Instead of

Table of

Operations.
A.H.B./IIJI/
31/1.

Aii'CrC,—in—C,

Correspondence
Part V,

In a despatch to the Oberkommando Wehrmacht on 5 July,
a most revealing appreciation of the situation of the
Papzer Army was made,

'The enemy on the eastern front of the Panzer Array
(XXX Corps) is relatively inactive, but he is attenpt-
ing to attack the Panzer Army from the south
(XIII Corps)
the Panzer Army in f lanlc and rear,
has therefore decided to relieve the 'German divisions

on the east front by X Array Corps (Italians) and to pre
pare the German /d'rilca Korps and the 90th Light Infantry
Division behind his right flank for defence against this

attenpt at encirclement,
the troops permits, he v/ill go over to the counter
attack, on the southern , wing, ■ The German and Italian
Air Forces, have weakened the enemy groups in the south
by several dive-bombing attacks.

Six weeks of fighting and marching in desert terrain and

great heat has lov/ered the fighting strength of the
troops \vho are exhausted and strained to the limit
Even if the German-Italian Air Force is superior to the

British as regards combat performance, the latter pos
sesses great nunerical superiority, especially in
fighters, and is causing tineasiness and losses among
the troops by frequent day and night strafing and
bombing atte.cks.

The German and Italian Air' Forces are making every effort

to assist the ground troops in their defensive opera
tions but are hindered by lack of vehicles to bring up

sufficient supplies

The Afrika Korps Vfer Diary noted, on 5 July*

Operational strengths have dropped sharply during the
last few days and no Afrika Korps unit exceeds
50 per cent of its established operational strength.

The Lioftwaffe is very active again to-day,
everything the Italians scored a success by bombing o'Ur

own troops

It appears that- the plan is to take
Field Marshal Rommel

• • • •

As soon as the condition of

• • • •

I

To cap

e • • •

High Level
Reports and
Directives,

A,HoB.,6 Trans,

No, VIl/80,

In order to fill the position where troops are lacking,
reinforcements are being flovm over from Italy to Tobruk,
Transport from there must be effected by troop-carrying
vehicles. For this purpose, each division is to supply
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25 lorries v/nich T/ill be continuously used in the
irnmediate future by Panzer Amy Africa on the Tobruk-
E1 Daba stretch.

Each division is moreover to supply 50 lorries for the
Luftwaffe;

hardship as the troop-carrying vehicles are already in

large measure employed in bringing up supplies, mines
and personnel reinforcements,
only to a limited extent mobile

Panzer Army Africa is postponing the carrying out of the
order until later,*

this consignment will cause considerable

Individual lanits are

On these grounds• • • •

As has already been mentioned, the night-bomber force
had been employed during this period of stabilisation of the
Ei^th Army at El Alamein, in a purely tactical role. Small
operations, strategic in scope, had been carried out against
enemy sea convoys and their ports of arrival in North Africa

by heavy and medium bombers, but for various reasons the
results had been disappointing. The planning of the medium-
bomber operations for the night of 5/6 July, ho'wever, showed
that the crisis in the land battle had passed. Out of a
force of seventy-seven Rellingtons, ei^teen were briefed for
an attack against Tobruk, 'with the object of attacking and
destroying dock installations, petrol installations and tank
repair shops and to restrict the movement of shipping in
Tobruk harbour,' '

tion was a failirre, but both in size and intention, the raid
was a jjort^nt of a heightening of the war against the enemy's
sea-borne, supplies v/hich was to show such remarkable and
cuiflulative results v/hen the battles of Alam el Haifa and

El Alamein came to be fought. Bearing in mind the reduction
in the nijmbers of medium bombers available for the bombing of
tactical targets, on the night of 5/6 July, the results ¥/ere
good, and numerous fires Yfere started among enemy transport
and rolling stock. Pilots remarked, hovreveij that measures
for dispersal had been adopted aoid that rarely more than
fifty vehicles vrere seen in any one place,

6 July 1942

Mainly ovving to bad visibility, the opera-

No, 205 Group
0,R,B,

Squadron
O.R.B. s.

By 6 July the change had come. Reports were received
from all sides of v/ide dispersal arid protective measures
undertalcen by the enemy,
cularly heavy in the battle area,

the situation remained confused, the light and fighter bomber
operations were directed against enemy landing-groimds in the
Daba area. As the position clarified, the light bombers and
fighter bombers were switched to close-support targets. The
fighter bombers came into their ovm, ov/ing to the scattered
nature of the targets offered, v/orking well forward in their
attacks on the forward enemy columns. Other bombing attacks
v/ere launched against the enemy reinforcements moving south
to counter XIII Corps' advance.

Aiti-aircraft gunfire V7as parti-
In the morning, T/hile

Other than for the fighter bombers, the sortie rate for
6 July showed a slackening of the tenpo. Fighter bombers
reached the hundred mark, but the light bombers, ovdng to
the paucity of suitable targets, only reached ninety, the
fix'st time their sortie rate had fallen below one hundred

since the fighting on the El Alamein line had begun.
Sorties made by fighter aircraft dropped to three hundred and
sixty-five - the most significant decline being in the number
of the aircraft employed on offensive sweeps.

Prom being fluid and mobile, the fighting in North Africa
had now begxm to coalesce into a battle of fixed positions,

SECRET
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At least for the time-being, the threat to British po'v/er in
the Middle East had been averted. The first and by far the

most critical phase of the fighting on the El Alamein line

had been won, ’Throu^out the first phase of the battle
for Egypt, ' General Auchinleck wrote in his Despatch, 'our
air forces could not have done more than they did to help
sustain the Eighth Army in its struggle. The efforts were

continuous by day and night, and the effect on the enemy was
tremendous, I ajn certain that had it not been for their

devoted and exceptional efforts, we should not have been

able to stop the enemy on the El Alamein position.
I

Conclusions

(a) The policy of day-and-night bombing, at a time
when the enemy ground troops were strained after their long
advance and, with extended lines of communication, ?/ere

short of certain essential supplies, particularly ammunition
and fuel, proved the decisive factor in stopping Rommel at
El Alamein,

(b) The concentration of almost the whole of the Air
Force in the Middle East in a tactical role in support of

the Eighth Army prevented Rommel from exxsloiting the captiare
of Deir el Shein and was an outstandingly successful feature

of the campaign.
.  i

(c) Without the exercise of air. superiority by the
Y/estern Desert Air Force in the battle area, the Eighth Army

Withcould not have stabilised its position at El Alamein,
the system of defensive positions at El Alamein breached,
there was every likelihood of the defeat of the Eighth Army
developing into the complete collapse of British military
power in the Middle East,

(d) Had there been a siofficiently large and well-
trained heavy-bomber force available in the Mddle East,
there is ■ every likelihood that the enemy forces could have

been sealed off from their sources of supply and reinforce
ment and forced to siarrender in Egypt,

(e) The planning of the disposition of the Spitfire
force, tvdth two squadrons in North .^ifrica and eighty in the

United Kingdom^ was faulty. Even as an example of over-
insiarance, the lack of balance would seem to be completely
disproportionate. The heavy v/astage sustained by the field

fighter force during this period coiild have had  a most

serious effect on morale and may be attributed largely to

the fact that, by and large,- the Western Desert Air Force
were equipped v/ith comparatively obsolescent fighter
aircraft.

(f) The high wastage in fighter aircraft, combined
with inadequa:te reinforcement, in turn influenced British

air policy in the Middle East,
enployment of fighter bombers in lovif-level bombing could not
be \mdertaken.

Operations such as the

(g) Disorganisation folloYidng the retreat had
seriously affected the machinery for co-operation between
the Army and the Royal Air Force, Requests for air support
were not coming in from the Army’s advanced formations. Had

the R,A,F, hot pursued an independent line and Yvorked out a

system of target-selection from air reconnaissance, a most

serious decline in the araotxnt and quality of close air sup
port YYould have resialted, .
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(h) The ‘bornbline fixed by the Arniywas often too con
servative, resulting in there being a tendency for the enemy
forces to find sanctuar'y from bombing betT/een the bombline

and Ei^th Army forv/ard troops,
bombing of the 3rd South African Brigade by aircraft of

Wo, 3 S,A,A,P, ¥ing and the confused nature of the fighting,

(i) Mainly due to the Army's conservative bombline, an
opportunity for day bombing on a sufficiently concentrated
scale against the hard core of the Panzer Armyms missed.
For similar reasons, the night bombing of enemy laagers in

the battle area'svas never attempted on a scale sufficient to
be decisive.

This ms influenced by the

(j) The diversion of air operations from the battle
area to the coast road, on the afternoon of A July, at a

critical moment in the fighting vra.s ill-timed, enabling
Rommel to obtain a respite from air attacks in viiich he was

able to rally his forces and organise his defences.
Similarly, the advance of 13 Coips to the north-west, hovrever

heartening from the Army Commander's point of view, handi

capped the night-bombing programme for 3/4 July, setting the
bombline back as much as tyrenty miles behind the enemy's
forward troops in the battle zone,

(k) Dislocation to the momentum of fighter operations
was caused by the move for\7ard, on 4 and 5 July, of certain

key fighter squadrons, in preparation for a general advance

all along the front. Under the circumstances, bearing in

mind the acute vrealcness of the Panzer itmy at this time, the
risk taken vra.s justified. The Eighth Army, hov/'ever, were

■unable to press home their advantage, due to a lack of intel
ligence on the situation of the Panzer Army and a general
vireakness in reserves.

(l) The two squadrons of Boston aircraft. Nos, 12 and
Y/ith tinder fifty serviceable aircraft, Y/hich24 ScAoA.P

fleYT over six hundred operational sorties in six days, made
a remarkable contribution to the land battle.

*>

The tYYO

squadnons of Beaufinters. Nos, 2?2 and 252,,by their attacks
on enemy M,T, convoys along the coast road, caused a loss of
vehicles to the enemy quite out of proportion to the number
of aircraft involved in the operations,
large number of vehicles captured by the enemy at Tobruk,
the shortage of M,T, was acute, and was one of the main
reasons for the failure of the Axis Air Forces to keep pace
■VTith the advancing army.

In spite of the

(m) The enemy Commander's decision to pursue the
Eighth Army, after the fall of Tobruk, in face of  a doiuinan'i;
enemy air force and in advance of air support for his OYvn
Air Forces, was a contributory factor in his failure to reap
the rev/ards of his army's series of spectacular victories.
It left both the spearhead of his forces and their supply
routes vulnerable to air attack.

(n) The German and Italian Air Forces failed in the
main tasks assigned to them in the Commando Supremo' s order
issued to G,H,Q, Worth Africa and the Commander-in-Chief,
South, on 29 Jxane:

(a) Support of troops fighting on the ground by cover
ing them against enemy air attacks and by attacks
against strong eneii:iy concentrations and on retreating
troops.

I
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(b) Operations against enemy naval forces; minelaying
in Alexandria harbour and in the Suez Canal,

(c) Interruption of movements to bring up enemy rein
forcements from further east, by attacks on communica
tions over the Suez Canal,'

It is interesting to note that a systematic policy for the

bombing of ports and bases, in order to bring about collapse
in the rear of the Eighth Army, v/as omitted from this air

plan.

(o) The employment of the long-range bomber force
based on Crete for the mining of the Suez Canal was a signal
failiare,

in the midst of a critical land-battle, when all the avail

able air strength was required in Egypt, viras ill-conceiveda
By inference, the strategic deployment of the available
force of front-line Axis aircraft in the Mediterranean was

faulty, although this v/as largely governed by logistical
difficulties.

The renewed attacks on Malta, timed to take place

(p) Enemy policy for the employment of their Air Forces
was confused and hesitant,

from the way in y/hich enemy air effort vmis dispersed against
a plurality of targets, instead of follovring the principle
of concentration,

traditional system whereby the A.ir Force was subordinated to

the groxmd forces, of y;hich it was primarily an adjunct, and
also to outside interference from the tv/o dictators, one of

whom v/as theorising from a considerable distance.

This is particularly obvious

The failure can be traced to the enemy's
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PROM THE STABILISATION OF THE EIGHTH ARMT AT EL ALAMBIN TO THE

END OF THE BATTLE AT ALAM EL HAEPA (7 JULY TO 7 SEPTEI^ER 1942)*
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CHAPTER 3

REINEORCE-iSET At® RB-ORG;\NISATION

By the end of the first m'eek in Jiily 1942 it was obvious
that the position of the Eighth Army had strengthened so

appreciably that the air force was able to raise its eyes
from the ground,
and incoherent battles of July' were still to take place
with periods of bitter air warfare and intensive operations,
the sense of urgency and crisis was, to some extent,
relaxed,

between the rival land forces, and not until the battle
of Alam el Haifa, at the end of August, were demands to be
made on the air force such as had occiirred when the Eighth

Army vras fitting desperately to stabilise its position at
El Alamein,

Although a number of 'the scrambling

A balance, however precarious, had been achieved

With this slackening of the tension all round, the Air

Officer Commanding-in-Chief y/as faced by a number of problems
which affected vitally the efficiency of the force he
controlled,

his field fighter force,
offensive at Gazala, the total fighter force of serviceable
aircraft available under the category of Egypt, Sudan and

the Levant, and which included the whole of the Western
A,14.W,R, Weekly Desert Air Force, was 273 Hurricanes, 137 Kittyhawks,
Statistical 59 Tomahawks, 34- Beaufighters and 16 Spitfires,
Analysis B,E,/11. losses between 24- May and 7 July 194-2 amounted to 68

Hurricanes, 85 Kittyhawks, 24- Tomahawks, 17 Beaufighters
and 8 Spitfires destroyed or missing. Ignoring replacement
aircraft, therefore, out of a total initial force of some

500 serviceable fighter aircraft, six weeks' intensive
operations since the enemy offensive at Gazala had accounted

for a. wastage of over 200 in action. No air force could

endure such losses and survive without the backing of a

sound maintenance organisation and an assured flow of

aircraft reinforcements. The Kittyhawk squadrons, on
which had fallen the main burden of bomber escort work, had

suffered, in some cases, losses of 100 per cent and were

faced by a poor immediate supply. Hurricane squadrons
were operating at limits of range against superior aircraft

and were strained, v/hilst Spitfires were at a. very low

strength.

Foremost among these was the depletion of
On 24. May, just before Rommel's

Operational

' I am very concerned,:'- the Air. Officer Commanding-in-
Chief wrote,to the-Chief of Air Staff in August 1942,
' at the present situation regarding both Kittyhawks and

Spitfires. Despite our endeavours to build up strength
during the last two weeks, Kittyhawk Squadrons are still

barely 50 per cent in strength,
promised deliveries and actual deliveries is

The con5)arison between

Record of

Operations
A.A.H.Q.W.D.

A.H.B./IIJI/
122/69(A)

56May 112 and

June 191 and 51

28July 100 and

403 135

This wastage in Kittyhavirk aircraft was particularly serious

and at a rate not envisaged in plans for aircraft reinforce^- .

ment. The Americans worked on a basis of a fighter
aircraft wastage figure of 20 per cent per month and
Air Ministry of 50 per cent per month. Whereas operations

A.O.C./35
Enol.20A
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in the Western Desert had sho-vm that, during periods of

maximum intensive effort, the vrastage figure was 100 per
cent per month and, in the course of normal operations,
66 per cent per month.

A.0.C.11
Western Desert

Operations Pt.i).

A sufficiently serious position was further aggravated
hy the fact that the'Portal/Amold/Towers agreement of
22JJiane 1942 entailed a drastic revision of the policy for
the supply of ionerican aircraft,
June 1942 the President of the United States had expressed

about the situation in,the Middle East, anxious
about the outcome of the Russian battles and perhaps, above
all, disturbed by his inability to find a means of employing
the growing forces of the United States in active theatres'.
As a result, the system whereby American aircraft were
despatched to- the Middle East to re-arm existing R.A,F,
squadrons was abrogated and the /imold/Towers/Portal agree
ment substituted, which followed the principle that ' Every

During the month of
•

J,S,M, Washington his disquiet
Chiefs of Staff

Aiglo/American
Air Collaboration appropriate aircraft built in the U.S.A. should be manned

and fought by U,S, crews'.Pt.2 ■

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief was outspoken on
this subject of the cancellation of the American Air

Agreement which, at a most critical time in the fortunes
of the Middle East forces, threatened the even flow of
replacement aircraft' and the homogeneity of the force
under his Command.

Chief of Air Staff tabulating the position:-
On 11 July 1942 he wrote to the Vice-

My present fighter type situation, excluding
Malta, is

50^6 StrengMiSpitfires 2 Squadrons at

Kittyhawks 7 Squadrons at average 50^i Strength

50510 Strength - Must
be re-armed.

2 Squadrons, atTomahawks

Hixrricane I 5 Squadrons - Must be re-armed.

Hurricane II 10 Squadrons

Unarmed Squadrons - NINE

The blunt fact is,' he continued, 'that the help one
urgently needs new, and during the next three critical
months, is aircraft, : Mrcraft to bring and keep up
to strength my existing squadrons, to re-equip squadrons
equipped with obsolete aircraft now unfit for battle
and to equip squadrons at,present without aircraft.
The American units would, of course, be valuable when
they arrive and have collected their ovm maintenance

personnel and when they.have been trained individually
and collectively for war under Middle East conditions,
but this cannot be for three or,four months at very
best,

situation became as critical as it is now,

possible, in view of the changed conditions, to reduce
or postpone lanerican contribution of squadrons in order
to ensure immediate flow of aircraft without which our

fighter and bomber'effort must inevitably dwindle far
below its already inadequate strength'.

After an assurance that arrivals of Kittyhawk squadrons
Vifould; hot drop immediately but v/ould. follow the estimate of

The American iigreement was made before our
Is it not

A.0.G./62 U.S.
Formations in the

Middle East

Enc.23A.
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100 in July, 76 in August, 100 in September, I50 in
October 'and thereafter at 50 a month not allowing for

possible losses en route’, the Vice-Chief of Air Staff
stated his reply that it was not the slightest use trying
to postpone the arrival of U.S. units and that nothing
could be gained 'by an attempt to alter the Air Agreement
new'.

Idem,Enel.25A

On the eve of the battle of Alam el Haifa, at the end
of August 1942, Air Marshal Barrett y/as sent on  a visit

to the Middle East. He reported that the aircraft
supply position was still a matter of considerable concern.

This most important battle started i/n-th some Kittyhawk
squadrons being 50 per cent and under of their establish
ment and, by the conclusion of the battle, some were
reduced to four aircraft per squadron. In fact, in the

opinion of the A.O.C.-in~C., at the start of the battle of

Alam el Haifa, the general position was rather worse than

at the beginning of Rommel's offensive in May 1942, both

as regards strength of aircraft and in comparison with the
German and Italian Air Forces,

A.H.B./IIJI/54
Report on Visit
to Middle East

by A.0.C,-in-C.
Army Co-op
Command

There is no doubt that this agreement, well-intentioned
as it T/as, served to disclocate the intricate supply
organisation on which the air force in the Middle East
relied. Apart from its effect on the steady flow of
reinforcement aircraft, it threw up additional problems
for the integration of inexperienced American squadrons
into a seasoned force,

fighting a bitter and precarious battle, trying to
re-equip and train a proportion of the squadrons in the

face of the pressure of constant operations, the nucleus
of an Allied Air Force had to be brought into fighting
trim.

It meant that, in addition to

It was a dangerous, if unavoidable, process which
might have had the effect of upsetting the equilibrium of
the established and successful Middle East Command,

Although rivalries and frictions did become apparent, it

is a fact of considerable historical significance that a

force with an outstanding sense of identity such as the
T/estern Desert Air Force was able to absorb this new

influence in a spirit, not of antipathy but of friendly
co-operation.

A.H.B./IIJI/
122/69(A)
Record of Opera
tions in the

Yfestern Desert

The system adopted was one of infiltration - the

introduction of Section Leaders into squadrons for training
and experience, and gradually the entire squadron,
was a process spread, as the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief had predicted, over a number of months, Tidth a

nominal American H.Q, situated at A.dvance Air Headquarters
Yilestern Desert Air .Force mainly as students in control of
their forces in the field and to watch over American
interests,

effect on the whole future course of Anglo/American
co-operation in the field.

It

That it was successfully achieved had its

The Re-Organisation, Training and Resting of the Western

Desert Air Force (Late July and August 1942)

Opportunities for the overhaul of the Middle East
air force's structure and the training and resting of the
squadrons naturally co-incided with periods of relaxation
in the tempo of the land battle,
lulls in the land fighting,
battle for the stabilisation of the Eighth Army at El Alamein
had been won and was particularly marked at the end
of July and throughout August,

There were two inq>ortant
One took place after the

The other, and by far
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the most, important of these periods of re-organisation,
followed the 8th iirmy .victory at ivlam el Haifa in early
September 1942 arid .-continued until the battle of El Alamein
in late October 1942«

will deal with this more important phase of re-organisation
between the tvro battles.

A subsequent part of the narrative

Unlike the Eighth iirmy, the air forces in the Middle
East were unusually fortunate in maintaining an unbroken
continuity of command. • For instance, there wras nothing
con^arable with the change of Army Commanders which occurred
in mid-/uigust 1942, when General iilexander succeeded
General .Auchinleck as Coirmander-in-Ghief, Middle East

Forces and General. Montgomery unexpectedly became G.O.C.

Eighth Army after the tragic death of General Gott.ll)
Even Field Marshal Rommel's health broke doTO under the

strain of conditions of service in North itfrica and.severe

while he wras reported sick many times, he was actually on

sick leave in Germany at the beginning of the battle of
El Alamein.

Bast meant that any major re-organisation v/as not imposed
by the introduction of a new personality but was dictated
by changed circumstances and a process of logical develop
ment v/ithin the Command,

This continuity of air command in the Middle

Defence of the Delta (July and August 1942)

vYith iilexandria and the.ma.jor part of the Delta area

within easy range of enemy fighters, some redistribution
of the available fighter force was called for. The
flexibility with which the limited resources of Middle East

Command, both fighter and bomber,.were handled is an out

standing feature of this period of the war in the
Mediterranean. As an example. No.205■ Group*s force of
medium'bombers was repeatedly switched away from strategical
to tactical targets and back again as the situation on land
seemed to virarrant, and fighters of the Western Desert Air
Force vere .di-verted from offensive duties in the field to
defence of the Delta,

Whilst the battles for the stabilisation of the Eighth
Aniiy vrere in progress, the 'v/hole of the fighter squadrons,
apart from the night Beaufighter squadrons Nos,46 and 89,
were employed in the battle area. As tension relaxed,
however, first one Hurricane night-fighter squadron (No.75)
and then one Fighter ’Wing (No.252) of two Hurricane

A.H.B./IIJI/122/ squadrons and one Spitfire- squadron, were allocated to Air
Headquarters, Egypt for the close protection of Cairo and
Alexandria. In addition, No.211 (Fighter)
two filter squadrons at readiness as a main striking
force to intercept before an enemy raid reached the Delta,
As will be. seen, v»-hen the activity of the German - Italian
Air Forces is analysed, in spite of the proximity of their
forward landing grounds and the importance of Crete as an
air base, on the Eighth Army flank, no consistent attempt
for the bombing of strategic■ targets in the Delta Y/as ever
undertaken.

69(A) Record of
Operations
A.H.Q.W.D.

Group held

(1) General Got'b's aircraft was shot dovm on the eve of his
new appointment as G.O.C. Eighth Army and this incident
will be mentioned later in the narrative.
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The formation of Mo.22jjQ (Reconnaissance) Wing (14 July 1942)

As the enemy air forces managed to move forward to
advanced bases at Puka and Daba, oi^position to tactical

No.208reconnaissance aircraft increased considerably,
squadron, which operated normally either singly or writh a

' 7/eaver' and mainly v/ith the obsolescent Hurricane
aircraft, found themselves at a grave disadvantage v/hen

faced 7vith the superior performance of the German Me.109

and lost 15 pilots, killed or missing, and 34 aircra’ft
destroyed or damaged. (2? of them Hurricanes) in three
months operations from July to September 1942.
shortage of the most modern types of front-line aircraft
in the Middle East 7vas never more acutely experienced than

by this squadron, wrhich was exclusively employed on
essential Army co-operation Ti’-ork,

TheNo.208 Squadron
O.R.B.

In mid-July, No.240 (Reconnaissance) Wing was formed
the Organisation in order to co-ordinate all reconnaissmice and photographic
of the Western sorties for the Eiglith Army and A.A.H.Q. Western Desert

Desert Air Force and ensure that results v/ere interpreted promptly and
distribution made to the Units concerned. No.240 Wing
was given, on 14 July 1942, operational and administrative
control of No.60 (S.A.A.F.) Squadron (Photographic Survey
Unit) and the Army Air Photographic Unit, The Y/ing also
assumed operational control of No.2 P.R.U. Detachment,
administrative control of No.40 (S.A.A.P.) Squadron,
No.208 (iirmy Go-operation) Squadron and R.A.F. components
of the Air Support Units, The function of the Strategic
and Photographic Reconnaissance Units, v/hich 7?as to keep
a close watch on enemy lines of communication and also the

location of the enemy air forces, increased in importance
as Rommel endeavoured to build up supplies in anticipation
of his renewed, offensive, towards the end of August 1942.

The Formation of No.7 (S.A.A.F.) Wing (Mid August 1942)

I&morandum on

Air Gdre,

Elrahirst

Appendix 'D’ to
A.A.H.Q.YV.D.

Record of Ops.
by Gp,
Gapt, Beamish

Further specific re-organisation during this period
affected the two units employed on anti-tank operations.
These were No.6 Squadron, equipped, with Hurricane IID
aircraft carrying two 40 m.m. 'S' guns, • and a Flight of

Hurricane I aircraft of No.7 (S.A.A.P.) Squadron adapted
to carrying Jeffrey's bombs. The Jeffrey's bombs, of which

the Prime Minister had very high hopes, suffered from the
¥»eakness of having poor ballistics and 7/ere discarded in
favour of the- Hurricane IID with their cannon.

No,6 Squadron
O.R.B.

Record of

Operations
Gp.0apt.Beamish
A.H.B./IIJ1/
122/69 (a)

On, 13 August, a directive v/as issued by Advanced Air
Headquarters Wes tern Desert for the formation of No.7
(S.A.A.F.) Y?ing at Landing Ground 89, located to the south-
7vest of El Amiriya and on the 7vestern side of the main
Alexandria - Gairo I'oad.

Squadron, 274 Squadron and 127 Squadron 7-/ere allocated
to the YYing v/ith the ob.ject of providing an anti-tank
force.

Nos.6 Squadron, 7 (S.A.A.P.)

Nos, 6 and 7 Squadrons 7-/ere to provide the tank
attack unit Nos.274 and 127 Squadrons the protective cover.

HoT/ever, it 7Tas found that the somewhat limited enqiloyment
for these - specialist anti-tank operations did not justify
the retention of two squadrons for the escort task.
Later, therefore, No.7 (S.A.A.F.) Wing became a full
Fighter YJ’ing and the anti-tank squadrons came under the

direction of the Fighter Group.
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The Ke-Orp;anisation of Single Engined Figjiter Squadrons and
Certain Ifeintenance Units (August 1942)

After the experience of a number of rapid advances and
retreats, the closest attention was given to any proposal
T/hich promised increased air force mobility, and in particu
lar to the fighter squadrons. In order to maintain
squadrons stripped down as far as possible to a purely
operational nucleus, all squadrons had their base landing-
ground where extra personnel and aircraft were located and
maintenance was carried out. These squadron bases were
later merged into wing bases on one landing gromd. The
wing bases received replacement aircraft and issued them tO'

squadrons, carried out engine changes and provided some

flying training facilities for nev/ pilots joining the wing.
This obviously led to a certain duplication in both main

tenance and training between the vdngs and squadrons.
During July and August 1942, measures for re-organisation
were under consideration for the merging of squadrons and ■

v/ing base parties, each -vying retaining its own R,S,U, and

training flight. The system was adopted towards the end

of August 1942 and resulted not only in a sinplification of

the existing system but in considerable economy in personnel.

Defensive and Offensive Frepara.tions

Although the fighting during the first week of July 1942
had restored-the tactical initiative to General Auchinleck's

forces and resulted in their stabilisation on the El Alamein

line, the position was not an assured one until after the

victory at Alam el Haifa at the end of August, The Eighth
Arxay was still weak in armour and only by the time the

strength had been built up \yith the arrival of fresh troops
and equipment could the position be said to be assured.
The threat, therefore, of the Axis forces making  a break

through to the east remained constant throughout this period.
It happened that the change in Army Commanders in the middle

of August coincided largely v/ith the accretion of fresh

strength, yiiile the heightening of the air and naval offen

sive against the enemy's line of communication was beginning
by that time to shoyr spectacular results, although these y/ere,

not alyrays evident at the- time, . If, therefore, the new

regime was able to give instructions that there yyoiild be no

withdrawal and that plans of this nature 'should either be

destroyed or ignored, it was mainly because the position by
the end of the six y/eeka following Rommel’s initial attack
on the El Alamein line had shown such a dramatic change.

The main disposition of the forces under the Command of

General Auchinleck, made at the end of June 1942, remained
broadly spealcing the same when Generals Alexander and

Montgomery assumed their Commands in the middle of August,
The northern half of the El Alamein defensive position,
including the fortifications at El Alamein and extending doyvn

to and including the Rueweisat Ridge, -vvas entrusted to XXX

Corps, while XIII Corps y/as in control of the southern half.
For the defence of the' Delta, X Corps had been y/ithdra-wn
into reserve to Command the Delta force which was responsible
for the defence of Alexandria and the Delta, while H,Q,

British Troops in Egypt (B,T,E,) was responsible for Cairo
and the Nile Valley, General Alexander had been relieved of
all commitments for the defence of the Middle East agjainst
the threat of a German advance from the Caucasus by the

creation of a separate Command for Persia and Iraq, This
enabled him to entrust the defence of the y/hole of the

Memorandum on

the Organisa
tion of the

Tifestern Desert

Air Force Air

Cdre, Elmhirst

C,-in-C, Middle

East Despatch
018V1575/MOI
(Records)
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Delta area to H.Q

for the Eighth Army,
• > B.T.E, thus making X Corps H.Q, available

In line Vvfith the Army, it v/as essential, as a security
measure, for the air force to prepare plans for withdrawal
in the event of the enemy breaking through the El Alamein
position,
now,

fighter wing and four squadrons for the defence of
Alexandria, with the remainder of the force being withdravm
to the west of Cairo and .still further to the east if the

situation deteriorated,.

These plans are of merely academic interest
In essence they catered for the detachment of one

One problem was the provision

A.A.H.Q.W.D.
Operational
Construction

No,7A 22/8/2^2

of adequate airfield accommodation in the Cairo area, as

the local terrain of loose sand did not permit the rapid
construction of new airfields. Had the trend of events

A.H.B./IIJI/122/ necessitated operations taking place from these landing-
69 (a) Record of
Operations

grounds it T/ould have resulted in a considerable reduction

of the operational effort.

Simultaneous with the defensive preparations, offen
sive ones were drawn up, designed to keep the air force
vi/'ithin an effective fighting distance should the enemy be
forced to vidthdraw. As the Ei^th /irmy was committed in

the main to a defensive policy,-the July battles having
shown the necessity for a period of training and the build
ing up of reserves, - the implementation of this plan seemed
unlikely. Nevertheless, in the preparation of these
plans, both for advance and retreat. Advanced Air
Headquarters Western.Desert were following the sound
policy of insurance which had proved of such value at the

time of the retreat into Egypt from Cyrenaica,

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

Operational
Instruction

No.8A 16/8/42

Defence Against Airborne Troops

The extent to which the operations against Crete in
May 1941 had wrecked the German airborne forces was not

fully appreciated at this time. Nor, indeed, yras it
realised until after the war. It had certainly done much
to save Malta from an attempted airborne invasion and
forced the enemy to abandon any plans they might have for
subsequent major operations of this nature. The Delta
and the Nile Valley were an obvious target for such an
attempt and General Student pressed for the use of his
force in this way, 'Alien intelligence was obtained that

both German and Italian parachute troops were in the battle

area and that gliders were located at Tobriik, it v/as
inevitable that a parachute scare should start. As it

so happened, this was a sign of the enemy’s weakness; the

parachute troops were to be used solely in an infantry
role and the gliders as an auxiliary means of rushing
urgently-needed reinforcements to North Africa.

As a precaution, defensive preparations v/ere under-
talcen against this possibility of airborne attacks which,
it was thought, would be directed against the vulnerable
cluster of landing-grounds sited at Amiriya and further
south east along the Alexandria - Cairo road.

The capture by the enemy of this nexus of airfields
would have had the result of neutralising, a very large
proportion of the Middle East air effort in a single opera
tion. The formation responsible for the anti-aircraft

Pb’Bparedness to

Meet Attacks by
Aiirborne Troops
A.A,H.Q.W.D./22/
Air 21/8/Z42.AI.SO
12 A.A, Brigade
0,0. No.32

protection of aerodromes, 12 A,A. Brigade allocated some
strong protective detachments, included tanks for the
defence of these airfields. In addition, in order to
support the one specialised night-filter Hurricane squadron
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(No.73 Squadron), all Hurricane squadrons were trained and
prepared to provide a night fighter force for the local
protection of airfields against airborne troops,
A.M.E.S, stations in the area were also ordered to undertake

a 24-hour Ti^atch.

All

Other measures designed to keep the air force keyed
up to an operational pitch, and Virhich px'oved so valuable

when Rommel-again attempted to overrun Egypt, wrere the

weekly conferences held by the Air Officer Commanding the
Vfestem Desert Air Force in which all officers commanding
formations were given a full a.ppreciation of the situation,
the.continuance of training and the resting of units as

opport\mity offered. The tradition ?ras also maintained,
originally set by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief and

the Air Officer Comiiianding the 'ffestern Desert Air Force,
of keeping all ranlcs well-informed on developments in the

land and air war and the particular problems affecting the

air force. This resulted in an air force with an unusually
high sense of esprit de corps and morale.

Airfield Construction by the Royal Engineers

The rapid withdrawal of a whole modem air force to
new bases.had set the Army authorities responsible
for the construction of airfields a most difficult task.

Inadequate or faulty airfield facilities could have ham

strung the operational efficiency of the air force and would

have increased the accident cast^alty rate. In spite of

difficult terrain, with the eternal problem of dust and

problems arising from the employment of uiastable native
labour and the shortage of suitable machinery, the provision
of adequate landing-ground facilities never fell below
current operational i-equirements. The Chief Engineer,
Aerodi’omes, H.Q., Middle East, was responsible for directing
the policy as laid down by the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief and he co-ordinated all activities. /^ll material,
transport and labour .were’supplied from Army resources, as

if they were for normal military work, ■

Organisation
of the V/estem

Desert Air

Force by Air
Cdre, Elmhirst An example of the speed iffith which, these services

were rendered .was the provision of a .satellite landing
ground (L.G.173) to the south-west of /ilexandria,
owdng to aircraft being overcrowded on L.G.92, it was
decided to constrict a satellite approximately one m.ile to
the south.

In Jul

The C.R.E. managed to borrow some auto-patrol

y,

s
from the South Africans and, with the help of eight machines

in use, this new landing-ground of approximately 1,500
yards square was completed in two days.

Dust was alv/ays a serious menace. During August an
am.bitious project was started to sink bore-holes on the

landing .ground in an endeavour to obtain sufficient water

to compete with the constant menace of dust. In all, bore

holes were sunk on eiglit landing-grounds, the capacities
varying from 6OO - 3,000 gallons per hour being obtained.
Ironically enough the value of these bore-holes was never

e.xperienced as, by the tim.e they had been sunk and the

necessary equipment obtained for distributing the water,
the rains had started. imother project for providing
bitum.enised n.uiways to guard against aircraft being bogged
dovm, if the klamein line v/as still, being held in the winter

months, was also put in hand. Other experiments were
undertaken involving the use of waste oil in order to

provide a quick dust-free temporary road.
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The sudden and urgent demand for the expansion of
landing-ground facilities which arose in July 1942,
especially as advanced bases for fighter squadrons, was

met mainly by the enlargement of existing aerodrome space.
In the Burg el Arab area, Landing Grounds 37> 40 and 172
irere extended very considerably and, in the case of Landing
Groimd 172, a new strip of 1,500 yards by 6OO yards vras
added. A most complex system of aerodromes, some fifteen
in all, was developed at limiriya, to the south-west of

Alexandria, and also along.the main AJ_exandria - Cairo
road. Further expansion over and above the requirements
of the R.A.F. fighters and light bombers arose in
August 1942 for two xlmerican Things,
tion of R.A.F. and Ai'iiiy in the area, dust in the vicinity
of the road and particularly to the \?est was becoming a
serious menace.

V/ith the concentra-

Ttvo sites were, therefore, found to the
east of the road and afterwards were called L.G.174 and
L.G.I75. In the Delta, Bilbeis Landing Ground ?/as found
to be breaking up and a ne?/ aerodrome was constructed and

called Bilbeis East. This also happened at Landing Ground
100 (Wadl Natrun) y/here a bituminised runway was laid.
After this landing-ground had been bombed three or four

times the native labour disappeared and work had to be
finished by military labour.

A more detailed .account of airfield construction

during this period yrould be out of place in this narrative.
In all, the remarkable figure of ty/enty-four million square
yards of ground were levelled between 1 July and
31 October 1942 for the use of aircraft, either in the
form of new grounds, or in dispersal areas,
naturally again assumed very considerable iiiiportance after
the victory at El Alamein and will be dealt with in a
later part of the narrative.

This work

Improved Methods for Army Co-operation

The system for close co-operation between the Army
and the Royal Air Force y/hich had tended to collapse owing
to the confusion of the retreat from Gazala to El Ailamein

y/as gradually improved during the later battles of July
until, by the middle of August when General Montgomery
assumed Command of the Eighth Army, and the Army and the

Air Force Advanced Headquarters joined up again, it was
operating wdth an efficiency y/hich was amply demonstrated
during the battle of Alam el Haifa,

policy for fixing the bomb-line was undertaken during the
fighting in early July when it yras found that the conserva

tive bomb-*line set by the Army in order to guard against
the risk of having their ovm troops bombed v/as affording a
measure of sanctuary to the enemy forvyard troops,
fixing of the bomb-line then became a Royal Air Force
responsibility.

Revision of the

The

It was based on information obtained from

the Army who gave the predicted position of their forward
troops for the next tv/o hours or any necessary amendment.
This enabled the air force to attack the enemy forces within

much closer range of the Eighth Army's advanced formations.
A.ir Support
Control Ylar

Diary A.H.B.
IIJ1/122/80 Delays in the transmission of Tac/R reports caused the

Air Officer Commanding Yfestern Desert Air Force to introduce

a system of broadcasts of selected information with a set

which had a range of some 70 - 80 miles,
broadcasts achieved a considerable popularity and it became

the custom for anybody vvith a set capable of reception in
the forward areas to tune in and listen.

Commanding, Y/estern Desert Air Force was alwd5''s most

These radio

The Air Officer
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insistent that air force units should he kept well-informed
on the military situation, thus enabling aircrew particularly
to have an intelligent grasp of the v/ay in which their
efforts fitted into the overall picture of what was happen
ing on the ground,
spirit of co-operation betr/een the tv/o Services and a

realisation by the air-arm of the problems which faced the

ground troops.

It also resulted in a hi^ level ofAir Support
Control War

Diary

Report on Visit
to the Middle

Rast by Air
Marshal Barratt

A.H.3./IIJ1/54

The desert, y/ith its general lack of outstanding
features and its pervasive dust, raised a number of intract

able problems of recognition from ground to air y/hich were
never solved to the entire satisfaction of either the /umtiy
or the air force. On occasions, as has already been seen,
the Royal Air Force bombed Righth iirmy units and, conversely.
Eighth Army gunners sometimes opened fire on Royal Air Force
aircraft. In this they were not unique, for it is on recordAfrika Korps

War Diary that both German and Italian bombers attacked, on occasion,
their own ground troops. ('I)

In order to improve recognition from the air, the white
St. Andrew's cross on a black background was gradually
replaced by the Royal Air Force roundel. Not only v/as the
roundel the accepted means of recognition between aircraft
but an alteration of custoraai'y markings had become imperative
as, after the retreat, the enemy held a very considerable
number of British motor vehicles, tanks and armoured cars

y/hich yrere being used y?ith their British markings and
In the case of tanJ.cs and armouredcamouflage unchanged,

cars, which were naturally coated very quickly with a thick

layer of dust and sand, experiments were made with a kind of

Venetian blind which, when released, displaced the dust and
revealed the roundel.

Other measures to improve air to ground recognition yrere

the use by troops of ground markers - coloured smoke
cartridges and smoke candles, the flashing by night of iildis

lamps and the system of landmarks in v/hich petrol tins

containing petrol soaked sand were used as beacons. There

v/ere acute difficulties inherent in all these measures of

ground to air recognition signals, the maih ones being bound

up yifith difficulties of supply and the disinclination of
the Army to reveal their positions when all their training
had been directed towards impressing on them the importance
of concealment. For the provision of coloured smoke
cartridges reliance had to be made on captured enemy
supplies. The use of light markers and lamps were not
regarded at all yyith favour by the iirray for the reasons

already given. The system of petrol tins containing
petrol-soaked sand had the additional disadvantage of

requiring someone in constant attendance during the ni^t to
refurbish them and shake up the sand, a by no means enviable

task in an advanced position in the desert. The system of
ground markers which consisted of strips of cloth laid out

on the ground proved disappointing as, on veiy many
occas^ions, aircraft failed to locate the markers.

/'■.A.H.Q.W.D,
Gloss Support
Policy Parts II
a-id III A.H.B,/
IiJl/l22/7(c)„
a.h.b.6
Tr." -islation

VIl/87

(1) The iifrika Korps G.H.Q, and the 15th Panzer Division
were both bombed by German aircraft on the night of
22/23 July,
with German markings discovered next morning,
is also the following exasperated comment in the Afrika
Korps War Diary for 7 July, 'To cap everything, the
Italians have again scored a success by bombing our
own troops'.

Phosphorous bombs were used and fragments
There
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AS the fluid character of a -Vi-ar of movement gradually
gave v.ay to a battle of fixed positions, therefore, an
opportunity was presented to the Air Force Commanders to

take stock of the nev positions and make good, as far as
conditions allowed, any structural weaknesses 'wliich had been
made apparent in the course of the retreat,

adjustments yere made in the disposition of the force to

meet the set of nev/ conditions arising from the proximity
of the enemy's advanced landing grounds to the main bases
of all tlrree Services in the Middle Fast.

Furthermore,

(84234) 141 SFCEjilT
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CHAPTER 4

.  THE BATTLES AT TELL EL EISiA, TGiLL EL I€AEH KHAD
AHD THE RII/EISAT SIEGE

The Taotical Battle Nov/ of Secondary Importance

Tho msi.n factor governing this period of the fighting
in Noirbh Africa end, indeed, iintil the battle of El Alamein

came to be fought, was one of time in relation to
reinforcement. After Rommel's failTjre to exploit the
capture of Deir el Shein, on 1 July, he was faced with a
problem of extended lines of communication which was to

affect his fortunes increasingly as time passed,
expedient aftez* aziother was tried to shake off the con

strictive power of a dominant air force which, spreading its

tentacles over the whole theatre of operations, attacked
the ports'of departure for his Africa bound convoys, the

convoys whilst en route, the ports of arrival, coastal
craft and road convoys, and finally destroyed his supplies
on the very field of battle,
tive drain on the enemj’-'s resources which, as will be
demonstrated later in the narrative, reached a climax at

the end of August 1942, at the battle of Alam el Haifa and

again at the end of October, at the battle of El Alamein,
It was within the limits of the Mediterranean theatre of

operatioias a microcosm of that battle of supplies which

the enemy was waging simultaneously (but happily with less
success) against the Allies* global lines of communication.

One

It was an insidious oumula-

The Afrika Korps and the Eighth Army,, locked in a
series of particularly complex engagements during July,
and calling a halt at the end of the montJa to further
offensive measures until their forces had been biiilt up,
saw little cr nothing of this aspect of the war in the

Mediterranean which was so vitally affecting their destinies.

Eventually it was to prove how an army, insulated from such

attrition by a powerful air force, could wax in strength
and win a brilliant victory after a series of bitter
defeats.

Once the battle for the stabilisation of the Eighth

Army had been won, in the early days of JiILy 1942, and into

which the Air Officer Gommanding-in-Ghief flung evexy
available aircraft for use in a taotical i?ole, the land

battle became virtually of secondary importance from an air

point of view.
The really signll'icant centre of conflict had swung away
from the hub to the periphery,
and be firnlised - as it were - at the battles of Alam el

Haifa and El Alamein, but only to confirm to the enemy
Commander-in-chief that the broader strategic aspect of the

war in the Mediterranean had already been irrevocably lost.

Indeed this v/as even true militarily.

It would swing back again

These '’scrambling and incoherent battles of July"
demonstrated amply the fact that once an armoured force has

been seriously weakened it tends to dissipate rather than
This was true not only of bothconcentrate its strength,

German-Italian Panzer Army and the Eighth Army on land,
but also of the enemy air forces,
the Arabs Gulf in the north and the Qattara Depression, some

forty miles in length, was too extended for the forces at
the disposal of either of the opposing Army Commanders,.
The result was that the' battles waged in the Western Desert

during July 1 942, after the preliminary phase of
stabilisation of the Eigiith Army had been won, were

The line held between
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melce-ehift ones - engagements would be the truer
description - in which offensive and counter offensive were

laxmched with bewildering complexity, in the north romd

the moimds of Tell el Eisa and Tell el MaMi Khad, along the
Ruweisat Ridge in the centre and in the south around the

Qattara 'box’ locality and the El Taqua plateau*

Little advantage was gained from these battles on
either side, the main result being incx^asing exhaustion
of the battle-weary troops. Certainly they demonstrated,
both to Rommel and General Auchinleck, how comple-fcely
bankrupt the Italians could be as a fighting force under

conditions of pi-olonged strain* These battles also
served finally to push the whole system of the British
defensive positions, to the south of El Alamein, further
to the east. Instead of resting strung between the two

; natural barriers of the sea and the Qatfara Depression,
by the end of July the whole defensive system, with the

El Alamein 'box* as the hinge, had been pushed ajar like
a door, leaving a considerable gap between the Eighth Army
left flank and the Qattara Depression. It was this very
weakness of the Eighth Army in the south which later
dictated Rommel's virhols plan for the battle of Alam el

Haifa, and which viras foreseen by General Auchinleck before

‘ he handed over his Command, Fortunately, • although the
southern end of the El Alamein line cotold no longer be

said to rest on the Qattara Depression, it was based on an

area abounding with such intractable physical: featirces which

made it only slightly less difficult to negotiate than the

Depression itself.

The Eighth Army strong point at Bab El Qattara
occupied by 21 st Panzer Division 9 Ju].y 1942-

By 6 July . 1942, the ind-tial phase of the Eighth
Army's stabilisation had been successfully concluded,
bulge extended eastwards from Deir. el Shein along the

Ruweisat Ridge, but otherwise, the Alamein line - if line
it can be called -• remained intact. The main XU. Corps

position at El Alamein, on the coast, had been considerably
strengthened by the arrival of the 9th Australian Division,
Tlie v/ide encircling movement made by XIII Corps from the

■ south which threatened the enemy commander's rear and his
lines of communication had caused him to take countexv.

measures and by 8 July he had concentrated the bulk of his
Gexman forces in protection of his southexrn flank. This

caused XIII Corps to give gromd slowly until its most
westerly elements had been pushed back to the El Alamein -

Abu Dweis track which had formerly sexwed the ¥festern
Desert Aii* Force as a most •useful bomb-line.

A

Hist, (b)
Ci-n-sader for

(I’inal) liar
Cabinet Papers*

Except for the semi-permanent fortifications arovuad
El Alamein the Ei^th Army positions were still vreak,
disconnected end lacking in depth. In addition, there
was a serious shortage of troops to hold this extended
front some 40 mil.es in length. General Auohinleck
therefore decided not to attempt to hold the prepared
positions around Bab el Qattara in ’the centre and at

Naqb Abu Dweis in the extreme south on the edge of the

Qattara Depression, 'In the absence of sufficient
anno'jred troops to sxipport them' General Auchinleok states

in his Despatch, *I was not p.repared to risk.their
garrisons beii:ig isolated and destroyed' ,■ Bab el Qattara,
txhe.'most central of the Eighth Array's fo'ur main defensive
positions between the Qattara Depression and the sea was
occupied by the 21st Panzer Division on 9 Jdiy,

Despatch by
Gen, Claude J, E.
Auchinleck
C*-in-C* Middle
East Forces
A,H*B./
IIJI/30
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Rommel, after the series of defeats he had suffe3::^d
in the course of the fighting during the first ¥/eek in July,
compelled to rush his battle-weary German formations from
sector to sector in order to bolster up a crumbling line
was tremeidously heartened by this evacuation of Bah
el Qattara by the Eighth Aimy. By this date, 9 July
1942, thez^efore, three out of the four main defensive
positions on which the El Alamein line was based had fallen

to his troops. Accordingly, and perhaps vd-th justification,
he interpreted this abandonment of extremely valuable
defensive positions as a pointer towards notliing less than
the general withdrawal eastwards of the main Eighth Army,
The result was an iimnediate resurgence of optimism aiiiong
the Axis Forces accompanied by a conviction that the
occupation of the whole of Egypt could not long be delayed.

The engagements at Tell el Eisa in the North and Ruvreisat

Ridge in the Central Sector (10 to 12 Jul^^ 1942)

Afrika Korps
War* Diary
A,H,B. 6

TransloNo, 780

On 10 July Field Marshal Rommel commenced a full scale
It began with a driveoffensive in the central sector,

due east by the 21st Panzer Division from the area of Bab

el Qattara, which had been occupied only the da^’’ befoi-e.
Panzer Regiment 5 advanced as far east as Alam Nayil
(Map Reference 8827) hut the offensive was brought to a
halt mainly by the combined efforts of the ^th New Zealand
Brigade and the 7th Ax-moured Brigade.

Sirnul.taneously, however, with this enemy offensive in
the centre, General Auchinleck launched an attack in the
north on the IXK Corps front with the 9th A-ustralian Division

and the 1 st South African Division, with the limited
objectives of capturing Tell el Eisa, a low hill ten miles
to the north-west of El AXamein rall¥ray station and the

Tell el Makh Khad, another hill a mile or two to the south

east, This attack caught the enemy, preoccupied as they
Yrere with ideas of a general withdrawal of the Eighth Army,
qiiite off their guard. An immediate success was scored by
XXX Corps against the Italian troops on this most northerly
part of the line. Tell el Eisa was captured, together with
15 guns and ovex* 1,000 prisoners and some score of enemy
tanks were destroyed. This attack by XXX Corps entirely
dislocated Rommel's offensive in the centre, compelling him
to transfer German Infantry to the north to stiffen the

Itadians. Yet a further success was scored by the
9th Australian Division on the next day, 11 July, when a
further 600 prisoners were talcen in the same area. In
spite of heavy enemy counter-attacks against the Australiai:is
in their newly-won positions, they held fast, thtis
maintaining a salient in the north which extended for some

10 miles in a noi*-th«westerly direction from the railT^ay
station at El Alamein.

Hist, (b)
Crusader for

(Final) War
Cabinet Papers

XIII Corps
Int, Summary
No. 162.

Air activity in the battle area (7 to 12 Jtly)

The High Level of Protection Afforded to the Australians

The s"orprising feat^lre about the air activity from 7 to
12 July was that the number of sorties flovm by fighter
aircraft exceeded the figure for the previous six days, from

1 to 6 July, although the general impression obtained is of
a. E\rlden relaxation of tension after the initial period of
crisis at El Alamein had been successfiolly sumiounted,
figures ares-

1 to 6 July 2683 Sorties flOTOi by fighter aircraft
7 to 12 July 2726

SECRET
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This seeming disparity is accounted for by the fact that,
although fighter bomber attacks declined from 679 (1 1:0
6 JifLy) to 512 (7 to 12 July) and bomber escort from 842
to 229, the number of aircraft employed on offensive sweeps
during these two periods was almost double, rising from

736 to 1,402,

The field fighter forces were particularly busy during
10 July when 373 sorties were flovm on offensive fighter
sweeps arid on the following day, 11 July, when a total of
502 were flown. During these two days the 9th Australian
Division ware engaged in their offensive for the capture
of Tell el Eisa and Tell el Makh Khad and the greater part
of this fighter activity was designed to keep them free

from hostile air attack. Nevertheless, this high level
of fighter activity is hardly reflected in the casualties
inflicted on the enemy bomber force, for according to

enemy records only five of their bombers were destroyed
throughout a total of six days* fighting. These fighter
sweeps, however, designed as they were to screen the groxmd
troops from attack were successfixL, if not in the destruo-*

tion of aircraft, then in forcing enemy bombers to jettison
their bombso An example out of some six engagements which

took place on 10 July is the large circus of 24 mixed
Ju, 87 and 88^3 escorted by 24 Me, 109*s which were
encoxmtered by 12 Hurricanes of No, 80 Squadron Y/hen on a

sweep between El Alaraein and Ghazal, Yfiaen attacked, the

bombers jettisoned their bombs over waste ground, where
upon the escorting Me, 109*s attacked the Hurricanes

As the bomb load of a Ju, 87 was
this

destroying tvYO of them,
a maximvan of 4^000 lb, and of a Ju, 83 6,400 ib

No, 80 Sqdn,
OoRoB,

single raid YYith a potential of some 45 tons of high
explosive, had it been successfully directed against its

target, the 9th A-ostralian. Divl.sion, mig^bt have had a
marked effect on the course of the battle.

• j

The poor quality of targets for light bombers (7 to 12 July)

The Bostons end Baltimores of No, 3 SeA,A,E, TYing,
after their outstanding performance during the preceding
week, found comparatively little employment d'uring the six
days from 7 to 12 July 1942. A combination of -wide
dispersal whioh had been forced on the enemy by the con

stant hammering they liad received, the heavy anti-aircraft
gunfire and repeated dust storms afforded the light bomber

sqiiadrons a period of relative relaxation. Accordingly,
advantage was talcen of this to rest the crews. On 8 July
the follovYing entry was made in No, 3 S,A,A,E, Wing 0,R,B,
*A,A,HoQ» have relented on the leave question. The curfew

in Ca.tro and A].exandria has been lifted, 25 per cent of

the personnel of all Units are to be allowed to go to town

on each of the next four days. Service transport may be

used but everybody must be in camp by midnight. The
importance of good behaviour is stressed,*

On 7 July the light bombers suffered their first
casualty from fighter attack when, a Mo. 202 evading the

escort managed to shoot dcYvn a Boston aircraft,
*Major Pharoah’ the 0,R,B. records Yiith a touch of irony
*^who led the first raid was shot down by enemy fighters
arid foroe landed in the Alamein "box”. There was  a sign

of justioe in this. It vYas Major. Pharoah* s aircraft wkLch
bombed the box,* There is no record of the reception
afforded Major Pharoah by his fellow South Africans YYho

had been bombed on six occasions by a total of nearly
100 aircraft of No, 3 S,A,A,E, Wing during the preceding

No, 3 Yifing
OoR.B,
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■weeks

pilot was confirmed as having been shot down by the fire
from a Boston rear gunner of Wo. 24 S,A,A.P, Squadron,

Employment of the light bon-hers, therefore, was reduced
to a mere two or three raids a day, a proportion of which
was directed against enemy landing grounds,
Bal.timores of Wo, 223 Squadron carried out a highly successful
sTjrprise attack on 11 July against ■ the shipping in the
enemy port of Matruh when an eneny ship was destroyed,
account of this raid will be given in a later section of
the narrative.

It is worthy of note that the venturesome Italian

Eight

An

A.A,H,Q, V/.D.
D.IoS. Wo. 158
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Heightened figl:iter bomber activity (7 to 12 July 1942)

The slovriLng of the demands on the li^t bomber* force,
due to the general lack of suitable targets, meant that
considerable numbers of fighters were released from bomber
escort duties. This also coincided with the fact that,
■with the thinning out of the density of targets in the
battle area, the fighter bomber came into its own,
7 July conditions were excellent for this tj'pe of attack
and 139 sorties were carried out,
chiefly in the concentrated areas of the enemy armoured
divisions in the central sector to the west of the

On

Targets v/ere found

Ruweisat ia.dge vdiere a number of fires were started,
including two large oil-burning ones
assisted during these'raids in the location and identifica
tion of targets by la3d.ng do-vrn ground-strips.

The ground forces

The attacks on enemy landing grouads (8 to 10 July)

An outstandingly successfuQ. operation against eneny
forward landing-groui^ids in the Daba area was carried out
on 8 July by a total of ij.2 Kittyhawk bombers comprising
eleven from Wo, 112 Squadron, eleven from Wo, 25O Squadron,
ten from Woo 450 Squiadron and ten from No, 3 E,A,A.P,
Sqitadrono The attacks were directed against enemy aircraft
at the Qatafiya satellite landing ground No, 21 and landing-
ground No, 104, Three Me, I09’s in circuit over the
airfield were shot down and the bombing accounted for another
three on the groimd. One 5OO lb, bomb was dropped among
enemy fighters engaged in refuelling. This attack which
took place soon after mid-day achieved complete surprise and
the raiding aircraft sustained no losses. Reconnaissance
reports the folloTd.ng day revealed that there had been a
considerable thinning, out of the bombers on these forvirard
landing grounds in favour of the more seciu*e rear-Y^ard
bases at Pulca ai'id Bagush,

On 10 July, the day the 9th Australian Division launched
their offensive in the north, a total of 5 raids involving
70 aircraft were arranged on enemy forvTard landing grounds
vri-th the object of hampering the enemy air effort,
first and last of these raids proved abortive as far as
their primary objective was concerned as, OTfing to attacks
by enemy fighters, bomb loads had to be Jettisoned,

The

A useful addition^to this series of attacks on enemy
landing grounds was made hy a coluima of the 7th Motor Brigade
which penetrated behind the enemy lines and fired some
200 rouv:ids among some 40 dispersed enemy aircraft at Fuka,
at last light on the night of 7/8 July,
report revealed some 10 wrecked and 5 damaged aircraft on
landing-grounds I7 and 18 Yvhich YTere attributed to this

A reconnaissance

XIII Corps
\Yar Diary
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shelling, but there is no trace of these losses in German
records*

Fiika landing-grounds were occupied at this time by Italian
aircraft.

It is known, hovrever, that the majority of the

Higlit Bombing in the Battle Area (7 to 12 July 1942)

The diversion of the medium bomber force of No, 203
Group to strategic targets, mainly the port of Tobruic, did
not mean that the night bombing in the battle area was

wholly neglected,
Yfellington aircraft were out in strength over the inland

battle area, a total of some 50 aircraft being involved.
The wide dispersal adopted by the - enemy, which had been
observed during the daytime, was now most noticeable by
night and according to pilots thinned out the quality of the

targets appreciably,
and 826 Squadrons, with their accumulated experience of
operating over the desert by night and of recognising land

marks, worked in close co-operation with the ground forces

for the dive-bombing of enemy armour in the battle area.

The majority of these raids were carried out in the central

sector, although'a certain vreight of bombs was directed
against the supply routes in the North#

On the nights of 7/8 - 8/9 July,

Fleet Air Arm Albacores of Nos, 821

The enemy forward supply position certainly improved
during this period owing to the diversion of the main
Wellington ni.ght-bombing programme on to strategic targets.
On 11 July, as vras noted in the Afrika Korps 17ar Diary, the
ammunition supply situation permitted the bombardjnent of

enemy batteries by the' 21st Panzer Division for the first

time since the El Alamein position had been reached,

nest day, however, the follovd-ng entry was made in the

Afrika Korps War Diary *the shoo?tage of equipment in the

supply zona has not even yet been stixmounted.
motoi’-ways there are still difficulties in bringing supplies,
which have been requested, promptly to the front•,

The

On the broad

Afrf.ka Korps
ViTar Diary
AsH,B>6 Transl,

No. \’ll/87 Actions at El Alamein and Ruweisat Ridge •

(15 to 20 July,

During the following week from I3 to 20 July some
bitter positional fighting took place in all tiiree sectors

along the El Alamein line. If it so happened that either
side could concentrate enough strength to score a local
success, either the necessary reserves were lacking to

exploit the favourable position, or else the opposite side

had developed the offensive elseriJiere and reserves had to

be diverted.. The enemy re-acted strongly to the capture
of Tell el Eisa by the Australians and coimter attacked
the 26th Australian Infaaitry Brigade on 12, 13. and I4 July,
Tell el Eisa, in reality little more than a large mouaid, was

in an extremely expiosed position and proved untenable in

daylight. After charging hands tluree times the hill, whdch
in translation means ^The Hill of Jesuis*, eventually remaj.ned

in the enemy possession. In the most southerrily sector of

the front fighting took-place on 13/14 July in wlxlch the
enemy capt’ured Qaret el Hime^jnat (map z'eference 88O250),
On the night of I4/I5 July the 5th Indian Division and the
New Zealanders attacked in t.he central sector in the area

of the Eureisat Ridge, The enemy, as was to be expected,
proved most sensitive in this area, where nearly all the

decisive figtiting of the fiz’st week of July had taken place,
and launched a fiill scale armoured attack on the eveizicig of

16 July with v/hat was doubtless the total German Panzer
strength of some 40 'runners*. This attack cost the

Hist, (b)
(Cruvsader) 4
(Final)
Situation

review to

CelaGoSo from
General Corbett

20/7.
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New Zealanders heavy casualties, estimated at some 900 men.
On 17 July interest shifted fiu’ther to the North where the
2Zt-th Australian Infantry Brigade had joined the
26th Australian Infantry Brigade,
wards advanced as far as Sanyet el Miteiriya, but latex*
they were forced to withdraw^

Their attacks south-

By noTiT some of the worst
aspects of purely positional warfare were in evidence.
Both Commanders were involved in comparative frxiitless
struggles in \yhioh insignificant, but tactically imijortant
features like Tell el Eisa, changed hands a number of times,
but with little advantage to either side.

A3.r Activity over the Battle Area (l 3 to 20 July 1 %P)

Dijring the week 13/2O July 1 942 was seen some of the
most intense fighter activity of this particular period of
the campaign. During the five days from I3 to I7 July
nearly 2,800 fighter sorties were flown by the Yfestern
Desert Aix* Force in support of the Eighth Army. Ground
attack by fighter bombers was particularly persistent and
heavy. On I3 July aircraft opposing the enemy attack
against the 26th Austi'*alian Brigade and Tell el Eisa, and
planned by Rommel as a majci-* attack by the 21 st Pansex*
Division against the Southern face of the El Alamein *box*

held by the ^i"d South iifrican Bi'igade, flew a record number
of 168 fighter bomber sorties. The day*s operations
commenced with an attack by 18 Kittybombers of Nos, 250 and
112 Squadrons against enemy bombers on Landing Ground 21
which had been re-occupied in force after the heavy attack
of 8 July,
and a number damaged,
in one Me, I09 being destroyed by a direct hit. Sub
sequently a total of 16 raids were directed mth good effect
against the enemy forces making a counter offensive against
the Australians in the North,

On 13 July, No, 6 (‘Tank-buster*) Squadron had their
first success of the month when six aircraft on an anti

tank sweep, as a result of a reconnaissance report from a
fighter bomber, located a suitable target consisting of
isolated enemy tanks to the Southwest of El Alamein, They
destroyed foxxr Mark IV and one Mark II tanks and badly
damaged one other. One aircraft, which had been hit by
flak, crashed on the edge of the South African lines and

two other aln’craft were damaged. Fighter bombers of
No, 11,2 Squadron located another inviting target consisting
of five troop carriers and 10 diesel lorries very badly
dispersed to the East of Tell el Eisa and ydiich had
undoubtedly been used to rush reinfoi''oements to this part
of the front. In a remarkable successful attack all I5
vehicles ware destroyed. The last light interception of
Italian Cr« 4?-^s in the North resulted in the destruction

of five^ of them by Hurricanes of No. 1 Squadron (S,AoA.P,),

A Ju, 88 was claimed as having been destroyed
A diversion against L.G.20 resulted

A.H,B,/IIJ1/
31/1 HoQ,
M.E, Table

Opera.tions,

• !*■ ■

No. 6 Squadi'cn
OoRoBa

On 14 July, fighter-bombei-' activity was again intense,
reaching a total of som.e I50 sorties,
good targets yrere found in the North among the enemy troops
who had been repulsed by XXX Corps on the previous day.
As the day wore on, targets tended to shift down the line
to the Central and then finally the extreme Southern Sector
where, as has already been noted, the enemy had pushed as

Isolated enemy columns

In the morning,

far as East the Qaret el Himeimat,
presented good targets, particularly in the South, where the
broken terrain tended. .towards splintering the attacked force
into small detachments.
Squadron’s Hurricane IID aii-craft \Tere again busy when, in

The 40m.m, guns of No, 6
No. 6 Squadx’cn
O.R.E.
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a moat successful raid carried out in company i,vith Kitty-
hawks, of Nos, 112. and 250 Squadrons, six tanks, tvra A,M,C«
and 11 M.T, were destroyed or badly damaged. The squadron
lost a very experienced pilot in the course of this raid and
another aircr-aft was - hit by flak. On this day offensive
fighter patrols interoepted two large formations of enemy
dive bombers with their fighter escorts, one of which con
sisted of a mixed force of betv/een 30 and 35 Ju. 88‘s and
87*s escorted by 15 Or, 42*s and some score of Me,105*s and
Me,. 202>s. Hurricanes of Nos, 213 and 33 Squadrons,
together mth Spitfires of No. 601 Squadron, broke up the
formations, claiming one Or, 42 and one Me, 109 destroyed
without loss to themselveso

Noo 6 Squadron
0,R,B.

On 15 and 16 July the field fighter force was most
active in support of the ground troops with fighter bombers
m^ntaining the figuire of some I50 sorties on both da.ys.
Fighter aircraft were employed on offensive sweeps protect
ing the ground troops from hostile ai.rcraft* On these

A.n,B,/lIJ1/
31/1
Table of
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two days, for instance, out of a total of 1,200 fighter
sorties, practically one half were flovni on offensive
sweeps.

Fighter-bomber action against enemy tanks
conspicuovis feature of the air operations on I5 July T/hen
five tanks were destroyed by this form of attavsk.
Squadron were again busy

was a

No, 6

On 15 July in the coinrse of

A.HoB,/lIJl/
122/44
A,A.H'eQ, W,Do
War Diary,

offensive sweep with Kittyhawks of Nos, 3 E,A»A,F. and
450 Squadrons in the extreme South, two enemy tan.ks were
destroyed, together with -i 1 motor vehicles^ Further
casualties were sustained by this squadron when tvro of their
ai.rcraft were damaged by flak, the C.O, being compelled to
force land and another of their pilots was wounded. In all,
six separate raids were directed specifically against enemy
armour on I5 July, Gun positions which were usually not
considered a lucrative target were also bombed, according to
Army x’epcrts, with some success.

an

No, 6 Squadron
0,R,B* .

An entry in the Afrika Korps War Diary for 16 July
records how close a fighter-bomber attack on the Afrika
Korps Headquarters came to makdng the enemy Commander-in-
chief, Field Marshal Rommel, a casualty, 0/

•13620 hours 16 July, the enemy air force is very
active again today, A strong fighter bomber attack
was made on Corps Battle Headquarters damaging several
vehicles ixicluding that of the G.O.C, The C,-in-C.
had been in this vehicle until the attack commenced.
Shortly before mid-day a further attack was made in the
Corps Battle Headquarters area*.

At last light on 16 July an innovation was a fighter--
bomber patrol by 9 Kittyhawks of No, J R,A,A.F, Squadron and
eight Kittyhawks of No. 450 Squadron in anticipation of an

(!) i'l'ter to-uring the front at 05,00 .hours (16 July)
and becoming involved in a violent British artillery
barrage and an R,A,F. bombi.ng attack, I conferred vrith
the Corps Commanders at the Afrika Korps PI,Q,
morning on how,to maintain command of the difficult
situation.

that

Our deliberations were badly interrupted,
for no, less than iiine bombing raids took .place between
six in the morning and three in the afternoon in the
immediate vicinity of the corf e •Rommel Papersrence. *
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enemy attack on the North side of the Ruweisat Ridge,
is interesting to note that the enemy gained the impression
that their evening attack by the 21 st Panzer Division, in
order to relieve the Pavia Division in this section, had
been expected.

It

Afrilca Koirps
Diary.

Isolation of a sector v/ithin the main zone of the battle

was attempted with some success the same day, 16 July, when
attacks were directed specifically against enemy supply
columns moving south tovirards the central battle area,

.  These soft-skinned vehicles were particularly vulnerable to

air attack by fighter bombers and numerous direct hits and

fires vrexe reported. The usual fighter patrols were main-

‘  tained over the battle area and, althoiigh, as has already
■ been mentioned, casualties inflicted on enemy aircraft in

air combat were disproportionately small, nevertheless
• numerous dive-bombing raids were made, abortive owing to the

enemy being compelled to jettison their bombs.

A,AeHoQ, W, D,

Daily
Intelligence
Suinmary,

Prom the 17 to 20 July the mixture of bad weather 'and a

slackening of the tension in the land battle, which enahled
the enemy to adopt measures for wider dispersals of their

M,T, and tanks, meant that fighter-bomber activity declined
from 150 to an average of under 60 sorties a day,
attacks were made on enemy tanks which resulted in the

Diary of German Panzer Army issuing an order on 19 July that tanks were to
Afrika Kozps,
A,H*B,6 ‘
Translation

No. 7/87.

Various

be *sixrro\3nded by sand bags and stone walls to protect them
from damage in air attack'. This was most probably the' '■

resiHt of another spectacular success scored by No, 6
Squadron against an isolated detachment of the enemy in the

extreme south, a little to the West of Qaret el Himeimat,
The target, which had been initially reported by the Army,
consisted of seven Mark III tanks, two large guns tovred by
tracked vehicles, t-vro light A«A, vehicles and troop-carrying
trucks. Hits were scoi*ed on six of the tanks which the

No. 274 Squadron escort picturesquely described as 'three

flamers and three smokers', and also one gun trailer and a

tracked vehicle were destroyed.

Nos, 6 and 274
Squadron
OqRo B,'S,

Increased A^otivity of the light Bombers

('13 to 20 July 1942)

'vdiat a No. 3 YiTing diarist alluded to as a • resurgence
of oir air effort' occurred on I4 July for the light bombers,
'but nevertheless* he continued regretfully 'it was a far cry
:from the concentrations bombed in the early days of the El

Alamein battle'. On 14 July there were 88 sorties, on
15 July 65, sorties and on 16 Judy (when No, 24 Squadron were
congratulated on the completion of theii” one thousandth
sortie) the total was 77 sorties. On 16 July, a
particularly effective operation, in close support of the

groimd forces, was carried out against enemy formations
attacking XIII Corps troops in the Ruweisat Ridge sector.
In all five raids, com.prising a total of some 80 light
bombers, were, lamohed. Two of the raids in which
30 Bostons and Baltimores took part towards 1000 hours were

most successful and were considered by the Army to have

played an important pe,rt in bringing the enemy attack, in

which the main German Panzer strength was involved, to a
standstill.

No, 3 SeAoAeP,

Squadron
0,R.B,

The next tliree days, 18, 19 20 Jvily, were generally
speaking qiiiet. for the light bombers. On, I 9 and 20 Judy
combined fighter and light bomber raids were made on enemy
airfields. The raid on Landing Groimd 21, which took place
on 1 9 Judy, was an attack in force in which a total of some
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100 aircraft were involved. Landing G3?ound 21 was the main
German Air Bane in the Daba area which had received a

damaging raid on 8 Jvily, Reports had been received of over
100 badly-dispersed aircraft on the airfield from a
No, 601 Squadron reconnaissance, and in the course of the
raid some 12 tons of bombs were dropped. The mystery about
this and other comparable raids on enemy Landing Grounds is
that for the most part there is little or no reflection of

them in German records of their losses. For example, on
19 July German aircraft losses were light and only three
aircraft were reported as having been destroyed and one
damaged. Nevertheless, according to reports by other
squadrons accompanying the light bombers on the raid the
bombing was considered •magnificent* and four direct hits

were reported, one on a Ju, 52, one on a Ju, 88, one on a
Me, 109 aiiJ in addition five fires were started. Near
Landing Ground 104 four Ju, 52*s and one Ju. 87 seen coming .
into land were, according to reports, attacked and destroyed
by Nos, 45v> and 250 Squadron aircraft, Siibsequently a
total of some 40 aircraft were reported as having been
damaged by low-level attack by fighters, and pilots were of
the opinion that most of the 40 would not fly again. It is
perhaps significant, however, whatever the loss of aircraft
occasioned to the enenQr in the course of these heavy raids,
that Stuka activity stopped completely for the next tvro days
and the greater part of the Luftwaffe fighter-bomber force was
reported as having been driven as far back as Sidi Haneish

to Landing Grounds 12 and I3, some 60 miles to the rear.
As it happened, this heavy bombing of enemy advanced
Landing Grounds was a most usefxfL preparatory phase for the
offensive made by General Auohinleck on 21 Jvily,

Night Bombing in the Battle Zone (I3 to 20 July)

A,H,B,6.

Records,

Nos, 250 and

2i-50 Squadron
0,R»B, • s, .

a,h.b,Aui/
122/2,4(A)
A,A,H.Q, W,D,
Daily
Intelligence
Summary,

The persistent bombing on enemy formations by night
in the battle area continued throughout, the period I3 to
17 July, and in this case was carried out, in the main, by
Albacore aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm still on loan to

No, 205 Group and through them to the Western Desert Air
Force,

forces and reserves in the battle area for an attack it was

there that the Albacores concentrated their nightly raids.
Targets which were most promising were located in the Northern
and Central Sectors,

by 19 Wellingtons, assisted, by Albacores of No, 826 Squadron,
attacked enemy aircraft on Landing Ground 18 at Fuka.
Albacores themselves subsequently bombed, but although a
-number of fires were started there is no indication of the

success of this raid in German records,

as has already been m.entioned, the airfields around Fvika
were used for the most part by Italian aircraft.

Wherever the enemy were Icnown to be building up

On:the night of 19/20 July an attack

The

On the other hand

Middle East

Table of

Operations
A.H.B,/EIJ1/
31/1.

Enemy Air Activity - Period 7-20 July 1942

During this period the enemy xosed almost the whole of

their available air strength on tactical targets leaving what
might be termed strategical targets such as ports, bases
and lines of communication practically unmolested,
night bombing in the battle area was carried out and the only
night attack during the period was made on the night of

20 July on an aerodrome to the South of Amiriya,
comprised some ten Ju, 88 aircraft.

Force bomber effort from Crete, apart from sea and air convoy
escort work, was devoted to close support of the Panzer Army
in Africa to the neglect of all other strategic possibilities.

No

This

Even the German Air

M, E,D, I, S,
Vol, 8,
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Nevertheless, the .use of the LixPtwaffe in their
traditional role of close support to the Panzer Army was

heavy and sustained for the force available and amounted
to approximately 1,000 bomber sorties over the whole period#
■The reliance of the enemy on diVe-bombing technique, as
opposed to the use of the fighter bomber, is made evident
by the fact tha.t out of a-total of some 1,000 bomber sorties
less than 10 per cent was made by fighter bomberso
heavy R^A,?* ■ attacks, already’ mentioned, on the Daba Landing
Grounds caused a temporary evacuation of these bases in
faVouir of airfields located further to the West

The

They also
caused the Stuka effort to stop abruptly for two days on
20 and 21 July.

Enemy fighter activity noted in the battle area
comprised a total of some 1,500 German and 250 Italian
fighter sorties, of which' appiroxiraately one half were
employed on escort duties to help the bombers, and the
balance on offensive svreep and troop protection patrols.

The Enemy Commander-in-Chief*s
Situation Report dated 21 July 1 gi|.2

High level
Reports and
Directives

dealing with the with the title, Estimate of the Situation and of the
North African

Campaign 1942
A,H,Ba6 Transl*
No, VIl/80

After what Rommel termed .‘the continuous eight-w

Condition of Panzer Army, Africa, on 21 July 1942'®
a most interesting document historically as it is vir

eek
campaign against the best troops of the British Empire' he
composed a lengthy despatch to the Operations Staff

tually
an apologia to: the German High Command for the fact that,
instead of completing the invasion of Egypt and the des
truction of the Eighth Army, his forces were still on the
defensive when a mere' ,70 miles from Alexandria,

It is

The enemy Coraraander-in-Chief' s main preoccupation was
with the condition of his troops and the fact that •the
enemy ha.s been increasingly reinforced while our forces
couild not be strengthened' appreciably', Mainly owing to
the fighting since 10 July in the course of which casualties
inflicted by the Eighth Army on Italian Units amounted to
approximately four divisions, the Italians, in Rommel's
opinion, no longer existed, apart from their artillery, as
a fighting force. What is more, his German Units had been
reduced to a 30 per cent strength in men and a remarkably
low figure of 15 per cent in tanks. The mobilitj'’ of the
divisions had b een severely reduced- owing to their heavy
vehicle losses' and the increased- employment of vehicles for
■su5>ply purposes,' V/hat Rommel described as 'the tense
situation’ ' had been eased by mixing German and Italian
Units, but to his mind the danger still existed of an
enemy brOak-through -on a broad front in those sectors held
by the Italians,

Romr,:el alluded, to the advantages which had accrued to
the Eighth Army o/ring to their proximity to their bases and
the great ammunition- dumps 'from which can be drawn unlimited
quantities-of supplies'. That this positional advantage in
supplies was purely of his: own contriving is ignored,
his estimation it seemed tinlikely that, v/ith the forces
available, the Eighth Army would undertake a large-scale
offensive with far reaching objectives, but would continue
the 'recent tactics of s.ttacking with limited objectives to
break up isolated frontal sectors especially those held by
the Italians',

In

• ■ , i
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•The enemy air force is numerically far superior to
our own’, he wrote, ’it has, by continued day and night
operations, caused considerable losses among our troops,
lowered the morale of Italian troops, delayed and, at times,
out off supply’. He foresaw other developments which
amounted to a shrewd prophecy for the future employment of

the Royal Air Force in the Middle East, ’The activity
of the powerful enemy air force will extend not only to

attacking supply installations of the Army, shipping vital
for supply and the ground organisation of our air force,
but in addition troops at the front will be attacked in

undiminishing strength by night and day. The enemy,’ he
continued ’benefits by having well-built airfields which
are situated directly behind the front. The bulk of all

enemy air forces in Egypt have been united. It is, there

fore, necessary to reinforce our air force extensively to

protect the troops and their supplies and, above all, to
enable us to make effective attacks on large enemy convoys
in the Suez Canal as well as on railway traffic to the
front’.

The enormous total of 50 per cent of Axis vehicle
losses had been made good, so he asserted, from captured
material,

from the continual air attacks amoionting to an average of

30 vehicles a day, and also a lack Of spare parts for the
captured vehicles,

to the air and naval attacks, and the formation of supply
beises in the areas of operations had not met with success

owing to the heavy shipping losses
Sturla being specifically mentioned

Against this was balanced the heavy daily los

The supply situation was tense owing

, the two ships Brook
d. ^

an

ses

d

Airammition supplies which had been perilously low
dinging the first week of July had improved considerably,
while weapons had been replaced between 50 “ 60 per cent
by fresh allocations and the use of captured supplies.
There were 45 tanks with the troops and in four weeks
another 100 would be ready for action. Fuel supplies were

adequate during the lull in operations but the enemy
Commander-in-Ohief stressed the fact that they would be

insufficient to ensure extensive operations. In a list of

requests contained in this report he asked for an improve
ment in the allocation of shipping space compared with the

Italian Armed Force which, he added tartly, was necessary
as the brunt of the fighting was borne by German Units, and

for an improvement in the standard of replacements as
some of the men had only received training with the rifle’.

Finally, his operational plan was, he stated, to be a
defensive one and continuing to be based on the Alamein-
Qattara position, until the strength of his forces had been

built up sufficiently for him to ’continue operations in

the direction of Alexandria or Cairo’, Rommel had hopes
that the political situation might necessitate a withdrawal
of British Forces from Egypt, This was, no doubt, an
allusion to the possibility of the summer offensive in

Russia causing a diversion of British Forces, ’If this
contingency does not arise’, he concluded, ’the British
Army in the field must be destroyed by a series of attacks,
if occasion arises, before the break through to Alexandria

f

(1) Both these German ships, the Brook and Sturla. were
sunk by ai3roraft. An account of the operations is
contained in the following chapter ’The Strategic
Air Offensive Against Rommel’s Lines of Communication -

July and August 1942*.
(84234)15^
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and Cairo,•
field of battle would be a consimmation of all Rommel’s

hopes and in which, in spite of his many successes, he had

always failed.

The Action in the Central Sector (Rvryeisat Ridge) and in
the North (Tell el Eisa) »" .2l to 28 Julyn~9i2,

The destruction of the Eighth Army on the

After the series of attacks, directed mainly against
the Italians and, in the oo-urse of which they had suffered

the loss of approximately four divisions. General Auchinleck
thought the time had come, now that the Germans had extended
their line aind dispersed their reserves, to hit back at the

centre. He hoped thereby to cut the enemy’s forces in

halfj sever their comjmmications and perhaps roll up the

northern part of their line,. In this decision he was, no

doubt, influenoed-not only by secret intelligence on the

difficulties with which Rommel was faced, but also by a
strongly-vra.rded signal from the Prime Minister who was

obviously extrem.ely impatient to see the armoured reinforce

ments T/hioh had lately arrived in Egypt in active employ
ment at the front, (1)

Co-in-C,•s

Eespatch,

Hist.(B)
(Crusader)
4 (Pinal) Prime
Minister to

General Corbett

(0Z.711 12/7)

Seen in their correct perspective - not relative to
what,the strength of the German Forces had been but com

pared with what the strength of the Eighth Army was at the

time the wealoiess of the Axis Panzer Army was not nearly as
serious as was supposed. In addition, as General Auchinleck
himself infomed the Prime Minister on 1 7 duly, the
8th Armoiured Division, ydiich included the 25rd Armoured
Brigade, lacked training in desert conditions and, being
armed with Valentine tanks, with their two-pounder guns,
vras ’ unsuitable for independent action in very' open co’untry
against German armour’. Nevertheless, an offensive with

far-reaching objectives, wa.s, launched on 21 July in the
course of which these inexperienced armoured reinforcements
with their Yadentine tanks carrying only the two-pounder
gun were pitted against elements of the 21st Panzer Division,
perhaps the most seasoned Panzer division in the whole of

the German Army at that date, and thereby sustained heavy
casualties.

Ca-in-0, Middle

East to the Yfar

Office

(GS./i 598 17/7)

The offensive started off promisingly. It was
launched on the evening of 21 Jxily in the central sector

with the 161st Indian Infantry Brigade and the 5th and 6th
New Zealand Infantry Brigades advancing westwards along the

Ruweisat Ridge in the direction of the Eighth Army’ s former

defensive position at Deir el Shein, (2) At the same time,
supporting and diversionary attacks were made on either
flank. The attack was preceded by heavy and sustained
aerial bombardment, in the course of which 22 Wellingtons

Hist, (b)
(Crusader)
4 (Final)
CST/86

(1) f I vdsh to know what use it Is proposed to make of the
8th Aiinc'ured Division with 350 tanks mostly Valentines which type has
done so well against the Gennans on the Russian front. Here is a regular
trained British ai-moured division of 15,000 men comprising 2 araoured
brigades complete in everj' detail. When is it going to the front?...
^During the night of 21/22 July, a new enemy attack inflicted further
heavy losses. The Panzer Army described the situation as extranely
critical. There was a danger, it was stated, of the entire front giving
way under further heavy enemy pressure. On the same day, a report from
the Panzer Amy clearly' revealed the effects of the non-stop fighting and
heavy casualties. As a measure of defence against the Intense activity
of the Royal Air Force, v/nlch was operating with equal effect against
both the ground troops arid the rearward lines of communication,  the
Paiizer Array asked for strong reinforcement of its own air forces in

Egypt, But Luftflotte 2 was already operating to the limit of its

strength in support of the ground fighting, and even beyond the limit of
vihat was good for the Mediterranean war In general,* Welchold,

« • e • A

?

(2)

•  i
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and 21 Albacores attacked enemy concentrations in this vital

sector. In the Afrika Korps War Diary a note v/as made on

the night of 21 July that ‘continuous heavy bombing attacks

are being carried out. Enemy air activity tonight exceeds
anything hitherto experienced. Telephone communications
are frequently broken and there is no contact with the

divisions. In fact, it was not until the early hours of

22 July that contact bet\reen the divisions and the Afrilca

Korps H,Q, could be re-established, and o’,ying to the con

fused situation, the 21st Panzer Division counter attack had
to be withheld until dawn*(l)

The fighting on land, it will be noted, had already
begun to conform to the pattern imposed in a struggle to
restore a war of movement from a battle of fixed positions.

This was the problem Rommel was to face at Alam el Haifa, at
the end of August, and Generals Alexander and Montgomery at
El Alamein, in which, instead of using tanks, to open a way
for infantry, the reverse procedvire became necessary and

infantry had to be employed to open a way through the
minefields for tanks.

The attack on the night of 21/22 July, preceded by this

heavj’ air bombardment, was carried out under an artillery
barrage. The initial advance in the centre went v/ell, the

infantry gaining most of their objectives by dawn, when the
New Zealanders then proceeded to open up gaps in the enemy
minefields for the passage of the tanks. An enemy counter
attack (the one contemplated the previous night by the

21st Panzer Division but postponed owing to the heavy night
raids) overran the 6th New Zealand Infantry Brigade at a

time when they were on the move, capturing many prisoners.
An additional misfortune was that a battalion of the

I6lst Indian Infantry Brigade, which had entered Deir el
Shein was counter attacked and practically destroyed. The

23rd Armoured Brigade recently arrived in Egypt and equipped
with Valentines then passed through the gaps in the
minefields. Later on this armoured thrust lost momentum
and cohesion. Panzer Regiment 5 counter attacked and, with

their superior armament, were able to pick off the Valentines

at a safe range from the two-pounders. By the evening of

22 July, the enemy claimed the destruction of 104 tanks,(2)
The 23rd Armoured Brigade themselves reported some 70
Valentine casualties. In the north the 9th Australian and

1st South African Divisions’ attack against Tell el Eisa and

Tell el Makh Khad and, in the south, an attack launched by
the 69th Infantry Brigade against the Taqa Plateau were at

C,-in-G, to War

Office 26669

The night of 21/22 July a further 30 Y/ellingtons and
8 Halifax aircraft took part in what, owing to ten-
tenths cloud, proved to be abortive mining and bombing
operations against Tobruk, Had these aircraft been
available for a concentrated attack in the battle area,

an even greater measure of disorganisation might have
resulted,

'But our losses were also not negligible, especially in

view of our low man-power,

weak infantry battalions had been lost and, although the
armour had come through without any serious casualties,
we were still very worried and regarded the prospect of
further British attacks with considerable disquiet.
But the British apparently thought better of it and
were probably suffering equal exhaustion,*
Rommel Papers’,

Something more than three

’The

(1)

(2)
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first successful and then failed in the face of strong

enemy coimter attacks.

Air Action in Support of the Eighth Army Offensive
22 and 23 JiH-y 1 9'f2

A carefully pre-arranged air programme for the
EL^thArmy's offensive on 22 July was worked out betv/een
Eighth Army Tac, K.Q, and the W.D.A.P, After the intensive
and most successful night-bombing attacks by Tfellingtons
and Albacores on the preceding night and which vras con

centrated mainly in the central sector, it was planned for

full air support to be given from first light the next
day by fighter aircraft of No, 211 Group and the light
bombers of No, 3 S,A,A,P, v/ing,
engaged as close in as was compatible v/ith safety,
importance of Army formations sending in frequent location
statements, especially if the attack went through success
fully and a fast-^noving battle ensued, v/as stressed.
Army forma.tions were also reminded that, without such
information, it would be difficult for the Royal Air Force

to keep an accurate and up to date bomb-line, with the

conseqtient danger of troops being attacked by friendly
aircraft.

All targets were to be
The

Air Support
Control War

Diary

This ArmyAir Plan, which had begun so promisingly
with tile overnight bombing in the battle area, was partly
dislocated in the m,orning - particularly for the light
bombers - by widespread cloud over the landing grounds
and the battle area which delayed the commencement of really
intensive operations until about 10,30 hours,
reduction in the intensity of the day’s bondiing programme
occurred soon after midday when intelligence was obtained
that the enemy wouD.d m.ost probably carry out strong air

This meant that

Another

attacks on the Amiriya Landing Ground,

A,A,H,Q, W,Do
Int, Svim.

No, 170 and
IIiVC.3/1 No.
Wing S,A.A,F,
OaRgB,

3

the fighters of No, 233 Wing, normally available for bombing
. escort duties, were withdrawn for local aerodrome defence
for a time.

The light bombers found target conditions much more to

their liking on 22 July than had been the case for some time

past. Six escorted raids, involving a total of 86 bombers
of Nos., 12 and 2i(. S,A,A,P. and 55 and 223 Sqtiadrons, Y/ere

carried out against enemy concentrations where they were

counter-attacking the South Africans to the south west of
Tell el Eisa and in the course of v/hich some 1 5 direct hits

on M,T. and armoured cars were claimed. During the day,
fighter bo.mbers carried out 127 sorties but, for the most

part, mist and dust made observation of results difficult,
A number of successful attacks YYere carried out in the

southern sector on enemy gum emplacements and tanks which

impeding the Eighth Army advance and with what the
In the course of

were

Army asserted were satisfactory results,
these raids, intense light and heavy anti-aircraft gun
fire Y/as encountered. Altogether enemy opposition to

these air attacks was strenuous and five fighter bombers

and four fighters were lost. Air Support Control complained,
that no clear policy for employing the full Y/eight of

bombing attack in one place Yvas available and that, as often

as not, air support Yvas withdravm from one sector to another
before any considerable effects could be achieved.

Mr Support
Control War

Diary

During the night 22/23 July a total of 21+ Wellingtons
of Nos, 37 and 70 Squadrons and 16 Albacores of Nos. 821

and 826 Squadrons attacked dispersed enemy M.T, in the

battle area, mainly in the Ruweisat Ridge sector. The

No, 70 Squadron
0,R,Bo
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target area was illuminated by Albacores, but the enemy
M.T, was well dispersed. In spite of this, all aircraft
were reported to have found targets to bomb. No
particularly outstanding results v/ere claimed, but direct
hits were scored on three petrol bowsers and several fires
were started.

In the course of the night 22/23 July, the follovriLng
entries were made in the Afrika Korps ¥ar Diary?-

*Enemy air activity continues through the night.
Continuous night attacks are being carried out again,
some with phosphorous bombs, G.H.Q, itself is
attacked but only superficial damage is caused to
vehicles t

Afrika Korps
War Diary
A.H,B,6 Transl,

No. VIl/87

•in the morning fragments of German bombs were
found at G,H,Q, and in the 15th Panzer Division Sector,
On investigation it appeared that German night bombers
were in action and attacking their own troops,•

'As British aircraft fly very low, gromd defences
will also operate at night,'

Reduced Air Activity 25/26 July 1942

In the course of 23 July the Eighth Army offensive
gradually petered out, and from 23-26 July close-support air
operations were on a progressively reduced scale. Fighter
sorties, which were 36I on 23 J\fLy, dropped to 29I on
24 July, to 205 on 25 July and to the extremely low total

of 54 on 26 July, Besides the slackening in tempo of the
land battle, the low serviceability in the fighter squadrons
and a spell of extremely bad weather also helped to bring
about this decline in air activity.

H.Q.M.E. Table

of Operations
A,HiB./lIJ1/
31/1

Heavy Raids Renewed Against Enemy Landing-Grounds in the

baba Area /23 and 24 July 1942)

Whilst the lull in the land fighting continued, with
the Eighth Army confining themselves mainly to patrols and

the enemy enlarging their minefields and generally improv
ing their defences, the opportvmity was taken by the Western

Desert Air Force to make good some of the inroads on air

craft serviceability caused by the gruelling activity of

the past ei^t v/eeks,
attention from the battlefield to the advanced enemy
landing-grounds at Daba,

It was also possible to divert

After the attack on Landing Ground 21 on 19 July, in
which 100 Tf,D,A,F, aircraft had been involved, the bulk of

the enemy Stuka force had been moved back to bases in the
Fvika area. There had also been a sharp drop in enemy air

activity, Bjr 22 July, however, when the Eighth Army renewed

their offensive, the enemy were able to put up a number of
Stuka attacks and an increase in the activity of their
figiiter aircraft was noted. Reconnaissance showed that,
although Landing Ground 21, at Qotafiya, had become more or

less deserted, the numbers had increased at Landing Gromds

20 and 104 due west from Daba, a few miles along the coast

road. It was, therefore, decided to launch further air
attacks in an attempt to make the Daba landing grounds
untenable by the enemy. Between 21,40 hours and 02,00
houirs on the night of 23/24 July, a series of raids was
directed against these two landing grounds, Bostons of

Nos, 24 S,A,A,F,, Wellingtons of Nos, 40 and 162 Squadrons

A.A.H.Q. W.D.

Daily Int. Stim,
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and Albacores of Nos. 821 and 826 Squadrons - making a

total of some 40 light and meditan bombers - took part. In

the course of these raids a total of over ̂' 00 bombs was

dropped and numerous fires on and around the landing-groimds
vrere reported. An Albaoore and a Boston were lost on these

raids, both comparatively i*are occurrences. As part of a

set programme to put these advanced enemy landing grounds
temporarily out of action, a return to the same targets
was mads at ten o*clock the next morning, 2J+ July, when a

heavy raid involving a total of some 100 light and fighter
bombers was carried out. According to claims registered at

the time, three enemy aircraft were shot dovm over the
target before bombing started and at least five aircraft
were set on fires

missing from the raid and
bombers were shot doTm, ('I)

Operation *I,Ianhood* 26 July 1942

A Kittyhawk and a Boston aircraft were
tvro Tomahawks escorting the

On the night of 26 July, the Eighth Army Operation,
•Manhood*, ¥>ras put into effect. It was to be
General Auchinleok*s last'offensive in the ITestern Desert,

The enemy, who had their main strength concentrated in the

northern and central sectors, were knoTO to have suffered
considerable casualties and 'losses to equipment in the

recent fightings The Tell el Eisa salient in the north had

given the Eighth Army a certain positional advantage which

the Commander-in-Chief decided to e2<ploit. The plan vras

for XXX Corps, which had been strengthened by the addition
of the 69th Infantry Brigade ~ withdrawn from the south to

attack the enemy positions to the south of Tell el Eisa and

then, if successful, pass the armoxrced force through the gap
to attack the enemy in the rear and roll up his positions
from the north. Again the problem was to restore  a y/ar of

movement from a battle of yrell-^fortified positions. In

order to carry this out it was essential for infantry to

attPiCk first v/ith the object of opening up lanes in the

■  enemy minefields through which the armour could pass.

After a day of violent dust storms on 26 July, which
brought air activity almost to a standstill, the weather
improved in the evening permitting 26 Wellingtons of
Nosc AO? 10A, 162 and 1A8 Squadrons together with  5 Albacores

of No, 81 Squadron and 8 of No, 826 Squadron to operate
against enemy concentrations in the northern and central
sectors. The wind velocity was still high thus tending to

make the flares less effective them usual. The enemy had

also made excellent use of the natural cover provided by the
broken terrain, hiding their tanks and motor transport in
?/adis. This minimised the effect of the night raids and,
for the most part, results appear to have been
disappointing.

XIII Corps

Operation
Order No, 1A3

No, 205 Group
OcReBo

No, AO Squadron
0(,E.»B,

During the same night, General Ramsden launched his
The 9th Australian Division sectired their objective.attack,

Sanyet el Miteiriya, to the south of Tell el Eisa by dawn

27 Julyj capturing 100 Gei-mans,
however, viras soon appai’ent.
on artillery positions, a counter attack by tanks of the

The German reaction,
After a dive-bombing attack

i (1) The enemy give no breakdoym for battle casualties.
The number of enemy aircraft destroyed on 23 and 2A July
numbered 1A«

the greater proportion of these aircraft were destroyed
as a result of the night and day bombing of the Daba
landing grounds,

SECRET
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XXX Corps
TiTar Diary

15th Panzer Division was made on the Miteiriya Ridge and the
position was retaken, together with a considerable number of
prisoners.

African Brigade in the lifting of mines delayed the advance
of the 2nd Armoiared Brigade in support of the 69th Infantry
Brigade and also the creation of a strong anti-tank screen
on the southern flank which v/as an essential part of the
plan,

the south and south-west and finally caused such  a confused
situation by infiltrating behind the forv^ard troops that the
Corps Commander decided to discontinue the operation and
rally the 69th Infantry Brigade to the east of the
minefield.

Air Operations in Support of the Eighth Amy Offensive
July 1 942

Difficiilties encountered by the 1st South

About noon the enemy comter-attacked strongly from
Hist.(b)
(Crusader)
4 (Pinal),
Tac. 8th Army
Cositrep 108

On the morning of the offensive, air activity by the
Western Desert Air Porce was unspectacular,
both the light bombers and the fighter bombers were poor,
Por once the initiative seems to have passed to the
Luftwaffe,

Targets for

A surprise low-flying attack by 6 Me, 109*S on
Landing Ground 172 to the south of Burg el Arab not only
caiised the loss of 4 Hurricanes of No, 213 Squadron shot

down very shortly after being airborne, but caused disloca

tion to the bombing programme, as aircraft which were to

have been used for escort work to the light bombers were

No, 213 Squadron suddenly diverted to the forward protection of the forward
landing grounds, (1)O.R.B.

Calls for air support by the Army vrere made in the
afternoon in which assistance was given, and according to

Eighth Army sources was of great help in the withdrawal of

the 69th Infantry Brigade from their advanced positions and
in giving protection to the 1st Armoured Division,
1400 hours and 0200 hours five interception patrols compris
ing 64 fighters and the same ntmiber of bombing raids, which

involved a further 108 aircraft, were carried out in the

Deir el Dhib area slightly to the south-west of Sanyet el

Miteiriya, These fighters covered the withdrawing troops
from enemy dive-bombing, while the light bombers and fighter
bombers heavily bombed concentrations of tanks and troop .
carriers, thus preventing the enemy from carrying out any
large-scale attack,
they precluded accurate observation of the results of the

bombing, the Eighth Army affirmed that it had been excellent
and transmitted their tanks for the help given,

course of the day the enemy lost ten dive bombers and two

damaged which is indicative of the excellent scale of

protection afforded the ground troops in their diffioiilties.

Between

Although air conditions v/ere such that

In the

5th Army Air
Support Control
War Diary,

No, 3 Tfing
O.R.B,

The Eighth Army on the Defensive

On 30 July General Auohinleck held a conference with
his Corps Commanders at which it was ’reluctantly concluded
that further efforts to break the enemy front or turn his

southern flank were not feasible owing to the Eighth Army’s

(1) This was the first daylight raid on R,A,P, landing
grounds since 26 May, Landing Ground 172, recently
enlarged, had only been occupied by No, 213 Squadron for

two days. As a result of this raid the squadron
vacated the airfield, a wise decision as the airfield
was again dive-bombed by the enemy.

(84234)160
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lack of resources and the effective way in which the enemy
had consolidated their position** In the opinion of
General Auchinleck, any opportunity to resume the offensive
was unlikely to arise before mid-September, The policy
to be adoptedj, therefore, was comparable to the one which
Eield Marshal Rommel had been forced to choose.
Eighth Army was to go over to the defensive for the time

being when troops vrould be rested, re-formed and trained,
and during which period the whole area from El Alamein,
Burg el Arab and the groimd to the south co-uld be
consolidated.

The

C,-in-C, M.E,
to the War

Office

These two failures on 21 and 27 July to break through
the enemy line must have seemed costly and in a sense futile
at the time. It is now known, however, that the eaieniy
forces were being subjected to an almost intolerable strain^
Combined with the constant air attacks by night and day
these battles (or engagements) of late July had reduced the
Italian components of the Axis forces in North Africa to a
condition in which Rommel could no longer count on them as
a fighting force. After the disastrous retreat from

Gazala, it is indeed an asto,nishing fact that the Eighth
Army, protected as it was and helped by the R,A,F,, could
t’urn at bay a,t El Alamein and inflict a series of reverses

on the enemy in which (apart from dead and womded) 47
German officers and 1,118 men and 335 Italian officers and
6,905 men were taken prisoner.(1) That these hopes, which
extended throughout the last three weeks of July, that the
Eighth Army would be able to turn the tables on the enemy
by driving them from Egypt were never fulfilled is not
surprising. Perhaps, indeed, it is fortunate that these
battles did end in stalemate and not, as might so easily
have happened, in the negative kind of victory in which
Rommel would have been forced to retreat to other defensive

positions to the west and thereby robbing the Eighth Army
of their unique advantage in the enemy's extended lines of
communication.

High Level
Reports axid
Directives

A.HoB, 6
Translation

No, VII/80,

General Auchinleck*s Appreciation of the Situation
27 July, 1 942

On 27 July 1942 General Auchinleck gave an appreciation
of the situation as *Commander-in-Chief, Middle East Forces
commanding the Eighth Army at El Alamein* to the Middle East
Defence Committee as at 27 July 1942,
assessment of the situation in North Africa and could even

be said to be prophetic, for it forecast the battle of

Alam el Haifa, both from the point of view of the location
and date of Rommel's attack, and the British dispositions
which T/era la.ter employed in his defeat,

‘Broadly speaking’, he said, 'though all our
forces have been through hard times their morale is
high,
Italian morale not more than 50 per cent,
of the known inefficiency of the Italian forces an
offensive action taken by the Axis forces in August
would have to be 80 per cent German.

It was a brilliant

German morale is probably a little lovrer and
In view

A,K,Bo/irJ1/30
AppenaJx 75
•*Apyreciation 0? the
situation in She

Vfests!Ti Desert El

Alsiaoin UkitS hours
July, 1Sl2.

(1) ’Although the British losses, in this i\lamein fighting
had been higher than ours, yet the price to Auchinleck
had not been excessive, for the one thing that had
mattered to him wras to halt our advance, and that,
unfortunately, he had done. ’The Rommel Papers,I {
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The Eighth Army has some 60 Grant tanks no^7 and
will receive another 60 Grant tanks early in A\igust,
but there will be no more coming until September.
The deduction is that it is necessary to husband our
arraouz* carefully in view of the fact that during August
the enemy may build up to between 150 and 200 German
tanks.

None of the formations in the Eighth Army is now
sufficiently well trained for offensive operations.
The Army badly needs either reinforcement of well-
trained formations, or a qtiiet period in which to
train.

At present we have such air superioz’ity that, v/hile
our troops are relatively free from molestation, the
enemy is continually attacked by night and day. Our
land forces ere considerably heartened by this and a

large measure of tactical freedom and security accrues
from it. Unless the enemy is strongly reinforced and
oinr air forces are correspondingly reduced this
superiority virill assist ovir offensive or defensive and

gravely impede the enemy. Air superiority is a very
considerable, if somewhat undefinable, asset.

• Had the enem.y available resources, Italy and
Germany are far nearer to El Alamein than is anyt'Aiere
in the Urrited Nations. The enemy should therefore be

able to reinforce quicker that we. On the other hand,
apart from distant Benghazi, he has only two serviceable
sea ports, Tobruk and much less useful Matruh, He
may also make use of the railway to a limited extent.
He is faced with long road hauls and a sea passage
vulnerable to aJ.r and submarine attack. This affects

the biiilding up of reserves for an offensive. We are
nearer our bases and otir limitation is the rate that

men and material can reach Egypt from overseas. His
limitation is the rate at which it can reach his troops
when it arrives. This indicates the necessity of
blocking Tobruk and Matrvih and attacking his road and

rail transport and his shipping.

■ ! ■
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A,H.B,/lIJ1/30
Appendix 75
*Appreciation
of the

situation in

the Western

Desert El

Alamein 14«45
hours

27 July, 1942.

The operations of Eighth Amy are linked to the
fate of Russia,

the Eigiith Amy might be reduced to the lovrest margin
to provide reinforcements for the new front,

over, a considerable Axis success in Russia wotild
release air and land forces and eq'uipment for the
reinforcement of the Western Desert,

Should the Axis penetrate the Cauca

More-

sus,

The enemy must resme the offensive without delay,
but he is unlikely to be able to do so before mid-
Aiigust and even then no real margin of superiority
exoept in AePoVo’s is apparent. He Td.ll certainly try
to attack before the end of Aiogust and, as Eighth
Amy defences gain strength and depth, he Tdll be more
than ever tem.pted to avoid them and seek success in
.manoeuvre. This may well land him into serioiis
diffictilties in the soft desert.

Alternatively he may have to adopt the strategical
defensive because our forces are too strong and too well

placed for attack,

ground or withdraw to an intemediate position covering
Matruh, which will eventually be to our advantage for
he will still be in striking distance when we are again

If he does, he may either stand his
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fit to attack. If he goes back to the Egyptian
frontier it is questionable whether he should not be
lef fc undisturbed.

¥e ha'/e to be prepared to.figlit a modern defen
sive battle in the area El Alamein - Hamman,
troops detailed for this must be trained and
exercised so as to get the maximum value from the
ground and the prepared positions ̂

The

Eighth Army may have to meet an enemy sortie
developing into manoeuvre by a southern flank from his

firm front on the general line Bab el Qattara - Taqa
Plateau. You must therefore organise and train a
strong mobile wing based on 7th Armoured Division
comprising a divisional artillery, 7th Motor Brigade,
ifth Light Armoured Brigade and possibly extra Crusader
Units. This mobile Trilng must be well trained in
harassing defensive technique.

Eventually, vre will have to re-nev/ the offensive

and this will probably mean a break through the enemy
U  positions about El Alamein. The newly arrived

Infantry Divisions and the Armo'ured Divisions must be
trained for this and for pursuiit.

Summary

The enemy now holds in sufficient strength for
his purpose a front from which he cannot be dislodged
by manoeuvre or any attack the Eighth Army can at
present deliver. Yfe are strongly posted for a
defensive battle. The enemy is'attempting to build
up his strength and re-new his attack on Egypt, The
Eighth Army requires re-equipment and training before
it wall be fit for offensive operations. During
August it is unlikely that either ourselves or the
enemy wall be strongly reinforced on land; a success
ful offensive by eithex* side is thei-efore unlikely.
Provided the land and air situation does not change,
Eighth .Array can be reinforced about mid-September by
two Armoured Divisions and two Infantry Divisions,
This may give us a superiority sufficient to justify
a direct attack on what may be, by then, a strongly
organised front. Alternatively wre may develop a
threat to the enemy* s rear via Si’wa, The immediate
need is to re-organise present forces -with Eighth
Army and to arrange a front so as to provide an Army
reserve. The longer terra policy is train the newly
arrived divisions for the counter offensive -which it

is hoped might begin in the latter part of September,*

A.H,B,/lIJl/30
Appendix 75
'Appreciation
of the situation

in the Western

Desert El

Alamein

hours

27 July 1942«

The Position on Land, August i942

Prom the end of July - virtually v/hen General Auohinleck
lamched his last offensive on 26 July - -until 31 August,
-when Rommel made his last throw in Egypt, contact bet-ween
the opposing ground forces was confined to patrolling and

exchanges of artillery fire. Both sides were preoccupied
-with measures for extending their positions and in
preparing for further operations. The 2f4th Division,
which had just arrived from the United Kingdom, was
training in desert warfare outside Cairo, but could not be
ready before the end of Aug-ust, The 8th Armo-ured Division,
-vwhich had s-uffered severe losses, mainly from ineD<perience,
in the fighting arotmd the Ruvweisat Ridge on 22 July, was

Gc™in~Gs *s

Despatch
A.H«Eo/iEIJi/30
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being rearmed with American medium tanks*

Armotired Division was still training and equipping and was

unlikely to be ready for action before mid-September,

The 10th

During July, in addition to the strenuous fighting.
General Auchinleok had devoted all available resources to

constructing defences in oi’der to give depth to the El
Alanein position. The three ridges in the northern sector
(the one nearest the coast, the Ruweisat Ridge and the
Alam El Haifa Ridge) were developed as the basic structin-e
to the Eighth Army's defensive zone. On these ridges,
within artillery range of each other, had been built a
series of strong points designed to deny the essential
observation points to the enemy and to take garrisons of

two battalions and a regiment of 2^-'povxid.ex‘ guns. These

defences were in being when General Montgomery assumed
command of the Eighth Amy in mid-August, and formed the
key-stone of the battle which was first of all known as
the Battle of Alamein and later was renamed the Battle of

Alam El Haifa, Extensive minefields were also laid in

the south, from which direction General Auchinleck
anticipated that the German-Italian drive would commence

and which, as it will be seen, helped very materially in
putting Rommel's time table for the battle out of gear,

Ctiange of Army Commanders, Mid-August 1 92f2

On 8 August 1 942 General Sir Harold Alexander, who had
arrived in Cairo by air the same day, was given a private
intervieviT v/ith the Prime Minister and General Brooke, Chief

of the Imperial General Staff, who had stopped at Cairo on
their return from Moscow,

that he was to succeed General Sir Claud Auchinleck as

Commander-in-Chief, Middle East Forces,
interview on 10 August, General Alexander was given a

directive by the Prime Minister,

General Alexander was notified

At a siA>sequent

'1, Your prime and main duty will be to take or
destroy at the earliest opportunity the German-
Italian Army commanded by Field Marshal Rommel together
with all its supplies and establisliments in Egypt and
Libya,

IAS African Canpaign
from El Alam to Tunis

by
Tiersjaol Aloxanclsr

You will discharge or cause to be discharged such
other duties as pertain to your command without
prejudice to the task described in psna, 1 which must
be considered paramount in His Majesty's interests.*

As Commander-in-Oiiief, General Alexander was relieved of his

responsibility for defending the northern frontier of the

Middle East block against the threat from the German armies

in the Caucasus by the creation of a separate command to be
known as the Persia,and Iraq Force,

General Gott, previous General Officer Commanding
ZIII Corps, Viho had been in every battle in the desert, was
appointed to succeed General Auchinleck as G,0,C, Eighth
■ArrAy
from Biurg el Arab to Cairo was shot down on the eve of his

Unhappily, the aircraft in which he was travelling
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appointment and General Gott was killed,(1)
was replaced by General Sir B, L, Montgomery who arrived in
Egypt on the 12 August,

proimalgated on 15 August 1942 at a time, as
General Alexander generously pointed out, ‘when the balance
of power had at last sv/ung favourably to our side ‘,
comparable changes took place in then’s,A,E, commands.

Air Operations in the Western Desert, August 1942,

The liall in ground operations throughout August, and
which lasted until Rommel launched his attack on the night
of 30/31 August, was reflected in a slackening of R„A,P,
^•O'ti'vity over the battle area, Eighter sorties in Egypt

A,H.B,/IIJ1/31/1 and the ¥festern Desert which had risen to the massive total
of 12,000 sorties during July shovred a sharp decline to
some 6,000 in August, Nevertheless, bearing in mind the
fact that land operations were static during Ai;igust and that
the whole fighter force was badly in need of a period of
rest and refitting after the intense operational activity
which had lasted since May 26, a daily average of approxi
mately 200 fighter so.uties, although half the previous
month’s total, was still high.

With no operations by the Eighth Army to force
tration on., the enemy ground forces, the targets for the
light bombers tended to be thin,

in the land fighting also enabled the enemy to provide an
increasingly high level of anti-aircraft protection,
attacking aircraft could have the gunners’ individual
attention. Both tanks and the formidable 88-m.m, guns
helped to make the volume of A,A, gunfire extremely lethal.
If this restricted the employment of the light bombers in
daylight over the battle area, fighter bombers became
increasingly active and, apart from, interference from the
weather, no day passed without enemy M.T, concentrations
were sought out and attacked. Careful planning and
co-ordination of these raids, which often involved as many
as 100 aircr’aft, is noticeable - a contrast to the piece
meal method,s which were employed all too often during the
hurly burly of the days of crisis in the Western Desert,
There is, indeed, almost leisurely precision to be detected
in these raids which, although of no very great consequence
individually, proved invaluable tactical exercises whose
worth T/as to be. amply demonstrated at Alam el Haifa, In
fact it may be said that, once the period of crisis at
Alamein had been successfully surmounted, Rommel provided

General Gott

The two new appointments \rere

No

H.Q, M.E,
Table of

Operations

concen-

The static conditions

as

(1) General Gott was a passenger in the daily routine
Bombay aircraft which left Burg el Arab at approxi
mately 16,50 hours on 7 August 1942, He had not
asked for a special aeroplane and A,H,Q, 'Western
Desert did not know he was travelling. The aircraft
had a full load of I4 passengers and 6 crew. The
majority of the passengers were sitting wounded. The
aircraf t was returning to Ehanka via Wadi Natrun,
flying at 500 ft, when it was attacked by two Me, I09’s
The first burst hit the aircraft but the pilot was
able to make a,landing, ' However, the aircraft was
again attacked, burst into flames and exploded. Three
members of the crew and a nursing orderly were throTn
out of the nose of the aircraft and only one passenger
was able to escape from the rear compartment, all of
the remainder, including two of the crew, being burnt.

H.Q, RsAoE,
Mid.dl0' East

Air Ministzy
A. 572 11/8
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the opposing air force with an invaluable opportunity for

practising new techniques, particularly of Arn^y ccKoperation,
and, because of the weakness of the enemy air force, at
comparatively slight cost to themselves.

Among the multiplicity of targets in the battle area
d'uring August, a nisnber of the attacks were directed
specifically against tented camps including enemy
headquarters. The bombing and low-level machine gunning
of these enemy headquarters were qixite a feature of the air

activity dtnring th-is period. There is no evidence available,
however, from enemy sources that these daylight attacks met
\7ith any notable success,. Niglat bombing appears quite
unexpectedly to have been far more successful from this

point of vieWj, but only when the main battle had been
engaged at the end of the month.

On 2 August an interesting operation took place against
an isolated enemy recce unit which had been detected by an
aerial reconnaissance at Eas el Qattara (7623I) on the edge
of the depression, about 70 miles due south of Mersa Matruh,

The recce unit, which comprised between 30 and 2|.0 vehicles

including tanks and armoured cars, T/as attacked first by
aircraft of No, 450 R,A,A,I'. Squadron and then No, 250
Squadron, Owing to the long distance involved, aircraft
refuelled at the Advanced Landing Ground No, 172 in the

Burg el Arab area, Ai’ter bombing, the target was machine-
gunned with very good resiilts, twenty-two of the uiit's
UtT, being destroyed or damaged and a petrol diimp fired,

• On 4 August, another outstandingly successftil operation took

place when, following the receipt of a Tac/k report, a force
of between one and two thousand enemy M®T, conoentra.ting in

the southern sector was attacked by liglit bombers and

fighter bombers, over a period of five hours, until the

conoeritration was fox’oed to disperse.

No. 450
E„A,A,P. and

250 Squadron
O.ReB's,

Reduction in Strength of Light Bombers on Forward Landing
Gromlds

During this static phase, vdiilst only limited targets
were available in-the battle area and ovring to the

possibility of enemy air attacks on advanced landing-grounds,
■  it was considered advisable, to reduce the strength of

A,A,H,Q,, Inst* Bostons and Baltimores on forward landing-grovinds to 12 and
6 aircraft respectively. The remaining eiircraft of No, 3

•  ..SoA,A,F, Wing, were held at base airfields to undertake
training. These aircraft were, nevertheless, available to

be moved to more advanced landing-grounds as required.
Owing to this paucity of targets in the battle area, the

light bombers, in between attacks on specific Army targets,
were employed on niglit-bombing operations. For the most

part■these raids were primarily strategic in scope and
directed against the. enemy's lines of communication. The
Baltimore aircraft were not employed on these night opera
tions as the curved Y/ihdbcreen caused distortion and
affected night landings.

No, A.180

No, 3 S,A,AoF,
Wing App,
No, B,11

i-ieoord of

Oposations
AoIL3,/lIJl/
12.2/6 3 (A)

:.y £--.nd Might attacks Against En^my Laaiding^-GroundsJLf*

The whole policy throughout the month of August for
the employment of the air force was influenced by the know-

dge that Rommel would be. forced - some' time within the
mortth and governed mainly by the full moon period beginning
ahoiJit the 25th,- to launch an offensive, . - Apart from the
strategic offensive against the enemy's supply lines, whioh
is dealt with separately, policy dictated that the enemy air
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force shovild be progressively weakened by raids on his
landing-grounds. As far as possible the policy of
*rovmd-the-clock* bombing was pursued, attacks by medium
bombers d'uring the hours of darkness being supplemented the
next morning by combined light-bomber and fighter-bomber
attacks. One of the most successful of these sustained
attacks against the enemy^s forward landing .grounds during
August began on the night of 8/9th when a raid against the
landing ground at Qotafiya (L.G-. s 20 and I04) was made
by a combined force of 23 Vifellingtons and 7 Alb8.cores,
These night raids were follov/ed up by early morning attacks
by Bostons, Baltimores and Kittybombers which, together
with escorts, numbered approximately 80 aircraft. Specific
claims of aircraft destroyed and damaged amounted to tvra,
Hovirever, as far as oa:i be established from enemyrecords,
the total of German aircraft actually destroyed or damaged
was 10, A raid by a mixed force of 24 Boston and Baltimore
aircraft on Euka South Landing Ground on I4 August gave
photograpliio confirmation of at least five direct hits on
aircraft. This was an Italian-occupied landing ground and
from the enemy sources available it is not possible to
establish detailed figures...

A,H,B,6 Figures
M,E.Yf.I,S..Vol,8

At the■beginning of the moon period, when it was
anticipated that the enemy would be launching an offensive,
raids against the enemy* s foiward landing-grounds were
intensified. They w’ere directed mainly against the
advanced landing-grounds in the Qotafiya - Daba area where
the enemy’s main force of German figliters and dive bombers
was located. The policy behind this series of attacks was
to put the enemy air offensive out of step in as much as the
Geimian Panaers, in an offensive, relied so much on the dive-
bombing technique to help them through the hard outer crust
of defences. Although the Ijuftwaffe losses do not rise
appreciably after the attacks of 8/5 and 5 August imtil
31 August, when the Battle of Alam el Haifa was in progress,
there is no doubt that these systematic day and night
attacks on the enemy landing grounds, in the days preceding
the battle, caused serious disorganisation to the Luftwaffe
which had been doing its best to build up strength in
readiness for the offensive. The combination of wide
dispersal and blast-proof shelters helped to save the
Luftwaffe what might otherwise have been crippling losses
from these attacks on their foOTard airfields.

Night Bom-bing in the Battle Area

*Tifith the v/ajcing of the moon, the ni^t activity of
the enemy became more lively*, says an entry in the German
Afrika Ko;rps War Diary for. 22 August, * (fu].l moon on
26 August),,.,
first time,
the Qattara positions*,
night continuous bombing raids made from 22,00 hoiur's to
01 a 00 hours on 15 Panzer Division area, Brigade Ramcke and
Corps Battle Headquarters (about 450 bombs dropped)*.

....... night bombing raids again for the
100 bombs dropped on 15 Panzer Division and

Again on 23 August, ’During the

Transla.tion

No, 711/
Th’os began again the system of night-and-day bombing

in the battle area which had proved so effective during the
period of stabilisation at El Alamein,
of 15/20 August until 25/30 August, 278 medium-bomber
attacks T/ere made on enemy M,T, concentrations, tanks,
tents and trenches, in the course of which some 4OO tons
of bombs were dropped.

Between the night

Although this viras but a fraction

NOf, 205 Groi‘P
O.R.B.
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of the effort expended against Tobruk0) it had a most
important bearing on the battle, for these night attacks
by mediimi bombers over the battle area may be regarded again
as in the nature of a rehearsal under active service

conditions for the climax at Alara el Haifa v/hen the medium

bombers, making double sorties and concentrating almost the

whole weight of theix* attack on the battlefield, caused such
heavy losses to the enemy armour and motor transport.

Enemy Air Activity, Month of August 1 942

Until Rommel launched his offensive at the end of

Augi;ist, the enemy were mainly preoccupied v/ith building up
aircraft serviceability for the battle, providing escort
for Axis supplies, both by sea and air, and preventing
attempts to pass the August convoy through to Maltao
Practically no bombing of strategic targets in the Delta

took place, so that the Eighth Army, throughout the month,
was able to build up its strength and, reorganise under its

new Commander almost entirely free from molestation. The

eastbound Malta convoy was repeatedly attacked by German
and Italian bombers, dive bombers and torpedo carrying
aircraft,(2) In the course of these attacks the Luftwaffe
alone lost a total of some 14 aircraft destroyed and 5
damaged,.while the Italians lost 26. Enemy intelligence
on the convoy was excellent, dating as it did from the time

the convoy first assembled off Scotland, and practically the
whole of the availa.ble long-range bomber force in the

Mediterranean was concentrated in Sicily in anticipation of

the convoy, the majority being moved from Crete and then
back again after the conolusdon.of the operation.

German Air Force preparations for the battle at the

end of the month were extensive, they involved, in addition
to the bixilding up of serviceability, the bringing in of
fighter reinforcements from Russia,

appax-ent that the enemy were beginning to appreciate the
A,H,B,/ growing significance of the North African Front as the

German offensive in south Russia which was progressing so
well was of pre-eminent importance in the enemy’s strategic
plan,
enemy, owing to the increasing threat to their lines of

communication and the biorst of activity towards the middle

of the month against the Malta Convoy, the enemy’s air
policy was to build up and conserve strength throughout
August, so that by the time the battle was engaged - and
for the rival air forces their air offensive preceded the

land battle by more than a week - the Axis powers had con

centrated iii North Africa, Crete and Greece and, partly at
the expense of the Russian front, the strongest force they
had ever possessed in the Mediterranean theatre.

From this it is

Apart from the extensive escort work forced on the

Axis Air

Operations
Na Africa and

Mediterranean

DaDaI,3„
IIJ1/65

(1) Over 1,6p0 Wellington sorties were floim against Tobruk
in August 1 942,

(2) An account of Operation ’Pedestal’ is given in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

TIffi STRATEGIC AIR OEPEESIVE AGAIPET

Rq#IEL»S LIFJjS OP CCM'/IUMICATION (JULY AM) AUGUST 1942)

One of the most potent factors in bringing the enemy
to a lialt at El iilaraein had been the disorganisation fatigue
and shortage of supplies consequent on the R.A.P. policy
of da3^-and~night bombing. Since the enemy Coniiiiander-in-
Cnief decided to halt offensive operations and go over to
the defensive^ on 4 July, it was obvious that his gambling
on a quick dash to Suez ha.d been lost,
faced with a dilemm, either to retreat back to the
•'^Sypl^ion frontier and await the outcome of Operation
Hercules against ilalta, or else to stand on the Alarneim
line.

Thereafter he was

That RoiTEiiel chose the second alternative is

sufficient indication that, however higli his merits,
as a tactician, he lacked vision,

line so far to the east, vmth such lengthy and insecure
lines of conmunication, Y/'as a major blunder of generalship
and one for which he \ra.s soon to pay Y/ith a major defeat
of his Panzer Army on the field of battle.

A deaision to hold the

_As early as 22 June, the day after the fall of Tobruk,
O.K.w', were notified that a diversion of air forces from
Africa to Sicily, in order to increase attacks on Malta,
was considered necessary and *ln addition all shipping move
ment west of Malta Ymll be tanporarlly suspended and the
eastern route more extensively used’,
deter Roimnel, nevertheless, from making his request the
next day that the order limiting his advance to the Egyptian
frontier should be suspended. The Duce, on 24 June,
stated that, 'Difficulties after the collapse of the
Eighth Array lay less in the battle on the ground than in
the transport situation at sea' and tiaat, Owing to Malta’s
active revival, suioply of the Panzer Army in Africa once
inore entered a critical stage',
neutralised again by air, as had happened in the Spring of
1942, it was found necessary to abandon the wealern supply
route to North Africa.

This did not

Until Malta could be

High Level
Reports and
Directives

A.H.B.6 Transl.

VIl/80.

Genera.l von

Rintelen to

Army General
Staff 26 June. ■

On 26 June, a conference took place between General
Gavallero anH. Field Marshal Rommel in which Field Marshal
Kesselring, among others, participated,
for the advance on Suez Y/ere propounded,
seems to have been out of the question, as, by that time,
the Axis Commanders Y/ere already too deeply committed to
the Egyptian adventure.

Roimnel's plans
Y/lthdrawal

’The situation of the British Eighth Array danands
that sucoesses gained so far be ejqDloited as far as

In spite of this, ' the despatch adds,
'it roust be taken into consideration that the supply
problaa offers difficulties,

has resumed offensive operations,
must be tanporarily abandoned and the route to harbours
in Cjrenaica is also endangered,
neutralise Malta again, eiaploying foraiations to be
transferred from Africa.

possible.

The air base of Malta

The Tripoli route

It is planned to

This, hoY^ever, requires tirae
diiring which a critical period cannot be avoided.
In the meantime everything possible Yirill be done to:-

(a) Send some convoys to Benghazi and, if poss
ible, some vessels to Tobrulc ^special
consideration Y/ill be given to materials in short
supply);
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(b) Increase air transport;

(c) Use U~Boats for supply, especially for the
transportation of fuel.

In this situation supplies already in Africa must be
relied upon,
to allow the enemy no time to regroup but close
co-operation between air and ground forces must be
assured,

the enemy is retreating to his bases and the focal
point of his air forces’.

By the time, hov/ever, the necessary administrative and other
arrangements had been made for the renewed attack on Malta,
which began at the conrmencement of July and continued until

the middle of the month, the Panzer Army had been brought
to a halt at Alamein.(O

k swift advance must be made in order

It must be taken intO' consideration that

On 11 Julj^, the British Chief of the Air Staff signalled
to the Air Officer Comi:ian,ding-in-Chief, Middle East,
Impressing on him,

'The vita.l Importance of denying to the enemy the
ports of Benghazi and Tobruk. Since it is more
difficult to stop enemy convoys crossing the
Mediterranean tkan it was .nine months ago, we must
make a more deterained effort to close the terminal

points in North Africa. This calls for sustained

and heavy bombing of these targets - possibly by day
as well as night - on the greatest scale of which
your forces are capable. You are the best judge of
what losses you can accept to achieve this end. Y/e
fully recognise the importance of the targets close
behind the eneanj^'s battle front, but you must make
fullest use of your resources in long range and medium
bombers to destroy the' facilities at Benghazi and
Tobruk’.

No reminder of the iiaportance of strategic bombing v/as
needed by the Air Officer Commandlng-ln-Cliief and it is
understandable if there could be detected a touch of asperity
in his reply,

'Enemy supplies are my main i^re-occupatipn and
am taking every possible step to interrupt both at
sea and in port. You will have noted tliat during
and since arrival of convoys whole heavy bomber and
practically whole of medium bomber effort has been
directed against Benghazi and Tobruk. Betv/een 18 and
24 June there were lOO effective Y/ellington night
sorties and'31 Liberator sorties against Benghazi.
This timed to coincide with arrival and unloading of 

'

ships. Our final crack at Benghazi before it went
out of range of i/ellingtons was 6G Wellingtons and

(1) As has already been seen, this switch of Luftflotte 2’s
effort from the field of battle to another attempt to
neutralise I’lalta at a time when the requirements of the
enemy ground forces were pre-eminent was an important
factor in the enemy’s failure, to break tlirougii at
El Alaraein. It diverted the enemy's major air effort
from the field of battle, robbing the Panzer Army of
the close support and protection from the air force upon
which they relied for the synchronisation of their attack&

1
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17 Liberator complete sorties in one 2k- hours,
■will realise that for ]present s/ellingtons and
Fortresses cannot no-vv reach Bengl-i^i -vd-th effective
load.

Y

Befi'i'een k- and 11 July th^e Iiave been L^J+

ou

Liberator dajr sorties against Benghazi.
22nd June and 11 July there have been 268 Wellington,
55 Liberator and 2 Portress sorties completed against
Tobruk.

Between

This period includes most critical days of
•fche retreat, v/hen V/ellington attacks on columns
contributed in no small measure to bringing enamir to
standstill.

OnlOlhand 11-tli the V/ellingtons, despite the supreme
efforts they have put out during moon period, completed
58 and sorties against Tobruk,
of Wellington effort has been far beyond any sustained
by home Wellington squadrons.

I do not consider it possible to speak in terms of
closing Benghazi with the heavy bomber force I have or
am likely to have available.
Euroi3ean experience suggests impracticability of
closing a port even 'vri.th forces noany times greater
than ever can be available in the Middle East,
in the past 5''ear we have blown up amnaunition ships in
Benghazi but this has not closed the port.

2.

E’or weeks the scale

3.

I would have thought that

Twice

I have directed and will continue to direct
maxlmuim Iiea'vy and medium bomber forces against enemy
supplies of which Bengl-iazi, Tobruk and, to a lesser
extent I'iatruli, are the focal points,
consider it v/ise entirely to neglect night attack on
enemy concentrations and columns in battle area since
all evidence goes to emphasise value of 24 hour bombing
in reducing enemy resistance and will to fight’.

4*

I do not

Correspondence
with P.M., S.
of S., C.A.S.
A.O.C. Pt.V
(AOC/26)

Rommel’s Growing Realisation of His Supply Difficulties

In his, 'Estimate of the Situation of the Condition of
Panzer Anny Africa', made on 21 July 1942, Rommel mentioned
the air force attaclcs on the Army's supply installations
and shipping vital for supply,

'The supply situation', he said, 'is tense,
owing to continual and partially successful attacks
by enemy air and naval forces on German supplies at
Tobruk and klatruli. A quick relief is hardly iDOSsible
owing to the distance from supply bases (Benghazi
and Tripoli). Formation of the supply bases in the
area of operations has not yet met with success
owing to shipping losses (Brook and Sturla).
Relief depends on the continuous arrival and
unloading of coastal and Italian vessels, on the
employment of more bar'ges, on the arrival of locomotives
and on using the railway '

High Level
Reports and
Directives
A.H.B.6 Trans
lation No.VIl/80

As a general estimate. Field Marshal Rommel considered that
the continuous supply to troops in the Alamein position
had been ensured.

'Supply in advance for an offensive, however, depends
on seaborne supplies to Tobrulc and an increased coastal
supply to Tobrulc. '

The complexity and interdependence of Rommel's supply
system is revealed in the stateraent that, 'Relief depends
on the continuo^ arrival and unloading of coastal and
Italian vessels, on the employment of more barges, on tlie
arrival of locomotives and on using the railway'.

SEGEUUT(84234)171
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Yet this was but one aspect of the enemy Cornmander-in-Chief’s
problem, for, as lias ali'eady been seen owing to his
extended lines of communication, reliance had increasingly
to be i<iade on airborne sources Of supply,
by the strategic force, therefore, had to be flung as far as

possible, wide enough and yet be fine enough to take in

ships and.installations in the enemy ports of anbarkation
in Europe and arrival in North Africa, the shipping while
en route, coastal and rail traffic down to attacks on trans

it graded down from long distance purely
strategic assault on targets by Liberators through attacks

on convoys to Beaufighter sorties against individual coastal
craft and trains,

be assessed merely in terms of the actual target,
single example, if a cargo was sunk in transit this was by
no means the whole loss. One of the Axis Powers’ fleet

of limited and irreplaceable ships had been lost, possibly
with its crew, and echoes would be set up the whole
length of a delicately adjusted supply systam.

The German Air Transport Fleet in the Mediterranean

The net oast

port aircraft.

In all these attacks success could not
As a

Air transport was wisely regarded e.s a routine and
integral part of the suppl5'' organisation of the German
Air Force. As pressure on tlie enemy's seaborne supplies
increased until both west and east routes to North Africa

were considered unsafe, the aiiplojrraent of the German fleet

of transport aircraft for the reinforcement and supply of

the Amy in tlie field became of increasing importance.
In fact, without the use of this very considerable G.A.F.
Air Transport Service available to rush supplies of fuel

and personnel to the field of battle, the enemy Coraraander-
in-Ghief would loave been forced to evacuate his advanced

position. It is estimated tliat Rommel's requirements
absorbed between one fifth and one quarter of the whole
of the available German air transport fleet, besides
involving, as happened later, the misuse of bomber aircraft
and subnarlnes for transport purposes.

Giving to the difficulties of both road and rail
communications througjii the Ballcans, only a very limited

transport of personnel and supplies was possible by that

route. The main route for supplies to the German forces
in North Africa was via Italy. This fact, together with

the limitations in range of the Ju.52 aircraft to 500 miles,
and the need to avoid refuelling in North Africa, led to the

adoption of a system of air lift following the route Italy -
Greece - Crete and Gyrenaica. Supplies were brought to

Tobruk and thence by feeder lines eastwards. At critical
moments the air lift was the enemy’s only reliable source

of supply for his Army in the field. The Geiman Italian
Panzer Azmy, by holding its advanced position after the

failure to break through at Alaraein in early July, had

placed themselves in the position of a beleaguered garrison,
knowing full well tliat the kind of temporary expedient pro
vided by ai,r transport could not sustain the complex and

bullcy requirements of a modern mechanised Amy, especially
in fuel.

Air Publication

3038

Enemy Shipping; Losses, Month of July 1942

During July 1942 the enemy lost a total of some
20,000 tons of shipping fiom the Mediterranean, almost the
whole of wliicli was sunlc on the main North African convoy

routes or at their ports of arrival,

but 3^000 tons were sunk by air action.

Of this total eill

Details of
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these losses taken from Lloj^-ds' List of Enemy Shipping
Sunk or Lost in the Kediterranesjo are as follows

Date Name Flag Posi tion RemarksHow Sunk

July

7  Marla Louisa Italian By Air Raid
185 tons

Do. 766 tons

Benghazi

10/11 Max Berendt German Tobruk Subsequently
salvaged and
used by Allies

11 Brook Gernan Do.1225 tonsMersa

Matruh
Eventually raised
ana beached

11 Stinibaldo Italian Tobruk Do. 79 tons

12 Adda Italian Off Monte

Santo

(Sardinia)

By Navy
792 tons

By submarine
k sui'vlvors

12 Sturla German Off Mersa

Matruh
By Aircraft

1397 tons

Cltto dl

Agrlgento

Italian Also attacked by
aircraft

19 Mersa

mtruh
By Navy

2it80 tons

20 Ica Italian Off Scuttled

253 tonsDalmation

Coast

Lloyd's List of
Enemy Merchant
Shipping Losses
in Mediterranean

from June 19Zi-0

to May 1943

2k Vettor Plsanl Italian By Aircraft
6339 tons

Between

ArgoStoll
& Arevare

Vias sunk

3805 N &
2012 E

26 Italian By Air Raid
28 tons

Marco Polo Tobruk

Italian Do.266 tons27 Marla n

Gabriella

28 Do. yik tons

Do.2589 tons Engll;^ Admiralty
List gives 13th

Paris Merlca Italian n

30 Delos German H

Cl)

The sinking of the Max Berendt in Tobruk Harbour took

place on the night of 10/11 July as a result of the
heaviest raid to which the port had so far been
subjected and which involved some 56 iVellington aircraft
of Nos.37> 40^ 104, 108, 148 and 12 Squadrons.
Aircraft claimed a direct hit on a ship in the harbour
and she was later seen to be on fire,

hovrever, was merely registered as a 'probable*.
This claim.

No.205 Group
O.R.B.

Allusion to the loss of the Brook and Sturla and the

importance to these two ships w^s made by Rommel in his

despatch of 21 July to O.K.¥,(l) The Brook, a German

(1) The list omits naval losses, small craft such as 'P'
Boats, Siebel Perries, barges and lighters used for
coastal work and also any but the most serious damage
to ships,

claimed only 4,500 tons of shipping as definitely sunk.
'Pormation of supply bases in the area of operations
has not yet met with success owing to shipping losses
Brook and Sturla.

It is interesting to note tliat the R.A.P.
A.M.W.R. Vfeekly
Statistical

Analysis 7.E.11
(2)
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ship of some 1200 tons was sxmk in the course of  a brilliant

unescorted daylight, raid by 8 Baltimores of No.223 Squadron
which took place on the afternoon of 11 July 1942. The

raid, led by Squadron Leader Joel carried out v/hat has

been described as magnificent precision bombing from
No.223 Squadron 18,000 ft. They clahiied a possible direct hit on a medium-
O.R.B, sized ship and three large fires on the jetty. As the fire

caused by the bombing obtained a firn hold on the ship
it became visible in the air from over 100 miles, and a

reconnaissance, report showed that the Brook had burnt out

and foundered. The Sturla, another German ship of some
1400 tons, was located off Matruli by Svrordfish 'Y' of
No.815 Squadron on 12 July. After executing a dive bombiig
attack on the vessel, which succeeded in seriously
damaging and disabling the ship, the crew ended by

H.Q, M.E. Table pelting it with Mills bombs. The ship \/o.s la.ter

of Operations sunlc by a British destroyer.
A.H.B. IIJ1/31/1

Table "E"

On the morning of 24 July, six Malta-based Beauforts,
escorted by nine Beaufighters of No.239 Squadron, attacked
the 6,300 ton Italian sliip, the Vettor Pisani, escorted
by two destroyers and two ’E’ Boats, when she was off
Cephalonia. Five torpedoes were released, one of which
struck the vessel, which has heavily laden with deck cargo,
causing tiTO explosions follovred by a fire. The vessel,

R.A.P. M.E. Int. which was towed towards Argostoli, was later confirmed by
photogr^hic reconnaissance as having been completely burnt
out.

Suna. Vol.VIII
and Malta

O.R.B.

0\-/in,g to the. confusion about the date on which the

2,500 ton Delos was sunlc, it is impossible to be certain
about the circumstances of the ship's loss,
most likely that the.ship was sunk in the course of a

niglit raid on Tobrulc by a total of 74 aircraft comprising
68 Wellingtons of Nos. 38, 37, 70, 10Z|., 108 and 40
Squadrons and 6 Balifaxes of No.249 Vi/'ing (No. 10 Squadron
Detachment).(1V The Halifax aircraft dropped their
1,000 lb. bombs through haze’and were unable to assess
the results,

claimed a direct hit on a ship close to the south shore from

a height^of 9,000 ft. which may well have been the 2,500 ton
Delos.(2)

It seems

A V/ellington aircraft of N0.4O Squadron

No.205 Group
O.R.B.

A number of enlightening facts emerge from a study of
enony shipping losses for this period. During July 1942,
approximately 1200 night bomber sorties were made against
the port of Tobruk in the course of which 28 aircraft were

lost and some 2(., 000 tons of enany shipping sunk. Other
sorties against shipping, mainly by da^^liglat and in the

open sea, numbered soime 230, of which fifteen per cent of

the aircraft were lost and a total of some 9,000 tons
of shiiDping were sunlc. It would appear, therefore, that
as far as the actual shipping destroyed was concerned
the results-of the intensive night raids directed against
Tobruk were disa.ppointing. Day raids against specific

(1) This was the first operation carried out by these .  .
Halifax aircraft of No.10 Squadron in the Middle ■
East where they liad been sent as an 'essay in .
strategic mobility'.

(2) The 205 Group Operation Order for this night's
bombing prograiiime lists, among the 12 vessels in
Tobruk Iferbour at this time, one motor vessel of the
unusual measurements of betVireen 'four to five thou

sand feet' in length.

No. 10 Squadron
O.R.B.
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targets gave far higher results but, as was to be
expected, for a higher ratio of losses in aircraft.

That these nightly attacks directed primarily against
enemy shipping in Tobruk \rere not realising hopeful
results became apparent from an analysis of photographs
made at the end of July 1942. These photographs were
merely able to confirm the sinking of 'one coaster,
one tug, three schooners, six caiques and one other
vessel which appeared to be a snmll tug'. As has been
seen, this assessment was, in point of fact, an
underestimate of the enemy shipping destroyed in the
course of these nightly raids. It also ignored damage
to shore and port installations which included the glutting
of a 4,000 ton petrol storage tanlc on the night of 17 July,
which must liave been a very serious loss indeed to the

enemy. Nevertheless, the sum total of the expenditure
of effort against Tobruk did appear to have given most
disappointing results and the Air Officer Coramanding-in-
Chief was constrained to wite to the A.O.C. No.205, Group

in early August 'I hope that the photographic interpre
tation people’s analysis results at Tobruk did not get
too v/ide a circulation, as I feel they might be
quite wrongly discouraging. V/e know perfectly well that
the caiuera does lie in so far as it does not tell the

whole truth. As regards Tobruk, you will of coiurse
have seen from other sources that much damage and
interference has been done there of which the camera tells

nothing.
I

M.E.V/.I.S.

Vol.VIII

A.0.C./207

Undoubtedl5^ the damage to dimips and port-installations
-. apart from the disorganisation '- caused by the nightly
'milk-rUn, of No.205 Group aircraft over Tobruk was
considerable. Rommel had admitted as much by the third
week in July to O.K.W. But results revealed that
night-bombing against Tobruk, where anti-aircraft
defences, in particular, reached a high density, v/as in

a measure wasteful in effort, aircraft and crews.
These nightly attaclcs against Tobruk achieved largely a

negative effect: they deterred the enemy from using the

port to an^rthing like its full capacity. Shipping
had to be routed fiurther to the west, to Benghazi,
thus placing a heavy strain on coastwise shipping and road

transport. It also compelled the enony to extend the
hopelessly uneconomic use of air and submarine transport.

Rommel to O.K.W

21 July.
A.H.B.6 Trans.

No. VIl/80

The raids against Benghazi by R.A.F.-manned Liberators
of No. 159 Squddrori and the U.S.A.A.F. - the port was now
out of range of the Wellingtons if they were to carry
an economic bomb-load - taught a similar lesson. Apart
from daimage to port installations, the destruction of

stores and dumps and the general disorganisation caused

by these heavy-bomber attacks, of which there were 70
during Julj'’, the actual loss caused to shipping in
Benghazi harbour v;as slight and amounted to the sinking .

of only one ship of under 200 tons.

The August Convoy to Malta (Operation ’Pedestal’).

H.Q.Middle
East Table of

Operations.

The failure of Operations ’Harpoon’ and ’Vigorous
to pass supplies througli to Malta, in June 1942, when only
two merchant vessels out of 17 arrived, together with the

enemy’s renewed air offensive against Malta, in early
July 1942, meant that reserves of aviation spirit on the

I

Malta. O.R.B.
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island had reached a most dangerously low level.
the end of July the position lia.d hecome so critical that the

A.O.O.-in-G., Middle Ea,st, at a Defence Committee Meeting
on 29 July, asked v/hether the Committee thought it advisable

to continue the existing policy by which the air striking
force in lialta was called upon to attack vital enemy
convoys. Adrairal Sir Henry Harwood, C,-in-C. Mediterranean
thought that 'I'ialta's fate was entirely dependent on the
August convoy. If tliat failed to g et through nothing would
enable a convoy to get tlirou^i in September. ' He thou^it,
therefore, ‘that the present policy of striking as liard
as possible against the enemy supply lines should be
continued and that ve should risk all on the arrival of the

August convoy.'

Towards

Papers of
Middle East

Defence

Committee

Part The need for the conservation of aviation fuel meant

that shipping strikes from Malta were limited only to what
In spite of

tills, however, the value of Malta in the pattern of the
strategic war in the Mediterranean was such that out of

a total of some 40,000 tons of enemy shipping sunk or
severely damaged by aircraft during the critical months of
Jul^'-and August 1942, 29,000 tons, or almost tliree
quarters, may be directly attributed to sliipping strikes
made by IVIalta-based aircraft: this v/as achieved in spite
of the fact that such a high proportion of the whole of the
Middle East's bomber effort was being expended in attacks
against Tobruk and Benghazi,
toll which the Navy was able to take of enemy merchant
shipping in the Mediterranean during August was also
directly due to.the continued availability
submarine base.v.2j

The very sharp rise in the

of I4alta as a

H.Q. R.A.P. Med. was considered to be most iraportant targets.
O.R.B.

H.Q. M.E.

Table of Oper
ations* A.H.B.

IIJI/31/I and
Lloyds Shipping
List.

Seen in its correct perspective operation ‘Pedestal’,
to raise v/hat was virtually the siege of Malta, was of
major significance to the whole course of the war in the
Middle East. On it depended the fact whether or not it
would be possible to continue the strategic war in the

For althou^i Malta would not necessarily
have been forced into actual surrender, at least for several
months, its aircraft v/ould have been compelled to abandon
any kind of offensive policy against enemy convoys in
North Africa.

Medit erranean.

The enemy forces in North Africa would thus

/

AOC/2O6
Co-operation
with the Royal
Navy.
Ends. 96 and

have been able, as liad happened during the spring of
the year, to obtain a largely uninterrupted supply of
stores and reinforceraents.

97A.

In mid-July, reinforcements of Spitfires had been flown
to Malta from the aircraft carrier Eagle (Operation
Pinpoint’) and again on 19 July, making a total of 60

This had enabled the new Air Officerfiglater aircraft.

Commanding, Air Vice-Marshal K.B. Park, to change the
fi^iter policy to one of ‘forward intercei^tion' whereby

. fighters were sent north of the Island to meet incoming
raiders and attack'head on before they reached Malta.
Additional reinforcaments sent to Malta specifically for
operation ‘Pedestal’ from both the United King
Middle East amounted to over 100 aircraft.(3)

dan and th

H.Q. R.A.P. Med
O.R.B.

e

(1) mitais Spitfires alone flew 1,7C0 sorties during July, 19/j2,
(2) At the request of the Middle East Defence Committee seven additional

submarines were sent In early August from Alacandria to operate against
enemy convoys to Cyrenalca,

(3) This Included a further 37 Spitfires flovm off the aircraft carrier
• Furious! (Operation 'Bellows!) on 11 August, the ctQr after the convoy had
left Glbi’altar.
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The enemy countered by making a considerable redis
position of his Air Force in the Mediterranean, shifting
almost the whole of his long-range bomber force from Crete
to Sicily with the help of transport aircraft consisting not
merely of Ju. 52's but D.F.S. 236 gliders,
concentrations of torpedo-carrying aircraft.also appeared
at airfields in Sardinia and Pantellerla.(l) A further
most serious threat to the convoy was the presence of a
powerful Italian Naval Force which was within easy
striking dlstaioce for interception at a time when the
convoy would be negotiating the most difficult part
of the route tlirou^i the Sicilian Narrows,
exceptionally large number of sorties was flown to ports
such as Taranto and Palermo, both of which wer'""
nine times diuring a period of only foiir days, with the
result that the location of the whole of the Italian
Fleet was plotted and all major moves of enemy Air
Force Units known.

Operation 'Pedestal' consisted of 12 British and
tv/o U.S. mercliant ships, escorted by a considerable task
force of naval vessels comprising, among other craft,
the tliree Fleet aircraft carriers H.M.S, Indomitable.

and Victorious. The convoy left the Clyde early
in August and passed througli the Straits of Gibraltar

the nlgiit of 10/11 August. Siglitlng reports on
the morning of 11 August showed that the convoy had been
located and was being shadowed by Geman reconnaissance

Large

covered

on

A.H.B.6 and

R.A.F. M.E.

Weekly Int»

^  Summary.

aircraft. That day, 11 August, Operation 'Bellows' was
launched in which the aircraft carrier Furious began flying
off Spitfires , to Malta. This operation v/as interrupted by
the sinking of the aircraft carrier Eagle, on the
afternoon of the same day, by four torpedo hits from
U-boats,

against the convoy, attacks by Beaufighters, V/elllngtons
and Liberators were directed against enemy airfields in
Sicily, Sardinia and Pantelleria.

Mea.nsirhil^ to reduce the eneiTQr’s air offensive

At dusk on the 11th the first enemy attack was made
on the convoy by a force of some 36 Ju. 88's and He. llO's
(the latter being torpedo-carrying aircraft) while Italian
bombers made wliat the Malta O.H.B. termed 'a danonstration

on the horizon,' There were no casualties among the ships
of the convoy from these preliminary attacks and the ships’
gunners claiiiied fotAr enany bombers shot doY/n. From 9.30
the next morning, 12 August, the convoy was under heavy
and some times concerted attack by dive bombers, torpedo
carrying aircraft and E-boats. In addition another

extremely serious tlireat to the convoy had arisen when
enemy naval force consisting of four cruisers and

supporting destroyers began to move south round the north
west to Sicily as if to attack. Tills was fortunately
discouraged by a bombing attack by two reconnaissance
Wellingtons, which also illuiiiinated the vessels, and
messages sent 'en clair' summoning imaginary Liberators.
Nevertheless, the concentrated enemy attacks to destroy
the convoy piecemeal before it could reach Malta were
sufficiently serious.

an

H.Q. R.A.F.
Med. O.R.B.

Cl) 'On the Axis side some 5l|0 aircraft were assenbled In Sardinia and
Sicily to attack the convoy. Of these, 150 bombers and 50 fighters
were German and 130 bombers and 150 fighters Italian, Of the bombers,
about 100 were torpedo-carrying, mostly belonging to the Italian Air
Force,' Weldiold,

(2) During early August rhotographlc reconnaissance from mita was
devoted alnvast entirely to the location of enemy forces Wildi might be
used against the convoy.
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At noon on the same 12 August, some 70 enemy
torpedo and honiber aircraft heavily escorted by fighters,
made another concerted attack. The German borabers scored

the one succes^ of this raid when the 7>500 ton Deucalion
was damaged.(1
convoy Y/aiting for another favourable opportunity to attack

after the sinking of the Eagle, were deterred by the
destroyers' depth charges. An Italian submarine was brought
to the surface in this way and rammed and sunk. By 1835

Med. Convoy 1542 hours, 12 August (D.3) the convoy's aerial ordeal began in
earnest when it was located north of Bizerta and still some

300 miles from wlalta. A powerful force estimated at
approximately 100 aircraft comprising Ju. 87 and Ju. 88
borabers, o.75 torpedo aircraft, escorted by fighters, made
a well-timed attack. The destroyer Eoresight^^-' was hit

Submarines, 'which had been dogging the

Admiralty
Battle Summary
No. 252

and disabled by a torpedo and the aircraft carrier
Indomitable received three hits from bombs and her flight
deck was put out of action, so that her fighters had to
return to the Vi

attack. Force 'Z* including the battleships Nelson and
Rodney, the remaining aircraft carriers, and by far the
greater proportion of naval escort, turned back leaving
Force 'X' to take the convoy through the Sicilian Narrows
and so on to Malta,

At the conclusion of this

The convoy was nowbereft of anjr fighter protection
other than what Malta could provide in the way of
Beaufighters, owing mainly to such factors as the limited

WSD/S5 Report on airfield accommodation at Malta, the shortage of aviation
C4>eration spirit and the emploasis made by Admira.lty planners on a
'Pedestal' strong force of Beauforts to counter any threat from enany

surface vessels, this Beauflghter force was Inadequate for
There were only 27

serviceable Beaufighters at Malta (excluding night fighters)
of which six were located, at this time for convoy
protection,15 were standing by for Beaufort escort against
the Italian Fleet and 7 were engaged in a raid against
enemy aircraft on Pantelleria.

the aerial protection of the convoy.

This hiatus Yfith the aircraft carriers v/ithdrawn to

the west and the aerial protection of the convoy devolving
on an inadequate and scattered Beaufighter force,.was
chosen by the enemy , to launch a brilliantly-planned and
executed attack. The convoy was in the process of
changing formation from four into b-ro columns at the
entrance to the Skerki Chann.el, when the Nigeria, a

cruiser carrying the Flag of Rear Admiral Burrough, the
Cairo an anti-aircraft ship, and the 10,000 ton U.S,
Tanker Ohio Wei’s all damaged by either mines or torpedoes.
The Nigeria turned back for Gibraltar and the Cairo
had to be sunlc. As will be seen this was to have

particularly unfortunate repercussions as the Nigeria
and the Cairo were the ordy two ships fitted with V.H.F. and
so able to direct the Beaufighters and the Spitfires.

(1) The destroyer Bramham was detached to accompany
Deucalion along the inshore route along the Tunisaii
coast. At 1540 hours, after an attack by torpedo
carrying aircraft, the Deucalion cauglit fire and
blew up.
The Foresight was taken in toY/ by the Tartar, but
later the crippled ship was' sunlc by her escort,
oY.ring to the constant tlireat from enany aircraft and
submarines.

(2)
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In the raeantime, as pre-arranged, six Beaufighters of
No.252 Squadron had anrived over the convoy to act as a
patrol until dusk. No enemy aircraft were seen and, as

No. 252 Squadron the Beaufigliters were fired on by the convoy and in any
case were at such a disadvantage without the fighter
directing ships, the leader decided to withdraw a quarter
of an hour before the end of the patrol. v/liilst the
convoy was confused and 'scrummed up', as a Naval Liaison
Officer put it, and in the grov/ing dusk, about 20 Ju.
88's attacked. The 12,500 ton Bapire Hope was hit with
a bomb and had to be sunk; the 7>500 ton Clan Ferguson
was hit by a torpedo and blew up and the 13,000 ton
Brisbane Star, after having been hit v/ith a torpedo,
eventually managed to struggle on to Malta.

The main convoy passed Gape Bon at midnight. Soon
afterwards E-boats attacked and torpedoed the cruiser
Manchester at 0120 hours on 13 August. During the
night other E~boat attacks accounted for the 12,500 ton
Nairango. the 8,000 ton U.S. Almeria Sykes, the
8,500 ton Santa Elisa and most probably the 9,000 ton
Glenorchy. This would appear to have been the work
of less than 12 E-Boats of which only one was sunlc.

At dawn the next morning, 13 August, Beaufighters
and long-range Spitfires
according to plan. (17
a sliallow dive-bombing attack in which the 13,000 ton
ii'/aimarama v/as hit and blew up.
another raid at 09,25 hours, the patrolling aircraft
brought down a G«man bomber and a Spitfire was shot
down - possibly by the ships* fire,
protection assigned to the Beaufighters and Spitfires
was again largely negatived by the fact that, owing
to the loss of the two fighter-directing ships, they
were

were patrolling over the conv

In tlie course of

The task of

I

constantly being fired at. by all ships'.

oy
At 08,00 hours 12 Ju,88*s made

Report on
'Operation
Pedestal'

WSD/S.9

In the course of a raid at 10.50 hours, by Junkers
aircraft, further ' damage was done to the tanlcer Chip,
the Rochester Castle was set on fire and the S.S. Dorset
was disabled. The last attack to which the main

convoy was subjected took place at 11.25 hours on
13 August by five S.79 aircraft, but without achieving
any result.

The short-range Spitfires took over the protection
of the main convoy when it was within some 7O-8O miles of

Malta.. This additional fi^iter protection again
experienced great difficulty, owing to the fact that
none of the naval vessels was able to give fighter
direction, while the mercliant vessels failed to give out
any 'Help' signals. A further complication experienced
by both short and long range Spitfires was that the enemy
raiders were coming in too low to register on the R.D.P.
system.

(1) At da'v/n the convoy should have been IIO-15O miles from
Malta when the four No.248 Squadron Beaufighters which
were to escort the convoy from dawn to witiiin 100 miles

of Malta were to have been aioginented by long-range
Spitfires should the distance be not more tlian 15O
miles,

from Malta.
At dawn, however, the convoy was still 170 miles

Dv/ing to the urgency of the situation it
was decided to send out Spitfires along with the
Beaufighters for this distance.
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By 14*30 hours an escort force from Malta joined the
main convoy and took charge of the three remaining merchant
ships, the Fort Chalmers, the Melbourne Star and the
Rochester Castle - the latter liaving been .damaged and set on
fire sorae six hours earlier. These three ships, totalling
27,500 tons, arrived safely in Grand Harbour two hours later.

At 1-6.00 hours Force 'X', -vath 2 cruisers and 5 destroyers,
turned about for the return journey to Gibraltar.

Of the tiree remaining merdiant sliips, the Dorset. Brisbane Star.

and Ohio, all disabled from previous attacks, the Dorset was
sunlc after repeated attacks by Gemuan bombers at 19*00
hours on the 13 August. The Brisbane Star, after further
adventures in tlie Gulf of Hammamet and under the protection
of an escort of Beaufighters which shot doi,"m the attacking
eneray bomber, eventuallj?- reached Grand Harbour on the
afternoon of 12(. August. The ordeal to which the
Ohio was subjected the most vital of all the raiiaining
merchant ships vri.th her cargo of oil - was even more
protracted, and it was not until the morning of 15 August
that the Invaluable tanker reached Malta.

C.O.S. (M*E.) One of the Admiralty's main preoccupations had been
to prevent any part of the Italian Navy from operating
against the convoy, as Iiad happened during Operation
'Harpoon' in June. For this reason, in the planning of
Operation 'Pedestal', it v;-as decided to concentrate the
maxirmun nuiaber of torpedo-bomber aircraft on I^Ialta. During
the vital fow: days from 11 to 14 August, -viien the convoy
was negotiating the most-difficult-part of the journey,
a force of 15 Beauforts was standing by on Malta from dawn
to dusk in readiness for such an eventuality.

Out of a convoy of 14 ships 9 had been sunk, 4 hy
aircraft, the others being torpedoed by 'E' boats or 'U'

boats or sunlc by mines. The escorting force had lost
an aircraft carrier, a cruiser, an anti-aircraft sloip
and a destroyer sunlc, together mvlth a carrier and tifro

cruisers damaged. With the exception of the Indomitable
and Foresight, all warship casualties were caused either
by *E’ boats
estimate, the enemy employed a force of 15O bombers and

80 torpedo aircraft against the convoy. This v/as in
addition to 'U' boats, 'E* boats, mines and the Italian
naval force which failed to make contact.

'U' boa.ts. According to the contemporaryor

280

WSD/S.9
Report on
Operation
'Pedestal

The cost of Operation Pedestal was very high indeed,
as was to be expected with a convoy of such vital
consequence to the future of the Axis forces in the

Mediterranean being run for days on end within easy reach
of enemy land-based aircraft. ■ It is indeed surprising,
that 5 ships, including the tanker Ohio, battled their
way tlirou^-i to port. The moment chosen for the combined
onslaught on the convoy and.when the heaviest losses were
incurred, was when Force *Z* with its aircraft carriers
had turned to the westward, the convoy was still out of

range of all but a handful of Malta Beaufighters. Had
the Italian naval force shown more tenacity it would
have liglited on Force 'X' at a time when it was at its

most confused and shortly after liaving suffered heavy
losses. Fne result could easily have been the complete
annilailation of the remainder of the convoy.

Prom the time Malta-based fighters took over the
convoy escort until all ships Wei's in harbour, i.e.
32 hours of daylight, 407 sorties were flovm, 25 by
Beaufighters, 97 by long-range Spitfires and 292 by

H.Q. Med. O.R.B.
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short-range Spitfires. One Beaufigliter and 4 Spitfires
were lost and claims were made of 14 enemy aircraft shot
down by Malta-based fighters. A remarkable fact is that,
after the 5 merchant ships had reached Malta, no determined
attempt to bomb the ships whilst they v/ere being unloaded
was made. Now if ever, was the opportunity for the
complete destruction of the balance of the convoy and on

which Rommel's pov/er to be able to continue effectively
to prosecute the war in North Africa really depended. It
would appear that by this time the enony air force was too

Vireak to aake the attanpt and, in any case, the force had
to be conserved for Ronmiel’s offensive at that time

planned for 26 August.

Vfiiatever their losses in this operation, there is
evidence tlaat this intensive period of activity reduced
the serviceability and strength of Luftflotte X to an

extent where the Luftwaffe were no longer in a position
to provide effective escort to their own convoys,

this failure, therefore, must be attributed not only the
fact tliat Malta-based Beauforts and Beaufighters were
able to operate so effectively against enesny convoys
later in the month, but also that the enemy were unable
to provide their own vital convoys with adequate air
escort.

'Pedestal from the enemy view-point was made by
Vice-AdiBiral V/elchold, who was German C.-in-C.
Mediterranean at this time.

To

An interesting comment on Operation

'Units of the Malta convoy which had broken tlirough
were effectively attacked off Cape Bon by the
German Italian Air Forces on 13 August. To the
continental observer the British losses seemed

to represent a big victory for the Axis and they
were accordingly exploited for propaganda
piirposes. But, in reality, the facts were quite
different since, in S|)ite of all these successes,
the Air Force had not been able to prevent a British
force, among which were probably 5 merchant vessels,
from reaching Valetta. Thereby the enemy had gained
the strategic end of his operation, in spite of wliat
it may have cost him. Thanlcs to these supplies,
klalta was rendered capable of fighting for several
weeks or, at a pinch, for several months. The
main issue, the danger of air attack on the supply
route to North Africa which was later to be simashed

from Malta, reaioained. To achieve this objective,
no price was too high, and, from this point of view
the British operation, in spite of all the losses,
was not the defeat it was made out to be by German
public opinion, but a strategic failiure of the first
order on the part of the Axis, the repercussions of
which one day would be felt. '

Rommel's Optimistic Situation Report of Mid-August

Essay by Vice-
Admiral

(iVeichold.

A.H.B.6. Polder

No. X 175

Mainly due to Malta's acute shortage of petrol and the

great efforts made by the enemy to break the blockade of the

Panzer Aniiy in Africa by the extensive use of air transport,
the enemy Commander was able to report, by 15 August, a

remarkable improvement in the supply position, compared
with his pessimistic reiDort of 25 July. Within tliree weeks,
the Gem:ian forces' strength in troops liad risen by 45 per
cent, in tanlcs by 35 per cen4 in artillery, anti-tank
artillery and heavy flak by approximately 20 per cent.
Comparable improvements had also taken place in the position
of the Italian forces.
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'The tanlc and artillery situations are especially
favourable, ' Rortirael wrote to OM in his 'Estimate of the
Situation and of the State of the Panzer Array Afrika on

15 August 1942.' Regarding the air situation he added,
somewhat enigmatically,. 'According to the opinion of

Pliegerfuehrer Afrika the air situation can be maintained
in the event of early attack, provided there is sufficient
fuel available in North Africa.'

The point was stressed that the equipment of troops with

weapons and supplies, which included fuel, depended mainly
the transport of goods already loaded up in Italy. This

would provide enough fuel to enable them to conduct
operations for about ten days, give them by 25 August a

20 per cent superiority in tanks over the British, a

superiority of some 50 per cent in heavy artillery vdiile
other arms would be of equal strength. He saw 'the
possibility of a quick break tlirough on the south flank
where only relativelj'" wealc enemy forces are disposed

on

High Level
Reports and
Directives

Dealing with the and extensive mining and fortifications have not been
North African confimed. ' This feivourable situation v/ould alter

considerably to the advantage of the Eighth Army, in
beptemi^er, as a result of the strong reinforcements v/hich

were already on their way to the Middle East.

Campaign, 1942.
A.H.B.6 Trans.

No. VIl/80

As a result of this appraisal of the situation, Rommel
submitted to OM the suggestion that '26 August is worth
considering as a favourable time to attack. Taking into

account the general situation, only an offensive carried
out at this time appears to show promise of success,
whereas postponement (for not less than four weeks owing
to the necessity of the full moon) would seriously
prejudice the prospects of a successful attack.’

Tvro demands were formulated by Rommel. One was the
iminediate transportation to Tobrulc or Benghazi of the

stores already loaded on boaxd ship in Italy. The other
was a guarantee of further continual seaborne supply of
axnmunitidin and fuel to ports in Oyrenalca, especially before

and during the operation. He had already noted, in his
remarks on the air situation how 'During the last few
weeks the activity of the powerful, numerically superior
Air Force (had been) concentrated raainl3i^ on the supply
installations of the Army, vital supply shipping and the

ground organisation of our Air Force,
know - or at least, what he did not take sufficiently into
his calculations - was the significant change that would

take place in the security of his supply lines with the
arrival at Malta of the surviving ships of Operation
'Pedestal', and especialljr the tanlcer Ohio. For, two

days after the despatch of this optimistic report, began
the first of the successful August shipping strikes
by the Royal Air Force and which aided by the Royal Navy by
the end of the month, had sunlc over 28,000 tons of
shipping, mainly tanlcers, bound for Gyrenaican ports.

Later on, Rommel, gave in retrospect his vievra on the

supply crisis which preceded the Battle of Alam el Haifa.

'After the toirporary cessation of our attack on
the Alamein line and the successful repulse of the

enemy's counter-attack, a calm set in over the front.
Both sides sought to use the breathing space to refit
their forces and bring up fresh troops. Once again
we were in a race to reorganise

I What he did not

• • • •
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Already, at the end of July-heginning of August,
the 50th British and 1st South African Divisions were

back at the front, almost entirely, replenished,
afterwards the lOfch Indian Division was also

battlavorthy again, after
from other formations. ("I ̂
arrived in Suez during July and .air reconnaisance
liad reported the arrival of several hundred thousand
tons of shipping.

Soon

reorganisation with units
Several large convoys had

Thus a strenuous effort \ms going to be necessary
in the field of supply'’ if we were to keep pace with
the steadily growing strength of the Eighth Array.
But it was in this very question of supply tliat a
serious crisis v/as upon us.
crisis and its effects were as follows;

The causes of this

The Rommel Papers

Since the end of July, the R.A.P. had shifted the
main v/eight of its activity to our lines of communica
tion betVTeen the African ports and the front, where they
were shooting up our transport columns and sinking one

barge and coastal vessel after the other. No ship
lying in the harbours at Bardia and Mersa Matruh, and
frequently'' even Tobruk, was safe from the attention of
the British bombers. Our Luf~twaffe had its hands full

at the front vdiere British air power was also steadily
increasing, and.could only supply very meagre forces
for the iDrotection of the coast road and coastal waters.
Thus, at the beginning of August, the R.A.P. sank three
coastal vessels in Bardia liarbour on one day alone.
The coastal waters were also being harassed by
naval forces.

British

■In the absence of Italian escort destroyers, the
bulk of our supply ships were having to run into
Bejnghazi or Tobruk, a. fact which made very heavy

To make matters worse.daiiands on oiur road transport.
Tobrulc ;Was heavily attacked by British bombers on the
8th. of August, and its capacity reduced by 20 per cent
through the destruction of its principal wliarf.
hit us very hard.

This

During the early part of August, t^e supplies we
received barely co-vered daily requirements. Replenish
ment was Iiardly to be thought of and a build-up out of
the question. The vehicle situation wa.s particularly
worryii-ig; the bad state of the roads and the continual
hea-vy demands we were liaving to make on our transport
were resulting in a steady 35 per cent of our vehicle
strength being in for repair. As some 85 per cent or
so of our transport still consisted of vehicles of
British or.American manufacture, for which we had no
great stocks of spares, it is easy to imagine the
diffici^-ties our repair shops were liaving to contend
with. '(3)

(1) Enemy intelligence was very confused over the lOth
Indian Division which at this time was in the Delta
and was not j.jart of the Eighth Army.
It is a surprising fact that Rommel tends to underplay
or ignore the infinitely more significant shipping
losses sustained at sea.
The enamy usually assessed this figure as 50 per cent.

(2)

(3)
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The. raid on Bardia which seems to liave made a consider

able impression on Rommel was carried out by five Albacores
of No. 826 Squadron Fleet Air Ann on 2 August. They claimed
a direct hit on the jetty and on a lighter drawn up along
side, with near-misses on lighters in the harbour and others

which were drawn up on the beach. No particular signi
ficance was attached by No. 205 Group to the raid on
Tobrulc on the night of 8 August which, according to Rommel,,
reduced the port's capacity by 20 per cent. This was only
one of the nightly Wellington and Halifax raids on wliat was

known as 'the milk run* to Tobruk, with the object as

stated in the No. 205 Gix>up briefing, *0ur niglitly bombing of
Tobruk continues to embarrass and harass the enemy in his-

attempts to off-load shipping. Continuous lack of sleep and

the nervous strain imposed by nightly bombing attacks are

impairing his dally efficiency. The enemy must be given
no respite. ' The raid was cairried out by 28 Wellingtons of
Nos. 37> 40, 70, 104, 103, 148 and 162 Squadrons and one
Halifax of No. 10 Squadron. Observation of the results of
the raid was made extres-nely difficult owing to low cloud.
Claiins v/ere made of four small fires on the north side of

the liarboui' and a fire near the main jetty.

During August, some 1,400 sorties by Wellingtons,
Halifaxes and Liberators were carried out against Tobruk.
Generally speaking, visibility for the raids was poor.
Nevertheless the results of the August raids were much more
encouraging than had been the case during July. Photographs
Showed a mercliant vessel and a tanker either sunk or

seriously damaged, together v/ith seven caiques, four
schooners, three barges, one 'F* boat, one large and one
small tug and two other small craft. In a particularly
destructive raid on 30 August by 25 Wellingtons,  7 Halifaxes
and 17 Liberators on Tobruk, the important tank workshops
there were burnt out and extensive damage was done to
shipiping and dock installations.

No. 205 Group
O.R.B. and

Middle East

Int. Sums.

Enemy Shipping Losses - August 1942

During August 1942,.a total of some 65,000 tons of enemy
shipping was sunlc in the Mediterranean of which approximately
40,000 tons was sunk by the Navy, mainly by submarine,
20,000 tons by aircraft (excluding the 8,000 ton
Rosallna Pilo which was- sliared by the Navy and the R.A.F.)
and 5,000 tons by mine. A further 15,000 tons of enemy
shipping were listed as damaged, honours being divided
equally betv/een the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force.
The total enemy tonnage sunlc in the Mediterranean during the
months of July and August 1942. was divided almost equally
between the R.A.F. and the Navy. This was true, also,
of tlie total tonnage sunk in the Mediterranean during the
war. In this particular period of the war in the
Mediterranean, hov/ever, the shipping sunk by the Navy
Emlnly in the area of the Balearlos and off the south coast
of France and had no connection with the African Campaign.

was

Lloyd's List
of Shipping
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The list of enaTiy shipping sunlc in the Mediterranean by-
aircraft during August 1942 is as follows

Warae Date Position

August

How Sunk Tonnage

50 miles 190°
from

Pantellaria

8326Rosalind Pilo 17 By aircraft
and submarine

attack.

7800Pozarica 21 12 miles north

of Paxos
Damaged by
aircraft

27/28 5416Istria • 40 miles 50°
from

Pas el Tin

By aircraft

Dielpi 27 33 58 North,
21 25 East

By aircraft 1527

San An6a-ea 30 39 49 Nortli

18 15 East
By aircraft 5077

It was not until 17 August that the Royal Air Force scored

their first success against enemy shipping,
end of the month, however, the pace was heightened and as
will be seen the sinlcings by the R.A.P. were a prime factor
in the enemy’s failure at Alam el Haifa.

Towards the

Lloyd's List of
enemy shipping
losses.

H.Q. R.A.F.
Med. ORB.

The first outstandingly successful strike against enemy
mercliant shipping in August was made by Malta-based aircraft
against the 8326 ton Italian motor vessel Rosalind Pilo at

1400 houxs on 17 August,
lampedusa Island convoyed by -tv/o destroyers and patrolled
by four Ju. 88 *s and two enemy fighters, when she was
attacked by a force of six Beauforts of No. 86 Squadron,
escorted by five Beaufighters of No. 252 and 235 squadrons
(tv/o of tliQ-n carrying bombs) and four long-range Spitfires
of No. 126 Squadron,
and a hit by a 2501b. bomb from a Beaufighter v/ere scored

on -the motor vessel which v/as left stationary, pouring
white smoke and dov/n by the st'ern.
and tv/o Beaufloiters were damaged, while claims v/ere made
of one Ju.88 and one enemy fighter probably destroyed.
That night, the crippled Rosalind Pilo was sunk by a

British submarine by the light of flares dropped by a
Wellington aircraft from Malta.

On 21 August, .Malta-based aircraft scored another
important success in an action which led to the loss of
Itad-ian tanlcer Pozarica.

20 August when 12 Beauforts of No.39 Squadron, escorted by
ten Beaufighters of No. 227 Squadron (six of which were
carrying bombs), attacked a convoy comprising five
destroyers, the Italian tanlcer Pozarica and one small
motor vessel which were being escorted by one Cant. Z5OI and
six single-engine figliters four miles off Cape Stllo.
attack was a failure, althouglT. a small pilot vessel was

sunlc and one Macchi 200 and the Cant. Z.501 were damaged.
On the afternoon of 21 August, the Pozarica was again
attacked, this time by nine Beduforts of No. 39 Squadron,
escorted 'hy oight Beaufighters of No. 248 Squadron and
five Beaufigliters, which carried bombs, of No. 227 Squadron;
v/hen she was 12 miles off Paxos, one of the Ionian Islands
off the Y/est coast of Greece,

scored on the tanker and one bomb hit a destroyer.
Reconnaissance later showed the tanker to be stationary

SECRET

She -was some 35 miles off

Two torpedo hits by the Beauforts

Two of the Beauforts

The.first attack took place on

This

Three Torpedo hits were

A.H.Q.
M.E, Table of

Ops.
A.H.B./IIJ1/
31/1.

A.M.W.R.

Weekly Statis

tical Analysis
A.H.B./VE/II.

H.Q.R.A.P.

Med. Operations
Record Book and

Lloyd's List.
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with oil flowing from "both sides. Claims were made of

five enemy aircraft shot down, all Italian, for the loss
of two Beauforts. The Pozarica v/as later beached in

Saiada Ba.y, Corfu, where she was again attacked by I^Ialta-

based V/ellingtons of No. 69 oquadron which managed to set
fire to the surrounding petrol and oil. Although the
Pozarlca was only listed as damaged her valuable cargo
of petrol, destined for the figliting in North Africa, was
lost.

A.M.W.R.

Weekly Statis
tical

Analysis No. 45.

Towards the end of the month, when Rommel's full-scale
offensive against the Eighth Array vras linrainent, a
desperate attempt vas made to route last-minute supplies -

raainli^ of fuel and amraunition - across to North Africa.

It was during this period tliat the Royal Air Force took

their heaviest toll. Between the 2? and 30 Augusli Malta
and Eg5p)t-based aircraft sunlc three ships totalling some

12,000 tons, all of them carrying vital cargoes of fuel
and amnunition, the loss of which probably did more to

decide the failure of tlie Axis Panzer Array at Alerai El Haifa

than any other single factor.

At 16,45 hours on 27 August the Dielpi, an Italian ship
of 1527 tons, was sunic by an attack by British aircraft.
She was due to reach Benghazi on 28 August and was
carrying urgently-needed fuel to the Panzer Array. Although
only 73 miles off Ras Aamer and less than 100 miles off the

Port of Derna, it is strikingly indicative of the enemy
weakness in the air that a ship carrying such a valuable
freight and so close to enemy air bases should have been

provided with no stronger an air escort tlian a Cant.
Z 1007 and a Ju. 88. To some extent, however, this must
liave been due to mismanagement of the available force as
Ju. 88s were carrying out an extensive series pf raids on
W.D.A.F. landing-grounds during this period. \ "I

Lloyd's Register
of Enemy
Shipping losses
in the Med.

H.Q. R.A.P.
Med' O.R.B.

The attacking force, based on Malta, consisted of
eight Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron and' nine Beaufighters
of No. 227 Squadron, five of which were carrying bombs.
The Beaufighters first attacked the convoy, consisting of
the Dielpi and her escort the Italian destroyer Cascino. .
by dropping seven 250 lb. G.P. bombs and scoring  a hit on
the stern of the Dielpi. Tliey also ralced the merchant ship
and the destroyer with machine-gun and cannon fire from

deck level. The destroyer was left smoking from the stern.
The Beauforts, led by Plying Officer K.R. Grant, then
dropped their torpedoes from sixty feet, scoring three
hits on the Dielpi which blev\r up and was left ablaze
and sinking, with her decks awash and back broken. The

escorting Cant was shot down by the Beaufighters and
the Ju. 88 was damaged. One Beaufort and two Beaufighters
were damaged during this operation, but the crews were
unhurt.

H.Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations and
Nos. 39 and

227 Squadron
O.R.B.s.

The success of the operation may be gauged by the
fact that this Malta-based striking force made a round
trip of over 800 miles over the sea, pinpointed such a
sraall and elusive target as a convoy of two ships and,
in spite of the escort and the fact that they were in an
area normally controlled by enemy land-based aircraft, was
able to sinlc the ship, damage the escorting destroyer and
shoot down one of her escorting aircraft.

(1) According to enemy records, their serviceability
was extremely low at this time.

A.H.B.6.
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A.H.B.6. The Istria of 5416 tons, with a cargo of fuel and
aiM.riUinition, sailed frora Suda Bay, Crete, for Tobruk, in

lieu of the Abruzzi which had been delayed. On the
night of 27/28 August, seven Wellington aircraft of No. 38
Squadron, based on Sliandur and operating under No. 201
Group, received a sighting report from an A.S.V. aircraft of

a tanker in convoy off the Qyrenaican coast, some 40 miles

off Ras el Tin. She was escorted by three destroyers,
but there were no niglit-fighters, The first aircraft
to arrive on the scene was 'Wellington *T * piloted by
Plight Lieutenant Poulis. He attacked at 00.35 hours,
releasing both torpedoes on one run, the first at 700
yards and the second at 4OO yards. 'Two hits were seen,
the O.R.B. records, 'the first anaidships and the second
at the stern, tvro orange flashes and columns of water
150 feet high being the result. On circling the area,
smoke was seen which rapidly enveloped the tanker. After

ten minutes the smoke cleared and nothing remained except
a large patch of oil. 'v.1 ̂

I
No. 38 Squadron
O.R.B.

Undoubtedly the severest blow to Rommel's hopes of
being able to launch a successful offensive occurred on

30 August, the eve of the attack, when the San Andrea.
an Italian tanlcer of 5> 077 tons, was sunk by Malta-based
aircraft. 'There were neither sufficient forces nor

?
adequate stores for a major offensive of this kind,• says
Vice-Admiral v'/eichold, the German Admiral in Rome at the
time.Axis Naval

Policy and
Operations in
the Mediterranean felt compelled to carry out his decision of 31st August

and order the operation to cease.’ The San Andrea was
southbound from Taranto, in convoy with one destroyer,
seven klacchi 202's, a GZ 5OI and a Ju. 88 when she was

attacked ten miles off Ugento in the 'heel' of Italy by
eight Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron and eight Beaufighters of

No. 227 Squadron, four of which were carrying bombs.
The plan was for the Beaufighters to create a diversion
by atta.cking with their bombs and cannon and at the same

time protecting the Beauforts against the enemy air escort.

The Beaufighters attacked first, scoring near misses with

their bombs on the tanker and raking the destroyer with

their cannon and machine-gun fire. The Beauforts then
dropped four torpedoes, scoring one direct hit amidships
and one probable hit. The San Andrea immediately blew up,
sending debris high into the air. In spite of the strong
escort, the striking force of R.A.P. aircraft was not
prevented from getting throu^i. A number of combats took

place in the course of which a Macchi was sliot down, the

Ju. 88 probably destroyed and a OZ 501 damaged. During this

highly successful operation, three Beauflgliters and one

Beaufort wgre damaged, but there were no injuries to
personnel.

I

On 30th August, a tanlcer with a very valuable
cargo of 2,285 tons of fuel for the Panzer Army had been
sunk at sea. On 2nd Septmnber, Field Marslial Rommel

R.242

Nos. 39 and 227

Squadrons
O.R.B.s

H.Q. R.A.P.
Mediterranean.

Action Against Enemy Transport Aircraft.

Tlie air-lift of mrgently-needed supplies, on which
Rommel was forced to rely to such a very large extent whilst

Axis shipping was suffering very heavy losses, could not
be effectively countered at this stage in the campaign.
Travelling direct from Crete to Tobruk at a cruising speed
of 140 miles an hour and timing their arrival and departure

(0 A third ship in this convoy the Manfredo Gampieri
(5463 tons) was sunlc bj?- submarine.
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52^1^for dusk and davm, these Ju
elusive target. The two long-range twin-engined Beaufighter
Squadrons, Nos. 252 and 272, on loan to the Western Desert
Air Force from No. 201 Group, were 'raaids of all work'
during this iDeriod, performing naval escort duties, air sea

rescue and long-distance strikes against enemy M.T. convoys
along the coast road. Only rarely did they manage to
intercept enemy transport aircraft and then they were never

strong enough to inflict severe casualties. Wellington and

Liberator attacks against the Ju. 52 bases on Crete also

caused losses and probably some disorganisation of the

transport service, but it was not until towards the end of

the campaign, in April 1943^ tliat the Western Desert Air

Force was able to destroy the enemy air transport fleet
in the Mediterranean, A list of the transport aircraft
destrojred or damaged in the Mediterranean area between
July and August 1942 is as follows

aircraft consituted an

Nos. 252 and

272 Squadrons
O.E.B.s.

Location CommentsTotally
Destroyed

Damjed ?yp®_Date

Crash landing
after combat.

Ju.52 Tobruk•11 July 2

11 July 1 II Derna

Crash landing
after combat#

19 July Comlso1 n

2h July Herakllon Bombing raid on
airfield.

3 II

II
25 July II II II2

1 North AfricaII2 .'.ugust

Over airfield#D.F#S# 230
(Gliders)

Ju.52

Tobruk2 August 2

14 August Solium Bay2

15 August 1 PantellerlaJU.52

1 Ju.52 Athens21 August

North Africa23 August 1 Ju,52

SM#8225 August 1 Dema

Although undramatic these losses v/ere cumulative and
represeii'ted a steady drain on the enemy's air transport
fleet.'.2; The losses on 11 July were the result of another
Interception of some 30 Ju.52*s, carrying troop reinforce
ments from Crete to North Africa, by Beaufighters of Nos. 252
and 272 Squadrons v/hich were on patrol 60 miles north of

A number of the Beaufighters were damaged by return
fire from Tohimy Guns fired throu^i the windows of the Ju. 52
The destruction of the Ju. 52's at Heraklion, Crete on
25 July, was caused by a niglit raid on various targets in
Crete by 12 V/ellingtons of No, JO Squadron s.nd seven of
No. 37 Squadron,
a bombing raid the following nlglat by 29 Wellingtons of
Nos. 148 and 108 Squadrons, a report was made of 'six fires

Tobruk.

No claims vfere made. •In the course of

s*

(1) Tlie Ju. 52 had a maximum speed of 17O miles an hour and
cruised at approximately IZ^O m.p.h. The range with a
maximum fuel load was 1100 miles and the load in the
region of 5,000 lb.

Actually 15 per cent of the total serviceable transport
aircraft destroyed or damaged.

(2)
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Advauioe Air H. Q. including tw very large ones which might have been
Western Desert

Daily
Intelligence
SuiTimary.

aircraft on Heraklion landing ground.’

The single Ju.52 destroyed at Pantelleria on 1A August
was one of the fleet ffiiployed by the enemjr in the
strategic move of Crete and Greece based German bombers
to the Mediterranean Central Ba,sin for use against Operation
'Pedestal'. This is yet another aspect of the value to
the enemy of transport aircraft in the Mediterranean with

out which their attacks against the Malta-bound convoy
would have been gravely hampered.

The War Against Enemy Coastal Shipping

The successes scored so spectacularly against vessels
of a sufficiently large tonnage to be included in the
Lloyds' Register have their counterpart in numerous minor

but often outstandingly gallant'air actions against the

enemy’s coastwise sliipping.
tonnage on a westerly course to Benghazi, the enemy was

driven more and more to the expedient of carrying it along
the coastal waters in lighters, barges and 'P* boats.
The extro-flely high value placed on this traffic is
indicated by the protection usually afforded ly ’flak'
ships through which the attaclcLng aircraft mainly
Beaufighters and Hudsons - liad to fly in order to score

effectively.

Forced to route much of his

Apart from native caiques and schooners, the most
common craft used for transport purposes along this section

of the North African coast was the German landing craft
or *F’ boat. These were some 160 feet in length by
20 feet in breadth and had a draught of 32 feet. ""
by diesel engines, their speed was about 8 knots.  ' Their

value lay mainly in the fact that the carrying capacity
of a single ’F' boat was approxhnately that of a con-voy of
-lOO three-ton trucks,

gun mounted fore and aft of the bridge and two machine
In addition they usually were escorted - such was

Powered

They were armed with one 7*5 c.m.

guns,

the value not only of their cargo but of the craft itself -

with one or more 'flalc* ships and also aircraft,
type of German landing craft, the Siebel Perries, was also

25 August 1942. being used at Benghazi, Tobruk and Matruh, primarily for
Their construction consisted of twin

AnotherR.A.P.

M.E.W.I.S.

discharging ships,
pontoon sectional hulls, feet apart, and transportable
in pieces by train.
The length of the Siebel Perry was approximately 80 feet
and its breadth 50 feet,

was very high,indeed as they could carry over 250 troops
and, when used as ’flak' ships, three 88-im.m. A.A. guns,
two 2-c.m. A.A. machine guns and one A'nietre base
stereoscopic range finder and predictor.

The pontoons were joined by girders

The capacity of these ferries

.

The various tactics amployed against this important
coastal traffic are a good example of the flexibility with
which the air force in the Middle East was being handed.
For the greater part of July 1942 the important task
of interfering with the movement of this enemy coastwise
shipping devolved on the two experienced Beaufighter
squadrons Nos.252and, 272(V. Mien it was found that the
axmaiuent of the Beaufighters was not adequate for the taslj
for in many cases fire from the 20-«i.m. cannon ricocheted

No. 252

S quadron
O.R.B.

(l) The Ifelta Convoy (Operation 'Pedestal') drew off the
greater part of the strength of these Beaufigliter
squadrons in early August.
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off the hulls and decks, of the '1* boats, trial was niade

with Hudson aircraft of No.459 Squadron.'’*'

Escorted by Beaufighters, 2(. Hudsons of No. li-59 Squadron,
armed v/ith depth charges, made a da3/-liglit attack on 2 barges
on 20 July. One Hudson was shot dov/n by anti-aircraft gun
fire and another badly damaged for one ’P' boat beached.
This was obviously too expensive. Unescorted Hudsons then
carried out a series of diwm attacks with 100 lb. anti
submarine bombs. The results of the new tactics were most

encouraging. 1/Vhereas the Beaufighters destroyed  5 out of

21 'E' boats attacked, the Hudsons, with their superior
hitting power, destroj^ed 16 out of 19*
however, lost 4 aircraft and their crews, dirring these
operations.

Disappointing as the results of the number of the
Beaufighter attacks against enemy shipping were to the crews

eraployed in them, their iraportante in the overall picture
of the war being waged against the enemy's lines of
communication \ras very considerable. Not only shipping but

enemy transport aircraft en route from Crete to Tobruk were

attacked by Beaufighters of Nos.252 and 272 Squadrons
together with enemy road convoys. In addition, both
squadrons took part in operations involving the August Convoy
to Malta; No. 272 Squadron was moved on detaclmient to

Cyprus on 8 August for a dumiiiy convoy v/hich was being run
to draw off the. enaiy from the real convoy coming from the

west and, from No;252 Squadron, the C.O. together with the

greater part of the squadron's strength- were detached to
Malta at about the same date.

No. 459 Squadron,

No. 459 Squadron
O.R.B.

Nos. 252 and

272 Squadrons'
O.R.B.s.

Action against this coastal traffic was not limited to

■Hudsons and Beaufighters. . As lias been seen the ni^tly
bombing of Tobrulc- took its toll of enemy shipping used for
this purpose. Also a very successful operation was
carried out by a combined force of Beaufighters and
Bisleys on 15 August against a large convoy of some 14
boats on their way to Mersa klatruh. The Bisleys of
No. 15 S.A.A.P. |quadron claiined three *P' boats sunk.
The Fleet Air Arm Albaoores also carried out attacks against
this vital stage in the enemy's supply line by dive-
bombing shippirjg in Matrull' Harbour, while Swordfish aircraft
helped on their nightly patrols in the MatriAi area and
westward along the coast.

M.E.W.I.S.
Vol.VIII

(l) An entry in No. 459 Squadron O.R.B. for August 1942
under the heading, 'Revievir of the Month' is of
interest as it reveals the extent to which the strate
gical implications of the battle of communications which
the R.A.F. was waging against Rommel was realised by
personnel of the squadrons involved in the struggle.
'The position on the front liad not materially altered
during the month and there was only patrol activity
with a few sliarp skirmishes happening occasionally.
It seemed tliat 'F' boats and barges were not now
moving dovm the coast with supplies from Tobrtik, but
the enemy was endeavouring to run frequent con-voys
across from the west end of Crete to Tobruk as far as

There was nopossible under cover of darkness,
doubt that the enemy was greatly in need of reinforce
ments and supplies, particularly petrol, and it was
indeed vital that every effort should be directed to
prevent these supplies from reaching their destination.
Accordingly the target for the activities of this and
other squadrons operating from L.G.226 became these
convoys'.
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CHAPTER 6

THE BATTLE OF ALM'I EL K'^XEA (3I AUGUST TO 6 SEPTEiJER 1942).

The Enemy Plan

On 15 August Field Marshal Ronraiel outlined his plan to
OKvT to attack and destroy the British Army in the field in
the area of El iilamein, and to the south, in an offensive to
be launched along the whole front, on 26 August,
attack Tirith limited objectives was to hold down the enemy in
the northern sector.

A frontal

In the south the main Panzer forces

A.H,B,6 Traas.

No. VIl/80.
had the task of breaking through the Eighth Army defences
and, by thrusting forwards up to the coast, of encircling
and destroying the main Eighth Army forces located betv/een
the main defensive positions, at El Alamein, and the
Ruweisat Ridge,

A directive issued two days later by Caiando Supremo was

more explicit and set the enemy Commander-in-Chief three main
tasks:-

(a) to hold the existing front from the Qattara
Depression at all costs ,

(b) to defeat the Eighth Army to the west of the Delta,

(c) to capture Alexandria, Cairo and the Suez Canal,War Diary of
Panzer iurmee

Afrika♦\ Rommel planned that his main striking force should con
centrate close behind their own minefields in the south,
between 252 and 268 grids, and cross them at 22.00 hours on
the night of 30/31 August, in the following order, from
south to north:-

Reconnaissance Group
Afrika Korps (l5th and 21st Panzer Divisions)
Italian Xk Corps (Littorio and Ariete iirmd. and Trieste

Motorised Divs,)
90th German Light Division
Battle Group of X Corps (2 battalions of Ramckes Brigade

3 of Eolgore and 2 of Brescia) •

Meanwhile, the remainder of the front was to be held by XXI
Corps and part of X Corps,

Hi^ Level
Reports and
Directives.
A.H.B.6,

Surprise was, according to Rommel, 'an essential
provision for the success of the operation,
an essential part of the plan that this enemy force should
cross the British minefields rapidly, by moonliglit, and be
in a position by five o'clock the next morning to advance
northwards to the sea and so complete the encirclement of
the Eighth Army. Ydiile the main striking force was break
ing through the southern sector of the Eighth Army front,
diversionary raids would be carried out ' in order to simulate
an attack on a broad front' and to obtain prisoners.

It vras also

The Axis Air Plan.

The role assigned by Rommel to the Axis kxr Forces, in
the overall plan was:-

(a) To maintain continuous air protection, with the
main effort over the southern area, on 29 August to
prevent the Eighth iurmy from observing the assembly
areas.

Panzer Armee
Mrika War

Diary.
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(b) To attack the coast road between El iilamein and
Burg el iirab, from 22,00 hours 30 August,

(c) To maintain continuous fighter cover over the
striking force from dawn 31 iiugust with Italian fighters
protecting XX Corps,

(d) To attack enemy troops on the front of the Afrika
Korps and IXX Corps, on 31 August,

(e) To maintain protection over convoys in harbour,

acl^iosl Surprise Impossible Owing to ¥,D,A,F, Air
Superiority.

The enemy Commander* s plan for what was later to be
knovm as the Battle of iilam el Haifa (originally it was
termed the ' Battle of El Alamein' and El iilamein the

"Battle of Egypt') held nothing novel about it,
the familiar ’ right hook to the coast' v/hich Roinmel had

exploited on a number of other occasions and, indeed, one

he had been .trying in^a modified form, throughout July, in
his attacks on the Ruweisat Ri.dge,
the basic pattern of the attack, but the time and place had

already been deduced by General Auchinleck, as early as

27 July,

It was

In addition, not onlyAppreciations
and Notes -

Situation

Reviews. AOC/14.

The time of the offensive was governed by the phases
of the moon (for obvious tactical reasons major land opera
tion in the Western Desert were timed to coincide with the

moon period) and the place b
Eiglith Army in the South.('I)
additional pointers to the attack which-had not been over

looked by a Commander as seasoned and experienced in desert
warfare as the Air Officer Commanding the Yfestern Desert
Air Force. Throu,^out August there had been noticeable
the enemy* s reluctance to use his Sttika force which, taken
together with intelligence reports of air reinforcements
from as far afield as Russia, provided ample evidence of the
enemy* s deteimiination to build up both strength and service
ability for a planned offensive. The enemy showed a
particular sensitivity to any attempts at reconnaissance in

the south, although, with his opponents enjoying  a full

measure of local air superiority, any attempt to deny aerial
reconnaissance was doomed from the start. A shift of

strength, particularly of armour, from the northern to the

southern sector, across open desert terrain, could not fail

to be detected and, as the main Eighth Army strength was
concentrated in the centre and the north, redeployment
could only be interpreted as an indication on the part of
the enemy Army Com;.-fiander to go over to the offensive.

y the relative weakness of the
There were a number of

No.208 Squadron
O.R.B.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find a measure of
intelligent anticipation of Rommel's attack noticeable in

many Squadron War Diaries for August.
Order signed by Air Vice-Marshal Coningham, on 21 August 191*2,
on the subject of the possibility of attacks by airborne
troops occurs the following opening paragraph:-

In an Operation

(1) Rommel to O.K.W. 15/8: I Q

trong enemy air superiority
compels the Army to regroup before the offensive.

The first phase of the attacks to be carried out during
moonlight nights.*
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'  The enemy has now had time to re-organise and
obtain reinforcements on a scale which he may well
consider to be adequate for a resun^tion of the
offensive,

coincide with the full moon, so we must be fully
prepared in all respects by not later than the coming
full moon period, '

He usually launches his offensive to

A.A.H.Q,W.D,

^  22/Air,

The Combined British Anqy and Air Force Plan

On 19 August General Alexander issued the following
directive to General Montgomery:-

‘ Vi4 Your prime and immediate task is to prepare for
offensive action against the German/ltalian forces
with a view to destroying them at the earliest possible
moment.

2, Whilst preparing this attack, you must hold your
present positions and on no account allow the enen^ to

penetrate east of them,'
C,-in C,-Med,

Despatch,

This decision was made known to all the forces under the

Commander-in-Chief, Middle East Command, and there is no

doubt that morale improved as a consequence of this firm

statement of policy that there was to be no withdrawal.
Co-operation between the Army and Air Force was also
iniproved when, on 16 August, General Montgomery moved the
Main Ei^th Army Headquarters to a position alongside
Advanced Air Headquarters Western Desert, at Burg el Arab,

Cabinet Office

Narrative,

The keystone to the Ei^th Amgr Defence Plan was the
Alam el Haifa Ridge which had already been developed by
General Auchinleck, On this firm base the defence was

organised and the situation pivoted on this.feature,
essence the Eighth Army plan was designed to force the

enemy to fi^t on ground, not only selected and prepared by
the defenders, but dominated by their artillery and at the .

mercy of their air forces. It was also hoped that the
technical superiority of the German tanks would be largely
offset when they found themselves forced to attack well-dug-
in British arms adequately supported by anti-tank and field

.  i artillery.

In
Report of
Operations in
the Western

Desert

A.H.B./EIJI/
122/69(A).

Cabinet Office

Narrative,.

The broad policy for the employment on the field of
battle of the Air Force, as laid down by the Air Officer
Commanding We stem Desert Air Force, was one of continual

Thisbombing by day and by night in the southern sector,A.H.B./IU1/
-  122/69(A). was a logical extension of the general air policy of giving

the eneny ground forces no rest v/hich had been followed
with outstanding success since the beginning of the moon

period with the day-and-night bombing of enemy concentrations
in the battle area. Furthermore, there was the unbroken
campaign waged against the enemy's lines of communication
which followed the classic principle of isolation of tlie

battlefield, and the ceaseless fi^t for air superiority,
with all that it entailed in the way of the bombing of

airfields and the flying of offensive sweeps over the
battle area. The disposition of the Ei^th Army forces at

this time reading from right to left (north to south), was: -

■
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i9th Matralian Division
1 st South African Division

5th Indian Division

23rd Jirmoured Brigade (in Goirps Reserve)

iCXX Corps

!
2nd New Zealand Division

7th Armoured DivisionXIII Corps

This was hasically the same disposition of the Eighth Army
made by General Auchinleck, in the early days of the
stabilisation of the Ei^th Army, on the Alamein position,
in J\iLy.

The divisions of XXX Corps and the Second New Zealand
Division of XIII Corps were entrenched in a system of strong
‘‘boxes' (defended localities) .defended by minefields, 

^

These minefields had been in process of extension and
improvement, so as to give a continuous belt from the sea

to the southern boxmdary of the New Zealand Division posi
tion, Southwards from 2nd New Zealand Division there was

no organised position other than a continuous minefield
stretching as far south as Qaret el Himeimat (880250) which
was watched by mobile columns of 7th Motor Brigade and
Ath Light Armoured Brigade, Southwards, from Himeimat to
the edge of the Qattara Depression, armoured oar patrols
kept constant obseivStion and- here the surface was so broken

as to limit the movement' of-any considerable force, (1)

Essentially the British, plan was for the Eighth Army to
hold as Strongly as possible the area between the sea and

the Ruweisat Ridge and to threaten from the flank any enemy
advance south of the Ridge from a strongly defended prepared
position on the Alam el Haifa Ridge; With the arrival of

import^t reinforcements, in the Middle East, combined with
the fact that General Alexander, had been relieved of his

C*-inrC,*s. responsibllaties for the north eastern front, it had become
Despatch. ' possible to reinforce the troops in the desert,(2) The
018Vi575/M,6*I, AAth Division Head;(|iiart,ers, With the, 131st and 133rd
(Records), Brigades, had been sent on 15-August to Alam el Haifa Ridge,

and these were later strengthened by the greater part‘of * .
the 10th Armoured Division (8th and 22nd Armoured Brigades);
‘With the arrival of •these reinforcements*, says the
C,-in-0, Middle East Forces, ;in his Despatch, * there were
ranged on Alam el Haifa Ridge, threatening the flank of an

enemy advance of the southern sector, some 16 medi-um, 22jD
field and 200 anti-tank guns, all under Corps command,
besides the guns of nearly iiOO tanks and over 100 anti-tank

guns manned by infantry; The minefields and -wire entangle
ments had been largely extended and the position was a very
strong one*,

Cabinet Office

Narrative*

Idem,

s

(1) Rommel's intelligence was badly at fault over this
question of the extent of the British minefields in the
south. On 15 August he -wrote to 0,K,W, In the area

30-50 kilometres south of Alamein the eneny has as yet
constructed no strong fortification or large minefields.
The 7th Armoured Division is covering this area' •
fact, as he was to find, there was an extensive system
comprising three minefields, ‘
At a private interview of the Prime Minister and General
Brooke, C,I,G,S, on 8 August the C,-in-C, Middle East
Forces was informed that his commitments were to be

reduced by the creation of a separate Command to be
known as the Persia and Iraq Force which would be res
ponsible for defending the northern frontier of the
Middle East block against the threat from the German
armies in the Caucasus,

In

(2)
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Comparative Air Strengths

The handling of the enemy air forces throughout
August provided a good indication, not only of the imminence

of an enemy offensive in Eorth Ivfrica, hut of the increasing
importance ’which the Axis High Command were placing on the

Mediterranean theatre as a whole. Following the Axis air

operation against the August Convoy to Malta (Operation
'Pedestal')? there was a sv/ift redeployment of the main
components of the Axis Air Forces from the central to the

eastern hasin of the Mediterranean.(l) The defence of
Sicily and the continuance of further attacks against
Malta were left as an almost wholly Italian responsibility,
A strs.tegic switch of enemy fighters to the Mediterranean
from the Russian front is a further indication of the effort

the enemy was making to build up strength and the importance
placed by the enemy High Command on the coming battle in

North Africa, Furthermore, in order to conserve the
existing air force and improve serviceability the German
Air Force fighters only averaged 40-60 sorties a day throu^-
out August and the dive-bomber force, with the exception of

Operation 'Pedestal', had carried out no operations since
the first v/eek in the month, Luftflotte A's strategic
force of long-range bombers, based on Crete, was raised to

the remarkable total of 229 aircraft.(2) The fleet of 178
transport aircraft, Ju. 52's, operating from Crete, was also
far superior to the handful of assorted aircraft at the

disposal of Middle East Command at this time.

Axis Air Ops.
D.D.I.3 Intelli

gence Reports
A.H.B./IIJ1/63#

A

A.H.B.6 Figures
Derived from

Enemy Recordsi

Comparison of Strengths, Western Desert, 31 August 1942(3)

German Italian Total Axis British

litB 3kBFighters
Reconnaissance

Bombers

Dive-bombers

400
32 32.

7 178^6011 1 I

107/107

645^460298 758

^Includes two reconnaissance squadrons (32 aircraft)
equipped with fighter type aircraft,

/includes 98 light bombers, and an estimated total of
80 medium bombers employed to attack targets in the
battle area.

(2fComparison excludes 25 Italian coastal aircraft, and
two British F.A.A. Squadrons (these probably under
strength),

Sources: German A.H.B.6: Italian D.D.E.3: British
H.Q. M.E. Table of Ops. A.H.B.IIJI/31/I.

(1) Ronanel<s anxiety to have the Air Force at his disposal for his offensive
(the original plan envisaged attack on 26 August) may have been the reason
why the attadcs were never pressed home against the surviving merchant ships
which finally reached Malta and vhose safe arrival made such a complete
change In the whole strategic balance In the Mediterranean.
This figure compares very favourably Indeed with Middle East Command's
medium bomber strength of approximately I4l aircraft, the use of which In
night bombing was sudi an Important factor In the success of the Eighth Army
at Alara el Haifa,

bomb load but Inferior In effective range,
A full battle strength of the western Desert Air Force at the time of the
battle of Alara el Haifa is at Appendix 5 together with a comparison of
strengths between the total Axis and British Air Forces In the Mediterranean

In front line operational aircraft on 31 August 1942.

The Ju.88 was superior to the Wellington in speed and

(2)

(3)
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Both in the Western Desert and in the Mediterranean as

a whole the Axis powers disposed of what v/as, numerically
at least, a much stronger force of front line operational
aircraft, Rommel's frequent complaint that the iixis Air
Forces suffered from a numerical inferiority - particularly

Trans, No,Vll/80. in fighters - is without foundation. Essentially what he
meant was that there were too many Italians and too few
Germans,

High level
Reports A,H.B,6

In spite of a numerical inferiority, the Western Desert
Air Force had reached a high level of operational efficiency.
The maximum forces had been concentrated for the battle and

control was facilitated by excellent telephone communica
tions, All Units which had been withdrawn for the defence

of the Delta v/ere again in the field. The greater part of
the force had been rested and time found for training after
the strenuous weeks following the retreat from Gazala,
Squadrons were all strong in pilots who had made  a special
point of familiarising themselves y/ith the operational
terrain.

On the equipment side the Kittyhawk Squadrons, some of
v/hich had suffered 100 per cent casualties in aircraft
during the recent fighting, v;ere low in strength and the
prospect of the immediate supply was poor. This caused
particular concern owing to the possible limitations of

suitable bomber escort aircraft. ' The number of Spitfires
in the desert had increased but the three squadrons
(Nos,92, 145 and 60I) were still well below strength. The
Hurricane squadrons'.were strong. The light bomber force
was in favoxrrable position with the Boston squadrons strong
in aircraft and crews and the Baltimore squadrons vrere
building up, wHile Merican B.25 squadrons were now beriming
to arrive and were available as reinforcements. The one

Blenheim squadron (H0.I4 Squadron) which'remained had been
withdrawn for re-equipment.

Supplies for a maximum effort had been established at
all landing grounds,
position of tentacles to cover the battle area ’with rear

links to all filter and bomber mngs.

Air Support Control had a ftill dis-

Morale' , ’AO-ote Gi'oup Captain Beamish., S.A.S.O
was very high throughout the force.

f
Th
• >

W.D.A.F e whole

of the Air Force was in a high state of efficiency and
prepared to operate at maximiam intensity for a considerable
period ,,,,,.
conditions’.

• 9

the battle could not open under better
Record of Ops.
in the Western

Desert A.H.B./
IIJ1/122/69(A)

The Enemy Fuel Situation

The stra-tegic war carried out against the enemy's lines
of communication y/as meeting 'with an astonishingly higli
measure of success. By 19 /lugust when Rommel held a
conference of his Corps Commanders to discuss preparations
for an offensive it was revealed that, of the tiwo German

Panzer Divisions, 15th Panzer Division held approximately
10 per cent and 21st Panzer Division 20 per cent.of the
amount of fuel considered necessary for the attack,
transport had also shown its inherent shortcomings as a

A.ir

D.A.K. Yfar Diai*y
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means of supply and reinforcements, for the Parachute
Brigade Raincke v/hich had arrived in North Africa by air
v/as almost entirely without vehicles, (1)

As has already been seen, Rommel planned his
offensive for the beginning of the full moon period on
26 August but, owing to the lack of fuel, this had to be
postponed.(2) • As late as 27 August the enemy Commander-
in-Chief was still unable to determine the actual day of
the attack owing to the shortage of fuel. Two dajrs later,
on 29 August, Rommel told the German Liaison Officer at

Rome that, owing to the fact that promised delivei’ies of
fuel and ammunition had failed to arrive, he was unable
to undertake the objectives mentioned in the directive of
17 August, and that he could only undertake to attack mth
the limited object of defeating the Eighth Army at El
Alamein.

Panzer Army
Africa

War Diary.

Even a day or tyro before the commencement of the

offensive and whilst the final movement of the enemy
armour to their assembly areas was taking place, the Panzer
Divisions had only 2.5 units of fuel (one unit equals
petrol for 100 kilometres) v/hen their fuel requirement
in the region of 10 units.

was

Rommel, therefore, vms prepared
to launch this major offensive, on which the whole of the
Azis fortunes in North Africa were balanced, with little
more than one fifth of his Panzer Army's fuel requirements
and, as it so happened, no assured supply, although ships
carrying adequate supplies were on the way and these were
not sunk until later.

D.A.IL

Tfer Diary.

The Pre-Battle A.ir Offensive.

It is not possible to assign an exact date to the
British air offensive for Alam el Haifa, but the policy
pursued by the A.O.G. W.D.A.P. of day-and-night attacks on
the enemy formations from the beginning of the moon period
makes a convenient deadline. The daylight bombing of smal

Squadron
O.R.B.'s and

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

Daily Int.
Summaries,

l
isolated groups of between 50 and 75 enemy vehicles located
in the southern sector began as early as 19 August.
These were probably advance reconnaissance detachments(3)
which served to draw the attention of an alert intelligence
to that sector. On 22 August Wo.208 (Army Co-op')
Squadron noted in their O.R.B., 'the enemy tends to be
moving troops and M.T. to the southern sector' and by the

CD There had also been a sharp drop In the general serviceability of the
Geman transport aircraft squadrons due to the abnormal demands made ^
them during August for the move of the Ju.88‘s from Crete to Sicily and
then bade again

'On the British side, we had to expect that a lar^e convoy of well over
100,000' tons’,, laden with a cargo of the very latest weapons and war
material for the Eighth Army, would arrive In Suez at the beginning of
September. The Panzer Army was therefore Insistent on launching Its
offensive before that date. Because of the general shortage of supplies,
planning had to be limited to striking a blow at the Eighth Army In the
Alamein line and taking possession of the territory around Alexandria and
Cairo. But the c^te of the attack had to be postponed again and a;aln, for
It depended on the arrival of large quantities of petrol and aiiimunltion,
without which an offensive was Impossible,! iqhe Rommel Papers.'
This likelihood appears to have been overlooked by Roiunel who was
usually too wise to provide his opponents with such useful Intelligence,
That these were In fact reconra 1 ssance groups preparatory to the main
offensive Is Indicated by the following extracts from the D.A.K. Vbr Dlaryt
17th August 'a supplementary order Issued to the Corps contained
further Instructions for the planned offensive, especially for
noltrlng routes and terrain.'

on

recon-

(2)

(3)

f
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2i|.th - six days "before the opening of the offensive - ’the

enemy is still moving his foi'ces into the southern sector.
The Air Force is giving them little peace as they are
constantly being subjected to heavy bombing attacks,'

From 19 August all major redeployment of the enemy
armour and transport towards the south was duly plotted by
Tv.D.A.F. reconnaissance aircraft, in spite of the strenuous

attempts made by enemy fighters to prohibit all aerial
reconnaissance in this sector,

recce

then an escort of fighters, and finally armed reconnaissance
by strong forces of Kittyhav/ks, escorted by Spitfires.
The.enemy's determined efforts to prevent reconnaissance in

the south again merely served to drav/ particular attention
to this sector of the front.

Mien opposition to single
aircraft became too formidable, a 'v/eaver' was added,

No.208 Squadron
O.R.B.

Between 22 August to 30 August, the eve of the offen
sive, over 500 day and night bombing attacks were made
against enemy forces in the southern sector, in the course

of which some 450 tons of H.E. were dropped. For over a

week before Rommel’s offensive, therefore, the spearhead of

the enemy striking force, which was to bear the main weight
of the attack, was subjected to nigjbt-and-day bombing in

v/hich approximately one third of the available strategic
bomber forcewwas directed against tactical targets in the

battle area, together with daytime fighter-bomber and
machine-gunning attacks. The light-bomber force of Bostons

H.Q.M.E.

Table of Ops.
A.H.B./IIJI/
51/1.

A.A.H.Q. W.D.
War Diary A.H.B/ and Baltimores, now strengthened by a squadron of U.3.A.A.F.

Mitchells, denied suitable targets in the battle area owing
to dispersal, attacked the enemy lines of communication
along the coast road. Enem.y landing-grounds, especially
the forv/ard ones from which the dive bombers and their

supporting, fighters would operate, were also subjected to

night-and-day attacks. G.H.Q. Panzer iurniy Africa reported
to Commando Supreme on 5 September:

IIJ1/122/1.

'The continual heavy air attacks by day and night before
the commencement of the operation caused considerable
material and personnel losses to units,
have also had effect on the morale of the German and

Italian troops,
night fighters, troops could not be covered during the

7-8 hour night attacks.*

These attacks

In particular, owing to the lack of

D.A.K. War

Diary.

Formation of the Enemy’s Battle Line.

’Strong enemy air superiority compels the /irmy to
regroup before the offensive.' This statement by Rommel
on 17 August is borne out by the way in which his panzers
were moved south, into their assembly areas by night in

four groups beginning on 25 August. The last stages in

the enemy moves into their battle positions were reported
by aerial intelligence on 30 August. A morning reconnais
sance by a strong force of 17 Rittybawks of Kos,3 and 450
R.A.A.F. and 112 Squadrons, covered by 9 Spitfires of

II0.92 Squadron-one of the strongest. air reconnaissance
forces seen in the Western Desert reported 3,000 M.T. at

845251, a little to the east of the Eighth Army's old
strongpoint of Naqb abu Dvi/eis and almost on the lip of

the Qattara Depression. This build-up in the south vras

confiraied by another recce’ sweep of I8 Kittyhawks of

Nos,112, 250 and 3 (R.A.A.F.).,Squadrons, with 6 Spitfires
of No.145 Squadron acting as top-cover, which observed that

there were large numbers of M.T. and some twenty tanks on

the edge of the Qattara Depression and to the southwest of

the Qattara ’box’,

High Level
Reports and
Directions

A.H.B.6 Trans.

A.A.H.Q. W.D.

Daily Int.
Summary and
O.R.B.S.
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The last tactical reconnaissance of the day (3«lAugust)
reported three groups of four hundred M.T. in an area
8527 - 8628 - 8525(1).
of its kind, as it involved a single aircraft of No.208
Squadron, on reconnaissance, "being covered "by a total of 31
fighter aircraft, of which 19 were Spitfires and 12
Hurricanes.

This minor air operation was \iniqu

Three of the Hurricanes were shot down, with

e

O.R.B.s.

the loss of tvra pilots, "by an attacking force of six Me, 109's
which in turn lost two aircraft to the Spitfires.(2)

By this time - the reconnaissance took place at last
light - it was too late for a day-"bom"ber attack to be
mounted, but the medium bomber force allocated for night
bombing of the battle area was specifically directed against
this target,
was to bear the most fruitful results.

It was a case of military opportunism v/hich

Air Support
Control War

Diary.

The Attack Begins: Ground and Air Operations Night
30/31 August

At 22.00 hours on 30 August, a full-scale offensive
with far-reaching objectives was launched against the
Eighth Army by the Gennan-Italian Panzer Army,
ing was logged in the D.A.K. Tfar Diary at zero hour, the
niglit of the offensive:

The follow-

22.00 The German Afrika Korps, after a rest period
of about three weeks, commenced to attack.
The fighting power of the Korps has consider
ably increased during this time,
good and there is confidence in victory.
The tank regiments are going into action T^ith
altogether 237 tanks,'

Morale is

A.H.B.6 Trans,

The minefield gaps on the 7th Armoured Division front were

shelled, and at 00.4I hours, 31 August, the 7th Armoured
Division sent out the codev/ord 'Gamebirds' which brought all
troops to a state of readiness.

Cabinet Office

Narrative,

Parties of the enemy reached the first British mine
fields at various points between 268 and 255 grids from
about 01.00 hours vifhere they began to lift mines to clear a
way for the tanlcs. 'The advance of the German Afrika

Korps', the DAK diarist recorded, 'has been vratched since
01.00 hours by enemy night reconnaissance aircraft,
last units of the (Panzer) Divisions have already been
attacked by a few night bombers which had apparently noticed
the start of the offensive,'

hours, said that heavy air raids on' the Afrika Korps had

developed with the main effort directed against the
21st Panzer Division.

The

A later report, at 02.30

D.A.K. V/ar

Diary.

These so-called night reconnaissance aircraft
most, probably Fleet Air Arm Albacores v/hich, arriving early

were

(1) An alternative report derived from the O.R.B, gives the
figure as a concentration of fifteen hundred M.T, in

groups of five hundred in area 85227I - 860265 -
853254 - 850260.
No.208 Squadron suffered heavy casualties during the
month of August,

badly damaged ¥i?ith 7 pilots killed or missing,
teen of these aircraft were the.obsolescent Hurricane
Marks I and II.

Tiiey. lost 21 aircraft destroyed or
Pour-

(2)
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over the target-area in the southern sector indicated hy
the last light Tac/R,, were pursuing their familiar
'pathfinding' technique of flare-dropping and dive-bomhing
preparatory to the main attack by No. 205 Group vYellingtons.
A total of 31 nighi“tiomber sorties were made against the

enemy, in the initial stages of their offensive in the

course of which 38 tons of H.E. and incendiary bombs were

dropped. All the aircraft reported hits and bursts among
large concentrations of motor transport and tanks, causing
fires. On the return of the first aircraft at 0.200 hours,

the news had come thi’ough that the enemy was advancing in

four columns and, appreciating the importance of the
target. No.826 P.A.A. Squadron movmted second sorties with
five aircraft,(l)

H.Q. R.A.P.
M,E. Table of

Operations
, A.H.B./IIJ1/31
/1.

No. 2 A.A.S.C.

War Diary,

That night, two Wellingtons of No.104 Squadron, search
ing for targets of opportunity in the battle area, located

and bombed a tented camp of which two were seen to have

Unknown to the attacking aircraft, theybeen destroyed,

No. 104 Squadron
O.R.B,

had scored a direct hit on the German Afrika Korps
Headquarters,

03.50 hrs 31/8.I

the Commanding General and several officers were
wrounded by a serious direct hit at Corps Battle
Headquarters, General Nehring, slightly wounded,
is seeking the main dressing station,
Burgdorff and Civilian Specialist Schmidt have
been seriously wounded,
to their injuries.

Chief of the General Staff, Staff Colonel Bayerlein,
will take over the command of the Corps; General
von Vaerst, Commander of 15 Panzer Division, v/ho
may have to deputise for the Commanding General,
has been advised and requested to come to Corps
Headquarters,

Lt. von

They succumbed later
Until further notice the ■

I

D.A.K. War

Diary,

This was not the end of the misfortunes attending the
Twenty minutes later itinitial stages of the advance,

was reported that, the Commander of 21st Panzer Division,
Major General von Bismarck, had been killed when advancing
with the foremost battalion of his Division.

Between 03.00 and 03.20 hours Albacores reported that
up to 3500 M.T. were situated in three columns between

870258 and 877255> the vehicles being dispersed near the
minefield but very concentrated further back. At 04.00

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

War Diary,

hours the following message was passed from Main Eighth Army
H.Q. to.the Duty-Officer at-H.Q. Middle East;

'Enemy columns approaching the minefield south of the
New Zealand Division position. . This together with
Tac/R at last light and other indications lead us to
suppose that the enemy is making a major move.I

Main 8th Army
War Diary,

(1) Rommel's own account of the opening stages of the
battle states that 'Before long, relay bombing attacks
by the R.A.P. began on the area occupied by our attack
ing force,

day, large formations of aircraft unloosed sticks of
H.E. bombs among my troops.

With parachute flares turning night into

I
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In addition to this major thrust in the south, two
other diversionary attacks were made# In the northern
sector 164th and Trento lUvisions attacked the 9th Australian

Division, and in the centre a German Parachute Battalion and

the Bologna Division attacked the 5th Indian Division on

the Ruweisat Ridge# Prom the air point of view these
attacks - they were essentially nothing more than raids -

were of little importance. As was intended, they caused
the Eighth Army Coimaander to speculate for a while on
the exact location of the main thrust, hut they did not

cause any divergence from the iirmy-Mr plan of concentrating
the full weight of air attack in the south#

The attacks on the British minefields in the southern

sector met with varying success hut at no time did it appear
possible that the enemy would he able to keep to the time

table laid down. In addition to being heavily attacked by
ni^t bombers, they were enfiladed by fire from the
2nd New Zealand Division and harassed frontally and from the

south by 7th Armoured Division, whilst the minefields were

found to be much more extensive than enemy intelligence
had led Rommel to suppose# The 90th Li^t Division
esqperienced particular difficulty in piercing the British

minefields. ALthou^ it was planned that by 01.00 hours
31 August they should be some ten miles to the east of the

British minefields and in a position to execute an outflank
ing turn to the coast, it was not until 01.38 hours that
they reached the first British minefield# The task of

piercing the minefields, never a simple one, was complicated
by the fact that the li^t of the full moon - sometimes
further illuminated by aircraft flares - assisted the
defence considerably. . This attack by infantry of the

■ 90th Li^t Division on the first British minefield at about

875264, for instance, was completely wrecked by small arms
fire by two conpanies of the 2nd King* s Royal Rifle Corps
and Bren gun fire and, in fact, no further attenpts were

made to penetrate the minefield on the . front held by this
regiment. The enemy were scarcely more fortunate in the

area held by the 2nd Rifle Brigade Group. At about 01.30
hours, sixteen enemy tanks with infantry in M.T. reached
the first British minefield about 876263. By covering the
infantry with fire from their, tanks they were able to

pierce the minefield, but were counter attacked by carriers

and driven back*, with heavy casualties.

Gradually^ however, as the ni^t progressed, the enemy ..

forced their way through the initial minefield defences. .

The extent and depth, of the system of minefields in the

south came as .a complete surprise to the enemy, and it was

• not until 09<*35 hours that enemy armour v/as near the third

minefield and up to as late as 10,00 hours on 31 August there

was no penetration of this third minefield. . Soon after

wards, however, strong tank columns were through into the

open and were moving eastwards between Gaballa and the

Ragil Depression, forcing the 7th Armoured Division,
which. had been instructed to avoid becoming pinned to the

ground, to fall back.

Rommel’s Decision to Modify his Original Plan, Morning
31 August

General

Alexander* 3

Despatch.

Cabinet Office

Narrative.

Cabinet Office

Narrative.

By early morning 31 August, it was obvious to the enemy
Commander-in-Chief that *the element of surprise on which

the whole plan finally rested* had been lost. His motorised
forces had failed to make their quick break throu^ in the

south - a failure to which the last light Tac/fe and the

Rommel Papers.
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bombing attacks throughout the nigiht had contributed very
considerably. At 08,00 hours, Rommel put in an appearance
at the Afrika Korps Headquarters, A decision -whether or

not to break off the battle depended largely on how things
stood with the Afrika Korps. The Chief of the Oeneral
Staff, Bayerlein, who had taken over command of the Afrika

Korps after the disastrous air attack of the preceeding
night, explained that the night*s advance had been made

difficult *by many mines both scattered and thickly sown
in hitherto unknown minefields, by bombing raids and
artillery fire
dawn the enemy* s flank and rear and then pushing northwards
had not been achieved. The following possibilities present
themselves for the continuance of the operations:-

(a) Carrying on according to plan,

(b) Going over to the defensive in the present
positions, utilising the British minefields,

(c) Retiring to the initial positions,

(d) Continuing the attack, not as planned by an
extensive advance towards the East, but by immediately
thrusting towards the north-east,*

Rommel had already decided to go over to the defensive
for the time-being. On the strength of the new Commanding
General of the Afrika Korps* appreciation of the situation
(it would appear that Bayerlein was ignorant of the third
line of British minefields) Rommel gave orders to continue
the attack in the changed direction, towards the north-east,
instead of the * extensive advance towards the East,* This

decision was a monentous one, for it brought the thrust of

the main enemy striking force into a position for which the

British defensive plan was best prepared,’ and where it would

be met by the strongly-defended position at Alara el Haifa,

The planned suip>rise of penetrating by

D,A,K, War

Diary,

D«A,K,War

Diary*

Field Marshal

Montgomery:
’El Alamein to

the Sangro,
I

The Enemy Air Forces* Failiare to Support their Ground Forces*
Attack Night 30/31 August •' ' ■

Enemy air operations on the night 30/31 August were
limited to a raid by some fifteen aircraft, believed to be
Ju,88*s from Crete, on landing-groimds at Amiriya, The sum
total of the damage was two parked aircraft destroyed.
Hurricanes of No*73 Squadron, carrying out interception

A.H,B,/EU1/122/ patrols, shot down two of the raiding aircraft. A much
1(b)* greater enemy air effort than this for the opening night of

Rommel’s offensive might have been expected, especially
from the very considerable force of long-range bombers based
on Crete, The task set the Axis Air Forces in the overall

plan which was to ' attack the coast road between El Alamein
and Burg el Arab from 22.00 hrs 30 August* was not even
attempted. No night fighters were up to protect the
tremendous concentrations ot vehicles gathered in the
vicinity of the minefields from attack. No night bom’bers
were in action against equally inviting targets presented
by the Eighth Army in the Alam el Haifa area.

Strategical Bombing by Aircraft of No,205 Group, Night
30/31 August,

Attacks against strategical targets during the ni^t
of 30/31 August by aircraft of No, 205 Group - in this case
concentrated against shipping and port installations at
Tobruk - was On an impressive scale, A total of

A,A,H,Q« V/,D,
Daily Int,
Sijamnaries
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25 Yfellingtons of Nos,40, 108 and 11^8 Squadrons, 7 Halifaxes
of N0S.IO and 76 Squadrons, 11 Liberators of the 1st
Provisional Bombardment Group of the U.S.A.A.P. and 6
Liberators of No. 159 Squadron attacked Tobrul: between 01,50
and 03.AO hours. The target vras greatly obscured by cloud,
and a tanker which was thought to be off-loading, having
run the gai.mtlet across the Mediterranean, was unfortunately
missed.(1) Large fires were, however, started in the dock-
area and around the jetties, and bursts on ships some
distance off Tobruk were claimed by Yi/'ellingtons. It ¥/as

remarked that the A.A. gunfire was considerably less than

usual, which inferred that a part at least of the port's
A.A. protection had been diverted to assist the ground
troops at the oattlefront.

No.205 Group
O.R.B. A.H.B./
IIM/B.205/1(a).

Air Policy for the Battle.

As has already been indicated, the plan for the air
offensive against the enemy advance was sin^^ly to maintain

bombing by night and day at the maximum effort for as long
In addition, it vras decidedas targets Trere available,

that, during the day, the light bombers should operate a

shuttle service, formations being of a strength of as near

eighteen aircraft as possible in order to economise the

fighter effort ¥ifhich was likely to be strained to the utmost

OT/ing to the shortage of Kittyhav/ks,
Kittyhawk Squadrons had suffered up to 100/o loss of aircraft

in the recent fitting which had not yet been made good.

A number of the

A. Am B» Q, W, D,-

Record of Ops.
A.H.B./IIJI/122/
69(A).

Light Bomber Programme 31 August Curtailed by Dust-stoimis.

By 05.00 hours on 31 August, A.A.H.Q.Yi/'.D. had already
agreed with No. 211 Group and No. 3 S.A.A.P. Wing the first-

light policy for the light-bombers which was to concentrate
attacks on what was anticipated as a series of spectacular
targets along the line of 15 and 21 Panzer Divisions
advance, between 250 and 260 Grids,
as early as this, that the attacks on the Northern and

Central Sectors of the line v/ere diversionary in intent.
Soon after first light - the bombers v/ere airborne before

07.00 hours - a total of 28 Kittyhawks, Tomahawks and
Spitfires escorted the first light-bombing raid of the day
when 18 Baltimores of No.223 Squadron attacked enemy M.T.
at 870260, to the south of Deir el Munassib.
gunfire was perhaps the most intense and accurate ever
encountered in the battle-area and, although the light
bombers attacked from over 9>000 feet, one bomber was shot

down and eight others were holed. In this raid 11 tons of

H.E. were dropped and results vrere considered to be good.

I

It was obvious, even

The A. A.

A.A.H.Q.Y7.D.
War Diary and
Eighth Army War
Diary.

No.223 Squadron
O.R.B.

Already, by O8.OO hours, rising dust on landing-grounds
had begun to disorganise the carefully prepared programme
of day bombing.
Squadron took off, but dust prevented the escorting
fighters from making their rendezvous and the Baltirnores
were recalled.

At 07.40 hours, 17 Baltimores of No.55

The next raid consisted of 15 Bostons of

A.A.H.Q.W.D.
War Diary
A.H,B./IIJ1/
122/1.

No.24 S.A.A,E. and 3 Mitchells of the 12th Bombardment Group,
escorted by 24 Kittyhawks, with 7 Spitfires providing high

They were directed to attack enemy concentrationscover.

(1) The Gualdi carrying 8OO tons of fuel for the Panzer
This was all the petrol theyiirmy moved on 30 August,

were to receive - some 10 per cent of requirements -

throughout the battle.
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consisting of two enemy columns at 880260 and 881255.
targets were seen in this location, but a Harge concentration
of M.T. including tank-carriers was located at 875255 at a
spot already reported by the Baltimores,
excellent and photographs showed seven direct hits together
with 2Z|. near-misses,
three aircraft.

No

Bombing was

Intense A,A, gunfire holed another

In spite of the news brought back by the returning
bombers of the excellent targets to be found in the southern
part of the battlefront all along the line of the Panzer
Army's advance, rising dust clamped down steadily on opera
tions. At 11.15 hours fourteen Baltimores took off, butNo. 5 (S.A.A.P.)

O.R.B, Wing. were eventually recalled as the fighter escort v/as unable
to take off from their landing-grounds.
Panzers, which were concentrating to the east of the mine

field near the Ragil Depression, presented such inviting
targets, but the bomber force was compelled impotently to
stand by,

tive landing grounds were chosen at Mariut, from which a
force of Bostons could operate,

they were, these raids vyould appear to have made  a distinct
impression on the enemy.
Diarist recorded, ' the German iifrika Korps' frequently
attacked by bomber formations of from 12 to I8 aircraft.
Results of our own fighter and anti-aircraft defence are
not known,'

Never had the

In case the duststorms should continue, alterna

Nevertheless, limited as

During the morning. the D.A.K.

-

D.A.K, V/Ar

Diary,

A. A. H« Q .lii/'.D,
O.R.B.

At 17.35 hours No. 211 Group advised that landing grounds
were clearing, and that they would endeavour to carry out
one operation,

visibility which still prevailed owing to the dust and
haze, 18 Bostons of No.24 S.A.A.P. vid-th two Mitchells of

the U.S.A.A.P. -made a further attack on enemy concentrations
at 884254.
a well-dispersed enemy concentration was attacked,
direct hits and five near-misses on M.T

a heavy tank and one very large fire and four small fires
were started,

gunfire was encountered.

At 18.43 hours, despite the extremely poor

Owing to the poor visibility, only the edge of
Three

one near-miss on• >

Curiously enou^ on this raid no enemy

On 31 August a total of 55 light bomber sorties was
made in the course of v/hich 34 tons of bombs were dropped
or about one third of the planned prograiime,
the time being,' wrote the 3 N'ing diarist, 'our effort ended.
Ingenious Rommel had chosen his weather well,
dust storm for many weeks svrept the desert landing grounds.
Our aircraft were impotent

There for

The vrorst

It was a disappointing

No.3 S.A.A.P.

Wing O.R.B, and
Opsums.

finale to high hopes, but we eagerly await the morrow.'

Message from the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief.

The same day, 31 August, the following message v/as
circulated to all squadrons from the Air Officer Comraanding-
in-Chief:

'The Battle of Egypt has begun. This is a vital
battle - perhaps the most vital battle of the war.
The Commander-in-Chief of the Army has called upon our
troops to stand fast and destroy the enemy at all costs.
It is for us to support the Army to the utmost limit of

our ability. During the last battle your effort in
the air and on the ground, in the Squadrons and in the
Workshops, were magnificent and decisive. So once
again I confidently call on every officer and man,
whatever his job, to put forth a supreme effort.
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Everyone must do his utmost and more than his utmost.
In the last battle, the enemy was stopped when he
thought victory certain,
be finally crushed.

This time he can and must
I

Ground Activity 31 August

It has already been seen how the delay in getting his
striking force through the British minefields in the south,
during the night of 30/31 August caused Rommel to make a
drastic modification to his original plan,
wide sweep towards the east, with the object of outflanking
the whole of the Eighth Army positions at El islamein,
including the Alam el Haifa Ridge, this shortened drive to

the north-east would bring him up against the Eighth Aumy' s
prepared and strongly-defended positions at Ailam el Haifa,

An indication of the importance of air pov/er in this battle

is that, with a respite from sustained bombing, the enemy
offensive began to develop considerable impetus, for the

first time since the operation had started.

Instead of a

The modified plan adopted by Rommel was for the Aifrika
Korps to attack with the 15th Panzer Division on the right
(to the south) and the 21st Panzer Division on the left, in
the direction of Hill 132 (Ailara el Haifa),
launched at 13.00 hours and at 14.30 hours it v/as reported
that the onslaught was gaining ground well and that a v/eak

enemy was withdrav/ing towards the north-east and north.
By soon after 15.00 hours the first objectives, Deir Daayis
and Deir el Tarfa had been reached by the foremost elements

to the south-\?est of the A\lam el Haifa Ridge,
hours, a report was received by Eighth Army Main H.Q. that '
both the enemy Panzer Divisions were heading north and

north-east across the soft going of Deir el Agram not more

than five miles due south of Hill 132, the Eighth Army's
chief defensive position in this area.(l)
them tovrards the selected and prepared battle positions of

22nd Armoured Brigade which had been waiting all day for

action, their tanks mainly in hull-down positions,
ensuing engagement 22nd Armoured Brigade inflicted heavy
losses on the enemy and themselves sustained casualties
involving 16 Grant and one Crusader tanks,
was noted to be entirely German including many Mark III and

a number of Mark IV special tanks.

The attack was

Ait 15.30

This brought

In the

The enemy force

D.A.K. War

Diary.

Eighth Airmy
War Diary.

Cabinet Office

Narrative.

Nevertheless, the 15th Panzer Division made good pro

gress and, by 18.30 hours, was engaged in making an
encircling attack from the east and south east on Hill 132.

Forty minutes later the division was able to report that it

had reached the ridge with its armoured elements and was

forming its tanks in hedge-hog position on the slopes,
the left, 21st Panzer Division had not gone forward so

On

D.A.K. War

Diary.

(l) One of the deception measures practised on the enemy
appears to have had unexpectedly successful results.
An armoured car was purposely sacrificed containing a

tea-stained map on which was marked a belt of good
going extending up to the crest of Ailam el Haifa and
v/hich, in point of fact, was an area of very bad going.
The enemy chose this very route and, as Rommel mentioned
in one of his reports, used up three times as much
petrol as had been anticipated,
firmed that this ruse had been effective.

Von Thoma also con-

C.-in-C.* s

Despatch
0184 (1595/
M.0.1

(Records),
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quickly. At dusk Panzer Hegiment 5 was engaged in  a fierce

struggle in this area and was forced to ¥/ithdraw. At I83O
hours, 21st Panzer Division ceased advancing and formed a

hedge-hog position in the area north of Deir el Tax-fa, As

darkness fell, observers from 22nd Armoured Brigade sav/ the

majority of German tanks withdraw to harbour about 437880
due south of Hill 132, but six remained stationary all night,
close to 1 Regiment, Royal Horse Artillery’s Waggon Line

and only about 1,000 yards from Headquarters 22nd iirmoured
Brigade, This v/ould appear to have been the maximum advance

made by enemy tanks in the course of the battle. The enemy
assessment of the position on the evening of 31 August was
as follows:-

Cabinet Office

Narrative,

D,A.K, War Diary, *  The attack during the afternoon has gone well
although, of course, ow^ing to the ever increasing
resistance, it vras not possible to capture Hill 132
completely,’

At 22,16 hours that evening, the Panzer Armee Afrika sent a
report to 0,K,H, -

M. The Assault Group of the Panzer Arxiee Afrika held
back mobile enemy forces (7 British /rmoured Division)
in an easterly and north easterly direction at the
same time overcomingfurther numerous deep minefields
and obstacles* By evening the line Menequir el
Taiyara (28 kilometres south east El idamein) was
occupied. Reconnaissance Forces are covering the
eastern flanic in the area east of Deir el Ragil « « A «

According to Air Recce, no major movement on the
road Cairo - Alexandria - El Alamein and or tracks

leading from Cairo westv/ards.

2.

3. ^ The Luftwaffe supported the advance of the Panzer
iirmee by several Stuka attacks on enemy concentrations
of fighting vehicles and on positions.

4. General of isrmy Troops Nehring Commanding German
Major General von BismarckCabinet Office

Narrative*
Afrika Korps wounded.
Commanding 21 Panzer Division killed,’

Enemy Air.Activity 31 August

During 31 August enemy air activity, as Mms to be
expected with the enemy intention to carry out a full scale
offensive, -was on a much increased scale. Dive-bomber-

sorties rose from nil on 30 August to 70 on 31 August, while
single-engined fighters made some 2A0 sorties as against 45
on the preceding day. It would appear that enemy forward
landing-grounds escaped the wrorst of the dust storms on

31 August and were able to operate with comparative freedom.
There were six raids by dive-bombers, numerous fighter
sweeps and a number of fighter attacks including one by
Italian C.R.IjRs. Ground reports supply the follcv/ing
details of bombing:-

1336 hours at Map Reference 4290
1820 hours at Map Reference 4288
1935 hours at Map Reference 882)290

Axis Air

Operations
D.D.I.(3)
A.H.B./IIJI/63.

A.A.H.Q.Vf.D.

Daily Int,
Siommaries A.H.B,/
IIJ1/122/1,

The enemy dive-bombers which had been driven back to

3idi Haneish from their'forward landing-grounds by the heavy
bombing attacks early in the month were brought back to Daba
for the offensive. It Ti?as from these advanced landing-
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groiinds that the four Stuka attacks were launched, thoiigh
according to Eighth Army sources they did not achieve any
very great resiilts*

‘western Desert Air Force fighters on escort duties to

the bombers encountered no enemy aircraft and, owing to the

moderate amount of bombing activity, put up only 100 sorties.
Despite the adverse weather conditions Spitfires and
Hurricanes which operated from alternative landing-grounds
in the Alexandria area which were not so badly affected by
the dust, carried out over 100 sorties in the course of

vThich there were nine encounters with the enemy. Towards
midday 12 Hurricanes of No.213 Squadron intercepted a very
strong force of some'40 St\dcas escorted by 15 Me.109's at
865285, wrell behind the enemy lines, and forced the dive-
bombers to jettison their bomb load. Ground forces later

confirmed that three Ju.87's had been shot down. On this

occasion the escorting Me.109's did not come down to engage
the Hurricanes, In the southern sector at much the same

time another Stuka raid was intercepted by 23 Hurricanes
with less fortunate results as two Hurricanes were shot

Squadron O.R.B. s. down and one damaged without loss to the enemy. A last
light Stuka raid vifas intercepted by 12 Hurricanes of N0.8O
Squadron, one pilot was chased back to base by three
Me.109's but managed to land safely. Many of the pilots
complained of cannon stoppages due to sand. Two adventurous
Hurricanes, on a dawn reconnaissance to the west of the

bomb-line, machine gunned enemy aircraft on landing Ground
20 and claimed five Me,109's damaged. The enemy lost
10 aircraft.

No,80 Squadron
O.R.B.

Operations by Twin-Engined Fighters

To the rear of the battle area R.A.F. activity was
necessarily limited. Apart from the heavy night bombing
raids on Tobruk and the escapade by the two Hurricanes on

reconnaissance, Beaufigniters of Nos. 252 and 272 Squadrons
carried out tvro attacks on enemy traffic on the coast road.
At 15.55 hours four Beaufighters of No.252 Squadron machine-
gunned traffic from 15 miles west of Matruh to 15 miles east

of Sidi Barrani, One lorry v/as destroyed, other lorries
damaged and a number of casualties were caused among troops.
Three Beaufi^itera also operating along the coast road
found little traffic but had the good fortune to intercept
and destroy two Ju.52's and damage two others. They also
claimed damage to seven vehicles on the road

Middle East Ops.
Sums, and

Squadron O.R.B.s.
Air Operations Night of 31 August to 1 September

The timely intervention of the weather, on the after
noon of 31 August, vifhich had so favoured Rommel by closing
down the T/.D.A.F. bomber landing grounds and, as
General Alexander remarked, 'robbed us of a fine opportunity
of disrupting the enemy's plan at the outset', only gave
the enemy a temporary respite from bombings Weather was

good for the ni^t-bombing programme with only a slight
ground haze. The total bomber effort amounted to 109
mediimi-bomber sorties of which 69 were directed against
targets in the actual fighting zone and the balance against
the enemy advanced landing-grounds. Some twenty Wellingtons
of Nos.108 and I48 Squadrons made double sorties over the
battle area where 89 tons of bombs were dropped.

General

Alexander's

Despatch,

H.Q.M.E. Table

of Operations
A.H.B./IIJI/
31/1.

At 22.45 hours, the pathfinding Albacores reported to

A.A.H.Q.W.D,, through No.821 Squadron, that they were
'unable to locate targets'. Yii'ithin half an hour, hov/ever,

A. A.H.Q.W.D.
War Diary.
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another report came through that excellent targets had been
located at 888263, to the south west of Deir el Tarfa.
Vifhen the first wave of Wellingtons arrived over the target
area, they found it well-illuminated by flares dropped by
the Albacores. A vivid accoimt of the night's operations
is contained in No. 11(8 Squadron O.R.B.

'Fifteen aircreift were detailed to take off.
Squadron naaintenance crews deserve the hipest praise
for magnificent work in getting so high a serviceability
in such trying conditions. Owing to uncertainty of
battle in Western Desert news received Squadron to be
packed ready to move in an hour's notice. Fifteen

aircraft took off on first sortie. Target - M.T.
concentrations in the Battle area. Crews impressed
upon atbriefing the vital urgency of to-night's opera
tions and the need for accurate bombing. Great
keenness shown by all. Target well illuminated by
Albacores when aircraft arrived and much M.T. observed

moving South, Many fires caused and direct hits
claimed by all crews. Very little opposition
encountered and no night fighters seen. This augers
well for second sortie v/hen aircraft will be operating
in moonlight. All aircraft returned safely and
preparations were hurriedly made to enable the second
sortie to be carried out with the least possible delay
Armourers deserve great praise for the second sortie
in which each aircraft carried 14 x 250 lb. G,P. All
aircraft were in the air again 45 minutes after land
ing from 1st sortie. 14 aircraft took off on second
sortie to bomb huge concentrations of M.T, Crev/s
firmly resolved that this time operation would be one
Axis forces would never forget. When aircraft
arrived over target, fires were still burning from first
sortie. Aircraft 'K' observed one big concentration
of hundreds of vehicles, . Four sticks scored direct

hits and five well-laden trucks v/ere seen blazing.
A few black objects (presumably personnel) seen running
about among trucks and rear gunner took advantage of
this excellent opportunity to fire 1,000 rounds. Fires
and a black pall of smoke observed all over the target
area when crev/s prepared to leave. Twenty-six differ
ent fires started and explosions seen all over area.
Flying debris filled the air and crews reported great
havoc caused,'

Reports from crews returning from the first sortie
mentioned that large concentrations of M.T. were located

and effectively attacked, starting twelve fires accompanied
by a number of violent explosions, A particularly large
fire was started on a tented encampment surrounded by M.T,
Opposition was negligible. Aircraft on the second sortie
found 'masses of M.T.

claim direct hits,

that at least thirty fires were raging. According to enemy
reports, there were heavy night-bombing raids all along the
front, while the Reconnaissance Unit covering the eastern
flank of the Afrika Korps suffered particularly heavy casual
ties, The Reconnaissance Unit's own account of the night
bombing attacks is of exceptional interest.

' and the majority of them were able to
On leaving the area, they reported

No.205 Group
Q'.R.B. Appendices,
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3rd. Reconnaissance Unit Unit Battle H,Q,

3 SepteraUer 1942.

't on the Bombing Attack on the Unit carried
out during the Night of 31 August/i September~T942

At about 18,30 hours on 31 August, the unit
received an Amy signal ordering it to move directly
south-east of Deir el Ragil to provide rear and flank
cover for the Afrika Korps* withdray/al to Alam el Haifa.
The unit, together with 33rd Reconnaissance Unit and
subordinate elements of 6l2th A.A. Battalion and of the

Italian Nizza Reconnaissance Unit reached the specified
area towards 19»45 hours and, after brief instructions
were issued, the occupation of the defence zones vras
completed at about 20.30 hours.

War Diary of
Panzer Army Africa
Appendices.
A.H.B.6 Trans, No,
VI1/108.

After much air activity in east-west and west-east
directions, about 8 parachute flares y/ere dropped
the defence area shortly before 21.30 hours, followed
immediately by 6 - 10 bombs, most of v/hich fell among
33rd Reconnaissance Unit (baggage) transport, setting
a full tanker lorry on fire. There were 5-8 enemy
aircraft over the unit from the very first, and this
mmiber was maintained throughout the Virhole of the
operation. iifter the fuel tanker lorry yras set on
fire, the first enemy aircraft fomation was reinforced

by a second v/ave which also dro|>ped flares immediately,
so that for a time the defence area y/as lit up as bright
as day by as many as fifteen flares. Attempts to move
the vehicles out of the effective area of the flares

failed, as any movement, even by individual soldiers,
was

over

_ immediately prevented by a low-level bombing attack,
All the aircraft dropped their bombs singly on identi
fied targets - practically no sticks y/ere dropped -
each aircraft thus making about eight attacks,
first and second waves concentrated on vehicles in the

outer circuit and these were also shot up.
attack, there were 18 vehicles on fire as a result of
direct hits.

The

After this

A third wave, which arrived as the
second wave was moving off, circled round the formation
at 1 to 2 km dropping very bright magnesium flares.
These burnt for approximately 20 minutes and yyere
apparently intended to serve as a guide for following
aircraft. In contrast to their predecessors, only one
aircraft in the following waves dropped flares,
circling over the unit so that there was always a ring
of flares burning, the number varying between six and
ten.

A very mixed variety of aircraft was observed
dropping bombs. Most of these were tv/in-engined
aircraft, but there vras also a type of filter bomber
and obsolete biplanes, Eour-engined aircraft were
rarely seen.

Like the aircraft, the number of bombs dropped
varied between four to twelve, the last tvTO waves drop
ping m.ainly large numbers of fragmentation bombs.
These highly-explosive missiles were fitted with an
instantaneous fuze and did not make the slightest crater
on the ground,

five metres from armoured cars went straight through
armoured plating.

Splinters from bombs falling up to
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The hombing attack lasted from 21.30 to 03.45
hours virith a short respite from 02,00 to 02.15 hours.

Sgd. EVERTH
Captain and Unit Commander,

Rommel's own account is contained in the Rommel Papers
and gives a graphic account of the devastation wrought by
the night-bomberso

After nightfall, our forces became the target for
heavy R,A,P. attacks, mainly on the reconnaissance
group, but also - though less severe - on other units.
With one aircraft flying in circles and dropping a
continuous succession of flares, bombs from the other
machines, some of which dived low for the attack,
crashed down among the flare-lit vehicles of the
reconnaissance units. All movement was instantly
pinned down by low-flying attacks. Soon many of our
vehicles v/ere alight and burning furiously. The
reconnaissance group suffered heavy casualties^

Other raids carried out during the night 31 August to
1 September by aircraft of Middle East Comjtiand included a

bombing attack on the port of Tobrulc by a force of ten
Liberators, and attacks on the enemy's forvrard L,G.s by
sixteen Wellingtons and sixteen Liberators of the U.S.A.A.P.
The attack on Tobruk v/as made mainly with the intention of

destroying the Gualdi, ydiich was still in port, but 8/l0s
cloud severely hampered the bombers and no results of the
raid were seen.

101 and 104 and defences and communications in the Daba

An explosion was caused near the railway and a camp

The Wellingtons attacked L,C-.s 13, 20,

area,

at Daba was bombed, but the results of the attack on the
airfield cannot be assessed. It is doubtful if a diversion

of so much of the Wellington night-bombing effort from the

field of battle, where targets of such high density were
being encountered, was justified,
bombed L.G.s 13, 101 and 104 claimed to have caused many
fires among dispersed aircraft.

The Liberators which

By contrast enemy night attacks on 31 August were
negligible. About twelve enemy aircraft - again most
probably Ju,88's from Crete, attacked landing-grounds ax’ound

Mareopolis with H.E,, incendiary bombs and spikes. This

resulted in damage to one parked aircraft, som.e tents were

destroyed and there were three casualties to personnel.
Another aircraft carried out loY/-level machine-gunning
attacks in the vicinity of Alexandria and was damaged by a
night-fighter of No.86 Squadron,

Ground Operations Night 31 August

\vhilst the enemy's night leaguers were being attacked
by No.205 Group's mediiom bombers, they were also being
subjected to heavy fire from XIII Corps artillerjr. At the

same time, 2nd New Zealand Division sent out jjarties to

prevent the 90th Light Division from digging in. In the

northern sector, the 9th Australian Division of XXiC Corps
launched Operation 'Bulimba' with the intention of forming a
gap for a raiding party to go through after daybreak. There

T/as considerable artillery fire to support this operation
which, hoT/ever, was a failure, as the enemy counter-attacked
before dawn and closed the gap. The Australians managed
nevertheless to take over 140 prisoners and killed about the

same number of Germans for the loss of 15 killed and 120
vrounded.

Cabinet Office

Narrative,
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Panzer Attack on Alam el Haifa Ridge Resumed Morning
1 September —

At first light 1 September, the main enemy armoured
strength was still seen to be located to the soiith of

22nd Armoured Brigade, It was considered that the enemy
vras likely to resume his attacks on 22nd Armoured Brigade,
on the ¥/est end of Alara el Haifa, and then try to move on
to the vital Ruweisat Ridge y/Mch, in this way, would have
been outflanked. Now that it was clear to the Eighth
Army Commander that the enemy j/lan y/as indeed to make a short
hook rather than a v/ide sweeping encirclement to the east,
he considered it possible to strengthen the Alam el Haifa’
position still further,
(23rd,

Three armoured Brigades
22nd and 6th) of 10th Armoured Division were

Main Eighth
I\ray H.Q,
■VTar Diaryo

concentrated between the 14th Division and the New Zealand
Division, but a force of enemy tanks was between 22nd
Armoured Brigade and 8th Armoured Brigade, preventing them
from linking up. The 1st South African Brigade was also
moved from the El Alamein position, under iCXX Corps, to
reinforce the east end of the Ruweisat Ridge.

Cabinet Office
Narrative and
General
Alexander* s
Despatch,

At dawn, units of 15th Panzer Division, y/hich had been
deployed for defence during the night, resumed the attack
on Hill 132, After the initial frontal attack on 22nd
Armoured Brigade had been repelled, the Division tried each
flank in turn. At 08.40 hours the enemy reported a
counter-attack by 100 tanks - pi-obably 8th iirmoured Brigade
trying to link up vyith 22nd Armoured Brigade - on their
tanks which were still in hull-down positions on the south
east slopes of Hill 132.
and, as the Germans were not absolutely sure which parts of
Hill 132 were in German hands and which in British, they
requested a cancellation of a Stuka attack which had already
been arranged. By 11.00 hours, hovrever, the position had
clarified, and dive-bombers attacked the British tanlos, but
yvithout noticeable effect.

This counter-attack vyas haltedD.A.K. War
Diary

To the west end of the Alam el, Haifa Ridge, on the
21st Panzer Division front in the neighbourhood of Hill 102
and to the west of it, the position was relatively quiet.
At 11.10 hours the Division was reported as being under
artillery harassing fire of varying strength from the north
and the north west from armoured cars.

By midday, the position on the 10th lumoured Division
front had stabilised. The enemy had made a serious attempCabinet Office

Narrative and

D.A.K, War Diary.

t
to dislodge 22nd Armoured Brigade but had failed,
other hand, they had prevented 8th Armoured Brigade's
attempts to make contact vyith 22nd Armoured Brigade and had
inflected considerable loss. By this time a very serious
crisis in the enemy fuel situation had become apparent.
It ¥/as announced to the Afrika Korps that the fuel situation
did not permit a resumption of the offensive and that the
Army intended to v/ait to replenish supply stocks in the
area held, before advancing.

On the

The Enemy Tanks Break off the Attack on ivlam el Haifa Owins
to Shortage of Fuel - Afternoon of 1 September

As the afternoon vyore on, there was no improvement
in the fuel situation. Orders v/ere given to 15th Panzer
Division to break off the attack on Hill 132 and prepare to
move into the Deir el Agram area. The change in plan was
made 'chiefly because of the fact that the supply situation
cannot be expected to improve, a resimiption of the offensive
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As the enemy withdrew,thus being out of the question,
the opportunity was presented to 8th Armoured Brigade of

rejoining 22nd Armoured Brigade,
facilitated by the intense artillery activity of AAth
Division, which from its position on the ridge, was presented
with numerous targets of opportunity.

This move was no doubt

Light Bomber Operations, 1 September

lifhilst the spearhead of the enemy armoured forces was

trying to batter its way on to Alam el Haifa Ridge and had
actually managed to instal panzer elements on its flanks,
a fev/ miles away, to the south-west, their reserves and

vital supply echelons were being subjected to intensive
bombing attacks by Bostons, Baltimores and Mitchells.
Light bomber operations on 1 September amounted to 125
sorties - more than twice the previous day's number - of

which all but fourteen were directed against this great pool
of enemy vehicles and armour lying in the open desert in the

Munassib - Daayis - Ragil area, where 55 tons of bombs were

dropped in the morning and a further 21 tons in the evening.
The first of the light bomber raids took off shortly after

07.00 hours and the last aircraft landed at 19.00 hours, the

No.3 Yfing S.A.A.P. diarist recorded, 'These formations of

the German Afrika Korps, between them, are again offering
targets such as rarely come the way of the most fortunate
bomb-aimers,' (1)

The anti-aircraft gunfire encountered by the li^t-
bombers, in the course of these raids on 1 September, was of

a density and accuracy never before met with in the Desert

and 3 aircraft were shot down and many others vrere holed.

Heavy A.A. gunfire from the dual-purpose 88-m.m. gun was
especially strong which meant that the Eighth Army was being
relieved, to some extent, from the pressure of these formid

able weapons,
reviewed, discussion took place on the best method of avoid

ing the enemy's anti-aircraft gunfire,
that the enemy heavy A.A. was more effective betv/een nine and
ten thousand feet and the light A.A. up to six thousand feet.

The A.O.C. W.D.A.E

ordered that bombing must not take place from above eight
thousand feet,

dive on to the target and to follow No.12 Squadron practice
of stepping up Nos.2 and 3 sub-flights up (or down) in order
to make a quick turn after bombing.

In addition to the intensive bombing of the enemy
concentrations in the southern sector,, where a selection of

superb targets was found and great havoc was caused, a
number of sorties - fourteen in all - were directed against

the enemy in the northern sector,
support of the Australians who were v/ithdrawing after their

unsuccessful Operation 'Bulimba',
previous day had not altogether subsided, and poor visibility,
in the case of these raids in the northern sector, prevented
accurate observation of results.

In the evening, when the day's results were

It was considered

Air Vice-Marshal Gonin^am, therefore• 9

It was also decided to do a five-mile gentle

These were in close

The dust-storms of the

H.Q.M.E. Table

of Operations.
A.H.B./IIJ1/
31/1.

No.3 Wing O.R.B

(1) 'The Afrika Korps continued to be assailed throughout the

day (l September) by heavy R.A,P. bomber attacks,
the bare and coverless country, with the bomb-bursts
frequently intensified by rock splinters, we suffered
severe casualties,

Mrika Korps' staff alone.

In

Seven officers were killed from the

The Rommel Papers,
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Bostons bomb a concentration of enemy vehicles
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Axis supply vessel in the Mediterranean hit in bows

and amidships by R.A.P. aircraft
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Operation 'Eulimba*

As has already been mentioned, the diversionary raid
carried out by the 9th Australian Division, on the ibCi Corps
front, T/as a failure,

finall5r petered out although the Australians inflicted a

disproportionate number of casualties on the enemy,
operation virhich was diversionary in intent and comparable
v/ith those carried out by the enemy, at the beginning of

their offensive, in the northern and central sectors, is of

interest from the air point of view owing to its threat to

the principle of concenti-ation of bombing on the southern
sector v/hich had been pursued so successfully hitherto,
would appear from an exchange of messages logged by A. A.H.Q.
¥.D. that even at this stage the urgent need for this full

concentration of air strength over the vital target in the

Ragil area was still not wholly appreciated.

iifter an encouraging start it

This

ItA.A.H.Q.Y^.D.
O.R.B. A.H.B./
IIJ1/122/1,

At 07,40 hours a request was received by Air Support
for fighter cover forControl, at Y/estern Desert Air H.Q

the Australians to be provided in twenty minutes' time, at

871296, to the south of Tel el Eisa, when the Australians
were to begin their y/ithdrawal.
too late for the sweep to be out in time,
another message v/as received from Army Headquarters stating
that

»)

This message was received
At 11.30 hours

Bulimba" party returning' and making the truly
astonishing request for the provision of ' three hours
continuous air cover'. • A reply was despatched, 'Cannot
accept this commitment"in toto" but Group (No,211 Fighter
Group) will keep special watch tliat area.

r u

j

Ha.d A.A.H.Q.W.D. acceded to this request, it would have

dislocated the whole of the air operations for the day,
using fighters as an 'air umbrella* when they were urgently
required, on escort duties for bombers, at a vital moment

in the battle, in the main target area,
minor operation diverted some twelve per cent of the bomber
effort from the main battle area, .

As it v/as, this

Enemy Air Activity, 1 September, the Decline of the
Stuka Force

Already, by the second day of Rommel's offensive, there
were unmistakeable signs that the enemy Stuka force, on VThich

the Panzers so largely relied for their 'blitzkrieg* tactics,
was beginning to crack under the strain of intensive opera
tions, the bombing of their forvrard landing-grounds, and the

constant threat from Y4D.A.F. fighter aircraft against which
their own technically superior aircraft - the M.E,109's -

seemed powerless to protect them. Not only v/ere the dive-

bombers being forced to jettison their bombs, sometimes on
their own troops, but under this harassing pressure had
begun to bomb level. This meant that the use of this air

craft in a specialist role had been largely abandoned, OTifing
to its vulnerability to determined fighter and ground
defence, and all attempt at accurac5;- of aim had been lost.

A.A.H.Q.W.D.
Daily Int.Sums,
and D.D.I.(3).

It would appear from Eighth Army Reports that these
Stuka raids, on 1 September, did.very little actual damage,
although the size of the formations comprising as many as

forty dive-bombers in a single raid which carried  a maximum
of over 67 tons of H

destructive., More than one half of the Stuka raids,
involving a total of approximately one hundred aircraft,
were intercepted on this day. As an example, the Army
Commander was visiting XIII Corps H.Q. to give verbal orders

could have been devastatingly

Cabinet Office

Narrative*
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concerning regrouping, v/hen they were homhed by  a formation,
including the escort, of 75-plus aircraft. This probably
involved something like one quarter of the sen/iceable dive-

bomber force, yet, as a result, Eighth iirmy reported a single
This raid was inter

cepted by a strong formation of five Kittyhawks of No. 450
R.A.A.E. Squadron, six of No.3 R.A.A.F. Squadron, four of

No.250 Squadron, six of No.112 Squadron together with 10
Spitfires of No«601 and nine of No. 92 Squadron. Claims

made of four Ju.8? and two Me.109*s destroyed, without
In addition to the dive-bomber raids there were tv»o

It is significant

truck burnt out and no other damage.

were

loss,

made by Me.109's used as fighter bombers,
that neither of these raids vras intercepted.

British fighters made approximately 170 sorties on
Enemybomber escort duties and 190 on offensive sweeps,

fighters intercepted and attacked three British light-bomber
They were engaged by the fighterformations during the day,

H.Q.M.E.
Table of

Operations#
escorts which suffered a loss of five Kittyhawks and one

Tomahawk destroyed for one Me. 109 shot dov/n,
light bomber casualties from enemy action by fighters.
Throughout the battle not a single enem.y fighter succeeded
in piercing the protective screen of fighters employed by the
light bombers. Fifteen British fighters T/ere lost in the
course of the fighting on 1 September and three light bombers

(one Boston, one Baltimore and one Mitchell) all shot dovra
by A.A. gunfire. The enemy lost seven fighters.

There were no

Op sums.

A.H.B.6.

Beaufighter Successes Against Enemy Lines of Supply,
~i' September

Du.ring the day, Beaufighters again carried out success
ful attacks on the enemy lines of supply to the rear of the
battle zone. A total of tv/elve sorties were made by air»-

craft of Nos.252 and 272 Squadrons in the course of v/hich

they lost two aircraft. They destroyed nine trucks, includ

ing tv70 10-ton petrol tankers, and damaged fifty of a large
At Sidi Barrani five

The loss of

A.A.H.Q.W.D.
Int. Sums and

Squadron O.R.B.s. road convoy moving east near Garabut.
25-pounder guns were also effectively attacked,
the two 10-ton petrol lorries may possibly have had its
effects on the course of the battle: it was on such indivi

dual exploits that the fortunes of vrar in the Desert often

turned, as will be seen later when the account of the shipping
strikes is given.

First Operation by Hurricane Aircraft Carrying 'Jeffrey's
Bombs, 1 September

A nuniber of allusions were made, in the course of
correspondence v/ith the Prime Minister, to 'puff-balls’.
These were small experimental bombs, with poor ballistics
(which proved to be their main failing) and of vfhich great
results were anticipated,

'special' aircraft of No.7 Squadron, together with three of

No. 6 ('Tarlcbuster') Squadron, escoi-ted by twelve of No. 127
Squadron, searched for suitable targets in the El Ragil area.
The Hurricanes of No,6 Squadron found no targets, but No,7

Squadron scored a direct hit on an eight-W'heeled amoured car

which v/as reported to have disintegrated,
been mentioned, the 'Jeffrey's' bombs suffered from the v/eak-

ness of having poor ballistics,
for effect, vdiile also demanding a high standard of bomb

aiming at a steady rate of glide to a low height,
of time, the Hurricane Flight with 'Jeffrey's' bombs with

No,7, S.A.A.F. Squadron was scrapped, and the Squadron was

re-equipped with Hurricane II D's,

In the morning three of these

As has already

It required a direct hit

In course

A.A,H.Q.Yf,D.

Daily Int. Sums.

Record of Ops.

A,H.B,/tIJ1/
122/69(A).
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Enemy Report of 1 September on Shortage of and Effects
of Day-and-Hight Bombing

On the night of 1 September, at approximately 23.00
hours, Field-Marshal Rommel sent a message to O.K.H. in
which the day's events were summarised. The Eighth Army
dispositions, he said, were relatively unchanged. On the
main sector there had been no battle activity,
north, there had been the attack in the early hours of the
morning by the 9th Australian Division supported by
thirty tanks. After a temporary break through to the
south of Tel el Eisa the situation had been re-established.

Air reconnaissance reported no major movements on the
road Cairo-/ilexandria-El Alamein, but in the harbour of
Suez there was an increase of 100,000 tons of shipping.
It was assumed from this that the convoy expected at the
beginning of September had arrived.(l)

'The Panzer Army,' he continued, 'in the course
of 1 September has been organised for defence in the
line gained temporarily because the POL promised for
1 September has not arrived. The steamer Sanandrea
has not arrived and the Abruzzi is still at sea,'

The five thousand ton tanker, the Sanandrea Iriad been sunk by
Malta-based Beauforts on the day the offensive vras launched.
The Abruzzi. another tanker of 680 tons, due to arrive at
Tobruk on 1 September, was so badly damaged that very night
that she had to be beached three days later.

Rommel then alluded in very strong terms to the effect
of the day-and-night bombing v/as having on his offensive:

'Heaviest enemy air attacks - day and night con
tinuously - have caused considerable losses in personnel
and material. These have not been v/ithout effect on

the morale of the troops; especially the night attacks
are proving costly, in the course of which the enemy
airmen are able to make use of ground conflagrations
before dropping their boiribs. In this connection, the
absence of German-trained night-fighters is especially
and unpleasantly noticeable. Pour enemy aircraft shot
down by ground defence. Our ovm Luftwaffe again
inflt'Cted considerable losses during the day on enemy
formations by continuous Stuka and Jabo attacks and shot
down 25 enemy aircraft,*

The figures of aircraft shot down are an over-estimate.
Three bombers were shot down by ground defences and seven
teen fighters in combat.

Further reference to the light-bomber activity
1  September was contained in the i\frika Korps YiTar Diary
for that date:-

In the

some

on

High Level
Reports and
Directives.

A.H.B.6 Trans.

'The enemy air forces carried out extremely wide
spread and successful operations throughout the day.

(1) It v/as mainly the knowledge that this convoy v/as on the
way which had prompted Rommel's offensive at the end of
Auguste

power in the Mediterranean swung heavily against him.
It v/as his last chance before the balance of
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The German Afrika Korps ?/as attacked at least seven
times by bomber formations of twelve or more aircraft.
The Luftwaffe and anti-aircraft could not prevent these
attacks,

German Afrika Korps zone,
vehicles, were considerable,

at times owing to the loss of several signals vehicles
of the Corps Signal Detachment, and frequent interrup
tions in telephone communications,'

Increased Vfeight of Night-bombing Programme l/2 September

Seven enemy aircraft w-ere shot down in the
Losses, especially of

Command became difficiolt

By mid-day on 1 September, plans for the night-bombing
programme were well-advanced. It was to be the strongest
force so far concentrated for night-bombing in the battle
area and was approximately half as strong again as on the

preceding night. There was included a warning from Mo.205
Group for the ALbacores that, between 02.00 and 02,30 hours,
Ifellingtons would be dropping heavy-calibre 4,000 lb. bombs.
The Albacores, which had evolved their own low-level, dive-
bombing technique, were told not to operate below 6,000
feet during that period. Later in the day, Mr Support
Control arranged a complex system of ground guiding lights
which T/ere to be visible between 20.30 hours 1 September to
05.30 hours 2 September,

Betv^een 22.30 hours and 05.55 hours, a total of ninety
medium bombers (64 Wellingtons and 26 Albacores) attacked
targets in the battle area, flying in two main waves in the
course of which 105 tons of H.E. and 3 tons of bombs of

other types were dropped. Of the six Wellington Squadrons
involved in the night's operations. Nos,37 and 70 were
detailed to make double sorties, but owing to an enemy raid
near the refuelling point, (L.G.224), only 11 out of 19
aircraft managed to make a second sortie.

The first wave of Wellingtons from Nos,37, 70, IO4 and
108 Squadrons, led by Albacores, attacked between 22.30 and
02.25 hours,

least twelve exploding fires and from ten to fifteen small

fires were reported, of which a number were petrol. The
most spectacular result came from an explosion which rocked
aircraft at 4>000 feet. This developed into a violent
fire which was reported as exploding and blazing until the
last of the aircraft had left the area. A number of

machines came down to 800 feet ̂ and machine-gunned badly-
dispersed M.T. One 4»000 lb, bomb was dropped in the centre
of a concentration of enemy vehicles, but it was not possible
to assess its effect owing to the clouds of dust and sand

thrown up. Tanks, some dozen in number, were also attacked.

Fires were started over a wide area. At

Eighth Army
War Diary and
A.A.H.Q.W.D.
0 ,R. B.

No,205 Group
O.R. B,

When the second wave of Wellingtons attacked betv/een
02.50 and 05.55 hours crews reported that fires started by

Some of the Wellingtons

During these raids
the first wave were still blazing,
operated from as low as 200 feet,

many more direct hits, fires and explosions were caused.
Albacores, giving a general report on the night's operations
spoke of 'the great fires and the destruction that had been
left in the wake of the night-bombers,'

Squadron
0,R.Be s«

Enemy Report on Might Raids as 'an Effective Battle
lEechnique'

During the night l/2 September there were tvro entries
in the Afrika Korps V/ar Diary referring to the efficacy of
the night bombing. The first, made at 21.00 hours, said
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that ’over 100 night-homhers, operating in waves, attacked
the German iijfrika Korps area,
Lt, Hentschel were killed in the raid,

made on the morning of 2 September, went into greater
detail:

Major Bloch and
I

The second entity,

’The enemy bombing attacks which started yesterday
evening, were continued until dawn. Lt. IV'eber 02 (Staff
Captain ’'Q”) was killed during these raids. These enemy
raids, intensified night after night, are an effective
battle technique. It is estimated that 200 enemy aircraft
were operational during the night l/2 September and that
about 1,600 bombs were dropped.,
loss of equipment occasioned by these attacks urgently
necessitate an improvement in day and night defences.

The casualties and♦ »

1

D.A.IC. Vi/ar

Diary,

Something of the psychological effect of these night
raids may be gauged from the fact that the enemy estimate
was double the number of night bombers actually employed
in these operations.

Successful Strategic Air Operations Night l/2 Sept.:
Loss of Picoi Fascio and Abruzai,

Strategic air operations which, up to now, had governed
so largely the timing and even the pattern of the Battle of

/\lam el Haifa, reached a climax on the night l/2 September
by the sinking of the eagerly-awaited supply ship, the

Ficci Fascio (2,800 tons) v/ith 1,100 tons of fuel and damage
to the Abruzzi which resulted in her being beached on the
North African coast.

Although Tobrulc, Candia and Heraklion were among the
targets for the bombers of No.205 Group, by far the most

important air action was that of torpedo-carrying Wellingtons
of No.201 Naval Co-operation Group and of one aircraft in

particular, Y/ellington 'L' of Wo,38 Squadron, On the
morning of 1 September, two Marylands of Wo.203 Squadron
were despatched from Gianaclis to search for an enemy convoy
in an area to the south-west of Crete. At 12.57 hours, on

1 September, four Southbound vessels, together with an

escorting destroyer were located with strong air escort which

made close observation impossible. According to enemy
reports this convoy was considered to be of vital importance
and a special escort of four Ju,88’s and twenty AR 196 was
arranged, , That evening, at 20.20 hours, three Liberators
of the 98th U.S.A.A.F. Heavy Bombardment Group bombed an
enemy convoy midway between Crete and Derna and claimed to

have hit and sunk a 3,000-ton motor vessel and scored two

near-misses against a tanker. There is no confirmation from

enemy records of a ship of this size being sunk in this

location, but internal evidence points to the fact that in

this attack the tanlcer Abruzzi was so badly damaged that

eventually she had to be beached one hundred miles to the
west of Tobnako

No.201 Group
O.R.B.

A.H.3.6.

H.Q.M.E.
Table of

Operations
A.H.B./lIJl/
31/1,

Two hours later, at 22.30 hours, tv/o AiSF Wellingtons of

No.221 Squadron and a striking force of seven torpedo
Y/ellingtons of No.38 Squadron took off to relocate the convoy.
The story is best told in the words of No.38 Squadron ?rar
diary:-

’Shortly after crossing the coast on the way out
Sgt. Stenner in A/C "P" decided to return to L.G.226 due
to Engine trouble,
ing report from i\SV A/C (l destroyer and 1 tanker

The remaining a/C received a sightNo„38 Squadron
O.R.E.
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position 33 degrees 17' N 22 degrees t-O' E course 150
degrees speed eight knots), and immediately set course
to intercept. Homing assistance v/as received and was
good.

Several ii/C saw a 'tanker or motorvessel and two
destroyers at various times, but due to 7/l0 to C/lO
cloud in the area were unable to get into position for

attack,

to attack.(l)
tons escor'fced by two destroyers and attacked the motor

vessel with one torpedo, into the moon,
gunner saw the torpedo hit .aOiTddsnips; a fountain of

sparks mast high followed by black smoke which turned
grey and obscured the ship vras seen,
confirmed by tvro other aircraft.'

V/ith the sinking of the Picci Fascio and the damaging of
the Abruzzl went Rommel's last chance of being able to sus

tain his offensive.

This was. not the whole of the strategic bombing of the

enemy's lines of communication on the night of l/2 September,
A force of heavy bombers consisting of nine Halifax aircraft

of Nos.10 and 76 Squadrons and six Liberators of No.159
Squadron attacked the port of Tobruk,
claimed to have started large fires in the jetty area and a

large explosion was reported in the vicinity of the port’s
fuel installations,

Heraklion was attacked by five Liberators of the U.S.A.A.P.
when a direct hit was claimed on cne ship and volumes of

smoke were seen rising from the jetty,

Rommel's Decision to T/ithdraw Morning 2 September

Only one VC (Capt, Sgt. Buchanan) Viras able
Buchanan say/ a motor vessel of 2,500

The rear

This hit was

Three aircraft

Shipping in the ports of Candia and

No,205 Group
O.R.B, and

Opsums.

By dawn on the morning of 2 September the enemy
Comraander-in-Chief was faced y/ith the bitter realisation that

he must abandon his bid to capture the Delta and thrust
through to Suez.
'Battle for Egypt' - with all that it entailed of Axis hopes
for hegemony over the Middle Bast and control of the second
largest fuel producing area in the world had been lost.
There still remained several days of fighting, y/ith XIII

Corps trying to close the minefield gap behind the enemy and
Rommel making an equally stubborn li/ithdrawal towards the ■

v/est,
raids v/ere still to take place,

morning on 2 September, the Battle of iilam el Hadfa, as an

offensive operation planned and executed by the enemy had

virtually ended.

The. Battle of Alam el Haifa - truly the

and some of the R.A.E,'s most telling and destructive
Nevertheless, by early

At 07,50 hours the Chief of the General Staff was
ordered to the enemy Advanced Battle Headquarters,
he arrived he v/as given the follov/ing orders which are quoted
verbatim from the Afrika Korps War Diary:

v/hen

(l) Opposite'Cap-t, Sgt. Buchanan' is annotated in pencil
'Gumming', Tile members of the crew yvere Sgt. Buchanan,
Sgt. Sanders, P/O Piggott, Sgt, McKay and Sgt, Gimming,
The Aircraft No. -was L, HP 912,
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(l) Enemy air superiority and the supply shortage,
particularly of fuel - the enemy has succeeded in sink
ing a number of ships recently - have forced us to break

off the offensive.(l)

(2) The Army vri.ll fall back to the west in stages,
stand will be made at the minefields north of Qaret el

Himeimat

A

t
« » • i

I

D.A.K. War

Diary.

At 12.30 hours detailed orders were given to the
Divisions for the withdrawal

The Ground Situation - 2 September

At first light, the main enemy armoured concentrations
were still seen to be massed to the south of 22nd Armoured

Brigade positions on Alam el Haifa Ridge. There they
remained throughout 2 September, as if awaiting a British
counter attack and protected by a screen of anti tank guns.
With the ground battle static the task of sustaining the

offensive devolved on the R.A.P. 'In effect,' said the

report by Group Captain Beamish, S.A.S.O. W.D.A.P., 'the

guns and armour of the Army made a ring and the air gave the
punch inside the ring.' It is difficult to know why,
having once made up his mind to withdraw, the enemy Commander-

in-Chief remained for so long presenting a magnificent series

of targets to the day and night bombers and the Eighth Army
Artillery. The Eighth Army Commander was of the opinion
that this was deliberate in order to entice, as had so often

happened in the desert, the tanks on to anti-tank gunso
They were plainly disconcerted,' he said, 'by their failure

to draw our armour from its prepared positions.’ The enemy
v/ere determined to salvage as many unserviceable vehicles as

possible, but in order to do so it would seem illogical to

entail even greater damage to M.T, The real reason would

seem to be that this itself was a complicated and difficult
operation, with many attendant dangers, which took time,

Kesselring attributed the slowness of this operation solely
to the day-and-night bombing.

I

Record of

Operations
A.H.Q.T/.D.

A.H.B./IIJ1/
122/69(a).

Field Marshal

Montgom.ery:
'El Alamein to

the Sangro.'

The British plan was not to have the Eighth Army armour
drawn on to the enemy's guns, but to take advantage of the

lull in order to regroup, moving the two Infantry Divisions
further west, in order to close the minefield gap.
were successful, the enemy should be so weakened that an

immediate advance might be possible, and at 11,00 hours the

Commander Eighth iurmy issued orders to H.Q. X Corps 'to be

prepared to take command of all reserves available and push
through to Daba.'

If this

Cabinet Office

Narrative.

(1) 'Prom 23.00 hours onv/ards, right into the morning of

the 2 September, we were again attacked by relays of
aircraft dropping bombs of all sizes,
came crashing round my command post,
set alight not ten yards from my slit trench,
that night I decided to call off the attack and retire

by stages to the line El Taqua-Bab el Quattara,
reasons were the serious air situation and the disastrous

Once again they
A vehicle was

After

My

state of our supplies,
any hope of success, partly because we had no petrol and

insufficient fighter cover and partly because the battle
had now reached a stage where material strength along'
would decide the issue.

Our offensive no longer had

t

'The Rommel Papers.
I
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In the evening, however, after visits to the two Corps,
the Array Gomraander decided that, though the German Panzer

Army was nearly encircled, he would not rush in.
fore gave XIII Corps - on whom almost the whole weight of

the enemy offensive had so far fallen - two main tasks:-

(a) To shoot up, harry and destroy enemy M.T,

(b) Gradually and methodically to close the gap
betvreen 2nd New Zealand Division locality and Qaret el

Himeimat, working south from 2nd New Zealand Division
positions,
work northwards from Himeimat.

He there-

At the same time mobile forces were to

This plan, knovm as Operation 'Beresford', was timed for the

night of 3/4 September,

The Light-Bombers Set up a New Record on 2 September

Throughout 2 September, the enemy continued to present
magnificent M.T. and armoured concentrations' as targets

for the light bombers which flev/ 176 sorties (including
nine sorties by U.S.A.A.P, Mitchells), thus breaking the
V/ing's previous record of 155 sorties made on 3 July, at
the time of the stabilisation at El Alamein.

raids were directed against those targets recently attacked

by the medium bombers during the night, but in the morning
and again during the afternoon they were switched to other

good concentrations, at the request cf the 7th Armoured
Division(l).
to the Wing on the 'picture of accurate destruction within

the enemy lines which it had been their good fortune to
v/atch. *

I

I

The earliest

This Division afterwards sent congratulations

No. 3 V/ing
O.R.B.

No,2 A.A.S.C,

War Diary,

No,3 V/ing O.R.B.

All the attacks during the day were directed against
the enemy's concentrations in the Deir el Agram area to

which the enemy columns had been withdrawn at first light
or to the south west, towards Ragil. A total of 112 tons of

H.E. were dropped in the course of these raids and great
havoc was caused.(2) A plan to attack the enemy's tank
and armoured car screen v/ith 'tankbusters' was cancelled

after lengthy discussion betiveen the Army and the R.A.P• >

(1) iNext morning (2 September) after disposing of a few command matters, I
drove through the area occupied by the Afrlka Korpsa Between ten and
twelve o’clock we were bombed no less than six times by Brltl^ aircraft*
on one oc.caslon I only had time, to throw myself Into a slit trench before
the bombs fell. A spade lying on the soil beside the trench was pierced
clean through by an 8-ln, splinter and the red-hot metal fragments fell
beside me In the trench. Swarms of low-flying flghtei>borabers were coming
back to the attack again and again and my troops suffered tremendous casiial-
ties. Vast numbers of vehicles stood burning In the- desert.' ’Xne Rommel
papers, ’

(2) ’In the afternoon, I shifted my command post, and, in view of the bad supply
situatlon,agaln considered whether to break off the battle.

The non-stop attacks of the British bomber formations continued the
whole day through. The Brltl^ artillery was also very active and fired
vast quantities of ammunition - about ten shells were answering every one
of ours. The movement of major formations and the establishment of timed

march schedules now seemed to be ruled out. Our badly outnum»bered
fighters hurled themselves again and again towards the British bomber
squadrons, but rarely suceeded In penetrating to their targets, for they
were Intercepted every time and engaged In combat by the tremendously
strong fighter escorts of the "Party Rally" bomber squadrons,’ there
was no Instance, during the battle of Alam el Haifa, of enemy fighters
managing to pierce the protective screen of R.A.F, filters, the losses
sustained by the bomber formations {three bombers were diot down and a
high pa'centage holed) were from the enemy's heavy and accurate A,A,
gunfire. In his allasionto the "party Rally" bomber formations, Rommel
Is, of course, referring to the perfect formation flying of the S.A.A.F,
and R,A,F, light-bomber squadrons, ’thus these bomber formations, flying
almost undisturbed, were able to area-bomb our tanks with Immense salvoes of
bombs no less than twelve times on that one day alone,' ’the Romnel papers’.
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No*2 A*A»S*C* the target being considered lansuitable. Hovrever, later in

the day, three anti-tank Hurricanes of No,6 Squadron made an
attack on motor transport in the extreme south near Qaret el
Himeimat damaging one armoured car and one troop lorry.

Intensive Fighter Activity 2 September.

A very high level of fighter activity vras maintained
on 2 September and approximately 600 fighter sorties vrere
made of which some 240 were on bomber escort duty and the
same number cn offensive sweeps. Enemy fighter sv/eeps
were much in evidence and attacking Hurricanes and Spitfires
claimed two Me,109's and one Me 202, but lost three Spitfires,
one Kittyhawk, four Hurricanes and tvro Tomahawks, On the

other hand, the enemy fighters which made spirited but vain
attempts to intercept the light bombers lost six Me,109's,

Stukas carried out three attacks, each by approximately
fifteen bombers escorted by Me.109's but on two of the raids
they bombed level and did not press home their attacks.
Eighth Army sources gave the follovYing details:-

No, of a/GTime Place Details

A,A.H.Q.¥/.D.

O.R.B. A.H,B./
IIj/12^1.

07,20

12.45

14.00

425887
428882
450906

4 Me.109
6 Ju, 87
5 E/A

bombed from 10,000 ft.

6 bombs in sea 3 on
beach

A most successful interception of Stukas occurred in
the afternoon when 12 Hurricanes of No.274 Squadron, 12 of
No.127 Squadron with 8 Spitfires of No,145 Squadron acting
as high cover forced I4 Ju,87's to jettison their bombs
over their OYm lines. The Hurricanes shot down six of the
Stukas for the loss of one aircraft forced-landed. The

Spitfires did not engage. It is estimated that the enemy
carried out a total of som.e 300 sorties on 2 September, A
feature of their fighter operations vi?as that they flew on a
number of occasions at well over 30,000 feet. Ten Spitfires
carrying out a cover sweep early in the day S.E. of iilamein
at 25,000 feet were attacked in this way and two of them
(both of No.92 Squadron) were shot down for the loss of
1 Me. 109.

Rommel's Situation Report of 2 September to Oberkoramando
des Heeres,

At 22,30 hours on 2 September, Field-Marshal Roimnel
Sent his report to O.K.H. which told the disastrous failure

of“his last offensive in Egypt, On that day the tide that
had carried the Panzer iirmy into Egypt had begun to ebb.
It was the nearest they were ever to get to the Delta,
The gamble begun after the fall of Tobruk had been finally
lost, not merely in the dust and heat of the Ragil Depression
and on the flanks of Alam el Haifa, but in the Mediterranean.

Du.ring the last few days losses at sea had amounted to
2,352 tons of fuel and 350 tons of ammunition. Out of the

59000 tons of fuel reported from Commando Supremo between
3 August and 3 September 2,600 tons had already been sunlc.
There v/ere prospects of a further 1,500 tons arriving from
Italy 'but', he added gloomily,
knovm.

operation,' lie continued, * there are also the followdng
reasons which compel the suspension of the attack:-

the date of arrival is not

Apart from the inadequate supply situation for the

High Level
Reports and
Directives

A.H.B.6 Trans,

No.VIl/80.
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(a) The operational plan provided that during the moon
lit night of 31 August, advanced units of Motorised
Group 30 should talce the area about 40 - 50 km. east of

the jumping-off position, advancing from the line El
Taqa - Qaret el Ahd through an area which, according to

reconnaissance reports is only weakly held and partially
mined, and then form up at dawn on 31 August for a
thrust in a northerly direction,
hitherto unknown minefields and defences which extended

for several kilometres in places, the advance was
delayed to such an extent that the first objectives
could be taken only with small forces on the evening
of 31 August,
provision for the success of the operation - was
therefore lost.

Owing to numerous

The element of surprise - an essential

(b) As alread^r stated in the daily report of
1 September the continual heavy enemy air attacks by
day and night before the commencement of the operation
caused considerable material and personnel losses to
units. These attacks have also had effect on the

morale of the German and Italian troops,
particular, owing to the lack of night fighters, troops
could not be covered during the 7-8 hour night
attacks.

In

Supply is being further interrupted by
systematic harassing attacks by the enemy Air Force on

supply coluims, railways and coastal shipping.

These conditions are forcing the Panzer isrmy to
The iirmy will therefore fallhalt the offensive,

back under enemy pressure to their j\miping off posi
tions, unless the supply and air situation undergo a

fundamental change.

In the night from l/2 September and on 2 September,
further numerous heavy enemy air attacks with bombing
and strafing took place,
20-30 aircraft have already been made during the
morning.

Several attacks each with

Valuable additional information on this phase of the
air operations is provided by Lt. General Burchardt,
Commander of the 19th Flak Division in a report sent by
him to General Gause, Chief of Staff of the Panzer Army,
on 2 September.

After carrying out only reconnaissance over the
Army area during the night of the attack (30/31 August), .
air attacks in strength on columns on the move north
east of the minefields commenced early on 31 August(l)
These attacks, generally carried out by dose formations 

■

of 20 to 30 multiple-engined bombers v/ith fighter
escort at 2-3,000 metres, intensified considerably
when the assault force turned north and when the advance

stopped and finally v/ere carried out every 1-2 hours.
Operations ceased when sand storms blew up.

(1) General Burchardt is mistaken in saying that only
reconnaissan.ee was carried out by No. 205 Group bombers
during the night 30/31 August. This was the night
when the Afrika Korps H.Q. was bombedo
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Altogether theire were seven of these attacks on1
September, and on 2 September six were carried out
before the G.-in-C.’s Headquarters moved back at
15.00 hours.

War Diai'y of
Panser Army Afrika
Appendices,
6 Trans. No.

vTl/108.

The Afrika ICorps batteries employed for A.Ai
defence (eventually five) constantly improved their
aim and by 15.00 hours on 2 September had shot dow-ra 5

multiple-engined bombers and 2 escorting fighters
the attacking formations,
initially close enemy formations dispersed slightly
and operated at higher altitudes.
Army casualties increased with every attack and losses
of men and material became more grievous.

frc

As a result of this ■’r - i-

However, Panaer

German fighters vi^ere frequently obser^/ed covering
ground forces and also at other times,
according to reports, air battles between fighters and
tv/in-engined aircraft took place only to a limited
extent.

Hcv/ever,

The night attacks of 31 August/l September, and
particularly those of 1/2 September, were even more
effective and damaging than the daylight operations,
YiThereas about 100 aircraft were operational from
01,30-02,AO hours on the first night, continuous and
exceptionally heavy bombing attacks Yfore carried out
over the whole of the Afrika Korps area from 00,00-0A»'lO
hours on the second night,
all 2-300 aircraft were operational (according to
London radio, 500 sorties v/ere carried out,)

It was estimated that in

Panzer Army losses continue to increase,
times, A,A, guns could not go into action owing to the
absence of searchlights and radar installations,
fighters apparently did not operate at .ail,
these conditions, continued and constantly xncrezz
losses to Panzer Army and its associated formation;
to be expected.

At

Nig
Under

,r.,g
ha

ht

d

This situation and otkiPr reasons led to the Panzer

Yirray decision to break off the o'peration.

ght 2/3 SepBombing of 'the Enemy Reaches a Climax a •-SV'

night of
2/3 September reached a peak of destructiveness when a
total of 73 Wellington and eight Albacore sorties was
flown.

The bombing in the battl area on t .6

Six Wellingtons from No,108 Squadron, seven from
N0.IA8 Squadron and nine from No,40 Squadron made double
sorties. The weight of bombs dropped totalled 112 tons,
with bombs being dropped at an average of one every 40

Two of the bombs vroighed 2^,000 lb.seconds.

The best enemy concentrations were located in the
eastern end of the Eagil. Depression. ' Crews reported 'a
very great number of fires* started among M,T. and tanks a.nd
direct hits were scored on petrol bowsers. One ver.y cen-
sidorable explosion was reported to have rocked aircraft al;
6,000 feet. The returning crew's were jubilant over the
success of their raids and referred to the night operabiens
as the most si;iccessful they had ever carried out.

In the evening (2 Septcmbe.r), says Rommel in
'The Rommel Papers' , I confe,rred v/ith F/M Kessolring
and gave him a detailed accou.n1; of the effect of
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SritiBh air attacl-.Sj in partici’.lar of their 'boirh-
carpets' in an area covered vrith tanksp guns and
vehicles, lie promised to do all he coiud to help u.s.
But that night again (2~3 Septeinher), the Mrika Eoi-'ps,
part of the Italiaia armoured divisions and the 90th
Light Divisions were once more subjected to non-stop
pounding by, pov/erful British bomber formations, A
steady succession of parachute flares kept the whole
of the desert bathed in a brilliant’ lighto liagnesiun
incendiarlesy impossible to extinguish, lay flaring on
the ground, lighting up the whole neighbourhood.
Meanwhile vast quantities of H,E, and fragmentation
bombs, even some land-mines, dropped into the territory
occupied by my troops. Many of the SO-aim guns, -;vliich
had previously scored an occasional hit, were now
picked out by the British, attacked from a great height
and destroyed. H’Jinareds of our vehicles v/ere destroyed
or dajnageda

Still more evidence of the destructive power and the
general disorganisation caused by these night raids is

contained in the D.A.K. ’fai' Diary:-

During the night, the enemy carried out even
heavier air operations than on previous nights®
number of bombs dropped was estimated at 2,400 and
the number of aircraft operational as 300
Y/ere concentrated on transport, artillery and anti-

Some

T

Attack

aircraft and considerable damage was caused.

he

D,A,K, ¥/ar

Diar;>-o

s

Units YYhich were piarticularly heavi'ly hit found most

of their vehicles unserviceab] e in the morning.,

Something of the general effect of these heavy night
raids on the morale of the enemy troops may he adduced from

the extent to T/hich the enemy over-estimated both the number

of aircraft employed in the raids and the bombs dropped®
In point of fact the night bombers flev/ less than 100

sorties a:id the bombs dropped numbered approximately one
thcusanda

H.Q.M.E® Table

of Operations,

Other attacks made during the night Y/ere direct'id
against Tobx’uic and the ferv/ard landing-groinids,
former target, which was visited by A. Liberators of the

9Qth Heavy Bombai'clTiait Group, low ol.oud prevented the
observation of results®

landing Grounds 20 and 102,. which, after having 'been
illuminated by Albacores were bombed by a force of 16 B,23's
of the 12th Medium Bombardment Group,

Enemy A±r Operations, Wight 2/3 SeptCT.b_^'

.it the

A foYY fires were started on

No®203 Group
Ir:to].liger,ce
Bepertj)

Enemy air operations cn the night of 2/3 Septembrjr
conr>is'{;ed of three enemy aircraft in the vicinity of Burg el
Ara,b and Landing Groiind 90,
was probably merely a night photographic reconnaisssnee®
Ls.ter that night a single aircraft bombed and machine-'

As no bombs were renorted it

A.A.IhQfrfLD,

Dai'I.y Intelligence g"onned the road to the east of Burg el iurab but without
Summaryo result.

Enemy l/’/'ithdi’aYral ¥estv/ards, 3 September

At first light on 3 Seiptemher it was reported that the
on.emv were v?ithdrawing to "the south mid south-west, and b.ir
CS,30 hours Mill Corps reported that there vicere no enemiy to
the north of 873 Grid or east of 452 Grid,
Commmider was still not wholly decided in hiS mind Yhwjther

The AXTRY
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this was the start of a real retreat or just a ruse to

entioe the Eighth Array armour into battle, sO ..'CIII Corps
were permitted to follow up cn].y cautiouslyj with armoured

The 7th Armoured Division accordingly moved westwardcar SoCabinet Office

Narrative. to the area, between Gaballa and Himeimat to operate against
the south flarik of the retiring columns, and the .Army
Commander called on the R,A,P. for heavy air attacks to be

carried out on the retreating enemy,
out by 22nd Armoured Brigade observed many fires raging in

the enemy lines as a resuAt of the night bombing and
artillery fire.

Daw'll patrols sent

'  ' The enemy', says the D.A.K, 'war Diary, 'followed
the D.A.K, fairly cautiously throughout the day.
Small Reconnaissance Groups pushed forveard at some
places but ?/ere driven back,
knocked out 4 tanks in these actions,

Force Y/as very active again.

21st Panzer Division

The enemy Air

German aircraft bombed enemy Units to the north
of the German Ax-'cv.y Groups from 20,00 hours but according
to observers these at'cacks were in no Yvay coii^:>ara.ble
with enemy night operations®

I

D.A,K. War Diary,

These enemy night attacks, the first and only ones of

their kind carried out in the 'battle area, were directed
against the Neir Zealanders.
'Beresford' was launched the Second Ncty Zealand Division

with the 132nd Brigade of i4i(.th Dj.visi'on under command

attacking south w/estwards to close the gap in the minefield.

They were opposed by the German 90th Light Division to the
Y/est and the Trieste to the east,

partially successful.

At 22.00 hours, Operation

The attack vras only

General

Alexander's

Despatch,

The Light Bombers Break iill Records - 3 September

.^vgain, for the second day running, it was the Air
PolloY/ing theForce which really sustained the offensive,

outstanding success of the night operations the light
bcmcers br-oke all records in both the niimber of sorties

flowa and the vreight of bombs dropped.

Sortie and bomb lead records again went by the
Cur effort has surprised even omvioives.board today,

vfe almost y/anted to cheer when we knew that we had

succeeded, spread ove.r 11 ra.ids, in sending out
200 sorties, T.he bombs di'opped totalled 43 2: 500 lb,

and 993 y- 250 lb,, a total of 1,036 bombs vyeighing
269,750 Ibf) representing one bomb every 48 seconds ana
a v/eight of 6 lb H.E. per second. By l-mch time came
the exciting news that the enemy's huge but battered
columns vi^ero moving westwards. Every ounce of ihe
Squailx-on's energy YYa,s put into ssnding cut as many
aircraft as possibl.e y/ith full leads to give Jerry
no respite.

Each night too, he has been pounded unceasingly by
the Wellingtons which at times started so many fires we

were toj.d that they could aiot be counted,
Rommel's men were on the run it y/as our job to give him

all we had while daylight lasted,
cf the day that we had achieved our o'bject but v/ith moz’s
aircraft v/e coul.d have done even better.

New thai:

I’fe knew at the end

As it is,
despite high serviceability, the Wing Operations Staff
has had no easy task juggling wuth Squadron 'Balbos' in

No,3 Wing S.A.A.P,
O.R.B.
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order to meet the reqv’J.rements of sending out not lees
than 18 bomhers on each I'a.id and there have been times

when it was not possible to keep to this total’.

These raids combined with the medium bomber raids on the

night 2/3 September reached a total weight of over 227 tons
of H,E. or one bomb every 44 seconds throughout the 24
hour period.

Beginning with the previous night's targets and alter
ing the bomb line in accordance with requests from 7th
Armoiired Division, all the light bomber attacks were once

more directed against the main enemy concentrations now
gradually v/ithdrawing from Ragil south and Vicest between

Munassib and Himeimato The efficacy of these raids may
best be judged by rei^orts from the Eighth ArR:y of the

'wide-spread milling of M.T.' on the approach of the bomber
formations. With the law strength in Kittyhawk squadrons
it had been the policy to economise with escorting aircraft
by keeping the light bomber 'shuttle service' to  a normal

strength of 18 aircraft. Such was the pressurs on No.3
Wing that, in spite of high serviceability, this number
could not always be mustered. In one raid, howe\-er, 2i
bombers were put into the air - a max:imiom achieved by
No.3 W'ing.
aircraft of the U.S.A.A.P, 12th Bombardment Group, A

special feature of these raids was the high standard of
co-operation attained with Air Support Control, Per
instance, at 11„00 hours A,S,C, sent news of a good target
of 1500 M,T, fairly T/ell dispersed at 892255 " 892252 -

888252, with the heaviest concentration at the east end, and
indicated that the bomb line v/culd be specially m.cdified
for an Ijnmediate air attack. Twelve Bostons and six

Mitchells, the largest number of American aircraft yet to
go out on a light bomber raid, took part in the attack
which was considered to be extremely successfulc A.
United States air gunner was T/ounded by A.A. gun fire when
his aircraft was hit in the turret.

This was made possible by the inclusion of

No,?. A,AoS,C.

A.A.H.Q.W.D,

War Diaryo

The excellent results from scientific 'pattern' bombing
were also specifically mentioned. The emjE-oyment cf
raethod of bombing was ono of the chief reasons why the
destructive effect of the bombing was so consj.,dcraDle,
Other reasons were the complete familiarity of the crews
with the operational terrain and the well-practised preoiai.cn
of their aiiiiingo Enemy concentrations v/erc still able to

put up extremely accurate and intense anti-aircraft gun-
No,3 Wing S.A,A,P. fire. Enemy fighters v/ere also extremely active and deg-

and fights wera frequently reported between the escorts and
attacking enemy formations cf Me,1C9's and Me.202'

this

CWR.B,

A, tjJ <* W®D>, OO

Dail,y I n t, S^jms a

On this, the fourth day of the battle, the W'estern
Desert Air Porce excelled itself by reaching a peak fi
cf 578 fighter sorties. Taking the whole 24 hour period
and including the medium bomber effort cf the night of
2/3 September, the record breaking 200 light bomber sorties
and the high total of fighter sorties, this was easily the

Table cf m.ost intense and successful phase of Air Porce activity of
Cperavicns A,N,B.,/ the campaign to date. As will be seen, it was to be

followed by still further successe's scored against vit.al
enemy shipping.

ly

H O VI Rr?. 0 i\i® Li 9

No»6 Squadron's 'tarkbusters’ scored their iir v.icto',r
during the battle against enemy armour on 3 September at
Map Reference 890249? ir the .Hi.meimat area, when a suitable
isol.ated target of twelve tanks was rvoported in this part
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of the southern sector. Six aircraft were brought up to
readiness within six minutes of the target being reported
by Air Support Control, but it was not until nearly an
hour later than the target had been identified and attacked.

The score was three Mark III tanl-cs together with two other
unidentified tanks, an 8-T/heeled armoured car and a lorry
destroyed or damaged,
aircraft were sent against a target in the southern sector
which could, not be located,

lorry full of German troops were successfully attacked.

Later in the day three more

However an armoured car and a

Air Support
Control y/ar

Diary and No.
6 Squadron O.R.B,

Nor the first time during the battle, conditions on
5 September began to favour the use of fighter bombers.
Apart from the fact that the fighter squadrons had been
employed to the maximum capacity in providing escort for
the light bombers, and on fighter sweeps, the battle had so
far been conspicuous for the lack of suitable targets
offered to the fighter bombers. The fire-poT/er of the
concentrations of enemy armour in the open desert, mainly
in conditions of good visibility, y/as most lethal, while
the yy.D.A.P. *s comparatively low strength in fighter air
craft prohibited the risk of heavy losses from low-level
bombing attacks such as had been sustained at the beginning
of the Gazala offensive. In the course of one of these

fighter-bomber attacks against enemy A.P.V.s near the Gebel
Kalakh, three of the escorting Hurricanes were shot dovm by
Me. 109's.

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

Daily Int.Sums,

Altogether, fighter escorts to the light bombers flaring
274 sorties, staved off six attacks by enemy fighters.
They claimed, two Me.109's destroyed for the loss of four
Kittyhawrks and one Tomahawk. In sweeps over the battle

H.Q.R.A.P.M.E.

Table of Opera-

tions and A.A.H.Q. area which totalled 250 sorties \/.D.A.5’. fighters engaged
v/.D. War Diary, strong formations of Me.109's and Me.202's, claiming one

Me. 109 destroyed, and probably five more and one Me. 202
for the loss of trro Spitfires and two Hurricanes,
total R.A.P. claims for the day were three Me.109's and
one Me.202 destroyed for the .loss of 11 aircraft,
records shoy/ one S.E. fighter and five bombers destroyed.

The

Geman

The air programme ordered by Kesselring for
•3 September, in order to counter the havoc wrought by the
W.D.A.P. on the Panzer Army during the first three days of
the battle, was probably the most ambitious and comprehen
sive - at least on paper - that had been seen in the
Mediterranean theatre.

Order for 3 September 1942

In face of overwhelming enemy air superiority,
Panzer Army will make a gradual fighting withdrawal to
the start-line, leaving rearguards behind the British
minefields. In view of intensive enemy air activity
by day and night, this movement v/ill take several
days.

As his main task for 3 September, Pliegerfueh-rer
AfriJca_was ordered to provide Panzer J^rmy with dawn-
to-dusk cover against enemy low and high-level aircraft.
In co-operation v/ith Settore Est (Cyrenaica) complete
fighter cover will be maintained throughout the day
(sandstorm periods excepted) over Panzer Army in such
strength that bomber attacks can at least be driven off.
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I hold all airmen responsible (this order v/ill be
read to fighter pilots) for the protection of their
sorely pressed comrades of the Panzer imny.
primary objective must be to shoot down enemy bombers
or fighter-bombers, and then to drive off fighters or
at least bomber formations.

The

The plan for the employment of fighters v/ill be
I will make special mentionsubmitted in writing,

of this point to V Squadra Area,

At the same time fighter-bombers will open their
effective operations with a dawn attack on enemy air
fields - more detailed instructions for this will be

issued by the Fliegerfuehrer - and then attack enemy
batteries operating against Panzer icrray or other ground
targets if no artillery can be found.Panzer Army War

Diary Appendices,
A.H.B, Trans, No,

VIl/108.
In the event of a surprise attack on the Panzer

lixray by tanks, a dive-bomber fomiation at maximum
strength will be sent, in immediately.

Reconnaissance must provide a complete picture
of movements in front of and on the flank of the

Panzer’ Array and, in particular, identify transfers in
the enemy rear area.

The battle Group instinrcted to move to Qasaba
West by 08,00 hours to-da5''* s orders did not arrive
until 15*00 hours.

Panzer iurmy requested in particular that the
damaging effect of enemy night bombing attacks be
matched by similar German attacks on enemy divisions.

I therefore order that during the night 3/k
September, commencing at dusk and terminating at dawn,
a continuous attack in strength be made on the 10th
Indian Division (sic) area and on the formation

For this purpose alladjoining it to the north,
aircrev/s and aircraft suitable for night operations'
in the entire Luftflotte. irrespective of their day
light activity, with the provision that aircrey/s on
operations during the day carry out one sortie, while
other crews or formations fly two sorties.

For this operation, the remaining formations of
II Fliegerkorps will transfer to airfields at Athens;
aircraft suitable for night operations of Komiiaando
Herling, the Fliegerfuehrer and Me.110's of
X Fliegerkor-ps will move to Qasaba West,

The damaging effect on German and Italian troops
achieved by the British by the extensive employment of

flares, incendiaries and tracer composition must also
be atta-ined in the massed raid on the tvro divisions.

The formations them:selve3 will bring the initial
suppilies of these bombs-into the operational zone;
further supplies will be made ready,
flares are available these will be employed and, in
addition to SD bombs, extensive use will be m.ade of
incendiaries.

So far as new

The employment of single flame bombs
VTOuld also be suitable for this purpose.
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Special Luftgau Headquarters Africa will arrange
ground organisation in co-operation with Fliegerfuehrer
Africa in accordance v/ith special instructions which
v/ill be issued to-day. The special order for the
operation will be issued to officers commanding forma
tions ̂ independent formation leaders of their deputies
of all formations concerned at Antonius 4 Battle H.Q,

on 3 September. However, only one officer will be
sent from each Geschwader. The following will also
be present; the General Staff officers of the
Fliegerfuehrer and the Special Luftgau Headquarters
and the Chief of Staff or 1a of X Fliegerkorps,

During the night the Korps, etc, will organise
the operation so that aircraft to be used for covering
activities the next day are employed early enough on
3 September to allow them adequate rest before the
exhausting escort operations are carried out.
officers will personally ensure that this is done,

A similar mass operation against R, A. P. bases
used by night bombers has been planned for the night
of 5/6 September.

Senior

Officers of the fighter and bomber Geschwader
will report to Panzer Army by day and night respec
tively for information about enemy ground activity and

will plan operations by their formations accordinglyo

The Corps and Fliegerfuehrer will report the
estimated number of aircraft available immediately.

Sgd. KESSH-'EING
Antonius la.

In spite of the C,-in-C. South’s attempt to organise
the whole of the Luftwaffe's resources in the Mediterranean

for a devastating retaliation against the Ei^th Army and

the Western Desert Air Force, the eventual result of so

much planning must have been a complete anti-climax,
3 September, for instance, the Yf,D,A,F. reported, ’ enem.y
air effort was reduced and confined almost entirely to

fighters operating over the forward area in small sections
during the morning and in larger groups during the after-

Med09's and Me.202’s were employed on these
No Stuka or Ju,88 attacks were reported during

The bombing of the New Zealanders

On

noon;

operations,
daylight hours,
during the night 3/4 September by Ju.88’s had little or no
effect on ground operations and casualties totalled one
killed and one wounded,

when ’a mass operation against R,A,F. bases used by night
bombers' was planned no enemy air activity y/hatsoever was

reported.

During the night 5/6 September

Message from G. 0. C« Eighth Army to the AoO, C,  , W<,D»A«F»

On 3 September, the following message vyas sent to
the Air Officer Commanding the Western Desert Air Force
by the Eighth Army Commander:

At this stage of the battle I should like to express
to you, your staff and the squadrons under your
command the appreciation of myself and the wrhole of
the Eighth Army at the splendid co-operation that the
Royal Air Force has provided during the present opera'
tions v/hich began on 31 August,
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¥e know quite v/ell that the results so far attained
could not have been achieved unless the R.A.P. had put
forth so great and so sustained an effort; this effort
was produced and carried out with determination and it

is still being carried out.

It is quite clear to me that such magnificent
co-operation can produce only one result - a victorious
end to the campaign in North Mrica,

•'United we stand, divided weLet our motto be;-

fall*’’ and let nothing divide us.
1

Medium Bomber Operation Wight 3/k September

Owing to the definite signs of TirithdraT/val v^hich had

been reported by the Army, H.Q. U.D.A.F, requested No,205
Group to. arrange 'the maximum Wellington effort* for the

night of 3/if- September,
to the ALbacore Squadrons Nos,821 and S26 to provide the

It was anticipated that there
would be no good concentrations after the night of
3/4 Sex^teirber,
programme of bombing and illuminations had been arranged.

A similar request vras passed on

maximum illuminations’.

By 14®00 hours on 3 September, the full

A, A, H, Q, , D,

War Diary,

By this time the medium-bomber squadrons v/ere beginning
to feel the strain of intensive operations and the maximum

number of sorties that Nos,37? 40, 70, 104 and I48 Squadrons
together with the F.A.A, Squadrons Nos, 821 and 826 could
put up was 71, with seven Wellingtons of Nos,37 and 70
Squadrons carrying out a second sortie,
estimated that the night-bomber effort was considerably
smaller than on the previous night, although in point of

fact the only difference numerically \yas nine sorties,
'would appear that the two factors chiefly responsible for

the diminished success of the raids was that the enemy M,T.

W8.S far more widely dispersed than previously, and weathe

closed dovm v/ith 8/10 cloud at 1,500 feet during the second
sortie.

The enemy

It

VI

Nevertheless, jilbacores reported that the

No.205 Group
O.R.B,

D.A.K. War

Diary,.

Wellingtons had had excellent results, and fires were still

burning at O5.OO hours when the last aircraft turned for
home. About 24 fires v/ere claimed as a result of direct
hits.

Night Raid on Tobruik by Heavy Bombers - 3/4 September

Nine-tenths cloud at 3/4,000 feet obscured the target-
area when a strong force of heavy bombers comprising 12

Halifaxes of Nos, 10 and 76 Squadrons and 7 Liberators of
No.1'59 Squa.dron attacked Tobruk between 02.24 and 03.23

hours, from 8,000 to 14,500 feet,
tanlcer T/hich had been reported, as unloading at No,1 Jetty,
yras missed.

The primary target, a
No.205 Group
O.R.B.

The Sinking of the lihemy Tankers Davide Bianchi and Padenna -

3/4 September

iinother outstandingly successful blow against
Rommel's lines of communication, was scored on the night of
3/4 September when tvro more tanlcers, the Davide Bianchi of
1,500 tons and the Faderaia of 1,600 tons were s-unk when
within fifty miles of Tobruk, their destination,
hopes RoiXimel may have nursed of an improvement of the

supply situation, enabling him to resume the offensive v/ere

dashed by the loss of these two tankers.

Any

Lloyds
Shipping
Register,
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At 15.00 hours on 3 September a Maryland of No.203
Squadron located a southbound convoy, comprising three
merchant ships and four destroyers, to the south-vrest of
Crete, It is now known that owing to the great value of

No,201 Group
O.R.B.

this convoy instructions had been given by the enemy that

it was to be escorted continuously by nine Ju.88's
together with Italian fighters ' in as great strength as

possible,
despatched to attack the convoy escort to cover the torpedo
attack managed to locate the convoy and shot down one
escorting aircraft.

A force of eight Beaufighters which had been

A.H.B.6.

That night, a special striking force of three AaS,V,
vYellingtons and tv/o A.3.V. Liberators of No.221 Squadron
and six torpedo and two bomber Wellingtons of No,38 Squadron
set out to relocate the convoy.

No,201 Group
O.R.B.

The crevTS,' says the No.38 Squadron O.R.B
briefed to attack a convoy of 3 IWs and escort and to

ignore sighting reports of any smaller convoys, E/S
Brigg A/C ’Y' developed engine trouble after three
hours and he was forced to return to base. The

remaining A/C received a sighting report from Special
'Wellington at 01.50 hours - 1 W and 1 DR - this was

ignored as ordered.(1) A second sighting report was
received at 02,00 hours - this concerned the main

convoy and so all aircraft set course to intercept.

were• 9

No.38 Squadron
O.R.B.

At 02.30 hours Sgt. Jones sighted 3 Ws and 1 DR in
position 32 degrees 50' N 23 degrees 50' E.
minutes later he attacked a three-island tjrpe W of
about AjOOO tons, releasing torpedoes at 800 and 6OO
yards,

was about 3/4 mile away, there was a terrific explosion
and the ship split in ty/o.
stern were seen to be sticking out of the water about
100 yards apart,
another ship burning - afterv/ards it was learned that a

submarine was responsible for the second ship,
remaining 6 ii/C did not attack and returned to base with
their loads,'

Twenty

itfter passing over the ship and when the /i/C

On circling, the taws and

Other A/C confirmed this and also saw

The

a.h.b.6. Enemy reports confirm the sinking of these two ships, the
Davide Bianchi and the Padenna.

the target by a Wellington of No. 221 Squadron the Padenna

was sunk by H.M.S. Thrasher,
despatched to strike at dawn found only two ships blazing
and hospital ships picking up survivors,
escorting destroyers was found and probably sunk in a

series.of low-level bombing attacks.
Sportive, managed to elude the search and eventually arrived

safely in Tobruk.

After being guided to

Seven Hudsons which had been

One of the

The third ship, the

Whilst the Battle of idam el Haifa was actually in
progress, therefore, four out of five ships carrying fuel

and other urgently-needed supplies to the Panzer Army v/ere

either sunk or so damaged that the cargo could not be made
available in the forvrard area in time to effect an improvement

(1) Most probably the Sportive which appears to have parted
company with the main convoy and eventually arrived
safely at Tobruk, She was carrying 4OO tons of fuel.
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According to enemy reports anotherin the enemy position,
ship, the Monti, which sailed from Naples on 1 September and

carrying Army and G.A.P. ammunition to North Africa, vmswas

damaged by aerial torpedo off Punto Stilo at approximately
22,00 hours on 2 September,
and beached.

She was later towed to MessinaA.H.B.6 Records,

Operation 'Beresford* - Attack by aIII Corps on Night
~3/A September to Close Gap in British Minefields

During the night of 3/4 September the British Army
Commander put in operation the prepared plan Operation
*Beresford', the object of which was 'gradually and methodi

cally to close the gap between 2nd New Zealand Division
locality and Qaret el Himeimat, working southwards from
2nd New Zealand Division position,
forces (7th iumioured Division) were to work northwards from
Himeimat.'

At the same time mobile

It seems likely that the security for this operation
v/as faulty, for at 22.00 hours the enemy launched heavy
Stuka attacks using search lights and Verey lights to guide
the attacking aircraft, and these attacks continued without

respite until dawn.(l) This would appear to be the most
ambitious night operation of its kind ever launched by the
enemy in the Desert, but according to Eighth Army sources
the net i*esult vras merely one killed and one wounded.
Although no doubt there was a certain amount of disorganisa
tion as a result of this dive bombing, there is no evidence

that it had any appreciable effect on Operation
'Beresford'.(2)

A.A.H.Q.V/.D.
Y/ar Diary,

The initial attacks by the New Zealanders went
satisfactorily. By dawn both 5th and 6th New Zealand
Brigades had reached their objectives on 264 and 266 Grids
respectively, but 132nd Brigade were held up in the centre.

They had the misfortune to have a number of their transport
vehicles, including one containing mines, hit by enemy
shell fire,

burning transport and detonating mines, and the enemy machine
The area was soon brightly illuminated by the

(1) Enemy records give the time for the commencement of
these dive-bombing attacks as 20.00 hours.

(2) The enemy reference to this attack is of considerable
■  interest as it points to the air raids being in the

nature of reprisals,
night loT/ered morale, caused considerable losses, and

ceased only after a concentrated attack by our aircraft
on the 10th Indian and New Zealand Divisions,

so happen that the R.A.P. bombing in the battle area,
showed a sharp decline after the night of 3/4 September
when these Stuka raids on kill Corxjs took place, but
this was wholly coincidental,
a general lack of suitable targets and the fall in
serviceability owing to the strenuous efforts of the
past few days and heavy casualties among the fighters.
Later, on 11 September, when Rommel called for reinforce
ment of the Luftwaffe he did so in the following terms,
'Reinforcement of the Luftwaffe, which is faced v/ith

great superiority at present, is absolutely essential.
This reinforcement must consist mainly of fighters, but

must also include bombers so that heavy reprisal attacks
may be carried out.'

Enemy air attacks by day and

It did

The chief reasons v/ere

High Level Reports
and Directives

A.H.B.6. Trans.

No. VIl/80.
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gun and mortar fire caught the fonYard companies as they
were approaching their objectives. The Brigade Headquarters
v/as also heavily shelled as a result of these vehicle fires.

According to Eighth Army reports the confusion v/as increased

to some extent not only by enemy smoke but also by flai'es

dropped by the Royal Air Force in the course of their night
bombing.

Cabinet Office

Narrative.

The enemy reference to the attack contained in the
Afrika Korps War Diary was as follows

’21st Panzer Division reported by telephone that
fighting was in progress west of 21st Panzer Division
Battle Headquarters on the northern edge of Deir el
Munassibj but the situation did not appear to be
dangerous,
sent a Liaison Officer to 90th Light Division at
09.30 hours to clarify the situation.'

In spite of this the German Afrika Korps

D.A.K. War Diary.

Renewed Dust Storms Hamper Air Activity - 4 September

On 4 September the weather closed in with severe dust
storms Yvhich limited air operations to the morning while

the enemy, intent on withdi’aviring their forces as intact as

possible to the west, and no longer forced by pressure from

the Eighth Army to concentrate, adopted very v/ide measures
for dispersal

onl.y 72 sorties - less than one half of the previous day’s
total - in the course of v/hich 36 tons of H.E, were dropped.
These sorties comprised four raids, and all were launched
in support of the New Zealanders in order to assist them

against an enemy counter-attack in the Munassib area.

The light bombers were able to cairryMo,3 S.A.A.P.

7ving O.R.B.

Prom all sides reports were received of the enemy’s
Dawn patrols vrere pushed forward by

10 AL'moured Division and by as early as 0?«30 hours 22nd

Armoured Brigade were able to report that Deir el Tarfa and

Deir el Daayis were clear of the enemy.
(£.CO hours the Derbyshire Yeomanry reported that its patrols
had reached the Yvestern end of Deir el Ragil.

withdravral ¥\festvYard.

By soon afterCabinet Office

Narrative.

The first Boston rendezvous was at 07^55 hours when

15 Bostons of Wo.24 S^A.A.P. Squadron, together vrith three
Mitchells of 82nd U.S, Squadron attacked lyCO M»T. disperesd
in groups of two to three hundred vehicles to the soutn;’:..t
of Munassib,

and near misses.
Good bombing produced several direct hit,?.

This v/as in the area \7nere the enemy

NOr,5 S.A.A.Po
O.R.B.

were already forming up for counter-attacks against the

New Zealanders, At 09«30 hours, Air Support Control received

a call for air supi^ort from the WevY Zealanders again tc be

directed against the enemy Y/ho Y/ere forming up for another
attack at Munassib. It ¥/as immediately agreed by Main

Eighth Army T/ar

H,Q„ Eighth Army to put the next raid, consisting of six

Baltimores of No. 55 Squadron and tvi’elve of No, 223 Sqaadro?.q,
which was ready to take off, on to Manassib,
arrangements Ywere ma.ae, at the same tim.e, for No. 6 Squadron
to attack an isolated target consisting of three taziks arid

an armoured car, in the extrexiie southo
reached the target, they found 1,000 YYell-dispersed M.T, at

8852665 TYhich included three to four hundred M,T. at approxi
mately C8725S,
of them very larg=
misses were obsezwed,

and accurate and q-aite
in the raid Yvere holed.

Further

\Hien the Baltimcres

As a result of this raid, four fires, buo
a  three direct hits and several near

Ariti-airoraft gun fii-e 'was intense
half ox Baltimores taking pari;

CreYYS reiDorted a further Yvesterly

Diary,

trend of enemy ver
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The next raid, at 11.2,5 hours, consisting of 12 Bostons
of No,12 Squadron and 6 Mitchells of Nos.82, 83 Squadrons
and the 43i4.th U.S. Squadron gaxe further siippcrt to the
Ncjt Zealanders,

hits were caused among M.T, and a bomb fell among  a group
of 25 tarJcs.

Munassib, where the enemy were forming up for an attack
against the New Zealanders, was the target for the next raid

when 15 Bostons of No,2if Squadron and three Mitchells of

the 82nd U.S. Squadron scored a number of direct hits against
enemy M.T.

One explosion, several fires and direct

The same area in the vicinity of Deir el

At 12.20 hours the enemy delivered a strong counter
attack against the New Zealanders from the south east 

“

there had already been one from the west -- which v/as
repulsed
by the light bombers were of assistance to the New Zealander

in helping them to repulse these attacks at a critical phase
of the operation,
they were not so effective as operations on previous days
owing to the rugged nature of the terrain to 'bhe southeast
of Deir el Munassib„

It is probable that these four raids carried cut

raids is thatThe enemy comment on thc»

D.A.K. T/ar Diary,

The attack on the small enemy formation in the south wus

undertaken by six special Hurricanes of No.7 (3,A.A,P.)
Squadron carrying 'Jeffrey’s' bombs. They scored two direct
hits on. tanks and an armoured car. Unfortunately, although
an armoured car had been designated as part of the target,
the one they hit was British, It vras pointed out by Air

Support Control that these isolated parties of tanlcs vrere

hardly a safe target, as the^^ usually constituted a tank

screen in close proximity to British troops.

No,2 A.A.S.C,

Nor Diary.

the No,3 (S,A,A,P.) Wing O.R.B. records'Due to dust

Bostons and B,25's returning from the fourth raid landed at

Idku and at17» 50 hours were ordered to take off for a

final smack at Jerry,
that bandits were about induced Fighter Control, however, to

recall the formation which again landed at Idka

I

Bad visibility and the kncnvledge

I

No.3 3,A..k,F.

\(ing 0, H, Be

By the end of the day, 4 September, i.:he enemy had
retired to the line not far east of the point from ’./hich he

had started and was digging himself in,
decided that the Ne?/ Zealanders should be withdonwn during
the niglit of l/5 September and concentrated within the
original perimeter,
fore, the battle of Alam el Haifa was virtually ov’-er,
although the aftermath was to leave its mark on air opera.'
tions for the next couple of days.(l)

it was also

By last light on A September, there--

Enemy Air Operations - 1+ September

Compared with the previous day, enemy air activity 'was
Several Stuka attacks wereon a slightljr increased scale,

made and these were all directed against the New Zieal.andcrs,
One formation cf Ju,87*s was estimated as comprising 25 aj.r-
craft.

dropped a number of fragmentation bombs from 10,000
an unoccupied house tvk'o miles to the east of imiiriy

A single un.identified aircraft - probably It.alian -

et on

Inrp.

(1) 'No operations,
earned',

The- bC'.ttle over and a i-est well

No,70 Squadron O.RoBa
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A. A. H.Q. W.D.
Daily Int, S-luhs,
and M.E.W.I.S.

the course of sweeps over the battle area amounting to 193
sorties, fighters engaged a formation of 21 Me.109's and
Me.202's,

recorded no losses.
One Me. was claimed as destroyed, but the enemy

Enemy Report of i|. September

The German Afrika Korps reported on the day's activity
in the following terms:-

'Enemy follow-up operations have to-day become
more energetic,

from the north, south and east are feeling their way
forward towards the Gerip.an iifrika Korps lines, follo\?ed
by heavy artillery bombardments from the north and
east

Infantry, tanlcs and amoured cars

• e • •

D,A,K. War Diary,

The occurrence, casualty and equipmient loss repo:
returned to-day, covering the period 30 August -
3 September stated that, amongst other things, 6a
enemy tanks had been destroyed,
sustained amounted to 38 officers and 533
vehicles and 9 guns v/ere completely destroyed^
high rate of losses in men and equipment was due
mainly to enemy air attacks.'

The Panzer iirmy report referred mainly to the fuel
situation:

The heavy losses
men; 145

The

'Bombing attacks by night and day fewer than the
of previous days
tons of petrol, oil end lubricants arrived.
Sportivo).

ships with a total of, 500 tons of aumunition and 1,200
tons of petrol, oil and lubricants have been sunk
damaged by torpedo aircraft,
continues to be extreme3.y tense,
on the evening 4- September w'ill only permit of the
supply at the. current rates for-about seven days,*

On 4 September a steamer with i;.

or

The fuel situation

Reserves in Africa

o

00
(The

During the period 2-4 September tbs’ee

O 0 4 •

Niciht Bombing of Enemy Concentrations in Munassib Area -
4/5 September

Although only 39 tons of H,E
6 X 4,000 lb by a total of 23 a

we.re dropped, including
the night bombii,;

to the south

No,205 Group ircraft

of enemy concentrations in the Munassib area,
of the New Eealaiid Division positions was directed against
vAat was considered to be the best target the mediumr

A massed concentration of enemy
By the

time the bombing had been completed numerous fires v/ere
raging. One aircraft alone claimed five large fires and
twelve smell oneso

■> t L.,

bombers had yet had.
transport was located closely packed in a wadi.

This aircraft had burst a tyre on

O.R.B.

Noc2
A. .(i, S 4 0.
War Diary,

taka-o.ff, but the captain still decided to carry
the operation and make a belly landi^ig on soft sa.nd
the light of a flare, the pert tjroe was seen to be hanging
in ribbons, but the aircraft ;^a3 brought in successfuliy/'
Another aircraft started an explosion which was so violent
that the blast v/as felt at nearly 2j.,000 feet,
Wellington Equadrons operated, Nos,108 and 143,
illumination provided by the Albacores was good
lights laid out by the Army in the form of letters were
useful.

on with

By

0nl.y two
The

and the

No,148 Squadron
O.R.B,
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Enemy Night-bombing Activity 4/5 September

That same night, about nine enemy aircraft, operating
at about 17>000 feet over the Mariut - Burg el Arab area,
probably briefed to attack the important system of landing-
grounds there, were intercepted by night fighters of No,46
Squadron.
Lake Mariut vriien attacked,

three aircraft,

crashed into the sea, and the third a Ju.88 which crashed
near LG.154, the crew being captured.

A Depleted Y4D.A.F. Fighter Force on the Defensive.

5 September

All the aircraft jettisoned their bombs in

The Beaufighters shot dovm
Two of them were Cant Z 1007' s v/hich

A.A.H.Q.V/.D.

Daily Int.
Sums.

On 5 September a drastic change of air policy took
place. By this time, after a period of intensive operations,
the strength of the fighter squadrons had dropped to such an
extent that most of the Kittyhawk squadrons were below 50
per cent in aircraft. A choice had to be made between

using the fighters as escort to the light bombers, or else
on offensive sweeps. Since the enemy had begun to put up
very strong fighter patrols, the Eighth iirmy were not plan
ning to follow up the retreating enemy, and targets for the
light bombers had become poor, owing to dispersal, it was
decided to switch the fighters from escort duties to the
task of carrying out fighter sweeps. This decision was
reached despite representations from the army that some
measure of harassing attack should be maintained, in order
to give the retreating enemy no rest when he was on the move.

Light-bomber operations vrere accordingly reduced, and
only 18 sorties vrere flovm on 5 September. They were
carried out by six Baltimores of No.55 Squadron and 12 of
No.223 which, at 11,00 hours attacked a concentration of

one thousand M.T. and 46 tanks at 881263 - 879257, in the
Deir el Munassib area. Results Y^ere tv/o fires, one of
\Thich was very large, an explosion and six direct hits,
'To-day,' says the No.3 S.A.A.E. wing O.R.B
Jerry has gone back almost to where he came from, in his
abortive attenpit to break through our lines, and that he is
endeavouring to dig liimself in in his new positions. Only
one Array target came our way to-day, a concentration of 1,000
M.T, and 46 tanks which were attacked by I8 Baltimores wd.th
very good results.'

we knov/ that• 9

No.2 A.A.S.C.

Yfar Diary.

H.Q.M.E. Table
cf Operations,

A,H.B./EIJ1/31/1.

No.3 S.A.A.E.

Wing 0,R, B.

Early morning cloud and then bad weather which stirred
the dust on the landing-grounds added to this impression of
a general relaxation of tension. Enemy fighters and fighter
bombers were active throughout the day, operating generally
in small sections, although formations of 10 to 15 Me.109's
were frequently reported. Two attacks by fighter bombers
were made on the Burg el Arab - imiiriya area when H.E.
bombs were dropped from a high level without causing any
damage. At 11,40 hours a Stuka attack by five Ju.87's with
an escort of 13 Me,109's was made on British forces in the

Deir el Daayis area and two further bombing attacks, were
made against the New Zealanders. TheE.A. P, fighter
opposition, now that they had been relieved from bomber
escort duties, was strong enough to force the enemy up and
they bombed level from a height of nearly two miles.

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

War Diary.

Spitfires, Hurricanes and Kittyhawks carr^ring out sv/eeps
over the battle area engaged two formations of Me.109's and
Me.202's, damaging five Me. 109’s for the loss of five
fighters shot down and three damaged. No.145 Squadron
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No. 145 Squadron
0 «R »B»

sustained severe casualties on this day with the loss of

three damaged, their heaviest (three Spitfires shot dp-wn andj
losses being sustained when six of them intercepted a

Stuka raid and were in turn attacked by 12 Me.109’s.
Hurricane IID operations were abortive owing to interference
from enemy fighters. The enemy recorded two S,E.
fighters destroyed and one Ju.87 damaged.

The Enemy Commander-in-Chief* 3 Conference 5 September

The enemy Gommander-in-Chief held a conference early
on the morning of 5 September, The main points discussed
were that owing to a ’ quiet night on the Afrika Korps front

the Divisions were able to retire to fresh positions
undisturbed by the enemy' and the organisation of  a new

line of defensive positions. It v/as decided to set up a
new defence line in the south making use of the British
system of minefields which still remained in their hands.

It was agreed that the main task for the next few days was

to improve and enlarge these minefields, 'The day passed
on the whole without incident,' reads the final entry for

5 September in the D.A.K. ft'ar Diary, 'Enemy air activity
has fallen off markedly. Only one raid in which bombs
were dropped,'

D.A.K. Vfer

Diary,

Marshal Gavallero's Comments on the Battle of ALam el Haifa -

5 September

On 5 September, General von Rintelen sent a despatch
to the Army General Staff Operations Division in which he

summed up a conversation he had had with Marshal Cavallero
on the subject of the Axis Forces' failure at Alam el Haifa.

According to the Marshal, the decision to discontinue the

attack had been due mainly to tactical reasons, 'especially
enemy air superiority and big enemy minefields which
prevented the initial objectives being reached in the
time planned.'
discontinue the attack, he asserted, the supply
position was not nearly as unfavourable as it became later

since numerous vessels v/ith fuel were on the way,
the majority of which were not sunk until later.'

At the time the decision was taken to

I
on

High Level
Reports and
Directives,

A.H,B,6 Trans,
No. VIl/80. According to Cavallero, one of the gravest results of

the defeat was that the hope of pushing the R.A.P. air

bases further to the east and so decreasing the air threat

to their shipping had not been fulfilled,
position must be held at all costs,' he said, 'as in the

event of an advance by the Royal Air Force to the west,
transport into the harbours of Cyrenaica and especially

In order to

'The Alamein

Tobruk would be absolutely inqjracticable,
improve the sea transport situation so that supplies may
be brought across and the Panzer Army maintained at battle

strength, Malta must be neutralised again, since the elimina

tion of the enemy Air Force in Egypt can no longer be

expected The Malta problem is so urgent to-day that
the Duce has requested P/5vi Kesselring to come to a conference
in Rome to discuss stronger action against Malta and
reinforced air cover for shipping movements.'

Air Operations by No,205 Group Night 5/6 September

It is a significant fact that, on the night of
5/6 September, no night-bombing operations were carried

Theout in the battle area against tactical targets,
medium-bomber force of No.205 Group reverted to their
normal use against strategic targets. Twenty Wellingtons
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of Nos.37 and 70 Squadrons and nine Liberators of No,159
Squadron attacked shipjiing and port installations at Tobruk,
starting a number of fires. One Wellington was lost. In

a raid by eight Halifax aircraft against Heraklion Aerodrome,
used as a base for the enemy transport fleet, two were shot

down. A.A. gunfire was intense and enemy nightfighters
were very active. A number of small fires were started,
but aircraft did not observe results more closely as evasive
action had to be taken. Another raid was carried out

against Heraklion harbour by'twelve Liberators of the 98th
Heavy Bombardment Group where several hits were started
among the docks and warehouses, starting fires.

No.205 Group
and Squadron
O.R.B.s.

So ended the Battle of Alam el Haifa, at least for the

medium bombers, whose concentrated attacks beginning as far

back as the beginning of the moon period, on 22 August, had

done so much to break the enemy offensive.

Ground and Air Operations 6 September

By 6 September, the beaten enemy were consolidating on
their new positions in the south, making use of and extend-

Only small partiesing the captured British minefields,Cabinet Office

Narrative, of the enemy rearguard were still operating to the east of.
the old British minefield,

Korps H.Q. in the morning and set forth his plans for the
future;

Rommel visited the Afrika

’The Geman Afrika Korps will be moved back behind
the line of defensive positions,
units will be intermingled as much as possible,
will be trained and replenished,
of the defence line will be consolidated,

ments, vehicles and supply goods will be brought up
Owing to the difficult fuel situation orders for
the strictest economy in this sphere had to be issued.

German and Italian

Units

The southern sector

Replace-
• •• •

D.A.K. War

Diary* .

iilthough it was not until the next day that the Eighth Army
Commander .decided to call off the battle, as a military
operation it had ended bn 6 September,
leave the enemy in possession of^ the area of the old British
first and second minefields to the south from Deir el

Munassib,

He decided to

To the Army Commander who was already preparing
for El Alamein 'there were definite advantages in keeping

' the enemy down in the south,’(l) Now, thrown on to the
defensive after his failure, it was for Rommel to await an

attack by the Eighth Army, at a time and place to be chosen
by them, ’ Since the offensive at Gazala on 26 May, one of
the most dramatic reversals of military history had taken
place and which can be traced back, step by step, to Rommel's
decision on 21 June to invade Egypt in advance of air
support and in the face of an enen\y who were not only
retreating on to their bases, but whose air force enjoyed
air superiority.

Cabinet Office

Narrative,

On 6 September the policy was to avoid any air commit
ments and as on the previous day bombing was called off in
favour of fighter sweeps in an attempt to reduce energy

No,2 A.A.S.C*

War Diary,

(l) According to General Horrooks this was arranged by
General Montgomery in order to give the enemy a
vantage point from v/hich to observe the Eighth Anny's
deceptive measures for the Battle of El Alamein.
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fighter activity, A plan was under consideration by
aIII Corps for an attack by 4th Light Armoured Brigade on

Qaret el Himeimat, but owing to this Air Force policy there

was no air support likely, and it was decided not to
proceed. As it happened, this air policy was amply

justified by events. Enemy filters were very active and
carried out sweeps in formations of from 12 to 15 aircraft.

During the morning of 6 September Hurricanes on an
armed reconnaissance in the central sector were attacked by
10 Me.109's.

five of No.7 S.A.A.P

No.274 Squadron.
12 Tomahaivks of No.5 Squadron, 8 Kittyhawks of No.260
Squadron and 4 of No.66 Squadron met a force of 15 plus
Stiokas escorted by 15 Me.109's and attacked. In the
course of the engagement the R.A.P. lost four fighters
shot down and two damaged and claimed three Ju,87's
destroyed.

As a result, eight Hurricanes were shot dovm

A.iLJi.Q.\7.D.

Daily Int,
Sums,

D.A.K, War

Diary. ,
two of No,127 Squadron and one of

In the same sector, in the afternoon.
• >

Comparatlva British and Axis Air Losses - Battle of
Alam el Haifa.

Figures for the British and iocis Air losses 31 August,
to 6 September are as shown on page 208«

The Royal Air Force lost approximately 10 per cent of
the initial force of front-line aircraft with which it

started the battle, and some 11 per cent of the original
field fighter force was destroyed,
was negligible, by comparison, and it is a singular fact

that no enemy fighter succeeded in piercing the fighter
screen defending the light bombers.

The loss of bombers

The \7estern Desert Air Force lost approximately two
fighter aircraft for every one of the enemy's shot down
(53: 27); this figure includes reconnaissance aircraft.
On the other hand, the enemy lost almost three times as

many bombers (20: 7). Bearing in mind the comparatively
small number of bomber sorties carried out by the Axis Air
Forces, in the course of the battle, these figures throw a
sharp light on the inability of the enemy fighters to

.6,. protect their bombers - and, incidentally, their ground
troops - in spite of the technical superiority of their
aircraft. The Luftwaffe losses were very high compared
with the Italian and for every Italian aircraft shot down,
there were ten German.

H.Q.M.E. Table
of Operations
A.H.B./IIJ1/
31/1 and A.H.B

A comparison of the Royal Air Force claims for the
number of enemy aircraft destroyed with the figure revealed

by scrutiny of enemy records by no means bears out the

criticism, frequently levelled at the R.A.F., that they
grossly over-estimated their claims. No account has been

taken of damaged aircraft, as the systems for calculating
damage to aircraft were not comparable.

Fighters Bombers Total

26R.A.F, Claims;

Enemy Records:
31 57
27 20 47

Enemy Views on the Defeat of the Axis Panzer Army at
Alam el Haifa,

On 7 September, the enemy Anny and Naval High Command
in the Mediterranean gave their views on the serious
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EBITISH AND AXIS AIR LOSSES AT ALMIL EL HALFA 31 AUGUST - 6 SEPTHffiER 1942

ro
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GERMANBRITISH

Fighters
Destrda Damgd.

Light Bombers
Destrd, Daragpl,

Medium Bombers

Destrd, Damgd.

.Totals

Destrd, Damgd.
Fighters

Descrd. Damgd.

Stukas

Destrd. Damgd.

Bombers

Destrd, Damgd,

Recce

Destrd, Daragd,
Totals

Destrd, Damgd,
Date

Aug.
6 (1) 1~JT 2 2  1 7  10 A  3 33  7 2 1 13 5

Sept.
18 1015 7 71 3 3 1 7  1

K3

3 (1)7  87  A 1 32 4 4 1 1 9  4

1  (1) 5 (1) 16 6  1113 11 3 3

34 3

5  3 2 15 5 3 2  1

6 6312 2 2 1 1 112

22 (3) 1 13 (1) 260 h2 6  7 43(4) 12TOTiiS 53 29 5  12 2  1 2 2

29 (2) 56(4) 10 (3) 4 52(5) 73(4)R.A.F, Claims, Total E.A.F. claims for the battle period were: 13 13

Figures in brackets indicate Italian losses andE.A, P. claims against Italian aircraft,
from Italian Air l\Iinistry records, it is not certain that they are comprehensive.

Although the loss figures are taken
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implications -which resulted from the defeat of the Panzer

Army in Eorth Africa,
conferring -v/ith the Duce and Marshal Gavallero, made
this statement:

field Marshal Kesselring, after

•Right at the 'beginning of the Panzer Army
offensive, it v/as clear that the first objective could
not be reached oii/ing to big British minefields and the

deep sandy terrain.(l) Fuel consimiption -was trebled
owing to this. The attack was halted at 07.00 hours
on 31 August and then continued, but an advance to
the coast could no longer be made. Enemy air attacks
by day and night lowered morale, caused considerable
losses, and ceased only after a concentrated attack
by our aircraft on the 10th Indian and New Zealand
Divisions• • • •

The Alamein position must be held at all costs,
as it is the most favourable defensive position in
the eastern part of North Africa,
the offensive y/ill be resumed as soon as the supply
and strength situation permits must be adhered to.
The front in Eg3?pt increases in importance for the
entire conduct of the war in connection with pressure
on the Middle East from the Caucasus,

and Americans y/ill reinforce further in the Middle

East and set up their second front here,
scale British offensive does not appear to be imminent
at present,

in the Nile Delta can be eliminated only by occupation
of this area, but air attacks against airfields in
Syria and Palestine seem to be promising.

The intention that

The British

A large

Owing to strong defence, enemy air bases

High Level Reports
and Directives

Dealing with the
North African

Campaign, 1942.
A.H.B,6 Trans,
No. VIl/80.

Next to iilamein, Malta is the second British
centre of strength in the Mediterranean. i\n attack
aimed at the occupation of Malta is not possible
before next summer owing to yreather conditions. The
neutralisation of Malta is therefore the only mea’ns
to maintain adequate transport movements to North
Africa. C.-in-C, South declared that, besides strong
Italian co-operation, considerable reinforcement of
his fighter forces vms necessary in order to eliminate
enemy fighter operations and enable further attacks on

enemy airfields, Malta must be continually held dovm,
so that shipping losses could be reduced to an endurable
degree.

The Duce declared that the battle in the

Mediterranean area consisted of -tivo parts - the battle
at sea and the battle on land,

been lost, so that the subsequent battle on Egyptian
soil could not be carried through

The battle at sea had

• • • «

(l) This would appear to bear out the story, contained
in the C»-in-C,'s Despatch, of an act of deception
which led to the enemy armo-ur being *bogged down
in deep sand in this area,

posely sacrijficed an armoured car, at the beginning
of the battle, in which T/as contained a tea-stained
map sho-wing a belt of good going extending up to
the crest of Alam el Haifa,

s

The Ei^th Army pur-

Prom General von Thoma

it was learned that the ruse had been effective.

The enemy had intended to outflarik the ridge to the
north-east, but had altered his plan on the basis of
false information.
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A further message was sent, on 7 September, from the
Deputy Chief of the German Naval Command in Italy to the

Chief of Naval Staff, Operations Division:

'There is no doubt that, toTra-rds the end,
continuation of the offensive in North Africa collapsed
because of inadequate supply services,
this would happen has imafortunately been realised*

After the offensive had been broken off, it
depends on the supply question whether the Panzer Array
will be capable of holding their own, even on the
defensive, in face of the ever-increasing enemy
The supply problem must therefore be solved at all
costs, even if we can increase defences against
submarines, we have no means at our disposal at
present to meet the far superior abilities of the
R.A.P, in night operations at sea.
has grown to such an extent that it must lead to a
catastrophe if no relief is found.

■  more clearly than ever before that there can only be

one possibility■and that is by strategic offensive.
The R.A,P.
be eliminated,

immediately in this area
of vessels is so threatening that no possibility must
be left untried

The fear that

• « « 9

This last danger

I see to-day

in the Mediterranean, i.e. in Malta, must
Presh operations must be launched

The decreasing number9 • « 0

• • o •

Any reference to enemy comment on the Battle of Alam
el Haifa would be incomplete without Rommel's own views
v/hich, significantly enough, he gave under the title of
'The Third Dimension’.

Our offensive had failed because:

(a) contrary to our reconnaissance reports, the
British positions in the south had been constructed in
great strength.

(^) non-stop and very heavy air attacks by the R.A.P.,
whose command of the air had been virtually complete,
had pinned down my army to the ground and rendered any
smooth deployment or any advance by time -schedule
completely impossible,

(c) the petrol, which was an essential condition for
the fulfilment of our plan, had not arrived,
the ships which Cavallero had promised had been sunk,
some delayed and others not even dispatched*
addition, Kesselring had unfortunately been unable to
keep his promise to fly over 500 tons a day to the
front in an emergencj*-.

Some of

In

Our casualties had been very severe, caused mainly
by the bombing and low-flying attacks of the R.A.F. They
totalled, German and Italian together, 570 dead, 1,800
wounded and 570 prisoners - in all, nearly 3,000 men® On
the material side, the main feature was our vehicle losses,
which totalled 50 tanks, 15 field guns and 35 anti-tarJc
guns, and 400 lorries.

According to formation reports, we had taken 350
prisoners and knocked oiit or captured 150 British tanks and
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v«e had also destroyed 10 field gunsarmoured cars,

and 20 heavy anti-tank guns.(l)

V/e had learnt one important lesson during this operation,
a lesson v/hich was to effect all subsequent planning and, in

This was thatfact, our entire future conduct of the war,
the possibilities of ground action, operational and tactical,
become very limited if one's adversary commands the air with

a powerful air force and can fly mass raids by heavy bomber

formations unconcerned for their o¥m safety.

This battle was knovm to the troops for ever after as

the 'Six-day Race' - from the fact that it had lasted six

days from the opening of the offensive until our retreat to

our new positions.

British ground forces, as has been shown, had hardly
put in an appearance during the offensive, Montgomery had

attempted no large-scale attack to retake the southern part
of his line; and would probably have failed if he had.
He had relied instead on the effect of his enormously
pov/erful artillery and air force. Added to this, our lines

of coimunication had been subjected to continual harassing
attacks by the 7th Armoured Division, There is no doubt
that the British Commander's handling of this action had

been absolutely right and well suited to the occasion, for

it had enabled him to inflict very heavy damage on us in
relation to his own losses, and to retain the striking
power of his 0¥vn force.

According to our estimate, some 1,300 tons of bombs had

been dropped on the area occupied by ray army's assault
force during the six days of the battle,
not very great compared with the quantity that wras to be

showered on us during the iilamein battle, it vas far greater
than anything that had so far been known during the iifrican
campaigno

Although this was

'In any case, two points ¥/ere already clear:-

(a) the paralysing effect v/hich air activity on such a
scale had on motorised forces; above all, the serious
damage which had been caused to our units by area
bombing,

(b) The British bid to secure complete command of the
air and to exercise it to the full.

We were in no doubt that the forthcoming increase in
British strength - the 100,0CX>-ton convoy expected for the
beginning of September had already arrived in Suez - would

Prom this we concludedapply equally to their air force,
that the R.A.P. would employ many times more aircraft against
us in the coming battle than in the one just fought,
being so, v/e had to expect the following results:

This

The enemy v/ould fight the battle of attrition from the

air. His bombs would be particularly effective against
motorised forces standing v/ithout cover in the open desert;
their vehicles, tanks and guns, whether on the march, in
assembly areas, or in the attack itself, would offer a

(l) The Eighth Army losses were 1,640 killed wounded and
missing, 68 tanks, 18 anti-tank guns but no field guns.
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wonderful target for bombers.and low-flying aircraft.
The enemy vrould be in a position to batter our forces so

severely as to render them in time virtually unfit for

action, and this without appreciable expenditure of his own
strength.

From the . command point of viev/ he would gain the
follovjing advantages : -

(a) Through his total command of the air, he alone
would have access to complete and unbroken reconnais
sance reports,

(b) He would be able to operate more freely and boldly,,
since, if an emergency arose, he would be able, by use

of his airpower, to break up the approach march and
assembly and indeed every operation of his opponent,
or. alternatively delay them until he himself had had
time to take effective counter measures.

(c) . As a general rule, any slowing do™ of one's own
operations tends to increase the speed of the enemy's.
Since speed is one of the most important factors in
■motorised warfare, it is easy to see what effect this
would have.

Moreover, whoever enjoys command of the air is in a
position to inflict such heavy damage on the opponent's
supply coluimns that serious shortages must soon make them
selves felt. By maintaining a constant vratch on the roads
leading to the f’ront he can put a complete stop to daylight
supply traffic and force his enemy to drive only by night,
thus causing him to lose irreplaceable time. But an assuured
flow of supplies is essential; without it the army becomes
immobilised and incapable of action.

All this provided us with inescapable Conclusions.
Vvhat v/e really needed was parity, or at least something
approaching parity, in the air. This vrould have required
a vast reinforcement of Kesselring's air force, especially
in pursuit and fighter planes, but above all, would have
needed the addition of a number of heavy bomber squadrons.

A balance of power in the air v/ould-have made the old
rules of warfare valid again, although, of course, with
certain tactical restrictions imposed by the intense aerial
activity on both sides.

/myone v/ho had to fight, even with the most modern
.weapons, against an enemy in complete command of 'the air,
fights like a. savage against modern European troops, under
the same handicaps and with the same chances of success.
And since there was no foreseeable hope, y/ith the German
Lufty/affe so severely stretched in other theatres, of
Kesselring receiving aircraft reinforcements in any \yay
comparable yirith those flo\i^ing to the British, we had to
face the likelihood of the R.A.P. shortly gaining absolute
air supremacy,.

We therefore had to try to put our defence against the
forthcoming British attack into such a form that British

For the firstair superiority would have the least effect,
and most serious danger yyhich now threatened us vras from the
air. This being so, y/e could no longer rest our defence on
the motorised forces used in a mobile role, since these
forces were too vulnerable to air attack. We had instead
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to try to resist the enemy in field positions which had to

be constructed for defence against the most modern weapons
of war.

\/e had to accept the fact that, by using his air-power,
the eneaiy \rould be able to delay our operations at will,
both in the daytime and - using parachute flares  - at night.
?or no man can be expected to stay in his vehicle and drive

on under enemy air attack. Our experience in the 'Six-
day Race' had shown us that any sort of time-schedule was
now so much waste-paper. This meant that our positions had

henceforth to be constructed strongly enough to enable them
to be held by their local garrisons independently and over
a long period, without even the support of operational
reserves, until reinforcements - however much delayed by the
R.A.F. -could arrive.

The fact of British air superiority threw to the winds
all the tactical rules which we had hitherto applied with
such success. There was no real answer to, the' enemy's air
superiority, except a powerful air force of our ov/n.
every battle to come, the strength of the iinglo-American
air force was to be the deciding factor.'

In

Summary

The enemy Coramander-in-Ghief’s original plan envisaged
an offensive by the incis Forces on 26 August in the course
of which the British army in the field would be destroyed at
Alauoein, leaving the road open for full occupation of Bgypt
and advance' as far as the Suez Canal and the Red Sea. The

launching of the offensive was prompted largely by the fact
that in September Allied reinforcements and supplies would
arrive in the Middle Bast which would alter the balance of

power in the Mediterranean in favour of the Eighth iurmy.
Acco'rding to Rommel, surprise was an essential provision
for the success of the operation. It vras also an essential
part of the plan that the main enemy striking force should
cross the British minefields rapidly by moonlight.

In preparation for the offensive, the enemy air forces
had been rested - apart from the action against the August
convoy - in order to build up its strength. Fighters had
been flovm from the Russian front in order to make the

biggest concentration of enemy air strength hitherto knoTO
in the Mediterranean. In the pre-battle line-up, the locis
Air Forces were stronger numerically, but they suffered
from the grave disadvantage that onlj'- approximately two-
fifths of the force, and on which a disproportionate amount
of the fighting would inevitably fall, was German. The
British were back on their Middle East bases v/hilst the

enemy, with their extended lines of communication, were
compelled to dissipate their strength,
had thus been driven into accepting a defensive role and

employing operational aircraft on the transportation and
safeguarding of essential supplies.
'Western Desert Air Force had reached a high level of
operational efficiency,
been rested and time found for tr-aining.
familiar with the operational terrain and the maximum
possible force had been concentrated for action in the battle

These measures included switching squadrons from
the defence of Egypt to more aggressive tasks with the field

fighter force and employing the greater part of ho.205
Group's strategic bomber force on the night-bombing of
tactical targets in the desert.

The enemy Air Forces

For their part, the

The greater part of the Force had
Pilots were

ar’ea.

Army-Air co-operation v/as
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good and had been considerably improved vdien the Eighth Army
Commander moved his Headquarters alongside the >.estern
Desert Air Headquarters, at Burg el ijrab.

The Array plan, of which the strong defensive position
the Alara el Haifa Ridge was the keystone, v«as to force

the enemy to fight on ground selected and prepared by the
defenders. The air policy was an extension of the one
pursued during the pre-battle ' softening-up' period - to

give the enemy forces no rest by day and night and to ccncen-

trate the full weight of the bombing in the south T/here it was

anticipated the enemy Commander would launch his main attack.

As a result of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief's
long-term policy to isolate the Ixis forces in the fields

from their sources of supply and reinforcement in Europe by
attacks against the enemy lines of communication, Rommel v/as

faced with the task of launching a major offensive with

only twenty per cent of the necessar3?- fuel requirements.
Last minute efforts to rush fuel supplies across the
Mediterranean had been of no avail: in the fourteen days

preceding the offensive five ships comprising over 28,000
tons of shipping had been sunk or severely damaged and all

of them carrying urgently-needed supplies for the Panzer
iurmy. Por the continued success of this opex’ation, on

which so much was at stake, the enemy Commander relied either

on the arrival of tanicers which were already at sea when the

battle opened, or on a wind-fall of captured supplies, such

as had happened at Tobruk,

The A'.D.A.P. air offensive ante-dated Rommel's attack

by at least nine days. This pre-battle day-and-night
bombing of the enemy forces as they moved south to their

assembly areas, supxDlemented by atticks on advanced landing-
grounds and lines of communication, began with the opening
of the moon period and in the course of which approximately
446 tons of H.E. were dropped on the enemy, before a single
round was fired in the land battle. Rommel attributed his

failure in large measure to the success of this pre-battle
'softening-up' in which his forces suffered not only serious

losses to personnel and equipment, but a general loss of

morale. In addition to this, the sick-rate \?as heavy owing
to food shortages and RoiTimel himself was ill at the time of

the offensive. In spite of strenuous attempts by the enemy
air forces to prevent reconnaissance in the south, particu-

j  larly in the last fevir days before the attack, they failed,
I  and the steady build-up of the enemy forces in that sector

viras closely observed, mainly by the reconnaissance aircraft

of l'iO.208 Squadron. At times, to defeat these attempts by
the enemy to deny reconnaissance in the south,, a single
reconnaissance aircraft was protected by an escort of over

thirty figliters.

on

at the very onset of the battle, the unusually high
degi'ee of local air superiority enjoyed by the b'.D.n.P.
robbed the enemy Commander of any possibility of achieving
tactical surprise,
force was w^eakened by constant dajr and night bombardinents.
The success of a last light tactical reconnaissance, on

30 August, enabled an invaluable act of military opportunism
to take place,
carrying 38 tons of bombs w'as directed against the main

enemy panzer columns as thej' rolled forward to the attack.

Realising the significance of the target, the medium bombers,
where possible, made second sorties against the enemy.

It also meant that his main striking

A night raid by thirty-one medium bombers
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These air attacks, the une;q)ected strength of the
minefield system in the south, and the stubbornness
of the Eighth Army defence, augmented by enfilading fire

from kill Corps artillery from the north, delayed the enemy
advance very considerably. Another fruitful cause of
disorganisation to the enemy offensive, right at its
inception, v/as a direct hit by a 'Wellington on the
Headquarters of the German iifrika Korps, when their
Commanding General General Nehring was wounded and other

members of his staff killed. Shortly aftervira.rds Eighth
iirmy mortar fire killed General von Bismarck, the Commanding
General of the 21st Panzer Division. The attack had

opened most inauspiciously.

By dawn the next morning, (31 August) such had been
the initial difficulties, the enemy Commander-in-Chief had

decided to go over to the defensive. Hov/ever, after a

conference v/ith his Corps Commanders, he decided to continue

the attack, but with the important difference that, instead

of the ambitious project of an advance towards the east, the
plan was modified in favour of a short hook to the coast.

This was the form of attack by the enemy for which the Eighth
Army defence v/as best prepared, for it meant that the

strongly-fortified position at Alam el Haifa ran athwart
the enemy's main line of advance. From this decision
evolved the salient feature of the battle of Alam el Haifa,
for v/hile the whole of the Eighth i\rmy' s heavy armour was

committed to the static defence of this vital ridge,
practically the whole burden of offezisive operations
against the enemy devolved on the Air Force. No conditions
of 'melee' arose; areas and bomb lines were singularly
well defined. Foresight and accident had together conspired
to present the Air Force with a classic situation favoured
by Dozihet of the defensive on land and the offensive in the

air. In the words of Group Captain Be4mish, S.a.B.O
W.D.A.F,, ’In effect the guns and armour of the Army nzade
a ring and the air gave the punch inside the ring,'

• t

It was some little time before this pattern, v/hich
governed the battle, could be fully discerned. In
pursuance of the policy to 'hit the enemy hard in the south',
a large-scale programme of light-bombing was arranged for

the first day of the offensive, 31 August, This, hovrever,
\?as marred by rising dust on the landing grounds and, in

spite of a system of alternative landing grounds being put
into operation, only roughly one third, of the bomber effort

planned could be carried out. A total of 55 bomber sorties

were made in the course of which some 34 tons of bombs were

dropped. Fighters, hov/ever, opex-ating from dust-free
L.G.s farther to the east, were able to carry out 230 sorties
and caused the enemy the loss of 10 aircraft.

Given a respite from bombing on 31 August, the enemy
In spite of opposi-offensive began to get into its stride,

tion from the 7th Armoured Division, the two German Panzer

Divisions were operating some thirty miles behind the
British minefields by the afternoon of 31 isugust, and, by
working in a north-easterly direction, were soon cliallenging
the 10th Armoured Division on Alam el Haifa Ridge, from the
South. By last light, fozrward elements of 15th Panzer
Division had installed themselves at only about one thousand

yards' distance from 22nd iirmoured Brigade Headquarters and
close to 1st Regiment R.H.A. waggon lines.
Panzer Divisions were well-positioned for a resumption of

their attacks on the follov/ing day.

Both enemy
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That night, 31 i:.ugust to 1 September, improved weather
conditions permitted the night bombers to operate against
the enemy concentrations in the battle area, which, offered a
series of magnificent targets. Over 89 tons of bombs were

dropped by Vfellingtons \?hich had been guided to their targets
by flare-dropping Albacores, and almost half of the aircraft
carried out second sorties. According to enemy reports,
the German Reconnaissance Group covering the eastern flank

of the Afrika Korps suffered severely from these attacks
and ’their effective strength was reduced.

On the morning of 1 September, the two German Panzer
Divisions resumed their attacks on lilam el Haifa, but were

beaten off mainly by 22nd iirmoured Brigade, Prom first
light, the weather now being more favourable for air opera
tions, the light bombers of No. 3 S.A.A.F. V.ing subjected
the vast pool of enemy vehicles and armour in the Munassib 

-

Daayis - Ragil area to intensive bombing attacks, in the

course of which over 76 tons of H.E. were dropped. The

density of the enemy A. A. was very great and three of the

bombers were shot down and many others damaged. Besides
escorting the bombers, fighters of the Vi/'.D.A.P. were very

busy on fighter sweeps protecting the -ground troops from

dive-bombing attacks. There were signs already that the

Stuka force were beginning to crack' under the strain -

many were jettisoning their bombs and others were bombing
level.

I

It was on 1 September that the sinking by an aircraft
of No.39 Squadron of the 5j077 ton tanker, Sanandrea on
30 August had its most noticeable effect on the fuel supply
position. Two other ships, the ton Istria aiid the
1,527 ton Dielpi had been sunk on .27 August by aircraft
of Nos,38 and 39 Squadrons respectively and the Manfredo
Campieri of 5>463 tons by submarine. That afternoon of
1 September, the panzer attacks on Alam el Haifa ¥/ere called

off and the two Panzer Divisions were forced to go over to

the defensive mainly due to the critical fuel position, as

the tankers promised for 1 September had not arrived.

That night, l/2 September, strategic air operations
brought the enemy fuel shortage to a climax when the eagerly-
awaited K;Cci_Paqcj^ of 2,261 tons, carrying fuel and
ammunition for the Panzer /irray, was sunk by an aircraft of

No.38 Squadron, and the Abruzzi. a tanker, was so badly
damaged - probably by a U.S.A.A.P. Liberator - that she had
to be beached. During the same night, a total of ninety
medium bombers dropped approximately 105 tons of bombs,
finding a magnificent series of targets in the battle area,
some of the aircraft operating from as lovf as 200 feet.

Considerable loss and disorganisation vras caused to the

enemy on the field of battle,
an enemy report, ' intensified night after night are an

effective battle technique
equipment occasioned by these attacks urgently necessitate
an improvement in day and night defences.’

These enemy raids,’ said

The casualties and loss of• • • O

By davm 2 September, the battle of Alam el Haifa as a

planned offensive carried out by the enemy, Y/as virtually
At 07.50 hours Field Marshal Rommel issued ordersover,

for the /ifrika Korps to withdraw towards the v/est.
gave as his reasons, ’enemy air superiority and the supply
shortage, particularly of fuel.’
battle static and the weather good, the light bombers ¥vere

able to deal their most crushing blow at the enemy, v/hose

best concentrations of MT were mainly centred in the.area

He

That day, with the land
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A total vfeight of over 112 tons
Eighth Army

of the Ragil Depression,
of bombs was dropped by 176 aircraft,
artillery, which had also been very active by night and day
throughout the battle, added to the confusion and havoc.

In the course of night operations 2/3 September, the
medium-bomber raids of the aircraft of No.205 Group, helped
by the P.A.A, ALbacores, reached a pealfe. of destructiveness,
and enemy units found most of their vehicles were unservice
able in the morning,
again well over 112 tons of bombs*

A total of eighty aircraft dropped

■ By dawn on 3 September, it vras obvious to air obseiwers
from the general trend of vehicle movement that the enemy
forces were in full retreat,

by the light bombers \¥hich flew a total of 200 sorties and

dropped 120 tons of H.E. while the fighters flew 5?S sorties.
The best targets were found among the main enemy concentra
tions now gradually v/ithdrar/ing from the Ragil Depression
and to the south and west, between Munassib and Himeimat,
The Eighth Airmy Commander wras still undecided whether this

y/as the start of a real retreat or merely a feint to entice

the British armour into battle and AlII Corps followed up
with armoured cars only,
night of 3/4 September, for Operation 'Beresford% in which
the New Zealand Division, with the 132nd Brigade of the

44th Division under command, were to attack southwards and

' sloyvly and methodically to close the minefield gap'.

ALl records were then broken

He also gave orders, on the

Medium bombers of No.205 Group again struck on the
night of 3/4 September against the enemy on the field of
battle and their supply lines. The enemy had adopted
considerably wfider dispersal and results did not appear as

spectacular as before. That night out of three tankers in

convoy, the Davide Bianchi of 1,477 tons and the Padenna of

1,589 tons ’were sunk - the latter by submarine and aircraft-

when yvithin less than 50 miles of Tobruk, and this in spite
of the enemy instructions that 'owing to the great value of

the convoy it was to be escorted,,, in as great strength
as possible.'

On 4 September the retreat continued but a series of
duststorms gravely hampered operations,
total of 72.

Sorties fell to

They were all flovm in support of the Hew

a

Zealanders whose offensive, having begun promisingly, had
run into difficulties. By 08,00 hours the Ragil Depression,
where enemy concentrations of vehicles had presented such a

magnificent series of targets throughout the battle, was

declared free of the enemy.

During the night of 4/5 September, the smallest force
of medium-bombers to operate over the battle area since the

beginning of Rommel’s offensive found what v^as described as

their best target. A massed concentration of enemy M.T.

was located in a wadi, in the Munassib area to the south of

the Hew Zealand positions. Thirty-nine tons of bombs were

dropped in the course of 23 sorties with considerable success.

One aircraft alone wras able to report 17 fires.

On 5 September there was a radical change in policy for

the employment of the field fighter force, which had suffered

heavily in the course of six days' strenuous operations,
the enemy had strengthened their figiiter patrols, the Eighth
Aurmy v/ere not planning to follow up the retreating enemy,
and targets for the light bombers, in any case, had become

poor, it was decided to switch the fighters from bomber

A^
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This policy for the conservationescort to fighter sweeps,
of the fighter force was justified, for on the next day,
6 September, the hestern Desert Air Force lost 12 fighters.
No night operations vrere carried out over the battle area

by aircraft of No.205 Group, on the night of 5/6 September,
and by 6 September the beaten enemy were consolidating their
new positions in the south, making use of the British mine
fields. Two more sinkings, the Albachiara of 1,245 tons,
off Derna, by submarine on 5 September and the Luciano Manara

of 7>121 tons by Malta-based Beauforts on 6 September,
brought the total of enemy ships sunk between 30 August and

6 September to eight, representing a total of 24,761 tons of
which l6,6l6 tons, or five vessels, were due to air attack.
From 20 August until 6 September aircraft of Middle East
Command sank or seriously damaged 31,359 tons of shipping in
eight ships shich were carrying vital stores - mainly fuel -
to the German-Italian Panzer Az-rny.

Conclusions

The defeat of Rommel's Panzer Army, at Alam el Haifa,
was governed by air power to a far greater extent than
realised by the British Commanders at the time. Air power
fixed the pattern of the battle from its inception. Although
it vras the enemy's offensive, the Air Force stole the

initiative as early as the preliminary stages of regrouping
at the beginning of the moon period, nine days before the
land battle opened. Given the excellent tactical disposi
tion for defence adopted by the Eighth Army, combined with
their high morale and resolution that there vras to be

further retreat, it is no exaggeration to say that Mie battle
of Alam el Haifa was won primarily by the skilful and concen
trated use of air power in a combined tactical and strategical
role.

waa

no

To the Air Historian, the battle of ALam el Haifa is a
classic of its kind. It was the proving ground for rival
policies and theories for the handling of an air force,
the one hand the Luftv/affe - essentially the handmaiden of
the German Army - was employed solely along the narro\T
sectarian lines imposed by the immediate tactical require
ments of the land battle.

O

' The Royal A.ir Force, however, h

n

ad
already won a status of independence as the Air Arm,
terms of equality with the other two Services,
framework of an agreed iirmy-Air policy, it vms handled by
its own Commander who, as the specialist, laiev/- the best and
most economical methods of achieving those results required
by the Army Commander,
co-operative spirit between the Services v/hich was to be
evinced so markedly during the pursuit from El Alamein and
■which was the salient feature in the relationship between
the Eighth iirmy and the Desert Air Force.

on

within the

Prom this evolved the true

Mr power not mey/ely robbed Rommel of the initiative
at Alam el Haifa, but denied him the possibility of achiev
ing tactical surpise,
of his undertaking.'
place of what proved to be the enemy's last offensive in
Egypt was made by General Auchinleck as early as 27 July,
while Air Vice-Marshal Conin'jhara was treating the offensive
as a foregone conclusion, in directives, nine days before
the battle opened. Prom this date, the beginning of the
August moon period, V.D.A.P. reconnaissance aircraft plotted
the enemy build-up in the south. In the course of the day-
and-night bombing during this period over I4i£ tons weight
of bombs were dropped on the enemy striking force.

an essential provision of the success
A broad deduction of the time and

Rommel

7 •
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referred to the considerable material and personnel losses
to units and the effect on morale of these raids as one of

the most potent causes of his failure.
Forces vrere weakened by attacks on tn.eir landing grounds
during this period of pre-battle air offensive,
addition, Operation 'Pedestal' caused the enemy heavy
losses in aircraft at a time when they were doing their
utmost to build up strength and serviceability for the

coming battle.

The Axis Air

In

The breaking of the blockade of Malta, and particularly
the success of the tanker Ohio in reaching Valetta, meant

that air strikes against the enemy shipping could be resumed
from the island. Without this, Rommel's build-up for the
battle might well have been decisive, as had happened at

Gazala v/hen, in the preparatory phase, Malta Y/as too y»eak to

impede the even flow of supplies and reinforcements to
North Africa, Prom the beginning of the moon-period,
Egypt and Malta-based aircraft sank or seriously damaged
over 30,000 tons of enemy shipping,
tankers or fuel-carrying, en route to Tobruk, totalling some

16,000 tons were sunk or damaged by aircraft whilst the
battle vras actually in progress.
in-Chief eventually launched his offensi.ve his Panzer
Divisions held merely one fifth of the necessary fuel
supplies.

Five vessels, all

V/hen the enemy Commander-

Determined air reconnaissance at last light on 30 August,
the eve of the offensive, enabled a force of medium bombers

to disorganise the attack from the very beginning. The

Battle H.Q. of the Afrika Korps received a serious direct

hit in which the Commanding General was wounded and others

among his Staff killed. The unexpectedly strong system of

British minefields in the south and the dogged resistance
of the Eighth Army defenders put the enemy Commander's time

table for the attack still further out of gear. The check

given to the enemy offensive at its very inception meant

the failure of the v/hole operation. As a planned offensive
it v/as virtually over by dawm on 2 September; for the
remainder of the time Rommel y/as engaged in extricating his

forces from a position of great danger in vifhich they found
themselves well to the east of the British minefields. Had

the XIII Corps Operation 'Beresford', on the night of

3/4 September, succeeded in its object of closing the mine
field gap behind the enemy, it woiild have meant annlktiation
or surrender for the YYhole of the Afrika Korps,

Except YYhen the weather intervened, as happened on
31 August, it Yvas possible to pursue unimpeded the air policy
of concentrating the main vreight of air attack, with a

system of 'round-the-clock' bombing with light bombers in

daylight and medium bombers at night, on the main enemy
striking force in the south,
contained by a combination of consistent pressure from the

Eighth Irmy artillery and armour to the north and east and

by the intractable nature of the terrain to the south,
presented a series of almost unparalleled targets for the
bombers.

The Axis Panzer Army,

In effect the guns and armour of the iumy made a
ring and the air gave the punch inside the ring.
Previous training Yvhich had been especially designed to

familiarise pilots and crews thoroughly vrith the operational
terrain was of great help in enabling the Air Force to make

the best possible use of this unique situation.

I

The flare-di-opping and pathfinding technique, folloYYed
by the Fleet Air iirm Albacores of Nos,821 and 826 Squadrons,
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was of ma;ior importance in the very high level of results

achieved by No. 205 Gi'oup ivellingtons in their night raids
over the battle area. Because of the high density of
light anti-aircraft gunfire put up by the static enemy
formations, opportunities for the use of the fighter bombers
during the battle were negligible. In any case, the
V/.D.A.F. field fighter force was fully engaged on offensive

sweeps, to minimise the activity of the enemy dive-bombers
and fighters, and in providing escort aircraft for the

light bombers.

The Bostons., Baltimores and J'litchells of No.3 (S.A.A.F.)
Vang bombing by day, and the Viellingtons of No.205 Group,
together with the F.A.A. Albacores by night, provided the
main offensive weapon used against the enemy. At no time
was

in a mobile role, but the tanks were employed as  a static

defence, in hull-dovm positions, to augment the powerful
and highly efficient Eighth iirmy artillery force. By
denying mobility to the main armoured force, and prompted
by a mood of caution in the Eighth Army Commander, and

not as part of a prepared Army-Air plan, the R.A.l'. were

presented with a great opportunity for the exercise of air

power in a tactical role. Conditions of 'melee’ such as
had happened at Gazala, v/hen the light bombers were kept
standing idly by for risk of bombing friendly troops and

armour, were avoided, Borablines were well-defined and
almost static.

the Eighth Army heavy armour committed to the battle

The field fighter force gave the light bombers a very
high degree of protection throughout the battle. In spite
of the intense day-bombing activity, there was no single
light-bomber casualty from hostile air attack. The enemy
A.A. gunfire was very effective. Five light bombers vrere

shot down, twelve damaged and many others holed by 'flak.
The fighters were also very active on offensive sweeps
hunting dovm the enemy dive-bomber formations. '—
fighter force paid heavily for the protection afforded the

light bombers and the ground troops. In the course of

seven days' fi^^ting 11 per cent of the initial force was

shot down and a total of 18 per cent destroyed or damaged.
Heavy casualties were also inflicted on the enemy:
Germans lost approximately 15 per cent of their fighter
force.

The W.D.A.

the

F.

The enemy Air Forces failed in every one of the major
tasks set them for the offensive. They did not protect
their own troops and convoys or in any way interfere with

the movement of Eighth iirmy troops and reinforcements.
They were beaten in the very kind of tactical air support
in which their training and traditions had led them to be

most proficient. The strategic force of Crete-based
long-range bombers, invaluably placed for action against
the Eighth, /umy's rear, were frittered away in providing
singularly ineffective escort to convoys, misemployed as

transport aircraft, used as dive-bombers or else, when they
v/ere used in their correct role as long range bombers, the

raids were so light and sporadic as to have little more than

nuisance value. The dive-bombers, on the other hand,
although very active with as many as 45 bombers used in a

single raid, were proved a singularlj^’- ineffective w/eapon against
a determined defence either in the air or on the ground.
Casualties and damage to equipment caused by the dive-
bombers were negligible, and it would appear that the
enemy aircraft and crews suffei'ed far more heavily than the
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ground troops they attacked, being forced, either to
jettison their bombload - often within their own lines -

or else bomb level, a most vvasteful expedient for this

specialized aircraft.

Although the Axis Air Forces in North Africa outnumbered
the Allied Air Forces at this time and their fighter air

craft were, for the most part, technically superior, they
suffered severely from the drawback that, as a Force, they
were by no means as homogeneous. A most disproportionate
amount of the air activity, at least in the forward areas,
fell on the Luftwaffe which suffered the loss of ten air

craft for every Italian one shot down. The Luftvmffe did

not spare themselves in support of the Afrika Korps and

they suffered proportionately very high casualties. That

they failed - and they did fail very badly - is due mainly
to their muddled air policy, adherence to an outmoded and

costly technique of close support and allies whose fight
ing ability vras inadequate. They lacked an efficient
maintenance organisation, for their serviceability state

dropped catastrophically as soon as any major strain was

placed on the air force, and their inability to protect
their troops, bases and convoys with night fighters and
carry out offensive air operations on an appreciable scale

by night were glaring weaknesses for v/hich they paid heavily.

Prom the beginning of the battle - and, indeed, long
The offensive

spirit was never relaxed by them, so that the wrhole time

the enemy Air Forces vrere compelled to adopt a defensive
attitude v/hich degenerated into a defensive psychology.
Between the Eighth Jkrmj and the h.D.A.F. Commanders there

was a high level of co-operation: between the enemy
C,-in-C. and the Goimander of the Luftvi/affe there was too

little collaboration and an excess of dictation,

outmoded 'blitzkrieg' technique was still being pursued when

the situation demanded the utmost flexibility in the use of
air power.

before it - the R.A.P. held the initiative.

The

Taken in perspective as the last battle of Rommel's
Gazala offensive which had come so near to shattering the

whole structure of isllied control in the ̂ liddle East, the

victory at Alam el Haifa - even more than at El ivlam.ein -

proved a turning point of enemy fortunes during one of the
most critical periods of the v/hole war. Basically it was
a battle of all arms in which Navy, iirray and Air Force

played their parts,
services was never more patent than in this battle,
theless, from the earliest days of the pre-battle 'softening-
up' period to the time when the Eighth iirmy Commander
decided not to commit his heavy armour in the battle, but

to wait for the correct time and place for the British
counter-offensive, it was obvious that victory v/ould depend
more than anything else on the correct employment of air

power, both tactically and strategically, following closely
the principle of concentration.

The interdependence of the three
Never-

'The tremendous power of the air arm in close
co-operation with the land battle was well demonstrated in

the operation', wrote General Montgomery in his ’’Reflections
on the Battle of Alam Haifa" , 'The Airmy and Air Force worked
to a combined plan, made possible because the i\rmy and Air

Commanders and their Staffs were working together at one

Headquarters
the interest or attention it deserved,

because had we lost it, v;e might well have lost Egypt,
winning it we paved the way for success at El Alamein
and the subsequent advance to Tunisia,'
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CHAPTER 7

THE PREPARATORY l^RIOD AJMD BUILDo^UP BEFORE THE BATTLE OF EL ALAMEIN
r^SEPTBI\CBER - 23 OCTOBER 1%2)

Air Policy After the Battle of Alam el Haifa

The chief task facing the Air Officer Coimianding-in-
Chief after the defensive battle of Alam el Haifa was to

build up his force, particularly the fighter squadrons
which were still well below establishment, in preparation
for a major land and air offensive, and at the same time
prevent the enemy Commander from strengthening his land
and air forces. Broadly speaking, his policy was to cut
down to a minimum offensive operations by the light bombers
and fighters, in order to give the squadrons time to rest
and train, while continuing the operations of the heavy
and medium bombers, as fully as possible, against the
enemy's supply ports,
tion of shipping strikes against the enemy's convoys to
North Africa.

This was additional to an infcenaifica

In addition, it was necessary to undertake

-

certain measures for the reorganisation of the field fighter
force, including particularly the introduction of American
squadrons into the 'W'estern Desert Air Force.

Absorption of the American Squadrons

’^ile the allocation by the U. S.A.A.P, of No. 5?
Fighter Group of tliree Yfarhawk (P.40) Squadrons and the
12th Bombardment Group of betvreen two and three Mitchell

(B.25) Squadrons to the TYeD.A.P. had been very welcome, the
problem of absorbing these squadrons into a highly trained
mobile force raised many problems* The Americans, although
thoroughly trained and attaining a very high peacetime
standard of flying, had at that time no experience of war
and particularly of war under Desert conditions*
problem was tackled and solved by infiltrating U.S.A.A..P.
section leaders into Royal Air Force squadrons and followed
gradually by the whole of the squadron.
e-very phase of squadron activity was given them by word of
mouth bj; the Officers Commanding the formations to which
they vrere attached, and it was arranged that one R.A.F.
Squadron Leader should be attached to each American Group
for liaison duties.

The

Instruction on

A.H.B./IIJ1/
122/1 9(a)

The scheme worked well and in a short time the personnel
were ready to taloe their places in squadrons. The opera
tional control of the American squadrons was vested in the
Air Officer Commanding, with a nominal H.Q. located at
Advanced Air Headquai'ters to study the control of air forces
in the field and to watch over American interests.

In the allocation of the squadrons. No. 66 Squadron
attached on 7 October to a Kittyhawk Wing (No. 239) which
was earmarked to go forward with an advaaice. The remaining
two squadrons. Nos. 6l+ and 63, after a period of dual control,
formed an independent Fighter Wing (No. 37 Fighter Group)
under the operational control of No. 211 Group,
U.S.A.A.F. fighter Squadrons (Nos, 81, 82, 83 and 434)
attached to No. 232 Wing for operations.

Reorganisation of the Fighter Force

In preparation for the forthcoming offensive, the
fighter force underw'ent considerable reorganisation,
seven Kittyhav/k and one Tomahawk squadron formed tvra
Kittyhawk wings of four squadrons each to one of which was
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attached an American P.AO fighter squadron (No. 66).
these Y/ings were earmarked to go forward with an advanceo
Since, owing to the increase in the Kittyhaii'vk strength, the
Hurricane squadrons were unlikely to go forward, the three

Spitfire squadrons which had hitherto operated with them

in mixed wings were reorganised on 25 September to form a

Spitfire Wing (No. 2kk) in which was also included No. 73
The remaining

Both

A,H.Bo/lIJl/ Squadron of Hurricane night fighters.
12^69 (a) & (B) eight Hurricane squadrons, v/ith the exception of No. 6

Squadron and No. 7 Squadron (S.A.A.P.), formed two
Hurricane YYings.

No, 73 Squadron had already specialised in night
operations at the time of the Battle of Alam el Haifa, and

it was retained in this capacity for the offensive, although
day training was continued in the squadron to permit a

switch over to day operations at short notice should this

become necessary,
a fully trained squadron of this type was very great, and
the work of No. 73 Squadron was outstanding both before and

during the offensiveT

The scope for operational activity with

No. 6 Squadron, v/ith Hurricane IID 'tankbusting'
aircraft and No. 7 Squadron (S.A.A.P,) which had recently
been re-equipped with the same type, had already been taken

out of the Hurricane Wings on 28 July, on accomt of their

specialised role, to operate together as a small wing
formation under the operational control of Advanced Air

Headquarters Yfestern Desert, tlirough No. 211 Group,
further innovation wa.s the formation of a second fighter

group, No. 212, which became operational at the beginning
of September, although it viras not officially formed until
1 December,

A

The operational control by No. 211 Group of

No. 6 Squadron
O.R.B.

A,H.B./IU1/
122/1 9(a)

all the fii;^ter squadrons in the field, organised in five

fighter wings of normally four squadrons each, constituted
an enormous task and, with the addition of the American
squadrons, necessitated a further control formation.
No. 212 Group therefore took over control of No, 243 Wing
and No. 7 Wing (S.A.A.P.) - both Hurricane Wings  - on
30 September.
Group should remain the chief control formation of the

fighter force, and for this reason a close liaison between

the Groups was maintained,
fighter Group was also desirable so that a mobile fighter
Group would be available, if required, for transfer to
another theatre of operations.

It was essential, however, that No. 211

The forming of a second mobile

Defence of the Delta; Resting and Training of Squadrons

The reorganisation of the fighter force took place

gradually during the six weeks of comparative quiet, between

8 September and 23 October, during which period the fighter
squadrons were rested and trained. The end of the battle

of Alam el Haifa still left the enemy within easy range of

the Delta area, with long-range fighters, and a portion
of the W.D.A.P, was therefore allocated to A.H.Q, Egypt for
the close defence of Alexandria and Cairo. Tlie break from

the Desert and the change of task represented some rest for

the squadrons thus employed, and where possible the propor
tion of the squadrons maintained at readiness was restricted
as far as possible to allow full training to continue. The

remainder of the fighter force was rested and given time

for training in turn as the situation permitted, (usually
a week was allotted for training and a week for leave) but
the strength of the fighter force in the field was always
maintained at adequate strength to meet any sudden action

by the enemy. At the beginning of the preparatory period,
(84234)256
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offensive activity by the fighters was cut down to a
minimm while squadrons rested and trained, but as the
time for the advance approached the number of operations
steadily increased. Even so, most squadrons managed to
find time to continue training up to the time of the

In the same way the fighter squadrons operating
in a defensive role took advantage of periods of inactivity
by the enemy to keep their pilots constantly in training,

Fighter Reinforcement

battle.

The supplies of Kittyhawks and Spitfires to the
Middle East, althoxjgh sufficient to build up the fighter
squadrons to normal strength could not enable the rearming
of any of the Hurricane squadrons. No. 238 Squadron,
however, was re-equipped during the week 10-17 September
with Hurricane IIC (Cannon) aircraft and its Hurricane IIB
aircraft were handed on to No. 335 Hellenic Squadron which
had hitherto been operating with Hurricane I's.

At the beginning of the period the fighter squadrons,
particularly those with Kittyhawk and Spitfires were far
below strength.

A.H.B./lUl/
31/1 M.E.P.0.S,
& Sqdns O.R.B. s

A.H.B./IUI/
183/145(D)

On 7 September the Air Officer Coramanding-in-Chief
’I am gravely worried over ray fighter position and

I know everything is being done to improve them

wrote;

prospects,

but facts are that we are at only 50 per cent strength with
three Spitfire squadrons and lower with the Kittyhawk
squiadrons - so that I will almost certainly have to roll
up two or three of latter squadrons. *
increased shipment of Kittyhawks to Egypt, however, it
was found possible to retain all the Kittyhawk squadrons.
But these and the Spitfire squadrons were still under
strength,

the American 33rd Pursuit Group to Egypt,
due there on 1 October although it would have been late
in any event.

I
Owing to the

In addition it had been decided not to send
It had been

A.H.B./lIJl/
183/173

A.H.B./lUl/
183/148 (a)

The following table indicates the strength which had
to be established and maintained by reinforcement and
repair. This does not take into account the strength of
squadrons at the outset of the period.

A,H.B,/IIJ1/
31/1 M.E.P.O.S.

Arrivals
jaju._af
qdns.

Total_I.E,
of Squadrons

Issues to
squadrons

Aircraft in

Egypt

Hurricanes

Spitfires
Kittyhawks
Tomahawks

11 198 124 238
63 54 232

1267 119 210

181 81

It will be seen that the output of aircraft to squadrons
far exceeded the arrivals of aircraft in Egypt, an indication
of the high standard of repair of aircraft, particularly in
Kittyhawks, which was maintained in very difficult condi
tions and without the support of a basic aircraft industry
as in the United Kingdom.

Formation of No. 232 Light Bomber Wing

A.H.B./lIJl/
122/69(a)

During the Battle of Alam el Haifa four light bomber
squadrons, had been controlled by No. 3 Wing (S.A.A.F. ),
the only light bomber formation. The addition of the

American Mitchell squadrons and the prospect of a further
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S.A.A.F. Baltimore sqmdron necessitated the creation of a
second control formation,

formed to control No. 55 and 225 Baltimore Sqxmdrons, with
the 12th Bombartoent Group squadrons attached to the Wing
for operations. ) This left No. 3 Wing (S.A.A.P.  ) in
control of Nos.12 and 24 Squadrons (S.A.A.P,^ (Bostons)
and No. 21 Squadron (S.A.A.P.) (Baltiraores) (2) which was on
the point of arriving. A further advantage to be gained
by the addition of a second light bomber wing was that,
like the second fighter group, it would be available for
transfer to another theatre of operations as a complete
unit if required.

No. 232 Wing was therefore

Employment of the Light Bomber Force

YiTith existing conditions severely restricting suitable
light bomber targets, the light bomber squadrons, like the
fighters, were able to reduce their operations in order to
rest and_train, and only a small proportion of their strength
was retained at forward landing-grounds. The policy for
the employment and training of the light bomber squadrons,
as laid down by Air Headquarters We stein Desert after

Al^ el Haifa, was, the limiting of day attacks to occasional
raids on selected targets, but with full night operations
during the moon period by the Boston squadrons,
squadrons were therefore ordered to reduce holdings of
aircraft at forward airfields to a maximum of twelve and
to send the remaining aircraft to the base landing grounds
where the number held was always to be adequate for full
training requirements, at the expense of the aircraft at
the forward landing gromds.

The

When the congestion at the

No. 3 S.A.A.P,
Wing O.R.B.

. base landing grounds was relieved by the availability of
new landing grounds on the Suez road, the number of air
craft held at forward landing gromds
further reduced, particularly during the moon period,
the American B.25 squadrons were withdrawn from operations
for training in day and night operations.

was to be still

All

Nos. 55 and 223 Squadrons were withdrawn from operations
until 19 October, although this period of rest and training
was interrupted once on 30 September when No. 223 Squadron
was called up to operate in close support of the Army,
once on 6 October when No. 55 Squadron attacked-  a petrol

Sons O.R.B.s

dump at Daba, and again on 9 October, when both squadrons
took part in the ’blitz' on water-logged enemy airfields.
Kie squadrons came under operational control of No. 232
VYing on 23 September, and were joined by the American
12th Medium Bombardment Group with three B-25 Squadrons
15 October. The American Squadrons were Nos, 82, 83 and 434.

on

No. 232 Wing
O.R.B,

Meanwhile the remaining light bomber squadrons. Nos.
and 24 S.A.A.F, under No. 3 Wing S.A.A.F., carried out
thorough training programmes at base landing—grounds right
up to the time of the offensive while maintaining from the
advanced landing grounds night operations against enemy
landing-grounds during the moon period> 20 September to
1 October, and occasional day raids against selected
targets as required.

12

Sqdn. &
Wing O.R.B.s

(1) No, 232 Wing had existed
Tel Aviv.

as a skeleton formation at

It arrived at L.G. '7’ on 31 August and
became operational on 23 September 1942.

(2) The Squadron began operations on 9 October.
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A.H.B./IU1/
122/69(A)

In addition, experiments were successfully made in
smoke dropping by the Bostons. In the forthcoming advance,
the Army wished to use smoke to screen their movements

against the established defences of the enemy, both as
deception measures and as direct assistance against enemy
artillery. Tests were carried out with smoke laying by
day and in moonlight, using Bostons fitted with two S. C. I.
containers. It was found that in this way a c^Irtain of
smoke approximately one mile long which would last for

fifteen to twenty minutes depending on wind conditions, oould
readily be laid, and this was considered a satisfactory
result. The outstanding difficulty was to lay the smoke
at the correct point, and it vfas found that to ensure this
a very careful disposition of markers in the immediate area

of the dropping point was essential. vTithout this, smoke
laying could have only a limited success and might be of
no value to the ground forces. It was also found, that in
smoke laying by moonlight, there was a tendency for the
smoke to be laid too high, thus considerably reducing the
screening effect.

Question of the Y/ithdrawal of the Albacore Squadrons

A.H.B./IIJI/
122/69(a)

Although the Heavy and Medium banbers of No. 205
Group did not come under the operational control of Air
Headquarters Western Desert, it was fully intended as in
the Battle of Alam Haifa, to employ the Wellingtons, in
conjunction writh the P.A.A. Albacore squadrons, in night
attacks on enemy positions in the battle area,

plans were jeopardised, however, when the Admiralty announced
its intention to withdraw the Albacores squadrons and to
replace them with a squadron of twelve Swordfish aircraft.

These

On 9 September the Air Officer Commanding-in--Ghief
wrote to the Chief of the Air Staff:

at all that the technique which has evolved between the

Albacores and the Wellingtons has been most effective and
I see no reason virhy it should not go on being equally
effective in the future,

flies slowly, and the pilot can put his head out and get
clear vision, and in consequence, can amble about the
countryside looking for targets with the help of the moon,
and/or flares, until he finds something appetising on which
to direct the Wellingtons.'

'There is no doubt

The point is that the Albacore

A.H.B./IUI/
183/271 (e)

The Naval Commander-in-Chief pointed out that the
replacement situation for torpedo bombers in the
Mediterranean was bad and that he had been informed by the

However, he agreed
to support the Air Officer Ccmmandlng-in-Chief's request
to the Chiefs of Staff for the retention of the Albacores
in the Middle East during the offensive 'until Rommel had

been decisively defeated.' Apart fr^ lack of experience,
the Swordfish force could not meet the requirements fulfil
led by the Albacores, since a force of twelve aircraft
would be inadequate to maintain the continuity of attack
throughout the night - one of the main factors in the
success of the Albacores.

Admiralty that it was getting vrorse.

I

A.H.B./IIJI/
183/206(a)
(AOC/206)

It was subsequently agreed by the Chiefs of Staffs,
that, althouigh the dispatch of the Swordfish to Middle East
should proceed, the Albacores should be retained there until
after the offensive and the arrival of the Swordfish, when
the position v/ould be reconsidered,

long-term answer to the problem of finding a slow-flying
pathfinder aircraft for the air force and on 12 October the

But this provided no
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Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief wrote to the Vice-Chief of

the Air Staff; *The sanction we got should cover the
immediate battle but we do need to get a permanent answer

to meet this problem. To my mind the continuous twenty-
four hour service of bombing which is made possible by the
combination with the slow flyiiig Albacore and the medium
bomber is one of the most potent factors in land warfare
which has emerged as a result of our experience.  I feel
that somehow we ought to make a permanent provision for it.

Shortage of Yfellington Aircraft

A.H.B./IIJI/
183/248(a)

I

The policy of using medium bombers at night in conjunc
tion with ’pathfinder’ Albacores, in order to maintain a
’round-the-'clook’ bombing programme with the light bombers,
had been carried out successfully at the beginning of the
Battle,of Alam el Haifa, but was almost immediately
threatened by the shortage of Yfellingtons in the Coimmand.

There had been a steady decline in the YiTellington
strength for some time,

aircraft had been approximately 130.
scarcely 80.
of the I.E. of 20 in the squadrons to a U.E. of I6,
October the four '.Wellington bomber squadrons in the Middle
East could muster a strength of only 64 U.E., giving an
average available strength of 35 aircraft as a striking
force.("I) This figure, after a spell of intensive opera
tions had fallen considerably.
Commanding had found it difficult to raise a striking
force of more than 20 aircraft per night, even though all
serviceable aircraft operated every night,
resort, to which the Air Officer Coimianding had been
reduced resulted in a high percentage of casualties over
heavily defended targets such as Tobrulc.

In July the number of serviceable
By October it was

This decline was due in part to the sdtoration
In

Thus the A.ir Officer

This latter

A,H.B./IIJ1/
183/271 (e)

27 October, therefore, the Air Officer Commanding-
in-Chief asked C.A.S. for increased Wellington reinforcementd.
He considered that to produce effective and economical
results against such targets, a raid force of 50 aircraft
vras the minimum required, and that he should therefore hold
a raid force of 100 bomber Wellingtons, to be organised,
preferably, into five squadrons of 20 U.E. which was far
more economical and efficient under Middle East conditions
than squadrons at I6 U.E.

Ibid

The existing Air Ministry tariff aimed to give Middle
East two Wellington torpedo squadrons and four bomber
squa^ons all at I6 I.E, for the maintenance of which it
provided 53 Wellington aircraft per month. The Air Officer
Goramanding-in-Chief was prepared to exchange an A.S.V. for
a bariber squadron but advocated the fixing of the establish
ment of all the squadrons at 20 U.E. and the proportionate
increase of the monthly reinforcement quota to 61, in
addition to eight aircraft for forwarding to India, and
7 to allow for wastage en route.

(1) There were six bomber Wellington squadrons in the
Middle East according to the Order of Battle, but the
Wellington strength was only equal to that of four
squadrons.

(2) In July the Mediterranean route,  , ^ for bomber reinforcemonts
Had to be abandoned owing to the necessity for
ing petrol at Malta.

conserv-

The diversion through West
Africa tended to increase the wastage.
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Despite the Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief's admittedly
strong reasons for making this request, C.A.S. felt unable
to increase the monthly quota, because this could only be
done at the expense of the 50 Squadron Bomber Programme
at home which he v/as pledged to meet by the end of the year.
However, he hoped that in a few weeks* time after Operation
Torch had been lamched, he would be in a better position
to judge whether or not some increase was justified.
Meanwhile measures were taken to ensure that there would be

no delay in sending out any increase which might then be
decided upon.

Medium and Heavy Bomber Operations - 8 Septeiiber to
23 October

After the Battle of Alam el Haifa, the medium bomber
force was switched from operations in the battle area,
back to its customary task of attacking enemy ports and '
bases, in conjunction with the heavy bombers.

A.H.B./IU1/
31/1 M.E.P.O.S.
No. 205 G-rp
& Sqdns
O.R.B.s.

The chief target was Tobruk, an$ night after night
the V/ellingtons took off to bomb shipping, (0 the harbour
and port installations. Between 7 Sjeptember and 25 October

they made over eight hundred sorties,-j and dropped over
674 tons of bombs, mostly high explosive, as well as
laying mines in the harbour. During the same period, the
heavy bombers made one hundred and forty sorties and
dropped over 295 tons of bombs. Although the primary
object of the raids v/as the destruction of shipping, the
results were not very successful, as damage was Inflicted
only on harbour craft and mine-sweepers, except on one
occasion when a merchant ship, the Ravello (6,142 tons)
was damaged. However, damage to jetties, buildings and
installations was believed to be considerable.

Benghazi, more success was achieved against shipping v/ith
a smaller effort, probably because the enemy Viras forced
by the constant bombing of Tobruk to divert most of his
large ships to Benghazi, thus presenting better targets.
In a total of sixty-five heavy bomber sorties approximately
190 tons of bombs were dropped of which twenty*-seven sorties
were made by aircraft of the U.S.A.A.P.
reports on shipping in the harbour

At

On 23 September
was as follows:-(2)

Alexander’s

Despatch

A.H.B./IUI/
31/1

* Apuania
Ravello5£

, up by direct bomb hit.(3)
heavily damaged.

Pertusola (15OQ tons) very heavily damaged,
Tripolino (107O tons) damaged,

(tonnage ? ) damaged but seaworthy.
Lombardia (harbour tanker) stern burnt out.
Several light and auxiliary sailing vessels sunk.

(6200 tons) blown
(6400 tons) now h

Matruh harbour and Solium were also attacked by both
heavy and medium bombers. Five heavy and twenty-four
medium bomber sorties were mounted against the former in
which over 25 tons of bombs were dropped and sixteen mines
were laid, v/hile three Wellingtons dropped 2 tons on Solium.
^ the Mediterranean area heavy bombers attacked shipping
in Suda and Navarino bays, damaging two ships,(4) and the
airfields of Heraklion, Maleme and Tymbaki were attacked by

Ibid

(0 For full details of anti-shipping offensive see page 230
below.

(2) Damage Viras not all necessarily inflicted during September.
p) ̂  ships marked thus confirmed by Lloyds,

See anti-shipping operations below.
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heavy and medium bombers, a total of 12 tons of bombs
being dropped on the latter targets in thirteen sorties.
Finally, the Wellingtons made a very big contribution
to the offensive against the enemy's airfields in the
Western Desert carrying out over two hundred sorties in
viiich nearly I98 tons of bombs were dropped. These
figures do not include the Vfellington sorties flown during
the four day pre-offensive ’blitz*.

,.toti-shipping Operations, 8 September - 23 October

During the early weeks of September the offensive
against enemjr shipping had not achieved very satisfactory
results.^ Torpedo-carrying aircraft were often prevented
from strikes by Axis destroyer smoke-screens. It was
hoped to si^ount this difficulty by using heavy bombers
(usually Liberators) in

A.H.B./IUI/
183/271/(e)

,  a combined attack, but it proved
that ohe crews had not yet had enough ejqperience to reach

necessary accuracy either in bomb aiming or in navigation.
Un one occasion, when eighteen Liberators were given the
position of a convoy by reconnaissance which was in fact
correct to five miles, only two aircraft succeeded in
finding the convoy and these caused no damage.

Officer Commanding-in-Chief felt, too, that
the torpedoes which were being used were not lethal enough,
largely owing to their having an inadequate charge.

•D there was a great shortage of Mark II
Beauforts. All these aircraft T/hich were operational had
been sent to Malta and the Air Ministry signal statinv that
no xurther Mk.II Beauforts vrere to be sent to the Middle
East^for the next six months v/as a great blow,
version was 25 m.p.h. slower than the Mk.II and,
escorted by Beaufighters, reduced the speed of the escort
below the economical cruising speed, thereby reducing the
r^ge of str^es by more than I5 per cent. In a signal
to the Air Ministry on I9 September, the Air Officer
Conmanding-in-Chief pointed out that, 'The reduction in
effective striking range will leave a considerable
between Ifelta's striking range and the striking range from
Egypt with Toledo Wellingtons. Unless we caS h^ MlS
Beauforts or torpedo Beaufighters, it will definitely be
possible for enemy .to slip in between Malta's and Egypt's
strikes. Even now it requires good judgement, very good
reconnaissance, and still better luck to ^
do not evade north Malta and Egypt.’

The Mk.I
when

gap

ensure that enemy

A.H.B./
IIJI/183/
248 (b)

In spite of these difficulties, however, the air war
at sea began^co meet with considerable success in the four

^ offensive. Die period. In fact, began
Itk*^ t Buooeas for the Axis, when the tanker
Alberto Fassio sailed safely from Crete
arrived on I5 September with
of fuel, of which 600 tons
This

to Tobruk where it
a cargo of about 2,000 tons

were app.ortioned to the Luft'waffe

Enemy Records
A.H.B.S

.
cargo was _regarded as very important for the c^Kd^^^t

3n North Africa and orders had been given byKesselring for adequate protection to be ^
Fliegerkorps X. In addition to the
eight aircraft, further Me.11 O'
of air attack.

provided by
cover of at least

s were held ready in case

Enemy Records
A.H.B.6 and

H.Q., R.A.F.
Malta O.R.Be
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The aircraft bombed at mast heightj scoring a direct hit
with a 500 lb bomb and several near misses, and afterwards
machine-gunned the vessel; Deck cargo v/as hurled into the
sea and the ship was left stationary vm.th a list to port
and emitting oil and smoke,
that she sank a few hours later,

of 310 tons of fuel for the Army and 215 tons for the
Luftwaffe,

Reconnaissance confirmed

This strike disposed

In an attack on Benghazi on I6 September by 17
U.S.A.A.P. and 7 R.A.P. Liberators, an American aircraft
made a direct hit on the motor vessel Ravello (3499 tons)
which was badly dajmged, and the Gloria Stella pier
also hit during the attacks,
dust on 22 September and during the night, by 18 U.S.A.A.P.
and 11 British Liberators resulted in a direct hit by the
American aircraft on the S.S, Apuania (7949 tons),
vessel was destroyed with over 500 tons of ammunition and
350 tons of rations on board,

smaller vessels and one torpedo boat and harbour installa
tions were also damaged,
attacks the Panzer Army requested the German General in
Rome (von Rintelen) to arrange for urgent measures to be
taken to ensure that Benghazi was kept fully serviceable,
and to make available increased coastal shipping space.
At the same time Kesselring was asked to reinforce the air
defence of the port,
against shipping in port was achieved on 1 October when
eight U.S.A.A.P. aircraft attacked Navarino and claimed
hits on a large merchant vessel in the harbour,
ship was the s.s. Bixio (7OOO tons) (also referred to as
the Nino Dixie) which was hit by two bombs and set on fire,
the central superstructure and fuel tanks being destroyed.

was

Two further attacks at

The

During these raids three

As a direct result of these

A further success by Liberators

This

M.E.W. I.S.

& Enemy
Documents

M.E.P.D.S.

M.E.W,I.S. and
Aircraft from both Malta and Egypt attacked a merchant

.  vessel in the area south-west of Matapan during the night
A.H.B.(6) Enemy 27/28 September, but none of the aircraft (a Beaufort fr
Documents Malta and two torpedo Wellingtons from Egypt) was able to

observe ̂resuits of the attacks. However, the Italian
ship Unione (607I tons) was hit by a torpedo in this area
during the night and had to be towed to Navarino where
unloading was commenced. Her cargo consisted of 2,000
tons of fuel, M.T. and equipment. On 3 October this ship
received a further two direct hits on the hold in an
attack by I8 U.S.A.A.P. Liberators against the port,
the night of 28/29th .Wellingtons, Mbacores and Swordfish
from Malta attacked the Ravenna (II48 tons), bound for
Messina from Taranto, near Cape Spartivento,
following day the vessel was beached, 0)

T)

On 6 October the Dandalo (49^4 tons) carrying a cargo
of bombs, ammunition and aircraft spares, left Crete for
Tobruk escorted by two destroyers. Orders were given to
Pliegerkorps X to provide continuous air protection from
dawn to dusk, with at least six bombers and fighters,
convoy was attacked, apparently without result by four
R.A.P, Liberators south-west of Crete at dusk on 6th, but
on the night of 7/8 October the Dandalo (49^4 tons)
hit by aircraft torpedo 60 miles off Has el Tin and sank
some hours later. The attacking aircraft were two torpedo
Wellingtons of No. 38 Squadron.

cf

om

Enemy Dociments
A.H.B.(6) &
H.Q. R.A.P.
Malta O.R.B.

On

and on the

Enemy Documents
A.H.B,(6) and
M.E.P.O.S,

This

was

(1) Enemy documents record no damage but according to
Lloyds these air attacks combined with a submarine
attack resulted in, the loss of the ship.
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A further success by U.S.A.A.P. Liberators was
achieved on 11 October when eight aircraft attacked two

merchant vessels escorted by three destroyers, en route for
Africa, south-west of Crete. Ihe Tergestea (589O tons)
carrying 200 tons of ammunition, 1OOO tons of rations and
40 motor transport vehicles, was damaged and forced to put
into a Greek port,
held up for some twelve days as she was subsequently sunk
off Tobruk on ZC October.

It would appear that this vessel was

On the night of October the Amsterdam (8,673
tons) was attacked by a special Albacore from Malta eighty
miles north-east of Homs and received a direct hit from
a torpedo which apparently stopped her. More attacks by
Wellingtons were made during the night without any fiu’ther
results being observed, and on 17 October the ship v/as
found beached at Homs. An attack by an Albacore on the
follo'fidng night apparently also produced no further results,
and in spite of hits by submarines on 23 October, some of
the cargo, including fuel oil, was salvaged. The ship
was recorded by Lloyds as lost during October.

A serious fuel crisis was threatened to the P^zer
Army Africa, through damage to the tanker PanucoC'*)
a cargo of 2, 6OO tons of fuel to North Africa,
was torpedoed by Wellingtons of No. 69 Squadron from Malta
off Punta Stilo on the night of I8/19 October and had to
be.towed into Orotone. . This strike, coming as it did
only five days before the opening of the Eighth Army
offensive, was probably the most important during the period.
There is no doubt that the loss of fuel was gravely
embarrassing to Rommel and a few days later the Quarter
Master General of the Panzer Army asked for 1,000 tons of
fuel to be flown over from Greece to Tobruk to. avert the
crisis.

carrying
The vessel

Enemy Documents
A.H.B,(6) and
H. Q., R. A. P.
Malta O.R.B.

Enemy sources
A.H.B. (6) and
H.Q., R.A.F.,
Malta O.R.B.

Ten sorties were made by Wellingtons, Albacores and
Swordfish against a south-bound convoy on the night of
19/20 October. Direct hits with a torpedo and with a

Ibid

bomb v/ere claimed on the merchant vessels and one hit with
a torpedo on a tanker. As a result, probably of the
torpedo attack, the Titania (5397 tons) was hit and severely
damaged. She was subsequently sunk by a submarine torpedo
early on the following morning. Prom the same convoy the
destroyer Da Verazzano and the Beppe had been sunk by the
Navy on the morning of 19 October.

^Prom 8 September to 23 October the numbers of effective
sorties flowi on anti-shipping operations were as follows

^gypt/bevant Malta

M.E.P. O.S. Heavy Bomber
Me dim Bomber

Light Bomber
Fighter Bomber
Cannon & Machine Gun

12

39 28

3 27
12

10 1
64 72

Results were four ships destroyed amounting to a total of
15,298 tons, and seven damaged amounting to 73,000 tons.
The anti-shipping successes of the period were divided

(1) Tonnage not known. Estimated at 8,000 tons.
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equally between the Malta and Eg3rpt/Levant forces, each . .
force accounting for two ships destroyed and three damaged,v<)
the seventh damaged ship being the possible victim of either.

Three of the vessels attacked from Egypt were hit in harbour
and not at sea.

German and Italian records are also supported by
Lloyds in stating that on the 10 September the hospital
ship Amo (802k- tons) was sunk by an aircraft torpedo
with the loss of 4 sailors and 23 nurses. During the
night 9/"10 September two aircraft of No. 38 Squadron
Detachment sighted a hospital ship but did not attack it.

A third aircraft however attacked what appeared to be a

small vessel immediately astern which was trans-shipping
something from the larger ship. All the sources agree
that this small vessel was very close to the Arno (estimated
50 yards according to the No. 38 Squadron O.R.B.) and it
seems probable that the torpedo lamched against it, did
in fact strilce. the Amo.

No. 201 Group
O.E.B. No. 38
Sqdn O.R.B.
A.H.B./IIJ1/
31/1

Operations *Agreement* and *Bigamy* 13/14 September

The intention of these operations was to seize
temporarily the ports of Tobruk and Benghazi and to destroy
shipping, fuel, stocks, port facilities and any other
important objectives. Plans had been under discussion
ever since the withdrawal from Cyrenaica and on 3 September
the Commander-in-Chief held a conference with Admiral
Harwood Coramander-in-Chief Mediterranean and the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
pointed out that no air support could be provided except
bombing attacks to help in covering the approach. Fighter
cover would be impossible owing to the distance,
as the army and naval commanders were anxious to continue

with the schemes and realised the great risks involved,
he felt mable to carry his opposition to the extent of
refusal.

However

Alexander's

Despatch

A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/271 (e).

Operation 'AgreementI

The raid on Tobruk was launched on the night of
13 September. The plan was to capture the port by a
combined operation from two sides, by sea and overland.
According to the Air Plan the R.A.P. would:-

(a) Provide cover bombing for British naval and
land forces,

(b) Provide a diversion for enemy R.D.P. and sea
lookouts,

(c) Provide visual reconnaissance for
signals from the ground forces for transmission to
the controlling formations,

(d) Protect and provide reconnaissance for naval
forces proceeding to and returning from Tobruk,

A

The role of the land force lAhich consisted of some
three hundred men was to approach Tobruk across the
desert from Kufra and to attack the town mder cover of

the air bombardment on the night of I3/14 September.

I 1
success

(1) Excluding the Arno.
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Simultaneously the naval landing force was to make an
assault on the coastal defences follovred by attacks by
motor torpedo boats on shipping in the harbour,
hoped that the land force would be able to link up T/ith
the naval landing parties and consolidate the position
sufficiently to hold the, town for one day, during which
demolitions could be carried out.

It was

Air operations in support of 'Agreement* began with
the bombing attack by approximately one hundred aircraft
of Nos. 201 and 205 Groups between 2225 and 0350 hours
the night of 13/14 September,
started on the peninsular and a nmber of exceptionally
large explosions were reported, one of which apparently
resulted from a direct hit on the enemy's gun control room
with a 4,000 lb. bomb and could be seeii seventy miles away.
A second very large explosion occurred near the naval fuel
tanlcs.

on

Several large fires were

Low-flying and machine-gunning attacks were also

No. 205 Gp
O.R.B. No. 201

Gp O.R.B.

carried out to divert attention from the naval landings.

The land force from Kvifra reached its first objective
and waited till dawn for the motor torpedo boat parties
whichj except for two, failed to materialise. The destroyers
Sikh and Zulu were fired on when they had landed only a very
few troops and the Sikh v/as repeatedly hit and eventually
blew up or was scuttled. It seems likely that enemy
R.D.P. had given warning of the destroyers. At O639 hours
the Zulu was ordered back to Alexandria to avoid further

damage and the Admiral turned back the covering force of
the Coventry and the 5th Destroyer Plotilla (which
by then approaching safety) to cover the Zulu. Throughout
14 September the ships were heavily attacked from the air.
Fighter cover was given by Beaufighters of Nos. 252 and 2?2
Squadrons, which flev/ thirty sorties and claimed one Ju,88
and one Jvu87 probably destroyed and four Ju.87*s damaged.C'^)
The Beaufighters forced many enemy aircraft to jettison their
bombs but the enemy made good use of the low cloud and after
repeated attacks both the Coventry and the Zulu were sunk.

The motor torpedo boats accompanying the larger ships
escaped the bombing attacks by virtue of their speed but
tivo were destroyed'by Italian fighters soon after leaving
Tobrulc. Anti-submarine and reconnaissance patrols were
again provided by No. 201 Group during the return voyage.

was

A.H.B./IU1/
183/271 (e)

There is no doubt that the R.A.P. bombing at Tobruk was

very successful - indeed the naval landing parties complained
that they foimd it difficult to get ashore at the right
time and place owing to the glare of fires and explosions
started by the R.A.P.

The long range fighter cover for the Navy was criticised
by the Commander-in-Chief as being insufficient but the
number of aircraft that would be available had been known

at the planning stage. The general failure was largely
caused by the unforeseen necessity of withdrawing naval
forces from Tobruk by day and this had made unexpectedly
heavy demands on the fighter escort. As the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief pointed out, ,'no practicably conceivable
force of long range fighters would have been adequate to

A.H.B./IIJI/
183/271 (e)

(1) Eneraj'- records show two bombers, two dive bcxnbers and
one twin-engined fighter destroyed and one bomber
damaged on this day.
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cover the surface craft virhich dotted the four hundred
miles of sea from Tobruk to Alexandria.’

Operktion’' ‘Bigamy*

The object of the operation was the temporary capture
,of Benghazi. In outline it was snnilar to that of

.  Operation 'Agreement', exicept-that the attack was to be
en land with air cover only, no naval-forces being involved.
The air effort wslb to be on a far smaller scale than that
mounted at Tobruk, only twenty Liberators being detailed
to attack. During the baubing low cloud obscured the
target and only bursts could be observed.

A preliminary attack by the land force on the tom
found the defences on the alert and the operation
abandoned, the force withdrawing during the 14 September.
It was subjected to heavy air attacks and in the ensuing air
fighting one enemy aircraft was claimed destroyed (see
footnote (l).on page 234), -
redd on Barce by the Lond Range'desert Group
was however successful in destroying twenty aircraft. (■•)
This third force was also heavily attacked from the air
during the withdrawal.

Neither of the two larger raids achieved the
they aimed at.
Commanding-in-Chief had shown'at the preliminary conference
could not - be provided on an adequate scale,
tion of dumps and facilities at Tobruk and Benghazi would
have^undoubtedly had a large effect on the enemy's supply
difficulties, but the risks accepted proved too great.
It is possible, however, the raids were instrumental in
making Roiimel keep the Tistoia Division at Bardia and
helped to divert his attention to the possibility of
seaborne raids on his long open flank.

Munassib Operation 30 September/1 October

was

A small diversionary ■

success

Air cover had not - and as the Air Officer

The destruc

A.H.B./IU1/
54/1

kle xander ' s
Despatch .

War Cabinet
Hist, (b)
Crusader (5)

At dam on 30 September 131 st Brigade supported by
nine field regiments and one medium regiment of artillery
attacked enemy locations in the Munassib
intention was to obtain artillery observation and to gain
sufficient ground to deploy artillery well forward for
Operation 'Lightfoot'.

Thearea.

These objects were attained,
together with useful information about the defensive
methods being used by the enemy. It was also found that
new formations from the United Kingdom would need
intensive training under local conditions before they could
pull their full weight in desert battle.

more

The air plan was modest and although 505 sorties
flom during the two days, 2(H4 of these were by fighter
aircraft. On the morning of; the 30 September nine
Baltimores of No. 223 Squadron bombed 250 well dispersed
M.T. at M.R. 867257^ scoring two direct hits and
drdpping a little over six’tons of bombs.

wer

In the aftern

e

oon
eleven Kittybombers, escorted by Kittyhavdes, answered an
Army call for close- support arid dropped two tons of bombs
on two gun pits and a concentration of 50 M.T.
were seen to fall in the target area but no definite
results -were observed.

The bombs

(1) These, -were probably Italian aircraft, for which
.  casualty figures: are not available.
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On the following day^ i October, twenty Kittyhawks
of Nos. 112 and 250 Squadrons intercepted a formation of

eighteen Ju.87‘s with an escort of twenty Me.109's.
formation was completely broken up and several of the
Stulcas were forced to jettison their bombs on their own

troops.

Ju.87'3 destroyed, four probably destroyed and two damaged.
No. 112 Squadron which was engaging the German top cover

also claimed one Me, 109 probably destroyed and one damaged.
German records howrever show only two dive banbers destroyed
and one damaged on this day.

The

The Kittyhawks suffered no losses and claimed sixNo. 250 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

In addition to the sorties mentioned above medium

bombers flew thirty-three sorties against Tobruk on the

night of 30 September/l October and on the following
night 3 (S.A.A.P.) Wing took advantage of the last night
of the moon period by mounting an attack by seventeen
Bostons of Nos. 12 and 24 Squadrons against dispersed
aircraft at L.G-, 's 13 and 10i.

do not appear to have had any direct connection with the

Army's'operations.

These operations, howeve
No. 3 (3.A.)
Wing O.R.B, r.

In spite of strong opposition by Italian parachutists
of the Polgore Division, the 131st Brigade succeeded in
reaching its objectives but was unable to consolidate its

position and retired during,1 October,
in the operation was to sweep the air clear of enemy air
craft.

The R.A.P.'s role

Many of the light bomber squadrons were resting
or training in the rear areas at the time, and the Air

Officer Commanding did not feel it necessary to recall
them. However, even the modest amount of direct supporA.H.B./IUI/

122/69(a)
t

afforded by the R.A.P. was a useful testing ground for the

efficiency of the Army Air Support Control network, and of
the newly established Forward Fighter Control Unit.

,Operations against Enemy Airfields

During the six weeks preparatory period for the
British offensive, the light bomber effort, with the
exception of a few raids against enemy positions, was
directed entirely against enemy landing-gromds in the
forv/ard area. On the nights 12/13 and 13/14 September
tvro attacks comprising 57 sorties, including Albacore
sorties, were made in support of Operation 'Agreement' to
counter enemy air activity against the British Naval forces,
and during the moon period from 20 September to 2 October
operations were mounted every night, with only one exception,
a total of 198 sorties being flown and approximately
70 tons of high explosives dropped,
made by Nos. 12 and 24 Squadrons (S.A.A.P.),
end of the moon period, no more night attacks were made
until the pre-offensive softening up operations were begm
on 19 October four days before the commencement of the
battle.

All these raids were

After the

A.H.B./IUI/
31/1

Coningham's Opportunist 'Weather Blitz', 9 October

On 6 October, photographic reconnaissance showed
that the enemy's forward airfields around Daba were water
logged as a result of recent heavy rains. Two days later
photographic reconnaissance established that many aircraft
were grotinded and it was decided to take the maximum

advantage of this opportunity of dealing the enemy air
force a heavy blow. Light bomber, fighter bomber and
fighter squadrons were recalled from rest and training
in the Delta area, and a large-scale air attack was
rapidly organised for the following day.
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The initial attack of the *blitz' achieved canplete
surprise, when synchronised raids were mounted against
L.G-’s 21 and IO4 by a total of 185 aircraft, 48 of vfhich
were light bombers. Throughout the remainder of the
day a series of bomber attacks was maintained against the
Daba group of airfields bringing the total to approximately
170 sorties, bomber attacks being interspersed by low
flying fighter and fighter bomber attacks at selected
intervals. The number of fighter sorties flown including
escort sorties, v/as approximately 400, over 100 of -which
■were offensive bombing, machine-gun, or cannon attacks.
The total weight of bombs dropped during the day -was
88 tons and at the end of the day it ’was estimated -that
sixteen parked aircraft had been destroyed, while tents,
motor transport, gun batteries and petrol, aramimiition and
other supply dumps had suffered heavy damage. Ten
Me.109’s were chained destroj^ed in combat.

Subsequent photographic reconnaissance of the enemy
airfields, however, indicated that the damage estimates
had been well above the actual facts.(0 In the photographs
of L.G.I04 about 100 bomb craters were visible on the landing
ground, one small aircraft was b-urnt out and another had
lost its starboard wing, virhile ten others were within
50 yards of bomb bursts. The bombing rms appeared to
have been just too far north to hit the concentrations of
aircraft in the S.E. & W.Vf. of the airfield. At L.G.21
no bomb craters were visible although this vfas possibly
due to water on the ground, and there were no damaged
aircraft to be seen on the landing-ground. However, the
interpretation of photographs taken by bombers during their
attacks showed direct hits and near misses on tents and
A.A. positions.

A.H.B./IIJI/
122/73

Enemy Records
A.H.B.6

A.H.B./IIJI/
122/73

German records show only ten aircraft des'broyed and
thirteen damaged in North Africa on 9 October,
losses figures are not available, but their aircraft were
evidently active, as Axis claims against the R.A.F. awarded
twenty to the Italian Air Force compared with twenty-five
to the German Air Force and nine to A,A,
of fif-fcy-foui.A2)
able overestimate of the actual losses Tvhlch were thirteen
fighters and one bomber missing or destroyed,
of any bomber casualties by enemy aircraft -was a triumph for
Allied fighter escorts.

Italian

The total claim
Allied airci’aft destroyed i-.'-as a consider-

The absence

The loss of the single BaltimoreNo. 223 Sqdn
O.E.B. was thought to be due to the heavy A.A. fire over the target.

Dijring the night of 9/IO October, Wellingtons and
Albacores cairied the offensive to the Fulca landing-grounds,
which were being used by the enemy while the Daba group
unserviceable, and reported fires, e::q3losions, and bursts
among tents and buildings. 47 Wellington and 5 Albacore
sorties were flovm, and 71 tons of explosive viere dropped.

A few further attacks on the forward airfields were
made by Vfellingtons at night and fighter bombers by day,
but no further hea-vy raids vrere launched until the fcur-
day pre-offensive *blltz’ which commenced on I9 October,

wa.s

A.H.B./IU1/
31/1

(1) German records show 8 aircraft des-troj^ed and 12
damaged near El Daba on 9 October.

(2) The D.A.K. Diary records Geniian claims as .46 aircraft
destroyed.
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Attacks on Enemy Positions

When it vra.s found on 6 October that the enemy airfields
were water-logged, the available fighter force took advantage
of the grounding of the enemy fighters to attack M.T» and

camps in the Northern, Southern and coastal sectors, and
railways and landing grounds at Daba. Claims from low-
level strafing attacks alone were 20 - 30 M.T. set on fire,
while the bombing resulted in three fires and
near misses in the M.T. target areas, a direct hit on the
railway near Galal, and near misses on tv/o Ju.88's on
L.G.104.

attacked a petrol dump near Daba starting one fire.
Unfortmately three bombers were hit by A,A., and crashed,
during the outward journey. None of the operations was
hindered by enemy fighters.

numerous

In addition, Baltimores of No. 223 Squadron
A.H.B./IIJ1/
31/1

On the follov/ing day, 7 October, our fighter bombers
continued to take advantage of the situation and attacked
M.T. and camps in all sectors of the battle area from early
morning until late afternoon, claiming three direct hits
and eleven near misses on M.T. and causing two fires.
A.A. was heavy in all sectors. Enemy fighters hov/ever,
interfered in only one of eleven attacks.

Beaufighters, and on a few occasions, Bisleys and long
range Spitfires made some successf’il attacks on enemy road
and^rail transport and camps behind the line durlig the
.period. During September Bea^u£’ighters of Nos. 252 and
272 Squadrons made 35 sorties and clalaed 2k
destroyed and 1 % damaged,
were flown against Bomba Seaplane base, when twelve aircraft
were damaged. In October, attacks against enemy communica
tions shovred a marked increase. On 9 October three Bisleys
of No. 15 Squadron (S.A.A.P.) escorted by four Beaufighters
of No. 252 Squadron attacked a train carrying guns and
ajmunition and scored direct hits with boiiibs causing a
violent explosion. The Beaufighters machine gunned the
train which v/as completely destroyed,
attack on a train bj?' three Bisleys destroyed four trucks
and damaged others. In sixteen more sorties against road
and rail traffic, Beaufighters claimed two petrol bowsers,
a large petrol lorry, six petrol lorries with trailers and
a locomotive destroyed and numerous vehicles dainaged,
convoys halted and railway lines temporarily blocked.

.  lorries completely
On 6 and 7 October ten sorties

A.H.B./IIJI/
31/1

Ibid

A fewr operations were carried out by Beaufighters
against coastal type shipping. In a total of nine sorties
several P' boats and four schooners were attacked writh
machine guns and cannon fire. One of the latter, v/hich
was attacked by four Beaufighters of No, 272 bquadron on
19 October appeared to be carrying petrol as it was left
biasing from stem *to stem, while a second schooner,
attacked on 11 October, was left with smoke rising to fifty
feet. The Beaufighters suffered no losses during these
attacks.

Reconnaissance

No. 285 Wing
O.R .B« Diu’ing October up to the evening of the 23rd the battle

was photographed continually with both 20 - and 36-lnch
focal length lenses, to obtain the latest enemy dispositions.
Most^of the landing-grounds in use by the German and
Italian air forces were photogr-aphed daily, and an occasional
check was made to ensure that the unoccupied landing grounds
were not being put into use. Matruh, Bardia and Solium
were photographed on most days, and Derna and Tobruk

area
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OGcasionall.yj and a thorough look-out was maintained in the
enemy's road, rail and sea lines of communication.
Baltimores and B.25's took photographs on all their day
bombing raids and dainage assessment reports were issued.
In several instances gun positions and tanlc and M.T.
dispositions discovered in reconnaissance photographs were
telephoned to the Army. It is interesting to note that,
in his interrogation, General Von Thoma commented that the
R.A.P. must have been very accurately informed of the
emplacement of all German A.A, batteries, because, when
crossing the enemy lines the Allied bombers always follovred
a course v\rhich passed just in between main battery positions,
so that they could not be hit.

Enem;/~ Air Activity

Between 8 September to 19 October, apart from the
operations already mentioned, there v/as little outstanding
eneiToy air activity. For the most part normal Axis operations
consisted of fighter sweeps and patrols, fighter bomber and
more occasionally dive bomber attacks on Allied troops in
the forvirard area,- and sporadic day and night raids by Crete-
based Ju.88's against the Delta and fom'/ard areas.

A.O.C.

corres. with

CAS etc. Pt.V

564.

A.H.B./IUV
122/75

On 14 Scpteriibor there was considerable enemy air
activity against British naval forces returning fram the
Operation 'Agreement' at TobruJc, when Africa-based fighter
boiiibers and dive bombers joined v/ith bombers from Crete in
a day-long series of attacks. As stated above interceptio

A.H.B./IIJI/
185/271 (e)

n
by long range British fighters caused some attacks to be
abandoned and the bombs to be jettisoned.

On 25 September, eight Ju<,88's and a He.111 made two
separate low level bombing and machine gim attacks on
Allied forces at Kufra, and one Ju.88 and one He.lll
shot down by groimd fire,
show three bombers shot down, one of which was possibly a
Ju.88 on reconnaissance claimed shot down by our fighters
south of Suez. On 50th, the day of the British ground
attack in the Miuiassib area, eneirc'’ air activity was on an
increased scale, two attacks by nine and twelve Ju.87's
being made dui the Central Sector, and six attacks by small
formations of fighters in the Southern Sector,
also frequent reconnaissance flights over the forward area,
and Alexandria. On the follov/ing day British fighters
effected the successful Interception described above.

On 2 October eneiTiy activity showed a marked increase,
and a more offensive spirit was noticeable. There were
two morning, and one afternoon attacks by Stukas and at least
six attacks by fighter bombers, over the forward area,
vdiile enemy fighters made constant patrols over the battle

Bad vreather prevented much further activity, until
9 October, when the Allied attack on Axis airfields forced
the enem;:^ to take a defensive role. During the follovflng
week fighter-bomber and some Stuka raids were made over the
battle area, but as the pre-battle operations against enemy
airfields developed, enemy activity became more and more
defensive.

Malta's Increasingly Critical Fuel Situation

Y/ere

German records for 26 September

There were

area.

M.E.V41.S.

A.H.B.(6)
Enemy Documents

By the beginning of September the stocks of aviation
fuel on Ik-lta had fallen considerably since the boost given
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to them by the partial success of the August convoy, (’’)
because there was no prospect of large-scale relief in the

immediate future, ever3r effort was made to economise.
Fighter operations were restricted to an absolute minimum,
and the transit of Yfellington VIII's and other aircraft
through Malta was stopped,
reduce petrol consumption to a weekly 200 tons, which would

allovf Malta to continue operations until 19 November.
Specially-fitted submarines had already achieved success
in bringing aviation fuel into Malta, and by the 20 September
thedn contribution had risen to 160 tons a month.

and

In this way it was hoped to

On 25 September the Air Ministry again reviewed the
situation and decided that somehow the weekly expenditure
of 200 tons must be reduced to 150 tons.
Malta's air duration until 18 December.

Commanding agreed to this - saney/hat grudgingly, as he
disliked a policy vdiich lessened■Malta's offensive power,
merely in order 'to extend its miserable existence a couple
of v/eeks.

This would exten
The Air Officer

«

d

A.H.B./lTJl/
183/160(d)

For the week ending 3 October proportionate fuel
expenditure was:

Shipping Strikes
Transit
Reconnaissance
Freight
Fighters
Leakage

37 tons
30 Received by submarine

40 tons.26
26
64
11

196 tons

The expenditure for the folloTfing week had, however, dropped
to 148 tons while submarines contributed I36 tons,
the week ending 1? October, expenditure had risen to 233 tons
but this was the week that the Axis renewed the air offensive
against lialta and in the circurastances it is remarkable that
the rise was not much greater,
economies which had been effected Y/as the blending of fuels,
so that at the end of October only Spitfires
pure 100 octane fuel,
curtailment of fighter operations and fighters were only
ordered for air defence vdien a definite raid was imminent.

■  The policy of forv/ard interception was still practised, but
the nuTiber of fighters sent up was always just below what
v/as really adequate.

Offensive Policy

For

One of the successful

.vere using
There had also been a drastic

An account has already been given of Malta’s part in
the air war at sea under 'Anti-Shipping Operations’ but it
is important to note that the vigorous offensive policy
pursued by the Air Officer Commanding was the direct cause
of the Axis's last offensive against Malta. On 14 September
Hitler hnnself vYrote;-

'Because of the revival of Malta as an air base and
the numerous sinlcings in the Mediterranean, supplies for
the 1st Panzer Army have fallen far below normal require
ments. Unless Malta is weakened or paralysed once more
the situation cannot be remedied
Chief, Air, v/ill report whether and when additional air
forces can be rmide available to the Commanding Gcncrad,
firmed Purees, South. *

The Commander-in-

A.H.B./
Ila 1/67(b)

(1) Operation 'Pedestal'.
(84234)272
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It is indeed remarkable that Malta viras able to iioain-

tain such a high operational efficiency faced as she was

with acute and increasing logistical difficulties.!’^)
During the period 8 September - 20 October the following
sorties were flown

A.H.B./IU/ Air Operations at Sea Bomber Fighter Land
against Shipping and Submarines Operations Operations Reconn-31/1

ances

No. 69 Sqdn. .
O.R.B.

2515 164299 53

The figure for fighter operations includes 1115 sorties
flown, during 11-19 October (inclusive).

Final Axis Air Offensive Against Malta (II-I9 October)

On 11 October, the Axis laimched a renewed air offensive
against Malta in a final attempt to neutralise the island's
constant activity against the sea supply lines between
Italy and North.Africa. In a report by the Genman Air
Historical Branch (8th Abteilung) dated 30 October 1944 it
was stated that, owing to the drop in German air strengths
available to operate against the Island, Malta had been
able to build up the establishment of her airfields, and

a force of 121 fighters and 43 tvdn-engined aircraft had
been sufficient to hamper the Axis convoys.(2)

A.H.B, (6)
Translation

No. VII/II

A.H.Q. Malta
O.R.B.

According to British sources, the enemy mustered some
six hundred aircraft for the offensive - one third of the

German Air Force in the Mediterranean, and half its bomber
strength. It is iiow Icnown, however, that German air
strength in the Mediterranean on 10 October 1942 totalled

784 aircraft with 4^2 serviceable. Bomber and fighter
strengths were as follows

Axis Figures
A.H.B.(6)

SicilyNorth Africa Greece & Crete

Strength Serviceable Strength ServiceableStrength Serviceable

28 166 ■ 1(S 154
7

S3Bombers

Fighters
39

54131 72 13 30 ?

170 100 239 135 231 152

88 bombers (62 serviceable) of those based on Greece and
Crete operated against Malta during 10-19 October 1942,
bringing the total German offensive force employed against

A.H.B./IIJI/
183/160(d)

(1) The food situation v/as as critical as that of fuel.

On 26 September the Governor wrote to the Secretary of
State in Cairo and said that the stocks of flour,
edible oil fats, preserved meat and fresh milk could
not be expected to last beyond the second week in
September.
On 1 September, at the time of the Battle of Alam el
Haifa, the total number of aircraft on strength in
Malta was as follows:-

sugar,

(2)

95 (including No. 6 P.R.'U. )
32 (including 10 night fighters)

S,.E. Fighters
Beaufighters
Beauforts

Wellington VIII
Baltimores (G.R.)

22

6

5

16G
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the Island to 319 aircraft mth 214 serviceable of which
242 were bombers v/ith l60 serviceable.

The attack began during the morning of 11 October
when the enemy sent 58 unescorted bombers against the
island although enemy fighters (usually Me.109's) had been
flying in large formations of up to 43 aircraft during the

'previous three days. The battle lasted nine days on a

generally diminishing scale, during which the enemy steadily
increased the proportion of fighters to bombers. On the

morning of 16 October, for example, seven Ju.88’s were'
escorted by seventy enemy fighters. The eneiTy also began
to employ bomb-carrying Me.109's but none of tlie bombing
attacks was really pressed honie, and approximately one

half were broken up, with the German bombers jettisoning
their bombs in the sea and turning for home before they
reached Malta.

E.A.P. interception. According to a
pilot, under interrogation, raids against Malta were
exceptionally unpopular owing to the high rate of casualties
that was to be expected.

This demonstrates the high standard of
fighter

H.Q. Malta
Q. R.B.

R.A.P. M.E.

Weekly
Intelligence
Summary 121.

The most strenuous day of the battle for the R.A.P, .
was 16 October when four separate raids comprising bwo
hundred enemy sorties were successfully intercepted and
broken up by Spitfires during battles which lasted from

0900 - 1815 hours. At one time in the morning, over ninety-
aircraft Y/ere engaged in a fight ten miles north of the
Island, in which three Me.109's and one Ju.88 were claimed
des-broyed. In the evening eight Ju.88's and six Me. 109
fighter-bombers, escorted by fifty-four fighters, approached
in six waves, but again were intercep-bed north of the
Island by thirty-tvYO Spitfires which claimed two Ju.88's
destroyed without loss. During the day twenty-foiu* enemy
aircraft were claimed destroyed for the loss of six
Spitfires (three of the pilots being safe). The damage
caused was very slight compared to the enemy effort.
Pifteen civilians were injured, several civilian houses Yvere
damaged and minor damage was caused at Halfar, Takali and
Luqa.

After 19 October no more -twin-engined aircraft
approached the Island and according to the 8th Abteilung
Report, the German Commander-in-Chief, Southern Area, on the
18th forbade any fiarther daylight attacks by Ju.88 formations,
even v/ith fighter cover, because of the heavy losses in
bombers. Tliis order has to be compared with the conflicting
enemy admission of losses. During the battle, the Luftwaffe
records only tvrenty-nine aircraft destroyed and fotir damage'd
Yihile the R.A.P. claims were;-

s

Destroyed Probable Damaged

Luftwaffe

Italian A.P,
95 128

614 15

Act-aal Italian losses are not knoYm. R.A.P. losses during
the battle vrere thirty Spitfires, seventeen pilots being
safe.

There is no doubt that the R.A.P. victory was complete
and this v/as clearly demonstrated by the fact that during
this attempt to neutralise Malta's striking force, there
was only one night, between 11 and 19 October, Yviien R.A.P.
aircraft did not carry out shipping strikes, and on that
night no enemy shipping passed within range of the island.
Indeed, the 8th Abteilmg Report quotes this Axis failure
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as the tvirning point of the German air campaign in the
Mediterranean,' because it had been decisively proved
that British defence was superior to the offensive povrer
of the Luftwaffe.

Prom the strategic viewpoint the attack on Malta was
a major blunder because it allowed approximately one half
of the Luftwaffe»s first line strength to be deployed in
Sicily at a time when every.available aircraft, should have
been used to reinforce the already hard pressed Luft?/affe
squadrons in the Western Desert.

Pre-battle Air Offensive. 19"23 October

In accordance, with the policy of hard training of
squadr-ons and building up the strength of aircraft, fighter
bomber and machine gun attacks in the forvfard area were
a small scale during the period 8 September - 23 October.
Tliere were also very few light bomber attacks,
unusual, however, the extremely light effort mounted against
enemy positions, troops, gun emplacements and simi].ar targets
immediately before the offensive when heavy
operations v/ere normally the rule,
operations before El Alainein is ex]elained by the stress
that was laid by General Montgomery on the value of surprise,
which despite the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief's opposi
tion, he apparentlj'' considered, in this case, of greater
importance than preliminary vreakening of the enemy ground
forces by air attack.!"^ It was evidently assumed that
■the enemy vrould not take warning from the concentrated
efiort mouiated against his airfields- inmediately before
tlie battle or that, if he did, there would be no indication
to tell him from vfhich part of the front the attack vrould
come.

on

More

sof tening<“up *,
The absence of such

\-

A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/271 (e)

^liie outstanding requirement of the Army in this
preliminary phase was the prevention of any heavy scale of
air attack on the restricted assembly areas in the Northern
Sector when X Corps moved in. Disorganisation resulting
from air attack at this juncture might have had the most
serious effect on the opening phase of the attack,
addition, it was hoped that .the air offensive would limit
enemy air reconnaissance, although full deception and
camouflage measuires for the move of X Corps were also
enforced.

In

The chief object of the air operations was
.H.B./IIJ1/

122/19. ,
.-.I

,
therefore, the weakening of the enemy air forces in order
to deny the enemy air reconnaissance, to prevent enemy
offensive air operations and to provide our own adr and
ground forces v/ith freedom of movement.

It was decided to concentrate attacks on the Daba
group of airfields which afforded three tactical advantages:

(a) By driving the enemy fighters back to Pulca their
effecti-veness in offensive fighter operations and
escort to bombers was decreased by the distance (about
80 miles) bet.-ffien their bases
area,

(b) Conversely since the Daba area was much nearer
tile British air bases than Fuka, a longer period for
operations over the target was possible with a lesser
degree of risk en route to and from it.

as

and targets in the battle

(l) This question is dealt with at greater lenp-th
IV Chap. 12.

in Part

r
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(c) The Germaais had very few night bombers in Africa,
and the day bombers never operated without fighter
escort and thus damage to fighter aircraft affected
the operations of both bombers and fighters.

Air operations in support of the Army plan began on
L.G.s 104 and 21 were the chief targets where1 9 October,

fires vrere started and bombs sieen to fall among dispersed
aircraft and tents during raids by fighter bombers, and

Balthnores of Nos. 223 and 55 Squadrons, which were given
fighter escort by No. 239 Wing,
airfields had been constructed which shovred the main

Special models of enemyA.H.B./IIJI/
122/69 (b).

dispersal areas and these had been issued to squadrons.
Gun positions and M.T. were also attacked at intervals
throughout the day by Kittyhawk fighter bombers of Nos. 2

and 4 Squadrons (S.A.A.P,) and No. 450 Squadron (B.A.A.P.).

During the night I9/2O October, Halifaxes and Wellingtons
attacked shipping and dock installations at Tobruk while

Albacores and Bostons kept up the pressure on the enemy
landing grounds by attacking L.G.s 104 and 13* At L.G. 13,
which was the main Stuka base, two large fires were started

in the N.E, corner of - the airfield which Y/ere plainly
visible from a distance of over sixty miles.

A.H.B./IUI/
31/1.

D’jring 20 October the weight of the light bomber
attacks was switched to the Puka L.G.-S 17 and 18. Three

operations were carried out by strong formations of light
bombers escorted by fighters and fighter bombers. The
first attack caught the enemy unawares but strong fighter
opposition was encountered later. Photographs confirmed
bomb bursts among dispersed aircraft and stores. In the

evening tliree Bostons of No. T2 Bquadron (B.A.a.P.) and
fifteen Baltimores of No. 21 Squadron (S.A.A.P.) bombed
L.G. 21. Intense and accurate anti-aircraft fire was

encountered, tut our aircraft suffered no casualties.

Daily
Intelligence
A.A.H.Q.
74 D.

L.G.s 20 and 104 and Tobruk were again the chief
targets for night attacks during the night 20/21 October by
Wellingtons and Bostons, Albacores providing illumination.
The attacks were sustained by the light.bombers during the
follov/ing day, although cloud impeded accurate bombing in
some cases. L.G.s I6 and I8 were the joint targets for the
bombers during the night 21/22 October and the following
day. During the night, twenty-one Wellingtons of Nos. 70,
108 and 148 Squadrons dropped over thirty tons of bombs on
the two airfields between 2306 hours and 2355 hours. Many
hits were observed on buildings and among dispersed aircraft.
One Wellington was lost probably due to A.A. fire as no night
fighters were seen. During the day cloud again interfered
with accurate observation.

On 23 October the peak of British fighter achievement
was reached when a continuous fighter patrol was maintained,
A'fithout challenge, over the enemy's forward fighter airfields.
During the night 22/23 October Wellingtons and Bostons, with
Albacores providing the illumination, delivered heavy attacks
on L.G.s 20 and 104, fifty-five tons of bombs being dropped.
All the aircraft returned safely. During the day, four
formations of fighter bombers and fighters attacked L.G.s
21 and IO4.

which were resting in preparation for the battle.
There were no operations by the light bombers

A.H.B./IIJI/
122/69/(a).
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Enemy Air Operations 19-23 October

Prom the opening of the air offensive on 19 October,
the enemy air forces were obliged to adopt a defensive role.
On 20 October, tvro fighter bomber formations succeeded in
reaching the L.G. 9'f ai-ea, but they caused no damage,
while on 21 October twelve Me. 109*s bombed Somara, in the
southern sector. Other smaller formations which attempted
to cross the Eighth Army lines were turned back by fighters
and A.A. gunfire.
was purely defensive.

On 22 and 23 October, enemy air activity
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CHAPTER 8

THE BATTIiE OF EL ALAIviEIH (23 OCTOBER TO 4 NOVEIvIBER, 1942)

Factors Governing the Timing of the Eighth Army Offensive

Once the defensive battle of Alam el Haifa had been won

and the security of Egypt assured, an offensive by the

Eighth Am^y with the object of defeating the Panzer Army on
the field of battle, or else of driving the invading force

out of Egypt, was inevitable* Indeed, this had been part
of the Appreciation of the Situation made by
General Auchinleok as early as 27 July. 'Eventually,' he

said, 'we will have to renew the offensive and this will

probably mean a break through the enemy positions about
El Alamein. The newly-arrived infantry divisions and the

armoured divisions must be trained for this and for pursuit.'

A, 0. C, -in-0.

Papers of the
Defence Com

mittee. Part

III.

The action at Deir el Munassib, (30 Septenber-1 October)
ha.d shown the Army Commander that the new formations from

the United Ivingdom needed training under local conditions and

much desert experience before they could 'p\iLl their full

weight in battle. It was principally this factor which -

General Alex

ander to P.M.

Hist, (b)
Crusader 5» together with a full moon - governed the timing of the battle.

The state of preparedness of the Western Desert Air Force

would appear to have been taken for granted in the planning.

On his arrival in the Middle East, General Alexander had

been of the opinion that the offensive could not be launched

before the end of September,
had pushed bade the date of the offensive by another week.

The need for the further training of reinforcements revealed

by the action at Munassib and the urgent need for  X Corps
with their new weapons - which included the Sherman tank -
to settle down into a 'well-drilled and confident whole'

caused further postponement until late October,
date chosen and which was finally dictated by the phases of

the moon was the night of 23/24 October,

The battle of Alam el Haifa

The actual

0. -in-C.'s

Despatch.

Althoiagh the fighting efficiency of the Eighth Army was

the final arbiter of the timing of the offensive, it was also

necessary to fit the battle into the Allied strategy for the
war as a whole. This envisaged a double blow at the Axis
forces in North Africa with the object of clearing the south
shore of the Mediterranean. The success of 'Torch' - the

plan for the invasion of French North West Africa by Allied

forces - was intimately linlced with the battle for Egypt.
A crushing defeat of the Afrika Korps, almost within sight
of their goal and after the victorious advance of June, would
serve to influence profoundly not only the French in North
Africa, but also General Franco who was known to be vacil- .
latir^ in his neutrality,
for 8 November, and General Alexander was of the opinion
that, by timin,g the Eighth Army offensive for a fortnight
earlier, 'It would be long enough to destroy the greater
part of the Axis army facing us, but on the other hand it
would be too short for the enemy to start reinforcing Africa
on any significant scale.'

Operation 'Torch'' was planned

0, -in-C.'s

Despatch,

The Enemy's Elabora,te Defensive System

The signal defeat of his Panzer Army at Alam el Haifa
had impressed upon Rommel the overriding need for  a strong
defensive system adequate to withstand a full-scale offensive

by a reinforced and largely re-equipped Eighth Army,
Protective measures such as slit trenches and blast-proof

D.A.K. War

Diary. A.H.B. 6
Trans. No.
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shelters to help mitigate the grave losses in tanks, vehicles

and personnel experienced at Alam el Haifa from air attack

were also required,
views with the Puelrer and the Duce on 23 September,
Field Marshal Rommel ordered that defensive measures should

This policy was anplified by

Before he left for Europe for inter-

be taken against air attack,
his successor. General Stimime, who ordered the wide dispersal
of vehicles which were to be dug in 4 “ 5 feet deep,
instruction applied 'not merely to the front-line area, but

to rear-line troops and supply columns.'

This
Pajizer Army
Afrilca Order.

The very considerable reinforcements received by the
Eighth Array and the action at Munassib were correctly
interpreted by the enemy as 'preparations for a major
offensive'.

Commander, General Stumme, discussed the Panzer Army's situa
tion very thoroughly before Rommel left for Europe, and

Stumme assured liiarshal Cavallero, on 5 October, that he was
with (Rommel's) policy in all respects.'

Sturame outlined the steps taken by the Panzer Army to defeat

the anticipated offensive by the Eighth Army,
tliat they were in a position, as far as numerical strength
went, to defend themselves against a frontal attack on the

Alamein positions.

Field Marshal Rommel and the Acting Army

carrying on

He considered

thPanzer Army
Africa War Diary to be conpleted by 20 October - was expressly designed to
AL 981,

The dispersal of the defences in dep

decrease the effect of the hostile artillery preparatory

-

This is all the morefire and boiiibing attacks we expect,
important because the enemy has at his disposal strong air

forces and an almost unlimited ammunition supply,'

Before the Eighth Army offensive, therefore, the enemy
defensive system achieved a state of elaboration 'hitherto

Prom the coast southwardsunparalleled in North Africa,Operation
Lightfoot,
A.A.H.Q,W.D,/16/
Air.

to the Deir el Shein positions, the system was in  a con
sistent depth of 3 to 4 kms, widening in parts to  7 4ms.
South from Deir el Shein, there was a steady decrease in

continuity down to Himeimat, to the south and west of which

there were mainly isolated observation posts, such as Taqa,

Photographic reconnaissance revealed that the defensive
systerfl had been constructed, not with a solid defensive wall

as the end in view, but a cunningly contrived system which

made the fiillest use of topographical features,
honeycomb in which areas free of mines were left to serve

not only as traps for forward troops, who succeeded in
piercing the outer crust, but also to divert such elements
to right or left and thereby dissipate the remaining force
of the attack.

It was a

In addition to the loss of direction, the
attack, after a limited advance, ran the gauntlet of
enfilading fire into an angle of minefields and gun positions.

As Yfa.s to be expected, the hard core of this system was
in the north, in the region of the road and railway, where a
triple defensive system had been constructed, to almost
far south as Deir el Shein,

some bitter fighting was to take place, the system of 'hollow
areas' was clearly defined, where it was apparently hoped to
steer the opposing forces, there to receive the smashing
armoured-counter-attack upon which German defensive principles
were based,

disposed that defensive fire could be put down throughout the
whole front, with particulan concentration upon the 'hollows’ .
Further guns were readily available to be moved to the area
of the main threat, when it had been located.

as

South of Thompson's Post where

In addition, the Aocis artillery was so
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The Enemy Plan for the Use of Armoijr in a Defensive Battle

The enerBy plan for the use of his annour in a defensive
battle vra.s laid down in an instruction given to the Afrika

Koips, when the Comtnander-in-Chief attended a conference at
Battle HeQ, on 14 October* In the event of the Eighth
Array launching a full—scsile offensive, the armoured forma
tions were to act as the Army*s striking force. The A^ika
Korps was therefore directed to work out the possibilities
of going over to mobile defence and of encircling by a
pincer counter-attack and destroying any force i/Aiich had
succeeded in breaking in. It was considered important
' that this counterattack should be launched early, and east

of the minefields, so as to be effective before the enemy
reaches the gun positions of the front-line units. 

*

A.0.C..-in-0» *s Appreciation of the Situation in the
Mediterranean. Mid-October-1942*

An indication of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief *s

views on the general strategic situation in the Mediterranean
was contained in a letter he wrote to the Vice-Chief of

Air Staff, on 12 October 1942*

'The more one thinks about it, the more one feels
that if the African operations go well, we simply must
exploit them. As one has been saying for many months,
Italy is the one weak spot in the Axis at present.
We know from past experience that it does not take very
much to make her begin to totter. If we hold the
African coast and have the forces available, we can
begin to pound Italy in a way which I do not think she
will be able to stand. Sardinia and Sicily are the
next stepping stones. Here, to my mind, is the real
Second Ptont. Prom. Italy we can reach Skoda and all
the other centres of industry and population which
have been transferred from the north west* • • •  ••

Afrika Koips
War Diary.

To me it' would seem a tragic mistake to make a
detachment of that sort (to the Caucasus) just at the
time when one should be getting at long last a base

Up to date, the Thole of thefor offensive action,A. 0. C. -in-C.

Correspondence
with Prime

Minister,
Secretary of
State, C.A.S.
etc. A.O.C./26.

campaign in the Middle East has necessarily been
defensive. I recognise that we may be compelled to
send some forces to defend North Persia: if that

happens it will just be too bad, but apart from that
possibility, for heaven's sake let us concentrate in
the area where we have at long last a possibilily of
getting on to the offensive.

It is probably no direct concern of mine, but
That one is really afraid of is that the military
minds are still hankering after another 1914 “ 1918
in Prance and that we may make the same mistake as
the Germans made when they undertook the Russian land
campaign and in so doing threw away their strongest
weapon - air power.

I had a long private talk with Smuts the day
before yesterday, and yesterday we had a long Defence

I took the line I haveCoromittee meeting with him.,
indicated above and managed to get Alexander and
Harwood to take the same line,

he entirely agreed with this view,
with Smuts, I reminded him of the phrase he vised early
this year - "the air, the architect of viotoiy" -

Smuts told me that

When I was alone
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and said I was aftrald that the old conventions might
obscure that great truthp If only people will learn
the lesson of the German-Russian Canpaign in relation
to the war aa a.wtiole*! .

■ The Eighth Army Commander *s Views on Co-operation with the

Royal Air Force

In the first of his. Eighth lixray Training Memoranda, the
0« 0* Ei^th Army was most • emphatic on the siib ject of co

operation with the Royal Air Eorceo

*I have outlined in the following pareigraphs,' he
wrote, ’the main fundamentals which will govern the
conduct oi our hattie operations in Eighth Anaym  •• •

We cannot fi^t successfully on the ground without
the closest co-operation, of the R« A»P. We cannot get
this co-operation in full measure and without interrup
tion unless we are active in securing aerodromes and
landing-grounds, and unless we ensure that these are at

all times adequately protected against ground or air
attack. Therefore this factor must he kept to the
fore in our planning.

A.A.H.Q.W.D./

Oueration Lighl^
foot. A.H.B./
IIJX/122/11.

Whatever the military plan, it is vital that the
air should he brought in from the start; it is not
sufficient to decide on the plan and then to ask the
R.A.F. how it can help.

Without the closest touch between Army and R.A.P.
Staffs, the co-ordination of the Air plan with that of

.  the Army cannot he as effective as it should he, and in

emergency may well fail. It involves the whole of the
,Air.plan - the enployment of the fighter force for air

superiority and protection, at the right time and place;
the employment of the bomber force and the careful
selection of honiber objectives best calculated to

.  ,assist the military aim: and, not least, the careful
planning of air reconnaissance without which the dose

.  support squadrons for. the attack cannot operate with

maximum efficiency.

In all our dealings with the R.A.P. our motto must
be:

’’United we stand, divided we fall. ’’ *

The Eighth Army Plan for Operation ’Lightfoot. ’

Bearing in mind these views expressed so forcibly by the

Army Commander and the proven value of air power in checking
Rommel’s advance in early Jdy and in his defeat at Alam el
Haifa, early the previous month, it is surprising that in his

Memorandum No. 2 which was devoted to Operation ’Li^tfoot,'
the whole battle was outlined, in plan, as a purely aocnny
cperation.
tlieR.A.P. was to play,
primary weapons*

There was only one brief reference to the role
Artillery and armour were to be the

’Throiaghout (the battle) it is vital that we should
retain the initiative and ke^ up sustained pressinre on

the eneiny. We must not have long pauses during which
he can recover his balance*

this respect. And we ourselves must shoot ip the enemy
with artillery from all sides.’

The R.A.P. will help us in

(84234)282
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The actual plan for Operation 'Lightfoot*, as conceived
by the Anny Commander, is best told in his own. words.

'Surprise

'I do not think it will be possible to prevent
the enemy from finding out tliat British offensive is
intended at some time,

strength in tanJcs, artillery and so on; an Eighth ̂ rmy
offensive is being talked about now in Cairo and other
places.

He must know of oixr growing

We must therefore obtain'tactical surprise, and
must try to conceal from the enemy the exact places
where the blows will fall and the exact time and place
of the blows.

I consider that we can do this;
essential that we should do so.

in fact, it is

Our cover plan is designed for this purpose.

All the arrangements in connection with the
assembly and concentration of troops and the stage-
management of the preliminary arrangements are designed
to hoodwinlc the enemy as to exactly where the blows
wall fall. We must not slip up in these arrangements.

Enemy' Intentions'

In view of (the) above, we must accept the fact
that the enemy will strengthen his defences.

In fact he has already begun to do so.

At present his increased defences are being
organised and prepared in the forward area, end these
are being carefully watched.

Such forward defences will affect XXX Corps and
XIII Corps very directly, and it is essential that
these Corps should keep in touch with what is going
on by carefully organised patrol activity,.,..

By D day, XIlI and XXX Corps must be in full
possession of all information about the enemy defences;
they will then organise the 'break-in' battle
accordingly

The Battle

;We have great superiority in tanks and fire-power.
■t

But it is a regrettable fact that our troops are
not, in all cases, highly trained.

By doing foolish or stupid things vre could lose
heavily in the first few days of the battle, and thus
negative our superiority.

We must therefore ensiare that we fight the battle
in ̂ our own way, that we stage-manage the battle to
suit the state of training of our own troops, and that
we keep well-balanced at all times, so that we can
ignore enemy thrusts and can proceed relentlessly with
our own plans to destroy the enemy,

SECRET(84234)283
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Above all, we must ensure that we keep the
initiative! we start with it and we must never lose itj

we must make the enemy dance to our tme throughout. ^

The plan of battle of the Eighth Army is such that
the enemy will be attacked simultajrieously at the
following places on D day?

(a) In the north by XXX Corps to secure a bridge
head through which X Corps will be passed,

(b) In the south by XIII Corps along the axis of
(approximately) the 256 Northing grid, in order to
pass 7 Arrnd. Div, into the area East of Gebel Kalakh-
and Qaret el Khadim.

(c) Further south by XIII Corps, to secure
Himeimat and the Taqa feature,
will be carried out by the Fighting French Forces

This operation
» • • •

I am quite certain that the enemy will stand and
fight it out. He will have strengthened his defences
and I do not want to have serious losses by running our

heads into snags,'

The IIemorand.um then goes on to describe in para’
11 the tasks assigned to the three Army Corps, and then
continues;

'I hope that the operations outlined in para’/ 11
will result in the destruction, by a "crumbling"
process, of the whole of the enemy holding troops.

Having thus "eaten the guts" out of the enemy, he
will have no troops with which to hold a front.
Panzer Army may. attempt to interfere with our tactics,
and may laimch counter-attacks? this would be what we

T^ant, and would give us the opportunity of inflicting
casualties on the enemy’s armour.

His

li/hen we have succeeded in destroying the enemy
holding troops, the eventual fate of the Panzer Army is
certain - it will not be able to avoid destruction,'

Prom the air point of view, it would appear that the
plan for Operation ’Lightfoot ’ did not exploit to anything
like the fullest extent the potentialities of air power for

neutralising the enemy defences, as an essential part of the

preliminary ’softening-up’ process,
that this was part of the Army Commander's deliberate policy
which relied on the weight of heavy concentrations of artillery
fire, as the air bombardment would be too easily interpreted
as a prelude to an all-out offensive, and the greatest
emphasis* was placed on Operation 'Bertram,
Cover Plan,

ligence Appreciation it was concluded that, 'the enemy will

fight the battle according to the principles of the system
(of defence) he is developing at Alamein, The factor of
surprise will not affect these principles, which do not
demand immediate knowledge of the direction of our main
attack,'

The evidence suggests

the Eighth Army
On the other hand, in an Eighth Army Intel-

The A,0, C,-in-0,’s Comments on the G,0, C, Eighth Army’s Plan

On the eve of the battle, the Air Officer Commanding-in
Chief made a tour of the squadrons of the Western Desert Air

Force aiid No. 201 Group, where he saw all the 0,0. a and most
of the air crews. On 22 October he wrote to C,A,S.
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'Co-operation with the Army has further improved
thanlcs \mdouh tedly in some part to the lead given hy
Montgomery on the subjecte • • •

I am not very happy about Montgomery’s planso
As I told him, one of the main lessons of the past few

months has been that the enemy strength has really been
broken by the twenty-four hour day of almost incessant
air attack, allowing him no rest for day after day,
interrupting his supplies and food, aimnunition, etc
dislocating his communications and control. This
factor should, I feel, have been exploited to the
utmost in the next battle. Having forced him to
disperse to a fantastic extent, we cannot of course
make this attack effective unless he has concentrated

again. He will only concentrate if he is threatened
on the land* We know he is nervous and tense and any
serious-looking threat would almost certainly make him
concentrate immediately, I feel we should have made
such a threat, giving us the opportunity from the air
to hammer him and weaken him for three or foxrr days
before delivering the vital blow on land, I am afraid,
however, it is too late to do anything about it now and
we shall have a.contest on the best Queensbury Rules
lines; the two opponents carefully fattening up in
their respective comers, fanned and advised by their
seconds up to the last minute, until the seconds are
ordered out and the gong goes. Of course, from the
air point of view, the contest has been going on for
sometime in the attacks on shipping, lines of comnaunica-
tion, and, with the last two or three days, against his
air.'

• >

Air Officer

Commanding -in-
Chief,

Correspondence
with Prime

Mnister^
Secretajry of
State, Chief
of Air

Staff. Part V.
A. 0. C. 26.

Operation !Bertram' - the Eighth-Army Cover Plan

The concealment measures undertaken by the Eighth Army
in order to mislead the enemy as to the date and sector for
the main thrust depended, to a large extent, on the way in
which, by achieving a high degree of local air superiority
before the battle, the R.A, P, were able to discourage, if
not prevent, enemy air reconnaissance,
fact that on 23 October, the day of the offensive and during
which time the whole of XXX Corps infantry lay concealed in
the forward area, in slit trenches, no single enemy aircraft
was over the Eighth Army area.

Measures undertaken by the Eighth Army for the Cover
Plan (Operation 'Bertram' ) included the dissemination, in
the bazaars of Cairo, the story that o’wing to teething
trouble with tanks, uncertainty about the Russian front and
the need to synchronize the offensive with a convoy to Malta,
the attack would be timed for 5 November and would talce place
in the southern sector.

It is a remarkable
Cabinet Office

Nanrative,

i-

The visual deception measures involved the preservation
of a constant density of vehicles throughout the zone of
operations. As early as 1 October, the layout and density
of vehicles required for the assault in the northern sector
was established on the ground. Whilst the 51st Highland
Division and 2nd New Zealand Division and XXX Corps were
concentrated in the forward areas, the substitute transport
was replaced by the operational transport of the divisions
concerned. Extensive use was made of dummy vehicles, tracks
were carefiDLly concealed, a d-ummy pipeline was built in the
southern sector and progress was timed to indicate completion
by the first week in November; the slit trenches in which
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the assaxtLtiiig infantry of XXK Corps woxild be concealed the

day of the offensive were dug a month before the attack; and

careful regulation of messages was taken to keep wireless
traffic constant, as the volume of W/T was one of the most
precise indications to the enemy of an impending attack.

Operation
Lightfoot,

122/11.
AoH.Q,D./l6/AiK The R,A,P, Contribution to the Eighth Army Cover Plan

The main contribution of the R.A.P. to the Eighth Army
Cover Plan was to obtain such a high state of local air

superiority over the enemy air forces, in the period
preceding the battle,.that air reconnaissance would be

virtually denied to them,
outstanding contribution to the battle and will be considered

later, when the air plan for the battle is discussed.

A major problem facing Air Vice-Marshal Coningham was
to determine how to prevent a leakage of information to the

enemy and yet ensure, as was his consistent policy, that the
whole force mder his command went into action with a working

knowledge of what was being attempted in the offensive.
He also had to decide how to graduate the periods of leave

so that the attention of enemy, agents in Cairo and elsewhere

would hot be drawn to the fact that leave was being stopped.

That this was achieved was an

On 12 October 1942, a Memorandum by the Air Officer
Commanding Yfestern Desert Air Force was circulated to all

R.A.P. Groups and 'Wings, the 12th U,S,A,A,F, Medi\am Bombard

ment Group and the 57th Pursuit Group, under the codename
' Buster' , which reveals the way in which these particiilar
problems were tackled. These messages - for there were
several of them - are far removed from the stereotyped 'Order

of the Day' and are distinguished for their reasoned approach
and straightforward, almost colloquial language.

'The Army plans for the battle, codeword "Lightfoot
are complete, and after a meeting with Corps Commanders
on Friday, 16 October 19^-2, which I am attending,
nothing remains to be done but the final concentration.

The coming offensive is being discussed in Cairo
He does notand elsewhere and the enemy espects it,

know D day, however, and the essential requirement,
tactical surprise, can therefore be obtained,
end secrecy is of paramount iiportance.

To this

'The Army have trained hard for this battle.
They are on their toes and with their great preponder
ance of Armoured strength, Artillery and omir air
siperiority, the result seems clear,
will not s-urrender and a killing match lasting anything
ip to 10 days will probably resilt,
and hard fighting and then difficult e::ploitation.

But the enemy

Heavy casualties

The final plan for the R,A,Fo day action is not
yet decided,
on the resul.t of the operations on the 9th.
have our plans ready by the 17 October,
time, current operations continue at normal intensity
with the force training and strengthening for the day.

I am consilting Group and Y/ing Commande

In the mean-

rs
We shall

Secrecy is a more difficult matter with our Service
because of the constant risk of captxore. It is there
fore not advisable to inform pilots of details until
just before the operations commence, I therefore
require the folloTd.ng instructions to be carefully and

strictly carried out.

Appendix to Air
Staff, A.AoH.Q.Vf.D,
Appendix to Report
on Operations, A.HoB,/
IIJ17123/69 (B).
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This Memorandijm is Most Secret for you only imtil
October 18ih v^hen Squadron Coiimander level are to be

informed of the main details as given herein and
augmented by operational ratters which we have dealt
with in discussions and Imowledge of which will help the

Squadron Commanders' operational preparation and
efficiency.

In discussing the battle on this occasion, you are
to emphasise that it is likely to be a hard gruelling
and extended fight and that the Army will require every
possible help that maximum and continuous air operations
can give. Every R.AeP. officer and airman must do his
very best. ¥e should have over^whelming airforces
and it is an opportunity to prove that we can do as
well in the offensive as in the defensive.

No more leave is to be given from A.M. on
21sfc inclusive, nor are any visits to be made to
Alexandria, Cairo or other Delta tc'wns or neighbour
hoods from A^M, 21/10 onwards. This ban applies to all
personnel of all formations forming the Western Desert
Air Force. This order is to be strictly enforced a.s a

slip up here might have serious consequences. The
order applies to base units.

The reason to be given is that all persornel are
required for the moon period which is normallj'' quite
intensive.

On the 21st Squadron Commanders are to assenible their
mits and explain to them the importance and signific
ance of the battle, Ifeps should be explained and from
this day onwards the ordinary machinery of keeping the

units informed of both land and air operations should
begin to function.

From this day, no pilots will cross the lines or
risk being captured until the air battle commences.(i)
Certain units may be required for operations on these
days, but in that case special security briefing ?/ill be

given.

I shall be seeing all operational units between, ricw
and 18/10 and shall give personnel a. brief prelirraraxy
picture,'

'Tlie Present Situation' - Memorandum by S.A.S. 0., ff.D.A. F.

Two daya later, on 14 October 1942, yet another important
step was taken in keeping all ranks informed on the subject
of the Eighth Army's offensive by the circilLation by Air
Commodore Beamish, Senior Air Staff Officer, Western Desert

Air Force, of a Memorandum entitled 'The Present Situation "■
October 1942' and from which the following extracts have bean
taJeent -

(l) This order was subsequently modified.
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Object of Memorandum

This memorandum is issued with the object of

providing Officers Commanding Formations and units with

a general review of the present situation and an
interpretation of the probable trend of the forthcoming
operations,
to Commanders in representing the situation to
subordinates in preliminary talks, in accordance with
the instructions of the Air Officer Commanding, while
at the same time serving as an "aide memoire" on
particular points of importance which must never be
lost sight of throughout the period of operations®

It is hoped that it may be of assistance

Land Operations

Prom the aspect of land operations, it is vrell
known that the enemy occupies very strong defensive
positions on a front which precludes the possibility
of wide manoeuvre and compels direct assaiilt,
natural strength of this position was demonstrated by
the failure of the victorious and aggressive enemy to

brealc through a comparable position of oinrs in July
held by hastily re-organised troops,
expected, therefore, that the land battle will bring
very hard and bitter fighting,
the land forces is to break through the strong enemy
defensive barriers of minefields covered by concentrated

artillery fire and destroy his armoured forces in rear®
The operations will call for leadership and fighting
qualities of the highest order®
fully prepared and trained for its task and is now-
ready;
the enemy, but at a tactical disadvantage,
of the land forces will be to defeat the enemy in

detail in his present positions,
defeat inflicted novf the more speedy will our advance
be into CYEEKAICA and beyond.

The

It must be

The task confronting

The Eighth Army is

it will go into battle with superior forces to
Tiie aim

The greater the

Appendix ’V’ to
Aoi^HeQ.W.D.
Record of

Ccerations, .

aIh,B./IIJ1/122
/b9 (A)

Air Operations

It m.ust be assumed that, as a direct res\lLt of the
effect of our previous air operations in vreakening the

enemy, he vidll endeavour to challenge the degree of
local air superiority held by o-ur air forces in this
theatre of operations®
likely to have been reinforced with this end in view®

The German Fighter Force is

Our air forces, however, have also been very
appreciably strengthened and we are now stronger in the
Western Desert than ever before. Tife are in a position

to accept and liquidate any challenge from the enemiy
and provide maximimm. assistance to our la'ad forces, while

denying the enemy air forces the power to interfere
effectively -with ovir land operations,
objects that our air forces gre to strive to acnieve in
f-ull mieasure, '

These are the

Duration of the Battle on the El Al.amein Line

As the enemy has had ample time to prepare bis
defences in the forward area, and as he cannot withdraw
to a defensive position with a secure southern flank
this side of Agheila, or accept any loss of prestige
through retirement, allowing us to give inci'eased assis

tance to Malta, he may be expected to fight desperately
where he is now.
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In consequencej the struggle at El Alamein is
likely to continue for some days and we must he
prepared to maintain the most intensive operational
effort for this periods

The Air Battle

In the coming battle, we shall not be enjoying the
advantage vre had during the recent "reconnaissance in
force" by the enemy, when his land forces by their
advance shortened the distance from oixr fighter landing
grounds to the battle area, while lengthening the
distance from his ovvn#

reversed and although the disadvantage will to some
extent be reduced by the use of forward landing gromds
for two Fighter Wings, the difficiolty of intercepting
enemy aircraft must be outweighed by our ruthless
deteriidnation to engage and destroy all enemy aircraft
on sight when engaged on this specific roles

The position will in fact be

Our task during the battle v/ill be to assist and
protect the Eighth Army»
enemy aircraft we destroy and however great our
ascendancy in the air, it will avail us nought if our
Army fails to break throughs
never be permitted to divert our sorties from the

specific task they have been ordered to canry out in
support of land operations.

Ho*»vever large the number of

The enemy must theiafore

The eneray air forces will start on the defensive.
He must be kept on the defensive by our aggressive
fighting and high cost of his efforts to interfere with
our operations.

Probable Enemy Fighter-Bomber and Bomber
Employment - Dispersal Measures

It is probable tliat he may employ a proportion of
his fighter bomber effort against our aerodromes and
particularly o\ar forward landing grounds by day, and his
bomber force from Crete in strength against them by
night,

dispersal measures at aerodromes throughout the psri.cd
of operations.

In consequence, there roust be no rela.xaticn of

The tendency with squadrons may well be
to increase the state of preparedness of aircraft by
closirjg the dispersalj this must be resisted, and fijll
measures to conceal aircraft with nets by day and for
wide dispersal at night must contiirue
defences at aerodromes will be quite ready to mainL-a±n
increased vigilance throughout a period of intensive
operations

The A,A,

Exploitation of the Eetreat of the Enemy

When the enemy cracks, it is likely to happen
suddenly, and our land and air forces must be prepa,rsd

In theseto exploit any advantages gained to the ful..!,
circimnstances, the work of the R.A.F. will be of para.-
mount importance in increasing the disorganisation and
demoralisation of the enemy.

The need for increasing the range of our aircreift
in these circumstances will be most pressing, while
sujpT.)lies are being established at forv/ard lauiding
grounds.
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In this connection, therefore, the necessity for
having long-range tanlcs tested and ready for immediate
fitment to aircraft must he apprecia.ted by all units.
This, however, is only a ten^jorary expedient and the
main factor in mobile warfare will be the ability of

units to "up sticks", move and come into full operation
as soon as possible after arrival at the new location.
This requirement is met only by adequate ground
organisation.

Conclusion

For the battle which is now imminent, the position
is definitely in favour of our force
are fighting for is large, as the successful outcome
may well alter the whole aspect of the war, while the
immediate benefits can readily be envisaged.

The prize we08

To this end, each individual must do his utmostj
it is felt that this will be automatic, provided the
situation is imderstood.

Commanders must therefore accept the responsibility of

making the issues known to personnel, so that their
full effort will be enlisted.*

Formation and Unit

The way in which the Yfestem Desert Air Force was ta.ken
into the confidence of its A.0, C, is one of the outstanding

features of the pre-battle organisation and is reflected in

the Unit war diaries to a remarkable degree.

The Air Plan for the Battle of El Alamein

It was assmed that, at the beginning of the ground
offensive, the enemy would challenge the Western Desert Air

Force's local air superiority. There was also evidence
that the enemy air forces - but particularly the German
Fighter Force - might be augmented both in quantity and

quality at the outset of the battle. Any such challenge
would reduce the e,ir effort in support of land operations
whn.ch the W.D.A,F, could give the Eighth Army,

A^AJi,Q,W.D,

Cporaticnal
Ins tiTiotion

Eoo 1 Co,

It was therefore decided that, in its jni.tial stages,
tli3 most important contribution to the la?ad battle fi’om the

air force would be to ensure a high degree of local air

I  superiority. Models of the main enemy landing grounds were

constructed for the briefing of pilots, and a series of

intensive day and night bombing attacks was undertalcen
against all the main enemy fighter and bomber bases. These

raids - commencing on 19 October and supplementing the
'opportunist attack’ or 'weather blitz' of 9 October - must
be considered as an integral part of the YAD.A.F, air
offensive for the battle of El Alamein,

After his capture, the Afrika Korps Commander, General
von Thoma testified, to the destructiveness of these

concentrated attacks on their landing grounds,
great damage,' he said, 'and created a. profoimd impression.
The main effect of these attacks, however, was not so much
to destroy aircraft as to reduce serviceability,
opening of the offensive the serviceability of the G.A.Fo
dive-bomber force had fallen to 50 per cent and that of the
fighters to an even lower figiare.

\ firmation of the
throvm on to the defensive by these attacks is contained in

the fact that on 25 October no enemy aircraft were reported
as having been operating over the Eighth Army ax-ea. and,

'They d;ld

By the

Most spectacular ccn-
way which the enemy Air Forces had been

Intorroga.tion
c:P General

von Thomn,
A.O.C. 26,

D,D»I,3 Report
A.ILB,/IIJ'1/d5.
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furthermore, throughout the same day W®DaA»P, fighters
maintai.ned patrols over the enemy forward fighter landing
grounds,

have opened under more promising conditioriS.

For the battle itself, the guiding principle was tliat
the R,A,P, should give the Army the maximum possible suppci't
along the lines dictated by the ground situation and the
Army Commander's requirements.

Prom the air point of view, the battle could not

The Air Flan for the Pursuit Considered as an Integral Part
of the Air Plan for the Battle of El Alamein

The air plan for the Battle of El Alamein cannot be

considered without reference to Operation ''Buster,' the
operational plan for the pixrsuit of the Axis forces once the

Panzer Army had been defeated in a battle of fixed positions.
All the VAD,A,P, plans regard the battle and the advance as

part of one and the same operation, and it is interesting to
note that there is never any suggestion at this stage that

the enemy force might be finally destroyed on the field of
battle.

In the initial stages of the planning, the campaign \\as
divided into four phases;

Phase I The decisive battle

The advance to Tobruk

Tobrulc to El Agheila
El Agheila to Tripoli,

The later Phases - II, III and IV - will be considered in
their correct chronological sequence
enough to indicate the coherence of the plans for the battle
as being part of a larger whole and v/hich, as a result,
largely governed the way in vfhich the Force was handled.

Owing to the logistical difficulties involved in the

purstiit, the force was divided, as early as mid-September,
into two conponents - Force 'A' and Force 'B''.

was to go forv/'ard as the spearhead of the field fighter force
to provide the forward’d troops vidth air support while Force ’B'-
acted as a reserve of aircraft and personnel aiid ?/ith the
defensive commitment of protecting lines of conamuiicationo
It was accepted as a guiding principle,
that Force

possible, full strength at the expense of Force ''B* Wings.
This involved the inception of a new principle d.n air
planning, i,e, the creation of a strategic reserve.

Tactical Support from No. 201 and Mo. 205 Groups

II

III

IV

At this point it is

Force 'A'

even durd.ng the liatide
I A I
Jn.

Operation

Lightfoot
Outline Plan.

A.E.B./IIJ1/
122/11

.
Wings should be maintained at, as near as

Tactical co-operation v/ith No, 201 and No. 205 Groiips
(the naval co-operation and strategic coi:ponents, respectively)
v.us planned along the lines which had proved so successful
at Alam el Haifa, The No. 201 Group Albacore Sqioadrons
(Nos. 821 and 826), initially borrowed from the Fleet iir
Arm, were to be used at maximum strength for an estimated
period of seven days, both for independent operations in the
battle area and to provide illumination for the ?fell ring tons of
No, 205 Group,
Squa.drons were to be made available daily for operations
against the enemy's lines of communication. The whole
Wellington force of No. 205 Group was to be diverted from
strategic bonibing and again used in a tactical role, in
direct support of ground operations. Prior to the cpenmig

SECRET

Six Beaufighters of Nos, 252 and 272A-dimini s tra ti ve

Plans for

Operation
Buster.

A.H.B./1IJI/
122/8?,/6
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of the attack the Wellingtons were to he einployed - in

conjunction mth the Alhacores -- for night operations against
enemy airfields and, during the offensive, agednst targets in
the battle area#

General Plan for the Use of the Field Fighter Force

For the battle, it was planned to use the Field Fighter
Force, con^jrising Spitfire, liittyliawk and Hurricane Squadi'oriS,
along the folloY/ing linec * wS •

Spitfire Squadrons;

The three Spitfire Squadrons were to operate over the
enemy forward landing-grounds and provide a continuous
offensive patrol,
reinforce the Hurricane Squadrons and in support of
bomber operations,
however, to be given a specific defensive commitment
which would necessitate their being tied in any way.

In addition, they were to be used

These Spitfire Squadrons were not

to

,

Kittyhawk Squadrons

The Kittyhawk force of 10 Squadrons (including the
thx’ee American- Squadrons) had the following tasks
allotted to them:-

(a) To act as bomber escort,

(b) Fighter bombing against opportunity targets
enemy landing grounds and objectives in do
support of the Eighth Army,

(c) Armed reconnaissance in the battle area,
task of particular value when the situation was
changing rapidH-y.

(d) Long-range strafing attacks in rear areas
which, with long-range tanlcs, could be undertaken
as far west as Ivlatruh.

(e) Lending support to the Hi^rricane squadrons in.
meeting enemy bomber attacks, as the new-type J\u
87 and 88 were both faster than the Hurricano^

H-urricane Squa.drons

The Hurricane Force of eight sqmdrons (plus one
night-flying squadron) were retained specifically fors-

(a) Protection in the battle area,

(b) Escort of Tac/R and anti-tank squadrons,

(c) Ground attacks on selected objectives in the
battle area,

(d) One sq\aadron fitted with bomb racks to be
available for fighter-bombex' operationsc

(e) One night-fighter Hurricane Squadron (No, 75)
to operate in a protective role over the battle area,
on intruder patrols over the enemy bomber Isndin^/^-
grounds and on night low-level attacks on the enemy
lines of communication, by road and rail.

se

8.
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The Condition of the Axis Air Eorces on the Eve of the Battle

After the battle of Alam el Haifa, there viras no
immediate attempt to build up the German Air Force in North

Africa, although it T/as quite evident that the Royal
Air Force were being steadily strengthened in preparation
for a major offensive. In fact, owing to Hitler's 'idee
fixe' that the British would attempt to re-enter the Balkans,
some 30 Me, 109F's were transferred from North Africa,
mainly to strengthen the local defences of Crete, This loss

was subsequently made good by a reinforcement of 30 Me. 109G's

which had previously been operating in-Russia, These,
however, were mainly unserviceable after the transfer, and
only about one half were operational at the time of the
battle.

A,H,B.S and

D.D.1.3.

In September, the G,A.F. fighter force in Africa had
been largely re-equipped with these Me. 109G's which
possessed an inproved performance over the Me, 109F's,
particularly at heights,
fighters in the Desert at this time, of which one half were
the obsolete Hurricane, this aircraft is seen to have been
particularly efficient in performance.

In comparison with the British

Ifeximum
Effective Service

Ceiling
Type Speed

(M.P.H,')
Armament

Range

Me, 109G 367 400 35 -

39,000 ft.

36,000

Two 7»92-
mm, machine

guns

Eight .303
machine guns
Four to six

,50 m. guns.
Four 20 mmo
cannon

Eight .303
machine guns

There were also reports that the F.W. 190 fighter, with its
outstandingly good armament and performance, iiad been
encountered in North Africa at this time,

do not bear out these reports, although it may have been
possible that one or more of these aircraft were in the
theatre for purely experimental purposes and experience in
tropicalisation.

Spitfire I 355 415

Kittyhavirk 350 29,000

36,000

36,000

Hiarricane IIC 332 311

do. I 320 340

German records
A.Ii.B. 6.

German aircraft in North Africa were all located in the
forward operational area, with the exception of some ten
3.E, fighters wiiich supplemented the Italian defensive
commitment at Benghazi and Tobruk The Italian Icrg-rarge

Record of

Operations

i\,I4B„/lIJl/
122/69 (A) bomber force in CyrePiaica and Egypt liad been increased by

about 15 aircraft, mainly for convoy escort duties and reoon-
To offset this, there was a reduction of 30 in

the number of S.E. fighters for the defence of base
following the successful Allied bonibing attacks.

• «

naissance.

areas

At Opening of Offensive German Long-Range Bomber Fo
Sicily

rce In

The main feature of the disposition of the G.A.P. was
that, whereas in September almost the whole of the long-range
bomber force w^as concentrated in Greece and Crete, in support
of Rommel's offensive, in October this disposition had been
reversed and the main concentration of bombers was still in

SECRET

D,D. 1,3 and
A, H, B, 6.
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Sicily, following the air attacks on Malta which begem on
It is indicative of the enemy’s muddled air10 Octobero

planning at this time that the G.A.F. should be caught so

badly off balance,
strategic in scope:
Rommel's mistalce of pushing foxward into Egypt, whilst the
island base of Malta was still left unsubdued in his rear,
across his lines of communication,

arisen in early July when, at a time when every enemy bomber

was urgently needed to support the Panzer Army and help
prevent the Eighth Army from stabilising at El Alamein, a

diversion of the main enemy strategic bomber force from Crete

to Sicily had taken place.

The attack against Ivlalta was essentially
it was a forlorn attempt to remedy

A similar situation had

As soon as the Eighth Army offensive opened, an attempt
was made to repair the damage,
available forces was quicldLy made,
from Crete, Benghazi and Tobrulc and sent to the forward area,
their place being taken by reinforcements from Sicily, In

further 4O-5O Me. 109G's and Me, 109E's were

A redistribution of the

Fighters were withdram

addition, a
rushed to North Africa from Central Germany, together with

10 Heinl^el 129's which formed part of an anti-tank \xnit.

By October 1942, therefore, the Axis air forces in the
Mediterranean were stretched to the limit and were quite

unable to f-ulfil adequately any single one of the many
The October ’blitz'diverse duties assigned to them,

against Malta - the last that island was to endure - v/as a
failure,

ammunition to the Panzer Army, lacking adequate escort, were

sunlc outside Tobruk, within easy range of enemy shore-based
fighters,
systematic and concentrated attacks against which they were

powerless to protect themselves.
Army offensive had been launched the enen^y air forces were

everywhere on the defensive.

Ships carrying invaluable cargoes of petrol and

The enemy advanced air bases were subjected to

By the time the Eighth

'Consequently,' wrote Air Commodore Beamish, in his
report, 'the pre-battle moves of the land forces were e.ll
completed to schedule on 22 October, without in any way being
disturbed by enemy air action, or as fai' as it was discovered,
by air reconnaissance, and tactical surprise for the battle

was probable,'

The Strength of the Axis Air Forces on the Eve of the Ba.ttle

At the opening of the Eighth Army offensive at
El Alamein, the strength of the Axis Air Forces in the
Mediterranean theatre was;-

Report on
0}xer3,tions,

ta.ff

A.A.H.Qo¥oD.

A: C!
u

Mediterranean

(including N, Africa)
North Africa

G,A.F, I,A,F, TotalG,A.F. I.AcF. Total

Fighters
SoEo and T, E.

(including
recce' and

Army Co-op
and Fighter'
bomber,)

j

A.i Ho B, 6

r’rom Fiiemy
Records.

765 195 400 595 ■1159394

265228 70 70Bombers

Dive Bombers
495

808015 127112

146 25 25135Coastal 11

i 10Ik-b 1160 1925 275 kB5
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Transport Aircraft;

There was a fleet of some 250 Ju. 5?- transport air

craft, mainly used for quick strategic moves of the German
main homber force of Ju. 88 aircraft from one part of the

Mediterranean to the other (e. g, for the periods of intensive
air attacks against Malta) and for ferrying personnel and
also urgently-needed stores, such as petrol and ammunition,
to the Panzer Army.

Boiibers;

Although the long-range bomber force was based on Crete
and is included in the figure for the Mediterranean, it

should be considered as an integral part of the North African
force. The function of this strategic boitber force, which
had a potential striking power considerably higher than that

of the Wellingtons of No. 205 Group, was largely either
misunderstood or ignored by the enemy,
consistently misemployed ferrying fuel to North Africa, on

convoy escort duties, tacticai bombing in support of the Army _
and on what were little more than nuisance raids against ports
and bases in Egypt.

The aircraft were

The Strength of the Allied Air Forces in the Yfestem Desert

and Egypt on 19 October 1%2,

An Order of Battle for the Western Desert Air Force, as

at 27 October 1942, is given at Appendix 13«

The combined strength of the British and U.S.A. Air
Forces in the Western Desert and Egypt, on 19 October 1942,
gives the followir^ figures;-

11.S.A.A.F.
A.H.Q. U.S.Ag.F. No. g05

GroupW.D. W.D,
Nc. 201 A.H.-Q.
Or-oup EgyptEopbor

Gixmp

i*2Heavy Boaber 6119

Medium Bomber 37 (1) 71 11 119

Light Bomber Hit 114

Torpedo Bomber 71 71

S.E. Fighter 384 56 hr/37

T.E. Fighter 29 29

Night Fighter 6232 30

Antiy Co! op &
Recce! 24 36 19 79

Coastal &

Mi sc. 36

74 42 139 145 1048522 90

Transport aircraft of No. 216 Group amounted to
were also 32 Albacores on loan from the Fleet Air Arm

(Nos, 821 and 826 Squadrons).

There

(1) These American-manned Mitchell aircraft, although
classified as medium bombers, were used in conjuacticn
with the Bostons and Baltimores as light bombers.
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The Western Desert strength of 522 aircraft was
augmented by the U,3.A.A«P, strength of 74 aircraft
(37 medium bombers and 37 S.E, Fighters)j approximately
100 bombers of No» 205 Group (70 Wellingtons and 30 ilbaoores)
and two Squadrons of Bea'ufighters borrowed from No, 201

Group (Nos, 252 and 272 Squadrons),
the A,0, C,, Y/.D,A,F,, therefore, on the eve of the battle of
El Alamein, was the follov/ing force (approximate figures
only); -

Under the control of

Western Desert Air Force - Strength on 19 October 1942

S.E, Fighters 420

T.E, Fighters 30

150Light Bombers

Medium Bombers 100

Recce* 30

730Total

Out of a front-line strength of some 420 S.E. Fighters,
50, or 1 2 per cent v/ere Spitfires, vifhile almost half of the

total S.E, fighter strength consisted of the obsolescent
Hurricane,

their disposal 48 Squadrons of Spitfires conqprising a total
of over 800 aircraft.

At this time. Fighter Coimnand in U.K. liad at

The A, 0. C, -in-C. commented on the fighter strength in a

letter he -vifrote to the Chief of Air Staff, on 22 October 19^.2,

'As regards aircraft, thanks to going very quietly
for the last two or thx*ee weeks, we have been able to

build up strength to a certain extent. The Hurricane
Squadrons are now up to strength and the Kittyhawks
nearly up to sti'ength, though the one Merlin Kittyhawk
Squadron is still badly down. We have not yet
succeeded in getting our tliree Spitfire Squadrons any
thing like up to full strength and of course I have no

rese3rres for them. There is a trickle coming through
from Takoradi, but at present rate there is no hope of

being able to make them up to full, strength much less
meet really heavy wastage. This is going to be a very
severe handicap since the poor old Hurricane is becoming
more and more out of date, especially since the I09G is

now on the map, • ''fhat we liave got to do is to try an.d

knock the enemyr air right out of the ring. This is of

couirse easier said than dons, but you will already have

noticed from, other soxorces that Coningham- has already’-
made some progress in tliis direction. If we can do
this, -tlie Hx-irricane vn.ll once again be able to do its

job, especially the Tac. R Squadrons who at the momenb
have a pretty grim task - since I camot possibly’- a'fford

to give them Spitfires,'

As 0. G. —li-i—0,

Coirespondence
v.dth Prime

Minister,
Secretary of
State and Chief

of Air Staff,
Ao 0. C. 26,

In spite of the outstanding success of the night-bombing
teclinique which had done so much to help the Eighth Army
stabilise at El Al.amein and also to vdn the battle of Al.am el

Haifa, the Wellington force had been permitted to drop
catas'trophically, in spite of the protestations of the A.0. C.-
in-C,

130 Wellington aircraft which, by the beginning of the battle

of El Alamein, had dropped to 70.

In July 1942 there hs.d been a force of some

At this time Bomber Ccirimand

Metropolitan Air
Foroo ,3'orenixt.h.
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had a strength of 63 Squadrons and 9?0 aircraft, of which
57 squadrons or some 6OO aircraft were medium .and hea-vy
bomberso

'Am becoming increasingly concerned,' the
A.0.C,-in-G. signalled to C. A. S,, during the battle,
'at my Wellington situation and feel I naist ask fo.r
reconsideration of present Air Ministry policy and in
consequence suitable adjustment in the present programme
for supply of new aircraft I am convinced that a

strong night-boniber force is a vital factor in the

can^jaign out here, whether to attack enemy land or air
forces or his supplies and ports.'

• • • •

A stronger night-boniber force might have resulted in the
complete annihilation of the Axis Panzer Army at El Alamiein.
As it was, it was only by placing an almost intolerable
burden on the Squadrons by the flying of second sorties that
it was possible to exert the necessary pressure on the enemy.

R.A.F. Preparations for the Offensive

The R.A.P, preparations for the offensive have to a
large extent been recounted in the preceding Sections of the
Narrative. They included the resting, training and, as far
as possible, the re-equipping of Squadrons to establishment,
together v/ith certain reorganisation meas-ures which included
the absorption of the American Squadrons into the W.D.A.F»
A problem thrown up by the expansion of the field striking
force was the construction of further airfields. This was
undertaken by the C.R.E. aerodromes attached to the force.
For ease of control and suppd.y, the airfields were con
centrated in one area, and this proved most beneficial.
Moreover, "

most economical use of the A.A. resources available,
particularly from the heavy A, A. point of view, v\hile th.e
layout of light A.A, at individual airfields became mutual
supporting.

the concentration of airfield facilities ms.de the

•ly

Also, in order to extend the limited range and

Report by the
C.R.E.

Aerodromes,

time on patrol of the Hurricanes, two advanced landi,ng-gorau.'.
(Nos. 37 and I72) were prepared near the battle area frcra
which tvvo H-orricane Wings could operate for the period of
battle.

th,e

3

An interesting feature of the preparations and lAihich Iiad
a particular bearing on close—support technique was the
installation of a forward fighter control on the Ruweisat
Ridge, approximately 40 miles forward of the main fio-hter
base. It consisted of one C.O.L., one type 6OO A.MrEoS.
^d^iyp, V.HoP, .R/t to fighters, W/T, R/T and subsequently
land-line links were available to the main fighter control,

intercept watch was maintained on plots from the
I.HJ’d/p fixer stations. T.his organisation in the fcrviai-rT
area proved of great benefit to the tactical control of
fighters over the battle area.

Appendix to
A, A, n, Q, Wo D,
Report on
Operations,

A.H,B./IU1/
122/69 (A).

An important training measure which ?^as to show good
results during the battle was the specialisation of No, 73
Squadron in night operations, A special directive issued
to the Squadron on 12(. October ensured that the squadx
which vrould be required to operate at maxim;m intensity for
ohe noon period of October would be adequately preparedtft
Tne list of duties which the squadron might be called, upon
to undertalce was detailed and included night attacks
enemy lines of communication, harassing attacks on estalilisheu
camps, .intruder sorties against enemy boniber ba
of airfields against da.w.n attacks
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for MoT« at night on the coast road against enemy strafing,
night reconnaissance in the battle area, occasional recon-
naisseaice of the coast against enemy seaborne landings,
special operations at dusk or daTO and dawn weather
reconnaissance.

Operations 'Grapeshot' and 'Snapper*.

Tv/o operations. Grapeshot' and 'Snapper,' were planned
at this time in conjunction with the Eighth Army, but as the
opportunity did. not arise for either of them to be
implemented, only a brief reference is mads to them.
Operation 'Grapeshot' was an army operation involving the
despatch of a self-contained mobile force of some 100 tanks

vri-th the object of seizing Tobruk, before the enemy 'had had
the time to reorganise the remnants of his defeated force,'
The R.A, P, were to provide fighter cover and tactical
reconnaissance for the operation and, if the air situation
periiiitted, a daily air lift of some 60 tons.

A,AoH.Q,W.D.

Operations!
Instruction

No, 40c.

Cperation 'Snapper' visualised an attack, at an
opportune moment, on the enemy air transport of supplies,
A landing ground (L,G,. 122, in the liaddalena area) was to
be occupied by 12 Kittyhawks of No, 239 Wing and No, 216
Group were to provide 9 Hudson aircraft to transport
personnel, supplies and equipment. One Section of the
R,A.P, Regiment were also to be included in the party, ("l)

The Enemy's Critical Supply Situation

The Axis Air Forces' attack on Malta, in October 1942,
was a last despairing effort to free the Mediterranean for

their shipping from the slow strangulation of British air
and naval power. At the end of the battle of Alam el Haifa,
the Duce hiad declared that ''the battle in the Mediterranean
area consisted of two parts - the battle at sea and the

battle on land. The battle at sea had been lost, so that
the subsequent battle on Egyptian soil could not be carried
tlxrough,

that the continued losses of shipping could not be replaced.
The danger existed of a weakening of the Axis forces in
North Africa 'to a point -when the entire North African
position wo;ald be lost, with dire military and political
consequences, '■ Panzer Army reported, on 7 October, that
'the fuel sitjation was very strained, ammunition stocks

Trere completely inadequate and the food situation had reached
an unprecedented Iot/ level. The vehicle and spare parts
siti3ation, including tyres, 7/as also very alarming,'
the 17 October, Panzer Army Headquarters reported that,
'The condition of supply routes was wearing out troop and
supply vehicles to such an extent that, unless adequate
vehicle replacements \7ere provided, the mobility of the
Panzer Army and the ability to move supplies up to the front
would be jeopardised,'

In early October, the German Naval Staff reported

On

High Level
.Reports and
DtrectiveSa
/uH*B,6 Trans,

War .Liary of
the Panzer

Army Africa,

(1) Although Operation 'Snapp did not take place,
prellmiriary vfork on this plan was put to good use, in
the middde of November, when two Hurricane squad3ron3
moved to L,G. 125, 180 miles due east of Agedabia,
The appearance of W,DoA.P<, fighters in the Agedabia-
Agheila area, while the main body of the retreating
enemy was still to the east of Benghazi took the enemy
conpletely by sinprise and nearly 300 enem;,?- vehicles
were reported aos destroyed or damaged in 3 day.3'
operations.

er'
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The effect of this hlockauie of the enemy forces in
North Africa were complex and, in some respects, unexpected.
For instance, Rommel complained that the acute shortage of
food had led to a very high incidence of sickness among his
troops,

exists,
'The Army has been conpelled to reduce the bread ration by
half, oT/ing to the absence of flour allocations from Italy.
Additional food supplies cannot be issued,
sick cases in exceptionally high, most of them being due to
undernourishment.

'The serious supply crisis of the Panzer Army stil

The nuiTiber of

For example, there are over 1,000 men in

l
he wrote to the Chief of OW Operations Staff,

an infantry Regiment of the 16Ath Light A.frica Division.
The fuel situation will permit only current supplies to be
transported for a limited period, but will not allov/ large-
scale movements by motorised units,
situation is also very strained.
Panzer Army who are bearing the brimt of the fighting against
the best troops of the British Errpire must be continuously
sent supplies necessary to live and fight, by using all
available shipping and air transport space, as otherwise it
will not be possible to continue holding this theatre of
operations successfully, and the troops run the danger of

suffering the fate of the Halfaya garrison, in an event\jal
British offensive,'

The ammunition

The German troops of the

Logistical difficulties curtailed drastically the size
of the enemy air force which they could support in North
Africa, This in turn meant that the enemy air forces in
North Africa were inadequate for their many and varied duties.
The fleet of 230 Ju. 88 long-range bombers based on Crete -
three times the strength of No, 205 Group's Wellington force -

was frittered away doing convoy escort work, as substitute
transport aircraft for the transport of items in short
supply and as substitute dive-bombers. It va.s a prodigal
waste of the most powerful bomber force the Mediterranean
had seen up to that time. It led to constant friction
betv/een the Germans and the Italians, as the Germans alleged -
Tidth some Justification - that the I talians were shipping a
disproportionate amount of their ovn supplies to North Africa,
compared with the part they took in the fighting. Not ordy
this, but relations between the Panzer Army and the
LufbYaffe - never very cordial at the best of times - vrere
exacerbated,

critical,
vexed topic, as the requirements of the German troops of the
Panzer Army are continually being held up in favour of the
Italian forces and the Luftwaffe,'

The constant sinkings led to a crisis in the shipping
, pU 'An improvement in the transport and supply

situation can be expected,*’ sigrialled QKW Cperations Staff to the
Panzer Army, 'when the shipping from Prance is in use,
HoYYever, the total available shipping and transport spa
will even then remain inadequate. In accordance mth a

priority scale drawn up here,'' the message concludes some
what lamely, 'every effort will be made to supply the Panzer
army adequately and to despatch replacem.ents for it,'

The supply situation, of the Army is ext
Rommel remarked in one of his many reports on.

’emely
cas

situation

High Level
Reports and
Directives,

(1) 'At this time, only four fast motor-ships aggregating
19,000 tons, and seven large but slow transports of
together 40,000 tons, were in use for the Panzer Army.
Eight ships, totalling 40,000 tons, w'ere in dock
imdergoing repairs. 'The Rommel Papers',
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By 19 October, hovrever, the supply sitijiation had
deteriorated to such an extent tliat the following entry was
made in the Afrika Korps War Diary. 'The fuel situation
has been so serious for the past few days that current
allocations are no longer sufficient to cover requirements
for supply runs. The stock in the Corps dump is decreasing
daily.'' The next, day - on3.y three days before the Eighth
Army offensive was launched the Panzer Army despatched what

T/as described as 'a very urgent message*' to Rome, emphasizing
the 'very serious petrol situation caused by the loss of the

Panuco,(l) The supply of petrol caused by the loss of the
Panuco was reduced to three units of which one was in

Benghazi, so that on the evening of 25 October.(when the
Proseip)ina was due to arrive) only tvra consimiption units
will be available east of Tobruk. This will jeopardise
the mobility of the German troops, if the enemy should
attack, as current supply traffic uses half a consumption
unit per day.' •

Panzer Army
V/ar Diary,
,A.L. 981.

Owing to the crisis in the petrol situation, caused by
the torpedoing of the Panuco. tlie Panzer Army requested
Kesselring to fly over 1,000 tons of fuel from Greece to

Tobrulc, temporarily holding up the transportation of

personnel,

22 October records that the Commander-in-Chief,
General Sturmne, had summed up the supply situation as follows;
'Y/e are living from hand to mouthj we fill one gap only to
see another open,
wouild enable us to overcome critical situations throiogh our
ovm resources and which allows operational freedom of

movement which is an absolutely vital necessity for the
Army.'

An entry in the Panzer Army ¥i/ar Diary for

Yfe cannot build up the basic supply which

In response to Panzer Army's request that fuel sho’uld
be flown over, Kesselring reported that 100 tons of fuel
would be flown to Tobruk on 23 October and further regular’

On 23 October, thesupplies during the following fevr da;rs,
day the offensive was launched, the German QltfG laid dcwn the
followirig orders 'to save petrol and conserve it for
tactical puiqjoses' ;

'(a) Adi petrol dumps in the Rear Army area are closed
and issues to single vehicles are forbidden, if not
authorized by Panzer Army,
sir-gle vehicles must be accepted,
betwreen Tobriok and the front will not be affected,

(b) Petrol in the possession of the supply units and
HoQ, in the Rear Army area will be frozen and part of it
sent for?^ard,

The immobilisation of

Troop carriers

(c) M, To columns are to be used between Benhgazi and
Tobruk, and between Tobruk and the front, only to carry
such goods as ar'e urgently necessary for current suppljr
ptirposes, (Ammunition, engineer and other equipment is
not to be taken,) As much use as possible is to be
made of the railway and shipping.

Panzer Armee

Aurika Mi so,

Euoply Messages,
AL 866,

(l) Torpedoed by a Malta-based Wellington of No, 69 Squadron
off Pmta Stilo night 18/19 October and towed to Cotro.ne
where she wra.s bea.check

at Tobruk on 20 October v/ith about 3*5 V.S, (2,6CO tons)
of fue3.o

This vessel should have arrived
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The Pre-Battle Air Offensive« ()

The preliminary phase of the air offensive which began
on 19 October T/as directed by da.y against the Daba group of
landing-grounds, and by night was extended to include L«G. 13,
the main Stuka base.

Air Forces to such an extent that there woixLd be littl.e or

no risk of enemy air attack on the restricted assembly ai’oas
in the Northern sector, when X Corps moved in,
disorganisation resulting from enemy air attack, at this
juncture, would have had most serious repercussions on the
opening phase of the attack,
enemy air reconnaissance.

The intention v/as to weaken the Axis

The

It was also hoped to limit

In this phase of the air offensive which preceded the
land battle, 285 fighter bomber, 208 light and 76 medium
bomber sorties were flown, in the course of wiiich approx
imately 300 tons of bombs were dropped. It so happened
ttiat the enemy had not recovered from the 'opportunist
attack' or 'weather blitz' of 9 October, while action
against Ivladta, as tias already been seen, had caught the
enemy air forces strategically off-balance. By the opening
of the Eighth Army offensive, therefore^ the enemy air
forces had been thro-yvn fully on to the defensive. Con-
sequently, the pre-battle moves of the land forces were all

completed to schedule, on 22 October, without in any way
being disturbed by enemy air action or, so far as could be
discovered, by air reconnaissance.

H.Q, Middle
East Table of

Operations,
A,I-I.B,/IIJ1/
31/1.

Enemy's Conflicting Views on Likelihood of an Eighth Army
Offensive,

On 10 October, the Panzer Army sent the following report
to the Goimimnder-in-Ghief South:

'Enemy situation: The presumed arrival of rerln-
forcements in the southern and central sectors and

yesterday's heaiy raids on our landing grounds support
Panzer Arsiy's opinion that the British may laumch an
offensive soon^ Panzer Army thinlis the m,ain weight
of the enemy o.ttack will be south of the Huveisat
Ridge and perhaps also cj.i either side of the coast
road.

d • •

Difficulties of going make it improbable thatPanzer Armee

Ai’rllca War

Diary
Apr'endices,

AL 901 o

any major tlrirust will be launched against cup soutiiorn
flank, Adi defensive measures have,? been tal;en« Iho

following points are disadvantageous to our defence:-

(1) 'The preliminaries to the British Eighth Annj'^s attadc began csiirln-j f-ho
night of 18/19 October vAth R,A,F. raids aimed at grouidlng A;ds air
forces, destroying the Panzer Armyfs rearward lines of cor®Mijicat?onj>
Interrupting the flow of supplies to the front and brealting the nuraio of
the groimd forcoso Cje 2i:ls defences against these raids wero weah, as
there were no night-fighters ava.ilablef and during daytime the few fJehl or-
bombers had to be concentrated in oert.aln places so as to prevent losses
reaching a dangerously high level. With this complete snpar'orlty in
numbers. It w^s no wonder that the R.A.F, was able to aco,',BpXifh Its
task with speed and thorough-going effieienoy, Ihcn the Eighth Arrgf
launched Its attack on the ground, the Allies had achieved almost complota
HK-stery of the air and had therefore practically won the battle in t-hc
ali'u German planes from Greece made secondary attacks on Britlsji sy.nr’y
shipping, Relnrorccments from Sicily for Fliegerl'uehrer Afririe did liot
roach cyrenaloa until.50th OoUiSiGrffl'b wore not fn the'air rvitTrafter
the retreat had begun. In this last vital battle? tlio Panzer Amy vr.s
exposed to the full fury of tiie Allied Air Forces,' ifektocldo
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Y

a) the shortage of ananunition and petrol
h) the present inadequacy of the mining of the
southern secto:X •

On 20 October, the Panzer Army Commander circixLated the

following information to lovrer formations:~

'The enemy is sending out patrols and recce
thrusts all the time to try to discover weak spots in

o’or positions,
uncomfortable for him and are a source of worry to him.

In return, he is trying to shake, and if possible
sha.tter, our nerves by air raids on our ports, airfields
and M, T, concentrations and by shellfire,
succeed in this,

it in^erative for him to attack,
' and at any time, despite the fact that his main strerigth

seems to be on the northern part of our southern sector^
and despite the possibility that he does not feel strong
eno\jgh for a major attack and wotiLd like to accoirpany
it with a wide flanking move against our deep southern
flanlc.

Our minefields are making things very

He will not

Political and military reasons make
He may come anywhere

llhen our regrouping and mining operations are
finished (which should be in a few days) we will be in
a position to meet the expected attack with the grea.test
equanimity, ’

On the other hand, the Chief of the Foreign Armies West

Branch of OICB made an inspection of the front and reported,
only seven ho-urs before the Eighth Army launched their
offensive, that 'contrary to the Panzer Army view, an enemy
offensive was not to be expected in the immediate future.
This entry in the Afrika Korps War Diary concludes, on
23 October 1942, 'the Day passed uneventfully,'

The Army Commander's Final Plan for Operation 'Lightfoo

t

.L I

War Diary of
the German

Africa Corps
TranSo No,

A,H,B,/VII/100
/2

The Army Commander's plan for Operation 'Lightfoot' , as
finally approved and issued,, v/as:-

XXX Corps to attack v/ith fomr divisions to clear t^’ro

lines throiogh the enemy minefields to peiTait
the passage of X Corps

having passed through the area cleared by
XXX Corps, to prevent the enemy armour from
interfering with XXX Corps and ultimately to
destroy the enemy armoiar.

X Corps

Cabinet Office

IJin-rative and

T/li Hontgcraery
’El Alamein to

the Sangroo
I

XIII Corps to mount two operations; one into the area

east of Gebel Kalakh and Qaret el Khadi.mp
the other further south directed on Himeimat

and the Taqa feature.
XIII Corps was primarily to mislead the
enemy into thinking that the nvain thrust was
being delivered in the south and to contain
the enemy forces there, particijiarly the
21 st. Panzer Division,

The role of

The breaJc-in operations were to he facilitated by an
extensive counter-battery plan which vras to be strengthened
by smtching the -whole of the bomber effort on to the
artillery areas as soon as the bat-!:le began.
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R.A.P.: to commence its offensive operations by
attacking enemy air forces in order to
ensxxre local air superiority, after which
the whole weight of air effort was to be
turned cn to close co-operation with the
Eighth Army in the land battle.

Royal Navy; to simulate a landing near el Daba in order
to mislead the enemy and tie down the
German Division in that area.

British and Enemy Dispositions on 23 October 1942

The 'corset' policy of strengthening Italian with German
imits had been widely adopted by Rommel before resigning his
command to General Stumme,

was held by rather more than six divisions,

and two mebile divisions were held in reserve, half German
and half Italian.

The enemy's main line of defence
Pour ermoured

The armoured divisions were organised

C, -in-C. 's

Despatch
018!j/1975/M0I
Recoz'dSo

In the North, the 15th Panzerinto two main groups.

Division and Littorio, and in the South, the 21st Panzer
Division and the Ariete. Purther to the rear still was the

90th Light Division T/hich was watching the coast in the
region of Ghazal, with the Trieste around el Daba.
main ar-mo-ured groups were subdivided each into three mixed

battle groups and disposed at intervals all along the rear of
the battle front,

variance with the principle of the concentration of arTnovir

followed by Rommelo
principles for the use of armour in a defensive battle as

practised on the Russian front and is generally a.ttributed to

the planning of General Stumime, the new Ocimrander-in-Chief 3
who ha.d arrived from Russia to relieve Field Marslaal Rommel

who had returned to Germany on sick lea.ve, on 23 September,
The new Commander of the Afrika KoriJS, General von Thoma^, who
had relieved General Nehring who was wounded on the first

right of the battle of Alam el Haifa when a Wellington
obtained a direct hit on the Afrika Korps H,Q,, had also been
transferred fx-’cm the Russian front, and it is probable that
his views on the use of armour coincided with those of his
Comnander-in-Chief,

The tv.'0

This system of dispersal W3.s very much at

It followed far more close!jr the

The Eighth Army cenprised XXX Corris which, reading from
north to south, consisted of the 9th Australian, 51st Kigiland,
2nd New Zealand, 1 st South African and 4th Indian Divisions,
South of the Ruweisat Ridge was XIII Corps with, again from
north to south, 50th Division (including 1st Greek Infantry
Brigade), Z(4th Division, Armctired Division (including
1st Free French Infantry Brigade), X Corps, as the
armoured corps de oliasse (and made immensely more powerful
by having been recently equipped with American Sherman tanlcs)
’was composed of, fx’om north to south, the 1 st and
10th Armoured Divisions, 'At last. wrote General Alexander,

Cabinet Office

Nar’rative,

'we had for the first time a tank (the Sherman) which was
equal in armonor, armament and perfornBnee to the best tank
in the Afrika Korps.''

ilr Operations on 25 October to Dominate the Enemy Air
Forces and Prevent ET?.emy Air Recoxinaissance

An unbroken day-ajid-night air offensive was carried out
tliroughout the 24 hemrs ending 20,00 hrs on 23 October.
The cumulative, effect of this sustained air attack was such

that, on 25 October, a continuous fighter patrol was carried
out witliout hindrance over the enemy's fon/Tard fighter
bases and Eighth Army reported no single enemy aircraft
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'Owing to strong fighter
'observation could be made

operating over their area,
defence,' the enemy reported,
over only part of the southern area,
identified,

and bomber attacks on troops, airfields and the coastal
road.

No changes were

The enemy resumed his countless fighter-bo

Seven enemy aircraft were shot down in these

mber
Panzer irmy
Wan Diary.

foperations.

Between dusk and dawn on the night of 22/23 October, a
force of 59 boiiibers - Wellingtons, Albaoores and Bostons -

attacked enemy landing-grounds, Nos. 20 and 104, to the
west of Daba.

landing-grounds from which they would be operating on the

following day,
report on signs of Eighth Army troop movements stated that,
'dust trailing denoting apparently considerable movement,
but no estimate of numbers was possible,
as these bombers were attacking, night-fighter Hiurricanes of

No, 73 Squadron were out shooting up enemy M.T., AA posts
and tents in square 8525, in. the vicinity of Naqb abu Dweis,
in the extreme south.

These were the enemy's main forv/ard fighter

The night bombers, asked particuleirly to

At the same time

A.A.H.Q,W.D,

War Diary,

Main Eighth
Army War Diary,

Soon after dawn, on 23 October, 33 Kittyhawks escorted
by Spitfires and Kittyhawks resumed the attacks on the

Further strongenemy's forward landing-grounds at Daba,
Kittybomber attacks v/ere carried out on enemy landing-

In accordance with the agreedgrounds throughout the day.
Army-Air plan of driving the enemy out of the air, out of a

total of nearly 500 fighter sorties, almost half were flown
on offensive sweeps,
were made, of which ~]0 were against enemy landing-grounds.
This total was not reached again until the fifth day of the
battle.

A total of 80 fighter-boniber attacks

Reconnaissance escort took up 58 fighter sorties

K.Q, I'liddle
East Table

of Operations.
A.Ji,B„/lIJV
31/1

which was the highest figure since a record total had been

reached on the day before the battle of Alam el Haifa,

The enemy air activity - as had been the case for some
time past - was wholly defensive in character. It was an

outstanding failure that, on the eve of the Eighth Army
offensive, the Lufb<Yaffe failed completely to penetrate the
Western Desert Air Force fighter screen. Also, enemy
Intelligence failed to appreciate the significance of this
intense air activity, not merely over the front, but over
their own landing-grounds. Throughout this day, the
infantry of four Divisions - the 9th .Australian, the
51 st Highland, the 2nd 'New Zealand and the 1 st South African -
ware lying -undetected in slit trenches, a-waiting the
offensive.

'The Fourth Libyan Campaign Has Coimmenced' - W.D.A.F, War
Diary,

At 22,00 ho-urs, on the night of 23/24 October, the long
awaited Eighth Army offensive began -with attacks by XXX and
XIII Corps, after twenty ircnutes' intense counter-battery
bombardjnent by some eight hundred g-uns.
the A.A,H, Q.W.D, Yfar Diary for 23 October reads

'21.40 hrs.

The last entry in

Zei’o hour, th. Army attacked along the

Cabinet Office

Narrative.

whole front,

has commenced.'

8
The fourth Libyan campaign

A..c.A,H,Q.y4D.
War At 22,10 hours, Ivlain H.Q, Eighth Army noted, in  a message

from XXX Corps:-

'The show has started. Everything going O.K.

■ory.
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Ifein HoQo

Eighth Army
War Diajry,

The night progi-armae arranged for the battle area, in

support of the land offensive, v/as for 60 Wellingtons to
attack in the northern sector, in the area of Tell el Acqa.qir
from 22,00 hoiirs to 01^15 hours,

raids were to be provided by 20 Albacores of the E,A.A,
Offensive patrols were to^ be carried out by night Hurricaiaes

Po\ar special Wellingtons of No, 1c2
Pour a:

Illmiinations for these

of No, 73 Squadron,
Squadron were detailed for jamming operations,
craft of No, 216 Squadron were detailed for parachute
dropping in the Puka area, at 01,00 hrs. At 23,39 hours a

Boston -was to lay smoke at Map Reference 874300 (Tell el
Eisa) and at 00,45 hours another was required for smoke
laying at Maaten Bagush,

No. 205 Group‘s night bombers were briefed 'to destrc;/
by bornbing gun positions and other defences in the battD.e
area and to cause the maximum amount of imitation and loss

of sleep,

were defined in considerable detail, and give a good idea of

the care with which the operation was planned and also the

way in which details of the ground picture were in^ressed
on the airmen.

The two main areas for the bombing attacks

No. 205

Group 0,E,B,
A.II.B./lI]v|/
B205/1A

'Northern area; 8670304O, 86953000, 86702953, 86453OOO,
This represents primarily a gun area and the main
objective are batteries of guns which will be firing
continuously in duels with our own guns. The intention
is to keep these guns quiet and to create confusion.
In this area, there Tvdll also be two Battle Gruppe and

M, T, and forward duimps. One mile to 1-^ miles directly
to ■ the west of the northern area is the concentra.tion

area of. one of the Panzer Divisions, It is not

anticipated tliat they will be concentrated tonight.
The Albacores have been briefed to keep a watch on this

area. If concentration is observed by them they ’will
fire a red followed by a green. This then bec-omos the

primary target for those aircraft detailed to attaok
the northern area. If no concentrations are seen by
Albaoores, the silencing of the gun batteries in the
northern area given above is the primary target.

Southern Areal A circle with bwo miles radins with,

centre point 86O27O,
21st Panzer Division and no guns are involved,
area may be concentrated, in which case it will pre.caat
a good target,
job to make it a;s difficult as possible for them to
concentrate,

camouflaged.

This is the territory of 'hhe

If it is not concentrated, it is our

Targets in this area may be well
I

Tlie night-bombing force was allocated in, the proper'
of 60 per cen't to the northern and 40 per cent to the so\; thorn
Sectors,

.on

As an aid to na'vigation searchlights were con
centrated in a cone for five minutes over the battle area O', ij

stated inter-vals.

Throughout the night of 23/24 October, the whole of
No. 205 Group's night-bomber force was concentrated in a

tactical role in the battle area, in direct suppox't of the

Army. This v^ras to continue throughout the battle-n Oiving
to the wealmess of the Wellington Sqxiadrons, the total nunJ-'er
of aircraft availab;ie and which were drawn from Nos, 37, A"'.
70, 104, 108 and 148 Squadrons, was limited to 43. HowevW;u
with the aid of 18 of Nos, 104, IO8 and 148 Squadrons fl^^ting
d,ouble sorties and 12 Albacores of No. 821 Squo'dron Pleat
Air Arm which dropped flares and bombed, the nuiiitaer of boiiber

No. 205 Group
and Sqmdron
C.H.B.S., HoQ.
Mid.die Past

Table of

Opei'atlons.
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Six Yfellingtons of No. 162sorties v/as raised to 78.

Sqimdron also operated, carrying out jaiimiing operations over
the battle area while, at the request of the Army, four
Bostons of Nos. 12 and 24 S.A.A.F, Squadrons laid  a smoke

screen.

No notification was given by the Albacores that the
In accordance with15th Panzer Division had concentrated,

the alternative plan therefore the Wellingtons which operated
the northern Sector concentrated primarily on gunposts,

although eight Wellingtons of No. 40 Squadron, in an
endeavour to disorganise the enemy's communications system,
attacked track and telephone wires in the northern Sector.

Alternative targets chosen were concentrations of enemy MT
and tanlcs.

over

The effectiveness of this attempt to saturate the enemy
defences is difficult to assess, and in any case it must be
talcen to some extent in conjunction with the terrific con

centration of artillery fire which opened up at 21.40 hours.

The enemy reported that, 'strong bomber attacks were made,
particularly on our gua positions,'D.A.K. War

Diary,
The No. 205 Group report of the night's operations

stated tliat in the northern Sector three mediimi and one large
A direct hit was scored on a gun or onfire were started,

ammunition, producing a terrific explosion which rocked, the

aircraft at 6,000 feet. In the southern Sector several
di.rect hits on vehicles were observed and one large fire was

started which lasted for 45 minutes and threw smoke tp to

3,000 feet. It is perhaps significant that in the eairly
part of the operation over the northern Sector, opijosition
Tfas reported as 3“4 searchlights, 3 hea'\'y and  3 light g^uns,
but by 04.00 hours, when the bonbers left, only light A.A.

gunfire T/as seen,
first consisted of 4 heavy and 8-10 light guns, but this

gradually dwindled until by the time the last aircraft had
left there was none.

Similarly in the south, opposition at

The weather was reported as being

No. 205 Group
OeE, E.

Two night fighters were seengood, Tri.th perfect visibility,
and one of them, a Me, I09, chased a Wellington out to sea.

Returning aircraft reported that the Eighth Army guns were in

action throughout the entii-e front, from the sea to the

Qattara Depression,

No. 73 Squadron, with their night-flying Hurricai
up 26 aircraft in the coastal area, wrhere three ammunition

No. 73 Squa.dron carriers were claimed as having been blown up, as well as a.
five field guns, enemy M. T, tents an,d huts v/ere

'This,' the Squadron 0iR.B.
'was the prelu.de

putles.

Oo R» B. small dunp;
daiaaged and two Bredas silenced,
recorded, ?;ith some’jvhat exaggerated pride,
to the opening of the Army's offensive®*

Eighth Army Fi-ogress Night 23/24 October

After the. preliminary counter-batter bombardment, in

which the whole of the Eighth Army artillery was involved a,nd

which lasted for 20 minutes, the main fire plan was brought
into action and ilXX Corps and XIII Corps infantry 6.dvanoed to

the attack, (1) As the enemy dispositions were well-known

(1) Strictly spealcing, in the case of a number of the gu.ns,
the counter-battery bombardment lasted for 15 minutes
after which there was a five minute pause before the
commencement of the main fire plan.

Cabinet Office

Narr.ative,
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R, A, . Notes on
the offensive

by Eighth Army
23 Oct, - 4 Nov.
on the

from overprinted maps shov/ing his defences as seen on air

photos and, in the case of his forward defences from reports
of ground observers and patrols, the fire plan took the form

of concentrations on all prepared defensive localities, the
fire lifting from locality to locality at an average rate of

El Alamein 100 yards in three minutes, 0' As the infantry paused on
Position, A«H,B,/ their first objective, the programme lasted for I85 minutes,
IIJI/I22/9 (B) excluding the 20 minutes* counter-battery bombardment, and

the average rate of fire v/as about 2 r.p.g, per irdnute.

By dawn on 24 October the 9th Australian Division had
secured most of its final objective and the New Zealanders
had C3.ptured the Western end of the Miteiriya Ridge,
the centre, however, the Highland Division and a brigade of

the Australians were held up short of their objectives by
enemy strongpoints in the middle of what should have been

the northern corridor, vdiile on the left the South Africans

fell short of the liiteiriya Ridge by about 500 yards.

In

The attenpt to pass X Corps through the minefield gaps
began at 02,00 hours. Nos, 1 and 10 Armoured Divisions making
for the northern and southern gaps respective3.y,
both formations got behind schedule.
Division was delayed because the northern lane was stil.1

blocked by minefields under fire from the enemy strongpoints
which the Australian and Highland Divd.sions hiad been unable
to overcome,

they were met ’with such strong enemy artiHdery and anti-tank

gunfire that they could make no f-ux'ther progress.

However,
The 1st Armoured

I'Vhen X Corps reached the Miteiriya Ridge,

Cabinet Office

Narrative,
C. -in-C,'s

Despatch and
'El Mamein to

the Sangro,'

Meanv/hile, in XIII Corps sector to tht south, attempts
to breach the enemy minefield system were only partial.ly
successful. The 7"th A-rmoured Division penetrated the first
of two irdnefields and passed some of the 22nd Armoi.ired
Brigade through,
by heavy defensive fire and progress was halted,
French, after a lor^ and difficult night march, eventually
reached the escaa'pment to the south of Himeimat,

the deep send, however, they were unehle to bring up their
anti-tanic guns and later, as ’.vill be seen in the aoccunt of
operations for 24 October, they wrere unable to resist an
enemy counter-3.ttack.

The second minefield, however, was cov^'ered
The Free

Owing to

By daybrealc on 24 October the position was generally
speaking disappointing.
General Llontgomery's plan - as it had been to Rommel's at the
battle of Alam el Haifa - that the main weight of armour
should be through the minefield by davmx on 24 October,
had not been achiev?-ed and at first light the 10th Armoured
Division, v/hich should have debouched to gain freedom of
movement, was still bogged down in the minefields.

It ?/as essential to

This

(1) According to a report prepared by the Eighth .Army H,Q,
R.A,, the value of these vertical photographs obtained
by the R,A,A, both before and during the battle Y/as
"immense", Practic.allj'- all counter-battery locations
and the exact whereabouts of enemy defended localities
were based on air photographs. Before the battle, a
photo plot Tins built up T\rhich covered the Yvhole battle
area. It was then co.mparatively siii:^le by coniparing
the photos taken fi-om day to day during the battle with
the origina.1 photo plot to fix the co-ordinates of
fresh hostile batteries seen on new photos.
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The Afriica Korps* Account of Operations on the Night of

23/2if October

At 21,15 hours on 23 October, the 15th Panzer Division
reported a very heavy barrage on the central sector of the
front,

bombardment had extended to the whole of the northern sector.

Later, at 22,45 hours, a message was received from the

15th Panzer Division that British infantry spearheads, ■with
tanlcs, were advajicing towards the gaps betv-;een certain mine
boxes,

continued, 'strong bomber attacks are in progress, particu
larly on our gm positions,'

Half an hoiar later, a further report said that the

In addition to the heavy bombardment, the message
I

Prom the southern sector of the enemy front came a
report at 23,00 hours from 21st Panzer Division and the
Ramcke Brigade that 'there was no fighting worth mentioning'
but tliat in the central area an attack on the Deir el Shein

defence v/oiks was in progress.

'The Afrika Korps lisid alerted all units,' their V/ar
Diary records, 'The use of massed artillery indi.cated the
possibility of an enemy offensive. At midnight it was
thought that the enemy had penetrated the line of battle out'
posts in one or 1xto places and was advancing on the main
defence line,'

War Diary of
the German

Afrika Korps,
A,H,B, 6 Trans,
No, VIl/100/2,

After XXX Corps had broken through the part of the enemy
front held by a battalion of the Trento Division and a
Panzer Grenadier Regiment of the I64th Light Division,
General Stumme, the acting Commander-in-Chief, ordered the
15th Panzer Division to counter attack and restore the
situation. However, shortly afteriArards, General Stumme, for
a reason tliat is not stated, counternianded the order and
instead the Trento Division were ordered to carry out the
counter attack. The attack v/as unsuccessful, the diary

'and at dawn the enemy moved forward « to continuerecords,
the attack in a south-westerly direction®

 • •

A discussion
then took place between General Stumme and General von Thoma
which resulted in an order being given to the 15th Panzer
Division and the Littorio Division 'to counter-attack and
retake the main defence line®
counterattacks in which 15th Panzer Division was involved.
It fulfilled the Eighth Army Commander's designs that the
Afrika Korps should be committed piecemeal against the
Eighth Army gums,
25 October, to re-assume command of the Panzer Army, the
15th Panzer Division had been decimated to such an extent
tlnat it no longer counted as an armoured division.

This was the first of the

By the time Rommel had arrived on

The official German War Narrative gives the following
account of the opening of the Battle of El Alamein;-

I 23 October 1942

With the exception of strong enemy air attacks
against front line troops and landing grounds, the day
w'as quiet as usual. At 20,40 hoinrs sudden and extremely
heavy artillery fire came down right along the front,
and after some time this slackened off in the southern
sector, but increased in the northern. After over an
hour's firing, the enemy attacked in the northern sector
along the railv/ay line and for about 10 km, south of it
with strong forces supported by tanks and night bombers.
Although the attack between the rail\7ay and the coast
road v/as halted in front of o\ar line, the enemy

Gerriian - Italian
Forces in Africa,
Trans, of German
Officeial War
Narrative.
Cabinet Office

Archives Foreign
Section A,L, 743,
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succeeded about midnight in overrunning the advance
posts south of the rail^way and breaking into minefie.lds
J and L* As the telephone lines were mostly destroyed
hy the artillery fire, only scanty reports vrere
received. At midnight the position was still obsoure,
hut the unusually heavy artillery fire and the attaoivs
in strength at several places on a broad front indicated
that this was the expected English offensive against
the Alamein position.

I

The Army Commander*a Plan and the Air Policy Laid Down for
24 October

The B.G.S. set forth the Army Oommander*s intentions
for the following day which were:-

(a) To clear the northern gap.

(b) The New Zealanders to exploit their
success to the south and 51st Division to
take over from the New Zealanders on the

Miteiriya Ridge,

(c) The 9th Australian Division not to
exploit to the north but to plan a
'crumbling' operation for the night of
24/25 October,

(d) The 4th Indian Division to raid and
hold, if possible, on the Euweisat Ridge.

XIII Corps ’Jth. Armoured Division to try and push thel?'
way through the second minefield if unable
to continue 'crumbling' between minefields
and to break through the second minefield
on the night 24^25 October.

XXX Corps

Eighth Army
War Diary.

In direct support of these ground operations, the ag^reed
air policy for the first day of the offensive wass-

(a) To help X Corps on to its objsctive.

(b) To help 2nd New Zealand Division and 1st Scsuth African
Division in their 'crumbling' operations southwards,

(c) To protect 9th Australian Division frcm counter
attack from the north,

(d) To assist 7th Armoured Division in the south©

A. As H« Q. W. D.
0,R.B.

Intensive Air Operations on the First Day of the Battle -

24 October

The first day of the Eighth Army offensive was one of
intense air activity, in the course of which - in spits of
adverse weather conditions - the Western Desert Air Force

flew a total of approximately 1,000 effective sorties, isi
s\:pport of the ground forces. This was the highest fig;
so far reached, in the Western Desert Campaigns, and was not
to be surpassed until 3 November, by which time the Battle
of El Alamein had been virtually won. Of this record

AJI, B«/IIJ‘1/31/ number of sorties, 274 were flown by the light boinbers and
the balance by fighters on bomber escort duties, offensive
patrols and fighter-bomber raids.

H. Qn R. A. E.
.Mddle East

Table of

■0

Operations.

I0
f
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First-light recces flown hy No. 208 (Ans\7 Oo^-operation)
Squadron aircraft - one in the north on behalf of No. XXX

Corps and another in the south for XIII Corps - revealed no

appreciable change in the disposition of the main enemy
forces. The 15th Panzer Division was still in the northern
sector, opposite the XXX Corps front and, what was immensely
promising for the Army Commander*s plans, the 21st Panzer

j Division was still located in the south, opposite the
■ XIII Corps front, while the 90th Light Division were still

In order to con-held back in reserve, along the coast*

No. 208

Squadron 0.H.B,

serve fighter strength for offensive operations, these early
morning reconnaissance flights were made without escorts, or
even 'weavers* •

out by picked experienced pilots and not by roster,
north, no new developments were observed, except for some
unarmoured vehicles moving west along the main coast road
from Sidi Abd el Rahman,

other hand, a concentration of about 350 tanks, armoxared
cars and vehicles was located at Map Reference 871252, in the
El Taqa Plateau area.

For this reason, the sorties were carried
In the

In the southern sector, on the

>  \

The Intense Enemy A. A. Gunfire. Causes Considerable Damage to
the Light Bombers

In spite of offering an inviting target, the concentra
tion of enemy vehicles on the XIII Coarps front was not
engaged, owing to the Army Commander's aruling that the
maximum air svpport should be concentrated in the northern
sector* In accordance with this policy, almost the whole

Air Svpport
Control War

Diary*

weight of the light and filter-bomber effort was directed
against the 15th Panzex* Division. For instance, all but
one of the 16 li^t-bomber raids were made in direct support
of XXX Corps, in the north,
encountered over the battle area and ei^t light bombers of
Nos. 3 S.AuiAoF. and 232 Wings were shot down, comprising
five Bostons, one Baltimore and two Mitchells. Damage to
bombers from the heavy and accurate A.A. gunfire was aJ.so
considerable and 27 aircraft or 10 per cent of the force

Apart from the crews of the aircraft shot

Severe A. A# opposition was

was

badly holed*

No. 3 S.A.A.F.

No* 232 Wing
O.R* B.s.

down, two Y/ere killed and seven others badly injured in air
craft which landed back at their home bases. At the outset,
targets were relatively poor, but these improved later in
the day as the enemy were forced to concentrate. Nmerous

fires and direct hits on the eneniy M. T. and gun positions
were reported*

The Enemy's Forward Landing-grounds Patrolled by W.D.A.F.
Fighters - 2A October ^

The battle area and the enemy landing-grounds
patrolled by fighters, in order to keep the sky clear for the
light-bomber operations.
gi"ound forces in the area of gaps in the minefields where
they were particularly vulnerable to hostile air attack.
This policy was effective. Only one small fighter-bomber
raid was carried out by the enemy in the afternoon and no
damage was reported. Throughout the day, the eneipy fighters
were wholly on the defensive and fighter opposition was
encountered only twice* According to the Luftwaffe' records.
the enemy lost two S.E. and one T.E. filters. The R.A^F.
claimed one Me. 109. The W.D.A.F. losses, which were mainly
caused by the intensive A.A. gunfire, were the eight light
bombers already mentioned and five fighters (four Hurrioanes
one Spitfire, four pilots safe).

were

Protection was also afforded the'

A.H.B.6
Records

Table of

Operations
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Dust Pjrtails the Fighter Effort - 24 October

At 13®00 hours, rising dust on the advanced fighter
landing-grounds (Nos. 172 and 37) put them out of action, and
altei'native dust-free landing-gromds were brought into use
at liai'iut.

dislocated the fighter programme,
necessary to decide v/hether to curtail the light-bomber
effort in order to provide fighters to maintain the standing
fighter patrols over the battle area, or else to reduce the

patrols in order to find escorts for the bombers,
was submitted to the Army Commander, he decided to continue

the bornber attacks, but he asked tliat arrangements shoudd be

made to enable the fighters to be switched over to patrol
T/ork should Stulca raids develop.
18.00 hours that dust eventually cleared on these two
foiw/ard fighter landing.-grounds.

Mo^. 6 Squadron and No. 7 Squadron (S.A.A. F,) 'Tank-busters'
Jhmihilate an Entire Company of the Kiel Groiro

In spite of this, delay was caused, and this
It thereupon became

Vlnen this

It was not until

A,A,H.Q.W.D,
and Main

Eighth Army
Vfer Diaries

Although, according to the Army-Air plan, the main
bombing on 2A October v^as concentrated in the northern seotc'

on the XXK Corps front, an opportumity presented itself for

No, 6 ( 'Tanicbuster' ) Squadron to be of considerable
to the 1 st Free French Brigade, who were operating in the
extreme south,

had managed to install themselves in the Himeimat area,
the course of their advance, however, they had left behind

their anti-tank guns v/hich liad become bogged in the deep sand
The enemy reacted vigorously and, after the Free French had

been heavily counter-attacked by tanks, they were eventualZ.y
forced to withdraw.

as sis tar

By the morning of 24 October, the Fi’ee French
In

Cositrep No.
538, Hist. (B)
(Crusader) 5»

About this time in the engagement. No, 2 Air Support
Control at Advanced Air Headquarters Western Desert were

notified that there was a possible target for No.  6 Sq>u'.dron
presented by captured Eighth Army tanks,
accepted and the operation was carried out by four Hurricanes

of No, 6 Squadron and two of No. 7 S,A^A,F, which accompanied
them for eixperiencea
captured Eighth Army ones were located and attacked at Map
Reference 87o243> in front of the French,
proved to be outstandingly successful!, and claims v/ore miade of

eight tanlcs hit of which three were left smoking, after oainr.
on fire.

The target was

The tanlus which were confirmed a.s

The opera on

Less than an hour later, another raid was la.uncJ\ed

A.A.H,Q,¥4D.

liar Diary,

Noo 6 Squadron
O.R.B.

which resuilted in damage to a further nine tanics, of which

eight were Honeys and one a Crusader, (1)

The enemy attributed the attacks to ̂ mierican Airacobras
although the Hurricane IID 'Tanicbuster' armed with i|-0 mm,
cannon ha.d been operating successf’ully against the enemj'

(l) Rommel's own comiment on this operation is interesting.
In 'The Rommel Papers'' he stated that 'The R.A, F, 's

fightei’-boiribers were particularly in evidence, as is

shovm by the fact that every one of the captured tanks
belonging to the Kanpf staff el had been shot up by trJ.s

nevf type of aircraft.'

nev/
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armour for some time,('^) 'During the ivrmy Battle Group's
counter-attack on Naqb ahu Dv/eis,' says the enemy account,
'these so-called "tanlchusters" put an entire company of lliis

unit out of action. Seven tanlcs were destroj^ed, five more

seriously damaged and only one remained capable of action.
The effectiveness of this new anti-tank weapon in the cover

less coxmtry vra.s thus proved,'

Raids on Enemy Landing Grounds - 24 October

In the course of the day's operations, tvro bomber raids

were diverted to landing-grounds 104- and 20, west of Daba,

This was part of the agreed policy in order 'to maintain
enemy anxiety as to security of aerodromes', In the course

of tlie raid on L,G. 20 carried out by Kittybortibers of No. 4
Squadron, escorted by Tomahav/ks of No, 5 Squadron, hits were

registered on tents and single-engined aircraft, and fires

were started. No results were observed from the bombing
of L.G. 104.

German Official

War Narrative.

AL743.

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

Yfar Diary.
A.H,B./IIJ1/
112/1 (D)

Analysis of Bonib Weights Night 23/24 and Day 24 October

During the night 23/24 October, medium bombers dropped
In the43 tons of bombs on targets in the battle area,

course of the following day, light boiiibers dropped 159 tons
of bombs on targets in the battle area, in direct support of

the army, and eight tons on enemy forward landing-grounds.
F1.ghter bombers dropped nine tons on targets in the battle

area and two tons on landing-grounds.

A.A.H.Q,W.D.

Daily Intelli
gence Summaries
and Table of

Operations
R.A.P.

Total Bomb Weights

Army Air Support TotalAttacks on L, G, s

2p9 tons 10 tons 249 tons

Enem;/- Reports on the Air ar.d Supply Situation  - 24 0ctober

On 24 October, the enemy reported that continuous day-
and-night attacks v/ere kept up on their front-line troops,
on the coast road and the forward landing-grounds,
out the day there were.hourly attacks by 18-24 bombers
protected by 50-60 fighters on the troops in the northern
sector.

Tiu’ough

According to this report, the enemy couH.d iiot make

-

Official

Enemy Narrative
AL 743. use of Stukas owing to the shortage of fighter aircraft.

They claimed 16 of our aircraft shot down by fighters, 4 by
A,A, and ground troops: the act-ual losses were 13©

(1) No. 6 Squadron arrived at Shandur in order to eommence
intensive training on Hurricane IID aircraft and tl

40-m,m, 'S' gun" whd.ch were designed for low-flying
attacks against enemy tanks, on 25 April 1942,
flights, coirprising 'A' and 'O' Flights and H„Q.
personnel, left for the Yfestern Desert on 1 June,
Although the debut of the 'tankbuster' aircraft was
made on 7 Jme, this operation was abortive, and it was
on 8 June that these aircraft were in action against
enemy tanlcs and vehicles,

Porteous, hit one unidentified tanlc and a lorry.
Plying Officer MdPhee hit a lorry and a bowser and
Pilot Officer Lee hit one unidentified tank,

targets were located to the west of Bir Hacheim and 
’

they v/ere again attacked later in the da.y by P/Lt,
Sinqpson, P/O Morrison-Bell and P/O Besley.
craft were Cat, 3 and one Oat, 2.

IV ̂

Two

The C. 0,, Wing Commander

These

Two air-

No. 6

Squadron
0.R,B.
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The total German supioly of petrol v/as three consuii^jtion
units (a consumption unit being enough petrol to move a
formation 100 kms. with all its vehicles) of which one vra.s
in the Benghazi area.
Greece, which liad been arranged vd.th Field Ifarshal Kesselring
after the loss of the Panuco. was inaugurated on 24 October

with an estimated daily air lift of some 150 tons.
Army Headquarters stated that, if the two tankers scheduled
to arrive on 26 October did not do so (the Proserpina with
2,500 tons and the Luislamo with 1', 50 0 tons both .

subsequently sunlc by the Royal Air Force) the position would
be most serious, as the Italian petrol supply v/as already
very low.

The air transport of petrol from

Panzer

Death of General Stumme, the Enemy Commander-in-Chief
24 October

An early casualty in the battle was the enemy Coinmander-
in-Chief, General Stumme, who had taken over comnand of the

German-Italian Panzer Army when Field liarshal Rommel returned

to Germany on 25 September,
died,

due to air attack

It is not clear how the General

According to one report, his death vfas indirectly
as he fell or junq^ed out of his car with

'Rommel' by
Desmond Young.

out the driver noticing whilst the car was being machine-
gunned.

Signals Officer, w/ho was out on reconnaissance with him, wa.s
struck down by machine-gun fire and Stumme, who was in ill

health, had a heart attack and died on the spot,
third version, given in the official German Tiarrative,
relates that, 'At 08.30 hours the acting Army Commander went
forward vd.th the Chief Army Signal Officer to form a persorn.1
impression of the depth of the enemy penetration at mine
field L.

Another version was that the General's Chief

Yet a

Vi/hile there, he fell into an enemy ambush on the

C. -in-C.'s

Despatch,

Official

German War

Narrative.

AL 743. At 09.30 hours, in spite of a
It was presumed

(1)

alarm track, near Point 28,
thorough search, he v/as posted missing,
that he had been wounded and captured.

I

vThatever the cause of General Stimime's death, there is

no doubt that, from the enemy point of view, it had a
profound effect on the course of the battle and it is

probably the basic reason why the 21 st Panzer Division was

not moved from the southern sector until fairly late in the
battle.

(1) Rommel gave his own account of the death of
General Stumme in 'The Rommel Papers' .
we would fight this battle with but small hope of
success, I crossed the Mediterranean in my Storch and
reached headquarters at dusk (25 October).
General Stumme's body had been found at midday and talcen
to Derna.

'Peeling that

Meanwhilt
'■?

He liad apparently been driving to the ba,ti:
field along the Alarm track when he had suddenly been
fired on in the region of Hill 21 by British infantry
using anti-tank and machine-guns,
had received a mortal wound in the head.

Colonel Buechting
The driver j;

Corporal Wolf, had immediately swamg the car rc'und, a'ad.
General Stuimiae had leapt out and hung on to the outside
of it, while the driver drove at top speed out of •■lie
enemy fire
heart attack and fallen off the car.

General Stumme must have suddenly had, a.
The driver had

noticed nothing,
been found dead beside the Alarm track,
Irad been ImoTm to suiffer from high blood-pressure and
liad not really been fit for tropical service,'

On Sunday morning the General had
Ge.nex'al Stumme
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At 10.4-0 hours on 24- October an entry was mde in the

Afrika Korps War Diary ''there is no word from the Commander-
At 16s- 00 hoursin-Chief w-ho went to clarify the situation' .

as General Stuuiime T/as still missing General von Thoma,

Commander of the Africa Korps, took over conmand as acting
Comraander-in-Chief in his place, but stayed teiriporarily at

Corps Headquarters. It was not until early on 25 October
that General Sturame was found dead by men of the 13'^ Panzer

Division.

The death of the enemy Comiiander-in-Chief brought a

clTaracteristically quick reaction from the GermanSc
request was made for a situation report 'on which the
Fuehrer would decide whether Field Marshal Rommel should cut

his leave short and resume command of the army immediately.'
From this report it was seen that conditions at Alamein were
so serious that the Fuehrer ordered Field Marshal Rommel to

talce over the coimnand of the African Panzer Army again

immediately.

The enemy appreciation of the situation on the evening
of 24 October was:-

A

'There is no cause for anxiety on the Southern
Sector. However the enemy attack may be resumed and
intensified and Himeimat is the most stro.ngly threatened
point on the Southern Sector. XX Corps ha.s been asked
to send reinforcements there. In the Northern Sector

the situation appears to have been tenqjorariiy. stabilised
by 15th Panzer Division's counter attack, but the enemy
is expected to resume the offensive. Consideration is

being given to moving up the 90th Light Division and
launching an attack from the north on the flank of the

eneiBy penetration^.

A reference was also made at 22.40 hours to the fact
that:-

'On the northern sector enemy ground force were
Germansupported by frequent heavy bombing raids.

fighter and anti-aircraft defences had only slight
Owing to the well-built positions casualtiessuccess,

.Afrika Korps
War Diary
A.H.B. 6 Transla

tion No. VIl/100
/

and losses caused by bombing attacks were comparatively
light' .2.

Night-Bomber Attacks Concentrated Wholly Against 15th .Panzer

b.i.VLSion - Night 24/25 October

Continuing the Army-Air policy for the first day of the

offensive, which was to concentrate the bombing of XXX Corrps
front, in the north, the programme for the medium bombers o,f

No, 205 Group was arranged solely against 15th Panzer
Di-'v’lsio.n.

bounded by the Grid lines 8503OO, 85O28O, 8603OO and 8602S0
where it was anticipated that the 15th Panzer Division woixld

It was considered tliat, as the military

The target area was defined as a rectangle

be leaguering,
No, 205 Group
0. R, B,

situation developed, it might be necessary to issue altera

tions to this briefing, but nevertheless, it v\ras thought
unlikely that the night-bombers would be called upon to bomb

to the south of the defined area, although it might possibly
extend as much as three miles to the west.

The units detailed were Nos, 31, 40, 70, 104 and 148
Squadrons, together with Albacores of Nos. 821 and 826
Squadrons, which were briefed to locate the main concentra
tion of the 15th Panzer Division tanlcs and li,T,, whereupon
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they v/ould 'signal the discovery by the firing of a red and

green Yerey light® Ai’ter that, the whole v/eight of the

bombing was to be directed against this concentration^ '

There were 84 medivmi-boriiber sorties on the night of

24/25 October* This total was made possible by 18 aircraft
of Nos, 37 and 70 Squadrons csjrrying out double sorties*
As was anticipated, the main enemy concentration of tanlcs

and M, T, v/as located in the defined area, broadly speakvng
in the locality of the Sidi Abd el Rahman track. Bombing
took place in variable weather conditions with some rain a.r*d

ground haze at first from 22®00 hours to 05«00 hours®

Opposition was noted as being moderate, consisting of about
20 L.A./,

10,000 feet.
guns firing red, green and white tracer up to

All aircraft reached the prescribed area, where 14 Ta
were feurkL to be better dispersed than on the previo’is rdght,
A very large firs vns started to the south of Sidi Abd el

Rahman, with a trail of black smoke stretching seme tliree
miles towards the sea,

and was still b’urning by dawr®,
were reported, of which tv?o in the western, end of the target
area developed into big fires,
also straddled Tviith bombs.

This was begun by early aircraft
About eleven other fii-es

Three moving convoys wox*e

BetvTeen 22,00 hours and daYvn Hurricanes of No, 73

Squadron carried out 14 soi’ties on intruder and Interception
patrols. No enemy aircraft \vez?o seen but tents and vehicles
in both the northern and southern sectors were machine

gunned. The activity of the German Air Force which was
centred in the northern sector was missed.

Success of Enemy Night-Bonbing ALctivit^'- - 24/25 Octobers

It is significant that during the early stages cf the
battle of El Alamein, enemy di-ve-bombers operated in tpreater
numbers by moonlight tiian by diy,
to the small available fighter force “ by then tccporarily
rsduced to 20 serviceable aircraft - which W8.n vneble to

XJrovide adequate escort to the Stulcas in tiieir da.;vd.j,gb.t
attacks, until fighter reirAorcements ainivec J.n North Afaioa
later in the tattle.

This was primarily due

D„,D, 1.3

Intell. j gence
Reports.

On the night of 21/25 October the enemy operated a
number of Ju, 88's from Gi'ere, in the battle axea, being
bri.efed for this particular task e/c landing grounds in North
Africa^ The activity of these an.rcrs.ft., vaieh bo/ibed

singly during 'the night, had quite a cllsprqporticnate effect

on tliO progress of the battle at this stngCo ¥aat was

variously desci-ibed as a. shell ox' a bombing a.ttack an a

petrol lorry in or.c cf the minefield gaps o.n the XIX, GcvfQ
frc.nt at Ife.p referer,.c;e 874292., caused a fire invcj..ving secio
25 lorries carrying pietrol sn.d amrruriiticn vnich p;covided
a.n ideal landiiiark for enemy guns and subsequent a.ttacks by
the night bonibers, Punther fires and explosions among
vehicles resulted in considerable disorganisation in the

mrrow minefield gs-p, and the whole offensive wa.s holO. I'p on
this pant of the front.

Report on
operations in
the Westena

B-osert.

A.,H,E,/IIJ1/
122/69 (A),

Eighth Armj
Irav Eiai'y,

The Eighth Anmoured Brigade reported s.t 23-'.50 hours
that all had been going well until tliey started go
bc.rfibed,

a 3*7 ba.ttery for gap protection, but this was mselj^-
turned dovn.i as being both unjustifiable and ui^prcfitaij^loa
Re'rei’t]ie.le,'js, the Aximy wox’e badly shaken by the ei’Teor- tba'':

ng

The next iaorning at 04*45 hentrs XXX Corps dcananded
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this hombing had had on the night offensive and, at a con

ference in the early hoiirs of 25 October, they asked that

'sui-table measures shoT-tld be -taken by the R.A, P. to

neutralize these night-bombing at-tacks' »
■vras decided to intensify raids on the enemy landing grounds
not only in North Africa but in Crete, increase night-
fighter -patrols over the battle area and night-intruder
patrols over the enemy fon'/ard air-bases.

As a result it

Three-Quarters of 15th Panzer25 October a Critical Day;
Division Tanlcs Lost in Fruitless Counter-Attacks

Throughout the 25 October - probably due to the
disorganisation caused by the death of 'the enemy Oommander-
in-Chief - the main enemy force continued split into three
parts.
15th Panzer Divisionj in the south and retained there by
XIII Corps was the 21st Panzer Division; while 90th Light
Division, Tdiich had been resting and refitting at Daba,
along the coast, were being kept there as the army reserve.

In the northern sector, opposite XXX Corps, was the0, -in-C.’s
Despatcli,

Soon after daybreak, the 15th Panzer Division began a
series of counter-at-fcacks: the method of at-fcack - not in

strength but by battle groups of some 20-40 tanks each •

revealed the absence of the vigorous direction formerly
It was not until 20,50 hours onprovided by Rommel.Afrilca Korps

¥ar Diary. 25 October that Rommel arrived at Battle H, Q, and resumed
command of the Army and the handling of the German-Italian
Panzer Army (1) was soon to show characteristic signs of his
vigorous personality and direction®

XXX Corps had made a breach six miles ?/ide which
threatened the centre of the enemy's lines of communication
along the Rahman track. X Corps were deployed in  a position
where it could, in tijirn, threaten the envelopment of the
enemy's line, or brirjg the full weight of its 7OO tanks arid
powerful artillery to bear on these enemy co-unter-attacks
which were broken up as they came in, piecemeal. These
at-l;a.cks, thei’efore, only served to whittle awny the enemy
tank S'treng'bh, and the day's fighting left the 15th Panzer
Division veiy wealc indeed,

'15 Pz Div,' says the enemj/ narrative, 'which had
been committed in the counter attack, fought all day
to I'lalt the hostile attacks and seal off the small
penetrations which kept on occiurrlng. In the coirrse
of the counter attack it succeeded, after a bitter
struggle, in throwing the enemy back to his start line
in Minefield L, and towards evening in regaining
control of the main defence line in this sector, con
solidating and strengthening it by putting in reinforce
ments® But because of the hard fighting and the
great enemy superiori-ly in air and artillery, our cm
losses were considerable. I5 Ps* Divisions armoured
regiment had heavy tank losses in the repeated counter
attacks® Out of 119 tanlcs, only 31 were battleworthy
by the evening. The Italian Trento Division lost 3/5ths
of its infantry and much of its artillery; the German
164th Di^usion the majority of tvro battalions and 'two

Germ£>.n Official
¥ar Kajrrative.
AL 745.

(1) By an under standj.ng be'tween the Supreme Comm.and of -bho
Gernian and Italian forces, the name 'Panzer Army
(Afrika) clianged to 'German-Itallan Panzer Armjr, \was
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batteries,

except for one coirpany still in position,
250 stragglers banded together with no heavy weapons.,
The destruction and capt'Ui:'e of the greater part (abo’ut
4/5ths) of the regiment had to be accepted,* (1)

On the XIII Corps front there was little to report.
It had become apparent that heavy casualties 'wo-uld be
sustained if the attack were pressed home in the south.
The Eighth Army Commander, therefore, authorised XIII Cc.'n?3
to break off this action, in accordance with his policy
maintaining yth Armoured Division at effective fighting
strength,
purpose which had been to retain the 21st Panzer Division cn

this southern part of the front#

Air Policy for 25 October to Prevent Enemy Spearhead from
Concentrating , ~

The Italian 62nd Regt, of Trento Division,
consisted of

.0

cr

This attack had nevertheless served its primary'El Alarnein to

the Ssngro,'

There is a certain irony in the fa.ct that, until
Field Marslial Rommel resumed command of the Panzer Army and
follovred again closely the principle of concentration of
armour, the targets presented to the light bombers were,
generally speaking, poor. The tactics of using small battj.e
groups of tallies, although wasteful from the point of view of
the ground forces, did to a large extent defeat the bczfcer.

The policy for the enploym.ent of the ligh.t bombers on
25 October ?/as to prevent the enemy spearhead from concentra"*
ting to attank our armoured forces in the Northern sector#
In all, 165 light-boiiber sorties were canried out of which
126 vrere against close-support targets, the balance beii;jg
against landing grounds,

found in the Deir el Abyad area, which, at that time, v:o.3 the
centre of the 15th Panzer Division's resistance,

tanks, guns and tents were bombed with satisfactory results,
a number of fires being caused and direct hits obtained#
Light bombers and fighter bombers between them dropped
112 tons of bombs aga.inst clcse-stpport targets,
of the enemy's bombing attacks in the battle area, durirp" Iho
pi’evious night, is reflected in the scale of effort: di.reeied

against their landing grounds on the fellcA''.drg day.,
of 27 tons of bonibs was (hropped on limding grounds compared
Tifith only 11

The most promising ta.rgets were

Hera J^ T.,

T/ie

A tc-tsl.

the previous day#X or

A#A.H.Q.VAD.

War Diary#

H,Q# Middle
East Table of

Opera-ciens#

iUH*B./lIJl/51
/i In most of the light bomber raids, a, proportion amomting

to as much as one lialf of the escorting fighters also car-ried
a. 500 lb» bomi). In this way it r^as possible to make the.
most economical use possible of the field fighter force,
this comection it is interesting to note that during the
interrogation of Gensra.1 Ritter von Thoma, when asked why .i t
was that the German Air Force which had preAU-Qizsly speciali.c.ed
in di%oo-bombing iiad now taken to u.se fighter bembers, he gave
the rea.son t)iat tiiey were 'faster, more manoeuwcable and mo.ro
economical an a 7/eapcn»'

In

Part Vc AOQc -
in-O# Corres-

]yjndence with
the Prime

Liini-S ter, etc.

0) 'units cf the 15th Panzer Division had. counte.r-attackel

several, times on the 24 and 25 October, but Iir.d suflk.re.l
frightfiul loase.s in the te.rrible British artillery I’iivj
and non-stop R#.i,F# bombing attacks. By the e:-e.ai.rjg
of the 25t'.hj, only 51 o.f their 119 tanJess remained
s arvi c eab 1 e. 'The Rommel Papers'#
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Supplementary to the activity of the light hombers in

the north, a number of fighter-bomber raids vrere made in tlie

south, on the XIII Corps sector. This followed closely the

established principle for the battle that nothing was
permitted to divert the main bomber effort from targets in

the area of the Eighth Army’s main offensive, in the north.

The,sorties flown by fighters of the W.D.A.P. on
offensive sweeps and on bomber escort were almost equal,
totalling 221 and 226 sorties respectively. A feature of
the fighter activity on 25 October was that many of the

fighter patrols by both Spitfires and Hurricanes, were again
carried out directly over the enemy's forward fighter landing-
grounds, at Daba. This direct challenge to the enemy
fighter force was the climax of the W.D.A.P.'s aggressive air

policy which had as its objective the domination of the Axis

Air Forces throughout all phases of the battle.(l)

T/.D.A. P, fighters claimed to have shot down three
Me. 109's, v/hile U.S.A.A.P, V7arhawks claimed four. Enemy
records state that four S.E. fighters, one bomber and two

dive-bonibers were lost. Tlie YAD.A.P. lost a Spitfire and a

liittyhawk.

No, 208 Squadron Reconnaissance Flights Ifede Tfithout Escort

A.H.B. 6 and
Table of

Operations.

IFurther evidence of the remarlcable degree of local air

superiority gained over the enemy air forces in this early
stage of the battle is revealed by the fact that No. 208
(Army Co-operation) Squadron was able to carry out all five
of its tactical reconnaissance flights in the battle area

without escort, although the aircraft they eriployed were

Hurricanes, The dawn reconnaissance by No. 208 Squadron
over the northern sector was considered most important by
the Eighth Army who relied on the information brought back

from this flight to indicate the areas in which the enemy
were forming up for a counter-attack. It also gave valuable

information as to the best potential bombing targets. One

other of the five flovm was abortive owing to rising dust

which affected visibility. For the seconti day running,
dust had an adverse effect on air operatioris and caused a
number of bomber raids to be cancelled in thd afternoon.

No. 208 O.R.B.

\A.A.H. Q.7f,D.

War Diary,
A.H.B./IIJ1/
122/1.

Successful Interception of Ju 52 Transports by Beaufighters
of No, 272 Squadron

During the afternoon of 25 October, a formation of eight
Beaufighters of No. 272 Squadron, on patrol to intercept the
Ju, 52 traffic between Crete and North Africa, encountered
23 Ju. 52's with an escort of 3 Me, 110's, some 25 miles to
the north west of Tobrulc, The formation of Ju, 52's was

fairly compact and was apparently conposed of Vies, of 3<>
The striking force of Beaiofighters at once turned towards
them and tlie top cover climbed up to engage the enemy
fighters. As a result of this encounter, four of the
J-u. 52's were claimed as destroyed. Enemy records show only
the loss of one. The C,0, of No, 272 Squadron was missing
after this operation.

No. 272

Squadron 0,R,B,
and A,H,B,6
Records,

(1) 'Our ovm air force was still (25 October) unable to prevent the British
bombing attacks, or to shoot down any major number of British aircraft.
The R.A.P,ts new fighter-bombers were particularly In evidence, as Is shown
by the fact that every one of the captured tanks belonging to Kamptstaffel
had been shot up by this new type of aircraft.'
IID ‘'tankbusters' which were not fighter-bombers.

These were the Hurricane

■Rommel papers'.
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The German Fighter Force Temporarily Reduced to 20 Serviceable
Aircraft - 25 October ~ " —

On the afternoon of 25 October, Field Marshal Kesselring
arrived at the Afrika Korps Battle Ho Qo and discussed the
situation with the Afrika Korps Commander who stressed the

difficult supply situation and also the necessity for
increasing the air defenceo Kesselring was told how,
earlier in the day, a request for fighter-bomber support for
the gromid forces had had to be tinriied down, by the
Fliegerfuehrer Afrika, 'as only 20 fighters were serviceable
owing to the recent intensification of enemy air operations.'
He Y/as also told hoY/ the supply situation Y/as giving rise to
much anxiety® There now remained only 1o5 petrol consunp-
tion units. 'The petrol position almost unbearably
limited the mobility of the motorised formations. The
scanty ammuinition supply compelled the utmost economy of
expenditure. This Ysras all the more gx'ave as the enemy
seemed to have almost unlimited ammunition at his disposal*
Afrika Koips estimated that the enemy's ammunition supply,
in comparison Yd.th its oYm, on one sector of the northern
front at 500 to 1. An immediate vast iiprovement in the

petrol and ammLinition position, and preparation for the

successful carrying out of a more prolonged defensive battle,
v/ere vitally necessary.'

Rommel, who had stopped at RomeO) on his way to rejoin Ihe
Panzer Army, when he heard of the seriousness of the supply
situation, made the 'emphatic demand to the German 0.0.0,,
Rome (General von Rintelen) that all the Italian submarines
and Yrarships should immediately be transferred by the

Supreme Command to the transporting of supplies for the

Panzer Army Afrilca,' That evening, when Rommel resumed
• command in North Africa, he ordered the already seriously
depleted armoured forces to be reserved for mobile dperation
Guns in permanent positions - especially the 88-m.m« anti
aircraft guns - Yrere to be used to loaock out the advancing
enemy tanks,,

Afrika Korps
War Diary.

Afrika Korps
War Diary,

\

German

Official War

Narrative,

AL.743<.

/!

Enemy Appreciation of the Sit-uation on the Evening
j:*

Ot

25 October

Late in the evening of 25 October, after Rommel's
conference had been held, the folloiffing appreciation of the
situation was entered in the Afrika Korps ¥/ar Diary;

f(1) -'Cn arriving at Rome at about 11,00 hours (25 October) I was met at the
airport by General von Rintelen, Military Attache and Gennan General
attached to the Italian forces. He inforaed me of the latest events In

the African theatre. After heavy artillery preparation, the enemy had
talcen part of our line south of Hill 31; several battalions of I6i+th
Division and of Italians had been completely wiped out. The British
attack was still In progress and General stumme still missing. General
von Rlntelen also informed me that only three Issues of petrol remained in
the African theatre; It had been impossible to send any more across in
the last weeks, partly because the Italian Navy had not provided the
shipping and partly because of the British sinkings, Tnls was ̂ eer
disaster, for with only 3C0 kilometres worth of petrol per vehicle betv/een
Tripoli and the front, and that calculated over good driving country, a
prolonged resistance could not be expected; we would be completely
prevented from taking the correct tactical decisions and would thus suffer
a tremendous limitation in our freedom of action,  I was bitterly angry,
because when I left there had been at least eight issues for the Army in
Egypt and Libya, and even this had been absurdly little In comparison
with the riiinlmum essential of thirty Issues, Experience had sheym that
cne issue of petrol ms required for each day of battle; without It,
the ai-my ms crippled and could not react to the enemy's moves,'"

.  "Ih'e Rommel Papers.'
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'To-day’s attacks had less impetus than those
carried, out yesterday,
tions continued in force, in the northern sector,
enemy is fighting cautiously and has sustained heavy
losses of men, particularly from German artillery fire.
In spite of this, it is expected tliat the attack will
be resuiiied at all costs,

enemy troop movements in the rear indicate that the
enemy has obviously concentrated in the north.

However, enemy bomber opera-
The

The attacks themselves and

• • •

Afrika Korps
y/ar Diary.

V

The final entry for the day was a note, that 'attacks
by waves of night bombers on Corps Battle H,Q. began and
continued until 01.00 hours.'

Night Bombing Operations - 25/26 October

Wellingtons of No. 205 Group, assisted by flare-dropping
P.A.A. Albacores, again attacked enemy positions, A. P.V, s
andliUT. in the battle erea, still concentrating on the
northern sector,

1CA, 108 and 148 Squadrons were enployed, 16 of Nos. 40 a^d
104 Squadrons carrying out second sorties,
lasted from 22.00 lirs. to 03.30 hours and bombing heights
ranged from, 8,400 to 4.,000 feet.

A total of 48 Wellingtons of Nos. 37f 40,

The attacks

A further 14 sorties were

No. 205 Group
O.R.B, and

Squadron 0,E,B,

carried out by the Albacores which concentrated on sqioare
8529 and Map Ref, 861297, in the region of Tell el Aqqaqir,

■Well-dispersed M,T,. and possibly tanlcs were located and
all squadrons claimed direct hits and iiany near misses.
One big exploding fire and many small fires were reported.
A camp comprising some ,30 to 50 tents was' located and

, successfully bombed, some of the tents being blown down.
This, it is now. known, was probably the Afrika Korps Battle
Headquarters. The Stuka base at L.G. 13, near Sidi Haneish,
was also bombed by aircraft of No, 70 Squadron where two
fires were started.

In the course of the night's bombing operations a total
of 129 tons of bombs was dropped of wrhich approximately
10 per cent was against landing grounds.
War Diary referred to 'the incessant bombing attacks carried
out during the night 25/26 October.'

The Afrika Koips

Patrols Over the Battle-Area by Night-Flying Hurricanes of
No. 73 Squadron - Night 25/26 October

In order to prevent a repetition of the confusion
caused by the Stulca attacks on the previous night, Hurricanes
of No, 73 Squadron, operating from a forvra.rd base, patrolled
the line* Severai. hosti?,e aircraft vrere chased away from
their objectives which again appeared to be the congested
and vulnerable minefield gaps, on the XXX Corps front, , Long-
range intruder patrols were also flown- over Sidi Haneish,
where an enemy aircraft coming in to land, was damaged. The
Hurricanes.of this Squadron flew a total of 30 sorties, with
a flying time of 52 hom-s. There is no doubt that the
activity of this Squadron contributed very largely to the
Eighth Army's security from hostile air attack, on. the night
of 25/26 October,

Air Support
Control War

Diary
No, 73 Squiadron
0.R,E.

Northwards Thrust by the 26th Australian Brigade  - Night
25/26 October

On the XXX Corps front the 26th Australian Brigade began
the first phase of what eventually proved to be the most
inportant Eighth Army manoeuvre of the whole battle. At
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midnight it attacked, northwards towards the sea and by dawn
liad captured important high ground in the coastal sector
which up to then had provided an extremely valuable vantage-
point for the enemy,
gains and secured the enemy locality at Map Reference 868294
and a part of 869293*
been ordered to operate in a due westerly direction, on the

Australians’ left, was unable to gain any ground.

The 5"I st Division also made locaJ.

The 1 st Armoured Division which had

Cabinet Office

Narrative and

C, -in-C, s

Despatch,

The same night, XIII Corps carried out a limited opera-
The enemy, however,tion to divert the enemy's attention,

were found to be strong and well-positioned and the attack

was not pressed home,
served its main purpose which was to retain 21st Panzer
Division in the south, thus forcing the 15th Panzer Division

to fight alone for an invaluable 48 hours, in the very
crucial opening stages of the battle.

The XIII Corps attack had, hov/ever.

Air Policy for 26 October still Primarily to Prevent Enemy
Coimter-At tacks

The general air policy laid dovm. for the Yfestern Desert
Air Force for 26 October v/as to attack the 15th Panzer
Division and the 90th Light wherever they presented the best

targets,
landmark which enabled the bombers to attack the targets in

full vie’w of our forward troops.

The Sidi Abd el Rahman track provided an excellen

No. 2 Air

Support Control
¥ar Diary.

'i

At 09,10 hours, a message vas passed fi'om Army Tac IL Q.,
to the Air Support Control outlining the day's air policy:-

(a) littacks to be made on the area to the north of the
9th Australian Division, with the object of destroying
enemy morale and preventing coimter-attacks from being
made, (The Eighth Araiy were particularly sensitive to
any threat of a comter-offensive at the junction of the

9th Australian and 51st Division, in area 86802975)*

(b) Attacks in the area to the Treat of the bridgehead
to prevent enemy interference with X Corps escploitaticn,

(c) Attacks on any good targets located by air
reconnaissance.

Eighth Army War
Diary and
Cositrep No,
563,

It was agreed that the light-bomber shuttle service should

not be undertaken unless good targets had been found by air
observation, or unless requests were received from Army
formations,

prepared to attack the 21st Panzer Division, sho’uld they be
detected moving (1) or to attack hostile heavy guns, if
locaxed.

The Royal Air Force were also asked to be

O

The first-light reconnaissance on 26 October over the
northern sector reported 1,200 M.T. to the east of the Rahman
track, with well-dispersed tanlcs and many guns firing to the
north-east,

targets, buit later the 9th Australian Division, the
26th Australian Infantry Brigade and the 1st Armoured Division
all indicated good targets of enemy armour and troops preparing
for a counter-attack on the western face of the nevfly-vTon
Australian Division's salient.

Early Kittybomber sweeps reported few good

No. 208

Squadron 0,R,B. s

(1) The 21st Panzer Division did not begin to move north
until after dark on 26 October, in order to escape air
attack. They were, however, caught route', by the
Wellingtons,
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The first call for close-support came at 08.15 hours
from the Australians who indicated a concentration of tanlis

and M, T, at iiSap Reference 865297> due east of Tell el Aqqaqir.
This was answered at 08.45, hours, when 12 Baltimeres of
No, 55 Squadron and 6 B, 25's of No. 82 Squadron, U.S.A.A.P.
bombed 200 M,T. and tanks, dropping 120 x 250 lb. bombs at

Map Reference 862297 - 862295.
of No. 24 S,A,A.P., six Bostons of No. 12 S,A.A,P. and six

Baltimores of No. 21 S.A.A.P. was directed against L.G. 18,
at Pulca

returned to Map Reference 862298, when 12 Baltimores of
No. 223 Squadron and six B,25's bombed 800 fairly-well dis

persed tanks and I/I.T., with 150 x 250 lb. bombs v/ith good
results.

The next raid by six Bostons

At 11.00 hours, however, the light bombers

No. 3 Wing
S.A.A.P. O.R.B.

In all, a total of 120 light bombers dropped some 80
tons of bombs on enemy concentrations in this conqsaratively
small area. In nany cases, owing to the proximity of the

H. Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations. Rabian track which served as an admirable and clearly-
defined bomb-line, the effect of the bombing was visible to

the forv'ard troops and was very favourably commended.
Eighth Army report stated that;-

The

'During the night 25/26 October, the
26th Australian Brigade attacked north towards the sea,
advancing some 2,000 yards. The enemy apparently
appreciated the danger of allowing our salient to be
extended north, as this would give us a firm flank on

the sea coast. During the day 26 October, he formed
up several covmter-attacks v/hich were dispersed before
starting by R,A.P. bombing.'

Pighter bombers also attacked enemy tanlcs and vehicles in
both the northern and southern sectors, with good results,
A total of 4 light-boixiber and fighter-bomber attacks was
also directed against enemy landing-grounds in the Pulca and'
Daba area, in which direct hits were scored on two aircraft
and near«Kd.3ses on others.

Hist. B.

(Crusader)
5. Personal
from General

Alexaaider to

Prime Minister.

Weight of Bomber Effort Night 25/26 October .'Uid Day
26 October

Between dusk 25 and dusk 26 October, medium, light and
fighter bombers dropped a total of 255 tons of bombs of

which 220 tons were against close-support targets in the
battle area and the balance against enemy landing-grounds.

In the course of operations on 26 October, a total of
156 light bomber and 697 fighter sorties were flown,
were 280 bomber escort sorbies and 272 were flown on©ffensi,ve
sweeps over land,

pressure on the enemy landing grounds by bombing attacks,
fighter patrols were flovai over the Daba landing grounds, (1)

There

In addition to the maintenance of

H.Q,M,E,
Table of Ops,

and Daily
Intelligence
Summaries.

(1) 'PollovTing on their non-stop night attacks, the R,A,P,
sent over formations of 18 to 20 bombers at hourly
intervals throughout the day, which not only caused
considerable casualties, but also began to produce
serious signs of fatigue and a sense of inferiority
among our troops. 'The Roninel Papers'.
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Long-Range Fighter Patrols by Aircraft of No, 450 R.A,A,Fo
Squadron

Long-range Kittyhawks fitted with belly tanlcs carried
out three successftil operations on 26 October,
craft - six in each operation - all belonged to No. ̂ 50
R.A,A,P, Squadron and the targets were Sidi Haneish, Ifetruh,
the Sidi Barrani road and the Abu Hagag railway sintion.
The targets were all strafed very effectively and some thirty
enemy vehicles were either destroyed or damaged and seven
left in flames,

damaged,
coast railway, but it was found to be a Red Cross train and

so alternative targets were found,
.by long-range fighters in the enemy's back areas, and

particularly along the coast road, caused the enemy serious

losses of both supplies and vehicles, having an effect on

the battle q'.iite out of proportion to the number of aircraft
involved.

The air-

Two railway trucks and a Ju« 88 were also
One operation vfas directed against a train on the

These low-level attacks

No. 450 R.A.A.P,

Squadron O.R«S.

Further Successes Scored on the XIII Corps, Front by
No. 6 and No, 7 Se,A.A.F. Squad-ron Aircraft

A target for No. 6 Squadron ‘'Tankbusters' was reported
in the morning of 26 October, in the XIII Corps Sector, on
the front of the 1st Free French Infantry Brigade
consisted of. a group of some 25 A»FsV, s, including a number

of captured Sighth Army tanks,
three Hixrricanes of No. 6 Squadron were accompanied by thi’oo
of No. 7 S.A.A.F.

the attackers being credited with two Honeys, two Crusaders,
five armour-ed, cars, one half-tracked vehicle and one lorrj.

Increased Enemy Air Activity in the Battle Area - 26 October

It

The target was accepted and

It was another most successful operation

No* 6 Squadron
0. R. B.

,

There were signs that the enemy fighter force Imd been
strengthCxied on 26 October, as there were strong fighter
sweeps carried out in the morning and afternoon in the fonyard

area. The Eighth Army reported six raids, four of which
were made by small formations of from three to foxur fighter-
bombers, a fifth by a single bomber and the sixth, a last-
light attack by a for3i:iation of 19 Stuka.s
dive-bombers which was made on 127th Field Regiment R.A.

caused neither damage nor casualties, although the enemy
claimed that it had been very successful. Owing to a

shortage of escort aircraft, the Stukas flew unescorted and

relied on the bad light for protection. However, after the
bombing, they were intercepted by 12 Hurricanes of No. 215
Squadron and 12 Hurricanes of No, 258 Squadron and chased

back towards their base. Two of the Sttdcas were destroyed.
This same formation of dive-bombers was s,gain intercepted by
Hurricanes of No. 75 Squadron out on intruder patrol in the

dusk when the Stulcas were orbiting L.G-, 12, at Sidi Haneish,
A,H,B,/IIJ1/51/ with their landing lights on and the flare path lit up. One

J-U.87 was shot down and another damaged.

A..A.H.Q.VLD.

Daily Int,
Summaries.

The raid by the
Cabinet Office

Narrative.

H.Q, iliddle
East Table of

Operation,

1,
Squadron O.R, B, s
and Daily
Int. Suras,

In T/hat was considered by the Western Desert Air Force
to have been up to that time, their most successful day's air
fighting, they claimed four Me. 109's and three Ju, 8js
destroyed and a fixrther 18 aircraft damaged. Enemy records

show that four S.,E, fighters, fom’ dive-bombers and two
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fighter-bonibers ?/ere destroyed and one bonber and two dive-

bombers daoiiaged, (1) The R.A.F. lost seven fighters in the
battle area.

The enemy, report on the air sitimtion on 26 October
stated that;-

'The main point of the enemy attack was directed
at the imin battlegroiand west of Minefields J and L«

The almost ceaseless night-bomber attacks were followed
by attacks. all day, at intervals of an hour on the
average, by heavy bomber groups of 18 - 20 aircraft,
and also fighter-bomber and dive-bomber attacks«'

The Sinking of the Tanker Proserpina (4-87Q tons) and the
S.S, Tergestea (5890 tons) off Tobruk 26 October

Official German

V/aLT Narrative

AL 745.

As has, already been noted, it was a most iinportant
part of the enemy. sa^pply programme that the tanl^er Proserpina
4870 tons should arrive in Tobrul-c with'her cargo of 2,500
tons of petrol, on 26 0ctober,(2) The Proserpina was in convoy
with the.S, S,. Tergestea of 5890 tons and a smaller vessel

which were escorted by four destroyers' when they were located

by a Malta-based Baltimore on the afternoon of 25 October,
After ,an -unsuccessful attack on the'night of 25/26 October
by a bomber and three torpedo Wellingtons, No. 201 Group
arranged for the despatch of three more striking forces
(at 12,30 hoinrs on 26 October, 14,00 hours and 15.20 hours).
On the morning of 26 October, a Baltimore and a. Maryland
carried out an early reconnaissance and the Baltimore
relocated the convoy nine miles to the north-west of Derna,
■vidth two Ju, 88’s as escort. In spite of the fact that the

No, 201 Group
0,H, B,

convoy now. came -wdthin single-seater fighter cover of the
shore, it was kept under observation.

(1) 'Later in the afternoon (26 October) Geiman and Italian
dive-bomber formations made a self-immolating attempt
to break up the British lorry colimms moving towards
the north-west. Some 60 British fig;hters pounced on
these ,slov/ mactnnes and forced the' I-talians -fco jettison ,their
bombs over their ovm lines, while the Geriren pilots
pressed home their attack vdth very hea-vy losses.
Never before in Africa had we seen such a density of
anti-aircraft fire,
criss-crossed the sky and the air became an absolute
inferno of fire,'

H'undreds of British tracer shells

'The Rommel Papers',
(2) The transport x^rogramme submitted to the Panzer Army on

21 October v/as; -

(a) The tanker Proserpina to sail ¥dth 2,500 tons of
petrol on 21 October to arrive at Tobrulc early on
26 October,
(b) The tanker Luisiano Tdth 1,500 tons of petrol, vra.s

Subject to theto be ready to sail on 25 October,
A.H,3,6
Document.

safe arrival of the Proserpina, the Luisiano vrauld sail
idth another tanker, the Portofino, to arrive at Tobruk
on 31 October,
Luisiano w]s.s scheduled to sail cn the evening of
25 October to arrive at Tobrulc on the 29th,
necessary to send the Luisiano and the Portofino
together as both escort fuel vessels and naval fuel
oil -were short.

If the Proserpina did not arrive, the

It •\rra.s
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Tiie first force, con5)rising eight Beauforts of No, 4.?
Sq-uadron, five Bisley's of No. 15 S,A,A,P, Squadron,
escorted by nine Beaufighters of Nos. 252 and 272 Squadrons
sighted the convoy 18 miles north-west of Tobrnk* All air

craft attached and a Bisley, piloted by 1/tajor Pidsley,
bombed from 20 feet, scoring hits on the stem of the tanker.
A second Bisley which attacked the tanlcer practically
simultaneously with Major Pidsley, scored near misses, but

in pulling out of his attack, his starboard wing hit the
mast of the tanker and the aircraft crashed into the sea.

Almost simultaneously, a torpedo hit was scored by a

Beaufort of No. 47 Squadron piloted by Pilot Officer
N, V. Manning immediately below the fimnel. As a result
of these attacks, there was an explosion followed by a
70-foot flame amd thick black smoke. The Proserpina caught
fire and sank the following morning. One Beaufighter
crashed into the sea and whilst altering course for base, a
Bisley and a Beaufort collided and crashed in flames, A

third Bisley and another Beaufort were also missing from the

operation, making a total of three Bisleys, tv/o Beauforts and

one Beaufighter lost out of the force of 22 aircraft. The

convoy was escorted by three . Ju, 88*s and one Italian fighter.
All these attacks T/ere made in.the face of intense A.A, gun
fire, not orly from the four escorting destroyers, but from
the shore batteries as well.

A second striking force of five Beauforts of No. 39
Squadron, escorted by eight Beaufighters of Nos, 252 and 272
Squadrons, failed to locate the convoy an hour and a half

later. However, the Beaufighter escort intercepted five

He. Ill’s and claimed two destroyed and the remainder damaged.
One Beaufighter was lost and three others badly damaged.

The third striking force comprising three torpedo-
carr5dng T/ellingtons of No. 38 Squadron attacked the
S.S. Tergestea (5>890 tons) when she was no more than one
mile north of Tobrulc harbour. It -s-ns an interesting
operation, as it succeeded so perfectly in its planning.

'The three crews,' says No. 38 Squadron O.E.B.,
'were briefed to proceed in formation at 100 feet to a
position about 60 miles out to sea, then to keep approxi
mately parallel to the coast imtil a position
approximately 60 miles N.E. of Tobrulc was reached. The

formation was then to head straight for TobriAc harbour,
talce the enemy completely by surprise and carry out a
dusk attack on a large merchant vessel or tanker lying
outside the harbour (The first dusk attack ever to be
attempted by the SqLiadron).’

P/Lt. Wiggins led the formation mth P/O Bertram and
Sgt, Tiles in Nos. 2 and 3 positions respectively.
Navigation v/as perfect and the A/G were able to make an
immediate run in in formation on the M/V. There were
many destroyers around but they were taken completely by
surprise and it was not until the A/C were within tvTo
miles of the 1£V that frantic signalling from destroyers
to Iv(/V took place. P/Lt, Wiggins and P/O Bertram
dropped at 800 and 600 yards and it is estimated that
Sgt, Tiles dropped at 800 yards. Three torpedoes were
seen to be running straight towards the I«/T viiich was
stationary. About a minute later there was a terrific

explosion and a pall of black smoke rose up to 3,000 feet.
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the M.V. and wasF/Lt. Wiggins went straight over
subjected to an intense barrage of fire from tlie
destroyers. The aircraft was hit in many places.
P/O Bertram broke away to 'starboard and did not receive
so much attention.

Sgt. Viles* aircraft was seen to stagger immediately
after dropping torpedoes and then broke away to port.
Nothing more v/as seen of Viles and he did not return to
base. The other two aircraft returned safely.
Tfeather was good, there being good visibility and very
little cloud.'

Tliat night, five Wellingtons of No. 38 Squadron were
briefed to search the sea area north of Tobruk. All crews

did so but saw nothing except a tanlcer burning fiercely
outside Tobrulc harbour. The vessel was low in the water and

the hull, was red hot.

Accoraing to enemy records, at the time the Tergestea ^
was sunk, the German Radar System (FEiEYA) did not ̂pick up tne
approaching aircraft and darkness precluded any air protecticn
being afforded the convoy.

A.H.B.6
Records.

From a P.O.W. report derives the story that Rommel
together with other senior officers were on the cliffs at
Tobruk watching the arrival of the tanker. This is
certainly apocryphal as far as Rommel is concerned, since the
Field Ivlarshal had only arrived at the front the previous ̂
evening and the return journey to Tobrulc vraiad have entailed
a round trip of some 600 miles. Nevertheless, the effect
of the loss of the Proserpina and the Tergestea on the battle

must have been very great indeed.(l)

a

On the evening of 26 October, Field Marshal Rommel sent

the following report to the German Y/ar I'iinistry and the
Italian Supreme Command:-

(a) Panzer Array is still engaged in very heavy and
The climax of this operation does notcostly fighting,

appear to have been r^ched.yet, as considerable forces
of the British Eighth ̂ xy are still in the second line

Panzer-Armee

Afril^a Supply
Messages.
AL 866

or on the way for'/fard.

(b) Nov/ that the Proserpina has been burnt off Tobruk,
Panzer Army has petrol for only 2 or 3 days’ current
consumption. Therefore it is impossible, at present,
to initiate mobile operations by the Panzer and motorised
troops, although this is most urgently necessary,
every possible method is not used forthwith to send us

petrol, there is no prospect of success,

the tactical disposition of the enemy C.-in-C.’s reserves
The decision to move the 21st Panzer Division

If

Even

was affected.

The'The supply position was now approaching disaster,
tanlcer Proserpina, which we had hoped would bring some

relief in the petrol situation, had been bombed and sunk
There was only enough petrol left to

keep supply traffic going betv/een Tripoli and the front
for another two or three days, and that without counting
the needs of the motorised forces, which had to be met

out of the same stocks.

outside Tobruk.

The Rommel Papers'«

(1)
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from the southern to the northern sector, on the night of

26/27 October, says the Official Gex-man Report, 'v/as all the
harder to make because the scarcity of petrol would make

any move of these reserves back to the southern sector
in5)racticable, if the enemy should exert pressure there,'

r:

German Official

Vfer Narrative,

AL 743c

Official German

War Narrative,

IL 7Z^.
The Eighth i\may Commander's Decision to Regroup ■- 26 October

At 17,00 hours on 26 October, the Army Gommand.er's
conference was held at TAc/HQ, at which the Army Commander
made the decision to regroup, in order to form a reserve
for finrther offensive action. The intention Vifas still to
gain ground to the north of the Eighth Army's salient, but
it was clear that XXX Corps needed a rest after its exertions.
Casualties in infantry had been heavy and replacements were
limited. The momentum of the attack was diminishing and by
this, the third day of the offensive, X Corps had not
managed to break out into open comtry. The area of break-
in was still ringed by a strong anti-tank gun screen and
attempts to pierce it had been -unsuccessful, X Corps was
therefore temporarily relieved of the responsibility for
breaking out further and ordered to pass to the defensive,
while XIII and XXX Corps reorganised.

In point of fact, the first phase of the battle of
El Alamein - Operation 'Lightfoot' - had come to an end and
another phase of reorganisation had to take place before
Operation 'Supercharge' could be la-unched. It -was during
this period, when generally speaking the Eighth Army were
forced tenporarily to adopt a defensive policy that the
V/estern Desert Air Force made it most outstanding contribution
to the battle, by smashing a series of typical Rommel old-
style armoured counter attacks. The air arm had again become
the main offensive weapon. Also, at the beginning of this
period. No, 201 Group made one of their greatest contributions
to the battle by destroying tlie convoy comprising the
Proserpina and Tergestea,

Rommel Concentrates his Armour and Mobile Reserves - 26 October

Cabinet Office
Narrative and
C,-in-C,'s
Despatch,

The day following his ari-ival in North Africa,
Field Marshal Rommel began to -try to make good General Etumme'3
initial mistake by concentrating his armour and mobile reserr/es
in the northern sector. In the earl.y afternoon of 26 Octc'ber,,
the 90th Light Division v/as ordered forward to the position o-f
Sidi Abd el Rahman, at 865508, At the same time, the
21st Panzer Division was ordered to move its northern Combat

Group into the Northern sector to the area round and south of
Tell el Aqqaqir, At 19«45 hours, Rommel sent a message from
his Army H, Q, to the Chief of Staff of the Afrika Korps that
the 21st Panzer Division (less one battalion and one anti-tank
company) was to be ready to move off immediately, but that
the Ariete -was to remain in the southern area.

Cabinet Office
Narrative and

Afrika Korps
War Diary.

Move of 21 st Panzer Division 'Badly Hampered by the Continual
Bombing Attacks' by No, 205 Group Wellingtons

The briefing to the medium bombers, on the night of
26/27 October, was 'to destroy by bombing the concentration
of enemy troops tanlcs and MoT, in the Battle Aj?ea, and to
prevent the enemy concentrating still further.
fo^3rth night of the battle, only 26 Wellingtons vrere available
for operations in the battle area.
Nos, 40. 104, 108 and I4S Squadrons, and were augmented by
five of No, 162 Squadron vfhich, in addition to cai-rying out
their routine vnreless jamming against enemy tanks, had also

By the

They were dravm from

No, 205 Group
0,R, B,

No, 162 Sq-uad-
ron O.RbB,
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obtained permission to join more actively in the battle and
carry bombs. There were also six Albacores of No, 826
Squadron wliich dropped flares for the Wellingtons and bombed.

Squadron reports stated that good targets were illu-
/ minated by the Albacores; the weather was good and the

opposition non-existent. Four direct hits were claimed ̂ d
other bursts were seen among and close to vehicles, ^
medium fires were started and one large one. Two aircraft
strafed vehicles from 250 to 700 feet. Two particularly
large e3<plosions were noted, a white one at 23,25 hours among
LI, T, in the target area and a red one somewhere between
Ghazal and Sidi Abd el Rahmaru S'' ̂

.•I

There are interesting references to the night bombin^
result’s achieved

Had a

Cf

in enemy documents( 1) which show that the
were much more effective than claimed at the^
really heavy force of night bombers been available at this
stage of the battle it might well have had a decisive effect.

le.

'After l6Ath Light Division and 15th Panzer
Division had been heavily attacked by boiribers during
the day,' says the Afrika Koipis War Diary, 'from
22,30 hours to midnight heavy bombing raids were made
on Battle H. Q. and on 21 st. Panzer Division moving up
into the northern area along XX Corps track,'

'The move of parts of the armoured divisions,'
relates the Official German War Narrative,

artillery from the southern to the northern sector was

badly hampered by the continual bombing attacks and
could not be completed before morning.'

A fiarther five Y/ellingtons of No. 104- Squadron attacked
No, 104. Squadron dispersed aircraft on L,G, 13, 3-t Sidi Haneish, but with

Two fires were started among huts
One stick of bombs was

to fall across aircraft pens and other birrsts among

and the army

disappointing results,
to the north of the landing ground.

O.R.B.

seen

aircraPt,

Activity of No, 73 Squadron Night - Flying Hurricanes - Night
26/27 October

Mention has already been made of the activities of
Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron, on the night of 26/27 October,
when they attacked Ju, 87's in circuit over their home has
In t].ie course of the night's operations, this squadron flew

23 sorties,
area and two were chased unsuccessfully,
vehicles were machine-gunned south of Ghazal and four patrols
were made in an atteirqpt to direct the Air/Sea Rescue Service
to a pilot in the sea off Ras el Shagig,

3 9

Seven enemy aircraft were seen in the battle
Tents and enemy

No, 73 Squadron
0.H,B.

(1) 'Relays.of British bombers continued their attack
throughout the night of the 26th, At about 02,00 hours
a furious British barrage by guns of every calibre
suddenly began in the northern sector. Soon it viras
in^possible to distinguish between gun-fire and explodir-g
shells and the sky grew bright with the glare of muzzle-
flashes and shell-bursts. Continuous bonbing attacks

seriously delayed the approach march of the 21st,
Panzer Division and a third, of the Ariete,

Papers',

•'The Rommel
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Ground Operations Higjit"26/27 October

Preparatory to the reorganisation, it was found
necessary to strengthen and round off the front. On
the night of 26/27 October, 1st South African Division and
2nd ITew Zealand Division advanced about 1,000 yards, thus

gaining more depth in front of the Miteiriya Ridge»
same time, the Motor Brigade, after a stiff fight,
advanced domi the northern corridor and captured Kidney
Ridge (l) a strongly-fortified rise in the ground on liie far
edge of the enemy minefield* This ms. the position that
held up the 1 st Armoured Division on the previous night|
now it was to form the key to the Eighth Army*s defensive
front*

At the

0. -in-C* * s

Despatch and
•El Alamein

to the Sangro'

Dawn Tac/R by No* 208 Squadron Locates the Main Enemy Tank

Concentration - 27 October

The task set the first-li^t Tac/R of No* 208 Squadron
on 27 October by XXX Ooips was *to check up on any sig^ of
coming counter-attack, or movement of known concentrations
in Squares 8630, 8629 , 8628** This dawn reconnaissance

No, 208 reported a concentration of some 1,000 M*T* in Squares 8629
Squadron 0*R.B* and 8529. It was from this area that Rommel’s main armoured

attack originated and against which almost the "w^ole of the
day’s air effort was directed, with outstandingly good
results*

rtain H.Q. Eighth
Army Diary.

Concentrated Bonibing Attacks Against the 15th and 21st I^er
Divisions - 27 October

The full effects of Rommel’s leadership were felt on
27 October infoen, with the move north of the 21st Panser^
Division by forced marches from the south, during the night
of 26/27 October, the German mobile spearhead was aga:m
united* A big armoured counter-attack was laimOhed in the
old style and presenting a series of splendid targets for

the light bombers* The attacks were made with all available
tanks - both German and Italian - against the Kidney Ridge
area and were repxilsed by 1 st Armoured Division who inflicted

heavy and, worse still, disproportionate losses cai the enemy,
for the Eighth Army tanks - fighting on the defensive 

-

suffered but lightly*

Hist* (b)
Crusader (5)

The air policy laid down for the day was to attack the

15 th Panzer Division and the 90th Light Division  - the
of the 21 st Panzer Division was not confirmed imtilpresence

No* 2 Air

Support War
Diary. later in the day - wherever the best targets were located,

which proved to be the Tell el Aqqaqir area, in the sector
newly taken over by the 21 st Panzer Division* An early
fighter-bomber sortie by No* 2 Squadron S. A, A, P. , on an
armed reconnaissance, located the first good target and

subsequently a total of nearly 200 light bombers attacked
targets in the same area, mostly within 3,000 yards of the
Ei^lh Army’s forward positions, using the Sidi Abd el Rahman
track as a landmark* The enemy made many attempts, with

siTiall parties of tanks, to get back the strong points in the
Kidney Ridge area and in the late ai*temoon a heavy attack
was repulsed with heavy losses* All these attacks developed
from the direction, of Tell el Aqqaqir, which was the main

centre of the day’s bomibing* Forward units of the Eiglith
Army reported enthusiastically on the effects of the bombing*

iSadJCL Eighth
Army War Diary,

. ̂

(1) This was disputed by 51st Division the next day*
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©le heaviest and most concentrated bonibing of the day

j  took place in the late afternoon, "when Rommel had intended
j  to moiant *a counter attack in the northern sector with the

Official German i greater part of the armoured arid inotorised formations.
Narrative supported by all the -Army^ iUA* and divisional artillery and
^ 743^ by the Luftv?affe* This was intended to throw the enemy

out of Minefields J and L, to regain possession of the lost
main defence line and minefields and to reorganise the

YTithin 3 hours, a total ofI.
defaice behind this line#

•r>

90 Bostons, Baitimores and Mitchells of Nos# 12, 21 and 24
S#A.A#P#, 55,; 223 and 82 U.3.A.AiP. Squadrons dropped ove^
500 X 250 lb. bombs#

Air Support Control r^orted a high degree of efficiency
in air support technique, targets being submitted from Army
sources in an average time of under two minutes from the

time of origin to receipt in control#

No# 2 Air

Support Control
War Diary#

Rommel *s Pull-Scale Armoured CounterWlttack on 27 October a
Pailure#

At 15# op hours the Panzer toy went into action#  . This
was to be Rommel*s major attack in the :Old style, supported

In addition toby artilleiy, anti-aircraft and Stukas#
having had their.assembly ar^s heavily bo^ed, tte pre-
aixAnged dive—bonb^r raid was completely disorganised by
U#P.A.A.F. Warhawfcs of Nos. 64 and 65 Squadrons# These
aircraft - 16 in all, and of which 8 were oafrying 500 lb#
bombs — were oh their way to bomb enemy landing-grounds at

Daba, when they saw a strong force of seme 20 Ju# 87*s and
20 Or# 42* s, escorted by a score of .Me.;> 109s.20 Or# 42* s, escorted by a score of . Me.;^ 109s# The Warhsw

A.A.H.Q#W#D#;
Daily
Intelligence •
Summary# ks

dropped their bonbs on L.Gs 20 and 1.04 and gave chase,
claiming three Me# 109*s and three Cr# 42 *s shot down,

formation was again intercepted'by 12 Hurricanes of
No# 213 . Squadron and 12 of No. 33 Squadron vho claimed as

destroyed a furiber two Ju. 87 *s, fonr Or. 42 *s and three
Me. 109*s, for the loss, of three Hurricanes# This was the
enemy* s main air. operation on -27 October and on which,
because of its size and its close timing with Rommel’s
counter-offensive in the afternoon,' a great deal of importance
was based# It is significant that, by this early stage in

the battle, the pattern of the dive-bombing attack which
pre6ed,ed the full-scale armoured thrust and which had proved
so successful in the past, had been completely broken#

Ghis

same

H#Q#M.B# “
Table of

Operations#
A.H.B./IIJ1/3-I
/1.

The enemy reported that their cr/m air activity was
very cramped by the W0D.A.P. *s great fighter superiority#^
There were as many as 100 Desert Air Force filters opposiiig
them in the air at one time# They claimed 10 aircraft shot

down in battles with German fighters, but actually there were
The R.A.P. claimed seven Me. 109*s, seven

German records show the
Italian

only four.
Or. i|2*s and two Ju# 87 destroyed,
loss of three S.E. fight^s and one dive-bomber,

Official German

War Narrative#

AL 743.

A.H.B.6
Records#

losses are not known# .

Raids Against Enemy Forward Landing Grounds - 27 October

In addition to concentrated close*-support attacks in the

• battle area, furliier raids, were made against the enemy
grounds. To divert _ attention from a raid on Matruh,

12 Baltimofes of No. 55 Squadron dropped 102 x 250 lb. bombs

along the southern edge of L. G» 18." • The attack on Matruh
was made by eight Baitimores of N6.. 223 Squadron, four^B. 25
MitoheUs of No. 434 Squadron U.S.A.A.F. and six B.25*s of
No. 82 Squadron U.S.A.A.F. No. 223 Squadron boiribed the

quayside and roads while Nos. 434. and .82 Squadrons bombed 1iie

Squadron 0«R«B»s
and A»A» H.Q.U.D.
Daily Intelllgenoe
Sunmaries.
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Another attack was cai-ried out againstrail-way station,
landing-ground 104, to the west of Daha, hy 12 Ealtimores
of No. 223 Squadron and sis Bo23's of No. 83 Sq-uadron
U,S.A,A,F,, scoring direct hits on tents and camps and near-
misses on aircraft. A large explosion -was noted after the

Other attacks againstaircraft had left the area,

L. G, s 17, 18 and 68 at Puka were carried out by Kittyboflioers
and 1/arhawks -with good resiolts#

From dusk on 26 October to dusk on 27 October, a to-tal
weight of 250 tons of bombs -was dropped on the enemy of

which 205 tons was against close-support targets and 45 tons
against landing-groimds.
scale of attack against enemy landing-grounds for this
'Lightfoot' phase of the battle.

Enemy Reports on the Fail-ure of 21st Panzer Division's
Comter Attack - 27 October

This -was easily the biggest

H.Q.M.E.
Table of

Operations,
A.H.B./IIJI/31/
1,

At 19.50 hours, the Afrika Korps Commander reported to
Rommel that the 21 s-t Panzer Division attack had not come up

The Commander-in-Chief then issued theto expectation,
order to hold the positions which had been reached, deploy
for defence and close the existing gaps in the minefields by
fire,

prevent the Eighth Army breaking through in strength, but

that infiltration by minor elements presented no danger.

Ronmel pointed out that the priinary -task must be toAfrika Korps
War Diary.

By this stage in the battle, -the 15th Panzer Division
may be considered as almost completely out of action, as it
had lost two-thirds of its -tanlcs. The enemy losses in men

and equipment were still very heavy. Because of this and

also because of the high sickness rate and the very meagre

recent s-upply of reinforcements, the German units were very
lov/ in strength. For instance the III Bn. 382nd Regiment
consisted of only one officer and ten other ranksj
III Bn. 115th Regiment of the 15th Panzer Division of three

officers and forty other ranlcs and 62nd Infantry Regiment
of Trento Division I50 men. According to this sitioation
report, the 21st Panzer Division had suffered least and the
artillery of all three divisions was still almost entirely
intact.

theOfficial German

War Narrati-ve,

The Panzer Army's Situation 'Grave j-g the Ex'trerne*
27 October

By the fourth day of the battle, the enemy Gommander-in-
Ghief was faced -with a very critical sitiaation,
position had deteriorated still further o-wing to the fact

that only 70 tons had been flovm. across on the 26th and
because of 21st Panzer Division's move to the northern sector

Early on -tiie 27th the 15th Panzer Di-vision had only 0.6 of a
consun^tion -unit and the 21st Panzer Division 1 consumption
unit.

The petrol

The C,-in-C, South vas requested to put all air
transport on to the carrying of petrol until further notice.

Towards evening, the reply v/as received that until the next
tanker's arrival about 3OO - 4OO tons of petrol would be

flovfli over daily for the Panzer Army,
ammunition was also very acuite,
could not be brought forward 'because of the serious coastal

shipping situation*'

The shortage of
Supplies held in Tripoli

'C-i

V
X

'In general,
grouping was tinchanged.
the Digression of a change-over from the southern to the

northern sector and of the location of the main point of
attack in the northern sector.

SECRET

sa.ys -the German report, ''the enemy
Air reconnaissance corn’imed
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The Army was engaged day and night in ceaseless
heavy fighting and had, in consequence, lost heavily.
Despite more defensive successes during the day, Arn^r^s
situation was grave in the extreme. The enemy’s
superiority in air power, tanks, artillery and ammunitien
was so great that it was doubtful whether the German and

Italian troops, mth insufficient supplies, could stand
up to a prolongation of the battle
to whom our supply difficulties were known, were to
continue his attrition tactics any longer, the army 

-

at present immobile - would be destroyed piecemeal,
it was to hold out any longer immediate and enormous
supplies of petrol and ammunition were necessary. For
this Army must demand, besides the use of all the air
transport available, also temporary control of the
Italian civil supply shipping
Chief South (F/I*£ Kesselring) was also requested, in view
of the \musual gravity of the situation, to make all
possible use of air pov/er available to prevent an enemy
break-through on the northern flank of the Alamein
front,'

Medium Bomber Operations Night 27/28 October Directed Against

If the enemy.

If

The Oommander-in-

Official German

War Narrative,

AL 743,

Northern Sector

'During the night,' says the enemy report, 'the enemy
made his main point of attack more obvious by continuing his

air and gro\md attacks almost exclusively in the northern
sector,'

No, 205 G-roup pursued their policy of exerting the main

pressure of the night bombing on close-support targets in the

battle area 'to prevent enemy concentrations concentrating
still further,' A total of 67 aircraft operated. Attacks
on the enemy in the battle area were made by 28 Wellingtons
of Nos, 40, lOA, 108 and I48 Squadrons which scored direct

hits, on enemy transport, and also many near misses, starting
at least 8 firesi Six Albacorbs of No. 826 Squadron dropped
flares for the Wellingtons in Square 8529 and also bombed,
starting one large and one small fire. On the whole, targets
were reported as being well-dispersed, A firrther five
Wellingtons of No, 162 Squadron carried out their wireless
jamming over the battle area and, in addition to this task,
also dx’opped bombs in the northern sector.

No. 205 Group
Oo R, B,

No, 205 Group
0,R.B,,
Squadron
OoR.B.s and
Table of

Operations,

A special operation was carried out by five Wellingtons
of Nos, 104 and 108 Squadrons against L,G-, 13, at Sidi Haneish,
which had been in use as. a Stuika base,

were dropped (l x 1 hour, 1x2 hour, 1x3 hour, 2x6 hour
and 1 X 12 hour), bursts were scored among dispersed aircraft
and a number of huts were set on fire,

also carried out by a total of 13 heavy bombers (6 Liberators
and 7 Halifaxes) against LCaleme airfield, Orete.
11 good fires were started, some of which were visible
30 miles to the south of the island.

Delay action bombs

Similar attacks were

At least

Throughout the night,
10 Hurricanes of No. 73 Squadron operated singly over the

battle area and carried out intruder patrols over;-Sidi Haneish,
when one J\u, 88 was destroyed.

Eighth Army Reorganisation Continues for Operation

'Supercharge'' - Night 27/28 October

During the night 27/28 October, the Eighth Army continued
with the reorganisation of their forces for Operation
'Supercharge' which was the code name for the new Army plan
to brealc through the enemy's defensive position. Operation

(84234)352
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'Supercharge’ was to he on the same lines as i»he opening
offensive. Operation 'Lightfoot' , with artillery homhard-
ments followed hy a haxrage, and infantry to clear a way

through minefields for tanks. As will he seen, however,
plans were made in advance for air support to he given to
the offensive, hy both night and da.y homhers, on  a scale
hitherto imprecedented in North Africa.

In the course of this reorganisation, XXX Corps asked
for fighter cover for the move of 4-th Indian Division to
talce over from the South African Division. 'This,'
commented the Air Support Control Yi/ar Diary, with a touch

of asperity, ‘'althou^ six divisions, including kffo armoured
divisions, have heen concentrated in an area five miles hy ^
five for three days with complete immunity from air attack.

Rommel's Large-Scale. 'Cld Style' Armoured Counter^ftjta^
Smashed hy R.A.F. Bombing - 28 Cctoher

The morning of 28 Cctoher - the fifth day of the battle
of El Alamein - produced little information of concentra
tions of enemy M.T, Accordingly, at 11 .CD hours  a special
Tac/R was flown hy an aircraft of No. 2C8 Squadron mainly
at zero feet and it reported some 4,0CC M.T. and 35 tanks

dug in very deeply at the north end of the Rahman track.
According to Eighth Army sources this Tac/R flight 'brought^
hack extremely accurate inforsaation of enemy concentrations'
from v/hich it was possible to deduce the fact that a big
tanlc attack vroifLd obviously build up during the afternoon.

Hist, (b)
(Crusader) 5*
G.S, 1689.

No, 2 Air

Support Control
YYar Diary and
No, 208

Squadron 0.R.B,

During the morning, whilst the enemy were dispersed
and there mas a dearth of suitable targets for the light

bombers, highly successful attacks were carried out^against
the enemy's forvirard landing-grounds. Later, when it was

realised that the enemy were building up for a large-sc;^e
counter attack, the policy was laid dovm for all tne main

boiiibing effort to be concentrated on the area in front of
General Alexander's10th ArmoiJred Division salient,

personal despatch to the Prime Minister is worth quoting
at some length on the subject of the Panzer Army counter
attack which was planned for the afternoon of 28 October
and which may be regarded as the turning point of the
battle;- '

'On 28 October (the enemy) came again,
fought as an attack in the old African style, wi'oh a

prolonged and careful reconnaissance all the morrdng
to find the weak spots and locate our anti-tank guns,
followed by a smashing concentrated at’back, in the
afternoon, with the setting sun behind him.
reconnaissance was less successful than in the old

days, since both our tanks and anti-tank guns could
engage him westward (at) longer range, ViTnen the
enemy attempted to concentrate for the final attack,
the R.A,F. once more intervened on a devastating scale.
In two and a half hours, seven light bomber formations
dropped 80 tons of bombs in his concentration area,
measuring 3 miles by 2, and the enemy's attack was
defeated before he could even complete his forming up^'

It was

TheHist, (b)
(Crusader)
5, Prom
General

Alexander to

Prime Minister,

C.S, 1689.

A number of enthusiastic messages about the bombing were

received from Army formations,
expressed by the 2nd Armoured Brigade that the German
88 ,mm. guns were revealing their positions by opening up

These Army messages are most
says an entry in No. 250 Squadron 0.R,B

Appreciation was also

on the aircraft.

encouraging 0 ,

Main H.Q.

Eighth Army
Y/ar Diary,
Sheet No. 495.
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Noo 250 Squadron
OeR* Bo

'as the pilots sometimes feel that the target given is not

very profitable,
pointed, out that ‘two of the afternoon raids were notable
for their size.

The Noo 2 Air Support Control War Tdary

They consisted of 36 Baltiinores, Bostons
or B« 25's, and some 200^000 lb., of bombs were dropped in a

small area in 2-|- hours, vdthin 2,000 yards of the forward
troops, the Rahman track being a very good landinarko'

In the course of tlie day, the light bombers inade
14A sorties and dropped 839 x 250 lb. bombs, (I) Fighter
boiihers found their most productive targets in the southern

sector where they carried out five raids in which, after

dropping their bombs, they machine-gunned from a low level,
direct hits being scored on armoured cars, ammunition lorries
and a W/T trailer. One of. these attacks in the southern
sector was carried out by No, 335 Hellenic Squadron, their

objective being 'a suspected Italian H,Q., it being the

second anniversary of Italy's attack on Greece' and
8 vehicles were set on fire, A further successful attack,
in the southern sector, was made by six 'Tankbuster'
Htirricane IID aircraft of No, 6 Squadron against an isolated
enemy unit, ' They scored hits on twro Ilk, III tanks, seven

lorries, tvYO half-tracked vehicles and a wireless truck.

There were three good fires blaming, when the aircraft left
the area.

A.A.H„Q.-W.D.

War Diary,
A.H,B./IIJ1/
122/1,

No, 6 Squadron
O.R. B,

Dooring the night 27/28 October and the day 28 October,
a total weight of I64 tons of bombs was dropped on targets
in the battle area and on enemy forward landing-grounds.
There were 139 tons on close-support targets and 25 tons on

landing-gr ooonds ,
to 742.

The total of the day's sorties amounted

H.Q, Middle

East Table of.
Operations,

A.H.B./1IJI/31
/1.

'The enemy air activity,' says the Official German
War Narrative, 'still increasing in comparison with
previoois days, was again directed against the front
line troops in the Northern sector,
attacked tliree times in 5 hour by 18 heavy bombers.
During the day, 11 heavy bombing attacks were carried
out on 21st Panzer Division's area,

sector, the enemy's so-called "Tank busters" (single-
engined fighters with 4 cm, cannon) attacked our
armoiored reconnaissance troops at various times,
33 Recce Unit reported that dooring the last six days it

had lost 18 armoured cars through enemy fighter action.

One division was

In the Southern

German Official

War Narrative,

AL 743.

The report continues:

'Oior own air force, as on previous days, supported
the defence by bold raids with all available forces;
but it was much too weak numericaJ.ly to bring any relief

to the troops, who were suffering severely under the ■

vast English air superiority,
the G, -in-C, South to reinforce the air strength,
especially with fighters.

Army therefore requested

!

(1) 28 October, 'As on the previous days, ceaseless
bombing attacks hammered down on the German-Italian
forces. The Luftwaffe tried all it could to help us,
but could achieve little or nothing against the
tremendous numerical superiority of the enemy,'
Rommel Papers' •

The

(84234)334
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The Sinicinfi of the Enemy Tanker Luisiano (2|55Q tons) -

Night 28/29 October

On 28 October, another severe blow was dealt the enemy's
already svifficiently precarious petrol position, by the

sinking by i/Ialta-based aircraft of No, 69 Squadron of the

2,550 ton tanker, Luisiano. oar:r
the German-Italian Panzer Army.'
economical action, as only two torpedo Wellingtons were used

on the strike, a third having experienced engine trouble
being forced to return to base.

The initial sighting of the enemy convoy, consisting
of one ILV., one tanker and two destroyers, off the Greek

coast on 27 October was made by a Baltimore,
and 19.20 hours on 28 October, Wellington aircraft 'N'
piloted by Pilot Officer Matthews and Wellington 'W' ,
piloted by Pilot Officer Donlcersley of No. 69 Squadron were
airborne from Luqa in search of the convoy. It was not

until approximately three hours later that the convoy v/as

located some 23 miles south west of Sapienza, approximately
ifOO miles from base. The first aircraft to arrive -

Tfellington 'X' - attacked the M.V. from 1,000 yds, virhere-
upon there was an explosion and a column of white smoke.
Twenty minutes later, Wellington arrived on the scene
and located a destroyer, the tanker and then another
destroyer in line astern. The aircraft dropped a torpedo
on its second run, at an estimated distance of between 6 and
800 yards, scoring a direct hit amidships on the tanker -vdiich

immediately burst into flames,
Donlcersley and Iwatthews were awarded the D. P, C,

The Panzer Army was now caught up in an \mparalleled
crisis of supplies. No further seaborne supplies of petrol
could be counted on before the 31st, Certainly 300 tons

had arrived at Benghazi on the steamer Morandi. but as a

thousand mile journey was involved in transporting it to the

front line, not only would part of it be used up on the

journey, but it wo\ald not arrive for about a week,
petrol situation,' says an enemy report, 'which now (on
28 October) amounted to 1.3 consumption units, would
necessarily sink to a minimum in a very short time,
would mean that the Army would be immobilised and wouild be

cut to pieces little by little by the enemy’s vastly
superior air and artillery power,'

Panic measuires advocated the next day in Rome to
alleviate the supply crisis was for the use of 8-10 submanines

to carry amriimition, the use of all possible Italian trans

port aircraft, including civilian transport lines and the
transfer of another German transport Group from the Western

r3n.ng 1,500 tons of petrol to
(l)/ It was a superbly

/

At 19tl8 hours

Both Pilot Officers

'The

This

A.H.B. 6.
Records,

No, 69 Squadron
O.R.B., H.Q,M.E.
Table of Opera
tions and A,H, Q,
Malta War Diary

GerriTan-I talian

Forces in

A.frica. A,L,

743.

(1) AT about half-past eleven (29 Oct.) I received the
shattering news that the tanker Luisiano. which had been

sent as a replacement for the Proserpina, had been sunk

by an aerial torpedo. Now we really were up against
it. The ill-huanouir in which this news left me vented

itself on the head of General Baxbassetti, who arrived
at nor H.Q. shortly afterwards to represent
Ifershal Cavallero, who v^as detained in Rome, What
riled me most was that heavily armed Italian auxiliary
cruisers and other vessels, carrying cargoes intended
for the front, vrere still being sent to Benghazi in
order to keep them out of range of the torpedo-carrying
British aircraft,''.

SECRET

I
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Moreover, the day after the sinking of thefront to Italy.
Luisiano, the German G-.O. C. Rome sent to the Combined H.Q,
of the Armed Forces Operational Staff the following
despondent report

'Since we have been unable to dominate Malta

permanently, sinkings have risen sharply, escort
strength has become small and shipping space still
smaller, and therefore a complete alleviation of the
supply position and an end of the petrol crisis are not

to be expected,
deteriorate because of the difficulty of transporting
it and the high rate of expend!t\ire necessitated by the

tactical situation; it may even become critical,
regands supply, shortages of some individual articles

If we do not

The ammunition situation will

As

may arise by the middle of November,
succeed in rectifying this position, making convoys
perfectly safe from air attack and permanently dominating
Malta, no measures will sirffice in the long run to keep
up the Panzer Army's supply position, let alone to
transport material to reinforce the Army. During the
last 3 months the transport losses have amounted to
40,000 tons monthly, even higher in October. If losses
continue at this rate, there will soon not be enough
cargo space available. The use of warships to protect
convoys is limited by the shortage of fuel oil; their
use as supply transport is limited for the same reason,
and alone cannot ensure the supplying of so large an
army. Real help can be obtained by continually rein
forcing the sea transport with air transport.'

Wide Dispersal of Enemy M.T. Provides Poor Targets for Night
.Bombers - 28/29 October

During the night 28/29 October, a total of 29 Wellingtons
of Nos. 37» 40, 70 and 104 Sqmdrons, aided by P.A.A.
Albacores, attacked targets in the battle area. Weather was

good, opposition v/as negligible and the target area was well-
illuminated. Nevertheless, according to the reports brought
back, the night's operations were considered to have been
disappointing. (1)
were seen in the target area and on the whole the enemy
appeared to be following a policy of wide dispersal,
especially in the north, A number of direct hits were
scored and about a dozen fires started. A direct hit was

also scored an an enemy aircraft. In addition to jamming
operations, special Wellingtons also bombed enemy gun
positions, A further six Wellingtons of Nos, 1Zf8 and 162

Squadrons attacked L,G. 13, at Sidi Haneish, starting two

fires on the landing ground. No. 73 Squadron put up
10 Hurricanes which operated singly over the battle area

tliroughout the night, or carried out intruder patrols over

No big concentrations of enemy vehicles
No. 205 Group
and Squadron
0. R. B. s.

(1) 'Army H.Q. had meanwhile been moved farther to the west,
I spent the -whole of that night 28/29 October with a
number of my officers and men on the coast road roughly
in line -with the old H.Q, site, from where we could see

the flash of b-ursting shells in the darkness and hear
the rolling thunder of the battle,
British bomber formations flew up and tipped their death

dealing loads on my troops, or bathed the country in
the brilliant light of parachute flares,
Rommel Papers,'

Again and aga:in

'The
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the enemy Stulca bases, shooting dov/n one Ju» 87<>
of 54 tons of bombs was dropped in the battle area and a

further 5 tons on landing-groundso

Attack by the 9th Australian Division Night 28/29 October;
the 'Cocked-Thumb' Salient

A to'ca l

During the night 28/29 October, began the first
preparatory action for Operation 'Supercharge,,'  ' The 9th

Australian Division attacked northwards, at 22*00 hours aod

made good progress, A narrow wedge .was driven into tlio

enemy's positions, reaching almost to the road between
Sidi Abd el Rahman and Tell el Eisa, The result was a

small salient virhich was described as sticking out like a

'cocked thumb' from the north side of the Eighth Army's
original salient and extending nearly to the coast roa.do

This almost encircled the II Bn. 125th Regiment of the

Light Division who held a very well-defended collection of

strongpoints just to the north-v/est of Tell el Eisa, known

as 'Thon5)Son's Post' , and which was the bastion of the

enemy's coastal salient.

C, -in-C, 's

Despatch and
'El Alamein to

the Sangro,'

High Level of Fighter-Bomber Activity 29 October

Early on the morning of 29 October, the air policy was

laid down on tlie follovring lines !-

Owing to the postponement of a resumption of the
Australian Division attack, until the night of
30/31 October, it was planned to concentrate the mala
air effort on the Panzer Divisions and the 90th Light
Division,

During the morning, hovifever, owing to the lack of worth

while targets in the battle area, due to the wide dispersal
of their A, P.Vs and M. T. jpursued by the enemy, the greater
part of the air effort was diverted to attacks on landing~
grounds. There vrere no calls made on the light bomber®
until the afternoon which gave the ground crews a valuable
opportunity for servicing their aircraft.

No, 12 B.A,A.P,

Squadron 0s,E,B.

The first fighter-bomber raid was made by 12 Kittyh;
wd'th

They
in the southern

Ghazal

of No, 450 Squadron, each carrying one 5OO lb, bomb
12 Kittyhawks of No. 3 Squadron RoA<,A, P, as cover,
bombed and machine-gunned a Ju, 52 and M. T.
sector, a little to the north-east of Gebel ICalaldi,
Station was the next target for eight Kittyhawks of No® i;-
Squadron S,A,A.P,, carrying 3 x 500 and 5 x 250 Ibo bombs,
with 12 Tomahawks of No. 5 S.A,A„F„ as escort,
10,15 and 11,40 hours, 12 Kittyhawks of No. 112 Squadron
carrying 12 x 500 lb, bombs, attacked enemy forw'ai’d landing-
grounds (Nos. 20 and I04) to the west of Daba, along the main
road.

3

Belween

Bombs fell among di.spersed adreraft, resulting in a
At muchlarge explosion, and also among tents on the camp,

the same time, eight vVarhawks of No, 64 Squadron U. S.A,A.P, ,
carrying 500 lb. bonibs, r/ith 10 Tferhawks of No® 65 Squadraa
as cover, bombed L«G, 20 mthout observed result,
raid by 12 Hurricmies of No. 274 Squadron, carrying a totad.

of 24 X 250 lb. bombs, escorted by 12 Hurricanes of No. 335
Hellenic Squadron, bombed a concentration of M. T, at Ivkup

Reference 862303, in the Tell el Aqqaqir area,
bombers and their escort v/ere attacked by enemy fighters whioh

a.ffected bomb-aiming to such an extent that the raid was

considered a total, failure,

Daba and also on the station was made by 12 Kittybombers of
No, 260 Squadron,
this fo:rmation, shooting domi one of ’bhe escorting airc

SECRET

The next

Beth t-ie

A further raid on L. CL 22, at

Another enemy fighter patrol intercepted
ft.

A. A. Ha Q, D,

Da.lly Inta
and Squadron
O.R.3. 3.

Sums
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At md-day, a special. Tac/R sortie was flovai for boraber
targets. No great clianges of disposition were reported*
later, however, at 13»15 hours, a report was received at Air
Support Control that 'enemy troops nov/ concentrating'' and a

message was passed from Advanced Air Headquarters V/estem
Desert to Nos, 211 Group, 232 Y7ing and 3 Wing S,A,A,P. that

the honiber prograiimie was in force from 13»30 hours.

The first rendezvous for the light bombers -was put into

operation immediately and 12 Baltimores of No, 223 Squadron
and six B,25's of No, 82 Squadron U,S.A.A,P, attacked what

■was believed to be 15th Panzer Division's Headq'uarters, in
the northern sector, near the coast road* The next raid,
half an ho'ur later, was made by 12 Baltimores of No, 55
Squadron and six B, 25's of No. 83 Squadron U. S,A.A.P, which •
bombed -tanks and M, T, near the Rahman track, in the
Tell el Aqqaqir area, with 120 x 250 lb, bombs, -The heavy
anti-aircraft gunfire was intense and accinrate and two-thirds
of the bombers were daroaged, A of them severely,  A iromber
of fires and direct hits were reported as a result of these
two raids. The next raid by 18 Bostons of No, 24 Squadron
S,A,A.P, was directed against dispersed aircraft on L, G, 21,
scoring,two probable direct hits and a number of near.misses.
Again the heavy A, A, gunfire was intense land accurate and a
further four bombers were damaged. The next raid by
12 Bostons of No. 12 S,A.A,P, and 6 Baltimores of No, 21
S.A,A.F, Squadron was easily the most successful of the day
and the bombing was considered excellent. The attack was
directed against 3/400 well-dispersed M. T«, -vd-th tanlvS,
stationary at Tell el Aqqaqir, when 84 x 250 lb. bombs were
dropped from 7*800 feet,
colui'-fins of black smoke were started,
hea-vy A. A, gunfire was again encountered and five more light
boiribers were holed. The last light-bomber raid of the day
Y/as directed against L, G, 104 and the railway which was hit
four times, and a fire -was caused among aircraft in the
dispersal area. During this raid, four more light bombers
were damaged by A.A. gunfire, making a total of 25 spread
over the five raids.

Pour fires and two with large
Intense and accurate

Ivlain H.Q,
Eighth Army's
War Diary,

Squadron 0,R,B,
and Daily
Intelligence
Summaries,

The day's light-bomber operations proved once again that,
until the enemy were forced to concentrate - either for
defence, or in order to launch a counter-attack - simtable
targets were not provided for the light bombers, and also that
when gro-und operations were static the enemy's anti-aircraft
gunfire could cause a high proportion of damaged aircraft
among the attacking bombers - in this case nearly 30 per cent.
Such conditions certainly favoured the use of fighter bombers,
and for the first time in the battle the n-umber of fighter-
bomber sorties exceeded those made by the light bombers.

Attacks mi the Enemy's Rear Areas by Long-Range Kittyhawks
of No, 250 Sq-uadi'on

H.Q, Middle
East Table of
Operations,

An interesting and highly successful operation
carried out by 12 long-range Kittyhawks of No, 250 Squac?o:-on
during the afternoon of 29 October, (1)

was

They divided into

(1) 'The front continued comparatively quiet except for :
artillery fire and air attacks hammering at our northern

That da.y the R,A.P, concentrated their attack
on the coast road, v/here many of o'Ur vehicles were shot
■LTP by low-flying aircraft,'

heivry

rector.

'The Rommel Papers',

(82i.234)338
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two sixes, one of which was led to ilatruh jmction where a

goods train, M»T, and an anti-aircraft gunpost were shot upo
A staff car was hit and overturned and the three cGCU.pan,t.s

The other six Kittyiiawks
setting

‘Both

flights,* says the Sq-Liadron O.R.B. ‘were enthusiastic on

retiirn and one pilot said it T/as "like the fifth of ’

As y/ill be seen, these and other long-distance patrols in

the enemy's rear areas were causing the enemy serious lossesj
and eventually forced them to institute fighter patroi.s al.cn,g
the coast road and also ins-call A. A. gun posts#

either killed or badly injured#
machine-gunned aircraft on Mersa Ivlatpuh airfield,
on fire two He, and one Gaudron Goeland.No. 250 Squadron

O.R,B.

Enemy Air Operations - 29 October:
Bomber

The Eclipse of the Diva-

Apart from the usual protection patrols over Daba and
the Northern sector, there were only five enemy bomljing
attacks, nearly all of which were directed against tho

Eighth Army salient in the north, A very significant trejsd

in the enemy bombing policy is revealed by the fact tliat

tlrree out of the five bombing attacks were made by fi,^iter
boiiibers. The first and'” last raids were made by foranations

of about 20 Ju, 87's, -One of these formations T/as inter

cepted by 12.Hurricanes of No, 1 S,A.A,P, and 12 Hurricanes
of No. 238 Squadron, causing them to jettison their bombs,

American Yferhavdes sent out to intercept Stulcas complained
that 'owing to the large nimiber of aircraft of different
types in the air the Stukas v/ere lost.

s

.

,  A,A.H.Q.W,D.

War Diary,

The first reports of the P.W, 190 operating in the
YYestem Desert were received at this time, but the presence
of these aircraft cannot be confirmed from enemy sources.
It is possible that there was a 'tropicalised' P.W, I90 sent
to North Africa for p-urely experimental purposes.
P.W, 190 vra.s superior in performance to any British or

American machine vdiich was in North Africa during this period,;,
and its advent there in. any strength would have meant a grave
threat to the W.D.A.P,

t:

:n

According to enemy reports, their a.ir fo.rce attenptod
to relieve tlie II Bn. 125th Regiinen'o which was hemmed in in

the most northerly part of the line, by attacking the
Aus'tralians' forming up areas with Stvikas and fighter benibers,
‘Despite this, ’ says the report, ‘the gi’eat British air
superiority and the sustained strength of the enemy preosunc
made probable the less of considerable portions of II Bn.

125th Regiiiient in spite of its stubborn defence. 
‘

A Static Phase in the Land Battle r 29 and 30 October

Apart from the 90th Light Division's attempts to relieve
the II Battalion, 125th Regiment, there was a proi'.ouaoed
lull in land operations during 29 and 50 October, both
being preoccupied with a regrouping of their forces for what

virns realised vroxuLd be the most decisive phase of the battles

Tlie Eighth Army Commander continued with his prepac?ations
for Operation *Supercharge*»
decided to commit the Trieste Division which, until that

time, had been held in the Pul<:a area as Army reser
replacing the ,21st Panzer Division which was -fco be withdrawn
and held as a mobile reserve in the. area to the nor'th of

Tell el Aqqaqir.

,d.o:^

The enemy, on the other

s
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The enemy made a reference to the 'incessant air attacks *

on 29 October which, together va.th the artillery, appeal.’ to
have made a profomid impression. g

Afril<a. Korps
War Diary and
Official German from the beginning of the battle, it would appear that the
Ifar Narrative.

Summarising the fightin

heavy casualties suffered by the front line divisions of

XXI Corps (164th Light and Trento Divisions) had made it
necessary to coramit, little by little, almost the whole of

the Afrika Korps 'to bolster up the northern sector.
Pitifully small reserve groups, ‘ the report continued most
pessimistically, 'composed of tanks, anti-tank and parts of
the artillery, were stationed behind the front line as mobile
counter-attack reserves,

thrown into counter-attack several times daily - often
against superior tanlc forces - and also the Grenadier
battalions of the armoured divisions engaged in a desperate
stmaggle for several days, had suffered heavy losses.'

These parts of the Afrika Koips,

Although the Panzer Army had been almost conpletely crit

off from seaborne supplies of petrol, an increase in the
amount flown across from Greece which averaged 200 tons for

the previous four days, had brought the level of the supply
of petrol to aDnost two consunption units,
a momentary relief in the petrol situation,
viev/-, hoT/ever, the sitioation was as critical as ever, because
the main enemy attack was still awaited and might begin any
time. •

and had fallen by this time to 0,7 of establishment.

Medium Bomber, Operations Night 29/30 October - Dnemy I\4 T.
Less Well Dispersed

'This afforded

Taking a long

On the other hand the ammunition supply was gi’ave

In addition to most successful attacks in the battle

area, operations by No. 205 Group aircra.ft on the night of
29/30 October included a raid on the Ju. 52 base of Maleme,
in' Crete, by Liberators and Halifaxes, and a Wellington
attack on the familiar target, L. G.I3, the Stvilca base at
Sidi Haneish,

which 51 tons were in the battle area and the balance
L.G. 13.

Altogether 60 tons of bonibs were dropped, o
on

No, 205 Groi^)
O.E.B, and

Squadron .
0.R.B.S,

f

Over the battle area, where 26 Wellingtons of Nos. 40,
104, 108 and .148 Squadrons operated - aided by P.A.A.
Albacores - an improvement in the targets was noted, d.ue to
vehicles being less well dispersed, probably due to the
arrival in the line of the Trieste Division,

were started and a vivid explosion was notedo
been due to the., crashing of a Wellington of No. IO4 Squadron
v/hich Y/as missing from the operation,
reported was from one Bofors gun which was enco^mtered by an
aircraft carrying out a loY/-level machine gunning attack.

A total of 13 Liberators and Halifaxes of Nos,
2|.62 Squadrons attacked Ivlaleme airfield. Bursts oixLy were
seen and no fires were claimed. As a result of this raid,
however, the enemy lost fouir Ju. 52's. Two fires were
s-fcarted by six Wellingtons of Nos, I48 and 162 Squadror^s vfiich
attacked L, G, I3. Hurricanes of No. 73 Squadron were again
busy throughout the night on interception patrols over the
battle area and intruder patrols over enemy landing-grourkLs.

Main Air Effort 3.0 October in Close Support of the Australians

Some 18 fires

This may ha.ve

The only opposition

160 ,ard

The policy of giving aJ.1 help to the land forces, wM.lst
still striking at the enemy air forces, was continued through
out 30 October,

Australians Y^o\fLd attack north east toYvards the coast on the
It was planned by the Army that the

(8';,234)340
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night of 30/31 October, as the Eighth Army Commander had
recognised the fact that the key to the enemy defence lay
in that area*

priority to taxgets opposite the Australians' salient*
Unfortunately, conditions were not favourable in the morning
for the use of the light-bomber 'shuttle-service', owing to
the dispersal of targets, and in the afternoon a ground ha.ae
restricted visibility*

Although the fighter-bomber effort Y/as spread over the

Ykiiole of the day, as targets presented themselves, the light-
bomber attacks were timed to talce place within a very

limited space of time, so that they would reach their
maximum concentration just before dusk and as close as

possible to the Australians’ attack*
for the ’■ softening up ’ of the enemy defences by the combined
onslaught of over I50 light and fighter bombers which.dropped
85 tons of bombs must have had an appreciable effect on the
success of the subsequent operation carried out by the
Aiistralians*

The R. A, P. accordingly agreed to give

This pre-arranged plan

Llain Eighth
Army War Diary.

H.Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations and
Daily Int*
Sums*

The day’s most intensive bombing was carried out by the
light bombers during the afternoon when a total of 54 Bostons
an,d Baltimores of Nos. 21 and 24 SgA,A.P. and 55 Squadrons
concentrated the weight of their bombing, Yvithin 40 minutes,
on enemy strongpoints and A, FoV, s just north of the Australian
appendix*
Eas el Shagig on the coast and the railway, it was possible
to direct the bombing to Tvdthin 1,000 yards of the
Australians' 01m. strongpoints.

O'.ring to the proximity of good landmarks, such as

Results were obscured by a

Squadron
O.E.B, s.

slight'haze, but the Army reported enthusiastically on the
All the raids Y'sre escorted by fighters ofresults.

Nos, 233 and 239 Wings, of Tirhich a number carried one 5OO lb,
bornb*

In the co-urse of the day’s operations, 4 raids were
made by escorted light and fighter- bombers against enemy
forward landing-grounds at Daba, Quotafiya and Fuka,
vreight of bombs dropped on these landing gro-unds totalled
39 tons which was the highest for the l.attle.

Attack by Beaufighters of No, 252 Squadron on Ju» 52's at
El Adem - 30 October

The

A last-light attack on Ju. 52 transport aircraft, on
El Adera aerodrome, v/as carried out by Beaufighters of No* 252
Squadron* Six or more Jru 52's virere running up their
engines and much dust hindered accurate observation, but one
aircraft was claimed as destroyed and is thought to have been
carrying troops. O'l crossing the coastal road on, the Treturn
journey four lorries were attacked, one of which v/as left in
flames 'and three others damaged, A petrol bowser was left
a irass^ of flames and a parade of some 50 troops Y/as machine-
gurned and many casualties inflicted, Tifhen nearing base,
hov/ever, three of the aircraft became involved in a severe
electrical storm and crashed, but all crev/s managed to bale
out* A single Beaufighter of No. 46 Squadron, on  a ro"d.ng
patrol in the enemy rear areas, also scored some success
against eneiny M, T, along the coast road, near Sidi Barrani,
and bombed a train®

Nos. 272
Squadron and
252 Wing O.R.B,

The enemy were seriously. distiirbed by the effect this
long-raiige air activity against the coast road and the
rail'vvay, betiiYeen the foiward and the rear areas, was ha'vlng
'on their supply system, as their supply transport ?/as
suffering such hea\^ losses. Orders were -^-herefore issued

Official Oennan war
Narrative* A,L, 743.
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for permanent anti-aircraft posts to be set up on the roads
in and south of the supply areas.

Low Level of Enemy Air Activity - 50 October

The enemy air activity was hankered by rising dust over
the landing-grounds in the afternoon and was on a much
reduced scale. The only major operation was in the morning

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

?/ar Diary,
A.H.B./IIJ'1/122
/

when some 18 Stulcas, preceded by 9 fighter bombers and
15 fighters, attacked gun positions near Tell el Eisa,
They were intercepted by 12 Hurricanes of No, 35 Squadron
and 12 of No, 238 Sqiiadron,
the only casualty was one O.E, vrounded*
shot doTim for the loss of one HurricanSo

No damage was reported and
One Ju, 87 was

1.

It was remarked, in the course of the day's operations,
that the enemy had realised that artillery smoke was used
to indicate a target,
seemed imminent, the enemy fired smoke shells into the

Eighth Army positions in all directions.

Ydien, therefore, an a:lr attackNo, 2 Air

Support Control
War Diary,

Slight Improvement in the Enemy Petrol Supply Position
30 October ' '

The enemy were able to report a slight alleviation of
In addition to thethe siqpply position on 30 October,

flying a.ci-os3 of increased supplies, 600 tons had arrived
by sea* ' A message was received from the Italian Supreme
CoMBand, on 30 October, stating that the^amount vrauld be
still further increased,

nuuiber used every day in the air lift would rise within two
days to 250, so that a daily lead of 500 tons co\fLd be
counted on.

Excluding reserve machines, the

Owing to the heavy rate of firing over the
past yreek, hovrever, there had been a marked deterioration in
the supply position of all kinds of ammunition, including
even those kinds which had been plentiful,
shortage of suitable transport, the enemy were reduced to
the expedient of pressing into serva.ee all the Italian scows -
some 20 in all - at that time available at Tobruk to make
the trip to Matoouh carrj^ing aram-unition.

Owing to the

Rommel Orders a Second Line of Defence to be Reconnoitred at
Fuka - 50 October

The Eighth Army's extensive regrouping for Operation
'Supercharge * had not escaped the notice of the enemy.
The battle had novir lasted a week and, by that time, Rommel
was convinced that with 'the systematic attrition tactics'
being practised by his opponents, he was no longer in a
position to prevent a break tlirough. He therefore decidedOfficial German

War Narrative,
 -

very late in the day as it so liappened - to have another
position reconnoitred further to the rear and GeneraJ. Krause,
the artillery Commander, was sent to reconnoitre the new
position on the general line Puka and southwards,
object of this position would be to halt any attack should
the Alamein line become untenable.

The

The Australians Continue Their Attack Northwards Toviards the
Coast - Night 30/31 October

^ -

The threat to the enemy positions in the north had
caused the enemy to move the 90th Light Division into the
Sidi Abd el Rahman area. In order to force the enemy to
concentrate still further in this vital sector which covered
the coast road and the railv/ay, and ensure that the 90th
Light Division remained about Sidi Abd el Rahman, the

(84234)342
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Eighth Army Commander decided to continue the Australians’
offensive northwards to the sea, on the night 30/3I October,
It would also help to prepare the way for Operation
'Supercharge' to strike a little further to the south where,
in the position vacated by 21 st Panzer Division, the enemy
CoraiiTander had put Trieste, his last uncommitted reserve
formation.

IC, -in-C,'s

Despatch,
'El Alamein to

the Sangro'
and Hist, (b)
(Crusader) 5
Sitreps,

On the night 30/3I October, therefore, the 26th Austra
Australian Infantry Brigade struck north east and then east

from the salient won by 20th Brigade two nights before,
Ov^ring to the strength of the defences and the enemy’s
stubborn resistance, it was found inpossible to clear the
whole area,

sufficiently far to cross the coast road, thus reducing the
corridor to the 125th Panzer Grenadiers to a narrov/ strip
along the coast,
timed, as it caught the enemy at a moment when the relief of
the Panzer Grenadiers of 21st Panzer Division by the Trieste

Di-'/ision was in progress during the night, and when there was
only No, 580 Recce Unit available for a counter attack,

Hea,vy Wellington Attack Against L»G, 12h (iiaaten Bagush) Night
30/ 31~0ctob er

Nevertheless, the Australians advanced

This attack by the Australians was well-
Official German

War Narrative,

The heaviest single attack by night bombers against an
enemy forward landing-ground was carried out on the night of
30/31 October, when a total of 18 Tfellingtons of Nos, 37j ?0
and 162 Squadrons raided L,G, 12}^ This was a ha.therto
mused landing-gromd at Maaten Ba^sh (Map Reference T62328)
vAiere reconnaissance had shown that the enemy had recently
landed a considerable force of fighter reinforcements and
gliders. On arrival, however, crews of the Wellingtons
fomd the flares dropped by the Albacores scattered and only
a moderate number of aircraft and i/LT, were illuminated.

Although over 30 tons of bombs were dropped, resiILts proved
most disappointing, A total of 6 fires were started, only
one of T/hich vra.s believed to be a burning aircraft. Other
activity included the machine-gunning of tents and stores
from as low a height as 50 feet and the bombing and silencing
of a light gun position.

No, 205 Group
O.R.B,

Owing to the switch of a high proportion of the medium
bomber force to the attack on the landing-gromd at Maaten
Bagush, the number of aircraft available for night operations
over the battle axea was reduced to ten,
attacked in the northern sector where both M, T, and tanics

were fomd to be very well dispersed,
made by the aircraft and altogether 32 tons of bomibs were
dropped,

which were believed to have been single vehicles,
flares, followed by a stick of bombs, were noted in the south
east part of the taxget area, but this was considered to be an
enemy ruse to entice the Wellingtons away to that area.

Targets were

Second sorties were

Some eight fires were claimed, the majority of
ChandelierA, A, H, Q, W, D,

War Diary.

Rommel’s Decision to Relieve the 125th Panzer Grenadiers
31 October

The enemy reacted violently to the cutting of the coast
road by the Australians and the encirclement of the 125th
Panzer Grenadiers, Prom that moment it would appear that
Rommel lost his grip on the battle and was completely out
manoeuvred by Montgomery. At 07,40 hours, the Afrika Koips
was ordered to assume responsibility for the comter-attack
in the coastal sector and for that reason the Afrika Korps
Commander had to leave for the 90th Light Division Battle H.Q,

D.A.K, Y/ar

Diary and
Official German

War Narrative,
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'Tills step, ' says the D.A.K. War Diary,ininediately.

all the more incon^rehensible since the Corps Commander has

to leave his main front (l64th Light, 15th Panzer and
21st Panzer Divisions) in order to direct a counter attack
on an unfamiliar front some distance aivay. '

IS

Rommel at this time was faced with the decision of

either mthdrawing the 125th Panzer Grenadiers - which could

he undertaken on the night of 31 October - or else of trying
to push the Australians back south?©.rds from the railway.
The Afrika Korps Commander and his Chief of Staff v/ere of

the opinion that the 125th Panzer Grenadier Regiment's
position was vmtenable and that this would be the most
favourable moment for withdrawal,

representations, Rommel ordered the attack to be resumed.
It was a most momentous decision which had a profound effect
on the course of the battle.

In spite of these

Close Suxjport and Fighter Protection Given to the
9th Australian Division - 31 October

The events of 31 October, although seemingly insignifi
cant cougared with the days of major offensive during
Operations 'Lightfoot' and 'Supercharge,' were ones of vital
import to the battle, ''/fliilst the Eighth Army were passing
through this phase of extensive reorganisation in prepara
tion for Operation ,'Supercharge*, they were most vulnerable
to attack. The Australians them.selves had not yet fully
consolidated their gains, were very tired and had sustained
heavy casualties. The position was such, therefore, that,
liad Rommel been able to en^loy the whole of his remaining
force - which was still considerable - in the single
concentrated blow which was so characteristic of his tactics,
it would have caught the Eighth Army off balance, at a
moment of considerable wealoiess. Such a counter attack

would not only have disorganised con^letely all the complex
regrouping essential for Operation 'Svipercliarge, ' but might
easily have brought the battle to a condition of stalemate.
Alternatively, heavy dive-boiiibing in the Eighth Army's
congested forward areas might'have had an equally disastrous
effect. At this stage in the battle, therefore, the task
set the Tfestem Desert Air Force, which continued to be the
bombing of enemy concentrations to prevent the effective
mounting of an enemy counter attack and the protection of
the Eighth Army from hostile aircraft, was particifLarly
inportant.

Soon after daTm. XXX Corps sent a message through to
ilain Eighth Army H.Q, that 'the Australians are getting
lot of IJLT. over the railway at 8703OA (to the north east of
Tell el Eina) and are bunched. Can fighter cover be
arranged?* The reply given was that, 'Yes, there are
already sweeps going on overhead which had been previously
arranged and we will try to arrange for them to go on.
This fighter cover was given and, in effect, two-thirds of
the total fighter sorties made on 31 October were by aircraft
on offensive sv/eeps over the battle area,
raids carried out two were intercepted and one was forced to
jettison its bombs on Genmn. forward positions,
forces reported the following bombing attacks, all in square
8729, which included the area of operations covered by the
Australians

a

Of the four Similes.

The land

Iviain H.Q,

Eighth Army
V/ar Diary,

Table of

Operations,

/uA.H,Q.Yir.D.

Daily Int,
S-Limmary, 05.30 hours

08,35 hours
11,30 hours

17»00 hours

Single aircraft- bombed
10 Ju, 87*s dive bombed
E/A bombed
12 Jxu 87's bombed from -4/5j000 feet.
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There are no reports of any noteworthy daiiiage as a result
this hombing and it is significant that theox

eneiTiy were

forced, in the last raid, to follow the Y/asteful expedient
of borabing level.

ICittyhaYYks of No. 112 Squadron Yrere involved in both
interceptions of Ju.87's, claiining a total of tliree Juo87's
and tYTo Me,109’s destroyed for the loss of one ICittyhav/lc.
In the second operation, the fighters YTere carrying bombs
and YTere on a bombing and raacliine-gunning raid against a
caxiip to the Y7est of 1,0-. 21 (the Quotafiya satellite in the
Daba area) when they and their escorts intercepted a forna™
tion of 20 Juo87*s, forcing them to jettison their bombs.
The flexibility of the fighter bomber as a Yweapon vhich, in
a single operation, Yira.s able to operate successfully in the
dual role of bomber and fighter is demonstrated in this and
in many other comparable operations throughout the battle®
On the other hand, it revealed the inherent T/ealmess of
over-specialisation of the dive-bomber,
exaij^les of enerry fighter bombers being used, at this time,
in a dual capacity of bomber and fighter.

There are no

Wo,112

Squadron 0.R.B,

i

The bombing on 21 October shoi/ed a sliarp deci'ease in

the number of light bomber sorties (18 Baltimore, 12 Boston
tchell), Yf/liile the number of sorties made by

fighters on fighter-bombing and ground attack reached a

total of 14-8 wliich Yvas easily the highest figure attained so
far in the battle.

and 18

On the Y^vliole, targets were unsuitable
for the light bombers, being T/idely dispersed and requiring
a degree of accuracy in close-support YTork for Yvhich the

fighter bomber Ywas more suitable,
cloud also made bombing from a height difficult,
less, the light bombers dropped 36 tons of bombs against
close-support targets, Yviiereas the fighter bombers reached

only one half of tliat figure.

A certain amount of

Neverthe

li.Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations
AoH.B./lIJl/
31/1.

As has already been mentioned, the night attack by the

Australi£ins and their position of Y’/eakness Ywhilst they were
consolidating their position the next day governed the main
air effort in the battle area at this time. Practically
the Ydiole of the bombing for the night 30/31 October and
the day 31 October in the battle area and Y/hich amounted to

89 tons of bombs was dropped on the very limited area, in the

northern sector, wiiere the eneniy positions opposite the
Australians were located and from 'ilaich a coun'ber attack was

expected. Mary messages of appreciation for the help given
by the bombers were received from the 9th Australian Division

and a Kittybomber attack at 12.30 hours was picked out for

especial mention as being ’ right in the middle of the target.
Tlris raid was directed again_st aAustralians very pleased

Eightn Army
Y/ar Diary,

coulter attack made by the 90th Light Division Y/hich, in

spite of some initial success, failed to re-establish
contact Y7j.th the 125th Panzer Grenadier Regiment,
course of further attacks, hov/ever, some 20 German tanlcs

from the 21 st Parser Di-vlsion did manage to brealc through
down the road and join the defenders of Thompson's Post.

In many Yvays the Army Ooramander considered that this diversion

of the enemy tanJc strength - already considerably enfeebled -

was to Iiis advantage, as it meant that the panzers Y/ere being
drawn into the area 'uhich best suited the

In the

•ghth Army

0,-in-G.’s

Despatch,

Conraander's plans and they YY’ere iioyt devoting their full
efforts to -wasteful counter attacks on the Australians.
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Medivmi Bomber Attacks on the Battle Area and on L,G-.14- -

Hight 31 Ootober

enemy concentrations in the forward areaAttacl

vrere continued on the night 31 October by a total of 19

Wellingtons of Nos, 37, 70 and 10i+. Sqmdrons which dropped a
total of 38 tons of bombs on targets in the battle area.

The raedium-boraber effort was being largely conserved for

- scheduled to talce place the follow-

on

Operation ’Supercharge
ing night - and this figure was only approximately 20 per
cent of the weight dropped on the night l/2 November.
Vehicles were again found to be well-dispersed, but one

ti.ght concentration was located and bombed, and half-a-
dozen fires were started.

Squadron and
No,205 Group
O.R,B.s,

The bombing of L.G.IA near Sidi Eaneish where eneny
fighter reinforcements and gliders had been located v/as

resumed by 12 Wellingtons of Nds.ifO and 162 Squadrons.
Some 30 aircraft were seen and bombed and a number of fires

were started, 'Weather vas good and flares dropped by the
Albacores were well placed, Tlie landing-ground was well-

protected by three heavy batteries and six light guns.
Some 20 tons of bombs were dropped.

I

Further attaclcs on the landing-groind at Maleme, in
Crete, vdth the intention of dislocating the Fliegerlcorips X
transport service of Ju.52 aircraft were undertaken by seven *
Liberators of N0.16O Squadron and eight Halifaxes of No,if62
Squadron, No dispersed aircraft were seen, but four large
fires were started and many e:xplosions and flashes were
noticed.

The Sinking of the S.S, Tripolino ,1+Sk- tons) Carrying
Petrol and Ajnmunition to the Panzer Arny - Night 3i October

At 01.4-0 hours on the night of 31 October, six torpedo
carrying Wellingtons of No.38 Squadron Detacbment, stationed
at Gianaclis, briefed by No, 24-7 idng to attack an eneny
convojr nort.h of Derna, received a sighting rep'ort from a
special Wellington of No, 221 Squadron, They immediately
set course to intercept an eneny convoy which wa.s located
at 32 37’ N, 23 30’E, It w8lS found to consisb of 2
destroyers acting as escort to a M.V. of betTiCien 1,500 -
2,000 tons (the Tripolino of 1,4-64- tons) and another sma.ller
vessel, thought to be a torpedo boat and which proved to be

Ostia carrying a cargo of ammunition and rations. The
Tripolino' s cargo was petrol and ammunition, part of which
was stacked as deck cargo. At 03.12 hours. Sergeant McNall,
piloting Yvellington ’Z* (other members of the’ crew
Sgt, HemsY/orth, Sgt. Atkin, Sgt, Waterfield aij.d Sgt, Smith)
'approached up the raoonpath and dropped both torpedoes on
one nm (at 50 feet from 500 yards range). A hit was scored,
A red flash v/as seen and debris was thrown into the air and

thick black smoke rose up to I500 feet. The remaining air
craft sav/ the explosion and stated that v/hen the smoke

Light and accurate A,A,
k/O v/as slightly holed.'

cleared the ship had disappeared,
fire was put up by the DR’s and the

No,201 Group
and 39 Squadron
0,R.B,s.

No,38 Squadron
O.R.B.

The loss of the Tripolino v/as confirmed from enemy sources.
This left the Ostia still to be accounted for.

The next morning, 1 November, another striking force
consisting of three Beau.forts of No.4-7 Squadron Detacliment,
based on Gianaclis, ¥/as despatched to make a daTm attack.
They located the Ostia, escorted by a destroyer, 25 miles
to the north-aYest of Tobrifc. Aircraft ’R’, piH.oted by
Flying Officer Pile, made its first run on ?;hat was realised,

No,4-7 Squadron
O.R.B.
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when close in, to be a destroyer. The Aircraft turned away,
coining imder fire frora th.e destroyer and the merchant ship,
its turret and radio equipment being hit. A second run
was made when the torj^edo was dropped, scoring a M.t, ‘The
explosion of the torpedo was followed by a much larger one
and the entire ship disintegrated,"
DE.112 was Pilot Officers P,J,Pile and P.GoDaly and
Sergeants S,S,Angus and J,Halls\rorth.

Rommel's Renewed Attempt to Relieve 125tli Panzer Grenadier
Regiment - 1 November

The crew of Beaufort

hhilst the greater part of the Eighth Army was still
pre-OGcupied with the final regroupings preparatory to
Operation ‘Supercharge' which Tsas timed for" the niglit of
1 November, Rommel wasted his resources in a vain attempt
to restore the position in the extreme north, where the
Australians had their salient. In the early hours of
1 November, the Goraaander of the 125th Panzer Grenadier
Regiment arri.ved at the 90th Liglit Division Ileadquart
with a report that only renmants of the surrounded regiment
had been left in the old position,
the old positions vrere still occupied by the 125th Panzer
Grenadlers, however, and that thejr had specially dirLlnguished
themselves, he decided to renew his full-scale counter
attack, in order to relieve them.

ers

Mien Rommel iieand that

D„AoK. and

Panzer imiy
Yfar Diaries,

"ine inadequacy of the enemy's resoirrces, ' says
the Eighth ilrrriy Intelligence Summary for 1 Novaiiber,
'have never been better revealed than b^;- his activity
during the last few days,
extension and consolidation of the "thumb", our forces
have been regrouping,
seen or been able to take it.

ponded to our northern tlireat and again to-day 1 November,
he was preoccupied vdth the extrication of 125th Panzer
Grenadiers,

Apart from our successful

Here was his chance, had he
Instead, he has res-

Never before has the enemy Commander-in-

Cabinet Ofi'ice

Narrative,

Chief frittered away two valuable days in the rescue of
a thousand men.

‘Althouigii since Rommel's return the enemy has been
more active, the activity has been no more effective.
It lias consisted indeed of continually coniiiitting moi'e

True he has succeeded in releasing the bulk
of 21st Armoured Division as a new reserve, but already
he has tlirovm part of it into the Northern pocket,
"thumb" has already more than proved its v/orth. '

Dislocation of Enemy Counter-attack by the Interception
StuJcas 1 November ~~ “

reserves.

The

Ol

An important part of the plaii for the relief of the
125th Panzer Grenadiers involved the use of a heavy Stuica
attack which Viras to precede an attack by the tanl<: battalion
of the Pfeiffez’ Battle Group, together -with the infantry of
the S'Oth Light Division, at fizll strength,
1  I ovember, 12 iiittyhawks 01’ No.112 Squadron carrying 5OO lb,
bombs, escorted by 12 Warhawks of No.66 Squadron U.S.AoA.P,

They bombed tents and
vehicles, thus fudfilling the primary part of their mission.
On their return, however, they encountered a strong formation
of A5 enemy aircraft, composed of 30 Stukas escorted by I5
Me,109's. Tlie ikmexlcan Narhawics contained the enemy fighters,
whi.lst the ICittyhav&s of No,112 Squadron attacked the dive-
bombers,

dovm for the loss of one ICittyhawk;

At davm on

set out on an armed recozinaissance.

As a result, seven Stukas were claimed as shot
the enemy admitted the

Afrika Korps
¥ar Diary,

Squadron 0,E,B,

and Ao A,il, Q ,D#
Daily Int, Sum,
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This T/as the on3.y operation of thisloss of five St-ukas,

kind carried out by the enemy on 1 NoveLiberc

Ronmel, who -vvas himself on the field of battle, in
personal command of the attack, having found that this pre
arranged Stuica attack load failed to materialise, gave orders
for the ground attack to begin iinmediately#
preliininary success, the attack sloT/ly came to  a halt in
the face of concentrated gunfire bombing,
way in vv-hich his forces were being dissipated in these

futile dayliglrt attacks, Rommel refused to per/oit the mth-
drav/al of the remants of the 125th Panzer G-reimdier Regimenii
That night he planned to simulate attack along the entire

line, 'in order to divert the enemy from the coastal sector
of the front, ’

Operation

iifter a

In spite of the

Tliat same night the Eighth Ariqy launched
* Supercharge'.

Afrika Korps
War Diary.

Righter-Eomber Activity - 1 November

In addition to the cutting to pieces of this vital
Sttika attack, on the morning of 1 November, there were

st 17 fighter-bomber operations at squadron strength, 1A of
Y/hich ■vvere carried out against the enemy concentrations
opposite the Australians, one against a target in the centra-1
sector and two against LG-,104, to the west of Daba.
Altogether, on 1 November, a total of 179 fighter-bomber
sorties was made, in the course of wiiicli 40 tons of bombs
were dropped. The policy behind this heavy prograiTmie of
fighter-bombing v/as to ’dislocate the enemy artillery fire
and counter attacks on the Australian appendix and so relieve
the pressiore of the eneniy in that area. ’

Compared v/j.th this high leval of fighter-bomber activity,
the light bombing on 1 November was negligible,. It consisted ,
of a single raid against the only suitable tai’get found in tlie
battle area tiiroughout the day. In the morning, at a time
when the eneiry were forming up for their attads against the
Australians, 18 Bostons of No.12 Squadron (S.A,A,Po),
escorted by fighters of No,233 Wing, bombed a concentration
of enemy M,T. to the v/est of the Rahman track vdth 6£'x 250 lb.
bombsg The heavy A.A. gunfire v/as intense end three of
the bombers were badly holed. In spite of this, it was
considered tliat the raid was most effective end at least 4
direct hits vdth five fires were counted.

HoQ. Middle Ea
Table of

Operations.

No,5 Air
Support Control
War Diary.

No,3 Wing
(S.AcA.E,)
O.RoB,

Further harassing attacks on the enemy’s rear areas and
lines of communication were carried out by 12 iiittyhawks of
No. 250 Squadron fitted v/ith long-range tanks,
engaged in low-level machine-gunning of eneny ]4,T, on the
coast road between Matruh. and Sidi Barrani, they were Jumped
by four Me, 202’s and one Kittyhawk v/as forced to crash-land
in eneny territory,
bowsers, which were set on fire, together v/ith a number of
other vehicles,

v/as part of the steps taken by the enemy to strengthen their
defences against air attack along this vulnerable stretch of
coast road.

Whilst

Hie fighters destroyed tv/o petrol

The presence of this enejiy fighter patrol

.4A.H.Q.'4D.
Daily Int,Sums

An interesting reference to the W.D.A.P.'s intensive air
operations on 1 November and the eneiiy’s supply difficulties
is contained in ’The Romiel Papers’,

'Hiat day (1 November) v/aves' of British aircraft,
each of 18 to 20 bombers, attacked our front north of

Hie air was filled withHill 2P no less than 34 times,
hundreds of British fighters, and large numbers of RoA.P.
fighter-bombers spent the day shooting up ou-' supply
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vehicles on the coast road, The supply position
remained as -wretched as ever, although petrol shovi^ed a

slight iraproveiaent as a result of increased supplies
■brought across b5r air to Tobrulc, The aiiimunition
sit-uation was as bad as it could be. Only 40 tons
had reached the African coast since the beginning of
the British offensive and we were being forced to the
strictest econonC''. We were compelled to issue orders
that British assembly areas were to be engaged by
harassing fire only and not by concentrated fire. I

The Panzer Array report stated that, although the Eighth
Array activity had slackened, air attacks had continued
•undirainished by both day and night,
el Rahiiian, the telegraph track, Point 28 and 125th Panzer
Grenadiers ?rere attacked 34 times during the day,
Luft-^vaffe flew 30 Stidca and 1? fighter-bomber sorties.
According to an entr^'- in the Air Support Control Yifar Diary,
since the beginning of the air offensive, on 19 October, a
total of 10,000 sorties had been flown by aircraft of Middle
East Goniiiand, out of these 6,900 were by filters, 1,400 by
light bombers, 1,200 by fighter bombers and 500 by night
bomberso

The area of Sidi. Abd

The

}

Pommel's Decision to Prenare a Second Line of Defence at
EuJca ~ 1 November

On 1 November, the conclusion was forced on Rommel
that, in order to avoid having his Panzer Amy split up
into isolated groups and destroyed piecemeal, he might hav’-e
to retreat to a nev/ position,
the so-called Piika position, -vdiich had recently been
reconnoitred, by 'the Artillery Commander, prepared for occupa
tion.

He therefore decided to have

According to the preliminary report, although the
Panzer Army
TiTar Diary o

position was not yet dug, steep gi-adients iTOuld make its
southern end tanlc-proof,
laboxir to be made available for the construction of field
works in the ne-w position, which were to be strongest in
the coastal sector,
date in the bat'fcle and faced -xvi.th the litminent threat of
having his forces destroyed at El Alamein, Romtne]. should
thirl that there \ms still tiiiie to prepare an extensive
sj'-stem of fortifications at Pulca,

It 'svas therefox’e arranged for

It is surprising that at so late a

The Sinicing of the Emergency Supply Ships Zai--a and Brioni -
1 and 2 November

CKlng to the Panzer Array's critical sipply situation,
due to the sinkings on the North African supply route, it
was decided as an emergency measure to transport fuel and
amrraailtion in two naval auxiliary vessels, the Zara of
1976 tons and the Brioni of'1987 tons,
230 tons of fuel and the Erioni 255 tons of ammunition in
short supply and the^'- xvere en route from Piraeus to Tobrul,

The Zara carried

A,iLB.6,
Docs,

Tlie convey, consisting of ’Ihe two merchant vessels and
their escort of two destroyers, was first sighted by
■'■,'ellingtons of No, 221 Squadron 10 miles to the south-west
of Gavdos, an island off Crete, at 02,00 hours on  2 November,

striking force of two toipedo Wellingtons and three
bomber Tfellingtons of No, 38 Squadon, together v/ith two
bomber Wellingtons of No, 458 Squadron Tfiiich had been
desTJatched to attack the convoy sighted only the destroyers
which they a-btacked. They claimed hits -with bombs on the
destroyers, Bea-uforts of Nos, 39 and 47 Squadrons which
had been sent to malce a da-wn attack only managed to sight
the destroyers and no attack was made, A second striking

SECRET

A

ib,210 Groip
and Nos. 38 and
272 Squadron
O.R.B.s,
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force of six Beauforts of No. 39 Squadron (Egypt Detaclunent),
escorted by seven Beaiu^ighters of No.272 Squadron eventually
located the convo3'- some 60 miles north of Tobrulc Tvdth a
fighter escort of two Me.HO’sj two Ju,88's, two Me.202's
and tv7o Me.200's.

Ju.88 shot down while the Beauforts made their attack
This escort was chased off, and a

Beaufort 'P' made an attack from the forward beam at

50/60 feet at a range of 1000 yards between 09.10 and
09.20 hours, A direct hit was obtained and a large
coluiin of smoke seen. Tliis was the Zara \Tliich was badly
damaged in the stern. She managed to stay afloat for the

best part of the day and eventually sanlc some 27 miles off

Tobrolc at 22.00 hours. The Brioni was also probably
damaged in tliis attack, Txto Beauforts and a Beaut'ighter
were lost. The crew of the Beaufigliter (Pilot Officers
A, J, Procter and E. A. C, Young) managed to survive eight
days in a dinghy in the Mediterranean when they were picked
i,ip by an Air/Sea Rescue laundi.

Middle East

Table of Ops,
A,H,B,/II71/31/1. successful attack against the port in which the Bripni,

moored at N0.I Jetty, was hit and destroyed. This sinking
was later confirmed from enemy sources which also stated
that the damage to the harbour was severe and the Naval
Headquarters vas also badly hit.

The Brioni managed to reach Tobruk,
2 November, five U.S.A.A.P, Liberators carried out a most

At dxisk on

A.H.B.6.

The Final Offensive;

1/2 November),
Operation 'Supercharge* (Night

Operation 'Supercharge*, for vdiich the northvards
attack by the Australians had been in the main preparatory,
was launched at 01,05 hours on 2 November, As an opera
tion, it was essentially similar to Operation 'Lightfoot*
and was designed to open a breach in the enemy's permanent
defence system tlirougli which X Corps v/ould pass into the
open desert beyond, Td.th 1st, 7th and 10th Armoured Divisions
and two armoured car regiments. It was important that open
country should be reached before daylight, and
General Montgomery issued instructions that, sliould XX}[ Corps
fail to reach its final objectives, the armoured divisions of
X Corps were to fight their way tlirough, I.s mth Cperation
'Lightfoot*, the attack vi/as to be supported by  a very strong
artillery fire pr'ogr;mme. All batteries which had been
revealed by R.A.P, photographic reconnaissance -were singled
out for neutralisation.

Main H.Q,

Eighth Amy
y/ar Diaryo

-The most irrportant respect in which Operation
'Supercharge* differed from Operation 'Lightfoot* was in the
employment of the night-bember force. It was planned to use
the whole of the mediun-bomber force in massive 'softening-
up* operations, with seven hours of non-stop attack, firstly
against eneny concentrations aroimd the main^centre of
resistance, at Tell el Aqqaqir, and then round Ghazal Station,
The bombing prograrime was arranged as follovira;-

No,236 Wing
No,231 Wing
No. 238 Yang
No, 236 Vang

Ovang to the v/eakness of the night-bomber force in the
Middle East at this time, it was only possible to maintain
this heavy scale of attack by a system of second sorties.
Sixty-eight Wellingtons operated. Of these 15 aircraft
No.lifS Squadron and 10 aircraft of No, 108 Squadron made

21,50 hours to'23.45 hours
23.40 hours to 01,40 hours
01,35 hom-s to 03,00 hours

02.55 hours to 04.50 hours

01

No.205 Group
0.R,B,
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second sorties, so that together Tdth 12*. Fleet Air Arra
Albacores which fulfilled their invaluable role of

pathfinders’, there v^as a total of I07 effective sorties.
It was the most concentrated bombing seen up to that time
in the Middle East,

184 tons, representing approximately 26 tons of n.E, per
hour.

The weight of bombs dropped totalled

H.Q. Middle
East Table of

Operations
A.HcB,/lIJl/
31/1.

Good targets were found by the Wellingtons in the
RahiTian area, opposite the gap, but gradually the targets
thinned. Shortly before midnight, therefore, the
Wellingtons were smtched to an area round Ghaza.l Station
v/here an abimdance of targets was illuminated,
fires were claimed and eacli successive wave of bombers

Thirty

reported 20 burning at a time. Six extremely heavy
ejrplosions were caused which rocked aircraft ib.; to 8,000
feet,

from 3,000 to 8,500 feet,
at 4,500 feet, but decreased tov.’’ard3 davm.
received from the Wellin'':tons said that 23 fires were b;irning
including a large aiim'unition duap vdiich was 'malcing a good
display, ’ At the same time, in support of the groind attaclg
19 night-flying Hurricanes of 73 Squadron patrolled the

battle area, in a protective role over Eighth Army concentra

tions, and carried out intruder patrols over the enemy Stuka

base at Sidi Haneish, No enemy aircra.ft were seen.

The height from v/hich the Wellingtons bombed varied
The weather xias 7/l0ths cloud

The last report

No.205 Group
and Squadron
O.RoBo So

No.73 Squadron
0. E, B,

No.205 Group’s Night Bombing Dislocates the Enemy's
Goimunications - llight l/2 November

Tlie Afrika Korps repox-ted hea^/y bombing attacks through-
As aout the night over the ■v.hole of the Corps sector,

result of a particularly heavy attack on the Afrika Koips
Advanced Battle H.Q, about midnight, all telephone coinmuni-
cations broke dovm,(1)
ilfrika Korps War Diary,
The Go^^ns Gomnander ms kept informed of the situation by
Vi/ireless,

'J\xray Headquarters, ’ saj'^s the
issued orders for the iifrika KoipsI

However, some messages were subjected to long

,

I

I

delays owing to continuous interference caused by bombing
raids. This resulted, in Corps H,Q, sending out frequent

Tlie Coips■ requests for the divisions for information.
Gomiiiander was slightly wounded by a splinter. t

Tlie Yf.D.A.F, Fly One Thousand Sorties in Close Support of
Opera.tion Supe.rcharge -- Nj.ght 1/2 and Day 2 November

Between dusk 1 I'tovember and dusk 2 November the v/hole

of the available air strength was flun.g into the battle in
close support of the Army’s attack, at maxiirmi effort,
total bomb weight reached 352 tons - over 100 tons more than
for the first 24 hours of Operation 'Lightfoot',
totalled approximately one thousand, including the record
total of 233 sorties by the light bombers, 65I by fighters
and 107 by the medium bombers.

The

Sorties
•H.Q. Middle East
Table of Opera
tions. A.H.Bo/
IIJI/31/I ,

Hiorricanes were employed to provide fighter protection
over the anaoured forces in restricted areas at the point
of penetration.
\/as afforded the Eighth Array armoured spearhead throughout
the day, and a total of 239 Hurricane sorties was floTm,

A very high degree of fighter protection

(1) Six Ivellingtons of No,162 Squadron also carried out
+he jamming of eneiiy tanlc R/T together vdth bombing in
the battle area.
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T/ithout break, from dav/n to dusk. At no time ’,7ere the
enemy dive-bombers able to break through this protective
screen of Hurricanes, against v/hich the He.109's made
sporadic attacks. Only tv/o Btuka operatioiis wei’e organised
by the enemy. At 12.15 hours, 12 Hurricanes of
Ho, 238 Squadron and 12 of No, 33 Squadron patrolling the

northern sector intercepted 12 Ju,87's, v/ith 8 Me,109's as
escort. Aircraft of Ho, 238 Squadron engaged the Stukas,
probably destroying one for the loss of t\7o aircraft. At

16,30 hours, 12 Hurricanes of No, 1 S,A,A,P« Squadron and
12 of No, 213 Squadron were patrolling the northern sector

■vihien they encountered a pow'erful enemjy force of some 50 air
craft, of viiich 30 were Stukas, in the area of
Tell el Aqqaqir, The enemy dive-bombers were forced to
jettison their bombs on their own forv^ard tjositions and
five Ju,87's virere claimed as destroyed, without loss. In
the course of the day’s operations, the R,AePo claimed
seven Ju,87*s and one Me.109 for the loss of one Kittyhawk
and one Wellington, Enemy records reveal the loss of two
Ss,E, fighters, five dive bombers and one fighter bomber.

In addition to the patrols over the battle area by
Hurricanes, Spitfires of Nos, 601, 92 and 1A5 Squadrons
flew 113 Sorties on offensive sw^eeps, mainly over Ghazal
and Daba, to provide protection for the Royals v/ho, just
before dawn, had broken through the enemy lines and were
operating against their lines of communication in the rear.

Squadron 0,R,B,s
and A,3j.,H,Q0 oH,
Dailj'- Int. Sums.

A,H,B,6.

/

Targets for the light bombers were indifferent tlirough-
out the morning, but inqjroved during the afternoon when the
enemy armour concentrated for a counter attack.

'November has opened, says No, 3 S,A,A,P, Wing
'v/ith the Battle for Egypt at its hei^t.

I

0,Ro3

Everyone hopes and believes that it vn.ll be the last
battle for EgiJ'pt and continue to go, as hitherto, in
our favoTor,

The r-ews that the New Zealand Division had mads

a successful thrust on the night l/2 November enabling
our foi'ces by first light to res.ch the Sidi Abd el
Raliraan track, quickly reached the Wing Squadrons,
the Air Crews asked v/'as to be given sufficient oppor
tunity to turn the cracking enemy into a routed remnant.

All

- now'’ sliared by
Nos, 3 and 232 Yifings - hit hard, on 2 November when
233 sorties were made and more than I3OO x 250 lb,
bombs dropiaed on the enemy's armour and M,T. still
situated on the Westward side of the Rahman track in
the Northern sector.

The recognised ”shuttle service

So accurate and effective was

No, 3 S.A.A.P,
Yfing War Dia.'y,

the bombing - and so rapid the communication bety/een
our fcrv'/ard ijositions and Air Support Control  - that
on one occasion even before 3 Wing's bombers had
landed, a flash signal cams through tha.t as a result of
that raid 200 enemy ’broops had immediately surrendered. '

This entry v/as confirmed by a message from X Corps to IJasin
Eiglith Array that 'at 15.3A hours the 1st Armoured Division
reported that the last bombing raid ira.s eirfcremely effective
and 200 of the eneny sxirx-endered.
carried out by I8 Bostons of No. 12
bombing in the vicinity of Tell el Aqqaqir and. dropped
72 X 250 lb, bombs.

1 This particular raid w
kJ o

an
A,A,F, vvho v;ere

Jiain Eig^ith
isray War Diary.
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Rp-'Tgnel Deoision to Retreat to a New Line at F^.ilca -

2 I'ToveAncei’

IXtring the night l/2 liovsnfoer, when Operation
'Supeicliaige' i<ras la-undied, 151st and 152nd Itifantry Erigaden
attaclced on the laain frontage under conmand of 2nd Wevf

Zealand Division, to clear a way tlirough minefields for
tarf:s.

the south of the mai.n eneniy concentrations and at the

vrealcest point, at the junction between the Geraans e.nd the
Italians,

The area chosen for this renewed offensive \7as to

Delay was experienced omng to the strength of
The delay pi'oved costly to the Eigiiththe eneiry defence.

Army for at dawn the 5th Armoured Brigade found itself
under the muzzles of a powerful screen of anti-tanlc guns,
on the Raliman track and during the day suffered over
cent casualties in v/hat has been called the battle of TgLj.

el Aqqaqir which was the largest clash of armoured fo.raatio
in the battle.

ner

However, the 9th Armoured Brigade heJ.d i.t
Hist, (3)
(Crusader) 5
C,S,/l689, C,-
in-G,'s Despatch
and 'El Alamein

ground tenaciously, inflicting in turn hea\y losses on the

enemj'', and managed to hold open the end of the salient
1st Armoured Division to emerge,(1)

lor

to the Sangro,
!

This was to prove the decisive action of the battle of
Our amour r/as betv/een the v/eakened 1 pth Panzer’El Alamein,

Division and the 90th Light Division, in the north, and
21st Panzer Division to the south,

taking the only action possible in the form of vicious
armoured and infantry counter attacks in 'vdiich he lost

heavily,
became inevitable,

Afrika Korps fought as a Corps on Egyptian soil,(2)

Trie enemy reacted b

In the face of such crippling losses a mthdr

tne

y

awal
It was the last action in which the

Per the first time in North ilfrica, the Afrika Kerps had

found its tanlcs out-arraoured and out-gunned. It \Tas a

(l ) No enemy counter-attacks developed until coripo-ratively
late on 2 November mainly due to the chaotic state of tlie

enemy communications covered by the previous night's
bombing,

(2 Nov.)
(2) 'It v/as now extremely difficult to obtain any clear pic

ture of the situation, as all our communication lines
had been shot to pieces and most of our vdreless
channels v/ere being janraed by the enemy. Complete
cliaos existed at many points on the front.

The 21st and 15th Panzer Divisions - those parts
of them that were not a3.rea.dy committed in the front -

were now put in from the north and south respectively
to pinch out the eneny wedge. Violent tanlc fightl
followed. The British air force and artillery

hammered away at our troops without let-up,
an hour, at about mid-day, seven formations
•’D bombers, unloaded their bombs on my troops,
and moi-e of our 88-im, guns, which were our only really
effective weapons against the hea^y British tanlcs, were

going out of action, A].tIiough every air probection
A, A., gun T/ithin reach had been brought up to the front,
we still had only 24 of these guns available for use
that day. Soon, almost all our mobile forces were
committed in the front, Y/e had ali-eady squeezed every

possible reinforcement out of the administrative units,
yet our figlrking strength was now only a third of wh;
it had been at the start of the battle.

Papers,

TT

•o

Inside

each of

HorsI

X 4

'The Roirmelt

'  i ̂
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cor'plete reversal of the situation v/hioh had largely led to

the Zllghth Army's defeat at Gazala, five months before^

’The tarjks that had made the penetration, * the
D.A.Ko Yfer Diary Records, 'were almost exclusively hea^/y
tanics of American construction, including a type not
previously encountered, heavily armoured and armed.
These tanlrs v/ere superior to the German models, as
they could engage then successfully from a range of
more than 1,000 metres.'

By 17o30 hours, according to a report given to Rommel
by the Afrika Koips Comiiiander, the Afrika Korps had only 35
tanlcs left v/hich vrould give the Eightli Army, it was estimated,
a four to one superiority in tanlcs on the following day.
'The front,' continued the report, 'is very thinly held and
in a further attack v/ould be unable to withstand the power
of the enemy's artillery and the number of his tanlcs.'
Rommel then issued orders for vdthdrav/al: (1 )

' (a) The situation corr^^els the Army to retreat slowly,
in stages, to a new line,

(b) The Afrika ICorps mil v/ithdravm. on a broad fi-ont...„

(c) The present positions are to be held as long as
possible, so as to enable infantry and service ti'oops
to withdraw. Even after the Tlthdra¥ra.l rearguards are

to remain behind and continue to fight. On 3 November,
the withdraival is not to extend beyond the 850 North -

South grid line east of El Daba

(d) The policy is for non-motorised troops to be trans
ported by motorised troops,
left behind,

be brought back to more favourable positions.
Till move off first on account of their poor performance
in battle.

O O (^ o

No German soldier is to be

As many operational troops as possible to
Italians

Afrika Korps
War Diary ©

(e) Preparations for mobile operations to be carried out
in retreat. The C.-in-C. mentions Geirnan superiority in
operations of this type.'

By dusk on 2 November, thei'efGre,the inescapohle fact
had been forced on Rommel that, for the second time within
two months, his Panzer Arrpy had been most decisively beaten.
This decision to vlthdraw his shattered forces to  a new line

at Eulca Tvas the 'v/riting on the wall'. It \yas virtually the
end of the battle of El Alanein -which must lead inevitabl,^^
to the final surrei'ider of the Ad’rika Ko.):ps, since the ccmi'voys
for Operation 'Torch' for the invasion of Prench North West

(l) 'The British now (2 November) had y/nat amounted to com
plete conmand of the air and sea up to a point beyond
Tobrulc, and were repeatedly attacking the town and har"-
bom- from the air. Several ships had been s'unlc in the
harbour in the past few days. Due to our increased
movement, the petrol situation was also becoming
critical again. And we still had the heaviest fighting
in front of us. That evening it becaiiie clear that -;,he
British were concentrating their second-line armom- at
their point of penetration. So our final destruction
was upon us. The iifrika Korps had only 35 serviceable
tanJcs left.' 'The Rommel Papers,'
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For all conoernsd,Africa were already on the high seaso
it ivas the climtix of much hard and often hitter caiiipaigningu

Bearing in mind Eonmel's victorious offensive at Gazala^
followed by the spectacular fall of Tobrilc and the rapid
advance into Egypt, the overv/iielming defeat of the German-

Italian Panzer Army at El Alamein constituted one of the

most remarkable reversals of fortune of military historyo

In General Ritter von Thoma's view, 'Roimel had gone
on leave to Germany with the intention of getting another
conTiiand. to avoid returning to Africa, as he expected a

British attack and icnew he could not hold it. To protect
himself against censure, when defeat came, he had left
express instructions mth Sturarae, Rommel, hovrever, was
sent back and since his return has shown himself to be very

rattled. His bearing is nervous and his commands
indecisive,* However, Rommel’s health had undoubtedly
suffered -under the strain of the battle, esp)ecially in the

last phase, when he launched such costly co-unter attacks, for
the relief of the 125th Panzer Grenadiers and showed little

of his former brilliance as a tactician, Rommel himself

had said, *I kne?/ that there T/ere no more laurels to be

earned in North Africa, for I had learnt from reports of my
officers that supplies there had fallen far short of the
■minimum demands which I had made, *

Eighth Army
Intelligence
Suirmary,

The Enemy Air and Supply Situation - 2 November

Tlie eneiTy reported that almost continuous day-and-nj-ght
air attacks had been resumed against 'the hard-pressed troops
in the northern sector* on 2 November,

strength T<as used by their oyjii air forces in support of
their troops, but they were far too weak to give any effec
tive relief to the grouid forces *who were suffering
severely -under the great British air superiority, *

The enemy’s reserves of petrol and airmi-mition had
again become seriously depleted,
of petrol had been floY/n over to Tobrulc on 2 November, the
increased dernand for the defensive battle liad decreased the
supply in the formrand areas to 1,7 units,
had arrived in Tobrulc Yd.th 190 tons of amm-unition, but the
Brioni carrying 100 tons of aimm-'anition in short supply, had
been sunlc,
ai-maunition had been about A50 tons.

All the available

Althougii 268 cubic metres

Three destroyers

On the other hand, the clay’s expenditure of

’All things taken into consideration,' says the official
German Y/ar Narrative,
desperate 10-day struggle against an eneny superior on land
and in the air, the Army Y^as in no condition to prevent a
further attemp-t at brealcing through,
Pul^a position was therefore unavoidable, as all the mine
fields and fortifications in the northern sector of the
Alai-nein front had been lost, and the country between the
telegraph track and El Daba \fa.s not suitable for the con
struction of a firm line,
decided to begin all preparations to YdthdraYf sloYdy, fight
ing all the Yra.y, before the enemy pressure, fixim 3 No-vember
In the course of his gradual fighting v/ithdraY/al Yresti-Yards,
Army intended to occupy the Pulca positions
all the available convoy space, the iirfantry units Y/ere to
be taken back first and put in the n&ff positions,
mobile formations had the task of hold.ing up the enemy
advance as long as possible by a delaying action and thus
gain tune to improve the Euka positions
in this decision the only possibility of saving the Army
from immediate destruction and thus of holding the African

’it had to be adjnitted tliat, after a

A Y/ithdraYYal to the

The Army Commander therefore

a tt o

By employing

The

Army H,Q saw• • a eOfficial German
¥ar Narra-vive

A,L, 7^f3.
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An, orderl3' fid.thdra-'ira.l o.f the eix Italian and
and brigades vo-!.u.d no

battle fronts
ti-TO C-e-rman non-motcrised di.visi0.n3

A largelonger be po.se..ible bec3.use of the shorta.gs of IvL'Ts
part of these forir«ations Y/ould in all probability fall xnto

But even the raobilethe hands of the fully-motorised enemy
formations were so heavily coimitted that only a part of them

could disengage from the eneiTij'',
of the amiiiunition supplies were in the forward areaSj wherea.s

there was no ammunition supply worth mentioning in the rear

The scanty petrol suxoply y/culd not permit a ?/ith~
The Army, v/ith only one

*

In addition, the majority

areas®

dravra.1 over any long distances,
I'oad at its disposal, would certainly be attacked by day and
night by the R„A.Fo In siich a case, despite the troops'
heroic resistance and excellent morale, the gradual destruc

tion of a large pax-t of the Army was to be expected® 
‘

The Heavy Yfeight of Wight-Bombing Attack Continued -

Mi^it 2/3 Novembe.r

The air policy for the night-bombing of the battle area

on the night of 2/3 November r/as based on an Ei^/ch Army
rejport that there were ’no enemy tanlcs east of the Rahman

A request v^as made that 'the maximum bomber effort'track'e
Cabirxt Office

Narrative.

should be maintained on the Germans in the north throughout
the night and the 'maximum bombing effort to be available

In continuation of the policy ofto-morrow' 3 November,

non-stop day-and-night bombing in the battle area, all

available No, 205 Group Rellingtons were concentrated in

direct support of the Eighth A_rrny, the Vfellingtons attacking
from 21.20 hours to 05.00 hours, whilst P.A.A. Albacores
illuminated the target between 21.15 hours and 05.00 hours.

Noo 205 Group
O.R.B.

A total of 68 Wellingtons of all squadrons operated
which, with 24 aircraft making double sorties and  a fiirther
11 made by the Albacores, amounted to a total of
104 sorties. Attacks were mainly concentrated on vehicles
and tanks to the east and west of Ghazal Station, On the

whole, targets were found to be more dispersed than on the
previous night. Rive direct hits on vehicles were claimed
and 30 fires were started, some of v/hich were very large®
Unfortunately one of the best concentrations of enemy M,T,
was located in the extreme north, between the road and the

coast, when most of t,he 'Wellingtons had dropped their bombs,
A total of 156 tons of bombs was dropped.

In order to interfere with the transportation of petrol
by air to North Africa, the heavy bombers of No, 205 Group,
co.nq-i'ising
of No. 462 Squadron bombed dispersed aircraft at Haleme,
starting one very large fire vdiich could be seen fro,m
t|.0 miles away, together v/ith a number of smaller ones.

Throughout the night, 12 Hurricanes of No. 73 Squa.dron
carried out protection pjatrols in the battle area while a
further 12 Hurricanes of No, 12? Squadron began first-light

the northern sector and carried
There v/ere no incidents reported as

8 Liberators of No. I60 Squadron and 10 Halifaxes

patrols at 05»40 hours over
on vmtil 07«10 hours,

Nos., 73 127
.ad:..ons

OjRsBcSo

a result of any of these patrols.

■Tlie Peak Air Effort of the Battle of El Alamein Readied on
3 November

The first bombing raids on 3 November were carried out
in the Rahman area soon after dawn whilst fires from the
night bombing were still burning, ]?irst up at O5o55 hours
v'/ere four Kittybombers of No, 2 S.A.AoP, Squadron bombing
enemy M*T, on the Rahman Track to the east of Q.aret el Abd.,
in the central sector. At imeh the same time, seven
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Kittybonibers of Noc 3 RoAoAoF* were airborne and bombing
Mo To well beliind the eneiqy’s front line, in the northern

sector* By 06o47 hours, 18 Bostons of No*24 SoAoAoP* had
left for a rendezvous with their escort to bomb a pre
selected AroQT target to the north east of Tell el Aqqaqir.
Tliey dropped 72 x 25O lb* bombs on M*To and tents, scoring
direct liits and near misses, and starting two good fireso
This early start heralded the beginning of the heaviest

;  close-support bombing ever seen" in North Africa* On

HoQo Middle East i 3 November, 192 tons of bombs were dropped in direct si:qpport
of the land battle, witli a further 16 tons of landing-grounds,
and between dusk on 2 November and dusk on 3 November the

total reached the peak figure of 3^4 tons* During this
same period 772 fighter, 272 light bomber and IO4 medium
bomber sorties were flown, maldng a total of over 1,100
which again was a peak figure for the cair5)aigno

Air operations on 3 November are of exceptional
interest for the my in v/hich they demonstrate the flexibi

lity of air power* (1) Throxogliout the morning, the whole
weight of the air effort was concentrated on targets in the

battle area - •mainly on the Rahman track and to the west of

Tell el Aqqaqir* about mid-day, hovrever, evidence had

accumulated tiiat the eneiqy ms rdthdrawing* At 12*30 hours,
a message ms circulated from A*AoHoQ*¥*Do to Nos* 211 and

212 Groups and Nos* 3 S*A*AoPo and 232 Wings that all avail.abls
aircraft were to be switched to the attack of moving M* T*

which had been reported as being closely packed on the main

road in the Daba area* Then, by 15o00 hours, -phen No*243
Wing in turn reported «he tliinning out of enemy traffic on

the main road, but that "^the volume of traffic on the desert
tracks north ¥/est to Daba was veiy heavy,* the 0* G» No* 212
Group made a request to AoA*HcQoT/#Do to switch attacks, and

this was granted by SiAcSoO* Finally, at 18*40 hours that
evening, a warning order was circulated to No* 211 Grot;p and
Yfings for Operation * Buster, * the plan for the pursuit*

There is an undercurrent of enthusiasm and excitement,

running through the Squadfon 0*R«B*s for this momentous

No* 3 SoAoAoF*

Wing 0*RoB.

Table of Opera
tions* A*H*Bo/
IIj/31/1 and
Ao AoH»Q*W*Do
Daily Int* Sums*

A* Ac Ho Qo W*D*
War Diary*'

(1) *At nine in the moiming (3 November I drove east along
the coast road as far as Forward H*Qo Large numbers of

vehicles, mainly Italian, were jammed up on the road,
but suiprisingly there were no Bidtish figihter«bomb;-:2*s
about* At about 10*00 hours, General von Thoma and
Colonel Bayerlein reported that the British were lying
in a semicircle in front of the Afrika Kozps, Yiiu.ch
still possessed 30 serviceable taiaks* The British
were malcLiig only probing and local attacks and appear*ed
to be reorganising and supplying their formations* CCiie

moment seemed propitious, and I gave orders for part of
the Italian foimations to march off* Despite our
frequent reminders, the vehicles promised by Barbaesstti
had still not arrived, and so the Italians had to marcha
Dense columns of vehicles v/ere already streaming west
wards* The Italian infantry marched off and soon the
road was full of traffic* But the British soon spotted
our move and attacked the coast road with about 200

fightef-bombers* Their bomber squadrons were also
extremely active that day* The Afrika Korps vra.s
attacked no less than eleven times during the morning
by strong forjo^ations of bonobers* At mid-day I retumsd
to my command post, only just escaping by some freintic
driving, a carpet of bombs laid by 18 British aircraft* 

^

* The Rommel Pai')ers * *
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day’s operations, Ydien the eneny’s resistance mis finally
seen to crack and their retreat Tfjest-ward, out of Egypt,
began. The scale of effort ms truly astonishing, coining
as it did. after a period of intensive air operations 'Sidiich
had begun as far back as 19 October. mid-day, \^en the

SKltoh to targets on the coast road had begun, figh'ters had
flown over 300 sorties and 220 bombing attacks had been

made by light and fighter bombers, in the course of which
700 X 250 lb. and 68 x 500 lb. bombs had been drojped. Jlrom mid
day mtil dusk nearly 500 more sorties were flown. Within
a space of some four hours, 2^65 aircraft attacked the slow-
moving columns of M.T. along the main coast road, causing
a tremendous amount of damage, estimated at a total of some
300 vehicles destroyed or damaged. A total of 214 bombing
attacks were made by the li^t aind filter banbers, in the
course of vMch IO6 tons of bombs were dropped. Low-level
attacks were made by a total of 250 fighters. In any one

hour, therefore, an average of 116 bombers and fighters were
operating over a strip of road not much more than 40 miles
inlength.(l)

H.Q. Middle East
Table of opera
tions. A.H.B./
1U1/31/1.

Ao A.H. Q.W.L.
War Diaiy.

At dusk maiy vehicles were still burning along the whole

length of road from Gliazal to 3?uka. Fighters also patzxjlled
over the road and prevented the eneny fighters from inter
fering with the attacking aircraft. The Desert Air PoiTce

suffered heavily in the course of these operations, losing
15 filters of iiiiiiioh 11 were Hurricanes, three Kittyhawks
and one a Spitfire,
attacking targets along the coast road.

These losses v/ere confined to aircraft

The day’s total
losses amounted to 24 aisroraft destroyed fighters of
“i^iiich 14 were Hurricanes) and 13 damaged (11 fighters and 7
of these Hurricanes). These were by far the heaviest
losses experienced by the field filter force since the early
days of Itommel’s offensive at Gazala TAien attempts were made
to disrupt the enemy advance by intensive lov/-level air
attack. The en©iy showed a loss of 10 aircraft of viiich

eight were fighters (five S.E. fi^iters, one T.E. fighter
and two long-range reconnaissance^ According to eneny
records three of these aircraft (two S.E. fighters and one
Fioseler Storch) v/ere badly damaged and were destroyed by
the Germans themselves, on a landing ground at Fuka, in
preparation for evacuation of the airfield.

A.H.B.6.

(1) ’In the evening (3 November) I sent Lieutenant Bemdt
off to the Fuehrer’s H.Q. He was to report tliat if
the Fuehrer’s order were upheld, the final destruction
of the German-Italian Amy would be a matter of days
only, and was to add that we had already suffered
immense harm becaiise of it. Later that night Bemdt
infomed me from Mersa Matruh that himdreds of low-

flying aircraft had attacked the densely crowded road,
packed with two lines of traffic, continuously from
nightfall at about 17« 00 hours until his arrival in
Mersa Matruh at 21.00 hours. The road was blocked at

maiy points by burning vehicles and vast traffic jams
had developed. In maiy cases drivers and men had
abandoned their vehicles and fled westwards on foot.

Abandoned tanks and vehicles stood at mary points on
the road.

The night of the 3 November also passed without
This was allany particular move from the British,

so much lost time for us, for we could meanwhile have
got the whole of our force back to Fuka - in all proba
bility vdth only small casmlties.
hope that the British commander would give us such a
chance.

I had not dared

And now it was passing unused. ’
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Retreating enemy transport caught by a salvo of bombs

along the road from Daba to Puka
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Blazing petrol bowsers after an attack by long
of the W.D.A.P.
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Eighth Army reports on the bombing in the morning v/ere
most enthusiastic and Woc233 V/ing recorded a message received
at base from the Army, tvo minutes before the attacking air
craft landed, ’Bombing best ever,
evening, at 18,25 hours. Air Support Control vrere able to
report that as a result of R.A,Po raids the main coast road
vra.s blocked at Daba and G-alal.

tmdertaken by Wellingtons of Ho,l62 Squadron (v/hich had been
used extensively for radio jamming throughout the battle) to
attack, the road on the Eiolca escarpment, betvreen the road and
the railway, v/ith the object of cratering the road,
attacks were carried out by Vfellingtons of this squadron

How far

Keep it up. That

A special operation v/as

Rive

and many direct hits v/ere observed on the road,

No, 223 Y/ing
0, R, B ■

A,A.Ii.Q.W.D.
Yfar Diary,

No,162

Squadron
0,R.B,

this inpecied the retreat of the enemy is not knoTm,
Returning aircraft reported that they had left 14 enemy
vehicles burning at the foot of the escaipment,
tion vra.s marred by the crash of one aircraft on take-off,
when performing a second sortie and the death of all the

The OJ3 era-

crew.

Enemy Air Activity on 3 November Slight

Enemy air activity on 3 November vra.s sliglit and it uould
apipear that they were already preparing for the evacuation
of their forward bases. Reconnaissance by Me,109 aircraft,
in tvros and. threes, was made in the early morning. There

v.^ere only two Stuica raids reported by the Eighth. Amiy, one
soon after daT-Ti and the other at 13,00 hours. The first

raid vdiich consisted of 20 Ju,87*s, escorted by 12 He,109
v/as intercepted by 1 2 Hurricanes of No,238 Squadron and

12 Ikirricanes of No,33 Squadron uhich vrere patrolling the
northern sector. The Stulcas were forced to jettison their

bombs on the eneniy positions and two vrere claimed as shot

down. The Stuica escort was again attacked by nine Spitfires
of No, 145 Squadron uiiich claimed one Stuica and one fii^ter
destroyed for the loss of tyro Spitfires, The second raid

y/as also intercepted, this time by Hurricanes of Nos, 80 and

127 Squadjronso It consisted of 30 Ju,87's, escorted by
20 Me,109's, Tlie dive bombers dived shallovj- and released

their bombs as No, 80 Squadcron attacked, while No, 127 Squadron
contained the escort. The li-urricanes paid heavily for the

interception, losing seven aircraft with five pilots missing,
Clahas were made of five Ju,87's and one Me,105 destroyed,
but enemy records do not confirm these figures. Pilots
reported that a nunber of the Stukas a/ere \vithout rear

gunners. During the intensive attacks on eneniy M, T, along
the main road, in the afternoon, formations of Me,109's
attenpted to break up the Desert Air Force fighter patrols,
but vdthout success.

s

No,80 Squadron
0.R,B.

i\,A. lI, Q,Y4D, .

Daily Int, Sums,

No. 6 Squadron ’Tanl:busters* Diven a Free Hand in the
Southern Sector

Another oiaeration of note T/as carried out by No, 6
Squadron Hurricane IID 'Tanicbusters',

f

Du.ring the night,' says the Squadron 0,R,B,,
’the G-en.ians began to retreat in earnest. At daybreak,
there was a noticeable thinning out all along the line,
and at midday the real rush started. The road suddenly
became packed with every kind of transport moving vast.
Every R,A„F, fighter was inrnediately put on to straffing
the road, I-iediuni (light) bombers intensified their
efforts, \,orking to a certain extent vdthout escort so

that the fighters could straffe. 6 Squadron asked
permission to join in but were refused, Hovrever, we

I

No, 6 Squadron
0,Ro B,
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T/ere given peri^iission to go himting in the southern
area for any kind of target of any description
No escort uas provided as no eneay fighters v/ere about.
Armour was not found, but it proved a good operation as

the score v/as 12 lorries, 3 semi-tracked vehicles and

1  transporter,
operation, a further six sorties ̂ /ere sent off
Eie score v/as very raucli worth while.
Special, 2 Mk. Ill, 1 Ai-IC, 1 Honey, 2 Crusaders and 17
lorries,*

• • • •

As a result of the success of this
• • • •

It vas 6 I-Ik. IV

No official reason can be found for the Yifestern Desert

Headquarters' refusal to permit No.6 Squadron to join in
the attacks on the coast road v/here it rrould have been,

thought that their particular training and armament would

have been of great advantage. Probably it was due to the

shortage of fighters for escort duties and also to the

vulnerability of these aircraft to light A.A., gunfire. As

has already been mentioned, this particular stretch of the

main road had already been protected by anti-aircraft gun
positions v/hich made lov/'-level attack extremely hazardous.

This squadron, which liad done some extremely valuable work

during the battle, was also refused permission to move
forward during the pursuit, resulting in considerable
criticism of A.AoH.Q.'d.D. policy.

The Fuehrer's 'Victory or Death' Message

In spite of the success of Operation 'Supercharge', the

main body of the Eighth Army's armoured strength in the

northern sector still remained hemmed in by mines and the

enemy's formiclable anti-tank screen, on 3 November,
the time being, the main ■vreight of the offensive was being
sustained by the air force,
full-scale enemy withdrawal ■westward was fully apparent by
the afternoon.

For

Hovrever, the beginning of a

This -v/as partictilarly so in the south,
where Hunassib was foimd to be unoccupied and the important
strong-point of Deir el Shein - around which there had been
such bitter fighting during the early days of the stabilisa
tion at El Alamein - was abandoned wdthout a strtiggle by
the enemy.

'About midday,' says the German Official bar
Narrative, 'whilst the front line situation was
generally quiet, the Amiy decided to begin the wlth-
drav/al of the non-inotorised German and Italian Infantry
to the Fulca positions,
was a deciding factor in this,
the required vehicles \/ere available, on the average;
a vdthdrawal vras therefore only possible by' bounds.

In the course of the af ternoon, (l) \/hen the w/ithdrawal
had already begun, Eom.iel received -vwhat later becaime to be
laiovm as the 'Victory or Death' message, frowi Adolf Hitler.
It TO S a typical Hitler docunent:

The great shortage of M,T.
Only one quarter of

I

Official German

War Narrative,

'The German people joins with me in following
with full confidence in your leadership and in the
bravery of the Gerian and Italian troops under yo-ur
command, the heroic defence in Egypt, In your present

(l) Time order reached Panzer Army H.Q, at about
13,30 hours, 3 November, 1912,
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siiTuation, nothing e3.se can he thought of but to hold

on, not to yield a steio, and to throve every vreapon and

Stronglo can be spared into the fight.every Yfarrxor

air reinforcenents vdll be given to the C.-in-C. South
Also the Dace and the Italian Sunreinevery soon,

Conmand mil do their ufcnost to provide you Y/ith the
means to carry on the struggle,
superiority, the enemy must have exliausted his strength.
It would not be the first time in history that the
stronger mil has triumphed over stronger enemy forces.
You can sIioyt your troops no other road but that to
victory or death,'(1 )

Desnite his numerical

Follovdng this message, all orders for mthdrawal v/ere
The vrest\yard moves of the rear-line and supply

troops were stopped by installing posts couTiianded by
officers along the road,
counter order v/as most disastrous,* says a report from the

Panzer Army’s Chief Supply Officer, and to it was attributed
the reason y/hy such vast stocks of important equipment and

supplies had to be either destroyed or abandoned,
formations vrere ordered to defend their positions to the
last,

done to ensure that the present battle should end
victoriously in full possession of the battlefield,
was a weal: capitulation to the Puelirer’s order, for the

harsh reality - already faced by him for some days - T/as

either precipitate retreat or else annihilation,
German-Italian Panzer Army liad already suffered 50 per cent
losses in tanlcs and men and it \/as in no condition to

resist further,

mention of the plain issue of defeat.

cancelled.

'The effect of this order and

All

Romnel demanded that 'everything possible should be

t It

The

His reiDly to the Fuehrer avoided any

■Pz, Gp. Afr.
Supply Reps.
AL 866,

'The Italian Divisions and 1 German Air Force Bde,
in the southern sector have been vri.thdra'wn during the
night 2-3 Hoveuiber behind the general line el Taqa -
Balj el Qattara - south of Deir el Murra to shorten the
line, Tliey have orders to defend it to the last.
The German divisions in the northern sector are engaged
in bitter fij^iting against a far superior enemy, and
are defending the Deir el Hi_trra - Sidi Abd el Pnlrran
area. All German forces that could be made s.va.ilable
by any means have already been placed in the front line.
So far the German infantry, tanlc and pioneer losses
anount to about 50 per cent, artillery about 40 per
cento Afrika Korps has at the moment 24 tanlcs avail'-"
able.(2) Littorio Armd, Div and Trieste Hot. Div, of
20 Italian Mot. Corps have been aPnost wiped out,
Ariete Amd. Div,, previously in the southern sector,
was brought up on the niglit 2-3 November and put in
position hmiediately adjoining Afrika Korps,

Ger-aan Official

¥ar Narrative,
AL 743.

’¥e are doing our utmost to remain in firm possession
of the battlefield.

(signed) Rommel, F„M, (

(1) 'Paradoxical though It may sound, it was the cusrxim at the Ris.’-.ror'a
H.Q. to subordinate military Interests to those of profaganda.
They were simply unable to bring thanselves to say to the Geriuan
people and the world at large that Alaraein iMd been lost, and
believed they could avert its fate by a 'Victory or Death' order.
Until this mordent v;e in Africa had always had complete freedom of
action. Tfie Rommel Papers. *

(2) Less than 10 per cent of the Gerran tanlc-strength in the
pre-battle line-up.

Now that was over. '
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The General Situation According to hneray Re-ports -

3 I'-Io''^eiu’bei’

The enemy air situation report, on 3 I'Toverober, T/as as
folloYra:

"The eneii'y air force heavily attacked the troops
Afrika Koips \7as bombarded 1 i timesdiiring the day,

during the morning by 18-20 bombers, and the area west
of El Daba 17 times in the afternoon by 18-20 bombers.
Moreover, during the afternoon the enemy fleY^ about
150 fighter-bomber sorties against the coast road
alone. I

An enemy note on the supply situation stated that there
consuimption units of petrol vith the

Tlae increased expenditure of
were only 1,7 to 1
troops and in Corps dumps,
aimnunition - on 2 Nove;.iber about 500 tons load been fired -

indicated that there •'.rould be furt'her sliortages on 4 Nox’-ember.

Because of the supply situation,' says the report, 'the
Fuehrer's order to hold the Alsmein line was questioned.'
Purthenaore, considerable destruction had been caused among
tlie supply coliiiiins by the British armoured, car units which

had broken through the enemy lines the previous day, caus
ing grave shortages of water and other supplies, particu].arly
in the southern sector.

Q
»^

I

The final eneny appreciation of the situation,
3 November v/as as follov/s;-

on

'¥e iiad succeeded on 2 November, by tlirowinp^ in
all our forces, in preventing the enemy from breaking;
tlrrough despite his superiority in men and saatei-ial,
and in patching up t.he front line,
he resuimed his attacks against the thin, partly gapped
line; only \d.th great difficulty and effort on the
part of oi,ur forces could these be beaten off,

the forces tliat could be made available by any means
were either already in the front line or on their v/ay
there, to obey the Fuelirer's own order by contending
possession of the battlefield to the last.

But on the 3i'd

All

Anny
ejqpected a coiatinuation of the enemy attack next day;
in Army's opinion, this must lead inevitably to a break
through and to the Army's destruction. To save the
Army fi-om this, the only possibility was to carry/- on a
mobile battle and to break off contact with the enemy,
in order to regain freedom of action, group its forces
and force the enemy to move liis artillery far'ther up.
The Army considered that a stubborn defence would
fail, for the following reasons

(a) lire enemy's great superiority, especially in
tanl:s (including 'bhe excellent latest American
pattern) and artilleryr,

(b) The continual hea-vy day and night bombing
attacks against ■'.iiich there rras no defence,
ovm i.ieagre air forces, v/hich very seldom put in
an appefirance, only'- added to the feeling of
inferior!tyo

The almost conrolete failure of the Italian

Our

(c)
troops,

(d) Our ovra heavy losses in ;:i.en and material on
account of the eneiiiy’s vast superiority in the
most modern weapons. '
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Heavy ¥ellin.n:ton and Albacore Attacks on the Coast Road -

i'TigJat 3A- November

sajrs a Gerraan rei:ort, 'the enemy
air force attacl.:ed troops, the coast road and. lancLing-grounds

continually.' All available Wellingtons and Albacores of

S.11 squadjTons of Foo205 Group carried on the attacks started

at mid-day 3 Noveniber on the enemy's columns along the coast

road, For although the orders for retreat had been cancelled,
the coast road vas carrying an abnormal juiiount of traffic.

According to one source, General von Thoma liad continued
•vdthdraTdng his troops uesti/ards during the night and RoiiMel

ttmied a blind eye. One of the main objects of the raids

V/3.S to deny passage to the retreating enemy ux^ the Fuka

escarpiiient,

A total of 103 sorties ms flovai by 68 Wellingtons.
The duration of the attack lasted for 10 hours (from 18,4-5
hours on 3 November to OA,2f5 hours on 4- November), There
were also 21 sorties made by Fleet Air Ann Albacores. A

total of .187 tons of bombs i/vas dropijed or nearly 19 tons an
hour for the duration of the attack. The fires started

were too numerous to mention in detail, especially as they,
becEune confused vd-th viiat pilots reported as 'vast masses

of fires' probably caused by the eneiry burning stores v^-hilst

evacuating liis positions between Daba and the battle area.

During the night.

'Rommel' by
Desmond Young,

In the early part of the attack, a particularly large
concentration of enemy vehicles vra.s located betv/een Daba and
the coast. Later on many fires were started in the vicinity
of Fulca, one being so large that all crewrs .reported it,
addition to bombing, many of the Wellingtons machine-gunned
vehicles and tents.

In

The only night0px>osition was slight,
No,205 Group
War Diary,

fighter seen was a Ju, 88 wliich made an misuccessful attack

There were a few heavy guns and someon a YiTellington,
searchlights between Daba and. LG, IO4 and other hea.vy A, A,

guns were active on LG,10A itself, together vd.th some seven

searchlights,
others crashed on talce-off,

One V/ellington failed to return and two
'This,' says the No,205 Group

report on the night's operations, 'was undoubtedly a highly
successful opera.tibn and a most useful contribution to the
Y/ar in the Desert as a whole. '

The Final Break Through at El Alamein - 4- November

During the night 3/4- November, the 51st Division
launched t.vo attacks T,.lth the intention of brealcing tlirough
the enemy's anti-tanlc guns^’creen .the first by  a battalion of

the 51 st Division on Tell el Ac|cxaqi.r and another by the
5 th Indian Infantry .Brigade to the Raiiman track,
penetration liad been made, the way would be clear for the

Eighth Army spearhead to move into the ox^en desert and so

outflanlc the stronger resistance to the north,
attacks were completely successful,
screen had been pushed back, so that it faced southeast,
covering the main road, Roixnd the end of it the armoured
divisions of X Corps now poured,
Australian Division captured 'Tlionx^son's Post,
extreme north,

an end.

Once the

Both

By dav/n, the enemy gun

At the same time the
f in the

The battle of El Alaiaein was virtually at

By dusk on 4- November, in spite of Hitler's

Hist, (b)
(Crusader) 5,
C,-in-C,'s

Despatch and
'El Alamein

to the Sangro, '

Victory or Death' message and Rommel's last minute reversal
I
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pulling out of Sgjpt as fast as heplans, the
could go.Cu
of enemy v/as

to the Fuehrer for Permission to RetreatRommel *s Request
>to a He\t Position Running South from Fuka.

t

During the morning of if November, the .Afrika Korps
reoorted that their front had been broken in several places.
In'" the afternoon, their Corps Coimnauder, General von Thoma,
vas taken prisoner ‘y-hile attempting, along v/ith the Corps
H.Q. Battle Group, to stop enemy tank forces from penetra
ting. The Corps H.Q. Battle Group y/as surrounded by
150 enemy tanks and almost vdped out. About 1i+.00 hi^s,
the Afrika Korps front v/as broken in many places and it imd
no more reserves available to seal off the breaches. i e

situation y/as such that there was a very .great danger that

the German trocps still fighting jji the northern sector 
-

the APrika Korps and the 90th Light Division - would be

coiTpletely cut off, for the Tdiole enemy line had begun to
collapse. Rommel therefore reported to the Fuehrer, 

as
follows

•In the last day or two, the enemy has broken
throu^ the main line in the northern sector on a
front 100 Ion. Y/ide and up to 15 In^i. deep, mth
ifOO-500 tanks and strong infantry forces and has
almost Taped out the troops holding the _ front
We are doing o\ir best to retain possession of the
battlefield. But our losses are so hi^ that there
can be no longer a connected front.

We cannot e^qject any reinforcements.
Italian troops have no more figh'tiiig ovdng to
the enemy’s vast ground and air superiority. Some
of the Italian infantry have been abandoning seciire
positions Tvithout orders,

I am.

to the last and not yielding a step,
that the English tactics of destroying one formacion
at a time by terrific concentrations of fire and
continued air attacks are turning against us and
T/asting av/ay more and more of our strengiih.

Also the

fully aT/are of the necessity for holding
■  But I think

on

(1) <So now It had come, the thing we had done everything In our povrer to
front broken and the fully mtorlsed enemy streaming Into our

We had to save what there
avoid - our

rear,

was to be saved,

had now assumed command of the Afrllca Korps again, I  Issued orders for the
retreat to be started Immediately, General von Thoraa had tried to prevent
the British break-tlirough with his Kampfstaffel and, as we heard later over
the British news service, had been taJcen prisoner after the destruction of
his force.

This decision could at least be the means of saving the motorised

part of the Panzer Array from destruction, although the array had already
lost so much as a result of the 2lrhour postponement of Its retreat -

Including practically the whole of its Infantry and large numbers of tanlcs,
vehicles and guns - that It was no longer In a position to offer effective
opposition to the British advance at any point. Orders for the retreat
went out at 15.30 hours, and the movement began Immediately.

There was now no chance of getting order Into our columns, for

nothing short of a quick retreat could save us from the British air
attadcs, which reached a climax that day. Anything that did not
Immediately reach the road and race off westwards was lost, for the enemy
followed us up over a v/lde front and overran everything that came In his
path.

Superior orders could no longer count.
After a preliminary talk with Colonel Bayerleln, who

Next morning - far too late - signals arrived from the Fuehrer and
the Commando Supremo (sic) authorising the vrithdrav®! of the ancy to the
Fuka position.' 'The Romiiiel Papers'.
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At the present tiaie, therefore, I see mobile mr-
fare in viiich the enemy has to fight for every foot of

ground as being the only possibility of stoppi^ the
enemy and preventing the loss of the North African
theatre, I ask for consent to carry this out.
this is granted, I intend to carry out a fighting
•withdrawal platoon by platoon to a new position running
south from Pulca. On this 70 Ion, line about 30 km, of
the southern sector are aLnost impassable to tanlcs in

any strength.

If

(Signed) Rommel, P.M. ’

At 15,30 hours on 1+ November, a vdthdrai^al to the Pialca

nositions, to escape the impending encirclement, vra.s ordered,
if Roni'nel considered the Pulca positions so favourable to

defence, it is difficult to understand xAj they had not
been prepared for occx;pation earlier, Ha'ving been defeated
so decisively on the natixrally strong positions at Alaimein,
where a vast and complex system of defences had been built

up during the previous four months, Rommel can have liad no
real hope of stabilising the shattered remains of his Panzer
An'ny on improvised defences, at Puica, especially as the
Germans alone had lost 200 of the 238 tanlcs 'V'/ith which they
had started the battle.

At 20.A5 hours, the Italian Supreme Coiaiiand radioed
tliat the Duce had given Romiel a free 1-iand to^ 'vdthdrav/
the am-iy platoon by platoon to the Piilca positions.* It

hot until 10.00 .hours the next day that a wireless
received from the Puelxrer appro-ving Rauimel's

was

message was

Pz. Arnvy Afrika
and Afrika Korps

Y/ar Diary,

decision.

*By dusk,* says the German report, *the formations
able to break contact 'with the enen'y were on their v/ay
westwards,

the enemy was Jamming many of the frequencies -
therefore lierdly any reports vrere corning in.
night it vras not yet ascertainable what German and
Italian strength had been able to vdthdraw, or Tdiere
the formations then v/ere .... After_breaking contact
with the enemy the Army carried out its retrfeat accord
ing to plan, despite continual heavy enemy air^attacks,
Tire enemy did not immediately follow up on a vd.de
front,* In a fuxther reference to the air situation,
the report says, *Enemy bombers carried out incessant
night raids, mainly on the coast road, causing delays
and considerable damage aaaong retreating convoys,'

Air Operations on the Last Day of the Battle - 4 November

Ydreless communications were difficult -
and

At mid-

Ronmael's change in plans, as a result of the Puelrrer's
orders to stand and fight at El Alamein v/as reflected in the

air operations for A November, Instead of the anticipated
stream of traffic westwards, tactical reconnaissance showed
little movement in the northern sector, although good
targets v/ere reported at Pulca,
trend, the reconnaissance aircraft encountered intense A,A,
g-unfire. Gvdng to the success of the attacks by long-
range fighters along the .coast road, the enemy had set ujj
'flak* posts there and instituted a system of fighter
patrols. The coast road was not merely an admirable target
for attack, but also for defence. Instead of aiming at the
attacking aircraft, the enemy's policy va.s to put up
curtain of fire thi:ougl-i v/hich the attacking aircraft had to

Out of some 60 Hurricanes and Kittyhawks which

SyPi-ptomatic of another

a

No.208

Squadroxi
0. R, B.

Afrika Korps
ViTar Diary.

A,A.H.Q,y/.D.

Daily Int,
Sums.
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far as Pulca, 11 were shot doftti, either by A.Ao girafire, or
The enemy were resourceful evenelse by enemy figliters,

in defeat.

the best targets were found at Fuka.In the morning,
crossing, rfaere fighter-bomber attacks destroyed or daiiiaged
a number of enemy M.T, A davjn raid by six Hurricanes of

No.l SquadJTon (S,A.A.F. ) and 12 of No. 33 Squadron was

particularly successful and over 20 vehicles v/ere damaged,
including a staff car and a trailer. These aircraft also

machine-gunned tents and Breda posts, a M/T van and a
Pieseler Storclu Tliere were four pilots missing from this

Light Bomber
Operational
Summary.

operation.

Over 100 light bombers assisted in the bombing of
eneiry transport along the main road and dropped 474 x 250 lb.

One raid by 12 Baltiiiiores of No, 223 Squadron andbombs,

six B,25's of No,434 Squadron v/as considered to have been

of the most successful raids by light bombers since the

beginning of the battle,
misses were observed and, as the formation left the target.

By mid-day, however, targets

one

Pour direct hits and over 30 near

numerous fires could be seen,

along the main road had thinned to such an extent that they
longer considered suitable for light bombers which

were then svidtched over to attack Army targets in the

A total of 75 Bostons, Baltimores and

were no

Northern sector,

B,25's scored many direct hits on vehicles and tents in this

Meanviiile, fighter bombers maintained their pressure
They carried out a total of 208 attacks

area,

on the main road,

H,Q, Middle East
Table of Cpera-
tions. A.H.B,/
IIJl/31/1. throughout the day, which v/as a pealc figure for filter-

bomber activity.

In the course of one of the fighter bomber raids by 12

Tomaliawks of No.5 Squadron (S.A.A.P, ) and eight Kittyha-svks
of No.4 Squadron (SoAcA.P.), the bombers v/ere instructed to
jettison their bombs and intercept the Stulcas which v/ere

operating to the north of Tell el Aqqaqir, Hiey engaged
a force of 15 Ju.87's, v/ith Me.lOq and Me,202 escort,
claiming two Ju. 87' s and one Me, 109 shot down for the loss

of one Ivittyhawk,
out by the enerny on 4 November,
activity v/as confined to liarassing attacks against our air

craft operating in the northern sector, along the coast
road, Pighters and light bombers of the W,D,A,P, betv/een
thei« carried out some 700 sorties losing 11 fighters of viiich

eight were Hurricanes, Claims were made of six Me, 109^3^
tv/o Mc,202's,' one Ju,88 and one Pieseler Storch destroyed.
According to enemy records they lost 17 aircraft of which

14 were S.E. fighters. Some of these aircraft were
destroyed by the enemy before evacuating their advanced air
base at Pulca,

It v/as the last d.ay of the battle of El Alamein,
niglit H,Q, 205 Group made no mention of ’eneiTiy concentrations
in the battle area’ v/nich had been the prhuary target for 12

nights for the medium bomber force,
ing westwards along the coast road,’ the briefing said, and
the task set the bombers was 'to destroy by bombing tanks
and M.T. on the road,' A total of 90 aircraft operated

that night, carrying on vdth the destruction along the coast
road as far v/est as the beaches at Pul^a, (1) The pursuit

This was the only Stul<a attack carried
Tlie main enemy air

Tliat

Tlie enemy is retreat-

H.Q, Middle East
Table of Opera
tions, A.H.B./
IIJI/3I/I.

A# H» Ba 6
Records.

(1) 'On the night of the it November, the amy retreated to Fuka,
was made over a broad front, mainly through the open desert, as the coast
road was continually bathed In the brilliant liglit of British flares and
under non-stop R.A, F. attack, •

The moveme

*The Romnel Papers. <

nt
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Pour days later Operation ’Torch' - the Alliedhad begun,
landings in Prench Worth-vfest Africa took place.
4 November, General Alexander sent the folloTi/ing personal
message to the Prime Minister:

On

'After 12 days of heavy and violent fighting,
Eighth Army has iiii'licted a severe defeat on the
enemy's German and Italian forces under Eonrnel's
conmand. in Egypt.
British armoured forces in strength liave passed
through and are operating in the enemy's rear areas.
Such portions of the eneny's forces as can get avay
are in full retreat and are being harassed by our
arrnoured and mobile forces and by our air forces.
Other enemy divisions are still in position and
endeavouring to stave off def’eat, and these are likely
to be surrounded and cut off.

The enemy's front has broken and

Tlie R.A.P. has tlaroughout given superb support to
the land battle and are bombing the enemy's retreating
columns incessantly.

I
Pi^iting continues.

Some Eneiry Comments on the Battle of El Alanein

Field Marshal Rommel's ovm. consents on the battle
of El Alanein are contained in the so-called

'Romnel Papers'.

'Me had lost the decisive battle of the

African cuipaign,' he -vsrote,
because the defeat resulted in the loss of the

major part of our infantry and of oirr motorised
forces.

It was decisive

Tlie consequences defied estimation• • • •

With all rqy exiyerience, I can confess to only
one mistake - that I did not circunvent the 'Victory
or Death' order 21+ hours earlier or did not disregard

it altogether,
infantry, would in all probability have been saved in
a more or less battleworthy condition.

Tlien the arry, together v/ith all its

• « •

In future, the battle on the ground ¥idll be
This mil decidepreceded by the battle in the air,

\?ho ’Will liave to suffer under the operational and
tactical disadvantages detailed above and who will,
therefore, from the start be forced into tactical
conpromise• • • •

As a result of the British command of the air and

hence of the sea in the Central Mediterranean, and of

other reasons detailed else’where, the army's supplies
vrere hardly sufficient to enable it to eke out a bare
existence even on quiet days,
question to thinlc of building up stocks for a defensive
battle,

able to the British far exceeded our worst fears.

Never before in any theatre of war had such a concentra
tion of heavy tanlcs, bombers and artillery 'vvith
inexliaustible supplies of ammunition been engaged on

so short a front as El Alamein,

It was out of the

Tlie quantities of material ’which were avail-

The British Coiiimand of the air was coirplete.
There were days when the Br:i.tish flev/ 800 bomber sorties

and 2500 sorties of fighters, fighter-bombers and low-
flying aircraft,

SECRET
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most fly 60 dive-bomber and 100 fighter sorties.
This number moreover became continually smaller•  • « •

The methods used by the British Command for the
destruction of niy forces vrere a result of their over-
wheli'fling superiority, Tliey consisted of the follomng:-

(a) Highly concentrated artillery fire,

(b) Continuous bombing attacks by powerful bomber
forces.

(c) Locally liinited attacks, which were carried
through with lavish use of material and v/hich
revealed an extremely high state of training
entirely suited to the conditions

Rommel’s estimate that on certain days a combined total
of some 3,300 sorties was flown by British aircraft in

support of the Eighth Army is, of course, a co::iS3.derable
over-estimate,

correct approximation,
of the impression V/.D.A.F, air sig)eriority in the battle
area had over the enemy.

In Part I of his ’The V/ar in the Mediterranean’,
Field Marshal Kesselring ejqjresses some interesting viev/s
on the Battle of El Alainein,

was a study ‘F/ritten for the United States Historical
Division in May 1 948 and it is important to bear in mind

that, at the time Kesselring YWote this study, he had no
documents to help Mm and for part of the time he was with

out maps.

I
• • e •

One third of tliat figure vrould be a more
Nevertheless, it is an indication

’The War in the Mediterranean’

’As a preliminary to the landing in Africa, the
major attack on the El Alamein position cornmenced on

23 October 1942.

Goering in Naples I received a wireless report on the
attack and the heroic death of the Commander-in-Chief,
General Stiawne,

ditiire of ammunition unprecendented in AiTrica and for

the first tirae with exceedingly strong air forces,
Tlie dense minefields. Devil’s Gardens and other
obstacles were coirpletely neutralised by this barrage

Tliere are just a few general points about tMs
phase -vvliich I mj'-self only experienced on short visits:

After I liad obtained a clear picture of the
R.A.F, effort and its effect on material and morale, I

gave iny in^jressions in a T/ireless telegram to the
C,-in-G, Luftv^affe and O.K.W,, adding in conclusion:

For the first time the R.A.F. has appeared in
sufficient strength to be a decisive factor in the
battle,

of the stepping up of Allied air activity viiich we
must expect,
near future by the enemy air forces, now is our very
last chance to make a coitparable Increase in strength.

In the middle of uy conference with

The battle was v/aged with an expen-

But this is probably only the initial phase

If we do not want to be smashed in the

By then I was convinced that the Allies were too
far aliead to be overtaken, unless we had for a long
time been vrorking in the same direction,
this again to Goering on his visit to Italy,
insisted on the uirgency of sending fighter aircraft,
knowingly stressing that all other types of aircraft

I enphasis
I

ed
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could be neglected. Until supremacy in the air had
been secured, bombers should only be used in experi-
mental formations. Tomrds the end of November 942  U j
Eoimiel fleY/ to Headquarters to discuss the position
vdth Hitler. At the time I knew nothing about the
visit nor its object, Hie first I heard of it was

I received orders to meet Goering and Rommel at
At the saime time I heard that

\Aien

Rome railway station.
Rommel had made a bad impression of dejectecbiess on
Hitler, and on this account Goering v<as said to be
bringing him to Italy in his comaand train in order to
have"a good influence on him during the journey. I
nyself noticed Rommel’s tired demeanour; he looked
almost more in need of a rest than he did before he
Y/ent on leave.

Goering and I were convinced that Rommel in this
state was not able to do viiat Y/as expected of him and

Yiiat the difficult situation required,
Iready retreating to Tunis and thence to the Alps.

I knew Rommel and ImeiY that in the face of a partial
setback he regarded the Y/hole battle, indeed the cam
paign, as lost, but that a success could once more
inspire in him tliat vigorous leadership. I Y/as
hoping that Rommel, once more on African soil, Yrould
be seized by the atmosphere of the front there ̂ d
Y/ould inspire and lead his men in his old audacious
style; Besides, there Y/as no one there to replace
him. On top of the Y/orry of the African front I had
for some weeks past to bear the daily increasing
pressixre prior to the Allied invasion.

His thoioghts

were aThe ¥/ar in the

Mediterranean

Part I by P/4'1
Kesselring
Trans. No,

AEB6/VII/104

As the decision for the El Alamein position Y/as

developing, I Y/anted to visit Rommel once more to
discuss, the position with liim, OYing to engine
trouble on the flight to El Baba I YYas compelled to
land in Crete,

Africa, I was requested to go to Rome at once,
situation had deteriorated visibly. Roimmel had
decided to retreat and had YithdraYm his riglit flank
from the commanding Quattara position. Hitler, Y/hen
informed of this, forbade any idea of a retreat and
ordered, in no uncertain xmanner, the present position
to be held. He also appealed to Rommel's honomir and
censured the \ithdraml as comrdly running away,
Rommel considered this order slanderous and binding.
The Ydiole hm-y should face the enemy again and he
wanted to join in the fighting as a riflexman, I
explained to him that such action Y/as completely out
of the question and that such a step vrould mean the
end of the German Army in Africa and would lead to the

eventioal loss of Tripolitania,
Puelirer was working on a Tinrong assuiption since his

troops v/ere no longer in the positions but in the open
desert and that the order could therefore not be

He and I immediately sent urgent

'When I landed early next morning in
The

I told him that the

countermanded,

signals to OKv/ asking for a free hand, and this Yas
granted in a reply received the saime afternoon _
This vra.s the foxmdation of the fighting retreat from

Egypt, which produced scenes unparalleled in the
history of ¥ar, such as the retreat of Ramcke's

• • • •

(1) Kesseli’ing appears to have confused the tYro visits
miade to Germany by Rommel, one in September and the
other in Noveimber 1942.
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Division (Bri'-.ade), friend and foe marching along one
road, mixed up togetlier.
the E.A.I'. nas not sufficiently trained to bomb a
retreating eneE^r out of existence,
chances to do this, especially at Ilalfaya Pass, *

Kesselring's allusion to the R,A,P.*s failure 'to bomb
a retreating eneiry out of existence* as being due to a

lack of training,is an oversiiinplification of a most complex
problem,
Luftv/affe' s OT.n failure at the time of the kighth ibrmy's
retreat frora G-azala and, conversely, the Axis air forces'
inability to stop the Eighth Array during the pursuit.
These matters are dealt Tdth in the next Section of the

Narrative,

It was fortunate for u,s tha

They had many

It is comparable in some respects to the

t

Purther light on the battle of El Ala:nein, frora the
air point of viev/, \ia.s tlirovm by General Patter von Thoma,
Commander of the Afrilca Korps, in the course of an interro

gation, The General, it mil be remembered, was captured
on the last day of the battle. According to this interro
gation he professed corarplete ignorance of all teclinical
inatters and details of organisation both in regard to the

G,A,P. and the E,A,P., but he \ms quite willing to give his
views on those questions -vAiich related to general strateg7,
tactics and oj>erational results,

(1)Q, why did the G.A.P, disperse its bombing effort
in the Mediterranean, instead of concentrating
all possible effort on Suez and the destruction
of arriving British convoys, has this general
policy detenained by Ivesselring alone, or was
it greatly influenced by Rommel?

(1)A, Air policy in Africa was never influenced by
Roninel but v/as laid doTOi entirely by Kesselring

vdio did not, however, have a free hand, as
decisions of major strategy v/ere alvinys subject
to approval or disapproval by the 'political
gentiemen', i,e, the Italians, Mussolini
himself constantly claiaouned for more air
effort in direct support of Libyan forces, and
this for home political reasons,

(2)Q, Tfliat did the Germans thinlc about the R.A,P,
in the Alaniein battle?

I

We i.ere impressed by the great superiority of
your forces. Only a few days before the
battle, I had a telephone conversation \idth
Kesselring who asked me for my opinion about
the work of the Luftv,/affe. I told IxLra that

I felt that our chaps vrere so ouvnujiib ered by
the English that they seemed to be reduced to
a purely defensive role. He i-eplied that this
opinion agreed mth reports he had. received,

Fny did the Luft^mffe not malce fuller use of
the aircraft at its disposal?

(2)A..

(3)Q.

(3)A, I do not Imow, but one reason was certainly
that we were so short of ]petrol.
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(4) Q. How do you assess the part played by the R.A.P,
in the whole action?

(4) A. The big raids on our aerodromes before the
offensive started did great damage and caused
a profound inpression, and then of course the
never-ceasing bombing by day and by night had
a terrible effect.

(5) Q. Why has the G-.A.I', v/hich had previously
specialised in dive-bombing now taken to
figlater bombers?

(5) A.AaOkCi—in—0,

Corre spondence
with the Prime

I-tLnister, etc.
Part V, AOC/26,

Tliey are faster, laore manoeuvrable and uiore
economical as a weapon.

(6) Q. Was mucli damage done by ground-strafing attack
and if so' ms the effect greater in the case
of aircraft with cannon or vd.th maciiine gun?

(6) A, Ground strafing ms at times terrific, I do
not know whether more damage 'v/as done by cannon
or rmachine gun. Personally I should not tliinlc
it matters mucli. It all liappens so quickly -
the planes come d.o\m near columns or concentra
tions and shoot at anything. They are sure
to hit something, just by spraying their fire,
and then you have the added damage caused by
panic and confusion. Your bombers put all
niy batteries out of action and pouided my
H,Qc all night long.

Tlie General added that ’the R,A,P, must have been

very accurately informed of the eimplacement of all
German A,A, batteries, because (riien crossing the enemy
lines our bombers always follo\Ted a course which passed
just in bety/een main battery positions, so that they
could not be hit,’

Comrijarative Enemy and Allied Aircraft Losses During the

Battle of El Alamein

Ii.Q, Middle East

Table of Opera- -
tions A,H,B,/
IIJ1/31/1.

A,n,B,6 Records,

R.A.P»M.E, Weekly
Int, Summary
A.H,B,/IIJV1,

The total R.A.P, and U.S.A.A.P. aircraft lost from enemy
action during the period 24.October to the 4 November
inclusive was 94 of which 7"! v.ere fighters; 36 of these
were Hurricanes,

Air Force lost 85 aircraft of vdiicli 48 v/ere fighters,
Conparable figures for Italian losses are not available,
but it is estimated that the Italian Air Force lost approxi
mately 20 aircraft,
up to 105 aircraft.
96 German aircraft destroyed, of which 60 were fighters:
this figure does not include 'probables’.

According to enemy record.s, the German

This brings the combined Axis losses
Tlie R.A.F. and U.S.AcAoF. claimed

In the course

■  of the battle, therefore, the German ..'lir Force lost some 30
per cent of their initial strergth of fighters, while the

■  Desert Air Force lost approximately I6 per cent.

Tlie Battle of El Alaiiiein; Suimtary

Once the.battle of Alam el Haifa had been vron, the
inevitability of an offensive by the Ei^th Arrry to destroy
the Gerraan-Italian Panzer AriTy on the field of battle, or at

least drive the invaders out of Egypt, became apparent,
Tlie timing of the battle ms. governed not merely by phases
of the moon - which must be adequate to provide liglit for

the attacking infantry and yet not make them too conspicuous
to the defending force - and by the state of preparedness
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of the Ei^ith Army, hut also it must be made to fit into the
Allied grand strategy for the mr as a whole,
’Torcli' - the invasion of French North-West Africa by Allied
forces which had been timed for 8 November - was intimately
linked v;-ith the battle for Egypt.
Korps at El Alamein would have a profound influence, not
only on world opinion, but on the whole subsequent course of
the war.

The success

Defeat of the Afrika

of

Since Alam el Haifa, both sides had been busily engaged,
not only in strengthening their forces, but also in consoli
dating their existing positions. The enemy, made v^ise by
the heavy losses in equipment and personnel whilst their main
Panzer force had been exposed to the Vy.D.A.P. concentrated
bombing, both by ni^t and day, in the Eagil Depression,
had gone to great pains to prepare slit trenches, and blast
shelters for tanks and vehicles, as a defence against air
attack. Moreover, the enemy defensive system had achieved
a state of elaboration hitherto unparalleled in North Africa.
This was particularly true of the defences in the northern
sector where it "v/as necessary to protect the coast road and
railway.

In order to break througja these defences, which con
sisted of an elaborate system of minefields strengthened
with gun positions, it was planned to make the initial
assault with infantry, v/ho would open up lanes through which
the anmour would pass. For this, great importance was
placed on a tremendously heavy concentration of artillery
fire Wiiicli was designed to neutralise the enemy's defences
and so facilitate the task of the sappers. It was the view
of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief that insufficient use
was being made of the potentialities of air power  - amply
demonstrated during the period of stabilisation at El Alamein
and at the battle of Alara el Haifa - for wearing down the
eneijiy strength ’by the 24-hour day of aLmost incessant air
attack, allov/ing (the enemy) no rest for day after day,
interrupting his supplies and food, amTiunitions, etc
locating his communications and control,
have made such a threat (to attack

dis-

I feel we should

on land, thus giving) us
the opportunity from the air to hammer him and weaken him

for 3 or 4 days before delivering tiie final blow on land, ’

•>

Although the enemy could not be deceived about the
Eighth Army's intention to launch an offensive, the Army
Commander considered it possible, and indeed essential to
the success of the enterprise, that tactical surprise should
be achieved and that the enemy should be misled on the
actual time and place of the attack,
cover plan was evolved, vath the intention of giving the
eneiny the impression, through their agents and the aid of
an elaborate system of camouflage, that the offensive would
be launched in tlae south and tov/ards the end of November,

For this reason a

General Stumnie, however, who had succeeded Field
Marshal Rommel when the latter returned to Germany
23 September, issued a firmly-worded warning, as late as
20 October, that the Eighth Array 'may come anywhere and at

Panzer Army H.Q. had frequently expressed the
opinion that the Eighth Army would soon launch an offensive
and a week before the battle an Afrika Korps source stated
that 'various measures indicate that an offensive is
imiminent.

on

I
any time.

The enemjr lias regrouped his front-line forces,
considerably increased his air force and brought up large
supplies.' Contrary to these accurate predictions, how
ever, the Chief of the Foreign Annies West branch of OKH
made an inspection of the front and reported no more
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than seven hoinrs before the Eighth Army launched their mas

sive offensive, that 'contrary to the Panzer Amiy vieT/, an

enemy offensive v^as not to be expected in the immediate
future.'

It v/as the policy of the Air Officer Commanding the
Western Desert Air Force - as far as v/as compatible mth

secmrity arrangements - to taJce the ivhole of the force under

his command into his confidence over the broad policy,
objectives and timing of future operations. In a series of

Memoranda from Advanced Air Headquarters Yfestem Desert, the

nature of the impending operations by the land forces and

the part that the W.D.A.F, was to play in them v/ere des

cribed, and this information was passed on to all ranlcs in

talks given before the battle. As this involved very
obvious security risks, all leave to Cairo and the Delta was

stopped, in conjunction y/ith the Army authorities, the
reason given being that this v/as a precaution before the

heightened activity which normally accompanied the moon

period in the desert.

The air plan for the battle of El Alamein demanded,
primarily, an unusually high degree of local air superiority
?;hich Y/ould enable the Array Commander's cover plan to be

carried through successfully, and also permit the expensive
regrouping of the land forces to be carried out free from

interference by hostile aircraft. Air operations for the

battle, therefore, had their inception on 19 October - five

days before the land offensive - v/hen a series of intensive

attacks on the enemy forward fighter and dive-bomber landing-
grounds were begun. In preparation for these attacks,
models of landing groxmds were constructed for the briefing
of pilots, Althou^ the number of aircraft destroyed in

this series of day-and-night raids v/as not high, it resulted

in a sharp drop in the enemy air forces' serviceability.
General von Thoma, the Afrika Korps Commander, testified to

the effectiveness of these attacks during his interrogation.
They did great daniage, ' he said, 'and created a profomd

impression.' Perhaps the best confirmation of the success
of these tactics is contained in the fact that throioghout
23 October - the offensive was launched at 22,00 hours that

night - not only v/ere Western Desert Air Force fighters able

to maintain a standing patrol over the enemy's forward
landing-grounds, but the Eighth Army t/ere able to report
that no enemy aircraft had operated over their area. In

point of fact we now know that on 23 October aerial
reconnaissance in the vital northern sector v/as coupletely
denied the enemy.

Part of the air plan for the battle of El Alamein also
involved preparations for the pursuit,
the W,D,A,F, was divided into two forces - Force 'A' and

Force 'B'; Force 'A.' was to go forv/ard to provide the

advancing land forces with air support, vdiilst Force 'B'

acted as a reserve of personnel and aircraft and at the

same time undertook the defensive coimrdtment of protecting
lines of communication. It was also planned that the field

striking force should be augmented by the use of the whole

of No, 205 Group's strategical force of mediimi bombers -

including the two squadrons of Albacores borrowed from the

Fleet Air Arm - for tactical night-bombing in the battle
area and also for attacks against the enemy's forward
landing grounds, Beaufigliters of Nos, 252 and 272 Squadrons
were borro\/ed from No, 201 Naval Co-operation Group for long-

range operations against the eneiAy's lines of communication,
although as it happened they frequently I'everted to their
original role in the escort of shipping strikes. In point
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of fact it meant that the principle of the concentration of

force, in time and place, load been follovred to its logical
conclusion and every available operational aircraft was to

be devoted to close support of the Eighth Ari-iiy's offensive.

The general plan for the ei;^loyment of the field
fighter force Y«as for the tliree Spitfire squadrons to be

used, in the main, on offensive sv^seps, in patrols over the

ener-iy's fortvard landing-groimds, and to reinforce the
Hurricane squadrons,
(vi/iiich included the tiiree iimerican squadrons) was primarily
to act as bomber escort, fighter-bombing against opportunity
targets, armed reconnai.ssance, long-range strafing attacks

in rear areas and lending support to the Hurricane squadrons.
The Hurricane force of 8 squadrons (plus one night-flying
squadron) v/ere retained for protection in the battle area,
escort of Tac/R and anti-tanJc squadrons, ground attack on
selected objectives and the night-fighter squadrons (iTo. 73)
to operate in a protective role over the battle area,
intruder patrols and against enemj- lines of communication.

The Kittyhav/k force of 10 squadrons

on

Although numerically inferior, the German fighter force
was technically superior to the ¥.D,A,P. field figliter force,
aL'.iOst half of whose squadrons vrere equipped Y;ith the

obsolete Hurricane. The eneniy figliter force in Africa liad

been largely re-equipped with the Me,l09 G which was
superior in perforriiance and anaament even to the Spitfire,
of vdiich there v/ere only 50 available for the battle.
There was also a possibility that the enemy would introduce
the F.¥,190, in strength, to North Africa, as this aircraft

load been reported there, most probably for experimental
purposes, with a view to its introduction into operational
units at a later date.' Tlais v/as an ever-present tlireat to

Y/'.D.A.P. air superiority, for the P.Y/, I90 was superior by
far to any allied fighter at that time' in North Africa,
At this time. Fighter Command, had. at their disposal a force

of 48 sG'uadrons of. Spitfires totalling over 800 aircraft.
Air I^inistry policy' load also liad the effect of reducing the
night-bomber force of VYellingtons which had played such a

valuable part in the battle for the stabilisation of the

Eighth Amiy at El illamein, in July, and again in the battle

of Alan el Haifa, so that since July it load dropped by almost
one half, from I30 to 70 aircraft. At this time Bomber
Command had a strength of 63 squadrons and 970 aircraft.
The A,0,C.-in-C, vra,s veiy concerned at the V/ellington situa

tion and signalled during the battle for a reconsideration

of A.M. policy, 'I am convinced,' he v/rote, 'timt a strong
night-bomber force is a vital factor in the cai.fipaign out

here, v;hether to attack enemy land or air forces or his

supplies and ports, ’ This stateivent is aiTply borne out by
eneiTiy documents.

At the opening of the battle'of El Ala'nein, the main
body of the enemy, air force v/as cau^it strategically off-

balance, being deeply involved in Yiiat proved to be the

final Axis air offensive against Malta,
repetition of the faulty planning ’viaich load led the enerty
to divert their main air effort from the battle area to the

neutralisation of Malta, at a time when,’even had the
attacks been successful, tliey coxald have had little immedi
ate effect on the course of the land battle.

This v/as a

As soon

as the Eighth Arny offensive began, hov/ever, a redistribu
tion of the force from the Central to the Eastern basin of
the Mediterranean was made,

rushed from Germany, but by this time it Y/as too late.
Reinforcements v/ere also
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With the excei^tion of some 10 fighters, the viiole of
the German air force in North Africa T/as concentrated in the

fori/ard operational areao
undertook mainly a defensive coiimiitment in the rear.
Largely due to the vulnerability/- of the Axis supply routes

from Europe to North Africa, coupled -vri-th the consistently
aggressive air policy pursued by Middle East Command, the
Axis air forces vrere stretched to the limit in the

The long-range bomber force of Ju,88 air-

The Italians, on the other lian

Medit erranean,

d.

craft, based on Crete - more than tvdce the strength of the

strategical force available to the R,A,P. in the
Mediterranean - \ras miseimployed and Toasted on convoy escort
v/ork.

Tlie enemy had a strength of approximately 800 front
line aircraft in North Africa, of -^siiich 600 v/ere fighters.
Only one third of the fighter strength, however, was Geraan,

The lack of homogeneity in the Axis air forces -vfas one of
its salient weaknesses,

bomber force of some 250 aircraft, based on Crete, mentioned

above, and the strong transport fleet of some 250 Ju,52
aircraft, mainly enployed during this period in ferrying
petrol and urgently-needed supplies to the Panzer Army,
Tlie Allies had a force of some 1000 operational aircraft
in North Africa of which approximately 90 per cent were
Britisli- roamed.

Eighth Arrt^r, there were concentrated some 750 aircraft, of
which Z(.20 were fighters,
the German Air Force were outnumbered by approxiinately 2

to 1 in fighters, and- as their serviceability was low the

figure •'i.as even liigher,
superiority was offset to some extent by the conparative
obsolescence of maiTy of their aircraft.

There v/as also the long-range

In the Desert, in close-support of the

In the battle area, therefore.

Tlie W,D,A.P,'s numerical

Since tJie battle of Alaua el Plalfa, six weeks before,
the ¥,DoA,Po liad been preparin.g for the final offensive in
the desert. Squadrons had been rested, trained and, as
far as operational wastage permitted, brought up to
establishment,

more than thirty miles from the actual battle front vdiich

served to increase both the range and endurance of the
Hurricane squadrons.

Forward airfields had been prepared no

The American squadrons load been
gradually absorbed into the W,D.A,F. by a system of
infiltration,

on the'Ruvreisat Ridge, some AO miles forward of the main

fighter base.

A forvrard fighter control ha.d been instal

Squadrons had been well practised opera

led

tionally over the terrain and constituted a seasoned, veteran
force i^ell-versed in v/hat had come to be Icio-sm as 'Desert

Tri-sdom',

The blockade of the Gernan-Italian Panzer Army in

North Africa, carried out by the Royal Na-vy and the Royal
Air Force and intensified in anticipation of the Eighth
Army offensive, had proved reviarlcably successful,
of food b.ad led to a very high incidence of sickness a’liong
the German troops,
both fuel and amm-mition ms critical, as a number of
highly successful strikes by the R,A.F, and suhnarines had

reduced the enemy's seaborne suxplies to a mere fraction
of its true requirements,
petrol vere being obtained by airlift in Ju,52 aircraft.
Logistical difficulties limited drastically the size of the

air forces the eneniy could aperate in North Africa,
involved the waste of the enen\y's strategical bomber force

in ali'aost completely useless convoy escort work and led to

constant friction, not only bet-ween the Germans and the

Italians, but even betv/een the Panzer Ariiqy and the L\jf tT/affe,

Shortage

The Panzer Army's sipply position for

Tlae only reliable supplies of
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At a later stage in the battle, it even affected the enemy
Cormander-in-Chief ’ s tactical deployment of his armoxrred
divisions,

the enenijr Commander, on the eve of the battle,
one gap only to see another open,
basic supply which \rc>uld enable us to overcome critical
situations tlirough our own resources and v/iiich allow opera
tional freedom of movement Y/hich is an absolutely vital

necessity for the Anmy.*

'¥e are living from hand to mouth,' signalled
•¥e fill

¥e cannot build up the

Tlie Eighth Army Goniaander’s final plan for the battle
Yra.s for XXX Corps to clear tv/o lanes tlirough the enemy
minefields, permitting the ̂ passage of X Corps - the amoured
'corps de chasse' - to pass tlirotigh and, ultimately, destroy

XIII Coi"ps vrere to mount an offensivethe enemy araour,
in the south v/hich Yrould be primarily diversionary in intent

and, b3^ misleading the eneny as to the location of the aiain

tluust, help to keep the 21st Panzer Division on that front.
The .Royal Air force were to commence their offensive opera
tions by attaclcing the enery air forces, in order to ensure

a loi^i degree of local air superiority, after 'v/hich the

whole vreight of the air effort v/as to be turned to close

co-opera.tion Y/ith the Eighth Amy in the land battle.

The eneiry's main line of defence was held by rather
Pour arraoured and tYro mobile

divisions T/ere held in reserve of viaicli half were Gerraan

and half Italian,

into four main groups,
sector, were the 15th Panzer Division and the Littorio and,
on the XIII Corps front i.n the south, the 21 st Panzer
Division and the Ariete,

Y/as the German 90th Liglat Division in the region of Ghazal,
vdth the Trieste around Daba,

armour in groups is thought to liave derived from
General StYamne's handling of the force, as it folloYved
closely the principles for the use of araour in a defensive
battle as practised on the Russian front,
was the acting Comsnander-in-Chief Xfho had relieved
Field i'larshal Raiimel \/hen the latter liad returned to Germany
on 23 September,

more than six divisions.

Tlie armoured divisions vrere orgard-sed
In the north, on the XQC Corps

Further to the rear in the north

Tire dispersal of the enemy

General Sturame

Intensification of the air war began on 19 October Ydth
a series of concentrated day-and-niglit attacks by the Royal
Air Force on the enemy's forward landing-grounds at Daba
and Fuka,

9 October, together with the enemy air offensive against
Malta, had already reduced the enery strength of serviceable
aircraft in North Africa,' so that by 23 October, the day the
Ei^ith Anry offensive was launched, ¥,D,A,F. fighters were
able to cany out continuous fighter patrols over the
eneny's forward fighter bases, and Eiglith Amy reported no
single enemy aircraft over their area during this vital
period.

Air Marshal Coningham's 'Yreather blitz' of

'OY/ing to strong fighter defence,' says an enaiy
observation could be made over only part of the

The Eiglith
Amy cover plan - Operation 'Bertram' - had succeeded,
Durinr/ this day infantry of the 9th Australian, 51st Highland,
the 2nd Ncy/ Zealand and the 1 st South African Divisions were

source,
southern area. No changes were identified.

lying unobserved in slit trenches, aY/aiting the offensive.

At 22,00 hours on 23 October 1942, Operation
'Lightfoot', the Ei^ith Amy's major offensive, -was launched,
after 20 minutes' intense coimter-battery bombardj'ient by some
800 guns, Hie prograrme for the niglit-bambing operations
assigned to the ¥ellingtons and Albacores of No,205 Group
Y/as for 60 per cent of the force to concentrate on battery
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positions in the north, as the prii*iary target, i/ith the
possibility of 15th Panzer Division's concentrations as a

secondary target,
night homlDers was to operate, the primary target vra.s the
21st Panzer Division,

medium-bomber force, the number of Wellingtons able to
participate in operations over the battle area ivas limited

■to 54,(1) but, by mald.ng double sorties and including the
illbacores the number of bomber sorties raised to 78,
The fact that 'strong bomber attacks' were directed
particularly on our gun positions' was remarked on by the

enei^iy.

In the south, where the balance of the

Ch'dng to the weak strength of the

In spite of the weight of the artillery fire and the
initial element of surprise, enen^;- resistance was by no
means crushed or any part of their defences overviiielnied.
In the northern sector, the XXZ Corps attack •'^vas slowed
doYrn, This delayed X Corps’ attempt to pass through the
minefield gaps, and both 1st and 10th Armoured Divisions
got behind schedule,
atteivpts to break through the enemy's minefield system
were only partially successful,
so long, the strength of the Eig^iith Arngr offensive vvas
plainly unexpected, and there is a pervasive feeling of
hopelessness about the enemy war diaries from the start.
General Stu.'Ene, the acting Cornmander-in-Chief, showed
indecision, giving first one order for 15th Panzer Division
to counter attack, then counteimianding the order, then
committing the Division the next day in the first of the
piecemeal attacks YYliich finally ended by the decimation of
the Division,

In the XIII Corps sector, also, the

although anticipated for

Air policy for 24 October, the first day of the
offensive, vfas primarily directed towards 'helping X Corps
on to their objective'. In sp>ite of adverse weather
conditions, the W.D.A.P, flev/ approximately 1000 sorties in
close support of the ground forces. Dawn reconnaissance
showed that there had been no appreciable change in the dis
position of the main enen^y forces during the niglit. The
15th Panzer Division v/as in the north, opposite the XXX
Co3rps sector, with 90th Li,^it Division held in reserve along
the coast. The liiost important fact revealed by this first-
light reconnaissance was that the 21 st Panzer Division was
still held in the south by XIII CorxjS,

Although inviting targets were offered by enemy concen
trations in the south throughout 24 October, they were not
engaged ovang to the Arny Camander's rsiling that the maxi
mum air support should be concentrated in the northern
sector. This policy of concentration of air strength on
this vital sector was adliered to tliroughout the battle.
The enen^y A«A, gunfire was intense and accurate and eight
light bombers were shot down and another 27 holed. At
the outset, targets vrere relatively poor for the light
boiiibers, but as the enemy armour concentrated to vathstand
the Eighth Army attacks and also to counter attack, in turn,
targets iimproved. Fighters were active patrolling the
battle area and the enemy's forward landing-grouids keeping
the sl<y clear for the light bomber operations and also
affording protection to the ground forces in the area of the
gaps in the minefields, where they were particularly vulner
able to air attack, Tliis policy proved effective, as only

(1) Including six 'iYellingtons used for jaimning operations.
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one sinall fighter-bomber attack \is.s carried out by the enemy
in the afternoon and no damage was reported,
the day the eneuiy fighters were dominated and kept
consistently on the defensive.

Throughout

In the afternoon of the 24th rising dust on the
¥.D,A,P.'s advanced fighter landing-grounds dislocated the

fighter prograimie. It becaiie necessary to decide, either
to cut down the nuimber of fighters used as escort for the

bombers, or else to reduce the nurnbers of standing patrols.
Paced with this alternative by the Air Officer Comiaanding
the V/estem Desert Air Porce the Array CoiBiiander decided to

continue the bomber attacivs, Tdth the proviso that fighters
should be STdtched over to patxxal vfork should enemy dive-

bomber attacks develop. On this opening day of the
offensive, valuable help VTas given to the Free French by
Hurricane 'Tanlcbusters’ of No,6 Squadron and No,  2 Squadron
(S.A.A.P,), vMch put an entire coii-pany of the Kiel Group
operating with captured tanlcs out of action, destroying
seven tanlcs, seriously damaging five more and leaving only
one capable of action. During the day two bomber raids
■\/ere directed against landing grounds in the Daba area, in
order ’to maintain eneiiy anxiety as to security of
aerodromes.

The enemy reported continuous day-and-niglit air attacks
on their front-line troops, the coast road and forward
landinfj grotmds,
owing to the shortage of fighters for escort pinposes.
Panzer Aruiy also reported that their supply position was
very difficult, as there vere only two consuaption units in
the for\7ard area,
the Luisiano fail to arrive on 26 October, then the supply
position would be ’very serious',
subsequently sunlc by tlie Eoyal Air Force,
the enemy system of air lift of petrol by transport aircraft
from Greece was inaugurated, with am estimated daily trans
port of '15^ tons.

They -v/ere ruiable to make use of Stulcas

Should the tanicers the Proserioina and

Both these tanicers were

On 24 October,

An early casualty in the battle v/as General Stumne, the
There was a delay of 24 hoursacting ConTnander-in-Chief,

before the body of General Stuiiirae vra.s found and from 08,30
hours on 24 October when General Stuimne went forward on a
reconnaissance mtil 16.00 hours -ilaen the Corainander of the
ilfrika Korps, General von ‘Tlioma assuiraed command of the
Paniier Amy, the eneiiiy forces 'v/ere \/ithout centralised
control or direction,
reason why the 15th Panzer Division v/as ■\/asted in piecemeal
counter attacks and the main enesiay amoured force remained
split for so long, with the 15th Panzer Division in the
north and the 21st in the south.

This is probably the fundamental

The programme set the night bombers of No,205 Group for
the night of 24/25 October W'as for the full weight of their
attack to be concentrated solely against the 15th Panzer
Division leaguers, in the north,
84 mediujn bombers to operate over tlie battle area,
anticipated, the best targets were located in the locality
of the Sidi Abd el. Ealmian track, in the northern sector,
where the 15th Panzer Division v/ere leaguering,
v/ere found to be better dispersed than on the previous night,
but fires were started,

'continual bombing attacks during the night, lieaviest
against the northern sector, '
No, 73 Squadron were up, carrying out a total of 14 sorties
on intruder and interception patrols,
the night activity of ener-y dive-bombers y/hich scored the

Double sorties enabled
As

Targets

The enemy remarked on the

I Night-flyinri liurricaines of

They missed liovrever
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enemy air forces* only real success of the battle. Either

a shell or a bomb on a petrol lorry in one of the minefield
gaps on XSt Corps front caused fire v/hich involved some

25 lorries carrying petrol and amimmition, Haese provided
an ideal landmark for both the enemy artillery and bombers,
vd.th the result that the Tdiole Eighth Aniiy offensive v/as

held up on this part of the front. At a conference held

in the early hours of 25 October, the Army asked that
’considerable measures should be taken by the RoA.?, to

neutralise these night bombing attacks,* It was decided
to intensify the raids on the enemy landin/;^;-grounds, not

only in North i^frica, but in Crete, as the raids had been
carried out by Ju,S8 aircraft based on that island and

briefed for opei’ations at forv/ard airfields in North Africa,

There would also be increased night-fighter patrols over

the battle area and night-intruder jpatrols over the eneiny
forv'/ard air-bases.

Soon after d^-,m on 25 October, the 15th Panzer Division
began a series of counter attacks by battle groups of from

20 to 40 tanlcs. The v/ay in vdiicii this Panzer Division was

ccaTsmitted pieceraeal revealed more than anything the absence

of Roiamel's control, for his most favoiared tactics as the

Commander of an armoi.u’ed force had alivays been the single
concentrated attack. These small battle groups v/ere
broken up individually as they came in. They served
merely to Viiiittle a.T.m.y the enemy's tank strength and, by
the end of the day's operations, the 15th Panzer Division
had lost some tliree-q-uarters of its tanlc strength. It is

ironical that until Rommel's retinrn, \hein. he follovred the
principle of the single concentrated blow and also brought
tip the 21st Panzer Division fram the south and the 90th
Light Division from their position along the coast, the

targets presented to the light bombers were, generally
spealcing, poor. Although v;asteful from the point of v±ew

the piecemeal attacks made by the
15th Panzer. Division on 25 October did to a large extent
defeat the bomber.

of the land-fighting.

The best targets iTere found in the Deir el Abyad area,
v/liich lYas the main assembly area for the 15th Panzer Division

•  and against which some 112 tons of bombs were dropped,
Ov/ing to the success of the eneuQr's bombers during the

previous night, almost one quainter of the day's liglit
■bomber effort vra.s directed against eneaiy forv/ard landing-
grounds. In most of the light bomber x-aids, almost one
half of the escorting fi,gliters carried one 500 lb, bomb,
thus increasing the v/eight of the bombing attack very

'Kie fii^iter bomber v/hicli could operateconsiderably,
efficiently in the dual capacity of a fighter and  a bomber
had shown the inlierent wealoiess of the dive-bomber wlxLch
v/as that of over-specialisation,
high degree of local air superiority achieved by the R«A,P,
in the early stages of the battle is exemplified by the
fact that No,20s Squadron ilrn^ Co-operation reconnaissance
aircraft were able to operate without escort.

An indication of the

This lack

of fighter opposition ms due to the fact that the German
Air I'orce, at this thme, had no more than 20 serviceable
fighters,
rise to much anxiety, as there novx remained, only 1,5 petrol
consumption units.

Tlie enemy petrol supply situation t«is giving

Ihere vra.s also an acute shortage of
Rommel called at Rome on hissome kind.S' of ammunition-

way to North Africa and demanded that 'all Italian submarines
and \Tarships sJiould inraediately be transferred to the
Supreme .Com;iand for the transporting of supplies for the
Panzer Arnee Afrika,' He arrived at Battle Headquarters
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at 20, CX) hours on 25 October and resmied coi.ii'iand of the

G^ruian-Italian Panzer Ariny,

Tliat night, 25/26 October, all available Wellingtons
of lTo,205 Group, assisted by flare-dropping Albacores of

the Fleet Air Ariii, continued their attacks, still concentra

ting the main weight of their bombing on the XXX Coips
front and finding their best targets in the region of Tell

el Aqqaqir. A total of 129 tons of bombs "vvas dropped in

the course of the night's operations of which 10 per cent

was directed against landing fjrounds. Hurricanes of No. 73
Squadron more than doubled tlieir sortie rate by flying 30
sorties during the night. Several hostile aircraft were

cloased av/ay from their objectives v/hich appeared to be

again the congested and vulnerable minefield gaps on the

XI'IX Corps front. There v/as no repetition of the previous
night's bombiiog attacks by the enen-y. On the northern
sector, the 26th Australian Brigade began the first phase '
of what eventually proved to be the most important Eighth
i\rmy manoeuvre of the whole battle. At raidniglat they
attacked nortini/ards to the sea and by davn. had gained a

strongly defended and valuable vantage-point in the area of

Tell el Eisa, The 51st Division also made local gains.
In the southern sector XIII Corps carried out a limited
operation to divert the eneiiy's a.ttention. It succeeded
in its main object v.hich v/as to retain the 21st Panzer
Division in the soutli, thus forcing the 15th Panzer Division
to fight alone for an invaluable hours during the most
crucial opening stages of the battle.

Air policy for 26 October, the tliird day of the battle,
v/as directed towards giving the maximum possible close-
support to the Australians in the north and preventing the

enemy from launching counter-attacks, A total of 120
light bombers dropped 80 tons of bombs on this small and

vitally important area where the enemy, forming up for
counter-attacks in their assembly areas, v/ere dispersed
before starting. Long-range ICittyhav/ics carried out three

sviGcessful operations on 26 October, causing considerable
dainage to enemy transport and trucks in their rear areas.
The cunulative losses from these attacks were considerable

and eventually the eneny v/ere forced to set up a system of

perraanent 'flalc' posts along the coast road, and also
institute a patrol of fighters. Another successful opera
tion T/as carried out by 'tankbusters' of No, 6 Squadron and
lToo7 S,A,A,P, Squadron viiich attacked a force of some 25

A.P,V.s, including a number of captured Eighth Amy trucks,
in the southern sector, Tliey were credited vdth the des

truction of four tanlcs, five armoured cars, one half-tracked
vehicle and a lorry.

On 26 October there were signs that the eneny air force
had been strengthened as strong fighter sv/eeps were carried
out. Enemy bombers v/ere also more active and Eighth Amy
reported six raids of which four were by fighter bombers.
Hie WoDoAoP, considered 26 October to be their most

successful day's air fighting. They claimed four He,109's
and tliree Ju,87's destroyed for the loss of seven fighters.
Enemy records show that four S,E,. fighters, two fighter
bombers and four Stulvas v/ere destroyed, Tliat same day a
most serious deterioration in the Panzer Amy supply situa
tion v/as caused by the sinlcing of the i;-870 tons tanlcer the
Proserpina and the 5890 ton merchant vessel Tergestea,
The Proseipina v/hich v/as transporting 2500 tons of petrol
to the Panzer Amy v/as sunlc b^r a mixed striking force of

eight Beauforts of No, 47 Sqmdron, five Bisleys of No, 15
S,A,A,P» Squadron escorted by nine Beaufighters of
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ITo3,252 and 272 Squadrons, In tlxLs single tanlior's cargo
was the equivalent of 17 days' airborne supplies of petrol.
Tills sinlcing ivas not made mtliout loss, as the attacking
aircraft caine under the fire, not only of the four escorting
destroyers but of the shore batteries as v/ell, and over one
quarter of the attacking force y®.s lost, Tliree torpedo
carrying ¥ellingtons of No, 38 Squadron sanlc the Tergestea
in a dusk attack that same day when she was moored just out
side Tobrulc harbour. The eneiny defences were talcen
conpletely by surprise. One V/ellington was lost,
evening Rommel sent a report to the Gernan War i-iinistry
and the Italian Supreme Command in ivhicli he said, 'Noir that
the Proserpina has been burnt off Tobruk (the Tergestea had
not yet been sunk) the Panzer iirty has petrol for only t\Yo
or tliree days’ current consumption, Tlierefore it is

impossible, at present, to initiate mobile operations by
the Panzer and motorised troops, although this is most
urgently necessary. If every possible .lethod is not used,

fortlimth to send us petrol, there is no prospect of succes

Shortage of fuel even affected, the disposition of the enemy,
for Roi^el was reluctant to move the 21st Panzer Division

up from the southern sector as he laiew that once lie had done

so, the shortage of petrol i/ould malce it iipossible for the

division to be moved back, should the Eighth Amy Gorruander
decide to strike in that sector.

Tliat

o m

By the evening of 26 October, when the Eighth Amy
CoiiTiiander held a conference at which he decided to regroip
to fomi a reserve f’or future operations, it ivas clear that

the first nhase of the battle of El Alamein - Operation
'Lightfoot' - had come to an end. In spite of the T/ay in

wl'iich the enemy armour .had been wealcened, X Goxps load still

not managed, to break out into open country, A pause was

therefore needed for regrouping of the ground forces, during
which the air force -v/ould become the rnain offensive weapon,
until the land offensive coiold be resumed. It was during
this period lAien the Eighth Amy were least prepared to

withstand an onslau,.^it by the enery that the air force made
one of their most valuable contributions to the land battle

by smashing a series of typical Rommel old-style counter
attacks and also weakening still further the Panzer Army
seaborne sipply position. Very shortly after his arrival
in North Africa, Rommel began the concentration of his
annoiir and mobile reserves in the northern sector by order
ing the 90th Liglit Division forward from the coast and

moving the 21st Panzer Divisio.n up from the south by forced
raarches, through the night of 26/27
that the optiiiTum conditions for intensive bombing operations
by the R,A,P. were being created, Tlae move of the 21st

Panzer Division was badly liaapered by the ni^it bombers of

No, 203 Group, whicli v/ere again operating over the battle

area, and could not be coii"pleted until the morning. By
this time the nunber of Wellingtons available for tactical
bombing in the battle area .had dropped to t’./enty-six. On

the ground, night operations in the UX Gorps sector
resulted in the captinre of Ifidney Ridge, Although there

YTas some dispute at the time about the exact extent of the

gains made, there is no doubt that a valuable success was

scored, as it stung Ronmel into launching the next day,
27 October, his big armoured counter attack in the old style
which presented a series of splendid targets to the W,D,A,P,
bombers.

October. This meant

Tlie air policy laid doim for 27 October was to attack
13th Panzer Division and 90th Light Division 'wherever the

best targets were located.
Panzer Division in the northern part of the front was not
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confirmed tuitil later in the day, A total of nearly 200

light boiiibers attacked enen'y concentrations in the Tell el

Aqqaqir area, mostly T/ithin 3,000 yards of the Eighth Anny's
forward positions, using the Sidi Abd el Raliman track as a

landmark, Forward formations of XXX. Corps reported
enthusiastically on the bombing, Tliis major attack of

Ronuel's on 2? October was a failure. It was planned as a

coimter-attack in the old style, using all available tanks,
both German and Italian, supported by artillery, anti
aircraft and Stukas, In addition to having their assembly
areas bombed, the supporting dive-bomber attacks were broken

up by U. tI,yh A, F, 'Warha?/'ks, By this, the fourth day of the
battle, the enemy forces were in a critical plight. The
15th Panzer Division had lost t\7o thirds of its tanics and

certain units had been aL'aost completely '.viped out. Due

to the recent sinlcing of supply ships, the move of the
21st Panzer Division to the northern sector and the fact

that only 70 tons of fuel had been flovai across on
26 October, the GeniTan Panzer Divisions - on Tixom must rest
the main brunt of the fighting - had been reduced to a
single consvmrption unit of petrol. As a result of the

most urgent representations to Kesselring, it was promised
tliat betT/een 3 to 400 tons of petrol daily would be flown
over for the Panzer An:y •until the next tanker’s arrival,'
A serious ammunition supply position could not be relieved
from existing stocks in Tripoli 'because of the serious
coastal shipping situation,'

1/i/hilst the Eiglith Army continued v/ith the reorganisa
tion of their forces for Operation ' Supercliarge' - the code
name for the new Army plan to breaJc tlxrougli the enemy's
defensive position - during the night 27/28 October, Fib.205
Group pursued their policy of exerting the main pressure of
the night bombing on close-support targets, A total of
67 aircraft operated, and direct hits on eneay transport
were scored and also many near misses. Hurricanes of
No, 73 Squadron opex-ated over the battle area and carried
out intruder pati-ols over the Stulca base at Sidi Haneish,

Again on 28 October - the fifth day of the battle -
'\Aien the eneiy attempted to concentrate for the final
attack, the R,A,P, once more intervened on a devastating
scale. In tvra and a half hours seven light-bomber forma
tions dropped 80 tons of bombs in his concentration area,
measuring 3 miles by 2, and the enemy's attack v/as defeated
even before he could complete his forming up,' A Panzer
Amy report confirmed this quotation, (1) and stated:-

'The enemy's air activity, still increasing in
conparison with previous days, was again directed
against the front-line troops in the northern sector.
One division was attacked three times in a quarter of
an hour by 18 heavy bombers. During the day, 11
heavy bombing attacks were carried out on 21st Panzer

Division's area. In the southern sector, the eneny’s
so-called 'tanicbusters' attacked our amioured

reconnaissance troops at various times. No.33 Recce

Unit reported tliat during the last six days it had
lost 18 armoured cars tlirough eneny fighter action.
Our OTfli air force, as on previous days, supported the
defence by bold raids vdth all available forces; but

(1 ) Taken from a personal despatch from General Alexander
to the Prime Minister,
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it T/as much too Trealc numerically to bring any relief
to the troops who -were stxffering severely iinder the

vast English air superiority. Army therefore requested
the C,-in-C, South to reinforce the air strength,
especially \d.th fighters.

On this saine day, 28 October, another severe blov/ Yfa.s
dealt the enemy's already sufficiently precarious petrol
position by the sinking of the 2500 ton tanker, Luisiano.
She ms carrying 1,500 tons of fuel to the Panzer Army v/hen

she -was sunk off Sapienza by tvTo torpedo-carrying aircraft

of No,69 Squadron based on Luqa, Malta, The strike
involved an unescorted round trip of some 800 miles over a

wholly sea-route and, apart fran other considerations, was

a remarkable feat of navigation. Measures recommended by
the enemy to meet the critical supply position, wliich
resulted from the loss of the tanicer Luisiano and other

ships, was for 8 to 10 submarines to carry ammunition, the

use of all possible Italian aircraft, including civilian
transport lines, and the transfer of another German transport
Group from the Western front to Italy, G.O.C, Rome advised
that 10 submarines v/ould be sent from Sicily to Mersa
Matruh, on 50 October, to transport 200 tons of amraiinition,
in short supply.

I

During the night 28/29 October, the eneriiy's wide
dispersal reduced the value of the bombing of the Yfellingtons
and Albacores, and. the results, generally speaiking, were

disappointing,
preparatory attack for 0perat.ion 'Supercharge' v/as begun
by XXX Corps,
wards at 22.00 hours, driving a narrow wedge into the
enerry's positions which almost reached the coast road.
The result was the 'cocked thumb' salient which was to have

This ahnost encircled

It T/as during this night that the first

The 9th Australian Division attacked north-

considerable influence on the battle,

the 125th Panzer Grenadiers and Rommel was eventually to

waste the greater part of his remaining force on effecting
their release.

The enemy policy of wfide dispersal against air attack
was pursued the next day, 29 October, This caused poor
targets to be presented to the light bombers which, through
out the morning, ware diverted to attacks on enemy landing-
grounds, It was not until 13,15 hours that a report was

received by Air Si^port Control, from the Aniy, that the

enemy w/ere concentrating and the full bomber programime was

put into operation, A high proportion of the attacking
boijil^ers was daimaged by flak wiiich was alwvays most lethal

w/hen there was a lull in ground operations. Under such

conditions the fighter bombers came into their owa and for

the first time in the battle the nuimber of fighter-bomber
sorties exceeded those made by the light bombers. Further
highly successful attacks on the eneny's rear areas and
lines of communication were made by ICittyhawAcs of No, 250
Squadron fitted WTith long-range tanics. There was a

significant trend in the enemy's air operations as the

fighter bomber noww appeared to be replacing the dive bomber

for close support work, A sliglit relief in the petrol
situation v/as afforded the Panzer Army by the wvay in which

airborne supplies had been stepped up, so that tlae level

had risen to tw/o consumption units, 'Taking a long vieww,
howrever, ' says an, eneny report, 'the situation wra.s as

critical as ever, because the main eneny attack was aw/aited

and might begin any time.' /immunition supplies, on the

other hand, had fallen to 0,7 of establishment.
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Tlae night of 29/30 October, the Wellingtons and
Albacores I’ound some of their best targets in the battle
area due possibly to the fact tliat Eomiael had packed still
more of his reserves into the vital northern sector,
heavy raid was also directed by Liberators and Ilalifaxes of
Nos. 160 and 4.62 Squadrons against Maleme airfield,
with the object of disrupting the transport service of
petrol and other vital siqpplies to the Panser Amiy,
transport fleet \ms, however, an elusive target and no
success conroarable with that scored against the seaborne
supplies VS.S attained, (1)

A

in Crete

This

,

On 50 October, the main air effort was directed towards
giving close support to the Australians, It v/as planned
by the Army that the Australians \/ould attack north east
toivards the coast durinfi the ni^it and the R,.::oP, accordingly
agreed to give priority to targets opposite the Australians'
salient, .Oi^ersal of targets and a ground mist limited
opportunities for light-bomber operations for the greater
part of the day. Although the fighter-bomber effort v/as
spread over the whole of the day, as targets presented them
selves, the light-bomber attacks were tir.ied to talce place
so that they vrould reach their maximum concentration just
before dusk and as close as possible in thne to the
Australians' attack, A total of I50 light and fighter
bord:>ers dropped 85 tons of bombs in support of the"
Australians' attack. Owing to the proximity of good land
marks, such as the railway, it was possible to ds.rect the
bombing to vdthin 1000 yards of the Australians v?ho reported
enthusiastically on the results. Beaufighters of No,252
Squadron carried out a last-lig^it attack on Ju,52 transport
aircraft on El Adem airfield, claimng one Ju.52 destroyed.
They then attacked a variety of targets on their v/ay back
to base, but lost three aircraft in a severe electrical
storm,

enemy's supply system in rear areas by long-range fighters.
As a result, the ensiiy gave orders for anti-aircraft posts
to be set up along the j.iain coast road,
of fighter patrols was also instituted.

This was the climax of much interference vd.th the

Later, a system

During the night 30/31 October, the Australians struck
north-east and then east from their salient, Tlris attack
caught the enemy at a time when the relief of the 21st
Panzer Division by the Trieste was in progress,
Australians managed to cross the coast road, thus aL;iost
encircling the 125th Panzer Grenadiers.
2i-00 tons of petrol by destroyer and an increase of airborne
supplies meant a fvirther tex.porary increase in the eneniy's
petrol stocks. On the other hand there liad been  a riiarked
deterioration in the supply position of all kinds of
aiiiiiumtion and some 20 Italian scows were pressed into use
for the transportation of arammition from Tobrulc to Ilatruli.

The

The arrival of

By this thie the battle liad lasted a week. Owing to
Yhat tne enen-\y termed the 'systematic attrition tactics'
being practised by the Eiglith Anny, Rommel realised that
liis troops vrere in no position to prevent a break through,
sliould the Eighth Army again launch a full-scale attack.
He therefore gave orders for another position to be
reconnoitred and prepared at Puka,
encirclement of 125th Panzer Grenadiers was violent.

His reaction to the

(1) The enerry's Mediterranean air traiosport fleet v/as
virtually annihilated in April 19ii-5, towards the end
of the caii-paigns in North Africa,
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Althougli it still remained possible to withdraw than at ni^at
along the coastal strip, Rommel ordered the attack for their
relief to be resumed. This v/as a critical period in the

battle, for whilst the Ei^ath Array were still involved in

extensive regrouping, in preparation for Operation
•Supercharge', they remained most vulnerable to further enemy
counter attacks. Furthermore, tlie Australians were very
tired, had sustained heavy casualties and had not yet fully
consolidated their gains. Had Rommel been able to employ
the whole of his remaining force - which v/as still consider

able - in the single concentrated blow so characteristic of

his tactics, it would have cau^it the Eighth Army off-balance,
at a time of considerable weakness.

Practically the whole of the bombing for the night
30/31 October and the next day, in the battle area, and which
amounted to 89 tons of bombs, was dropped on a very limited
area in the northern sector, opposite the Australians, and
from which the coimter attack was expected. A small body of
tanlcs - some 20 in all - did manage to break tlirough down the

road and join the 125th Panzer Grenadiers. To the Ei^th
Army Corxiander' s viewpoint, however, this was advantageous,
as the Panzers were now being drawn into the area Y/hich best

suited his plans and the eneiTiy were noYV being induced to

waste their strength on counter-attacking the Australians.
Bombing the enemy in the battle area during the nigjit
31 October to 1 November Y>ras continued. Attacks were also

resumed against landing-ground 14 Ydiere enaiiy filter rein

forcements and gliders had been located, while 15 heavy
bombers attacked tlie Ju.52 air base at Maleme, stairting fires
and explosions. That ni^at, torpedo-carrying Wellingtons of

Wo. 38 Squadron Detaclmient attacked an enemy convoy consist
ing of- 2 destroyers and a Simaller vessel, thought to be a
torpedo boat (the Ostia of 348 tons) Y/hich were escorting the
1464 ton S.S,

tion to the Panzer Army.
ai.d disappeared,
morning by a Beaufort of No. 47 Squadron.

On 1 November, Rominel made renewed attempts to relieve
the 125th Panzer Grenadiers, It was a day of bitter
fi^iting and Rommel, who was personally in charge of the
operations, was on the field of battle for 10 hours. A

pre-arranged Stuka attack, which was to support the enemy’s
main counter-attack, Y/as broken up by No.112 Squadron,
assisted by U.S.A.A.F. VferhaY/ks of Wo.66 Squadron, This
counter attack which Rommel was forced to launch Yd-thout

this strong force of some 30 dive bombers was a failure.
Fighter bombers were very active and flew 179 effective
sorties in support of the Australians. There was only
a single raid by the li^t bombers due to the lack of
suitable targets. It was a morning attack iiade at a

time when the enemy were forming up for their counter attack
on the Australians and 18 Bostons of No. 12 S.A,..'uF.

Squadron dropped 66 x 250 lb, bombs. In spite of hea-Ty
and accurate A.A. gunfire the raid v^as considered to have

been most successful. The enemy reported that, althou^
the Eighth Army activity had slackened, air attacks
continued 'undiminished both by day and night. The area
of Sidi Abd el Rahman, the telegraph track. Point 28 and
125tiiPanzer Grenadiers were attacked 34 times during the
day. ' Oi/ing to the critical supply position - the Panzer
Army had been almost completely cut off from seaborne
supplied of fuel and ammunition for the whole of the battle -

it was decided as an emergency measure to employ two naval

auxiliary vessels, the Zara of 1976 tons and the Brioni of
1987 tons. A Beaufort of No.47 Squadron sank the Zara
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on the morning of 1 Kovaiiber and the Brioni was sunk at

dusk the next day during an attack on Tohriik by U*b,A,A.P.
Liberators;

The Eighth Army's final offensive for the battle of
El Alamein - Operation ' Supercliarge' - \yas laionched at
01,05 hours on 2 November, As a planned operation, it

followed closely the pattern of Operation 'Liglitfoot',
being supported, by a very strong concentration of artillery,
after which infantry would advance to open the my for the

tanlcs through the eneniy minefields. The most inportant
respect in which Operation 'Supercharge* differed from
Operation 'Lightfoot' was in the use of tlie air force,
Tlie wiiole of the yaedium bomber strength of No, 205 Group
was used for the softening up of the eneiviy's defences.
These night-bomber operations lasted for seven hours, in
the course of \iiich IO7 sorties were flown and 184 tons of

bombs clropped, representing approximately 26 tons of Ii,E,
an hour. Illnaination vas provided by Fleet Air Arm
Albacores ’.Aiich located an abundance of targets, both in

the battle area, and in the region of G-liazal Station,
According to the eneany, as a result of a particularly heavy
attack on the Afrika Korps Advanced Battle Headquarters,
all telephone communications broke do\m and the Corps
Comroander v/as wounded hy a splinter.

Between diisk 1 November and dusk 2 November, the viiole
of the available air strength was flung into the battle, at

maximum effort, in support of Operation ’ Supercliarge',
The total weight of bombs dropped reached 352 tons -

considerably more than double the weight for the first 24
hours of Operation 'Lightfoot',
mately one thousand, including the record total of 233
sorties made by the light bombers,
enemy dive bombers able to pierce the ¥,DoAoP, protective
screen of fighters and on one occasion the Stukas yvere
forced to jettison their bombs on their own forvra.rd posi
tions. Spitfires were particularly active flying
protective patrols over the Royals whose armoured cars had

, managed to pierce the eneiiy's defences and \vere operating
against the enen'y's supply echelons v/ell to the enemy rear.

The intensity of the. bombing was such that, on one occasion.
Eighth, Army reported tliat, after a particularly successful
raid by Bostons of No, 12 S.i\,A,E, Squadron, 200 of the energy
irmediately surrendered.

Sorties totalled approxi-

At no time were the

On this day, 2 November, took place the largest clash
of amourod forces of the v/hole battle, ■ knovm. as the battle

of Tell el Aqqaqir,
9th Airmoured Division suffered over 75 per cent casualties.
But the enemy had suffered even more crippling losses and,
by 17* 50 hours, Afrilca Korps reported tliat they had only
35 tanlcs left,

and-night air attaclcs had been resuimed against the hard-
Tlieir ovm, air

It was a bitterly contested fight and

The energy reported tliat continuous Oay-

pressed troops in the..northern sector,
forces'^/ere too weak to give any effective relief to the

ground forces 'who vrere suffering; severely mder the great
British air superiority.'
and aanmunition had again become'severely depleted and the

increased demand on petrol, ovdng to the intensive fighting,
had decreased the supply in the foi-ward area to 1,7 units.

Certainly tliree . destroyers which carried betvreen them 1 $0

tons of aimunition had arrived in Tobrulc,.. but on the other
hand the Brioni with 255 tons of amunition had been sunlc

and the day's expenditure had amounted to 45G tons.

The enei'Ay's reserves of petrol
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•All things taken into consideration,' says an
enerny appreciation of the situation, 'it liad to be
ach;iitted that after a desperate 10-day struggle against
an eneiiTy superior on land and in the air, the Araiy was

in no conddtion to prevent a further atteaipt at breaJc-
ing through, A withdrav/al to the D'lalca position -'ffSiS

therefore unavoidable, as all the minefields and
fortifications in the northern sector of the Alamein

front load been lost, aaid the country betr/een the tele-

gi’aph track and el Daba was not suitable for the
construction of a firm line, Tne Ar'/iy Comuander,
therefore decided to begin all preparations to v/ithdraw
slowly, fighting all the way, before the superior
enemy pressiire, from 3 Noveiiber,.'

The night-bomber force made 104 sorties and dropped
156 tons of bombs during the night 2/3 November,
3 November occvirred the heavrlest close-support bombing of
the ca:ipaign.B
direct support of the land battle with a f-urther I6 tons
on landing groi.mds,
3 November the total reached the peak figure of 364- tons.
During the saine period 772 fighter, 272 light bomber and

10if medium bomber sorties were flown, niaking a total of
1100 sorties,

by the events of 3 November,
T/as received from returning aircraft that enen^y convoys
T/ere croT;ding the main coast road; the retreat had begun.
The viiole weight of the air effort v/as svri.tched immediately
from the inland battle area to the coast road,

the space of some four hours, 4-65 aircraft attacked eneiiiy
coluims as they wlthdrey/ 'westwards, inflicting damage
estimated as a total of 300 vehicles destroyed or danaged.
The R,A,P, suffered correspondingly heavy losses due maiiily
to the defensive fire from the A,A, gun posts which had been

set up along the main road and the enen'^y's fighter patrols.
The day's total losses amounted to 24- aircraft destroyed
and 13 daiiiaged of ¥/hich two-thirds ’were the obsolescent
Hurricane,

destroyed on the ground by the Geruians themselves when

preparing for the evacuation of their forward airfields,
' Tahixbustens' were given a free hand in the southern sector
of the front and o-perated without escort.

On

A total of 112 tons of bombs \/as dropiped in

Between dtisk 2 November and dusk

The fluidity of air povrer is v/ell-exanplifie

Vathin

The enemy lost 10 aircraft, 3 of vdaich v/ere

These raids

d
Soon after mid-day the news

were brilliantly executed and resulted in an estimated
total of 11 tallies, 30 lorries, three semi-tracked vehicles
and one transporter destroyed or damaged.

After the Panzer Amy's westwards retreat had already
begun, a message ms received from Adolf Hitler wrhich
ordei-ed the battle to continue at Alamein,

present situation,’ he wrote, 'nothing can be thought of

but to hold on, not to yield a step, and to tlorow every
weapon and every v/arrior viio can be spared in to the fight
You can show your troops no other road but that to victory
or death,

cancelled lois previous orders for withdrav/al,
move of the rear-line and supply troops was stopped by
installing posts comiianded by officers along the coast road.

As a result of this order the last stage of the battle was
passed T/ith the enemy in a state of utter confusion.
Convoys y/hich should have been helping with the ydthdrawal
of stores v/ere travelling empty,
Afrika Ivorps, General von Thorna, disagreed entirely vdth
Hitler's order to continue the stand, at Alamein and is

reported to have given orders for the vdthdrawal to continue

tliroughout the night,
carried out their heaviest raid of the campaign, operatiiig

•In your

f

Pollo'rdng tne receipt of tlpLs message, Roi-nrael
The wes'tward

The Comnander of the

Wellingtons and Albacores which
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for 10 hours, inaking 124 sorties and dropping 187 tons of
bombs attacked a series of splendid targets in the coastal

area. They also reported 'vast msses of fires' thought
to be the enemy destroying their stores before final
evacuation of the El Alamein positions.

On the night of 3/4 November, the 51st Highland
Division and a Brigade from the 4th Indian Division laimched

a final attack to break through the enemy's anti-tanlc gun
screen. In spite of Hitler's order, the Gerriian-Italiaii
Panzer Army could offer no further resistance for their
defence had begun to disintegrate. By davm the anti-tanlc
gun screen had been pushed back and X Corps now poured
round the end of it, Coirplete disaster now faced Eomiiiel's
forces and he signalled the Fuehrer asking for permission
to carry out 'mobile -warfare in which the eneny has to fight
for every foot of ground,' Without waiting for a reply,
P-ontiel ordered the retreat westvra.rds to be resumed at 15*30
hours on 4 November, The Y4D,AoF. fighters which operated
over the coast road in the early morning of 4 October lost
heavily and out of 60 Hurricanes and Kittyhawks 11 were shot
dov/n, either by A, A, gunfire or enaiiy fighter patrols.
The best bombing targets T/ere found, in the morning in the
area of the Pulca crossing where fighter bombers attacked
concentrations of enen-y M,T, Over 100 liglit bombers
attacked enemy transiport along the coast road in the morning
By raid-day, however, targets in this area had thinned to
such an extent tliat they ’were no longer considered sutial^le
for the light bombers which were switclied to Airry targets
in the northern sector. Meanwhile, the figliter bombers
maintained their pressi.ire on the main road. In all, they
carried out 208 attacks which was a peak figure for figliter-
bomber activity. The only Stxika attack carried out by the
enemy was intercepted, their chief air activity being
centred on defensive fighter patrols for the transport
retreating westwards along the coast road,

Tliat night the mediuni bombers of No, 205 Group carried
out 50 effective sorties against the enery's retreating
columns, 'Eneiny bombers,' says a German report, 'carried
out incessant night raids mainly on the coast road, causing
delays and considerable dav.iage ainong retreating road
convoys,' It was the end of the battle of El Alamein and

the last phase of the Eighth Amy's operations against the
Axis forces in North Africa was about to begin. The
Gemnan-Italian Panzer Amy had been crusliingly defeated.
Out of the original force of 238 tanlcs with viiich the German
■units had met the Eighth Amy offensive on 23 October some
80 per cent had been destroyed while of the reiTiaining 20
per cent many v/ould soon be blovai up along the roadside for
lack of petrol. Only by abandoning their non-motorised
units and ali'nost the whole of their stores and hea-vy equip
ment would the reimiants of the beaten force be able to make
good its speedy retreat. All Sonmel's plans for a 'fight
ing \7ithclrawal platoon by platoon' to the new line at Pulca
were now meaningless.

V/e had lost the decisive battle of the African
'It was decisive beca-usecampaigns,' Rommel wrote,

the defea-t resulted in the loss of the i'najor part of
our Infantry and of our motorised forces,
sequences defied estimation
on the ground -will be preceded by the battle in the
air.

Tire con-
In future the batt• • • •

This -will decide \7hp will Irave to suffer under

le

the operational and tactical disadvantages detailed
above and who \-vill, therefore, from'the start be forced
into tactical corapronuse As a result of the• • • •
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British comifland of the air and hence of the sea in the

Central Mediterranean

laardly sufficient to enable it to eke out a bare
existence even on quiet days,•

the Army's supplies "vrere• • # •

Conclusions

Hie battle of El Alamein ¥ra.s fought vd.th the eneii'y air

forces doLiinated tliroughout all phases of their operations,
Hiis gave the Eighth Army Commander a high degree of control
over tlie tactical deployment of his forces i/liich was denied

the enemy. Had the enemy been able to carry out extensive
aerial reconnaissance immediately prior to the battle, it
is probable that the Eighth Army Cover Plan, which the
Eighth Army Commander considered so in^ortant for the
success of the offensive, would have been compromised
at an early stage.

Betireen the end of Operation 'Lightfoot' and the launch
ing of the final offensive. Operation 'Supercliarge', there
was a phase of extensive regrouping of the Eighth Anmy,
during which tliej^ Y/ere particularly vulnerable to attack

both from the enemy's ground and air forces. This
coincided ivith the return of Field Marshal Rommel as

Commander-in-Chlef and the launching of the Panzer Army's
heaviest counter-attacks of the viiole battle. It vas

during this intermediate phase of the battle that the
R. A,F. made their greatest contribution, in a close support
role, to the success of the offensive, by so bombing the
enemy in their assembly areas that, in certain cases, the
counter-attacks were never able to develop. But for this,
the Eighth liriiy offensive might have reached a condition of
cornnlete staleimate.

«•

Hie handling of- the air coiiroonent at the battle of

El Alamein introduced no new principles. It followed
the - by now - fai'niliar pattern of the concentration of

aLmost the Y/hole of the air effort in tactical support of
the ground forces. There was the niglit bombing of the

enemy leaguers by the Wellingtons, assisted by flare-
dropping Albacores, supplemented by attacks on the enemy's
foiwvard landing-grounds and raids by Liberators and
Halifaxes on bases in Crete, Hiis was follov/ed by the day
bombing by the force of light bombers of eneny concentra
tions in their assembly areas, vath the express intention
of preventing eneiay counter-attacks from developing,
DaytLae raids v/ere also directed at tlie enoiy's forward
landing-ground.s, particularly when conditions in the battle

area vrere not favourable for cperations by the light bombers,
Y/lien targets on the battle front v/ere of insufficient density
for the light bombers, the. momentum of the attack vra.s main
tained by the fi^iter bombers. Long-range fighters struck

at the enemy's rear areas, finding particularly suitable
targets along the coast road and rail\yay, while at night
special nip^it-flying Hurricanes carried out intruder patrols
over the enemy's forward landing-grounds, attacked road
convoys and dumps, and flew offensive patrols over the

inland battle area. Hie field fighter force, in addition
to carrying out bombing raids, maintained the security of
the liglit bomber formations together with a high degree of

iramum.ty from hostile air attack for friendly troops both

in the front and rear areas. Meanwhile, aircraft of A.H.Q,
Malta and No, 201 Group sought out the enemy convoys with a

high degree of success, sinlcing enemy sliipping so close in
to Tobruk that they were Yvlthin range of shore-based
batteries.
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Tov/ards the end of the battle, conditions favoured
the enroloyment of the fighter bomber so that it became the

priiijary air vreax^on. The development of the fighter bomber

had proved a sound policy. As a weapon it was both
econoiuical and flexible in its dual capacity* The Stuka,
on the other hand, was pixived expensive in fighter escort

.  and both wasteful of machines and personnel, and at the
battle of El Alaimein it was finally eclipsed. A tacit
aoixission of this fact was made by the enemy vdio eiiiployed
the fighter bomber in increasing nunbers.

The failure of the Axis air forces at El Alamein was

complete. They y-rere on the defensive tlirou^iout the battle

and, in that lies perhaps the truest measure of their
failure as an air force. Although outnumbered in the
battle area by the W.DoA.P., the German Air Force neverthe
less possessed a figliter force of Me,109‘s which, if

correctly handled, might have tlireatened Allied air
sui:-eriority. Again, as at Alain el Haifa, the German
strateg,ic force of long-range borabers v/as not used
functionally but misemployed on escort and transport
duties. line Luftwaffe's most important success in a

sphere in wliich, incidentally, the R.A.P, were at their

’..'ealcest, as was soon to be proved durd.ng the advance, was

in their use of air transport. It is now plain from the

facts revealed by enemy docunents that the sinlcings of

enemy shipping in the Mediterranean had reduced the Panzer

Army to such a plight that, had it not been for the air

transport fleet of Ju.52 aircraft, the vdiole of the Geman-
Italian lirnyy vrould have been forced into surrender at an

early stage in the battle, 'Hiroughout the 12 days of the

battle of El Alamein, barely sufficient seaborne supplies
of petrol and amminition arrived for a single day's opera
tions by the Panzer Army. On 23 October, ho\irever, the
daily air lift of petrol from Greece was inaugurated and

these \rere augmented to some extent by further supplies
*  brought in by submarine and destroyers. Efforts to stop

this daily traffic met ¥/ith only very limited success.
The trips were made mainly by night, El Adem, the chief
air base foi' the Ju.52's, was at the limit of the enduurance
of the ¥,D„A.P, t¥d.n-engined fighters v/hicli had been

borrowed from No.201 Naval Co-operation Group and were in

any case carr3diig a very heavy burden of operational vrork

on shipping strikes. Night bombing attacks were also
carried out against the Ju.52 base in Crete, but with no
outstanding success, Vi/liilst the Eighth Array remained at

El Alaaein, therefore, this alternative air supply route
still remained open to break the blocloade at a tine i^hen
the Panzer Army was virtually isolated from other sources
of supply, Tliis air lift of essential supplies for the

Panzer Army, although insufficient to permit full-scale
operations, did help to keep the army in being. It was a

major feat of organisation on the part of the Germans and

one of the outstanding lessons of the caipaign.

At the battle of El .Alaimeiii co-operation vd.th the Army
reached a high level. This must be largely attributed to

the influence of General Montgomery vdno, although he did not
alwaxrs give the air force the role it vrouild have liked, never
theless insisted on co-operation v/ith the RoAoE. as being
a imtter of primary importance, vien formerly it had been
treated too frequently as a .side issue. By narrovdng dovm
the target area to the vital sector in the north to the exclu

sion of all other targets, however inviting, this policy
permitted the A.O.C, Westei-n Desert Air Force to apply the
principle of concentration'of effort mth great effect.
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Tills had the result of achieving a high degree of economy
of effort especially on the part of the Aomiy, for by keeping
the full T/veight of the air attacks to a key area, the counter

attacks by the enemy spearhead in viiich was concentrated the

iviiole of the remaining armoured force, were drastically
weakened and even broken before they could be launched.

The success of the Ju.SS's in bombing the minefield
gap, on the XXX Corps front, on the second niglit of the

offensive, and the disorganisation and dismiption of the
offensive vdiich resulted from it was something of a measure

of the effect idiich the eneiiiy air forces might liave had on

the Eighth Arniy had their bombers been able to operate at

all freely. Leaving the cxuestion of the security of supply
lines apart, in the battle zone tlie Eighth ii-rny were assisted

by approximately four times the air effort which the enemy
air forces were able to give the Panzer Ariiiy,

Tile sinlcings on the Panzer Army's supply route across
the Mediterranean during the period immediately prior to

and during the battle of El Alamein were due almost
entirely to Royal Air Porce strikes,
a small, experienced and coiirageous force, operating from

favourable bases and in suitable weather conditions, could

exercise sea power as effectively as a naval fleet, isolate

an ariiy from its continental sources of supply and, talcen

in conjmiction Tdth the day-and-ni.ght hammering of the enemy
forces on the field of battle, create the most favourable
conditions for a crushing land victory.

It demonstrated how
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CIiAP?ER 9

THii: EXPULSION OF THE FORGES P^IOM E&YPT

(4 to lO.WOArSIvBBR 1942)

Operation ^Buster^ - the Plan for an Mvanoe from
El Alamein,

Planning for an advance westwards from El Alamein had
been undertaken as far back as early July 1942, at a time

when the Eighth Army position at El Alamein v/as by no means

assured. The plan was known as Operation ‘Exalted® and

revealed the Eighth Amy's resilience in defeat. It was,
however, premature, and it was not until five months later «
after much preparation and hard fighting - that a battle
of fixed positions was again to open out into a war of
manoeuvre,

The July plan for a forw^ard move is of interest as it

proposed the inclusion of a bomber wing with three fighter
wings and a comhination of air and road transport
early stages of the advance, the bomber wing was only
required to refuel forward,
until the Bagush area - between Puka and Mersa Ma.truh - had
been secured.

In the

It Trould not move forward

Similarly, it was intended to retain the

Ao A* Ho Qo
Advance from the

El Alamein

positions,
A,H.B,AU1/122/ advanced fighter force operating to capacity from its

existing location until the Baba group of landing-grounds
had been capturedo
plan was proved basically more soimd that the one finally
adopted, for it placed greater emphasis on the use of air

transport, the inclusion of a bomber wing in the striking
force and the continuation of full-scale operations from

existing locations until the Daba landing-grounds had been

occtipied.

In the light of later eiqperience, this
33.

On 11 October - twelve days before the Eighth Army
laiinched their offensive at El ATamein - the ¥«D,A,P, plan for
the move forward in support of the Eighth Army was
circulated, under the code-name of Operation ’Buster',
provided for the split of the air forces employed in the

advance into two main components. Force ’A’ and Force ’B*,
Force 'A' was to opei'ate in direct support of the Eighth

Army, while Force 'B' was to act as a reserve ’to sustain
the fighting strength of Force "A" by the transfer of air

craft and pei’sonnel and the exchange of squadrons, as

It was also to protect the lines of

It

required.'

A.A,H,Q.W.D,

Operation
‘Lightfoot’,
A,H,Br./lIJl/
122/11. oomm-onioation.

The Air Staff plan envisaged an advance as far as
Tripoli, with Force *B* moving for^vard one stage behind
Force ’A', as far as the Tobruk area, and there halting
until communications as far west as Benghazi had been
organised,
for,vard with Foi’ce 'A' with a total of 144 load-carrying

vehicles, making a total lift of approximately 36O tons.
It continued to be an Aimy responsibility to carry stocks

of fuel and explosives to within 25 to 40 miles of the

landing-grounds from which the Squadrons would be operatingo
A detachment of 40 Hudson aircraft of No, 216 Group, with

a total lift of 60 tons, was to be held available at
Amiriya ’to ferry forward fuel, bombs, ammunition and other

supplies needed in an emergency by Eighth Army in the
Western Desert,’

aircraft, consisting of two Bombays and one Lodestar, would

provide a regular daily service for passengers and freight

S, and T, columns v/ould moveThree RcA.F• s

Another small detachment of transport
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between the Dslta^ the rear areas and Force ’A*,
ments for supply dropping were also made and an Army dump
was formed near Amiriya for this purpose.

Arrange-

Factors Governing the Composition of the Air Pursuit Force

(Foroe

The two main factors governing the composition of the
air component which was to go forward in direct support of

the Eiglith Army were*

(a) the supply problem, and

(b) the likelihood that the enemy would strongly
reinforce his air forces in North Africa.

A,A.HcQ, W,D.
Record of

Operations

122/69 (A)
The administrative problems facing the Eighth Army

were immense, and it was on the Army (q) Seiwice that the
main burden of supplying the Royal Air Force would fall.

Distances, alone, were vast judged by European standards.
By road from Alexandria to Tobruk was a journey of 430 miles,
to Benghazi 740 miles, to Tripoli 1,400 miles and to Tunis
nearly 2,000 miles. Almost the whole of this vast area was

served by a single metalled road along which a modern army
and air force must move its vehicles and supplies  - a road

moreover frequently mined or blo¥/n by the retreating enemy,
damaged by bombing and shelling and with completely inade

quate maintenance. Any movement off the coast road, and

along the desert routes for wheeled vehio2.s3 was, at the

best, hazardous. It could quickly be made impassible by
heavy rain - the end of the battle of El Alamein coincided
VTlth the beginning of the rainy season - while the very
terrain itself with its wadis, its sand and salt marsh was

frequently quits unsuitable for virheeled traffic. By far
the greater part of the British military transport in use in

the Desert had been designed sole]y for civilian use along
well-m.aintained European roads. Lacking four-wheel drive,
sufficient power, necessary springing and, above all, the
extra low ratio of gears for the kind of rough travelling
encountered in the Desert, it was quite inadequate for

Desert travel. Port facilities along the route of the
advsinoe were scarce and would ixndoubtedly suffer severely
from the demolitions carried out by a retrea.ting enemy.
The Desert itself offered no resources whatsoever and all

supplies, including even water, would have to be transported.
The supply of petrol - which will be treated more fully in a

later Section — was another most serious problem, for the

tins or *flimsies' in which the petrol was carried were so

light in stmoture that often as much as 30 per cent of the

petrol was wasted in carriage. The transport aircraft
facilities were quite inadequate, for the Royal Air Force

could dispose of a mixed force of, at most, sixty transport
aircraft for the swift moves involved by an advance along
the North African coast, whereas the enemy had an
homogeneous force, some five tijnes as strong, available at
bases in Crete and Greece,

Then there was the problem of strong enemy air reinforce-
Previous experience had made it most likely that thement,

enemy's immediate reaction to defeat in Egypt would be a

strong reinforcement of the Luftwaffe, in order to slow doivn
the British advance,

facilities and well-placed bases, which gave the enemy
air forces exceptional flexibility, would enable such
reinforcement to be speedily produced
however, insufficient emphasis was placed on the disastrous

Their considerable air transport

In the planning,
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effect that conditions of retreat and the diversion of air
reinforcements to counter •Torch* would have on the Axis

air forces,

■which too great emphasis was placed on the fighter, which,
in part at least, enabled the remnants of the beaten Panzer
Army to make good their escape from El Alamein to Tunisia,
in spite of the presence of a vastly superior opposing air
force.

It was this mood of excessive caution, in

Furthermore, it T/as considered that bomhing targets,
during the advance, would be more s-uitable for attack by
fighter bombers than light bombers, v/hile difficulties of
supply would preclude the possibility of maintaining a light
bomber force right for?/ard, until adequate communications
had been established,
consist entirely of fighters and fighter bombers, which mean.t
that a high proportion of the hitting power of the air
component had to be sacrificed to mobility.

The Inadequacy of No, 216 Group*s Fleet of Transport
Aircraft

Force *A* was therefore planned to

In September 1942, it had been decided to add to the
f-uiictions of No, 216 (Ferry) Group and on 9 September the
group was reformed as an Air Transport and Ferry Group,
undei- Air Commodore Vi/hitney W, Straight,
aircraft, together -with all that coxild be gathered from
other units in the Gom^iand, were formed into a Wing and
based at Amiriya, on the Alexandria-Cairo Road,

The available

At the beginning of the Western Desert offensive, the
total available strength of the Tfing v/as 45 Hudsons,
14 Bombays and three D.Co3*s« Apart from ferry duties, the
main functions of No, 216 Group were the transportation of
urgently-needed stores, casualties, personnel and mail.
For a period of static warfare, such as had preceded the
battle of El Adamein, a fleet of some sixty transport air
craft had been proved adequate# Once the pirrs-uit began,
necessitating quick moves to new air bases, however, the
Group's resources were ins-ufficient. In the early stages
of the advance, moves of the W,D,A,Fo air pxrrsuit force were
slowed dovm to the pace of M,T# convoys moving along the
congested coast road and frequently held up for what the
Army authorities considered more important operational
traffic. It was not until the latter part of November, when
American Dakotas -with their infinitely better freight
carrying capabilities had been made available, and the
Eighth Army Commander had given the necessary degree of
priority to vT.D.A.F. road convoys, that matters impi’oved.

Even with the sixty transport aircraft of No, 216 Gjxjup
available, it is surprising that, prior to the battle, there
was no pre-arranged airlift planned for the Royal Air Force,
At the end of the battle of El Alamein, practically the whole
of the Group's strength in aircraft was concentrated at
Amiriya for the purpose of ferrying forward and dropping
urgently-needed supplies for the Eighth Army, In the
early stages of the advance these aircraft were employed to
only a minute fraction of capacity and there can be little
doubt that they could have been used to far greater advantage
in providing the air pursuit force -with an organised air
lift.

Diary of R,A,F,
Operations in
The Middle East
AoH,B.AIJ1/102/
18 and No, 216
Group O.R.B,
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Plans for Advance Influenced by Malta* s Desperate Supply
Position

A consideration which exerted a profound influence on

both the Army and Air plans for the advance was the imminent
exhs.ustion of Malta’s reserves of petrol and food,
tion ’Pedestal’; the August convoy for the relief of Malta,
had been only partially suoessful, and soon the supply
position on the island had become extremely grave,
the end of September 1942, the Governor General reported
that Malta’s civil population had been reduced to  a ration

with a calory value of approximately 1700 for men between
the ages of 1S and 60 and I500 for the remainder of the

population,
diet®

seed crop v/ould it be possible to issue flour for the

December bread ration, while some of the most important
rationed commodities, such as preseirved meat and eddble oil,
v/culd be wholly exhausted by that month,
woiild see all current stocks of petrol used up and the grave
decision would then have to be made to fall back on the

Portress Reserve which would last for merely another three

It was therefore plainly a matter of the utmost

Opera

Tovirards

This was considered to be a dangerously low

Only by using wheat consei-ved for the next year's

The 22 November

weeks,

Papers of the
Middle East

Defence Com

mittee Part III

A,H.B,/IIJ1/
183/122(0)

■urgency that Malta should be reli.eved at the earliest
possible moment.

3d d'oring Operation 'Pedestal'
naval losses, only fivo

convoy of I4 - that it was

The shipping losses sustain
had been so serious - apart from
merchant ships arrived out of a
out of the question to attempt any convoy operations from
the west while the enem.y air forces still commanded the

On the other] hand, the passage of a
considered praoticable if the

Sicilian Narrows,

convoy from Alexandria was only
Royal Air Force controlled the jiartuba-Derna group of air
fields on the Gyrenaican hump, from which a Malta-bound
convoy could be afforded fighter protection until the ships
came within range of. Malta-basec fighters.

An east-to-west convoy to Malta, known by the code-
name of Opera.tlon 'Stoneage', was planned to reach the island
by 20 November,
the problem of the occupation oi* the Martuba-Derna group of
airfields in time to afford the convoy fighter protection
for 18 November at the latest, iuid postulated an advance of
some 400 miles from the end of '}he battle of El Alamein,
the clearance of mines and booby-traps from the airfields

The 'race

This set both the Air and Army Commanders

by the TfToDoAoP,and their repair and occupation
for the Martubas’, as it came t) be knovm, was one of the
most significant features of th
Army from Eg^t,
the Eighth Army and the ¥«DoA,P
involved the v/hole question of
British air and naval base at a
i:^portanc;e had been immeasurab
invasion of French North-West Africa,

3 expulsion of the Paiiser
Not only did it affect the tin.etable set

, for the pursuit, but it
the survival of Malta as a
time when its strategic

Ly enhanced by the Allied

The Lmportanoe of Landing Gfourd Construction.

It was obvious that the sjeed of the advance from
El Alamein vrould be governed tc a very lexge extent by the
rate at which airfields could rot merely be captured, but
cleared of mines, repaired and made generally fit for
operational use. Prior to the battle, therefore, plans were
made for a Royal Air Force reconnaissance party, in W/T
commundcation with the Advanced Air Headquarters, together
with a Royal Engineers construction party, to be with the
forward troops and ensure the immediate repair of the

Rjcord of Operations

63(A)
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The Chief Engineer Eighthreoooupied landing-girounds*
Army also arranged for the Sappers, who were with the
forward Divisions, <to treat the testing and clearance of
mines as a matter of urgent priority* *

The advance ground parties of the squadrons, and their
controlling formations, were ready to move as soon as

reports were received from the reconnaissance pai?ty, while
the air parties were prep^ed to fly in as soon a^ the
ground parties had been installed* Supply columns, their
vehicles already loaded, were held in the forward areas
ready to ferry petrol, ammunition and other supplies to
the new airfields.

The Composition of Force *A* *•» the WaDpAaPo Air Pursuit
Force

The original plan for the composition of Force *A*,
the tactical air support component going forward with the

Ei^th Army was for No. 211 G-roup to operate three Filter
Wings - one of Kittyhawks (No. 239 Wing), one of Spitfires
(Noo 2i|4 ViTing) and one of Hurricanes (No* 2^3 V/ing).
However, the strengthening of the enemy fighter force, with
the prospect that the advance of the Eighth Array might be

held ijqp by air attack, prompted the replacement of the
Hurricane Wing (No* 2^3 Wing) by the 57th Filter Group,
U*S*A*A*F* (KittyhawlcH) and the addition of a Kittyhawk
Wing (No* 233 ̂ ing - Kittyhawk F<>B*)o

At the beginning of the pursuit, the composition of
Force *A® wass-

No* 211 Fighter Group

Noo^jAwing
(Spitfire
Hurricanes)

Ho* 73 Sqdn*
(lllgiitflylng
Hurricanes)

No* 112 Squadron No* ̂  Squak'on ®th do. do.
No* 250 do* No* 143 do*
No* 450 R.A.A.F'*
66th Squadron
UoSaAaAsF**

57th Fighter
Group ^

No, 239 Wing
(Fo

IT

No* 3 Sqdn*
R0A0A9P*

NO* 253 Wli

(Kittyhav^f
Tomahavdc)

Hghter Sqdn* No* 2 Sqdn* 89A*A*P*

No* 4 do* do.
No* 5 do. do*
No. 260 Squadron

No anti-tank aircraft were included in Force *A*, but
No. 212 Group which operated Force *B*, was required to

hold one Flight at readiness to operate from the forward
area* Extensive reconnaissance requirements were
anticipated during the advance, and No. 285 Wing was to
be kept as close as possible to Advanced Air H*Q* Western
Desert, No. 4.0 S*A*A,F. Wing being the Tactical Recce
Squadron moving forward*

The two Hurricane Wings, No. 7 S.A.A.F* T/ing and
No. 24.3 Wing remained with Force *B* under the control of
No. 212 Group* The two li^t-bomber wings. No* 3 Wing
S*A.A*Fe and No* 232 Wing - to which was attached the^
12th Medium Bombardment Group U*S*A*A.F. - together with
the so-called *Porteous* Wing of *Tankbusters* and No. 216
Group *s Air Transport Force of Hudsons and Boiribays also
remained in the rear*

Record of Opera
tions A*H«Bo/
IIJ1/122/69(A),
Table of Opera
tions A*H*B*/
IIJI/3I/I
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The G-eneral Situation at the Beginning of the Pursuit

At the Battle of El Alamein, ̂the
sustained a most crushing defeat* U )
enemy had fallen casualties in the battle in killed, ̂ rounded
and prisoners of war, including one G-erman and nine Itailian
Generals* Rather less than one-third of the enemy foroe
had managed to make good their escape* Of 600 enemy tanks,
450 been abandoned on the field of battle and over 1,000
guns were eithei* destroyed or captured* Out of 370 tanks

the Afrika Eorps had lost all but 40 siwi within two days
this figure had dropped to eleven*
lost I3f500 killed, wounded and missing*
cent were taroops from the United Kingdom*
battle casualties in tanks were 430, but only I50 were
beyond repair, and 100 guns had been destroyed* In spite
of the Bi^th Army*s heavy tank losses - they had ended the
battle with the tremendous advantage of still being in

possession of the battlefield - an indication of their over

whelming superiority in armour is revealed by the fact that

they could still put 6OO tanks in the field against not more
than 40 German* Indeed, the Eighth Athqt Commander^ s main
problem now was not to find the troops and equipment with

which to oppose idiat remained of the enemy, but the
administrative one of supply*

Axis forces had

Some 75 #000 of the

The Ei^th Acmy had
Of these 58 per
The total

0*-in-Co*s

Despatch.

Panaer Army
Strength Return
Cabinet Office*

C*-in-0**s

Desptaoh.

With the exception of the handling of their air trans
port fleet, with which, by continuing an unbroken airlift
of supplies to the Panzer Army throughout the battle of

El Alamein, the Luftwaffe had scored an outstanding success,
the Axis air forces - and for all practical purposes this
means the Luftwaffe - had been dominated in all phases of

tlieir activity, since the R*A,P. air offensive on I9 October*
In spite of the arrival of air reinforcements - some from as

tions D,D,I*3* far afield, as Russia - the enemy air forces had been
A,HeB,/lIJ1^3* neutralised to such an extent that, in the early days of

the pursuit, although the. congestion of the Ei^th Acmy as
they advanced along the coast road was likened to Derby Day
at Epsom, they were never siibjeoted to hostile air attack*

Axis Air Opera-

Before Rommel had finally decided on retreat, the
inevitability of the collapse of the Panzer Army had been

foreseen by the Luftwaffe* so that as early as 2 November
they had begun to retire from their most advanced fighter
landing-grounds and to destroy unserviceable aircraft*
When planning Operation ^Buster*, the effect of the
WaD*AoP*«s crushing air offensive, the shortage of petrol
and other iirgently-needed sijpplies, the confusion and drop
in serviceability due to the Luftwaffe*s withdrawal to new
bases and the shock resulting from the opening by the Allies

of a second front in North Africa, had not been fully
It was feared that the enemy air forces mi^tI  evaluated*

j  still act as an effective rearguard and hold up the advanc
ing Eighth Army* Such a mood of caution was perhaps
understandable when faced by a resourceful enemy* Tet,

(1) *The only forces which retained any fighting strength
were the remnants of the 90th Light Division, the
Afrika Korps* two divisions - now reduced to the
strength of amall combat groups, the Panzer Grenadier
Regiment Africa and a fev/ quickly scratched together
German units, the remains of the 164th Li^t Division*
Tanks, heavy AoA. guns, heavy and li^t artillery, all
hqA sustained such fri^tful losses at El Alamein that
there was nothing but a few remnants left**
Rommel Papers#*

*Tlia
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now ~ ever - -was the time to rtm legitimate ra.skSj foa?

the price presented was nothing less than the total
anniliilation of what remained of the Axis Panzer Airoy in

Libya,

Short of petrol, decimated in the recent fighting and
disheartened to the point of demoralisation, the Luft?;affo
vrere eve^cuating their bases in Egypt in considerable
disorder, meanwhile trying to salvage as much as possible
from the disaster. On the other hand, the W»DoAoP
spite of a long period of intensive operations which had

subjected the whole force to severe strain, was left at the

end of the battle vrith its operational efficiency unimpaired
while morale and oonfidence had never been higher.

in»,

Prom the tactical point of view, the general situation
at the end of the battle of El Alamein was that, althougli
the enemy were abandoning the greater part of their stores

and heavy equipment and sacrificing their non~motorised
troops in order to help with the speed of the withdrawal,
it was still possible to reach and destroy these remnants
of the Panzer Army, either by outflanking them on the
ground, with a sufficiently strong armoured force, or else

by the weight of concentrated day-and-night air attacko
As a corollary to this, there was the possibility that
®round-the-clock® bombing might create such havoc and
demoralisation among the retreating enemy that the Eighth
Army* s main pursuit force vrould be able to catch up and
effect the ®coup da grace’.

The Eighth Army Commander® s Flan for the Puirsuit

There is no evidence that the Eighth Army Commander
envisaged the kind of text-book situation which arose
directly after the battle of El Alamein T/hen, with the enemyr
in the first stages of their precipitate and disorganised
withdrawal and still within easy range of the TfoD,A,P«®s
existing bases in Egypt, the concentrated use of air power
might have immobilised and eventually led to the utter
destruction of the balance of Rommel’s force. Hew to

accomplish that earliest and most difficult phase of the
retreat which involved the regrouping of his crushed and

partly demoralised army in the face of a powrerful and

efficient opposing air force, which could operate both by
and by day, must have been Rommel’s most pressing

As it so happened, the full situation wc^ never
night
px*oblem,
allowed to develop fvillj, for durdng this period of
acute crisis in the foartsunes of the German-Italian Panzer

Army nothing like the full bombing momentum of the TfoD,As,P
was ever achieved,.

TherePrimarily, the fault v/as one of plarmiing,
existed the most detailed army and air plans for the dura

tion of the battle and for the pursuit, but there would
appear to have been no specific mention or consideration of

this immensely important and vital period of overlap, when
the beaten Panzer Army were pulling out from the field of
battle and- the bombers were still able to operate from

their permanent bases in Egypt,

The Eighth Army Commander’s avm plans for the pursuit
are of particular interest, as he did not appear to have

envisag-ed the possibility that, during this interim peri-cd
of overian, the air force-and not the army would be the

primary weapon at his disposal for sealing of the enemy
i'h-3 air force wras required chiefly to provideretreat.

3?9 SECRET
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Field Marshal

Montgomery?
'El Alamein to

the Sangro.'

fighter cover to the light armoijred forces operating in the
van of the pursuit and;, by their^bombing, increase the
enemy's conf;ision,
no appreciation of the fact that, just as ’roimd-the-clook’
bombing had been one of the main factors in stopping
Rommel's advance towards the Delta in July, and again during
the offensive of late August 1942, so, vdth tables tinned
completely, concentrated air attack could present the
piirsuing armour with the accomplished fact of what remained

of the battered Panzer Arn^y wholly immobilised along the
coast roado

There appears to have been little or

According to the Eighth Army Commander, the three major
considerations after the battle were?-

(a) A drive by the Eighth Army to outflank Rommel'
remaining forces,

(b) Establish the Desert Air force on forward landing-
grounds, and,

(o) Get the port of Tobruk as early as possible and
so ease the supply situation.

s

As a corollary to (b), the air force was to act, 'in con
junction with the armoured oars, as the long-range hitting
weapon and greatly increase the confusion of the enemy's
withdrawal j at the same time fighter cover cotO-d be given
to the light forces operating in the van of the pursuit.
In the broader picture, it was urgent to establish our air
bases firmly in Cyrenaica, on airfields from which they
could dominate the Central Mediterranean, the Libyan ports
and Rommel's long lines of commun5.oation along the coast to
Benghazi and Tripoli,
from the fields in the Egyptian frontier area from which
Tobruk could be covered.

The immediate object was to operate

More important, was the Martuba
group of airfields, in the Jebel el Akdar, whence the Malta
convoys could be safely escorted,•

It is seen, therefore, that the role assigned to the
air force, during the critical period immediately following
the break-through, was a piurely subsidiary, one, at a time
when the air force should have been regarded as the primary
long-range weapon for immobilising the retreating enemy.
The result was that fighter cover was being provided for
'the light forces operating in the van of the pursuit'
at a time when every single available fighter was needed,
either for fighter bombing, or else to act as escort to the
light bombers.

The AcO.C,-in-C»'s Despatch of 3 November 1942 to C,AgS,

Even the Air Commanders themselves v/ould appear to
have missed the full significance of the opportunity which
the collapse of the German-Italian Panzer Army on the field
of battle would probably offer them to turn defeat into
rout,

forward quickly in long bounds' and not on the final sledge
hammer offensive from the air which would bring the last
remnants of the Panzer Army to a standstill before they
had managed to make good their escape from Egypt,

The emphasis was on getting 'the fighters right

'Have just returned from the Desert,' the
in a despatch datedA,OoC,-in-C, wrote to the C,A,S

5 November, 'where advance parties of fighter squadrons
are already on road and, with Array help, hope to be on

»>
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Dhaba aerodromes tO'-morrow» Have seen nearly all tha
squadrons d,n Western Desert, 201 and 205 Groups at
least once in last few dayso They are in magnificient
form ajnd out to kill.

Fcllowing summardses situations

This has been and still is, to a certain extent a
No doubt that campaign againstbattle of witSo

enemy fighter force which began on October 9th has been
effective

accept early successes as decisive and has consistently
directed proportion of his effort to keeping the enemy
air dawiio

effect of the attacks on shipping, which havu nullified
effect of enemy air reinforcements,
is to get the fighters right forward quickly in long
bounds.

Goningh.am has resisted temptation to

It is this, coupled with the diversionary

The problem now

This is partly an Army problem and par’cly
I am satisfied that the admdnistratiTO

Ao 0 , C ® ••rn^C ,

Correspondence
with Prime

Minister, etc.
Part V,

A.H,B,/IIJ1/
183/27 (E)

administrative,

arrangements^ based on previous experience, are ready,
Ooningham and I have repeatedly emphasised importance^
of long smf t moves to Army and ;am hojpef ul we shall get

I thirdc it is realised that tMs is a

Co~operation
what we want,

time when big chances must be taken,
between fighters and bombers and between British and
Americans in Desert is first class and the operational
organisation is working like clocloTork, with excellent
mutual confidence,

magnificently loyal work but are, of course, completely
outclassed and it is hard to have to tell them they
cannot have modern aircraft yet..,.

Hurricane squadrons doing

In general, situation is very satisfactory and we
should be able to, as indeed we must, maintain present
maximum effort. We are all determined not to ret the

enemy get his tail up on the grotmd or in the aii’ and
if we can get forward in long and rapid stages wo
should be able to clean up the Job,^

The Enemy Retreat to Fvika on 5 November

’After breaking contact with the enemy at nightfall,®
(on 2f November) says the official German Narrative, Hlie
Army carried out its retreat according to plan, despite
continual heavy air atta.dks. The enemy did not immedia.tely
follow up on a wide front,’

The night-bombing of the enemy, as they retreated west
wards along the Fuka-Daba road, was carried out during the

night 4/5 November by 52 Wellingtons of No, 205 Group which
totalled 73 sorties, A force of nine Halifax aircraft
which would have added considerably to the TOigiit of ths

attack were imfortunately sent on an abortive raid on the
The majority of the attacks by theJUo 52 base at Crete.

No, 205 Group
0oR,Bo

Wellingtons vrere made slightly t-o the east of Fuka, T/here

tiglatly-paokad and badly-dispersed vehicles were located
and bombed, Lange numbers of M,T, were seen north of the
I’oad and betvreen the road and the railv/ay, v/hile others

Beaches vrere cro’vT.’dedmoving along the I’cad itself,
with M,T, and possibly tanks, and a large number of vehicles,
or possibly tanks, was reported by the railway at Galal,
It was in th1.s area that the Tifellingtons which returned on

their second sorties found their best targets ’enormous
quantities of M-,T, being illuminated on and off the roado

moving westwards along the roa.d axid

were

Large numbers were seen
a few eastward, ’

(84234)401 SEGPJiT
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Thera is no doubt that in the course of these raids

considerable havoc was caused among the retreating enemy
columns. The enemy themselves spoke of the ‘incessant
raids, mainly on the coast road, causing delays and con
siderable damage among the retreating convoys,’ Eeturaing
crews reported how Daba itself had been seen as a sheet of

flame, ‘there being so many fires that they merged into one
huge mass.‘ This conflagration at Daba may be attributed
partly to the fact that the enemy was destroying vast dumps
of stores in this very important forward supply centre.

Once the enemy line had shown signs of disintegration
Rommel had oast around for alternative defensive position
and considered that he had found one at Pidca. There the

coast road passes up a 300 foot escarpment v/hioh is other

wise almost impassable. It was at Puka, too, that the Duce
had ordered a fight to the last man,, The Eighth Arro.y
pursuit force consisted of X Corps which comprised the 1st,
7th and 10th Armotu*ed Divisions, The 1st and lOth Armoured

Divisions, on the morning of 5 November, were dix’scted on
Daba and the 7th Armoured Division on Puka. The Eighth
AiTny Commander, who planned to cut off the retreating enemy
by swinging north to out the coast road at the bottlenecks
of Pui:a and Matridi, also ordered the 2nd NeTf Zealand
Division on Puka, the Division passing from XXX to X Corps,

The ground forces could either follow along the line of

the coast road and railway and try to overwhelm the enemy
rearguard, which in this case consisted of the very able and

experienced 50th Light Division, or else, by striking aci-oss

the desert over a circuitous and difficult route, endeavour
to cut the coast road and so outflanlc the greater part of
the retreating enemy forces. The latter - * the hook towards

the coast’ - constituted the well-tried and by now almost
traditional tactics of an armoured force in the deserta

Bearing in mind the German ability in defence and the lethal

nature of their anti-tank gun screen, there was little
likelihood that direct pursuit along the coast road vrauld

offer much prospect of success. Too frequently in the
Desert Campaigns had Commanders on both sides made the

mistake of pitting armour against guns.

Ce-in-C.’s

Despatch and
’El Alamein to

the Sangj.’o’

The outflanking movement to the coast had the inherent
defects mentioned above; the route was frequently circui
tous and the terrain difficult, with the additional risk -

November was the beginning of the rainy period - that,
within the space of a few hours rain of sub-tropical
violence could transfer the Desert tz’aoks into an irripassable
moi'asso

for A,P,V,s, had the great advantage of pennitting vehicles

to advance on a wide front, but this was only possible
where both the terrain and the weather were favourable.

It is readily demonstrable that, generally speald.ng, traffic
using the Desert as a highway were at a grave disadvantage
compared with that which confined itself to the coast road

as, in spite of the hazards of air attack and Commando
raids, this single metalled road continued to be the main

artery serving the Panzer Aimy,

Certainly travel across the Desert, particularly

Whichever p3.an of pursuit was adopted by the Eiglith
Army Commander - the frontal pursuit which involved the

enemy’s loaown skill in defence vri-th the formidable 88 mm

guns used as an anti-tank weapon, advance across the desert

with the hazards of adverse terrain and v/eather, or a com

bination of both - the one certainty was that, given
reasonable weather and range, the enemy oould be reached by

(8423^)402
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disposal of the Eighth Axr,
Agaa.il the prdjnary offensive vreapon at the

CoHmander was air power®

On B'irst Day of Pursuit (5 Nci’-e.mber) Main Task of lighter
Force to Protect Poi'ward Troops

In spite of the pressing need for finishing off the
demoralisation and defeat of the Panzer Army with the
most intense bombing programme of which all aircraft
capable and whilst the enemy still remained within reach

the permanent bases in Egypt, throughout the first day
of the advEUice the main fighter tasic was
protection over advanced forward elements of land for

The War Diary of 2 Air Suppoori: Control is most explicit
on the subjects ^Bombing was early directed on P'oka rail
way crossing, but by 10,30 hours first prioi’ity given to
providing cover over 2nd New Zealand Division at Fulca and
bombing was suspended,' An early report at 02,45 hours
from the EoAoP, to Main Eighth Army H.Q* had informed them
that the ®main road from Fulca to Daba is a solid mass, head,
to tail,* pointing - as did the militacpy situation - to the
fact that the first day of the pursuit would provide
splendid targets.

were

01

fproviding air
’oes

At IOqOO hours there was a wireless message from the
BaGeS, to the Army Commander pointing out that ’the enemy
ti’ansport now extends from almoxt east of Fuka to Matruh,

New Zealand Division wall be too la.te* and"suggesting liHat
''EaAoFc reduce their fighter cover over New Zealand Division
in Older to release them for offensive operations against
enemy M,To ’ A further message stated ’No answer yet
received from Army Commander, TOR 12,50 hours,’ By the
time bhis signal had been received, only two raids by light
bombers had been carried out by a total of 56 Bostons and
Baltimores which dropped a total of 189 x 250 lb, bombs on

the retreating enemy cocksmso Cloud hampered observation
of results, but direct hits and. near ma.sses w-ere scored.
To revise a day’s bomber prog'camme at short notice, ?/ith
all its complex briefing and timing of fighter escorts,
was an extremely difficiILt task. Three further attacks
were made by the light bombers in the course of the
afternoon by 53 aircraft (excluding escorts). They com
prised 17 Baltimores of No, 225 Squadron, 18 Bostons of
No, 12 SoA.AoFo and 18 B,25 Mtchells of Nos, 82, 83 and
Zi-34 Squadrons U,S,A.,A,F, Many direct hits and near misses
were scored. One of the outstanding features of these
attacks was the intent e and heavy A, A, barrage v/hieh t-he
enemy put up along the main road from F^ika to Bagush, In

the first raid seven Mtchells were holedj in the second
two Baltimorss collided and were destroyed,* and in the
third one Boston was brought doivn by A, A, gunfire near

Daba, Intelligence sources attributed this to the fact
that the A,A, defences for the protection of the main roa.d

used bji' the retreating Panzer Army had been reinforced by
guns formerly'' used in the defence of the Daba L,G,s, This

was the last time the light bombers were to operate in

anything like strength during this phase of the pursiiit.

Eighth JiZ'my
'War Diary,

Noa 3 Wang
S5A0A0F0 OoRoB®

A, A.o HcQoWeD,

Daily Int, Sum,
No, 273.

As has been mentioned, the main fighter task on
5 November was the protection of oin* forward troops,
patrols being maintained in the Fuka - Sidi Haneish area..

The enemy fighters shovred an increase in offensive spirit
and at'bemptsd throvighout the day to interefere with the

patrolling aircraft and fou;? Me, I09’s were ol.aimad as shot

down for tb.e loss of one Spitfiroa EneiTiy records show two

Me, 109’s shot dom and one Me, 111, The enemy themselves

A,A,H,Q.W„D,
Daily xnt. Sums,

A.,H,Ba6 Records a
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destroyed 14 of their own aircraft on the grovind  - eight of
them fighters.) Fighter~bombers flew a total of 55 sorties
against good targets along the main road in the Daba-Fuka
area, causing many fires and explosions,(1) Nearly all these
raids encountered enemy fighters protecting this vital
stretch of the coast road.

At 12.0C hours on 5 November Operation ’Buster' v/as
put into effect when a signal was circulated by A.A,H,Q,W,De
for the 'A' Peirties of the Fighter Things to go forward to

Daba, By 19,00 hoiirs that evening, 9th Australian Division

were in a position to signal to Main H.Q, Eighth Army that

L.G.s 105 and 106, at Daba and Sidi Abd el Rahman were not

only reported clear of mines, but that the R,A,F, were
already in occupation. On the morning of 5 November a

signal from Tao to Madn H.Q, Eighth Army called forward
the mobile landing-ground construction parties to Sidi Abd

el Rahman, The landing groimd at Sidi Abd el Ralunan (L.G,
106) was found in good condition, but L.G, 105 in the Daba
area was fovind to be unserviceable ov/ing to the deep tracks

left behind by tanks and guns which had crossed it during a
heavy fall of rain. Squadrons arriving reported that, in

their haste, the enemy had not merely left numbers of air

craft behind which req’jiired very slight maintenance to malie

them flyable, but had abandoned nine brand new Me, I09’s,
on trucks, in Gazal Station,

Besides the priority given to the fighters for the
protection of forward units, other factors vdiich contributed
to the drop in the sortie rate of both light bombers and

fighter bombers was the obscurity of the bombline and the

preparations for the advance which, in the case of certain

squadrons, held up air operations. The three light bomber

Wings (Nos, 5 S.A,A,F,, 232 Yfings and the 12th Bombardment
Group UoS,A,A,F,) attributed the fact that so few calls were
made on theii' aircraft during the day to the fact that the

fluid Army situation made the target borabline position
obsc^Jre,

A.A.H.Q, w.D.
War Diary,

Main Eighth
Army Wax* Diary.

No, 239 Wing
O.RsB,

Yifestem Desei-t

Operations
Ft, V,

'Fi-om the point of view of the light bombers,'
this great retreat by

Though the South African
says No, 3 J/ing S.A,A»F, 0.R.B
Rommel was exasperating,
Armpiired Gars and the Royals, keeping southward of the

main road made great sweeps westward to cut off the
defeated enemy, the fact that so much of his M,T, wa^
hourly, though slowly, getting out of range and that
the bombline, having regard to oiu* own advancing
columns made the target position obscure, meant a
diminishing amount of work for the air and ground
crews of 3 and 232 Wingt*

No. 3 S.A,A„F,

Wing O.RoB,

In addition to the Royals and the South Africans, who ware

operating 'out in the blue' successfully harassing the

enemy rear lines of communication, there was uncertainty
about the whereabouts of the New Zealanders, X Corps

reported to Main Eighth Army H.Q, that, owing to communica
tions difficulties, the nearest location they v/ere able to

give the 2nd New Zeala;adDivision was 'in squares 7830

CD ’There was wild confusion (5 November) on the coast road between Fuka and
Mersa Matruh, Vehicle columns, their lorries full of stragglers, jaB®.ed
up and choked the whole road, while overhead the R.A.F, reigned supreme,
flying one attack after the other against every worthwhile target.-.
Shortly afterwards two bombing attacks were made on the Panzer Army’s HeQ.
which the British had apparently located tte'ough Its wireless traffic.
Wsstphal (Rommel’s Chief of Staff) and I lay in a slit-trench and let the
eai^pet of bombs pass over. There was little damage,’ 'Tim Romel .Papaw

• «
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7930',

The RcAoP,'s eagerness to keep pace 'with the rapidly advanc
ing Eighth Arniy units also had its effect on operations.
No, 213 Squadron (Hurricanes) reported that, throughout
5 November, there 'vvas no operational flying 'preparations for
a move being afoot*, while No, 80 Squadron, also Hurricanes,
noted 'readiness from 05,45 hours - only one operation car
ried out to-day,'

Enemy Decision to Abandon Puka - 5 November

an area around Pulca covering some 70 square miles.or

Squadron
0,R,B,s,

The crushing defeat of the German-Italian Panzer Army
and the sudden collapse of the line at El Alamein was fol-
lov/ed for a time by complete confusion,
relate how, on the morning of 5 November, X Corps had reached
an area some 45 kms, to the south of Daba but, ovri.ng to the
lack of petrol, ammunition and v/ater, was temporarily unable

German-Italian to retreat any further. By about 08,00 hours, the main body
Forces in Africa of the 90th Light Division had reached the Puka area and had
German Official

\7ar Narrative,
Cabinet Office

A.L,743,

Enemy records

taken up defensive positions there. But only two of
XXI Corps' infantry battalions and tvro artillery regiments
had reached Puka, while XX Corps were still rounding up the
scattered remnants of its tliree Divisions in the area to the

Y/est of Puka, Because XX Corps was not in the area to which
it had been allotted to protect Afrika Korps' south flank,
the German armour was outflanked, Afrika Korps decided to
launch a counterattack with 21st Panzer Division about midday
to restore the situation, but this intention had to be aban
doned 'because the enemy pressure on the front had greatly
increased and the petrol situation did not permit any comtex’
attacks, ’ Later as will be seen ov/ing to the shortage of
petrol, the 21st Panzer Division v/as completely immobilised

, and, as a result, lost almost the Y?hole of its armoured
strength and heavy guns.

The enemy forces in and behind the Puka positions were
extremely low in strength. The 90th Light Division, for
instance, comprised three v/eak regiments, one artillery
regiment and stragglers of 164th Light Division which had
been almost annihilated in the recent fighting. Many of the
Italian troops which had escaped from the battlefield vrere

moving west yd-thout orders, partly on the coast road and
partly in a disorganised rabble across the desert,' The

Panzer Army sent a very sharply worded order to the tliree
Italian Corps to establish halt posts, in order to stop the
rout, and bring the troops to their allotted areas. At
this time the Afrika Korps consisted merely of 15th Panzer
Division with 8 tanks, 200 riflemen, 4 anti-tanlc guns and
12 field guns and 21st Panzer Division had 30 tanlcs, 3 rifle
battalions with 400 men between them, I6 anti-tank guns and
25 field guns, and these were acconpanied by some
500 stra£;;glers from 164th Light Division, Indeed, the posi
tion ̂ 7as so critical that, at 14,00 hours, Afrika Korps
reported, 'Positions can be held to-day, but an outflanloing
movement is probable^ then a withdrawal v/ill be impossible,
Yfe propose therefore to v/ithdraw Afrika Korps....

t

t

Enemy reports commented on the R.A.P,'s incessant night
raids, mainly on the coast road, causing delays and consider
able damage among the retreating convoys,
the daytime activity by the ¥4D.A,P, y/as less than on the two
previous days,

grounds in the rear had a marked effect on operations, pre
venting them from putting any but small forces into the
battle.

It was noted that

The move of the Axis Air Forces to landing-

The destruction of aircraft revealed signs of panic.
On 5 November I4 aircraft were destroyed on the ground by
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Luft\/aff e personnel one as fai- back as Gambut, in Cyrenaica®
This brought the total destroyed in this way since 2 November

to 33.

The enemy supply positions had reached a climax.
Afrika Korps reported that the two German armoured divisions

had such small petrol supplies that only one of them could

carry out its withdrawal,
in the area south of Qasaba, about 60 kms, forward of the neY/
line, in spite of the enemy’s obvious outflanking movements.
If the enemy realised this before the division received the

necessary petrol, the loss of much of the division and pos
sibly its coii^jlete loss would have to be faced,
of ammunition yrere also perilously short 'follov/ing on the

withdravra.1 preparations set in train in the forward areas

aaid their cancellation by the counter-order on 3 November
The aminunition dumped in the Mersa Matruh area was sufficient

for an action of short duration only.

’21st Panzer Division had to stay

t
Supplies

• e • e

t

Wireless instructions were received from the Duce on the

evening of 5 November gave the Army ’carte blanche’ to vd.th-

draviT to the Mersa Matruh positions. He held, howeverj> that

a 'prolonged delaying action in the Mersa Matruh area was

vitally necessary to gain time to continue constructing the

Solluin-Halfaya positions,
question of holding a defensive position at Puka, -vdiich had

been the basis of Rommel’s fighting \'d.thdrawal, had to be
abandoned.

On 5 November, therefore^ all

The Tactical Use of Heavy Bombers-Nigjht 5/6 November

Aircraft of No, 205 Group excelled themselves, on the
night of 5/6 November, by dropping 150 tons of bombs on the
retreating enemy forces. For the first time in the Desert

Campaigns heavy bombers were used tactically in support of

the Eighth Army as 11 Halifax II aircraft of No. A62 Squadron
took part in the ni^t’s operations for \?hich the briefing
Y/as, ’the Puka-Haneish Road, is packed with retreating MoT.

etc,' Eleven Halifax, eighty-ti¥o Wellington and nine
Albacore sorties.Y/ere carried out over a seven hour period,
tv/enty-one Wellingtons making double sorties. Althougli tar

gets were not as closely packed as on the previous nights,
many direct hits v/ere scored and over 30 fires were started.

The Y/eather v/as poor at first, there being 10/l0ths« cloud
at 7/8000 feet and some aircraft ran into rain storms. This
Y^as the first signs of a deterioration in the T/eather Ydiich,
\7ith rain of cloud-burst intensity, was to flood airfields,
transform the desert into a morass and bring the pursuit
force to a standstill, Albacores illuminated and pilots
reported that fires v/ere already burning when their aircraft

arrived over the targets and were probably due to the enemy
b-orning stores, although night-flying Hirericanes of

No. 73 Squadron had been active in the same area. On the

whole the A.A, opposition was not as heavy as had been anti

cipated, A.t Matruh nine heavy guns, six light guns and six

searchlights were reported - these v/ere very active and

fairly accurate. One Halifax Yra.s burnt out due to a 40 lb,

bomb, which had hung up, exploding when the aircraft landed.
There were no casualties.

Bi-Weekly Opsum
No, 71, Middle
East Air Staff

Ops, Records and
No, 205 Group
0,R.B,

No. 205 Group
O.R.B, and

Squadrons,

No, 73 Squadron’s ’Gala Night’ - 5/6 November

In anticipation of the enemy retreat along the coast
road. No. 73 Squadron which had been operating night-flying
Hiurricanes to very good effect throughout the battle, had

fitted all aircraft Yidth long-range tarJes,
the aircraft of No, 205 Group - possibly because they

In contrast to
No, 73 Squadron
0.R.B,
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operated rather further to the west and at a lower altitude -

they foiind most rev^arding targets and the Squadron War Diary
describes the night's operations as a 'gala night'. Attacks
were made at dusk and daiivn. Twelve aircraft which operated
in pairs arrived in the Garawla-Puka area just before dusk
and 'straffed hundreds of M»T, on the roads, many carrying
troops. Heavy and light A,A, also intense Breda fire v/as
encountered - various gun positions were straffed and at
least one Breda silenced,' Operations at dawn 6 November
were disappointing. Everything as far as Fuka was fomd to
be quiet and the comment was made that 'our army has pushed
on so rapidly that it v/as impossible to distinguish enemy
troops near Garavda', In addition to these dusk and dav/n

patrols, two Hurricanes patrolled the main road area, as far
as Sidi Haneish, to vrard off any enemy low-level attacks
vifhich might be made on the advanced Eighth Army units, but no
hostile aircraft were encountered#

'Rain and S/lOths Cloud from Itika to bidi Barani' -
h November ~~

The conditions of cloud and occasional rain squalls
which had impeded air operations during the night of
5/6 November developed into a torrential downpour which
quickly transformed the dry desert tracks into quagmires and
rendered the fair-vreather landing grounds in the desert tem
porarily unserviceable. By 09,00 hours, on 6 November,
returning fighters reported 'cloud and rain conditions Daba
and Westwards', By 10,30 hours a report was received from
No. 211 Group that L,G,s 105, 106 and 25 were flooded and
that, as this most probably applied to all,landing-grounds in
the Daba area, orders were given that no aircraft were to
move forward without permission. Further z’eports received
during the day by A,A,H,Q,W»D, revealed the disheartening
fact that bad vreather with heavy rain and extremely poor con
ditions of visibility, -vYith 8/l0ths cloud, covered the whole
area from Fuka to Sidi Barrani, Along these vital 120 miles
of coast 1‘oad, therefore, which held what remained of the
Panzer Army, the weather conditions had spread a tremendously
effective protective screen, disorganising the whole of the
W,D,A,Fo bomber operations.

Apart from the da^wn low-level attacks against M.T, in
the Sidi Haneish and Qasaba areas carried out by the
Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron, there were no offensive sorties
against ground targets until 13.30 hours. Up to that time,
all the fighter sorties - over 120 in number - were carried
out by aircraft providing cover to the Ei^th Army's forward
troops and in reconnaissance over the flooded airfields.
Owing to heavy rain and bad visibility, a number of aircraft
were forced to return to base. Wo enemy aircraft were
sighted and no enemy air activity v/as reported throughout
the day.

A, A,He Qo W,D ,
War Diary,

A.A.HeQ, v/.D,
Daily Int, Suns

and M,E, Opsum
No. 71,

An interesting reference is made to events on 6 November
by No, 2 A,SoC, in their War Diary:-

'Fighters provided cover over most \vesterly troops,
but as large column of M.T, were seen by this cover
leaving Matruh, tyro bomber raids were directed on mine
field gap N,E. of Charing X with good effect,
cloud limited operations,
G, Ops, or Tac, Army
up to Daba L.G.s,
used, '

Rain and

Little information from

Some Wing ”A" Parties moved
but rain prevented L.G,s from being
...,

No, 2 AoS.C.

'■..'ar Diary,
Cabinet Office
Archives«
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It Mas not until 13»30 hours that the air offensive

against the retreating enemy was resmed, when six Kittyhawks
Nos« 250 and 1+50 of No, 250 Squadron made a lov/-level machine-gunning attack

against enemy M»T. along the Sidi-Barrani-Matruh Road, claim

ing 36 trucks daiflaged, tliree vehicles in flames and a petrol
dutnp destroyed, limy casualties were also inflicted on

enemy troops riding in trucks. The Kittyhawks encountered
very bad flying conditions, with heavy rainstorms and one

aircraft was forced to turn back, A quarter of an hour
later, 12 Kittyhavdcs of No, if50 Squadron (R,A,A,F»), des
patched on a long-range strafing patrol to the same target,
were prevented by low cloud and rain from carrying out any
attacks. Eight Y^arhawks of No, 6I+ Squadron TJ,S,A,A,Pc
managed to get through. They located some 500 enemy
vehicles in the Charing X area, some eight miles to the

south-v/est of Matruh and machine-gunned them to very good
effect. The next raid, this time by eight Y/arhawks of

No, 66 Squadron, proved abortive, as they were forced to
return by the vreather. The third and last U,S,A,AoF,
attack was made by eight lYarhav/ks of No, 65 Squadron
UoS, AcA,F. which machine-gunned what was described as 'a

solid stream of traffic moving along the road to the west
of Hatruh. ’ Claims Mere made of six lorries bloTm up,

Later still.

Squadron
0,RbBj s*

A. A. H, Q. W. D.
Daily Int.
Sums,

nine damaged and a machine-gun silenced,
six Kittyhawks of No, 112 Squadron, carrying 8 x 2f01b, bombs,
cau^t the retreating enen^y colijrans vdien they were some

50 miles to the west of Matruh and, with their bombing and

low-level attacks, destroyed or damaged some 20 M,T,
Throughout 6 November many Squadrons were waiting for the
order to move which did not arri've until that evening, ov/ing
to the widespread flooding of the Daba landing grounds.

Only five -unescorted li^t bomber sorties could be
carried out against this superb target of all arms as they
left IViatruh, owing to the continued preoccupation of the

fighter force with protective patrols over our forward
troops, at a time when the enemy air force were conspicuous
by their absence, and the delays in the move forward of the

fighter force entailed by the flooding of the Daba landing
grouTids
YYing Yiere idle,
out by aircraft of No, 232 ‘ffing using cloud as cover,
target was described as a ’continuous convoy of retreating
enemy M,T, leaving Matruh and extending for miles along the

road,’

three Baltimores of No, 55 Squadron and two of No, 223

Squadron,
entering cloud for cover as soon as bombs had been released,
precluded observation of any results of the bombing,
aircraft of No, 55 Squadron Yias lost, probably due to

A,A, gunfire,

Meanvdiile raids by U,S,A,A.Po heavy bombers accounted
for a further 10,500 tons of enemy shipping in Benghazi and
Tobruk harbours,

out by 21 Liberators on the evening of the 6 November when
the Fortofino a tanker of 6l+2l+ tons, which had already been

damaged by air attack, was set on fire, and the auxiliary
vessel the Mars of 369 tons was also sunk,

vessel, the Etiopia of 2153 tons -VYas sunk at Tobruk in the
course of an afternoon raid by five Portresses in which
damage w/as caused to other shipping in the port, including a
submarine.

Meanwhile the li^t bombers of Koo 3 S,A,A,P,
The five unescorted sorties were carried

The

The aii-’craft which took part in the raid congprised

The nature of the attacks, which involved

One

The attack against Benghazi w/as carried

The third

No, 223 Squadron
0.R.B,

Lloyds List of

Enemy Shipping
Losses and M,E,

Weekly Int,
Suim, Vole 8,
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Panic Among tho Afr^ika Eorps at Mersa Matnjii 6 November

C-Tily now that enemy rfax- di.aries ane av<a:llable is it pos'
sible to realise the extent of the opportunity presented to
the NoDoAePe. on 6 November and which, for various reasons,
vra.s missedo

’Army Headqijiarters, j
says an entry in the Afril'ia

Korps ¥ar Diary on 6 November, 'gave information regard~
ing blocked roads and flooded areas south-vrest of
Mersa Matruhs Airfields in the Mersa Matruh region were

As a result of theto be scoured for fuel supplies*
abrupt abandonment of the territory east of Mersa Matruh
the heavy convoy traffic surging back from this area
became jaaimed in the fortress toYmo

increased by rain which fell during the morning and bj"
It Yvas almost

The confusion was

mines laid at the sides of the roads®

Afrika Korps Yifar

Diary. A.H.B.b
Trans, No®

VIl/100/2.
inpossible for convoys and single vehicles to make any
headway® In addition, the irresponsibility of officers
of all ranks and the ill-considered decision they took
gave rise to unrest and to some extent panic®
vehicles on or near the road were set on fire and guns
vrere wrecked or abandoned for lack of gun tractors,
lUsJiy vehicles had left their units and were driven to the

rear without orders®

Thus

'(1)Convoys became disorganised.O O

The enemy themselves commented on the fact that the
W.DoAoP® Y/ere not out in very great strength on  6 November due,
as they thought, to 'the longer distances to be flowi'®
Unfortunately, in spite of all this chaos at Ma.truli, not a
single bombingrai.d was directed against the toTn®

In the meantime, the 21 st Panzer Division Yidth 2|-0 out of

the 48 tanlcs noYv left to the-Panzer Divisions, was immobilised
in the area to the south-Y/est of Qasaba and still more than

Officia], German 20 miles from Matruh®
Narrative and

Cabinet Office

Notes.

The Afrdka Korps H«Q<, considered this
halt to be highly dangerous and urged the Division 'to move
if it Y/ere at all possible', but 'oY-ving to lack of fuel the
division remained where it YTas,' In this very vulnerable
situation, 21st Panzer Division YYere attacked by 22nd Armoured
Brigade of the 7th Armoured Division. They formed  a semi-
circle round the enejny tanks and picked them off one by one,
themselves losing only one tanlc burnt out and two damaged.

I
The 21st Panzer Division sustained very heavy casualties

during the fighting on 6 November - 22nd Armoured Brigade
claimed 25 tanlcs destroyed - and by the evening, as no appreci
able quantity of pet:- ol had arrived, the grave decision v/as
taken to bloYv up the remaining tanks, together rd-th seme
other vehicles, and to use the vdieeled vehicles to break:

through tov/ards Matruh* During this withdrawal, which took
place on the night 6/7 November, the 21st Panzer Division

(1) Conditions on the road (6 November) vrere indescribable.
Columns in complete disorder - partly of German, partly
of Itatliaii vehicles - choked the road betvireen the mine^
fields

t

Rarely was there any movement foiwai’d and then
Many vehicles were oneverything soon jammed up again.

toYY and there Y/as an acute shortage of petrol, for the
retreat had considerably increased consuiption
Dru’ing that day, we succeeded in forming a fairly firm
front and beat off all enemy attacks
enemy must have been aY/are of our VYeakness, he still con

tinned to operate Y/ith great caution.'

• » « O

Although the

'The Roimmel Paj:er
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lost still more vehicles in the deep rnud to the south east
of Ivlatruh, where the ground had been turned into a quagmire
by the heavy I'ains, On 23 October, the enemy tank strength
was 537 (238 German and 299 Italian), By 6 November, the
second day of the pursuit, the Italian armoured strength had
been eliminated entirely, while the Afrika Korps, after the
disaster to the 21st Panzer Division at Qasaba, could iHuster
only 12 tanks (l5th Panzer Division eight and 21st Panzer
Division four). The German-Italian Panzer Army had been
reduced to some 2 per cent of its original tank strength at /
the opening of the battle of El Alaraein, and it is no
exaggeration to say that, on 6 November, it no longer
existed as an effective fighting force, Rommel’s much-
vaunted Panzer Army which had advanced \vith such elation and
confidence after the fall of Tobruk v/as now at the nadir of

its strength and efficiency. Only the speed of the enemy’s
vd.thdrawal made at the ejq^ense of the abandonment of nearly
all its tanks and heavy Y/eapons, the intervention of the
T/eather, the slovm.ess of the Eighth Army in getting forward
and the diversion of the ¥,D,A,Po from T/hat \ms  - teiirporaril^'-,
at least - its pre-eminently ijnportant role of concentrated
bombing saved tdiat remained of the routed and demoralised
enemy from complete disaster.

The Enemy's Critical Supply Position - 6 November

Pz* Army Dally Report
to G*H,Q, 23 Oct,

Appendices to Pz»Amy
Afrika Vlar Diary
/J, 961,

Afrika Korps War
Diary, A,H*B,6
Trans,

The complete immobilisation of 21st Panzer Division on

6 November for lack of petrol and the consequent destruction
of almost the vdiole of their armour* y®.s the climax of a

grave supply situation v/hich had had a crippling effect on
the Panzer Army throughout the battle of El Alamein, There
was every likelihood that - as had happened with the Eighth
Army in July - by falling back on their bases and shortening
their lines of communication, the Panzer Army ?/ould find the
supply position eased. However, so great was the disorgan
isation in the rear, particularly at Matruh, that the supply
colimins vrere unable to get forTvard with the fuel that v/as
available.

’On 3 November, ' says an extract from the Chief
Panzer Army Supply Officer’s Report, ’after the course
of the Alamein fighting had made it obvious that the
enemy Y/as too strong for us and that vre Y/ould have to

vd-thdraYiT, the Panzer Army QJviG took preliminary steps to
arrange the v/ithdraT/al, If these steps could have been
carried out as planned, a vast quantity of equipment and
supplies could have been saved. On 4 November, hoYTsvei)
a counter order arrived (as a result of Hitler's
"■Victory or Death" message) cancelling all the measirres
already taken. All IjIT columns vdiich had already been
instructed to vm.thdra’w fully loaded vrere no?/ sent bade
empty to bring up more supplies. Then, on 5 November,
fresh orders Yvere issued to prepare for a YvithdraYYal,
There Y?as noYY not enough empty MT in Matruh to take
back all the supplies, and so a great deal of important
equipment and supplies had to be destroyed. Some
YYOYonded and POW also had to be left behind in Matruh,
The effect of order and coYmter order v/as most dis
astrous in this case. • » •

Pz-.Armee Afril^a

Misc, Supply
Messages, Cabinet
Office Archives
AL866,

Throughout the YTithdraYYal, colYimns had to push
their \?ay for\Yard to the fighting troops against the
main stream of traffic Yvith essential supplies
Petrol became a question of life and death to the Army
Casualties on the vdthdraY/al have not been finally esti
mated yet, but it is obvious that losses in men and M,T,

• •09

009
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have been conaiderablej particu3^5.rly -'chrough low“*flying
air attacks by English light bombers (i)t

O o e o

The Panzer Army supply situation was also made more
critical by tlie 'D%S,iA,A,.,P, hea-^/ji^-’bombex' r8.ids on Bengl:iazi and
Tobruk on 6 Novanber when^ 8.s has already been described^ the

three ships#, the Portofinop Etiopia and Mars were sunlc.

A,H.B.6 Records, The Portofino contained 2#000 cubic metres of petrol when she
\ms set on fire, and slie was still bui’ning when Eighth Ar-ray
troops entered Benghazi on 20 November. The loss of this

petrol was a severe blow as it represented# at a moderate
estiimte, a week's airlift of petrol from Crete. Owing to
the imminent exiiaustion of the Panzer Army's fuel supplies i.n

Official Gemian the forward area# Rorcmel wished Kesselring to have 300 cubic

War Narrative 5, metres flovm forward from the Tobruk-Benghazi area on

7 November. In 3,ddition3 therefore# to the wasteful expedient
of flying fuel over from Crete to North Africa.# it was now

necessary to have it ferried forward by air. This involved
the cumbersome Ju, 52's in considerable risk and several were

shot down on the following day.

Rommel's Intention to Make a Temporary Stand at Matruli -

6 November

By now the Panzer Array was in such a very bad state# by
reason of its low strength# lack of petrol and motor trans™

port that there no longer remained any possibility of its

being able to launch an effective counter-attack agains/t the

Ei^ith Army's outflarlcing movements. The crippling losses
inflicted on 21st Panzer Division 8.nd reports that a pursuirig
force of tanks and armoured cars were across the Siwa track

to the south west of Matruli precluded any idea of a sustained

defence of Matruh, Nevertheless# Rommel considered that# as
yetj the threat was not sufficiently pressing to entail the
immediate evacuation of the town. He decided to stay there

for as long as possible so as to gain time to orgamse the

Solli-tra front and halt and reorganise the retreating troops.
Paced with the complete disintegration of what remained of

his army# it remains one of the most impressive miiita.ry
feats of Rommel's career that he refused to be stampeded into

preoi.pitate action at Matruh and began the careful, rebuilding
and reorganisation of his forces. General Lungerhaussn ■v©..s,
given the task of reforming the scattered units of the entii'e
army in Solium. He was also made responsible for 3esi.ng
that all the transport which had fled to the frontier area
during the with(3rawal was made available for carrying fuel
supplies, Tlie decision to make a temporary stand at Matruh
was oomiDlicated by the fact that# in the confusion and panic#
food and ammunition dumps had been desti’oyed and# what was
even more serious# ',ven the water points. In addition# the
stocks of fuel which had been allocated to the Afrika Korps
from the fuel dumps there had been pillaged and used up by
the transport streamir.g to the rea.r.

Afrika Korps
War Diary,

Aircraft Abandoned on L.G, s at Daba.

Evidence of the Luftwaffe's precipitate withdrawal and
the complete breakdown of their organisation du"ring this
early phase of the retreat was provided at the very first
airfield to be inspected at El Daba which# in the words of
the official report# was found to be 'cluttered up v/ith air
craft# many of them intact and flyable. A rich yield of

(1) Fighter Bombers.
SECRET(8A234-)411
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Historical new information was provided the Technical Intelligence
Record of Air- Officers. Several specimens of the new Me. 109G- series,
craft Technical with Dahnler Benz 6O5 engines and examples of the Ju. 87 D
Intelligence in series, with increased bomb-carrying capacity and greatly
the Med. Theatre increased armour protection, were found. There were also
A.II.B.IIi''l/A36/2II good specimens of Italian aircraft and several German

gliders, in reasonable condition. However, in spite of
stringent orders to the contrary, much irreparable damage
was done and valuable information lost due to the activities

of souvenir hunters, both R.A.P. and araiy.

At this period, arrangements for the adequate salvaging
a.nd safeguarding of the vast amount of stores and valuable

equipment abandoned by the enany were quite inadequate.
Furthermore, there were some surprising lapses. Three days
after the battle of El Alamein, when the enemy were very many
miles from the battlefield, all abandoned enemy tanks vrere
still being blown up by the Engineers, as no-one had thought
of cancelling the original order. It was not until
7 November that Main H.Q. Eighth Army circulated the order
that, ’in view of changed conditions, all enemy equipment
will be salvaged and not (r) NOT destroyed. '

Night-Bombing Operations 6/7 November

Eighth Army
Yfer Diary,

The strange immunity from bombing which the enemy
forces had enjoyed at Matruh on 6 November was maintained
that night throughout the bombing operations by aircraft of
No. 205 Group. The briefing stated that ’the enemy is mak
ing a desperate bid to escape encirclement. It is expected
our A/O will be called upon to attack tanks and M.T. on the

The excellentroad between Mersa Matruh and Sidi Barrani.’No. 205 Group
O.R.B. and

Appendices and
H.Q.R.A.P.M.E.
Opsums »

targets in the Matruh area, comprising the ni^it-leaguers of
the remnants of the Afrika Korps, were missed, ]pJ^o8^hly due
to the.fact that bad weather was encountered en route and
the No. 201 Group Albacores were not available for flare

dropping. Eight Halifaxes and 47 Wellington from all
Squadrons operated between 01.05 hours and O4.15 hours,
dropping some 84 tons of bombs. Weather was poor with
widespread electrical stonms and 5/l0ths to 8/l0ths ioloud in
the target area.

The best targets were located at Buq Buq, on the
escarpment at Sollimi and the junction of the coast road and
the Halfaya Pass,
tions, the bombing was good,
burst among vehicles, scoring many direct hits. About
30 fires, including petrol fires, were started. These were
the first of the raids on the Halfaya Pass where further
opportunities were lost at a later date for the use of con

centrated air pov/er to block the enemy’s escape. At Solium
half-a-dozen heavy guns were active^ but all aircraft managed
to escape damiage. The enemy referred to ®the continual day
and night bombing attacks on the coast road (mainly between-
Barrani and Solium), the Solium and Halfaya Pass roads and
supply bases in the rear areas. The steamer Etiopia was set
on fire in Tobruk harbour,

on the Solium and Halfaya Pass Roads.’

The first long-range patrol of night-flying Hurri-oanes
of No. 73 Squadron encountered such heavy rain cloud b'efore
reaching Daba that they were forced to return to base.
Another patrol, which had taken off to prevent the enemy fi'om
attacking congested transport on the main road, had to be
recalled. By dawn, however, the weather had cleared suffici
ently for 6 aircraft to carry out a layer patrol from

In spite of the adverse weatimer aondi-

The majority of the bombs

Also enemy naval forces fired

Official German

Narrative ,

No. 73 Squa’dion
O.R.B.

(84234)412
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ASid:l Haneish to Matrula.

dawn attack was mads on Maleme airfield^ Crete which was being
used extensively by the Ju,. 32 transport service to
North Africa,

ground, but no other results were visible=
A.S.V, Wellingtons^ five carrying bombs^ searched for enemj''
shipping betv^een Crete and Cyrenaica, but made no sightings.

This went off v;-ithout incident.

Some 12 tons of bombs burst on the J^nding-
A total of seven

Fighters Continue Protective Role Over Forward Troops -

7 NovQTiber

Weather again severely harapered air opei’ations on
7 November. There were no light-bomber sorties. The
figliter sorties numbered 137 and again were predoml.nantly in

protection of forward troops. Only two fighter-bomber raids,
involving 14 Kittyhawks, were carried out and these do not
appear to have scored any marked success, IVelve P.AO's des’*

patched to bomb retreating enemy transport to the vrest of

Sidi Barrard were unable to locate the target owing to low
cloud. An early Strat/fe reported a continuous stream west
of enenyM.T. along the Barrani-Sollura road. Tvrelve
Kittyhawks and 12 P,40's of No. 250 Squadrcoi and No. 66
Squadron U.S.A.A.F, carried out low»-level machine-gunning
attacks against large numbers of enaay M.T. in this area with

conspicuous success, starting many fires. Spitfires of

No. 601 Squadron - eight in number - machine-gunned some
40 enany aircraft on Sidi Barrard, L.G, and then went on to

attack enemy M.T, in the area.

Squadron
O.R.B.s and

Opsums,

The day's most importauit successes were gained against
In the morning, six Spitfires patrolling the

area encountered nine Ju. 87's, escorted by
enaiy aircraft
Matruh/^rrani
nine Me. I09*s, and in the ensuing action six dive-bombers and
three fighters were claimed as destroyed. One of the
Spitfires forced-landed to the east of Matruh. No, 250

Squadron Kittyliawks, which had moved to Daba late the previous
evening, were returning from the low-level raaohine-gUiining
attacks on enemy M.T. mentioned earliei-^j when they ran into a
formation of five Ju. 52's ferrying petrol to the fon/vard
area, and clairaed tliree of them shot dovrn. Shortly after
this encounter the Kittyhawks met a formation of escorted
Ju. 87*s, but this time the engagement resulted in the loss
of two Kittjdiawks and their pilots. U.S.A.AoF, Warhaw'-ks
claimed a further tv>ro Ju. 52's, probably from the same forma
tion as tliat encountered by the Kittyhawks, Enemy records

show their losses as three Ju. 52's, one Me. 109, and one
Ju. 87.

Squadi'on
0,RoB.s and

Opsums,

A.H.B.6 Records

The Pursuit is Brou^rt to a Temporary’’ Halt by the Rai.ns -
7 November

Not onlj’’ did the rains - described by the enemy as of

'cloudburst intensity' - severely hamper, the move fonward of
the fighter squadrons to the Daba L.G.s. Their effect on

the Eiglith Amy’s pursuit force was catastrophic. The
7th Amioured Division, whose 22nd Armoured Brigade had fought
suclr an effective action against the immobilised 21st Panzer

Division east of Matruh on 6 November, had the mortifying
experience of being within sight of the enemy on  7 November

and being themselves, in turn, completely immobilised for want
of petrol. The supply echelons which consisted of civilian
pattern 3“ton lorries became completely bogged down in the

desert. The 1st Armoured Division which, by advanoirg aor-osa
the desert in an out-flanking movement to the south had drawn

level with Matruh and was well on the way to cutting the coast

road, was in an identical predicai-aent. The New Zealand
Division reported that, after a night of torrential rain, all

Cabinet Office

Narrative,
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vehicles were hoggedt The supply oolumns could not get
through and the whole day was .spent extricating the vehicles

on to firm grounds The desert had become a morass in which

tracked vehicles could move only very slowly and wheeled
transport was comyjletely bogged. The whole conception of

the pursuit plan wiiich had been to malce a series of out-

flanicing raovanents throu^ the desert.Viras thus completely
stultified. The enemy took .the opportunity of dive-bombing
units of 1st Armoured Division whilst their trucks were

iTiimobillsed in the soft ground. -A battery reported the

loss of a field gun and a truokj, v/ith two killed and six

wounded. The enemy claimed the destruction of four tanks
and other vehicles.

C.-in-O.'s

Despatch.

Romrael's Decision to Evacuate Matruh - 7 November

Enemy reports state that aerial reconnaissance on the
morning of 7 .November established that British armoured cars

were on high ground no more than iO miles from the
Afrlka Ko.rps H.Q., while some 16 miles to the south west -
a,lso on hi^i ground - was a force comprising some
.150 vehicles. Betvyeen was a sea of mud. It was ob-vdous

however, that such abnormal weather conditions in the desert
coiild only give a temporary respite. . Rommel, who arrived

at.the Battle H.Q. at O9.OO hours, to discuss future plans,
realised tliat with the Eigjith iirmy as close as it was, it
was-new necessary to accelerate the evacuation of Matruh,
and he decided to continue the retreat during the night of

7/8 November or on 8 November, at the latest. The
15th Panser Division, which carried out a reconnaissance of

the route planned for the movement,. found that the ground to
the west was impassable owing to mud. Withdrawal was now

only possible along the line of the coast road and the rail

way which left them very vulnerable to air attack.

$

The Gerraan Appreciation of the Situation for 7 November 
■

stated;-

’Ths Panaer Army, Y/ith the v;eak forces now avail
able, v:as not in a position, to hold Hersa i.Iatn.ih and

the area south \rest of it any longer and also it was to

be expected that its southern flank would be turned m the
8 th. The Army Coraiiiander therefore decided to carry
out a fitting withdrawal about 70 km. westwards on
the 8th.

the.serious petrol shortage and the uncertainty of
supplies forbade any large-scale movement off the coast
road.

The soft, state of tlie ground after the rain,

Afrika Korps \ms therefore ordered to withdraw

Official German ,
Narrative and

Afrlka Korps
War Diarya

at once along the coast road, with Voss Group which v/as

instructed to co-operate with it, and to make for
Sldi Barrard-. *

The enaiiy petrol shortage w&s so serious that only the con

tinued transport of fuel by air enabled the divisions to
retreat and saved them from encirclement.

Night Bombing Atta.cks Concentrated on Area *Local to Halfaya
and Boj-luny Passes’ - Night. 7/3 November

During the night 7/8 November, having destroyed the
railways installations and we.lls a.nd mined landing-grounds
and important points on the-roads, the enemy evacuated
Matruh and resuraed their retreat towards the frontier.

^The maximum disruption of traffic in the Halfaya Pass area

was called for. in the signal to No. 205 Group from
A.A.H.Q.W.D. where, in the words of an enemy report, ‘the
vast tide of tlriousands of retreating second-line and supply

A.A.H.Q.W.D.
War Diary and
No. 205 Group
Appendices.

I
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vehicles stretched for 1+0 tans, east from the Solltim and

Halfaya zlgzar,-'^-
56 grid, near Buq Buq and the maximum concentration of

attack, it was stipulated, was ’to be local to Halfaya and
Solium Passes’.

The bonibline was not to be east ofr
KJ 9

Nov;- that the bornbline had definitely passed out of range

of the Albacores^ the Wellingtons -were dependent on their ovm

efforts for illui-aination and were required to carry ’maximum
flares’.

'All aircraft, ’ says an entry in No, 14.8 Squadron
’returned safely from a successful operationO.R.B

which might have achieved greater success liad the air~

craft not illuminated thei3» ovm targets,

to rapid retreat of the enemy columns rnalclng flare
dropping by Albacores impossible ov/lng to target being
beyond their range.’

•>

This v/as du
No. 148 Squadron
O.R.B. e

It is unfortunate that the briefing did not specifically
mention that, as v/ell as destroying M.T,, an especial effort

should be made to disrupt the enemy retreat by bombing the

pass itself. The huge crater blovm by the enany on
10 November, at the foot of Solium Pass, caused the advancing
Ei^th Army very considerable delay and the congestion was

No.104 Squadron such that special air protection was requested and provided.
The tv/o Wellingtons of No. 104 Squadron which carried
4000 lb. bombs would have been very suitable for the task of

’road-busting’. One, hov/ever, dropped its bomb on M.T. in
a v/adi and the other ’half v/ay up the pass and just west of

the road,’ A concerted attack on the pass by a specially
detailed force - the Halifaxes v;ere carrying over 3 tons of
H.E. each and cai-ae dovm to a sufficiently low level to

maoliine-gun transport - by blocking it, would have had a con

siderable effect on the speed of the enemy's retreat into

Cyrenaica, for the pass v;as a bottleneck through which
Rommel’s force, with their vast numbers of transport esti

mated at some 10,000 vehicles, must inevitably make their

exit from Egypt.

O.R.B.

Panzer Annj
Doc.

A total of 44 Wellingtons and 8 Halifaxes operated.
They dropped 86 tons of bombs in 4f hours or at a rate of
approxhtiately .18 tons per hour. The only opposition
encountered was at Solium and consisted of 1+/3 1

fev;- ligjit guns and fi've searchlights,
’masses of tanks and M.T.’ having been located,
badly dispersed in groups of about fifty,
hits'-ivere claimed and 3O fires, 6 of these being large ones.
The enemy referred to the disorganisation caused by these

nigl-it-bombing attacks in the following terms:Cl/

nea-vy guns,

No. 205 Group
O.R.B. and

Opsuras. a

Reports sx^oke of
They vrere

Twelve direct

(1) That night (7/8 November) ena'ay bombers flew non-stop
attacks against the Sollun-Halfaya position. At that
time -the tvro burning problems of our retreat were,
firstly, whether we should be able to get our colu-nns
through the passes soon enough, and secondly, our petrol
supply. So long as these enormous columns' ware still
jauuied up on this side of the passes, the motorised
combat groups would liave to go on trying, by every means

open to than, to delay the enemy. Next morning, there
v/as still a 25“miile queue of vehicles vraltlng to get
•Llirough the passes. Traffic had moved very slowly
during the night, as a result of the incessant attacks
of the R.A.P.* ’The Rommel Papers

SECRET
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'The vast tide of thousands of retreating second-
line and supply vehicles, stretching 40 l<ms. east from

the Solium and Halfaya zigzags, on the coast road, could
move only slowly diXTlng the night, because of the inces
sant enemy air attacks.

I

Official German

Narrative•

H.Q* M«Ei
Opsum No, 72.

Hurricanes of No. 73 Squadron patrolled over the forv/ard
area vatliou.t incident and eight Wellingtons searched for

enemy shipping to the east and west of Crete, but made no
sightinrfs.

The Passes at .Halfaya and So3.1um Blocked by Air Action -
8 Novaiiber ’

As lias already been mentioned, after Pulca and Matruli,
the next opportunity presented to the W.D.A.P. to inflict
decisive damage and casualties on the retreating enemy forces
occurred at the passes of Halfaya and Solium,
the superb targets afforded at these bottlenecks at this time

is contained in P.E.U, photographs and in enemy documents.

Evidence of

'The Q,M.G. came to Imay Battle H.Q, Just west of
He told theAfrilca Korps

War Diary,
Buq Buq to report on the supply position.
Airny Oommander tliat an unending chain of thousands of

vehicles'v/as moving towards the Solium zigzags and it
vrould take over t\TO days to get these vehicles over
the pass.

In all, 130 fighter sorties v/ere flovm on 8 Novanber.
these 60 per cent were flovm either in protection of the for
ward land formations and the navy — there were 20 sorties
flovra over ships en route to Matruli -■ and on armed recon
naissance, and the remainder in figliter-bonber or low-level
machine-gunning attacks against enemy transport,
fl^iter squadrons operated from landing-grounds in the l-Iaaten
Bagush area.

Of

The

There v/ere no light bomber sorties.

M.E. Opsums and
Dally Int.
Reports.

After the glovfing reports of the congestion at Halfaya
and Solium brought back by the No. 205 Group bombers return
ing from raids on the previous nl^it, it is surprising that
the first three missions of the day in v/hich k.5 Klttyhawks

No. 2 Air Support and Spitfires took part v/ere purely on reconnaissance. They
Support Control rejported that, from 10 miles east of Halfaya, enomy convoys
War Diary. \rere nose-to-tail and that, at the foot of the pass, there

was a concentration of 15OO M.T.

(1) 'Ml tliat day (8 November) powerful formations of
British bombers and close-support aircraft attacked the
coast road and inflicted serious casualties on our
columns
from the frontier.

The Quartennaster brought us a report
Apparently, a vast ooluimn of

vehicles, thirty to forty miles long, was Jammed up
this side of the Halfaya and Solium passes, and the
retreat over the hills, which lay under continual R.A.P.
low-fluring and bomber attacks, was probably going to
take a v/'eek.

• • » *

It was very unlikely that the eneimy would
gi-ant us all tliat grace, so I gave order for iiiovement
through the passes to be speeded up by co-opting large
numbers of officers for traffic control duties.

Driving va.s to continue day and night, regardless of
bombing and low-flying aircraft. A.A. barrages over
the area had already been ordered. The Luftv/affe
comxiiander had meanwhile informed me that German I'lgliters
were up over the threatened area. ' 'The Rommel Papers. '
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It 'svas not until mid-morning that 12 Kittyhawlcs of
No. 450 (E.A.A.P.) Squadron, operating from L.G, 106, bombed
M.T. along the coast road where oonoentrations stretched the
whole distance from Buq Buq to Solium. Unfortunately only
four of the bombs were seen to burst and nia^y of them hung
up. Next, 12 Warhawks of No. 66 Squadron U,S»A*A,P, bombed
and strafed M.T. along the same stretch of road starting tv/o
fires. The nest raid, in the early afternoon, by
12 Kittybombers of No, 112 Squa.dron and 6 Kittyhawks of
No. 250 Squadron was outstandingly successful. They caused
considerable havoc among M.T. near Solium, clairaing nearly
50 M.T. destroyed or danaged. A further 25/30 damaged and
destroyed M.T. were claimed as a result of a raid by
12 Warliawks of No. 66 Squadron U.S.A.A.P,

As a result of these attacks, Rommel was notified at
15-00 hours tliat the Solium and Halfaya Pass roads

• badly blocked, and it was proposed that the Afriica Korps
should make a detour tlirougli the desert via Bir Habata,
40 Icms. to the south of Buq Buq. No. 3 Recce Unit which
had been sent to survey the terrain returned with the report
that the detour would require four units more of iDetrol than
the road route, Ov/lng to the difficult supply situo.tion,
'che Afrilca Ko;.-ps was most anxious to avoid this detour. By
17-00 hours reports were still arriving that 'the Pass roads
v/ere blocked and that traffic was frequently held up by air
attacks. However, it was anticimted that these roads would
be cleared by the following day. ' Afrilca Korps therefore
asked permission to proceed along the piass roads on
9 November provided conditions for traffic were favoui’able,'

'In accordance with the Army Commander’s personal
instructions,’ says another report, 'numerous officer
control posts and aid posts were installed at the"zig
zags, and towards evening the flov;- of traffic continued
up tlie passes and went on v/ithout any hitches. The
majority of the second-line and supply M.T. were
expected to be through by noon the follovj-ing day. It
would thus be possible, considering the fuel shortage
and the necessity for_sparing the vehicles (Many of
v/hlch had to be tov/ed) to send Afrilca Korps up the zig
zags instead of round the difficult Habata route
Only enemy air reconnaissances in the fon.mrd area.

were

some

O 9 •

Main Eighth
Army Yiar Diary
and P.R.U.

Report,

Afrilca Korps
Ifar Diary,

Official German

War Narrative.

(1} 'Our columns were no'w flowing comparatively smoothly
over the passes - as I sav/ for myself that evening
(8 November^,
officer-manned traffic posts and control teams,
was noY/ a hope that all the lorry columns would be
across by midday on 9' November, whicla Yrould enable the
Afrika Korps to use the road. With petrol so short and
many vehicles on tow, this would mean a. great easing of
the situation

Traffic was being controlled by numerous
There

On the morning of the 9 November,
there were about a thousand of our vehicles left on the

coastal plain east of the pass,
the passes had gone off more quickly than we had
expected.

colui:ins again drurlng the morning and my escort vehicles
did not escape unscathed, although the damage was not
serious.

« # • •

The move through

Several loYir-flying attacks were made on our

I notified Baj^'erlein that the Afrika Korps
would, after all, be able to use the coast road over
the passes.

Solium Pass, I also gave orders for the area west of
Sidi Barranl to be evacuated.

In view of the Improved situation on th

'The Ro-mnel Papers.’

e
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Despite strong fighter and anti-aircraft protection,
enemy bombers and dive-bombers (fighter bombers) con
tinually attacked the rear areas, concentrating on the
roads up the passes.*

The E.A.F.'s Transport and Supply Difficulties

Meanwhile the air pursuit force - Force ’A* - of the
W.D.A.F, was labouring under the greatest difficulties and

was having the mortifying experience of seeing the enemy
dravd-ng steadily out of range. By 8 November the full
tragedy of the rains of the preceding t'vvo days had become

fully apparent. None of the advanced desert landing-
grounds was weather-proof, so that the tori’ential rains
quiclcly made them unserviceable. In a number of instances,
after the surface v/ater had drained away, tanks and guns had
traversed the airfields leaving behind deeply-pitted ruts

which had to be filled in before the landing-grounds could

be used. Inevitably, with the speed of the enemy’s retreat,
such landing grounds were frequently too far in the rear

before labour and equipment were available for their repair.

The W.D.AoP, advance parties and supply echelons were
themselves seriously delayed by the phenomenal amount of

traffic the coast road was carrying, Parties took days for

journeys which, under normal conditions, should have lasted
for a matter of hours. The desert landing-grounds were
approached by. tracks which tended to disintegrate after the

rain and along these progress was even slower, as the trucks,
heavily-laden vdth supplies such as bombs and petrol, fre

quently sank up to their axles. The tracks over the
escarpment leading to the desert landing-grounds at
Sidl Haneish v/ere particularly bad in this respect and fre

quently collapsed under the heavy loads, 3i"eakdowns of the

M.T, were numerous and these, in tui'n, occasioned further

delays. These were tasks for which the civilian-type trcuis-

, port, designed and constructed for well-maintained metalled

leads, wholly unsuitable.

Although the enemy mining of landing-grounds v/as, at

the outset, haphazard and, V7ith ploughing, reached nothing
like the perfection of technique of the later stages of the

advance, nevei'theless it meant that all landing-grounds had
to be checked for mines before they could be used. An

unexpected result of the extensive flooding was tliat there

was an acute shortage of v/ater. The wells had been con

taminated by the enemy and, for a time, it v/as impossible to

locate the lealcs in the damaged pipeline as it was itself

submerged, while many of the convoys bringing supplies for-
No, 216 Squadron ward-were stuck in the glutinous mud. All the Bombays of

No, 216 Squadron were kept very busy transporting water for
ward to L.G-, 75»

In spite of all these difficulties, the W.D.A.F. made
good progress and Main Eighth Amy H.Q. Yfer Diary contains
the follomng entry:

Squadron
0, It, .3, s »

O.P..B,

E,A,F. petrol vehicles, about 50 of
Have formed off

'From G2.

them, are nov/ leading the advance,
road at ICLlo 70 and are heading for Mischeifa, ’

Main Eighth Amy
War Dieu’y

The Occupation of Mersa Matruh - Morning of 8 November

Improved weather conditions on the morning of 8 November
enabled the Eighth Army's X Corps to move forward and, at

05.00 hours, Mersa Matruh was occupied after a four-day
Main Eighth Amy
Cosltrep.
A.H.B./IIJ1/162/3.
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Mersa Matruh after its recapture
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Main Eighth iimy advance covering 13O miles. Although both approach roads had
War Diary been blocked and mined, the harbour was found to be in perfect

order 'but for enemy v/recks from our air bombing,' Aii unavail

ing search v?as made for uncontaniinated Y/ater and neviT borings
were accordingly started, liinesvyeepers entered the por-t on
the same day, and although there had been no demolitions,
unloading could not start until 11 November owing to the mines.

The railv/ay had been extensively damaged. Westwards to

Daba, through the battlefield area, heavy work was necessary
due to our bombing and shelling, the enemy's demolitions and

the construction of many dugouts in the railway embankment.
West of Daba, to Matruh, the damage 'fra.s of a comparatively
minor nature, such as track demolitions and the removal of
points and crossings. Teller mines had also been planted in
the track and this necessitated the examination of every yard..

In spite of this, the railroad to Daba was open and operating
by 9 November and as far as Me.truh by 'll]. November, This

proved a most important factor in ferrying supplies forward.

The Invasion of French North-West Africa - 8 November

Notes on

Maintenance of

Eighth Ariiiy
Support hig
Royal Air Force,
Cabinet Office

Archives,

On 8 November, four days after the end of the battle at
El ALamein, the Anglo-American Expeditionary Force under
General Eisenhower landed in French North Africa,
co-relation between these events was close and had been wel].-

timed,

effect on French and Danish opinion and was of great iir^jort-
ance to the success of the invasion.

North Africa been encouraged by a failure of the Eighth Army
at El i'Aaraein to offer a really determined resistance to the

invading forces, and had General Franco been sivung thereby from
a position of pi-’o-Axis neutrality to full co-operation,
Operation 'Torch' might well have ended in disaster.

The

The victory in Egypt had an jjrmediate and profoimd

Had the French in

The Allied i^lans for the invasion had been kept so well
that the German Naval Staff were later forced to admit that

they had been 'completely outvd.tted in the Intelligence game'.
It was net until the night of 5/6 November that the Axis
received its first '.ntimefeion of the start of a large-scale
operation la the Mediterz’anean, when reports were obtained
from observation posts on the Spanish coasl that several large'
scale convoys had passed through the Strait of Gibraltar and
that British naval forces had sailed from their base there on

The German Naval Staff's iimiediatean easterly course,

.Admiral Weichold

*Axis Naval

Policy and Cps,
in the Med,'

assumption was that a landing in Tripolitania was threatened.
Their Intelligence later had the humiliating experience of

learning from a announcement, early on the morning of

8 November, that the landings had, in point of fact, been made
The enemy's own embittered comment

vras that the vast armada, v/hich made up Operation 'Torch*,
must have 'sailed under a lucky star,'
unbelievable immunity of these mammoth operations from air or

sea attack - only one transport was sunk and even the enemy
themselves were uncertain how it Ivappened - was undoubtecD.y
due to the, fact that the major offensive in the Vfestern Desert
had concentrated attention on that area.

in French North Africa,

Pax-t of the almost

Suddenly faced with a war on two fronts in North Africa
and a coiipletelj?' altered strategic situa.tion in the

Mediterranean, the enemy reaction was prompt and forceful.
The speed with which large-scale moves of Luftwaffe units were
mads in response to the Allied landings provide a:i object,
lesson in the strategic mobility of air povrer. Furthermore,
they demonstrate graphically the threat under v/hich the
Air Conuianders in the Middle East had laboured that the enemy,
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Y/orking on internal lines of communication, might suddenly
decide to reinforce their air strength in that theatre.
The fear that had haunted the minds of the Air Commanders

that the enemy might suddenly introduce a technically
superior aircraft was realised Yvhen the F,W, 190 arrived in
North Africa, Fortunately, the enemy liigh Command had
postponed this build-up in the Mediterranean until too late,
but it reveals hoYY precarious had been the'air superiority
won by the aircraft of Middle East Command, when so much of
their air strength had been based on the obsolescent
Hurricane,

Four Gruppen of L.R.B.s were moved to bases in Sicily
and at Grosseto, in Italy, from as far distant as North
Norviray, The shift from Banuk and Nautsi - 300 miles to the

north of the iirctic Circle - to Comiso and Catania, in

Sicily, involved a move of some 2,000 miles. This transfer
took from five to nine days, though one Staffed claimed to
have made the transfer in 48 hours and other aircraft

managed'the trip in three days. Units were also moved from

Holland, Belgium and Northern Prance to airfields in southern

The German Air Prance and from the Orel front in Russia, and Yfeimar in

Force in Maps Germany, to Biserta, A quick redistribution of enemy air
and Diagrams strength within the Mediterranean theatre was also made,

(A,P, 3038)> Just before the landings, parts of 2 Gruppen (one of L.E.I’.s
'Decline and and one of T.E.F.s) were transferred from Greece and Crete
Pall of the to Sicily, After the landings, parts of another Gruppe of
German Air Force' L.R.B.s were ordered from Greece to Sicily and parts of a
and A.H.B.6 T.E.P, Gruppe and a long-range Reconnaissance Sbaffel from

Crete to Sicily,Records

Although the overall strength of the LuftYvaffe, in the

Mediterranean theatre, was greatly increased, as  a result of
Cperation 'Torch', the forces available to support the
Panzer Army operations in the Western Desert were reduced
still further,

that, Y/hile the Air Officer Comiiianding lYestem Desei't Air-

Force anticipated increased air opposition duritig the advance

from El Alamein, the opposition encountered - at least dur
ing the early part of the advance - was negligible.

This accounts, in part, for the antithesis

Prom the point of view of Middle East Coiamand, the
effect of 'Torch' had been felt for some time,

for the invasion had been proceeding for months - it is
significant that plans had been formulated in July, when
British fortunes in the Western Desert were at their lowest -

and the reinforcement programme for the Middle East had been
subordinated to the requirements of 'Torch', with the result
that the rearming of the W.D.A.F. squadrons with more modem

types of aircraft had had to be postponed,
which had an imnediate and relsiively important effect on

air operations in the Western Desert Y/as the transfer of

No, 272 Beaufighter Squadron, which was on loan from
No, 201 Naval Co-operation Group, to lialta,
despatched l6 aircraft to Malta on 6 November and
No, 252 Squadron reverted to coastal duties chiefly convoy
escort wor-k,

successf'ol strikes against the important enemy air base at

El Aouina, outside Tunis, their services vro-uld have been
invaluable for action against the retreating enemy columns.
Perhaps the most serious gap in the composition of the air

pursuit force v/as the l^ck of Beaufighters for long-range
vorlz against the retreating enemy col-urans,
until 6 December that No,, 2.52 Squadron resumed their strikes

against enemy road convoys, and by this time the targets had
shifted as far T/est as Sirte.

Preparations

One measure

No, 272 Sv-'-uadra

Although No, 272 Squadron carried out most

It was not

A steady drain on

i

No. 252 and 272

Squadron O.R.B.s
and A.0.C,-in-C,

Part IV Malta,

A.H.B./IIJI/
183/160(D)
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I\To, 205 Group's Wellington force was also made by the diver
sion of small detachments of from 4 to 6 aircraft to Malt/a,

No, 205 Group
O.R *D

Bnemy Reports of 'Severe Losses' at Solium and Halfaya P-asses

Fight 8/9 November

Again on the night of 8/9 November there was no sipecific
mention of any attempt to block the passes at Halfaya and

Solium for the night-bombing progr.arame for No, 205 Group air
craft. The W.D.A.P. Signal to No, 205 Group stated:

Tar'get for Wellingtons 8/9 November,
cent rat ion M,T, Halfaya SoUvrai area,
hindered rapid movement forv/ard of our armoured forces.
Concentrations area specified confirmed by
reconnaissance,

I
Enemy con-

Heavy rain has

I

No, 205 Group's own briefing was more precise:

'M.T, on the road in Halfaya Pass, Solium Zig Zag
Hill, Capuzzo-Bardia Hoad.'

A total of 47 Yfellingtons and 5 Halifacces operated,
centring their attacks on the coast-road bottleneck around

Solium and Halfaya Passes, The weather v/as good and the

opposition consisted, as previously, of six heavy guns and

some light A,A.
under five hours,

centrations of M.T. were not as large as on the previous
night. Between 45 and 50 fires were started, the majority
being on the roads between Halfaya and Solium. Several air

craft carried out low-level machine-gunning attacks. The

tv/o aircraft of No. 104 Squadron v/hich carried 4,000 lY).

bombs, dropped them 'on clusters of M.T, on top of escarp
ment at Solium.'

total of 75 tons of bombs Y/as dropped in
Returning aircraft reported that the con

Xi.

No. 104

Squadron O.R.B.

Acccrding to the enemy, these raids were particularly
successful:-

'During the night, the enemy did not follow up on
90 Light Division front; but the heavy enemy air
attacks on the coast road and Sollum-Halfaya Pass
continued,

ally in Afrika Pz, Gren. Regt,
The troops suffered severe losses, especi-

I

and again:o

'The traffic on the tv/o pass roads was much delayed
by continual air attacks during the night and wes still
in progress after daybreak,
by now (morning 9- November) considerably decreased.

The number of vehicles has

In:q)roved Yfeather Conditions Enables X Corps to Accelerate
Pursuit 9 November

By 09,00- hours on 9 November, the ground in the desert
had dried to such an extent that the Eighth Army's X Corps
Y/as ab3.e to move forT/a.rd much more quicld.y,
that the continuous outflanlcing movements were forcing the

enemy to evacuate Egypt, Ydthout malcing a stand at the
The last day the Panzer Array y/as to spend in

It was clear

frontier,

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

Main Eighth
Army Cositreps.
A.H.B./IIJI/
16^3.

Egypt was by no means an auspicious one, for it was only by
the greatest of good fortune that Rommel's forces escaped
complete encirclement.
Eighth Army tanlcs and armoured cars Y/ere able to accelerate
the pursuit.

Yflth the improvement in the weathe

They succeeded in outflanlcing and cutting of

r,

fAfrilta Korps War
Diary,
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part of the German reaiguard and inflicting heavy losses.
On the same day an Italian battalion of JC!!! Corps v/as

attackad and scattered by no more than five British armoured

cars. Such was the poor fighting value of the Italians at

that time that the majority were withdravm and put on the

task of constructing a defended position at I'larsa Brega,
almost on the Tripolitanian frontier.

On 9 November, what was left of the Afrika Korps moved
up the Solium and Halfaya Passes into Cyrenaica, \'!hen
15th Panzer Division moved in the afternoon, it reported
delays ’owing to interference by enemy fighter bombers and
bombers which made isolated attacks’. The Afrika. Ivorps

H.Q. 'reached the highest level of the Solium Pass just before
dai-k, while the bulk of the 21st Panzer Division did not got
through the Pass until after nightfall. The enemy reported
at 22,00 hours that ’heavy bombing attacks were being made

on the troops, convoys and headquarters concentrated in the
Capuzzo area, 21st Panzer Division was beginning to pass
through Capuzzo at the time and halted until the attacks
ended,’

¥ihen the ’A’ Parties of the air ]pursuit force reached
Sidi Haneish, they found - as had happened at Daba - that
many of the landing-gromids had been' badly danaged by battle
movement and awaited levelling operations before they could

be used. In spite of this, W,D.A.P. fighters managed to

fly 127 sorties from these most advanced landing-grounds.
Almost a quarter of these sorties were made by Spitfires of

Nos, 601, 1i:-5 and 42 Squadrons on armed reconnaissance in
order to locate 7th Aurmoui-ed Division TOiich, the previous
day, whilst due south of the enemy rearguard, hiid been
directed on to the frontier, some 90 miles distant.
Division was eventually located in the desert almost due

south of Buq Buq, Yi/hilst carrying out this seau’da, the

Spitfires attacked a number of small detachments of enemy
transpoi’t and a total of 20 vehicles were claimed as des

troyed or damaged.

Dawn reconnaissance oy 11 ICittyhawks of No. 112 Squadron
established the fact that enemy transport still jammed the

pass on the frontier and the road towards Bardia,
news was followed by the first light-bomber raid since the

unescorted raid of 6 November, A target described as ’nose-

to-tail transport between the Halfaya and Solium Passes’ was

bombed by 12 Bostons of No, 12 S.A,A.P, Squadron, It must
.B.s have been one of the most spectacular targets of the campaign,

for the estimate v/-as of ’750/1000 closely-packed M,T,' One
very large and three small fires were started and some five
direct hits were scored. Later that afternoon the only

fighter-bomber raid of the day was carried out by
26 Kittyhawks of No. 3 E.A.A.F. Squadron and lbs. 250 and^
112 Squadrons. Closely-packed enemy transport at the head
and foot of the Halfaya Pass was bombed with good resiilts, a

number of 500 lb. bombs scoring direct hits ’right among the
M,T,’,
blown clean over the side of the pass,

the bombing, the foimiation was attacked by two yelloTf-nosed
Me, 109P’s and one Me. 202 and one Me. 109 was destroyed
without loss.

The

This

a number of which, including a troop carrier, were
Immediately after

A.A.H.Q.W.D,
War Diary

Cabinet Office

Notes

A.A.H.Q.YY.D.
Daily Int,
Sum and

Squa.dron O.R

Squadron
0 .lu.B, s,

The third and last bombing attacm on the pass was made
by 24 Bostons of No. 24 Squadron S.A.A.F, According to the

escorting fighters, bombing was -very accurate and resulted in

a number of fires, one of them very large, A patrol of

eight Me. 109’s attacked, shooting down one ICittyhawk of
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No, 450 Squcidron (E.A.A.F.). In addition to these offensive
patrols by both German and Italian fighters, six heavy A.A,
guns- sited on the plateau at the top of the escaxpment and

numerous light A,A, gxjins v/ere very active.

By this stage of the pursuit, the effects of the quick
advance, the ever-lengthening lines of communication and the
delays occasioned to the supply columns by the weather and

road congestion were beginning to be felt acutely. There

\7as a shortage of supplies of all kinds, but particulcirly
water and petrol and the transport aircraft of lib, 216 Group
were kept busy ferrying supplies forward. In spite of their

experience of the desert and warnings issued in oi’ders, many
airmen had failed to carry their water bottles. Neverthe
less, the pace of the advance was heai'tening. By the
evening, ground parties from the squadrons were already on

their way from Sidi Haneish to still more advanced landing-
grounds, An advance party from No, 5 E,A.A.F, Squadron,
moving up from L,G, IOI to L,G, 76 (from Sidi Haneish to the
area of Sidi Barrani) were stopped by an Eighth i\rmy armoured
colimin and advised to delay the journey until the enemy had
been driven out of Sidi'Barrani, In spite of being attacked

by low-flying Me, 109's, the Plight managed to occupy L.G-, 76
the following day.

The iifrika Korps Heavily Bombed as They Yfithdrew Over the

Passes into Cyrenaica - Night 9/10 November

No, 3 R.A,A,F,

Squadron 0,E,B,

During the night 9/l0 Ifovember the i!frika Korps finally
quitted Egypt and v/ere subjected to heavy bombing as they
negotiated the passes. Since the end of the battle the

main weight of the air offensive had been sustained by the
Wellingtons and Halifaxes of No. 205 Group and, during the

first few days, with the help of the flare-dropping Albacores.
Wellingtons of all Squadrons, totalling 48 aircraft, and four
Halifaxes of No, 462 Squadron R.A.A.P. dropped 70 tons of
bombs in hours, M,T. was found to be badly dispersed and

concentrations around Solium and Capuzzo were attacked,
starting at least 25 fires while an exqplosion at Capuzzo was
seen to hurl M,T, into the air.

Wo, 205 0,E.B,

and M,E, Opsums.

The effect of these particular night-bombing raids on

the enemy appeared, from enemy reports, to have been very
considerable:

Official German

Narrative
•The enemy bombing and dive-bombing attadcs con

tinued day and night. The previous night the Capuzzo
area alone had been under attack for 5 hours on end by

hundreds of enemy night bombers,*

and again:
Afrika Korps
War Diary •The enemy made heavy bombing attacks on the troops,

convoys and headquarters concentrated in the Capuzzo
21st Panzer Division yra,s beginning to passarea,

through Capuzzo at the time and halted mtil the attack
ended,•

This v/as where the Albacore aircraft - slow-moving, with
excellent vision and crews practised in pathfinding
teclmique - would have been invaluable. As has been seen,
targets were now well out of reach of the Albacores as these

raids to the frontier involved a round trip of some
900 miles.
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Night-flying Hurricanes also carried out sorties from
their base at L.G. 13 (Sidi. Haneish) as far west as_
Sidi Barrani in order to prevent the enemy from malcing lov/-

level attacks on Eighth iirmy units which were crowding the
main road,

7th Armoured Division Cross the Frontier at Maddaleiia -

10 November

By early morning on 10 Novemberj in spite of the delays
occasioned by the night bombing, the whole of the M'rika
Korps had managed to cross the frontier into Cyrenaica and
had taken up positions to the v/est and north west of Capuzzo.
Only the enemy rearguard consisting of the SOth Light
Division, the Afrika Panzer Grenadier Regiment and Il3s. 3_
and 580 Recce Units v/ere still to the east of the wire, in

Main Eighth Army the area of Buq Buq. The 7th Armoured Division, which had
Cositrep, been vrorking in a wide outflanlcing movement through the
A.H.B./IIJ1/ desert to the south, crossed the frontier at Maddalena, some
1i6^3, 60 miles to the south of the main enemy forces. Direct

contact vdth the enemy was maintained by 2nd New Zealand
Division, which, ai'ter occupying Sidi Barrani, continued to
move along the coast road, followed by 1st Ajnnoured Division,

There vrere no air attacks by the Vf.D.A.P, against enemy

traiisport on the pass roads during the morning and this
enabled the traffic to go through more quickly than liad been

ejipected,
the pass at 16,30 hours and by evening - at 21.25 hours to

be precise - the pass roads vrere successfully demolished,
. The enemy evacuation of Egypt, involving the most perilous
phase of the retreat and a journey of some 250 miles, liad
been accon^jlished in under a week from the end of the battle

of El Alamein, constantly under the threat of encirclement
by the Eighth Army and of paralysing losses from air attadc.

The last opportunity for the day bombers to hit hard at

the enemy as they passed through the bottlenecks of the
Halfaya and Solium Passes occurred on 10 November,
for the first time since the air offensive of 19 October
T/hich preluded the battle of El Alamein, there T/ere no

fighter or light bomber attacks against the eneiriy. Out of
a total of 145 fighter sorties, only 24 were employed on

ground attack of any kind. This was a low-level machine-
gunning attack by 12 Kittyhawks of No. 260 Squadron and
12 Nittyhawks of No, 2 S.A.A.P. Squadron which operated from

L.G. 75, to the south west of Sidi Barrani. They swept the
Tobrulc-Bardia road and attacked some 300 enemy transport.
Small enemy fighter patrols were encountered and, in the

ensuing combat one Me. 109 and one Me, 202 vrere shot down
for the loss of one Ifittyhawk.

I'fo, 73 Squadron
O.E.B,

There was no enemy air activity.

Official German

War Narrative

Afrika Kbrps
War Diary

The tail of the 90th Light Division went over

However,

H.Q. M.E. Table
of Operations

The balance of the air activity on this day was defen
sive, Spitfires of Nos. 92 and 145 Squadrons searched for

7th Armoured Division, still lost in the desei’t, and eventu
ally located them near Maddalena, Further patrols over the
7th Armoured Division were then carried out by l6 Kattyhav/ks
of No. 3 R.A.A.F. Squadron and No. 112 Squadron and
12 Warhawks of No, 66 Squadron U.S.A.A.F,
No, 601 Squadron also patrolled over the New Zealanders in

the Sidi Barrani area, one Spitfire being sliot down by an
Offensive sweeps were made by Warhawks of

Soitfires of

enemy fighter.
Nos, 64 and 65 Squadrons U.S.A.A.F, without incident.
Another defensive liability imdertalcen by the W.D.A.F, was

to provide a continuous escort for a convoy to Matruh between
;y iO Noveinber the gi-eater part of06.30 and 12,00 hours.

T)
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the advanced fighter force had begun to concentrate at the

Mischeifa landing-groun6.s, to the south and south east of
Sidi Barrani,

In their attenpt to hold up the advance of 7th Armoured
Division mtil the last of their rearguard had successfully
negotiated the passes on the. frontierj the Luftwo-ffe carried

Their most spectacular raid of

the day, hov/ever, and from their own point of view of the
whole pursuit, vra.s a dive-bombing attack against No, 3 Eecce
Unit which was v/aiting and resting near Sidi Omar. They
Y/ere probably mistalcen for No, 7 fmnoured Division Y/hich were

operating close to the frontier but further to the south.
The loss of vehicles inflicted on No, 3 Decce Unit Yvas so

heavy that they Y/ere corapletely immobilised,
is an indication of the outstanding i-esults which might have
been achieved had the IT.D.A,]?, been able to concentrate all

their air effort on delaying the enemy on the passes.

Low Scale of Enemy Mr Activity - i|- to 10 November

out two low-level attacks.

In itself this

No, 2 A,A.S,C,

\Yar Diary

Official Geman

War Narrative

During this initial pha.se of the retreat, the scale of
the enemy air effort dropped to an extremely Ioyy level.
Fighter sorties numbered no mere than Li-O a day Yfhile fre

quently the Luftwaffe Yrere unable to operate a single dive-
In addition to battle losses, shortage of petrolbomber,

Axis Mr

Operations
A.H.B./IIJI/63
and 'Rise and

Fall of the

German Mr

Force,'

(A.M.P. 248)

and the diversion of air reinforcements to Tunisia, the

enforced retirement to new bases caused consider'a.ble disorgam-
This was in marked contrast to the controlled andsation,

YYell-ordered retreat which the ¥Y,D,A,F, had carried out in

June from Gazala, which Yfent YYith the smoothness of a

planned operation, the air force falling back, stage by
stage, to landing-grounds Y/hich liad been stocked in advance
Yvith fuel and bombs. Between the time the LuftvYaffe began

to pull out of their bases in Egypt, on 2 November, and time
Yvlien the Mrika Ik)rps crossed the frontier, on 10 November,
IlO aircraft and 2 Riders ’./ere destroyed on the ground.
During the folloY/ing two days a further 23 aircraft and

3 gliders v/ere added to the list. Numbers of flyable air
craft were abandoned intact and others were captured, still

crated up, on trucks.

A.H,B,6 Records

Throughout this period, the advancing Eighth Array pre
sented an rmbroken series of magnificent targots, particularly
where its thousands of vehicles packed the main road for days
on end,

significant part in protecting their oyto. troops.
9 November, Me, 109's did start protective patrols in the

area of the passes, but their succe,ss was negli^ble,
striking feature was the absence of any night-fighter
activity to oppose the heavy night-bombing attacks by the
No, 205 Group aircraft.

Tactical Reconnaissance

Nor Y/ere the enemy air forces able to talce any
On

A

The Tactical Reconnaissance requirements for X Corps
Y/ere carried out by Wo, ID S.ii.A.F, Squadron, No, 208^
Squadron, v/hich had done'such distinguished YYork throughout
the battle of El Mamein, was left still attached to

Nos, 40 S,A,A,l\ XIII Corps \Yhich had the task of clearing up the battlefield,
and 280 Squadron For a few days the squadron was nominally vmder the conti’cl

of XXX Corps, and then XIII Corps, when a few sorties Yvere
completed searching for isolated groups of the enemy in the
southern area of the battlefield. On 8 November, _ Nb. 208
Squadron ceased to operate and, whilst being held in reserve,
YYas withdraYvn for training. This ended the Squedron's
close partnership Y/ith the Eighth Army in the desei^t.

O.R.B.s,
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Ifo, 6 »Tankbuster* Squadron Left in Rear

In spite of the exceptional opportunities provided by
the precipitate withdrawal of the enemy forces for
•Tanlcbusting' aircraft (Hurricane HD’s fitted with 40
cannon), no employment was found for Ho, 6 Squadron during
this phase of the advance. The vulnerability of these air

craft to light A.A. and difficulties of maintenance probably
accounted for the fact that these aircraft were not called

forward to join ’A’ Force, Although the most experienced
Squadron in the W.D.A.P, in the technique of low-level
attacks, the aircraft were considered too specialised for a
force which had so many tasks to perform. It seems never

theless regrettable that the squadron was never called upon
to show its mettle against what must have been at times a

plethora of targets.

Although brought forward to an advanced landing-groimd,
on 5 November, the squadoron was not called upon to perform
any operational duties. Various warnings were given for

aircraft to stand by, but nothing materialised, so that
during this period up to 10 November this brilliant and
experienced squadron did not carry out a sin^e operational
sortie, ' Peeling on the subject evidently ran high in the

Squadron, for on 28 November an Extraordinary General
Meeting was held in the Officers’ Mess - possibly unique of -
its kind and indicative of the spirit of the Desert
Squadrons — ’to consider measures to withstand the general
feeling of restlessness and disappointment amongst pilots,
and other reoaks, resxilting from present inactivity,’

The Vfork of No, 201 Group

No, 6 Squadron
0,R.B.

By the end of the battle of El ALamein, No, 201 Group’s
most successful work in the interdiction of supplies to the

Panzer Army had'been accomplished,
wards had begun, enemy shipping was diverted from Tobrulc to
Benghazi, on a route that was well out-of-range of No, 201
Group’s aircraft,. Subsequently activity moved further and
further west as the Panzer Army withdrew towards Tunisia,
Satisfaction was still to be obtained from the fact that

the virtual elimination of 21st Panzer Division as an

armoured force, on 6 November, and all the recurrent crises
of supplies which dogged the Panzer Army in their retreat,

due to the relentless war which the Group, together
with Malta, the Navy and, latterly, the U,S.A.A,P, heavy

- and were still continuing to wage -

Once the retreat west-

were

bombers, had waged
against the enemy’s supply lines.

Proposal to Appoint the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Middle East as Vice-Chief of Air Staff - 7 November

On 7 November 1942, Air Marshal Tedder was notified
that he had been selected for the post of Vice-Chief of
Air Staff and that Air Marshal Sir Sholto Douglas had been

designated as liis successor, as Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief Middle East,

The next day, 8 November, Air Marshal Tedder sent a
signal to the Secretary of State asking that no change

He felt, heshould be made until the end of the year,
A.0,C,-in-C,

Corre spondence
with the P,M,,
Secretars’- of
o ca 00 e oc #

A4H,Bo/lIJl/
183/27(E)

said, that although the enemy had received a siviashing blow,
the campaign coifLd not be considered as decisive luitil the

Eighth Array had advanced past El Agheila, ’‘'.fe have already
reached there twice and failed because we reached there too

The vital thing now is at all costs to keep up thelate,
momentum of the advance,'
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It was not until 11 January 1943 "tliat the A.O.C.-in-C,
Middle East - by that time promoted Air Chief Mai-shal -

relinquished his command in the Middle East to
Sir Sholto Douglas, By that time he had been released frora
his prospective duties as Vice-Chief of Air Sted'f and load

begun the task of forming the Mediterranean Air Comniand,

Failure to Use IIo, 216 G-ioup Transport Aircraft to Capacity
During Enemy*s Retreat to the Frontier

In the six days following the battle, the 60-odd traiis-
port and communications aircraft of No, 216 Group, the
majority of which Imd been csJLled forward to the advanced
base at Ajniriya to ferry fonvard urgently-needed supplies to

the Eighth Army, carried out only 50 trips to the Western
Desert, and these were jpredominantly routine mail runs and

flights by coraimmications aircraft. Assuming an average of

one sortie a day by each aircraft - a very moderate estimate

as the distances flown at the beginning of the pursuit were

naturally short - this transport fleet could have carried
out six or seven times that number of sorties.

Although weather conditions hampered operations, this
by no means accounts for the fact tliat, in these critical
first few days of the advance, the four corimiuni cat ions and
transport Squadrons (Wos', 173, 2l6, 217 and 267) vrere not
being used to anything like capacity. The aircraft Tirere

kept standing by, waiting for requests for supply dropping
and the ferrying forward of supplies when squadrons were

edging forward along the main road at the speed of the

slowest three-ton lorry. This is all the more surprising,
as the Germans had already shown the way for the use of an

air transport f'leet'as a routine’part of any movement of

their air force and, in so doing, they accepted the hazards
of such operations.

Plans for the use of transport aircraft for the move
forward of the air pursuit force were slow in being formu

lated, They should laave ante-dated the planning for the

battle. On 6 November, a message was sent from the C.A.S.to
the A.OoC.-in-C, Middle East asking if he 'was ‘free to call

in, if you need them, all available British and imierican
civil and military transport aircraft for the pursuit of

the enemy,' In reply to a further series of questions, the

A,0.C.“in-C, replied, on 7 November, that there were approxi
mately 40 American-manned military and civil transport air

craft in the Command, of which about 30 were serviceable.
General Maxv'/'ell had been asked to place as many of these

aircraft £is i^ossible at the disposal of the A, O.C,-in-C,
As the ’ General v/as not in control of these aircraft in

Ai'rica, he had passed on the request to the U,S,A.,A,F, Wing
of Air Transport Command in Africa and had also signalled
Washington, Arrangements had also been completed for all
the available civil aircraft in the Mddle East to be placed

at the disposal of the A,0.C.-in-C, 'when required for

carriage of supplies westward, leaving only flying boats
and minimum number of essential communications services

running,'

Nos, 173, 216,
217 and 267
Squadron O.R.D.s

j

A,0.C,-in-C,

Correspondence
with P.M, Part V.

The Drop in the W.D.A.F, Bombing Operations After the Battle
of El Mamein

A conspicuous feature of this early phase of the pur
suit of Rommel's forces was the failure of the W,D.A,1

keep up the momentum of their bombing which had maintained
such a consistently high level throughout the battle of

to
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iU.ameiii, Air history can hardly record a nrare favourable and

rewarding situation for concentrated air attack than was pre
sented by the retreating enemy forces which packed the coast
road and the passes for days on end with thousands of

vehicles. Directly after the battle there followed a pre
cipitous fall in light bomber activity. On 3 liovember,
there was a peak sortie rate of 273 light bomber sorties.
This vms followed by 183 on the 4th (the last day of the

battle), 85 on the 5th, 5 unescorted on the 6th, none on the
7th and 8th, 30 on the 9th and from 10 to 25 ITovember there
were no operations. The sorties by fighter bombers fell
from 208 on the 4th to'78 on the 5th, none on the 6th, 14 on
the 7th, 42 on the 8th, I8 on the 9th and none on the 10th.
Thus, during the first 6 days of the advance, bombing acti
vity was reduced to a daily average of 20 light-bomber and

25 fighter-bomber sorties.

The rains of 6 and 7 November certainly had disastrous
results not only in cutting down air activity, but also in

disorganising the move forward of Force 'A'.
there is no evidence that even if the weather had continued

favourable, the bombing of the retreating enemy would have
continued on a major scale sufficient to have a decisive
effect on groimd operations,
which ruled against this were:-

The subsidiary, protective role assigned to the
air force.

The fluid ground situation, and,

the premature move of Force 'A' from their penma-
nent bases.

In the planning of Operations 'Lightfoof, »Superclmrge'
and 'Buster* there is evident no appreciation of the fact

that, in between the end of the battle of fixed positions
and the beginning of a war of manoeuvre there woi^d follow a
period when the'retreating enemy columns, numbering some

10,000 vehicles, would present a series of magnificent tar
gets for the bombers and, what is most important, whilst
still within range of the W.D.A.P. aircraft operating from
their existing air bases, in Sg;pt, There is most detailed
and careful plamiing for the battle and for the pursuit,
without any mention of the ]aotentialities presented by this
period of overlap when a disorganised and inevitably, to

some extent, demoralised enemy would be disengaging themr
selves from the battlefield.

In his plans the .Army Commander did not appear to have

envisaged the fact that, during this interim period, the air
force and not the army would probably be the primary v/eapon

for sealing off the enemy's retreat,
required to provide 'fighter cover to the light forces
operating in the van of the pursuit' and 'in conjunction with
Amoured Cars could act as our long range hitting weapon and

gi'eatly increase the confusion of the enemy's withdrawal,'
No reference is made in these plans to the likelihood that

concentrated air attack, under the favourable conditions
obtaining at the end of the battle, could present the
Eighth Army v/ith the accomplished fact of the battered and

demoralised remnants of the Panzer Army which had^m^aged to
majce good their escape from the battlefield immobilised along
the coast road. Instead of concentrating on an intensive
bombing prograiiime, the potential striking power of the
air force - which at this time was highly developed - was

Nevertheless,

The three main considerations

(a)

(b)

(c)

The air force was

Opsums
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largely dissipated in providing air cover for the array at a
time when the threat from the enemy air force wa.s negligible.

It was not the first time, in the Desert, that the full
impact of air power had been largely neutralised through a

fluid ground situation. No air Commander could tcJce the
responsibility for giving orders for concentrated bombing
whilst the Axmy themselves were doubtful about the presence
of their advanced units in the target area. The situation
had indeed'arisen when the concentrated use of air power was

called for, as the primax-’y offensive v/eaj.xon, and not pursuit
by light armoured forces which, by reason of their o\m

limited-hitting power, could never foi’ce a major decision.

The e^cact timing of the order for the pursuit to begin,
with all the attendant disorganisation which inevitably fol

lowed a move of an air force, was one of the Air Coniiiiander ’ s
most difficult problems. In retrospect, it would appear to

have been distinctly advantageous to have delayed putting
Operation ‘Duster* into effect for at least 2k- hours and con

tinued attacking the enemy with maximum effort from existing
bases in Egypt, In the event, the squadrons of Force ’A’
v/ere px'eoccupied with their eagerness to press forward and
be in the van of the pursuit at the very time when they shouJLd
have been sustaining the nrost intensive air effort of which
they were capable against the retreading and disorganised
enemy coluimis. However efficient the ’A* and 'D* Party
system for leap-frogging their v/ay forward, a drop in opera
tional effectiveness viras bound to occur, once the move to

new bases began. And so, when every fighter'should have

been helping to sustain the bombing offensive, many were
standing by waiting for orders to move and, of those that

did operate, a large paroportion were absorbed in the tank of
providing air cover to forward army units. The result was
that the day-bombing offensive was cut severely at a time
when it should have been exerting the majcimura possible pres
sure on the enemy as they pxILled out from the battlefield.
Ironically enough, it was the strategic night-bombing force

of No, 2O5 Group, and not the tactical air force of the
W.D.A.P,, T/hich sustained the bombing offensive and wi’ought
the greatest havoc among the retreating enemy columns.

Summary

The -plan for the, move forv/ard of the Tf.D.A.F, in support
of the Eighth Army, after the battle of El i'damein, was pre
pared contemporaneously with the plan for the battle itself
and T/as laiown a.s Operation ’Buster*. The basic principle
of the plan v/as that the air forces eraiployed in the advaxice

were split into two main components. Force ’A’ and Force ’B’,
Force 'A' was to operate in direct support of the Eighth Irmy,
while Force ’E' was to act as a reserve and protect lines of

communication. Light bombers were excluded from the
pursuit force, as it was considered that target
more suitable for fighter bombers and supply difficulties
Y/ould preclude the possibility of maintaining a light-bomber
force right forward, until adequate coimmonications had been
established. The provisioning of the Royal Air Force, to

witMn 25 to -(lO miles of the landing grounds from ydiich the

squadrons would be operating continued to be an imny res-

ponsiTiility. Some 40 aircraft of No, 216 Transport and
Ferry Group were made available as a supplementary means of
transport for Eighth Army,
specific■arrangements were
self-contained Royal Air Force units, while the potentialities
for the use of civilian and U.S.A.A.P, aircra.ft to assist the

advance

would prove

At this stage, however, no
made for an airlift involving
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swift moves forward of the air force were also missed in the

planning stage.

This air pursuit force, known as Force 'A', and which
was to operate under No. 211 Fighter Group, comprised
No, 239 Wing (five luttyhawk P/B Squadrons L No. 2i(if Wing
(three Spitfire and one Hurricane Squadron), No, 233 Wing
(three ICLttyhawk and one Tomahawk Squadron) and No, 57
Fighter Group U.S,A,A,F, (two Kittyhawk Squadrons), For
Army Co-operation with X Corps, the Eiglrth Array pirrsuit
force, tliere was No, kO Squadron S,A.A,P,, wiiile for.
Strategical Reconnaissance i/vork there v/as No, 1A37 Strat/R
Plight, Force *A' therefore comprised 15 S,S, Offensive
Pieter Squadrons, supported by one Squadron and one Flight
for Reconnaissance, Primarily it was a defensive force for

close-support defensive work in support of the Eighth Army
and one. in which hitting power had been sacrificed -

perforce - to mobility.

The main factors governing the composition of Force ‘A'

were the supply problem and the likelihood that the enemy
vrould strongly reinforce his air forces in North Africa,
The administra.tive task of suppljdng a whole modem army and
air force'in a major offensive caitpaign and liniited by the
poor road, port and rail facilities of the stretch of
North African littoral bordering on the Libyan Desert was

the most pressing problem of the advance. Not only were

the commiinications facilities quite inadequate in them

selves, but they had sustained - and probably would continue

to sustain - severe battle damage, vi^hile the i-etreating
enemy would extend the damage with demolitions and hinder the
pursuit force by extensive mining.

Once the pursuit had begun, it was considered most
likely that the enemy's first reaction vrould be to reinforce
their air forces in North Africa with the intention of hold

ing up the advancing Ei^ith Army, Throur^iout the campaigns
in the Yfestern Desert, this had been the ever-present threat
in the mind of the ALr Coirnmnders from an enemy which had

the incalculable strategic advantage of working on internal

lines of comiiiunicatioh, from his main bases in Europe, To

balance this, however, the demands of the Russian front and
the ITest had stretched the Luftwuffe to the limit; the

naval and air war,against the enemy's lines of communication
had placed severe limitations on the size of the force they
could operate in North iif rica; while the invasion of French

North-West /ifrica, scheduled for 0 November, would obviously
exert a profound influence on the extent to which enemy air

reinf'orcements could be spared for the suppiort of the

■ Panzer Army,

Another factor which had a profound influence on both
army and air plans for the advance was Malta's desperate
supply position. Stocks of food for the civil population
were nearing exhaustion and, by the third week of November,
the grave step would have to be taken of falling back on the
Portress Reserve of petrol. Only by controlling the
Martuba-Derna group of airfields on the Cyrenaican 'hump'
would it be possible to pass another convoy tlirough to

Malta, Operation 'Stoneage', an east-to-west convoy, was
planned to reach the island by 20 November, This set both

the Array and the Air Commanders the task of occupying the

Martubas by 18 November, at the latest, involving an advance
of AGO miles in under a fortnight.

Neither Army nor Air plans for the pursuit envisaged
the 'kind of situation which arose directly after the battle
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when, with the enemy in the first stages of a forced retreat,
after a shattering defeat, and whilst still within range of
the Tf,D,A,P,*s existing bases, the concentrated use of air
power might cause such demoralisation and congestion along
the coast road as to leave them an easy prey to the advancing

Eighth Amy, In his plans, the Army Commander did not
appear to conten^ilate the possibility that, during this

interim period, -vdiilst the enemy were pulling out from the'
battlefield behind the inevitable screen of anti-tank: guns,
the air force and not the army would be the primary weapon at
his disposal for sealing off the enemy’s retreat.

The role allocated to the air force vra.s a subsidiary

one. They were required to provide air cover for the light
armoured forces operating in the van of the pursuit and, in
conjunction with the armoured cars, ’greatly increase the
confusion of the enemy’s vathdrawal,' The A,0,C,-in-C, him

self laid the greatest enphasis on getting ’the fighters
right forwax’d quiclcly in long, bounds* and made no mention of

the possibility, latent in'the situation, that the maximum

concentration of air power, sustained whilst the battered and
disorganised remnants of the Panzer Army were still within

range of the light bombers, on their permanent bases, might
result in the annihilation of the enemy, wliilst still in

Egypt, In the planning of the advance it v/ould appear that

this possibility was missed by both Army and Mr Commanders,

The overwhelming defeat of the German-Italian Panzer /army
at El Alamein had left Rommel with rather less than one-

third of his shattered Panzer Army and under 10 per cent of

the original Gerraan tanlc strength. The Italians  - those of
them which had escaped rounding up on the field of battle -

had no longer any fighting value. The Eighth Army had been
left in control of the battlefield and ?/ere in a position to

put nearly 600 tanlcs in the field against not more than

30 German, Indeed, the Eighth Army Commander’s problem was_
not where to find the troops and equipment to oppose the

beaten enemy, but how to reach such enemy forces effectively,
before they had made good their escape by abandoning the

greater part of their heavy equipment. Direct pursuit would

encounter mines, demolitions and the inevitable screen of
88-nxi, anti-tank guns. An outflanlcing movement through the

desert meant that the enemy Commander, with good reconnais
sance, could time his retreat in successive stages in such a
way as to be always one step ahead of his pursuers. The

primary weapon at the disposal of the Eighth Array Commander

atMeast during this phase of the retreat, would be the
bomber.

The enemy air forces in Worth Africa, at the end of the

battle of El Alamein, were in an even worse condition than
the Panzer Army, In addition to the heavy losses which had

been sustained during the battle, the constant pressure of

operations had reduced the number of serviceable aircraft to

a very low figure, , The .Allied landings in French Worth Africa
had caused a diversion of air strength in the Mediterranean,
and reinforcements, to that area. Furthermore, the retreat

to new'bases, which had begun even before the end of the land
battle, caused disorganisation, together with an element of

The W,D,A,F., on the other hand, in spite
of the strain inposed by the heavy scale of air operations
were still able to maintain a high level of operational
efficiency. The force’s real weakness was in its laclc of

an adequate air transport fleet. The speed of the strategic
moves entailed by the fast-moving land battle, which had

again opened out into a war of manoeuvre, had been reduced
to the rate of progress of civilian-type road transport,
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The bombing during the night 1/5 November by
52 Wellingtons of No, 205 Group, vdiich carried out 73 sorties,
caused 'delays and considerable dainage among the retreating
convoys,' The best targets were located slightly to the
east of Puka, where tightly-packed and badly-dispersed
vehicles were located and bombed. During second sorties by
Wellingtons, great liavoc was also caused around the railway
at Galal,

to the destruction of supply dun^js by the retreatiig enemy.

Owing to the air mastery gained by the yi.D.A.F, over
their opponents, the enemy forces Wei’s compelled to malce their
main withdrawals by night. Although the R.A.F, informed the
Eighth Amy H,Q, at 02,45 hours that 'the main road from Fulca

to Daba is a solid mass, head, to tail', dawn reconnaissance
on the morning of 5 November revealed little or no movement
of the enemy forces either on the coast road or along the
desert tracks.

Daba was seen to be a mass of flames> due mainly

X Corps - the Eighth Amy's pursuit force - consisted of
the 1st, 7th and 10th Armoured Divisions, The 1st and
10th Amoured Divisions were directed on Daba and the 7th
Amoured Division on Fulca, The New Zealand Division also

moved off at dawn on 5 November on its way to lAiJca, and at
the same time passed from XXX to X Corps,

At this stage in the pursuit, the W,D,A.F,'s main com
mitment was to provide fighter cover for the advanced elements

of the Eighth Amy and the ejpected crushing blov/, with con
centrated air attack, against the’retreating enemy columns,
was not realised. On 5 November, the light bombers flew a
total of 89 sorties - only one’tliird of the pealc sortie rate
achieved by them on 3 November, when Operation 'Supercliarge
was launched. Fighter bomber sortiew were only 78 compared
with 208 on the previous day. The light bomber attacks
directed against the enemy colimms along the main road
encountered heavy A,A, gunfire from Fulca to Bagush, This
was probably due to the fact that the enemy A,A, defences in
this area had been reinforced by guns which had fomerly been
used for the defence of the Daba landing-grounds,  5 November
was the last time the light bombers were to operate in any
thing like strength, during this phase of the pursuit. The
fall in bomber operations on 5 November was due primarily to
tlis fact that first priority for the fighter force was given
to providing air cover over the New Zealand Division, at
Fiilca, CaxTcribivtory factors were the fluid groimd position,
which made the bombline position obscure, and the fact that
the squadrons of Force 'A' were to some extent preoccupied
v/ith the move forward.

t

It had been Roiimel's intention to make a stand at Fulca,
but the weakness of his force and the outflanking movement
carried out by the Eighth Amy made this impossible. At
14.00 hours, 5 November Afrika Iferps reported 'Positions can
be held to-day, but an outflanking movement is probable*
Then a Ydthdrawal yyIII be impossible, *Y;e propose, there
fore, to YYithdraw Afrika IGorps,' That night, 5^6 November,
the retreat to Mersa Matruh began. The limiting factor for
the enemy forces during this withdraiwal Yvas lack of petrol
and it vra,s soon evident tliat only if petrol was made avail
able would 21'Panzer Division be able to complete its with-
dravral. No, 205 Group carried out a very heavy night raid
in the course of which 150 tons of bombs vrere dropped.
This was the first time that heavy bombers were used in a

tactical role in direct support of the army as, in addition
to the 6l Yfellingtons Yvhich took part in the night's

t
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operations, there v/ere 11 Halifax aircraft of No, k62. Squadron
E,i'i.,A,F, Albacores of No, 826 S^quairon P,A,A, also
co-operated. The weather w&s poor with considerable cloud.
This T/as the first sign of a deteriora.tion in the weather

which was to have sucli a marked effect on both ground and air
operations for the next fev/ days and do more than anything
else to help Rormel Tdthdraw his battered and derooralised
forces from Egypt, CoiTipared with the previous night, tar
gets were not as concentrated. Nevertheless, the raids
started numerous fires and considerable liavoc was caused.

No, 75 Squadron, which had fitted long-range tanlcs to their
night-flying Hurricanes, had what they described as ’a gala
night', attacking enemy transport from a low level, mainly in
the Garawla-PuJca area. Aircraft from the same squadron also

carried out protective patrols over the advanced Eighth Army
uinits to prevent the enemy from malcing lov/-level attacks.

The rain which had been falling intermibtently throughout
the ni^t 5/6 November became 'a torrential downpour of
cloudburst intensity' during 6 November, By mid-morning
No, 211 Group reported the flooding of the Daba landintr-
gromids and al.l further movement forward'of the fighter
squadrons was stopped, Tlie bad weather, with 8/l0ths cloud
and poor visibility, blanlcetted the whole Euka to Barrani
area, where the coast road carried the vast tide of retreating
enemy transport. In spite of the appalling weather conditions,
175 fighter sorties were carried out, the main pre-occupation
being to provide protection for 7th Armoured Division and also
reconnaissance over the flooded i’orward airfields.

o

The bombing carried out amounted to five unescorted raids
by light bombers of No, 3 'Wing (S,A,A.P,), which used cloud
as cover, and a fighter-bomber raid by 6 Kittyhswks of
No, 112 Squadron, These operations against the enemy ground
troops were augmented by low-level attacks carried out 'by a
total of 22 fighters - l6 of them being U,S.A.j\,P, Kittyhawks,
The target, in all cases, was 'a solid stream of traffic'
leaving Matruih, In spite of the relatively li^t scale of

these attacks, a very considerable amount of damage and dis

organisation were caused anx>ng the retreating enemy columns.
Prom German War Diaries, it is now Icnown virhat  a superb
opportunity was missed, on 6 November, by the failure of the
W,D,A.,P, to bomb Matruih, The enemy's sudden and rapid
retreat caused the very heavy convoy traffic to become jammed
in the town. Rain and mines at the side of the road made

the confusion worse and led to conditions of panic. Vehicles

on or near the road were set on fire and guns were wrecked or
abandoned. Many of the German truck drivers drove to the

rear without orders and convoys became comjpletely disorganised,
so that delivery of supplies to the ATrika Korps became impos
sible.

Iilaiiuly as a resuilt of the confusion at Matruh, the
remi-iants of 21st Panzer Division, which had been immobilised
the previous night near Qasaba owing to petrol shortage, vrere
caught up by elements of the 7th /miioured Division and attacked

on the morning of 6 November,
by 21 st Panzer Division to blovic'up all their tanks, together
Y/ith a number of other vehicles, and to use the wheeled
vehicles to brealc through towards Matruh,
tills hurried retreat, still more vehicles had to be abandoned
in the deep mud, to the south-east of 14atruh,
strophe left the iifrilca Korps with only 11 tanks out of a

force of over 270 i<vith which they had begun the battle of
El AJamein,

had been annihilated, so that it is no exaggeration to say

The grave decision was talcen

In the course of

This cata-

By this time the whole of the Italian aimour
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that the German-Italian Panzer Array no longer existed as an

armoured force and, v/hat is more, was in a state of demora
lisation where retreat load degenerated into a rout. Unhappily
the breaJc in the weather, combined with the lack of a uni
fied Array-Air plan to concentrate every available aircraft

in intensive ground attacks against the enemy, to the exclu
sion of almost all other activity, gave the routed remnants
of the Afrika Kbrps the necessary respite for recovery of

discipline and morale.

The 6 November also saw two severe blows struck at the

enemy's already sufficiently precarious supply situation,
A heavy attack by 21 Liberators of the U,S.A,A,P, on the

port of Benghazi set the 6424 ton tanlcer Portofino on fire.
This resulted in the destruction of 2000 cubic metres of

petrol, or a vreek's supply for the whole of the Panzer Army,
The Mars, a naval auxiliary vessel, was also sunk and severe
daiiage v/as caused to naval installations. That saane after

noon, a further attack by U.S.A.A.P, heavy bombers - in this

case five Portresses - set the 2155 ton M,V, the Etiopiia on

fire. Owing to these losses, the complete e^diaustion of all
supplies of fuel in the forward area was threatened,
Kesselring was accordingly urgently requested by Eoniiiel to
have 300 cubic metres flown forvra.rd.

A'fter the panic and confusion at Matruh, the enemy
Commander took immediate steps to get some kind of order
into what still remained to him of his decimated forces.

It was one of the boldest steps of Rommel’s ceueer.
Although the Eighth Army, with ■'/o.istl.y superior forces, were
hard on his heels and only tenrporarily held up by the col
lapse in the weather, and in spite of the fact that all food
and ammunition dumps and even the water points at Matruh,
had been des'uroyed in the panic-stricken flir^t, he decided
to halt his forces tenporarily there and reorganise the
routed remnants of his army.

Evidence of the enemy’s panic-stricken flight was
afforded the W,D,A,P, units when thej'' reached the Daba area,

■  where they found the landing grounds there ’cluttered up
A richwith aircraft, many of them intact and flyable,

yield of new information was obtained from the abandoned
aircraft', but much irreparable damage was caused by the
souvenir-hunting propensities of both R,A,P, and ilrray
personnel.

The strange iinmunity from bombing of the enemy forces
in Matinih was continued thr'oughout the night of 6/7 November,
The Afrika Korps’ night leaguers in tliat area were missed,
possibly due to the fact that the briefing centred attention
on the Matruh-Barrani road and the services of the Albacores
for flare-dropping and path-finding were not available, as
targets'were by novir out of range of these aircraft,
weather, also, was most u.rfavcri,irable, severe electrical
stornns and dense cloud being encountered in the target area.
Fires were started among enemy vehicles at Buq Buq, on the
escarpment at Solium'and at the junction of the coast road
and the Halfaya Pass, where later the ni^t bombers were to
inflict their heaviest losses on the enemy convoys.

The

On 7 November, low cloud and heavy rain in the Ihilca-
Matruh area again limited operations. There were no light-
bomber sorties. Fighter sorties totalled 137, arid priority
was still given to operations in lorotection of the advanced
Eighth Army units. Only two fighter-bomber raids took
place. However, a number of most successful low-level
machine-gunning attacks were carried out along the
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Bgorrani-Sollura road "by some 30“O'3.^ i^aitfires, Ivi'ttjdiavdcs and
Warliawks, Unfortunately, the best targets in the Sollvun-
Halfaya area, where enemy transport was nose-to-tail, escaped
attack, A success wais scored against a formation of nine

Stulcas, escorted by iiine Me, 109's and six dive-bombers and
three'fighters were claimed a.s destroyed. In other opera

tions, KLttyhawks of No, 250 Squadron and Warliawks of the
66th Squadron U.S.A.A,P. shot down five Ju, 52*s which were

ferrying forward the urgently-needed petrol for the
Panzer Army,

On 7 November, advanced arraom-ed units of the Eighth
Army’s pur-suit force esiperienced the e:ctreme mortification of

finding themselves marooned on high ground to the south of
Matruh at a distaaice of no more than ten miles from the

Afrika Korps Battle H,Q, Between lay a sea of mud, for the
torrential rains had converted the desert into a quagmire.

The supply echelons, which consisted almost entirely of the

civilian-type 3“ton lorries, had become bogged down, and the

Eighth /irmy tanlcs had been reduced to the predicament of the
21st Panzer Division and had run out of petrol, Rommel saw

that the flooding of the desert afforded only a temporary
relief and that, with the pursuing force so liard on Ms lieels,
he would have to resmie the retreat. He therefore gave
orders for the Afrika Korps to withdraw along the coast road.

During the Mght 7/8 November, the enemy began the
evacuation of Matruh and resumed their flight towards the

frontier,

superlative targets in the Halfaya-Soll'um area,
tide of retreating second-line and supply vehicles,* says an
eneniy report, *Btretching AC lofiis, east from the Solium and
Halfaya zigzags, on the coast road, coMd move only slowly
during the Mght because of the incessant air attacks,*
The pass at Solliun was protected by Li/5 heavy guns, a few
light guns and 5 searcMights, There is no evidence that

the enemy used Mght-fighters to protect their convoys.
Reports brought back spoke of msses of enemy M,T, having been
located. They were badly dispersed and the bombing caused

very considerable damage. Unfortunately thex'e were no

Albacores available for flare-dropping and in the briefing m

instructions were given for an all-out attempt to bloclc the

passes, although two Wellingtons carried A,000 lb, bombs.

After the' failure to carry out a programme of concen
trated bombing, v/Mlst the transport of a thorouugMy demora
lised enemy were janmed in Matruh, the next great opportunity
for air loower to exert a decisive influence on the course of
events on the'ground occurred on the frontier betYreen Egypt
and Cyrenaica, on the Halfaya and Solium Passes, After the
success of the night bombers, daYvn reconnaissance on

8 November presented the astonisMng picture of a solid stream

of traffic stretching from 10 miles to the east of Halfaya,
wMle, at the foot of the pass itself, there was'massed a
huge concentration estimated to amount to some 1,500 enemy
veMcles, Surprising'as this figure is, i't^is i^^ likeli
hood Sun under-estimate, for even after the debacle at Alamein ,
the Panzer Army could muster some 10,000 German M,T,

In spite of this superlative targel^ the first three of
the day’s missions, comprising some 25 fighters, were
expended on reconnaissance. It was not until mid-morMng
that the first offensive operation against ground targets
tadce place. Out of 130 fighter sorties flown on  8 November,
60 per cent v/as devoted to providing air cover to the army
and the navy (who were runMng convoys into Matruh), while
the balance of AO per cent was talcen up in fighter-bomber or
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low-level attacks against enemy convoys. There were no

light bomber sorties. As a result, hov/ever, of no more than
2f8 attacks by W,D,A,F, figliters against ground targets,
Rommel was notified at 15,00 hours, that both the lialfaya and
Solium roads were badly blocked. Again because of the dis
persal of air effort against a plurality of targets and on
varying duties, the impetus of the heavy night-bombing was
never; kept up, Gi'adually the enemy managed to clear the

passes of wrecked veliicles and the evacuation of Egypt
continued.

At 09.00 iTours, on 8 November after a 4-<tay advance
covering 14O miles. Eighth Army forces occupied Mersa Matruh,
That same day, the Anglo-Anerican expeditionary force landed
in French North-West ilfrica. There is no doubt that a

major part of the success of Operation 'Torch’ was directly
due to the victory at El Alamein, The attention of the

enemy had been rivetted on the eastern Mediterranean, thus
permitting the vast armada to reach North ilfrica almost
unscathed and unobsei-ved. In addition, success in the
Western Desert had swung both France and Spain in favour of

the Allies, Nevertheless, advantages were not wholly on
the side of the ’Torch' invaders. Alterations in the

strategic balance of the enemy air forces in the Mediterranean
took place which were very much to the advantage of Middle

East Command, The air reinforcements which had begun to
arrive in the Mediterranean theatre prior to the landings
and which had had the effect on Force 'A' of reducing it

wholly to a fighter component, were diverted to the central
basin to oppose the new landings, A quidc redistribution
of enemy air strength from Greece and Crete to Sicily was

carried out, involving'parts of 4 Gruppe of L.R.B.s and

T,S.P,s, Purthermoi’e, the reinforcdnents to strengthen the

Panzer Army were diverted to Tunisia, while their desperately
diffictilt supply position was weakened still further as the

new sea route to Tunisia was given priority.

Bombing of the retreating enemy coluimis continued
throughout the night 8/9 November, Attacks again centred
round the passes on the frontier at Solium and lialfaya.
Pilots foimd that by this time the weather liad much improved
and visibility was excellent, A total of 75 tons of bombs

was dropped by 47 Wellingtons and 5 Halifax aircraft, and
some 50 fires were started. Several of the aircraft carried

out low-level macliine-gunning attacks. These particular
night operations appear to have affected the enemy very
seriously. They reported severe losses to troops  - parti
cularly the Ai'rika Panzer Grenadier Eegiiuent - as a result

of the heavy air attacks, and traffic over the passes of
Solium and Halfaya was much delayed by the continual air

attacks v/hich were still in progress after daybreak.

The iii-provement in the v/eather conditions, noted by
the crews of the night bombers, was maintained during
,9 November and both the Army's X Corps and Force 'A' of the
W,D,A.F, were alaLe to accelerate the speed of their advance.

Unfortunately, many of the landing grounds at Sidi Haneish,
to which the advancing fighter squadrons moved, were found
to be unserviceable as they had been crossed in wet weather

by tanks and guns, A total of 127 fighter sorties was flown

on 9 November, 39 of wliich v/ere carried out by ̂ itfires of
3 squadrons to try and locate and then afford protection to

7th Armoured Division, The Division was eventually located

in the desert to the south of Buq Buq, It is not at all

clear why, instead of being brought in a north-westerly
direction to chaJ.lenge the enemy on the coast road, the'
7th Armoured Division was directed to continue due west,
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with the resiilt that the frontier was not crossed until the

next day, at Maddelena, some 60 miles to the south of the
main enemy force which were thus able to withdrs.w ticross

the frontier miopposed except by air attack.

Dawn reconnaissance on- 9 November established the fact

that enemy transport still jammed the passes on the frontier,

Bostons of No, 3 S.A,A,P, Wing managed to operate, Using
Sidi Haneish as a forward landing-ground. They carried
out two raids - the first operations since 6 November -

using 12 aircraft in each, escorted by fighters, against
nose-to-tail transport in the Halfaya-Solltun area. The

only fighter-bomber raid was made by a force of 26 Kittyhawk^-
against a congested convoy at the top of the Halfaya Pass,

■The 500 lb,'bombs did considerable damage, flinging a number
of vehicles, including a troop-carrier, over the side.
Enemy fighter patrols endeavoured to interfere and hinder
the attackers, but without success. These raids, however,
although most successfiil, were not sufficiently concentrated
or prolonged to block the enemy retreat over the passes.

The Panzer Army’s weaJmess at this time is exemplified
by the fact that they had only 1+ per cent of their original
strength in tanks left. No more than five British armoured
cars routed and then rounded up a battalion of the Italian
XXI Corps and part of the 90th Light Division was cut off
and sustained heavy casualties. The 90th Light Division,
the I5th Panzer Division, the 21st Panzer Division and
164th Light Division between them could muster not more than
3,700 men. The value of the Italian troops was negligible,
and large numbers were drafted to the rear and put on the
task of constructing defences on the Mai*sa Brega line.

In spite of the delays occasioned by the bombing attacks
carried out by the W,D.A,P, on 9 November, the greater part
of the Afrilca Korps, together with their Battle H.Q,, were
over the passes by nightfall. However, the heavy and sus
tained attacks by No, 205 Group’s night bombers, which were
mainly directed against convoys and enemy headquarters in
the Capuzzo area, caused 21st Panzer Division to halt and
wait until the raids had ended. In these particular night
operations a total of_.-Lij8 Wellingtons and 4 Halifaxes dropped
70 tons of bombs in 44 hours. Enemy trtxnsport v/as found to
be badly dispersed and excellent ta^rgets were located. The
effectiveness of these particular raids is shown by the fact
that the enemy reports speak of the Capuzzo area alone being
under attack for five hours on.end by ’hundreds of enemy
night bombers’.

On 10 November, Sidi Barrani was occupied by
2nd New Zealand Division and the last of the Afrika Kbrps,
together with the enemy rearguard, moved over the passes
into Cyrenaica, The enemy reported having ’demolished the
pass roads at 21,25 hours,’ This last stage of the enemy
evacuation from Egypt, when they were still Eiost vulnerable
to air attack, was completed almost entirely without inter
ference from the W.D.A.P, For the first time since before
the battle of El Alamein, neither fighter bombers nor light
bombers operated and out of a total of 145 fighter sorties,
only 12 were en^loyed on ground attack of any kind,
but eight per cent of the air effort on this day was
expended on flying protective patrols over forward Eighth
Amy units and over a convoy to Matruh or on reconnaissance.
The enemy air force, however, showed more offensive spiirit
tlian had been apparent for several days past, 'Two figliter-
bomber and low-level strafing attacks were directed against
7th Amoured Division which, following their wide outflanlcing
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movement to the south, wei'’e located in the desert some
60 miles from the enemy's main force. On 10 November, the

fighter squadrons of Force 'A' had begun to concentrate on

the landing-grounds in the llischeifa area, to the south and
south-east of Sidi Barrani,

Conclusions

A study of military operations in the Western Desert,
in 1942, throws up two major problems. The first problem
is how did General Auchinleck manage to stablilise the

Eighth Army at El Alamein, in early July, in the face of his
confident and victorious opponents. The second problem is

how it was that Rommel managed to extricate the remnants of

his Panzer Army from the field of battle, at El /ila'nein and,
within less than a week, successfully evacuate them from

Egypt along a single coast road ¥/hen pursued by  a much
stronger and better-equiiDped force. It is believed that,
basically, the solution to both these problems lay in the
handling of air pov/er. Ignoring the question of supplies
and exhaustion of the enemy force, it was primarily the use
of concentrated ’round-the-clock* bombing which permitted
the Eighth Army to reorganise and consolidate at El Ailamein,

Conversely, it was a failuie to sustain the ̂momentm of
day-and-night bombing, after the enemy's 'debacle' at
El Alamein which finally permitted the demoralised remnants

of the panzer Army to disengage themselves from the field of

battle and make good their escape across the passes into

Cyrenaica, At this time the principle of the concentration
of force wliich had been learnt in such a hai’d school in the

Western Desert had been - if not forgotten - then over
looked, Thus it was that one of air history's most salient

opportunities for sealing a victory on laaid by the concen

trated use of air pov/er was missed.

The Eighth Army Commander allocated to the air force a

secondary protective role over his forv/ar'd troops at a time

•when - in the earliest stage of the pursuit, at least - the
air force shoxold liave been the primary weapon for sustaining
the offensive against a fleeing enemy. There is evidence
of over-insurance against the air threat from the enemy
which, in the event, proved to be negligible. There was
also a failure to make adequate use of the available air

transport fleet for the move forward of W,D,A,P, units.
Prom this misconception of the potentialities of air power
derived the primary mistake wliich Twas to plan for the pur
suit of the enemy and not their annihilation. The air force

employed for day operations during this phase of the pursuit
was too light to be effective in any but a protective and

harassing role. Superhuman steps in the way of administra
tion should have been made to get at least part of the

light-bomber force forward and in operational use. As it

happened, the 'round-the-clock* bombing of the enemy, which
had been proved a battle-winning factor of the first magni
tude, coiHd not be sustained, and much of the bombing poten
tial of the force was lying idle at a time of magnificent
opportunity.

Although the weather intervened on 6 and 7 November in
favour of the retreating enemy, it would be an over
simplification of the problem to malce that the basic reason

for the enemy's escape. On the first day of the enemy's
retreat, 5 November, the weather v/as good. The escaping
enemy forces were no further west than Piika, where they had
to negotiate a difficult escarpment, and still remained
within escorted range of the light-bomber force, and yet the
light bombers were not used to anything like capacity.
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The root cause of the failure to keep up the monentura of the

day-bombing offensive during the first day of the pursuit
was the diversion of the greater part of the fighter force

from offensive duties in order to protect the ground troops
against the possibility of enemy air attack which, as it so

happened, never materialised.

The second outstanding oiaportunity for the air force to
make a decisive contribution to the land battle ¥/as missed

on 6 and 7 November, at Matruh, when intensive bombing of
demoralised enemy forces jammed in the town, talcen in con

junction with the amiihilation by the Eighth lirmy of

21st Panzer Division’s amour, at Qasaba, would probably
have resulted in the end of the Panzer Array, as  a fighting
force, Uirhappily, the adverse T/eather conditions, together
with the lack of a unified plan to concentrate every avail

able aircraft on ground attacks against the enemy, to the

exclusion of all other activities, gave the enemy forces the

necessary respite for the r-eorganisation of their demoralised
aiid scattered troops.

The tliird chance was missed on the frontier, at Solium
and Halfaya, There, a series of superlative targets v/as

offered throughout 9 aj-'id 10 November on the passes, in the

tremendous concentration of enemy transport at the foot of

the Halfaya Pass and in the vast traffic jaza \yMch extended

eastward for miles along the coast road, as fax as Euq Euq,
No more favouxable conditions for concentrated air attack

against ground targets could be imagined. The extensive
flooding of forward airfields had certaiixLy gravely impeded
the move forward of the squadrons composing the W,D.A,P,
pursuit force, Force ’A*, Nevertheless, what air effort
there was available still remained diffused, a.nd the priority
given for the fighter cover for the Eighth i’xmy units operat
ing in the van weighed heavily on the W,D,A.,P, i\ir attack,
when sufficiently heavy, did ma.nage to bloclc the passes, but
not for long enough to enable the Eighth Army to catch up
and effect the coup de /-xace.

However, if air po¥/er was not used in a concentrated
attempt to crush wh^.t remained of the Panzer A.rmy before it

had finally managed to quit Egypt, at least fulfilled
effectively the task allotted to it of keep)ing pace with the

swift advance of the Eighth fxniy’s pursuit force, -providing
these advanced units with air cover and also helping them to

harass the enemy, Tiiroughout this phv..se of the advcnce,
when a whole modern a.rmy with its thousands of vehicles
crov/ded the main road, providing a magnificent series of

targets for air attack, they enjoyed a very high degree of

immunity, Thanlcs to their excellent organisation to ensure

the coirrplete mobility of units, squadrons of the ¥,D,A,F,
pursuit force not only managed to keep pace with the Army's
advance, but at times were even reported to be leading it.

An innovation during this period was the use of the
alifax heavy bomber for night operations in direct support

of the fumy. The combined Y/elling-ton-Halifax onslaught was

the most conspicuous feature of tliis phase of the advance,
and viiilst the Army were mainly out of direct contact ¥vlth

the retreating enemy and the YT.D.A.P, fighters were chiefly
preoccupied -with giving cover to the Army, the No, 205 Group
force of night bombers did superlative VTork in barriering -

and for a time even halting - the enemy retreat. It is
indeed a curious fact that these No, 205 Group bombers,
which were essentially a stra.tegic force, v/ere at this'time

excelling the W,D,A.,F, and even the Eighth Army itself, as a

retreating enemy. Unfortunately, the level of the niglit
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bombing was affected adversely by the fact that the filbacores,
owing to limited range, were not available to do the path
finding and illumination of targets. Moreover the ability
to hit hal’d at the enemy, from the air, was restricted by
the wealmess of the Wellington force and also by the diver

sion of the Beaufighters to other duties,
side. Operation ’Torch' succeeded effectively in diverting
enemy air and ground reinforcements from the Panzer Army to
the 5th Panzer Array, in Tunisia,

On the credit

(84234) W)
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CHiiPTER 10

THE CAPTURE OF CmmUJ.CA AI1D THE ACTION AT EL AGHEILA

(10 HOVaffiER TO i3 DECBfflER 1942)

The Enemy Decision to Evacuate Cyrenaica and Retreat to

Prepared Positions.at Marsa Brega

Once his forces had evacuated Egypt, Rommel saw that,
with the Eighth Army follov/ing up on a wide front in such

superior strength, he would he unable to hold the next
delaying positions at Tobriik and Gazala. for very long.
His forces were barely sufficient to v/ithstand a frontal
attack. The tactics employed by the Eighth Army Gomraander -

the v/ide outflanking movement to the south - meant that

these positions would be-opened up, one by one, from the rear.
Rommel foresaw that the Eighth Army Commander might extend
this policy. Instead of following up the coastline, around
the Cyrenaican 'hump', Rommel concluded that
General Montgomery would take advantage of the configuration
of the country and strike across the Jebel el iskhdar tovrards

the Ben^azi-iigedabia area. Such tactics had already been
proved successful in the winter offensive of 1941-1942

(Operation '.Crusader*), In this way, the whole of Cyrenaica
could be cleared, leaving any garrisons to the east of

Marsa Brega- - which offered the enemy Commander, in his

opinion, the only favourable position for defence  - to fall

an easy prey to the advancing Eighth Iirmy,

German Official

War Narrative

Cabinet Office

Archives, A.L.

743.

Another important factor which influenced Rommel's
decision not to defend Gyrenaica was the critical supply
position, particularly of petrol,
1400 tons of petrol stored at the port of Benghazi, the
heavy losses sustained by the 1.G? convoys by air action and
the need to transport sick and wounded back to the rear

meant that these supplies could not be brought forward in
time.

iilthough there vyere

It was still necessary, therefore, for the Panzer
Army to rely on airborne supplies,
circumstances - the weakness of the iixis forces, the
threat of an Eighth Jixmy thrust across Gyrenaica and the

hazardous supply position - caused Rommel to decide, on
10 November, to v/ithdrav/ his forces to the Marsa Brega
positions, almost on the Tripolitanian frontier,
fateful decision for the enemy Commander to take, for he
thereby sacrificed everything he had fought for in the
V/estem Desert.

This combination of

It was a

Main Weight of Night Bombing Diverted to Tobruk - Night
10/11 November

On the night IO/II November, for the first time since
before the battle of El Alamein, the main weight of the night
bombing force was diverted from targets in direct support of

the land forces to the bombing of a strategic target, the
port of Tobruk,

and 4 Halifax aircraft which found the port crowded wi.th
shipping, no doubt preparatory to the evacuation of the port.
The results of the raid were difficult to assess, as a

number of the largest fires T/ere probably due to the destruc

tion of store-dumps by the enemy,
nature of the raid, the A,A. defences were most efficient
and were described by some crews as being 'worse than ever'.
One Halifax aircraft was shot down by A.A, gunfire.

The attack v/as carried out by 22 Vibllingtons

In spite of the surprise

No.205 Group
O.R.B. and M,E.

Int, Slims,
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A small force of seven aircraft maintained the night
air offensive against the retreating enemy. They found
that targets had shifted, as v/as expected, westv/ards from

the passes to the Gazala and Tmirai area. Crews reported
that the entire length of road was crowded with enemy trans

port and 'wished that more aircraft had heen put on this

target,' One Wellington was lost during this operation,
Further 'anti-straffing patrols' v/ere carried out by
Hurricanes of No.73 Squadron, in order to prevent hostile
aircraft from attacking the main road in the vicinity of
Sidi Barrani, There were no incidents.

No,73 Squadron
O.R,B,

The Enemy's Final Evacuation of Egypt and the Capture of

Halfaya Pass - 11 November

Although the main enenmy force had managed to cross the

frontier by 10 November, a small rearguard was left holding
the pass. During the night 10/11 November, the pass was
captured by 41:h Light Armoured Brigade and two Companies of
a New Zealand Battalion, There is no evidence that the

Main Eighth Amy
Cositreps,
A.H,B,/IIJ1/
162/3.

enemy offered any strenuous resistance, although the official

German version states that 'at dawn, the enemy attacked
Halfaya Pass position from the east and south east and sent

a strong force of tanks against the troops there who were

withdrawing according to instructions,
Pistoia Division and three batteries of German army artillery

The capture of Halfaya Pass meant that all

A regiment of

I
were overrtin.

Official German

Narrative•

enemy resistance east of the ¥/ire had ceased and that Egypt
had been finally cleared.
Division, in their northward advance from Maddalena and

2nd New Zealand Division v/hich had been moving due east along
the coast road, made contact on the morning of 11 November,
on the frontier.

Forward elements of 7th iirmoirred

The 7th Armoured Division proceeded,

without opposition, to Gapuzzo,

The Eighth Army's speedy advance and the surprise break
through at Halfaya had, according to a German report, placed
the Panzer iirmy in an extremely critical position on the

morning of 11 November, as at that time a large number of
rear-line and non-motorised units ¥irere still between Bardia

It was only a supply of petrol v/hich arrivedand Tobruk,

at the last minute, supplemented by supplies of aviation
spirit retrieved from the evacuated landing grounds, which

enabled the v^hole of the Army to v/ithdraw.

liVhen 4th Armoured Brigade reached the bottom of Solium
Hill, they found that the enemy had carried out extensive
demolitions and left a huge crater v/hich soon caused tremen

dous traffic congestion at the foot of the pass. It proved
how effectively the enemy retreat could have been hampered had

bombing effectively damaged the pass roads. The bottleneck
conditions constituted a very obvious danger from hostile
air attack and Main Eighth iirmy H.Q. arranged through Air

Support Control for fighter protection to be provided.

Main Eighth iirmy
\?ar Diary.

On 11 November the T/.D.A.F. had their most successful

The A.O.C.'s vie^y v/as thatand effective day's fighting,
this did not mean increased enemy air activity, but that

'the retreating enemy air forces had been caught up, in the

Tobruk area, by the speed of our advance and brought to
battle,'

S.A.A.F. Squadron, on a reconnaissance of the Gambut-Bardia
area, encountered 15 Ju,87's, escorted by six Me.109's> some
20 miles to the south of Solium,

claims were made of eight Ju,87's shot down for-the loss of

t¥vo Kittyhawks,

11 Kittyhav/ks of No. 2In the early morning.

In the ensuing combat.

Shortly afterwards, 12 Vifarhawks of the

Squadron O.R.B.s
and A.A.H.Q.W.D.

Daily Int. Sums,

(82^34)442
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Derelict Me. 110*s on a landing-ground near Solium

Eighth Angy convoys moving up through the Halfaya Pass ̂
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65th Squadron U.S.A.A.F,, with 4 Warhawks of the 64th
Squadron U.3,A.A.E., whilst on a low-level attack in the

Garatut area, met the remainder of the Stuka formation, as

they v/ere about to land at Gambut and claimed three Ju.87*s
shot down for the loss of one Warhawk.

A total of 43 Kittyhawks and Tomahay/ks of Nos,2,  4 and

5 S.A.A.P. Squadrons and No.280 Squadron - the majority of

them carrying bombs - carried out a heavy fighter bomber
raid against Gambut airfield with the intention of forcing
the enemy to evacuate. The enemy reaction to this move
was surprisingly vigorous. Their fighters forced  a number^

of the raiding aircraft to jettison their bombs. The
earlier success'of No,2 Squadron S.A.A.E. was marred by
having 6 aircraft put out of action, two being shot down,
two so badly damaged that they had to crash-land and two

bthers rendered Cat.II, In the various engagements on

11 November claims were made of one Me.109, one Ju.88, one
Ju.52 and one Fieseler Storch destroyed, Enemy records
v/hich appear - perhaps understandably - muddled for this
date show 3 dive-bombers and three Ju.52's shot down by

A.H.B.S Records. fighters, to which must be added 15 aircraft and 3 gliders
destroyed, on the ground, by their own troops. The
majority of these aircraft were destroyed prior to the

evacuation of the airfields at Tobruk and Garabut, but it is

interesting to note that a number of Me.109's were destroyed
as far back as the Martubas.

whatever the success of this raid against the airfield
at Gambut in material damage inflicted on enemy aircraft, it
did have the desired effect of forcing the Luftwaffe to

evacuate the airfield there and already there wei-e signs
that they v/ere falling back on the Martubas, another 150
miles to the rear. This augured well for Operation
'Stoneage', the east to west convoy to Malta.
Gambut also had the effect of dislocating the enemy's air
lift of petrol forward from Benghazi to Tobruk, as it was
being used as the main air base for this purpose.

The loss of

i'lltogether, the fighters of the W. D. A.F. carried out
161 sorties on 11 November. The number of ground attacks
made by fighters and fighter-bombers was the heaviest since

the battle and totalled 72 of which 49 were bombing attacks.
Some of the most revrarding targets were found along the
Trigh Capuzzo, the desert road connecting Capuzzo and
El Adem.

H.Q. M.E. Table
of Operations,
A.K.B./IIJI/
31/1.

\7ith the rapid evacuation of the frontier area and the

report that the enemy v/ere destroying stores on Gambut air
fields, prior to a withdraw/al to bases further tc the west,
the Mischeifa landing grounds looked like being too far to
the rear. Already the R.A..P.'s eyes were on the Martubas
in anticipation of the Malta convoy. By 10 November, there

fore, even before the enemy had finally quitted Egypt,
Squadron 'A' Parties had left L.G.75 and the area round

Mischeifa for Sidi Azeiz, across the frontier. Avoiding
the main road, they struck across the Desert and by 09.15
hours on 11 November, Main H.Q, Eiglith iirmy vi^ere advising
X Corps that 'R.A..F. advance parties and convoys now proceed
ing Azeiz via Kharasa. Report soonest when L.G.s secured.'
The enemy garrison at Halfaya had been captured only a few
hours before and the desert routes in the .Sidi Jlzeiz area,
to which the Squadron-advance parties v/ere proceeding,
were still packed with retreating enemy transport.

War Diary Main
H.Q. Eighth Army,
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No.205 Group Bombers Attack iilnemy M.T, Betyreen G-azala and
Tobrulc - Night 11-12 November

By this time, a week after the beginning of the enemy
retreat, targets had moved so rapidly tov/ards the west that
the raiding Wellingtons of No,205 Group were being required
to make a round trip of about one thousand miles in order

to reach the enemy. A total of 39 bellingtons and 3
Halifax aircraft bombed enemy transport along the Gazala-
I'obruk road.

14 fires were counted. Crews of returning aircraft
reported that the port of Tobruk was ablaze -VKith as many as
one hundred separate fires raging, v/here the enemy were
preparing for evacuation. The v/eather, virhich.was good at
first, deteriorated after midnight to 6 to 8/l0ths cloud at
2,000 feet,

spell of heavy rains which was soon to hamper the pursuing
force by flooding desert tracks and rendering landing-
grounds unserviceable.

For the most part targets were thin and only

This was the fijpst intimation of yet another

No,205 Group
0 .R, B.

The Enemy Evacuation of Tobruk - 12 November

Owing to the constant pressure exerted by the Eighth
Army against the enemy rearguard and the threat of encircle

ment by the outflanking forces, the enemy were conqielled to
continue their retreat, with little or no chance of making
a stand further east than Marsa Brega. In spite of the
enormous prestige value of the port of Tobnik - the advance

of the 17.D.A.P. had nullified its value as a port of supply -
Rommel decided to relinquish it without a struggle. The
way in vifhich the supply and rear-line troops, retreating
from Tobruk, v/ere piling up in the Gazala defile meant that
the Panzer Army had to hold a line at El Adem and Tobruk
until the evening of 12 November. Unfortunately, however,
the heavy rains which flooded the desert prevented the
pursuit force from taking advantage of the situation.
Again the v/eather had brought almost a whole army to a

standstill, whilst the floods were at their worst, move

ment off the main roads was practically impossible, while

progress along the Via Balbia, the coast road, was badly
impeded by the heavy mining which the enemy had carried out.

Furthermore, the enemy's supply of petrol had temporarily
improved by the flying over of 120 cubic units to Dema.

4th Light Armoured Brigade, which had reached the head
of the Halfaya Pass shortly after dawn, moved v/est along
the Trigh Capuzzo, clearing the important airfield bases at

Sidi Aizeiz, Gambut and 3idi Rezegh, en route. They were
later held up by the enemy rearguard at El Adem. The 2nd
New Zealand Division occupied first solium and later Bardia,
where they took a number of Italian prisoners.

Main Eighth
Army Cositrep.
A.HiB,/lIJl/l 62
/3.

V7.D.A.F, Air Activity 12 November Almost Wholly Confined to
Ground Aittacks

In spite of the unfavourable weather conditions on
12 November, the v/.D.A.F. vi/ere very active and  a total of 194
sorties v/as flown by long-range filters operating from

Mischeifa, Although there were only 4 fighter-bomber
attacks, almost all the figliters operating carried out Iotiw-
level attacks on the retreating enemy columns on the road
to the vrest of Tobruk, Beginning with a dawn attack by
12 Hurricanes of No.73 Squadron, raids were kept up steadily
throughout the day, with considerable success. The enemy's
own comment on the day's air operations was that 'no enemy
(light) bombers attacked us during the day, but the enemy

A.A.H.Q.W.D.
Daily Int, Sums,
A.H.B/IIJ1/
122/44.

Official German

V7ar Narrative •
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fighter-bombers continued their attacks on troops and convoys
witho-ndirninished violence.

30 vehicles set on fire and over one hundred damaged,

U.S.A.A.E. fighters of Eos.65 and.66 Squadrons \iere very
active and bety/een them carried out 20/o of the sorties
flown.

Claims were made of at least

A particularly interesting operation vras carried out
by a combined R.A.P. and U.S.A.A.P. formation of fighters
which, after low-level attacks along the Gazala/Tobink road,
in which trucks were damaged and a carrier full of troops
was destroyed, next located and attacked barges travelling
west along the coast from Tobruk. The barges were
obviously evacuating fuel from the port, as drums were seen

on deck. Two of these barges v/ere set on fire and one

blew up. A third barge was later seen to be beached and

smouldering. Later, six more barges v/ere attacked and three

of them v/ere damaged. Throughout the day, pilots reported
numerous fires at Tobru.’, as the enemy burnt stores and blew

up installations, prior to the final evacuation of the port#

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

Daily Int. Sums,
and No,3 R.A.A.P.

Sqdn. O.R.B.

It is now knovm that the loass at Gazala was crowded with

transport and it is surprising that this tactically weak spot
should not have been singled out for concentrated attack.
Although as many.as 20 fighters operated together, there was

no plan for the synchronisation of more than one raid on an

objective and the concentration of all the available air effort

at a given spot,
as, despite the continuous attacks on the retreating enemy
forces, no enemy air activity was reported,
show that, in addition to the disorganisation caused by the
Luftwaffe* s rapid withdrawal to new bases, a severe limit was

put on all operational flying, other than reconnaissance and

the transport of supplies, oyving to the acute shortage of

aviation petrol in North Africa,

This should not have been too difficult

Enemy records

I

On the evening of 12 November, squadrons began to move
their *A* Parties forward from Mischeifa, in Egypt, to

Gambut, in Oyrenaica,
with deviations, amounted to some I50 miles,
squadron advance parties, vyhich had been leap-frogging their

vyay forward from landing-grounds in the vicinity of Puka,
caught up ¥i/ith their units at Mischeifa and were immediately
directed on to the newly-captured Ianding-grounds at Gambut,

This ?/as a long treck forvrard which.
Some

No.203 Group Night-Bombing Operations a Failure-Night
1~2/l 3 November

On the night 12/13 November, the 28 "wellingtons and 4
Halifaxes which operated against the enemy forces ran out of

targets. There was a marked scarcity of enemy transport in

the area given - the roads between Derna and Gyrene - and

the largest concentration seen consisted of no more than 50
vehicles. In point of fact, the night-bombing was carried
too far to the west, as at this time the enemy were evacuat

ing Tobruk and withdrawing towards Gazala, The great
distances involved in the bombing of targets in Gyrenaica
from bases in the Egyptian Delta were no¥/ beginning to tell

against the night-bombers. The Albacores had been unable to

operate for several days in the customary collaboration with
the Wellingtons and, writhout them, the Wellingtons were not

nearly as efficient for locating and illuminating their
targets.

No.205 Group
O.R.B. &0psums*

This extremely fluid stage in the land battle in a
terrain Y/here vast areas vrere devoid of salient features set

(84234)44-5 SECRET
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the night-bombers a particularly difficult task of identifi

cation. A comparatively slight navigational error might
easily have resulted in the bombing of friendly troops.
Such a mistake had been made in broad daylight by the
Luftwaffe, when they had dive-bombed No.3 Recce Unit and

destroyed nearly all their transport. In spite of the high
level of activity of No.205 Group aircraft during this
period of the pursuit there is no single example of a
navigational error of this kind having been made.

On this particular night, owing to the failure of the
night bombers to locate the main enemy forces,- the results

Vifere disappointing and the combined efforts of 28 medium -

and 4 heavy bombers only managed to start a dozen fires.
It would appear, however, that some success was scored as a

German report stated tha-t, ’enemy night bombers attacked the

Gazala zigzag continuously,
operations \<ere comparatively heavy as two V7ellingtons
failed to return and a third crashed to the east of Daba.

The losses on the night's

Official German

Narrative.

These operations carried out by No.205 Group on the
night of 12/13 November ended their intervention in the land-
battle, begun oh the night of 25/26 June, at the time of the
retreat from Gazala, The use of night bombers in  a tactical

role against land targets had been proved a battle-v/inning
factor of the first magnitude,
permitted the force in the Middle Last to decline in favour
of Bomber Command,

Air Ministry policy had

Further diversions of V/ellingtons to

No.205 Group
O.R.B.

Malta caused the temporary disintegration of the force until,
by 8 December 194^ No.205 Group controlled no more than

three medium and one heavy bomber squadrons (Nos.37j 70,
148 and 462 Squadrons) all of which v/ere belovrf- strength.
From time to time this strategic bomber force was used
against tactical targets, but with nothing like the
continuity or intensity of the concentrated operations
carried out at the time of the stabilisation of the Eighth
;/srmy at El iilamein and the battles of Alam el Haifa and
El Alamein.

The Occupation of Tobruk - 13 November

Tobruk was entered at 09.00 hours on the morning of
13 November by the 131st Lorried Infantry Regiment, followed,

by the main body of the 7thLumioured Division,
invaluable supply port v/as recaptured by Eighth Army troops,
without opposition, within five months of it having fallen

It was obvious that

This

to Rommel's Panzer iirmy, on 21 June,

Main Eighth Army
Cositrep,

the enemy had evacuated the town hurriedly and the demoli
tions were not as extensrLve as had been feared,

jetties had suffered very considerable dainage, due to bomb
ing, and mining nas vicidespread, both in the harbour and its

approaches and on land.

TheCabinet Office

Narrative «

The Eighth Army's main pursuit force could not proceed
any further until the port of Tobruk had been opened to

shipping. However, the Ath Light Armoured Brigade was
directed bn Gazala, where lay the next most important group
of airfields before the Ivlartubas were reached, v/hence it

was planned to provide air cover for Operation 'Stoneage',

Over 100 sorties were carried out by a part of the
fighter force operating from Sidi Azeiz, a few miles inside

the Egyptian frontier, while the main fighter force moved

on to the Gambut landing-grounds.
Hurricanes engaged on shipping patrols and nine Kittyhav/ks
v/hich provided cover for a strafing attack, all sorties v/ere

Apart from fourH.Q. ILE.

Opsums and
O.R.B.s.
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concentrated on ground targets located along the G-azala-
Tmimi Road,

out by l6 Warha¥/ks of Nos,64 and 65 Squadrons U.S.A.A.P.
v/hich claimed direct hits on trucks full of troops,

enemy reported that ’fighter bombers continued their
attacks on troops and convoys with undiminished violence.'
The only enemy aircraft encountered were tv?o Me. 109's which

unsuccessfblly attacked Kittyhawks of Ho.2 S.A.A.P. Squadron.

Operation by Hurricanes of Nos.213 and 238 Squadrons from

an Advanced Desert Landing Ground (L.G.125) - 12 to
16 November

The only fighter-bomber operation was carried

The

Official German

Narrative,

A highly interesting operation and one of considerable
historical significance for the way in which it demonstrated
the potentialities of air mobility v/as carried out during
this period by Hurricanes of Nos.215 and 238 Squadrons,
assisted by transport aircraft of No,216 Group and armoured
cars of No.2 Armoured Car Company,
the Battle of El Alamein v/-as still undecided, A.A,H,Q,W, D,
had planned Operation 'Snapper' which v/as for a small strik

ing force of 12 Kittyhav/ks to occupy L.G, 122 -  a desert
landing ground in the Maddalena area - and to operate for a

short period against eneiiQr transport aircraft using airfields
at Tobruk and El Adem,

tlirough, and in its place the A.O.C. substituted  a somev/hat
more ambitious operation involving two squadrons of
Hurricanes which, 'v/ith the assistance of transport aircraft
of No.216 Group, were to occi;py L.G, 125, a desert landing
ground 180 miles due east of Agedabia,
for these aircraft to occupy tliis' landing-ground, well to
the rear of the enemy's rear wliich was still not very much
further west than El Adem, and attack enemy transport in the
Agedabia-El Agheila area, aLmost on the Tripolitanian frontier,
viien they considered themselves vrell out of range of hostile
air attack.

l/Hilst the outcome of

For various reasons tliis plan fell

The intention vra.s

It was also the A,0.C,-in-C's view that, by

A,A,H,Q,T7,D, .
Report on
Operations iia
the Y/estem

Desert,

delaying the enemy evacuation of Cyrenaica, the Eighth Array
Coimnander vrould be helped in any plans he might formulate for
cutting across the Jebel el Akhdar and so roinding up the
last of the Panzer Army,
selves opposed to this project, owing to the risks involved
in bringing i,inarmed transport aircraft into a forward opera
tional area and only agreed when the A.O.C. Y/.D,A.F, gave
his assurance that he v/ould be responsible for their protec
tion as part of normal tactical operations.

H.Q, Middle East were them-

As has already been seen, by this time Rommel had come
to the conclusion that it v/ould be hopeless to try and hold
Cyrenaica, owing to the threat of an outflanlcing movement by
the Eighth Amy across the Jebel el Aldidar,
fore begun to move thousands of second-line troops - mainly
Italians - back to Marsa Brega, in order to develop a defen
sive position there,
many of whom vrere no doubt congratulating themselves on being
so far to the rear of the front, that the main weight of the
air attacks was to fall.

He had there-

It v^.s on these imsuspecting troops,

^  Official German

Narrative*

This remote desert airfield T/as located some 120 miles

vdthin the Cyrenaican frontier. At 11,30 hotrrs on Friday
13 November - not the most auspicious of dates, as v/as
coirnented on by squadron diarists - % aircraft, divided
equally betw'een Nos.213 and 238 Squadrons arrived at L.G, 125,
having escorted 12 Hudsons of No, 216 Group, \/hich liad
transported vital stores and equip)ment, together vith ground
personnel nuiiibering over 100, Other stores and rations
had been dumped at the landing-gromd the previous day.

(84234)447 • SECRET
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Imraediately on arrival, all pilots assisted in refuel
ling their aircraft, in readiness for tie first operation.
This comprised 27 Hurricanes which took off a little over
two hours after arrival at their new base for a combined

strafe of the coast road from Agedabia to El Agheila.
The attack achieved conrolete surprise and wing Cor/mander
Damven, the 0.0. of No. 243 V/ing, wiio took part in the

operation, described hoW ’all transports and troops vrere

surprised along the viTiole length of road, many of the troops
\Taving and vrelcoming the I'einforcing Luftwaffe, until the
Hurricanes opened fire,' In this initial attack, a total

No,243 Wing
O.R.B, and

Ac A, Ho Q. 17, D.

War Diary,

of nearly 90 enemy vehicles ms either destroyed or daunaged
A Eieseler Storch aircraft was also shot dov/n in flames.

The type of attack necessitated very low flying and the

operation was marred by the fact that tv/o of the Hurricanes
hit the ground and were lost, together vdth their pilots,
Tlie leader of No, 213 Squadron, Squadron Leader Olver, struck

a telegraph pole and so danaged the starboard mainplane that

it vra.s only vdth the greatest difficulty that he \ras able to
reach base.

On the follo\dng day, 14 November, it v/as decided to

attack Agedabia airfield, in order to disrupt the air defence

of the road. In the course of this very successful surprise
raid, six Iv.alian Cr.2f2 fighters and one Savoia aircraft were

destroyed. A nu-iber of enemy vehicles were also set on fire

and others daiiiaged vdien the aircraft turned their attention

to convoys on the road. On the return journey occurred a

mishap which mir;ht have ended mucli more seriously. Owing to
the fact that the aircraft were not carrying YHP/Df, those of
No.213 Squadron became completely lost, half of them landing
in the Desert and lialf at 0-ambut, Tlie Squadron did not

manage to ..aake base at L, 0.125 until early the next day.
One pilot obtained liis correct position from a South African

Armoured Column at that time moving up to occupy the airfield
at Martuba.

On 15 November, further attacks were carried out against
In the course of thisenergy transport along the main road,

operation, a colunn of Italian field artilleiy, yd.th their

transport, was discovered only 60 miles from L.G-.125 which
v/as in such a remote position that it was obvious that the

column liad been despatched with the express intention of

attacking the British aircraft at their base,
service of 3.ircraft \/as then Lriiiiediately undertaken which

completely anrolTilated the enemy column, destroying 12

lorries, 2 armoured cars and four 18 pdr, guns,
interlude, attacks were resuiiied against the airfield at

Giala. Such was the stuprise achieved by the raiders that

groimd crew were still v/orking on an aircraft when it was

attacked and blew up,
were made of two 0r,42’s, one Juo38, two Savoia 79’s and one
Gant,1007 destroyed.

A shuttle

After this

In the course of these attack claims

There was now noted a greatly increased enemy air and
ground patrol activity in the vicinity of the main road. Two

high recces v/ere seen over L, 0,125 and this was followed, on

16 November, by a night-fighter type Ju.88, escorted by
Me,109's, used presumably to trail the squadrons back to

their base. As the element of surprise had obviously been
lost and the enetry v/ould soon take fvirther steps to destroy
the small force 'which v/as cperating deep into eneny-held
teri-itory, the 0,0, obtained permission from A,A,HoQoV7.D,
to vdthdraw, and this was granted. Before returning to
their main base at L.G-, s1,3 and 101, in the Qasaba area, to
the west of Pulca, a force of 21 Hurricanes of Nos, 213 and

(84234)448
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Nos.213 and 238

Squadron 0,R,B,s

and Report on Op
eration at L.G.

125 "by v//Cdr,
Danren.

238 Squadrons carried out their last combined strike, between
08,30 hours and 10.30 lioLirs on the morning of 16 November,
As a grand finale, this last operation was considered to be

the most successful of all and accounted for 44 enemy
vehicles destroyed and some 25 damaged.

The return airlift v/as again provided by liudsons of

Noo2l6 G-roup, to yiiich the Hurricanes gave escort. They
left L.C-. 125 at 12.30 hours and arrived back at main base

two hours later. An enemy conTnent on the operation is

contained in a reuort dated-15 Nove;;iber and which, of course,
missed the last day's activity, 'Strong enemy airforces,'
it stated, 'concentrated mainly on attacking the Agedabia-
Marsa el Brega area. They caused a large number of vehicle

losses. ' The appearance of tv/o squadrons of R,A,P, fighters
hionoireds of miles to the rear of the enemy vdiich had just
evacuated Tobrulc must have caused considerable consternation.

The configuration of Cyrenaica, as has already been mentioned,
made an outflanking movement across the Jebel el Akhdar by a
strong Eighth Army force aLnost a certainty in the mind of

the enemy Cormnander, This operation from a desert landing
ground well to his rear must have emphasised to Rommel the

risks his forces vrere running and accelerated the evacuation

of Cyrenaica,

Official German

Vfar Narrative,

The operation, ̂ dlich had been planned to help dis*-
organise the enemy retreat and thus give the Eighth Army time .
to coiTplete an outflanking movement across the Desert, vra.3

Eor the loss of tlireeperfectly timed and executed.
Hurricanes destroyed and four damaged (Cat, II) the eneny
lost two aircraft destroyed in the air, 12 on the ground and

a fixrth.er 130 M, T, destroyed and I70 damaged.
Armoured Gar Comiqany provided L.G, 125 with A,A, defences
together with a defensive cover fifty miles out wliich served

as an Observer Screen Unit and to give Teaming of approaching
raiding parties.

No. 2

No,2 Armoured

Car Company War
Diary,

In the course of the fotir days' operations, from 13 to

16 November, the two Hurricane Squadrons flew a total of
156 sorties (8l by No,238 and 75 hy No,213 Squadron),

Operation 'Stoneage' - the East-to-l/est Convoy to Malta -
16 to 20 November ^

After the occupation of Tobrulc, on 13 November, v/hich
assiored the Eighth Aniiy pursuiLt force's supply position for

the next phase of the pursuit, the most Dressing problem
becariie the occupation of the klartuba airfields, to enable the
U.D.A.P, fighters to provide cover for Operation 'Stoneage',
There was but little time, as the convoy was scheduled to
leave Port Said on I6 November, In the 'race for the

liartubas' the SquacLrons of Pome 'A' pressed steadily forward.
On 13 November, they were operating from Sidi Azeiz, on
14 November from Gambut and on I6 November from Gazala.

surplus stores at Gaiiibut - including in particular the petrol
which had been floi.'n fom/ard by transport aircraft of No. 216
Group - were held ready for the move forv/ard to the Martubas,

Unfortunately,
and the R,AoP. had the mortifying experience of finding that
the landing-grounds at Martuba had been flooded and -i.ere
unserviceable,

operate from their existing base at Gazala viiich had the

result of reducing quite considerably the effective range of
the fighters to be used as escort.

All

16 Novevaber, the bad vreather intervenedon

The only alternative left to than was to

A 0 A. H. Q. V/. D,
Daily Int, Suas,

In order to control Operation 'Stoneage', a Combined
0;oerations Room was set up in H,Q, No, 201 Group, on

(84234)41^9 SKiRBT
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16 November, at v/hich the A.O.C.-in-C. together v/ith the
Co-in-Co Ilediterranean and the A»O.Co No«201 Group were

present. Provision was made by No.201 Group i^or anti
submarine patrols, \/hile reconnaissance and shado\/ing of

eneray surface vessels in Taranto vras undertaken by the R.A.P,
Malta, Continuous fi^iter cover v/as to be given to the

convoy throughout daylight hours by AoH.Q. Egypt, A.H.Q.
\/esterh Desert and A.H.Q. Malta, in strictly defined areas.

During the convoy operations, No,201 Group established, at

Garabut, reconnaissance aircraft, long-range fighters and a

striking force for use against any enemy naval force which

might atter^t to intercept the convoy. At the disposal of

No. 201 Group v/as a force of 75 aircraft, including Liberators,
and B,24's of American Bomber Coninand, A further nine

Beaufighters flev/ to Malta on 1? Ibvember to augment the

long-range fighter force there.(l) At dusk on 16 November,
the convoy of four merchant ships (VRi 15), escorted by a
cruiser and seven H-unt class destroyers sailed from Port

Said, Tliroughout the night an anti-submarine escort was

provided by Hudsons of No,459 Squadron and Swordfish of

No,815 Squadron, At davm on 17 November, the convoy was
off Alexandria, Fighters from No. 252 h'ing and Mersa
Matnah were on patrol all day and Bisleys of No.15 S.A.A.P,

Squadron carried out anti-submarine patrols.

Operation
’Stoneage’
A.H.B./IU5/
101/41.

A.OoC, -in-C,

Correspondence
with P.M. Etc.

A.n.B./lIJl/
185/27(E).

The escort of foiar cruisers and 10 destroyers sailed
from Alexandria at 15,30 hours to rendezvous with the convoy
at dawn on 18 November, meanwhile continuous anti-submarine
patrols were carried out by Hudsons of No. 459 Squadron and

Swordfish of ITo. 815 Squadron, On 18 Noveiaber, the convoys
caime under the protection of the varied assortment of air

craft based on Gambut especially for the operation, Bisleys
and Hudsons continued their anti-submarine patrols from tliis

base, BeaixTighters of No. 252 SquacLron, operating from
Gaimbut, gave dusk and dav/n protection.

Y/lien the ships were located, some 20 miles to the north

of Derna, No.211 Group took over their protection,
11,10 hours, six Ju.88's‘attacked the convoy, but on being
attacked by the fighters they dropped their bombs very
wildly and vide of the ship and made good their escape.
At 16,20 hours, a fleet of 26 Ju,52*s, escorted by Ju.88's,
v/as sighted passing aliead. of the convoy on a north-easterly

The Beavifighters of No, 252 Squadron attacked.
One Beaufighter was

At

course,

claiming one Ju.52 as a probable,

A. A.H. Q, l/,D,

Op sum,.
A, 11, B, Aid!/
122/73(0).

daiaaged and crashed on landing.

After dusk, v/hen the escorting fighters had left the
convoy, the force v/as attacked by Italian torpedo-bombers
(SM79's), The Arethusa was damaged by a torpedo and forced

From dayliglit on 19 November, the
convoy pane under the protection of Malta-based fighters.
Very rough weather vias ejqperienced all day and tliree Spitfires
flew into the sea and all three pilots were drov/ned, in spite
of the Navy's atteimpts to rescue them.

to return to Alexaivdria,

Two of the aircraft

R.A.P, Malta

and Squadron
0.R.B,s.

(1) The strengthening of the Beavifighter force, on Malta, in
preparation for Gperation 'Stoneage' denuded the Middle
East of Beavifighters, apart from those of No,252 Squadron
terrporarily- based at Gambut for the protection of the

A request to Air Ministry for reinforcementsconvoy,

was refused on the grounds that it vrould mean breaking
up Coastal Command Squadrons 'wllch are already fully
extended on operations,*
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vere from No*126 Squadron and one from No,185 Squadron and
both Squadrons reiported the loss as being due to engine
trouble. The convoy reached Malta saf'ely, vdthout fxir-ther
incident,, in the.early hovirs of 20 November,

For a time, considerable anxiety was felt at the
Combined' Operations Room for the daiimged cruiser Arethusa
which -vvas malcLng her vjay slovdy back to Alexandria, escorted
by a destroyer. However,, arrajpgements were made for
fighters to- give cover against air attack and Hudsons,
Bisleys and a Sunderland provided anti-submarine escort,''
and the Arethusa manaiged to reach Alexandria, on 21 November,
v/ithout further damage. Air escort was also provided for
the naval force on their return to Alexandria, Althougli
the ships were shadowed by a Ju,88 and Euryalus v/as attacked

by torpedo-bombers - again after dark - they managed to

reach port in safety on 22 November. During the passage of

the convoy, No.201 Group were unable to carry out any
anti-shipping strikes, while 1'0,211 Group, which flev/ nearly
200 sorties in direct and indirect support of the convoy
operations, were'forced to reduce porportionateiy the aidount

of close-support which they cotild give to the Army,

¥ar Cabinet

Papers, Hist,
Bo (Crusader) 5»

After the siiccessful passage of Convoy Ivlf/’ 13, further

convoys for the relief of Malta proceeded as a matter of

routine and by the middle of December, the Governor of Malta
was in a position to report that almost 70 ]per cent, of the
island's most important commodities had been raised to full
scale. Furthermore, the receipt of considerable supplies
of aviation petrol enabled the R,A,F, on the island to

resu'iie their aggressive air policy, wliile the Royal Navy
were again free to rnalce use of it as an. iii^jortant naval
base.

The manner in which Convoy Hi/ 13 was able to reach
Malta unscathed, after th, ordeals siiffered by O]perations
'Harpoon*, 'Vigorous' and 'Pedestal' is a measure of the
serious decline of Axis air povrer over the Mediterranean
T/hicii occLurred during the last quarter of 1942.
time during the passage of the convoy was it seriously
challenged,

and no units of the Italian Navy ventured' to leave port.
The occupation of air bases in Cyrenaica by Allied aircraft,
taken in conjunction with the Allied invasion of French

North-Y/est Africa, had altered the whole strategic balance
of air poi7er in the Mediterranean,

At no

The i'ixis air forces were barely in evidence

In ■ tliat theatre of

operations the Axis air forces had been eclipsed to such a
degree that, by the time Operation 'Stoneage' v/as carried
out, the Allied air forces had reached a'stage in air
superiority wliich v/as virtually one of air supremacy.

The A.O.C,-in-Cc *s Offer to the G.O.C, Eighth Army to
Assist an Outflanlcing Movement Across the Jebel el Aldidar
vri,th an Air Q?ransport Fleet

'The enemy armoirr has been aLviost entirely eliminated,
says an Eighth Army report for I7 November, 'and our tanlcs
are able to operate completely unhindered,
retreat is, in fact, so complete that oimr forces seem able
to occupy any ground which considerations of supply allov/
them' to reach, '

Time enemyMain Eighth
Army Y/ar Diaxy.

By the time Tobxulc had fallen, the speed of the enemy's
retreat coupled with the ever-lengthening lines of comraunica-
tion - Tobiuk itself v/as over 4OO miles from the main bases

in the Delta - had begun to tell on the Eighth Army's supply
• and maintenance organisation. Equipment had also suffered

SECRET(84234)451
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considerable deterioration froni the long forced marches over
difficult terrain,

represented the Eighth .Army’s main armoured strength in the

forward area, foiand most of their tanks unserviceable after

the gruelling trek which they had made on their own tracks
across the desert to the frontier,

not to hold the frontier meant that there vras no slackening

of the pace of the pursuit.
Panzer Army made use of both roads through the Jebel, and

the evacuation of Cyrenaica continued at a fast pace, helped
by good roads and the lack of tracked vehicles.(l)

The 7th Armoured Division, ydiich

The enemy's decision

After abandoning Tobruk, the
XXX Corps Int,
Sum,

As has been seen from, Rommel’s ovm fears, the Panzer
Army’s perilous situation invited the obvious British plan '
vi^hich was to send all the available armour across the Jebel

and so cut the path of retreat and, incidentally, the lines

of communication of the enemy before they could make good
their escape to the Marsa Brega-El iigheila positions.
However, the difficulties of the Eigiith Arruy’s maintenance
and supply position which, in General Montgomery's view

’precluded the possibility of continuing the pursuit with

and 'being determined not to take any chances’,
finally decided the Eighth Army Commander to send only
light forces by the desert route. These were tv/o columns
of 11th Hussars and the Royals which v/ere far too weak to

be able to force a major decision. Later, however, when

the G.O.C, Eighth Army fovind that the enemy’s rapid with
drawal to Marsa Brega had actually been brought to a
con^lete standstill for IsLck of petrol, he ordered X Corps
to strengthen the outflanlring force. Unfortunately, by
this time the opportunity had passed. The heavy rains
which began on 16 November involved the desert column in

considerable delays and so gave the enemy sufficient time to
organise their vi^ithdrav/al from Benghazi, which patrols of
the 11th Hussars entered on 20 November,

Cabinet Tele-

;rams Hist, (3).
Crusader) 5»
Alexander’s

Despatch and 'El major forces
Alamein to the

Sangro’,

The Eighth Army Commander’s decision not to risk  a bold
outflanking movement in strength across the Jebel in order

to take full advantage of the enemy's plight caused the Air
Commanders bitter disappointment. The operation from
L.G,125 had been planned by the Air Officer Commanding
Western Desert Air Porce vidth the express intention of

impeding the enemy retreat to Marsa Brega and thus enabling
the Eighth Anry to execute this move and cut off the enemy
retreat from Cyreaaica, Furthermore, as early as
9 November the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief had told the
G,0,C, Eighth Army that there was 'a possibility of calling
on American transport aircraft, as well as our own, and that

these would be taken off the regular routes for a specific
operation, such as a drive west to cut off Benghazi By

A.O.G.—in—C.

, Correspondence
Part V. A.H.B./
IIJ1/183/271 (E),

(l) The retreat from Gazala to Agedabia had been frought
with particular danger, because the British had all the

time had the possibility of cutting us off by a thrust
through Mechili.

choking the roads without petrol for days on end, and
the British air force had flown attack after attack

against the 60-mile column, with considerable success.
The quantity of petrol we had- received, while very
considerable from the Luftwaffe point of vievif - it had

been carried almost exclusively in transport aircraft -

had not sufficed to fill the needs of the Army,
theless, we had succeeded in making a planned withdrawal.
Prom Tobi^k to Marsa el Brega we had lost scarcely a
man.

Sections of my force had stood

Never-

The Rommel Papers,’
(84234)452
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15 November no advantage had been taken of this offer and by
this time it was already too late» Pour days' notice were

required for the necessary complicated arrangements to be

carried out and by 19 November the main enemy force had

evacuated Benghazi. By this stage in the pursuit, No.216
Group's airlift of stores to the forward areas had risen to
100 tons a day. Had all available Merican aircraft been

called in, at the request of the iirmy Commander, this figiire
could have been greatly exceeded. As it happened, the two
armoured columns of the 11th Hussars and the Royals which
had been sent across the desert were kept supplied by airlift.

Yi/hether or not the G.O.C. Eighth Army v/as justified in
his cautious approach to the possibility of an Eighth Army
thrust, in strength, across the Jebel is primarily an Army
question. Prom the air point of view, however, it is dis
appointing that an attempt to operate in this way with the
help of an air transport force, as a combined Army/Air
operation was not tried on a sufficiently ambitious scale
to influence decisively the fighting in North Africa,
Already the Panzer Army had shovm that when sea communica
tions failed, a modern mechanized force could be kept
supplied v/ith fuel by means of transport aircraft and thus
saved from annihilation.

No.216 Group
O.R.B.

Like the operation from L.G.125, the plan was bold in
conception and to some extent revolutionary and, as such,
it was a challenge to orthodox military views,
with its vast areas over which both ground and air forces
could operate v/ith little or no risk of interference from

the enemy was eminently suitable for such bold conceptions
of warfare,

of X Corps at this time, as will be seen, would have caught
the enemy in a moment of grave weakness, completely
immobilised from lack of petrol, and their annihilation or
capture would have been assured,

overtaken the Panzer Array it would have accelerated the
expulsion of the enemy from iifrica, which did not take place
until May of the follov/ing year, and would probably have
ha.stened Italy's defection from the Axis partnership.

Ground and Air Operations from the Pall of Tobruk to the
Capture of Benghazi (,13 to 20 November 1942) “

The desert,

A sudden acceleration of the rate of advance

Had such a catastrophe,

whilst the w.D.A.P. were engaged on such special
operations as the one from L.G.125 and the Malta convoy, they
were still busy fulfilling their primary function as a

tactical air force. In addition to the constant pressure
the day-to-day operations, however, there were all the
complex arrangements for the move v/estward of the Squadrons
of Force 'A', gravely impeded by a break in the weather
16 November which, as has already been mentioned, caused
v/idespread flooding of forward landing-grounds and made
travel over the desert tracks impracticable. If the
pursuing air force was experiencing considerable difficulties
during, the move forward, the plight of the retreating enemy
air forces v/as really desperate. The shortage of aviation
spirit had reached such a pitch that at times only reconnais
sance sorties could be flovm while bombing was confined almost
entirely to Crete-based bombers. The Luftwaffe were also
finding it impossible to keep their units forward.
15, NoveEiber, only two days after the fall of Tobruk, both
fighters and Stukas had been withdrawn to bases in

Tripolitania, the fighters to Marble iirch and Merduma and
the Stukas as far back as Nofilia,

on

By

Official German

Narrative,
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On 14 November, there v/as a rise in the sortie-rate of

the W.D.A.P. fighter-bombers and 78 operated. The majority
carried a 1 x 500 lb. bomb, using the Gambut landing-grounds
as a base. Targets, however, v/ere limited and the re>?ard

for this activity was not high - no higher, in fact, than

the success obtained by lov/-level strafing attacks which

were made in almost all cases by the fighter-bombers after
bombs had been released.

A.A.H.Q.W.D.

War Diary *

There was no night-bombing of the enemy during the
night 14/15 November, but a few night-flying Hurricanes
operated along the road between Tocra and Benghazi machine-

gunning enemy transport columns. A single enemy aircraft
dropped bombs on the main road in the Solium area without
doing any damage. The next day, however, I5 November,
No.2 A.A.S.G. reported that ‘the enemy bombed and strafed
Solium Pass with only three aircraft, but this imposed
considerable delay and had much effect on the troops. The

Eighth Array had enjoyed almost complete immunity from air
attack since 25 October and did not relish renewal of enemy
air action.' In this air attack a number of Eighth 7irmy
petrol lorries were set on fire causing considerable dis

organisation. A Royal idr Force Regiment detachment which

happened to be behind opened fire and shot down one of the

raiding aircraft, a Ju.38. As a result of this incident.
Hurricanes and Spitfires were put on offensive patrol over

the Solium area, but no more hostile aircraft v/ere
encountered.

No.2 A.A.S.C.

Yifar Diary
Cabinet Office

Archives.

A.A.H.Q.W.D

War Diary,

On 15 November, No.211 Group fighters flew approximately
For the most part they were engaged on low-150 sorties,

level machine-gunning attacks on the enemy columns as they
retreated along the coast roads and over the desert routes,
idready dense cloud in some areas heralded a break in the
Y/eather and caused some of the aircraft to be recalled.

Cloud also hampered observation of the results of the raids,
but considerable damage was seen to have been inflicted on

the enemy convoys and numerous fires broke out among the
vehicles which included troop carriers.
Nos.80, 274 and 555 Squadrons were also busy escorting
shipping to Matruh harbour and carrying out patrols over
the port.

Hurricanes of

H.Q.M.E. Opsums.
A.H.B./m^A15/
2A.

Intelligence sources indicated that there Yvas an acute
crisis in the Panzer Army's petrol supply position, and an
important feature of the Vif.D.A.F. air operations at this
time Y/as the Yvay in which, attacks were directed against the
enemy air transport organisation for ferrying petrol across
from Crete. It was hoped thereby so to hamper the retreat
of the Panzer iurmy that the Eighth Army pursuit force VYOuld
be able to catch up Yvith them. BetY/een 17 to 19 November,
No. 259 1(Ving and part of No. 255 v<ing, Y^hich were operating

Opsums. A.H.B./ from Gazala, due to the unserviceability of the Martuba
IIJ1/122/75(0),

A.A.H.Q.VY.D.

landing-grounds, concentrated their attacks on the eneiriy
airfields at Magrun, Benina and Barce Y/hich, Yvere the chief
North-African bases for this traffic. As a result of these

raids the Lufty/affe alone lost 24 aircraft} I4 of them were
either shot down or destroyed on the ground and a further 10
lyad to be destroyed, as a result of damage, by their own
troops. Of these 24 aircraft one half were Ju.52's, most
of them loaded with petrol, Yvhile three He. 111'  s lost were

also being used for the petrol air lift. This represented
12 per cent of the total strength of Ju,52*s aircraft in the

Eastern Mediterranean. The loss of these aircraft, at a
time of great crisis in the enen^'s petrol supply position.

A.H.B.6.

(84254)454
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\yhen the Panzer iirray was literally immobilised for lack of

fuelj might have been fatal had the Eighth .Army been in a

position to place a strong armoured force across the enemy^s
An enemy situa-

strong enemy
line of retreat to the south of Benghazi,

tion report for 18 November stated that,
forces carried put lov/-level attacks on landing-grounds,

Pour fighter aircraft and five trans-

«

troops and convoys,
port planes loaded with petrol were destroyed.

Official German

Narrative,
I

The Retreating Enemy Forces Brought to a Halt for Lack of

Petrol - 17 and 19 November

The enemy's supply position which, relying as it did
almost wholly on airborne supplies, had been critical through
out the retreat, reached such a pitch that the Panzer Army
vras actually immobilised for a while and their air force

grounded,
which had arisen at Qasaba, on 6 November, when 21 Panzer
Division had been halted for lack of fuel and its armoured

On 17 November and again on 18 November,

This was much more grave than the situation

strength wiped out.
the whole Panzer Army was brought to a standstill and, but

for the delays experienced by the pursuing force, would have
been annihilated.

iiccording to the enemy, this particularly acute crisis
in the Panzer Army's supply position was precipitated by the
panic conditions v/ith which the Italians evacuated Benghazi.
On the evening of 15 November, Rommel fonyarded a report to

Combined Headquarters with the instructions that it was to be

'laid before the Puelnrer immediately*. He protested that
'the petrol situation, which has been in a permanent state

of strain, has nov/ become catastrophic and for the moment has

almost immobilised the German troops still in C^rrenaica.
The iifrika Korps had no petrol and 90th Light Division, who

were acting as rearguard in the eastern part of Gyrenaica,
It was thus impossible

I

had only one consumption unit left,
either to move the German troops or evacuate stores from

Benghazi,
action of the Italians in diverting v/estwards the submarine

Barletta and a ship, the Hans inrp, both bound for Benghazi
with cargoes of petrol, and also to the fact that the tanker

Foscolo, yvhich was already in the port, , had been sent away
with her cargo still undischarged,
report in a way which revealed his inability to grasp the

tmae realities of the strategic situation in the JVIediterranean,
where Allied air and naval power had given them such a full

measure of control over the enemy's seaborne supplies,
told the German G.O.C. Rome 'to make it his business to see

This situation was attributed by Rommel to the

Roinmel ended this

He

Official German

Narrative,

Cabinet Office

iiTchives,

AL743.

that a stream of ships arrived carrying petrol, so that the

Army might become mobile again.
»

Further disorganisation had been caused to the enemy by
the Italians* 'premature pre]parations for the evacuation of
Benghazi where ammunition dumps and water points, and at

Barce, and the Benghazi-Barce railv/ay, had been destroyed.
This made the management of Benghazi port, yvhich was being
run by the Germans very difficult,
after a great deal of argument that the Germans could persuade
the Italians to send the steamer, Hans irp, (2645 tons) with
her cargo of petrol, back to Benghazi,
caution would appear to have been-justified, for the Hans Arp

was promptly torpedoed and sunk by a submarine when off Ras el

Hilal, on 16 November.
Benghazi by sea on 17 November and only.102 cubic metres
arrived by air, due to the fact that a number of the transport
aircraft had been shot doyvn by the R.A.F,

SECRET
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Apparently it was only

In this case Italian

As a result, no petrol arrived at

These supplies
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were inadequate and consequently the Africa Korps could only
be withdrawn as far as Gheraines, while rear line and supply
vehicles were immobilised in the Benghazi-ligedabia
without petrol.

area

Things looked brighter for the next day, 13 November,
as two Italian destroyers, carrying petrol, were scheduled
to arrive. This they failed to do, the Italians using the
specious excuse that they had been 'forced to turn back by a
storm,' At this particular time Rommel was very perturbed
by the presence of British armoured cars to the south east
of Benghazi, at Msus, which threatened to cut the coast road
and so seal off the Panzer iirmy's retreat,
oars belonged to the 11th Hussars and the Royals which, it
will be recalled. General Montgomery had despatched
the Jebel in lieu of a stronger armoured force,
v/as unaware that these columns v/ere too light to challenge
his OT/n force which was immobilised for lack of petrol and
so lanable to lavinch a counter-attack eastvvards.

fore sent an urgent request to Pield Marshal Kesselring
send all the available air strength out against the enemy
at Msus all day on the I8th.' The Luftwaffe. however, was
in much the same plight as the Panzer iirmy. Only two raids
could be carried out on 18 November and the Pliegerfuehrer
Mrika advised that 'as from 19. November the G.A.P. would be
unable to fly anything but tactical reconnaissances until
fresh supplies of petrol arrived,'

In addition to the loss by air action of the Ju.52's
laden virith petrol for the Panzer Array and the sinking of the
Hans Arp, Roran.el received news of yet another blow wfhich,
under the circumstances, must have seemed a veritable
disaster. On the night of 17/18 November the 10,000 ton
W Giulio Giordano, carrying nearly 4,000 tons of petrol
from Italy to North lifrica, was sunk by two R.N.A.S.
Mbacores, assisted by a vVellington of No. 69 Squadron,
a result^ Rommel sent yet another of his 'special reports
to Combined HQ at Rome with what must have seemed by now the
tiresome instructions that it w&a 'to be laid before the
Fuehrer inimediately':

These armoured

across

Rommel

He there

to

As

The German motorised formations of the Ajrmy used
up all the available petrol in the forward areas in
reaching the i-igedabia area, on 19 November*. As a
result they are navi completely immobilised.
November limy had asked for petrol to be flown over to

According to advice from the

C.-in-C. South (KesselringJ this is ho longer possible
owing to the distance involved. As already reported,
the petrol novv in Africa amounts to only 10 tons at
Buerat (4OO kms. west of Agedabia) and 500 tons at
Tripoli,
several days*

On 17

Agedabia on the 19th*

To bring it forward from Tripoli would take
In consequence the Army petrol situation

is such that not even the vital supplies of food and
water can be brought to the troops.'

That evening, Rommel heard that the steamer (Sirio had
managed to break the blockade and had arrived in Tripoli
with 1,200 tons of petrol on board. Such was the plight of
the Panzer /irmy that formations were immediately ordered to
send all their available transport to Tripoli - a round trip
of 1,000 miles by road - travelling day and night.

All this time, with the Panzer ilrmy brought to a halt
for lack of petrol, the Royals and lith Hussars were on the
enemy flank, in the desert, in an excellent position to put

(84234)456
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themselves athwart the enemy* s lines of communication, but
they T/ere too weak to do so,
missed,

the way had been sent too late - and in any case had been
dela,yed by the weaiher,
light forces across the desert served was to scare the enemy
out of Benghazi, Bear parties of 90th Light Division
evacuated Benghazi early on the morning of 19 November,
after having destroyed the port installations and supply
dumps.

This superb opportunity was
The stronger armoured reinforcements which v/ere on

The only use these tactics of sending

A review of the comparative tank strengths given by the
Commander-in-Ghief, Middle East Forces to the C.I.G.S, 'as
known at 25 November* was 418 tanks \/ith a further total
of 144 reserves in the forward area, while the serviceable
armoured cars in the forv/ard area totalled 300, According
to an enemy tank strength for 23 November, there v/ere 35
German tanks and no Italian tanks. The Germans had four
armoured cars left and the Italians ten.

Cabinet Office

Papers, Hist,
(b) (Crusader) 5,
CS/1711/28,

Official German

Narrative.

Clearance of Mines from Captured Landing-Grounds Given Hi^
Priority by Eighth Army ~~~ ^ —

When Rominel, his armour immobilised, sent an urgent
request to Kesselring for aircraft to attack the armoured

cars of the 7th Armoured Division, then operating in the
.Msus area, he unwittingly did the W.D.A.P. a good service.
Although - again for lack of petrol - the enemy aircraft
were grounded after two raids and the damage inflicted on
the 11th Hussars was inconsiderable, the attacks gave rise
to a quickened interest in the R.A.P. in Eighth Army circles.

Main Eighth Army Information on the condition of landing-grounds  in the
War Diary, , forv/ard area suddenly assumed remarkable prominence in the

exchange of signals between A Corps and Main Eighth Army H,Q,
Urgent requests ¥*ere made for A.A, ammunition and a load of
50,000 rounds of 40 mm Bofors ammunition v/as rushed to Msus
by transport aircraft of No,216 Group,

The importance of denying the W,D.A.P. fresh bases to
which they could advance to harry the retreating Panzer Army
and also give, cover to the Eighth iumy* s forward colvimns had
quickly been realised by the enemy. Mining of landing-
grounds which had been hxirried and perfunctory during the
earliest and most disorganised phase of the retreat had soon
become methodical and widespread, while particular attention
was paid to the laying of booby-traps,(l) Dema was the
first airfield where large-scale raining was carried out.
Here photographs taken from a low altitude just before the
landing-ground v/as evacuated enabled the individual mines to

be clearly located. The Martubas were only lightly mined
and were soon in use by the R,A.P. In the Benghazi area,
however, both Benina and Barce were heavily mined and the
buildings on Berks No,1 were riddled with booby-traps.
The landing-ground at Magrun was blocked by wrecked aircraft.

(1) 'Throughout our retreat, we called on all our resources
of imagination to provide the enemy v/ith ever more
novel booby traps and thus to induce the maximum possible
caution in his advance guard. Our Engineer Commander,
Genexal Buelov/ius, one of the best engineers in the
German army, did a splendid job,* 'The Rommel Papers.'

(84234)457 SECRET
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The Ei^th 4rmy engineers were given a priority for
the removal of these mines from landing-grounds second only
to that of the main routes along which the pursuing Eighth
irmy would proceed. Thus, although on 24 November the
Chief Engineer Eighth 4rmy reported that the 'L.G, at Benina

still mined, Berka Satellite wet and still rained, Magrun
blocked by TOecked aircraft and Berka Main iiiined,' by
28 November, Corps were able to report that mines had
been cleared from all these landing-grounds, with the
exception of the verges at Berka Satellite.

Main Eighth 4rmy
Vfar Diary,

The mining and ploughing of airfields v/as to assume
increasing importance as the advance of the Eighth Army
proceeded and at times the whole pursuit was held up because

of the damage wrought by the enemy on vacated airfields.
The first case of ploughing by the enemy did not take place
until mid-December when Ghindels landing-ground was ploughed.
k combination of ploughing and mining was found most effec

tive and in some cases airfields treated in this way were

never used again.

Heavy and Effective Liberator Attacks on Tripoli  - 21, 24,
26, 28 and 29 November

Strategic bombing of the enemy's ports of supply for
the Panzer inrmy was intermittent during this period. Up to
the time Tobruk fell, the efforts of No.205 Group's
Wellington force had been wholly concentrated on direct
support of the Eighth i\rmy by night-bombing of the retreating
enemy. Before being stood down for maintenance, after a

period of most gruelling and rewarding operations, and to

complete the move to new locations at Daba, the v/ellingtons
of No,205 Group (Nos. 57» 70, 104, 108 and I48 Squadrons),
together with Liberators of N0.I6O Squadron, attacked port
facilities at Benghazi on the night 13/14 E'ovember. Bombs
burst on the harbour moles. Tv/o of the Wellingtons were

lost on this operation. imother attack on Benghazi was

carried out the follovifing night by Liberators of N0.I6O
Squadron when eight fires were started, including a
particularly violent one at the base of Cathedral Mole.
The final attack on Benghazi was made by six Portress air

craft of the U.S.A.A.P. on the ni^t of I8/19 November, v/hen
the enemy v/ere evacuating the port. The raid v/as directed

primarily at destroyers in the harbour. . Already the enemy's
preparations for departure were v/ell-advanced and wrhen the

aircraft arrived they saw many fires burning. The
Portresses v/hich dropped nearly 50 x 5001b. bombs added

considerably to the conflagration and must have made the

night one of horror for the retreating enemy forces.

Middle East Air
Staff O.R.B.

Oct. to Dec.

1942. A.H.B./
IIM/A13/2A,

With the capture by Eighth- Army forces of the port of

Benghazi, on the morning of 20 November, the Panzer krmy had
lost in 16 days three out of four of their main ports of
supply - Matruh, Tobruk and Benghazi. There nov/ only
remained Tripoli which, as has already been seen. Involved
trucks in a road haul of some 1000 miles from their bases

in Cyrenaica to the port and back again. The air transport
link to North Africa from Crete, v/hich had played such an

important part in supplying the Panzer /urmy with petrol,
both during the battle of El i^.laraein and during the first
phase of the retreat, had been cut.(l) The severe losses

(1) »Althoug]h 5»000 tons of petrol had arrived In Africa for the panzer Arnjr
during November, no less than 8,1CX) tons had been sunk by the British on
the way. The scale of these slnlclngs and the quantity of petrol lost by
them Is made even more clear vAen It Is realised that the greater part of
the 5,CX)0 tons which did arrive was flowm by the luftwaffe, i  »The
Rommel Paperst*
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of Juo52's, just prior to the fall of Benghazi, had shown
that, Y/ith the V»'.D.A.P. occupying the strategically important
air Bases on the Gyrenaican 'hump', a service of slow and

vulnerable transport aircraft was impossible,
the Ju.52'3 had now reached the extreme limits of their

v/ith Tripoli as the Panzer iimy's only remaining

In addition,

range,

port of supply - Tunis had not yet come into the picture -

it was obvious that heavy bombing of that port would make

even the enemy occupation of their new defensive positions
at Marsa Brega untenable.

Ko,205 Group
O.R.B.

H.Q. 205 Group, together with its much-depleted force of

bellingtons, had moved to the Daba area on 18 November,
The distances, however, were still too great for the medium

bombers to join in the strategic Yvar against the enemy, while

the supply position - as much a governing factor to the

Ei^th Array as the Panzer iurmy - forbade any f\urther shift

toY/ards the west for the time being. Such wellingtons as

has been moved to Malta Yvere preoccupied with Bizerta, Tunis

and other comparable targets in Prench North-West Africa,
The main burden of the air attacks against Tripoli now fell

on the Liberators, Yvhich had moved their bases from Palestine

to Egypt, helped on occasion by the small number of Fortress

aircraft available. The Yveight and scale of these attacks

must have come as a great shock to the enemy who must have
felt -

miles,
bases in the United Kingdom) Yvas out of the question.

quite reasonably - that a round trip of some 2000
(comparable Yvith bombing attacks on Tunis from air

H.Q. M.E. Table

of Operations and
M.E, Weekly Int,
Sum. No,8.

Using Gambut as a staging post, I4 Liberators of
U.S.A.A.F, 9th Bomber Command carried out their first raid

on Tripoli on the afternoon of 21 liovember, while a further

8 Liberators of N0.I6O Squadron repeated the attack during
the night 21/22 November. Photographic reconnaissance
revealed that this heavy Yveight of attack - in the first
raid alone 6 x 2000 lb. and 60 x 1000 lb. bombs were dropped -
very.extensive damage was caused, particularly to Yvarehouses
and installations on the Spanish Mole, In addition, enemy
reports state that the M.V. D'Annunzio vtas sunk and damage
Yvas caused to other shipping in the harbour.

A.H.B.6 a

By the end of November, a further 5 raids involving 47
Liberator sorties (l3 of them R.a.P.) had been launched
against Tripoli, By far the heaviest raid was carried out

at midday on 29 November, when a formation of I6 Aaerican
Liberators attacked the port, v/hile towrards dusk they Yvere
folloY/ed by another vrave of 3 Liberators. In the course of

these two extremely destructive raids, in Yvhich 120 x 1000 lb,

bombs were dropped, the enemy admitted that five ships Yvere

hit and wharf instalD ations Yvere severely damaged. Tyto

important merchant ships, the Sirio of 5,222 tons and the

Giulio of 5921 tons sustained such severe damage that they
Yvere later classified as complete losses. Apart from the

actual damage to shipping and the port's installations, a

particularly serious result of the raids - as had happened
previously with the Wellington attacks against Tobruk - was

that fear of raids among the dock Yvorkers reduced the capacity

of the port very considerably and Rommel was soon protesting
most vigorously against the effect on his supplies.

List of Italian

Merchant Shipping
Sunk based on

PI/4203 and
Official German

Narrative.

Hitler's Permission Given to Ronmel for Evacuation of the

Marsa Brega Position and Retreat to Buerat - 29 November

After the fall of Benghazi on 20 November, the enemy'3
next defended position was at Agedabia which in itself was

of considerable importance as it controlled the approaches

SECRET(84234)459
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to the Marsa Brega-El i^heila system of defences. W'ith
the advance of 22nd Armoured Brigade across the desert,
however, Agedabia v/as threatened with being outflanked and

the enemy accordingly withdrew to Marsa Brega. Troops
of the 22nd Armoured Brigade entered Agedabia a little
before dawn on 23 November. The road leading southwards
was heavily rained, slowing up the advance very considerably,
but by 25 November Eighth Army patrols were in contact v/ith

the Marsa Brega-El Agheila line of defences. Thus, within

20 days of the beginning of the pursuit, the enemy had been
expelled from Egypt and Gyrenaica, On 26 November XLl
Corps took over command of the forward battle area from X

Corps, leaving X Corps in Cyrenaica.

C.-in-C.'3

Despatch•

At Marsa Brega, Rommel, by connecting well-placed
defended localities with extensive minefields, had developed
to the utmost v/hat was naturally an extremely strong
defensive position. To the north lay the Gulf of Sirte
while to the south stretched a wide area of salt-marsh.

Only by a lengthy detour over country which had some of
the worst going encountered in the desert could the position
be outflanked, iui additional strength was the remoteness
of the position. With Benghazi but recently capttired and
not yet open to shipping, Tobruk, at a distance of 300 miles,
was the Eighth Army's nearest supply port, El Agheila had
twice marked the high-water mark of a British advance to
the west mainly due to the area's difficult communications.

Middle East

Operations 1942

C.A.S, Paper
No.8Z(B.

Hoy/ever, if the Eighth /irmy’s administrative situation
Theiry/as difficult, the enemy's plight was desperate,

only remaining port, at Tripoli, lay 500 miles to the yyest
and there was inadequate transport - to say nothing of petrol -
for such a long road haul,

been cut and, owing to the shortage of aviation spirit,
transport aircraft could only ply between Tripoli and the
front at the expense of operational aircraft,
success of Opei'ation 'Stoneage', the renev/ed offensive
against the enemy shipping by Malta-based aircraft, coupled
with submarine attacks by the Royal Navy and the devastating
raids on the port by Liberators, had reduced bhe flow of
petrol and ammunition to the Panzer Army to a bare fifth of
requirements,

still further by diverting urgently-needed reinforcements
and supplies, for the Panzer Army to the defence of Tunisia
which, in the eyes of the Fuehrer, yyas noyy of paramount
importance.

The air lift from Crete had

After the

Operation 'Torch' had aggravated matters

Official German

Narrative,

Left with a supply Ijr.a of 500 miles from Tripoli and
inadequate M.T., Rommel was informed by the German Q.M.G,
that part of the supplies for the Panzer iirmy would noyy have
to be transported via Tunis, lengthening the enemy's supply
line to the fantastic length of over 1000 miles from the
port of disembarkation to the front line. By the third
yyeek in Noyrember, the supplies brought fory/ard by convoy
amounted to no more than 80 tons a day, or about one fifth
of the tonnage necessary to supply and replenish the troops.

The replenishment of Malta, mentioned above, had begun a
new cycle of heavy enemy shipping losses. Between 17 and 29
November, air attack accounted for 40,000 tons of enemy ship
ping, 29,000 tons at sea, on the supply route to North iifrica,
and a further 11,000 tons destroyed in Tripoli harbour.
These figures take no account of shipping damaged by air
attack and yyhich amounted to a very considerable tonnage.

Merchant Shipping Folloyving the loss from P.A.A. attack, of the 10,534 ton
Sunk and Opsums, tanlcer Giordano yyith her invaluable cargo of 3,900 tons of

Lloyds List of
Enemy Shipping
Losses, List
of Italian
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petrol on 17 Kovemljer, came the loss on 23 November of the

3576 ton Eavorita, sunk by a Wellington of No.69 Squadron off
Cape Carbonaro. The next day the 4283 ton Luigi Y/as sunk by
torpedo bomber, probably as a result of attacks on ships in
the same convoy as the Favorita. On 25 November, the 1371
ton Algerino carrying an important cargo of 6OO tons of
ammunition and 200 tons of fuel from Tripoli to Buerat was

sunk by a Malta-based Beaufighter of No.227 Squadron with a
direct hit on her port bow with a 500 lb, bomb v/hen only 15
miles from Misurata and v/ell y/ithin range of enemy shore-
based fighters. The Citta di Napoli of 54"!8 tons v/as sunk

on 28 November near Cape San Vito and is given in the enemy
list as having been sunk by aircraft. The next day, tvvo
ships already mentioned, the Giulia of 5418 tons and the

8irio of 5222 tons v/ere reduced to total losses, by heavy-
bomber attacks on Tripoli harbour. A small ship, the
Lago Tona of 8OO tons, is also listed as having been sunk
by air action on 20 November.

The supply crisis did not end Rommel's troubles,
retreating one thousand miles, the remnants of the Panzer
Army equipment left over from the disaster at El Alaraein had

been reduced still f-urther by sheer wear and tear, in addition

A battle strength for the Afrika Korps
for 23 November shovirs that out of an establishment of 371

tanks they had only 35 left, I6 armoured cars out of an
establishment of 60, and 12 anti-tank guns out of establish
ment of 229.

tanks, had none; there were 4 armoured cars out of an

establishment of 30 and 31 anti-tank guns remained from an
establishment of 229.
supply position and the general vi/eakness of the Panzer iirmy
had become so desperate that Rommel left by air for the

Fuehrer's H.Q. 'to supplement his reports of 17 and 23
November to the Fuehrer on the situation in the Marsa Brega
position and the condition of the German troops.

/if ter

The 90th Light, with an establishment of 71

By the end of November, both the

f

Official German

V/ar Narrative and to battle losses.

Panzer Army
Strength Returns,

Rommel certainly worked quickly,
Aifrica at 03.00 hours on 29 November by 13-30 hours the same

■ day he v/as sending orders by wireless from the Fuehrer's
Headquarters - orders which have an urumistakeable Hitlerian
flavour about them.

Having left North

'/ill men of the three arms of the service in Africa

who could carry arms and all weapons to be put into
the front line to defend the Marsa Brega positions.
For this purpose the majority of the rear-line troops
were to be relieved of their duties and the men and

vehicles thus freed were to be sent to the front.

Exceptions were the units unloading ships at Tripoli
and the troops held for the defence of the tovm.
Moreover, all available mines were to be laid at the
front and all ammunition and petrol to be brought
forvYard

as quickly as possible to be used in 'offensive
defence'.

The QMG to bring all reserve fuel forv/ard• • • •

Rommel was back at his own H.Q. to resume command of
the German-Italian Panzer ibrmy by 07.00 hours on  2 December,
only to receive the dispiriting nevvs that apart from the fact

that no petrol had been flovm across, the tanlcer Gualdi of

3289 tons, scheduled to arrive at Tripoli, had been sunk

that night by the Royal Navy off Palermo,
v/ith him yet fresh instructions from Hitler - the Duce v/as

also present at the four-day conference - which, suiprisingly
enough, gave permission for withdrav/al to the Buerat position,
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in Tripolitania some 200 miles along the coast, thus almost

halving the distance from the supply base at Tripoli.

The most important outcome of the four-day con
ference was a nevif set of instructions for the conduct

of future operations. These gave the Panzer Isrmj a
free hand to withdraw the infantry immediately to the
Buerat positions and to carry out a fitting withdrawal
with the mobile forces to the Buerat positions in face
of a superior enemy attack. The Fuehrer and the Pace
had agreed that these positions, in conjunction with
the operations in Tunisia, must be held under all
circumstances with all available means,'

I

The moves were expected to begin on the night of 3/4
December. It soon became apparent, however, that the

.  iiighth iirmy Commander had decided to halt operations in

order to reorganise and build up his supply system, and

that an attack vi?as not to be expected in the immediate
future. This cautious policy on the part of the Eighth
iirmy Commander gave Rommel a much-needed respite for impro

ving the defences at Buerat and was also providential, as

there was no petrol available, in any case, to complete the

move. Not merely was it impossible to put what remained
of the German armoured and motorised forces to any offensive

use, but the supplying of the troops Tdth the ordinary
necessities of life had become extremely difficult. In

addition, the Luftwaffe had been forced to ground almost all

their operational aircraft, apart from those used for
reconnaissance, owing to the shortage of aviation spirit.

The Eighth iurmy Commander's Decision to Halt at Ivlarsa Brega

and Prepare for a Major Offensive in Mid-December

The action fought at Marsa Brega was militarily an
anti-climax and, as such, is of limited interest,
demonstrate, however, to v/hat extent a move forward of the

Eighth Army had become conditional on direct air support
from the Yif.D.A.F.

It doe

The El iigheila defensive position, whi

s

ch
•was virtually a bottleneck like El idaraein, v/as the gaterway
to Cyrenaica and General Montgomery viranted the Eighth Army
to control it in order to ensure that the ibcis forces would

not hold this vital position for a third time,
if, by bluff and manoeuvre on the open flank he could scare

the enemy out of this position.
G. 0. G. Eiglith Army as he could have taken possession of the

bottleneck and so fight the enemy in the easier country to
the west,

touring the forward area at the end of November, (at a time
Y/hen Hitler, Rommel and the Duce were holding their
conference ,and deciding that the Marsa Brega positions must

be evacuated),the G.O.G, Eighth Army decided that bluff \rould
not move the enemy and that he would go all out to annihilate
them in their defences.

He v/ondered

This would have suited the

However, this feint vras never tried. After

This important decision, v/hich gave Rommel such  a valu

able respite, yeas influenced by a miscalculation based on an

over-estimate of the enemy's strength,
for instance, that the Germans alone'^disposed of up to 100
tanks and considerable numbers of anti-tank guns, v/hereas
there vvere no more than 35 tanks, all immobilised for lack

of fuel, anti-tank guns y/ere down to 10 per cent of
establishment (80 out of 839) and ammunition was extremely
short,

receiving heavy traffic' v/hereas we novy know that the efforts

of Malta-based aircraft, the Navy and the Liberators between

It Y/as considered.

Furthermore, it T/as estimated that 'Tripoli y/as

Alexander's

Despatch, 'El
iilamein to the

Sangro' and
Official German

Narrative•
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them had practically closed the port,
were received early in December that Rominel was moving out

the Italians (jpreparatory to a general evacuation of the
position, as agreed virith Hitler and the Duce), the fact that
the Germans themselves- showed no sign of moving out decided

General Montgomery that 'bluff would not remove him (Rommel)
and he planned to get behind his German force and capture
them,'

Even when reports

Even if General Montgomery had managed to bluff the
enemy out of the Marsa Brega positions, it is doubtful
whether, at this stage in the pursuit, he could have exploited

The fact was that in the course of a I’anidthe opportunity,
advance in which a. thousand miles had been covered in less

than three v/eeks, the Eighth Army had overrun their own

lines of communication and it was necessary to halt the

pursuit, at least until Benghazi was operating again.
Throughout their retreat, the enemy had performed the task

of demolition and mining very thoroughly. The water supply.,
road and rail communications and port installations had

suffered very considerable damage. This had been augmented
in the case of the ports, railroad and road by heavy battle

damage. The adverse v/eather, accompanied by widespread
flooding, had also done its part to hinder the development
of the supply services. Although Benghazi was open to
shipping v/ithin four days of its capture and yras working at
a much higher capacity than the most optimistic estimates,
the build-up for the scale of attack \?hich the G,O.C,
considered necessary to carry the Marsa Brega positions
meant a much longer delay and General Montgomery calculated
that it would not be until mid-December that the Eighth
Army would be in a. position to launch an offensive.

The A.O.C.-in-C,'s Criticism of the G.OoC. Eighth Army for

Not Giving the W.D.A.E. Stifficiently Hi^i Priority for
Maintenance

I

Another factor influencing the delay before the Ma.irsa
Brega-El A.gheila positions was the Ajrmy's unvdllingness to

advance further without a high level of air support. The

air attacks on forward Eiglith iormy units in the Msus area
had shown that isolated formations in the desert were

particularly vulnerable to air attack. The enemy air
forces, although badly shalcen, v^ere still a force to be

reckoned with and one which could conceivably receive strong
reinforcements. It consisted of about 120 fighters at

Marble ijrch, 28 Stiikas at Nofilia and a few Hs, 129 (ground
attack) at Merduma. The fact that operations by these
aircraft were being severely limited for lack of aviation
spirit was probably not known. On the other hand, the
arrival of petrol could have changed this situation overnight,
giving the enemy air forces a high degree of local air

superiority over any Eighth Army units which might liave

ventured beyond the limits of range of their supporting air
force.

Report on
O;perations in
the V/e stern

Desert

By the time advanced Eighth Army units were operating in

the Msus area,- the w.D.A.F.'s supply situation v^hich was

largely dependent on the Eighth Army's 'Q' Service, vras such

that they were quite unable to give anything like the
measure of air suprjort to these advanced mobile columns
which the military situation warranted.
Commanding-in-Chief was gravely concerned that a considerable
force of aircraft, comprising the whole of his Command's
medium and light-bomber strength, was lying idle in Egjrpt,
when their enployment against the enemy might have altered
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the v/hole course of military operations in the Western Desert.
The reason was that in the early days of the pursuit, and

virtually until advanced units of Corps had been bombed
at Msus, air force supplies had not received anything like

the requisite degree of priority from the imny,

'You have, I know,' the A.O.C.-in-G, signalled to
the A.O.C.'W.D. on 23 November, 'been pressing for many

days for arrangements to be made v/hereby our W'ellingtons
and lightbombers can operate from Gyrenaica, The same
applies as regard Albacores which have been withdrawn
to base in view of impossibility of operating them from

advanced aerodromes, I knov/ Army Commander appreciates
importance of securing forward laiiding grounds, but this
is useless unless appropriate priority is given to the

maintenance of squadrons which could use these landing
grounds. A balance must be drawn between land forces
and air forces. If your forces are to be properly
employed and able to hit where it hurts, they must
operate from and be maintained at forward landing
grounds. Obviously there is a price to be paid in
terms of corresponding reduction of maintenance
commitment of land forces, For many days now the

■ bulk of our air striking force has been unemployed and

I see no immediate prospect of en^loying them effec
tively, Surely the air has paid good enough dividends
recently for Array Commander to realise necessity of
paying the necessary price. G.H.Q. are throwing in
their last tiny M.T, reserve to try and help, but the
remedy lies with Eighth iirmy. You may show this
signal to Army Commander.'

Western Desert

Operations Part V.
A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/1i^£(E).

i'

On the following day, the A,O.C.-in-C. sent a signal to

This referred to a signal from General Alexanderthe C.A.S,

to the P.M. and C.I.G.S. dated 21 November outlining the

Eighth Army's future policy and in v/hich mention had been

made of air force policy.

I have just seen CS/1706 of 21 November to P.M.
and C.I.G.S. which unfortunately was sent without prior
consultation with me or my staff.
I vrould have been unable to agree with the references to

heavy air action at Agedabia, to neutralisation of 'MpdLi
or to the difficulties of getting R.A.P. requirements
forv/ard,

medium bomber force are forv/ard, despite repeated

requests on the part of Goningham for requisite priority
of maintenance,

priority to very large land forces (ration strength at
and west of Tobruk was 100,000 men some days ago),
G.H.Q. are trying to help but it will be days before
this striking force can get forward,
agree that, with the forces available operating at
such great range as Tripoli that we would even begin
to neutralise that port, and consequently to rely on
such action for solving the iirmy's problems at isgheila
is v/ishful thinking.

»

Had I been consulted.

At present none of the light bomber force or

Eighth Army Commander has so far given

Neither can I

I

Five days later, by 29 November, the situation had still

shovm no sign of improvement and the A.0,C.-in-C, sent an
W.D.A.F.even stronger-worded signal, this time to the A.O.G

It was prompted by various messages from Air Vice-Marshal
Goningham in which urgent representations had been made for

an airlift of petrol by American Dakotas and in which
Air Vice-Marshal Coningham had stated - prophetically, as it

so happened - 'my main fear is that the enemy will leave

• >
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Agheila before vre attack and that v/e will be unable to

follow him up or to give the Army assistance while they are
doing so
barely within 100 miles of the enemy main lines.

The present position is that the fighters ar<7 • • • e

’Once again,' Air Marshal Tedder replied on
29 November, ’this is entirely a matter of prioritieso
The provision of adequate supplies for an adequate
force to meet the eventualities envisaged is an Army
responsibility,

opportunities of weakening the eneny owing to the
balance between land and air forces in Cyrenaica not

It is incomprehensible to

In my opinion we have already lost

being properly maintained,
me that, after their experience of what the air can
effect, the Army are satisfied with a situation in
which only a proporition of the available fighters and

practically none of the available bombers can operate in
the forward area. I agree with you that unless some
drastic steps are taken to remedy this situation the
eneny will be able, should he wish, to make rapid
retirement practically unhampered and any of our land
forces that may be able to pursue will do so virtually
without air support.-
who has so frequently emphasised the value and importance
of air action will talce the necessary steps to ensure

that adequate supplies are made available to enable air

forces to operate ahead of and in support of our advanced
land forces,

to remedy the situation, I wish you to make the result
ing situation unmistakably clear to him.
which I trust will not arise, let me know at once and
I will take up the matter with C.-in-C. M.E.P.’

I feel that the Army Commander

Should he, however, consider it impossible

In this event,

Preparations for the Action at Marsa Brega

Having decided that bluff vrould not m.ove the enemy from

their prepared positions at Marsa Brega, the Army Commander
planned to get behind the German forces and capture themo
This involved the Eighth Army in another wide outflanicing
movement to the south, to be carried out this time by the
2nd New Zealand Division which, it was planned, would cut

the road well to the west of El Agheila. In the north,
51st Division vrould attack both along the road and south of

the Sebcha es Seghira. The ?th Armoured Division v/as to

follow up the latter blow. Hea-vy air attack was to start

two days earlier than the main army attack which was timed
for 14 December.

Prom the air point of view, the action at Marsa Brega
was planned as an Integral part of Operation ’Guillotine’,
the plan for the occupation of Tripolitania, for as has

already been mentioned the A.O.C., ¥<,D.iuP.- considered it

most INoely that the enemy would withdraw before  a full-scale
attack could be launched. However, deployment of the air

force continued as if in preparation for a major battle^
The Air Plan envisaged the employment of three Fighter Wings
(Nos. 239, V/ings and No. 57 Fighter Group U.S.A.A.F.)
operationally controlled by No. 211 Group and two light-
bOTber Wings (No. 3 S.A.A.P. vTing and 12th Light Bombardment
Group) in the forward area, supported by the night-flying
Hurricane Squadron (No. 73) operating from Magruno In addi

tion, it was hoped that a medium-bomber effort of up to ICO
sorties per night would be provided by No.205 Group and Noo201

Group,, the former operating from Baheira, but using Benii'.'.a as
an advanced base. In reserve were to be No.233 Wing
(shortly to become 7 S.A.A.F. Wing), while No«243 Wing, vw'.th
two Hurricane Squadrons was to be held available for the

A. A. H. Qo Wo D.
Record of Opera
tions in the

Western Desert.
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protection of lines of communication once the advance had
progressed sufficiently to justify their employment.

In the meantime, in order to ensure the protection of

those forv/ard armoured columns in the Agedahia area, No.21+4

Wing (opitfires) was moved to Msus, on 25 November,
Another vital requir’ement was the provision of air cover

for shipping plying to and fro from the port of Benghazi.
On 25 November, a Hurricane Squadron was moved into the
Martuba area, the port of Benghazi being covered by the

Spitfires operating from Msus until Benina became service
able. The speed v/ith v/hich our air forces could be
deployed in accordance with the plan was governed as much

by the landing-ground situation as by the difficulties of

supply. The provision of adequate landing-ground space
for the air force was a problem of some magnitude. It v»ras

no longer possible to find large areas suitable for the

construction of landing-grounds, as required, in  a matter

of hours. The Agedabia-Antelat area, apart from the
extensive mining carried out by the enemy, was dusty and

liable to become boggy in wet weather, while to the west

of Marble Arch the landing grounds were widely spaced along
the coast and knovm to be poor.

The deployment of at least one fighter wing well forv/ard
was a matter of urgency.
Msus (No.2i+4 Wing) were able to provide some protection for
forv?ard troops but the enemy , had 120 fighters at Marble Arch

and, together v/ith the lack of warning system and of forward

landing-grounds, vras able to make fairly harassing attacks
in the battle area.

The Spitfire Wing operating from

However, the R.ii, landing-ground con
struction parties, which had moved forward with the spearhead
of the Eighth Army advance, vrorked at high pressure and,
with the help of infantry, managed to clear the landing-
grounds at /igedabia and Antelat by 1 December,
progress was then made with the landing-grounds at Haseiat

and Belandah which were in operational use by 3 and
6,December respectively.

Good

It had been decided that No.233 Wing, which was to go
into reserve during the battle, should as far as possible
bear the brunt of operations during the period of reorgani
sation, in order to allow the other fighter Wings an
opportunity to collect themselves after the long advance.
No. 233 Wing was accordingly moved forward to iintelat on

1 December and to Belandah N0.I on the Ath,

and 57th Fighter Group U.S.A.A.P. moved into El Haseiat and
Belandah No.2 on 7 December,

moved into Belandah N0.I and relieved No.233 Wing \?hich was
vifithdrawn to the Martuba area,

squadrons of No. 244 Wing were detached to a small forward

landing-grotind w^hich had by then been prepared at Nogra,
in order to decrease their distance from the forward troops.
On 12 December, No.244 »dng and the remaining two Squadrons
moved into i-igedabia, the landing-ground at El Haseiat having
been found too soft, and, with No.73 Squadron of night-
flying Hurricanes installed at Magrun, the fighter force

was fully deployed for intensive operations.

No. 244 Wing

On 8 December No. 239 Viing

On the same date, two

The light bombers of No.3 S.a.A.F. Wing and 12th Light
Bombardment Group were at Solluch and Magrun respectively.
No.285 Reconnaissance Wing v/as at Agedabia, while a Plight
of No.40 Tac/R Squadron was at Nogra.
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Airlift of 130>000 G-allons of Petrol to Advanced LoQ-aS in
Cyrenaica by Dakotas of No,516 Group U.S.A.A.g, December 191|2

It has been seen how the air forces had outrun the iirmy
maintenance organisation,
deployment of the ViT.D,A.F. would inevitably be delayed v/ere
entire reliance to be placed on the standard supply situation.
This was a matter of considerable concern to the A.O.C.-in-C.
because, in his opinion, it was 1strategically and tacti
cally of vital in^ortance that the general offensive with
strong land and air forces should be resumed at the earliest
possible moment.

It was soon obvious that the

I'rom the air point of view, the gravest
handicap was the lack of petrol. On 28 November, the A.O.Co,
WoD.A.P-. wrote to the A.O.C.-in-C. stating that his main
fear was that the enemy might leave before the attack and
that the W.D.A.F. would be unable to follow up or help the
Aimy while they were doing so.

*They (the forward Sig_uadrons) cannot possibly be
given enough fuel by ordinary transport means before the
date of the attack, and certainly not should any retreat
occur meanwhile,

fuel for the force is to fly it in.
have asked that the whole DC3 resources... shall for a
period of 6 or 8 days fly nothing but bulk petrol to
the Magrun area.... I am sure you understand that the
priority of fighter supply is unquestionable

The only way to ensure sufficient
For that reason I

The

V/estem Desert

Operations. A0C11
Part V. A.H.B./
IIJ1/185/146(E),

Army cannot advance without fighters and the fighters
cannot move without, petrol.?

• • « •

In a further signal on 30 November, Air 'ifice-Marshal
Coningham enumerated a number of the reasons for ‘limitations
affecting the* present situation:-

*(1). Landing Grounds in the forward area not yet ready
or serviceable

(2) Physical limitation of traffic on roads \vhen allow
ance made for Army formations required for battle.
Severe mining- of edge of road great handicap.
Important bridges and sections have been bloTim, allowing
for only slow by-passes which are subject to weather
restrictions.

• # • •

(3) Shipping losses. Tiiree special ones being wastage
in canned petrol in Empire Patrol in Tobruk, burning of
a petrol ship in Tobruk from unknown causes, and the
burning of a petrol ship in Port Said.

(4) Railway has had derailments and only tv/o trains
ning daily when 4 expected. In addition to these
limiting factors date of battle has been advanced 10
days. Suggest therefore that, in i^ite of any
priorities or speeding up Army may effect, still
physically in5)Ossible for both ground and air forces to
be ready in time unless all resources for supply used.
Quite apart from possible need for pursuit, should
enemy retire toBuerat line earlier, in addition it,is
quite clear that the heavily-mined single road beyond
Amelia v/ill prevent speedy pursuit unless Filter
Force can, in first few days, be largely moved and
maintained by air from the resources in the Ben^iazi
area

ru

• • • •

n-

The petrol supply situation for both the Eighth Army and
the V/oDoA.F., which was causing considerable concern, had
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been considerably aggravated by a problem of carriage ishich

was in itself very siinple and yet one which threatened the

progress of air and ground opere.tions alike. The non-
returnable standard commercial light tin, known as a

* flimsy*, was in almost universal use throughout the Middle
East at this time. . As its name suggests, the *flinisy* was
not sufficiently robust to withstand the many and severe
handlings received in transit over long and broken tracks.

Owing to the acute shortage of other types of container, it
was necessairy to use these containers in large nunibers. The

loss of petrol through leakage from ‘flimsies* was extremely
high, it being estimated that for every three loads of tinned
petrol received in the forward area by army and R.A.P. one
had been wholly lost through wastage of this kind. The
carriage of high-octane fuel in ‘flimsies* could not be
accepted, and so the entire production of 40-gallon drums,
made of steel plate, was taken over by the R.A.P. Unfor
tunately, the construction of the Lockheed Hudson, No. 216
Group*s i?ain transport aircraft, was only suitable for the
transport of tinned fuel. The American D. 0.3» on the other
hand, was of such construction that it could carry 16
X 40/44 gallon drums of petrol on every sortie. It was most
fortunate that, at this period of crisis in the supply situa
tion, the Commanding General of the U.S.A.A.P. in the Middle

East, Major General L.H. Brereton agreed to the employment
of the 316th Troop Carrier Group, equipped with 39 D.C.3*s
for an airlift of petrol to forward landing-grounds. The

timely arrival of these Dakotas, with their ability to carry
neaiHy 800 gallons of petrol per sortie, altered the whole
supply situation for the W.D.A.P. Operating from El Adem

from 1 Deoeniber, with the help of R.A.P. maintenance, the
316th Troop Carrier Group transported 24,000 gallons of petrol
to Benina, 36,000 to Magrun and 72,000 to Agedabia.

Air Operations Prior to the Attack on Marsa Brega (23 November
to 12 Deceiriber 1942}

Notes on the

Maintenance of

the Eighth Army
and the Support
ing R.A.P^ by
Land, Sea, and
Air from

El Alamein

to Tunisia.

Cabinet Office

Archives#

The policy governing W.D.A.P. air operations prior to
the assault on the Marsa Brega positions was designed

Record of Opera- primarily to provide cover for the Eighth Arn^*s advanced
tions. A.H.B./
IIJ1/122/68(A).

columns and then to force the enemy on to the defensive and,
if possible, out of their air base at Marble Arch#
25 November, there was an estimated total of 130 enemy air
craft on Marble Arch (actually there were 138 fighters and
dive-bombers on forward landing grounds of which 85 were
serviceable) and the Eighth Army's forward troops were being
worried by enemy fighter-bamber and Stuka attacks. At this
time the W.D.A.P. fighters were too far back to be able to
counter this effectively. It was possible, however, for
medium bombers to reach Marble Arch, with a reduced load, from
Baheira in the Tobruk area and the enemy landing-grounds at
Marble Arch were attacked on the ni^t of 25/26 and again
the ni^t 27/28 November by a total of 40 Wellingtons of
Nos# 31 f 70, 108 and I48 Squadrons which staged at El Adem.
In spite of rain and bad visibility
reached and bombed their objective, starting a number of
violent fires. These attacks appear to have had the
desired effect, as there was a temporary lull in the attacks
on can* forward troops. The enemy then switched their attacks
and employed their Crete-based Ju.88*s for raids on the
Eighth Army's rearward lines of communication#

By

on

, all aircraft

A.H.B.6 Records.

No.205 Group
O.R.B.

^  At dusk on 2 December, a force of between 12 and 15
Ju.88*s from Crete raided Tobruk harbour,

was hit, a high-speed launch damaged and seven men were
A jetty there
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killed and six vi/ounded. Arrangements had already been

made for 22 ijellingtons and 9 Halifaxes from Nos, 37? 70,
12f8 and 4^2 Squadrons to attack the enemy air base at

Marble Arch. On receiving news of this raid on Tobruk
harbour, however, the A.O.C. No,205 G-roup switched the

target to Heraklion, in Crete, the raiding enemy aircrafts’
own base, where 45 tons of bombs vyere dropped causing a

number of fires. This heavy scale of retaliation, ¥/hich
must have seemed to the enemy mystifyingly prompt, had the

effect of cutting down the raids very considerably. On

the following night 11 bellingtons left to bomb Marble iircli,
but owing to adverse weather conditions, none of the bombers

was able to locate the target. Three jettisoned their bombs,
one aircraft brought its load back and the remaining seven

attacked enemy transport along the road. No.236 Wing had
to cancel operations as their landing-ground y/as unservice
able after heavy rain. Owing to the steady deterioration
of v/eather conditions, these medium-bomber attacks had to be
discontinued.

By 4 December forv/ard landing-grounds had become avail
able and it y/as possible to provide the Eighth Army’s forward

troops with a reasonable decree of air protection. By
6 December, the deployment of units of No.211 Fighter Group
had reached a stage when fighter bombers yyere within range
of the enemy air base at Marble /rch. They were also able

H.Q.M.E. Table of to carry out raids on the enemy's forward positions at
Operations o Marsa Brega yi^here, on 6 and 7 December, fighters and fighter

bombers carried out a total of 62 attacks. In the course

of engagements on 8 December, seven Me.109's were claimed as

destroyed, and although these claims are not substantiated
by enemy records, it is clear that by this date the enemy air
forces had again been dominated, for on 9 November there v/as

no enemy air opposition and enemy air activity yyas confined

to a single air reconnaissance of the fonyard area.
10 December, the results of bringing the Y/.D.A.P. fighters
forvyard were fully apparent, as the enemy had y/ithdrawn
practically all his aircraft from Marble Arch to Nofilia, ,

and sent others as far back as Tauorga and Churgia,
this stage, fighters of the Yi.B.k.'P. svyitched their attacks
to Nofilia and the enemy began to mine the landing-grounds
at Merduma, Marble Arch and Nofilia.

By

A.t

A.H.B. 6.

A.A.H.Q.W.D,

Daily Int. Sums

On 6 December, Beaufighters of No.252 Squadron, opera
ting from Gambut, resumed their low-level attacks on enemy

transport in the rear areas interruped since the end of

October when they had reverted to coastal duties and train-

Eight aircraft operated mainly along the stretch of
Camps and personnel

ing.

road between Sirte and El Agheila.
were machine-gunned, a petrol boyyser and petrol store set on

fire, five lorries left burning and some 25 damaged,
ever, the most outstanding opportunities for the use of

Beaufightsrs which had occurred during the early days of the
retreat had been missed. ¥.ow the enemy were not easily

No.252 Squadron
O.R.B.

surprised and two of the raiding aircraft yyere shot down bj''
light A.Au gunfire with the loss of their crews, yvhich
included No.252 Squadron's Commanding Officer, 'Wing Commander

P. H. Bragg,

The Action at Marsa Brega (13 December)

The G.O.C. Eighth Army had planned to launch the attack
on the enemy position at Marsa Brega on I6 December, but

.  with the yyithdrawal of the Luftwaffe to fresh bases far to

the rear and the move of the non-motorised Italians, it y/as

obvious that the enemy had no serious intention of holding
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the position. The date of the attack \vas accordingly
advanced as much as possible. On 12 December the New
Zeailanders started off from N1 Haseiat on their long out-

flanlcing march and the 51st Division launched large-scale
raids on the 11 December, in order to distract attention
from the move.(l) The enemy judged these attacks to be
the beginning of the Eighth iirmy' s offensive, coupled with

the increased activity of the R.A.P, This opinion was
reinforced by a B.B.G. news announcement, at 17.00 hours on

12 December which, stated that the Marsa Brega positions
v/ere held by comparatively weak enemy forces.

In accordance with the Duce's instructions not to

accept a decisive engagement at Marsa Brega, but to defend

the Buerat positions, the Panzer I\rmy prepared for the wfith-
drawal of the motorised formations Y/hich nov/ formed the

entire ga.i;rison at Marsa Brega. The order for Yvithdrawal
to Buerat v/as issued, under cover of the codeword '333' at
17.40 hours on 12 December. An enemy appreciation of the

situation stated that the following circumstances decided
the exact time for the issuing of this order:

(a) A stronger enemy attack v/as definitely expected
on the 13th at the latest. Even though the positions
could probably be held on that day (especially in the
central i^frika Korps sector), yet it vras fairly certain
that most of the motorised formations would come to

grips with the enemy at close range, and in this battle
and the subsequent withdrav/al we would suffer a further
loss of fighting strength,

(b) The German troops' petrol situation vrould permit
practically no mobile operations during battle of the
type expected on 13 December; tank counter attacks
v/ere specially affected. The petrol nov/ v/ith the
troops was just sufficient to carry out the first bound
of the withdrav/al as ordered - to the area between

Aghaila and el Mugtaa (v/est of Agheila).

(c) The danger of the formations in the general line
Maaten Giofer-Bir es Suera-the coast S¥ of Marsa Brega
being outflanked from the south was very imminent.
The petrol position did not allow the necessary steps
to be taken to combat this.

I

I

Official German

Narrative,

The enemy evacuated Marsa el Brega during the night
12/13 December. According to an enemy report, the Eighth
iirmy did not notice the v/ithdrawal 'because he did not follow

up immediately and in the morning was still shelling the

abandoned positions heavily.
I

Official German

Narrative,

Army patrols on the morning of 13 December reported the

fact that the enemy had evacuated the positions and this

(1) 'The British Commander's planning had contained one mis
take,

good chance that we would not accept battle at Marsa
Brega,
ing our strong-points and attacking our line until his

outflanking force had completed its move and was in a

position to advance on the coast road in timed
co-ordination with the frontal attack.'

Papers'.

Experience imxst have told him that there was a

He should not, therefore, have started bombard-

' The Romi'nel
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fact vras confirmed by fighters. Immediately a very heavy
bombing programme ivas put into operation. Unfortunately
the light bombers had been grounded temporarily by the wet
weather, v/hich had made their landing-grounds at Solluch
and Magrun unserviceable, so the maximum effort was switched

to fighter bombing and a record total of 293 fighter-bomber
sorties was ceLuried out. The enemy T/ithdrav/al ̂ yas very
well organised and on the whole targets were not very good.
All the fighter-bomber sorties v/ere floTm without escort,
which reveals the extent to -which the enemy air force had
been dominated in the phase prior to the battle.

Op suras.

A.A.H.Q.Y/.D.

War Diary,

Wo,2 A.S.C. War

Diary,
Dor the most part the results achieved by the bombing

vrere considered disappointing for the amount of effort
involved, and only 19 burning vehicles were counted, although
many more must have been damaged,
instituted by the A.O.G
the fighter bombers tended to attack from too great a height.
This was perhaps understandable as the enemy had purposely
strengthened both air and groimd defences along the line of
retreat.

At a later enquiry
Y/.D.A.F. it was considered that• j

The volume of flak along the Via Balbia vras
reported to be very heavy indeed and targets wei-e by no
means rewarding.

I

The enemy air activity was particularly strong,
says an enemy report on the air activity for 13 December.
'Forces of 8-25 bombers continuously attacked our rear
guard positions between Agheila and the Mugtaa narrows.
Our Ok.n air force was used mainly to engage the enemy
airci’aft. Twelve enemy planes were shot down, 9 "by
our fighters and 3 by ground defences. Our fighter
bombers raided enemy concentrations in the area S.W.
of iigedabia. The troops were ordered, in view of
the increased danger from the air, expected in the
next t&N days, to site every available anti-aircraft
T/eapon along the Via Balbia®

T

1

Official German

Narrative,

A. A.H.Q.W.D.

V  Daily Int. Sum.
The actual losses sustained by the W.D.A.F. on 13 December
amounted to tvro liittyhawks and two Spitfires missing.

The next day, 14 December, targets Vi^ere again limited
and although the light bombers were available - by this

time their landing-grounds had dried sufficiently  - no

calls W'ere made on them for lack of suitable targets,
A-bout one hundred fighter-bomber sorties vrere flov/n against
M.T. and encampments on and near the main road to the west

of El Agheila and in a protective role over forward Eighth
Army units,
largely obscured by bad visibility and the day's most
successful incident was when an ammunition dump blew up.
There was slight opposition from the enemy aii’ forces which

engaged only three times during the day.

Observation of the results of these raids was

Middle East Air

Staff Appendices
to O.R.B,

The day's first nevre of the New Zealand Division came
from a fighter report of v/indscreen flashes seen some
20 miles to the west of the Marada track,

the nature of the out-flanlcing movement the New Zealanders
were carrying out v/hich depended for its success on conceal

ment this is perhaps to be understood,
wireless silence imposed on the Nev/ Zealanders by their

Commander, coupled with the fact that all their staff
officers who had been carefully trained in air support
matters had been rei^laced was to result, later, in the Royal
Air Force missing a series of magnificent targets.

Bearing in mind

Nevertheless, the

No.2 A.S.C. War

Diary,
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The SnePAV Ajs;ain Teaiporsirily Imniobilised for Lack of Petrol -

1,5 December

The enemy supply situation -which had shoYm. a teimporary
iuTOrovement \'.lth the i^'lying of petrol to Tripoli and

Misurata and the arrival of 1200 tons at Tunis, by sea,
readied another p..riod of acute crisis at a time dien the

By theEighth Army vrere latmching their major offensive,
evening of 1if December, after all the petrol brought up had
been used, the Afrika Korr)s had barely one consuirption unit
left.

Hacedonia of 2875 tons, the steamer Foscolo of 4500 tons a-nd
an unlisted v.esselthe Oriano had been sunk vdth  a total of

The Macedonia was sunlc by

On the previous day three ships, the German tanl-cer

Lloyd’s List of
Enemy Merchant
Shipping Svinlc in
the Medi-terranean. Albacores operating from Iialta.

dislocation of the Ibnis-Gabes railv/ay from raids by Allied
aircraft based on Tunisia.

3,500 tons of petrol on board,
submarine off Sousse after Iiaving been tracked and attacked

by P.A.A. aircraft. Tlie Foscolo was sunlc by P.A.A.
Added to this ̂ ’/as the

The Panzer Army's ammunition
The divisional artillery had

only .3 of its ammunition scale and no light or heavy field

hoT.dtzei-- armmihition could be brougjit forward because of the

petrol situation

state was also most serious.

'As our forces a'nd the enemy's i/ere disposed' says
an eneay report for M\. December, 'the opportunity vrould
have offered itself to counter-attack and destroy the
outflanlcing enery aimoured divj.sion \nth our o\m
armoured forces on 15 December, \fnile at the same time

defending the favourable positions in the El Mugtaa
narrows,

ever, made its whole position appear extraordinarily
grave.

The Army's critical petrol situation, how-

I

Official German

Narrative,

On 15 December, the eneiy reargu.ards were holding the
area Pn.s el Ali - Marble IltcIt. v/liilst tlie v/ithdrav/al of other

forces continued.

7/ith the enemy rearguard to the south, and troops of the 51st
Highland Division reached El Agheila.
New Zealand Brigades and the Royals, followed by the 4th
Light Amoured Brigade, reached the area Kerduma-Wadi
Ilatratin, cutting off part of the Afrika Korps which could

not. v/ithdraT/ to the next positions at Nofilia owing to

shortage of petrol.

The 6th Armoured Brigade vas in contact

Tlie 5 th and 6 thCabinet Papers
Hist. (E)
(Ciusader) 5<.

Official Geman

Narrative,

'On 15 Decejuber, ' says the Gerwian account, 'the
enery renewed his efforts to destroy the main body of

the Geman motorised formations by frontal and flank
ing attacks. The petrol position made a counter
attack impossible. Not until the evening, viien the
necessary petrol had been brought for\/ard, was the ilrmy
able to withdraw to avoid the tlireat of encirclement.

The head of the south.em enemy force had already reached
the Via Balbia i/est of our rearguards, and so it
remained to be seen v/hether they could v/ithdraw
successfully during the night.

t

I

TlTie insistent pressure by the Eighth Arry throughout
15 December caused an improvement in targets for the
V.D.A.F., a.lthough at an esthnated average of 50 vehicles
to the mile they were never good. In the course of the

day, eneiy transport api^eared on the road to the vrest of

Marble Arch and in %/adis to the south of the landing-grounds
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H.Q„M.E, Table
of Operations
and A.A,H,Q,¥,D.

Daily Int, Smis,

in such numbers as to constitute a moderate light-bomber
target,(1) Baltimores of No,21 Squadron S, A.A.P,, Bostons
of N0.24 Squadron S.A.A.P, and B,25*s of the U,S,A.A,P
escorted by KittyhaY/ks of Nos. 3 and A50 Squadrons R.A.A.P
112, 250 and 2S0 Squadrons and P.AO's of the U.S.A.A.P,
carried out three raids starting a nmber of fires. At the

saxne time IGttyhaTifks and P.AO’s vdiich were operating
independently against the sane targets started a number of

fires and explosions and caused considerable damage.

The information from forirard Anry tentacles vras not
good and a safety bombline given by 4th Light Armoured Brigade
delayed air attacks on the enemy road columns. Delay in

engaging targets v/as also caused owing to the New Zealand

Division keeping vareless silence and not knowing their
exact positions and, later, when w/T silence had been broken,
by not keeping Air Support Control properly informed of
locations or bombline.

• >

•»

No,2 A.S.C.

War Diary,

*A11 day long,' says the German report, 'enemy
fighter-bombers and bombers kept up incessant attacks
on the retreating German motorised forces on the
Via Balbia,
ever,

withdraw Y/estwards from the Nofilia area, '

I

The petrol situation was as serious as
At the moment, it would not permit the Army t

Official German

ViTar Narrative, o

Pailure of New Zealand Division to Report Their Positions on

16 December Causes W.D.A.P. to Miss Excellent Targets

Prom the air point of view, the I6 Deceiiiber ’was 0.
most disappointing day. During the night I5/I6 December,
the New Zealanders notified the position of their Headquarters
as being in such a location that a large proportion of the

enerry rearguard was still to the east of V/adi Matratin, vdiich

the New Zealanders had reached, and as the wadi, though not
a con'qjlete obstacle, was able to be crossed easily in the

neighbotirhood of the road, it v/as assumed by both Army and
Air H,Q. s, - having load no word to the contrary  - that the

Nev/ Zealanders vrere sufficiently strong to prevent a break
through,
them to hold the ring and to press on vri,th securing a
landing-ground.

Army H.Q,, therefore, issued instructions telling

Unfortunately, not only were the New Zealanders not in

a position to prevent a break tlirough by the enemy, .but they
failed to report the true positions or the disposition of
their forward troops. The davmi Tac/R on 16 December
reported eneny concentrations to the vrest of the New
Zealanders, pointing to the fact tliat part of the enemy
force had managed to raalce good their escape during the night.
Subsequent reports confirmed tliat the road was, in fact,
open, with the Nev/ Zealanders to the south of it. However,
as no bombline had been received, bombing could not be
started, and it was not until 10,30 hours that vrord came

through from the Ne\y Zealanders and a bombing programme
could be arranged.

A.A.H.Q.Y4D,

Report on
Operations

(1) 'At about midday (15 December) a British bomber forma
tion flew over, the first for a long time, and chose my
H,Q, as a target for its bombs, probably attracted by
General Seidemann's highly conspicuous Storch,
Ic truck was burnt out and several other vehicles vfere

damaged, '

The

'The Rcnmel Papers',
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The 15th Panzer Division had been unable to coi:5)lete
its T/ithdravfal during the night I5/I6 December, ovang to the
shortage of petrol and v/as still to the east of the New

Zealanders, at dawn. The New Zealanders, however, had had

some difficulty in deploying in unknown country, by moonlighi^
and in registering their guns. This enabled the enemy, by
breaking up into small parties, to race for safety, losing a
number of tanks and guns, but they succeeded in getting the

main body away. By pursuing this policy of breaking up
into small groups and also by using heavy concentrations of

A.A,, the eneniy managed largely to defeat the bombers.
Altogether, eight light-bomber raids vrere carried out,
involving a total of 78 Bostons, Baltimores and Mitchells,
out of v/hich approximately 2^fo vrere holed by the intense
and accurate gunfire, For the most part it was considered
that the results of the bombing v/ere disappointing although
a number of direct hits vrere scored among retreating eneny
transport columns and also on A.A, batteries.

Alexander * s

Despatch and
Official German

Narrative •

^lb.3 S,A.A.P,

Wing 0,R,B, and
A.A.H.Q.Y/.D.

YiTar Diary,

The speed and efficiency v/ith which the enemy made
good their escape was remarked on by R,A,F, observers. The
beat targets had been missed in the morning and by the

afternoon the retreating eneiiy forces could only be reached

by fighters using long-range fuel tanks, Pigliters flew

2Zf8 sorties, mainly on escort duties to the light bombers
and on protective patrols over forward troops.

The failure of the New Zealand Division to notify their
position, Tdth the result tliat the W,D,A,P, missed a series

of excellent targets on the morning of I6 December, when the
eneiiy rearguard made their breakthrough to the vrest, gave
rise to considerable comment aind oriticism at the time,

20 December, Major Wallace of No,2 A.S.C, visited the
New Zealand Division H.Q, and the Yfar Diary of No,2 A,S,C,
records for tloat date:

On

’General Freyberg considers close effective air
support only possible with something in the nature of

a Stuka formation under command. In the light of this,
he tlilnlcs air support not to have been satisfactory and

his division not to have been trained. The difficulty
of getting information to the air remains under any
system, however. He considers surprise vital and
wireless silence nearly always essential until contact
is made. Alternative pre-agreed plans must therefore
be made Tdth E.A.F, and considerable faith must be put
in coloured smoke which all forward vehicles must carry„’

In spite of the wireless silence imposed by their Commanding
General, we now know that the approach march of the New
Zealanders had been detected early on - as was to be expected -
by Gen-nan air reconnaissance. Such moves had been made with

such regularity during the pursuit that provision for them in

enemy plans were made as a matter of routine. The enemy
alluded to 'the expected encircling move' detected by air
reconnaissance at 14«00 hours on 1if December, The immunity
from attack of the New Zealand Division was not due to the

secrecy of their approach march, for it was being plotted and
anticipated very carefully, but to the enemy's acute slioirtage
of petrol.

No. 2 A,S,C, War

Diary.

'As our forces and the enemy's v/ere cldqoosed at
present (14. December) the opportunity would have offered
itself to counter-at-tack and destroy the outflanking
foroes on 15 December, while at the same time defending
the favourable positions in the el Mugtaa narrows. The

Official German

Narrative.
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Annjr’s critical petrol situation, hoT/ever, made its
T/hole position appear e.xtraordinaril,y grave,, •

Hie situacion as seen from the air point of viev/ was
put by Group Captain Bea^nish, S„AoSoO„, ¥,DoA„P. in a
contemporary document, his 'Report on Operations in the
Tifestem Desert',

'The effect of the uncertainty of the ground
situation on our air operations, underlined the vital
necessity for a running commentai-'y and reliable informa
tion from the for¥ra.rd troops if air forces are
effectively to intervene in the land battle,

lapse i^s the more unfortunate because the Air Support
■procedure of the New Zealand Division had previously
been first class.

This

But during their encircling movement
to Marble Arch they made no use of their air support
ten-cades due, it appears, to the fact that all the
carefully trained staff officers who iiad handled air
support matters at El Alamein, and in the first phase
of the advance, had been changed,’
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CHAPTER 11

THE ACYMCB TO TR.IPOLI (14 DBGSIffiEa 19'f2 to 2.3 JA^FJiffiY 1943)

The OcGupation of the Ivlarble Arch Iarif3ijafi-Ground. by Air -
18 December

If the Eighth xtony’s advance .into I'ripolitania were not
to be hindered by the lack of air support, it was imperative
tliat the landing-grounds in the Marble Arch ai'ea should be
occupied at the earliest possible moment#
ments had been foreseen, and had been the subject of detailed
planning by the W.D.A,P,, in Operation 'Guillotine*,
that the interdependence of the army and the air force was
so apparent, the co-operation obtained from the Eighth Army
was excellent. The Eighth Army gave the securing and
clearance of landing-grounds the highest priority and strong
landing-ground reconnaissance and construction parties ?j-ere
attached to the New Zealand Division,

The enemy's mining of the roads and particularly their
verges had hitherto entailed such delays to road convoys
that the landing-grounds would almost certainly be cleared
of mines and made ready for occupation long before they could
be reached by E,A,P, ground parties and the supply echelons,
A most amoitious plan was therefore formulated which was to
move a whole Fighter Wing (No. 239 Wing), complete with the
necessary maintenance staff, supplies and equipment by air
to operate not only in advance of the W,D.A,P, 's air purstiit
Force, Force 'A', but even to be based ahead of the Eighth
Army's own main piorsuit force. This meant, -virtually, that
the Eighth Army's most forward element, the New Zealand
Division would be supported for the time being with its own
small but homogeneous fighter force, which was to be flown
in as soon as a forward landing-ground had been cleared.
In addition, -tMs supporting air force would be wholly
supplied by air lift, until the road had been opened and
a special R, A.F, road convoy, held in readiness, could move
forvarde

These require-

Now

A.A.H.Q.W.D,

Report on
Operations

The operation achieved a remarkable degree of success.
A force of 6l transport aircraft (28 Dakotas, 26 Hudsons and
7 Bombays) was kept standing by at short notice, from
16 December, The road convoy comprising two S, and T,
columns, or some 50 vehicles, was held in readiness from the
beginning of the attack on the Marsa Brega positions, laden
with fuel, ammunition, bombs, rations and water,
more, arrangements were roa.de with HI Corps for the
New Zealand Division -fco provide A.A, defences for the landing-
grounds, together with transport for the use of the Wing
until the batteries of the 12th A, A, Brigade had arrived.

Purther-

A.A.H.Q.V4D,
Operational
Instruction

No. 11 and Main

HoQb Eighth Army
War Diary,

The New Zealanders had secured the Marble Arch landing-
grounds by 17 December. They were found to liave been sovm.
with over 2,000 mines, in addition to a profusion of booby-
traps, However, by working throughout the night, by
moonlight, the R.E.s were able to report the landing—grouads
clear of mines by 08,00 hours the following day. It \-ra.s
truay a reimrkable achievement and one that involved the
Eighth Army R.E.s, owing to the speed -with which they had to
work, in considerable casualties. Within two ho^ars, the
fighter aircraft of No. 239 Wing, together with transport
aircraft of No. 216 Group and 31 6 Troop Carrier Wing,
U,S,A,A.P,, had begun to arrive and by 13,30 hours the first
fighter-bomber sorties, at Squadron strength, had -taken off.
In all, five squadron sorties were carried out that afternoon
against targets which, until that time, load been well out of
range.
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It had heen intended to ferry forward homba and other
aijppliea with a Boitbay shuttle ser-'.dce operating between
Belandah and Marble Arch, but such was the help afforded by
the Eighth Array to get the RoA,Po road convoy through 'chat the
S, and T, colxmms arrived ahead of schedule and further

ferrying of supplies by aircraft was found to be unnecessary.

This airlift of No. 239 Wing (Nos. 3 and 450 R.A.A.P.
and 250 and 260 Squadrons, all flying Kittyhawks)
18 December 1942, from Belandah to Marble Arch involved the
transportation of I60 tons of personnel and equipment in

.B,s 79 sorties,

casualties from the Medical Holding Centre which the
New Zealand Division had set up on the landing-ground.
Fighter cover was provided throughout by the fighters of
No, 239 Wing,
than a Dakota wliich burst a tyre,
refuelling party were killed and four others womded when
one of them stood on a mine.

on

The returning aircraft were used to evacuate

There were no accidents to aircraft, other
Povir members of a R.A,P.

Squadron 0.R

t

239 Wing "A ” Parties flown to Marble Arch during
the morning, ’ says a contenporary report, "and their
aircraft operated from that L. G. all day. The Bombay's,
Hudsons and D. C»3s used by them flew at zero feet,
■within sight of bhe road, and were most inspiring.
Surely -the shape of things to come.

The Panzer Arny’s Retreat to Buerat

III

No. 2 A.S. C.
War Diary,

In the action at Ifersa Brega - El Agheila, the enemy
had lost 500 men "taken P.O.W. and, wliat -was much more serious,
some 20 out of their small reserves of tanks had been
destroyed. Both the 15th Panzer Division and the 90th Light
Division constituting moi’e than one half of Rommel's effective
force had been cut off for a time by the New Zealanders,
and only the greatest of good for'tune had enabled Rommel to

Papers, Hist, keep his force intact. As soon as it ■was seen thn.t "the
(B; (Crusader) enemy were escaping, "the 4th Light Armoured Brigade was sent
5 and Alexander’s on to harass the fugitives. However, by blowing IIP bridges
Despatch. and culverts and sowing the coast road and T/adis ■with mines,

the armoured cars were delayed and prevented from closing
"wi"th "the enemy. Nevertheless, by the evening of I6 December,
the Eighth Army ad"vanced guard had covered "the 4O miles to
Sirte, Only after outflanking manoeu"vres by armoured cars
and artillery was the enemy conpelled to evacuiate Sirte which
was entered shortly after da"wn on Christmas Day, As the
enemy had proved so sensitive to an outflanking movement,
the manoeuvre was continued until, by 30 December, the enemy
had ■withdrawn to the main position at Buerat,

Enemy Decision to Evacuiate Tripolitania and Retreat to a
New Line in Tunisia - 31 December 1942

VJar Cabinet

On 17 December, Rommel had a meeting -with Ii/Iarshal Bastico
in which he put foiwvard a case for abandoning the positions
at Buerat and wi"th it the whole of [fripolitania and making a
s'tand on the Gabes line in Southern Punisia, Not merely,
he argued, had the heavy losses sustained by the Panzer Army
during the battle of El Alamein not been made good, but they
had i^tterly been increased during the .action at El Agheila,
So little petrol had been available, "that the retreating
Panzer Army had been unable to carry out mobile operations
and found it impossible to bring forward essential supplies
of ammuni"fcion. There was every likelihood that, in their
present S"tate of weakness, the remnants of the Panzer Army
would be surrounded at Buerat and destroyed ivithin a few days.
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strong positions had already been constructed at Gabes
flanked by 'ttie imx^assable Chott country an ar*ea of extensive
salt-rrarshes^ which removed any fear of being out-
flankedo

3

Rommel advised a fighting mthdrawal from one
defensive line to the next tovrards iunisiaj where the
opportunity would later arise to unite wilii the operational
groups there, coiiplete re-equiping and eventually be able to
resume the offensiveo

Similar reports were laid before Combined H»Q», GoH*Qe,
the Ce-in-Ca South and the Carman GaO, C, Rome for the Italian

Supreme Commands Rommel urged a quick decision, as the
Buerat positions contained, about i 0,000 German and 1,5,000
Italian non-mobile troops who wouJ.d have to be withdrawn in

time if they were not to be sacrificed, as has happened at
El Alamein®

On 19 December, a t5q>ic8.1 hortatory message was receiTCd
from the Ducej ‘Resist to the uttermosti I repeat, resist
to the uttermost in the Bueiat positions with am the troops
of the German-Italian Panzer Army, ’ Work was accordingly
undertaken on the Buerat positions in day-and-night shifts*
Nevertheless, the way in which the Eighth Army were pressing
forward - the enemy had been particularly inpressed by the
speed with which the Marble Arch and Merduma landing-groinds
had been opened up - caused Rommel to fear that the positions
at Sirte and Buerat might be bypassed to the south and that
the Eighth Army might advance on Tripoli without having to
stage an attack. He therefore sent a message to
I'&rshal Bastico asking for ‘immediate advice ha^r to conduct
the campaign in such a case‘ as ‘the Duce’s instructions did

not provide for this possibility, ‘ The deference shown by
Rommel to the advice given by the Duce, d-uring the retreat,
is in marked contrast to his attitude, six months earlier,
during the advance on Egypt,

On 21 December, a message was received from the Duce
stating that the Buerat positions were to be held for a,s

long as possible to gain time to get essential supplies up
to the Panzer Army via Tunisia, This did not answer
Rommel's question as to how the fight was to be carried on
if the Buerat position was outflanked, and a message
repeating this ■'.ra.s sent to Ifershal Bastico,  A reply was
received on 23 December, stating that Italian troops had
been placed in a position v/here they would be able to ward
off a diversionary thrust by light forces. Any stronger
force, the Ifershal maintained, could not remain hidden from
air reconnaissance and as these outflanld.ng foi’ces had a
slow 250-mile march ac.ross the desert, there would be
enoiigh time to divert Panzer Divisions to the threatened spot
or to take the advancing forces in the flank. Petrol, he
argued, would be available, as once the motorised troops had
vd-thdrawn behind the Buerat positions, the expenditure of
petrol would fall shaipily,

Rommel in turn argued that the Marshal's views were
based on false assumptions. All experience during the
previous two months had shown that to place any reliance
an improvement in the petrol position was doomed to
disappoiaitraent, Then the fighting strength of the German
motorised divisions' was so small tliat they could not
successfully oppose the enemiy's strong airmoured force,'
Rommel maintained that he should not be asked to cling to a
position and let the enemy come to grips with it, if its
only aim v/as to delay the enemy advance and gain timxe for
large quiantities of supplies to come thro'ugh Tunis, In hi-S

cn

Official German
War Narrative,
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view, the policy of delaying the enemy and of mobile defence

promised the greatest success for this aim*

To strengthen his arguments, Rommel placed fiorther
emphasis on the extremely critical supply situation.
1 - 20 December, a daily supply of only 100 cubic metres of

fuel had been received when active fighting conditions
daiianded a daily expenditure of over 400,
ammunition and food had been practical.ly stopped due to the

petrol shortage and the Panzer Army had only been able to

survive because the troops had been able to get food stocks

straight from the dumps they had been evacuating and the

expenditure of ammunition had been very small,
harboxor had been almost completely closed to shipping.
Tunisian ports, with their road, rail and sea communications
with Tripolitania were a vital artery for the Panzer Army.
However, constant air attacks on the Sousse-Tripoli road had
stopped almost all day traffic, while saboteurs and harassing
troops had been so active between Tripoli and Misurata that

the Italians had ordered convoys to use it only by day.
Air raids had put the Tunis-Gabes railv/ay completely out of
commission and, so it appeaned to Roimmel, in the face of
Allied air superiority, there seemed little likelihood that
it would ever, be in commission again.

At a conference with Ifershal Bastico, on 28 December,
Rommel stated that three consumption units of petrol (750
cmibic metres) were his minimxmn requirements for fighting an
action at Buerat,

optimistically, that this amount would be brought to Tripoli
by submarine during the next few days.

On the last day of 1942, Rommel received the permission
he had sought for withdrawal into Tunisia,
the Mediterranean situation and the Panzer Army's supply
position,• the instruction from the Italian Supreme Command
stated, * the Italian Supreme Command has now decided to hold
the Buerat position as long as possible, but not to expose
the troops to the threat of annihilation,

is not to be accepted, but the Army is to carry out a
delaying withdrawal in the face of superior enemy pressure,
first to the Tarhuna-Homs positions and then, if necessary,
fxu’ther west, gaining as much time as possible,*

The Eighth Army Commander's Prepeurations for a Battle at
Buerat

I^brom

Supplies of

Tripoli
The

Marshal Bastico promised, somewhat

I
Considering

A decisive battle

Now that Rommel's suxply difficulties and the weakness
of his forces are so apparent from captured enemy documents,
the G.0.C, Eighth Army's plans for an assault on the enemy
positions at Buerat seem - as had been the case at
Marsa Brega - most ponderous,
plan for the Buerat battle on the basis of ten days' heavy
fighting, using four divisions, and calculated that the
necessary duirping would take some three weeks,
intended to resume the offensive in mid-Janxxary, ’
surprising that, after the enemy Commander had declined
action at Marsa Brega, it should be thought probable that ha
would choose to defend the much wealter positions at Buerat,
No strengthening of his forces had been remarked, nor had
their been any noticeable improvement in their svpply position
which might warrant the assumption that assaxDLt on such a
heavy scale and for so long might be necessary,
only the battered remnaiits of the Panzer Army against which
Wiien intact at El Alamein, which v/a.s an infinitely stronger
position, hardly more than twice that nturiber of divisions had
been employed.

'I decided.
!

he wrote, ‘to

I therefore

It is

an

These were

*E1 Alamein to

the Sangro, •

4 -■
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Oxace the positions at Buerat liad been taken, the Eighth
A-OT.y Coffiinander intended to drive straight through to Tripoli
and open up the port®
of a frontal

The plan v/as the by no?/ routine one
sault combined with an outflanking movement

to the south, through the desert®
Divisions would attack astride the coast road, while
7th Armoured Division and the New Zealand Division would

deliver the main thrust round the enemy flanlx: and drive in
behind them.

a£.

The 50th and 51st .

This plan was modified by the exclusion of
50th Division, owing to the fact that gales which raged fi-an

4 to 6 January 1943, caused havoc in the port of Benghazi,
sank 4 ships, one of vfhich was carrying 2,000 tons of

ammunition, and reduced the capacity of the port by two-
thirds# This involved, - until Benghazi could be put in
commission again - an additional road haul of 300 miles from

Tobruk, for which 50th Division's transport was needed.

The Air Staff plan for the advance to Tripoli, known
as Operation 'Pireeter*, did not envisage any major resistance
at Buerat, such as would necessitate a full-scale attack.
It is a document which assessed the situation with such

accuracy that it is hard to believe that both the Army
Commander and tlie W,D»A®P, Air Staff had access to precisely
the same sources of intelligence,

*The enemy was forced to ■withdraw from the Marsa
Brega-El Agheila area in order to avoid envelopment
and his land forces have fallen back to the Buerat-Wadi
Zem Zem area,
Bir Dufan-Tanargia-Churgia landing-gromds.

As a result of R,A#P, and R,N® action, the enemy
is unable to malce any considerable use of the port of
Tripoli: his forces in Triplitania now rely on lines
of comm'unication extending into Tunisia and, although
they have been considerably shortened by his recent
'withdra’wal, his supply position is believed to be
exceedingly precarious®

His air forces are at present on the

Appendix *H*
A.A.H.Q.W.D.
Record of
Operations,

to

The enemy has been short of stores of all descrip
tions for some time and he is unlikely to possess
stiffieient mobility to co-unter any threat of envelopment
in strength except by fm-ther withdrawal.

It w;as decided to deploy three Fighter Wings with a
fourth in reserve, -two Light Bomber-Wirgs and the Reconnais
sance Wing by 12 Jamaary 1943» In order to provide
protection to convoys to Tripoli immediately the port was in
O'Ur hands. No, 243 Wing, with two Hiarricane Squadrons, was
to be ready to move forward immediately behind the aiar forces
engaged in the battle. Sections were to be established at
Mis-urata and Tripoli, together with 0,0,1, (Night Radar) for
the control of Beaufighters in the Tripoli area s,s quickly
as possible and then hand, over control of 'the static defences
to A,H. Q. Egypt,

1

The provision of adeq-uate landing-groiands for the advance
to Tripoli in order to maintain a high level of air support
for the advancing forces was most important. The enemy
policy of extensive mining and ploughiig of landing-grounds
meant that it would almost certainly be quicker to constoruct
new ones, if sooitable gro-und cooold be fo-und. New landing-
grounds were envisaged in the Sedada, Bir Diofan and Tarhoona
areas. Arrangements were made, therefore, for a R.E,
landing-^ound construction party, conplete with all available
graders (six in numiber) to accompany the New Zealanders and
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go forward immediately behind the leading troops®
as 7th Armoured Division and the New Zealanders had reached

the Sedada area and a sjuitable laiiding-ground lia.d been
opened up. No, 239 Wing (S,E, Fighters) would move forward
in order to provide cover for the next stage of the advance.
As had happened previously at ilarble Arch, it was planned to
establish and initially maintain this Ifing by air wdth
transport aircraft of No, 216 Group and the 316th Troop
Carrier Group, U,S,A,A.P.

As soon

By 12 January 1953> three landing-grounds had been
completed in the Hamraiet area, and by that date the supply
position being most satisfactory, due to the use of air
transport to lift petrol and oil to Marble Arch (in December
and Jan'uary Dalcotas laid down 153,000 gallons of petrol and
9j500 gallons of oil at Marble Arch) the force had been
deployed and was ready for full-scale operations.
Fighter Wings (Nos, 239» 244 and the 57th Fighter Group
UaS,A,A,F,) had moved up to Hamraiet, the Reconnaissance
Wing (No, 285) was based on a strip landing-ground near Tamet
and adjacent to the Army/Air H. Q,, and the two Light-Boniber
Things (No. 3 Wing S.A.A,F. and the 12th'Light Bombardment
Group) were based at Gzina and Ohel,

Air Operations Prior to the Advance to Tripoli
(I8 December 1942 to 16 Jan'uary i943)o

The three

The occupation of Marble Arch landing-ground by fighters
of No, 239 Wing, with the help of an airlift by transport
aircraft of No, 216 Group and 316th Troop Carrier Group, on
18 December, had again brought the enemy within range of the
WoD,A,F. fighter bombers,

H*Q,M,E, Air fighter—bomber operations, at squadron strength, were carried
Staff 0,R,B, and out against enemy westbound transport in the Sultan area.
Op sums.

No, 239 WnTg ,
OoRoB,

On the day of arrival five

On 19 December repeated bombing and machine-gun attacks
made throughout the day on enemy transport between Sultan and
Buerat by a total of 144- Kittyhav/ks,
destroyed and damaged*
and casTialties inflicted on enemy troops.

were

Niomerous vehicles were

Direct hits were scored on A,Ao posts

’The enemy air force was particularly active to
day, ’ says an enemy report for 19 December, ’Strong
forces of low-flying aircraft and fighter-bombers
continvially attacked our troops throughout the day,
mainly on the coast road between Sirte and Buerat,
Air reconnaissance reports state that the enemy had
already brought forward much of his air force. In
spite of our heavy mining and demolitions, the airfields
at Arco dei Fileni (Marble Arch) and Merduma
already in use again. Air photos revealed that there
were 80 single-engined and 9 multi-engined aircraft
the Arco dei Fileni airfield and 20 sirgle-engined at
Merduma, ’

were

on

Official German

War Narrative,

Url’ortxjnately, this high operational level could not be
maintained. The speed of the enenQr’s retreat from the
Marsa Brega-El Agheila positions, the lack of forward landing-
gromds and the well-organised way in which the enemy were
withdrav/ing meant that targets soon became poor and the
provision of adeqijate cover for forward Eighth Army troops
again became a major problem. Until the Hamraiet landing-
grounds had been opened up and occupied, on 6 January 1943,
(^stance and the lack of an adequate warning system made it
impossible to prevent the enemy carrying out fairly frequent
harassing attacks on our forv^ard troops.

AoA.H,Q.W,D,
Report on
Operations,
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These attacks were not permitted to go on without some
measure of retaliation.

No. 3 Squadron R. A. A. P, attacked the enemy landing-ground at
Hm which was located about 150 miles inland from the Gulf

of Sirte. Six aircraft (two S. 79*s, one Ju. 52, one Ju, 88,
one Ju. 87 and one Me. IIO) and a glider were seen to bum.

Two Kittyhawks were shot down by A.A. g\mfire. An Italian
P.O.W. later confirmed that five aircraft had been_destroyed

Another raid was carried out on this air-

On 21 Beoember, Kittyhawks of

in this raid,
A.A.H.Q.W.D.

War Diary,
field on Christmas Day, when five transport aircraft and two
gliders were claimed as destroyed. In spite of these
attacks, the degree of control which the W.D.A.P. fighters
could exercise in the forward area was by no means adequate.

On 29 December, one of thefor the reasons stated above,

largest-scale attacks of which the enemy was capable was

launched against the Eighth Army forward troops in the ̂
Bir Zidan area. The raid was carried out by a fonnation of

15 Stukas, escorted by 10 Me. 109*s, killing one man and
wounding 19 others and destroying 2 vehicles and one gun.
On the following day a total of 47 bombers and fighter bombers

reported as having bombed Eighth Army forward units,
In spite of this

This lack of success was

were

mainly the 4th Light Armoured Brigade,
activity no damage was reported,
undoubtedly due in the main to the fact that 6 W,D,A.P.
figliter formations, using a new landing-ground at Ozina for
refuelling, shot down eight Me. 109*s, six of them confirme

This provided a sharpfrom the ground by the Eighth Army,
check to the enemy, but it was not until Hamraiet had been

opened up that the position came again under control.

The opening up of these advanced landing—gx'ounds provide
outstanding exajiples of inter—service co-operation. The

Eighth Army R.E.S were assisted by ’A* Parties of No. 239 Wing
and No. 244 Wing and some 300 infantry when preparing the

At Hamraiet a thousandlanding-grounds at Czina and Chel,
New Zealanders assisted the L. Gi Construction Party by picking

stones from the airfield, all the time being subjected to
frequent attacks by Me, 109’s,
up

Inspection of the roads between Agedabia and Marble Arch
had shown disappointing evidence of the effects of the W,D,A.F.
fighter-bomber activity, even allowing for the fact that the
enemy put any vehicle capable of carrying a load in tow.
Analysis of the situation proved that substantial results
could not be expected unless bombs were released from under

3,000 feet and pilots had plenty of practice. The A.0,0.,
W,D,A,P, therefore gave instructions for intensive training
to be undertaken with practice bombs.

A,A.H.Q.Y/.D.
Record of

Operations,

Throughout this period, night-flying Hurricanes of
No. 73 Squadron No, 73 Squadron were busy flying patrols over Benghazi, to
0,R,B, protect the port and shipping from attacks by Ju, 88 aircraft.

They were also busy harassing the enemy
along the roads. No. 205 Group aircraft carried out varied

tasks. On the nights of I5/I6 and 16/17 December,  a total
of 29 Wellingtons attacked enemy aircraft on landing-grounds
at Castel Benito and Tamet, the success of these operations
being marred by adverse weather conditions, A further
30 aircraft bombed transport and buildings along the road at

Buerat el Hsum, on the nights 18/19 and 19/20 December with
a moderate degree of success,
Tfellingtons to Malta left the Group, at one time, with no more
than 10 serviceable aircraft available for operations. This

most tmhappy period for the Group which had made such
valuable contribution to the victory in the Middle East,

Policy was changed constantly, squadrons were broken up and

based on Crete,

No. 205 Group
O.R.B, and

Op sums.

Further diversions of

was a

a
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persoroiel posted v;lth, so it seemed, but little thought of
the effect on morale of the teams which had accomplished
such fine work together.

Enemy air activity from Crete, mainly against the port
of Benghazi, needed to be checked and a raid was oaarried
out against Heraklion airfield by 14 Wellingtons from
Nos, 37 and 70 Squadrons, Weather conditions were poor
and the operation was not a success, E3rom 7 January 1943i
No, 205 Group came under the operational control of
A,A,H,Q,, W,D, for action against road targets, Benina
was used as a forward base and between 8 and 17 January, a
totail of 64 sorties was carried out against Western Desert
targets which comprised mainly enemy transport and camps.

Dxjring the last two weeks of December, and the first
week of January, however, the vreather was consistently bad

and severely limited air operations, Landing-groxmds
were flooded and the moves forward necessitated by the

redeployment of the air force for the offensive at Buerat

were accomplished under conditions of the greatest
difficulty. Following the rain and the widespread flooding
came mud and then finally dust - the cvirse of improvised
landing-grounds in the desert - which again impeded
operations. Even when the bombers were again able to
operate, visibility over the targets was frequently so bad

that no re stilts of the bombing could be observed.

A, A,H, Q,W,D,
Daily Int, Sums
and Record of

Operations,

No, 3 Wing
S,A,A«F, 0,R,B,

The occupation of landing-grounds at Hamraiet in
early January (advance parties arrived on 4 January and the
Spitfires operated on 6 January, the crews having had all
their tents blown down and their aircraft put out of action

by a severe s:andstorffi) stirred the enemy air force to a
hl^ level of activity in an attempt to force the Spitfire
Squadrons (Nos, 92, 145 and 1 S,A,A,P,) from these advanced
landing-grounds which were only some 50 miles from their
front-line positions at Buerat, On the day of arrival the
landing-ground was twice bombed by a total of 30 Me, I09*s
which damaged a Spitfire on the ground, killing four Now
Zealanders and wounding 14 others who were still at Yrark on
the unfinished surface. Both raids were intercepted by
14 Spitfires which, however, made no claims, many of them
still suffering from the effects of the sand which caused

their guns to jam. The Am^r shot do'im three of the air
craft with their A,A, gunfire. On the following day three
raids by Me, I09*s were carried Out by a total of 20
aircraft. No damage was caused but two men were killed.
The Spitfires were a trifle more successful, shooting down
one enemy aircraft for the loss of one Spitfire, By
1i January, however, the Spitfires had begun to get the
measure of the enemy. On that day German and Italian
aircraft attempted three raids by fightez*-bombers, two on
Hamraiet landing-grounds and one on Bir Zidan, All raids
were intercepted and two Me, I09*s and two Me, 202*s were

shot down, while A, A, gunfire accounted for another
Me, 109, On 12 Januaj:y - in spite of rising dust  a day of
considerable air activity on both sides as it marked the
beginning of the N,D,A,P, air offensive in support of the
Eighth Army attack on the Buerat positions - No, I45
Squadron and No, 1 S,A,A,F, Squadron intercepted an attack
on Tamet landing-gTOund by 12 Mo, 200* s esco2rfced by
7 Me, 109’s. Four of the Italian aircraft and one German

fighter were shot down for the loss of two Spitfires,
enemy succeeded in cratering the runway at Hamraiet and
damaging five aircraft on the ground. This was the last
enemy attack on the airfields at Hamraiet and Tamet,

The

Squadron 0,R,Bs
and H,Q,M,E, Air
Staff 0,R,B,
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The battle of Buerat began on 15 January and soon the eneniy
air forces had other preoccupations.

The Action at Buerat - 15 January 1943a

In spite of the Eighth Army Oonmiander^s elaborate
preparations for a ftill~soale offensive at Buerat, for which

he had concentrated some "^OO tanlcs, as early as 14 days
before the scheduled date for the attack, there was apparent
every indication that the enemy would do no more than fight
a short delaying action and then recommence the withdrawal
westwards. Already, by the fii-st week in January, the
enemy infantry had begun moving off « Pistoia and Speaia on

the aiad 4th and the Young Fascists shortly aftervrards,
Ti/hat was even more conclusive - though probably unknown to

the Army Commander at the time - was that on 13 January
Rommel viras forced to divert 21st Panzer Division, with
Noe 530 Recce Unit and 220th Engineering Battalion
under command, for the defence of southern Tunisia,
enemy v/ere under no illusions about the imminence of the
attack and the form it would take.

The

Official G-erman

Narrative,

’•The increase in the number of transports bringing

tanks forward (repeatedly reported by agents), the
enemy air force*s organisation on the g3round, and the,
move forward of Eighth Army and XXX Corps Ii,Q, to the

area west of Sirte (fixed by radio bearings on
8 January), all point to the advance march ending

His big atta.ok must be expected any time
The present picture of the enemy

soon

from 11 January..•,

Official G-erman

War Narrative,

advance points clearly to its main weight being in
the southern sector, where the greater part of his
armo'ured and motorised formations are assembled,”

o « • «

Furthermore, reconnaissance aircraft were especially assigned
to the task of watching for the anticipated outflanking
movement to the south.

7th Armoured and 2nd New Zealand Division began the
assault at 07,15 hours on 15 January ~ four days earlier
than had been proposed if the enemy had been prepared to

stand. In accordance with the Army/Air plan, tlie air
offensive started with an intensification of air activity
well in advance of the land offensive, in order to establish

complete domination of the Axi-s air forces, culminating with
bombing the enemy positions immediately prior to the attack.

Already there was an overlap with the aircraft based on

Tunisia, The ircportant air base at Castel Benito, due.

south of the port of Tripoli, was bombed by B, 26*s of the

I2th U«S,A,AoF, of Eastern Air Command on 9 January, and

again two days later by a formation of 12 Fortresse
Tripoli, new a strategic target within reach of heavy and

medium bombers from Libya, Tunisia and Malta, was heavily
bombed by Wellingtons and Liberators,

The heightened air activity which heralded the Eighth
Army attack started a week before the ground offensive with

a series of raids on the enemy® s forward air bases. In

this preliminary phase oyer 1100 fighter sorties were flOTm,
Weather again impeded operations and the enemy showed that

they could still hit back, in the air, and inflict
clj-sproportionately heauy casualties on the W,D,AeF, fighterso
On the rdght 12 January, a total of 17 Bostons of Nos, 12
and 24 Squadrons S,A.A,F,, operating from their new base at

Czina, attacked the enemy landlng'~grouids at Tuorga and
Bir Duf an. Weather conditions were unfavo’jrable and no

M.E. Weekly Int.
Suans,

A, AoH, Q3Y4D,

Dciily Int, Sums,

No, 3 Yfing
S.A,A,F. 0,R,B.
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results were observed. An enemy report stated that ‘enenQr
night bombers carried out attacks on the rear areas con

tinuously for several hours. Prom daybreak onwards heavy
bomber formations, with strong fighter protection, also

attacked our fonvard troops and landing-gromds. During
tiiese attacks 12 enemy aircraft (mostly fighters) were shot
down. A sandstorm set in at midday 'and severely limited
both sides* air activity for the rest of the day,*

Official German

War Narrative,

On 13 January, the day to -v^ioh this report alludes,
one of the rare instances of enemy fighters piercing the
W,D,A,P. screen of fighters escorting a formation of light
bombers occurred* A formation of 18 Baltimores of

No, 24 S,A.A,P. Squadron, escorted by Warhawks of Nos* 65
and 66 U.S.A.A.P, Squadrons and Kittyhawks of No, 112
Squadron were intercepted by 20 plus Me, I09*s and Me, 202*s
after bombing a tented camp - their primary objective,
dispersed aircraft on Bir Dufan landing-ground could not be
located,

one being destroyed and two others rendered Cat. II,
Seven of the escorting fighters -• four of No, 112 Squadron,
one of No, 65 Squadron and trra of No, 66 Squadron were also
shot do'vm.

Three of the Baltimores were hit by the fighters.

The enemy lost two Me, I09*s, This engage-

No. 3 Wing
S,A,A,P, and

Squadron
0,R,B*s

m.ent, in which the enemy were so successful, revealed a
fresh aggressiVemess which pointed to the fact that new
blood had. arrived for the Luftwaffe in North Africa,
view was sxipported by pilots* reports of the improved
handling of enemy aircraft.

Thi

A, A,H,Q,W,D,

Report on
Operations,

s

On 14 January, the day prior to the Eighth Array
offensive, over 100 light-bomber sorties were carried out

aga,inst the enen^r^s advanced landing-grounds, dug-in posi
tions and transport, while the fighters flew a total of 219
sorties. It was the familiar * softening-up* technique as a
prelijidnary to the land offensive. The enemy reacted
strongly, and all raids encountered opposition, both from
fighters and from intense anti-aircraft gunfire, Eor the
second day they scored a victory over the W.D,A,P, when they
shot down 11 fighters for the loss of two Me, 109*s, The
occasion was a raid by 18 Bostons on Bir Duf an landing-
ground - part of the plan to dominate the enemy air forces
before the land battle. Both on their way to the target
and on the return journey the escorting fighters -
12 lattyhawks of No, 3 RoA,A,Po Squadron, 12 of No, 230
Squadron, 12 of No, 450 R,A,A,P, Squadron and 12 of
No. 260 Squadron - were bitterly opposed by a mimed force
of between 20 and 23 Me. I09*s and Me, 202* s, which
succeeded in splitting up their numerically superior
opponents into small groups and so inflicting heavy losses
on them. These successes, however, were not stifficiently
significant to affect the trend of events. The W,D,A,I4
soon re-imposed their domination of the Axis air forces, in
spite of this reverse, and the advance of the Eighth Army
again forced the enemy to evacuate their bases.

During the night 14/15 January, I3 Wellingtons assisted
by Albaoores attacked dispersed M.T, and camps in the
Gheddabia area. The illumination by the Albacores was
good and it enabled the Wellingtons to obtain a consistently
high level of results, in spite of the fact that the enemy
vehicles were well-dispersed.

No, 3 Wing
S,A,A,E, OoR,B,

No, 211 Group
0,R,B

A.A.H,Q. W,D,

Daily Int,
Sums and

Squadron
0,R,B,s.

*>

No, 203 Group
Intelligence
Report,

The battle started slowly, with the 7th Armoured
Division cautiously probing an anti-tank gun screen in the
Wadi Ramel, The going was extremely bad and the enemy
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Nowhere along the front did targetsA,A.H.Q.W.D.

Report on
Operations.

withdrew skilfully,
for light bombers materialise, although fair M.T, targets
for fighter-bombers were found and attacked in the Ghiurgia
area, along the main road,
Ivittyhawks maintained constant protective patrols over the

forward Eighth Army units, but there was very little enemy
air activity, compared with the previous day.
apparent .a rene\ired spirit of caution on the part of the

enen^ air forces which tended noticeably to avoid all
action, while the few bombers Virhich operated jettisoned
their bombs on the appearance of our fighters,
course of the day, the W.D.A.E. filters flew some
300 sorties.

Spitfires, ¥arhawks and

There was

in the

A.A,H.Q.W.D.
Daily Int, Sums,

H.Q, M.E, Table

of Operations.

Air reconnaissance on 15 January revealed that the
enemy had ploughed his advanced landing-grounds at Churgia®
There was evidence, also, that ploughing was beginning on

other landing-groxmds, the enemy’s intention being, as at

El Agheila, to pull his air forces ri^.t back, relying on

extensive ploughing and mining of the vacated air bases to

keep the T/.D.A.E. out of effective reach of his r’etreating
forces. There vroiald appear to have been some delay on

the part of the W.D,A.P, in grappling with this menace of

ploughing which vms having such a disproportionate effect

on the Eighth Array pursuit. The plou^ing units, however,
as was revealed by photographs of Tauorga landing-groimd,
where there were three in action, comprised difficult
targets for air action. Furthermore, such was the value
placed on this work by the enemy that, although the
landing“gro\mds had been evacuated by aircraft, a fun.l
complement of light and heavy A,A, defences, together with

searchlights, were kept whilst ploughing and mining were

still in progress.

The failure of the light bombers to find suitable
targets on 15 January led to a change of policy - one
which, nevertheless, had been mder consideration for some
time - the light bombers now being reserved for night
bombing, This policy was adhered to throughoixt the
remai,nder of the advance. During the first night of the

offensive (15/^16 January) a total of 21 Bostons of Nos. 12
and 2h Squadrons S.A.A.P, and 3 Baltimores of No. 21
Squadron S.A.A.P. attacked scattered enemy M,T, along the
road between }£isurata and Tauorga, The landing-ground at

Tauorga was also bombed and strafed. No results were
observed from any of these attacks, A single Albacore of

No, 826 Squadron E.A.A, also illuminated and bombed enemy
M, T, on the track between Gheddabia and Sedada. At the

same time, night-flying Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron
carried out offensive patrols in the for?/ard area but

without sighting any enemy aircraft.

During the night, the Eighth Army’s outflanlcing move
ment had succeeded in getting through the main enemy
position and had crossed the Y/adi Zem Sem, The battle for

Buerat was over and the enemy began to withdraw on his

whole front, making for the hilly country covering Tripoli
on the south east.

A.A.H.Q.1¥,D. War

Diary,

No, 3 Wing
S.A,A„E. 0,E,B.

’To-day’s air reconnaissance reports,’ says the
enemy appreciation for I5 January, ‘again confizraed
the concentration of the enemy’s main tank strength
in the southern seotoro

the full-scale enemy attack ?ra.s not expected in view
of the relative strengths of the opposing forces and
the insufficiency of supplies for the armoured and
motorised forraa-tions.

A successful defence again

Aizray therefore decided to

st

Official German

Narrative,
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make an immediate withdra.wal to the general line
between Sedada and the road bend 55 km, M, of Buerat
The movement began according to plan at 20.00 hours, •

• 0 •

The Capture of Tripoli 25 January, 1945*

The enemy’s retreat from Buerat \7as characterised by
its orderliness and deliberation. Although Rommel had lost
the 21 st Panzer Division « they had been v.dthdraTm for the
defence of southern Tunisia on 15 January - and he was left

with only the 15th Panzer Division and. the 90th Light
Division, there was never any question of the retreat
developing into a rout. It took the Eighth Amy 8 day.
to advance the 200 miles from Buerat to Tripoli, At one

time the Eighth Acroy Commander had fears that he might have

to stop the advance and fall back to Buerat, or even further,
in order to maintain the supply of the Army, In addition
to the mining of road.s and verges, the demolitions and

booby-traps - it is interesting to note that the laying of

booby-traps rras left to the ingenuity of the Italians -

further extensive ploughing of airfields -was carried out.

The G-eimians had developed the routine cf ivithdrawal, by
this time, to a fine arto Wlaere possible, the main
movements were made by night, and only T/here the terrain
forced some measure of concentration, as happened d,uring
the passage of the defile at Tarhuna, were really good
targets presented to the ¥eD,A,P, and then they were Of

insufficient density to warrant the use of light bombers.
This does not mean that this phase of the operations was

conducted without hard and at times bitter figlitingo
There were losses on both sides a:id only by destroying
their wheeled vehicles and breaking through v/ith its armour

did No, 33 Recce Unit escape annihilation on 16 O'anuary,

Contrary to the impression gained in the period pr-ior
to the action at Buerat, when the enemy were active bombing
the V/oD,A,P« forward landing-grcunds and their fighters
had shown a fresh spirit of aggressiveness, as soon as the

retreat started .there was a sharp decline in enemy air
activity* Thi,s was due primarily to the conditions of the

retreat. On 17 January, the enemy^s chief preoccupation
was the evacuation of Bir Dufan L,G« This had been

hastened not merely by the developments in the groimd
situation, but by the systematic attacks launched on the

landing-ground d'uring the night 16/17 January by light
bombers of Nos, 21 and 24 S,A»A,P, Squadrons which dropped

X 250 lb. bombs among 18 aircraft and H^Jrrioanes of
No® 73 Squadron which periodically strafed the landing-
ground, in an effoit to hold up any ploughing and mining
that nb,ght be in progress. Dawn reconnaissance on
17 January revealed eneny aircraft still on Bir Dufan,
As other gromd targets were not available at the time,
three fighter-bomber attacks were directed against Bir

D^rfan with the oboeot not only of destroying enemy air

craft, but of preventing further ploughing and mining. By
mid-day all serviceable enemy aircraft had been withdrawn.
The Stukas were flown back to Mellaiia and fighters and

transport aircraft to Castel Benito and Asaba, These
attacks do not appear to have had altogethex' the desired
result, as extensive ploughing had talcen place at Bir

Dufan, although at Tauorga the ploughing was htirried and

sketchy.

WsD,A,Pp TiTar
Diary

No. 3 Wing
S0A.A.P. 0,RoB.

A.A.H.Q,W,D,

Repoxi:. on
Operations,

A, A.H, Qa 'J »D,

Daily Int,
Sums,

Once the desired evacuation of Bir Dvif an had been

realised, the fighter effort was switched to attacks on the

retreating enemy M,T, as they passed tlirou^ the bottleneck
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The ploughed landing-ground at Sedada
Betvfcen the arms of the 'Z’-shaped furrow, holes have been made by-

explosive charges
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at Beni Ulid an.d to the north-east up the larhima ixjada
These offered excellent targets and fighter-bombers
carried out over 70 sorties* Numerous vehicles together
with a petrol dump were set on fire and casualties were

inflicted on personnel* The Kittyhawks which were
operating with long-range tanks and carrying 6 x 40 lb*
bombs for the first timej, achieved tactical suipx'ise, the
enemy being bombed at a range at which they must have
considered themselves iramxjne.

A,A,H,Q,W,D,

Report on
Operations and
War Diary

An important event on 17 January was the move by ad
transport, as at Marhle Arch, of No* 239 Yfing from Hamraiet

to a landiag-groimd yiaich had been prepared to the south

east of Sedada, where the landing-grovind recce party had
repo2?ted a suitable site at 08*00 hours that morning*
Then, protected by a screen of armoured cars and working
almost within sight of a local skirmish, the landing-
ground was fully prepared to i^eceive the Tfing Advanced
Recce Party which wa,s lifted by four Hudsons and one
D,G* 3 of No* 216 Group, which arrived at Sedada by
11*30 hours* The main fishing party, consisting of 16
Hudson aiTOraft with 1J6 personnel, made up by each squadron
to be a complete servicing echelon, in every detail
arrived at 13,00 ho-ors, escorted by squadron aircraft, j»^st
as the armour were moving forward* This airfield was
the2?efore captured by the army, opened up and in operational
use in a single day*

Twelve Kittyhawlcs of No* 260 Squadron actually carried
out fighter-bomber attacks on enemy M,T* in the Beni Ulid,
area before landing at Gedada, The returning air trans
port evacuated casualties from the Medical Holding Unit

which the Army had established on the landing-ground* The

enemy* s only bombing attack on 17 January was carried out
in the Sedada area at the very time the transport aircraft
vrere landing at the airfields* It was an anxioiis moment,
but happily the enemy fighter-bombers - 10 Me. 109*S - were
not aware of the opportunity presented to them of attacking
such a vulnerable target*

On 17 January, photo reconnaissance by three Spitfires
of No* 2 P,R,U, Detachment had established that the bulk

of the eneny air force had Yidthdrawn to Gas tel Benito, where

a total of nearly 200 enemy aircraft were counted* That
night all available night-bombers - 48 in number  - con
centrated their attacks on that airfield# Althou^i over

30 fires were counted on and around the airfield, there is
no evidence that this concentration of effort was justified,
compared with alternative targets# The enemy at this
time were negotiating the defile at Tarhuna, where night-
flying Hurricanes of No* 73 Squadron reported having
located excellent targets* By flying second sorties,
the Hurricanes were able to malce 20 attacks*

were observed and about 40 fires were counted*
these were not all vehicles, as later it viras found that the
enemy had used the subterfuge of burning bundles of straw

and v/ood placed along the roadside.

Many strikes
Hov/evê 9

Report on
Operations,
A*A*H.Q. W.D,

War Diary,
No* 216 Group
and No# 239 Wing
0oR,B,s

AoA,H*Q,W.D.

Daily Int. Sum#

H*Q*M#E. OpsuH*

No, 73 Squadron
OoR.B#

On 18 January, the Tarhuna track was still providing
These were attacked by eiglithigh-quality targets

fighter-bomber formations which, exclud±ng escorting
aircraft, totalled the high figure of 175 aircrafto
figure covered the sorties by fighter-bombers - 135
nuiffiber - carried out by the four Squadrons of No* 239 YiTiiig
(Nos, 3 and 45O R*AaA,Po and 230 BI1& 260 Squads’ons)
operating from the new airfield at Sedada*

This

Much

Opsuonso
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destruction of enemy M,T* was reported* The enemy
partially defeated tlie fighter bombers, however, by rushing
the defile in small groups. Although our filters were
operating within close range of the enemy filter bases,
the enemy aircraft made no seriovis attempts to interfere
wath these attacks. This may have been due in part to

the sustained bombing of Castel Benito airfield. In
addition to the attacks on the previous ni^t, a heavy raid

by i3 Fortress aircraft of the I2tia Air Force, operating
from Tunisia and escorted by 33 F, 38®s had been launched
against this important enemy air base during daylight on

18 January, starting many fires among dispersed aircraft
aid in hangai-s.

A,A.H,Q,W,D.
Table of Opei-a--
tions

®The enemy air activity,* says the German report
for 18 January, *had again increased. His bombing
attacks were directed raai.nly against Tripoli town,
port a'ld. airfield, while the enemy fi^itsr-bombers
and icw«flying aircraft flew a Isirge number of sorties
against our positions at Tarhuna, *

That night, 18/19 January, Gastel Benito airfield \Tas
again the main target for the force of 61 bombers
(24 Bostons, 11 Baltinores, 9 B, 25*a and 17 Wellingtons)
■vdiich operated, one large and many small fires being
started on the airfield. The Wellingtons which had been
briefed to attack Asabaa landing-ground were unable to
locEite their objective and so attacked enemy MoT» near
Tarhuna a^id a fort at Garion, Eie night-flying Hurricanes
of No® 73 Squadron, by doing second sorties, managed to
carry out a total of 24 sorties against retreating enemy
MoTe in the Castel Benito - Tarhuna area, starting six
fires® A train waa also attacked®

Official German
Narrative.

No. 73 Squadron
O0R.B.

At this time, the enemy* s supply situation was still
most serious® The recent fitting and the resumption of
the reti’eat .had caused the cons'jmption of petrol to
increase alarmingly, so that the last reserves of petrol
were being consumed® Lacking the petrol for the move as
reinforcements into southern Timdsia, 21 st Panzer Division
was still immobilised to the south-east of Tripoli, To
add to these difficulties, there was an acute shortage of
ammunition, particularly in the heavier calibres (10 cm,,
17 oms® and 21 cms.)® The enemy had planned to hold the
Tarhtmia-Homs position for some tliree v/eeks (an optimistic
assumption, as these positions were in no way compai'able in
strength with the ones recently vacated) but the combined
pressure of the Eighth Army and the Tfestern Desert Air
Force was such that Rommel decided to avoid a decisive
battle the.re, particularly as there was a danger that the
Italian infantry divisions, ?/hich were \vitIiout transport,
might easi.Ly be surrounded, and overwhelmed, as had happened
at El Alamein,

Offioial German
Narrative,

In spite of the speed T,vith y/hich the advanced landing-
ground at Sedada had been occupied by No. 239 Wing, the
advance yras soon moving at such a pace that there was a
danger that the ¥,D»A.F, filters might again be
outdistanced. Whilst the Sedada landing-ground was still
under construction, the Blr Dufan area had been

The existiiT.g landing-grounds - as hadreccmoitred,
already been revealed by photographic reconnaissance -
had been so extensively ploti^sd and mined that they were
useless, but happily some excellent natural sites were
located some 14 miles to the south west®
km^r RoEoS worlclng at tremendoits pressure, managed to

The PJighth
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ocmplete new landing-groimds there by i 9 January, so that
on that day all three fighter vdngs moved forniTard and

occupied them. Unfortunately conditions of low cloud in

the target area severely hainpered operations, and although
some 90 fighter~*bomber sorties were made, few successes
vrere claimed. The enemy showed increased activity,
carrying out three bombing and strafing attacks with
Me, i09*s and two Stuka attacks, in an attempt to hold up
the advance. Probably due to poor visibility, one Stuka
attack was launched against their own troops.

A,A,H.Q.¥.D.

Daily Int,
Sums*

A combination of bad going and mines delayed the
progress of our forces advancing north-west from the Beni

Ulid area, on the 19th, but by evening pressure was being
developed oh Tarhuna, On the coast 5'ls't Division con

tinued to advance and Eighth Army armo'ured oars occupied
Homs in the evening. Reconnaissance by Spitfires of
No, 2 P.R.U. and Baltimores of No, I437 Plight revealed
that in Tripoli the oil tanks vrere burning and that the

enemy had sunk two block ships in the harbour entrance, so

that an enemy evacuation of the port seemed imminent.
Accordingly, all the light bombers available fox’ night
operations, totalling k& aircraft (29 Bostons, 7 Baltimores
and 10 Bo 25‘s) were concentrated on targets in the
Tripoli area. No, 73 Squadron aircraft also operated and

carried out 15 sorties. Considerable movement of enemy
MoT, was reported, the light bombers locating excellent
targets and starting numerous fires, both large and smalls
The Hiirrioanes effectively machine-gunned large nmbers of

enemy transport on the roads in the Tripoli area together
with camps and dumps to the south of Castel Benito, The

Breda gun fire was intense and some pilots retaliated by
concentrating their attacks on the 'flaik* posts which had
been installed along the road. The Wellingtons of
No, 205 Group which set out to bomb the L,G, at Mellaha
were diverted, after take-off. No, 37 Squadron being
sent to Gastel Benito and No, 70 Squadron to Tx'ipoli,
Six aircraft attacked Castel Benito, starting a fire which

was visible 60 miles away. The aircraft which attacked
Tripoli also started a fierce blane which coiild be seen

for 50 miles. Intense, very e.ccui*ate opposition was
reported in the Tripoli area, particularly from a flakship.
in the harbour.

No, 3 Wing
S,A,A.P, 0.R.B,

No, 73 Squadron
0,E,B,

No, 205 Group
0,R,B.

^The moves commenced the previous evening,* says
an enemy report, *were carried out during the niglit,
mainly according to plan and with no enemy pursuit,
but xmder incessant air attack directed largely on
the pass road west of Tarhuna,
in progress at daybreak.

The moves were still

Official German

Narrative,

During the morning 20 Januaxy, the Yf,D.A,P, fighter
bombers were out in strength ■ attacking the retreating e.aeny
transport on the roads in the Tarhuna and Tripoli area.
Out of the 209 fighters which flew sorties about one half

carried bombs. Unfortunately in tlie m.or3oing targets
were mainly obscured by low cloud. Later in the day gm
positions and dug-in troops in the Cussabat area which
were holding up otjt advance were attacked by 34 Kitty-
bombers of Nos, 3 anJ 45O R.A,A,E, and 250 Squadrons,
covered by 12 Kittyha-wks of No, 260 Squadron, The bombing,
which was made with 40 lb, and-500 lb, bombs, was
accurate and was believed to have had successful results.

Middle East

Opsums and

Squadron
0,EoB,s,
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’The enerny,• says the German report for 20 January,
’again concentrated his fighter-bombers on the pans
road west of Tarhuna and his bombers carried out day
and night attacks on Tripoli,

That night, 20/21 January, 44 Bostons, Baltimores and
B, 25’s, using Darragh as an advanced refuelling base,
proved that the enemy’s major movements were still being
made by night, for they found excellent targets in the
Tripoli area of enemy convoys moving westwards along the
main road, A total of 200 x 250 lb, bombs v/as dropped to

good effect. Night-flying Hinrrioanes also found targets
among enemy M®T, in the same area.

t

Official German

Narrative

By 20 Januaory, the Panzer Army could only muster 39
tanks (15th Panzer Division 23 Mark III and IV and Centauro
Battle Group 16 ’M’), The reserves of petrol were doTO to
one consumption unit, the petrol situation having received
a serious set-back, as during the afternoon, 10 out of I4
scows coming from ,T^nlisia loaded with fuel had been simk by
the Eoyal Navy,

Rommel’s well-ordered fighting retreat from Buers-t
altho"3gh in itself unspectacular, must be judged as one of

his major feats of generalship, revealing him in Ms true
light as a field Commander of great tactical brilliancso
His tanlc strength at this time was less than one tenth that

of his opponents. Yet, in spite of his achievements, he
was being subjected to muoii hostile criticism. On the

morning of 20 January, he received a message from
Marshal Oavallero stating:

’The Duce is not in favour of the steps at present
being taken, because they are not in accordance with
Ms insti'uctions to hold the Tarhuna-Homs position for
at least 3 weeks. He does not believe the threat from
the south to be very pressing and considers the orders
that have been given unjiistified and over-hasty. The
Duos is of the opinion that the T/ithdrawal will
certainly develop into a brealc-throu^ if all the moves
are speeded up, as Ajmiy intends to do. The Dxioe
insists on the line laid dovvTi by him being held, ’

That same da.y Rommel attended a conference at Bianohi
with Field Mai'shal Kosselring, Marshal Cavallero and
I.([arshai Bastico, After outlining his difficulties, Rommel
pointed out that once Buerat had been evacuated, the
likelihood of delaying the Eighth Arab’s advance  - provided
their tactics were correct - was small. Neither the

Tarhuna-Homs positions nor those at Tripoli, wMch only
consisted of anti-tank ditohes and isolated strong-points,
had in his opinion ’any practical defensive value in modern
warfare,’ Rommel ended by asking the Italian Supreme
Command to decide ’definitely whether he was to offer
decisive defensive battle in the Tarhuna-Horas positions or
to withdraw the Army intact to the Mareth line,*

Meantime events did not wait on tlxe Duoe’s decision.
Having received reports that the Ramcke parachutists had

been transferred from the Homs front across to Tarhuna, the
Eighth Army Commander decided to strike a hard blow on the

right flank and launch 22nd Armo33red Brigade throxxgh to
Castelverdo and Tripoli, By the evaMng of 21 January,
51 st Division after bitter fighting, had managed to force
the enemy back from the hills about Caradird. and
22nd Armoured Division were to the v/ast of Homs, In spite

9
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of these successes, the pace of the advance was still too

slow for the Army Commander»
from Homs the road to Tripoli winds through ravines and it

had been demolished in many places with great skill and

thoroughness, so much so that it was often impossible even
for tracked vehicles to by-pass the demolitionss
Eventually, however, 51st Division won their way through
this stretch of intensely difficult country and emerged
into the plain of Tripoli where the country was more open
and suitable for the emplojmient of aarmour. By the morning
of 22 January, Castelverde had been captured by 51st
Division and 22nd Armoured Brigade were brought forward
to force their way through to Tripoli®

For some thirty-odd miles
El Alamein to

the San.gro»

Alexander's

Despatch.

The enemy air activity wan now on a compairatively small

scale, as the bulk of his air forces had been forced to
withdraw to fresh bases in Txmisiao

Benito was still in use, in spite of the heavy weight of
Now that the Eighth Army's

Nevertheless, Castel

air attack it ha.d sustalnede

advance had been held up, there wan a serious danger that
oops wotfLd be tinable to 'flush' Casteltheir forv/ard

Benito before the enemy could plou^n and mine ito
was a most in5)ortant factor in the advance owing to the lack

of landing-grounds and suitable sites in the Tripoli areas
therefore decided to make an all-out effort to try to

attacks

This

It was

prevent serious damage to the landing-gromd by ai

A* Ar, H« Qo Wo Do

Report on
Operations.

to hold up the mining and, if possible, destroy the plou^So
On 21 January, 87 fighter-bomber and low-level machine-
gunning attacks were made on the airfield® Floughing had

already started, but this was soon interrupted. The
actual destr’aotion of the three tractor ploughs in use bn
the Castel Benito landing-ground fell to Kittyhawks of

Nos, 250 and 260 Squadrons which bombed and strafed the

ploughs, together with the enemy aircraft still on the

landing-groimd. Two separate raids by a total of
41 Kittj'-hawks were made in the face of intense A^A, gunfire
before the three ploughs were accounted for. By 07.30
hours on 2/f Jamxary, No, 239 Wing Advance Party had reached

Castel Benito by airlift in Dakotas and Hudsons, At
15,00 hours a force of 43 figliter bombers set out for their

first Wing attack on T'unisia when they carried out a very
successfifL attack on Ben Gardane L,G, and created Isavoo

Nos, 250 and
260 O.R«B,s

No, 239 V/in
0,R,B.

O

among enemy road convoys.

On 21 January, other fighter-bombers continued their
attacks on enemy IvLT, withdrawing along the coast i-oad from
Tripoli into Tunisia, A total of 66 fighter-bomber attacks
were made and at least 11 vehicles were destroyed and many

others damaged, Lo’w cloud prevented a further 19 fi^iter-
bombers from bombing,

and 10 P,40's, despatched to bomb a gun position, were
unable to locate the target. Offensive patrols over the

coast road in the Tripoli area took up a further 87 sorties

(79 Spitfires and 8 P.40»s). A formation of Spitfires of
No, 92 Squadron, carrying out a sweep over Castel Benito
and the Castel Verde areas located 8 unescorted Ju, 87's

fljdng west at 15 miles distance. They menageito inter
cept some of them and shot dovm three y/hich were confirmed
by foi'Tivard Eighth Army troops,
on Gastel Benito landing-ground also accounted for many
enemy aircraft damaged.

On 21 January, Rommel was present at another conference
at which Marshal Cavallero passed on the Duce's oracular
reply to Rommel's request for instructions on the conduct
of operations.

Other fighter-bombers, 11 ICittyhawks

The concentra.ted attacks

H,Q,M,E, Opsum
and A,A.HoQ„W,D,
Daily Int, Sum.

No, 92 Squadron
0,ReB.

(8/4234)493 SECRET



’The Duce’s directions are unchanged,’ he said,
’The destruction of the Army must be avoided, but as
much time as possible must be gained.t

Official German

Narrative

The Geman report on air operations for the night
20/21 Jaiiuary and day 21 January stated;

’Enemy night bombers continuously raided Tripoli
tc-sna and seaplane base, Dinaing the day heavy
fighter~bomber raids were carried out in support of
the groTmd attack west of Tarhuna and Homs, ’

Fighters of No, 211 Group flew 325 sorties on 21 January ~

the highest total since the battle of El Alamein,
No. 211 Group
0,R,B.

Already the retreating enemy forces wei’e passing out
of range of the light bombers based on Bir Dufan and orders

were given by AaAoH.QaV/'a.D, for all available aircraft to

fly to Darragh for the operations night 21/22 Januazy
against enemy transport on the roa.d from the small port of
Zuara to Ben Gardane, the airfield some 30 miles across the

frontier, in Txuaisia. A force of 35 light bombers (26
Bostons and 9 Baltimores) operated, causing a number of
fires among M,Ta along the coast road and also on the L.G,
at Ben Gardane, Hov/ever, the main enemy force was missed

No, 3 Wing.
S,A,A.E,

OoR,B.

by the ni^t-bombers wliich had been briefed to operate at

least 50 miles too far to the west, the chief targets still
Hurricaaies ofbeing in the neighbourhood of Tripoli,

Noo 73 Squadron operated along the coa^st road, westwards
from Tripoli, carrying out low-level machine-gun attacks
against enemy convoys, tented camps and parked vehicles.
An ammunition dmp near Gastel Verde was hit and blown up.

No, 73 Squadron
O.R.B-,

Over 100 fighter bombers continued the attacks on good
targets presented by the enemy as they retreated from
Tripolitania across the frontier into Txmisia, One
fomation -* 12 Kittyhawks of No. I+30 Squadron RoA«A,E, and

11 Kittyhawks of No, 3 Squadron R»A,A,P, - caught  a petrol
tanlcer as it was refuelling about 20 vehicles. The tanker

caught fire and exploded and most of the vehicles surround
ing it ware destroyed. Many other eneny vehicles,
including five staff oars, were damaged. On the same day,
22 January, in order to delay the departure of shipping
from Zuara, in anticipation of an Ijipending attack by a
British light naval force, thx’ee formations totalling
55 Kittyhawks, escorted by 18 Spitfires, bombed the small
harbour there, DJj?eot hits with ij.0 lb, bombs were
claimed in a merchant vessel and several direct hits on a

jetty and wharv'^es. Lighters and a submarine were manhine-

gunned and about 20 vehicles were destroyed or damaged.
The last formation to attack found five Me, I09’s circling
the harbour and shot down three of them. Spitfires and

Kittyhawks carried out a total of 61 sorties on patrol in
the Tripoli - Zuara area without incident.

^1

H,Q, Mddle East
Table of

Operations

In spite of the proximity of enemy landing-grounds to

the scene of operations, enemy air activity was on a small

scale. No irepcrts of bombing were received by A,A,H«Q,
W«D, during the day. In the afternoon, the Germans
provided fighter cover for their M,T, in the neighbourhood
of Zuara, Tiae enemy air forces were again pa^eoooupied
with another move west-ward.s - txiis time to new bases in

Tunisia, By contrast, aircraft of No, 211 Group flew some
200 sorties.

A.A.H.Q,W.D.

Daily Int, Sum,

No, 211 Group
0,R,B,
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Having emerged bn to the plain of Tripoli and captimed
Castelverde, on the morning of 22 January, 5'! st Division

Main Eighth Army were now only 30 miles from Tripoli* Here, eis has already
been mentioned, the'country was more open and suitable for
the employment of tanks and 22nd ihmio'ured Brigade was
brought forward tlirough the 5I st Division for the final

assaiolto The German 90th Light Division made a final
stand some I5 miles to the east of the port. This was the
occasion when a battal.ion of 51st Division went into battle

riding on Valentine tanks to stage an attack in the full

moonlighto Meanwhile progress had been made on the left

flank and the southern outflanlcing column was only 17 miles
from Tripoli, With strong Eighth Army forces converging
on the city from two directions its fall was now assured.
The 11th Hussars entered Tripoli from the south at
05oCO hours on 23 January, while the 1st Gordons of the
51st Division came in from the east,0)

■■ It was tnree months to the day that the Eighth Army
offensive, Operation *Lightfoot% had been launched at
El Alamein, dijring which time the Eighth Army and the
TiroD,A.P, together had advanced I4OO miles. First Egypt,
then Cyrenaica then the greater part of Tripolitania had

been finsilly cleared of the enemy. By the end of January,
our forces had advanced to the Tunisian frontier and the

pincers were beginning to close on the enemy, for with the

fall of Tripoli the enemy could make no real .stand east of
the Mareth line.

Cositrsp
A,H.B,/ilJl/
162/3 and
Alexander's

Despatch,

*0ur main air effort,* says the German report on
the air situation for 22 January, *consisted of
fighter protection over the coast road west of
Tripoli for the enormous number of second-line and
supply vehicles, using it. Army had also ordered
every possible anti-aircraft weapon to be sited between
Tripoli and the frontier. By this means, ei^t enemy
aircraft were shot down diaring the day by groimd
defences - five by anti-aircraft and three by machine-
gun fire. The enemy concentrated his air attacks
mainly on the retreating convoys on the Via Balbia, *

Official German

War .Narrative.

These claims of losses inflicted on the ¥«D,A.F* by A,Ao, ..

gunfire are not supported by ■R,A,P, records. No, 211 Group
give the day‘s losses as three fighters. The following
extract is taken from the YiTestem Desert Daily Intelligence
S’ummary for the period ending dusk 22 January,

No, 211 Group
0,R,B,

(1) Ti/hen the Eighth Army entered Tripoli, they found .
private and civic buildings little damaged and the
public, services were still functioning. Most of the
military installations and establishments, however,
had been wrecked either by bombing or by the enemy
when they evacuated the place, Deuaage to the port
was particularly widespread. The quays and wharves
vfere cratered, the mole breached and the entrance to
the harbour had been blocked v/ith sunken ships. The
first British ship entered Tripoli.on 3 February and a
complete convoy was berthed there within three days.
The ene,ny were surprised that the port had been opened
up so qiaickly, * The enemy is already using Tripoli
port,’ saj'-s, a German report in early February, ’in
spite of the enormous destruction vre had carried out
there,*
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* Enemy air activity on a small soale considering
proximity of enemy landing~gromis to scene of opera
tions. Attempts made to patrol road and to forestall
attacks on Zuara were successfully checked by our
fighters vdio in covirse of day destroyed 3 109* s
and i Mo, 202,
them is known to have force-landed SE, of Castel
Benito, * '

Two pilots are missing but one of

Eommel*'s decision to evacmte the port of Tripoli was
given in a German appreciation of the sitmtion for
22 January;

*To-day’s enemy picture indicated that the Array
must expect stix>ng pressure on Tripoli from south ai:id

east and an outflanking thrust west of the city, on
23 January, Army therefore decided to destroy all
important installations at Ti'ipoli, especially those
of the port and the airfields, to evacuate the city
on the ni^t 22-23 January and to carry out a fighting
withdrawal in the face of superior pressure to the
general line Bianchi-Olivetti (40 knn, west of
Tripoli)

Official German

War Narrative, Marshal Cavellero expressed his appreciation to
the Artny Commander for the Army’s defensive success
the previoiTS day, and informed him that instructions
had arrived last night (22/23 January) from the Duoe
that Army was to do its utmost to withdraw the greater
part of the non-motorised formations \nder cover of
the motorised and armoiored formations• • • •

The Army’s withdrawal to its new defensive line
west of Tripoli,' says the first entry for 23 January,
'went according to plan on the night 22/23 Janixary,
despite severe enemy pressure and incessant
night-bcirher attacks.'

Air operations continued throughout the night
22/23 Januiary with 39 bombers of No, 3 S,AoA,P, Wing which
refuelled at the foiwrard landing-ground and spread their
attacks over dispersed aircraft on the landing-grounds at

No, 3 Wing
S,A,A,P, 0,R,B,

and Opsum No. 94 Medenine west and Ben Gardane, and also on lvI,T, on the
road between Zuara and the frontier, starting numerous
fires and causing a number of explosions, I*welve
Hurricanes of No. 73 Squadron also machine-gunned convoys
on the aroad from Zuara to Medenine, scoring many hits and
setting a building on fire. Only during the morning did
the retreating enemy present targets to the fighter-
bombers and in the main these were Trail-dispersed, Some
70 fighter bombers operated, making an attack on  a camp to
the west of Zuara and four attacks on,enemy transport in
the same area. Towards the middle of the day no further
targets materialised and further operations were confined
to Spitfires of No. 145 Squadron which kept a continuous
patrol over a Wellington operating over Tripoli harbour
sweeping mines.

H,Q. Middle
East Opsim and
W.D.A.P. Daily
Int. Sum,

During 23 January, enemy air activity was on a small
soale and confined mainly to small interception patrols in
the Zuara area,

air forces were preoccupied with yet another move to new
bases, this time in Tunisia,
23 January prevented a fiall-scale reconnaissance of enemy
landing-grounds, but it was established that enemy filters
had occupied landing-grounds at Gabes -where were located

This was due to the fact that the eneny

Unfavourable weather on
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and Medenine Tifest where a fvirther 65 were counted,
were still 14 Gemian fighters on Ben Gardane landing-gixiund.
It was now obvious from the location of these new bases

that the G«A,P, vjere in close touch with their colleagues
in the Tunis area and could switch rapidly from one front
to another.

There

It was decided to give the enemy air forces no rest
andj accordingly, all available li^t-bombers were briefed
to attack the enemy air base at Medenine West, A total

of 26 airosaft (7 Bostons of No, 12 SaAsAoP, Sq-uadron,
10 Bostons of No, 24 S,A,A,P, Squadron and 9 B« 25
Mitchells) operated. Only 22 of the sorties -were
effective against the landing-ground, three others being
directed against good M,T, targets located along the coast
road between Sabraiha and Ben Gardane, A further I5 li^it
bombers (three Bostons of No, 12 S,A,A»P,, thjree of
Noo 24 SeAoA,F, and nine Baltimores of No, 21 S,A,A«P.

Squadrons); also attacked the same road targets to good
effect. The attacks on the landing-ground only resulted
in one fire, although 52 x 250 lb, bombs and nine boxes of

incendiaries v^'ere dropped, and it wou3.d appear that this
effort Yfould have been employed to far greater profit had

the whole of the night bombing been concentrated on the

retreating enemy coluamas. This phase of air operations
is noticeably lackj'.ng in the single-minded concentration
and direction which had won such conspictiously hi^ results

earlier in the campaign. It is as thoiigh many of the
lessons learnt the hard way in the desert had been, for the

time being, if not forgotten then overlooked.

AeA*H,Q(i 7iFsN»

Daily Int, Sm.

With the rapid movement westwards of the enemy, targets
had begm to fade. It was now urgently necessajry to move

a Wing forvYard. in order to obtain Increased range. As a

result of the harassing attaclcs carried out on Castel
Benito airfield and the destruction of the three plou^s,
the enemy had been prevented from ploughing or mining it

to any extient. Comparatively little repair v/ork was founi

to be necessary and the airfield was ready for occupation
on 24 January. Enemy demolitions along the road delayed
the move forward of the squadron supply echelons and ground
parties to such an extent that it was again necessary to

fly in No, 259 Wing with the aid of transport aircraft,
Sipitfires flew a total of 47 sorties to cover the arrival

of the Hudsons and Dalcotas, on 24 January, As bns already
been mentioned, on the afternoon of the day when the
squadrons arrived at the landing-ground an attack in
strength with 43 fighter bombers was launched against the

enemy-occupied landing-ground of Ben Gardane, One
Me, 109 was destroyed on the ground and one J-u, 88 in the

ai.r, while a number of others - there were 15 in sH cn the
airfield - were probably damaged. On the return journey
about 300 enemy transport on tiie main road were machine—
g-unned and six were left in flames and mors thaii 30 damaged.
No enemy air activity was encountered in the forward arean.
This establishment of a fighter wing at Castel Benito
ensured reasonable protection of the Eighth Amy forward
land forces as far as the Tunisian frontier, Imple
evidence of the effect of the air attacks to which the

airfield at Castel Bend-to had been subjected was found
wiien the W,D,A,P, occupied it« In addition to the vri.de-

spread damage caused by the heavy bombing, over 50
repairable adcrcraft had been left abandoned.

Reconnaissance had established the fact that enemy
aircraft were still on Zuara landing-ground. An early

A,A,H.Q,W,.D,

Record of Opera
tions.

IIJ1/122/68 (A)
A.H.B./

H,Q,M,E, Opsums,

Recox’d of

Operations,
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raoimiig raid on 24 January by eight 'Jarhawks of
No. 65 Squadron TJ,S.A,AoF^ and 11 ViTarhawks of No. 64 Sq\Aadron
U. S. A. A.N

effect of driving the remaining aircraft off the landing-
ground,
enemy in Tripolitania and it was apparent that the whole
of the Axis air forces had now moved back to more secxjre

landing-grounds in Tunisia,

the enemy's new filter bases vrere at G-abes, Medenine and
Ben Gardane,

on the landing-ground at Zuara and also on the little port
there in order to prevent ploughing and hamper any shipping
activity.

all carrying 40 lb. bombs, had the desired•)

Zuara was the last air base available to the

Reconnaissance revealed that

Air attacks were renevfed at intervals

A, A,H, Q.W, D,

Daily Int, Sums,
and Opsums,

Until the port of Tripoli had been opened, the Ei^th
Army could only support light forces in the forward area.
However, the advance continued steadily and by the end of
the month our forces were on the Tunisian frontier,

this they wei-e aided by a column of Eigjiting French from

the Chad territory, under General Leclerc which, while the
Eighth Army were advancing along the coast, invaded the
coxmtry from the south.

In

Cc «in->C,'s

Despatch,

After the fall of Tripoli, there was a drop in the
activity of the Yir,D,A,P, due to adverse weather conditions
and also to a lack of suitable targets. Rain and poor
visibility were such on the night of 21^/25 January that a
force of Bostons and llitchells which set out to attack

enemy aircraft on Medenine West airfield failed to locate

their targeto However, they attacked enemy convoys along
the coast road near Ben Gardane to good effect, causing
one large fire aiid a number of exp)losions. This raid was

the last the liglit bombers were to carry out for  a month,
when they did a certain amount of preliminary bombing of

the Mareth positions^ prior to the offensive, Thi^^ period
of quiescence for the light-bomber squadrons was s|ient
to good effect in bringing aircraft forward to new advanced

bases, in training, and in general reorganisation, 
*

The ail- defence of the port of Tripoli was now of
vital importance, as from the date of its capture it had

become the main port and base of the Eighth Army. Before
large-scale operations westward could be undert'alcen, it
was necessary to develop ’bhis base and to concentrate the

necessary forces in Western Tripolitania,. Moves for the

protection of the port were well-advanced even before it

was in our hands, and by 23 January - the date Eighth Army
troops entered Tripoli - a Sector Operations Room and a

Hurricane Squadron had been established at Misurata, As

soon as Cast el Benito was available, another Hurricane
Squadron (No, 274) was ins called there, under No, 211 Group
until the airfield at Mellaha could be made serviceable

and a Sector Operations Room set up. It was anticipated
that the Luftwaffe's long-range bomber force of
Lxjftflotte X. based on Crete, TOuld not lose much time in
carrying out night-bombing attacks against the port. To

Gomter this, a flight of Beaufighters of No, 89 Squadron
was moved forward on the 2? January and a G,C,I, Station
was set up, Niglit-flying Hurricanes of No. 73 Squadron
vrere also used for the night-defence of the port.

On 2 February, the static defences East of I3 degrees
East (a little to the west of Tripoli) were handed over to
Air Headquarters Egypt, During February, the enemy
attacked the harbour on most nights, sometimes in
considerable strength, but did relatively little damage.

No, 3 Wing
S,A,A,F. O.RjB.

Report on Opera
tions of the

¥.D.A,F. A.H.B,/
IIJI5/4.

9

Record of Opera*
tions W.D.AoF,

A.H.B,/IIJ1/
i22/68(A)
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The port*c AoA, defences were also very formidable and
only seldom did enemy aircraft manage to penetrate the
A,A« barrage,

night fighters and the A.Ao forced the enemy to reduce the
strength and frequency of his attacks and finally to
abandon them altogether.

The increasing casualties oai:ised by ovir

Reconnaissance Operations by No. 285 Reconnaissance Yfing.

Throughout the period of rapid changes of location
covering the advance from Alamein to Tripoli, a firm
policy was maintained of keeping No. 285 Reconnaissance
Wing sited within 10 miles of Advanced Air Headq'uarters,
This was of importance as the Wing’s outstanding task was

to supply the combined Army and Air Headquarters with
photographs of the battlefront and of the strategical
areas behind the battlefront.

the move were Daba, Mersa Matrijh, Gambut, Tmimi, Benina,
El Agheila, Marble Arch, Tamet Yfest, Darragh and
Castel Benito.

The successive stages of
No. 285 Wing
O.R.B.

Tactical Reconnaissance requirements of the Amy vrere
met by No. AO S.A,A.P. Squadron which normally kept a flight
with one of the forward filter vings. This arrangement
was made necessary by the shortage of landing-grounds.
In practice the arrangement worked out very well, as it
greatly facilitated the provision of an escort, when
necessary. Since the advance began. No. AO Squadron
S.A.A.P. had operated from 19 landing-grounds, making
318 sorties on 160 operations (2A of which were escorted by
fighters), totalling 2fAA hours. The Squadron lost six
aircraft, three in combat and three by A.A, The system
of b3roadoasting the results of the Tac/R’s over the Air
Support Control Links proved very successful.

The *A‘ Plight of No. 2 P.R.U. (Spitfires ¥D) was
termed the Wing’s ‘maid of all work’, its varioxis duties

covering strips of the battle areas, svirvey strips, landing-
grounds and harbours. The enemy’s advanced landing-grounds
and harbours such as Tobruk, Derna, Benghazi and later
Tripoli were covered daily, the latter task being taken over
from Malta on 10 November 19A2. Sorties requested by H,Q.

R.A.P. Middle East, such as Navarino and special bombing
targets at ports and landing-grounds were also dealt
with, the results being flown down to Heliopolis or the
bomber Wing concerned. Between 23 October and 23 January
the Plight carried out 208 sorties, totalling
635 hoixrso

Record of

Operations.

No. 285 Wing
O.R.B.

No, 60 Squadron S.A.A.P, was recalled from the Delta
in November to survey first the Marsa Brega defences and

later those of Buerat and Mareth, A thorou^ stirvey of

the Mareth Line positions was already well in hand even

before the Eighth Army had entered Tripoli. The Squadron
was flying Baltimores II and Marylands and by late January
had been reduced to two serviceable aircraft.

No, 1A37 Strat/R Plight did extremely valuable work
throtighout the advance. As the campaign became one of

movement so Strat/R became increasingly important and the

enemy’s withdrawal was followed step by step and invaluable
information regarding enemy movements, concentrations,
camps, d\mips etc. was obtained, A Strat/R aircraft - the
Plight was operating Baltimores II - usually took off at

first li^t, so that information regarding likely targets
could be reported back before mid-day. The total number
of sorties flown during this period was 137> totallirg
A90 hours.
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CHAPTER 12

FROM THE FALL OF TRIPOLI TO TPIfi KOCAL VIOTOEI IN TUNISIA

(23 JANUAEI TO 12 MAY 1943)

Section I,

Unification of Air Command in the Mediterranean

As the Ei^th Array approached the Tunisian frontier,
questions of tinified command exercised the minds of both

the Allied and enemy CoramanderSo 0 ) On the Allied side,
this pressing problem of the unification of command was

complicated ** as is the case in all Coalition wars - with

questions of national prestige and sovereignty, ones over
which the Americans had always shown themselves to be

extremely sensitive. The essential fliiidity of air power
served to emphasise the pix)blem at an early date. It was

one to which the Air Officer Coramanding-rin-Chief was

particularly alive, as any division of control threatened
the whole basis of unified commarsi on which the complex
structure of air power in the Mediterranean had been built*

On 1 9 November 1942, the Chiefs of Staff, prompted by
a suggestion from the CoA«S*, requested the Commanders—
in-Chief Middle East for their views on the futinre

organisation of command in the Mediterranean* The Defence
Committee replied on 22 November in Mideast Signal CC/143
in which the more pertinent references to air command in

the Mediterranean were extracted verbatim from a paper on

that subject which the A.OeC.-in-C,, Middle East had
submitted to the Middle East Defence Conmittee, This

paper was to inspire all future negotiations on the subject
and is of such historical interest that it is quoted at

lengths

*Defence Committee

Command in the Mediterranean

Note by the A,0*C,-in-0*

Commanders-in-Chief have been asked for their views

on the future organisation of command in the Mediterranean
theatre once we have consolidated our positions in
North Africa,

1.

My views on the control of air forces in the area are
as follows.

After we have occupied North Africa, the air forces
in the Mediterranean area will be faced with two main

taskss

2,

(a) The control of sea communications, in conjmction
with naval forces

(l ) *In January 1943, the long needed appointment of
German Supreme Commander for the Mediterranean was at

Field Marshal Kesselring, the C,“in“G,last created.

Air, South, became in practice, if not in name,
Stpreme Commander of all German forces in the Central
Mediterraneasa. His new appointment made him Rommel* s

No change was made in the system of
Neichold,

superior,

organisation for the Italians,’
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(b) Overseas combined operations in conjunction with
naval and land forces*

The Control of Sea Communications

The problem of controlling sea comm^mications will
entail for the most pairb, the protection of OTn* own shipping
and offensive action against enemy naval forces,
this, all types of aircraft, fighters, bombers, torpedo
bombers and reconnaissance, will have to be used, and their
respective roles carefully co-ordinated,
requires, we must be prepared to switch the whole of our
effort on to the most important task at the time wherever
in the Mediterranean this may be.

3.

For

As the situation

All air forces in the Mediterranean theatre should

therefore operate under a single commander.

While the Royal Navy must always play a vital part, I

think it has been proved concltisively in the coxrrse of the

last sixteen months that air forces must play a dominant
part in the control of sea communications in the confined
waters of the Mediterranean,

air forces has prevented, and will continue to prevent,
our surface forces from operating with the freedom they
still enjoy in the \vider oceans.

4.

The presence of enemy

All air forces in the Mediterranean area should

therefore operate under air command.

Overseas Ctombined Operations

5, This need for centralised control applies eq\;ially to

the problem of overseas combined operations. All types
of aircraft will be required and the maximum concentration
and co-ordination can only be achieved if command is
vested in one man.

For the effective execution of both the main tasks in

paragraph 2 above, therefore, the best and to my mind the
only soimd solution to the problem is that all the air
forces in the Mediterranean area should be under  a single
Air Officer Commanding,

6.

The AmericansThere will be difficulties, of course,
may have different ideas and political co3asiderations may
decide the issue on different lines,

event take time to set up the new command,
convinced it sho\ild be our aim to achieve it as qiiickly as

7.

It will in any
But I am

we can.

To sum ny proposals ares-

(a) If the Americans Agree

8.

(i) Set up a single air command for the whole of
the Mediterranean area, under an Air Officer
Commander-in-Chief ,

be British, and the major air effort in the area
is and will for some time continue to be British,
the Commander-in-Chief should be British,

As the naval command will

(ii) Within this command there should be twro sub
commands, Eastern and Western, the latter
including the American i 2th Air Force,
sub-commands to include Naval Co-operation Groijqjs
on lines similar to 201 Group,

These
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(iii) Naval Commaiider-in-Chief of land forces in
Toi*oh aiid Middle East Commands would deal with

the A,0,C,-in-C. and their Army Co3nmaid.ers with
the Commanders of the Siib-Air Commands in which

they may be located.

D.C.(42) 85.
21 Nov. 1942.

(b) If the Americans Do Not Agree

(v) In these ciroimstances, the United States
12th Air Force in Morocco and Algeria wotjld
presmably remain under U.S, Command,

(vi) 1/7e should still, however, insist on the
maximum possible centralisation of control.
To this end the Eastern air force in Tunisia

should be set up as a new R.A.P, sub~ooiffinand.
If General Eisenhower retains command of T\misia

this sub-command vroxild be located in his area but

shoTold operate under A,0,C,-in-C, Middle East,

(vii) The strategic direction of all the air
forces in the Mediterranean area should be

co-ordinated by the A,0,C,-in-C, Middle East and
General Eisenhower under the direction of the

combined Chiefs of Staff,

(Int, A,T/,T,)«

On 20 November, Air Chief Marshal Tedder returned to
Cairo after a visit to Malta and Algiers, Malta, he
reported in a signal to the C,A.S, the day of his arrival
back in Cairo, he found ’running smoothly and well,’ It
was diffearent in the ’Torch’ area where the clia.otic condi

tions obviously shocked him profoundly. He fotind the
communications there ’practically non-existent, except for

French telephone system which is archaic,
all services,’

inadequate
almost unbelievable. The most forward fighter aerodrome
is some 100 miles from the forward troops,
combined H,Q, has gone,
fill large hotel.,,, Welsh and his H,Q,s are some miles
out of Algiers and Doolittle (who commands the U.S, air)
has a separate H,Q. in the town. The U.S, air is running
a separate war though Eisenhower assured me that he had
given instructions it was to be under Welsh’s operational
control*’ Air Chief Marshal Tedder said that he was
’frankly concerned at the sitTxation’,

This applies to

The landing-grounds were ’dangerously
dispersal non-existent and .., congestion• • •

Any reality of
Eisenhower and huge U.S, staffs

’I feel,’ he concluded, ’that the whole problem
demands firm handling, both from the point of view of
the immediate conditions in Algeria and Tunis, and from
that of future control of the Mediterranean, I told

Cunningham our views about future air command in the
Mediterranean and he agreed them,
to be implemented at once,
operational H, Q, of Middle East should be set up at
once in Eisenhovrer’s H,Q, alongside Eisenhower and the

Admiral, leaving Welsh free to fight his battle which
at present he is quite tinable to do.
Middle East can help with its experience of mobile
organisation, seovirity measures, communications and
repair and salvage, I am willing to send some
individiials over to advise, but without authority feel

they can do little, I would most strongly oppose any
suggestion that I should go there to advise. Advice
without authority and responsibility is useless,’

I feel they ou^t
I feel that a small

I feel that

ADC 971 Enc. 9a
Command in the

Mediterranean,

A.H,B,/EIJ1/183/
174.
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On 30 November, the C.A,S, signalled that
General Eisenhower had proposed to the Chiefs of Staff that

Air Chief Marshal Tedder should go to Algiers for two weeks

as his adviser. This proposal was not acceptable for the

reason already given by Air Chief Marshal Tedder that
•advice without authority is worthless,* However, the
Chiefs of Staff were anxious to place Air Chief
Marshal Tedder*s experience at the disposal of
General Eisenhower.

*I intend,* said the C,A,S, »to propose
sxiggesting to Eisenhower that you aissume command of
all Air Forces in the Mediterranean forthwith,

understand Prime Minister is favourably inclined.

I

Your responsibility would bej

(a) subordinate to Eiseiliower for operations of
the Torch Air Forces, British and American;

(b) to’ Chiefs of Staff for coordinating Middle
East air operations with those of Torch to
achieve most quickly defeat of Rommel and
Neliring,

As the C,A,S, informed the A,G.C.-in-C. on 4 December,
General Eisenhower rejected this proposals

•Mainly on the groimd that he does not think you
could command air operations in two separate theatres
which are under separate ground Commanders and in
both of which separate tactical problems exist at
present. As a temporary measure Eisenhov/er is
attaching Spaatz who is now in Algiers as the
"Deputy for air operations but his position is not
that of a Commander." He wishes, however, to taie
advantage of sviggestion that you should send advisers
a-pd asks you to send as soon as possible two staff
officers who are "thoroughly experienced in the type
of air fighting that mi;ist take place out of improvised
fields and without the benefit of established bases

and adequate stocks of spare parts and supplies.
Please send these officers immediately,*

The AeO.C,-in-G,•s reaction to this information that

General Eisenhower, while wishing to profit by the R,A.F,‘s
extensive experience of operations in the Middle East, yet
wished to keep the senior air, appointment an American
preserve, was chilly. He pointed out that he was being
requested by General Eisenhower

•for transfer of heavy bombers from here*
have had request from Welsh for filters in view his
heavy losses on the ground of which I am frankly not
surprised. These separate requests further emphasize
the need for unified command

of the air operations from the East and from the West
is in my opinion most urgently req-uired and I feel
that we have a right to insist on that so far as the
R,A,F, is concerned. As regards the point that the
A,0,C,-in.-C, could not serve as Commander in two
separate theatres which are under separate Grotxnd
Commanders, I presme Eisenhower does not realise that
I already control air operations in theatres under
separate Ground Commanders including incidentally
those from Malta and that in specific theatres

I

n

Today I

Close co-ordination« • • •

Corre spondence
with C,A,S

P.M, etc.

Punch 122.

•)

A,OoC, Punch

Dec, 5 for •
G.A.S, from

Tedder
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I delegate detailed control of air operations to the
land commander, especially wher'e it is operating in
direct support of land forces.

*I have shown the above to Andrews and he agrees
that mified co-ordination of air operations in the
Mediterranean is necessary,

•As regards sending advisers, I woifLd strongly
urge I be relieved of this since throu^out I consider
advice without executive responsibility to be worse
than tiseless and with the best will in the world only
likely to cause friction, *

There were soon signs, however, that Air Chief
Marshal Tedder’s persistence in pressing the need for
centralised air control in the Mediteonranean, was beginning
to bear fruit,

the C,A«S,
On 9 December the A,0,C,-in-C, wrote to

•it is daily being made yet more and more evident
that the distribution of air forces and the direction

of the strategic air effort from the whole of the

African coast and from Malta are matters requiring
almost daily consideration and adjustment and that
that adjustment can only be properly made by one
authority who is in a position to balance the
requirements, resources and facilities,
not, of course, affect the direction of the detailed
tactical operations which are linlced vdth the land
operations in Tmisia, and Libya,

This doesCoire spondenoe
with Prime

Minister, Etc,
A.O,C. Punch 127
A.H,B./i;iJl/l83/
27(E). •Since writing the foregoing, have received signal

from Eisenhower saying "suggest in order thorovighly to

co-ordinate air activities of your forces and my forces
that you visit my Headquarters for several days during
present critical period’. Have replied gladly
accepting suggestion and propose leaving to-morrow
with staff of four,•

The C,A,S, replied on the same days

•Delighted you are going to Algiers,
agreed here as to need for united strategic control of
all Mediterranean Air Forces both now and in the

future,

reluctance for political reasons to place air forces
under R,A,F, command,*

All

Main difficulty seems to be American

Ibid.

Punch 125*

By 11 December, Air Chief Marshal Tedder was in
Algiers.

•Main preocci^pation here,’ he signalled to C,A,S,
on 13 December, ’is control of operations of air forces
in support of land battle, Andersen has been
extremely dissatisfied due firstly to Anderson’s
fundamental misconception of the use and control of
aircraft in close stpport and secondly his failure to

appreciate almost hopeless handicaps in respect of
aerodromes, communications, maintenance and supplies
urder which Lawson has been operating. Actually, my
impression is that our air has done magnificently and
mors than conceivably could have been expected under
the conditions Lengthy disoxissions have, I
think, shoTm Americans distinction between the tactical
air battle, in support of the land battle, and the
strategic air operations which are necessarily
controlled from the rear.

• • • #

• • •

ATO loo and 110

Deo, 16, CAS
from Tedder,
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*Had long private talk yesterday Tjith Eisenhower
on question of \mified air command and also command in
No3Tth Africa, Present air ox*ganisation is almost
crazy with t'.vo air forces nominally working together
with no effective command. Spaatz is performing use
ful function in co-ordination thoiigh of course he has

no operational experience or knowledge, but he is not
commanding,
is essential and I personally believe the only ansvirer
to this is an Anerican Commander with first-class

One effective commander of both forces

IBritish Deputyt • • «

On 16 December, Mr Chief Mai'shal Tedder was able to
signal to the C,A,S, in an optimistic vein,

*Have had further discussions with Eisenhower, He is,
I think,: fully in agreement with the need for unified
Command in the Mediterranean, but is nervous (a) about
his call on U,S, forces in U,K. and (b) about
Washington reactions to putting U,S, air forces under
British command

set-iip here, the more convinced I am that we shall only
get fill value out of it if Middle East resources and
experience are fully available for Torch which can
only be if Middle East have command. Peel we have a
ri^t to insist on this

The more I see of the R,A,P,« • • •

I
« « • •

The C,A,S, replied on 17 December:

‘Can see Eisenhower may have difficulties about putting
U,S, Mr Forces vinder British Command and the ideal

permanent arrangement on which we are .agreed may not
work for this reason. It is also obviously more
difficult to work when there are two separate though
closely related campaigns in progress in Tunisia and
Tripolitania, Must leave it to you to get agreement
on an arrangement as near that suggested by Chiefs of

Staff in 223 of 1st December as possible. Probably
not worth too much effort to attain the ideal as long
as the main object is achieved of devising some
machinery whereby suitable air strilcing forces can
be concentrated quickly against \ihatever is the vital
objective at the time
your proposal

describe your idea in terms of Western Desert with
particular reference to following questions

The 0»A,S, then proceeded to outline six questions on
organisation which the A,0,C,-in-C, answered in his signal
of 20 December, in which he expanded his ideas on aJj?
command in the Mediterranean and which, eventually, was to
serve as a blueprirt for the new organisation.

‘Herewith summary my proposal,

(a) A.0,C,-in-C, establishes advanced H,Q, in (r)
in Mlied H.Q,

Operations Malta and Libya as at present,
Africa he co-ordinates, under Eisenhower, operations
of British and Anerican Mr Forces,

(b) There are two main air forces in North Africa

I am not quite clear on
It TOiald be helpful if you would

0  ♦ a

•9 e c »

t
• • « •

He. continues to control strategic
In North

Punch 127,

AGO Punch I4I
Dec, 20

(i) Tactical short range force operating in
support of land battle,

E,A,G, but U.So short-range fighter aircraft and
light bombers operate under this command during

This is bulk of British
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active land operations,
fighter and mediijns may also be placed vinder this
command on occasions as has been done in Middle

Eastfl

(ii) Strategic force of heavy bombers, entirely
American.

American also in this force except when passed to
control of (i)

Uo S, long-range

Medium bombers both British and

• • e a

I came away because I felt I had given all the
advice I could useftilly give and there was risk of my
coming to be regarded as a regular but of course
irresponsible adviser on actual operations, I felt
this to be dangerous as shown by Anderson remarlcing to

me that the last battle had really been lost because
my advice had been taken,*

The next move came from General Eisenhov/er himself v/ho

sent a signal to Air Chief Marshal Tedder, on 1+ January 19if3j
asking for a meeting. It was obvious that developments in

Tunisia, where the battle had become a stalemate, had
shaken the General's confidence and that he Y^'anted the

assurance of a nucleus of operationally-experienced staff

officers arotoid him. These, both Army and R,A^,P,, could

only come from the seasoned and practised forces of the
Middle East,

'I have just heard that you intend soon to
start for London. I would greatly value an opportunity
to talk with you anywhere from an hour up to as long
as you oan stay
than the 11th I coiald be certain of seeing you and
would accommodate my time to suit yoinrs. Even if
you ooiold stop for only half an hoixr I Yrould come to
the airport for a conversation, Couild you give me
an estimate of your prospects so that I may arrange my
time accordingly,'

If you could stop here no later• •0 9

Enc. No, 31A
Command in the

Medit errane an.

A.H,B.AIJ1/183/
174.

The C.A.S. warned the A.O.C.-in-C. in his signal dated
5 Januarys

•in conversation Yirith Eisenhower, please do not commit
yourself in any way about re-organisation Eastern Air
Command or appointment in it tintil you have discussed
these questions with me at Symbol, but anything you can

do to persuade Eisenhovrer to accept unified control
Air Forces in Mediterranean would be very valuable

The Casablanca Conference, alluded to in the above
signal as Operation 'Symbol' opened at Anfa, near Casablanca,
in French Morocco on 15 January 1945» Prime Minister,
President Roosevelt and the Combined Chiefs of Staff were

present at the conference which was also visited by
Generals Eisenhower, Alexander and Air Chief Marshal Tedder.

It resulted, among other things, in a decision to reorganise
the chain of command in North Africa with a view to

setting up a unified command of the Allied Naval, Land and
It was apparent by this time that von Arnim's

forces in Tunisia and those mder Rommel would soon effect

a juncture and it was decided that when this ocoxurred the

projected unified Command should be formed.

The agreed proposals authorized the formation of a
Mediterranean Air Command under an Air Commander-in-Chief,
Mediterranean comprising three subordinate Commandss

l
00 • 9

Air Forces,

Ibid, Enc. 31 A.
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North-Vfest African Mr Forces, Middle East Command and
Malta,

to General Eisenhower in respect of

(a) the air forces stationed from time to time in
the North-West African theatre and their operations,

(b) the operations of other Mediterranean air foi*ces
in conjtinction with operations conducted in or from
the North-West African theatre.

The Air Commander-in-Chief was to be subordinate

CCS 163 and
170s 23 Jan.
1543.

General Eisenhower was to afford the Air C,-in-C, all

possible support and facilities in the North-sjest African
theatre for the operation of the Mediterranean air forces
and for their efficient co-operation with the land and sea
forces in that theatre.

It was agreed that Air Chief Marshal Tedder should be

the Air Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, with his head-
qixarters at Algiers, Middle East Command was to be placed
under the command of Mr Chief Marshal Sholto Douglas
(Deputy Chief of Air Staff 1 940 and A,0,G,-in-C, Fighter
Command I940-I942) as A,0,C,-in-C, Malta was to become a
separate Command, under M,A,C,, with Mr Vice-Marshal Park
remaining as A,0.C, The third Command tmder M,A,C,, the
North-West African Mr Forces, was to be commanded by
Major*C-eneral Spaats,

Tliese proposals were put into force on 17 February 1543
under General Eisenhower* s General Order No, 20, The
detailed organisation of the new Command was left to the

new Commander, Mr Chief Marshal Tedder, This was outlined
in his letter to the C,A«S, of 18 February,

•We have worked out the amalgamation of Eastern
Mr Command and the 12th Air Force and it only remains
to get the right bodies in the right offices. This
may take a few days. In the meantime, Spaats*
Headquarters, Headquarters North Yfest African Mr
Forces have been officially constituted after many
arguments about titles, V7e have designated these
subordinate Commands as,

(a) Tactical Mr Force, with No, 242 Group in
Northern Tunisia, 12th Mr Suppoa?t Command in
Central Tunisia and Western Desert Forces -

Southern Timsia,

(b) Strategical Air Force, comprising all bombers
not incliided in the Tactical Air Foixie,

(0) Coastal Mr Force, comprising Coastal Defence
fighters and all G,R• • • tt

Chief of Air

Staff A.H,B,/
IU1/183/242 (A).

I am determined to try and avoid the use of the
title Mr Support Command for Gonin^am’s Command,
There was intense opposition to the title of Timisian

Command, so I came to the conclusion about the
functional title being the only one« • » •

The Tidaole situation both from the operational
and organisation point of view is quite incredibly
tintidy and it will undoijbtedly take a long time to
get it tidy. We shall get some headaches in keeping
the enemy qMet until we are in a fit state to deal
with him properly. One does feel however that as far
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as the air is oonoemed ws have got the real good-mil
of the Americans and -we are determined to make a job
of it.*

By 23 February, Air Chief Marshal Tedder was able to
notify Air Ministry of the new appointments,

• Oi^anisation of Air Forces in N,Y/, Africa has been
agreed with Eisentiower and is being implemented,
Directifs have been issued,

(a) Headquarters Northv/est African Air Forces,
Commanding Genera3, General Spaatz, Deputv
A.V.M. Robb,

(b) Northwest African Tactical Air Fores Aj,0,C
A,M, Coningham, Deputy A,0,C, Brigadier Chuter®
Under A,O.G, Tactical Air Force come No, 2if2
Group, A/Cdr, Cross, 12th Air Support Command,
Briga^er Williams, Western Desert Air Force,
A.V.M, Broadhurst,

(c) Northwest African Strategic Air Force A,0,C,
Major General Doolittle,

(d) Northwest African Coastal Air Force A,0,0
A,V,M, Lloyd (not yet arrived),

(e) Northwest African Training Command A, 0,0,
Brigadier Cannon (at present commanding Bomber),

(f) Northwest African Air Service Command
A. 0. C. Brigadier Dunton.

•»Idem. 3A,

Malta now under operational control of ray Headquarters
but Malta and Yfestem Desert continue to be administered

by H,Q, R.A.F, M.E.‘

Reorganisation of the German Air Command

After the expulsion of the Axis forces from
Tid-politania, almost the whole of the Italian Air Force

based on North Africa and comprising some 200 aircraft was

withdrarffn to Sicily and Italy, leaving only 60 S,E, fighters
of mors recent types to be transferred to Southern Timisia,
This redistribution of mits of the Italian Air Force vms

probably prompted by the need to ease the problem of
maintenance and si;ipply of obsolescent units of little or no

operational value,
were withdrawn intact from Tripolitania into Southern
Tunisia,

the force of about I50 German anreraft mder Fliegerkorps
Tunis,

of 380 German and 330 Italian aircraft based on Sicily
and Sardinia,

The German units, on the other hand,

They comprised some I60 aircraft and augmented

In January 1943# there was an estimated strength

D.D.1.3. a.h,b./
IIJ1/63 and
A,H.B,6,

Faced with the complications of a divided air command,
the enemy followed a parallel cotxrse to the Allies and

established in February one lanified Command, Fliegerkorps
Tunis, over all the G,A,F, forces operating in Africa,
The fullest flexibility was assxired by retaining under
Fliegerkorps Timis subordinate tactical groupings to
operate against the First and Eighth Armies respectively.
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The GaOaC, Eighth Army and the AeO,G, TactioaJ. Mr Poroe

on Amy/Air Co-operation,

In addition to the reorganisation of Command in the
Mediterranean, there was a general tendency during this
period towards clarifying the principles of war that had
led to success in the various battles in which the Eighth
Array and the Western Desert Air Force had co-operated.
In January General Montgomery circulated a pamphlet
with the title ‘Some Notes on High Command in War'-. It was

written for General Officers of the Eighth Army and .

supplemented an earlier pamphlet on ‘The Conduct of the
Battle* which had been produced for Senior Officers of

the Eighth Amy, After a preamble, General Montgomery
plunges straight into an exposition of his views on the
use of Air Power,

•Use of Air Power

Any officer who aspires to hold high command in
war must understand clearly certain basic principles
regarding the use of air power.

The greatest asset of air power is its
flexibility, and this enables it to be switched
quickly from one objective to another in the theatre
of operations,
the whole weight of the available air power can be
used in selected areas in turn; this concentrated
use of the air striking force is a battle-winning
factor of the first importance.

So long as this is realised, then

C,A,S, 1745
Pt, III.

Army/Air
Co-operation. It follOTiTS that control of the available air

power must be centralised, and command must be
exercised through R,A,P, channels.

Nothing could be more fatal to successful
results than to dissipate the air resoiirces into

small packets plar-ed imder command of army formation
commanders with each packet world.ng on its own plan.
The soldier must not eupieot, or wish, to exercise
direct command over air striking forces.

The commander of an army in the field should have
an air H,Q. with him which will have direct control,
and command of such squadr-ons as may be allotted for
operations in support of his army.

Such air reso^n’ces will be in support of his
amy, and not under his command.

But through this Air H.Q, the army commander can
obtain the support of the whole air striking force in

the theatre of operations, because of the flexibility
of air power.

Once this flexibility is destroyed, or is
negatived in any way, then the successful outcome of
the battle becomes endangered.

And this will happen if the soldier attempts to
exercise direct command over air striking forces.
Such direct command, with resulting dispersion of
air effort, is in fact, quite unnecessary; we have
now evolved, and it exists in Ei^th Army, a system
which enables the Anry to obtain the fullest air
support whenever and wherever necessary.
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Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder chatting infonaally with pilots
of a W.D.A.P. squadron in Tripolitania

T *

The Air Officer Commanding Western Desert Air Force, Air Vice-Marshal sir A. Coningham
and the General Officer Commanding the Eighth Army, Lt.-General Sir B.L. Montgomery
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All that is required is that the two staffs,
army and air, should work together at the same H. Q.
Dja complete harmoKiy, ard with complete mutual
uziderstaiiding and ocnfidence.*

Tliis blunt statement of views asserting the autonomy
of the air force by an Army Commander of General Montgomery*s
high reputation vindoubtedly owed much to the influence of
Air Vice-Marshal Coningham with whom, as A,0,C, Yf,D,A,P«,
the G.O.G. Eighth Army shared the combined Arny/Air Battle
HaQ, It was also timely, for it is truly a most
astonishing fact that an operation of the magniti;!de and
importance of * Torchhad been launched without significant
use being made of the wealth of operational experience that
had been amassed in the Middle East throughout the previous
eighteen monthso This facu, combined with
General Anderson’s narrow conceptions of the functions and
handling of an air force and the Americans’ aversion to -

surrendering any tittle of national sovereignty, had brought
events to the point where the disintegration of Allied air
power in the area of the ’Torch’ operations was threatened.
In spite of their nimierical inferiority, and having been
caught completely by surprise, the German Air Eoroe had
shown such energy and capability in developing airfields
and their ground organisation in Tunisia that for  a time

they actually possessed tactical air superiority in the

^Torch’ area. The position was summed up by Air Chief
Marshal Tedder when asked by the C,A,S, to rebut  a War
Office Criticism that insufficient light-bomber support
had been given to the First Amy,

^It is difficult,’ he wrote on 26 February, ’to
give precise answer to general criticism of tMs
character. Investigation into methods of operation
and control of our air forces T/hich have been in vogue
in past do however abundantly ei^^lain many short
comings which may have existed. Fighters have been
frittered away in penny packets to give close cover,
bomber and fighter escorts have similarly been
frittered away in a.ttacld.ng petty targets, all on
the orders of local Commanders, Under such condi

tions losses have been high, enemy air has been
aggressive and impudent despite inferior numbers, and
in consequence effective support of the land ba.ttle
has been quite vmattainable, on the scale which should
have been possible with the forces available« • • •

Chief of Air

Staff A,HoB./
IIJ1/183/242 (A)

. End. 7A,

The basic remedy is proper organisation and
This is already beginning to show resultscontrol,

which have been noted by the enemy as well as by our
own troops,
will take time to get the close co-operation here
between land and air which we have attained on the

Much hovrever remains to be done and it

other front,

way than Alexander
No-one coiiLd be more helpful in this

t
9 • • •

On 16 February, at Tripoli, Air Vice-Marshal
Sir Arthur Coninghara gave a talk to the British and
American General and Senior Officers at the end of the

second day of the Army Exercise there,
expressed supplemented those published by the G,0,C,
Eighth Array at Tripoli the previovis month,

’I should like to amplify what (the Army Commander)
has said because I attach such great iinporfcanoe to
proper doctrine,
ri^t there will be continual tiouble,

SECRET

The views he

Uiiless we do keep oxn? doctrine
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Sie doctrine that we liave evolved by trial in T/ar
over a period of many months could, I think, be stated
in its simplest fom as follows s

The Soldier commands the land forces, the Airman
commands the air forces; both Commanders work
together and operate their respective forces in
accordance with a combined Arrior/Air plan, the
whole operations being directed by the Army
Commander.

There are fundanaental differences between the

Army and the Air Forces which should be recogniseds

The Army fi^ts on a front that may be divided
into Sectors such as a Brigade, Division, Corps
or an Army front. The Air front is indivisible.

An Army han one battle to fight, the land battle.
The Air has two. It has first of all to beat the

enemy. Air, so that it may go into the land battle
against the enemy land forces Tri.th the maximum possible
hitting power. YiTe have not, as yet, secured sufficient
superiority to finish the air-to-air battle off
completely, but -we have been pretty near it and we
have been able to concentrate up to 80 or 9^ of o\u?
hitting power on the enemy land forces.

The fighter governs the front and this fact
forces the centralisation of air control into the hands

of one Air Commander operating on that front,
think it is genei*ally accepted that with adequate
fighter superiority and bomber forces the air has a
governing influence on what happens within reach on
the ground or on the sea.

I

And finally there is no doubt that in this
technical age it needs a life of study and specialising
for a sailor, a soldier or an airman to learn his
profession. He is never free from the problems of
development, particiolarly in war, and I therefore
cannot accept the possibility that any man, however
competent, can do the work of the other services
without piroportionately neglecting his own. In plain
language, no soldier is competent to opei*ate the Air
just as no airman is competent to operate the Army,

It is generally agreed that the fighting efficiency
of a service is based upon leadership, training and
equipment. The Commander is personally responsible
for the leadership and training, and no one who has
not this power should operate the forces concerned.
There is too great a tendency these days to think in
terms of n\mibers and strengths, whereas the real battle
forces are properly organised units.

You will notice that the Army Commander does not
I submit that vre inuse the word "co-operation".

Eighth Army are beyond the co-operation stage, and that

work is so close that we are, in effect, one unit,
hope you v/on®t mind if I suggest that co-operation
often means the other fellow co-operating with you.
We in the Air Force have cause to view the word with

I

mixed feelings because in the past co-operation has
meant the Air co-operating with the Navy or the Array,
The difference in the Eighth Army is that there has
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been as mitch air co-operation by the Army as Army
co-operation by the Air^, and the natiiral result is that
we have now passed beyond that stage into a unit or
teari which automatioally helps the other (

• « • <H

The views of General Montgomery and Air Vice-
Marshal Coningham were la,ter incorporated by the Chief of
tlie Air Staff in a pamphlet 'Air Povrer in the Land Battle*

issued by Air Ministry in May 1945» Substantially the
same views were published on 21 July 1943 by the U.S. Yfar
Department in their Field Service EegifLations pamphlet
FM 100-20 under the title of ‘Gommaiid and Employment of
Air Power*.

In the pamphlet *Hi^ Command in War* General Montgomery
reveals how it is the historian finds such a dearth of

documents dealing with the policy and planning of the
battles in which the Ei^th Army and Western Desert Air
Force were involved.

*A commander,* he wrote in the Section entitled
"Method of Exercising Command", *must train his staff
and his subordinate commanders to work and act on

verbal orders or instructions,.,,.

All orders for operations which are in progress
or contemplated should be given verbally by the army
commander to his corps commanders or other generals
inder his direct command.,

in writing is quite unnecessary; commanders who can
not be tr-usted to act on clear and concise verbal

orders are useless,

the Battle of Egypt, from the moment the attack
started on 23 October 1942, to the capture of Tripoli
on 23 January 1943, were carried out on verbal orders
given by me to my corps commeinders and these were
never confirmed in writing

To confirm these orders

The whole of the operations in

I
• • e •

Army/Air
Co-operation
C.A.S, 1745
Pt.33.

Section IIs

The Advanoe of the Eighth Army into Tunisia (23 January to
5 Febrioary 1943)

After the fall of Tripoli, on 23 January 1943, the
Eighth Army could only operate li^t forces towards the
Tunisian frontier until the port had been opened up. Owing
to administrative difficulties, the advance T,Test of Tripoli
was carried out with 7th iYrmoured D:lvision only, 2nd I'lew
Zealand Division and 51 st D.ivision being left to reorganise
in the Tripoli area. Following the fall of Tripoli, the

Axis forces continued their withdrawal v/estv/ards, covered

by rearguards of the 90th Light Division and the
164th Division. Bad weather, difficriLt going and the
extensive and skilf'ol demolitions carried out by the enemy
hampered the Eighth Army's advanoe.

Main Eighth Army
Gositrep A,H,B,/ patrols, operating on the southern flank, crossed the
IIJI/I62/3.

On 29 January 1 943, however, 4th Light Armoured

Tunisian border. As has already been seen, the small

Brigade

port of
Zuara, which had been bombed by 55 fighter-bombers prior to
a Naval bombardment in the early hours of 23 January (1)

(1) Zuara vsas bombarded in the early hours of 23 January by Cleopatra
and EjryilUG, on tiie ISthCSii^a&r Squadron, with  h destroyers, caissir^ .
fires and explosions. One li.ii.rr Mosquito co-operated Ydth the Ihral
foixo and a Sunderlaixl provided anti-^sutsasrifSi protection.
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waa captured on 31 January^
adl enemy resistance had ceased in Tripolitania by the

end of January, and by 4 Februarj?, the last of the Italian
empiz’e in ifrioa was in our hand

This meant that practically

Air Operations Between the Pall of.Tripoli and Eighth Army
Reaching the Tunisian Frontier (25 January to
4 February 19^5) ^ "

For the next fevir days af*ter the fall of Tripoli, on
23 January, the ¥,DeA*F, air activity was mainly directed
against the harbour at Zuara and enemy shipping in the
Zuara-Pisida area,

27 to 30 January and air operations on those days were on a
small scale.

My off Zuara and damaged a mmaber of barges which were
operating along the coast, on the morning of 1 Febrioary,
Kittyhawks also attacked enemy aircraft on aiirfields at Ben

Gardane on 21+ January and at Medenine ¥est on 25 January?
Schooners and ^F’ boats, plytLng along the coast, were
attacked by fighter-bombers ;and three were claimed as
destroyed on 3 February and iznother which blew up on the
following day.

Rain and low cloud persisted from

On 25 January, Kittybombers scored a hit on a

Record of

Operations and
Daily Int,
Suras,

For the most part, however, air operations by the
W«D,A,F, were unimportant diuring this period and the total
of sorties flown frequently fell below 50 a day. Apart
from the bad weather, the low level of operationad.
activity was due in part to a regrouping of the force after
the fall of Tripoli,

The Withdrawal of the Panzer Army to Mareth

After the fall of Tripoli, the enemy’s main preoccupa
tion was to strengthen the Miireth Line. The general plan
pursued by Rommel was to move the non-motorised
formations - some 30,000 men and almost all of them
Italians - back to the Mareth Line and hold up the Ei^th
Army’s advance for as long as possible with the motorised
formations only. Any furthcjr saorifice of Italian infantry,
as had happened at El Alamein, would have involved Rommel

in serious political difficulties. By 27 January, this
movement had been practically completed and the whole of
XX and XXI Corps, with the exception of some small units,
had assembled on the Mareth Line and were busy improving the
construction of the positions.

The 7th Azmoured Division’s patrol activity on the
southern flank, some 7C kms. to the S.B.W. of Zuara made the
enemy' fear the possibility of a strong thrust against the
southern flank of the Mareth Line, Rommel decided, there
fore, to move 164th Light Division and the Nizza Recce Unit
to the Foum Tabahouine area, where Afrika Korps assumed
command of all the German and Italian forces there. The
construction of the Mareth Line defences demanded Rommel’s
presence all the time. He therefore entrusted the Afrika

Korps Commander, Colonel Freiherr von Xiebenstein, with the
conduct of the rearguard action and put under his command on
29 January the 15th Panzer Division, one Gorman Air Force
Brigade, the Afrika Panzer Grenadier Regiment and most of
the Army artillery,
from the Duce nominating the Italian General Messe as
Commander of the German-ItaJ.ian Panzer Army, He v/as to
assume command as soon as Rommel had brouglit back all his

a;-miy to the-Ma'/oth Line, after which Rommel was granted sick
leave by the Fuelirer until his health was restored.

On 27 January, a message was received

t
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The Germ.an appreciation of the situation for 1 Eebruary
stated?

•The day was remarkable for the pause in the enemy
This wasactivity both on the ground and in the air,

probably due to his necessity or intention of
establishing a new supply base before continuing

This assumption was confirmed by airoperations,

reconnaissance according to which the enemy was already
using Tripoli port^ in spite of the enormous destruc
tion we had carried out there. Several small ships

German Official

War Narrative,

Cabinet Office

AL 743.
were in the harboiur itself, and some larger ones Ijd-ng
in the roadstead,®

On the following day?

^Ground and air reconnaissance revealed very little
The lack of enemychange in the enemy disposition,

activity confirmed the supposition that he intended to

build up his air force and supply organisation in his
Irear areas.

For the first time since the battle of El Alamein, the

enemy supply position Tiras reasonably satisfaotoiy,
4 February, the report on the German troops' suipply position
stated that 'almost all types of supplies were assured for

the present', while three days later it was stated that 'the
German troops' supply situation was secure for the moment.
For the first time for weeks we were in a condition to meet

an enemy outflanking move with an armoinred counter attack,'
/

This remarkable improvement in the enemy supply position
was attributed by the A,0,C,-in-C, mainly to a period of

extremely bad weather.

On

Entirely agree,' Air Chief Marshal Tedder wrote
to the C,A.S, on Jan, 8, 'volume of supplies reaching
enemy through Tunisian ports is serious matter,
are various factors which have caused this of which the

This has seriously interfered

I

There

main one is the weather,

with reconnaissance both by day and ni^t and also writh
night strikes from Malta and presumably has also
interfered vdth day strikes from North Africa« • • 0

In my opinion, the only solutions to this problem
are?

(a) reasonable weather

(b) submarine action

(o) search and strike by night torpedo aircraft
specially off North coast of Sicily

(d) day strikes by Fortresses

(e) heavy and mediun bomber attacks on Tunisian
poi'ts, Palermo and Naples, in accordance with the
location of the target ships.i

The Advance from the Tunisian Frontier to Mareth ■'
(4 to 21 February 1943)

Once the Tunisian frontier had been crossed by the
Eighth Army the enemy resistance stiffened. Furthermore,
the advance was severely hampered by the many demolitions
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and the heavy rain Y/hxch flooded great areas of the
countryside,
construct a causeway over the marshes and improve the
coastal ro8jd leading from Zuai*a to El Assa
was ready by 15 February, by which date the enemj'’ had been

forced to evacuate Ben Gardane, not merely the first tovm

of any importance so far captin^d in Tunisia, but  a centre
of vital airfields.

The 8th Aaraoured Brigade were forced to

The causeway

The Ei^th Arteiy Commander's next mov

Main Eiglith
Array Cositreps
A.H.B.AIJI/
162/3,
Alexander* s

Despatch and
*E1 Alamein to

the Sangro.
I e

was to take Medenine, with still more important airfields,
Owing toand Poum Tatahouine, a valuable road junction,

the increased enemy opposition, the 51st Division vra.s
brought forward and this formation, together vd.th
7th Armoured Division, launched an attack on Medenine,
which fell on 17 February, while Foum Tataheuine was. taken

on the following day.

General Montgomery now had the help of
General Leclero's Free French (Force 'L') which had made a
remarkable advance of'I5OO miles across the Desert from

Lake Chad and which now placed itself under his orders.
He gave it the task of moving from Nalut along the
escarpment to Ksar Ehilane and subsec[uently to operate
eastwards and so threaten the enemy's v/estern flank.

Reason for Low Level of ff.D,A.Fc Operations During Eighth
Army's Approach March from Tripoli to Mareth

Dtiring the four weeks covered by the enemy's withdrawal
from Tripoli to Mareth, the W.D.A,F, level of air opera
tions dropped very considerably. Throughout this i^eriod,
the air force had been handicapped by various factors,
but foremost among these was the lack of landing-grounds.
There was a large air force available, but little
accommodation for it in the Tripoli area. The enemy had

ploughed and mined all landing-grounds as he withdrew, and
the type of terrain - mostly soft or sandy or else salt

pans - was such that it became waterlogged with even a

slight amount of rain.

Report on
Operations of the
W.D.A,P, A.H.B./
IIJI5/4,
V^,D,A.F. War

Diary and
Landing Grovinds
(General),
A.H.ByxIJ1/l22, The requirements were for a minimxira of two airfields

in the El Assa area, initially for use by fighters but

capable of development for use by bombers, and a minimum
of five airfields for fighters in the Ben Gardane -
Medenine area,

compelled to operate from Castel Benito until I4 February,
by which time El Assa was serviceable, and in one leap they
were 100 miles nearer to the enemy.
Spitfires of No. 21+k King to move forward from Darragh to
Castel Benito,

The Kittybornbers of No, 239 Wing were

This enabled the

Other factors v/hich limited the scope of operations
were the shortage of petrol and supplies and the adverse
weather conditions. Targets were never good during this

period, being small and well-dispersed, Tlie terrain was

also favourable to camouflage and pilots frequently
reported that they were unable to locate targets at over

4,000 feet. At this time, the use of 250 lb, and 500 lb,
G.P, bombs had been almost entirely discontinued in favoiu*

of the containers of 40 lb, anti-persomel (fragmentation)
bombs which often were far too li^t for the type of target,
e,g, dug-in, well-dispersed M,T, and dug-in positions.

On 8 February, the weather improved sufficiently to
enable four attacks involving nearly 100 aircraft to be

carried out in direct support of our advancing troops.
Targets, however, were small and results from the R«A,F,

A.A,H.Q, T/.D,A.F.

Daily Int, Sums,
and 0,R,B, s.
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point of view were disappointing. However, the Axmy, -who
No, 2 A,A,S,C, had been without close si:5)port from the W,D.A,F, for some
War Diary. time past, considered that the raids had had an excellent

* showing the flag* value and enemy air activity over our
forward troops showed a sharp drop.

No, 239 Wing advance parties reached El Assa on
15 February and on 16 February, improved weather enabled a
fairly strong filter-bomber attack to be made on the landing-
ground at Medenine West, Uhfortimately, the weather closed
in again and air operations were limited to filter attacks
and tactical reconnaissance,

Throughout this period, enemy air activity was on a
li^t scale, both on account of the weather and also because
he was reorganising and bringing the Tripolitanian and
Tunisian forces under a single imified control. Apart from
attacks against the port of Tripoli, enemy air attaolcs wea^e
confined mostly to interception patrols, recces and harassing
attacks against our forward troops.

Further Reorganisations Formation of No, 210 G-roup
(d February 1943)~

Record of Ops,
and Do D, X • 3 ■

No, 210 G-roup was formed on 8 February,
the operational and administrative control of all R,A,F,
units allotted to the static defence of Tripolitania and for
the protection of coastal shipping,
responsibility for the defence of Tripoli,

It took over

This included

The supply position improved considerably with the
opening of Tanpcdi, making it possible to bring forward the
light and medium bombers. On 11 Februa2?y, No, 3 Wing
S,A,A,F, moved forward from G-zina to Sirtan only to find that
rain had made the landing-grounds imservioeable. No flying
was possible until 1? February, when the Wing began ni^t-
flying operations. Renewed bad weather caused a
cancellation of all operations until the night of 23 February
when 26 Bostons and 15 Baltimores attacked the road between
Mareth and Zaret, Further attacks were, carried out by

No, 3 Wing
S, A, A,F, 0,R,B,

31 aircraft on the ni^t of 24/25 February and on the
following, night by 32 aircraft against the Mareth Line,

On 19 February, No, 232 Wing were called forward from
their locations in Egypt, at L,G, 86, two miles to the S,W,
of the Oairo-Alexandria Road to new bases in the Tripoli
area. This involved a land joumey of scmie 1600 miles for
which the convoys were allowed 12 days. No, 232 Wing convoy
left on 21 Febrioary, No, 55 Squadron on 22 February and
No, 223 Squadron on 23 5*ebruary, On 23 Febrxaary, the
12th Medium Bombardment Groixp was installed at Castel Benito,

The move forward of No, 205 Group into Tripolitania from
the Magrun-Solluch area presented acutely difficult problems
of sTipply, particularly of petrol, oil and bombs, at a time
when stocks were strictly rationed in the Western Desert
Command, It was .a question of priorities involving policy

. decisions of far-reaching importance. On 30 January, the
A,0,C, No, 205 Group was informed by H,Q, Middle East that
his Group mi^t be operatiiig from MLsurata in the near future
and that he should reconnoitre the area for suitable

aerodromes as soon as possible. The reconnaissance was
duly made and on 7 February, on receipt of No, 205 Gioup
reconnaissance report, the A,0,0, Western Desert stated in
a signal to S,A,S,0,, H,Q, R,A,F,, Middle Easts

No, 232 Wing
0,R«B,

No, 205 GiTOip
0,R,B,
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would like to make it quite clear that iio
bombs or petrol can be made available for No. 205 G-roup
at present. All tmits under my command are grounded,
or strictly rationed with the exception of. the forward
Wing operating in the battle area, I would like the
movement of 205 Group and any but the essential units
of No. 201 Group held up until the supply sitiaation is
clarified,^

A, 0, C, ”iLn***0,
Personal Pile.

A.H.B.AU1/ •
183/8
Eno, 531B,

Sie A.0,A, replied on the following daysi.%.

* A, O.C. -in-O. regards operations of No. 205 Group
as of greater inpoirbanoe during present period than
those of W.D. Air Force which must continiie to be

strictly rationed. This, of course, does not apply
to your forward Wing, This view also shared by
General Alexander T/dio, it was understood, had secured
agreement of Gommander Eighth Army and yourself to it,
as'he- confiimed on his return that petrol and bombs
would be available for No# 205 Groi:tp in Misurata area

.  by 15 February, A,0,C,-in-C, has therefore ruled

Idem, Eno,

533 A,

that move of No. 205 Group must proceed as oidered and

requests you give all possible assistance to have Group
in operation by Feb, 15»*

The A,0,0, Western Desert -Air Force protested that he

had not been consulted either by the Army Commander or

General Alexander about the use of No, 205 Groiip,
Aocoiding to him, the plans he had agreed with the Bi^th
Army Commander were that No, 205 Group would be available
for operations during the battle of the Mareth Line, for

urtiioh the probable date was 15 March, However, he agreed
that * st5>plies would be back-loaded to Mistxrata for

No. 205 Group as soon as Supply and Transport Columns could

be Withdrawn fipm foiward loading to the battle area.’

Idem. Enc,

534A.

- The Western Desert Air Force was not the only interested
party. The move forward of the strategic boinber force to

the forward area meant that the Ei^th Army had their own

intake of petrol and supplies reduced at a time when they
were building up stocks for the assault on the Mareth Line,
This led to some extremely frigid signals from Rear Ei^th
Aimy H,Q, which General Alexander had, in turn, to override.
In spite of this conflict of interests, the move foiwaid was

undertaken by 10 February when main parties of all units

(Group H.Q., Nos, 231 and 236 TiTings and Nos. 37, 40,
104, and 462 Squadrons) moved out fiTom Solluoh and Magrun
for Gardabia, The move involved a trek forwaid of

500 miles, but by 15 Febraary all unit main parties had
arrived at . their new locations at Gardabia (approximately
20 miles to the S.S.E. of Misurata) and the GiTOup was ready
to operate.

No, 205 Group
0,R.B.

Decision to Bring No. 6 (’Tankbuster*) Squadron Forward

No. 6 Squadron had been smarting under their relegation
to shipping escort duties since the end. of the battle of

El Alamein, It will be reme^ered how they had held a
special Mess Meetinjg in order to air their grievance at
being left out from the pursuit. Now that plans were being
prepared for the attack on the Mareth Line, there seemed a
promise of more active employment for a squadron -sdiich had
distingiJdLshed itself so much- in its specialised form of air

support for'the Ei^th Array, Ttie ’lobbying* of H.Q.,
Middle East which had gone on for months eventually showed
results and on 5 February, S*A, S.O., R,AoF., Middle East
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signalled the A,0cC6 Yfestem Desert stating that the
Squ3.dron had been used on shipping esoort duties and asking
for information on the probable requirements ^as
No« 6 Squadron would need to prepare and train in advance.

The A,0,C, W.Do AeF,’s reply was not encouraging;

•Might be possible to employ one Tankbuster
Squadron, After much discussion, it would appear that
employment of tankbusters in Alamein battle was not
sufficiently successful to T/arrant any great expenditure
of effort to get them into action for the next battle.,*

t

By i8 February, the A,0,C. W,D.A.F, had had the opportunity
of discussing the question with Air Chief Marshal Tedder and

it was agreed that No. 6 Squadron should be sent forward and

should be placed under No. 244 Wing, The Squadron 0,R,B,
reflects the enthusiasm felt for this news. Earlier in

the month the Squadron had celebrated its 25th birthday.
The C.O,, S./Ldr, D, Weston-Burt *e3<pressed the hope that
during 1 943 the squadron would resume the role of
tankbusting,• On 20 February, the Squadron O.R.3. records;

A,0,C,-in-C,
Personal File

A,H.B./IIJ1/
183/8.

•A signal received from A,H,Q,, Egypt;
"No, 6 Squadron to retim their Hurricane II0*s to Delta
where they will re-arm with Hurricane IID*s and proceed
at once to Castel Benito for tankbusting role under
Western Desert.

Bu Mvd to Tripoli,
will follow,"

Ground party will proceed direct from
Administrative orders for moving

The uplift in morale as a result of the foregoing
‘  , Y{hen the tankbusting role wansignal is remarkable,

discarded and the squadron was given the job of convoy
protection, the keenest disappointment was felt not
only amongst the pilots but amongst all other personnel
as well,

being able to take part in the drive to force Rommel out

of Africa, all ranks are overjoyed, and the keenest
enthiisiasm for the task ahead is everywhere in
evidence,’

Now that the opportunity appears imminent of

The Squadron arrived an Tunisia in time to take a most
effective part, on 10 March, in the annihilation of an enemy
force sent by Rommel against General Leclerc’s force at
Khasr Rhilane, An accomt of this interesting operation is

given later in the narrative.

In February, during this period of biuld-up for the
Mareth battle, the Polish Combat Team consisting of 16
experienced Polish fighter pilots arrived and formed a third

flight in No, 145 Squadron, under No, 244 Wing, The flight
was serviced by R.A.F, ground crews and was eqid-pped
with Spitfire IXs, Fur-faher Spitfire IX’s were shared
between Nos, 92 and 145 Squadrons,

Record of Ops,

Rommel’s Attacks in Central Tunisia and Tovirards Medenine,

(February 1943)

On 4 February, Rommel and General Messe discussed the
questions arising from the possibility of a thrust by
II United States Corps in the Gafsa Sector of Western
Tunisia,

ways of meeting the threat - either by purely defensive
measures, or else by an encircling attack 'to meet the enemy

Typically enough, Rommel

Rommel told General Messe that there were two

I
and destroy him as he atta.cked.
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He considered that *a purelychose the spoiling attack,
defensive policy scarcely merited any further discussion,'
He realised that it wotild be some time before General

Official German
Narrative,

Montgomery woiold be able to bring really strong forces into

Southern Tunisia (General Montgomery planned to start
operations against the Mareth defences about 20 March)
and he considered that *an attack in the Gafsa area if

launched in good time, might possibly succeed even nov;, *

Rommel's plan was accepted, and on 6 February the
Italian Supreme Command sent instructions for an attack to

be launched against 'the enemy flank at Gafsa, from the

El Guettar area, leaving some motorised forces to take part
in the defence against the Eighth Army,

The 5th Panaer Army with Rommel in command struck at
the pcsitions held by the 1st United States Armoured
Division at Sidi bou Zid on the morning of 14 February
(Operation 'Morning Breeze'),
and met with a surprising degree of success against the

^seasoned American t3roops, and Rommel, having thrust
through the Kasserine Pass, appeared by 21 February to be

gathering himself for a further blow to the north, thus
threatening the flank and rear of the First Army,
evident that any further successes by the enemy might well

jeopardise the whole Allied position and General Alexander,
who had taken over control of 18th Army Group on  1 9 Februarjj,
after a tour of the battle area, ordered General Montgomery,
at the crisis of the Kasserine Battle, on 21 February, 'to
create as powerful a threat as possible on the enemy's
southern flank,'

t

The blow was shre-wdly timed

It was

Official German

Narrative,

Although the Eighth Army was not ready, for administra
tive reasons, to operate major forces in southern Tunisia,
it was decided that they should stage an immediate demon
stration in force and the W,D,A,F, was ordered 'to exert

maximum pressure on both air and land forces in the
Mareth area,'

represent what the eneny had learned to regard as the
preliminary to a general attack, whilst our land forces were
to be concentrated forward, even though they would be

unbalanced and unable to fight cohesively on a major scale.

As it happened, there ¥/as no immediate risk for
General Montgomery in advancing ahead of his main strength,
since the enemy's main forces were fully engaged elsewhere.

These operations by the W.D,A.F, were to

Report on

Operations,
A.H,B./IIJ1/
188/4.

Alexander's

Despatch.

On 23 February, the ¥,D.A.F, fighter wings moved to
No, 244 Wing andforward airfields in the Medenine area.

No, 7 (S,A,A,F,) Yfing were at Hazbub and Neffatia where they
were controlled by an advanced H,Q, of No, 211 Group, while
the remainder of the Fighter Force was controlled by Rear

211 Group, from Castel Benito,
hampered operations on 23, 24 and 25 February, but by
26 February the fighter-bomber offensive was in full swing,
the main targets being airfields at Bordj Touaz, Gabes West
and El Hamma,

of which approximately one third carried bombs.

Tfeather conditions

Sorties by fighter aircraft numbered 370,

A.A,H.Q.W.D,

War Diary,

The enemy were very active at first, launching a
series of low-flying attacks on our forward landing-
grounds, the one at Neffatia in particular being attacked a
number of times,

ai,rfields and. successful air fighting - on 26 February
W,D.A,F, pilots claimed 12 enemy aircraft shot down for the

loss of 8 pilots missing - forced the enemy air force on to
the defensive.

However, sustained attacks on enemyReport on
Operations.
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The heavy and medium bombers of No, 205 Group and the
light bombers of No, 5 S,A„Ae,P, Wing, No, 232 Wing and
12th Medium Bombardment Group had been brought forward in .

time to taJce part in the air offensive. On the night
23/24 February, targets for No, 205 Group rd.ght bombers were
switched from Palermo to Gabes West landing-grounds, A total

of 3’! bombers (25 Wellingtons and 6 Halifaxes) operated.
The enemy were taken completely by surprise as the flare-
path was on when the first aircraft arrived. Further
attacks on Gabes West airfield and Gabes town wer^ repeated
until the night of 26/2? February, after which No, 205 Group
reverted to the operational control of H,Q, Middle East,

On the night of 23/24 February, 26 Bostons, 15 Baltimores
and 18 Mitchells dropped 38 tons of bombs on targets in the
Mareth area, A ftrrther 22 Bostons and 10 Baltimores

attacked the Mareth Line on the following night, while on
25/26 February 1 0 Baltimores and 18 IVEitchells attacked the
same area, starting a number of fires.

Opsums and

No, 205 Group
0 , Ro B ,

At the same time as the W,D,A,F, launched their air

offensive, the G,0,C, Eighth Army increased the pressure
against the enemy outer defences at Mareth and
General Leclerc’s Force *L' occupied Khsar Ehilane,
contact on land with the enemy, however, was on a very minor

scale as General Montgomery was 'determined not to attack

xmtil he wras ready,' and the greater part of the credit for
this diversion is due to the Air Force who carried out a

total of 1200 sorties of all kinds and _lat least kept the

enemy's southern air force actively engaged and unable to
take any part in the ICasserine Battle,'

Actual

Report on
Operations of
the Northwest

African Tactical

Air Force,

A,H,B,/IIJ1/
188/4. It was the situation on the Mareth front v/hich finally

decided Rommel to abandon his offensive and this decision

was taken before the diversionary attack by the Eighth
Army and the W.D.A.F, had had time to develop.

22 Februai^; the enemy appreciation of the situation
stated?

On

'In the afternoon, F.M. Kesselring visited
Battle H,Q, NW of Kasserine and was put in the picture
by the Army Gomd,
reinforcement of the enemy, the unfavourable weather
(which made the country impassable except on formed
roads), the increasing dll’ficulty of ixsing mobile troops
in mountainous country which little suited them, and the
low strength of our formations, all made it seem point
less to continue the attack.

The latter stated that the continual

The Array Commander
therefore expressed the opinion that the attack should
be abandoned and the attaolcing force withdrawn, now that

the enemy approach march to the Gafsa-Sbeitla area had

been broken up with heavy losses,
this conclusion by the deciding fact that the situation
at the Mareth Line demanded the presence of mobile
troops of both armies as soon as possible, to strike a

quick blow at the enemy as he assembled for his attack
and force him to postpone it.'

He was forced to

German Official

War Narrative.
Cabinet Office

AL 743

The Battle at Medenine (6 March 1943)

By the end of February, the I5th Panzer Division was
again located on the Eighth Army front, having been absent

diu’ing the Tebessa offensive, and 21st Panzer Division was

also reported to be moving south again. Intelligence of

the location of enemy units, indicated a heavy movement
southwards through the Gabes gap. On 26 February
Field Marshal Alexander signalled General Montgomery that he

H.Q. N.A.T.A,F.
Report on Ops,
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thought Roroinel would tiy to attack the Eighth Array as soon

as he co\old, following the original French plan which was
to deliver a counter-attack from the area of the Ksar el

Hallouf pass, on to the left flank, and rear of the
attackers (which in this case were, of course, the Eighth

Alexander* s

Despatch,

Army),

It was calculated that an enemy attack could not occur
before k March, but by this date the Eighth Army would
barely be ready to counter such a thrust, nor would the
V/.D,A,P, be fully concentrated. It was arranged, there
fore, for the air forces in North and Central Tionisia to
assist by attacking enemy airfields in the Gabes area
aid any movement or concentration of his land forces
behind the Mareth positions.

The Eighth Army was disposed with three divisions
On the right, the 51st Division, with theforward,

23rd Armoured Brigade under command, covered the area north

of the road opposite the Wadi Zigzaon,
the 7th Armoured Division, reinforced by the 8th Armoured
Brigade and the 1st Fighting French Plying Column,
position round Medenine was held by the New Zealand
Division, with the 201 st Guards Brigade and the 4th Ligjit
Armoured Brigade under command.

To the south was

The

C,-in-C,*s

Despatch,

On 24 February, Spitfires of Nos, 92, 145
601 Squadrons moved forward from Castel Benito to Hazbub
L.G. near Medenine, as part of the deployment plan for the
field fighter force.

' is*  says No, 145 Squadron 0,R,B'The L.G

soft and needs rolling and filling in of soft
Our

• >• f

very

spots before being serviceable for Spitfires,
new site appears to be uncomfortably close to the front
line troops and digging in is, for once, quite popular,
¥e are apparently about 6 miles from our front-line
troops - a rather novel situation for a Fighter Wing -

and for onct^ we have more than an academic interest in

the bombline,'

No, 145 Squadron
0,R,B,

Hazbub was probably closer to the enemy than any other
L.G, occupied by the R.A.P, during a period of static war
fare in North Africa, On 26 February, the enemy made
determined attempts to force the Squadron to vacate the
airfield and bombed three times. One aircraft was holed
and one airman killed and another injured. The pilots of

No, 145 Squadron, however, had their revenge by shooting
down three of the raiders and damaging three more. Tlie

1 st March was ' a very eventful day'. After acting as cover

to Kittybombers raiding the north end of the Mareth Line,
■vdien the Spitfires shot down three Me,109's, at 17*20 hours
the enemy started shelling the L.G. and the Squadron was
ordered to fly all serviceable aircraft to El Assa,

•We shall remember this day for a long time,
says the entry in No, 92 Squadron 0,R,B, for 1st March,
'although there was only one operational trip for us.
Five aircraft were scrambled for a local interception
patrol of the Hazbub area in the morning and were
vectored on to 3 Macchi 202's, F/Lt, Duke D,F,C, and
Bar shot down two of them, thus being able to avoid
the 13th score appearing on his aircraft. At
5 o'clock in the afternoon the enemy started to shell
the L.G. from the hills southwest of us and it was not
long before he was able to get the range of the runways

I

No. 92 Squadron
O.R.B.
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and dispersals. An order was received for all pilots
to sit in the cockpit of their aircraft and in this_,.we
were fortimate in having 6 aircraft at standb|^
another 6 at readiness. Just after 6 o*clock, when

;  ihe sun was’.going'''dpTfip^ sll'ai^c^aft were told to take
off. for L.Q.s east'of us, 'Vdiat-a sight it was!
Aircraft from 3 Squadrons taking off from two
runways missed each other by inches,•

The shelling of Hazbub L,G, -vdiich led to its temporary
evacuation was carried out by *a very large gun on a bearing
ttf 270 degrees' (probably a 17-'cm gtin). It lasted from
17»25 hours to 18,30 hcurs, most of the shells landing on
the runways or to the west of the landing-ground. One
Spitfire was damaged (Cat. 2) and three other Cat, 1, One
airman was killed and five injured. The shelling continued
at intervals during the night, the shortest intervals betvreen
the shells being 40 seconds.

The next day^ 2 March, 21 Kittjdiawks of No* 5 S,A,A.E,
Squadron and No, 2 S.A,A,I'i Sq'uadron, 18 of them carrying
bombs, carried out an attack on the gun position,
11 X 250 lb, and 7 x 500 lb, bombs being dropped on the gun
emplacement, dug-in liuT, and infantry positions. No gun
was seen, but two large M,T, were destroyed and some troops
killed and wounded.

narrow

A.A.H.Q.W.D.
Daily Int,
Sums,

a,h.b,Aiji/
122/44(0)

From 1 March, strategical and tactical areoonnaissance
was intensified, with Nos, 1437 Flight and 40 (S,A,A,F,)
Squadron covering the enemy's rear and forward, areas
respectively. It was cOhsidered likely that 10th Panzer
Division would move southwards, thus bringing the attabkihg
enemy force up to three Armoured Divisions (I5th, 21st and
10th Panzbr Divisions)' and strategical reconnaissance kept a
close watch on the Sidi bou Zid - Sfax area. On 3 March,
Tac/R at last found 800 M,T, moving south from Gabes to

Matmata and Kittyhawks of No, 7 S,A,A,F, Wing set out to

attack this target, iut by the time they arrived, the enemy
had scattered and hidden themselves. On the follovifing day

further enemy movement from Gabes to Toujane and Kadlouf
was observed, tactical reconnaissance aircraft counting a

total <dt 72 tanks and 1000 M,T,, but targets were well-

camouflaged and difficult to find, Kittybombers carried
out a total of I33 sorties in 5 raids. Targets were
reported as being 'variable' but fairly successful results

were claimed. Two Kittyhawks of No, 2 S,A,A,F, which had

taken part in the dawn armed recce to locate the enemy were

used to guide No, 239 Vfing to the target, dropping their
bombs as markers and then returned.

A,A.H.Q,¥.D.

War Diary and
Diary Int,
Sums,

On 5 March there were no developments, as the enemy
were resting all day and air operations by the ¥f,D,A,F,
were on a reduced scale owing to bad visibility and lack of

targets.

'As the Panzer Grenadiers moved off on the
evening,of th.e 5th down the steep winding road from
Ksar el Hallouf,' the C.-in-G,'s despatch relates, 'they
defiled past the Array Group Commander, standing in his

According to an eye-open car at the top of the pass,
witness on the spot Rommel was obviously a sick man,
with a dirty bandage romd his neck where he was
suffering from desert sores and to a party who stopped
near him he said that unless they vron this battle tlie

last hope in Africa was gone.I

Alexander's

Despatch,
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On the morning of 6 March, the enefny attacked the
Eighth Army positions with armoirr and lorried infantry from
the direction of Hallouf and Toujane, aiming first at

cutting in between two strongly-held features in the
Medenine area. The key position was the Gebel Tedgera,
a hill which rises abruptly from the plain to the north
east of Medenine., This was defended by the 201st Guards
Brigade, The enemy’s intention was clearly the captvcre of

Medenine, which would cut coimnianications vdth Tripoli and
isolate the greater part of our forces.

By midday over 100 enemy tanks had been repoarted.
Seven attacks by Kittybomber formations, mainly of three

squadron strength, were made against the rear of the enemy
forces attacking Medenine from the west. Some 280 sorties
by fighter aircraft were carried out during the day and of

these 100 were by fighter bombers. One particularly
interesting operation was what No, 2 A,A,S,C, termed a

'psychic target’. Air Operations considered that the
tanks in a particular area would pull back to refuel about

13,30 to 14,00 hours and eight Kittybombers of
No, 5 S,A,A.P. Squadron were sent hunting in the probable
area, Tliey located between 40 and 50 M, T, and tanks at a
cross-roads at E 5982. One bomb fell among a cluster of

tanks which were refuelling and started a large petrol
fire.

No, 2 A. A,S,0,

YiTar Diary,

Other fighter bombers caught the enemy columns as they
moved up through defiles in the Matmata hills and were
particularly successftfL. The weather on 6 March was not
good and quite a lot of low cloud made interception of

enemy aircraft difficult and also prevented the. air forces

on the northern front from co-operating as had originally
The eneinQT air forces were unusually activebeen planned,

Daily Int, Sums,
and A, A. H, Q,

W,D, War Diary

and made a succession of low-flying attaclcs against ovir

forward landing-grounds and troops, usir:ig Me,2l O's and
p,w, 190's. In an attack on.Neffatia IVIain L,G, the enemy
damaged a total of eight Kittyhawks,' Spitfires and
Hurricanes, killed three R,A,P, personnel and wounded ^

five others.

In addition -to the attaclcs by fighter bombers.
No. 205 Group's night bombers were placed under the
operational control of A.A.H.Q, Western Desert from
2 March,

49 Wellingtons and 10 Halifax aircraft dropped 127 tons
of bombs in the Mareth area,

S.A.A.P. 0.R.B

being found that the whole situation, so far as the air

was concerned could be handled comfortably by the
fighters and fighter bombers,'

In the course of two nights' operations

«'Again,' says No, 3 Yifing
'the light bombers were not used, it• >No, 205 Group

and 3 Wing
S, A, AeP,

0, R,B, s.

The enemy's concentrated attacks were beaten off by
the infantry with anti-tank guns, without the
intervention of tanks, except one squadron.
Army casualties were light and they lost no tanks at all.

The enemy made fouir attacks with, armour duiring the day^ but
in none of them was he able to score anj^' success,
evening he drew off with the loss of 52 tanks - the

greatest total loss ^
day's battle in Africa, (1)

The^ Eighth

That

ha(^ so .far suffered in any one
'In many ways,* said

(1) 'The Operation had lost all point the moment It became obvious that
the British were prepared for us. We had suffered tremendous losses,
including ho tanks totally destroyed,* The Rommel Papers,
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AlexaMer’s

Despatch.
General Alexander, 'this battle resembled the battle of
Aiam el Haifa before Alamein? for the second time Rommel

had committed the error of throwing his tanks against
well-emplabed anti-tank guns.t

Medenine was Rommel's last battle in Africa, and it
Shortly afterwards he handed overwas a complete failinre,

command of the Army Group to Von Arnim and retiimed to

Germany. )

General Montgomery alltides to the Battle of Iviedenine
as 'a model defensive engagement and a great tritimph for
the infantry and the anti-tank gun,' There is no doubt,
however, that one of the chief reasons for Rommel's failure

at Medenine was the high level of intelligence provided by
the ¥,D,A,E, Again, as at Alam el Haifa, the element
Of surprise necessary for the success of the operation had

been lost, Althoxogh a combination of bad weather, the

enemy's excellent camouflage and dispersal prevented the

¥,D,A,P, air offensive from developing anything like a full

bombing momentmi, it must have been very worrying to the

enemy Commander and atiguring badly for the success of the

operation to find his colijmns being bombed during their

long approach march to Medenine as much as three days
before the beginning of the gro^uld offensive, and also being
watched closely from the air.

Unfavourable weather restricted air operations on the
morning of 7 March, but later in the day fighter bombers
made successful attacks against the enemy forces as they
withdrew through the passes leading to Toujane and Hallouf,
Targets for the fighter bombers were fleeting and concen
trations were not easily picked out, due to lowering
cloud. The enemy air force were very active. They
carried out three attacks against Neffatia L,G,, destroying
one Hurricane, damaging another and vrounding eight A,A,
personnel. Another attack was made on Hazbtib L.G. which

had been reoccupied after the previous shelling. Three
attacks on Eighth Army forv/ard troops by 12 - 15 bombers
were also reported. Patrolling Spitfires had many
encounters with enemy aircraft and claimed eight Me.109's
and one Me,202 destroyed for one Kittyhawk pilot missing and

one Spitfire damaged.

Throughout 8 March, the enemy continued to wdthdraw
his armour through Hallottf towards Matmata and into
Toujane, During the morning three fighter-bomber attacks

■  at one-squadron strength were carried out on retiring enemy
tanks and transport in the Hallouf area, where a fair araoimt

of damage was caused by bombing and strafing,
again reported that targets were difficult to locate due to

the broken terrain and the enemy's excellent camoi,iflage
and dispersal, Cloiri was also prevalent. Spitfires of

Nos. 1 S.A.A,E. 92, 601 and 145 Squadrons carried out over
100 offensive sorties but enemy air activity v^•as much

reduced, only one fighter-bomber attack being reported.

Pilots

Report on Ops,
and A,A,H,Q,

Y^.D,, ¥ar Diary

SqTiadron
O.R,B.s and

Daily Int,
Sms,

(1) Rommel handed ovei- command of the Army Group to
von Arnim oh 8 March and took off fox'* Rome on

the following day,
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(Che Attatck on the Fighting French at Ksar Rhilajie
(10 March 1943)

General Leclerc’s Force of Fighting French, which
also included a Greek detachment, was established at Ksar

Ehilane, some 50 miles to the south of the Eighth Aorroy
positions. With plans already well advanced for the attack

on the Mareth Line, this force was ass^ing increasing
importance. An essential part cf General Montgomery's
plan for the Mareth battle was to pass the New Zealanders
in a wide outflanking movement through the desert and it was

on this manoeuvre that the General was relying as the main

method for ejecting the enemy from the powerful Mareth
defences, Ihe presence of Force *L' at Ksar Ehilane was

valuable as it prevented the enemy from reconnoitring
towards the. New Zealand concentration area. Another role

assigned to Force was to operate against the enemy flank

and rear, when the main offensive was under way. There had

been no opportvinity, however, to regroup or strengthen the
French column after their long march from the Chad territory
and they were weak in artillery, particularly in A*A, and

anti-tank vreapons.

Baulked in his attack on Medenine, the enemy Commander
saw the chance of an easy success which would have important
reperciassions in North Africa, and on 10 March he laxmched
a sudden and violent attack on Ksar Ehilane with the Eeoce

Units of the 21st and 15th Panzer Divisions and some
Italian mobile uinits.

Eeport on
Operations

The dawn Tao/R on 10 March failed to show any sign of a

threat against Ksar Ehilane, but at 08,40 hours 'L' Force
gave a target of 50 heavy armoured cars and guns to the NE
of Ksar Ehilane,

the forward area three days earlier had first been sent to

Hazbtib for stand-by, but as this advanced L,G, was again
being shelled by the enemy, pilots then flew their aircraft

to Neffatia where the enemy promptly bombed them,
theless, a message by telephone was received on 9 March by
the C,0, of No, 6 Squadron (Squadron Leader Weston-Burt)
from the A,0,C, Ti/;,D,A,F, (Air Vice-Marshal H, Broadiiurst)
• ordering 12 aircraft to be at Hazbub Satellite as soon

after first light as possible in readiness for operations
from that landing-ground.

No, 6 Sqiiadron which had only arrived in

Never-

I

No, 6 Squadron
0,R.B, :

At dawn on 10 March a formation of 12 Hurricane IIDs

As soon as the enemy inten-left for Hazbub Satellite,

tions became clear, the 'Tankbusters' were ordered to attack
in full strength and since it was improbable that the enemy
had v/ith them their normal complement of A,A, protection
orders were given for the attacks to be pressed home from a

At the same time, strong patrols oflow altitude.

Spitfires were ordered to cover the Hurricanes and protect
the French from Stuka and low-flying attacks.

The first sortie took place at 10.5 hours on 10 March
when 6 •Tankbusters' - their pilots incidentally being
from the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and
the United States of America - located some score of
vehicles near Ksar Ehilane and set over half of them on

Fires were still burning in the area when a furtherfire.

No, 6 Squadron
0, EaB,

14 Hurricane IID's from No. 6 Squadron - their pilots this

time from the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand and

South Africa - attacked targets in the same area and as a

result this particular German force was virtually
annihilated. The Squadron's total score was six Mark III
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tanks (two flamers), I3 A.M.G.s (five flamers), 10 lorries
(four flamers), three semi-tracked vehicles, two tracked
troop carriers-, one gun and trailer and a ¥/T van.
Squadron's casualties were two Hurricane IID Gat. II and one

Gat, I, there being no pilots missing or inom-ed.

The

•The Hurricanes,* says No, 2 A,S.G, '.Tar Diary,
They caught the enemy•made two successful attacks,

in the open and destroyed or put out of action nearly
two-thirds of his vehicles, leaving the remainder
scattered over the countryside, frantically searching
for cover and calling ■urgently for reinforcements in
plain language.*

No, 2 A,S,C,
War Diary,

In the afternoon, another target consisting of
AFV's and guns was passed by Force *L* to Air Support Control
and tvro Kittyhav/k Squadrons (12 of No, 3 R,A,A,F, Squadz'on
and 12 of No, 450 R.A.A,P, Sqtiadron carrying 40 Ih. and
500 lb. bombs) were briefed to attack. The target was duly
located and after bombing the aircraft carried out lo'w-
level attacks. Claims were made of 11 vehicles aed an
armoured car set on fire and a petrol bowser and  a truck
blown up. (1) A second filter-bomber raid that afternoon
ran into trouble. It comprised 11 Kittyhawks of
No. 260 Squiadron and 12 Kittyhawks of No, 250 Sqmdron, with
12 Kittyhawks of No, 112 Squadron a.s top cover, VThilst the
target was being attacked by the filter bombers, the top
cover ran into a formation of Ju, 87*s, heavily escorted by
20 -30Me.l09*s, A dog-fight then ensued, as a result of
which six pilots of No, 112 Squadron -were lost. They
claimed two Me,109*s destroyed and one Ju,87. No,  2 A,S,C,
attributed the heavy casualties to the fact that there was
no Spitfire escort, Hea-vy as the losses -were, this
encounter did have the effect of saving the French garrison
from a dive-bombing attack by some 20 Stukas.

The enemy force, severely depleted by these air attaclcs,
later attacked the fort, but the French held out and the
attacking force, obviously reluctant to undergo a second
ordeal on the following day, ceased fire at dusk and -with
drew, During 10 March, *L' Force passed out tvro messages
reminiscent of the 'Merci pour la R,A,F, * of Bir Hacheim
dayss

No, 112 Squadron
0.R.B,

No, 2 A,S.G,
War Diaiy.

Eighth Amy
War Diary

•TOO 11,02 hrs. Planes over at 10,35 left
Appear to have done excellent work.A.A.H,Q.TT.D,

War Diary,
11,00 hrs.

Last visit R,A,P, did excellentTOO 14.55 hrs.
work especially against enemy artillery to the N,E,•

Two days later, a pilot of No, 40 S.A.A,F. Squadron
which landed at Ksar Ehilane to pick up maps which the French
had captured from the enemy Y/as received by General Leclerc

(1) No, 3 Recce Unit reported to 90th Light Division that
in an attack by low-flying aircraft 40 km to the south
of Bir Soltane they lost two 50-mm, anti-tanlc guns,
two 37“™i. anti-tank guns, one 40-mm, anti-tanlc gtm,
two 20-mm. guns and nine machine-guns,
probable that these casixalties -were inflicted by the
fighter bombers of No. 3 and 450 R,A.A.F, Squadrons
rather than the ' tankbusters*,
Messages in and out G,M,D,S. 30264/2-4).

It is more

(90th Light Division
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who •asked him to convey to the R,A,F, his thanl^s for the
splendid support they had received duiring the last four

days,
dropped on the French suitably inscribed "bon jovirj"’

I The O.R.B, records how 'cigarettes were later
No, 40 S,A,A,F,
0,R,B.

Air Operations 11 ~ 20 March 1943

On 11 March, Bostons of No. 3 S.A,A,F, Wing carried out
what was in the nature of a practice run in preparation for

a reversion to day bombing when 18 Bostons, escorted by
Kittyhawks and an independent top cover of Spitfires
attacked the eastern end of the Mareth position. One
fire was seen, but cloud obscured further observation of

results. The troops were reported by the Array to be
„ greatly pleased to see a familiar formation of 13 Bostons

in the air again. Another raid by Bostons was carried out

against the Mareth position on the following day, A
. feature of these raids was the intense and accurate A,A,

gunfire encountered over the target and a high proportion
of the raiding Bostons was holed.

No. 3 Wing
S,A,A,F, War

Diary

The thirteenth,of March was not a good day for the
Americans, American Warhawks of Nos, 64, 65 and
66 Squadrons were carrying out a sweep of the forward area
when they were attacked by a force of 30 Me.lO^'s which shot
down five Warhawks, for the loss of three Me,l05*s, On the
same day 12th Medium Bombardment Group made a trial flight.
They are very inexperienced,* says a report by No, 2 A,S,C,
•and dropped all their bombs on the 69th Brigade, There
was no damage and no casualties as the Brigade is well-
dispersed and dug in, but it was a most unfortunate mistake,
the more, so,'- the Yfar Diary added regretfixLly, •as
Captain Smith (of No, 2 A,S,C,) goes to-morrow to lectiure
the Division on Air Support,• Investigation later
established the fact that the failure of the American

bombers to do damage was due mainly to the fact that the
American 250 lb, bombs were not fitted with nose-rods and

•went deep into the earth and wasted their force upwards,*

!No. 2 A,S,C,

T/ar Diary

Owing to the distinctive nature of the terrain in the
Mareth area it was considered that no artificial landmarks

were necessary,

construction of two landmarks was immediately undertaken,
one on the coast I50 ft long and approximately 5 ft wide,
out 4 ft deep by a btilldozer was particularly vital as it
marked the bombers* landfall on their favourite sea

approach.

As a resialt of this mistake, however, the

On 17 March, low cloud and then dust hampered
operations,
fighter units out of the L,G.•s at Hazbub Satellite with

his I7"0m, guns from the high ground.
Nos, 64 and 65 Squadrons were detailed to bomb the enemy gtin
positions, but the conditions of lO/IOths cloud forced them
to return with their bombs,

however, 18 Bostons of No. 12 S,A,A.F, dropped 72  x 250 lb,
bombs on the enemy gun position, scoring direct hits on a
building and a trench,
force combined with the launching of night patrols by the
4th Indian Division in the same area forced the enemy to

withdraw his guns finally out of range.

Oiie enemy again endeavoured to shell forward

Warhawks of

On the following day.

This prompt retaliation by the air

A.A.H.Q.V/.D.
War Diary and
Report on Ops,

Another formation of Baltimores of Nos, 55 and

223 Squadrons attacked enemy concentrations in the Mareth

area, as part of the preliminary softening up, prior to the
battle. They dropped 92 x 250 lb, bombs, but no resiiLts of
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the bombing were observed,
A,A, gunfire from the target area.
No. 205 Group Wellingtons to be directed against enemy
positions at Mareth for the night, 17/i8 March was abortive
as the bad weather forced the recall of the aircraft,

of the Wellingtons which did not receive the recall signal
reached the target and dropped 50 x 250 lb. bombs on a camp
and dispersed enemy transport.

There was intense and accurate

A heavy attack by

Three

Low cloud prevented offensive air operations on

19 March, although Spitfires of Nos. 1 S.A.A.N,, 92 and

145 Squadrons were active on interception patrols in order

to prevent the enemy reconnaissance aircraft which were

very active in the southern and western ends of the bomb

line from carrying out effective reconnaissance in these

tactically important areas. On the night 19/20 1,larch - the
night pi’ior to the launching of the offensive -  a total of

35 Wellingtons of Nos. 37, 40 and 70 Squadrons dropped
62 tons of bombs on enemy MT and gxm emplacements between
Mareth and Ketena, along the coast road, starting several
fires, including one very large one. A,A, gunfire, both

heavy and light, was Intense and one Wellington was shot
down. The three F,A,A, Albacores which assisted as path

finders, dropping flares and then 6 x 250 lb, bombs, were

holed by gunfire.

No, 205 Group
O.R,B,

During this period, sporadic attacks were carried out
by enemy ni^t bombers against road communications and other

No, 73 Squadron targets along the Eighth Army front. To counter this
0,R,B, activity, patrols were carried out by xiight-flying

Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron,
intruders over the enemy airfields, from which the bombers

were operating.

This Squadron also employed

Developments in Combined Bomber and Fighter Training and
Airfield Construction

Recent operations with light bombers and their escorts
which were in the nature of trial flints had shown the need

to improve the methods with which the light bombers formed

up and approached a target and also to make their crew
thoroughly familiar with the country over which they were to
operate diring the forthcoming battle, A training scheme

therefore devised which would enstire that the bomberswas

Report on
Operations,

and their fighter escorts should spend the minimum time

circling a rendezvous point and at a low altitude which would

help to defeat the enemy R,D,F. system, the final climb
towards the target being delayed until the last possible
moment,

able to engage our aircraft with those fighters already on

patrol or at immediate stand-by on the ground,
adoption of this system vrould make it possible to reduce the
number of escorting filters, thus releasing others for

fighter-bomber work and offensive patrols over the enemy
lines and back areas.

This T/ould ensure that the enemy would only be

The

The method adopted was one already vrell tried in
An easily-recognised rendezvous point was chosen

The
England,
•well clear of filter or bomber landing-grounds,
bombers took off and formed Tjq) below 500 feet at a sub

sidiary rendezvous ■within sight of the main one. Fighters
followed a similar system at yet a third rendezvous point.
The bomber formations then flew over the main rendezvous
point as near as possible to the precise zero time and set
covirse for the target while the fighters slipped into
position. The five-minute r\uLe Viras also introduced, so
that should a rendezvous be missed at zero hour, the bombers
would again cross the rendezvous point at zero plus five.
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zero plus ten and zero plus fifteen, after which they
returned to base.

Apart from ensinring a rendezvous, this system avoided
the need for breaking R/T or WA silence, and so giving
away the operation to the enemy. In this way, too,
bombers and fighters did not interfere with each other
during the forming up and vrere able to keep below the

enemy’s R,DoF, screen, without risk of collision. After a

few practices, squadrons found no difficulty and this
technique invariably defeated the enemy’s warning system.

Another interesting innovation at this time was the
use of salt pans as landing-grounds, Ihey were found to

provide an excellent dust-free surface for aircraft, with

the only disadvantage that the use of MT across them had to

be strictly limited. Although an experiment forced on
the W,D.A,P, because of the acute shortage of siritable sites

for L.G.S, the salt-pans proved remarkably suooessfvil, the
units sited on them showing the lowest accident rate for a

very long time.

The Battles of the Mareth Line (20 - 2? March 1^43)

As a defensive position, the Mareth Line was almost as

strong as El Alamein,
by the French to protect Tunisia from an attack by the
Italians from the east* The main defences stretched for

22 miles, one flanlc resting on the sea and the other on the
steep-sided Matmata Mountains, At the eastern end of the
line the Wadi Zigzaou had been widened and deepened to form
a natural tank obstacle. The defences themselves consisted

of a system of interconnected strongpoints, partly tuider-

gro^Jnd, reinforced with concrete. There was, however, one
serious disadvantage. The bunkers had been planned for
the French 25 and 47-mm* anti-tank guns and were too small

to ho\ase the G-erman 50 and 75"iinm* guns which had to be

positioned in the open. The Matmata Mountains shielding
the western flank were almost impassable for wheeled
traffic and the one poor road crossing them was blocked at

the pass of Ksar el Hallouf. Any attempt to outflank the
Mareth line involved a journey of almost I50 miles across

T/aterless desert,

request of G-eneral Montgomery, the possibility of finding
a way round the Mareth line had been thorou^ly explored
by the Long Range Desert Group who had reported that
although very great difficulty vrauld be experienced in

c3X>ssing the cotntry, it was not inpassable to wheeled
traffic.

It had been originally constructed

As far back as December 1942, at the

Alexander* s

Despatch,

FA Rommel personally reconnoitred the liareth line in

February 1 943 sent back to the Fuehrer* s H, Q, his
personal appreciation, Rommel explained that, like all

the Army's positions in Egypt and Libya, with the exception
of the El Alamein positions, even the well-fortified Mareth
line could be outflanked to the south and west by strong

According to Rommel, this statement wasenemy forces,
backed up not onl.y by his own reconnaissances, but also

studies prepared in 1 938 by the French,

*It could be assumed with practical certainty
that the English would carry out such an operation
either on a large or small scale,
in strength of the opposing forces, to hold the I/Eareth
line complete presents an impossible task to the
German-Italian Panzer Army, if the enemy conducts his

With the difference
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oainpaign oorrectly aiid simialtaneously lamches a
frontal attack from the east, an outflanking move west
of the Djebel Ksour and a thrust towards the coast from

the Gafsa area® If, on the contraiy, the Anayas rear
is not threatened and the majority of the vital mobile
reserves do not have to withdraw from their forward

positions, it seems possible that we may gain a decisive
success against the Ei^th inqy if the Italian divisions
can face a full-scale attack® Whether this (contrary
to all previous experience) will be the case only the
event can decide*

German Official

War Narrative

for

11 Pebruaiy 192|.3

It is unquestionably necessary to do our utmost to
ensure that the planned attack on Gaf sa (Operation
“Morning Breeze”) is successful in time to free the
German-Italian Panzer Aray*s rear, which is essential**

It was mainly a preoccupation with the Panzer Amy*s rear
which had, therefore, prompted Rommel*s attack against the
United States II Corps at Gafsa (Operation * Morning Breeze*)*

The plan adopted by General Montgomery for the aissault
on the Mareth Line (Operation * Pugilist*) was precisely the
one most feared by Rommel. Ihe legacy of the Mareth battles

was left to the Italian General Messe, who assumed command
of the Axis forces manning the Mareth Line on 20 February,
while 1st Italian Army and the northern attacking force were
combined under F* M. Rommel *s leadership to form Rommel
Group for the Gafsa offensive -which was eventually to lead
to the rout of the Americans at Kasserine*

on Rommel*s brilliance as a field Commander it is interesting
to note that he planned to conduct operations for the Gafsa

offensive personally * following with an advanced Battle H.Q,
behind Afrika Korps or 21st Panzer Division according to whioh

way the main battle swung* * F. M* Rommel who had been a
sick man for some considerable time left North Africa for

Germany before the Mareth Battle, on 9 March, althou^
General. Montgomery - as is evident from his personal account
of the battle was under the impression that the Panzer
Army was still under the control of his old opponent
throughout the Mareth battles*

As a preliminary to the Bi^-fch Army*s main offensive on

the Mareth Line, General Alexander planned at attack by
United States II Corps (now commanded by General Patton) to
pin down the 10th Panzer Division on the Gafsa sector, *to
r*estore confidence after the earlier setbacks by  a carefully
planned successful operation, to exert pr*essure on the ri^t
rear of the enemy defending the Mareth positions and to be
ready to open an alternative line of supply for Ei^th
Army after they had broken throu^ the Gabes Gap.
Eighth Amy* s plan was to deliver a frontal attack on -the
coast on the ni^t of 20/21 March against the enemy* s
eastern flank -with 23X Corps and to break into and 2?oll

up the Mareth Line from the ri^t* X Corps, initially held

in Army reserve, -would then be ready to exploit success by
passing through and advancing to-wards Gabes and Sfax, the

' capture of Sfax being the final objective of the operation.
Meanwhile 2nd New Zealand Di-vision, strongly reinforced with
8th Armoured Brigade and General Leolerc*s Force *L*, -were
to carry out an outflanking movement round the western
flank, to b3?eak in behind the Matmata massif.

The W.D.A.F. Air Staff plan for Operation * Pugilist*
was approved by the Air Officer Commanding Noirth African
Tactical Air Force (Air Marshal Sir Arthur Conin^am) at a

As a sideli^t

I The

*E1 Alamein to

the Sangro*

O.-in-C.*s
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conference held at Canrobeii; on 12 Maroh« The intention

Repoit on Ops. was to deploy five Pieter Wings, three Id^t Bomber Wings,
one Recce Wing and two Medium Bomber Wings by 12 March*
Included in this force would be a squadaTon of Spitfire IX* s,
detached from N*A*T*A.P. to counter the technical efficiency
©f the P*W.l50*s, and also an anti-tank squadron*

The general policy for the employment of the Mr
Porces was to be in accordance with the day^to-^ay require
ments in the battle area* *Mr action in support of the

land operations was to be pareceded by direct pressure on

the enemy air forces, incliading attacks on LoG-»s in order
to obtain the maximum possible freedom of action to inteo>«
fere in the land battle* * It was planned for air
operations with that oboeot in view to be developed from
15 March*

Air Staff

Plan for

Operation
* Pugilist*

In addition to the protection of forward Eighth Aimy
troops - paa?tic\jlarly the 2nd New Zealand Coips in their
long outflanking movement - and the esoorb of lig^t bombers,
fighters were to be employed offensively in the battle area

and behind the enemy lines. It was anticipated that xxp to
one third of the Kittyhawk sorties would be attaclcs by
fighter bombers. Wo* 73 Squadax>n were to be used by
ni^t during the main period for the attack on sxiitable
ground targets behind the enemy lines and for the
protection of forward troops and landing-grounds from
night-bombing attacks*

The light bombers iirere to be employed by day, with
escort, against enemy landing-grounds and concentrations

If not operated at maximum intensityin the f orwaivi area*

by day, they were also to be used by ni^t during the moon
period,
employed by night against landing-grounds and suitable
targets in the battle area during the moon period*
also planned to use them during the period immediately
preceding the land attack with the object of wearing out

the enemy forces by continuous bombing throu^iout the ni^t*

The medium bombers of No* 205 Group were to be

It was

The First Battle of the Mareth Line (Operation *Piagilist*)
20 - 22 March

Weather conditions vhidh had impeded air operations
since 17 March improved on 20 March, the eve of the battle,
thus enabling the W*DtA*P* to operate at maximum capacity^
Reconnaissance aircraft of No, 285 Wing were particularly
active on that , day taking air photographs to check the

Army* Baltimore s of
No, 1437 Pli^t cairied out Strat,/R*s covering enemy
movements, ni^ile, ̂ itf ires. of No, 680 Squadron carried out
photo-recces of. enemy laIding-gro^mds and also battle
strips. The S|pitfires of No* 40 (S*Ao A*E.) Squadron made
a total of ten sorties, paying par*tioular attention to the
southern area where the New Zealanders were advancing,

Bostons, Baltimores and Mitchells launched a full-scale
offensive agsanst the Mareth positions and a total of

162 sorties were made (9 raids, by 18 bombers) against
dtjg-in and well-dispersed targets* The enemy filter
opposition was negligible, but aircrews reported that the
volume and accuracy of the heavy A*A* gunfire vhich the
enemy put i3p over their lines was reminiscent of the battle
of El Alamein* As a result two of the Bostons were shot

down and many other li^t bombers damaged* The Spitfires
carried out 70 sorties on interception patrols, engaging

W*D*A*P, War

Diary and
No* 40 Squadron enemy battery'positions for the
0,R*B. ■' n

No. 3 S.A.A.B'.
Wing OoR*B, ■
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90's for the first time on this front, and
No. 1 S,A.A,Eo Squadron claimed to have shot one do-'mi.

An unfortunate incident occurred -when aircraft of

31Vn. Pursuit Group U,S,A,A,P. bombed the New Zealanders,

•The New Zealanders Corps broke wireless silence
and began their advance. The New Zealander Division
asked for "Plimi" a defended position on the Mareth
Line as a target. This was given to 57th Pursuit
Group and proved a disaster, Yfing moves having been
ordered, the 57* s link had been sent forTard with one
of the ALOs to their new L,G, in the morning. During
the afternoon the second ALO moved foirward and no

ALO and no military picture was available when the
target arrived. An officer in their Operations Room
was briefed by Major Wallace by telephone but this
information never reached the pilots who attacked the
6th N,Z, Bde, some 12 miles short of the target.I

No, 2 A,A,S.C,

War Diary

The main attack by XXX Corps began at 22,30 hours on
20 March when 50th Division advanced to the assault under

cover of very heavy artillery fire. By first light,
elements of this Division had established a bridgehead
across the Wadi Zigzaou which ran in front of the enemj''
positions. The Wadi was very deep and steep-sided and
the bottom was everywhere muddy and in some places had

standing water in it. This was a frontal attack at the

strongest point and on terms most advantageous to the enemy
and the attacking force suffered severe casualties.
Furthermore, something which might have been foreseen under

the circumstaiices, it was impossible to reinforce them, as
the Wadi which they had crossed on foot was quite impassable
for wheeled vehicles and almost impassable for tanks. In

the meantime, the New Zealand Corps on their outflanking
movement had reached the enemy's defence line across the

narrow valley leading to El Hamma and known by the code-

name of •Pl'um’, where they were held up by the enemy.
For the time being, therefore, the frontal attack at Mareth
and the encircling move towards El Hamma had both reached a
condition of stalemate.

Alexander’s

Despatch

During the night 20/21 March, YYellingtons and Halifaxes
of No, 205 Group continued their attacks on enemy positions,
concentrations and encampments and dropped, in all,
124 tons of bombs. All serviceable aircraft of Nos. 37?
40 and 70 Squadrons, back at base, were flown forward
to Castel Benito for incltusion in the ni^t’s effort and

11 Halifaxes of No, 462 Squadron and 45 Wellingtons from

Nos. 37, 40, 70 and I04 Squadrons operated. Three large
and nmerous small fires and two violent explosions were

reported in the Mareth area, Albacores of No, 821 Squadron
F,A.A, again co-eperated by dropping flares. At the same

time. Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron carried out intruder
and interception patrols but failed to sight any enemy
aircraft.

Opsmis and
No, 205 Group
0,R,B,

The next day, 21 Marcli, a total of 180 li^t bombers
attacked enemy positions in and behind the Mareth Line.
Targets were found to be more plentiful and results were

considered to be good, but much heavy and li^it A,A, gun
fire was experienced and nearly a quarter of the aircral“t
were holed, two of them being compelled to foroe-land.
Ten raids from the north-west were carried out by
N,A,T,A,F, on enemy landing-grounds and this kept the enemy
air forces very fully occupied. The ’shuttle-service®

Report on

Operations and
Opsums.
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again worked smoothly and, in addition, three filter-bomber
raids were made on 'Plum', the enen^r defended position to

the south of El Hamma, in response to calls for air-support;
from the New Zealanders, Unfortunately, one or tvro pilots
were reported as having again gone astray and this time they
strafed N,Z, artillery. Altogether, fighters flew some
450 sorties.

On 21 March the Ei^th Army offensive made but little
A few Valentine tanks managed to cross the Wadiprogress,

Zigzaou, but an attempt to reinforce with anti-tank gins
failed.

Heavy and medium bombers of No, 205 Group, assisted by
P,A,A, Albacores, kept up the momentimi of the attack
throughout the night 21/22 March,
of Noso 37p 40, 70, I04 and 462 Squadrons operated, together
with 5 Albaoores of No, 821 Squadron P,A,A,
was not good, with 5 to 6 tenths cloud and targets were
difficult to locate,

managed to carry out double sorties, in spite of the
adverse weather conditions,

of No, 73 Squadron were again busy, mainly on intruder
patrols.

A total of 63 aircraft

The weather

The aircraft of No, I04 Squadron

The night-flying Hurricanes

No, 205 Group
0,R,B,

During the morning of 22 March, it became apparent that

15th Panzer Division was forming up to deliver a counter
attack against 50th Division's bridgehead and the li^t
bombers were alerted to deal vriLth this threat,

50 light bombers made their rendezvous with their escorting
fighters at 05,00 hours, 10,50 hours and 11.10 hours but,
owing to the almost impenetrable layer of cloud over the

target area, they were recalled each time,
German counter-attack took place during the afternoon and

much of the ground captured by 50th Division was regained by
the enemy, as the heavy rain Tdiich had prevented the bombers
from operating had turned the Wadi Zigzaou into a moat
across which it was impossible to move tanks and anti-tank
guns.

A total of

The expected

A,A.H.Q,Tf,D.
War Diary,

It was not until late in the afternoon that weather

conditions improved sufficiently to allow the light bombers

to operate. They carried out 54 sorties against the
15th Panzer Division, dropping 37 tons of bombs, on enemy
M,T, and guns. Several fires were started and one large
explosion was reported. The enemy A,A, gunfire was intense
and accurate and a Boston was shot down and many others

holed. However, help from the air force had come too
late. In any case it is doubtful if 50th Division's
assault could have succeeded as it was discovered later

that the German reinforcements against the bridgehead con

sisted not only of 15th Panzer Division, but also included a

regiment of 90bh Light Division and the Ramcke
parachutists.

In contrast to the f ailuure of air operations in the

Mareth area, a highly successful operation was carried out
by • tankbusters'' of No, 6 Squa.dron in the El Hamma sector,
though at the cost of four aircraft. An armed recce
carried out by No, 239 Wing in the El Hamma area, to the
north of the defended position known as *Plm' revealed
approximately 40 enemy tanlcs, together with M,T,, dispersed
behind the gun-line. These probably belonged to the
21st Panzer Division which had been sent to strengthen this

part of the enemy front which was being threatened by the
New Zealanders, Two attacks were carried out by a total of

'El Alamein

to the SangroI
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20 Hurrioaxie IID’s, escorted by No, 235 Wing fighters, the
final score bbingi-

20 hit flamers)
12 hit (1 flamsi’)
5 hit
h. hit

'  1 hit

Mark III tanks

Mark IV tanks

LorriesNo, 6 Squadron
0,SoB. AMD

88«mm. guns

Four of the raiding Hurricanes were shot down but their
pilots were safe. The pilots taking part in this opera-*
tion were from the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New

Zealand, South Africa, U,S«A, and Rhodesia, !The New
Zealanders in the sector sent the R,A,F, most enthusiastic

messages on the . success of the operations.

The night-bombing force of No, 205 Group ydiich operated
during the night 22/23 March comprised 10 Halifaxes of
No, 462 Squadron, 14 Wellingtons of No, I04 Squadron and

21 of No, 70 Squadron, They were assisted by five Albacores
of No,. 821 Squadron FoA,A, which acted as pathfinders.
Nearly 100 tons of bombs were dropped on targets in the

northern sector of the Mareth Line, causing at least seven

fires one of which was very large. At the same time night-
flying Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron, 12 in number, operated
single adr patrols over the coast. Enemy night bombers
were active over the wdiole of the forward area, but
unfortunately they were missed by the' night fighters.

In the evening of 22 March, arrangements were made for

an early morning Kittybomber attack to support a ’demonstra
tion' by X Corps against an enemy position to the west
of the main road. The attack was dvily carried out early on
the morning of 23 March by a total of 33 Kittyborabers of

Nos, 2 and 5 Squadrons S,A,A,P, and No, 450 Squadron R.A,A,F,
which dropped 38 x 250 lb, and 8 x 50O lb, bombs. The
Army reported that the attacks carried out by the raiding
aircraft were very successf^^l and the R.A.F, wished to

repeat them, but X Corps vetoed the suggestion as  a repeti
tion would clash with their ovra attack. Bostons, Baltimores
and Mitchells carried out 166 sorties against enemy positions
and M.T, in the Zarat area, between Mareth and the coast.
Appreciative signals were received from forward troops
which included the statement that after one particularly
severe raid the village of Zarat was set ablaze and all fire
from the area ceased. In the El Kamma Sector three

Kittyhawk squadrons attacked enemy M,T. and gun
emplacements, A number of fires were left burning in the
area.

No, 205 Group
0,R,B,

Table of Ops,

No, 5 A-,S,C,

Planning for Operation 'Supercharge', the Second Mareth
Battle

As had happened with Operation 'Lightfoot* at the Battle
of El Alamein, Operation 'Pugilist', the frontal attack on

the most heavily defended sector of the Mareth Line was a
f ail-ure,

frontal attack and reinforce the outflanking move by the

New Zealanders with X Corps and the 1st Armo\n?ed Division,
estimating that they would reach their destination by
25 March,

the command of XXX Corps, was to thrust into the mountairis
to the west of the Mareth Line and open up the road from

Medenine to Bir Soltane via the Ksar el Hallouf pass as a

shorter route of supply for X Corps and to provide a route
of advance over which 7th Armoirred Division could pass to

General Montgomery then decided to call off the

At the same time the 4th Indian Division, imderAlexander's

Despatch
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get behind the Mareth positions and cut the Mareth-Gabes
road# This plan which bore an obvious resemblance to the

one adopted a,t El Alamein was christened Operation
Supercharge*,

During the interval v/hilst X Corps and the 1st Armoured
Division were engaged on their long outflanking march in

order to join up with the New Zealandersj the detailed plan
of action for Operation * Supercharge • was considered and

made ready. The New Zealanders were still held up at the

'Plum* defile, the difficult and well-defended 'funnel*
leading up to El Hamma, This ’funnel* was, in fact, a

valley stretching northwards to El Hamma, overlooked on both
sides by two ranges of hills. It narrowed from south to
north and was oovei^d throughout its length by anti-tank
guns and artillery in well-concealed emplacements in the

h-ills. Furthermore, the bottom of the valley was crossed
by dry stream beds at right angles to its length, each one

providing a naturally strong defensive position.

The A,0,0,, W,D,A.Po suiggested to the Army Commander
that a heavy and concentrated dayli^t air attack woifLd have

the effect of temporarily paralysing the enemy forces and

that if the Array could stage a frontal attack timed to
coincide with the air attack, it might be possible to drive
an armoured force strai^t throvigh towards El Hamma, The

Army Commander favoured this plan and eventually, after
consultation with the Commanders of X Corps and the New

Zealand Corps, decided to adopt it, A conference was
aroordingly held between the A,0»C, \7,D,A,F, and the B,G,So
Ei^th Army to discuss the detailed close support necessary
for Operation * Supercharge *, In this discussion, the
B.G.Se favoured switching the light-bomber effort to close

support of the attacking force, but the A,0,C, preferred to
the fighter bombers for the undermentioned reasons?-

(a) The light bombers did not know the country well
enough,

(b) They wouild require heavy fighter escort,

(c) Doubtfuil weather conditions would have a serious
effect on them, whereas the fighter bombers vrould
probably still be able to operate,

(d) There was not at that time and might not be at
the time the offensive was launched light-bomber

targets, whereas fighter bombers would find their own
targets,

(e) The fighter bombers could be used without escort.

It was then decided to lay on a continuous loT/-level
attack by fighters, at two squadron strength, to start at
Zero minus 30, employing 16 squadrons of fighter bombers,

squadron of *tankbusters’ and one Squadron of Spitfires,
At Zero hour an artillery barrage would be put down on the
whole front,

bombline marked by buirsting shells,
given as a special objective, '
arranged for a gun to fire smoke shells into this area at a
rate of one a minute as a target indicator. It was also

decided to regularise the tank-to-aircraft communication
and the fighter call sign, and frequency were given to the
8th Armoured Brigade who were asked to nominate one tank to
do the talking.

!

use

one

This, as it advanced, was to be a moving
An enemy gun area v/as

The New Zealand Corps

Report on
Cperations
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The air plan for Operation ’Pugilist* was endangered
at this time by developments in Central aiid Northern
Turd-sia which, it seemed, rai^t alter the A,0,C, N.A,T,A,E,*b
original policy which was to give the ¥«D,A,P, a completely
free hand,

the Yf.D,A,P, air effort might have to be switched from close

support targets to action against the enemy airfields®
The A,OoC, W«D,A.E, opposed this alteration in the plan veiy

strongly, arguing thats-

(a) The basic land strategy was for the Eighth Army to
make the main thrust against the enemy,
therefore sound policy to give the maximum possible
air support to the Eighth Army,

(b) The interference being received from the enemy air
forces was so slight that there seemed little reason
to attack them at this stage.

It seemed likely that as much as one-third of

It was

Report on
Operations,
A,H.B./
IIJI5A

(o) The enemy airfields were well-defended by A»A,
It was feltand the aircraft on them well-dispersed,

that the results to be expected from these attacks on

enemy air bases would not jiistify the diversion of
effort from the battlefield.

(d) To attack the enemy airfields meant that the
light-bomber formations would have to be escorted by
the Kittyhawks and cover provided by Spitfires,
this potential effort should be concentrated in support
of the land battle.

All

This viewpoint was eventually accepted by H,Q,
N.A.T.A,E.

Basically, the object of the air plan for Operation
•Supercharge’, as conceived by the A,0,C,, ¥,D„A,P., was to

paralyse the enemy resistance on the ground for long enou^
It wasto enable the Army to make their break through,

planned to concentrate the maximum number of aircraft that
coiald reasonably operate over the area throughout the period
agreed by the Army which vras 2^ hours. It was important to
suiprise the enemy and mainly on this account the attack was

Since General Mongtomery hadtimed to start in daylight,
taken over command of the Eighth Army, no major attack had

been initiated by the Eighth Army in daylight and it was

likely that the enemy was counting on a night attack.

No, 6 Squadron’s ’Tankbusting* Operation 24 March

On 24 March, No. 6 Squadron ’Tankbusters’ carried out
two attacks against enemy tanks, M,T, and guns in response
to air support calls from the Nevir Zealanders on the El Hamma
sector,

the earlier raids on 22 March,

total score wasj

The operations followed closely the pattern of
At the end of the day the

9 destroyed
1 flamer

3 hit
6 hit, 3 flamers
1 hit

No, 6 Squadron
O.R,B.

Mark III tanks

Mark IV tanks

A,M,C.s ■

Semi-tracked Vehicles

88-mm. guns
trailer and YY/T van hit.

The hazards attending this tjpe of operation were again
made clear with the loss of 4 out of the 19 aircraft wlrLch

took part in the attacks. One pilot was killed and another
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A strong force of 37 Kittyhawlcs of Nos, 3 R«A,A,F,,inoTjred,
112, 260 and 450 R,A,A,Pc Squadrons ■which escorted the
’Tankb-usters’ on their first raid also went down to the
attack and achieved a remarkable degree of success. They
destroyed 14 M,T,, an armoured car, two Volkswagen and one
troop carrier, all * flamers*. Two g'un positions were
attacked and ■fcheir crews -i¥iped out. In addition, some
40 MoT, and 7 large tents were claimed as damaged. Two of
■fche attacking aircraft were shot down with the loss of one
pilot.

A,AoH,Q.T/.D,
War Diary

On the following day. No, 6 Squadron received the
following signal from A,A.H,Q. T4D.

^Personal for S/Ldr. Weston~Burt from A,0,C,
General Montgomery sends his admiration and congratula
tions to yo'ur squadron for their 'work tO"-day,
send mine.

I again
Please convey to all ranks,*

During the interim period between the end of Operation
’Pugilist’ and the launching of Operation ’Supercharge* air
operations were chiefly concentrated on the Mareth area.
During the night 23/24 March, the medium and hea-vy bombers
s'wd.tched their attacks to targets along the coast road betr^en
Mareth and Gabes,
dropped some 60 tons of bombs,
particularly violent explosion were reported,
day, 24 March, nearly 100 bomber sorties -were flo\wn by
Bostons, Baltimores and Mitchells against targets near Zarat,
whei^ important enemy armoured forces were reported to be
concentrated,
direct hits scored,
the morning, after which it was decided to conserve the
light bombers for night operations in support of the New
Zealanders.

A totaJ. of 26 aircraft operated and
Several fires and a

On the next

Several fires were started and a number of
These operations ■were carried out in

No, 3 Wing
S.A.A,P,
0,E,B,

The Battle of El Hamma (26 March 1g43)

Before 26 March, the day chosen for Operation
Supercharge*, the ■whole of the force of light, medium and

heavy bombers was turned on to night operations, A
programme was worked out be'fcween the TiTestem Desert Air
Force and No, 205 Group which woiild ensure that bombing would
continue throu^out the nights of 24/25 and 25/26 March, from
dusk until dawn, ’The object was to destroy enemy transport
and telephone communications in the El Hamma area and deprive
the enemy troops of rest, thus lowering their morale as much
as possible, in preparation for the "blitz” attack,’
all, 330 sorties were flown on these -tvro ni^ts and over
400 tons of bombs were dropped. There was a brilliant
moon and pilots described the targets as ’the best they had
ever had in Desert operations’. Fleet Air Am Albacores
co-operated as pathfinders, dropping flares and bombers as
markers. The New Zealanders had also put out their own
markers and identification signals to aid the ni^t bombers,
E^tplosions were observed in concentrations of iq> to
100 vehicles and numeroiis fires were started. This heavy
weight of attack appeared to catch the enemy by surprise and
there was little or no A,A, opposition encountered in the
target area, althou^ hea'vy A,A, and searchlights ■were active
around Gabes,

t

In

Esport on
Operations

No, 205 Group
and 3 S,A,A,F,
Wing 0oR.B,s,

In addition to the hea^vy scale of ni^t bombing d^uring
the ni^t 24/25 March, the light bombers were active on
25 March against enemy landing-grounds. Eighteen Bostons
and Baltimores, escorted by two Spitfire and two Kittyhawk
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squadrons attacked, the L.&. at Djebel Tebaga whex-e some

50 enemy aircraft had. been z’eported,
direct hit and several near misses on dispersed airo.raft.
In this raid, a Baltimore had the fortune to shoot dorm a

Me, 109 which had managed to brea.k through the fighter cover.

Another light-bomber raid of 17 Baltimores detailed to bomb

the landi.ng-ground at Sfax el Maou found thick mist over the

target area and bombed a railway junction to the vrest of
Sfajc,

attacks against an enemy camp,
200 sorties mainly on interception patrols and on low-level
attacks against ground targets,
particulaidy xxnfoi-’tunate on the afternoon of 25 March when,
in the course of an attack against some 50 enemy tanlcs in

the El Hamma area, they had 6 out of the 10 aircraft which

took part in the i-aid shot down.
It is apparent from this tha.t the element of surpidse
achieved by the ’tanlcbusters® earlier on had been lost and

that the enemy were now well-prepared for their attacks#
The squadron claimedi-

They obtained a

Their escorts of 2i.j. Kittyhawks carried out lovir-level
Eightei-’s canied out some

No, 6 Squadron Yrare

All pilots were safe.No, 6 Squa.dron
0#H,B,

11 hit (7 destroyed)
5 hit (4 destroyed)

Ma::*k III tanks

Mark IV tanks

The concentrated attack by the night-bomber force
comprising Wellingtons, Halifauces, Bostons, BaJ.timorss,
Mitchells and Albacores against enemy forces gathering in

the El Hamma area has already been mentioned,
eve of Operation * Superchax’ge * and 168 bombers which took

part dropped 200 tons of bombs.

The 26th March, the day chosen for the laxinching of the

Eighth Army's renewed offensive proved a very anxioxis day
for the R.A,P

The f ighte.rs were accordingly moved to landing-groxxnds which

were less like].y to be dustbound,
weather conditions - the degree of close suppoi't to be given •
to the attacking force reqxdred a high degree of accuracy/
in the bombing - it was decided by the Tf#D,A,P, to go
through with the complete programme, with a last-minute
adju.stment which involved using a strong force of light
bombers to start off the air offensive.

it was the

as visibility was bad and dust was i-ising#• >

In spite of the adverse

No. 5 A.A,S.G,

War Diary

Betvreen dawn and Zero hour orJ.y Spitfire patrols -

some So in number - were flown. At 15»30 hours, however,
tliree formations of light bombers (Bostons of Nos, 12,
21 and 24 Squadrons S.A,.A.,P, , Baltimores of No, 55 Sqxiadron
and Mitohslls of Nos, 83 and 434 Squadrons U, S,A,A,P,)
totalling 54 aircraft laxmohed a simultaneous pattern
bombing attack on the main enemy positions to the south and
south west of El Hamma, The intention was to create

disorganisation and particulas'ly to disrupt telephone
communications. The bombers made a low and evasive

appro3.ch and met no air opposition, Inteixse and accurate
A,A, gunfire was met by one formation, hoxvever, and two
Bostons and one Baltimore T/ere shot down# An umbrella of

fighters was provided ever the whole area. No, 3 Wing
S.A,A,P, complained that, oxving to the smoke signals bsin.g
pxxt oxit late by the Ax'my, navigation was difficult a.nd

visibility haz5% They also considered that the verbal
briefing was too hxarried for such an. important ope.ration.
In spite of this, the bombing was considered to have been

very satisf antory.

Immediately aftei' the light bombers had finished their
attack, the first relay of fighter bombers (11 KLtt-yha-vvks

W,D,A^P, ¥ar

Diary and
Record of

Operai-ions

No, 3 Wing

0oR«B,
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of No. 3 R.A.A.P, Squadron and 10 of No, 250 Sqvuadron)
entered the area and began to bomb and machine-gtin from the

lowest possible heights, A strength of 2-g- squadrons viras

maintained in the area, fresh relays arriving at quarter-
hour intervals. Pilots were briefed to bomb specific
targets and then to shoot up enemy gun positions with the

object of killing the crews, particularly of those guns which
were in a position to hold up the attacking armoijir, A

Spitfire patrol of one squadron strength was maintained over

the area to protect the fighter bombers, while at the same
time the light bombers of N,A,T,A,P, attacked enemy airfields

as a diversion. So effectively were the enemy surprised,
however, that no air opposition whatsoever was met over the

battle area. In all, 26 Squadrons bombed and strafed over a
period of 2^ hours and at a conservative estimate 80 -

100 M.T, were destroyed and 200 damaged. Hie cost was
11 fighter pilots missing and 1 light bomber crew.

A,0,C,-in-G,
Personal Pile

A,H.B./IIJ1/
183/8

As the country was difficult for navigation, a scheme of
identification was used consisting of a large land-mark cut

into the ground against which red and blue smoke was burned,
while at the same time forward troops burned yellow smoke.
Lorries were also arranged in the form of letters to act as

ground strips at selected pinpoints,
minutes of the air attack the Eighth Army artillery shelled

the most important enemy strongpoints with smoke shells.
In spite of the haze, these indicators vrorked well,
experiment in the control of aircraft working over the
battlefield was tried out on this occasion,

officer observed the battle from a forward observation post

in order to give pilots, by means of direct radio linlc,
information about targets and our own troops.

During the first five

An

A E.A,P,

At 16,00 hours, half an hoiar after the air offensive
opened, X Corps and the New Zealanders attacked, following a

favourite enemy plan with the sun behind them. The infantry
advanced xmder cover of a heavy barrage, creeping at the rate

of 100 yards eveiy three minutes, thus automatically defining
the bomb-line. The aircraft bombed and strafed in front of

this line and became, in effect, part of the barrage. The

enemy defences were completely overwhelmed and this most

difficult position was taken with relatively little loss,
thus enabling o\ir armoxur to breaJc through. The 8th Armoured

Division followed through and advanced nearly 2(. miles before

being halted by darkness. As scon as the moon rose, the

advance was continued. It was a daring but successful move.

In the bright moonlight they drove straight past the bulk

of the enemy armoijr and at dawn our leading tanks were

only a few miles short of El Hamma,

The enemy was in an extremely precario\js situation.
To the east was 1st Armoxured Division and to the west the

New Zealand Ooiqjs and the enemy was cau^t betwreen them.
In spite of their heayy losses, however, the three Geirman

divisions which took part in the battle (21 st Panzer Divisdon,
164th Division later joined by 15th Panzer Division) were
sucoessfvil in holding on to El Hamma and keeping open the

corridor through which the troops from the Mareth Line wore

wd-thdrawn to the next defensive position to the north of

Gabes, The enemy lost seven thoxxso.nd prisoners. and many
tanks and guns.

In a signal dated 7 April, a reply wras sent back by the

T/<,D,A.P, to an enquiry by Air Ministry on ‘the type of new

technique in air attack made on the enemy south west of
El Hamma on the afternoon of 26 March.*

Report on
Operations
A,H.B./HJ15/4
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‘There is no doubt,‘ the reply stated, in the
last paragraph, ‘that this attack achieved, surprise
both in the air and. on the ground and that continuous
low bombing and .strafing completely disorganised
enemy defences for sxrfficiently to allow leading
elements of Eighth Army to talce them and thus permit
the Armoured Division to pass throuj^ uranolested.
Evidence from P,OeW« and also in quantity of men and
material, left behind by enemy testified to terrific
moral and material effect caused by this ai.r attack
which introduced no novel feature but merely used
normal frame of attack closely linlced to a normal
Army p.roblem and which caught the enemy \iritliout
well-prepared A^^.A, defences and on an occasion when
we enjoyed almost complete air supremacy*’

ACG/200

183/8
Enel, 648 A,

Although no new technique in air attack was employed
at El Hamma, the precision and extent of the close
co-ordination which v/as achieved in that battle between

the Eiglrth Army and the TfoDoAcP, had never before been

achieved in North Africa, The tend,ency towards dispersal
of effort against a plurality of targets, inherent in

the handling of any major air force, had been resisted.
The resuD.t was close-support at its best and most effectives

One of the day’s disappointments frc»m the air point of view

was an anti-tank sweep carried out by Hurricane IID ai

craft of No, 6 Squadron in the afternoon. They failed
to locate enemy tanks, other than derelicts, in the area

assigned to them and lost two aircraft shot down aaid two

others damaged (Ca.to Il)o

A signal., from General Montgomery to Air Yice-»
Marshal. Broa.dhurst was circulated to all x’aiiks on

27 March 1943s ' ' '

No, 6 Squadron
O.R,B,

‘From A, 0,0, fhe follovring signal has been sent
to me by General Montgomery as a resiiLt of the opera
tions undertaken on the afternoon of 26 March, It

is unnecessary for me to say how proud I am of the
magnificent effort which was made by all units on tha.t
particular operation. There is no doubt that it was
a major contributi.on to the success of the Eighth Ajo-'y*
in their attack on the Mareth position and I vrauld
like Commanders to convey to all their pilots MS'-
appreciation of their effort, also the substance of
General Montgomery’s signal.

"I TOuld like to convey to you my great
appreciation of the superb support to the land battle
that has been given by the Air Force -under your
command yesterday and in fact every day since this
battle began# Such intimate and close support
has never to my knowledge been achieved before and it
has been an inspiration to all the troops. The
results have been first class, I sincerely tr-ust
you have not sxiffered many losses. Please corvrej to

the Commanders and all the pilots the gratefu.1 thanics
of myself and the whole Army for their truly
magnificent efforts,"

In sending you the above m.essage, I ivish to
convey to all Adnlrastrative and Maintenance personnel

deep appreciation of their long sustained efforts
under most trying an-i dlfficixLt conditions through
which, in no small measure, were mainly maintained the
operational efficiency of flying units at such a high
level.j
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Enemy Evacuation of Gabes Provides W,D,A,g. vd-th Excellent
Targets 29 March 1945

During the night 26/27 March, No« 205 GTOup kept up
the momentum of the air operations against the enemy by
bombing in the Gabes area* A strong fores of
56’ Wellingtons and 6 Hadifaeces attacked enemy McT
barracks, gun positions, roads and railway sidings,,
dropping ICO tons of bombs and starting a numbei* of fireSo

Haze made the identification of targets difficiuLt,
particularly as only one of tlie Albaoores used for flare-
dropping was serviceable® The next morning an earJ^y air

reconnaissance reported westerly movement from El Harnma to

Gabes, Two attacks by fighter bombers vrere carried out,
causing the destruction of a large tank, li- J/LT, and a

further 50 enemy vehicles damaged. It was apparent,
however, that in anticipation of a. retrea.t along this vital,

coast road, a number of A,A, gun posts had been set up, as
the raiding aircraft ?rere sub,iected to intense A,A, gunfire.
Cut of the 53 aircraft which took part in these s.ttacks
6 were shot down and many others were damaged.. Oaring to
the.38 losses “ a further tv/o fighters were shot dovni in the

course of the day’s operations - orders were issued from

Air Headquarters Western Desert that there were to be no

more loT;-level attacks save by e:xpre33 order from S,AoS,0,

• f

Ho, 205 Group
0oR,B,

Daily Int,
Sums and

Ho, 2 AoA,S»G,

Vv'ar Diary

Thick haze caused the cancellation of night-bombing
operations for the night 27/28 March, Sana storms aiid
poor visibility also prevented the exploitation of a very
favourable land situ.ation on 28 March, Such targets as

were found rapidly dispersed when attacked by ICittybombers,
In t-he afternoon the weather improved slightly and tvro

attacks by Kittybombers wei'-e carried out on a fai.rly heavy
movement of M,T, north from Gabes, but ta^egets were found to

be well-dispersed erd no outstanding results vrere claimed.

An armed recce by Spitfires over landing-grounds in the

morning resulted In the shooting do’.m of two dive-bombers
and one Me,109, Another swreep by 12 Spitfires of
No, 145 Squadron intercepted a formation of Ju,88’s,
Lhcoting down two of them. On the following night
(28/29 March) considerable enemy movement was expected along
the coast road towards Sfax, as the enemy were known to be

preparing the evacuation of Gabes, but bad vraather again
prevented the bombers of No, 205 Group from operating until

04,00 hours. Between 04,00 hours and 05*00 hours, howeve
48 Wellingtons and 4 Halifaxes from Nos, 37 40j 70, I04 and
462 Squadrons carried out attacks against excellent targets
and reported many fires and explosions. They dropped
110 tons of bombs.

- 9

Report on

Operatiers,
Table of

Operations and

a'oAcH. q,w,d.
Daily Int,
Sums,

By 29 March the Eighth Army had cleared all the xpads
leading to Gabes from the south and the towm was captured.
The insistent pressure by the •pursuing forces caused the

enemy to be thoroughly disorganised and targets for air
attack were plentiful,
was relaxed,

along the coast road, a fine target for fighter bombing
and strafing which went on against it all day*
v/ere given a comp.aratively free hand and they soon found

tlie places wdiere damage to the road fxxsm air attack and the
defiles were packing the enemy c.lose together,
probably the best targets of their kind that the T7,D.A.3?,
had ever enjoyed,
250 damaged
started the execution v,lien thaji-attacked about 35 enemy IdoT,
north of Gabes, Bombing began at first light when

The order against lo-w-level 8.ttaok

The Tfings

These were

Claims included 50 M*T, in flames and
Night-flying Hurrica.nes of No, 73 Squadron

s
Air recce revealed the enemy streaming back

(82^R34)542
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32 Kittybombers of Nos, 2, 4 and 5 S.A.A.P. Squadrons
dropped 29 x 250 lb, bombs on a concentration of 80 enemy
vehicles and by dark the fighter bombers had carried out
550 sorties, mainly directed against M.T. along the
Oudref - Sfax road. Spitfires made I70 sorties to
these operations, claiming six Me,109»s, two Me,202’s ajod
one Ju.88 shot down. Light bombers added to the havoc
by carrying out 100 sorties against enemy road transport
and also aircraft on the Zitouna and Sfax el Maou L,G,s,
Besides destruction and damage to enemy M,T,, four enemy
aircraft were claimed as destroyed on the landing-grounds.

cover

Mr Operations Prior to the Action at Wadi Akarit
(30 March to 5 April 1 943)

lEhe Wadi Akarit, wher-e the enemy was escpected to make
his next stand after Mareth, was watched very carefully by
the E,A,P, and covered by daily recces. Although great
activity was noted in this area, where the enemy were
feverishly improving the defences, the continuous movement
of their M,T, northwards to Sfax appeared to indicate that
the enemy probably intended to fight only a delaying action
in the Tfadi Akarit position.

A,A,H,Q,Wo N,

War Diary

The target given to No, 205 Group by A,A,H,Q,W.D, for
the night bombers for the night 29/30 March was the road
between Wadi Akarit and Mahares and a maximum effort was
prepared, but owing to the dense cloud the operation
cancelled.

was

Bad weather also restricted air operations on
the following day, 30 March, and the sorties flown numbered

After the heavy effort on the previoiis
day, the W,D,A,P, were anxious for a period of ’make
and mend* and it was agreed to call for a considerable
effort only if X Corps made a set-piece attack or if the

Early morning armed
reconnaissance and t^iro other made during the day along the
coastal road to Sfax and behind the Akarit positions found
no good targets. Reconnaissance showed 40 enemy aircraft
on Sfax el Maou L,G, which was attacked by 73 Bostons,
Baltimores and Mitchells, Cloiad impeded the observation
of results of the bombing and one formation of 18 BaltiDiores
was forced to rettirn with their bombs, but two Me. 210’
were set on fire.

approximately 350,

enemy decided to pid.1 out by day.

s

A,A,H.Q,W.D,

War Diary
Record of

Operations and
No. 5 A.A,S,C.

Between 30 March and 1 April, the main object of the
Allied air attack was to force the enemy to evacuate
Sfax el Maou which had now become their main air base for
operations against the Ei^th Aray. Over 180 tons of bombs
were dropped on this L,G, by the light bombers which flev^'
230 sorties. These attaclcs would have been heavier had
the adverse weather conditions not caused a number of
the raids to be diverted from this target to alternative
ones, or else cancelled. For instance, a force of
52 Wellingtons of No. 205 Group, detailed to attack
Sfax el Ife.ou L,G, on the night of 30/3I March found thick
cloud over the target and bombed store shads and. M,T, to
the north of Mahares. The alternative targets found by
pathfinding Albacores happened to be most rewarding ones
and the bombing started enormous fires covering an area of
one square mile. The explosions which res^LLted indicated
that the ’lucky bombing* had touched off an ammunition
dumping area. The raids on the enemy L,G. at Sfax el Maou
experienced intense A. A. gunfire and four of the light
bombers were shot down. They clain:ed 7 enemy aircraft
destroyed on the ground and many others damaged,
attacks achieved their

These

puiq)ose as by 1 April the enemy had
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given up using the L.G. as an air base and had moved their
forces back to La Pauconnerie, As a result, the air effori;
was switched from landing-grounds to attacks on the enemy-
defence positions and vehicles at the ¥adi Akarit, but
targets were -well dispersed and only moderate res-ults were
achieved.

Operation *Scipio^ - the Attack on the Wadi Alcarit Positions

g April 19A3

The next major air operations began on 6 April, when
the Eighth Army lavinahed their attack on the ViTadi Alcarit
positions. Between 2 and 6 April there was a decided Ixill

in air operations d'ae, in part, to a detexu-oration in the
wea.ther and a desire -to conserve the air force in prepara
tion for Operation *Scipio®, The enemy's nev/ air base
at La Pauoonnerie, -where photographic reconnaissance had

located some 60 aircraft, vras attacked by W,D,A,P, fighter
bombers and medi-um bombers of the Tactical Air Force,

Spitfires were also active on interception patrols and on

Z). April No, 145 Sq-ua,dron claimed 3 Me,109*s destroyed.
On 3 April, Sq.uad.rons of No, 239 ’tZing moved forward from

Medenine Main to El Hamma L,G,, but on the 4th they were no-t
merely bombed bi3.t shelled for -two hours by a single enemy
gxjn,

time by a battery of 6 guns, w-hich destroyed one aircraft
and Icilled one man. Aircraft were accordingly flown back

to Medenine and returned next day for Operai;ion 'Scipio*,
The R,A,P, retaliated on the afternoon of the bombing when

24 Kittybombers dropped 31 x 250 Ibo bombs at what was

reported to be the location of the enemy gun position.
No guns were seen but six lax'ge dug-in trucks around which

there were slit trenches wei-e bombed and a large fire was

started. Whether or not this was the co,rrect objective,
there was no further shelling of El Hamma LeG,

On 6 April the landing-gro-und -s’;as s.gain shelled, this

Squadron and
Wing 0,R,B,s,
Daily Int,
S-ams, and

Report on
Operations

The ITadi Alcarit position extended for some 15 miles
between the sea and the Chott el Fedjadj along the line of

the steep-sided Wadi Akarit which had been extended v/ith an

anti-tank ditch. As a defensive position it was nat-urally
much stronger than Mareth and was, indeed, probably -the

strongest position which the enemy had. occupied since
lea-vlng El Alamein, Fortunately it was no longer Rcnunel
but General Messe who opposed the Eighth Army there arjd both

the 10th and 21 st Panzer Divisions wrere engaged vd.th the

American II Corps some 40 miles to the -west. This left

the Eighth Amy's old opponents the 15th Panzei* Di-vision and

the 90th Light Division for the defence of Wadi Akarit,

X Corps made contact 7ri.th the eneny’s new line on
30 March, but Genex’al Montgoraeiy'- decided to postpone the

assault and the dri-ve towards Sfax xmtil stronger forces

co-Ltld. be brought -up. His plan was to attack with three

infantry dd.visions, the 50th, 51sf 4t-h Indian in o.rd.ez*
to seciire a bridgehead through which .X Corps co-dld pass -wi-fch
the New Zealanders leading.. Preparations for the battle
lasted a week, by which time the G,0.G, Eighth Army had

nearly 5OO tanks a-va.i1a.ble. Briefly, the Eighth Army's
plan of action was as follows;

G, 's

Despatolr

'The Eighth Ar-my intends to br'eali throiigh
the Akarit position and to drive on to-wards Sfax,
Infantry attacks wall start di-cring the night 5/6 April,
the main attacks, however, being launched at
04,15 hours on 6 A.pril, (Zero hour), Sxrbsequently
the New Zealand Division, followed by X Corps, will
pass tl-aro;igh and advance northwards to the west of the

Appendix 'M' to
Report on
0per3.tioiAS.-.
AIiB,/lU-i/l5/4
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main GaJjes-Sf ajc road,

northwards along the axis of the main road.
Infantry vd.ll advance

I

The role of the E,A,Fe was direct air supportj but
action along the lines of the battle at El Hamma was not

possible because of the nature of the country and o.f the

enemy defensive positions along the Wadi -which did not lend
themselves to that form of attack. iHiring the operationj
priority was to be given to air attacks on the enemyls
reserves, particularly their armoured formations when they
concentrated to attack our forces,

it was hoped that the retreating enemy vsould present good
opportuni.ty targets on which, a.s had happened after the

Mareth battle, the ?f,D,A,.E, vrauid turn the full vreight of
the air offensive.

After the brealc~througReport on
Operations

h.

On the evening of 5 April, all pilots were especially
briefed with details of the land situati.o.n by the Air

Liai.son Officers, including the Army^s plans for the advance
and the ardillery barrages,
drawn to

ax'-rangements for identifying friendly troops<>
briefing was given by the Air Officer Goiamanding V/cDcAaE, a.t
Senem L,G, ad' 15»3'G hours to the Officer Commanding
No, 211 Group, 0,0,s of Wings and of Nos, 6 and 73 Squadronso
Plans were also laid for a landing-*ground recce party to

go forv/ard with the 51 st Division up the main Gabes-Df ax

road to select landing-grounds and arrangements were made

for A,A, and E,E, construction parties to a.ocompany the

LoG-. Eecoe Party,

Attention v/as partictfLarly
xe landmaz\ks put out by the Army and to other

A special

Although the battle of Wadi Akarit lasted only a day,
the fighting was described by GcneraJ. Montgomery as ^heavier
and more savage than any we have had since El Alameina •

The enemy, 3,n fact, were now being hustled back not in their

own time. The price the Panzer Army would have paid iiad

Rommel accepted the repeated instructions from Higher
Command to fight it out and chaJ-lenge the full strength of

the Ei^th Army was made apparent in this ba.tt].e. There
was also evident a lack of balance in General Messe’s

handling of the battle and the disposition of his forces.
There was an over-insirrance against the advance of
General Pattonus American II Corps, wHich ha.d already been

halted, by employing the 10th and 21st Panzer Divisions
against them on the El Guettar front, wiien only one German

armoured Division, the I5th Panzer, was left to coimter the

fu3.1 weight of the Eighth Army*s frontal attack at
ViTadi Akarit,

The attack was la,unched by XIX Corps sipported by
It v/as coirqpletelyA;.50 guns, at OAoOO hours on 6 April,

dark and this undoubtedly assisted the Eighth Arm;/ in

gai.ning surprise, as previously ail their night atta.cks
had been mounted in moonlight,
its original objective but was driven off by a. counter
attack and the 5C'tbi Division in the centre was seriously
delayed by resistance on the line of the Tfedi,
Zj.th Indian Division on the left, however, soon gained their

objective,

had advanced 6,000 yards and at midday General Montgomery
ordered X Corps to * smash its way out through the front,•

The bls’i! Division gained

The

At 08,2f5 hours, the division reported that

Alexander* s

Despatch

*The attack on Patnassa,* says the C,-in-0e*s
Despatch, *was brilliantly successful agaj,nst great
d±l?ficu3.ties of terrain; the 7th Indian Brigade, led

by the Royal Sussex and 2nd Guirkhas, oaptuired all their
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objectives by dawn and the 5"th Indian Brigade, which
was then passing through, completed the mopping up and

was in a position to take in rear the defences which
were holding up the Corps* centre and right,
08.2f5 the division reported that it had bitten six
thousand yards out of the enemy position and at
12oC0 hours General Montgomery put in X Corps,
looked like a complete debacle for the eneny, but the
i5th Panzer said the 90th Light Divisions, fitting
perhaps the best battle of their distinguished
careers, counter-attacked with great vigour and by
their self-sacrniice enabled Messa to stabilise the
situation.

Panzer Divisions which had been fighting a hard but
irrelevant battle on the El Guettar road also broke
contact and drew off to the northeant,

on 7 April an. American patrol met a patrol of the
4th Indian Division,
east and the west, had made contact after their long
and triumphant advances.

The air offensive in support of the attack was at first
mainji.y confined to ai’med recces and patrols,
and 13.00 hours, a total of 450 fighter sorties were flovm,
of v/hich i 60 were by f ighte3r-bombe.rs or by Hurricane IlD
*tankbiasters*,

transport, but for the most part targets were thin and
vuirewarding. In the early afternoon, hoT/e/er, vdien it was
seen that enemy counter-attanks were developing, strong
formations of bombers and fighter bombers attacked the enemy
concentrations. In all, 5 formations of 18 light and
medium bombers and 7 formations of fighter bombers at

quadron strength, totalling 183 aircrai’t, dropped 80 tons
Observers considered that the targets were too

At

It

That night the enemy wit.hdrew and the two

At 16.00 hours

At lent the t'vTO Amies, from the

3

Between dawn

Some successes were scored against enemy

s

of bombs,

Op .sums.

well disiJerssd to be re'warding, but "photograxjhs later showed
that more damage had been done than T/as readily apparent.
Contemporary reports claim that the bombing succeeded i,n

smashing the armoured attacks before they could develop.
The Hijirrioane IID aircraft sent out to attack enemy tanks

#iich had been reported by both air and grovind forces
earlier on found only one I/[ark III Special which they
destroyed.

No. 3 Wing
S.A.A.P. O.R.B.

The W,D,A.P, flew filter sweeps w1.th Spitfires over
the battle area throughout the day, thus enabling the
Eighth Army to launch their attacks in conditions of alinost
complete air protection. Only two eneaiy air raids we:re

reported. One heavily escorted raid by Jtu87®s and filter*
bombers was broken up by Spitfiz’es and another by Ju,88*3
was mads abortive by A, A, giuifirs,
the battle of Wadi Alcar-it was in progi-ess, bombers of the

Tactical Bomber Force carried out seven attaclcs against t-ie

enemy air base of La Fauoonnerie,
hard on the intensive attaolcs carried out on the previous

day by aircraft of the North-west Afrioam Strategic and
Tactical Air Forces against enemy air bases in Sicily and
North i^frica.

sustained the disastrous loss of 50 aircraft destroyed and

a furbher 38 damaged,
aircraft were transports (23 Ju»52*s vrere destroyed on

5 April) the blow must have been a siiattering one to the
Luftvraffe and must have accounted largely for the lack of

enemy air activity on the Ei^zth Army fi’ont.

At the same time as

These raids followed

In two days the German Air Force had

Although a hi^ proportion of these

Report on
Operations and
Daily Int,
Sums,

AcH.E,6
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The heavy raids put up by the niglit bombers of
No, 205 Group missed the main withdrawal of the enemy
forces from Wadi Akarit, Their briefing gave as targets

concentrations on the Mahares - Sfax road and

35 Tfollingtons from Nos, 37# 40 and 70 Squadrons operated
in two waves, dropping JO tons of bombs on small g;roups of
M, T„ aiid on camps and buildings,
bombing were poor,
21 Wellingtons from Nos, 40 and I04 Squadrons virent to Sfa:x:
town a.nd dropped 43 tons of bonds there, bursts being seen
on the railway sidings, phosphates quay and warehouses.

m
M

The results of the

In bet^veen these two attack

No, 203 Grouo
0oI4B,

Tac/R on the morning of 7 April showed that the enemy
had withdrav.Ti diuring the night and by the late afternoon
was holding a line from Cekhira to the salt marsh at
Sebkret el Noual, still 50 miles di.stant from the area of
the main night bombing. The first bombing raids of the
day took place in early morning against small groups of

enemy M,To As the day vror-e on, however, targets dnproved
and the scale of attack increased until all the li^.t
bombers and fighters of the 7/ere working at
maximum effort. The best targets vrere found in the after

noon on the track leading east from Djebel Ghemsi. This

proved to be the enemy forces - the 10th and 21st Panser
Divisions - retreating from the El Guettar front whei'a they
were in danger of being cut off by the Eighth Array's
advance. The light bombers and fighter bombers which
together carried out 375 sorties dxxring the day wrou^f^it
considerable havoc among enemy M.T,, forcing the enemy
vehicles to disperse over a wide area.

A,A,HsQ,Vir,D,

YiTar Diary,
Report on
Operations and
OpsumSo

Hurricane IID aj.roraft made a late afternoon attack

against a sraall force of enemy tanks pr*eparing to counter
attack cur forces in the Geldiira a3;ca. One Mark 17 SpeciaNOe 6 Squadron

0,R.B.
l

W3.S destroyed and tvro semi-tracked vehicles damaged at the

cost of six Hurricanes shot down by A,i„ gunfire and three

pilots killed,
importance to be carried out by No, 6 Squadron
•Tankbusters' in North Africa,

This was the last operation of any

There is little wonder

that Air Chief Marshal Tedder considered that the use of

these hi^ly-specialised aircraft was extravagant,
Batweon 10 March 1943# when tlid.s squadron returned to

taxikbusting’ duties for the first time since El Alamein,
and their last operation of any signl-ficanoe iii Nox'th
Africa on 7 April, they had had 26 aircraft shot down.

t

The nigtit bombing by No, 205 Group on the night
7/8 April again missed the main enemy forces retreating
from Wadi Akarit and El Guettar, For the seoond time,
the bombir-g force was divided into tvro, part being
directed against Sfaec town and part against IVUT, on the

iroad between Maliares and Sfax, A total of 53 Y/ellingtorc>
and 5 Halifaxes operated, but only small groups of vehicles

illuminated by the Albacores could be found, BuuLldings
and enemy railway sidings ■were bombed at Sf but ix)
outstanding success was claimed.

No, 205 Gx-oup
0,R.E.

Throughout the period of the action at Wadi Akarit,
night-flying Hurricanes of No. 73 Squadron had been
opere.ting mainly singly over forward troops and in pairs
on intruder patrols
soatterred a foz’mation of 20 JucSS’s and claimed to have
damaged four of them, they made no contact -with the
enemy.

Apart from one encounter when they
No, 73 Squadron
O.R,B.
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The Enemy Withdrawal to Enfidaville Provides Y/,D,A.E. with
Some of the Best Targets in North Afrioa ~ 8 April

The 15th Panaer Division and the 50th Light Division
provided the enemy rearguards throughout the mthdrawal from
Wadi i'J.carit and conducted a. very skilful withdrav/'al. By

8 April they had reached a line Measoma - Mahares.
Meanwhile, the American Ilnd Corps had moved from El
G-uettar and was directed towards Bkdd, \7hilst another
force - IX Corps - was starting to attack the hills to tiie

There was little chance of

the enemy making a stand south of the mountain line at
200 miles away and this involved the

Already the retreat
of the 15th Panser Division and the 90th Light Division
from Wadi Akarit and the 10th and 21 st Panzer Divisions from

the direction of Gafsa was beginning to flood the roads and

tracks wl.th vehicles and on 8 April the retreating enemy

forces pi-ovided some of the finest targets encountered in
North Afrioa.

north and south of Pondouk,

Enfidaville, some
surrender of both Sfax and Sousse.

Alexander’s

Despatch

An armed reconnaissance by 6 Spitfires at dusk on
7 April reported considerable enemy movement on the roads to
the north and northwest. The davm Tac/R on 8 April
confirmed that there was a considerable movement of enemy
columns to the northeast from Meszoiraa and mrthwards along
the coast road from Mahares. The WoDoA.P. fighter-bomber
operations began ear’ly. Twelve liittyhawks of
No. 112 Squadron, with 10 Kittyhawks of No. 260 Squadron,
carrying 24 x 250 lb. bombs were airborne at 05,50 hours
and bombed and strafed enemy M.T. in the Sfax area. This

began a day of intensive air operations. Light bombers
carried out 9 attacks involving 153 Bostons, Baltimoras and
Mitchells which dropped 782 x 250 lb, and 78 x 300 lb,
bombs®

Baltimores returned to base without bombing 07d.ng to cloud

No. 3 Wing S.A.A.P, stated jubilantly
Pigjriters

Two other raids by a total of 30 Bostons and

over the target,
that it had had its ’biggest day since Alamein*.

Report on
Operations,
Opsums and
A,A.H,Q,¥.D.
V^ar Diary-

flew 750 sorties, I50 of them by fighter bombers,
restriotions -were placed on low—level attacks and pilots
were permitted ‘to talce the fullest advantage of these
most exceptional circumstances, ’

No

No. 2 A,A.S,Co

War Diary

The targets presented to the bombers irere never on tho
massive soale of the Panzer Army's retreat from Egypt, but

the incessant attacks, apart from the very considerable
damage they caused, seriously disorganised the e-nemy’s
retreat, with the result that towards the end of the day
the enemy coluurns were split up over the vdiole aa'ea into
small sections which dispersed imraedj.ately on the approach
of our aircraft,

8 April, at least I30 enemy vehicles were destroyed and
200 damaged by air action. Spitfires patrolled the battle

throughoub the day, but the enemy air opposition was
negligible due to the way in which they were being forced
to abandon their forward landing-ground

Again, probably because of the fluid nature of the
groumd operations, the night—bombers of No, 205 Group were
briefed to attack targets too far to the enemy’s rear, the

area chosen being between Sfax and Sousse, Yvhereas the

enemy’s main formations had not yet reached Sfax. Cloud
also" made the location of targets ddfficuat. A total of

50 Wellingtons and 5 Halifaxes of Nos, 37, 40, 70, 104 and
462 Squadrons dropped O'ver 100 tons of bombs, but generally
speaking results were poor. The night-flying Hurricanes of

It was estimated that during 7 and

area

<^9

A.AoH.Q.¥4D.

Daily Int.
Sums,

No. 205 Group
G*RaBci
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No, 73 Squadron were more successfxjl, as they located good
targets on the road between Mahkres and Sfax,

By the morning of 9 April, the enemy had begun to
draw well out of range. Targets were reported as being
few and far between and, in any case, the.fighter squadrons
were preoccupied with their moves to more advanced bases

in the Gabes area. The Gemian withdrawal was badly

impeded at this stage by a shortage of petrol which
immobilised the 90th Light Division for a time. This was

probably’" due to the wholesale destruction of vehicles
acliieved by the ¥,D,A,F, during the previous two days.

The enemy withdrew from Sfax during the night
9/10 April and XSX Corps which had advanced up the coast
occupied the town at dawn. No, 205 Greiro bombers which
ha.d been warned to stand-by for a night of maximum effort
were forced to cancel operations owing to a deterioration
in the weather over the target area,

day, 10 April, Strat/R aircraft reported good targets on
the roads to the north of El Djem> but the continued bad

weather prevented the W,D,A,P, bombers from taking advantage
of them, -The enemy withdrew rapidly towards Sousse,
according to the 90th Light Division they were 'too short
of troops -and' ammimition to do anytliing but adopt a mobile

policy.
16 miles to the south of Sousse and elements of the

First Army had occupied the holy city of Kairouan, Sousse

fell on 12 April and by the next day leading troops of the

Eighth Aoroy were in contact with the first defences to
the north of Enfidaville.

On the following

By 11 April, Eighth Army, annoured cars weret

90th Light
Division

Messages In and
Out. GMD3

50264/2-^j.

90th Light
Division

Messages In and
Out.

Cabinet Office

Ai’cl-jd-ves

The speed of the enemy withdravTal was such that by
10 April they had moved out of range. New airfield sites
had to be reconnoitred and constructed and the supply and

maintenance organisation was stretched to the limit, as,
,  until the port of Sfax had been opened up, both the Eighth

Amy and the W,D.A,P, were dependent on supplies brought
Opsums and Daily along the single road-from Tripoli,. . now some 300 miles

Air operations during this period vrere mainlydistant,Int. Sums,

confined to night attacks on the enemy airfields at Korba,
St, Marie du Zit and Menzel Temime.

pursuance of the N,A,T,A,P. policy of making enemy air
bases in Tunisia untenable, and to destroy the enemy forces

there, and which was soon to develop into the most
concentrated air offensive of its kind ever carried out in

Noi'th Africa, (1)

This was in

(1) 'The course of the battle on the ground had been
largely determined by the Allies' supremacy in the air.
American bombers and fighters operating en masse over
the fronts effectively tied down the bulk of Axis
fighters. Toward the end of March, the slow Gereian
type of aircraft (dive-bombers and cannon-armed planes)

The Axis Ad,rhad practically no hope of operating.
Forces therefore had to confine their support of the

ground troops during the day to fighter and fighter-
. bomber operations. Bomber sorties virere only possible
at night, when attacks irere directed against concen
trations of Allied troops and against supply
oommtinications to the front»

beginning of April, German air strength in the Centred
Mediterranean and Tunisia amounted to, only 1+00 to

450 planes. On the basis of. reconnaissance reports
there were estimated to be 1,000 Allied a1.rcraft xn
T-unisia alone.

At the end of Ma'cch

Admiral ¥feichold.t
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The Air Offensive Apiainst Enemy Landinp; G-rounds in

Tunisia - April 1 543

After the junction of the First and Eighth Armies, with

the result that the Allied forces in Ttinisia presented one

continuous front against the enemy, it was obvious that the

fighting in North Africa was moving into the fineil phase.
The main attack to capture Tunis was to be undertaken by
the First Army in the area immediately west of the River
Miliane vdiich runs southwest from Tunis, This River was

also the agreed boundary between the Western Desert Air

Force and No, 242 Group, The Eiglith Army was to attack the

Enfidaville positions and advance towards Haramamet whilst

the Ilnd U,S, Corps would attack Bizerta, The attack by
the Eighth Army was to precede that of the First Army and

was' intended to draw enemy forces away from the area where
the main thrust was to be made.

In this concluding phase of the campaign, the task set
by the Air Officer Commanding North African Tactical Air
Force was;~

(a) To destroy the enemy air forces in Tunisia,

(b) To disrupt the enemy's supply lines by air and by
sea.

(c) To give maximum support to the Army in their final
offensive,

(d) To use every available aircraft to attack shipping
or air transport, if the enemy attempted a Dunkirk.

The likelihood that the enemy mi^t attempt to cany
out a mass evacuation of North Africa was strengthened by
the fact that reconnaissance aircraft had reported the

discovery of ten small piers at various points along the
coast of Tunisia,

craft plying between North Africa and Sicily between dusk
and dawn,

bringing in supplies, particularly of petrol, these jetties
would serve for the evacuation of troops,
alone could carry 250 fullj^-eq^uipped troops, so that the

enemy's fleet of some 200 small craft could move  a possible
15 “* 20,000 m^en in a night.

Most of these piers could be reached by

In addition to the handling of small craft

A Siebel ferry

Report on
Operations of
N,A.T.AbF.,

A.H.B.AU1/
188/4

The retreat to Enfidaville and the loss of territory
in the Kairouan area meant that the enemy had been forced

to abandon at least a score of landing-grounds in the
southern and central sectors. Many unserviceable aircraft
had to be left behind, the remainder being transferred to
landing-grovinds in the rear of the Enfidaville defences and

in the Cape Bon peninsula. Aircraft imder the operational
control of the W,D,A,F, concentrated on the landing-gromds
in the northeast of T-unisia, mainly in the Cape Bon area,
at St, Marie du Zit, Oudlia, Korba, Temime and Soliman,
Apart from an attack on Enfidaville landing-ground by
18 Mitchells on 1 0 April and on Korba by over 50 Baltimores
arid Mitchells on 1 9 April, all the attacks of the W.D,A,F,
light bombers, together vath the medium and heavy bombers
of No. 205 Group, were parried out at ni^at.

In the course of operations betv/een 10 and 23 April, a

total of nearly 600 sorties was flown aga±nst enemy landing-
grounds in north-east Tunisia,
alone dropped a thousand tons of bombs, and they

Aircraft of No, 205 Group
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discontinued their nightly attacks against enemy air
bases only when, on 24 April, a directive \yas received from

H.Q, N,A,T*A,P, that No, 205 Group should concentrate on

building up its aircraft for intensive operations T/hich vrere

to be carried out should the enemy attempt an evacuation
of Tvuaisia, On two nights weather prevented operations
and haze and low cloud sometimes impeded observation of

re stilts, but it was evident from the numerous fires and

explosions caused and the reports from reconnaissance
aircraft that considerable damage was inflicted on
dispersed aircraft, petrol dumps, buildings and runways.
These intensive operations were supplemented by the very
heavy attacks delivered both by day and night by aircraft
of the North African Air Forces which reached a climax on

20 April when an all-out effort was made to pin down and

destroy enemy aircraft during the Eighth Array*s attack on

Enfidaville when 13 enemy fighters (10 of them P,¥. 190's)
were destroyed and 10 damaged. In the month of April 1943>
air attack on enemy landing-groimds in North Africa, Sicily
and Italy accounted for the extraordinary total of
166 enemy aircraft destroyed and 112 damaged. Of these
26 were destroyed on air bases in North Africa and
23 damaiged. The balance was largely accounted for by the
astonishing success of the Ninth U,S, Air Force's daylight
attack with 62 Liberators on the Italian air base at Bari

on 26 April when 105 Geraian aircraft were destroyed (46 of
them F.14190 and 39 Me,109*s) and hfi damaged.

AoH,B,6

From 22 April onwards enemy landing-grounds in Noi'th
Africa emptied. The G,A,F, had decided that African-based
aircraft were a wasting asset and units began a gradual
withdrawal to Sicily, The first imits to go were the
Ju,87's, which were withdrawn completely, and reconnaissance
shoT/ed them to be located in Southern Italy, Except for

isolated occasions when special operations were laid on

with Sicilian-based aircraft and for a light scale of

attack by fighter-bombers operating from forward landing-
grounds in North Africa, the G,A,F, ceased to play any
serious part in the battle and attacks in force on enemy
landing-grounds in Txanisia, except on air transport
terminals, were discontinued.

N.A,T,A,F.
Record of

Operations

The Battle of Enfidaville - 20 April 1943

Following the enemy's withdrawal to the Enfidaville
position, the Western Desert Air Force was established
forward in the general area Sousse - Kalrouan - El Djem
and Hergla and their bases were in a position to operate
over the Cape Bon peninsula and Tunis, The policy laid
down by the North African Tactical Air Force for the per'iod
preceding the final land battle for Tunisia was primarily
to prevent the enemy air forces from interfering with
land operations and also to disrupt their lines of
communication, particularly their air transport. For the

first time since El Alamein the Ei^th Army were to laimch
a major offensive without a pre-battle softening up of the

enemy defences and, once the battle had been joined, iwithout
a full measure of direct support from the Yf,D,AoF,

Idem,

On 12 April General Montgomery was infoimed of
General Alexander's plan which was that, owing to the
unusual strength of the Enfidaville position, the
First Array was to make the main effort in the final phase
of the North African Campaign and that the Eighth Army's
role would be to exert the maximum pressure on the southern

sector of the enemy* s front in order to pin down as much of
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Alexander’b

Despatch
his strength as possible,
■was the most siiitable ground for the deployment of armoured
forces and General Montgomery was ordered by
General Alexander to mahe available an armoTured division
and an armoured car regiment to join the First Army,
1 st Armoured Division and the King’s Dragoon Guards were
nominated and in due course they joined IX Corps,

The plain to the -west of Tunis

The

The battle of Enfidaville began at 21,30 hours on
1 9 April ('1) without the usual preliminary air bombardment
which had been a feature of the battles during the
preceding 6 months, but a great weight of artillery was
provided. After a promising start in which the
50th Division captured Enfidaville and the New Zealanders
advanced to a point 3 miles to the northwest of the tovm,
the offensive gradually came to a halt. The enemy coxmter-
attacked continuously on 20 and 21 April, but there was no
air force available to help break up the attacks.
Pitting was severe, particifLarly in the Takrouna area, and
both sides suffered heavy losses. General Montgomery
decided that it was too expensive to continue a thrust in the
centre and on 22 April ordered a regrouping of the Army in
order to s-witch the main thrust to the coast. At the same
time it was necessary to send back 50th Division to the
Delta to be refitted and rested in preparation for the
assault on Sicily, This weakened -fehe Eighth Army as the
Division which relieved the ^Oth was the 56th which had had
no previous operational experience.

For the first two days of the battle the efforts of the
WoD,A,F, were directed almost entirely against enen^
communications and landing-grounds and it -was not until
23 April that the bombers intervened in the land battle,
when light bombers carried out pattern-bombing of the enemy
positions, mainly gun emplacements, at the request of the

Three light-bomber raids of 36 li^t bombers -were
arranged for 12,00 hours, 12»30 hours and 14«30 hovirs. The
bombers were routed up the coast road towards Enfidaville,
They swung left over a coloured smoke landmark by  a road
bend some three miles south of Takrouna, then north over
a smoke line laid by guns which put them square on to the
target area. The aircraft then bombed away from our own
troops, who reported the raid as a complete success, and
there was a congrat'ulatory message from the 201 st Guards
Brigade, although the bombers themselves areported ’No
target’.

Army.

At this tim.e the policy of pattera-bombing gun areas
was accepted by the R,A,P,, and it became a standard drill
for the Counter Battery Officer of X Corps to telephone
every evening, giving one or two gun areas in their order
of priority for atta.ok, Tnese targets were described at

2 A.A.S.O.
War Diary
Nc.

(1) ’Be-fcween 14 and 18 April, some important maps and
papers -were captured. From them it was discovered
that the Division was opposed on the coast road by
2nd N,Z, D3.V, and that 2fth Ind. Div, was on its western
flank. On I5 April 155th Regt. captured -two high-
ranking engineer officers from Eighth Army H.Q, They
carried important secret maps and ordars which were
particularly helpful to the Luftwaffe
admitted ‘that all English BTs were well disciplined and
confident of victory.
Division Int. War Diary,

It must be« • • •

f Extracts from 90th Liglit
Cabinet Office Ref, AL773o
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the evening R.A»E. conference and a light bomber programme
was arranged to cover them*

usually for the Army to lay down artillery smoke as markers
on the near edge of the area.

Arrangements were also made

Bad weather intervened and prevented the light bombers
from operating on 24 April and again on 27 April, Between
23 and 29 April the light and medixM bombers carried out a

total of 378 sorties. By this stage in the battle there
were no concentrations of enemy amo\ur and the enemy
positions were concealed in difficult, enclosed country isihich
hampered observation of both the targets and the results of
the bombing. On occasion, too, low cloud added to the
bombers* difficulties. All attacks follovv’ed the technique
of pattern-bombing mentioned earlier, giving little indica
tion of results to the crevirs of the bombers. No fightei-
bombers took part in these operations, as they were being
employed elsewhere on shipping strikes.

Opsums and

Daily Int,
Sum.s,

Alexander’s

Despatch
On 29 April, the 0,0,0, Eighth Army signalled

General Alexander saying that as a result of a failure of

56th Division when coming trader artillery fire, he did not
feel happy about the possibilities of success at Enfidaville,
At this time General, Alexander was formulating plans for
finishing off enemy resistance in the Tunis plain and he.
accordingly signalled back his authority for the attack to
be abandoned. Thus the last battle which the Eighth Army
was to fight -under the conmiand of General Montgomery in
North Africa ended in a stalemate,

coincidence that the Eighth Army’s failure at Enfidaville
broke the pattern of close., co-operation betvreen the Eighth
Army and the 7if,D.A.E. which had been built up to such a

higla degree of efficiency throu^out the campaigns.
At this time, however, the primary tasks set the ff,D,A,E,
were the destruction of the eneriy air forces and the cutting
of the enemy sea and air lines of commimication.

Perhaps it is only a

The Destruction of the Enemy’s Air Transport Fleet
T^ril 1943) (1}

Undoubtedly the German Air Force’s greatest single
triumph in the Mediterranean theatre of operations lay in
their use of air transport, but for viiich the German-Italian
Panser Army could never have mads good its escape from
El Alamein, nor could the enemy forces in Tunisia have been

b^iilt up to a degree when they could resist the powerful
Allied invading forces for seven months,

Tunisia began immediately after the ’Torch' landings.
It was organised under a Central Headquarters at Rome with
VlTing Staffs at Naples and Trapani and Control Officers a.t

Air transport to

(i) 'Events from December to March had shown that the main

reason for the Axis losing its hold on the Central
Mediterranean had been the Allies’ ascendancy in the
air. This ascendancy continued throughout March, 'i?h

objectives of the Allied Air Forces Viferes to destroy
Axis shipping, harbour installations, base stores, to
disrupt cargo unloa.ding and to ground the Luft\7affe,
Axis air transportation was carried on as best as
possible,

out the L-uftwaffe’s losses, but these soon became
casualties of the bitter fighting,
the Mediterranean had become a bottomless pit.
Admiral Yfeichold,

:

Strong reinforcements were sent to balance

For the Luftwaffe
I

e
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the air ports of Sidi Ahmed (Bizerta), El Aouina (Ttmis)
and some of the fields in the Sicily - Calabria and Naples
areas. At the peak of its operational activity, the German
air transport fleet used a daily average of 200 Ju,52
aircraft which carried a load of 1«8 metric tons and 15 of
the giant six-^ngined Me,323 aircraft, with a load capacity
of 10 tons.

Part of the Ju.52 fleet made two trips a day from Sicily
to Tunisia, achieving a daily average air lift of 585 metric
tons, although this dropped as a restlLt of Allied countei>-
measures in April to less than 1 90 tons,
consisted of one round trip from Naples and two from Sicily,
Formations of from 80 to 120 planes, known as 'Pulks*,
assembled in fli^t and flew over the sea at a height of no
more than I50 feet,

radar and also of any attacks from below, against which
these lumbering transport aircraft were quite defenceless.

The formations from Naples picked up fighter escorts
off Trapani for the crossing of the Sicilian Narrows and off

the coast of Africa for the period of landing, unloading,
reloading and return,
the flights divided off into sections for Bizerta and Tunis,

The enemy timed these flights ‘to arrive during the normal

noon lunch period for the Allied air forces, a time when
hostile interference was found to be relatively vinlikely, •

The fighter escort for these formations was small, their
speed being controlled by the slower planes which reduced the

heavy Me,323 to a speed where they became so unstable that

they had to string out.

The daily flights

This reduced the risk of detection by

After arrival off the GilLf of Tunis,Axis .

Transportation
to Tunisia,

Based on

G.M.D. S, Docs,
Cabinet Office

Archives.

AL 1025

At all stages of the campaign the air transportation
of supplies and reinforcements to the Axis forces was a most

important line of supply. When enemy shipping losses
increased, however, due mainly to an improvement in the

weather, coinciding with an increased ezpienditvire of supplies
due to a quickening in the pace of operations, the air trans

port link vri-th Europe became vital for the Axis armies in

Tunisia, In the middle of March 1 943^ the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief ruled that the interruption of this air

traffic must be given priority, and a plan was produced by
the Tactical and Strategic Air Forces for mass attacks on

the enemy air transport fleet as soon as the weather
permitted.

The first results of this plan were realised on 5 April
when 26 P,38(1) aircraft of the Strategic Air Force, on a
fighter sweep over the Sicilian Straits, intercepted a large
formation of between 50 and 70 Ju,52's and 6 Ju,87^s,
escorted by Me,l09’s, F,W,l90‘s and F,¥,187's heading for
Tunisia,

on a strike against an enemy convoy intercepted another
formation of Ju,52*s,
dropped 576O fragmentation bombs on airfields in the
Bizerta and Tunis areas,

out against Sicilian landing-grounds used as bases for the

transport aircraft,
the enemy lost 25 transport aircraft destroyed and I4 damaged.

Later the same day P,38‘s escorting U,S, Mitchells

Shortly afterwards 4“l Fortresses

Further attacks were carried

As a res-ult of these intensive attacks,

Opsums, etc.

A.«H,B,6

(1) The P,33 'Lightning’ was bxiilt by Lockheed, Details of
the P.38G were Gross Weight I58OO lb,. Span .52 feet and

Length 37 feet 10 ins,, H,P, I325 with Top Speed of
400 plus.
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The total enemy aircraft losses for that day amoimted to

43 destroyed and 32 damaged,
raids carried out by aircraft of the Strategic and Tactical

Mr Forces on 11 and I3 April accomted, according to
enemy records, for a further 32 destroyed and 2 damaged.
Thus, between 5 April when the systematic destruction of

the German air transport fleet in the Mediterranean began
and the I7 April when the W,D,A,F, were able to intervene,
the enemy had already lost about a quarter of their
serviceable transport aircraft.

Further interceptions and

The tactics now forced on the enemy by the heaAry losses
of transport aircraft and an increasing shortage of fighters
was to use not more than two large convoys, escorted by
short-range fighters.
Me.323, with its great load-carrying capacity, which \ras

about 5 times that of a Ju

Extensive use v/as also made of the

.52.

About this time, the Strategic Air Force was given
other targets and so the bur'den of stopping the enemy air

transport traffic was transferred to the V/,D.A,F. By
16 April, theT/,D,AcF, were located on forward landing-
grounds to the north of Sousse and so were able to opei'ate
over the bay of Tunis. Their problem now was how best to

intercept a fleeting target. The Intelligence staff made

a detailed analysis of the enemy’s air transport activity,
the points of arrival and departure, the strength of escorbs
and the time talcen to unload and turn round. From this

analysis, it appeared that the best plan vrould be to maintain
strong patrols at certain points in the Gulf of Tunis at

likely times throughout the day. These points, however, 
'

were at the outer limits of the normal operational range of
the Vfestern Desert Mr Force’s Kittyhawks and Spitfires, so

that patrols could not remain long over the area. Further
more, the enemy was providing strong escorts for the
transport convoys and, as has already been noted, in order
to consei-ve fighter resources, tended to send large numbers

of transport aircraft in each convoy.

It was clear that the fighter patr-ols must be strong
enoxogh to overcome the enemy fighter escort and also to
inflict severe damage on the transports. It was impossible
to predict the precise time or place at which a convoy would

arrive, and so pati’cls had to be desi^atched to cover the
chosen area for a .reasonable margin of time before and tifter

the estimated time of the convoy’s arrival. The most
tempting method v/as to use small patrols spread over the

maximum space and time because this would increase the

chance of interception. However, the first interception
■  on 16 April when 10 Spitfires of No, 145 Squadron Mth

3 Spitfires of No, 92 Sq!j.adron met 15 plus Me,l09’s acting
as escort to 11 enemy transport aircraft (Ju,52’s and
SM 3.2’s) showed that it would be more profitable to go for a
policy of annihilation. The R.A,F, Spitfires were out
numbered by the enemy fighters and lost two aircraft.
They claimed five SM 82’s, two Ju«52’s and three Me,109’s
destroyed. These claims cannot by substantiated from enemy
records as this particular formation was Italia:i,

After this engagement, the whole Spitfire and P.40
force was concentrated on the intercejption of the enemy’s
air transport convoys,'
with less than three squadrons of P.40’s with a squadron of

Spitfires acting as top cover. This meant that virtually
the whole of the Yf.D.A.F, fighter strength was devoted to

The sweeps were never carried out

Report on
Operations of
the Western

Desert Mr

Force,

A,H.B,/IIJ15A
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this task, following the basic principle of concentration in

time and place which had been too often neglected in the pasta
After initial disap-pointments, the policy was seen to be

fu3.1y justified, as it resulted finally in the annihilation
of the enemy’s air transport fleet.

A.A,H.Q.¥,D.

Daily Int,
Sums,

By 17«00 hours on 18 April 'ff«D,A,F, fon'nations had flown

250 sorties without sighting an enemy transport aircraft.
Then at 16,50 hours four squadrons of Warhavrks of the

57th Filter Group U.S.A,A,F,, with a top cover of Spitfires
provided by No, 92 Sqtiadron, took off on an interception
patrol,
encountered about 100 Ju,52’s flying north-east at sea-level

with a close escort of about 30 fighters,
immediately engaged the enemy aircraft while the Spitfires
covered them,

Warhawks was one Me,109 and one Me,202 v/hich were shot doTm,

I/Then the Warhawks attacked, the cumbrous formation was thrown

into complete confusion and many Ju,52’s vfere seen
deliberately to crash into the sea or on the coast in ordler

to escape the Yfarhawks’ devastating fire,
engagement betvreen 50 and 60 fires vrere seen on the ground
and it was estimated that 58 Ju,52’s, 2 Me,1l0*s and
14 Me,i09's were destroyed for the loss of 6 fighters.
Enemy records reveal the loss of 53 Ju,52 transport aircraft

destroyed and 6 damaged,
operations on 18 April amounted to 45 aircraft of \7hich
34 were Ju,52’s (one was destroyed in an air raid on Palermo),
four Me, 109*s, two Me,210’s, one Me,110 and tvro Ju,88’s,
Since the beginning of the month, the G,A,F, had lost from

hostile air action 93 transpoid: aircraft destroyed and

26 dainaged, repz^senting T/ell over one lialf of the total
serviceable aircraft in their air transport fleet.

They were in the area of Cape Bon when they

The Y/arhawks

The only enemy aircraft seen above the

After the

The total Luft\Taffe losses on

Squadron
0oR,B,s and

Report on
Operations

A.H.B.6
Records

Unfortimately the R. A. F„ played only a protective role

in this engagement and were only able to claim one Me,

destroyed. The leader of the U, S,A,A,F, YYarhawks C'^ )
202

sent a

No, 92 Squadron message thanlcing No, 92 Squadron ‘for the successful covei’
they gave them and said that it was due to the knowledge that

they would not be attacked from above that they were able to

amass such a grand score.

Squadron
O.R.B.

t

Early the next morning KittyhaYirks of No, 7 S,A,A,F,
12 of No. 2 S.A.A.F.

No. 7 S,A.A.F.
Wing O.R.B.
and Daily
Int, Sums,

YYing (12 Kittyhav^ks of No. 5 S,A.A,F
and 12 of No. 4 S.A.A.F, Squadrons) engaged a formation of
18 Ju,52's and SM 79*s escorted by 8 Me,l09‘s, F,¥,190’s
and EE 2001's.

Kittyhawks claimed 12 Ju.52's, 2 s and one RE,2001
shot down,

documents as the Luftwaffe do not admit the loss of any

transport aircraft on that day and the Italian records ai’e
not available.

• >

As a result of this engagement the

These claims cannot be confirmed from enemy
A.H,B,6

The last major encounter vd.th the enemy air transport
fleet and Ydiich, according to enemy docments took them

‘past the point of bearable loss’ occurred on 22 April,
An early-^norning sweep by 35 Kittyhawks of Nos. 2, 4 aj^d
5 S,A,A,F, Squadrons together with Warhawks of No. 79 Fighter
Group U„S,A.A,F, escorted by 12 Spitfires of No.  1 S,A,A,F,

Squadron and six of the Polish Flight met an escorted

(1) The P.40 ‘Warhawk’ built by Curtiss was a single-seater
filter with a top speed in the region of 36O m.p.h.
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format ion., of the giant six-engined enemy transports,
Me,323* s, in the G\ilf of Timis, The combined claims
amounted to a total of 30 Me,323's, 7 Jfe,i09's and one
RE 2001. Geman records show that 12). Me, 323's were lost,
while their additional losses in the Mediterranean from

enemy action on that day amounted to five Me.iOJ's, two
P,W, 190's, one Me,1l0 and one DO. 217.

After this debacle, the enemy abandoned large formations
of transport aircraft in favoiu* of flights by individual
aircraft at ten minute intervals which virere despatched from
Trapani to Tunis and from Naples via Cagliari to Bizerta*
It was possible to run a nightly total of 2).0 - 50 aircraft

on the Trapani run and 20 to 30 on the Naples route. During
this latter phase, however, night-flying Hurricanes of
No, 73 Squadron and Beaufighters of No, 600 Squadron were
used to maintain patrols over likely points of arrival.

The enemy sustained occasional losses of transport
aircraft ri^t up to the end of April, so that the final
figures of losses diu-ing the month amounted to a total of

157 enemy transport aircraft destroyed or damaged
(105 Ju,52 destroyed and 21 damaged and I9 Me,323's destroyed
and 2 damaged). These figiores include a few aircraft whose
loss the enemy record as 'cause unknown'. On 10 April 1 92f3
the total of G9A0P, transport aircraft in the Mediterranean
amounted to 263 with I30 serviceable. The average
serviceability at the beginning of the month is accepted as

being round the 200 mark,

'The safeguarding of supplies between Italy and
Tunisia,' says a stuiy prepared by 8th Abteilung, the
German Air Historical Branch, in July 1 92f4» 'became one
of the chief problems of the battle leaders in North
Africa, Becaiise there were always difficulties wi’bh
these supplies, v/hich had to be dealt mth immediately,
transport aircraft vrere used in all critical situations
and became Invaluable, The enemy, realising this,
concentrated their fury on the transport units,,,,
a resxlLt of the considerable losses incurred, the whole

matter of supplies became so acute that several times
diming the month bombers had to be brou^t in to fly
over supplies of petrol
reports, an average of 78 transport aircraft a day
flew over during the month of April a total of not less

than 9,239 troops, 558 tons of equipment and ammunition
and 96 cubic metres of fuel from Italy

The use of transport aircraft which contimied to
fly over some of the essential reinforcements for
Tunisia and Sardinia had to be restricted to the hours

of darkness, as a defence against enemy attacks.
With the difficulties of supplsring the army by sea, the

transport units became, during the last days of the
fighting, the only means by which the Army Group could
be supplied with the necessary equipment for a prolonged
resistance. At the beginning of the month, bomber
aircraft again came to their assistance to transport
fuel. However, tinder the increasing threats, and tvith
the loss of the Tunisian airfields, even this means of

help was reduced to a minimum after jViay 8.
only possible to drop supply containers over our
positions. The transport aircraft flew their last
supply flight to Africa on May 12« '

As

According to incomplete• • • •

• • « «

It was

A,H,Bo6

Figures

The Course of

the War in the

Mediterranean

Theatre of

Operations,
1 Jan. to 13 May
A,H,Bo6 Trans,

No, VIl/72
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The W*D,A,P,*s outstanding success against the enemy*s
air transport fleet on 18 April gave rise to an impatiently
worded signal from the Prime Minister to Air Chief
Marshal Tedder,

•On April 18 a very iraportaint and successful
attack was delivered on the German troop-carxying
aircraft bet’/ireen Cape Bon and Sicily, We have only
now, morning of 20th received a brief message
contained in A,P.H,Q. Algiers 0,714« Meanwhile
yesterday afternoon, 1 9th, hi^ly«coloured accotints
of the air battle were issued by correspondents from
Algiers aiid also from Cairo setting fort:h in unusual
terms Air Marshal Coningham*s commendation of Air
Vice-Marshal Broadhurst's action.

2, It is improper that His Majesty’s Government
shoijld be left to learn from the press and radio the
result of important operations. Even now we do not
know from either official or tmofficied sources i^iiether

the force which intercepted the enemy ?\ras composed of

British or imerican air personnel and in what
proportions. Pray let me know when

’a.) Air Marshal Conin^am
b) Tou yoixrself
,c) General Alexander, and
(d) General Eisenhower

received information of the fight and what information,
and what action was taken in each case, to report to
higher authority.

Chief of Air

Staff AOC/52
A,H,B./lIJi/
183/242 (A)

Do you feel yourself obstructed in any way from
sending reports and information to the Air Ministry in

the same way that Admiral Cunningliam reports to the
Admiralty?

3.

Send now, at the earliest moment, the fullest and
best account in yoinr knovirledge of the war action of
the 18th,»

4.

On the same day. Air Chief Marshal Tedder received a signal
from the C,A,S,s

•The Prime Minister showed me before despatch his
telegram to you dated 20-th April and I undertook to maice

suggestions to you for obtaining fuller and earlier
information than we now receive on in-portant air
oper^ations and on the general trend of the air war in

your theatre.

At present I receive Sitreps, Opsums and
Spaatz’s daily summaries which are often in great
detail but are usually 24 to 72 hours out of date when
received and require much digestion before any true
perspective of the air war as a whole can be obtained,
I do not get anything from Go.tdn^iam, nor of course
from Spaa-bz to tell me ho\T things are going as a
whole or what ideas are running in their minds,
interest is shown here in such matters as the morale of

the enemy air forces, their operational object and
methods, our own appreciation of the situation and our
ideas and plans for the immediate future with any
major limiting factors.

2.

Great

(84234)558
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3, Would you be able to send me an occasional

appreciation either by yourself or by Coningham •which
I could show to the Prime Minister and other Chiefs of
Staff?

4. The need for very early reports of really inrporta-ut
or novel air operations is shoif/n in the Prime Minister's

telegram to you. It is clearly most desirable that
we should as often as possible provide him with
earliest inside information not available to the press
but T/hich he caji give to Parliament in public session.
This not only helps the Prime Minister but is also
very good for the air force and since the opportunities
are infrequent I feel 'we have little excuse for not
talcing those that occur. Operations on 18th April
and those at El Hamma on 2Stb. Ivferchare good instances.
Prime Minister had nothing on these that had not been
skimmed clean in advance by the press,

5» Could you arrange with Spaatz that Coningham should
be allowed to repeat direct to Air Ministry for Prime
Minister and me factual reports made to Spaatz on
really important operations? As much local coloiir and

interesting detail as possible should be included as
raw material for Prime Minister's statement but message
need not be long or elaborate,

6, I fully realise that to meet these requirements
is by no means a straightforward task in view of
pressure of work and inter-Allied chain of command,
but I am confident that once you know v/-hat is wanted
you will find means of providing it, ’

Air Chief Marshal Tedder replied on 22 Jipril giving in

detail the story of the concentrated offensive against the

enemy's air transport fleet.

Action on April l8th was part of a con^)rehensi-ve
plan for dealing -with enemy air transport. This plan
began to be put into operation on April 5th when the
conditions for obtaining maocimum effect appeared
favourable. The initial operation consisted of attacks
on terminal aerodromes and endeavours to intercept

convoys en route. The attacks on two Sicilian and two
Tunisian aerodromes hit concentrations of transport
aircraft badl.y dispersed. Precise figures as to
numbers destroyed cannot, of course, be obtained, but
photographic and other sources indicate probability
that approximately 50 were destroyed. In addition,
18 were destroyed in the air by American P.38 sweeps.
On the 10th two further P.38 sweeps made interceptions
and destroyed 13 Ju,52’s, In addition, a shipping
sweep by American B,25®s found no slaipping but fouJid
Ju,52's and destroyed 10, On the 11th two P.38
sweeps made interceptions and destroyed 25 Ju,52's,

t

As Eighth Army advance made it possible for
Western Desert Air Force to operate further forward,
we had further scope for dealing "with the enemy air
transport and the actions of April I8th onwards are
the result,

and heavily escorted with fighters success was only
possible by means of concentrating a large fighter

2,

Since the enemy convoys are concentrated

.  'j force at the right time and place. Study of enemy
IPA" methods of observation of intercepted enemy W/T traffic

etc. gave an approximate period during which chances of

res^icted
(84234)559
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It was arranged tointerception were relatively good,
cover a period of one and a quarter hours by means of
five patrols of fifteen minutes each overlapping by a
few minutes and in average strengths of three Ki-ttyhawk
squadrons with one Spitfire squadron as top cover.
This used the whole Western Desert force which
consists of.

(a) two American Kittyhawk Groups of four
squadrons each

(b) one South African Kittyhawk Wing of three
squadrons

(o) one British Kittyhawk Wing of five squadrons,
one of ■vdiich is Australian,

(d) one Spitfire Wing of five and a half squadrons,
including one Canadian, one South African and one
half Polish squadron.

Of these patrols, the last one consisting of the
57th American Kittyhawk Group with one British Spitfire
squadron as top cover was fortunate enough to be in the
right place at the right time and intercepted a convoy
of some 100 enenyr transport aircraft with heavy fighter
escort,
destroyed,
beaches and in the water,’ This engagement happened in
the evening. After dark, British Hurricane squadrons
destroyed some of the Ju,52's which had landed on the
beaches,

3, As a result of further sweeps on the 19th an
additional 12 Ju,52’s and 2 S.M. 79^s were destroyed,

if. These events caused the enemy to change his habits,
and Broadhurst devised a fresh plan which was put into
effect this morning. This plan, like the previous one,
involved the whole Western Desert Fighter Force,
Preliminary reports of successful engagements indicate
-HB-t 21 Me,323 six-engined gliders were destroyed as well
as nine of the fighter escort,

5, I very much regret that you should have had first
intimation of the engagement of the I8th through the
press and radio and will try and ensure that this does
not happen again,
action of the l8th was a few words on a bad telephone
line from Spaatz's Headquarters late on the evening of
the 18th whence it had just been received from Coningham,
This was "flash” news and very vague. It was passed to
General Eisenhower at his morning conference on the 19th,
I myself had gone forward early that morning, I do
not wish to excuse myself for not ensuring that accurate
information regarding this engagement reached you before
it became public, but I feel you will apprecia.te that in
the present conditions it is extremely difficiilt to get
quick and accurate information from Western Desert
through the normal channels, Coinmunications between
them and here are still extremely poor. They are how
ever improving and since I do not feel there is any
difficulty in my passing information regarding iuportant
events quickly to C,A,S,, I hope there will be no
recurrence of what I fully realise was a thoroughly
unsatisfactory situation.*

58 Ju,52’s and I6 enemy fighters were
Numbers of others crash-landed on the

The first intimation I had of the

(8i+23O560
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To which the Prime Minister replied on 24 April,

’ I congratulate you all on the brilliant series
of operations. Had I received a report in good time,
I could have made a complimentary reference to this
action in the House which would have been agreeable
both to the Royal Air Force and to the United States,
As it is, it is only nov/ five days after that I have
had your account,

2, C,A,S, has asked you to arrange for Coningham to
repeat to us here messa.ges reporting actions he sends
to Spaatz, and please do the same yourself in respect
of any sent on to Higher Authority,

There seems to have been a later action on the

22nd of which I have so far heard nothing.
3a

r

Air Chief Marshal Tedder had the last -srordj

lour message will be greatly appreciated by all
concerned in the operations against the enemy air
transport,

!

Have arranged for.speedy direct reports of special
operations in future.
2.

There has

been no significant action later than the destruction
of the 21 Me,323*s on the morning of the 22nd of which
I reported in para, 4 of my signal,’

Reference,para, 3 of your signal.3.

The Western Desert Air Force in Air Strikes Against Enemy

Shipping

According to an assessment made by General Warlmont',
the Deputy Chief Armed Forces Cperations Staff, in
February 1943, allowing for 25^ losses in transit, the basic
minimum requirements of the combined Axis forces in North

Africa amounted to 90,000 tons per month. The most,
however, which the Comando Supremo cotild provide was 80,000
tons per month.

’Tonnage was being sunk at a rate which threatened
its extinction by June or July. With the means
available, the Allied depredations on Axis shipping
could not appreciably be reduced. Air convoy duty
was already gradually consimiing the resources of the
German Air Fleet II,’

At the time of its fiollest operation, it is estimated
that the fleet of transport aircraft was ferrying across to
North Africa between one-quarter and one-third of the Axis

forces’ total supplies. Records are incomplete, but during
February 1943, which was the most successful month for
transport between Italy and Tunisia, out of nearly 30?000
men convej’-ed by sea and air, 13,000 were carried by air
transport. During April, the transportation of personnel
by both sea and air declined to less than 11^000 due
undoubtedly to the heavy losses of transport aircraft.
Deliveries of supplies also fell far short of the estimated
requirements* In April, only 29,000 tons out of 44,000
tons got through.

Axis

Transportation
to Tunisia

Cabinet Office

Archives No,

AL 1025
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’At no times,’ says a German report, ’did the
vol\mie of supply, even allowing for the percentages of

loss anticipated by the Axis High Command, reach the
minimum required to reinforce and resupply at levels
proper for effective operations. I

The destruction of at least three-quarters of the
enemy’s air transport fleet in April meant that unless sea

transport could be quickly augmented, the collapse of the

Axis armies in Tunisia would inevitably follow, whatever the

military action taken on land.

’The continuation of resistance in North Africa
The whole battle

The Goto’se of

the War in the

Mediterranean

Theatre of

Operations,
A,H,Eo6 Tran

No. VII/72

depended on the arrival of supplies,
would be decided by the question whether supply ships
would be able, by every possible means, to bzring
supplies through,
wMch Tiras fkaugiit wi.th ever-increasing difficulties,
affected the further conduct of the war in the

In this way the position at sea,

Mediterranean’,

Purthemore, heavy shipping losses by the enemy woixLd rule

out the possibility of an organised evacuation of their
forces from North Africa, although vrith the Royal Ns;yy and
Allied Air Forces in'control of the Sicilian narrovra this

was never the serious threat that vras sometimes feared by
the Allied Commanders,

After the dest??uction of the Me.325’s on 22 April by
the Yf.D,A.F, it was obvious that only the remnants of the

enemy’s onoe powerful air transport fleet remained.
Nevertheless, it still remained the policy for armed

, reconnaissance.aircraft to cover the approaches to
T'unisia searching primarily for air transports and yet
also be on the look out for enemy shipping,

.  fighters soon adapted themselves to the reqmrem.ents of the

new technique called for by anti-shipping strikes,
volume of enemy shipping to Tunisia was on an increased

.  scale, as a last-minute attempt was being made tO: rush in

supplies by sea and so make good the loss of air transport.
This enabled the fighter bombers of the W,D,A.F, to achieve

some spectacular victories.

The W,D,A,F.

The

Opsuffis. and
A,A.H. Q.'W.D.

Daily Int,
Sums,

;  The first success went to ICLttybombers of Nos, 3
450 RoA,A,F, Squadrons on 26 April wliich attacked two M,V,s
with an escorting naval vessel which had been spotted by a
special shipping recce off Zembra Island, in the Gulf of
T\mis, Hits were scored on both merchant vessels and one

was seen to blovf up. The next day, low cloud prevented
bombers from operating in the morning and no suitable
targets were located in the afternoon. On 28 April, eardy
weather and shipping recce aircraft reported shipping in the

Gulf of Tunis, Kittybombers of Nos, 4 and 5 S,A,A,B’,
Squadrons, with Kittyhawks of No. 2'S,A,A,F, Sqtiadron as top
cover, attacked four landing craft escorted by two naval

auxiliary .vessels heading tovv'ards, Tunis, One of these

craft was blown up and two, which were evidently transporting
petrol, were set on fire by bombing and strafing. On the

same day. a M,V, of '1599, tons, the ’Teramo.’ (ex ’Marie
Lloyds Shipping Theresa’ I was set on fire by .Kittybombers of Nos. 2 and
List and Daily 4 S,A.A.F, Squa:drons, The same ship was attacked by
Int, Sums. Tfax'hawks of Nos, 85 and'87 Squadrons U, S,A.A.F, which

managed to score only near misses, A final shipping strike

of 12 Kittyhawks of No, 112 Squadron, carrying bombs, located

the burning M,V, drifting betvreen Cape Bon and Kelibia and

(8it234)552
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The *Teramo* vras obviouslyattended by a hospital ship,
derelict by this time and the aircraft retvimed with their

bombs.

On 29 April, fighter bombers operating in ¥ing
strength with Spitfires as escort continued their attaclcs
on enemy shipping in the Gulf of Tunis, All the bombing
attacks >- nine in all - were made either by S,A,A.P.
Kittyhawks or U.S.A.A.E, Warhawks and a claim was made of

a 3)000 tons MoV, sunk, but this is not substai'itiated by
enemy records, Dtn'ing the evening, ITarhavfks of Nos. 64,
65 and 66 Squadrons U, S,A,A,E. carrying 33 x 30O lb, boiTibs
attacked a ship which later was recognised as the hospital .

ship \Thich had been located in the Bay of Tunis standing
by the ° Teramo * on the previous day. No hits were
claimed.

On 30 April, first priority was gi^^'en to shipping
strikes and it proved to be the W,D.A,E. *s most successful
day.
Squadrons R,A.A,E. bombed a M,Y, of 1,500 tons setting her

A destroyer was hit and set on fire by

Soon after dawn, Eittyhawks of Nos. 3 and 1+50

on fire,

U. S.A,A,P, Warhawks and was later claimed as s-unk.

Spitfires covering the last Kittybomber operation of the

day observed 3 vessels burning in the area of Gape Bon.

The total clajjns for the day were one destroyer, one Siebel

ferry, one 120 ft. launch and 1 ’E’ boat sunk and one
1,500 tons M,V, and an *E' boat set on fire.

In April 1943, aircraft accounted for the sinking
of 73,000 tons of enemy merchant shipping in the
Mediterranean out of a total of 124,000 tons sunlc.
The Royal Navy sank 49,000 tons while the balance of
2,000 tons was lost from * Cause UrJoaown’.

AJ.l enemy attempts to move shipping by night \Tere
frustrated. by the Navy who were keeping a continuoxas
destroyer and M.T,B, patrol from dusk to dawn as, subject
to minefields, R.N. destroyers were able to operate at
will mthin the Irmits of our fighter range,

of April, therefore, with their air fleet annihilated and

their shipping brought to a standstill by the naval and air

blockade, the Axis forces in North Africa were now sealed
off from al,l sources of supply and reinforcement and were

without means of escape,

land and aix’ forces to begin the final offensive and end

the campaign.

By the end

It now remained for the Allied

Lloyd®s List

The Final Assa.-ixLt, May 1943

After the Eighth Army's failure to force the enemy's
defences at Enfidaville, they were given a holding and

diversionary role while the final assault was launched
by the First Army,
General Montgomery and a general regrouping betvreen the

First and Eighth Armies was agreed in order to give T/eight
to the projected thrust across the plain of Tunis to the

sea, which was to finish the campaign,
transfer the 7ih Armored Division, the 4th Indian
Division, the 201st Guards Brigade and some artillery
units from the Eighth Army to the First Army front,
was this powerful and experienced force, dravm from the

Eighth Army, which formed the spearhead of the final
assault, and there is justice in the fact, as these
fomations were the nucleus aroimd vThich the Eighth Army

had grovm, for in 1940 they made up the whole of the
Western Desert Force,

SECRET

On 30 April, General Alexander visite

It was decided to

It

d

Alexander

Despatch
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A conference attended by the A,0,C» ¥.D, was held at
H.Q. N.A,T,A«P, to decide on the best use to be made of the
air forces available for the final attack. The A,0,C.

Yf.D.A.P. recommended the use of all their light and medium

bombers, together with all the light and medium bombers of
the other tactical groups in North Africa, in a concentrated
atta.ck on the enemy troops ahead of the Army’s axis of
advance. This plan was accepted. No, 242 Group, as
A,H,Q, to the First Army, were given operational control,
having available to them the v/hole of the Tactical Air
Force which included co-ordinated support from the TiT.D,A,F,

and such medim bombers of the Strategic Air Force as were

not reqifLred for vital strategic targets.

The operational plan provided for the air attack to
begin on the evening of 5 May, with preliminary bombing in

the Zaghouan area in order to soften those -positions on the

ground which were to be attacked that night. On the
following day, starting at first light, the combined bombers
of the Tactical Air Force were to put down a creeping
barrage in front of the advancing troops.

By this stage in the campaign, the enemy air forces in
NoDrbh Africa had dwindled almost to extinction. At the

beginning of the second week in April, the German Air Force
' still had over 300 aircraft in North Africa with an

estimated serviceability of 60 per cent*
of the enemy positions at YiFadi Akarit and the -vTithdrawal of
the, German Air Force to airfields to the east and southeast

of Tunis, operations becajiiie essentially defensive in
character. All elements of the G,A,F. in Tunisia were

thrown together on a small number of airfields near Tunis

and Bizerta and passed under one operational control.
There they were vulnerable to Allied attacks on their air

fields and this serio-usly affected serviceability. The

Allied fighte-r patrols often prevented enemy aircraft from

taking off,.wrhile at the same time they were faced \d.th
servicing an,d maintenance difficulties. In this way, mits

, were forced to .evacuate their bases in Tunisia and ■withdraw
to Sicily and even Sardinia, in order to avoid losses on
the ground. This was-the .beginning of the complete eclipse
of the Axis air forces in North Africa, No attempt was
made to buildup a strong force capable of containing the
air supremacy of the Allied air forces and, in this final
phase of the operations in Tunisia, the G.A.F, was
ineffective aiid completely outnvimbered and outclassed, and
in the closing days almost completely eliminated.

The final offensive in Tunisia was preceded by a hea'vy
bombing attack by aircraft of No. 205 Group along the lines
already familiar in earlier battles. For this, operational
control, of No. 205 Group was taken over by K.Q, N,A,T,A,F,
wef 08,00 hours on ,3 May, The night bombers were still
operating from Gardabia, to the east of Tripoli, involving
them in a round trip from their bases to the ba'ttle area and
back again of over ,800 miles. Advance parties were sent
to nev/. bases at Kairouan on 5 May, but it was not until the
end of operations in,North Africa that the Squadrons finally
moved.

After the fall

Report on
Operations
A,H,B./IIJ1/
183/4

Axis Air
Operations .
North African
Intelligence
Reports,
D,D.I.3.
A, H.B./IIJ1763

No, 205 Group
0,R,B,

The first night-bombing attacks were carried out by
32 Wellingtons from No. 231 Wing and 8 Wellingtons from
No, 40 Squadron in the Tebourba area of the Cape Bon
peninsiila on : "bhe night 4/5 May, Low cloud made the
idenbifioation of targets difficult, but 7S tons of bombs

dropped across roads, railways and bridges starting awere
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For the niglit 5/6 May v/hich was the eve. lumber of fires,

of the final offensive K.Q. N,A,T,A.R ordered a maximum effort

for attacks jji the battle area, in accordance vath the

terms of their briefing which stated that, ’The enemy is
being hammered by day and night preparatory to his final
destruction.’ The First Army put out night landmarks in
order to assist aircraft to locate the forward line of

troops. These landmarlcs were vd.thin three miles of the

front line and approximately in the centre of each Corps
front and they consisted of flares made to form a letter
100 yards deep. Arrangements were made for 59 Wellingtons
and 10 Halifa;}ces to concentrate on the ai-ea contained by. the
Tebourba - Dejedeida ~ Furna - La Morhaghia - Bir Keherga -

Cheylus - La Mohoimnedia roads. Low clouds closed down
No, 238 Wing before Nos, I04 and 462 Squadrons could take
off and only 43 Vfellingtons operated# Tiiey dropped 80 to::s
of bombs .in the target area but made no claims.

These night-bombing operations were part of
General Alexander’s plan, for ..a ’very heavy attack in the
blitzkrieg style. t

•I laid all the emphasis on speed and the madn-
tenance of the objective, ■ The armo-ured divisions
were to move off beliind the infantry divisions
simultaneously with them, so that there would be no
hesitation in pushing them through the infantry the
riioment a bi'eak throiogh was anliieved, I insisted that

none of the divisions of 9 Cories (which was making
the main blew straight at Tunis along the Medjez-
Massioaiflt road) should turn aside to mop up isolated
areas of resistance or .to attempt to roll up the
enemy’s exposed flanlc, but were to continue straight
for Tunis, ignoring any enemy to left or right. By
this means they woiild forestall the enemy on his
defences round Tunis and split his whole front in
half. If these instructions could be strictly

Alexander’s

Despatch

followed, I felt confident of turning the German
"blitzlcrieg" technique on its inventors and preventing
an African Dunkirk, ’

The attack was given the codename ’Vulcan’ and ’D’-day
was timed for before dawn on the morning of 6 May,
iimportaiit preliminary to the plan was to capture the Gebel

bou Aoukaz, in the sector held by the 15th Paaizer Division,
on the afternoon of 5 May, in order to free the left flank
of the attack from any tlireat from this direction,
phase of the operation Tirent according to plan, when the
Gebel was attacked at 17,00 hours on 5 M.a.y, strong and
effective air support being provided by the Tactical
Bomber Force,

An

This

The plan for the day’s air operations aimed at keeping
the momentum going with bombing at a very high density,
bombers attacking in waves at the height of the offensive
with an interval of only two minutes betireen the formations
of 18 aircraft. From 05,30 to 07,30 hours, 84 aircraft

Report on
Ops.

from the Tactical Bomber Force bombed enemy positions on
the immediate front of the First Army’s attacking infantryo
From 07*30 hours to 08,00 hours, 126 light bombers of the
W,D.A.F. attacked the Fuana area which wa.s a forsHing-up area
for enemy armour, a little further back from the first
target area,
from the Tactical Bomber Force bombed another area still
further back.

From 08,30 hours to 09,30 hours, 84 bombers

For the remainder of the morning, fighter
bombers were used on opportunity targets. In the
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afternoon, in response to a call from the Anny for air

support, 108 bombers attacked St* Cyprien, -where the two

an-noured Divisions, the 6th and 7th Armoured Divisions,
wliich had passed through the attacld-ng infantry, vrere held

up by the enemy who were endeavouring to organo-se a new

defensive position.

On the whole, the Royal Air Force considered that more
damage was oavised to morale than to enemj’' personnel and

equipment. Pilots did not report good results from their

attacks. However, there is no doubt that the speed with

which the ground forces advanced and the ineffectiveness of

the enemy resistance were influenced very considerably by
the degree and weight of the air support given by the air
force.

Report on
Operations and
O.R.B,s.

During the day 6 May, 2154 soi^aies were carried out in
direct support of the Army, a record at that time for any
Allied air force in any theatre. Of these, 980 were carried
out by the W,D,A.P, and No, 205 G-roup and the balance by
aircraft of No, 242 Group, XII A,S,C, and T«B,P,

*At dawn,’ says General.Alexander’s despatch,
’the air forces went in. It vra.s their greatest effort
in the wai* up to that date, over two thousand sorties
of all tjrpes, bombers, fighters and tank-busters. The

weight of the, attack was too much for the defenders,
already vreakened physically and morally bjr the heavy
fighting 1

9 • • •

Opsums,

Alexander’s

Despatch

Ov'/ing to an incident on 4 May in which, due to thick
haze, aircraft in the course of an attack in support of the
French at Zaghouan. bombed friendly troops killing one man,
woraiding nine others and destroying an armoiired car,
particular care was tadcen. to arrange markers for the
attacking aircraft. Major .Wallace of No, 2 A,A,S,C,
arranged for the First Army to construct a landmark in order

to assist the bombers. This landmark, in the form of a
’T’ 150 feet in length, -vras dug by bulldozers and whitev/ashed,
being sited in a green field at a road fork,
flew over, red and blue smoke was released at the landmark
to attract attention.

As the bombers

The bombers reported that this land
mark was easily visible and the addition of the coloured
smoke was not really necessary,
this occasion, natural features made navigation so easy that
the landmark was not essential.

They also said that, on

In the course of the day’s

No. 2 A,A,S,0,

War Diary

operations. Major Wallace flew as a passenger in  a No, 3 Wing
S,A,A,F, Baltimore, in order to observe the landmark he
had been responsible for making,
a direct hit from enemy A,A, gunfire and crashed with the
loss of all on board.

This aircraft received

The target signal from H.Q. N.A,T.A,F, for the night
bombing programme for the night S/j May was not received,
by H,Q, 205 Group until 06,55 hours on the morning of 7 May
and, in the absence of definite instructions, a force of

■59 Wellingtons and 11 Halifaxes were detailed to attack enemy
M,T, and troop concentrations moving back to Timis from
Massicault, Hammamet and Pont du Fahs, Y/eather conditions
were dangerous and several Captains reported being lifted
by air currents as much as 2,000 feet. Rain and electric
storms were widespread. Roads were heavily bombed with the
object of causing congestion among the retreating troops,
A number of fires were started, one near Mornaghla being
very extensive.
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On the morning of 7 May it was confirmed that the
main breaJc-throngh had been accomplishedj and the 6th and
7th Armoured Divisions moved forward from Massicault.

By hour's, the bombline had advanced right up to. the
capital v/here the first shells had fallen at 12» 35 hours.

At 14«45 hom-s, the 11th Hussars, followed by the
An hour and a1st Derbyshire Yeomanry, entered Tunis,

half later, the 47th Regimental Combat Team of the
9th United States Division entered Biserta,

On 7 May, ov/ing to the prevailing conditions of low
cloud with bad visibility and the rapidly changing ground
situation, the ¥,D.A,P, aircraft were directed against
shipping. However, the bombers of No, 242 Group and
T,B,P, attacked certain pre-selected focal points through
which enemy vehicles would have to pass. It was hoped
that this would slow doTO the enemy withdrawal and create

good targets. In particular,, heavy bombing and strafing
attacks were made on the road from Tunis to Bizerta in the

Protville area, the roads and bottleneclcs leading to the

Cape Bon peninsula and the westward defile out of Tunis
at Hammam Lif,

Report on Ops,
and No, 2

A,A,S,C, Tfar

Diary

A further maximum effort was called for from the night
bombers of No, 205 Group for the night 7/8 May »to harrass
and destroy enemy troops and M,T,, paying particular
attention to the road jmctions at Soliman, Grombalia, Beni
Ehalled and Menzel bou Zelf a, • Owing to bad weather,
only 11 Tfellingtons out of 53 "together with 5 Halifaxss
could operate. These, however, found excellent targets and

reported large fires. Rain grounded the ¥oD,A,P, filter
bombers imtil 14,00 hours on 8 May, It v;as clear that no

fiurther large-scale air support would now be required for

the land battle and, since the enemy had been making
increasing use of Pantellex'ia Island, both for his air

forces and small surface craft, it was decided to attack
the airfield and the port there, A force of 126 Bostons,
Baltimores and Mitchells took part in the ■ raid and,
according to No, 3 ¥ing S,A.A.P, 0,R,B.;-

^Dispersed aircraft on the aerodrome and the
adjacent buildings and dumps provided a target which,
in perfect weather, was a bornh—aimer’s dream. Immense
damage vfas done, as the photographs subsequently
confirmed. ‘

No, 205 Group
O.R.B.

No, 5 ¥ing
S,A.A.P.

0,R,B,

In the afternoon, the main W,D,A,P, effort was directed
against enemy shipping, and figiiter bombers, reinforced at
last light by light bombers, attacked these targets con

tinuously,
bombers flew kLfi. sorties, light and medim bombers I44

No, 242 Group

Altogether V4D.A.P, fighters and fighter

and reconnaissance aircraft 10 sorties,
continued their policy of attacking focal points, in order

to slow up the enemy withdrawal, cause congestion on the
roads and so help provide high density targets.

No, 2 A.A.S.C.

¥ar Diary

The nKOst impoi'tant sector was now to the east, where
large enemy forces, including the German 90th Light Division,
were still holding back the Eighth Army, and it v/as feared

that they might reach the Cape Bon penirisula, and fij^t a
delating action there,

to assist the Eighth Army to force the defile at
The main air task in th1.s area

was

Record cf

Operations
A„H,B./IIJ1/
180/4

Harnmam Lif, thus cutting the enemy off from Gape Bon, and
also to make them realise that the. Gaps Bon peninsula w'ould

be impossible for either supply pr evacixation,
ance vdth -Uus policy, 24 T/fellingtaiis and 8 Halifaxss, winch were

still operating from Gardabia to the east of Tripoli, attacked

in acGord-
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enemy M,T, and troop concentrations on the roads betyreen
Hammamet, Nabe\il, Belli, Menzel bou Zelfa and Sidi Daoud,
A nxsnber of fires were started, including a large one at

Hammamet. At the same time, 7 Beaufighters of
No, 600 Squadron and 22 Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron
operated over the Cape Bon peninsula with the primary object
of intercepting enemy night-flying transport aircraft.
As a result of these operations, claims were made of three
Ju,52’s destroyed and four damaged. Enemy M,T, and small
craft were also attacked.

No, 205 Group
0,R,B, and

A,A,H,Q,W,D,

Daily Int,
Sums,

Soon after dawn on 9 May, bombing attacks were resumed
on Pantelleria when 126 Bostons, Baltimores and Mitchells of
the W,D,A,E, attacked the landing-ground there,
S,A,A,P, were enthusiastic over the resiELts of the raid:-

No, 5 Tfing

^The Tifing had its full and even more suooessfilL
share in a "repeat performance" over Pantellaria
Aerodrome,

scored,

broke out,

and great columns of smoke rose to 4#000 feet,
was probably the most spectacular raid carried out by
the 'I/Ting,'

Many direct hits and near misses were
Fires large and small, some yvith explosions

It

No, 3 Ning ,
SoA.A,P. O.R,B, ,

A fuel dump was set on fire by 21 Squadron

In pursuance of the policy to make the Cape Bon peninsula
untenable, over 3OO sorties -vrere carried out by ¥,D,A,F, .

fighter bombers against targets of opportunity in the area

which included enemy M.T,, troops concentrations. A,A,
posts, shipping and aircraft on temporary landing-strips.
The T,B,F. also had a heavy day operating against the last

enemy pockets of resistance in the BizeDrba area. Although
no big withdrawal took place on the Eighth Array front, a
constant though generally well-dispersed stream of traffic

northwards into the peninsula was reported by reconnaissanoe.
The policy of attacking focal points yyas adhered to and

targets improved as a result. The Royal Navy were reported
as being deployed around the Cepe Bon peninsula and all
aircraft were restricted to targets within five miles of
the shore.

No. 2 A,A.S,G,

War Diary

On land, 9 May was a day of tremendous events when the
enemy's resistance in Noi’th M‘rica began to crumble,
soon as it was seen that the situation in Tunis was under

control, IX Corps split its forces,
7th Armoured Division was directed northwards up the Bizerta
road towards Protville and Medjerda,
1st United States Armoured Division moved towards the same
area frotm Mateur,

As

On the left, the

Simultaneously, the

Resistance in this pocket collapsed on
9 May and the 15th Panzer Division, the Manteuffel Division
and the 334th Infantry Division surrendered unconditionally.
Among the six Generals taken prisoner was von Vaerst, the
Commander-in-Ghief of the 5 th Panzer Army,

No, 205 Group were directed by H.Q, N,A,T,A.F, to
provide a 50 per cent effort during the night 9/10 May to be
directed against roads on Cape Bon and also the beaches
along the west coast of the peninsula, Albacores of
No, 621 F.A.A. Squadron again provided the .illumination and
32 Wellingtons from Nos. 37 70 Squadrons operated.
Weather was bad with restricted visibility. The whole of

the prescribed road area was bombed, many direct hits being
scored on roads and road junctions, M,T,, barges and troops
and a 4^000 lb, bomb was dropped on Kelibia on the N,E,

comer of the peninsula. Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron
were also active operating singly and in pairs over the
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Cape Bon peninsula. They saw flare-paths at Merisel
Temime and El Houaria and destroyed tvro Ju«52*So, Small
boats at Kelibia were also attacked and low-level

machine-gun attacks carried out against enemy M.T,

An early escorted raid by a strong force of 126 ligiit
and medium bombers of the ¥.E),A,P, was made against
Parrcelleria landing-ground and harbour on 10 May ‘in
order to discourage any ideas the enemy might have of

carrying out a major evacuation of their ti-oops in North

Africa, ‘ A petrol dump was set on fire which soon obscured

the greater part of the airfield with smoke j barracks vrere

bombed and hits were scored on enemy landing craft in the

harbour. Altogether on 10 May the W,D,A.P. flew JQO
sorties, including 200 fighter-bomber attacks against roa.d

targets in the Cape Bon peninsula. On the morning of
10 May, the 6th Armoured Division forced the defile at

Hammam Lif by sending tanks through the very edge of the

surf. They then poured through the pass down the road to

the south and, by nightfall on the 10th, had reached
Hammamet on the east coast, thus sealing off the Cape Bon

peninsula. The Royal Kavj’- took over all responsibility
for shipping and nothing except hospital ships left or

reached the enemy coasts.

W.D.A.R. Daily
Int, Sums,

No. 2 A.A.S.C.

War Diary

On the night of 10/11 May, No, i+0 Squadron had the
distinction of being the last squadron of No, 205 Group to

carry out a night-bombing attack against enemy gi’ound
forces in North Africa. H.Q, N,A,T,A,P. again asked for
‘a 5G per cent effort* on the Hammamet-Menzel Temime road,
and 26 Wellingtons and 7 Halifaxes were detailed, but a
later instruction reduced the number to 13 Wellingtons and

these were all dra^wa from No, RO Squadron,
was good and no opposition was encountered,
were bombed particularly at junctions,
seven Beavifighters of No. 600 Squadron patrolled over the

Cape Bon peninsuila but encountered no enemy aircraft.
Night-flying Hurricanes of No. 73 Squadron were also busy.
They flew 20 sorties, destroying one Ju,52 which was coming
in to land at El Haouiaria, near the extrem.e tip of the

Cape Bon peninsula, damaged tvro Ju,52*s at Kelibia and
started a fire there.

The weather

The roads

During the nl.ght,

No. 205 Group

and Squiadron,
O.R.B.S.

In spite of the hopelessness of their position, as thqy*
were completely encircled, the veteran 90'i:h Light Di'vd.sJ.on
still held out in the difficult Bou Ficha - Zaghoiian area

opposite their old opponents, the Eighth Amy.
anything, the front there wa^ livelier than ever,^
enemy were getting rid of their reserves of ammunrtion.
This continued resistance led to No. 3 Ring S.A.A..F, being

given a target of enemy gun positions about seven miles
to the north of Takrouna. A total of 63 bombers operated^
but 18 Baltimores decided not to bomb, as they did not get

any smoke signals from the Army as had been laid down in
their briefing. Fighter bombers also attacked road
targets in' the peninsula, claiming about 30 M.T, destroyed.
In the afternoon, however, these attacks were discontinued

the Rth Armouired Division iTere operating in the area,
Altoge'hher,

If

as the

as

making a rapid sweep round the peninsula,

No, 3 Wing
S.A.A.F. 0.R.B

the W.D.A.F. flew 373 sorties on 11 May.

During the night 11/12 May, 17 Hurricanes of
No. 73 Squadron, operating singly, patrolled over the
Menzel Temime and Gape Bon areas vduLle Beaufighters of

No, 600 Squadron also patrolled over the Cape Bon peninsuO-a^
All calls on the 90th Light Division to surrender having
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been refused, it was decided to bomb them heavily on the

morning of 12 Ifey and Air Support Control made arrangements
for 6th Armoured Division in the north and 56th Division dm

the south to fire smoke shells on their respective bomblines,
in order to assist the bombers.

’The bombing was due to start at 11.00 hours,'
says the No. 2 A.S.O. War Diary, 'but at the last
moment 26 Armoiured Brigade of 6th Armoured Division
asked for it to be cancelled, as they considered that
they could finish the battle maided,
they changed their minds once more,
concerned did not appear to mderstand the time
involved in arranging and "laying on" a ligiit-bomber
programme.

A little later

Many people

No, 2 A. SoG,

YiTar Diary

In the afternoon, three formations of light
bombers carried out the attack, being directed against
50th Light Division in particular, (I) This bombing
was very' close to our own troops (Yirithin 1000 yards)
and results were excellent. Gromd reports stated
that it was followed by "a sea of white flags". This
was the last attack delivered by the R,A,P, against
gromd targets in North Africa and it was fitting that
it should have been so successfxil and should have been

observed on the gromd.

By 18,00 hours surrender had become general, ±f
not complete, and the signal, "There is no bombline in
Africa" was sent to all A,L,0oS.'

The story of this last bombing raid in North Africa is

best told in the following extract from No, 223 Squadron
Q.R.B.

'¥/0dr, Le Cheminant and P/O Service led twelve of
pur Baltimores together with six of 55 Squadixin's in a
formation attack on the 90th Light Division's defended

,  positions eight.miles due north of Enfidaville Town.
Our troops had isolated these positions and called on

the 90th Light to sinrender. On their refusal, a
line of smoke from 25-pounders, both north and south of

the positions, was ordered by the Army and our crews
were briefed to bomb only if this smoke was seen, as
the extremely small area of the target called for grea.t
accuracy in formation bombing. Escort was completed
one mile east of Kairouan ToYm at 15«12 hours. The
coast wa.s crossed four miles north of Sousse and the

The white smoketarget approached via the coast line,
lines were clearly seen on arrival extending from
pinpoints P. 3695 to P. 3498 north of the target area,
and from P. 3695 to P, 3495 south of the target.

(i) Details of these last bombing raids in North Africa are
'as followss

I; 18 Baltimores of No, 21 S,AoA,P, Squadron bombed
enemy positions in area P, 3298 and P. 3595»
They dropped 108 x 250 lb, bombs, at 15«27 hours,

II; 6 Mitchells No, 83 Squadron, 3 of No, 434 Squadron,
3 of No, 486 Squadron, 3 of No, 487 Squadron and
3 of No, 2f88 Squadron attacked the same target at
15,31 hours dropping 126 x 25O lb, bombs,

lilt 12 Baltimores of No, 223 Squadron and 6 of No, 55
Squadron attacked the same target at 15»32 hours,
dropping 102 x 250 lb, bombs.
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66 X 250 lb, G.P, bombs with extension rods Trere
dropped by otir aircraft at 15»33 hotirs from 7,500 feet
falling in a good pattern in short sticks from east
to west well within the smoke lines,

anti-aircraft fire came from west of the target area,
and slight light anti-aircraft gunfire from the
target area, both inaccurate,
preceding ours over the target was seen to bomb dead
between the smoke lines,

of numerous fires and charred marks on the ground in
the hills inland of the target where also tivo lorries
or A,P,V,s were seen to blow up, which seemed to show
that the enemy was destroying transport and A,P,V, s

preparatory to surrender,
off target, returning to base on a course of 18CP,

'As o\ur aircraft vrere landing a signal vr&s
received from Eighth Army H,Q, ''Array reports bombing
very successftil very good crop of white flags
springing 153,"

Slight heavy

The formation

Reports were brought back

The fomation turned left

'This raid was the last carried out on the

continent of Africa, and was followed by the surrender
of the 50th Light, the last of the "crack" Divisions
of the German Amy to surrender in Tunisia'.

Such was the end in North Africa, An amy of a
quarter of a million men mth all their ams and supplies
surrendered unconditionally, the last being Italians of

the 1st Italian Amy under Marshal Messe, who heard of his

promotion to Marshal only shortly before his capitulation
on the morning of I3 May. Only 6 63 of the enemy managed
to escape.
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APPENDIX 1

SOME NOTES ON THE a>A,F> MEDITERRANEAN AIR TRANSFORP

(from A.H.B.6 dooiaments)

Throu^\ifc the campaign, the Ju.52 was the standard type of
transport aircraft used by the Luftwaffe in the Mediterranean* Other

types of aircraft, however, were employed more or less regularly dijring
certain phases of the campaign including the He*111 (both as traixspoi^
aircraft and as tugs for the glider Go*242), the Sa*82, E.W*200, Ju*90
and 290, B*V*222 and Me.323* In times of extreme urgency, the Ju*88
and Me.110 were used for transporting fuel and during the last stages
of the Tunisian battle, the Do.24 was used for this purpose. To a
minor extent, also, the glider U51S230, towed by the Ju*52, Ju*87 or
Hs*126, was in operation.

The following table of load capacities provides a guide to the
weights normally to be expeoteds

!^ype of Aircraft

He.m

Ju.52
Sa.82
P.W.2CX)

Ju.90
Juo290
B.V.222

Me.323 ■
Go.242 Glider
D.F*S.23C> Glider

Consignments incltided personnel, arms and ammunition, medianical
transport and fuel for both M.T. and aircraft, equipment and supplies of
all kinds. Throughout the campaign, the conveyance of fuel for
both aircraft and M.T, was of vital importance* Acute shortages of
aviation spirit frequently interfered not only with the work of opera*-
tional aircraft, but also, with'that of the transport aiircraft themselves,
while the shortage of fuel for M*T. was an almost permanent drag on the
mobility of the Array.

Every conceivable method for conveying fuel by air was attempted*
Transport aircraft, in addition to carrying consignments of fuel to the
maximum capacity, were expected to make their ooumeys to and from their
base on a stip\iLated quota, any balance to be drawn off from their tanks.
Transport aircraft of all types, flying boats and seaplanes, operational
aircraft including E.W.200, Ju*88 and Me.110 were all pressed into
ser^/ice for fuel-carrying* A P.O.W* of H3-.100 stated that, in order
to deliver 2,000 litres of fuel from Kalamaki to Puka, each operational
aircraft itself* consumed 3,000 litres.

Bicycles, motor-cycles, motor-cycle combinations and tractors
were all transported regularly by Ju*52, and occasionally the small

^people*s oar*'* With the arrival of the Me*323> however, vehicles of
much larger size and weight were carried by air, including loaded
lorries up to ten tons weight. Reference was frequently made to the

conveyance of tanks, by Me* 323* If this were so, only tanks of small
size could have been lifted, owing to the limitation of capacity to ten
tons* It may well be that medium, semi-tracked tractors and other

types of A.P.V.S were included in the term 'tanks* by agents and
P.O.W*s*

Load

1.4 - 1.5 tons
1.7 - 2.0
2*2 - 2.5
2.8 - 3.0
4-5
6-8

6-8
8-10

2 - 2.5
1*2 - 1.5

The return of old aero engines was considered a priority service

and there is evidence that Ju*52's were especially adapted for this
Transport aircraft making two sorties a day from Crete topurpose*
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Tobruk ware expected to load ten engines for the return fli^t during
the tum-*round limited to one hour because of the possibility of air

attack by the W.D.A.F. Other Ju»52*s were fitted up as complete mobile
Signal Stations and the use of these aircraft as air amb-ulances was^ of
co^Jrse, a commonplace. There was also a refrigerator Ju.52 which was
employed solely for car3?ying meat and vegetables to the Fliegerfuehrer
Afrika and which oarx-ied enou^ to last his unit for three days.

Among the most iapor*tant return loads for the air transport fleet
were empty fuel containers and aero engines. There is bvidenoe to,-
show that the failure to send back empty fuel containers fiom Africa

more than once jeopardised the supply of fuel at times when delivery
was most needed. Examples of return loads ai?e:-*

(1) 83 Ju.52*s and 2 Sa.82 from Africa to Europe with I58 Service
personnel, 296 wounded, 2i ,000 kg. field post and 1,800 kg.
conpressed air cylinders.

(2) 33 Ju.52*s and 1 Sa.82 from Africa to E\irope with 62 G.A.P.
personnel on duty and 21 on leave, 7 Army personnel on duty,
22 G.A.P. wDxanded, 120 Army wounded, 73^6 kg. material inol\:ding
if old engines.

Although supply-dropping from the air was never on the sustained
scale of the efforts on the Russian front at Staraya Russa and

Stalingrad, this method of supplying isolated units was employed on
occasion in Africa. Por example, water and rations were dropped at
Solium in January 1942, while towards the end of the Tunisian campaign
a nTsnber of Ju.88's were employed in an operation of this kind.

Escort for Ju*52 air transport formations of up to about 25 Ju.52*s
provided by a single Kette (3 aircraft) of heavy filters until

early October 192f2 when the activities of the Y/.D.A.P. Beaufighters
(on loan from lio. 201 Group) compelled. the eneny to inox*ease the escort
to five Me.110*s. The formation itself g3?ew in size, since no air

craft was • pezmitted to* make the passage to Africa “unescorted and some
times comprised as many as 47' Ju*52 aircraft, \rfiile they regularly
n\3mbered between 30 and 40* The Intensive Allied air offensive against
the enemy air transport fleet caused such heavy losses that an escort
of 10 filters was ordered for each transport formation.

The G.A.P. losses in transport aircraft in the Mediterranean during
April.1943 were:-

was

1943
DamagedDestroyedApril

114
14255

29
510
18 .11

37.  13
114

2

33
17

718
120

13 •22
123

126
128
1.29
630

28117
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The GoAaP. air transporb strength in the Mediterranean appears to
have remained fairly constant throughout the second half of 1942 and
was in the region of 500 aircraft. As an example, the strer*gth and
serviceability state is given for 10 November 1942, immediately after
the battle of El Alamein.

ServiceableStrengthTypeUnit

I/ZBV i (Part in Med,)
do.II/Z3Y 1

2639Ju,52

III/ZBV 1
lY/ZBY 1
ZBY 102
ZEY 400
Z3Y 600
ZBY 800
Lufttransport St, (See) 222
Iy^ie,523
II El. Koips Transportstaffel
ZBY Gr, Brindisi

46 32do.
182)^.do.
15do. 30
39do. 50

620do.
43 32do.

33do. 52
7 3W.222

Me.323
Ju,52

19
814

66 50doo
76 52do.do. Reggio

do, Napoli 2733do.

342514Total

The work of the transport squadrons was hampered not so much by the
Sickness among crevifs in Greece andshortage of aircraft as of crews,

Grt^te was no doubt responsible to some extent, although a percentage
of sickness was probably allowed for in the initial establishment.
Par more trouble was due to changes of policy in the G,A,P, j one was in
the reduction of ground personnel for detachment to the army and the
other the introduction of bomber crews under training into transport
Gruppen,
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APPENDIX 2

INIERCEPTION OVER B5-YPT OF ENEMY

HIGH-FLyiN& RECOMAISSMCE AIRCRAPT

The presence of enemy high-altitude Ju.86 reconnaissance aircraft
over the Delta area was first detected on 31 May 1542 when one was seen

to come in over Abovikir, fly west over Alexandria, circle Amiriya and
then leave in a westerly direction over Daha, Puka and Mersa Matruh.
The short vapour trail and the fact that the heavy A,A, guns of the
Alexandria defences were obviously firing ve3?y low showed that the’ air
craft was something quite new,
intercept had to give up at 31,700 feet when the intruder was still
2/3)000 feet above.

After another unsuccessful attempt to reach the raider, the
follOYfing equipment was removed, from standard Hurricane IIB*sj-

The Hursdeane IIB which attempted to

2,

Desert trays.
Rear armour plating,
4 outboard guns and aiimunition chutes,
IPP equipment.
Contactor gear.

This increased the Hurricane 113*s ceiling to 35,000 feet which was
still inadequate and six more guns were removed, leaving two only.
This aircraft managed to climb to 36,200 feet on  a normal interception,
but by this time Spitfires had been made available,

3, Spitfires were first used on 25 1942 when aircraft awaiting
modifications at Ho. 103 M,U, commenced operations. This was by
arrangement with C,M,S,0, and A,0.C, Ho, 206 Group and v\ras the outcome
of a suggestion by 0,0, Ho, 103 M,U, at Aboukir, The standard

Spitfire VB reached an average height of between 33,000 and 35,000 feet,
so once more stripping was resorted to, various combinations of armament
being tried. Eventually the staige was reached where Spitfires worked
in pairs, one being standard except for the removal of cannons, rear
armour plate and the raising of the engine compression and the other

stripped of everything bar the absolute essentials, leaving it a shell
w1.th two ,303 Brownings only. It was later fovind that the removal
of 30 gallons of fuel made it possible to engage the Ju,86 before it got
too far out to sea, but this entailed a nice judgement on the part of
the pilot as, without R/T to check liis position, he had to judge when
he should brealc off the chase to enable him to reach base, TirLs was

an additional hazard since the majority of these chases were over the
sea and proceeding away from land.

4c. TI10 plan ad.opted was for the two Spitfires to go off together,
the standard Spitfire receiving instructioi^s by R/T until the enemy
aircraft was sighted and signal its position visually to the completely
stripped Spitfire which then went ahead and engaged the enemy by aiiiing
at one engine. The standard Spitfire, ha-t/ing attained its ceiling,
was to wai-t in visual contact below the enemy aircraft and, if the
stripped Spitfire succeeded in putting out one engine, was to engage
the enemy as it lost height.

5* The first success was claimed on 24 August 1942 when a stripped
Spitfire from Aboukir, flown by Plying Officer Reynolds, damaged a
Ju,86 then flying at a height of 42,000 feet. Although this was later
corifirmed destroyed by a P,0,Vf, report, enemy records state that this

particular reconnaissance aircraft reached base. According to enemy
cords the first Ju.86 was shot down on 29 Auigust, the pilot landing

in the sea where he was later picked up still in possession of what were

described as *most valuable* photographs. In this particular case the

pij.ot of the stripped Spitfire made no claim, as although he opened
fire when a thousand feet below the enemy aircraft, his guns jammed.
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6. On 6 September a stripped Spitfire flovm by Pilot Officer Genders
attacked a Ju,86, flying at 2fO,OCO feet, when 80 miles north of
Alexandria and damaged it,
due to shortage of petrol, and after 21 hours in the sea he managed to
swim ashore at Rosetta.

He was forced to bale out over the sea.

The 'marker* Spitfire, piloted by Pilot
Officer Gold, also attacked the Ju.86, concentrating on the cabin.
Although only claimed as damaged, enemy reco3:d.s show that this aircraft

Y/hereas onbelly-landed in the desert and became a total loss,
20 August the parent Unit IIP123 had five J\i,86 aircraft on their

strength, one of them serviceable, by the 10 September they had only
four, none of which was serviceable.

7» Another engagement with a Ju.86 took place on 15 September when
Pilot Officer Gold claljned to have damaged the starboard engine of an
enemy aircraft at 39,000 feet. This is not confirmed by enemy records.
It is perhaps significant, however, that Unl-t IIP123 had only three
Ju.86 aircraft by 20 September, all of them unserviceable.
Furthermore, the. enemy were thoroughly disooin-aged by the activity of
the Spitfires at a time when this type of strategic reconnaissance would

have been most valuable to them. By 23 October, when the battle of
El Alamein was launched, only one more fli^t over the Delta area by a
Ju,86 was attempted and this was abortive owing to cloud.

8, These interceptions were all carried out by test pilots of

Other Units v/hich took part in operationsNo. 103 M.U

against the enemy 'high-flyer* weres

Abould-r,)

1 S.A.A.P, Squadron
80 Squadron
12f5 Squadron
601 Squadron

No,

No,

Hurrioane IIB

HTorrioane IIO

Spitfire VB
Spitfire Y/B

No,

No,

Sources s Interception of Sub-Stratosphere Raiders (IIJ1/184/155),
No, 252 Wing 0oR,B, and A<,H,B,6 Records,
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EXTRACTS FROM A RETORT ON ENEMY AT^RAET TECHNICAL INTELLIGEN'CS
IN THE MSDITERRAmiLAIT '(NOVE?ffiER 1942 TO M/g iSli.3T~

The Eighth Army Advance from El Alamein

Tlie Eighth Army advance -which began in the early part of November
■I 942, proved a tremendous windfall in the way of abandoned enemy
aircraft,

his organisation were apparent from the very first field to be i
inspected, at El Daba, which was crowded \vith aircraft, many of them
intact and flyable,
were several specimens of the new Me«109G- series, -with Daimler~Senz
S05 engine, which had not previously been inspected,
examples of the modified Ju,87D series, with increased bomb-carrying
capaoi-fcy and greatly increased armour protection,
specimens of Italian aircraft and several German gliders in reasonable
condition.

The enemy’s precipitate wi-tlidravTal and the breakdown of

There was a rich yield of new information. Ther

There vrere

There -were good

e

2, It was to prove the same on many of the desert landing—grounds
whose capture followed that of El Daba, The enemy had evacuated
■without any attempt to destroy large nui'iibers of aircraft, and huge
quantities of stores. At Mersa Matruh, large numbers of aircraft and
a complete Air Stores Park for the Luftwaffe, including many aero
engines were inspected, Tobruk yielded a good nuimber of intact
aircraft, including Ju,88's, He,111«s, Ju,52‘s, gliders and many
Italian aircraft, as well as one of the most extensive bomb-dumps ever
to be captured. In the Tobruk oaves were found large quantities of
Luf-bwaPfe stores, including great supplies of aircraft tyres the
markings of which were taken and which proved of much value to the
Ministry of Economic Yfarfare, At El Adem, the Henschel 129 was
inspected for the first time. As the Martubas, Dema and Barce fell
into our hands, the co\mt of enemy aircraft and material continued to
swell. At Benghazi where a Technical Intelligence team -were the first
R,A,P, personnel to enter the town, the thousand mark was passed and
the first specimen of the Piile,25 radio — a very important capture —
was obtained. By the time Tripoli fell, a total of Trail nver 1,300
German and Italian aircraft, many of them in good condition, had been
inspected since the beginning of the advance from El Alamein,

3# Operation ’Tox^ch*

Meaziwhile, in November 1942, the Anglo-American landings had taken
place in Norbh Africa and two technical officers from Air Ministry
AI2G came in with this invasion. The early days were spent in
examj.ning the aircraft captured on Maison Blanche, but as no transport
was available it was some time before any attempt could be made to
inspect the many enemy aircraft in the surrounding area, Finally’-, by
malring use of native transport, it possible to examine a number of
German bombers. Also in this area the first specimen of the Piaggio
108, Italian four-engined bomber, was inspected, Trro complete turrets
from this aircraft, which were of much technical interest, were shipped
to the United Kingdom,

During the period from March to May several aircraft of interes’u
were examined, including the first specimen of the Me,109G-6 series in
thc3 thea,tre„

4o

Some good specimens of P,¥,,190 and Me,109 vrare shipped
both to RoA«Ea Pamborough and Wright Field, U,S,A,
the arrival of a signal specialist from l/dddle East,
of Funkgerat 16 Z fell into our hands near Blandanc
of tills YBF radio equipment into single-seater fighters corresponded
with a striking change in LuftvTaffe fighter tactics and the information
was thus of much value.

Coincident with
the first example

•The inbi'oduo-bion
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Fall of Txxnls5*

On the fall of T-unis, a further 600 abandoned German and Italian
airoraft ware examined in the Tunis Cape Bon and Biserca areaso This
total provided much new and valuable technical information,, together
with a rich yield of production data* At El Aouina, the first

specijnens of the Me, 325 six-motored giant transports vdiioh had played
s’ach an active part in ferrying men and supplies to the Afrika Korps
were examined* At Bizerta, the first example of the Ju,290 transport

Several further specimens of the Henschel 129 were
At El Aouina, the first specimen of a Ju,52 mth a mine-

was found

captiured,

sweeping ring was fomd which, although burnt out, yielded useful

technical details for both Air and Naval Intelligence,

6o Other landing grounds, including the Protvilles, Ariaiia, La
Sebala aj:id La Marsa, were inspected together yath aircraft scattered
across the su).-rounding country and on Cape Bon. Further interesting
finds were made, including the only specimen of the Me.109G-1
pressurised cabin version so far to be found. On Cape Bon was

discovered the first specimen of the Italian Macchi 205 single-seat
fighter. On the radio side, enemy radar sites were examined at La
Marsa, Hammamet and Solim.an and a good deal of technical information on
both mobile and giant Wurzbxargs, Freyas and Coast Watchers was obtained,

7. In the combined Western Desert and Tunisian campaigns, over two

thousand enemy aircraft were examined by Technical Intelligence,
Dating back to 1941^ the total y/as not far short of three thousand.

So In this report, the following points were stressed. At no time
during either the Western Desert or Tunisian Campaigns was any special
orgarJ-sation for the salvage of enemy aircraft made available to
Technical Intelligence, in spite of the fact that continual requests
y/ere being received for whole aircraft, engines or items of equipment
to be shipped back to the United Kingdom and the U,S,A, Throughout
the entire African Campaign, the question of looting from crashed and
capt'ured enemy aircraft remained acute. Despite the long series of
orders on the subject, the situation was as bad in the Tunis area as it
had ever been in Egypt, It cannot be said that airmen yrere always to
blame, since very often R,A,F, officers were the chief offenders.
The absence of any organised salvage facilities or general policy for
the disposal of enemy aircraft made the problem more difficult, since
in most ca.ses, after inspection, the aircraft had to be abandoned and
were thus fair game for looters vdio were able to say that they assumed

The situation was a.lleviated somewhatthe aircraft had been abandoned,

in the later stages by the E.AoF, Regiment detachments which were

provided,
far as Africa was concerned, looting was a most serious menace and

unquestionably deprived us of a good deal of valuable information.

However,This wa.s partic’olarly so later on in Ital^r, so

A,H.B./lIM/A36/2IiAuthority?
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AEPm)IX 4

NOTES ON TKE ESTABLISHMENT OP FIGHTER ITOTtS AT

ADVMCED LMtDING GROMDS BY AIR T^SPOET

Authority A.H.B,AIJV122/68(a)

General

These notes are based on practical experience gained in the coui’se
of the preparation and execution of three forvirard moves of a fighter
Wing of four Squadrons with Air Transport,
apply in detail to all conditions but they should be of assistance to

those concerned with the planning of operations when it is intended to

move a fighter Tfing or part of a Wing to an advanced base and to

maintain it by air, either for the duration of the operation or until
S. & T. Goltimns can be brought up.

1.

They cannot, naturally,

General Organisation

There are certain general principles which should be follovred in
These are:~

2,

moves of this kind.

(i) A Reconnaissance Party must be flown in an much in advance of
the main body of aircraft and personnel as possible in order to

organise the reception of the main body and ensure a quick turn
round of transport aircraft,

(ii) Up to 12 lorries must be made available on this L,G, at the
time the Recce Party arrives. These must be provided by the Amy
formation controlling the forward area. It may be possible to

return some of these when the Wing has been established but it will

be necessary to retain some until the arrival of R,A,F, transport,

(iii) Lt A,A, Defence must be installed before the arrival of the
main force. These must be provided by the forward tiX)ops pending
the arrival of the A,A, batteries allotted to the Wing concerned

by the A,A, Cdr, responsible for the gxm defences of landing
grounds,

(iv) Smoke must be vised whenever there is a possibility that the
main air party may have some difficulty in locating the landing
ground, A mobile W/p D/P set should be with the Base Party if
one can be made available.

(v) The landing ground should be protected by meaiis of standing
patrols until the airborne A,M,E.S. ha^ been established,

(vi) Fighters should fly in on their long range tanks so that they
can drop them on landing and come to readiness immediately,

(vii) The Wing concerned should be responsible for the protection
of the transport aircraft.

Preparations for a move

3, The personnel considered necessary for the operation of the Wing
and Squadrons for a short period must be held readily available for

emplaning. For the three air m.oves during the advance the total

number was on each occasion limited to 24-0 exclviding Squadron pilots.

The Wing concerned must ensure that all Wing and Squadron
equipment required is stacked in staitable dumps on the landing ground.

The controlling administrative authority (e.g, A.0.C, at A,A,H, Q.)
is responsible for providing the necessary supplies of petrol, oil,

(8423i058O
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aEimurdtion, water and rations and for ensuring that they ane sinLtabl.y
packed into the transport aircraft at the landing ground from which
they are going to operate.

The controlling operational authority (e,g. S,A,S.O„ at A,A,H.Qo,)
is responsible for arranging with the Army for the A,A« defence of the
landing ground and also for arranging that they loan transport to the
Wing and Squadrons which is available immediately on their arrival.

About 12 lorries are desirable, distributed 2 to each Squadron and 1+ to
the Wing until all essential personnel and stores have arrived, when
7 can probably be released.
H.A.P, drivers in the air party because they are accustomed to the

general layout of landing grounds.

6.

It is advisable to include sufficient

Reconnaissance and preparations at Advanced Landing Ground

7. A reconnaissance party should be flown in to the advanced landiiig
ground at least 1 hour (preferably 3 or 4 hours) before the main body.
This party should be conposed as follows j-

(a) The Yfing Commander (in his ovm aircraft)

(b) Prom Wing H.Q, and each Squadrons- ■

One N.C.O. Marker

Yfing or Squadron flag on post
Telephone and 1,500 yards of wire

(o) Prom Transport Groups-

Control Officer

Tvto Runners

Ground strips for marking bad ground
Landing *T' or wind sock
Aldis lamps

Six smoke generators
Mobile Yi/T D/P set

(d) Type 6 A.M.E, S, and crew

(e) Prom Vfing H.Q,

Ten-line switchboard, telephones and operators and
A.P.S. Personnel for line laying,
Y.H.P, or H,P, pack set
Two motor cycles or * Jeeps

(f) Prom Pighter Group H.Q.

Airborne Operations room if available
(Provision of Operations- Room consisting of 4
Jeep trailers has been recommended to and is
under consideration by, H.Q. R,A,P. M.E,
room and personnel complete could be carried in
3 D.C,«3‘s.)

Immediately on arrival the reconnaissance party shouilds-

(a) Reconnoitre the landing ground and mairk bad ground,

(b) Mark out YYing H.Q, and Squadron dispersal areas,

(c) Establish telephone communications between Yfrng HoQ® and
each Squadron area.

I

Ops

8.
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(d) Erect a wind sock or lay out a *T* to give the direction of
landing,

(e) Arrange aerodrome control and direction for aircraft when
they arrive,

(f) Set up fighter control at the Wing H.Q. together with a
warning system (Type 6 A,M,E,S.) ,

Installation of Yfing and Squadrons

5. It will probably be necessary in the first instance to maintain a

standing patrol over the advanced landing ground, Vftien however the

ground control is established fighters should be flown forv/ard on their

long range tanks. After landing they should drop their tanks and

immediately come to readiness.

10, Requirements for the first sortie, together with rations and water

for one day, should be dimiped at Squadron dispersal areas.
Subsequently central dumps should be set up according to the type of
supply viz (i) fuel (ii) bombs and ammunition (iii) rations and water
and (iv) other supplies,
the Wing Equipment Officer.

These dim^s should be tander the control of

11, The arrival and departure of Transport aircraft should be

adequately spaced to ease congestion and facilitate protection.

Maintenance

12, Initially maintenance must be in accordance with  a pre-arranged
Subsequently, and until normal maintenance by S,  & T,pattern.

Columns becomes possible, supplies should be demanded in proportion to
expenditure through the T/ing Equipment Officer and the local Air
Transport Control Officer,
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■AEPMDIX 5

OEDER OF BATTLE. R,A.F. YfESTEBN DESERT

2 SEPTEMBER ^^L2

A.IR HEADQUARTERS YffiSTERN DESBR3?

D,H,86
Vario-ua

Noo 1 Air Ambuls-nce Unit
T;'estern Desert Conimuiaioation Unit

HOt> 3 (S,AoAcE«) Wing (Light Bombers)
Squairona
Nos, i2 (S,A,A,Po), 24 (S,A„AoE.)
No. 2i (S,A.A.P.)
81st Bombardment (U. S.A.A,E, )

No, 232 Wing (Light Bombers)
Squa.drons
No, 14
No, 53

No. 223

NOe 285 Wing (Recorjiaissanoe)
Squadrons
Nos, 40TSoA,A.P.), 208

Boston

Baltimore (re«e quipping)
1,'Q.tchell (attached)

(forming mid-September)

Marauders (training)
Baltimore II

under No, 3
Baltimore III

(operatijag
(S,A,AoE,y

do.
Wing

Hurrioane & (No, 40 Squadron
Tomahawk withdrawn for

training)
No, 60 (S,A,A.P.) Maryland

Plights, Other Units
Mo, 2 Photograpiaic Reconnaissance

Unit (Det,)
No, 1437 Strategic Reconnaissance

Plight

Spitfire

Baltimore & Maryland

No, 211 Group (Pighter)

No, 233 Wing (Pighter Bombers)
Squadrons
Nos. 2 (S,A.A.P.), 4 (S.A.A.P.)
No, 5 (S.A,A.P.)
NOp 260
64th, 66th (Pighter (U.S.A.A.P.))

No, 239 Wing (Pighter Bombers)
Squadrons
Nos. 3TN.A.A.P.), 1l2j 250, 450

(R.A.A,P.)

Kittyhawk
Tomahawk

Kittyhawk flVlark II)
(attached)do.

(later \jnder No. 212 Group)No, 7 (S,A,ApP,) Wing (Pighter
Bombers)

S^aidro^
No,~^ Squadron ('Tankb'usters®)
No, 7 (S.A.A.P.)
Nos, 127, 274

Hurricane IID
Hurricane I and IIB
Hurricane IIB

(later under No, 212 Group)No, 243 W.ing (Pieters)
Sqijadrons
Noio 53/73? 213/134
No, 145/74? S01

Hurricane IIO
Spitfire
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No. 22A Wing (Fighters)
Sq^uadrons
Nos, 1 (S,A.A,F,), 238
No. 80/123
No. 92

(Also Detachments of Fleet Air Arra Albaoores and Medium Bomber
Squadrons of No, 205 Group as allocated by H,Q, R,A.P, Middle
East)

No, 212 Group forming to target date I5 September 1942.

Hurricane IIB

Hurricane IIC

Spitfire
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BUILI>-IIP OF SQUADRONS EOR THE BATTLE OF EL ALAMEIN

Pi\RT I, Comparison of Strei^hs. fCol, (a) Immediately after Alam
HalfaTTikth «^(Ck)l, imnediately before Alamein)

No. of

Squadrons
Formed &

Forming

Establishment

I.ETTat 16
per Sqdn*7~

Category A Category B

(a) (b)
11/9 23/10

(a) (b)
11/9 23/10

(a) (b)
11/9 23/10

(a) (b)
11/9 23/10

Fighters

Spitfire
Hurricane

Tomahawk

Kittyhawk
Gladiator

Bes.ufighter

52 51
335 417

8  3
12 11

96 36
192 176

32 29
73 60

1V 1620 635 14 1 6
65 126

16 24
63 57

52 25 7  7 84 84
10 9

23 34 5  5

550 710 20Z*. 163 33 27

To rearm ¥/ith Kittyhawks

Heavy Bombers

Liberator

Halifax
14 9 9  6

8  811 8

25 17 17 14

Medium Bombers

(1)Wellington
Marauder

7891 39 42
16 19

1^
93

42 51

(I.E. @ 24
per Sqdn.O
96 48

48 48

72 72

Light Bombers

Blenheim

Bisley
Boston

Maryland
Baltimore

41 40
36 40
59 71

1320 4 2

13 23
28 35 2 2

6 69 12

57 96 39 37 3 3

106 120202 253 9  7

(I.E, @ 16
per Sqdn.)
16 :
64 64

52

Torpedo Bombers

16 15
8  15

Beauforb

Wellington
18 15
59 48

1  2

4  4

57 63 5  624 30

(1) The decline in Wellington strengths had been very rapid since July
v/hen there were I36 aircraft in Category A,

(Authority - A,M,W,R, Tfeekly Statistical Analysis (A,H.B,/VE/1 1)
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Build-up of Squadrons for Alamein

PART II. Aircraft arrivals and issues to units,

8/9 - 20/10

35 57Baltimopre

Beaufighter
Beaufort

Boston

Blenheim IV & V

Halifax

Hudson

Hurricane

Kittyhawk
Liberator

Maraiider

Spitfire
Tomahawk

Wellington

totalCO

ii-3 29

3613
361

A,H,B./IIJ1/ 1,614
31/1 13

16 26

238124
119 210

5
625
6232

1 8

48 93

480 858

Aircraft Maintenance Position (Note by Aa0,C,-in-0o)

*0nly the formation of (the) additional maintenance
units required to support (the) sixty squadron programme, in
advance of Air Ministry permission, has enabled the
squadrons to put tp their unprecedented effort in recent
months,

from the United States and the United Kingdom, it is only by
the tireless and superhuman efforts of these so'-oalled
surplus" fitters and riggers that vre have been able to

come anywhere near meeting the wastage in the YiTestern
Desert.•

With the continued restricted flow of aircraft

ft

A00/28/34A.

(l) j-t will be noted that out of 858 aircraft issued only
The remaining 578 aircraft \Tsre480 were new arrivals,

repaired in Mddle East an indication of the great
effort made by the maintenance organisation.
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31 October 19^2

k 68 585 151 29 7 17 7 2^9Ubja 9 5 39 130

6 18 87 173CO

^
32Greece & Cr-eta 20 22 95 11 318 1587 30

28 89 58Italy, Sioilys Sardrsila 30 20 32 184 12833 22K5

185 Hit 87 284 160 61Total In Mediterranean 30 32 29 7 itiS9 5 55 91 11 7 751

10 November 1942

h 67 33 43Ubja 7 3 57 12 9 192 23 171 93

34TJhis 31 14 58 45

16 3468 47Greece & Crete 5 2 101 65 9411 201

34 18 65Italy, Sicily, Sardinia 3047 3 39 16535 476 2607

14 6®)tal In ifcditcrranean 54 78139 40525 171 38 19 74109 212 6 905 49237 11

Authority A. H,B, 6,
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AEPENDIX 8

Ref t McIQ?/D/l 6/l /Aix’

THE PHESENTC SITUATION ~ OCTOBER, 13k-2

Object of memorandum

1« ThJ-s meinorarsdum is issued yri.th the object of providing Officers
Commanding Poivnations and Units vd,th a general review of the present
situation and an interpretation of the probable trend of the forthcoiTiing
opc''ations« It is hoped that it may be of assistance to Goraraandex’s in

representing the situation to subordinates in preliminary talks, in
accordance with the instructions of the Air Officer Commanding, while
at the same time serving as an *aide memoire* on particular points of
importance which mxist never be lost sight of tliroughout the period of
operations.

Review of present situation

Offensive operations designed to defeat the enemy in his present
positions a3?e imminent.

2.

Land Operations

Prom the aspect of land operations, it is wall, kncvm that the enemy
occupies very strong defensive positions on a front which precludes the
possibility of wide manoeuvre and compels direct assault,
strength of this position wa.s demonsbi-ated by the failure of a

victorious and aggressive enemy to break th'cou^h  a comparable position
of ours in Jvily held by hastily re-organised tz’oops,  ' It must be

expected therefore that the land battle will bring very hard and bitter
fighting.

3.

The natural

The task confronting the land forces is to break througli
the strong enemy defensive barriers of minefields covered by
concentrated artillery fire and. destroy his armoured forces in rear.

The opei'ations well call for leadership and fighting qualities of the
hj-ghest order
task and is now ready; it will go into battle with superior forces to
the enemj’-, but at a tactical disadvantage,
w:5.11 be to defeat the enemy in detail in his present positions,
greater the defeat inflicted nav^f the more speedy vdll be our advance

into CTfEENAICA and beyond.

The Eighth Array is fully prepared and trained for its

The aim of the land forces

The

Air Operations

It must be assum.ed that, as a direct result of the effect of ou::*

previoiis air operations in weakening the enemy, he will endeavour to
challenge the degree of local air superiority held by our air forces in
this theatre of operatioriS,
have been re-inf oroed with this end in vievir.

The German Fighter Force is likely to

Our air forces, however, have also been ve3:y appreciably
strengthened and wa are now strongez* in the Western Desert than ever

before, Tfe are in a position to accept aiid liquidate any challenge
from the enemy and provide maximum assistance to our land forces, v/-hile
denying the enemy air forces the power to interfez'c effectively with our
land opex'atd.ons. These are the objects that cur air forces are to
strive to achieve in full measure.

Our aim will not be achieved without hard and resolute air

fighting, for which we are fully prepared. Recent air operations have
been designed to weaken the air foi'ces of the enemy and from the

results achieved, it is clear that the enemy will commence operations
inferior in numbers and at a moral disadvantage.

(84234)338 SECRET
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Outside the battle area, air forces under Wo, 201 Group,
No. 205 Group and the American Heavy bomber force vd.ll continue to hit
at the enemy L. of G, by sea, rail and land, and upset his
re-inforcement.

Duration of the Battle on the EL ALAMEIN Line

5. As the enemy has had ample time to prepare his defences in the
forward area, and as he cannot vd-thdraw to a defensive position vd.th a
secure southern flank this side of AGHEILA, or accept any loss of
prestige through retirement, allowing us to give increased assistance

to MALTA, he may be expected to fight desperately where he is now.

In consequence, the struggle at EL ALAMEIN is likely to continue
for some 7~i0 days, and we ra\;ist be prepared to maintain the most
intensive effort for this period.

6.

The Air Battle

In the coming battle, we shall not enjoy the advantage we had

during the recent ’reconnaissance in force' by the enemy, when his land
forces by their advance shortened the distance from oiur fighter landing
gromds to the battle area, while. lengthening the distance from his
own.

7.

The position will in fact be reversed and although the disadvan

tage will to some extent be reduced by the -use of forward landing
grounds for two Fighter Tfings, the difficulty of intercepting enemy
aircraft must be outweighed by O'Ur ruthless determination to engage and
destroy all enemy aircraft on sight when engaged on this specific role.

8. Our task during the battle will be to assist and protect the
Eighth Army, However large the number of enemy aircraft we destroy
and however great our ascendancy in the air, it will avail us no-ught if
our Army fails to break throiigh. The enemy therefore must never be

permitted to divert our sorties from the specific task they have been
ordered to carry out in support'of land operations.

He m\ist be

kept on the defensive by our aggressive fighting and hi^ cost of his
efforts to interfere -with our operations.

Probable enemy fighter-bomber and bomber empl05mient - dispersal
meas'ures

The enemy air forces will start on the defensive.9.

10, It is probable that he may employ a proportion of his fighter
bomber effort against our aerodromes and particularly our forward

landing grounds by day, and his bomber force from CRETE in strength
against them by night. In consequence, there must be no relaxation

of dispei'sal measures at aerodromes thro-ughout the period of operations,
Tne tendency with squadrons may well be to increase the state of

preparedness of aircraft by closing the dispersal; this must be
resisted and full measures to conceal aircraft -^vith nets by day and for
■wide dispersal at night must continue. The A,A, defences at aerodromes
•will be quite ready to maintain increased vigilance throughout a period
of intensive operations.

R/T Discipline

11, The importance of good E/T discipline cannot be over-emphasised,
particularly in the situation envisaged in which our interception
problem -will be enhanced by the increased distance of our foiward
troops from our landing grounds. No opportunity should be lost of
impressing on pilots and Controllers the value to the enemy of any lax
discipline on our part, ¥i/hy assist him and make our o'wn task more
difficult to perform?
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Cround organisation of Units

12. Without doubt, it is fully realised by Formation and Squadron
Commanders that vdthout careful groimd organisation a squadron will not
maintain intensive effort for any prolonged period. The organisation
of most units has novr been fully tried, but commanders are asked to

review periodically their ground organisation, particularly during
intensive operations, in units new to the desert, or where key posts
are filled by new personnel, so that weaknesses may be eliminated at an

early stage before the structure fails altogether.

13. The efforts of the gromd personnel in previous campaigns have
been beyond praise and their solid excellence can well be relied on to
continue. It should however be remembered that appreciation of the

work of these personnel can be rep^d by keeping them in tlie general
picture of operations and a period devoted daily to talk to ground
personnel will be fully repaid in work which will assist the operationail
efficiency of the unit.

Exploitation of the retreat of the enemy

14. Tifhen the enemy cracks, it is likely to happen suddenly, and ovir
land and air forces must be prepaired to exploit any advantage gained to
the full. In these circumstances, the work of the R,A,P, will be of

paramount importance in increasing the disorganisation and

demoralisation of the enemy.

The need for increasing the range of ovir aircraft in these

circumstances will be most pressing, while supplies are being
established at forward landing grounds.

In this connection, therefore, the necessity for having long range
tanks, tested and ready for immediate fitment to aircraft must be

appreciated by all units. This, however, is only  a temporary expedient
and the main factor in mobile warfare will be the ability of units to

*up sticks’, move and come into full operation as soon as possible after
arrival at the new location. This requirement is met only by adequate
ground organisation.

Discipline :

15, Good ground organisation signifies a careful plan implemented by
orders fully understood and obeyed, and implies good basic discipline
witiiin the unit. The sense of discipline being the force inspiring
personnel to a common end.

During movement forward into enemy territory, the need for this

inspiration is greater than ever. The physical weariness of personnel,
the opportunity for loot, the genuine curiosity of human nature are all
factors which tend to weaken personnel in achieving their purpose.
The purpose is clear and it is the duty of personnel to move without

loss of time and in a proper manner.

Conclusion

16, For the battle which is now imminent, the position is definitely
in favour of ow forces. The prize we are fighting for is large, as
the successful outcome may well alter the whole aspect of the war,
while the immediate benefits can readily be envisaged.

To this end, each individxjal must do his utmost; it is felt that
this will be automatic, provided the situation is understood. Forma-
tion and Unit Commanders must therefore accept the responsibility of
making the issues knovm to personnel, so that their full effort will be
enlisted.

(Sgd.) G. R. BEMISEi VOdr,.:.

for Air Vice Marshal,
Air Officer Commanding,

Royal Air Force, Yfestern Desert,
14 October, 19A2,
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APPENDIX 9

12 October, 1942Reference s

AAHQ'Wl 6/1/Air

BUSTER

Memorandtiin by Mr Officer Commanding,
Royal Air Force, WESTERN DBSECT

The Army plans for the battle, codeword *Lightfoot’, are complete
and after a meeting with Corps Commanders on Friday, 16 October, 1942,
which I am attending, nothing remains to be done but the final
concentration.

2. The coming offensive is being discussed in Cairo and elsevrhere and

the enemy expect it. He does not know D day however and the essential

requirement, tactical surprise, can therefore be obtained. To this end

secrecy is of paramount importance,

3, Army Officers are being brought fully into the picture in stages.
Brigadiers, C,R,Els and main unit Commanders have already been informed.
Company and Battery Commander level are being informed on 17 October.
Remaining officers are being informed about the 20th.

4, On Wednesday, October 21 st, all Army leave is quietly being
stopped and a definite stop being put to all journeys by officers and
other ranks to Cairo, Alexandria, etc. for the purpose of shdpping-or
any other reason.

Both Wednesday, 21st, and Thursday, 22nd, are being devoted to the
most intensive education of the troops for the Battle, All ranks are

to mderstand that this is probably the decisive battle of the i/irar and
that when it is won and the Panzar Army destroyed it will probably be
the turning point of the war* The Germans are to be hit for 6 ri^t
out of Egypt and Libya and we ourselves are to go to Tripoli and Tunis.

6. The Army have trained hard for this battle, they are on their toes
and with their great preponderance of Armoured Strength, Artillery and
oin" air superiority the result seems clear. But the enemy will not
surrender and a killing match, lasting anything up to 10 days v/ill
probably result,
exploitation.

7, The final plan for the R.A.P. day action is not yet decided, ^
consxfLting Group and YiTing Commanders on the result of the operations

on the 9th, We shall have our plans ready by the 17 October,

meantime current operations continue at normal intensity with the force
tz'aining and strengthening for the day.

5.

Heavy oanualties and hard: fighting and then difficult

am

In the

Secrecy is a more difficult matter with ovir Service because of the
It is therefore advisable not to inform

8.

constant risk of captiire.
pilots of details until just before the operations commence,

fore require the following instructions to be carefully and strictly
carried out.

I there-

9, This Memorandum is Most Secret for you only until October 18^
when Squadron Commander level are to be informed of the main details as
given herein and augmented by operational matters wiiich we have dealt
with in discussions and knowledge of which will help the Sqviadron
Commander's operational preparation and efficiency.

10, In discussing the battle on this occasion you are to emphasise
that it is likely to be a hard gruelling and extended fight and that
the Army will require eve:ry possible help that maximum and continuous

Every R,A,P. officer and airman must do his

SECRET

air operations can give.
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We should have overwhelming air forces and it is anvery best,
opportunity to prove that we can do as well in the offensive as
in the defensive.

11, Squadron Leader level on the 18th and from that day no Squadron
Leader must cross the lines until the day the air battle starts.

No more leave is to be given from A,M, on 21st inclusive nor

are any visits to be made to Alexandria, Cairo or other Delta towns or
This ban applies to allnei^bourhoods from A,M, 21/10 onwards,

personnel of all formations forming the Western Desert Air Force,

This order is to be strictly enforced as a slip up here might have
serio\is consequences. The order applies to base units.

The reason to be given is that all personnel are required for the

moon period which is normally quite intensive,

12, On the 21st, Squadron Commanders are to .assemble their imits and
exqjlain to them the importance and significance of the battle,

should be explained and from this day onwards the ordinary machinery of
keeping the \mits informed of both land and air operations should begin
to function.

Maps

From this day no pilots will cross the lines or risk being captured
Certain units may be required for

13.
until the air battle commences,

operations on these days but in that case special security briefing will
be given.

14, I shall be seeing all operational units between now and I8/IO and
shill give personnel a brief preliminary picture.

■15, To summarise;

A,0,C’s Memorandum to Vfing Commander level.
No Wing Commander to cross lines.

12 October,

Squadron Commanders informed.
No Squadron Commanders to cross lines.

18 October,

20 October, All leave ceases.

All ¥iT,D, personnel prohibited from visiting Delta.
All personnel to be informed of coming operations.
No pilots to cross lines,

16, Secrecy must be stressed all the time and must be referred to at
the end of the informative talks to units and personnel.

21 October,

The cover plan is;

(a) the present concentration is for the moon period and is
not much more than normal,

(b) there is talk of an offensive for the dark period in
November,

(Sgd,) A, OONINGHAM

Air Vice I'fershal.
Air Officer Commanding,
R,A,F, TifflSTEHN DSSERT,
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AEPg;tDIX 10

Dates 21 October, 1942

ADVMCED AIR HEADQUARTERS, WESTERN DESERT
OPERATION JNSTEUCTION NO, 5 OOq

Map References 1/250#000 DABA Sheet

List of Appendicess

*A.’ Progranaae of Air Operations,

EgQRVUglON

A frll scale attack on the enenij'’ position on the EL AI.-AJISIN Lins

v/iil be commenced by the Eighth Army on the night 25/24 Octobex*,

The initial task confronting the land forces is to break through
the strong defensive beon’ieri subsequently to destroy the enemy forces
holding the line and his armoured forces in rear, and achieve a decisive

victory over the enemy in his present position*

The ta.sk is formidable and will call for maxira'om effort by all

Air Support can materially assist the land operations*

Preliminary air operations have been u.nd.erta.ken against the enemy
air forces and as a result, the potential scale of enemy air attack
against our land forces is expected to be materially reduced, while
also allowing greater freedom of action for our air operations*

1.

2*

3.
arms*

4«

INTENTION

To provide maximum direct support for the operations of Eighth.5*

Army,

EXECUTION

Programme of Operatiorxs

The detail of air operations in direct support of the land forces

is shown at Appendix *A’.

Night Operations in Battle Area

Night Landmarks

Night landmarks will be availa.ble as aids to navigation in the
The positions of these landmarks will be made knoTWi

separately to Noo 205 Group and Nos, 821 and 826 Squadrons.

6.

7.

battle area.

As a guide for land forces during movement, vertical searchlights
2^25904 and 426892 will be illuiminated

8,

located at Map references 430902; . _
nightly for 5 minutes after every hour, quarter hour and half hnur.
On the" night of 23/24 October, these searchligLits will be diverted from
the vertical and concentrated in a cone for 5 minutes over^the battle
area at 22o00 hours and 0055 hours (L,Ta)» These searchlights may

of assistance to aircraft in fixing their positions.s2so be

Albacore-^fellington co-operation

Ailbaoore aircraft wall normally fly at 5-6,000 feet when
with flares bursting at 3,000 feet

9o
illuminating over the battle area,
approidma-t e I3'.
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10, Wellington aircraft are required to maintain, as far as possible,
a minimum heiglit of 6,000 feet vdien bombing in the battle area.

11, Albaccres will fire a coloured light to draw the a.ttention of

Yfallington aircraft to tai’gets of particular value,
liglit will be nominated by this Headquarters for each night and mads
k3oown to all conoesned.

The colour of the

(Sgd.) G, R, BEAMSIi A/Odr,

for Air Vice Marshal,
Air Officer Commandi,ng,

Royal -Air Force, Yfe stern Desert -

21 October,
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Appendix to Operation Instruction
No® 5 C'Ce

Prograaiae of Mr Operations
Night 23/24 October end aaiii® 24 October

fb
Vi
*1-

K-ine over

Target

DateSerial
Objective Scal.e of effort Eemarks•  Type of OperationITjiitVn

No®
\j\

Battle area 4 aircraft Mrcraft to be located at

L*G, 85 mder control of

No, 232 Wing,
instanictions will be issued

to 0,0, Sqdn,

Separate

162 Sqdn, Special Wellington
Jaiiming operations

At readiness

throughout
night

Night
23/24 Oct.

50

2;.~5 aircraft Separate instructions will

be issued to O.C, Squadron,
Paradiute dropping FDEA ar-ea216 Sqdn®0100 hoursNight

23/24 Oct.
51

4*-5 aircraftM.BA1USH area

HIMEICMAT area

SIDI ABDEL EL

HABMAN area

Separate instructions will
be issued to 0,C« No, 3
S,A.A,Ps Yfing,

Smoke laying3. SAAP Wing
12 Sqdn®

Selected

time
Night

23/24 Oct.
52

to
aUM

Maximum

effort as

allocated by
lie QoR® A,PoMjEc>

Confirmatoxy instrucbions
regarding detailed locations
of objectives and times of
attack Mil be issued to

No. 205 Grotp,
porbionate in??or"bance of
each objective will be
indicated to No. 205 Gi’oup,

The pro—

Night bombing in
battle area

Enemy concent
trations and

artillexy
positions

Th2X)xighout
night
commencing
2230 hours

205 GroupNigirb
23/24 Oct.

53

1
In pjToportion
to strength
of Yfellington
Force,

Illumination and

bombing of targets
in battle area

As for

Serial 53
As for Serial 53»

Detai.ls of operations will
be passed direct to Squadrons
concerned®

821Night
23/2ii- Oct.

As for

Serial 53
54

826
!t

o



Serial

No«

Time over

[Target
82 Date Unit Type of Operation Objective Scale of effort F.emarlcsTo

t
35 To be

determined

by comple
tion of

bombing of
artilleiy?’
targets in
Serial 53

73 Sqdn. Lcrar flying attacks 6 aircraft■sn Enemy gm
positions

Separate instjniotions
will be issued direct to

Squadrons concem.edo
task will be additional to

the special night filter
tasks specified in the
Operational Directive
issued to OaO, No, 73
Squadi-on,

Thi

VO

23/24 Oct,»cr,

in s
Northern
Sector

56 24 Octo Tliroughout
noraring from
0700 hours

Squadrons
und.er
contxol

2i2 Group

Pigiiter protection
in Northezn Sector

To cover
advance of
Armoured
Forces

througli gaps

Fighter Force
as allocated for
offensive

patrolling to
be deterainad by
0,0, 212 Group

•P-

minefields

57 24 Oct. 0730 hotirs 239 T^ing
Sqdn,

Fighter bombing in
support of N«Z, &
S.A, Divisions

Eneny forces
forming
up for
counter
attack in

area Map
Hef. 868283

12 aircraft In addition to the
normal bomb line which

will be passed to No, 211
Group, positions of o^x^
forward tztxjps will be
indicated by green smoke,
Infoimiation required from
thj.s sortie as to positions
of forward troops.

53 24 Oct, 0730 hours 239 Wing
Sqdn,

Fighter bombing in
support of
XIII Corps

Enemy forces
forming
up for
counter
a-ttack in
area Ma.v

Ref, 886270

12 ai.rcraft As for Serial 57

) ) ))
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Serial Time over

Target
UnitDate Type of Operation Objective Scale of effort RemarksNo.

v-j

0800 hoTors59 2if Oct, 232 Ning Light bomber
attack

Enemy
concentration

at Map Ref,

86783003

18 aircraft Target will be indicated
by smoke shell on EoT.A,
of aircx^t.

Vji
VO

60 24 Oct. As requested
by X Corps
on Air

Support Link
■op to 0800
hours

3 S.A.A.P,
Wing
12 Sqdn,

amoke laying Screening of
10 Cozps
advance

2 sorties The employment of these
aircraft will only be in
emergency and must also
depend on suitable weather
conditions obtaining

N0!EE:

Kn1. The above programme represents pre-arranged air operations calculated to assist the operations of Eighth Army
and requested by them.

Following completion of these sorties, air operations vd.ll be planned on information available from the Air
Support Link and from reconnaissance and intelligence soin?ces within the frameiTork of the Combined Arsiy —
Air Force Plan,

2.

While the ^hattle remains in the EL ALAIiEIN area, the continuance of Serials 53 and 54 will be required each
night. Confirmatory instructions as to targets and times of attack will be issued daily to the

3.

Formations and Units concerned.

o
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APPENDIX 11

OEPICER ONLY

ELM FOR THE OPERATION OP T/VESTERN DESERT

AIR FORCES IN SUEPOET OP M ADVMCE INTO

CYRENAICA AND TRIPOLITANIA

(CODE NAME - ‘BUSTER*)

Source A.H,B,AIJ1/12R/69(b)

SECTION I - INTRODUCTION

1, We are preparing to deliver a knock-out blow to the enemy in
NORTH AFRICA while he is in his present positions,
deals with the manner in which the Western Desert air forces will be

organised disposed and maintained during the process of eapiloiting the
defeat of the enemy- in the main battle,
recipients can examine its implications and make the necessary detailed
preparations for its execution.

Plan ‘BUSTER*

It is issued so that

The degree to which we are able to explicit our success and occupy
enemy territory will depend on our ability to destroy the retreating
remnants of the enemy's forces and to advance quickly enough to fore
stall the arrival of any considerable armoured reinforcements through
TRIPOLI.

2.

If NORTH AFRICA is to be' won without f vucther deliberate operations
following the defeat of the enemy in the EL ALAMEIN area, the speed of
our advance miiist be very high,
involved in an advance at the required speed it will only be possible
for a comparatively small air force to go forward in direct support of
the Army.

3.

In view of the adiiinistrative problems

4. The decisive defeat of the enemy's land forces does not
necessarily imply any considerable reduction in the enemy air opposition.
His immediate reaction to a defeat is, in fact, likely to be a strong
reinforcement .of his air forces in NORTH AFRICA in an endeavour to slow

down our advance and so enable land reinforcements to arrive and

establish themselves before v/e can reach the vital AG-HEILA positions.
Thus, we must be prepared for air opposition on a considerable scale

tliroughout the extent of our advance, particularly in the AGHEILA area
whez’e the enemy's foixjes will have much greater room for deployment
tiian we shall. The enemy's large air transport facilities and his
vrell placed bases give his air forces exceptional flexibility.
Strength can be dravm from a quietened Eastern front.

5. In order to combine compactness with ability to overcome stiff

opposition, the air forces directly supporting our advance must be

maintained at full strength and mirst liave no commitments outside direct
support. Further, the A,A, defences of our forward landing grounds
must be formidable, if necessary at the expense of landing grounds in

Our advance will entail considerable responsibilities for the

protection of our extended lines of communication, but these must be
provided for by air f'osrcss not involved in direct 'pursuit of the enemy.

rear.

6. Until BENGHAZI has been captured and is in operation as a Port,
it will only be possible to raaiptain the air forces eiiiployed in dir-eot
support of the Army, together with those squadrons requi3?ed for the
protection of L. of C,, further West than the Tobruk area.

SECTION II - ORGANISATION OP AIR P0E0S3

7« In order to provide the required scale of direct support to the

Army, while at the same time providing for the protection of lines of

ccmmurd.cation, our air forces will in effect be divided into two

(84234)598 SECRET
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components for the advance,

will, for the piorposes of tMs Plan, be referred to as Force ‘A* and
Force «B».

Role of Forces

For easy reference, these two components

8. The role of our air forces during the advance will be?

Force *A* Direct support to our land forces,

(a) To sustain the fighting strength of Force
by the transfer of aircraft and personnel and the
exchange of squadrons as required,

(b) Protection of Lines of Communication,

Force

Composition of Forces

9. The operational organisation and control of Force ’A* and. Force *B*
is detailed at Appendix ‘A’, Casualties incurred by Force ‘A* in the
opening battle may necessitate detailed reinforcement of the squadrons
concerned and in an extreme case may require the replacement of a

squadron by exchange from Force 'B*. Similar adyastment may be
required at various stages of the advance.

Employment of fighter-bombers and light bombers

10, Bombing targets during the advance are, in the main, likely to
be more suitable for attack by fighter-bombers than light bombers.
Further, difficulties of supply will preclude the possibility of main

taining a light bomber force right forward until adequate comm^mioations
have been established,

11, Our fighter-bomber force must be capable of sustained effort and
provision will be made for about 100 fighter-bomber sorties daily.
Nevertheless, occasions will undoiA)tedly arise from time to time which
require the concentrated weight of light bomber attacks,

12, Light bombers will be operated through a FoOTard Light Bomber
Control of 3 (S,A,A,F,) Wing located in the vicinity of No, 211 Group
and in communication with 3 (S,A,A,F,) Wing and No, 232 TiTing so that
aircraft can be brought forward from either Y/ing or 12th Group U,S,A,A,F,
as reqtiired, rettiming to Base on completion of each sortie,

13, Forward Liglit Bomber Control will consist of  a senior Officer, an
Intelligence Officer, a small servicing party and  a W/T link with
No. 3 (S,A,A,F,) YTing and No. 232 YYing,

U,, Although No. 3 (S,A,A.F.) YYing will not move forvTard until ̂ it can
do so without placing a strain on the supply organisation, it will be
the aim to keep an Advanced Wing controlling two Squadrons not more than
200 miles in rear of the Forward Control,

Anti-Tank Squadrons

15, Anti-tank aircraft are not included in Force *A' but No, 212 Grov^)
will be required to hold one Flight at readiness to operate from the
forward area. No, 7 (S.A.A,F.) Squadron will be surplus to requirements
and will continue training at SHANDUR after the advance begins.

16, Aircraft called forward will not normally be required to remain

forward, but will return to Base on completion of the task.

Recce

17, Extensive Recce will be required throughout the advance and
No. 285 Wing will be kept as near as possible to Advanced A,H,Q.W,D,

(84234)599
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No. 40 (S,A.A,P,) Squiadron will be the tactical Recce Squadron moving
forward.

SECTION III - POEMED MOVES OP AIR FORCES

18. The actual speed of advance of our land forces will depend on
Preparations must be made to ensure that theseveral variables,

supporting air forces can keep pace with the maximum rate of which the

Army may be capable. An indication of what the speed might be is given
at Appendix

Special Operation

19. It is possible that conditions may be suitable for the despatch
of a small land foixse along the; Coastal Road to seize TOBRUK ahead of

The rate of the advance of thisthe main body of the pvirsuing forces',
special force will be largely governed by our ability to maintain air
siipport.

20, If such a force is despatched, air support v/ill be provided by an
advanced echelon of No, 233 Wing controlling two or possibly tliree of
its squadrons,
forces for a period of 5/6 days of intensive operations calling for the
highest possible degree of mobility.

21, The land lines of communications of this force may be insecure.
It will therefore be maintained by an echelon travelling with the land

force supplemented as necessary by air transport; it will probably be
necessary to make considerable use of the latter in order to obtain the
required degree of mobility, and to simplify the pirotection of the road

convoy by keeping it as small as possible,

22, The maintenance organisation will allow for ’Leapfrogging' so that
air support can be continuoxos during the advance wiiich may be at the,
rate of up to SO miles in a day.

Provision must be made for the maintenance of these air

Forward Movement of Force ’ A’

23, It is impracticable to detail the locations of air forces during
the advance, but probable stages of the forward move of Force *A* are;-*

DABA area,

' BAIUSH area,

SIDl BARRANI area,

GAilBUT area,

GAZALA « TMIMI - MBCHILI - MARTUBA area.

MSUS,

JEDABYA.

MARBLE ARCH.

TAMET - SIRTE.

BUERAT.

MESURATA.

TRIPOLI.

b1
e

'd
e

f

g,
h

k

The actxxal locations of units at each stage -will be governed by24.
the military situation and the availability of seiviceable L.G,’s.
Possible location areas during the advance to TOBRUK are given in
Appendix 'C,

Force ’B’'

25. Force *B’ will move forward to the TOBRUK area approximately one
stage behind Force *A', establishing 80 and 274 Squadrons in the BAGUSH
area for the protection of L’s of 0, from Alexandria to Barrani,

(84234)600 SECRET
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26o Probable location areas diirJ.ng the forward move to TOBRUK are given
at Appendix *0*,

27. Pores vdLll halt in the TOBRUK area, providing for the
protection of TOBRUK and later of the coastal route to BENGHAZI by
establishing a squadron at MARTUBA and a squadron at BENGHAZI,

28. Yihen communications as far West as BENGHAZI have been organised
on a sound basis, a proportion of Force *B* vd-ll be established in the
BENGHA.ZI area as being a more convenient location for the reserve of
aircraft and personnel for Force *A’,

Recoe of Forward Landing Grounds

29« The Army is aware of the landing grounds which vre may require and
will be responsible for ensuring that they are cleared of mines and for

In order to ensure that this Headquarters is kepttheir protection,
informed without delay of which Landing Grounds are available, a small
R,A.P, Recce U3xLt with a R,A,F, Armoured Car will keep as far forwards
as possible and will keep in 1T/T touch with this Headquarters.

SECTION IV - EEQTECTION OF L«s OF C.

General Control

The control of forces detached for the protection of our Lines of
This control will be

30.

Communication will be vested in No. 212 Group,
exorcised through Sectors established as our advance progresses.

Sector Control

31. The first Sector will be established at BAGUSH by No, 254 Wing
which will control No, 80 Squadron and No, 274 Squadron detached from

No, 7 (S,A,A,P,) ?^ing, and located at L.G. I04 and L»G, 121 respectively.

32, A second Sector will be established at TOBRUK by No. 212 Group with
the assistance of No, 234 Wing, Hurricane Squiadrons will be established

at MARTUBA and BEt^HAZI, where a third Sector T/ill be established by
No, 7 (S,A,A,P,) Wing, as soon as the military situation permits.

33. Ho, 233 Wing may be lased to establish any Sector eventually
reqijired in TRIPOLITANIA,

SECTION V No. 201 GROUP AND No, 205 GRO’QP

34- Tbe establishment of Advanced Wings of No, 201 Group and
No, 205 Group and for the American Heavy Bombardment Group as far
forward as possible will be an urgent requirement.

Immediately the advance begins, Landing Gromds vacated in the
Further a.dvance must

35»
AI/URIIA area will become available for their use,

ho'wever be governed by the rate of development of rail, sea and road
communications which cannot be forecasted.

SECTION VI - ADMINISTRATION

36, The Administrative Plan for the forward movement and maintenance

of Western Desert air ibroes is being issued sepai’ately by A.O3A,
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SECTION VII - SKNALS

37. The Signals Plan for the forward movement and operation of Western
Desert air forces is being issued separately by C*S,0«

Adv. A,H,Q, Western Desert.

(Sgd,) S. H. V. HABRES G/Capt.

for Air Vice Marshal,
Air Officer Commanding,

Royal Air Force, Yfestem Desert.

Near BURG EL APJJ3.

26 September, 1942.

Refs A.A.H.Q.W.D.A6/Air.

(84234)602 SECRET
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lEPENDIX 12

AET/MCED AIR HEADQUARTERS, WESTERN DESERT
OPERATION INSTRUCTION NO. 1 6o.

Issued in conjimotion with
Plan 'BUSTER*

lilap Reference: 1: 500,000 CAIRO
matruh' Sheets

Red and Puzzle Grids

List of Appendices:

•a* « Programme for Air Operatioais

INEORMATION

When active operations commence, it is a reasonable assmption
that the enemy will endeavour to challenge the degree of local air
superiority held previously by our air forces in this theatre of
operations.

1.

There is evidence to indicate that the enemy air forces, and in
particular, the German Fighter Force, may be augmented in the near
future both in quantity and quality.

2.

3» Simultaneously, our air forces are being strengthened, and while
we will be in a position to meef any challenge made by the enemy air
forces, our air effort in support of land opei^tions woifLd be reduced
while repelling such a challenge. Consequently, prior to any offensive
operations by our land forces, it vd.ll be desirable to concentrate our
available bomber effort for the sustained attack of enemy air bases with
the object of destroying material and reducing the potential offensive
power of the enemy air forces.

4, The main enemy fighter forces are generally located within easy
range of our short range aircraft, permitting escorted bomber attacks;
the main enemy bomber base is vd.thin range of night bomber aircraft.

All aerodromes can readily be located by bomber aircraft at
night.

AI?^

To weaken the enemy air forces.5.

EXECUTION

6. Models of Aerodromes

Models of the main enemy aerodromes, showing normal dispersal
being constructed and will be distributed in the near futinreareas are

to the formations and units concerned.

7. Date and PTOgratgne of Operations

The detai.led programrr.e of ai.r operations, covering the period of
attack is given at Appendix 'A*.

Variables of weather and the disposition of the enemy air forces
necessitate the operational programme being flexible. Any alteration
to the programme will be made known to the formations and imits
concerned as specified in Paragraph 9,

(82^234) S03 SECRET
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8. The date of commencement of the operations scheduled will be

notified separately.

INTER-COMMUNICATION

Confirmatory instructions concerning the operations of No, 205 Group
will be passed to Controller, H,Q,R,A.F.M,E, for onward relay to
No, 205 Group by I6OO hours daily.

9.

Formations directly under this Headquarters, and Albacore Squadrons
will receive confirmatory instructions and amplifying detail direct
from Advanced A,H,Q,W,D, to the Wing or Sqmdrons concerned respectively
by 1500 hours daily.

10, ACKNG?aEDGE by signal.

(Sgdo) Go E. 'B'EJmm A/Cdr,

Air Vies Marshal,
Air Officer Commandiiig,

Royal Air Force, Western Desert,

Refs A,A.HoQ,W,D./l6/l/Air.

i8k23k)S0k.
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CO
PROVISIONAL PROGRAIiMS OF AIR OPSRATIO^B APPENDIX »A»

TO ADV. A.H,d.W„D.
OPERATION INSTRUCTION 1 Oc.

o

cr\
O
V D Minus 4 to D Day..1

Units to bs

employed

Date and time

of Attache

Serial Operation Scale of Attadc Remaits
No.

Nip^t D minus Vd minus 3
2J30 to 2230 hrs.

Night D minus UlD minus 3
2300 to 0030 hrs.

Nos. 12) Sqdns. 18 aircraft1 L.G. 13Night Bomhing All landing ground
targets are subject to
confirmation by Recce,
on the day of the attach.
Albaoore aircraft to

carry an adjusted load
of bombs and flares.

24)Aittuhiv

L.G. 104
L.G. 20

5CjS effort on each L.O.

-ditto- Wellingtons
No. 205 Group

Albacores

No, 201 Group

Wellington effort
allo'jated by H.Q.R.A.F.
M.E.
in proportion to
provide illumination

Albacore effort

2

Night D minus 3/0 minus 2
2200 to 2300 hrs.

Night Bombing
AtSadc

L.G. 21 Nos. 12) Sqdns. 18 aircraft3 Delay action bombs or
spikes are not to be

used unless specifically
stated,
to be normal for tte

attaiac of dispersed
aircraft at aerodromes.

Bomb load

24)

4 Night D minus 3/D minus 2
2330 to 0130 hrs.

L.G. 21 Weillngtons
No. 205 Group

Albacores

No. 201 Group

-ditto- As for Serial 2

1-31-3

L.G. 17
L.G. 18

Night D minus minus 1
0130 to 0230 hrs.

Night D minus 2/D minus 1
0300 to 0430 hrs.

Nos. 12) Sqciis.5 -ditto- 18 aircraft
24)

6 L.G. 17-ditto- Wellingtons
l&), 205 Group
Albacores

No. 201 Group

As for Serial 2

Night D minus 1/D Day
0450 to 0530 hrs.

Nos. 12) Sqdns.-ditso- L.O. 217 12 aircraft High proportion of
delay action bciabs and
spikes.

24)

Night D minus 1/D Day
0100 to 0300 hrs.

8 L,G. 104
L,G. 20

-dltto- Welllngtons
No. 2C5 Group
Albacores

No. 201 Group

As for Serial 2 High proportion of
delay action bombs and
spikes.

Idon each L.0,

N)



Serial Date and ti!i!3

of Attack

Units to be

employed
Operation Scale of Attatac RemarksNo.

9 Escorted day
bombing raia

L.O. 21 D Day 0900 hours. No. 2^3 Squadron)
I2th Bombardment Group)
Escort No. 233 Wing
supported by xs>. 57 Fighter
Vfing. No. 2l4i Wing to
provide covering fighter
force operating
Independently.

Nos. 12, 2Uf 21 Squadrons
Escort No. 233 Wing
supported byaio, 57 Fighter
Wing. No. 2lf4Wlng
to provide covering
fighter force.

No. 12 Bombardment Group)
No. 55 Squadron
Escort No. 233 Wing
Ho. 57 Fighter Wing
No, 244 Wing to provide
diversionary fighter
cover over DABA

aeroditmes.

)

24 light bomber
aircraftcr>

L.O. 104
L.C, 20

-ditto-10 D Day 0900 hours. 24 light bomber
aircraft

11 -ditto- L.G. 17 D Day I300 hours. 24 light bomber
aircraft

-P-

NOXE 1; Depending on the degree of success obtained from operations. Serial Nos, 9 and 10 may be repeated during the afternoon of D Day,

In addition to Uils programme, a Iximber foroe will be retained to answer support calls.

Separate Operation Instructions will be issued concerning the employment of air forces on night D/D plus one.

H)TE 2:

NOTE 3:

) ) ))
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ORDER OF BATTI£ IN THE 1-lIDDlE EAST CONHAND AS AT 2? OCTOBER, 19^12'^■-1
1-

REMARKSI..R, FTTiJCTIONAIRCRAFT I.E.ADV.BASEUNITC\
Q
-vj HEADQUARTERS. ROYAL AIR FORCT:, MIDDLE EAST - CAIRO

Admin. Control:- A.H.Q, Sg-Tt
Dstaciiments in ttia Western
Desert and L^ant.
(Parachute School).
Control:- No. 2C6 Group
A<Snln. Control:- A.H.Q. Levant.
Admin. Control:- A.H.Q. Levant.

Admin.

Fhoto/R. )18 3Spitfire
Hurricane
Beaufighter
Wellington IC

(L.G. 219
(Kilo. 8,
(Suez Road
Kabrlt

2 P.R.U. )
)

Training
4 M.E.T.S.

60 SqcJh. Det. SAAF.
74 O.T.IT.
162 Sqdo.

1411 Met. Flight

P/SMaryland
Hurricane/Harvard

(Vfelllngton IC.
(Lodestar (Transport)
Gladiator I/II

Beirut
Rayak
Bilbeis

.O.T.U.
)Signals
)BomblnK also-TV

dtcarri^ ougrMet.

28
Admin. Control:- A.H.Q. Egypt.
Actoin. Control:- A.H.q^ Egypt.

Almasa

216 TRAIEPORT
KLRRY ■

Admin. Control:- A.H.Q, Egypt.L.G. 29 (AMIRI YA) nHELIOPOLIS
..Ji.Transport )

CommiBotCatlon)
Transport )
Transport )

Hudson VI
LodestaryV arlous
Lodestary’Hudson/Bombay
Lodestar/Hudson/Vl /DO Jill

Amiriya

Amiri jr.
Amiriya

Bilbsis
Heliopolis
KhanJca
Bilbeis East

117 Sqdn.
175 Sqdn.
216 Sq*.
2S7 Sqdn.

Admin, Control;- A.H.Q. Egypt. 1-J

Admin. Control.— 203 Group'MIAISPORTASMARA283 WI-iG
Admin. Control:- 203 GroupTransportHudson VI163 Sq*i. Asmara

Detachment at Asmara
MHARTom203 GROUP

Blenheim V (Bisley)
Hurricane/Toraahawk/Varlous
Gladiator I/I I
Bombay/Various

Light Eranber
.O.T.U.
Met.
Communication

Kufra
Carthago
Khartoum
Khartoum

15 Sqdn. Det. SAAF.
71 O.T.U.
1412 Met. Flight
Comm. Flight

I



UNITe BAS: ADV. AIRCRAFT I.R.i.a FONCnON REMARKS
To

20S C510UPSd HELIOPOLIS Nalntenanoe and Supply of
Aircraft,

CA
O

AIR HEADQUARTERS, EGIPT CAIRO00

1 M.E.T.S. Ballah VarioTJS

(Maryland, Blenheim IV,)
(Fulmar,)
(Hurricane, Gladiator, )
(Gorcton.

)

)

Trairdi^ Conversion courses.

A.D.C.U. (S eareh.ll shts. A- N. E. S.,
Balloons, etc.)

Calibration

unit.

2i{9 WING (CADRE) tra:5P(ht Re-forming.

250 WING lEMAILIA de?i:j-5Ive

FIGHTCR (Detachment at CHARIS)

89 Sqdn. Abu Suelr N, 16BeaufIghter F,

(Hurricane IIC.
(Spitfire V.B./Y.C.

■ ■ight Fighter (Long-range). D atachment
at Malta.
Detachment at Shandur.

5

18 3) S.Ei Flgiltep94 Sqdn. Port Said
4 ) ho

252WIKJ MEX DEFSIBIVS
FIGHTER

46 Sqdi.
4l7 Sqdn. R.C.A.F.

Edor

Edca

Beaufighter F.
(Humcans IIC.
(spitfire V.

16 5 MEgiit Figliter

s.E, Fighter
18
4

5) DetarSiment at Heliopolis.
)

254 WING EL RIB (Complete control:-
A.H.CL. Sgj-pt)

DEFEIClVE
FIGHTER

889 Sqm, F.A.A. Hmnghada Fulmar Il^umoane IIC. Figiiter
Protection

Control:- C,-in-C. Med.
through A.H.Q. Egypt.
Operational Control:-
S34 Wing.

) )I
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BASE ADV. AIRCRAFTIB>"T REi-IARKSI.E, I.R. .  FUJiCTION

ho 260 l-flH} ismihik B/aLOON

Alexandria

Port Tavtfiq
Port Said
Kasfarcet

Kantara

Balloon97\ Sqdn.
974 Sqdn,
975 Sqdn.
976 Sqdn,.
977 Sqdn.

CTv

o f?

VO

ir

If

Z76 wiie SUEZ ROAD SIGFAIS

ADVAKC£Z);~ M.R. 47518y BURG EL ARAB AREAREARr- L.G. 100 - T-fiDI NATRON.AIR HEADQUARlSRSa HSSTSRN DESERT.

(Ifon-operatlonal aircraft).
Advance unit of 216
Transport Group.

(Moving fxxim Almaaa to
L.G, 29 “ 20/10/42).

L.G. 171 Varlotis ConEiunloatlonConsn. lAiit W.D,
Air Transport; Force

L.G. 100
L.G. 29

Loading and -
unloading frelgl'-t.
.^nbulance

Air Transport Centre L.G. 90 L.G. 93

D4I. 86No. 1 Air Ambi Ifiiit L.G. Admin. Control:- H.Q. M.E.SO
VjJ

Only Fighter Wings and
S(^adrons opemtionally
'controlled by No, 2iroroup.
(dose siEPort - TK-B). Attolnlstra-

tlve ojnCrdl

« «). AHA. W.D.
N.B.:- 57 Fighter Group and
64/65 Sqdns. U,,S.A.A.F.
operatiomlly controlled
by 211 Group.

(  “

211 GROUP L.G. 911-3

6. Sqdn. ,

7 Sqdn. S.A.AJ^.

18l,g. 203 L.G. 89 5 S.E. FighterHurricane IID.

8L.G. 89 3 3.E. Figl^terl.g. 203 Hurricane IID.

233 WING L.G. 97 (FFEiFIVE

HIG.HIER

Klttyhaiit I/II/III
n  n R B

Tomahavfe

Kittyhai^ I/I I/111

182 Sqdn, S.A.A.F.
4 Sqdn. S.A.A.F,
5 Sqdn, S,A,A,F,
260 Sqdl,

L.G. 97
L.G. 97

ts>
f3 S.E. Fighter -’

18 3 If

18L.G. S7 3 ff

18L.G. 97 3 .»

V/4



REMARKSAIRCRAFT l,E. l.R. •  rciCTioMTEUT BASS ADV.
CD

(66 Squadron U.S.A.A.F
operationally axitrolTad by
239 Wing).

•>CFFStErgE.G. 91239 VaKGN3
Vj4 FIGH-IER
-r

cr\

Kitigtoac i/ii/m. 18 3 S.S. Fighter3 Sqdn. R.A,A^.
liaSqdi.
250 Sqdn.
iyO Sqdn, R.A,A,F,

L.O. 175
UO. 91
L.G, 91
L.G, 175

o

18 3 na

18 3 RB

18 3 nH

(wing End Squadrons V.H.F.)CFFEfBrv'E244WIH3 L.G. 92
FIGHISR

18 Used at night also.3 • S.E. FighterHurricane IIC,

Spitfire V
L.G. 89
L.G. 92

L.G. 92
L.G. 92

73 Sqdn,
92 Sqdn.
145 Sqdn.
601 Sqdn.

18 3
18 .3 fr

n

18 ■ 3 !l
*

.Only Fighter Wings and
[SquadrtMis operationally
^controlled by 2l2 Group

FiGi-rojiM.R. 468898.
(Near L.G. 172)
1C7GT37

212 GROUP

•F-7 S.A.A.F. V.1NG

18 3
3

S.E. FilgiiterHiurloane IIC.
Hurricane IIB.

Hurricane IIE.

Hurricane 11 A.

80 Sqdn,
127 Sqdn.
274 Sqdn,
335 (Hellenic) Sqdn.

L.G, 37
L.G. 57
L.G. 37
L.G, 37

13 n

18 3 V

18 3-

CFFEI-GIVS243 WING L.G. 172
FIGHICR

18 Re-arming Spitfires,S.E. Fighter3Hurrioana IIC.
Hurricane IIC.

Hurricane IIC.
Hurricane IIC.

L.G. 172
L.G, 172
L,G. 172
UG. 172

1 Sqd.1, S,AJi..F,
33 Sqdi,
al3 Sqdn,
238 Sqdn,

13 3 n

18 3 n

18 3 tt

REGOhliUS&A:^X:EL.G. 28285 WING

Photo./Recce.

Army Co-operation.

Various

(Hurricane 1,
(Hurricane II A-B.

L.G. 28

L.G. 201

2 P.R.U, Det.

40 Sqdn. S.A.A.F,
)

L,0. 39 •6)18

) ) ) )
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REMARKSfirct: ®I.R.AIRCRAFTADV, I.E.BASHtE-riTCO

T'—

(DetafSanen?; Flight at Beirut.
(Operational control:- H,Q. ilE.

Re-arming

•Army

Co-operatlon
irith 13th Corps,
Strat/aecce.

Baltimore

Hurricane IIA-B

L.C. 201

L.G. 39

L.G. 201

L.G. 2Ce

60 Sqdn. S,A,A,F,

208 Sqdn.
618

One non-oparatlonal Maryland
also on Mayfly.

8Baltimore I/II/III 3UG, 28L.O. 2011107 Strat/R Flight

LIGHT BOMBERL.G. 99L.O. 2073 WING S.A.A.F.

2k Light Eoi±erBoston III.
Baltimore I/II/III
Boston III

L.G. 99
L«G. 93
LoG. 99

L.G. 99
L.G. 98
L.O. 99

12 Sqdn. S.AJI.F,
2l Sqdn. S,A,A.F,
2k Sqdn. S.A.A.F.

2k n

n

(12 M.B. Group and 82, 83.
(hVj. Sadns. BSAAF, operationally

(controlled by 232 Wing.
LIGHT BQI-SEniL.G. 86 (M.R.508905)SIEZ ROAD L.G. 86232 WING

m
td

2k Light BomberBaltimore I/II/IIIL.G. 86L.O. 86 QVJI55 Sqdn.
223 Sqdn.

11n8686 L.G.L.G.

Reduced to Cadre.LIGHT BOISSR'
2ip3 WING

AIMAZAS.A-.A.F. BASS DEPOT

201 GROUP, ALEXANDRIA

k G/RWellington D.W.1,
Beaufort/Wellington (T-B)
Blenheim V (Bisley)
Beaufort 1

Blenheim IV/V
Baltimore I/II/III
[Maryland

(Sunderland
(D0.22

2
IEmailia
Shallufa

Marlut

Shandur

1 C.RoU.

5 McE.T.S.
15 Sqdn. S.A.A.F.
1/7 Sqdn.

Torpedies.

Datachn®nt at Kufra, 203 Group
Detachment at St. Jean with
Wellesleys.

Training
Light Besfeor2k 8

16 G/R5

)'
} Detachment at Gianaolls

(2/i7 Wing).
0/R

L.O. 227203 Sqdn. )

Detachment at Alexandria

(Ras el Tin).
) 0/R

Abotaclr230 Sqdn, )-

Vj4



UNIT BASE ADV, AIRCRAFT REIRRKSI.E. I.R. rji'CTi®

Vd■F
252 Sqdn,
272 Scdn.
459 Sydn. R.A.A. F.

Edou 16Beaufightar (Dajr-Coastal)Fighter5
16Eden,

UO. 208
It 5 n n n

N) 16Hudson III C/R5 Detachment at St. Jean and at
Aden

(Control;- C.-tn-C. Med. through
(201 Group.
(Detachment at lataKla.

701 Sqdn- F.A.A. Beirut V&lrus C/R

(Wellington IC.
(Fairchild Ambulance
(Ifiirlous
Various

h 2)
Rescue Flight. L.G. 206 ') See Rescue

)
Comm. Flight Iferlut Coaraiud cation (201 Group).

235 wm? ST. JEAN (ADY. ) BEIRUT G/R NIVAL COOTERATKM.
(Detachment at Latakia),
Detaclment at St. Jean.((fesa East,

('L.G, 37-6

Shallufh
St. Jean

13 (Hellenic) Sqdn.

47 Sqdn. Det.
(Air Echelon)
459 Sqdn. Det. R.A.A.F.

Blenheim IV.
Blenheim V.

16 5') "C/R and A/S
)

Wellesley
Hudson III

G/R
16 G/R5

c^

F.A.A. SQUADRON

815 Sqdn.
821 Sqdn.
626 Sqdn.

Odchella
DeSdiella
El Biresa

Swordfish
AltHcore
Albacore IoG/R ntrol:- c.-In.c. Ned.

through 201 Croup
Shipping Strike
Shipping Strike

247 WING GIAmCLIl NAVAL
CO-OPERlTION

3D3 Sqdn, Det, Glanaclls (Iferyland, BaltlnKS>e I/II/III~)
(Blenheim IV/V

Wellingtons

)
G/R

221 Sqdn. Det. Glanaclls T/B

248 WING SHALUJFA NAVAL
CO-OPERATION

38 Sqeln, Wellington T-B
Wellington IC.
Beaufort I/Il

16 5 Ifedlisa And
ToriTeclo Bomber
Torpedo Bombdr

Detachment at Gianaclls.

seme a/o shavn on l&lta myfly.
Dst. & Ground Party at Sliandur.

39 Sqcla. Shallufa

) )) )
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REmRISAIRCRAFT I.E. I,Ri,ADV,EASElE'rCT»

ro

J--

16 5)(WeUlngton nil
(WeJ Ungton IC

Wellington VIII

A.S.V../T.B.C\ Detachment at Glanaclis

(247 liEng)
L.G. 211221 Sqda. )

8 3 Hedluir. Bomber.458 Sqdn, R.A.A. F. UG. 211

Wellington IC/lI/Hallfax II

mryland/Vhri cus
Liberator II

(Bonber Rafre^er), Non-
effectire at pc'essnt.

(Sea myfly).

Tre.inlngAqir2 ILE.T.S.

laiailia

FUyid
Comm. Flight
Special Liberator Flight G/R Special Duties

lED.imi BOIBER231 WING (MAINH.(^»)

37 Sqdn,
70 Sqdn.

AEG SGEIR

Wellington IC
Wellington IC

20 Medium Bomber

Median Bomber
Abu Suslr

Abu suelr 20
ca
td
o

(CADRE).TR.‘LM3P0RT !-n-NG249 WIi® (CADRE) C/O H.Q. M.E.

)236 WII® Wellington ICL.G. 237 MHPrJM EOZ-SER

^se Detachment at Eabrit.
)Wellington IC

Wellington IC
108 Sqdn,
148 sqdn.

L.G. 237
L.G. 2J/

20 Median Bomber
Medium Bomber )20

230 WINS KABRIT lEDIUM 30ISSR

40 Sqdn.
104 Sqdn.

VfBllington IC
Wellington II

Kabrit

Kate>lt

20 ifediiHi Bomber
Medium BomberL.G. 235 20

242 WIHG Total operational strength
on Wing:- 3 aircraft.

AQIR LIBERATCR II .HEAVY BOIBER

147 Sqdn.
160 Sqdn,

Aqir
Aqir

Transport
Heavy Bomber Serviced by 147 Squadron.Liberator II

Vj^



tJMT 3ASK ADV. AIRCtl\FT I.E. r.R, rui^Tiffij REl-IiiRKS■K3
205 GRGJP (ccnai.)Vd

2k5 WIlC FRTIDG^
^ED^0IM BOi-JEHR Will be Hgivy Bonber wing

shorSly.

XlBlnlng at present-
Re^nnlng mrauders for
sMpping strikes.

14 Sq<2.i. P&yld (terauder
Boston III

20 Medium Bomber)
perS.D. 225.)

227 Sqdn. Det.
kSz Sqdn.

Ebyld UG. 224
FSyld L.G. 224 Ground Party only.Halifax II ■ Heavy' Bosiber

AIR HE/JIQUARIERS, IRAg. HABBAKITaH
IRAQ

218 GRCOP HABBINIIAH
Operational Control
H.Q. M.E.

237 WING MCBOL

CO52 Sodn.
237 (Rhodesian)
244 Sqdn.

1415 Met. flight

»X« Flight
Cctiu Fllgiat

Mosil
Keraanshah
Sharjah

Blenheim 17
Htirrioane I
(Blenheim IV/V
(Vincent

Light Bomber
Army Co-operation
Ll^t Bomber

Re*aqulpplngSqdn,

Habbanlyah ? Met. Fhrmed 18.7.42.
(No aircraft specified)*
(See ifeyfly).

? Catalina
various

Fljdng Boat
Communication.

Habbanlyah

214 GROUP KIRKUK

215 GRCGP BiiSRAH

IRAN

A.H.Q. DESFOCT
(WJC^LBl

74 Sqdn.
123 Sqdn.
4A Sqdn. R.A.A.F.
1434 Flight

TEHERAN
Fonnlng

Teheran
Teheran
Teheran
Teheran

None yet.
None yet.
None yet.
Blenheim IV.

S.E. Fighter
S.E. Fighter
liglit Bomher (Move to l^eran In process)

warning order Issued for
move to Levant.

COEmnEilcation

) ) ))
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AIRCRAFT nRCTI® REM-iRKSADV.aiSEtEUT

o BALLOOeABADilN275 wncvM

-t-

BalloonsSSO Sqdru
S'31 Sqdn,
982 Sqdn.

Abadan

Sbalbah

AhtBZ

ON
R

It
Pormiiig.

Vincent. (Seejfeyfly)HAIIADAM Fbming. AveitIng
personnel from U.K.

217 (FERSIAM CROUP)

KamUARlERS, BRITISH FORCES, ADEN. STEAFER POII'iT

Blenheim I/IV/V8 Sqdn. lOioniaksr G/R

(Arrengeaents for more to
(East Africa In process as at

(NtKJleus).(27.10.42. No
aT.U.73 ax.u. Aden None

(aircraft on myfly.
G/R459 Sqdn.

436 Flight
Comm. Flight
Defence Flight
Station Flight

Aden (Khormaksar)
Aden

Khoniaksar (Aden)
Khonnaksar (Aden)
Khoraaksar (Adesi)

Hudson III
Balloons

Comraimlceti'on

S.E. Fighters
Station Flight

DC
L

Blenheim/Vino ent/Vhri ous
Hurricanes Il/tervard II
Harvard II

~; DC
fcd

VD

AIR HEADQUARTERS, LEVANT. JERXISiiLEM

2 P.R.U, Levant Dot. Beirut Hurricane I P.R.U.

(aerrlcing 1st Rtotn
(Bombardment Group Squadrons.
(Cperational control:-
(B.S.A.A.P.

154 Scdn. lydda None S.E. Fighter

1413 Net. Fligiit Ramldi GladiatOT* Met.

(Forming.
(Issued for iiiove to Teheran
((Iran) E.T.D. 1st Novenijer,

!hmlng order

1438 Flight Aleppo Strat/R.Blenheim IV.

(1942
Conn. Flight
Greek F.T.S.

Lydda various

Hurrlcane/varl ous
Communication

TrainingGr.za In ihyfly, but not in
S.D. 225.



REmRKSFUiCTICiNAIRCRtlFT I.E« I.R.BASE ABV,UlffT

o
BEIRUT213 GROJP

2U1 Wll'ig BEIRUT

o\ Detachments at

lakatamia, El Bassa
and Baza.

18 6Hurricane I Army Co-opsratlon451 Sqdn. Estabel

BZFEfBIVE FIGHTERMCCBIA239 WK3

S.E. Fighter603 Sqdn. Nicosia (Cyprus)

263 WNG D£FS>SIVE FIGHTERRAMtiH.

Balloon

Balloon
laira

Beirut
972 Sqdn.
973 Sqdn. Detachment at Tripoli.

207 GROIP, HAIRCBI

Beaufort/mryland
ODetachment at Klllfl

(AdTance party only).
Light Bonibar16 Sqdn. S.A.A. F.

3lt Plight

35 Flight
70 aT.U.
72 O.T.U.
209 Sqdn.

(I^dagascar)

Coastal
Reconnaissance

Dar cs Salaam Ansons

It Itlaiifi
Ihkuru

Ifenyt&l
Kaplra

Blenheim IV.

Blenheim I/IV/vmrioas O.T.U.

O.T.U.

Flying Boat

n  no n

Admin. Control

207 Group. Opl.
Control:

222 Group Ceylon.

Catalina

nnB
209 Sqdn. Detachments

805 Sqdn.

(Pensnzl, Klsuina,
(myetCe Island
mirobl

II n

Control:- C.-ln-C.

IPidian Qsean through
2C7 Group.

Fighter ProtectionNone at present

lUlh Flight
1103 Flight

Comm. Flight

Eastleigh
Ivato (Mada^scar)

Eastlel gh

Gladiator

lysander
NSt.

Recoiinalssnoe Ga strength of M.E,
Caumand:- 11.4.42.
Detachment at Poi't

Reitz.

(See myfly only).

D.H. Rapides/various Communication

321 sqdn. Catalina Flying Boat

)) )
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ADV. AIRCRAFTCKIT BASE FUtCTI® REmras
P?

15 246KIIJG DEFENSIVE FIGHTERPCRT REITZ

Gigglga )
Cilgil )
Gilgll )
Pore Reitz

4l ‘A* m.^t S,A-.AcF.
»BS Kllght SJl,A,F.
*C» Flight S.A.A.F.

259 Sqdn.

CTN
HarCbees and

Hurricane IIB.
None

Fighters Re-equlppIng Hurricanes

Ground Party only,
strength of M.E.
Conmand; 30,8,1)2.

On

TOTAL NUMBER

OF AIRCRAFT

ON STRENGTH

FTOCTIW.AIRCRAFT RENARILUNIT

AIR :-SADQ.mRTERS, M'^LTA. VALETTA

Beaufort Torpedo (Sea Mayfly). 201 Group
only In S.D.225 until 13/11

Bon4)er 239 Sqdn.

69 Sqdn.

69 Sqdn. Det,
89 Sqdn. Det.
126 Sqdn,
185 Sqdn.

227 Sqctu

6G/R(Wellington
(Baltimore
Spitfire

Beauflghter
SDitfire

Spitfire

Beauflghtar

Luqa
0/R 5

6P.R.U.

Night Fighter
S.E. Fighter
S.E. Fighter
(Day Fighter and)
(Shipping Strike)

Sj;. Fighter
S.E. Fighter
S.E. Fighter
S.E, Fighter
Flying Boat
Station Flight

Luqa
Luqa
Luqa
Hal Far

Luqa

8

16
16

8 Air Party only. (Ground
Party:- 205 Group).

(Hurricane IIC
(Spitfire
Spitfire
Spitfire
Catalina

9Takall

Takall

Luqa

229 Sqdn.

2Z)9 Sq*.
1435 Flight
Kalafrana

Station Flight

16
16
16
1 At M.U.

7Halfar

A.H.O,. MALTA

F.A.A. SQUADRONS

(Control:- C.-ln-C. Med.
Cthrough A.H.Q. MALTA.

Shipping Strike
Sliipplng Strllce

3828 Sqdn. >Y‘ Flight
830 Sqdn, »X» Flight

Hal Far

Hal Far

Albacore

Sivoixlfish 2

VjJ



U.S*,4.A J. UNITS IN THE MIDDLS EAST

mnDc^mm’s, u.s, miY middu: east air forcs - cat.ro (aj-30 air sspafics cxsimand}
G3

RSTiARKSmCTION
AP«r.BASSti-ilT

HEAVY BOMBER1st ProY. Bgafe-Homsg
6ROTP

LVDDAON

CO rervTloKi b? 134 Sqdn.Heavy Bomber)
Haasy Boji4»r)

LlberaEor (8.24)
Fortress (B.l?)

Lydda
Lydda

Hal, Sqdn,
9 Sqdn, .

HEAVY BIMER
RAMAT DAVID98 H.B, GROUP

Heavy BomberLiberator (B.aip)St, Jean343 (E) Sqdn,
Air Echelon)

344 (B) Sqdn,
(Air EkSioion)
345 (B) Sqdn,
(Air Edifilcn)
415 (B) Sqdn,
(Air Etdielon)

a
aa

an
a

Ramat David

8 a
a

a a

fO

MEDim BOMBER
L,0. 88DSVER30IR12 HJ. OROtff*

Medlm BonJaerMltobea (B.^/D)Devorsolr81 (B) Sqdn,
(Air Echelon)
82 (B) Sqcfc.
(Air Echelon)
83 (B) Sqdn,
(Air Echelon)
434 (3) £ir;dn.
(Air Eciieion)

)an
L,0, 83 a0

)
) Operationally controlled

by 232 Wing, R,AJ=‘,
8

8aa

)
)aa

aaa

operationally controlled
by 211 Group, RcA«f.

FIGHIER(Dst. MARIOT (H.Q.)L,G* 17457 FIffl?ER GraiP

\

j
FighterWarhaNR (P.40F/K)

"  (P,4o F )

Operationally controlled
)by 211 Group, R.A.F,

Operationally controHed
by 239 Wing - 211 Group.

)

L.G. 17464 (F) Sqdn.
(Air Eaheloii)
65 (F) Sqdn,
(Air Echelon)
65 (P) Sqdr.,
(Air Echelon)

a

nnn
UOo 91

)) ) )
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APPENDIX Ilf

OBDER OF BATTLE - WESTERN DESERT AIR FORCE

23 January I943 (Fall of Tripoli)

(Authority A.H.B.AU'tgA)

Fighters?

Wing 5 Squadrons Spitfires,
(increased to ̂ 2 squadrons on 1 March
with addition of Polish Gonibat Team),

Fighter/bombers ?

239 Wing

7 (S,A.A,F.) Wing

37th U,S, Group
16 Squadrons Kittyhawks and Warhawks,

79th U»S, Group

Light Bombers?

232 Wing

3 (S,A.A,F,) Wing
3 Squadrons Baltimores; 2 Squadrons Bostons.

lifedivon Bombers?

2 Squadrons Mitchells,
(Later increased to 4 squadrons with
addition of 340th U.S, Group),

12th U,S. Group

Night Bombers?

4 Squadrons Yfellingtonsj 1 Squadron Halifaxes,205 Group

Re oonnaissanoe?

1 Tac/R Squadron; 1 Strat/R Flight;
Photo Recce Detachment,

285 Wing

Night Fighters?

Hurricanes,73 Squadron

Tank«busters ?

Hurricane IID*s,6 Squadron

Night Reconnaissance ?

Detachment 821 Squadron (Fleet Air Arm) Albaoores,« • •

(84234)619 SECRET
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APPENDIX 15

LOCATIONS OF UNITS - WESTERN DESERT

23 February Wh3

(Authority A.H.B.TlIJIsyA)

RemaxlcsBaseAdvanceUhlt

Visiting aircraft
Cast^ Benito,

Adv. A.H,Q./W.D. Nr, Tripoli

{R)L,5563

Visiting aircraft
Castel Benito.

Rear A,H,Q/M.D, Nr. Tripoli
(R)L,5761

Castel Benito,W,0. Conm. Iftiit.

249 Wing
Adv, 117 Sq*,
Adv, 216 Sqdn.

3 (S.A.A.F.) Wing.
12 Sqdn,
21 Sqdn,
24 Sqdn,

232 Wing
55 Sqdn,
223 Sqdn,

I2th U.S. Group
81st Sqdn,
8Sid Sqdn.
83rd Sqdn,
434th Sqdn.

211 Group

Previously known as
Adv, 216 Group.

Narble Arch.
n

n It

3 Wing Fon-srd
Bomber Control at

Castel Benito.

Sortan

Sertan VJest. R.7795
Sertan Main. R.8389
Sertan North. R.8095

E.T.A. 4 March 1943Bn route Mlsurata area
n n I)

II R II n

•  Castel Benito 81st & 82nd Sqdns.
crews and aircraft

located Algiers.

n II

n n

n M

R R

Medenlne area

(Y)E.7473
Uf Sector located

(Y)E,af85.

259 Wing
3 Sqdn.
112 Sqdn,
450 Sqdn.
250 Sqdi.
260 Sqdn,

244 Wing
1  (S„A.) Sqdn,
92 Sqdi,
145 Sqdn,
601 Sqdn.
6 Sqdn,

57th U.S, Group
64th Sqdn,
65th Sqdn,
66th Sqdn.

7 CS.A.A.F.) Wing
2 Sqdn.
4 Sqdn.
5 Sqdn,

El Assa,
R R

R tt

tt tt

n

Hasbub Main. (Y)E.74*;5
n n 0

tl u tt

n tt n

n tl n

En routa

Zuara
It

tt

tt

Neffatla. (Z)A.oa56
tt II

R R

R R

285 Wing
40 fS.A, Sqdn,
6o CS.A,) Sqdn,
75 Sqdn.
1437 Strat/R,
6S0 Sqdn, Dot,

Castel Benito
El Assa

Castsl Benito
El Assa

Castel Verde.
Castel Benito

73 Sqdn, Admin,
control 285 Wing.
Operational control

direct by 211 Group,

Foraerly 2 P,R,U,

Castel Verde

79th U.S, Croup &
Sqdns,
315 American Service Group en route Castel Verde.
1 Air Ambulance Unit.

Castel Benito

Castel Benito.
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AEPENDK 16

OBSMISAJION OF COMMAND - NORTH AFRICA ~ PEBRUAEI 1943

( Authority A. H, B, /IIJl 5/4)

AIEIED FORCE

HEADQUARTERS

C.«IN-C,
MEDITERRANEAN

18TH mm GROUP

HEADQUARTERS

MEDITERRAHEAN

AIR COIMAHD

AFRICA

AIR FORGE

MIDDLE

EAST

COMMAND

A.H.Q,
MALTA

H.Q. FIRST H.Q. EIGHTH
ARMI^ RESERVE

H.Q. XXX CORPSH.Q. X CORPS

AIRTRAINING

COMMAND

STRATEGIC

AIR FORCE

COASTAL

COMMAND

TACTICAL

AIR FORCE SERVICE

COMMAID

TOISTERN DESERT

AIR FORCE

12th AIR

SUPPOPJT

COMMAiro

(u.s.)

2if.2 GROUP
R.A.F.

H.Q. XIX CORPS
(

H.Q. II CORPS
(U.S.)

H.Q. V CORPS
FR)

Notes s

^ Deals direct with Allied Force Headquarters on
all admirJ-strative matters,

fibeals direct with G.H.Q. Middle East on all
administrative matters.

SBOREP(8A234-)621
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AEPEMDIX 17

AIR STAFF ELAN FOR THE ATTACK ON THE MARETH POSITIONS

20 MARCH ̂ ^k.3 OPERATION "FIKILIST”

Authority A,H.B,/IU13A

Annexuress *A* - Locations of formations and units for the attack on

the Mareth positions,

(B) - Possible moves of Western Desert Air Force during
the advance to Sfax.

SECTION I - INTRODUCTION

We are preparing to destroy the enemy land and air forces opposing
an advance beyond the Mareth positions, and to capture Sfax as a

preliminary to the expiILsion of the enemy from Tunisia,

As a result of enemy successes in Central Tunisia it became

necessary for the Eighth Army to demonstrate in strength before the

Mareth positions and for the Western Desert Air Force to conduct opera
tions by day and night at fairly high intensity in order to simulate the
preparatory measures for an immediate offensive,
appear to have achieved the desired resxilt.

1.

2.

These operations now

It is intended to resvme the general offensive during the full moon

period of March,
stall our offensive by a quick thrxist in order to inflict oas'ualties and
force VIS to postpone our attack,

Y70uld, however, be welcome; it would give us the opportunity to vreaken
him and then to put in our attack when he was disorganised as a resvilt
of his abortive offensive.

3.
It is possible that the enemy will endeavour to fore-

Suoh action on the part of the enemy

The operations of the Ifestem Desert Air Force in siipport of the

Eighth Army will be assisted as opportunity offers by the air forces
based in Northwest Africa,

4.

SECTION II - ATTACK ON THE MARETH POSITIONS

Eighth Army Intentions

5, While preparing for the offensive in the full moon period of March
the Army is at the same time making dispositions to ensvLre that the

enemy gains no success from any offensive he may contemplate,

6, Before the date of the main attack, it may be necessary to carry
out preliminary operations to ensure that the main attack will be

immediately effective and will cause immediate enemy reactions, and to
ensure the security of certain forward landing grounds.

7, For the attack it is intended to employ 30 Corps, 10 Corps, and
the New Zealand Corps, Tire direct attack on the Mareth positions will
be undertaken by 30 Corps while the New Zealand Corps makes a very v/ids
outflanking march with the ultimate object of getting astride the

Gabes - Matraata road, 10 Corps will be in Army reserve and will be

held ready to exploit success.

Air Forces Available

It is intended to deploy 5 Fighter Wings, 3 Light Bomber Wings,
Included in

8,

1 Recce, Wing and 2 Medium Bomber Yfings by the 12 March,

this force will be 1 squadron of Spitfire IX*s, detached from N,A,ToA,F,
as an antidote to F,W, 190^s, and 1 anti-tank squadron.

(84234)622 SECRET
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IiOce.tion of Units

The location of imits from the battle are detailed at -Annexure
It is at present intended that these dispositions shoiAld be

9.
tA‘.

effected by the 12 March with a view to opening the offensive against
the enemy forces on about the 15 March,

Intensity of Operations

10. It is certain that the enemy will offer stout resistance both in
the air and on the ground and we must be prepared for operations from
the locations detailed in Annexure ‘A* for a period of up to 14 days at
maximum intensity, followed by sustained effort for an indefinite
period.

Employment of Air Forces Generally

11. All air forces operating under the control of the Air Officer
Oommanding Western Desert will be employed in accordance with the day
to day requirements of the military situation in the battle areau
employment in the battle area may from time to time be in conjxmotion
with operations in the same area by other air forces under the control

of the Northwest African Tactical Air Force, of which the Western
Desert Air Force is a part.

This

12. Air action in suppoart of oir land operations will be preceded by
direct pressure on the enemy air forces, including attacks on his

landing grounds within range, in order to obtain the maximm possible
freedom of action to intervene in the land battle when it starts,

is at present intended that air operations with that object should be
developed from 15 March onwards.

It

Employment of Fighters

I3, The protection of the New Zealand Corps on its outflanking march
west of the hills on the line Matmata - Fima Tatoiain calls for the

provision of R#D,F, cover of the area if patrols are to be kept to a
minimum. The problem is at present under examination.

14, In addition to the protection of our forward troops and the escort

of light bombers, fighters will be employed offensively in the battle

area and behind the enemy lines,
third of the Kittyhawk sorties will be fighter/bomber attacks,

15, No, 73 Squadron will be employed by night during the moon period
for the attack of suitable ground targets behind the enemy lines, and
for the protection of our forward troops and landing grounds from night
bombing.

It can be anticipated that up to a

Employment of Light Bombers

16, The light bombers will be employed by day with escort against
enemy landing grounds and against enemy concentrations in the forvTard

They will also be employed by night during the moon period if,area,

through lack of sid.table targets, they are not being operated at
maximum intensity by day.

A Forward Control provided by No, 2 (S,A,A,F, ) Wing will be
located with 211 Gro-up, In the event of a breakdown in

landline communications, instructions as necessary to all three light
bomber wings will be issued through this Forward Control,

17.

SECRET(84254)623
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Employment of Medium and Heavy Bombers

18. Medium bombers of 205 Group will be employed by night against
landing gromds and suitable targets in the battle area at maximum

intensity during the moon period. During the period immediately
preceding our land attack they are likely to be employed with the

object of wearing out the enemy forces by continuous bombing throughout
the night. An average of 15 heavy and ifO medim bomber sorties during
the moon period can be expected.

SECTION III - THE ADVANCE TO SPAX

General

19. It will be possible for fighters and light bombers to operate as
far as Sfax from the location detailed in Annexure *A’, but forward
troops will be drawing away from effective fighter protection by the
time that they are 20 miles or so north of Gabes.

20. Fighter wings established in the Gabes area should be able to

provide a reasonable degree of protection beyond Sfax,
tion of two landing grounds in the Gabes area as soon as it is secured

will be an urgent requirementc

The prepara-

On arrival in the Sfax area it will be the aim to deploy the whole
of the Western Desert Air Force between Medenine and Sfax for the final

eviction of the enemy from Tunisia,

21.

22. An indication of possible locations subsequent to the Mareth

battle is given at Annexure *B',

23. Although all possible arrangements will be made to ensure that

•A* Parties move forward when required without avoidable delay, it may
be likely that a landing ground becomes available for use before the
road has been sufficiently cleared of mines to permit the forward move
of the *A* Parties,

transport are made available by the Army formations controlling opera
tions in the forward area, skeleton maintenance parties will be moved

forward by air transport, the Wing concerned becoming maintained by air
until such time as the *A' Parties and st:pplies can be brought forward
by road.

In this event, provided A,A, defence and limited

24. No, 239 Wing will normally be the Wing selected for operations of
this nattire but it may also, or alternatively, be necessary to move
No, 244 Wing in this manner.

Recce and Clearance of Forward Landing Grounds

25* The Army will be kept informed of the landing grounds which we may
from time to time require and will be responsible for ensuring that they
are cleared of mines and for their protection.

26, Reqtdred landing grounds are almost certain to be ploughed in
addition to being thickly mined. It is essential therefore that
landing ground construction parties with all available equipment should
move as closely behind the leading troops as possible,

27* in order to ensiure that the A.0,C, Western Desert is kept informed
of the availability of landing grounds without delay, a small R.A.F,
Recce Unit mth a R,A,F, Armoured Car will keep as far forward as

possible and keep a W/T link with Advanced A.H.Q,, Western Desert,

SECTION IV - ADMENISTRATION

28, To be issued separately by A,0.A,
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SECTION V -> QOMMONICAJIQN5

25. To be issued separately by C.S.O,

ACKNOWLED&E by IMtlSDIATE signal.30.

(Signed) S. Y. HAEEIS,
Group Oaptaiup for
Air Vice Marshal,
Air Officer Commanding

Eoyal Air Force, Western Desert.
AAHQ7JDA2/Air,
3 March I943.
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Locations of Eomations and Units

prior to the attack on the Mareth
Positions

Advanced A«HoQ./E»D, With Eighth Army H«,Q, in
vicinity of (z)A,1172i-

Vicinity of Hazbiab,211 Group

Forward Control, 3 (SAAF) Wing. Vicinity of Haabub,

Medenine,239 Wing

Hazbijb,22t4 Wing

Hazbub South,57th U,S* Group

7 (SAAF) Wing Neffatia,

285 Wing (including 40
and 73 Squadrons)

Neffatia South with a

detachment of 40 Squadron
at Hazbub,

Ben Gardan,79th U.S, Group

3 (SAAF) Wing. Zuara,

El Assa,12th U.S, Group

El Assa, unless L,G, in
vicinity of Zuara has been
prepared.

232 Wing

Adv, 216 Group Gastel Benito,

Castel Benito,Adv, 205 Group

Hazbub,6 Squadron
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AMEXUEE

Possible moves of Western Desert

Air Force dtiring the advance to Sfax,

I. Fighter Wings

(i) 239 Wing,

(ii) 22(4 YiTing,

(iii) 79th Group,

(iv) 7 (SAAF) Wing.

Medenine to Gabes area.

Hasbiib to Gabes area.

Ben Gardan to Medenine,

Naffatia to Haabub,

(v) Hazbub .South to Gabes area

when a L.G, becomes available.
57th Group.

The aim will be to concentrate the fighter force in the Sfax

area as quickly as possible.

II, Light Bomber Wings

3 (SAAF) Wing may be moved forward to Medenine as soon as
239 Wing have been established forward in the Gabes area.

It may be possible to accommodate a second light bomber wing
at Medenine if required.

The light bomber wings will be concentrated in the Gabes area

as quickly as possible. It may subsequently be possible to

concentrate light bombers in the Sfax area.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

III. Medium Bombers

Meditim bombers will not be moved forward of Castel Benito,
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AEFENDIX i8

OREBR OF BATTLE OR l^ESTERE DESERT

AIR FORCE

MEDENIKE, BEI^ GABDM AlO EL ASS^l AREAS,

Personnel M,T, Petorol Dally
Entitle-Allnoe,

Galls. ment

per veh.

Adv, HQ/WD. (Incl. HQ, 8th
Pieter Wing, 9th USAAP)

Rear HQ/to,
211 Group
Porward Control (3 SA. Wing)

h.50150 3500

280750 70 4
80 22i-0300 3

15520 3

239 Wing?
3, 112, 250, 260 and 450 Sdns.

22,4 Wing:
1, 6, 92, 12i5 and 601 Sdns,

7 (SAAP) Wing:
2, 4, and 5 Sdns,

57th US, Group:
64, 65, 66 and 314th Sdns,

79th US, Group:
85, 86, 87 and 316th Sdns,

285 Wing:
40, 60 and 73 Sdns, 1437
Plight and P,R,U,

3 (SAAP) Wing:
12, 21 and 24 Sdns,

232 Wing:
55 and 223 Sdns,

1650 1120230 2f

12001700 300 4

7601100 190 4

80041200 200

8001200: 200 4

4 12001550 300

88041500 220

640160 41100

12th US, Groirp:
83rd and 434th Sdns, 4 22055400

4010 44031 A.S.P, Adv, Detachment
33 A.S.P,
40 A,S,P.
Advanced Salvage Unit
Advanced M,T,L,R,U,

124 M.U. (HQ. and fwd, dumps)
5, 6, 10 and 11 S, (fe T, Columns
1 and 2 B.G.M, Coys,
53 Refuelling Party
1 Armoured Car Coy, Det,
2 Armoured Car Company
21 M,R,S,

36090 4240
100 4 400300

360 840120 7
8 2002550
5 25050200

15 3000
1500

200535
15100290

100110 20 5
125575 25
17535 5140

70 30 503

(plus patients)
80

(plus patients)
300

(approx, 60 each)

9030 325 M.R.S.

1070216, 274, 522 and 889
A.M,E, Stations

13 Wireless Unit
15 Wireless Unit

3

7525130 3
7525 3150

16135carried forward I60i,.0
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Persomel M.T. Petrol

allnoe.

Galls,

per veh»

Daily
Enbitja-

ment

^60li.0 16135Broiight forward 3175

804 and 5 Field Units
1 Air Ambulance Unit

Communication Unit

Adx Transport Centre
122 Mobile Met, Unit

E.A, Intelligence

80 k20

40 10 5 50

30 3 90230
930 3 3

6 101 10

6 5 3235

164C4I646I 3245TOTAL:

Tripoli Area and East of Tripoli

8 240150 30Rear M,ToL,R.U,

2 R.SoU,

3 R.S,U.
31 R.S.U.
53 RoS.U,
59 R.S.U.

3 (SAAP) Wing B,L,G. Parties
232 YiTing B,L«G, Parties
214A.M.P.S
124 M.U.

, fZuara)
(zuara)

15050 3245
260 15050 3

65 195285 3
16555

6
3305

0 1803330
24080500 3
18060 3300

60 4214 3
5060 10 5

15924742495TOTAL:

Note: One or more of the light bomber wings may be located at Zuara

and not El Assa in which case supplies will be drawn from

Tripoli area.
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APPENDIX 19

ATViUNGED AIR HEADQUARTERS WESTERN DESERT
OPERATION INSTRUCTION No. 1 AP (SCIPIO)

INEOEMATION

1. The Eighth Army intends to break throng the Akarit position and
Infantry attacks will start during theto drive on towards Sfar.

night 5/6 April, the main attacks, however, being launched at
02t.l5 hours on 6 April (Zero Hour).
Division, followed by 10 Corps, will pass through and advance north
wards to the west of the main G-abes - Sfax road,

advance northwards along the axis of the main road.

Subsequently, the New Zealand

Infantry will

INTENTION

To give direct air s\:ipport to the Eighth Army during their* break

through the Akerit position and subsequent advance to Sfax.

o

EXECUTION

Outline of Air Support Requirements

Air support operations will be controlled through normal channels.

So far as can be foreseen. Eighth Army requirements are likely to be
as follows:

3.

(i) During infantry advance to first and second objectives, air
support is not likely to be required,

(ii) Prom about 0800 hours there may be calls to attack enemy gun
areas outside the range of our artillery,

(iii) At some time after 1200 hours, there may be  a call to support
the New Zealand break throi:igh,

(iv) After the New Zealand break through, the enemy will be
aretreating and opportunity targets will be attacked,

(v) During the entire operation, priority will be given to
attacking enemy reserves, particularly armow formations which
are likely to attempt to concentrate and to counter-attack our
forces,

(vi) The 1st Armoured Division, operating on the left flank, may
possibly ask for eneny targets facing it to be engaged from first

light until 1100 hours. This, however, is unlikely.

Detailed Land Sitmtion

All A,L,0*s are to be specially briefed. All pilots are to be

med.e thoroughly familiar on the evening of 5 April with the details of
the land situation; of the plans of advance;
barrages,
being put out by the Army and to other arrangements for identifying ovir
o\''m troops.

Special Briefing of Unit Commanders

5, O.G. No, 211 Group and C.O's of Wings and of 6 and 73 Squadrons
are to assemble at Senem L.G-, I53O hours 5 April for special briefing

by the A,0,C,

and of artillery

Special attention is to be drawn to landmarks which are
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Moves of Headquarters

6. Mvanoed Air Headquarters Western Desert is likely to move into

the area southwest of Gabes on or scon after 7 April,

No, 211 Group will move, on instructions from this Headquarters, to
an area approximately 5 miles west of Gabes after the Akerit position
is broken.

7.

Oode Name

The oode name of the operation is *SGIPIO*,8.

Landing Ground Construction

Landing Ground Recce Party is to proceed vd.th 51 Division up the
main Gabes - Sfax road and is to select sites for L,G, *s in the

following priority*

(i) AaL,G, suitable for 1 Wing near Cekhira,

(ii) A,L,Go suitable for 1 TiTing near Zaitoima.

(iii) A diist-free L,G, suitable for Spitfire Mk, IX’s on coast
norbheast of Cekhira,

9.

10, It may be necessary to select two sites in the Djebel Tebage area,
in which case special instructions will be signalled to the Recce Party,

11, A,A, and R,E, construction parties will move with the L,G, Recce

Party,

12, ACKNOWLEDGE.

(signed) C, B, R. PELLY,
Air Commodore, for
Air Vice Marshal,
Air Officer Commanding

Royal Air Force, Western Desert5 April 1943#
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AHEEMDIX 20

LOCATION OF UNITS - WESTERN DESERT - 15 APRIL 19^3

(Tims of the Battle of Enfldavllle 19 April 1943)

BaseAdvanceItolt RenBilcs

Ad7. AHQAC Bou Hadjar
(T)P.0238

Visiting aircraft
Goubrine N.P.5926

Rear AHQATO, Gabes

(4 miles S.E,)
on Main Road

Moving April ITtti
to Sfax area.

Visiting aircraft
Sfax el Mou.U.7730

WD.Comm, Unit El D^em N,
CX)U.7099

Sfax el Mou

CT)U.7730

249 Wing
Adv, 117 Sqdn.
Adv. 216 Sqdn,

3 (SAAF) Wing
12 Squadron
21 Squadron
24 Squadron

232 Wing
55 Squadron
223 Squadron
Bretagne (Fr) Sqdr,

12th U.S. Group
83rd Sqdn.
434th Sqdn.

211 Group

2.39 Wing
3 Sqdn.
112 Sqdn,
250 Sqdn,
260 Sqdi,
450 Sqdn,

244 Wing
1  (SA) Sqdn,
92 Sqdn,
145 Sqdi.
601 Sqdn,
417 Sqdn,
6 Sqdn,

57th US, Group
64th Sqdn,
65th Sqdn,
66th Sqdn,
314th Sqdn,

7 (SAAF) Wing
2 Sqdn,
4 Sqdn.
5 Sqdn,

235 Wing
40 Sqdn,
60 Sqch,
73 Sqdn.
1437 S/R
680 Sqdn. Dot.

79tb U.S, Group
65m Sqdn.
86th Sqdi,
87th Sqdn,
316th Sqdn,

275 (Bln) Wing
(Mobile Station

Staff)

315 U,S. Service
Group

Gabes

B

El Diem (T)U.68S7
R

R

R

La Fauoonnerle South (T)U.29S4
RII n n

» « n

Ben Oardan N* (Q)J.e7l4

SXax el Mou
R

n

Msaken (T)P.554l

El Dim (T)U,6897
n n

11 H

II n

n ft

N n

Goubrine North (T)Pt5926
It n «

ft It

n n

nn 0

R R n

R tt tl

El Djem North (T)U.7099
u n »

0

n 0 n

n 0 ft

Kalrouan North CTjP.loZjO
It 0 0

n 0 0

0 0

El Djem North
Ooubrlns
El Djem North
Sfax el Mou
Castel Verdo

El Djein North

La Fauconnerle North (T)U*2756

73 Squadron Admin,
control 285 VJing
operational control
direct 2II Group

0 0 0 0

0 II 0 0

0 0 It 0

0 It 0

Ooubrino North

Castel Benito

1 Air Anhulance
Unit

SXax el Mou,
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APPENDIX 21

ALLH^BD WASTA&E OE PILOTS MD GBMS IN THE MIDDLE EAST ~ 1942

(Abstract from Secretary of State for Air Papers on ‘Reirforoement
of the Middle East* A.H.B. Ref,ID/5/5)

In June 1942, the Secretary of State told the Air Minister for
Personnel that both the Commanders-'inpChief Bomber and Fighter Commands
had been complaining strongly of the retention of pilots in the Middle

East, According to the A,0,C,-in-C, Bomber Command, bomber pilots in
the Middle East were being employed on all kinds of ground jobs and
Wellington orey/s, -which had been trained together for many weeks, were
being dispersed for no other reason than convenience of posting, Ihe
A,0,C,«in-C, Fighter Command complained that he had sent no fe-wer than

2,200 pilots to the Middle East in the previous 13 months. The
Secretary of State himself had noted that Middle East admitted to a

surplus of 65 fighter pilots, with 126 trained and ifOO awaiting posting.
Surely, he argued, it woiILd be possible to stop the drain on Fighter
Command, He also questioned the Middle East figures which stated that

they were deficient in Bomber pilots. He noted that 588 pilots were
shcrwn as being employed in non-operational units and he asked whether a

larger proportion of them should not be sent back to the United Kingdom,

In his reply, the Air Minister for Personnel pointed out that
about 500 of "the 2,000 fighter pilots had gone to the Par East, India
and Malta, A further 5OO of this total had been sent direct from

Fighter 0,T,U,s and had not therefore been an actual drain on Fighter
Command, The sujcplus of fighter pilots in the Middle East was not

considered serioias, bearing in mind particularly the fact that, in the
United Kingdom, there was a surplus of 4OO fighter pilots. He con«
sidered that the haphazard breaking up of trained bomber crews was most

unlikely. It was probably due to the need to replace casualties ~ a
common occurrence in Bomber Command itself. Of the bomber pilots in

non-operational units, 211 were employed on ferrying alone*
establishment of these non-operational units was 610 and their strength
588, *In vievT of the size of the Command,* he concluded, *and the
enormous quantity of communication vrork, I do not suppose that the
establishment is unnecessarily high*,('t)

On 31 Juily, the Secretary of State again returned to the subject
when he wrote to the Air Member for Personnel that Mr, Eden, in turn,
had heard that wastage from various causes of Air Force personnel, in
the Middle East, was mduly high. The Air Minister for Personnel

replied, on 3 August, that *It is impossible to have a war without
oastialties and these are apt to become larger if there are retreats, *
The Director of War Organisation, who had been brought into the con

troversy, stated that the wastage of aircrews had certainly been highei-
since May 1942, but that these had been months characterised by inten
sive operations. However, he did not consider that the losses -were

undioly high and, in fact, it had been possible to reduce slightly the
flow of pilots and air crews from the United Kingdom to the Middle
East,

The

i

On 13 August,
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Bomber Command addressed a strongly-
worded personal letter to the Secretary of State for Air saying that,
since September 1939, a total of 2137 bomber O.T,U. ferry pilots had

These assurances were, apparently, not enough.

(1) This correspondence "was taking place at a time when some of the
bitterest air battles were occurring in the Western Desert,

From 26 May to 13 June 1942, aircrew losses amo-unted to over 100

(68 kjd-led and 33 wounded).
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been sent to the Miid£>2e East and only 157 returned,
at least 1,000 cf tliese pilots had 'somehow or other, been thrown down
the sink,*

wasted in giving *the highest type of bomber training to pilots who,
thereafter, never bomb and who are wasted in ground jobs, oommurdration
flying and any sort of flying except that for which Bomber 0,0, ToU,

training is essential,’

The Secretary of State for Air again referred the matter to the

Air Minister for Personnel who finally decided to send a member of his

staff to investigate the matter, on the spot, in the Middle East,
a corollary tc this correspondence, on 18 August, the Vioe-Ohief of Air
Staff sent a Ml-nute to the Ohief of the Air Staff pointing out that the
Air Officer Oommanding-in-Ohief liiddle East had frequently complained
of the poor quality of the officers posted to him, in the grades of
Sqmdron Leader to Group Oaptain,
central posting for officers of these ranks,
amotint of trouble mth 0,s-in"0, at home,* he said, *but I hope to be
able to convince them that we take a wider view of the war than they
can, and that we will hold the scales fairly.

On 10 SeptemberCO the Prime Minister intervened in the dispute by
sending the following Minutes

‘C.A.S,

In his opinion

It meant that one half of the 0,0, T,U, effort was being

As

The 0,A.S, agreed to a system of
*¥fe shall have a certain

I

Air Marshal Harris spoke to me the other ni^t about the large
nxjmber of bomber crews sent to the Middle East v/hich were not

returned to this country after having delivered the machines.

In view of the great importance of increasing the strength of

Bomber Command at home, please look into this and draft something
to Tedder,

W,S,G,*

The 0,A,S, replied that he had been into the question most

thoroughly. Middle East had already sent back quite a large nvunber of
crews in spite of the difficulty of finding aircraft for them. He
mentioned that the officer who had been sent to investigate the matter

by the Air Minister for Personnel, in the Middle East, was due back and

he would await his report.

Three days after his first Minute, the Prime Minister addressed

one to the Secretary of State for Air in which he asked for details of
the nimiber of bombers sent to the Middle East since May 1942 and the
nvanber of the crews of these bombers which had been returned to the

U.K,

nearly all, of the crews used for ferry pinrposes,
allovred*.

•Tedder,* he wrote, *has got into the habit of keeping all, or
This cannot be

In his reply dated 17 September, the Secretary of State for Air
said that, since 1 May 1942, a total of 52 Halifaxes, 25 Liberators and
259 Tfellingtons had been sent to the Middle East, Six of the crews had

been returned, but he pointed out that it was normal for reinforcing
crews to oon^jiete an operational tour in the Middle East before
returning to the United Kingdom, *They are in no sense just ferry
crews,* he said. During the same period, 322 bomber pilots, mostly
tour-expired, had left the Middle East for the United Kingdom,

(1) This was directly after the Battle of ALam el Haifa (3I August to
7 September 1942; when the classic defeat of Eommel*s forces was
due to a great extent to the intensive operations carried out by
the light and medium bombers.
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•The fact that out of ̂ 16 bombers only 6 crev<rs have returned to
this coimtry is ideally quite scandalous,' the Prime Ivlinister commented
on 20 September, 'You are getting a mass of sediment in the Middle

East and are hampering your o\vn development at home,' He then

tabialated a finrther request for statistics, showing the strength in
squadrons, men and machines in the Middle East, on 1 September 19^1
and on i September 1942.

The Director of Personnel's Minute to the Air Minister for

Personnel, on the subject of the Prime Minister's comment, was

mequivocal. He said that the Prime Minister's statement could not have

been made if he had ixnderstood the reply to the first query. The
Directorate of Personnel had spent an enormous amount of time, at the
expense of their normal work, answrering a series of statistical queries
on the same subject. As fast as one had been answered, another
slightly different one was received, 'Would it not be possible for the
S, of S, or the G,A,S, to explain the situation to the Prime iinister?’

he pleaded. In his opinion, the situation regarding the retiim of
bomber crews to Bomber Command was satisfactory. Group Captain Pearce
had been sent out to investigate this specific question and, from what
he had said, the Director of Personnel was 'quite satisfied that Middle
East Command are playing perfectly fair and are doing all they possibly
can to assist Bomber Command. They will continue to do so, if they are
not driven mad by a deluge of statistical questions and general rudery.
Co-uld not this be ejqilained to the C,-in-C, Bomber Command? In the light
of all that has transpired during the past few months, I do not under

stand why the Prime Minister himself shoiold have been approached
personally on the s\ibject.

On 7 October, the Secretary of State for Air wrote to the
Prime Minister giving the figures of the expansion of Middle East Command

from Sq'uadrons, 1,355 aircraft and 49,700 personnel, on

1 September 1941 to 74 Squadrons, 2,548 aircraft and 99^500 personnel on
1 September 1942, He reaffirmed the fact that, out of the 3IS bomber
crews sent to the Middle East, between May and mid-September, 1942, none
should have been returned, ais they were required to complete an
operational to^ur on arrival there, 'But these ̂ 16 are not a dead loss,'
he said, '328 crews left Middle East during the same period for this
country,•

t

The report from the officer from the Directorate of Personnel had

made it plain that the Middle East were not retaining trained crews

unnecessarily and, 'indeed, are employing their trained pilots Tilth
notable economy,• He instanced the fact that, of 29 Operations
Officers employed at No, 205 Group H.Q,, their 5 bomber Wings and on
liaison duties with the American forces, only 11 were G,D, officers,
Ptirthermore, out of the 5OO Intelligence Officers in Ifiddle East Command,
only two were G,D» There were also very few operatioaiallc^^ trained

pilots employed on ferry duties, and these were mostly tour-expired
fighter pilots, pilots who had shown 'lack of dash' and pilots of low
medical category, Finally, there was no accum'ulation of trained

air-crew misemployed on ground duties.

(Authority A.H.B./ID/5/5. )
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